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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some
functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The
product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online


Support (https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install, configure, administer, and use the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino.


Audience
This document is intended for use by the following users:


• System administrators, who are responsible for installing software and maintaining servers and clients on a network.
• IBM Lotus Domino administrators, who are responsible for backing up and maintaining Domino servers.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


02 June, 2020 Updated "Restoring database files to the
original directory" and "Restoring database
files to a different directory" section.


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


• Avamar Administration Guide
• E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
• Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
• Avamar Release Notes


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab
names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


• System code
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Table 1. Typographical conventions (continued)


• System output, such as an error message or script
• Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
• Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to
and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the Product


Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical reference
information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following documents:


• Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
• Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
• White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by
keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by typing a


product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product support and
solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support
page.
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Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service Center panel
of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and manage
service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


• ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
• Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications. Send
comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


• Product name and version
• Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
• Page numbers
• Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• Restore
• Concurrent backups and restores
• DAOS support
• Internationalization (I18N) support
• Multi-streaming


Architecture
The Avamar® Plug-in for Lotus Domino works with the Domino server to back up Domino data to an Avamar server or a Data Domain®


system. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino serves as a backup module and the Avamar server or Data Domain system as a storage
device.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports the Domino server in both stand-alone configurations and clustered configurations. The
Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino does not support local databases of Notes clients.


IBM Lotus Domino supports the use of DB2 databases as a data repository for Domino databases. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino,
however, does not support this type of configuration.


Data Domain support
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports backups to and restores from Data Domain systems. You can back up Domino data to a
Data Domain system by using Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or by using the command line interface. Metadata for the backup is stored
on the Avamar server.


Restore backed up data from a Data Domain system the same way you restore data from the Avamar server. Follow the same restore
procedure whether the data is on the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about configuring Data Domain systems for use with
Avamar systems.


Stand-alone configurations
In a stand-alone configuration, one computer runs the Avamar client software and the Domino server software.


In a stand-alone environment, the Domino server host requires the installation of the following software:


• Domino server that is supported by Avamar
• Platform-specific Avamar client software
• Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino


The following figure shows a stand-alone configuration in which the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino saves data to an Avamar server.


1
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Figure 1. Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino stand-alone configuration


Cluster configurations
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports Lotus Domino servers in two-node active/passive or active/active Microsoft Windows
cluster configurations.


For a Windows cluster environment, install the following software on each Domino server:


• Avamar Client for Windows
• Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
• Avamar Cluster Client


Install the Avamar Cluster Client only on the active node. Installation and Configuration on page 19 provides more information about
installing the software in a Windows cluster.


The following figure shows the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in an active/passive cluster configuration.
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Figure 2. Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino cluster configuration


Two-node active/passive cluster deployment
In a two-node active/passive cluster, the active node runs applications while the passive node stands ready to take over if the active node
fails.


When a failure occurs on the active node, its applications, such as the Domino server and Avamar client, fail over to the passive node. If
scheduled Avamar backups exist for the active node, the passive node runs them while the active node is offline. Once the active node
comes back online, the passive node fails back the Domino server and the Avamar client applications to the active node. Then the passive
node goes back into standby mode.


Two-node active/active cluster deployment
In a two-node active/active cluster, both nodes are active and run applications.


If an active node (for example, NODE-1) fails, its applications fail over to the second active node (for example, NODE-2). NODE-2 now
runs its own applications plus the ones from NODE-1. If, for example, scheduled Avamar backups exist for NODE-1, NODE-2 must run
them while NODE-1 (the failed node) is offline. Once NODE-1 comes back online, NODE-2 fails back the applications, such as the Domino
server and Avamar client, to NODE-1.


To use Lotus Domino in an active/active Windows cluster requires a Domino partitioned server.


Multiple versions of Domino on a single host
On UNIX, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports multiple installations of the Domino server. The Domino server versions can be
the same or different.


On 64-bit AIX, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports the coexistence of both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the Domino server on
the same host. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation package for AIX includes both the 32-bit and 64-bit plug-in software.


NOTE: IBM does not support multiple versions of the Domino server on Windows platforms.
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Types of files backed up and restored
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backs up and restores database files, non-database files such as ID files, the notes.ini file, and
transaction logs.


The following table describes the four types of database files that the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backs up.


Table 2. Types of database files  


Database file extensions Description


.NSF .NSF files comprise two types:


• Lotus Notes database files, which contain email for users.
• Lotus Notes database link files, which contain a link to a Lotus


Notes database in a directory other than the data directory.


.NTF Template files for creating Notes applications and system
databases.


.box Outgoing email messages.


.dir Lotus directory links. These files contain the full pathname to the
directory outside of the data directory.


Lotus Domino stores all Lotus Notes client files and Domino server files in the data directory in the installation directory:


• On Windows, the default installation directory is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\data.


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, the default installation directory is /local/notesdata.


You can also store Notes client files and Domino server files in an alternate location by using database and directory links.


Client cache and log files
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino creates client cache files and log files during backup operations.


The installation of Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino creates client cache files in /install_path/var/clientlogs.


Backup and restore operations from Avamar Administrator create the avlotus.log file in the /install_path/var/clientlogs
directory.


Backup
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino enables you to perform backups by using Avamar Administrator or the AUI. You can perform both
hot and cold backups. During a hot backup, databases are online and accessible. During a cold backup, databases are offline.


Backup types
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports full, incremental, and subset backups.


The following table describes the backup types.


Table 3. Types of backups 


Backup types Description


Full Backs up all database files on the Domino server whether they
have changed since the last backup. Optionally, you can choose to
backup transaction logs if you enable transaction logging and set
the logging style to Archived. A full backup also archives the
transaction logs if you include transaction logs in the backup. Lotus
Domino documentation provides more information about
transaction logging.


Incremental Backs up the following items:
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Table 3. Types of backups (continued)


Backup types Description


• All transaction logs on the Domino server.
• All new databases that you created since the last full or


incremental backup.
• All databases in which the DBIID property changed since the


last full or incremental backup.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports incremental
backups only when you set transaction logging to Archived. You
must run a full backup before you run the first incremental backup.


Subset Backs up all selected database files. A subset backup never backs
up the transaction logs. If you select either the Backup
transaction logs with full backup or the Archive transaction
logs option in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box,
the backup ignores the option.


Backups of Domino partitioned servers
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports both manual and scheduled backups of Domino partitions.


Domino partitions share the same Domino program directory. Each partition has its own data directory and notes.ini file. Back up
each partition separately. The backup procedure is similar to the backup procedure for a single Domino server. For each partition, provide
the full pathname to the notes.ini file and the full pathname to the Domino directory. Backup on page 33 provides more information
about backing up the Domino server.


Transaction log backups
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports backups of the transaction logs.


Because Lotus Domino typically stores the transaction logs on a separate disk, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino can back up the
transaction logs in parallel with other data streams during both full and incremental backups. After the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
backs up all data files, the plug-in backs up the remaining transaction logs.


Incremental backups fail if you set transaction logging to circular or linear. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports incremental
backup only when you set transaction logging to Archived on the Domino server.


Restore
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports restores from the original client to the same target location or to a different target
location.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports restores to the following targets:


• Original client in the original directory
• Original client in a different directory
• Different client


The destination client must run the same operating system and the same or later version of Domino server as the original client.


Redirected restores
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports redirected restores. A redirected restore enables you to restore a database to the
destination host, which must be on the same type of a computer as the original host. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino does not
support cross-platform restores.


The destination host can run a different version of the operating system or Domino server than the original host. The Avamar file system
client and the Domino server must support the versions of the two operating systems.


To restore Domino database files to a different directory, the target directory must have read and write permissions for the specific
Domino user account.
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NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses the user account (by default, “notes”) for tasks such as starting and


stopping the Domino server. Only UNIX systems use the notes user account.


A restore fails if the target directory does not have read and write permissions for the Domino user account. Restoring database files to a
different directory on page 41 provides more information about restoring Domino database files to different directories.


When you restore a database from one Domino server to another on the same host or a different host, you cannot apply the logs. When
you restore databases to a new host and a new Domino server, you can move and apply the logs.


After a redirected restore to a new computer, you cannot apply the transaction logs to the database because the logs are not available
from the new client computer. An attempt to recover a logged database fails, in which you cannot bring the database online. This
limitation applies to redirected restores of Domino to a target computer that is part of a cluster or a target computer that participates as a
replication server.


Restore of online database
During a restore, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino takes a database offline, deletes it, and then restores it with the backup file.


Domino considers each .nsf or .ntf file a separate database. A Domino server can include hundreds of databases.


Before restoring an online database, ensure that the database is not in use.


Restore and recovery from the Cloud
For Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), when backups are in the Cloud and absent on Active tier, direct read from ECS for Lotus Domino enables
common restore scenarios by using the plugin restore operations with DD 6.1 and later. When the user performs restores of backups in the
ECS, Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino transparently restores data from ECS without performing a recall operation first.


For other Cloud providers, a two step process is in place for restoring and recovering data:


• Recall data from the Cloud
• Restore and recover data


Refer to Restore operations for cloud tier in the Avamar Data Domain System Integration Guide for more information.


Concurrent backups and restores
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports a maximum of six concurrent backups, restores, or both types of operations from Avamar
Administrator or the AUI.


When six operations are running concurrently and you start a seventh one, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino adds the seventh
operation to a wait queue. After one of the running operations completes, the next one in the wait queue starts.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino enables you to run concurrent backup and restore operations for multiple partitions in a partitioned
Domino environment or when you install multiple Domino servers on same host.


Concurrent operations require additional system resources such as memory and CPU. Consider the resource impact on the system before
running concurrent operations.


Concurrent operations must reference different instances. You cannot run concurrent operations for the same instance.


DAOS support
Lotus Domino 8.5 includes the Domino Attachment and Object Storage (DAOS) feature.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports the backup and restore of databases on DAOS-enabled servers. Enabling DAOS on a
Domino server reduces disk space usage. For example, when you send an attachment to multiple users multiple times, the Domino server
stores one copy of the attachment. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backs up the attachment once.


Backups of DAOS-enabled servers
To back up a database on a DAOS-enabled server, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backs up the database and the DAOS directory.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino automatically backs up the DAOS directory for all types of backups: full, incremental, and subset.
You do not need to include the DAOS directory in the backup request. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backs up the DAOS directory
after the backup of the data files and the transaction logs.
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Restores to DAOS-enabled servers
During a restore operation of a DAOS-enabled database, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino checks for missing attachments (NLO
files), restores them, and then synchronizes the DAOS catalog by using the daosmgr executable.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino does not support a redirected restore of a DAOS-enabled database to a different computer. You
cannot move a DAOS-enabled database from one computer to another because references to all attachments are to the original server.


An attempt to restore a DAOS-enabled database to a new computer restores the database. The attachments in the NLO files are not
accessible. The NLO files are inaccessible regardless of whether you select the Restore missing NLO files option from Avamar
Administrator.


This limitation applies to redirected restores of Domino to a destination computer that is part of a cluster or a destination computer that is
a replication server.


Internationalization (I18N) support
Internationalization (I18N) support enables you to browse, back up, monitor, and restore non-English data from Avamar clients without
localizing the software.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino can back up and restore Domino databases and files that are named with international characters
encoded with UTF-8 (UCS Transformation Format–8-bit) on Linux and UNIX, and UTF-16 on Windows.


NOTE: Do not confuse I18N support with localization (L10N) support. L10N translates the software user interface and


operational messages into localized languages. This release of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino does not provide


L10N support.


Multi-streaming
Multiple backup streams enable the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino to back up the Domino files and the transaction logs in parallel
streams. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports multiple backup and restore streams.


Multiple backup streams can improve the rate at which the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino writes data to the Avamar server or the Data
Domain system. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino balances the backup data among the available streams which are based on total
size or logical volumes.


Data backed up in size-based streams occur in the following order:


1. Data files using multiple parallel streams.
2. Transaction logs using multiple parallel streams.
3. DAOS directory using a single stream.


Multi-stream backups of logical volume-based data use separate streams to back up each volume. Transaction logs that are on a separate
volume from the data use a single stream.


Data backed up in volume-based streams occur in the following order:


1. Data files using multiple parallel streams.
2. Transaction logs that are on a separate volume from the data using a single stream.
3. DAOS directory using a single stream.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino merges all backups from multiple streams into one image at the end of the backup operation.


A restore operation uses the same stream content and number of streams as the corresponding backup. A multi-stream restore process
can improve performance because the number of avtar processes are reduced in comparison to single-stream restores, which run
sequentially.


The maximum number of streams for either a backup or restore is 10 and the default is 1.
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Installation and Configuration


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on IBM AIX
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on RHEL
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on SLES
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Solaris
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Windows
• Performing post-installation tasks


Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus
Domino
Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino to ensure that the environment meets these requirements
before you perform the installation. Download the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation packages
from the Avamar server.


System requirements
Before you install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, ensure that you meet all software and hardware requirements.


The Avamar file system client and the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino that are installed on the host must be the same version number.
You can install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on 32-bit or 64-bit platforms.


Client compatibility requirements are available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection. The requirements in the matrix include supported operating systems and application versions.


Domino server requirements
The Domino server requirements include setting ARCHIVE mode (transaction logging) and setting the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter.


Changing Domino server configuration settings might require two Domino server restarts or a reboot of the system that runs the Domino
server for the configuration changes to take effect. The IBM Lotus Domino technote 1381136 provides more information.


Setting ARCHIVE mode on the Domino server
You must set databases on the Domino server to archive logging to perform incremental backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus
Domino.


About this task


Incremental backups fail if you enable circular or linear logging for the database on the Domino server.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server.
2. Set transaction logging to Archived.


The Lotus Domino documentation provides additional instructions.
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Setting the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter in notes.ini
Set a timeout value for the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter to an adequate value to avoid any possible backup failure.


About this task


You can prevent a backup from timing out by setting the BACKUP_NO_TIMEOUT parameter to 1 instead of setting the
BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter to 60 minutes. The use of the BACKUP_NO_TIMEOUT parameter can result in a backup that runs
continuously. Use only one of these parameters in the notes.ini file.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server.
2. Open the \path\notes.ini file in a text editor. Specify the full directory pathname to the notes.ini file for path.


3. Set the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter in the notes.ini file to 60 minutes:


BACKUP_TIMEOUT=60
The default value for BACKUP_TIMEOUT is 15 minutes even if the parameter does not exist in the notes.ini file.


4. Save the changes and close the text editor.
5. Restart the Domino server twice for the configuration change to begin.


Downloading the software
Download the installation packages for the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino from the Avamar server, and then save the package to a
temporary directory.


About this task


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation package for a Linux 64-bit system is available from the Linux for x86 (32 bit) platform
heading on the Downloads web page. Use AvamarLotus-linux-rhel4-x86-7.2.100-build.rpm or AvamarLotus-linux-
sles11-x86-7.2.100-build.rpm to install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on a Linux 64-bit system.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server host with the necessary privileges to perform an installation.
2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.
3. Click Downloads.


The Downloads list appears.
4. Click + next to the platform heading for the Domino server.
5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the Domino server.
6. Click the link for the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation package.
7. Save the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation package to a temporary directory.


Installing the Avamar file system client
Install the appropriate Avamar file system client before installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino.


Steps


• For IBM AIX, RHEL, SLES, and Solaris systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.
• For Windows systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
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Installing RHEL6 or RHEL7 64-bit packages
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL6 or RHEL7 64-bit systems requires additional software to enable the browse feature.


About this task


Software packages for RHEL6 and RHEL7 64-bit systems are available in the Packages folder from the RHEL 6 or RHEL 7 installation
ISO image or DVD.


Steps


• To enable the browse feature for the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL6 and RHEL7 64-bit systems, install the following
packages:


Table 4. RHEL6 and RHEL7 64-bit packages 


RHEL6 RHEL7


○ libcap-2.16-5.2.el6.i686.rpm
○ libxml2-2.7.6-1.el6.i686.rpm
○ libacl-2.2.49-4.el6.i686.rpm
○ zlib-1.2.3-25.el6.i686.rpm


○ libcap-2.22-8.el7.i686.rpm
○ libxml2-2.9.1-5.el7.i686.rpm
○ libacl-2.2.51-12.el7.i686.rpm
○ zlib-1.2.7-13.el7.i686.rpm


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on IBM AIX
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on IBM AIX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on IBM AIX
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation package for AIX includes both the 32-bit and 64-bit plug-in software. You can install the
Avamar Client for AIX software in either the default installation directory or an alternate directory. Use the geninstall command to
install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the default var directory or use the installp command to install the Avamar Plug-in for
Lotus Domino in a new location.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the same directory as the Avamar Client for AIX. The installation returns an
error if you install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in default directory after you install the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate
directory.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the default directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d /tmp/AvamarLotus-platform-version.bff all
where:


• platform is the AIX system type. For example: aix6-ppc or aix6-ppc64.
• version is the Avamar software version.


4. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in an alternate directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarLotus-platform-version.bff all
where:


• install_path is the directory for the installation files.
• platform is the AIX system type. For example: aix6-ppc or aix6-ppc64.
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• version is the Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on IBM
AIX
Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino before upgrading the Avamar Client for AIX. The Avamar Client for AIX and Avamar Plug-in
for Lotus Domino must be the same version.


Steps


1. Download the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation packages. Downloading the software on page 20 provides instructions.
2. Log in to the Domino server as root.
3. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


4. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the default installation directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarLotus-platform-version.bff all
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in an alternate installation directory, skip this step and


continue to the next step.


5. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarLotus-platform-version.bff all
where:


• install_path is the alternate installation directory.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


6. Download the Avamar Client for AIX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.
7. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in the default installation directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate installation directory, skip this step and continue to the


next step.


8. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where:


• install_path is the alternate installation directory.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on IBM
AIX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino from an IBM AIX system by using the geninstall -u command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and the Avamar Client for AIX from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


• To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


• To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.
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The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Domino server as root.
2. To list Avamar packages that are installed in the default directory, type the following command:


lslpp -la | grep Avamar
NOTE: To list Avamar packages that are installed in an alternate installation directory, skip this step and continue to


the next step.


3. To list Avamar packages that are installed in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


lslpp -la -R /install_path | grep Avamar
where install_path is the alternate installation directory.


4. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by typing the following command:


geninstall -u AvamarLotus-platform
where platform is the AIX system type. For example: aix6-ppc or aix6-ppc64.


5. Uninstall the Avamar Client for AIX by typing the following command:


geninstall -u AvamarClient-platform
where platform is the AIX system type. For example: aix6-ppc or aix6-ppc64


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on RHEL
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL
You can install the Avamar Client for Linux software in either the default installation directory or an alternate directory.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the same directory as the Avamar Client for Linux.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in an alternate directory, skip this step and continue to the


next step.


4. To change the base directory for the installation, type the following command:


rpm --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/new_path -i AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• new_path is the new directory.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To change the base directory and the var directory, skip this step and continue to the next step.


5. To change the base directory and var directory locations during the installation, type the following command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=base_path --relocate /var/avamar=var_path AvamarLotus-
linux-platform-version.rpm
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Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL
Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by using the rpm -Uvh command. You can use the --relocate option to specify the
alternate installation or var directory that you specified when you installed the initial version. The versions of the Avamar Client for Linux
and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino must be the same.


Steps


1. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux by using the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.
2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
3. To upgrade the software in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, skip this step and continue to the next step.


4. To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=install_path AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• install_path is the installation directory that you specified when you installed the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus
Domino software.


• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, skip this step and continue to the next step.


5. To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /var/avamar=var_path AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• var_path is the installation directory that you specified when you installed the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus
Domino software.


• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


The rpm -Uvh command automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, and then installs the
new version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on RHEL
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino from an RHEL system by using the rpm -e command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and the Avamar Client for Linux from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


• To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


• To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. To view the Avamar packages that are installed on the system, type the following command:


rpm -qa | grep Av
Output similar to the following appears in the command shell:
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AvamarLotus-version-nnn
AvamarClient-version-nnn


3. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by typing the following command:


rpm -e AvamarLotus-version
where version is the version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino.


4. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Linux by typing the following command:


rpm -e AvamarClient-version
where version is the version of the Avamar Client for Linux.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on SLES
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on SLES.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on SLES
You can install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software in either the default installation directory or an alternate directory. Install the
Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the same directory as the Avamar Client for Linux.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To change the base directory during the installation, skip this step and continue to the next step.


4. To change the base directory during the installation, type the following command:


rpm --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/new_path -i AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• new_path is the new directory.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To change the base directory and var directory locations during the installation, skip this step and continue


to the next step.


5. To change the base directory and var directory locations during the installation, type the following command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=new_base_path --relocate /var/avamar=new_var_path
AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• new_base_path is the new installation directory.
• new_var_path is the new var directory.


• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on SLES
Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino to a later release by using the rpm -Uvh command. Use the --relocate option to
specify the alternate installation or var directory that you specified when you installed the initial version. The Avamar Client for Linux and
Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino must be the same version.


Steps


1. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux by using the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.
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2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
3. To upgrade the software in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, skip this step and continue to the next step.


4. To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=new_base_path AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• new_base_path is the installation directory that you specified when you installed the release 7.0.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


NOTE: To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, skip this step and continue to the next step.


5. To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /var/avamar=new_var_path AvamarLotus-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:


• new_var_path is the installation directory that you specified when you installed release 7.0.
• platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


The rpm -Uh command automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, and then installs the new
version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on SLES
When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and the Avamar Client for Linux from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


• To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


• To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. To view the Avamar packages that are installed on the system, type the following command:


rpm -qa | grep Avamar
Output similar to the following appears in the command shell:


AvamarLotus-version-nnn
AvamarClient-version-nnn


3. Uninstall the software by typing the following command:


rpm -e AvamarLotus-version AvamarClient-version
where version is the Avamar software version.
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Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Solaris
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Solaris.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Solaris
Use the pkgadd command to install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by typing the following command:


pkgadd -d AvamarLotus-OS-sparc-version.pkg
where:


• OS is the Solaris operating system version. For example: solaris10.
• version is the Avamar software version.


The following appears in the command shell:


The following packages are available:
1 AVMRlotus Avamar Client Plugin for IBM Lotus Domino
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn\par


Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]:


4. Type 1 and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Processing package instance <AVMRlotus> from
</AvamarLotus-solaris10-sparc-7.2.100-nnn.pkg>


Avamar Client Plugin for IBM Lotus Domino(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
2 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.


This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.


Do you want to continue with the installation of <AVMRlotus> [y,n,?]
5. Type y and press Enter.


The installation runs to completion.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Solaris


About this task


The versions of the Avamar Client for Solaris and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino must be the same.
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Steps


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Solaris on page 28 provides
instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Solaris. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.
3. Download the Avamar Client for Solaris and the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino installation packages. Downloading the software on


page 20 provides instructions.
4. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Solaris. TheAvamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.
5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Solaris on page 27


provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on
Solaris
When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and the Avamar Client for Solaris from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


• To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


• To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as root.
2. Display all Avamar packages that are installed on the system by typing the following command:


pkginfo | grep AVMR
Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


The following packages are currently installed:
1 AVMRlotus Avamar Client Plugin for IBM Lotus Domino
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn


3. Uninstall the software by typing the following command:


pkgrm AVMRlotus
The following output appears in the command shell:


The following package is currently installed:
AVMRlotus
Do you want to remove this package?


4. Type y and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Removal of AVMRlotus was successful.
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Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Windows
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on a stand-alone Windows system or on a Windows cluster.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on
Windows
Install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on both Windows stand-alone systems and MSCS two-node clusters. In a cluster, install the
Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on both nodes and in the same directory on each node.


About this task


If UAC is enabled on the client computer, you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and
additional information.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino is automatically installed in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as an administrator.
2. Go to the temporary directory that contains the installation package that you downloaded in Downloading the software on page 20.
3. Start the installation by using the correct method:


• If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation package.
• If UAC is enabled, right-click the Command Prompt icon and select Run as administrator. Change to the directory that


contains the installation package and type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarLotus-windows-platform-version.msi
where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar software version number.


The welcome page appears.
4. Click Next.


The Ready to install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Lotus Domino page appears.
5. Click Install.


The Installing Avamar Backup Plug-in for Lotus Domino page appears. A status bar shows the installation’s progress. After the
installation completes, the Completed the Avamar Backup Plug-in for Lotus Domino Setup Wizard page appears.


6. Click Finish.
7. In a cluster, repeat this installation procedure on each node.


Configuring the cluster client on Windows
The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore Domino data on shared storage in a cluster, regardless of which node is
managing the data at the time of the backup or restore.


Prerequisites


Before you run the Cluster Configuration Tool, ensure that the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino are
installed on each node in the cluster.


About this task


Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client on the active node in an active/passive configuration or on both
active nodes in an active/active configuration.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must be a member of the local Administrators group on
each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:


• On Windows Server 2012, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
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• On Windows Server 2008, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.


The welcome page appears.
3. Click Next.


The Plug-Ins page appears.
4. Select Lotus Domino from the Avamar Backup Plug-ins list, and then click Next.


The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.
5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


• The status for each Lotus Domino node is Up.
• The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
• The installation status of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software for each node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes, and then click Next.


NOTE: All cluster nodes must be registered to Avamar Server.


The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the prerequisite has been met.
8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If a prerequisite is not met, exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and then restart the wizard.
9. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.


The Attach to Service page appears.
10. Select the cluster service to use for the cluster client, and then click Next.


The Server Settings page appears.
11. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.


The IP option that appears on this page depends on the choice you make in step 9.


b. Type the name of the Avamar domain in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the domain name. To specify a subdomain, type /domain/
subdomain, where domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the administrator server.


d. Click Next.


The Client settings page appears.


12. Specify the settings for the client:


a. Type the name of the shared network directory or volume where the Secure Certificate is located in the Cluster client's SYSDIR
directory box, or click Browse to select the shared network directory or volume.


b. Type the name of the shared network directory or volume in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to select a
shared network directory or volume.


The shared network directory or volume stores the cluster client configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must have
write access to this directory or volume.


c. Click Next.


The Summary page appears.


13. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration process is complete, the Results page appears.


14. Click Close.
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Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on
Windows
The steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Windows depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or
in a cluster.


Upgrading on a stand-alone Windows server
When you upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on a stand-alone server, you do not need to uninstall earlier versions before you
install a new version. The installation determines that an earlier version is installed, and then prompts you to upgrade to the new version or
remove the current version.


Steps


1. Ensure that you meet all system requirements for the new version. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on page
19 provides information.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client installation wizard for the new version on the client computer.
The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


3. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by running the plug-in installation wizard for the new version on the Windows server.
Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


Upgrading in a Windows cluster
When you upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software in a cluster, you must uninstall earlier
versions of the Avamar client and plug-in from each node, and then install new versions.


Steps


1. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


a. To uninstall the Avamar cluster client, use the earlier version of the Cluster Configuration Tool. Uninstalling in a cluster client on
page 32 provides instructions.


b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on each node in the cluster.
c. Uninstall the earlier version the Avamar Client for Windows on each node in the cluster.


The plug-in guide for the earlier version provides instructions for each step.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same directory on each node in the cluster. The Avamar for Windows Server User
Guide provides instructions.


b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino in the same directory on each node in the cluster. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for
Lotus Domino on Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


c. Register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.
d. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to install the Avamar Client for Windows on an active node. Configuring the cluster client on


Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on
Windows
When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and the Avamar Client for Windows from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino:


• To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


• To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.
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The steps to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino on Windows depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or
in a cluster.


Uninstalling on a stand-alone Windows server
Use the Windows uninstall feature to uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software.


Steps


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino by using Programs and Features.
2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


Uninstalling in a cluster client
In a Windows cluster, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar cluster client. Then use the Windows uninstall feature to
uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino software from each node.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local Administrators
group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:


• On Windows Server 2012, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
• On Windows Server 2008, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.


The welcome page appears.
3. Click Next.


The Plug-Ins page appears.
4. Select Lotus Domino from the Avamar Backup Plug-ins list, and then click Next.


The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.
5. Ensure that the status of each node is Up, and then click Next.


The Operations page appears.
6. Select Remove the cluster client from all nodes, and then click Next.


The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the prerequisite has been met.
7. Click Next.


The Attach to Service page appears.
8. Select the cluster service that the cluster client uses, and then click Next.


The Summary page appears.
9. Review the configuration settings, and then click Uninstall.


The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.
10. Click Close.


Performing post-installation tasks
After a successful installation of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino completes, perform the post-installation tasks that apply to the
system type.


Moving flag files to the /var/clientlogs directory
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, release 7.1 or later, uses the /var/clientlogs directory for flag files, log files, and client cache
files. The avtar program from Avamar 7.1 or later creates all logs and cache files in /var/clientlogs after you install or upgrade to
7.1 or later.


About this task


After you install or upgrade Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, you must move flag files, such as avtar.cmd or avlotus.cmd, from
the /var directory to the /var/clientlogs directory.


Before release 7.1, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino used the /var directory for flag files, log files, and client cache file.
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Backup


Topics:


• Backups
• Scheduling backups
• Restarting backups after cluster failover
• Monitoring backups
• Canceling backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Backups
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino allows you to perform backups from Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Before backing up an online database, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino sends a request to the Domino server to flush pending I/O to
the database file. This task ensures that the backup process backs up the most current version of the database.


You can run an on-demand backup while the Domino server is running or stopped. The Lotus Domino documentation provides more
information on stopping and restarting a Domino server.


NOTE: Do not back up an online database during a database compaction. A hot backup of a database can fail during a


database compaction.


Specifying the 32bitbinary flag on AIX systems
The 32bitbinary flag applies only to AIX systems with 32-bit and 64-bit Domino server configurations. To back up data from the 32-bit
version of Domino server on AIX systems, you must specify the 32bitbinary flag. Specify the 32bitbinary flag from Avamar
Administrator or from the CLI.


Performing an on-demand backup
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of Domino data on a client. You can perform an on-demand backup for the first backup of
the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform an on-demand backup before system maintenance, software
installations, or software upgrades.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Domino server.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the Domino server.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed on the Domino server is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Lotus Domino plug-in for the platform.
b. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.


A backup selection automatically includes the notes.ini file. In the event of catastrophic data loss, a disaster recovery requires
the notes.ini file. Disaster Recovery on page 49 provides more information.
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c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.
6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


• To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period. Specify
the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


• To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to that
date on the calendar.


• To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Avamar
server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. In the Backup label field, type a descriptive label for the backup.
c. In the Backup type list, select the type of backup:


• To back up all databases and files required for a complete recovery, select Full.
• To back up transaction logs and new database files that were created since the last full or incremental backup, select


Incremental.
• To back up the database and non-database files, select Subset.


d. To terminate the backup if an error occurs, select Terminate backup on error.
e. In the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field, type the full pathname of the notes.ini file on the Domino


server.


• On Windows, the default directory is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\notes.ini.


• On AIX, Linux, and UNIX, the default directory is /local/notesdata/notes.ini.


f. In the Full path of the Domino directory field, type the full pathname of the Domino directory.
g. In the Maximum number of backup streams list, select the number of backup streams to use. The default is 1. The maximum


number of streams is 10.
h. To enable debugging messages, select the checkbox.
i. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the


client and the Data Domain system during the backup.
8. Select a stream allocation option:


• To assign files to streams, select Balance data among the streams based on total file size. Each stream receives an equal
fraction of the total file size.


• To assign individual streams to each volume, select Balance data among the streams based on logical volume or file system.


9. Select or clear Transaction Logs options:


• To include transaction logs with the backup, select Back up transaction logs with full backup. By default, this option is
selected.


• To archive transaction logs after the backup, select Archive transaction logs. By default, this option is selected.


Backup options on page 63 provides more information about backup plug-in options.


10. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
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Backing up databases on DAOS-enabled servers


About this task


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino automatically backs up the DAOS directory for all types of backups: full, incremental, and subset.
You do not need to include the DAOS directory in the backup request.


Steps


1. Ensure that transaction logging is enabled. Setting ARCHIVE mode on the Domino server on page 19 provides more information.
2. Complete all steps in Performing an on-demand backup on page 33.


If you select the Archive transaction logs option in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, the Domino server archives
the transaction logs after the backup completes.


Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily, weekly, or
monthly. The scheduled backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about groups, group
policy, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.
2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset
A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset for
scheduled backups of Domino data on a client or on a group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.
3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-), and
underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } | \ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Lotus Domino plug-in for the platform.
The Lotus Domino plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab.
7. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
8. In the General section, perform the following steps:


a. In the Backup label field, type a descriptive label for the backup.
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b. (Optional) To back up databases and directories pointed to by links, select Follow links.
c. In the Backup type list, select the type of backup:


• To back up all databases and files required for a complete recovery, select Full.
• To back up transaction logs and new database files that were created since the last full or incremental backup, select


Incremental.
• To back up the database and non-database files, select Subset.


d. (Advanced option) Do not select the Enable debugging message check box. This option is for troubleshooting backup problems.
When you select the Enable debugging messages option, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle creates large log files.


e. To terminate the backup if an error occurs, select Terminate backup on error.
f. In the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field, type the full pathname of the notes.ini file on the Domino


server.


• On Windows, the default directory is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\notes.ini.


• On AIX, Linux, and UNIX, the default directory is /local/notesdata/notes.ini.


g. In the Full path of the Domino directory field, type the full pathname of the Domino directory.
h. (UNIX) In the Domino username field, type the Domino username.


This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start and stop the Domino server on the UNIX operating systems. The
default username is notes.


i. In the Maximum number of backup streams list, select the number of backup streams to use. The default is 1. The maximum
number of streams is 10.


j. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system, and
then select the Data Domain system from the list.


k. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


9. Select a stream allocation option:


• To assign files to streams, select Balance data among the streams based on total file size. Each stream receives an equal
fraction of the total file size.


• To assign individual streams to each volume, select Balance data among the streams based on logical volume or file system.


10. Select or clear Transaction Logs options:


• To include transaction logs with the backup, select Back up transaction logs with full backup. By default, this option is
selected.


• To archive transaction logs after the backup, select Archive transaction logs. By default, this option is selected.


Backup options on page 63 provides more information about backup plug-in options.


11. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy
A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement scheduled
backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and retention
settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior for all members of
the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy
Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled check
box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the menu options in the
Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
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The Policy page is displayed.
2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.
4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.
5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Restarting backups after cluster failover
Active backups fail during a cluster failover.


Steps


• Manually restart failed backups on the new active node.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all
activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


• Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different
duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


• Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the activities
for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


• Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Canceling backups
You can cancel a backup at any time before it completes. The cancellation can take five minutes or more. The backup might complete
before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.
3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.
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4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not destined for the
Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as well as from
command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is disabled by
default.
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Restore and Recovery


Topics:


• DBIID or ReplicaID
• Specifying the 32bitbinary flag on AIX systems
• Restoring database files to the original directory
• Restoring database files to a different directory
• Restoring database files to a different client
• Restoring databases on DAOS-enabled servers
• Restoring shared mail databases
• Restarting restores after cluster failover
• Monitoring restores
• Canceling restores


DBIID or ReplicaID
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box includes the two options that enable you to change the DBIID or ReplicaID of a
database: Create new DBIID during recovery and Create new DBIID and ReplicaID during recovery.


You cannot specify the options to change the DBIID or ReplicaID of a database during a recovery when transaction logging is not set to
ARCHIVE mode for the database.


Specifying the 32bitbinary flag on AIX systems
The 32bitbinary flag applies only to AIX systems with 32-bit and 64-bit Domino server configurations. To restore data from the 32-bit
version of Domino server on AIX systems, you must specify the 32bitbinary flag. You specify the 32bitbinary flag from Avamar
Administrator or from the CLI.


Restoring database files to the original directory
You can restore the Domino database and files to the original directory on the original client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.
3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Domino server.
4. To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the Date field, select a day or range of days.
d. Click RETRIEVE.


The list of backups for the selected dates is displayed.


5. Select the desired backup, and then click Restore.


The Restore wizard opens on the Destination Client pane.
NOTE: If you click Restore before selecting a backup, the wizard opens on the Backup List pane, where you can then


make the backup selection.
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6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. Select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.
8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to the original location.
b. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. To bring all databases online after the restore completes, select Bring all databases online after restore. This option is selected


by default.
c. To overwrite existing databases or files with the restored data, select Overwrite files.


Selecting the Overwrite files option takes the database offline and deletes it before the restore operation.


d. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates
very large log files.


e. To restore system databases, select Restore system databases.


Select this option to restore system databases such as busytime.nsf, ddm.nsf, events4.nsf, log.nsf, mail.box,
names.nsf, and mailjrn.nsf.


NOTE: You must stop the Domino server to restore system databases.


f. If the Lotus Domino configuration has changed or the Domino server has been reinstalled in a new location, select Specify full
paths for the Domino configuration files and directory.


If you select Specify full paths for the Domino configuration files and directory, type the full pathname for the notes.ini
file in the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field and the full pathname for the Domino directory in the Full path
of the Domino directory field.


g. To temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored databases, select Pause replication of restored databases.
This option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the databases are copied or synced to other
replicas.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the replication those databases via the


Avamar Administrator GUI.


h. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


i. (AIX, Linux, or UNIX) Type the Domino username in the Domino username field.


This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start and stop the Domino server on AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems. The
default username is notes.


10. In the Recover section, set the following options:


a. To use transaction logs to recover database files to a specific date and time, leave Recover the database by using transaction
logs selected. This option is selected by default.


Clear Recover the database by using transaction logs if the database does not use transaction logs.


b. To recover databases as a group, select Recover all databases as one group per stream.


This option recovers all databases in groups rather than one at a time. If a database encounters a problem during a group recovery,
the recovery fails for all databases in the group.


This option is for advanced users who are familiar with the recovery of Domino databases.


c. To assign new DBIIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID during recovery.


Because database transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar
recognizes a database with a new DBIID as a new database.
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d. To have the Domino server assign new DBIIDs and ReplicaIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID and ReplicaID
during recovery.


Because transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar recognizes a
database with a new DBIID as a new database.


11. In the Recover Time section, select one of the following options:


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Now. When you select this option, transaction logs
are used to recover all data until now. Now is the default option.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Other date/time. When you select this option,
transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that you specify in the Recover date/time field.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of its backup, select Backup date/time.


12. In the Recover Options section, set the following options:


a. In the Recover date/time field, select a date and time. Transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that
you selected.


b. In the Transaction log pre-fetch value field, select the number of transaction logs that should be pre-fetched. This operation
instructs the Lotus plug-in to fetch more than one transaction log from backups at a time, which improves recovery speed. The
default is 5, and the maximum is 100.


13. In the DAOS Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To find and restore missing NLO files that the database references, select Restore missing NLO
files.


The process of finding missing NLO files can take a long time.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To synchronize the DAOS catalog file (DAOSCAT.NSF), select Synchronize DAOS catalog files.


The resynchronization process can take a long time.


14. In the DAOS Catalog Resync Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the default method, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files normally.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the QUICK option, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files using QUICK (Domino version 8.5.2 or later).


15. Click NEXT.
The Summary pane is displayed.


16. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring database files to a different directory
You can restore Domino database files to a different target directory on the original client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.
3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Domino server.
4. To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the Date field, select a day or range of days.
d. Click RETRIEVE.


The list of backups for the selected dates is displayed.


5. Select the desired backup, and then click Restore.


The Restore wizard opens on the Destination Client pane.
NOTE: If you click Restore before selecting a backup, the wizard opens on the Backup List pane, where you can then


make the backup selection.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
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b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. Select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.
8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different folder location.
b. In the Instance Location field, click CHOOSE to browse to the folder available on the destination client.
c. In the Alternate database location field, type an alternate location in the destination client where the database will be restored.


For example, C:\restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. To bring all databases online after the restore completes, select Bring all databases online after restore. This option is selected


by default.
c. To overwrite existing databases or files with the restored data, select Overwrite files.


Selecting the Overwrite files option takes the database offline and deletes it before the restore operation.


d. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates
very large log files.


e. To restore system databases, select Restore system databases.


Select this option to restore system databases such as busytime.nsf, ddm.nsf, events4.nsf, log.nsf, mail.box,
names.nsf, and mailjrn.nsf.


NOTE: You must stop the Domino server to restore system databases.


f. If the Lotus Domino configuration has changed or the Domino server has been reinstalled in a new location, select Specify full
paths for the Domino configuration files and directory.


If you select Specify full paths for the Domino configuration files and directory, type the full pathname for the notes.ini
file in the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field and the full pathname for the Domino directory in the Full path
of the Domino directory field.


g. To temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored databases, select Pause replication of restored databases.
This option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the databases are copied or synced to other
replicas.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the replication those databases via the


Avamar Administrator GUI.


h. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


i. (AIX, Linux, or UNIX) Type the Domino username in the Domino username field.


This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start and stop the Domino server on AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems. The
default username is notes.


10. In the Recover section, set the following options:


a. To use transaction logs to recover database files to a specific date and time, leave Recover the database by using transaction
logs selected. This option is selected by default.


Clear Recover the database by using transaction logs if the database does not use transaction logs.


b. To recover databases as a group, select Recover all databases as one group per stream.


This option recovers all databases in groups rather than one at a time. If a database encounters a problem during a group recovery,
the recovery fails for all databases in the group.


This option is for advanced users who are familiar with the recovery of Domino databases.


c. To assign new DBIIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID during recovery.


Because database transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar
recognizes a database with a new DBIID as a new database.
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d. To have the Domino server assign new DBIIDs and ReplicaIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID and ReplicaID
during recovery.


Because transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar recognizes a
database with a new DBIID as a new database.


11. In the Recover Time section, select one of the following options:


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Now. When you select this option, transaction logs
are used to recover all data until now. Now is the default option.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Other date/time. When you select this option,
transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that you specify in the Recover date/time field.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of its backup, select Backup date/time.


12. In the Recover Options section, set the following options:


a. In the Recover date/time field, select a date and time. Transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that
you selected.


b. In the Transaction log pre-fetch value field, select the number of transaction logs that should be pre-fetched. This operation
instructs the Lotus plug-in to fetch more than one transaction log from backups at a time, which improves recovery speed. The
default is 5, and the maximum is 100.


13. In the DAOS Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To find and restore missing NLO files that the database references, select Restore missing NLO
files.


The process of finding missing NLO files can take a long time.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To synchronize the DAOS catalog file (DAOSCAT.NSF), select Synchronize DAOS catalog files.


The resynchronization process can take a long time.


14. In the DAOS Catalog Resync Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the default method, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files normally.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the QUICK option, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files using QUICK (Domino version 8.5.2 or later).


15. Click NEXT.
The Summary pane is displayed.


16. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring database files to a different client
You can restore Domino database files to a different client.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements before you restore Domino database and files to a different client:


• The client must run the same type of operating system and the same or later version of the Domino server as the original client.
• The Domino server can have the same or different bitness as the original client.
• The operating system version of the new client can be different from the original client. For example, you can restore a database from


an AIX 6.1 client to an AIX 7.1 client as long as the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and Domino server support the two versions of
AIX.


The following limitations apply to restoring Domino database files to a different client:


• You cannot apply the transaction logs because the logs are not available on the destination client.


An attempt to recover a logged database to a different client restores the database, but fails to recover the database. In such a case,
you cannot bring the database online.


• You cannot restore a DAOS-enabled database to a different client because the original clients' attachments are only accessible by the
original client.


An attempt to restore a DAOS-enabled database to a different client successfully restores the database. The restore does not enable
access to the attachments even if you specify the Restore missing NLO files option. In such a case, the attachments stored in the
NLO files are restored, but are not accessible because the NLO files still reference the original client, not the new client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
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The Asset Management window is displayed.
2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.
3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Domino server.
4. To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the Date field, select a day or range of days.
d. Click RETRIEVE.


The list of backups for the selected dates is displayed.


5. Select the desired backup, and then click Restore.


The Restore wizard opens on the Destination Client pane.
NOTE: If you click Restore before selecting a backup, the wizard opens on the Backup List pane, where you can then


make the backup selection.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different folder location.
b. In the Instance Location field, click CHOOSE to browse to the folder available on the destination client.
c. In the Alternate database location field, type an alternate location in the destination client where the database will be restored.


For example, C:\restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


8. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. Select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.
9. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different folder location.
b. In the Instance Location field, click CHOOSE to browse to the folder available on the destination client.
c. In the Alternate database location field, type an alternate location in the destination client where the database will be restored.


For example, C:\restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


10. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. To bring all databases online after the restore completes, select Bring all databases online after restore. This option is selected


by default.
c. To overwrite existing databases or files with the restored data, select Overwrite files.


Selecting the Overwrite files option takes the database offline and deletes it before the restore operation.


d. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates
very large log files.


e. To restore system databases, select Restore system databases.


Select this option to restore system databases such as busytime.nsf, ddm.nsf, events4.nsf, log.nsf, mail.box,
names.nsf, and mailjrn.nsf.
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NOTE: You must stop the Domino server to restore system databases.


f. If the Lotus Domino configuration has changed or the Domino server has been reinstalled in a new location, select Specify full
paths for the Domino configuration files and directory.


If you select Specify full paths for the Domino configuration files and directory, type the full pathname for the notes.ini
file in the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field and the full pathname for the Domino directory in the Full path
of the Domino directory field.


g. To temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored databases, select Pause replication of restored databases.
This option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the databases are copied or synced to other
replicas.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the replication those databases via the


Avamar Administrator GUI.


h. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


i. (AIX, Linux, or UNIX) Type the Domino username in the Domino username field.


This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start and stop the Domino server on AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems. The
default username is notes.


11. In the Recover section, set the following options:


a. To use transaction logs to recover database files to a specific date and time, leave Recover the database by using transaction
logs selected. This option is selected by default.


Clear Recover the database by using transaction logs if the database does not use transaction logs.


b. To recover databases as a group, select Recover all databases as one group per stream.


This option recovers all databases in groups rather than one at a time. If a database encounters a problem during a group recovery,
the recovery fails for all databases in the group.


This option is for advanced users who are familiar with the recovery of Domino databases.


c. To assign new DBIIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID during recovery.


Because database transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar
recognizes a database with a new DBIID as a new database.


d. To have the Domino server assign new DBIIDs and ReplicaIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID and ReplicaID
during recovery.


Because transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar recognizes a
database with a new DBIID as a new database.


12. In the Recover Time section, select one of the following options:


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Now. When you select this option, transaction logs
are used to recover all data until now. Now is the default option.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup, select Other date/time. When you select this option,
transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that you specify in the Recover date/time field.


• To restore each database to its original state at the time of its backup, select Backup date/time.


13. In the Recover Options section, set the following options:


a. In the Recover date/time field, select a date and time. Transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time that
you selected.


b. In the Transaction log pre-fetch value field, select the number of transaction logs that should be pre-fetched. This operation
instructs the Lotus plug-in to fetch more than one transaction log from backups at a time, which improves recovery speed. The
default is 5, and the maximum is 100.


14. In the DAOS Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To find and restore missing NLO files that the database references, select Restore missing NLO
files.


The process of finding missing NLO files can take a long time.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To synchronize the DAOS catalog file (DAOSCAT.NSF), select Synchronize DAOS catalog files.


The resynchronization process can take a long time.


15. In the DAOS Catalog Resync Options section, set the following options:


a. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the default method, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files normally.


b. (DAOS-enabled servers only) To resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the QUICK option, select Synchronize DAOS
catalog files using QUICK (Domino version 8.5.2 or later).
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16. Click NEXT.
The Summary pane is displayed.


17. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring databases on DAOS-enabled servers
You restore databases on DAOS-enabled servers by using Avamar Administrator. You set specific options for DAOS-enabled servers in the
Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
4. Select the client that runs the Domino server.
5. Click the By Date tab.
6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.
7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear under the Contents of Backup pane.
8. Expand the folders in the Contents of Backup pane to display the database files.
9. Select one or more folders from the Contents of Backup pane.
10. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.
11. From the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and big strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client platform and
Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides more information.


12. Select Restore everything to its original location.
13. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.
14. In the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, select Show Advanced Options to display all plug-in options.
15. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates very


large log files.
16. Select Restore system databases to restore system databases such as busytime.nsf, ddm.nsf, events4.nsf, log.nsf,


mail.box, names.nsf, and mailjrn.nsf.


You must stop the Domino server to restore system databases.


17. If the Lotus Domino configuration has changed or the Domino server has been reinstalled in a new location, select Specify full paths
for the Domino configuration files and directory, and then complete the following steps:


a. Type the full pathname for the notes.ini file in the Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file field.


b. Type the full pathname for the Domino directory in the Full path of the Domino directory field.
18. If appropriate, select Pause replication of restored databases to temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored


databases. This option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the databases are copied or synced to
other replicas.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the replication those databases via the Avamar


Administrator GUI.


19. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


20. Specify Recover options:


a. To use transaction logs to recover database files to a specific date and time, leave Recover the database by using transaction
logs selected. This option is selected by default.


b. To recover databases as a group, select Recover all databases as one group per stream.
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This option recovers all databases in groups rather than one at a time. If a database encounters a problem during a group recovery,
the recovery fails for all databases in the group.


This option is intended for advanced users who are familiar with the recovery of Domino databases.


c. To assign new DBIIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID during recovery.


Because database transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar
recognizes a database with a new DBIID as an entirely new database.


d. To have the Domino server assign new DBIIDs and ReplicaIDs to recovered databases, select Create new DBIID and ReplicaID
during recovery.


Because transactions are specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar recognizes a
database with a new DBIID as an entirely new database.


21. Specify a Recover Time option:


• Select Now to restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then, transaction logs are used to recover all
data until now. Now is the default option.


• Select Other date/time to restore each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then, transaction logs are used
to recover all data up to the date and time you specify in the Recover date/time (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) field.


• Select Backup date/time to restore each database to its original state at the time of its backup.
22. Specify DAOS Options:


a. Select Restore missing NLO files to restore missing NLO files.
b. Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files to synchronize the DAOS catalog (DAOSCAT.NSF).


23. Specify DAOS Catalog Resync Options:


• Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files normally to resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the default method.
• Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files using QUICK (Domino version 8.5.2 or later) to resynchronize DAOS catalog files


by using the QUICK option.


24. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
25. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
26. Click OK.


Restoring shared mail databases
Before you restore shared mail databases, you must take the Domino server offline and delete the shared mail database.


About this task


You cannot take a shared mail database offline. An on-demand restore of a shared mail database file fails and returns a message similar to
the following:


5098 -> The database is in use and cannot be taken off-line
You must first delete the shared mail database, and then restore it.


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server as a Domino administrator.
2. Take the Domino server offline.
3. Use Avamar Administrator to restore the shared mail database:


a. Restore the shared mail database to a directory other than the original directory. Restoring database files to a different directory
on page 41 provides instructions.
Copy the restored shared mail database to the original location.


4. After the restore completes, bring the Domino server back online.
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Restarting restores after cluster failover
Active restores fail during a cluster failover.


Steps


• Manually restart failed restores on the new active node.


Monitoring restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all
activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


• Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different
duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


• Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the activities
for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


• Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Canceling restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation can take five minutes or more. The restore might complete before
the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.
3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Disaster Recovery


Topics:


• Preparing for disaster recovery
• Performing a disaster recovery


Preparing for disaster recovery
Loss of data can result from accidental loss of active Logger files, a disk failure, or a server crash. For protection against disaster, ensure
that you take regular backups that include database file as well as other key files, such as the notes.ini file.


Disaster recovery of the Domino server requires the following files:


• The notes.ini file from the Domino server.


• Backups for the lost databases.
• For DAOS-enabled servers, backups of all DAOS files associated with the databases.


NOTE: Attachments are not recovered if any .NLO files are missing in the backup.


• Archived log extents (if transaction logging is enabled).


NOTE: The disaster recovery process changes the DBIID. Perform a full backup of the Domino server and its databases


after the disaster recovery procedure. A full backup ensures that the databases are correctly associated with specific


entries in the transaction log.


Performing a disaster recovery


Steps


1. Replace the hardware and install the software. Installing Avamar and Domino software on page 49 provides instructions.
2. Restore the notes.ini file. Restoring the notes.ini file on page 50 provides instructions.


3. Configure the notes.ini file. Configuring the notes.ini file on page 52 provides instructions.


4. Restore the last transaction log file. Restoring the last transaction log file on page 52 provides instructions.
5. Restore and recover the data. Restoring and recovering data to the new Avamar client on page 53 provides instructions.
6. Copy the files that you restore to the appropriate directory. Copying restored files to the appropriate directory on page 55 provides


instructions.
7. Perform a full backup of the Domino server and databases. Performing a full backup of the Domino server and databases on page 55


provides instructions.


Installing Avamar and Domino software


Steps


1. Replace hardware, if required
2. Install the Avamar file system client and the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino. Chapter 2, “Installation and Configuration,” provides


instructions.
3. Register and activate the client with the Avamar server.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides instructions for registering and activating clients.
4. Stop all Domino server-related services.
5. Delete the Domino installation directory and data directories.
6. Reboot the operating system on the Domino server host.
7. Reinstall the Domino server software with the same directory structure as the previous installation.


5
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Restoring the notes.ini file
To restore the notes.ini file, you must create a user for the Avamar client, retrieve the label number for the backup, and retrieve the
pathname to the notes.ini file.


Creating a user for the Avamar client


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window appears.


2. Click Account Management.
The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the Domino server.
A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.


4. Select the client that runs the Domino server.
5. Select Actions > Account Management > New User(s).


The New User(s) dialog box appears.
6. Select an authentication system from the Authentication System list.
7. Select Everyone to designate roles for all users on this client.


NOTE: Internal Avamar authentication systems do not use this field.


8. Select User Name and type the new username.


If you are using an external authentication system, this must be the username you use to log in to that system. Usernames cannot be
longer than 31 characters.


9. Select a role for this user from the Role list.
10. Type the password in the Password field.


For the internal authentication system, Avamar passwords are case-sensitive and must adhere to the following requirements:


• Contain 6–12 characters
• Contain only alphanumeric, hyphen, period, or underscore characters
• Contain at least one alphanumeric character


NOTE: External authentication systems do not use this field.


11. In the Confirm field, retype the password to confirm that you typed it correctly in the Password field.


NOTE: External authentication systems do not use this field.


12. Click OK.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


13. Click OK to close the confirmation message dialog box.
The new user appears in the client’s list of users.


Retrieving the label number for the backup


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
4. Select the client that runs the Domino server.
5. Click the By Date tab.
6. Select a backup from the calendar.
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Details for the backup appear in the table to the right of the calendar.


The numbers in the Number column represent label numbers. The avtar.exe (Windows) or avtar (AIX, Linux, or UNIX)
commands use these numbers.


Retrieving the pathname to the notes.ini file
To retrieve the pathname to the notes.ini file, use avtar.exe for Windows systems or avtar for AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems.


Steps


1. Open a Command Prompt window on Windows or a command shell on AIX, Linux, or UNIX.
2. Change to the installation directory:


• On Windows, the default installation directory is C:\Program Files\avs\bin.


• On AIX or Linux, the default installation directory is /usr/local/avamar/bin.


• On Solaris, the default installation directory is /opt/AVMRclnt/bin.


3. Change the user to Domino user account.
4. Type the following command specific to the platform:


• On Windows, type the following command:


avtar.exe --list --id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --labelnum=num
• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, type the following command:


avtar --list --id=user@auth/clients/client–name --password=password --labelnum=num
where:


• user is the Avamar username.
• auth is the authentication system.


The internal authentication system for the Avamar server is “avamar.” For example: --id=user@avamar/clients/client-
name.


• client-name is the full name of the client.
• password is the password for the --id=user@auth account.


• num is the label number from Retrieving the label number for the backup on page 50.


The output from the avtar.exe or avtar command contains the pathname to the notes.ini file. The following output from a
Windows platform shows the notes.ini file in the C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino folder:


...
C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\data\webadmin.ntf
C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\data\wpdic.dic
C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\notes.ini


5. From the Avamar backup server, restore the notes.ini file to a temporary directory:


• On Windows, type the following command:


avtar.exe -x path\notes.ini" --id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --
target=C:\tmp --labelnum=num


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX type the following command:


avtar -x path/notes.ini" --id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --
target=/tmp --labelnum=num


where:


• path is the full pathname to the notes.ini file.


• user is the Avamar username.
• auth is the authentication system.


The internal authentication system for the Avamar server is “avamar.” For example: --id=user@avamar/clients/client-
name.


• client-name is the full name of the client.
• password is the password for the --id=user@auth account.


• num is the label number from Retrieving the label number for the backup on page 50.
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NOTE: Do not use the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino to restore the notes.ini file.


Configuring the notes.ini file


Steps


1. Replace the notes.ini file with the restored notes.ini file.


2. (Optional) To recover the Domino server and databases to an AIX, Linux, or UNIX system, change the ownership of the restored
notes.ini file to the Domino user account.


NOTE: The default account is notes. The Domino server uses this user account for tasks such as starting and


stopping the Domino server.


3. Edit the notes.ini file to set the following parameter:


TRANSLOG_Recreate_Logctrl=1
4. Save the notes.ini file.


Restoring the last transaction log file


Steps


1. To list all files in the backup, use the avtar.exe command for a Windows platform or the avtar command for an AIX, Linux, or
UNIX system:


• On Windows, type the following command:


avtar.exe --list --internal --id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --
labelnum=num


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, type the following command:


avtar --list --internal --id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --
labelnum=num
where:


○ user is the Avamar username.
○ auth is the authentication system.


The internal authentication system for the Avamar server is “avamar.” For example: --id=user@avamar/clients/
client-name


○ client-name is the full name of the client.
○ password is the password for the --id=user@auth account.


○ num is the label number from Retrieving the label number for the backup on page 50.


The avatar.exe or avtar command displays screen output similar to the following:


...
$MetaTxnLogdrive$:\7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000049.TXN
$MetaTxnLogdrive$:\7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000050.TXN
$MetaTxnLogdrive$:\7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000051.TXN
$MetaTxnLogdrive$:\avlotus_metainfo.metafile
...


2. Determine the last transaction log file from the screen output in step 1.


In the sample screen output, the last transaction log file is:


/\$MetaTxnLogdrive\$:/7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000051.TXN


The last transaction log file has the largest sequence number (...S0000051, for example).
NOTE: In rare cases when the restore process depletes sequence numbers, sequence numbering restarts at 1. In this


case, find a gap in the sequence and use the largest sequence number after the gap.
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3. To restore the transaction log file to a different folder, use the avtar.exe command for a Windows platform or the avtar
command for an AIX, Linux, or UNIX system:


• On Windows, type the following command:


avtar.exe -x "$MetaTxnLogdrive$:\7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000051.TXN" --
id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --target=c:\tmp --labelnum=num --
internal


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, type the following command:


avtar -x "/\$MetaTxnLogdrive\$:/7ce091d8c289e5850022528e65257583S0000051.TXN" --
id=user@auth/clients/client-name --password=password --target=c:\tmp --labelnum=num --
internal


where:


• user is the Avamar username.
• auth is the authentication system.


The internal authentication system for the Avamar server is “avamar.” For example: --id=user@avamar/clients/client-
name.


• path is the full pathname to the TXN file.


Replace the sequence number that follows path with the sequence number from the transaction log file.
• client-name is the full name of the client.
• password is the password for the --id=user@auth account.


• num is the label number from Retrieving the label number for the backup on page 50.


4. Rename the transaction log files to their original names.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino changes the names of the transaction log files when they are backed


up. The original names comprise the last 12 characters of the backup name. In the example in this procedure, the


original name of the transaction log file is S0000051.TXN.


5. Create a folder for the restored transaction log files. Use the original pathname and folder name.


Use the Translog_Path variable in the notes.ini file to determine the original pathname and folder name.


6. Copy the restored transaction log files to the folder you created in step 5.
7. If you use shared mail, restore shared mail databases. Restoring shared mail databases on page 47 provides instructions.
8. (Optional) Change the ownership of the transaction log files to the Domino user account.


The Domino server uses this user account (by default, notes) for tasks such as starting and stopping the Domino server.


Restoring and recovering data to the new Avamar client


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the Domino server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
4. Select the client that runs the Domino server.
5. Click the By Date tab.
6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.
7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear under the Contents of Backup pane.
8. Expand the folders in the Contents of Backup pane to display the database files.
9. Select one or more folders from the Contents of Backup pane.
10. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.
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11. Set options in the Restore Options dialog box:


a. From the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and big strength for the client and server connection depend on several factors, including the client
platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select Restore everything to a different location.


This option activates the Items Marked for Restore table and options.


NOTE: Do not restore database files to a client other than the original client.


c. Click Set Destination.
The Set Destination dialog box appears.


d. Click Browse.
The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.


e. Select the target destination for the restore, and then click OK.
The target appears in the Destination field.


f. Click OK to close the Set Destination dialog box.
In the Restore Options dialog box, the Destination column in the Items Marked for Restore table contains the target
destination.


g. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


12. Set the plug-in options:


a. Select Show Advanced Options to display all plug-in options.
b. Select Overwrite database files.
c. (AIX, Linux, or UNIX) Type the Domino username in the Domino username field.


This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start and stop the Domino server on AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems. The
default username is notes.


d. Do not select the Enable debugging messages option. This option is for troubleshooting restore problems.


When the Enable debugging messages option is selected, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino creates large log files.


e. Select Restore system databases.
f. Select Specify full paths for the Domino configuration files and directory if you changed the Lotus Domino configuration or


if you reinstalled the Domino server in a new location. Then type the full pathname for the notes.ini file in the Full path of the
Domino server’s notes.ini file field and the full pathname for the Domino directory in the Full path of the Domino directory
field.


g. If appropriate, select Pause replication of restored databases to temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored
databases. This option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the databases are copied or
synced to other replicas.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the replication those databases via the


Avamar Administrator GUI.


h. Specify Recover options. The Restore options on page 64 provide more information about the Recover options.
i. Specify a Recover Time option. The Restore options on page 64 provide more information about the Recover Time options.
j. Select Restore missing NLO files to find and restore missing NLO files that the database references.


NOTE: The process of finding missing NLO files can take a long time.


k. Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files to synchronize the DAOS catalog file (DAOSCAT.NSF).


NOTE: The resynchronization process can take a long time.


l. Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files normally to resynchronize DAOS catalog files by using the default method.
m. Select Synchronize DAOS catalog files using QUICK (Above Domino version 8.5.2) to resynchronize DAOS catalog files by


using the QUICK option.


n. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
13. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
14. Click OK.
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Copying restored files to the appropriate directory


Steps


1. Copy the restored files to the same directory structure as the original directory structure.


For example, if the directory, D:\restoredfiles\c\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\domino\data, contains the restored files
and the original directory structure is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\domino\data, copy D:\restoredfiles\c
\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\domino\data to C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\domino\data.


Overwrite the files in the destination directory.


2. (Domino DAOS-enabled servers only) Restore the DAOS directory:


a. Create a folder for the restored DAOS (.NLO) files.


To determine the original pathname and directory, see the DAOSBasePath variable in the notes.ini file. If the DAOS directory
was created in the data directory, the pathname is relative to the data directory.


b. Restore only the .NLO files from the backup to the DAOS directory.


3. Start the Domino server.


Lotus Domino documentation provides more information about stopping and restarting a Domino server.


Performing a full backup of the Domino server and
databases
After completing a successful disaster recovery, perform a full backup of the Domino server and databases to ensure that the DBIIDs of
the databases are in sync with the transaction log file entries.


Steps


• Complete the steps in Performing an on-demand backup on page 33.
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Backup Performance Optimization


Topics:


• Use of separate disks in the Domino environment
• RAID levels appropriate for content
• Analyzing the Domino server disk or partition
• Compacting Domino databases
• Update indexes
• Clustered server replication
• Minimizing log activity
• Use of multiple streams for backups


Use of separate disks in the Domino environment
Use separate RAID arrays with their own controllers for the operating system, the data, DAOS directory, and the transaction logs.


To operate at peak performance, the Domino server requires fast access to its components, especially the databases, and transaction
logs. The following table provides an example configuration.


Table 5. RAID configuration 


RAID configuration Contents


C: O/S Installation C:\WINNT


D: Lotus Domino Server binary installation D:\Lotus\Domino


E: Lotus Domino application data installation E:\Lotus\Domino\Data


F: Transaction log directory F:\TransLog


Using a separate RAID array device and controller for Domino data:


• Maximizes throughput to the databases.
• Reduces disk contention when Avamar is reading the Domino databases for backup.


RAID levels appropriate for content
You can assign different RAID levels to best meet the storage requirements. For example, use a RAID 1 (mirroring) device for the
transaction logs. RAID 1 arrays provide data protection, fast restores, and fast writes. A RAID 1 array device enables fast access to the
transaction logs, which enables a fast and accurate recovery of files and data.


RAID 01 (striping and mirroring)
System administrators commonly use RAID 01 (striping and mirroring) for the operating system, the Domino program files, and the
transaction logs. You can also use RAID 01 for data.


The advantages of RAID 01 are its speed and its maximum redundancy. The disadvantage of RAID 01 is its mirroring capability doubles the
storage capacity requirements.


Storage capacity requirements are not an issue for the operating system and the program files in comparison to the transaction logs. The
operating system and program files do not change or require more space.
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RAID 1 (striping) or unprotected disks
Some Domino installations use striping or unprotected disks for the operating system and program files. In case of a disk failure, you can
restore the operating system and program files from a backup. The disadvantages of RAID1 are its inability to restore a mirror image or
automatically rebuild the drive.


RAID 5
Both RAID 5 and RAID 01 are used for data. RAID 5 is the most common RAID level for storing data. The advantage of RAID 5 is that its
storage capacity requirements are less than those of RAID 01. The disadvantage of RAID 5 is that it is not as fast as RAID 01. Each RAID 5
write requires three additional writes per operation.


Analyzing the Domino server disk or partition
Domino writes files and deletes files to and from the disk. Over time, this ongoing process of writing and deleting files causes disk
fragmentation. Eventually, files that are written to the disk are no longer stored contiguously, but as multiple parts or extents.


About this task


Once a drive becomes fragmented, access to Domino database files becomes slower because of increased disk head movement. Disk
speed and disk contention can also degrade backup performance. To ensure the best possible backup performance by Avamar, perform
regular disk analysis to determine the level of fragmentation. To analyze the disk for fragmentation, use the Microsoft Disk
Defragmenter tool.


NOTE: The Lotus Notes and Domino wiki website provide more information about disk fragmentation specific to Lotus


Domino Server. Search for “disk fragmentation.”


Steps


1. Log in to the Domino server.
2. From the Start menu, select All Programs > Accessories > System Tools > Disk Defragmenter.


The Disk Defragmenter dialog box appears.
3. Select the partition or disk that contains the Domino database files and click Analyze disk.


When the disk analysis finishes, a status dialog box appears.
4. Click View Report.


The Analysis Report appears.
5. Review the report:


• Monitor the hard disk performance if the report contains files with more than 600 fragments.
• Run maintenance on the partition or disk if the report contains files with 2,000 or more fragments.


6. Defragment the disk if the report recommends disk defragmentation.


Results


The speed of disk reads increase after you defragment the disk, which improves backup performance.


Compacting Domino databases
The Domino Compact task compacts each database to free unused space. Compacting a database reduces or reuses database space. The
backup window for database backups is shorter after you compact the database.


About this task


The following table lists compacting options for the Domino server.


Table 6. Domino server compacting options 


Type Command-line option


In-place compacting with space recovery (recommended) -b


In-place compacting with space recovery and reduction in file size -B
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Table 6. Domino server compacting options (continued)


Type Command-line option


Copy-style -c


Copy-style: Allow access while compacting -L


Copy-style: Ignore errors and proceed -i


The copy-style compaction (-c) option creates a database with a new DBIID. Run a full backup on this database. If you run an incremental
backup after you use copy-style compaction on a database, the backup will be a full backup. Avamar requires a full backup before you can
run an incremental backup.


The Lotus Domino documentation provides more information about compacting Domino databases.


To help maintain optimal backup performance perform the following tasks:


Steps


1. Regularly compact the database by running In-place compacting with space recovery only (-b option).


2. Defragment the disk after compacting the database.
3. Ensure that the compaction schedule and the backup schedule do not overlap.


Update indexes
The Domino Update task updates and rebuilds the database views indexes and the full-text indexes. The Update task runs in the
background and is intended to improve database response time when a user opens a database view.


Unnecessary activity from the Update task can impact the Domino server’s response time and overall performance. Ensure that the
Update schedule and the backup schedule do not overlap.


The Lotus Domino documentation provides more information about the Domino Update task.


Clustered server replication
Use a separate network port for cluster replication on clustered servers. The extensive use of Domino replication is one of Domino’s most
powerful features. Replication can negatively affect backup performance by overloading a clustered server’s communication channels.


The Lotus Domino documentation provides more information about the Domino replication.


Minimizing log activity
Domino logging activities can impact performance. Take the appropriate actions to minimize logging activity on the Domino server.


Steps


1. Limit the amount of information that is logged to the log.nsf file and the console log.


2. Set the lowest level of verbosity for mail logging, log_replication, log_update, and so forth.


The Server document stores logging options.


NOTE: Reducing the amount of log output can lower CPU usage.


3. Disable Log files and DOMLOG.NSF in the Enable logging section on the HTTP server.
Web performance improves when you disable HTTP server logging.


4. After troubleshooting a problem, disable all parameters that start with “debug.”
Debug parameters can add CPU overhead and generate a large amount of log output.


Use of multiple streams for backups
To improve backup performance, you can specify multiple backup streams.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino provides two methods for performing backups that use multiple streams. The following table
describes these two methods.
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Table 7. Multiple streams methods 


Method Description


Non-volume based The equivalent option in the Backup Command Line Options
dialog box is Balance data among the streams based on total
file size option.


Volume based The equivalent option in the Backup Command Line Options
dialog box is Balance data among the streams based logical
volume of file system option.


Non-volume based backups
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses two methods for backing up data with the non-volume based approach: sized-based backups
and queue-based backups.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino performs size-based and queue-based backups when you specify an Avamar server as the target
storage device. For backups that use a Data Domain system as the target storage device, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses a
single queue.


Size-based backups
For size-based backups, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino divides data into streams that are based on the size of the data.


The following figure shows the process flow for size-based backup streams.


Figure 3. Size-based backup streams


The backup process flow for size-based backup streams proceeds as follows:


1. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino determines the size of the data.
2. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino evenly divides the data into the number of streams you specify. For example in Figure 3. Size-


based backup streams on page 59, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino divides 1000 GB of data into four 250 GB backup streams.
3. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino starts the first backup stream when the backup adds the first file to the backup queue.
4. Subsequent backup streams start backing up data when the backup adds files to the backup queue. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus


Domino issues a warning if you add or delete files after a backup stream starts processing the backup queue.
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Queue-based backups
For queue-based backups, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses a single queue instead of multiple queues.


The following figure shows the process flow for a queue-based backup streams.


Figure 4. Queue-based backup streams


The backup process flow for queue-based backups proceeds as follows:


1. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino spawns a directory-walker process that accesses the dataset and determines what files to add
to the queue.


2. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino starts backup threads which are based on the number of backup streams you specify.
3. The backup threads remove files from the queue, and then back up the files to the Avamar server or Data Domain system.


Volume-based backups
For volume-based backups, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses a separate backup stream for each volume. Backup speed depends
on whether you configure each volume on a separate disk or whether you configure multiple volumes on a single disk.


Backups of multiple volumes on multiple disks provide faster backup speeds than multiple volumes on a single disk. The following figure
shows a configuration in which each file system resides on a single disk.


Figure 5. Multiple volumes and multiple backup streams


Excessive seek times can negatively impact the backup speed of multiple volumes on a single disk.
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The following figure shows a single disk that contains two volumes.


Figure 6. Single volume and multiple backup streams


The following scenarios show how backup performance varies depending on the configuration.


Backup scenario 1


The following backup scenario refers to the configuration details in Figure 5. Multiple volumes and multiple backup streams on page 60.


1. The user selects C:/Data for the backup.


2. The C:/Data directory contains three links to C:/Data1, D:/Data, and E:/Data.


NOTE: C:/Data1, D:/Data, and E:/Data comprise a dataset.


3. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses three parallel backup streams for this dataset. One for each for logical volume (C, D, and
E).


4. The user selects the number of streams for the backup:


• One stream—The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino runs one stream. Three separate avtar processes start sequentially to back
up data on volumes C, D, and E. Each volume uses a separate p_cache2.dat file.


• Two streams—The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino runs two streams in parallel: one stream for volume C and one stream for
volume D. After a stream finishes, a new stream for E starts. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses a maximum of two
streams at any point during the backup.


• Three streams—The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino runs three steams in parallel: one stream for each volume (C, D, and E).
• Four or more streams—The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino runs three streams in parallel: one stream for each volume (C, D,


and E).


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses one stream for each volume. When the number of streams you select exceeds the number of
volumes in the backup, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino automatically adjusts the number of streams to equal the number of volumes
in the backup.


Backup scenario 2


The following backup scenario refers to the configuration details in Figure 6. Single volume and multiple backup streams on page 61.


1. The user selects C:/Data for the backup.


2. The C:/Data directory does not contain directory or database links. The C:/Data directory is the only directory for the backup.


3. Because C:/Data is configured on a single volume, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses one backup stream regardless of
whether you specify more than one backup stream.


Transaction log backups
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino can use multiple backup streams to back up transaction logs. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
backs up transaction logs along with database files or when you select an incremental backup.


The following figure shows the process flow of transaction log backups that use multiple backup streams.
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Figure 7. Backup streams for transaction log backups


In Figure 7. Backup streams for transaction log backups on page 62, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino uses four backup threads to
back up the transaction logs:


1. An Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino thread writes the transaction logs paths to a queue.
2. Each backup thread removes a transaction log path from the queue, and then backs up the transactions logs to the Avamar server or


Data Domain system.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Backup options
• Restore options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The plug-in options that
are available depend on the operation type and client plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI for on-demand backup or restore operations, or when you create a dataset
for a scheduled backup.


NOTE: No error checking or validation is performed on free text entries in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI. In


addition, free text entries override settings that are made by using the GUI controls (text boxes, check boxes, and radio


buttons).


Detailed instructions on how to access and set plug-in options during a backup or restore are available in Backup on page 33 and Restore
and Recovery on page 39.


Backup options
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in either the Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


Table 8. Backup options 


Setting Description


Backup label Assigns a descriptive label to the backup.


Follow links Backs up databases and directories pointed to by links.


Backup type Specifies the type of backup:


• Full—Back up all databases and files that are required for a complete recovery.
• Incremental—Back up transaction logs and new database files that are created


since the last full or incremental backup.


The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino supports incremental backups only when
you set transaction logging to Archived on the Domino server.


• Subset—Back up selected database files.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to log files. This option can create large log files.


Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file Specifies the full pathname of the notes.ini file on the Domino server.


• On Windows, the default folder is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus
\Domino.


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, the default directory is /data/notesdata/.


Full path of the Domino directory Specifies the full pathname of the Domino directory.


Domino username Specifies the Domino username. This username is the OS user, who has permissions
to start and stop the Domino server on an AIX, Linux, or UNIX system. The default
username is notes.


A
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Table 8. Backup options (continued)


Setting Description


NOTE: This field is specific to the AIX, Linux, and UNIX operating
systems.


Maximum number of backup streams Specifies the number of backup streams to use. The maximum number is 10. The
default is 1.


Balance data among the streams which are based
on logical volume or file system


Assigns individual volumes or file systems to streams.


Balance data among the streams which are based
on total file size


Assigns files to streams. Each stream receives an equal fraction of the total file size.


Back up transaction logs with full backup Includes transaction logs with the backup. This option is selected by default.


Archive transaction logs Archives transaction logs after the backup completes. This option is selected by
default.


Terminate backup on error Terminates the backup if an error occurs.


Store backup on Data Domain system Stores the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


Restore options
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI for Lotus Domino plug-in restore
and recovery operations.


Table 9. Restore options 


Setting Description


Bring all databases online after restore Automatically brings all databases online following a successful restore. This option is
selected by default.


Overwrite database files Overwrites existing databases or files with the restored data. Clear this option to
prevent the restore operation from overwriting existing database or files. The log
entries include databases that were not restored. By default, this option is not set.


Domino username Specifies the Domino username. This username is the OS user, who has permissions
to start and stop the Domino server on an AIX, Linux, or UNIX system. The default
username is notes.


NOTE: This field is specific to the AIX, Linux, and UNIX operating
systems.


Enable debugging messages Do not set this option unless instructed to do so by Avamar Customer Support
personnel. This option writes maximum information to log files, which can create
large log files.


Restore system databases Restores the system databases. Stop the Domino server to restore system
databases. System databases include busytime.nsf, ddm.nsf, events4.nsf,
log.nsf, mail.box, names.nsf, and mailjrn.nsf.


Specifies full paths for the Domino configuration
file and directory


Enables the restore operation to use the pathnames that are specified by the Full
path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file and Full path of the Domino
directory fields. This option is necessary only if the Lotus Domino configuration has
changed or the Domino server has been reinstalled in a new location. In these
instances, you must provide the current pathnames to restore database files.


NOTE: A restore operation by default uses the same pathnames for the
notes.ini file and Domino directory as the ones that the backup uses.


Full path of the Domino server’s notes.ini file Specifies the full pathname to the notes.ini file on the Domino server.
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Table 9. Restore options (continued)


Setting Description


• On Windows, the default folder is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus
\Domino.


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, the default directory is /data/notesdata/.


Full path of the Domino directory Specifies the full pathname to the Domino configuration file and directory:


• On Windows, the default folder is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus
\Domino\.


• On AIX, the default directory pathname is /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/80010/
ibmpow/.


• On Linux, the default directory pathname is /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/
85020/linux/.


Pause replication of restored databases Temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored databases. This
option allows you to check or verify the status of the restored databases before the
databases are copied or synced to other replicas. By default, this option is not set.


NOTE: After checking or verification, you should manually re-enable the
replication those databases via the Avamar Administrator GUI.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the Data Domain system
and the client during the restore.


Recover the databases by using transaction logs Enables the restore operation to use transaction logs to recover database files to a
specific date and time. This option is selected by default.


Recover all databases as one group per stream Recovers all databases in groups rather than one at a time. If a database encounters
a problem during a group recovery, the recovery fails for all databases in that group.
This option is intended for advanced users who are familiar with the recovery of
Domino databases.


Create DBIID during recovery Enables the Domino server to assign new DBIIDs to databases that are recovered.
This option is not selected by default. Because database transactions are specific to
the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery. Avamar
recognizes a database with a new DBIID as an entirely new database.


Create DBIID and ReplicaID during recovery Enables the Domino server to assign new DBIIDs and ReplicaIDs to databases that
are recovered. This option is not selected by default. Because transactions are
specific to the DBIID, you cannot apply transaction logs before the recovery.
Avamar recognizes a database with a new DBIID as an entirely new database.


Now Restores each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then,
transaction logs are used to recover all data until now. This option is selected by
default.


Other date/time Restores each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then,
transaction logs are used to recover all data up to the date and time you specify in
the Recover date/time (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) field.


Backup date/time Restores each database to its original state at the time of its backup.
NOTE: When backing up multiple databases in a single backup, the
backup time differs for each database.


Recover date/time (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) Specifies the calendar date to which the data is recovered when you select the
Other date/time option. The entry must be in the following format: yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss:mmm


where:


• yyyy is a four-digit year.
• mm is a two-digit month of the year.
• dd is a two-digit day of the month.
• hh is a two-digit hour of the day.
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Table 9. Restore options (continued)


Setting Description


• mm is the two-digit number of minutes past the hour.
• ss is the two-digit number of seconds past the minute.


Dashes (-) must separate year, month, and day. Colons (:) must separate hours,
minutes, and seconds. You can truncate the time entry. For example, you can omit
minutes and seconds.


Restore missing NLO files Restores missing NLO files that are referenced by the databases that are
successfully restored. This option is selected by default. The process of finding NLO
files might take a long time.


Synchronize DAOS catalog files Synchronizes the DAOS catalog file. The process of synchronizing the DAOS
catalog file might take a long time.


Synchronize DAOS catalog files normally Synchronizes the DAOS catalog file. Selecting this option performs the following
tasks:


• Builds the DAOS ID Table (DIT) and the DAOS Object Index (DOI).
• Scans all databases for NLO file references. If no references are found for an


NLO file, the NLO file is marked for deletion.


Synchronize DAOS catalog files using QUICK
(Domino version 8.5.2 or later)


Creates a DIT and DOI in the DAOS catalog. This option does not synchronize the
DAOS catalog files. To synchronize the DAOS catalog files, select the Synchronize
DAOS catalog files normally option.


Transaction log pre-fetch value Denotes the number of transaction logs that should be pre-fetched during recovery
operation, which improves recovery speed. The default is 5, and the maximum is
100.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Troubleshooting backup problems
• Troubleshooting restore problems
• Troubleshooting configuration problems


Troubleshooting backup problems
You can resolve some backup problems with the troubleshooting information in this appendix.


Lotus Domino backups fail with avlotus error "Unable to
initialize Notes API session"
Lotus Domino backups might fail with the following avlotus error when the data segment size for the notes user is larger than the data
segment size for the root user.


Error <15396>: Error: Unable to initialize Notes API session. Error: 433
To work around this issue, set the data segment size to unlimited for the root user by performing the following:


1. Stop the avagent daemon.


2. In a command shell, type ulimit -d unlimited.


3. Navigate to installdir/etc and restart avagent by typing ./avagent.d --start.


NOTE: Ensure that you start avagent from the same shell used for the ulimit change performed in step 2.


Backing up Lotus Domino temporary files fails
The Domino server creates temporary files (*.TMP and *.sh) in the data directory.


When the files are no longer needed, the Domino server deletes the temporary files. An Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backup returns
an error if the Domino server deletes temporary files while the backup is processing the temporary files directory:


Path does not exist
You can ignore this error.


To prevent backups from returning this error, set up an exclusion list to exclude the Domino server’s temporary files from the backup. The
Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about exclusion lists.


Backup terminated due to timeout
A backup can fail when the backup time exceeds the value you specify for the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter in the notes.ini file.


A backup of a Domino database fails and returns the following error:


<DATABASE-NAME>Backup terminated due to timeout
This problem occurs when the backup time exceeds the value you specify for the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter in the notes.ini file.
The default value for BACKUP_TIMEOUT is set to 15 minutes even if you do not include this parameter in the notes.ini file.


To resolve this problem, increase the BACKUP_TIMEOUT setting to 60 minutes:


1. Log in to the Domino server.
2. Open the \path\notes.ini file in a text editor.


where path is the full directory pathname to the notes.ini file.
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3. Set the BACKUP_TIMEOUT parameter to 60 minutes:


BACKUP_TIMEOUT=60
4. Save the changes, and then close the text editor.
5. Restart the Domino server twice for the configuration changes to take effect.


NOTE: You can prevent a backup from timing out by setting the BACKUP_NO_TIMEOUT parameter to 1. A value of 1 can


cause a backup to run continuously. Use only one of these parameters (BACKUP_TIMEOUT or BACKUP_NO_TIMEOUT) in


the notes.ini file.


The Lotus Domino documentation provides more information about the BACKUP_TIMEOUT and BACKUP_NO_TIMEOUT parameters.


Database compaction fails during backup
Do not back up an online database during a database compaction. Database compaction can fail during an online backup.


Path does not exist
An Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backup can fail if you delete temporary files before they are backed up.


A backup of the Domino data directory returns the error:


Path does not exist
The backup returns this error if an Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backup processes a directory with temporary files that are deleted
before they are backed up. The Domino server creates temporary files (*.TMP and *.sh) in the data directory and later deletes these
files.


You can ignore this error. To prevent backups from returning this error, set up an exclusion list that specifies the Domino server’s
temporary files. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about setting up exclusion lists.


Troubleshooting restore problems
You can resolve some restore problems with the troubleshooting information in this appendix.


Access to database denied
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino returns an access denied error when you restore ExBadDoc.ntf.


The installation of EmailXtender® on a Domino server creates a read-only database file named ExBadDoc.ntf. If you restore
ExBadDoc.ntf, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino returns an error:


Access to database denied
To restore ExBadDoc.ntf, you must first delete it, and then restore it by using the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino. Restore and
Recovery on page 39 provides more information about restoring database files.


Backup was later than recovery point in time
If you specify a time for the Recover date/time option that is after the original backup time, the recover fails.


When you set the Recover date/time option to a time before the original backup time, a restore fails with the following error:


Recovery Failed reason:Recovery Manager: Backup was later than recovery point in time.
To resolve this problem, specify a time for the Recover date/time option that is after the original backup time. Restore and Recovery on
page 39 provides more information about restoring Domino database files, and Plug-in Options on page 63 provides more information
about the Recover date/time option.
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Could not create directory
Restoring database files to a different (target) directory other than the original directory fails if the target directory does not have read
and write permissions for the Domino user account.


The error message that the restore operation returns is similar to the following error:


2012-01-18 21:25:22 avtar Error <6745>: Could not create directory "/dir1" for restore (code 13:
Permission denied)
Ensure that the target directory has read and write permission for the Domino user account. The Domino server uses this user account
(by default, “notes”) for tasks such as starting and stopping the Domino server.


Database is in use and cannot be taken offline
You cannot restore an online shared mail database.


When a shared mail database is online, a restore of a shared mail database file fails and returns a message similar to the following error
message:


5098 -> The database is in use and cannot be taken off-line
A shared mail database cannot be taken offline.
To restore a shared mail database file, use the instructions in Restoring shared mail databases on page 47.


Domino server not reachable or not running
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino cannot synchronize the DAOS catalog file when the server is not reachable.


When the server is not reachable during a DAOS synchronization process, the following error can appear in the log file:


Unable to find path to server.
The DAOS synchronization process requires the Domino server to be online.


Check network connectivity from the Avamar server to the Domino server. If the network connection is working, use the Lotus Domino
trace option to further diagnose the problem:


• On a Notes client, select File > Preferences > User Preferences > Ports > Trace.
• On the Domino server, use the Trace command.


Restoration of missing NLO files not supported
A restore operation that specifies the Restore of Missing NLO files advanced option fails to restore NLO files if the Bring all
databases online after restore advanced option is not selected.


When this failure occurs, the Avamar log file contains the following error:


Restoration of missing NLO files not supported for the databases which are selected to be
brought offline after restore/recover
The database must be online to restore the NLO files.


To restore NLO files, select the Bring all databases online after restore and Restore of Missing NLO files options.


Restoring databases on DAOS-enabled servers on page 46 provides more information about restoring NLO files.


Recovery Manager: Database is not latest copy
A database restore operation fails if the database is not set to ARCHIVE mode and if you specified the Recover the database by using
transaction logs options.


When a database recovery fails, the following error message appears in the log file:


<8163>: Recovery Failed reason: Recovery Manager: Database is not latest copy.
The restore operation reports this error message if the following conditions are true:


• You attempted to restore a backup of a database that does not have transaction logging which is set to ARCHIVE mode.
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• You specified the Recover the database by using transaction logs option in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


NOTE: The Recovery the database by using transaction logs option is enabled by default.


To resolve this issue, restore the database without using transaction logs:


1. In the Restore Options dialog box, click More Options.
2. Select Show Advanced Options to display the advanced plug-in options.
3. Clear Recover the database by using transaction logs.
4. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box. The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
5. Click OK to start the restore.


Recovery Manager: Recovery only supported for backup
files
A recovery of a deleted database fails with the following error:


avlotus Error <19258>: /local/notesdata/notes.nsf Recovery Failed reason: Recovery Manager:
Recovery only supported for Backup Files.. Try to recover this file after some time
This problem occurs when you delete a database by using the rm command on a Linux or UNIX system while the Domino server is running,
and then perform a recovery of the deleted database. The error message uses the notes.nsf database as an example.


There are two workarounds for this issue. Workaround 1 requires you to restart the Domino server. Workaround 2 does not require you to
restart the Domino server.


Workaround 1
1. Restart the Domino server.
2. Perform a recovery of the deleted database.
3. Restart the Domino server.


Workaround 2
1. From the Domino Console, run the dbcache flush command.


2. Perform a recovery of the deleted database.


IBM documentation for Domino provides more information about the Domino Console and dbcache flush command.


Troubleshooting configuration problems
You can resolve some configuration problems with the troubleshooting information in this appendix.


Backup or restore requires I18n Domino server
You must install the Domino server on a system that supports UTF-8 encoding.


To ensure that the system supports UTF-8 encoding, check the following items:


• The locale settings for the Domino server on Windows platforms.
• The LANG variable in the .bash_profile file for AIX, Linux, and UNIX systems.


If required, add the LANG variable to the .bash_profile file for the Domino notes user.


Fatal signal 11 in pid 1543 error on AIX 64-bit client
On a 64-bit AIX 6.1 system, an Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino backup or restore can fail with a Fatal signal 11 error.


The avlotus log file contains additional errors similar to the following output:
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2014-05-15 03:54:22 avlotus Info <5241>: Logging to
/usr/local/avamar/var/MOD-1283153278629-5014-lotus.log
2014-05-15 03:54:22 avlotus Info <6636>: CTL listening on port 32796
2014-05-15 03:54:22 avlotus Info <0000>: Setting ctl message version to 2 (from 1)
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <9209>: Exclude list file is
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <9211>: Include list file is
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <8038>: Avlotus Incremental Backup request
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <6649>: Process 442484
(/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar) for workorder MOD-1283153278629 started
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <8047>: Notes.ini Path =
/home/notes/notesdata/notes.ini
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <9230>: Lotus Domino executable
directory full path = /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85000/ibmpow/
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Info <8175>: Loading the Notes/Domino
library /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85000/ibmpow/libnotes_r.a
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus FATAL <5889>: Fatal signal 11 in pid 1543
2010/08/30-08:54:23.55983 [AvLotusBackupMgr] FATAL ERROR: <0001>
Fatal signal 11
2010/08/30-08:54:23.56015 [AvLotusBackupMgr] ERROR: <0316>
handlefatal exiting thread
pid=1543, sig=11
2014-05-15 03:54:23 avlotus Error <5891>: handlefatal: exiting thread
pid=1543, sig=11
2014-05-15 03:54:24 avlotus Info <0000>: Setting ctl message version
o 2 (from 1)
The following procedure resolves this issue:


1. Shut down the Domino server.
2. Reboot the AIX system.
3. Log in to the AIX system as root.
4. Stop avagent by typing the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/etc/avagent.d --stop
5. Change the value of maxDATA in avagent.bin to 0x00000000 by typing the following command on one line:


/usr/ccs/bin/ldedit -bmaxdata:0x00000000/usr/local/avamar/bin/
avagent.bin
Output similar to the following appears in the command shell:


/usr/ccs/bin/ldedit: File AvamarInstallDir/bin/avagent.bin updated.
6. Verify that the value for maxDATA is 0x00000000 by typing the following command:


dump -o /usr/local/avamar/bin/avagent.bin
The following output appears in the command shell:


maxDATA
0x00000000


7. Start avagent by typing the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/etc/avagent.d --start


Two Domino restarts after configuration changes
You might have to restart the Domino server twice after you change its configuration settings. In addition, you might have to reboot the
hardware that runs the Domino server. The IBM Lotus Domino technote 1381136 provides more information.


Unable to initiate Lotus API
When a Domino server is configured with a secured (password-protected) console, the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino cannot back up
or restore the Lotus databases.


Backups and restores fail and report the following error:
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Unable to initiate lotus API
To back up and restore a Domino server with the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino, remove the password protection for the Domino
server console by using the Domino Administrator program or the Set Secure command. The Domino Administrator online help provides
instructions on removing password protection.
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Command-Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the CLI for Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
• Command reference
• Specifying command line options
• CLI example commands


Overview of the CLI for Avamar Plug-in for Lotus
Domino
The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino provides a command-line interface from which you can back up or restore Lotus Domino database
files by using the avlotus command. You can use the CLI from all operating systems that the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
supports.


The avlotus command, which is available as a binary or executable, is located in the installation directory:


• For AIX or Linux systems, the avlotus binary is located in /usr/local/avamar/bin.


• For a Solaris system, the avlotus binary is located in /opt/AVMRclnt/bin.


• For a Windows system, the avlotus executable is located in C:\Program Files\avs\bin.


You run the avlotus command from the system prompt on AIX, Linux, or UNIX systems, or from the Command Prompt window on a
Windows system.


Backup and restore limitation
Do not run a backup or restore operation from the CLI at the same time a backup or restore operation is running from Avamar
Administrator. Doing so might cause a race condition between the two processes.


Canceling a backup or restore from the CLI
When you start a backup or restore from the CLI, do not cancel the process by using SIGINT (Ctrl+c, Ctrl+d, or Ctrl+z). The Domino
server can crash if you send a SIGINT signal or close a session while a backup is running from the CLI.


About this task


To cancel a CLI backup or restore operation, stop the avtar process by using the appropriate method:


Steps


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, use the kill command to stop the avtar process.


• On Windows, stop the avtar.exe process from the Processes tab in the Windows Task Manager.


Command reference
The avlotus command backs up or restores Lotus Domino database files.


Synopsis
avlotus --operation={backup | restore} [options]


C
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Operations
The avlotus command works with two operation functions: backup and restore. Specify an operation with the avlotus command by
using the --operation option.


NOTE: The avlotus command does not include a browse operation. To view files for backup or restore, use the


operating system shell for AIX, Linux, or UNIX and the Windows Explorer for Windows.


The following table lists the operations that you can specify with the avlotus command by using the --operation option.


Table 10. Operations for the avlotus command 


Command Description


backup Performs an on-demand backup of Lotus Domino data to the
Avamar server.


restore Restores the Lotus Domino data to the original location or to a
different location (redirected restore).


Options
The options that you specify with the avlotus command control backup and restore operations. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
supports five types of options: common, account, logging, backup, and restore. The Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino does not support
browse options.


Common options
Common options are general options that are available for multiple operations.


The following table lists common options for the avlotus command.


Table 11. Common options for the avlotus command  


Option Description


--exclude-pluginid-list=list Excludes backups that are originally taken with one or more plug-in types, where list is a
comma-separated list of one or more integer plug-in IDs.


--pluginid-list=list Includes backups that are originally taken with one or more plug-in types, where list is a
comma-separated list of one or more integer plug-in IDs.


--version Displays the build version.


--domino-user=username Specifies the Domino username. This username is the OS user, who has permissions to start
and stop the Domino server on an AIX, Linux, or UNIX system.


--exec-dir-path=filepath Specify the full path for the Domino configuration file and directory:


• On Windows, the default folder is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\.


• On AIX, the default directory path is /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/80010/ibmpow/.


• On Linux, the default directory path is /opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85020/linux/.


--flagfile=filepath Specifies an option file, where filepath is the full path and the file name of the option file.


--notesini-path=filepath Specifies the full path to the notes.ini file on the Domino server:


• On Windows, the default folder is C:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Domino\data
\.


• On AIX, Linux, or UNIX, the default directory is /local/data/notesdata/.


Account options
Account options enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for backups and restores that you perform with the
avlotus command.


The following table lists account options for the avlotus command.
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Table 12. Account options for the avlotus command  


Option Description


--account=location |
--path=location |
--acnt=location


Specifies a hierarchical location on the Avamar server. This option is relative to the current
home location, unless you use a slash (/) as a prefix to the path designation, in which case
an absolute path is assumed.


--id=user@domain/homeacnt Specifies the client username for authentication where:


• user is the username of the registered client.
• domain is the Avamar domain.
• homeacnt is the hostname of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino host.


--password=password |
--ap=password |
--pswd=password


Specifies the password for --id=user@domain/homeacnt.


--server=Avamar_server
--hfsaddr=Avamar_server


Specifies the Avamar server IP address or fully qualified hostname (as defined in DNS).


Logging options
Logging options enable you to specify the directory path for log files and to control the output that the avlotus command writes to
standard output or to log files.


The following table lists logging options for the avlotus command.


Table 13. Logging options for the avlotus command 


Option Description


--informationals Sets the information level for status messages.


--logfile=file | --log Creates log files in the directory that you specify.


--noinformationals Disables informational messages.


--nostdout Disables output to standard output (stdout).


--nowarnings Disables warning messages.


--quiet Disables both warnings and status messages.


--verbose | --verbose=n | -v Enables all status and warning messages. Use --verbose=n to specify a verbosity
level, where n is a number from 1 to 6 with 6 being the highest level of verbosity.


Backup options
Backup options for the avlotus command enable you to control specific behavior of a backup, such as specifying a backup level or
excluding certain files from a backup.


The following table lists backup options for the avlotus command.


Table 14. Backup options for the avlotus command 


Option Description


--32bitbinary To back up data from the 32-bit version of Domino server on AIX systems, you must specify
the 32bitbinary flag.


--expires={days|timestamp} Specifies the backup expiration date as a number of days from the day of the backup (days)
or an absolute timestamp (timestamp). Specify timestamp by using 24-hour local time zone
values conforming to the following syntax:


yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss
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Table 14. Backup options for the avlotus command (continued)


Option Description


You can specify partial date strings. For example, 2014-02 is equivalent to 2014-02-01
00:00:00.


--group-by-size Assigns files to streams. Each stream receives an equal fraction of the total file size.


--group-by-volume Assigns individual streams to each volume.


--label=name Specifies a label name for the backup.


--retention-type=type Specifies one of the following retention types: none, daily, weekly, or monthly.


--archive-txn-logs Backs up the archive transaction logs. Specify true or false. The default value is true. To
perform a full backup without the archive logs, specify --archive-txn-logs=false with
the avlotus command.


NOTE: Do not use the --archive-txn-logs option with an incremental backup.


--backup-txn-logs Backs up transaction logs. Specify true or false. The default value is true.


--backup-type=type Specifies the type of backup:


• 0 (full)—Backs up all databases and files that are required for a complete recovery.
Default backup type.


• 1 (incremental)—Backs up transaction logs and new database files that are created since
the last full or incremental backup.


• 2 (subset)—Backs up a subset of database files.


--exclude=pattern Excludes files that match a specific pattern from the backup. Use pattern to specify a string,
which can include wildcard characters such as the asterisk (*) and question mark (?).


--exclude-from=file Specifies a file that lists patterns to use to exclude files from the backup. When a file matches
a pattern, the backup excludes the file. A pattern can include wildcard characters such as the
asterisk (*) and question mark (?).


--follow-links Following links to back up databases and directories. Specify true or false. The default
value is true.


--include=pattern Includes files that match a specific pattern in the backup. Use pattern to specify a string,
which can include wildcard characters such as the asterisk (*) and question mark (?).


--include-from=file Specifies a file that lists patterns to use to include files in the backup. When a file matches a
pattern, the backup includes the file.


--terminate-on-error Skips the file if the backup returns an error. Specify true or false. The default value is
false.


Restore options
Restore options for the avlotus command enable you to control specific behavior of a restore, such as synchronizing DAOS catalog file
or overwriting existing databases or files.


The following table lists restore options for the avlotus command.


Table 15. Restore options for the avlotus command  


Option Description


--label=name Specifies the label name for the backup.


--labelnum=name Specifies the label number of the backup to restore.


--bring-online Automatically brings all databases online following a successful restore. Specify true or
false. The default value is true.


--enable-recovery Recovers the databases after the restore operation completes. Specify true or false.
The default value is true.
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Table 15. Restore options for the avlotus command  (continued)


Option Description


--normal-sync-daos Synchronize the DAOS catalog file:


• Builds the DAOS ID Table (DIT) and the DAOS Object Index (DOI).
• Scans all databases for NLO file references. The restore marks an NLO file for


deletion if the restore does not find references for an NLO file.


Specify true or false. The default value is true.


--overwrite-files Overwrites existing databases or files with the restored data. Specify true or false.
The default value is false.


-- pausereplica Temporarily disable the replication of the successfully restored databases. Specify true
or false. The default value is false.


--quick-sync-daos Synchronizes the DAOS catalog files by using the QUICK option. Specify true or
false. The default value is false.


NOTE: The --quick-sync-daos option applies only to Domino version


8.5.2 and later.


--recover-backuptime Restores each database to its original state at the time of its backup. Specify true or
false. The default value is false.


--recover-datetime=yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss


Specifies the calendar date for the recover. Use the following format to specify the date
and time: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss:mmm


where:


• yyyy is a four-digit year.
• mm is a two-digit month of the year.
• dd is a two-digit day of the month.
• hh is a two-digit hour of the day.
• mm is the two-digit number of minutes past the hour.
• ss is the two-digit number of seconds past the minute.


Dashes (-) must separate year, month, and day. Colons (:) must separate hours, minutes,
and seconds. You can truncate the time entry. For example, you can omit minutes and
seconds.


--recover-in-batch Recovers the databases in batch. Specify true or false. The default value is false.


--recover-now Restores each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then, the restore
uses transaction logs to recover all data until now. Specify true or false. The default
value is true.


--recover-othertime Restores each database to its original state at the time of the backup. Then, the restore
uses transaction logs to recover all data up to the date and time that you specify by the
--recover-datetime option. Specify true or false. The default value is false.


--refresh-dbiid Assigns new DBIIDs to databases that you recover. Specify true or false. The default
value is false.


--refresh-replicaid Assigns new ReplicaIDs to databases that you recover. Specify true or false. The
default value is false.


--restore-missing-nlo Restores missing NLO files from the Domino server. Specify true or false. The default
value is true.


--restore-system-dbs Restore system databases. Specify true or false. The default value is false.


--sync-daos-catalog Synchronizes the DAOS catalog files after restoring Domino files. Specify true or
false. The default value is false.


--target=path Restores the database to a different directory on the original client. The path is the
destination directory.
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Table 15. Restore options for the avlotus command  (continued)


Option Description


--translogprefetch=n Instructs the plug-in to fetch more than one transaction log at a time. The number of logs
fetched at one time is set by n; a maximum of 100 is allowed.


Help option
The --help option displays a list of available operations and options for the avlotus command.


To view a complete list of operations and options with a description for each one, use the --help option with the avlotus command:


avlotus --help
To view only the options for a specific operation, use the --help and --operation=operation options together. The following
command provides a list of options for the backup operation:


avlotus --help --operation=backup
When you include the --debug option in the avlotus.cmd file, the avlotus --help command displays debug messages. To
prevent debug messages from appearing in online help content use the following command:


avlotus --help --debug=false


Specifying command line options
You can specify options for avlotus to control backup or restore behavior. You can specify options for avlotus on the command line
or in a file that affects both GUI and CLI usage. The default name for this file is avlotus.cmd.


The avlotus.cmd file is located in the following directory:


• For AIX or Linux, in /usr/local/avamar/var/clientlogs
• For a Solaris system, in /opt/AVMRclnt/var/clientlogs
• For Windows, in C:\Program Files\avs\var\clientlogs
List each option on its own line, as shown in the following example:


--verbose=5
--x14=65535
Create the avlotus.cmd file as a text file. If you want to give it a different name, or place it somewhere else, you can specify the option
file on the command line using the --flagfile=<filepath> option. In this case <filepath> is the full path of the option file.


CLI example commands
The avlotus command uses the default value for an option unless you specify otherwise. For example, the --backup-txn-logs
option is true by default. The avlotus command uses this option without you having to include it. You need only include the --
backup-txn-logs option in the command line to specify false.


The following examples show how to use the avlotus command to back up data to the Avamar server and to restore data back to the
client.


NOTE: The avlotus command requires the --domino-user option only for AIX, Linux, or Solaris.


Example backup commands
These commands illustrate how to use the avlotus command to back up Domino files to the Avamar server.


Backing up all Domino files and the transaction logs


The following command uses the --backup-type=0 option to perform a full backup that includes transaction logs:


avlotus --operation=backup --backup-type=0 --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --logfile=file
--notesini-path=/local/notesdata/notes.ini
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--exec-dir-path=/opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85020/linux/
--domino-user=notes /local/notesdata


NOTE: Because the default value for the --backup-txn-logs and --archive-txn-logs options is true, the


avlotus command does require you to include them.


Backup types on page 15 provides more information about full backups.


Backing up all Domino files without transaction logs


The following command uses the --backup-type=0 and --backup-txn-logs=false options to perform a full backup that does
not include the transaction logs:


avlotus --operation=backup --backup-type=0 --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --logfile=file
--notesini-path=/local/notesdata/notes.ini
--exec-dir-path=/opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85020/linux/
--domino-user=notes --backup-txn-logs=false /local/notesdata


Backing up only Domino files that have changed


The following command uses the --backup-type=1 option to perform an incremental backup:


avlotus --operation=backup --backup-type=1 --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --logfile=file
--notesini-path=/local/notesdata/notes.ini
--exec-dir-path=/opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85020/linux/
--domino-user=notes --archive-txn-logs=false /local/notesdata


NOTE: You cannot back up archive logs with an incremental backup. You must specify the --archive-txn-
logs=false option.


Backup types on page 15 provides more information about incremental backups.


Subset backup


The following command uses the --backup-type=2 to perform a subset backup:


avlotus --operation=backup --backup-type=2 --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --logfile=file
--notesini-path=/local/notesdata/notes.ini
--exec-dir-path=/opt/ibm/lotus/notes/85020/linux/
--domino-user=notes /local/notesdata/mail/test.nsf
Backup types on page 15 provides more information about subset backups.


Example restore commands
The following examples show how to use the avlotus command to restore Domino files from the Avamar server.


Restoring Domino files with transaction logs


The following command uses the --enable-recovery and --recover-now options to recover all data until now.


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata


NOTE: Because the default value for the --enable-recovery and --recover-now options is true, the avlotus
command does not require you to include them.
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Restoring a backup to its original state


The following command uses the --recover-backuptime option to recover the database to its original state:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --recover-backuptime


Restoring a backup and recovering the database to a point in time


The following command uses the --recover-datetime option to recover the database to its original state:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata/mail
--recover-datetime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss"


Restoring a backup with transaction logs and restoring system
databases


The following command uses the --enable-recovery and --recover-now options to recover all data until now, and uses the --
restore-system-dbs option to restore system databases:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --restore-system-dbs


Restoring a database without recovering it


The following command uses the --enable-recovery=false option to prevent a recovery operation:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --enable-recovery=false


Synchronizing the DAOS catalog after restoring the database


The following command uses the --normal-sync-daos option to synchronize the DAOS catalog after restoring Domino files:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --normal-sync-daos


Recover the databases using log pre-fetch


The following command uses flag the --translogprefetch option to restore using log pre-fetch options:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --translogprefetch=10


Recover the databases in batch mode


The following command uses flag the --recover-in-batch option to restore all databases in a single batch:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --recover-in-batch=true
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Restoring 100 databases in a single batch


The following command uses the --restore-dbs-single-batch=100 option to restore 100 databases in a single batch:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --restore-dbs-single-batch=100


Restoring all databases in single batch


The following command uses the --all-dbs-single-batch option to restore all databases in a single batch:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --all-dbs-single-batch


Restoring Domino files without restoring the missing NLO files


The following command restores Domino files without bringing the database back online by using the --bring-online=false option
and without restoring missing NLO files by using the --restore-missing-nlo=false option:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --bring-online=false
--restore-missing-nlo=false


Restoring Domino files to a different directory on the original client


The following command uses the --target=path option to restore Domino files to a different directory on the original client:


avlotus --operation=restore --id=user@domain/homeacnt
--password=password --server=address --labelnum=35 --logfile=file
--overwrite-files /local/notesdata --enable-recovery=false
--target=path
To perform a redirected restore, the avlotus command must include the --enable-recovery=false option.
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activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.
administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user privileges.
avagent
The name of the client agent process.
Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows
or Linux client computer.
Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar client
software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.
Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently
stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores, client access,
and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple networked storage nodes.
avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.
backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.
browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.
client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.
client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS) and with
any plug-ins installed on that client.
client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID),
which it passes back to the client during client activation.
cold backup
A backup performed while the database is offline.
DAOS directory
A directory that contains NLO files. Domino stores NLO files in subdirectories under the DAOS directory. The naming convention for the
subdirectories is 0001, 0002, and so forth.
database
A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by computer software.
dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in backups
across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.
DBIID
The database instance ID property of a database. This value is located in the database header and associates the database with specific
entries in the transaction log.
disaster recovery
Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption, in which ordinary data recovery procedures are
not sufficient to restore a system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a bare metal recovery.
DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.
domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and management.
Domino Attachment and Object Service
An attachment consolidation feature available in Lotus Domino 8.5. DAOS substantially reduces disk space by storing only one copy of an
email attachment from an email message that you send to multiple users. With DAOS enabled, the Domino server no longer saves a
separate copy of every attachment in the user’s email file (NSF). Instead, the Domino server stores a reference to the file attachment
(also referred to as a ticket) in the object header of the document, and stores a single copy of the file attachment in an NLO file in the
attachment repository on the server.
Domino partitioned server
A feature that enables you to run multiple instances of the Domino server on a single computer.
Domino server
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A computer that runs the Domino Server program and stores Notes databases.
file system
Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by providing directory structures, data transfer methods,
and file association.
full backup
A backup that makes copies of the data directory on the Domino server.
group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same group policies,
which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.
group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.
hot backup
A backup that you run while users are online and have access to the data that is being backed up.
hot restore
A restore that runs while the Domino server is running.
incremental backup
A backup that makes copies of the transaction log files, all database files that have been created since the last full or incremental backup,
and all database files for which the DBIID has changed since the last full or incremental backup.
LAN
Local Area Network.
MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management)
for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.
metadata
Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the backup types, the date and time of the backup, and
other information necessary for restore.
NLO files
Files that store attachment content for email messages (NSF files). An NSF file contains a reference or ticket to an NLO file. DAOS
creates one NLO file for each attachment. The DAOS directory stores all NLO files. The DAOS configuration creates the DAOS directory.
You can back up the NLO files in the DAOS repository while the Domino server is down or when it is up and running. The Avamar Plug-in
for Lotus Domino backs up the entire DAOS directory automatically as part of a backup request.
Notes client
Client software that enables users to access Lotus Notes applications on a Domino server, send mail, and browse the Web.
plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.
plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.
policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention policies.
recover
To restore data from a backup to a client disk and apply transaction logs to the data to make it consistent with a specific point in time.
redirected restore
The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location where the backup occurred.
registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID),
which it passes back to the client during client activation.
restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a designated
location.
retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that should not be
deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.
schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a persistent and
reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.
subset backup
A backup that makes copies of selected databases and files. A subset backup includes only a few databases that require a backup. For
example, a subset backup is appropriate if a user wants to back up a few databases several times a day to ensure that if an accidental loss
of a mailbox occurs, the user has a current backup of the database.
transaction logging
A process that captures all changes made to a database and writes them to log files. The Domino server supports three types of
transaction logging:


• Circular logging—Reuses the log files and overwrites old transactions. Circular logging is the default.
• Archive logging—Reuses the log files after they are archived. Archive logging is the recommended type of transaction logging.







• Linear logging—Reuses the log files and overwrites old transactions for log sizes greater than 4 GB.


transaction logs
Log files used by the Domino server to store all changes made to Lotus databases that you enable for transaction logging.
User Account Control
A Windows feature available in Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Vista. UAC helps prevent unauthorized changes to your computer.
When functions that could potentially affect a computer's operation are made, UAC prompts the user for permission or for an
administrator's password before continuing with the task.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to configure, administer, monitor, and maintain the Avamar system.


Audience
The information in this guide is primarily intended for system administrators who are responsible for maintaining servers and
clients on a network, as well as operators who monitor daily backups and storage devices.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


08 October, 2021 Updated the "Advanced retention settings" section.


07 April, 2021 Updated the "Operator roles" section.


06 June, 2020 Added the "Enforcing a minimum retention setting" and "Automatically retaining
the last backup" sections.


05 April, 2020 Removed the information about using the “change-password” utility on a multi-
node server from the "Changing server passwords and OpenSSH keys" section.


04 January, 2020 Added references to Azure and vCenter to Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery.


03 July, 2019 Added sections for viewing Data Domain system information.


02 June, 2019 Added the "Plug-ins supported by the AUI" section.


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Avamar Reports Guide
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● All Avamar client and plug-in user guides


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:
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1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Avamar system overview
• Data deduplication
• Security and networking


Avamar system overview
An Avamar system is a client/server network backup and restore solution.


An Avamar system consists of one or more Avamar servers and the network servers or desktop clients that back up data to
those servers. The Avamar system provides centralized management through the Avamar Administrator graphical management
console software application.


Avamar server


Avamar is a hard disk based IP network backup and restore solution. Avamar servers use internal hard disk storage. An Avamar
server is a logical grouping of one or more nodes that is used to store and manage client backups.


Hardware manufacturers typically call their equipment servers (for instance, the Dell PowerEdge 2950 server). In the context of
an Avamar system, this equipment is called a node. An Avamar node is a self-contained, rack-mountable, network-addressable
computer that runs Avamar server software on the Linux operating system.


Avamar ensures fault tolerance by managing disk drive space in units of space called stripes.


In the Avamar system, an object is a single instance of deduplicated data. Each Avamar object inherently has a unique ID.
Objects are stored and managed within stripes on the Avamar server.


Figure 1. Avamar server nodes, stripes, and objects


1
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1. Avamar server.
2. Avamar node.
3. Disk drive storage on the node.
4. Stripe on the disk drive.
5. Object on the stripe.


All Avamar servers store client backups and also provide essential processes and services that are required for client access and
remote system administration.


Avamar servers are available in either single-node or scalable multi-node configurations. For the most part, when using Avamar
Administrator management console software, all Avamar servers look and behave the same. The main differences among
Avamar server configurations are the number of nodes and disk drives that are reported in the server monitor.


Documenting specific differences in Avamar server hardware configurations is beyond the scope of this guide. Whenever
specific limitations and best practices for certain configurations are known, they are noted. However, these occasional notes
should not be considered definitive or exhaustive. Consult an Avamar Sales representative or an Avamar reseller for more
information about specific hardware.


Nodes


The primary building block in any Avamar server is a node. Each node is a self-contained, rack-mountable, network-addressable
computer that runs Avamar server software on the Linux operating system.


Nodes can also contain internal storage in the form of hard disk drives. If the node is configured with internal storage (that is, a
single-node server), it is internally mirrored to provide robust fault tolerance.


There are three types of nodes.


Utility node


A utility node is dedicated to scheduling and managing background Avamar server jobs. In scalable multi-node Avamar servers, a
single utility node provides essential internal services for the server, such as:


● Management Console Server (MCS)
● External authentication
● Network Time Protocol (NTP)
● Web access


Because utility nodes are dedicated to running these essential services on multi-node Avamar servers, they cannot be used to
store backups. Single-node Avamar servers combine all of the features and functions of utility and storage nodes on a single
node.


Storage nodes


Storage nodes are nodes that store backup data. Multiple storage nodes are configured with multi-node Avamar servers which
are based on performance and capacity requirements. You can add storage nodes to an Avamar server over time to expand
performance with no downtime.


Avamar clients connect directly with Avamar storage nodes. Client connections and data are load that is balanced across
storage nodes.


NDMP Accelerator


An NDMP Accelerator node is a specialized node that uses NDMP to provide data protection for certain NAS devices, including
the EMC Celerra® IP storage systems and Network Appliance filers.


Avamar server functional blocks


The major Avamar server functional blocks include the data server, Management Console Server (MCS), and the EM Tomcat
server (EMT). The following figure illustrates the interaction of these components within the server and with other Avamar
components.
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Figure 2. Avamar server functional block diagram


Data server


When performing a backup, restore, or validation, Avamar backup clients communicate directly with the data server. All
scheduled backups are initiated by the MCS scheduler.


Management Console Server (MCS)


The Management Console Server (MCS) provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the
Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes that are used by the Avamar Administrator graphical management
console.


The following table provides details on the functions that the MCS provides.


Table 2. MCS functions 


Function Description


Client registry Controls client registration and activation.


Account management Used to create and manage domains, clients, users, and
groups.


Reporting Used to create and export system reports. The Avamar
Reports Guide provides more information.


Events Displays system events and activities.


Scheduler/dispatcher Controls when backup and restore operations occur, or if the
operations can be queued for processing.


PostgreSQL database Stores Avamar server data. PostgreSQL is an open
architecture database management system. Information in
the MCS database is accessible through any PostgreSQL-
compliant ODBC interface. The MCS database file name is
mcdb, and it is on the utility node in the /usr/local/
avamar/var/mc/server_data/postgres directory. The
MCS database contents are fully backed up on the Avamar
server and can be restored when the MCS fails.
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Table 2. MCS functions (continued)


Function Description


NOTE: The MCS database is intended for read-only
access for reporting or query purposes. Do not manually
modify any data in mcdb tables unless instructed to do


so by Avamar Support. Directly modifying MCS operational
data can cause loss of referential integrity, which could
result in irretrievable loss of data.


EM Tomcat server (EMT)


The Avamar EM Tomcat server (EMT) provides essential services that are required to display, and work with Avamar server
information.


The EMT also communicates directly with MCS. This communication is a required part of all Avamar systems.


Avamar clients


Avamar provides client software for various computing platforms. Each client comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar client


Avamar server


File system


plug-in


Application


plug-in


Agent Management Console Server


(MCS)


Figure 3. Avamar client agent and plug-ins


Agents


Avamar agents are platform-specific software processes that run on the client and communicate with the Management Console
Server (MCS) and any plug-ins that are installed on that client.


Plug-ins


There are two types of Avamar plug-ins:


● File system plug-ins that are used to browse, back up, and restore files or directories on a specific client file system.
● Application plug-ins that support backup and restore of databases or other special applications.


The following table lists the file system and application plug-ins that Avamar supports.


Table 3. Supported plug-ins 


Type of plug-in Supported file systems and applications


File system ● HP-UX
● IBM AIX
● Linux
● Mac OS X
● Microsoft Windows
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Table 3. Supported plug-ins (continued)


Type of plug-in Supported file systems and applications


● Microsoft Windows Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)
● Oracle Solaris
● VMware


Application ● IBM DB2
● Lotus Domino
● Microsoft Exchange
● Microsoft Hyper-V
● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS)
● Microsoft SQL Server
● NDMP for NAS devices, including EMC Celerra IP storage


systems and Network Appliance filers
● Oracle
● SAP with Oracle
● Sybase ASE


See the E-lab Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection for client compatibility
requirements and supported operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have the same version number.


User interfaces


Several user interfaces are available in the Avamar system to enable management and monitoring.


Avamar Web User Interface


The Avamar Web User Interface (AUI) is a web management application that is used to administer an Avamar server.


Avamar Administrator


Avamar Administrator is a graphical management console software application that is used to administer an Avamar system from
a supported Windows client computer.


Avamar Backup & Recovery Manager


Backup & Recovery Manager manages all Avamar systems in the enterprise. Backup & Recovery Manager also has an integrated
user interface to manage the enterprise’s NetWorker servers and Data Domain backup targets.


The following table lists some of the enterprise management capabilities of Backup & Recovery Manager. The table does not
include additional features in Backup & Recovery Manager that are specific to NetWorker servers and to Data Domain backup
targets.


Table 4. Avamar system management features of Backup & Recovery Manager 


Feature Backup & Recovery Manager


Software host VMware vSphere client


At-a-glance dashboard Select between consolidated and individual status views
of Avamar systems, NetWorker servers, and Data Domain
systems


Detailed backup and capacity information for Avamar systems Yes


Monitor backups Yes, through an Activity Monitor screen. Use the Activity
Monitor screen to view backup and replication details, and to
start, stop, and restart tasks.
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Table 4. Avamar system management features of Backup & Recovery Manager (continued)


Feature Backup & Recovery Manager


Replication management Yes


Launch other management applications ● Avamar Administrator
● Avamar Client Manager
● Avamar Installation Manager
● AvInstaller service


Display warnings, errors, and system alerts Yes, in a quick-look graphical display and in detailed text. Filter
the view by product, system, and category.


Management reports: select, view, and export ● Backup
● System
● Configuration


The Backup & Recovery Manager product documentation provides complete details on the user interface.


Avamar Client Manager


Avamar Client Manager is a web-based management application that provides centralized Avamar client administration
capabilities for larger businesses and enterprises. Avamar Client Manager helps with the management of large numbers of
Avamar clients.


Avamar Client Manager works with Avamar clients on a supported native operating system and Avamar clients on a supported
operating system running in a VMware virtual machine. Avamar Client Manager cannot work with Avamar clients through virtual
center, virtual machine, or virtual proxy configurations. The Avamar Client Manager UI displays supported Avamar clients and
hides all unsupported clients.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop


Avamar Desktop/Laptop is a version of the Avamar client software that adds enhanced features for enterprise desktop and
laptop computers.


The Avamar Desktop/Laptop features are designed to improve the functionality of Avamar client for Windows and Macintosh
desktops and laptops. Many of the features are also supported on qualifying Linux computers.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop functionality is available through two user interfaces:


● The client local user interface (client UI) is installed on the client computer when you install either the Avamar Client for
Windows or the Avamar Client for Mac OS X. With the client UI, an Avamar icon appears in the notification area ("system
tray") on Windows computers or on the menu bar on Mac computers. Right-click the icon on Windows or click the icon on
Mac to open the client menu, which provides access to backup, restore, program settings, and logs.


● Use the web browser user interface (web UI) to start an on-demand backup or restore, view backup and restore activity for
a client computer, or configure other backup settings for a client computer.


Avamar Installation Manager


The Avamar Installation Manager user interface is part of the AvInstaller software that Customer Support installs on the utility
node during an Avamar server software installation or upgrade. Use the Avamar Installation Manager to install and upgrade
software on the Avamar server.


Avamar Downloader Service


The Avamar Downloader Service manages the process of checking for and downloading Avamar server software updates. The
Avamar Downloader Service software runs on a stand-alone Microsoft Windows server that allows network access to Avamar
sites on the Internet and to all Avamar servers at a site.
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Avamar Web Restore


Avamar Web Restore provides access to the following functionality:


● Search for or browse backed up directories and files to restore.
● Download Avamar client software.
● View Avamar product documentation that is stored on the Avamar server.


● Open the Avamar Administrator management console software.


Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Support for Data Domain Cloud Tier was initiated in Avamar 7.4. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From
the Avamar Administrator, you can configure cloud tier to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform
seamless recovery of these backups.


Data Domain Cloud Tier Disaster Recovery support was initiated with Avamar 7.5. You can recover backups from the cloud in
case of the loss of a Data Domain and also recover an Avamar server from the cloud.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Data deduplication
Data deduplication is a key feature of the Avamar system. Data deduplication ensures that each unique sub-file, variable length
object is stored only once across sites and servers.


During backups, Avamar client software examines the client file system and applies a data deduplication algorithm that identifies
redundant data sequences and breaks the client file system into sub-file, variable length data segments. Each data segment is
assigned a unique ID.


The client software then determines whether this unique ID has already been stored on the Avamar server. If this object resides
on the Avamar server, a link to the stored object is referenced in the backup.


Once an object has been stored on the server, it is not sent over the network again, no matter how many times it is encountered
on any number of clients. This feature significantly reduces network traffic and provides for greatly enhanced storage efficiency
on the server.
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Figure 4. Data deduplication


1. Break data into atoms (variable length segments of file data).
2. Send and store each atom only once.
3. Up to 500 times daily data reduction in the Avamar backup repository.


Security and networking
The following sections provide an overview of key Avamar security and networking features. The Avamar Product Security
Guide provides full details on product security and network configuration.


Encryption


To provide enhanced security, Avamar can encrypt all data that is sent between clients and the server “in flight.”


You can set the encryption level on a client-by-client basis in client properties, or for an entire group of clients in group
properties. You can also disable “in-flight” encryption entirely.


Each Avamar server can also be configured to encrypt data that is stored on the server “at rest.” The decision to encrypt all
data that is stored in an Avamar server is typically a one-time decision that is made when the server is initially deployed at a
customer site.


IPv4 and IPv6 support


Internet Protocol (IP) is a set of communication rules for routing traffic across networks to addressable devices like Avamar
system components. The Avamar system supports both Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and IPv6 address notation.


IPv4 notation


IPv4 notation is displayed as four octets, that are 1- to 3-digit base 10 numbers in a range of 0 to 255. Each octet is separated
by periods and represents 8 bits of data for a total address space of 32 bits.


A subnet mask identifies a range (a subnet) of IP addresses on the same network. For Avamar purposes, the subnet mask
is /24, representative of a 255.255.255.0 netmask.


An example of IPv4 address and subnet mask is10.99.99.99/24.


IPv4 notation cannot be abbreviated. If an octet has zero (0) value, use a 0 in that octet.
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IPv6 notation


IPv6 notation is displayed as 16 octets, that are 2-digit hexadecimal (base 16) numbers in a range of 00 to FF. IPv6 notation
combines octets by pairs into eight groups that are separated by colons, each group representing 16 bits of data for a total
address space of 128 bits.


For Avamar purposes, the subnet mask (called prefix in IPv6) is /64.


An example IPv6 address and prefix is 2001:0db8:85a3:0042:1000:8a2e:0370:7334/64.


As for a group with zero (0) value, IPv6 notation is different from IPv4 that can be abbreviated. For example, the following is a
valid IPv6 address and prefix: 2001:db8:abcd:0012::0/64.


Avamar IP configurations


In the Avamar user interface, an IP address may be displayed in either IPv4 or IPv6 notation. The displayed value depends on
how that particular component was configured when the hardware and software were installed.


IPv4 and IPv6 are not interoperable. They operate in separate stacks (that is, parallel, independent networks).


Avamar can be set up in a dual stack configuration. In that case, each Avamar component may have an IPv4 address, an IPv6
address, or both (one primary and the other secondary). The Avamar user interface may display a component's primary address
or both dual stack addresses. For example, the following IP address for a particular device indicates that it is configured as dual
stack: 10.99.99.99/24,2001:db8:abcd:0012::0/64.


TSL 1.2 encryption protocol required


Encrypted traffic using the TLS 1.0 and 1.1 protocols is no longer supported. Browsers, clients, and other components that
require these protocols are not allowed to connect to the server. Only TLS 1.2 encryption is supported.


SSH MAC algorithms


The SSH configuration has been modified to remove weak MAC algorithms that are used for SSH connections.


The following MAC algorithms are used for SSH connections:


● hmac-sha2-512-etm@openssh.com
● hmac-sha2-512
● hmac-sha2-256-etm@openssh.com
● hmac-sha2-256
● umac-128-etm@openssh.com
● umac-128@openssh.com
● hmac-ripemd160-etm@openssh.com
● hmac-ripemd160


NOTE: Older versions of SSH clients, such as PuTTY or Plink, use weak MAC algorithms for an SSH connection and must


be upgraded. To view the latest release of PuTTY, see http://www.putty.org/
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Avamar Administrator


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar Administrator
• Installing Avamar Administrator
• Upgrading Avamar Administrator
• Uninstalling Avamar Administrator
• Editing Avamar Administrator client preferences
• Setting a session time-out for Avamar Administrator
• Starting Avamar Administrator
• Avamar Administrator dashboard
• Avamar Administrator user interface elements


Overview of Avamar Administrator
Avamar Administrator is a graphical management console software application that is used to administer an Avamar system from
a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Install Avamar Administrator on a supported computer and launch the software from the desktop icon or a command shell, or
launch the Java Web Start version of the console software from a web browser or from Backup & Recovery Manager.


Avamar Administrator is the primary user interface for monitoring and configuring the Avamar system. Use it to monitor backup,
restore, and system maintenance activities, as well as to configure backup policies, manage clients and user accounts, and
configure other system settings.


You can administer one Avamar system at a time from Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar Administrator. The dashboard provides an at-a-glance
view of Avamar system status, as well as access to all functionality through menus and launcher links.


Installing Avamar Administrator
You can install Avamar Administrator on supported Microsoft Windows and 64-bit Linux platforms.


About this task


Details on support for specific operating system versions are available in the E-lab Navigator.


NOTE: Ensure that the DNS environment is configured so that all clients that run Avamar Administrator can resolve the


Hash File System address (hfsaddr) value.


For Avamar 19.1 and later, the Avamar Administrator includes an embedded Java 8 environment. The Web Restore interface no
longer provides a separate download for the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).


Installing Avamar Administrator on Microsoft Windows


Steps


1. Log in to the computer on which you are installing Avamar Administrator.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.
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The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.


4. Do one of the following, depending on the operating system:
● If you are installing the software on 32-bit Windows, click + next to the Windows (32 bit) folder.
● If you are installing the software on 64-bit Windows, click + next to the Windows (64 bit) folder.


5. Do one of the following, depending on the operating system:
● If you are installing the software on 32-bit Windows, click + next to the Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10,


Microsoft Windows Server 2008 (Console) folder.
● If you are installing the software on 64-bit Windows, click + next to the Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10,


Microsoft Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2012 R2 (Console) folder.


6. Click the AvamarConsoleMultiple-windows-version.exe install package, where version is the Avamar
Administrator software version.


7. Open the installation file, or download the file and then open it from the saved location.


8. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the Avamar Administrator software installation.


Installing Avamar Administrator on Linux


Steps


1. Log in to the computer on which you are installing Avamar Administrator.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.


4. Click + next to the Linux for x86 (64 bit) folder.


5. Click + next to the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (Console) folder.


NOTE: Use the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 install packages for all supported Linux versions.


6. Download the AvamarConsole-linux-rhel5-x86_64-version.rpm install package to a temporary install folder such
as /tmp.


7. Open a command shell and log in as root on the computer where the software is installed.


8. Change directory to the temporary folder to which you downloaded the install packages by typing a command such as
cd /tmp.


9. Install Avamar Administrator by typing rpm -ih AvamarConsole-linux-rhel5-x86_64-version.rpm
The install process prompts you to run avsetup_mcc to configure Avamar Administrator.


10. Configure Avamar Administrator by typing /usr/local/avamar/version/bin/avsetup_mcc.
The configuration process prompts you to specify the root directory of the Avamar software.


11. Press Enter to accept the default install location.
A confirmation message appears.


Upgrading Avamar Administrator
You can upgrade Avamar Administrator on either Microsoft Windows or Linux computers.


About this task


When you upgrade to Avamar Administrator 19.1 or later, you do not need to separately upgrade the local JRE.


Steps


● You can install multiple versions of Avamar Administrator on the same Microsoft Windows computer. If you install Avamar
Administrator on a computer where it is already installed, select a destination folder carefully during the installation
procedure:
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○ To keep an older version, select a different installation folder.
○ To directly upgrade the Avamar Administrator installation, select the same installation folder. The full version numbers


identify their two versions.
● To upgrade the Avamar Administrator software on the Linux platform, uninstall the previous version and install the new


software. Use of the Linux software upgrade command (rpm -Uh) is not supported.


Uninstalling Avamar Administrator
You can uninstall Avamar Administrator from either a Microsoft Windows or a Linux computer.


Prerequisites


Close any open Avamar Administrator sessions. Otherwise, the uninstall process may not complete successfully, which can
complicate future installation of Avamar Administrator.


Steps


● On a Microsoft Windows computer, open the Windows Start menu and select Programs > Avamar > Administrator >
version > Uninstall, and then click OK on the confirmation message.


● On a Linux computer:


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.
2. Determine the package name by typing rpm -qa | grep Av.


3. Type rpm -e AvamarConsole-version, where AvamarConsole-version is the Avamar Administrator install package.


Editing Avamar Administrator client preferences
You can edit some Avamar Administrator client preferences directly in Avamar Administrator. However, a number of preferences
are only available for editing in the mcclient.xml client preferences file.


Steps


1. Close Avamar Administrator.


2. Open install_dir/var/mc/gui_data/prefs/mcclient.xml in a text editor, where install_dir is the Avamar
Administrator installation directory.


3. Edit the preference elements.


4. Save and close the file.
The changes take effect the next time when you start Avamar Administrator.


Setting a session time-out for Avamar Administrator
An Avamar Administrator session remains active until a user closes the application by choosing Exit from the menu. To protect
the assets available through Avamar Administrator, set a session time-out value. The value applies to all Avamar Administrator
sessions connected to the Avamar server.


About this task


After you set a session time-out value, Avamar Administrator monitors the UI for activity. When Avamar Administrator detects
no mouse or keyboard activity within the UI for the number of minutes set in the time-out value, it shuts down all processes,
closes all windows, and displays the Inactive dialog box.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:
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ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the Management Console Server (mcs) service by typing dpnctl stop mcs.


3. Change the working directory to /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs by typing cd /usr/local/
avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs.


4. Open mcserver.xml in a plain text editor.


5. Find the <node name="mon"> entry.


6. Edit the value of the <entry key="consoleInactiveMinutesToReport" value="n" /> entry within the <node
name="mon"> entry, where n is the session time-out value in minutes.


7. Save the change and close the text editor.


8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


9. Close the command shell.
Avamar Administrator uses the new session time-out value the next time that you open Avamar Administrator and connect
with the Avamar server.


Starting Avamar Administrator
Start Avamar Administrator by using the console software that is installed on a local computer or start Avamar Administrator by
using the Java Web Start version of the console software.


Prerequisites


Ensure that a minimum of 512 MB of system RAM is available on the local computer. Otherwise, Java heap errors may occur
when you start Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. Launch Avamar Administrator by using one of the following methods.


Console software version Method


Microsoft Windows Double-click the Avamar Administrator icon on the Windows desktop.


Linux Open a command shell, and type mcgui.


Java Web Start Type https://Avamar_server/mc-portal/mcgui in the web address field of a web
browser, where Avamar_server is the IP address or resolvable hostname of an Avamar server.
Download and launch administrator.jnlp.


Java Web Start version
from Backup & Recovery
Manager


In Backup & Recovery Manager, on the Systems window, select an Avamar system and click
Launch Management Console.


Using the Java Web Start method requires a local installation of JRE 10 or earlier, as Java 11 removes support for Java Web
Start. If you do not have a local JRE installation, or you cannot launch the JNLP file from the Avamar server, Opening the
Avamar Administrator JNLP file on Microsoft Windows on page 33 and Opening the Avamar Administrator JNLP file on
Linux on page 33 provide more information.


The Login window appears.


2. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.


NOTE: Automatically supply the Server and Domain Name boxes with an Avamar server name and an Avamar domain


by clicking Options and typing the server name in Default Administrator Server and the domain name in Default


Domain.


3. In User Name, type a username.
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To access all Avamar Administrator functionality, the account that is associated with this username must be assigned the
role of Administrator. Other roles provide reduced functionality.


To authenticate by using the internal authentication system, type only a username. To authenticate by using the enterprise
authentication system (deprecated) or directory service authentication, type username@server, where username is the
username and server is the fully qualified domain name of the authentication server.


If you use the format username@server for the username, then the system tries to authenticate the user by using enterprise
authentication. If authentication with enterprise authentication fails, then the system tries to authenticate the user by using
directory service authentication.


4. In Password, type the password for the user account.


5. In Domain Name, type the Avamar domain to log in to:
● The root domain, in which the default should be used for entry of a single slash (/) character.
● A specific domain or subdomain, in which the domain path should be typed by using the syntax /domain/


subdomain1/subdomain2.


6. Click Log In.


If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


Opening the Avamar Administrator JNLP file on Microsoft Windows


If you do not have a local JRE installation, or you cannot launch the JNLP file from the Avamar server, use the following steps to
complete the Java Web Start launch:


About this task


NOTE: If you set the embedded JRE environment as the default application for opening JNLP files, you only have to


perform this task once.


Steps


1. Install Avamar Administrator on the local computer.


Installing Avamar Administrator on page 29 provides more information.


2. Right-click the downloaded JNLP file and then select Open with > Chose another app.
The How do you want to open this file? window opens.


3. Select More apps.
The How do you want to open this file? window shows more available programs.


4. From the bottom of the list, select Look for another app on this PC.
The Open with... window opens.


5. Navigate to the Avamar Administrator installation folder.


For example, C:\Program Files (x86)\avs\administrator\19.1.0-33\bin.


6. Select JnlpRunner.bat and then click Open.
Windows uses the embedded JRE environment to open the JNLP file.


Opening the Avamar Administrator JNLP file on Linux


If you do not have a local JRE installation, or you cannot launch the JNLP file from the Avamar server, use the following steps to
complete the Java Web Start launch:


Steps


1. Change to the Avamar Administrator installation embedded JRE directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/<version>/lib/jre/bin/
where <version> is the installed version number for Avamar Administrator.
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For example, /usr/local/avamar/19.1.0-33/lib/jre/bin/.


2. Use the embedded JRE to launch the JNLP file:


./javaws /tmp/administrator.jnlp


Avamar Administrator dashboard
The Avamar Administrator dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status, as well as access to all
functionality through menus and launcher link.


The dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar Administrator.


Figure 5. Avamar Administrator dashboard


Related references


Launcher links on page 34


Launcher links


The dashboard launcher links run persistent windows to perform tasks in Avamar Administrator.


Table 5. Dashboard launcher links 


Button Window Available tasks in the window


Policy Policy Create and manage groups, datasets, schedules, and
retention policies.


Backup & Restore Backup, Restore, and Manage Perform on-demand backups and restore, and
manage completed backups.


Data Movement Policy Data Movement Policy Configure policy-based replication and cloud tier.


Activity Activity Monitor backup, restore, backup validation, and
replication activity.


Administration Administration Create and manage domains, clients, users, system
events, and services.


Server Server Monitor server activity and client sessions.
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Related references


Avamar Administrator dashboard on page 34


System Information panel


The System Information panel on the Avamar Administrator dashboard provides an overview of important system statistics.


System State


The System State icon provides a status indicator for overall system status:


● A green check mark icon indicates that the system is fully operational.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that there is an issue with the system that requires attention, but backups can continue.
● A red x icon indicates that there is a problem with the system that requires immediate attention. Backups cannot occur until


you resolve the problem.


To view more detailed information on system state, click the arrow icon next to the System State field. The following table
provides details about system state information in the dashboard.


Table 6. System State fields on the Avamar Administrator dashboard 


Field Description


Avamar State Summarizes the current operational state of the Avamar
server:
● A green check mark indicates that the Avamar server is


fully operational.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that there are one or more


issues with the Avamar server that require attention, but
backups can continue.


● A red x icon indicates that the Avamar server is in the
Inactive, Offline, Degraded, or Unknown operational state.


Capacity State Summarizes system capacity usage and health:
● A green check mark indicates that the system has used >


75% of the total storage capacity.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that the system has used


> 75% but less than 90% of the total storage capacity.
Consider adding capacity or deleting old backups.


● A red x icon indicates that the system has used more than
90% of the total storage capacity. No new backups can
occur until you add capacity or delete old backups.


Critical Events Summarizes unacknowledged system events:
● A green check mark indicates that there are no critical


system events that require acknowledgment.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that one or more warning


events require acknowledgment.
● A red x icon indicates that one or more system error


events require acknowledgment.


Last Checkpoint Specifies the amount of time since the last checkpoint
occurred:
● A green check mark indicates that a checkpoint has


successfully completed on this Avamar server within the
past 24 hours.


● A yellow caution icon indicates that a checkpoint has
successfully completed on this Avamar server between 24
hours and 48 hours ago.


● A red x icon indicates that more than 48 hours have
elapsed since a checkpoint has successfully completed on
this Avamar server.
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Table 6. System State fields on the Avamar Administrator dashboard (continued)


Field Description


Last Validated Checkpoint Specifies the amount of time since the last checkpoint
validation occurred:
● A green check mark indicates that a checkpoint validation


has successfully completed on this Avamar server within
the past 48 hours.


● A yellow caution icon indicates that a checkpoint validation
has successfully completed on this Avamar server between
48 hours and 72 hours ago.


● A red x icon indicates that more than 72 hours
have elapsed since a checkpoint validation successfully
completed on this Avamar server.


Last Garbage Collection Specifies the amount of time since the last garbage collection
occurred:
● A green check mark indicates that garbage collection has


successfully completed on this Avamar server within the
past 30 hours.


● A yellow caution icon indicates that garbage collection has
not successfully completed on this Avamar server within
the past 30 hours.


● A red x icon indicates that garbage collection encountered
an error the last time it was run.


Data Domain System(s) State Summarizes the operational state of all Data Domain systems
that have been added to this Avamar server:
● A green check mark indicates that all Data Domain systems


are fully operational.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that there is one or more


issues with Data Domain systems that require attention.
However, backups can continue.


● A red x icon indicates that there is one or more problems
with Data Domain systems that require immediate
attention. Backups cannot occur until all problems are
resolved.


Scheduler State


The Scheduler State field indicates whether scheduled activities are running or suspended. Scheduled activities include
backups, email notifications, and replications. If scheduled activities are running, then the activities occur at the scheduled time.
If scheduled activities are suspended, then the activities do not occur until you resume the activities.


To suspend or resume scheduled activities, click Suspend or Resume.


Maintenance Activities State


The Maintenance Activities State field indicates whether maintenance activities are running or suspended. Maintenance
activities include checkpoints, checkpoint validation, and garbage collection. If maintenance activities are running, then the
activities occur at the scheduled time. If maintenance activities are suspended, then the activities do not occur until you resume
the activities from the Server window.


License Expiration


The License Expiration field lists the calendar date on which the license for the Avamar server expires.
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Activities panel


The Activities panel in the Avamar Administrator dashboard provides status and detailed information for backup and replication
jobs.


Backup Jobs


The main status icon for backup jobs in the Activities panel indicates whether scheduled backups occur at the scheduled time
or if there is a problem that is preventing scheduled backups from occurring.


To display detailed status information, click the arrow button next to the Backup Jobs field. The following table provides details
on the status information available for backup jobs.


Table 7. Backup job fields in the Avamar Administrator dashboard 


Field Description


Scheduler State Specifies whether the scheduler for activities such as
backups, email notifications, and replications is running or
suspended.


Dispatcher State Specifies whether the dispatcher is running or suspended.
If the dispatcher is suspended, then the Avamar server has
reached the health check limit and no backups can occur.
Capacity limits and thresholds on page 198 provides details.


Backup Groups Enabled Specifies the number of backup groups that are enabled. To
open the Policy window and manage groups, click the window
icon to the right of the field.


You can also view the total number of backup jobs that:


● Are pending.
● Are currently running.
● Failed within the specified period.
● Succeeded with exceptions within the specified period.
● Succeeded within the specified period.


To control the period for the results of completed backups, select a value from the Period list.


To view detailed information for a backup job in the Activity Monitor, click a numeric button.


Replication Jobs


The main status icon for replication jobs in the Activities panel indicates whether replication jobs occur:


● A green check mark icon indicates that scheduled replication jobs occur at the scheduled time.
● A yellow caution icon indicates that one or more replication groups are disabled.
● A red x icon indicates that scheduled replication jobs are blocked. The block might be due to the scheduler being in a


suspended state, all replication groups being disabled, or some other issue with the system.


To configure replication groups in the Replication window, click the window icon to the right of the icon.


You can also view the total number of replication jobs that:


● Are pending.
● Are currently running.
● Failed within the specified period.
● Succeeded with exceptions within the specified period.
● Succeeded within the specified period.


To control the period for the results of completed replication jobs, select a value from the Period list.


To view detailed information for a replication job in the Replication Report, click a numeric button.
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Capacity panel


The Capacity panel on the Avamar Administrator dashboard provides system capacity usage information for the Avamar server
and any Data Domain systems that have been added.


Avamar server capacity information


The capacity usage of the Avamar server is shown as a vertical bar with color indicators for usage levels that are based on the
percentage of total capacity. A text field lists the percentage of used capacity.


If the Avamar system configuration includes a Data Domain system, then Avamar server capacity calculations include metadata
usage for the Data Domain system.


Click the link on the Avamar server name to view detailed system information in the Server Monitor, including Data Domain
metadata utilization, if applicable.


Data Domain system capacity information


Each configured Data Domain system is listed separately in the Capacity panel.


The capacity usage of the Data Domain system is shown as a vertical bar with color indicators for usage levels that are based on
the percentage of total capacity.


Text fields list the total capacity of the Data Domain system in gibibytes (GiB), the amount of used capacity as a percentage and
value in GiB, and the total amount of available capacity in GiB.


To view the Data Domain Enterprise Manager web page for that system, click the link on the Data Domain system name.


Critical Events panel


The Critical Events panel in the Avamar Administrator dashboard shows the number of unacknowledged serious system errors
and warnings that have occurred, as well as certain defined system alerts.


To clear these serious system errors and warnings (that is, reset the count to zero), you must explicitly acknowledge them.
Acknowledging system events on page 181 provides details.


The following table lists the system alerts that may appear in the Critical Events panel.


Table 8. System alerts in the Critical Events panel 


Type of alert Description


HFS check failures If the last checkpoint validation failed, then a data integrity
alert is generated. Investigate and address the issue as soon
as possible. Creating a checkpoint on page 148 provides more
information.


Capacity warnings These alerts warn that the system is approaching critical
system storage capacity usage thresholds.


Capacity usage warnings These alerts warn that the system is approaching critical
system storage capacity forecasting thresholds.
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Avamar Administrator user interface elements
All of the primary windows in the Avamar Administrator user interface share several elements and functionality in common,
including the status bar, navigation tree features, and mouse shortcuts.


Status bar


The status bar at the bottom of each Avamar Administrator persistent window conveys status information and provides a
single-click shortcut to specific features and functions.


Figure 6. Avamar Administrator status bar


Launcher shortcuts


The shortcut icons on the left side of the status bar provide shortcuts to the six main Avamar Administrator windows.


The following table lists the shortcut icons that are available on the status bar.


Table 9. Launcher shortcut icons on the status bar 


Button Window Available tasks in the window


Policy Policy Create and manage groups, datasets, schedules, and
retention policies.


Backup & Restore Backup, Restore, and Manage Perform on-demand backups and restore, and
manage completed backups.


Data Movement Policy Data Movement Policy Configure policy-based replication and cloud tier.


Activity Activity Monitor backup, restore, backup validation, and
replication activity.


Administration Administration Create and manage domains, clients, users, system
events, and services.


Server Server Monitor server activity and client sessions.


Status messages


The right side of the status bar shows status messages for scheduler and backup dispatching, unacknowledged events, and the
Avamar server and Data Domain systems.


Scheduler and backup dispatching status


The scheduler controls whether scheduled backups occur. The backup dispatching status indicates whether backups can occur
based on whether the health check limit has been reached. The following table lists the available status messages.


Table 10. Scheduler and backup dispatching status messages 


Status message Description


Sch/Disp: Running/Running Backups occur at the scheduled time. Scheduled backups are
enabled, and the health check limit has not been reached.


Sch/Disp: Running/Suspended Although scheduled backups are enabled, backups do not
occur at the scheduled time because the health check limit
has been reached. Resolve the system capacity issues and
acknowledge the system event to resume backups. Capacity
Management on page 198 and Acknowledging system events
on page 181 provide details.
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Table 10. Scheduler and backup dispatching status messages (continued)


Status message Description


Sch/Disp: Suspended/Running Although the health check limit has not been reached,
backups do not occur at the scheduled time because
scheduled backups are disabled. Backups can resume when
you resume scheduled operations.


Sch/Disp: Suspended/Suspended Backups do not occur at the scheduled time because
scheduled backups are disabled and the health check limit has
been reached. Suspending and resuming scheduled operations
on page 141Suspending and resuming scheduled operations
on page 141 provides details on reenabling the scheduler.
Capacity Management on page 198 and Acknowledging
system events on page 181 provide details on resolving the
system capacity issues and acknowledging system events to
resume scheduled backups.


Unacknowledged events


Certain system events to require acknowledgement by an Avamar server administrator each time they occur. The following table
lists the available status messages.


Table 11. Status messages for unacknowledged events 


Status message Description


Have Unacknowledged Events There are entries in the unacknowledged events list that
an Avamar server administrator must explicitly acknowledge.
Click the Unacknowledged Events status icon or text
label to show the Administration window Unacknowledged
Events pane (tab). Acknowledging system events on page
181 provides details.


No Unacknowledged Events There are no entries in the unacknowledged events list.


Avamar server and Data Domain system status


This icon lists the operational status of either the Avamar server or any configured Data Domain systems. The following table
lists the available status messages.


Table 12. Operational status messages for Avamaror Data Domain 


Status message Description


Server: Full Access Normal operational state for an Avamar server. All operations
are allowed.


Server: Admin The Avamar server is in an administrative state in which the
Avamar server and root user can read and write data. Other
users are only allowed to read data.


Server: Admin Only The Avamar server is in an administrative state in which the
Avamar server or root user can read or write data. Other
users are not allowed access.


Server: Admin Read Only The Avamar server is in an administrative read-only state in
which the Avamar server or root user can read data. Other
users are not allowed access.


Server: Degraded The Avamar server has experienced a disk failure on one or
more nodes. All operations are allowed, but immediate action
should be taken to fix the problem.


Server: Inactive Avamar Administrator was unable to communicate with the
Avamar server.
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Table 12. Operational status messages for Avamaror Data Domain (continued)


Status message Description


Server: Node Offline One or more Avamar server nodes are in an offline state.


Server: Read Only The Avamar server is in a read-only administrative state in
which all users can read data, but writing data is not allowed.


Server: Suspended Avamar Administrator can communicate with the Avamar
server, but normal operations have been temporarily
suspended.


Server: Synchronizing The Avamar server is in a transitional state. It is normal for the
server to be in this state during startup and for short periods
of time during maintenance operations.


Server: Unknown State Avamar Administrator could not determine the Avamar server
state.


Data Domain System Unresponsive Avamar can connect to a Data Domain system, but there is a
problem with the connection.


DD System: Inactive Avamar cannot connect to a Data Domain system.


To suspend or resume Avamar server activities, click the Server status icon or text label to display the Avamar Server window
Session Monitor tab. From there, select Actions > Resume Backups/Restores or Actions > Suspend Backups/Restores
to resume or suspend server activities, respectively.


To view additional details about Data Domain system status, open the Server window by clicking Navigation > Server. Select
the Server Management tab, and then select the Data Domain system in the tree. The Monitoring Status of the Data Domain
system appears in the right pane. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides details on the available
detailed status messages.


Navigation tree features


The navigation trees in the Administration, Backup, Restore and Manage, and Data Movement Policy windows provide
several controls to facilitate the location of one or more clients.


Figure 7. Navigation tree features


The upper pane shows the Avamar server domain structure. The lower pane shows contents of any domain that is selected in
the upper pane. You can click the split pane icon to the left of the filter field between the two panes to split the two panes
vertically instead of horizontally.


To show all clients in subfolders, click the double folder icon to the left of the filter field.


Type one or more characters in the filter field to filter the list to have only clients with names that contain those characters.
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Mouse shortcuts


The Avamar Administrator user interface supports context-sensitive left-click, right-click, and double-click shortcuts.


Right-click


All GUI elements that can enable features or functions when clicked, have right-click support added to them. However, when
the GUI element only acts as a navigation mechanism, there is no right-click support. For example, the Policy window client tree
has a right-click shortcut menu because specific features and functions become available based on which node of the tree is
selected.


Double-click


For all tables where properties or edit dialog boxes can be invoked, double-click any row of the table to display the properties or
edit dialog box. Additionally, when lists are used, double-click an element in the list to display the edit dialog box.


Column heading sort


Click a table column heading to sort that column. For example, double-click the Activity Monitor State column to sort the
Activity Monitor by the state of each backup.


Press Shift and then click any table column heading to reverse sort the values in a table column.
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Avamar Web User Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the AUI
• Access the AUI
• AUI navigation pane
• Basic management tasks
• Navigation tree features
• AUI dashboard
• Plug-ins supported by the AUI
• AUI Activity Monitor


Overview of the AUI
The Avamar Web User Interface is a web management application that is used to administer an Avamar server.


You can use the AUI to monitor and configure the Avamar server. Use the AUI to monitor backups, restore operations, and
system maintenance activities, and to configure backup policies, manage clients and user accounts, and configure other system
settings.


You can administer one Avamar server at a time from the AUI.


The AUI dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar. The dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status. A
navigation pane provides access to all functionality.


Access the AUI
Access the Avamar Web User Interface through a web browser.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
Where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


NOTE: If the environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, the certificate validation fails and


an error message is displayed asking if you want to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might


cause security issues.


2. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with root or administrator privileges.


3. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the root or administrator user.


4. In the Avamar Domain field, type the Avamar domain to log in to:
● The root domain, in which the default should be used for entry of a single slash (/) character.
● A specific domain or subdomain, in which the domain path should be typed by using the syntax /domain/


subdomain1/subdomain2.


5. Click Log In.
The AUI dashboard is displayed.


6. To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click .
The navigation pane opens and displays the available menu items.


3
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AUI navigation pane
Use the left navigation pane to quickly browse to different panes in the UI. The navigation pane provides links that open other
panes to perform tasks in the Avamar Web User Interface.


To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click . The navigation pane opens and displays the available menu items,
as shown in the following illustration.


Figure 8. AUI navigation pane


To browse to another location in the UI, click a link in the navigation pane. This action opens the menu item in the main window.


The links provide access to the following features in the AUI:


Table 13. AUI navigation pane 


Navigation link Icon Available features


Dashboard Provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status.


Asset Management Provides the ability to manage Avamar domains and client-related
operations:
● Create, edit, delete, and refresh Avamar domains.
● Add, edit, delete, and sync clients on the Avamar server.
● Backup and restore clients.


Backup Policy Automates backups and enforces consistent rules and system behavior
across an entire segment, or group of the user community. The dataset,
schedule, and retention policy comprise the backup policy. The backup
policy controls backup behavior of all members of the backup policy.


Advanced Policy Manages application consistent SQL virtual machine backups, including
automatic SQL discovery, automatic backup group management, and
automatic client SQL plug-in installation and registration, In an advanced
policy, you can also enable the Cloud DR function for SQL virtual machine
backups.
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Table 13. AUI navigation pane (continued)


Navigation link Icon Available features


Replication Policy Copies client backups from the source Avamar system to an alternate
destination. Replicating backups to an alternate destination protects
against data loss if the source Avamar system fails.


Cloud Tier Policy Moves Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud and performs
seamless recovery of these backups.


Settings Assists administrators with adding accounts to the system, and creating
and managing schedules, datasets, retention policies, and rules.


Proxy Management Assists administrators with deploying and managing Avamar proxies by
offering a recommendation as to the number of proxies that should be
deployed in each vCenter, and a recommended ESX host location for each
proxy.


System Assists administrators with configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication,
registering the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client, and adding a Data
Domain system to Avamar.


Activity Provides status and detailed information for backup and replication jobs.


Event Monitors operational status and server activity. Examples of Avamar events
include client registration and activation, successful and failed backups, and
hard disk status.


Fitness Analyzer Opens the Fitness Analyzer portal that provides advanced server reporting
and analysis functionality.


Basic management tasks
Use the buttons in the AUI header pane to perform user tasks or view product information.


Perform user tasks


Suspend or run scheduled activities, download and install Avamar software, and log out of the Avamar Web User Interface.


Steps


1. To suspend or run scheduled activities:


a. In the AUI header pane, click .
b. To suspend activities, click Suspended.
c. To run activities, click Running.


The Scheduler State indicates whether scheduled activities are running or suspended. Scheduled activities include backups,
email notifications, and replications. If scheduled activities are running, then the activities occur at the scheduled time. If
scheduled activities are suspended, then the activities do not occur until you resume the activities.


2. To obtain Avamar software and packages:


a. In the AUI header pane, click .
b. Click Download Page.


This link redirects you to the Support Zone page for Avamar Server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE), depending on
whether this server is an Avamar Data Store or an instance of AVE. This page provides access to the latest available
software packages, patches, and hotfixes.


You can customize the target for the download page link. For more information, continue to the following section.


3. To log out of the AUI:
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a. In the AUI header pane, click .
b. Click Log Out.


You are logged out of the AUI.


Configure a custom Download Page target


The administrator can configure a different target for the Download Page link in the Avamar Web User Interface. For example,
you can redirect the target to a protected location if Support Zone is inaccessible from your environment, or to avoid providing
Support Zone credentials to users.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Change directory by typing the following:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
3. Edit the mcserver.xml file by typing:


vi mcserver.xml
4. Search for the following node:


<node name="update"> <map> <entry key="download_page" value="" /> </map> </node>
5. Set the value to the URL of the custom target.


6. Save and exit the file.


7. Restart the MCS by typing the following:


mcserver.sh --restart
8. In the AUI, verify that the custom target is correct.


View product information


View Avamar version information and access the AUI online help.


Steps


1. To view version and build details, in the AUI header pane, click .


2. To access the AUI online help, in the AUI header pane, click .


Navigation tree features
Navigation trees on the Asset Management, Backup Policy, Advanced Policy, and Setting windows provide controls to
facilitate the location of one or more clients.


The Domain pane shows the Avamar server domain structure.


To display all clients in subfolders, in the navigation tree, expand the domain folder by clicking .


AUI dashboard
The Avamar Web User Interface dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status.


The dashboard appears when you log in to the AUI and is divided into sections with each section displaying summary
information.


The following figure illustrates the Dashboard view.
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Figure 9. AUI dashboard


The following information is available in the AUI dashboard:


● Integrated and unprotected assets on the Avamar server.
● System capacity usage for the Avamar server and Data Domain systems
● Events
● Client information
● Backup activity status
● Replication activity status


Monitoring assets in the dashboard


The Assets | Overview panel indicates the number of integrated and unprotected assets on the Avamar server.


● Integrated indicates the number of clients that are integrated into the Avamar server.
● Unprotected indicates the number of clients that do not have any backups.


NOTE: When you run a backup job for a client, the Avamar server updates this value.


You can manage assets from the AUI by selecting Asset Management in the navigation pane.


View integrated clients


The Assets | Overview panel on the AUI dashboard displays the number of clients that are integrated into the Avamar server.


Steps


1. To view information about integrated clients, click the icon next to Integrated.
The Asset Management pane appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain.
The list of clients in the middle pane indicates client information including status.


Results


The top part of the Asset Management pane displays information about the client domain, such as:
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Icon Description


Clients


Indicates the number of clients within the domain.


Activities


Indicates the number of activities (backup and replication jobs) that have been initiated by clients within the
domain.


Policies


Indicates the number of policies that apply to the clients within the domain.


View unprotected clients


The Assets | Overview panel on the AUI dashboard displays the number of unprotected clients that do not have any backups.


Steps


1. To view information about unprotected clients, click the icon next to Unprotected.
The Clients with no backups window appears and displays summary information for each client.


2. Review the client properties:


Property Description


Name Descriptive client name.


Domain The Avamar domain for the client.


Enabled Whether Avamar can perform backups for the client. Regardless of this setting, the client can restore files as
long as a previous backup exists in the system.


Activated Whether the client is activated with the Avamar server.


Client type The type of client (for example, regular, virtual machine, Image Proxy, or VMware vCenter).


Monitoring system capacity in the dashboard


The Capacity | Overview panel provides system capacity usage information for the Avamar server and any Data Domain
systems that have been added.


Avamar server capacity information


The Capacity | Overview panel indicates the amount of available storage and used storage for the Avamar server in Gigabytes
(GB). Additionally, a horizontal bar indicates the percentage of total storage used.


If the Avamar system configuration includes a Data Domain system, then Avamar server capacity calculations include metadata
usage for the Data Domain system.


Data Domain system capacity information


Each configured Data Domain system is listed separately in the Capacity | Overview panel.


The Capacity | Overview panel indicates the amount of available storage and used storage for the Data Domain system in GB.
Additionally, a horizontal bar indicates the percentage of total storage used.
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Viewing events in the dashboard


The Events | All panel displays the unacknowledged serious system errors and warnings that have occurred, as well as certain
defined system alerts.


The events appear in the list with the name, and the date and time that they occurred.


To filter events by severity, click one of the following options:


● Critical
● Error
● Warning


The Event Management pane appears and filters the results based on the chosen severity.


To display all events, click View More. The Event Management pane appears with a list of all events.


To clear these serious system errors and warnings (that is, reset the count to zero), you must explicitly acknowledge them. You
can acknowledge an event from the Event Management pane.


The following table lists the system alerts that may appear in the Events | All panel.


Table 14. System alerts 


Type of alert Description


HFS check failures If the last checkpoint validation failed, then a data integrity
alert is generated. Investigate and address the issue as soon
as possible.


Capacity warnings These alerts warn that the system is approaching critical
system storage capacity usage thresholds.


Capacity usage warnings These alerts warn that the system is approaching critical
system storage capacity forecasting thresholds.


Monitoring backup jobs in the dashboard


A backup job is an on-demand backup or a backup that has been scheduled to run on an ongoing basis. A backup policy can be
configured from the Avamar Web User Interface by selecting Backup Policy in the navigation pane.


The Activities | Backup panel indicates whether scheduled backups occur at the scheduled time or if there is a problem that is
preventing backups from occurring:


● Blue indicates backup jobs that have completed successfully.
● Green indicates scheduled backup jobs that are in progress.
● Yellow indicates backup jobs that are scheduled but have not yet started.
● Red indicates backup jobs that did not complete successfully or completed with errors.
● To get detailed information on Activity page, click on the Pie chart (as shown in fig 9).


NOTE: Only the backups within the past 24 hours appear in the Activities | Backup panel. If you restart the Avamar


Management Console Server (MCS), this value is reset.


Monitoring replication jobs in the dashboard


A replication job copies a client backup from a source Avamar system to another target destination, for example, a Data
Domain system. The purpose of replication is to protect against data loss if the source Avamar server fails. Replication jobs are
configured from the Avamar Web User Interface by selecting Replication Policy in the navigation pane.


The Activities | Replication panel indicates the current backup status of groups that are configured with replication:


● Blue indicates replication jobs that have completed successfully.
● Green indicates scheduled replication jobs that are in progress.
● Yellow indicates replication jobs that are scheduled but have not yet started.
● Red indicates replication jobs that did not complete successfully or completed with errors.
● To get detailed information on Activity page, click on the Pie chart (as shown in fig 9).
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NOTE: Only the replication jobs within the past 24 hours appear in the Activities | Replication panel. If you restart the


Avamar Management Console Server (MCS), this value is reset.


Viewing client information


The Client | Information panel displays Avamar client details, such as the plug-in type, total client count, and total protected
Gigabytes (GB).


● Plug-in type indicates the top 10 most frequent plug-ins that clients use
● Total client count indicates the number of clients that use a specific plug-in
● Total protected GB indicates the total amount of data in GB that the system protects for each client


The Avamar server updates this data once per day.


NOTE: To view Avamar client details, ensure that you run the scheduler service:


1. In the AUI header pane, click .


2. Toggle the Scheduler State switch to Running.


Plug-ins supported by the AUI
The following table identifies the plug-ins currently supported by the AUI, along with the release in which support for specific
functionality was introduced. The plug-in guides for Avamar 19.1 provide more information about supported functionality.


Table 15. Plug-ins supported by the AUI 


Plug-in Backu
p


Restor
e


Granular Recovery
(GLR)


Cloud Tier


File System 18.1 18.1 n/a 18.2


VMware 18.1 18.1 18.1 (file-level
restore)


18.2


Hyper-V 18.1 18.1 18.2 19.1


SQL 18.1 18.1 18.2 19.1


Exchange 18.1 18.1 18.2 19.1


Oracle 18.2 18.2 n/a 19.1


DB2 18.2 18.2 18.2 19.1


NDMP 18.2 18.2 n/a 19.1


SAP Oracle 19.1 19.1 n/a 19.1


SharePoint 19.1 19.1 19.1 19.1


Lotus Domino 19.1 19.1 n/a 19.1


Sybase 19.1 19.1 n/a 19.1


NOTE: All plug-in functionality is supported only on the Windows and Linux platforms identified in the specific plug-in


documentation. For GLR, n/a indicates that the plug-in does not have a GLR function.


AUI Activity Monitor
The Activity Monitor in the Avamar Web User Interface enables you to monitor backup, restore, backup validation, and
replication activity. To perform analysis or troubleshooting, you can view a detailed log of a client session.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.
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NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Activity Monitor details


The following tables provide details on the information that is available in the Avamar Web User Interface Activity Monitor.


Table 16. Session details available in the Activity Monitor  


Field Description


Status Status of the backup, restore, or validation activity.


Error Code If the activity did not successfully complete, a numeric error
code appears. To view a detailed explanation, double-click the
error code.


Start Time Date and time that this activity began, adjusted for
the prevailing time zone, which is shown in parentheses.
Daylight Savings Time (DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.


Elapsed Time Elapsed time for this activity.


End Time Date and time that this activity completed, adjusted for
the prevailing time zone, which is shown in parentheses.
Daylight Savings Time (DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.


Type Type of activity. The Avamar Administrator online help
provides details on each type.


Server Server on which the activity occurred, either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system.


Progress Bytes Total number of bytes examined during this activity.


New Bytes Percentage of new bytes backed up to either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system. Low numbers indicate high
levels of data deduplication.
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Table 17. Client details available in the Activity Monitor 


Field Description


ID The unique identifier for the Avamar client.


Client Avamar client name.


Domain Full location of the client in the Avamar server.


OS Client operating system.


Client Release Avamar client software version. If this activity is a VMware
image backup or restore, then this value is the Avamar client
software version running on the image proxy client.


Table 18. Policy details available in the Activity Monitor 


Field Description


Sched. Start Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled to begin.


Sched. End Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled to end.


Elapsed Wait Total amount of time that this activity spent in the activity
queue. That is, the scheduled start time minus the actual start
time.


Policy Group that started this activity. One of the following values:
● If the activity was a scheduled backup, the group that


this client was a member of when this scheduled activity
started.


● On-demand is shown for other backup, restore, and
validation activities.


● If the activity was a scheduled replication, then this value
is the replication group.


● Admin On-Demand Group is shown for-demand
replication activities.


Plug-in Plug-in that is used for this activity.


Retention Retention types that are assigned to this backup. One or more
of the following values:
● D—Daily
● W—Weekly
● M—Monthly
● Y—Yearly
● N—No specific retention type


Schedule If the activity was a scheduled backup, the schedule that
began this activity. On-Demand or End User Request is
shown for all other activities that are started from Avamar
Administrator or the client, respectively.


Dataset Name of the dataset that is used to create the backup. If the
activity is a replication job, this column lists the source system
name on the destination system, and the destination name on
the source system.


WID Work order ID. Unique identifier for this activity.
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Monitor backups


You can monitor backups to ensure a successful completion of restores and troubleshooting of issues. The Activity Monitor in
the Avamar Web User Interface enables you to view status information for backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. To filter the results to display only backup activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.
b. Type On-Demand Backup.


c. Press Enter.


Cancel backups


You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Restart a backup job


You can restart a completed or failed backup job in the Activity Monitor of the Avamar Web User Interface.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. Select a backup job in the list, and then click RESTART.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


3. Click YES.


Results


The message Restarted job successfully will be displayed on the screen.


View a detailed client session log


The Activity Monitor in the Avamar Web User Interface enables you to view a detailed log of a client session to perform
analysis or troubleshooting.


About this task


For replication sessions, Dell EMC recommends that you review the client logs on the replication source server.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
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The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities.


2. Select an activity from the list, and then click VIEW LOGS.


The Log details window appears. By default, the Activity Monitor displays a detailed log of all client backup activity for the
past 72 hours.


3. To filter the content based on a search string, in the search field, type the string.


4. To download the log file, click Download.


Monitor restores


You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores


You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Monitor replication in the AUI


The Activity window in the AUI enables you to view status information for both on-demand and scheduled replication activity.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then go to Monitor > Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities. Replication jobs indicate Replication Source in the Type
column. Additionally, you can filter the view to display only replication jobs.


2. To filter the results to display only replication activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.
b. Type Replication Source.


Cancel a replication task


You can cancel a policy-based replication task in the Activity Monitor any time before it completes. The cancellation might take
5 minutes or longer. The replication may complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the replication task from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


4. Click YES.
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Client Management


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar clients
• Client domains
• Client registration
• Activating a client
• Client paging
• Editing client information
• Viewing client properties
• Enabling and disabling a client
• Moving a client to a new domain
• Retiring a client
• Deleting a client
• View integrated clients
• View unprotected clients


Overview of Avamar clients
Avamar clients are networked computers or workstations that access the Avamar server over a network connection.


You can organize and segregate clients by using Avamar domains. Domains provide enhanced security by enabling you to define
administrative user accounts on a domain-by-domain basis.


Before Avamar can back up or restore data on a client, you must add, or register, the client with the Avamar server, and then
activate the client.


To provide maximum flexibility in deploying Avamar clients, registration and activation are separate events that occur
asynchronously. Although they often occur at nearly the same time, they can also occur hours, days, or even weeks apart.


In Avamar Administrator, the client name must always be the client’s hostname. If the client name should be changed in Avamar
Administrator because the hostname changed, shut down the Avamar software on the client computer. Change the client name
by editing the client information, then restart the Avamar client software. This method is the only way to ensure that the client
maintains its registration with the Management Console Server (MCS) database, which ensures that past backups continue to
be associated with the client.


Client domains
Avamar client domains are distinct zones to organize and segregate clients in the Avamar server. The server provides enhanced
security by enabling you to define administrative user accounts on a domain-by-domain basis.


Avamar client domains are completely internal to the Avamar server and have nothing to do with Internet domains.


Nested structure


You can nest domains to create a rich tree structure. Consider the following example domain.


4
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Figure 10. Avamar domain example


The root domain, avamar-1.example.com, contains three departmental domains: Accounting, Engineering, and Operations.
The Operations domain contains Maintenance and Shipping subdomains.


There is no functional difference between domains and subdomains. Subdomain is merely a term that refers to any domain
nested within another higher level domain.


Hierarchical management


The real power of domains is to add administrators to a specific level on the client tree. These domain-level administrators can
then manage the clients and policies within that domain.


For example, if you add an administrative user to the root domain, then that user can administer clients and policies anywhere
in the system. However, if you add an administrative user to a domain, then that user can only administer clients and policies in
that domain and its subdomains.


The procedures in this guide assume that you are logged in to the root domain. If you log in to a lower-level domain, you may not
have access to specific clients, datasets, groups, and event management features outside that domain.


Special domains


You cannot delete the MC_RETIRED and REPLICATE domains.


The MC_RETIRED domain contains clients that have been retired. Its primary purpose is to facilitate restores from retired client
backups.


The REPLICATE domain contains replicated data from other servers.


Create a domain


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the Asset Management pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a location in the tree where you would like to create a domain.


b. Click .


The Create domain dialog box is displayed.


3. In the Name field, type the name of the domain.
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Domain names must be 63 characters or fewer, and must not use any of the following characters: =~!@$^%(){}
[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


4. (Optional) Type the name, telephone number, email address, and location for a contact for the domain in the remaining
fields.


5. Click OK.
A confirmation message is displayed.


Edit domain information


You can edit contact and location information for a domain.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain


3. To edit the domain information, perform either of the following steps:


● Click the overflow menu ( ), and then select Edit Domain.
● In the DOMAIN ACTIONS pane, select Edit Domain.
The Edit Domain dialog box is displayed.


4. Edit the domain contact information.


5. Click OK.


Delete a domain


When you delete a domain, the process also deletes any clients in the domain. To preserve the clients in the system, move the
clients to a new domain before you delete the domain.


About this task


If you use directory service authentication, Avamar removes the LDAP maps that use that domain for access. The associated
directory service groups are otherwise unaffected by the deletion.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain that you would like to delete.


3. To delete the domain, perform either of the following steps:


● Click the overflow menu ( ), and then select Delete Domain.
● In the DOMAIN ACTIONS pane, select Delete Domain.
The Delete Domain dialog box is displayed.


4. Click Yes.


Client registration
Client registration is the process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. Once Avamar “knows” the client, it assigns
a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the client during activation.


There are three ways to register a client:


● Client-side registration
● Interactive server-side registration by using Avamar Administrator
● Batch client registration


NOTE: When registering a client to another server, unregister the client from the original server before registering it with


another server.
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Client-side registration


The client-side registration process depends on the operating system.


The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide describes client-side registration for each supported operating system.


Client-side registration also activates the client at the same time. However, the client is automatically added to the Default
Group and must use the default dataset, schedule, and retention policy. As a result, this method may not provide enough control
for some sites.


Register or add a client


You can use the AUI to add a client to the system in a domain and policy. This action provides a high degree of control. For
example, you can assign a specific dataset, schedule, and retention policy. However, it can be time consuming to add many
clients.


About this task


Client registration is the process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. Once Avamar “knows” the client, it assigns
a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the client during activation.


Once the client is added and registered, you can add a client to the system in a domain and policy. This action provides a high
degree of control. For example, you can assign a specific dataset, then schedule, and retention policy. However, it can be time
consuming to add many clients.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or a subdomain for the client.


3. Click ADD CLIENT.


NOTE: The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides information about VMware vCenter, Image Proxy, and virtual


machine client types.


The New Client pane is displayed.


4. In the New Client Name field, type the name of the account and then click NEXT.
The Optional Information pane is displayed.


5. Optional, compete the optional contact information including the contact name, phone number, email, and location, and then
click NEXT.
The Summary pane is displayed.


6. Review the client summary information, and then click ADD.
The Finish pane is displayed.


7. Click OK.


Batch client registration


To support large sites with many clients, the batch client registration feature enables you to define multiple clients in a single
client definition file. The file is then validated and imported into the Avamar server.


Batch client registration at large sites provides nearly as much control as interactively adding the client using the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI which is also much faster.


Clients definition files


Avamar supports Extensible Markup Language (XML) and comma-separated values (CSV) formats for the clients definition file
for batch client registration.


XML format


XML clients definition files must have an .xml extension and conform to the following structure and format:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
   <registration_stream>
      <registrants>
         <entry
            host_name="MyClient.Example.com"
            mcs_domain="clients"
            mcs_group="MyGroup"
            dataset="MyDataset"
            retention_policy="MyRetentionPolicy"
            contact_address="192.168.31.5"
            contact_port="28002"
            access_list="user1@avamar:password, user2@LDAP"
            encryption="high"
            encryption_override="false"
         />
      </registrants>
   </registration_stream>


NOTE: The clients definition file in this topic is for reference purposes only. Do not try to copy and paste this example into


a clients definitions file. Invisible formatting characters prevent you from successfully doing so.


Define each client by using a separate <entry> element. The following table describes the available attributes for each
<entry> element.


Table 19. Attributes for each entry in a clients definition file 


Attribute Description


host_name Network hostname or IP address for this client.


mcs_domain Optional Avamar domain for this client. Specifying a value for
this attribute overrides the default clients domain.


mcs_group Optional default group for this client. Specifying a value for
this attribute overrides assignment to the Default Group.


dataset Optional default dataset for this client to use during backups.
Specifying a value for this attribute overrides the default
dataset that would normally be inherited from the group.


retention_policy Optional default backup retention policy for this client.
Specifying a value for this attribute overrides the default
retention policy that would normally be inherited from the
group.


contact_address Optional client IP address.


contact_port Set contact_port to 28002, the default Avamar data port.


access_list Optional list of users who can access the
Avamar server from this client. The format is
user@authentication:password. When you use the
internal authentication system, the word password must
follow the colon. This step causes the system to prompt users
for authentication when they access the system. When you
use an external authentication system, omit :password. To
define multiple users, separate each user entry with a comma
(,) and enclose the entire list of users in quotation marks (" ").


encryption Encryption method for client/server data transfer:
● High
● None


NOTE: The encryption technology and bit strength for
a client/server connection depends on several factors,
including the client platform and Avamar server version.
The Avamar Product Security Guide provides details.
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Table 19. Attributes for each entry in a clients definition file (continued)


Attribute Description


encryption_override Optional encryptions override. If TRUE, then this client does
not use the group encryption method.


CSV format


CSV clients definition files use the same element and attribute names as the XML format. However, you must define each client
on a single line and separate each attribute value by a comma, as shown in the following example:


host_name,mcs_domain,mcs_group,dataset,retention_policy,
contact_address,contact_port,access_list,encryption, encryption_override


Validating and importing a clients definition file


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. From the Actions menu, select Account Management > Import Clients from File.
The Validate dialog box appears.


4. Browse to and select the saved clients definition file.


5. Click Validate.
The Validation Results dialog box appears.


6. If the clients definition file is error free, click Commit to import the client list. Or, of the clients definition file contains errors,
correct the errors, save the file again, and repeat the steps in this procedure.
The Validation Results dialog box closes, and the new clients appear in the Account Management tree.


Activating a client
Client activation is the process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in a file on the client file
system.


Prerequisites


● The client must be present on the network.
● The Avamar client software must be installed and running on the client.
● The Avamar server must be able to resolve the hostname that was used to register the client.


About this task


There are two ways to activate a client:


● Begin activation from the client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide describes this method.
● Invite the client to activate with the server by using the AUI


NOTE: HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients can either be activated during installation or by using Avamar Administrator. There


is no client-side command to begin client activation on these computing platforms.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to activate.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Invite Client.
A status message indicates that the client was sent an invitation to activate with the server.
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Reactivating a client


In certain circumstance, such as client computer replacement, you may need to reactivate a client account with newly installed
client software.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to reactivate.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client window is displayed.


5. Select the Activated check box.


6. Click UPDATE.


Next steps


After deactivating the client, follow instructions in the user guide for the specific plug-in to complete client registration. This
procedure deactivates the client so that it can be activated again.


Client paging
Avamar clients can be either pageable or non-pageable. If a client is pageable you can specify settings to control how the MCS
determines the paging settings for the client. You may need to use workarounds for limitations that exist in environments with
non-pageable clients.


Pageable clients


Pageable clients have provided the Avamar server with a page address and port number, which enable performance of
on-demand backups and restores. Avamar Administrator can also browse the client file system during backups and restores
in Avamar Administrator.


You can specify one of the following client paging settings to control how the MCS determines the paging settings for a client:


● Automatic — With the default setting of automatic paging, the MCS tries to automatically determine the paging settings
for the client. If the MCS receives updated paging information from the client, it automatically updates the settings.


● Manual — With manual paging, specify the IP address and data port number for client/MCS communications. You may want
to use manual paging when using Network Address Translation (NAT). With NAT, the MCS probably cannot automatically
determine the correct client paging settings. In manual mode, the MCS never overwrites the IP address and port number
settings for the client.


You can also disable automatic paging without specifying an IP address or data port number for client/MCS communications.
Disabling automatic paging might be useful to support clients that are off the network for extended periods of time, as can be
the case with laptop computers. These clients must launch their own on-demand backups. For this reason, you should enable
client paging whenever possible.


Non-pageable clients


A client is non-pageable when the Avamar Administrator server is not running on the Avamar server utility node or on a
single-node server cannot establish a TCP/IP connection to port 28002 on the Avamar client.


When a client might be non-pageable


A client might be non-pageable in the following situations:


● The environment (including the client) has firewall rules that prevent incoming connections on port 28002 to the client.
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● The client is behind a router that does not support port-forwarding for connections that were initiated from the Avamar
server. (This step is the common situation that managed service providers to enable encounter when they deploy Avamar
without using VPN.)


● The Avamar Administrator server cannot connect to the Avamar client on the paging address that is used by the Avamar
Administrator server. An example is when the client is multi-homed and the paging address that the Avamar Administrator
server uses for connecting the client does not have a route to the paging address.


● The environment requires authentication to establish a host-to-host connection to port 28002 on the client, and the Avamar
Administrator server process is not able to support the required authentication protocol.


● An IPSec environment. In a Windows environment, Microsoft best practices recommend enabling IPSec. Clients are not
pageable in an IPSec environment.


MCS should automatically detect non-pageable clients and adjust settings. Usually no manual changes are needed in MCS. You
can determine whether a client is pageable or non-pageable by viewing the Client Summary in the AUI. If No appears in the
Paging Enabled field for the client, then MCS cannot connect to the avagent process on the client, which makes the client
non-pageable.


Limitations in environments with non-pageable clients


You can use Avamar Administrator to perform backups or restores, or define policies in environments with non-pageable clients.
In some cases, you must type explicit path names.


The following limitations apply when the client is non-pageable:


● If the MCS cannot page the client on port 28002, then Avamar cannot invite the client to activate by using Avamar
Administrator.


● You cannot browse the client file system when defining datasets or when browsing to select a target for restore. To work
around this limitation, explicitly define the backup dataset without browsing a client. During a restore, explicitly type the
restore target path.


● You cannot view client logs. To work around this limitation, get the logs from the client computer.
● You cannot page the client when there is a work order waiting for the client. In this case, the client connects to the MCS


and polls for the existence of a work order approximately once every minute.


If you are backing up several hundred or more non-pageable clients, you may need to increase the polling interval. The
default polling interval is 60 s. If MCS performance is slowing down, increase the polling interval until you achieve acceptable
performance.


Adding or modifying client paging settings


The MCS can automatically determine client paging settings, or you can manually specify paging settings for a client. You may
need to manually specify paging settings when you use NAT.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to edit.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client window is displayed.


5. Click the Paging tab.


6. Select either the Automatic or Manual paging mode.


7. If you selected Manual, specify the client information for client/MCS communications:
● If the MCS is unable to automatically determine a hostname for this client in automatic mode, type a valid (un-NAT’d) IP


address for the client in the Address (IP or hostname) field.
● In the Port Number (secure) field, specify the data port number. The default data port is 30002.
● In the Port Number (insecure) field, specify the data port number. The default data port is 28002.


8. Click UPDATE.
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Editing client information
You can edit the name, contact information, or location information for a client in Avamar Administrator.


About this task


In Avamar Administrator, the client name must always be the client hostname. Whenever you should change the client name in
Avamar Administrator because the client hostname changed, shut down the Avamar software on the client computer. Change
the client name by way of this procedure, and then restart the Avamar client software. This action is the only way to ensure that
the client maintains its registration with the Management Console Server (MCS) database, which ensures that past backups
continue to be associated with the client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to edit.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client window is displayed.


5. Edit the name, contact information, or location information for the client.


6. Click UPDATE.
A confirmation message is displayed.


Viewing client properties


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select a client whose properties you want to view.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


The client details that are described in the following table appear in the right pane of the window.


Table 20. Client Summary Information 


Column Description


Name Descriptive client name.


Enabled Whether Avamar can perform backups for the client. Regardless of this setting, the client can
restore files as long as a previous backup exists in the system.


Activated The client is activated with the Avamar server.


Activation Time The time that the client is activated with the Avamar server.


Domain The Avamar domain for the client.


Client OS The operating system on the client.


Client Version The version of Avamar client software on the client.


Client OS The operating system of the client.


Last Check-in The date and time that the Avamar client agent last checked in with the Avamar server.


Encryption The encryption method that is used for client/server data transfer.


CID The Client ID, a unique identifier for this client in the Avamar server. CIDs are assigned during
client activation.
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Table 20. Client Summary Information (continued)


Column Description


Client Paging Whether the client has provided the Avamar server with a page address and port number, by that
allowing it to perform on-demand backups and restores. In addition, Avamar Administrator can
browse its file system during Avamar Administrator-initiated backups and restores.


Backup Statistics Status information for backup jobs for the client.


Enabling and disabling a client
You can disable a client so that it cannot use the Avamar server to back up files. This action is typically done to place the system
in a state that supports maintenance activities. If a client has been disabled, you must reenable the client before backups for the
client can resume.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to edit.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client window appears


5. To enable a client, in the Basic tab, select the Enabled checkbox.
A confirmation message appears


6. To disable a client, in the Basic tab, unselect the Enabled checkbox.
A confirmation message appears


7. Click UPDATE.


Moving a client to a new domain


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to move.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Move Client.
The Move Client dialog box is displayed.


5. Select the new domain for the client.


6. Click OK.


Retiring a client
When you retire a client, Avamar stops running backups of the client. Avamar uses the specified retention setting for the
existing backups of a retired client to determine how long to retain the existing backups. Avamar also uses the specified
retention setting for existing replicas of a retired client's backups to determine how long to retain the existing replicas.


About this task


To restore data from existing backups or replicas of a retired client, use Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
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2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to retire.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Retire Client.
The Retire Client window appears.


5. In the Local Backups section, choose how long to keep backups for the client:
● To keep backups until their existing expiration dates, select Retain local backups with existing expiration date.
● To keep backups indefinitely, regardless of the existing expiration dates, select Retain all local backups indefinitely.
● To keep backups until a new expiration date, select Reset local backup expiration date and in New Expiration Date,


select a new date.


6. For clients with replicas, in the Remote Backups section, choose how long to keep replicas for the client:
● To keep replicas until their existing expiration dates, select Retain remote backups with existing expiration date.
● To keep replicas indefinitely, regardless of the existing expiration dates, select Retain all remote backups indefinitely.
● To keep replicas until a new expiration date, select Reset remote backup expiration date and then select a new date.


7. To retire child VMware clients, in the Force Retire section, select Ignore running acitivity and force retire child vm
client.


8. Click SUBMIT.
A confirmation message appears.


Deleting a client
Delete a client and all backups of the client. Optionally, choose to delete all replicas that exist on replication destination systems.


About this task


When you delete a client, Avamar permanently deletes all backups that are stored for that client. Only delete a client when you
are certain that there is no reason to retain the backups. If there is any doubt, retire the client instead.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to delete.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Delete Client.
The Delete Client dialog box appears and displays the number of existing backups for the client.


5. Select I understand this action is permanent and irreversible.


This field is a safety net to avoid unintentionally deleting a client and the client's backups.


6. Click YES.


View integrated clients
The Assets | Overview panel on the AUI dashboard displays the number of clients that are integrated into the Avamar server.


Steps


1. To view information about integrated clients, click the icon next to Integrated.
The Asset Management pane appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain.
The list of clients in the middle pane indicates client information including status.


Results


The top part of the Asset Management pane displays information about the client domain, such as:
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Icon Description


Clients


Indicates the number of clients within the domain.


Activities


Indicates the number of activities (backup and replication jobs) that have been initiated by clients within the
domain.


Policies


Indicates the number of policies that apply to the clients within the domain.


View unprotected clients
The Assets | Overview panel on the AUI dashboard displays the number of unprotected clients that do not have any backups.


Steps


1. To view information about unprotected clients, click the icon next to Unprotected.
The Clients with no backups window appears and displays summary information for each client.


2. Review the client properties:


Property Description


Name Descriptive client name.


Domain The Avamar domain for the client.


Enabled Whether Avamar can perform backups for the client. Regardless of this setting, the client can restore files as
long as a previous backup exists in the system.


Activated Whether the client is activated with the Avamar server.


Client type The type of client (for example, regular, virtual machine, Image Proxy, or VMware vCenter).
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User Management and Authentication


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar user accounts
• User authentication
• Avamar internal authentication
• Directory service authentication
• Enabling backward compatibility with Enterprise Authentication
• Roles
• Adding a user to a domain
• Editing user information
• Deleting a user


Overview of Avamar user accounts
A user account in Avamar can administer a domain or client. The user account defines the authentication system that is used
to grant users access to the Avamar server. It also defines the role for the user, which controls the operations that a user can
perform.


You can add user accounts to domains or individual clients. When you add a user account to a domain, the account can
administer that domain and any subdomains beneath it. When you add a user account to an individual client, the account can
perform backups and restores of that client, and access backups belonging to that client in the system.


In Avamar, users are entries in a domain or client access list. When you add a user account to the Avamar system, you are
adding an entry to a domain or client user access list.


In the following example, the user “Gretchen” has been added to both the Accounting domain and a computer. However, the
authentication system and role are completely separate user accounts that happen to have the same username.


Figure 11. Users in Avamardomains


The following table describes the information that comprises an Avamar user account.


Table 21. Avamar user account information 


Information Description


Username The username depends on the authentication system and
must be in the format that the authentication system
accepts. For example, the internal authentication system uses
case-sensitive usernames, whereas Windows Active Directory
usernames are case-insensitive. Usernames cannot be longer
than 31 characters.


Authentication system An authentication system is a username/password system
that is used to grant users access to the Avamar server.
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Table 21. Avamar user account information (continued)


Information Description


Role Roles define the allowable operations for each user account.


User authentication
An authentication system is a username/password system that is used to grant users access to the Avamar server.


Avamar supports the following authentication systems:


● Avamar internal authentication, as described in Avamar internal authentication on page 69.
● Directory service authentication, as described in Directory service authentication on page 70.


Avamar also supports the deprecated authentication method Enterprise Authentication. Enabling backward compatibility with
Enterprise Authentication on page 84 describes how to enable continued support for Enterprise Authentication.


How Avamar authenticates users and assigns roles


To provide backward compatibility with enterprise authentication and to account for the possibility of users in more than one
LDAP mapped group, Avamar uses the following authentication and role assignment sequence for each login try:


1. When the username is in the format user, where user is a username without @server appended, then Avamar checks the
internal Avamar authentication database.


If the username, password, and domain match, then the login is successful and Avamar assigns the user a role in the Avamar
database. If they do not match, then the login fails.


2. When the username is in the format user@server, where user is a username and server is the fully qualified domain name of
the authentication server, then Avamar checks the login information by using enterprise authentication.


If the username, password, and domain match, then the login is successful and Avamar assigns the user a role in the Avamar
database. If there is no match, then the evaluation continues.


3. When the username is in the format user@server and authentication by using enterprise authentication fails, then Avamar
checks the LDAP mapping system.


The login try is checked against all mapped groups for a match of each of the following identifiers:


● Username, the portion of the User Name field entry before the @ symbol.
● Password, as typed in the Password field.
● Avamar domain, as typed in the Domain Name field.
● Directory service domain, the portion of the User Name field entry after the @ symbol.


When all identifiers match, the login is successful and Avamar assigns the user a role from the mapped group.


A user can be the member of mapped groups in different directory service domains. The role of the mapped group that
matches the directory service domain that is provided during login is assigned to the user for that session.


When the user is a member of more than one mapped group in the same directory service domain, the role with the greatest
authority is assigned.


4. When the login information does not meet the requirements of any of the previous steps, then the login fails and a failure
message appears.


Avamar internal authentication
With Avamar internal authentication, you define the username and password for Avamar user accounts, and Avamar stores the
information. Usernames are case-sensitive and cannot be longer than 31 characters.


No additional steps are required to use internal Avamar authentication to authenticate user accounts. You define the username
and password for each account when you add the user in Avamar Administrator or the AUI.
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Directory service authentication
Use directory service authentication to authenticate and assign roles to Avamar users by using information from an existing
directory service. Directory service authentication works with specific LDAP directory services and provides additional
functionality when used with an OpenLDAP directory service. Directory service authentication also works with a Network
Information Service (NIS), on its own or with one of the supported LDAP directory services.


Avamar products that use directory service authentication


The following Avamar products can use directory service authentication to authenticate and authorize users:


● Avamar Administrator
● Avamar Web Restore
● Avamar client web UI (Avamar Desktop/Laptop)


Avamar product that uses directory service client records


Avamar Client Manager does not use directory service authentication to authenticate and authorize user logins. However,
Avamar Client Manager can use the directory service mechanism to obtain information about computers that are potential
Avamar clients. Avamar Client Manager queries the directory service to obtain information about clients and, if available,
directory service organizational units, such as directory domains, and directory groups.


Directory services types


Directory service authentication supports the following types of directory services:


Table 22. Supported directory service types 


Type Supported implementations


LDAP ● Active Directory for Windows Server 2003
● Active Directory Domain Services for Windows Server


2008
● Active Directory Domain Services for Windows Server


2012
● Active Directory Domain Services for Windows Server


2016
● Active Directory Domain Services for Windows Server


2019
● 389 Directory Server version 1.1.35


OpenLDAP SUSE OpenLDAP version 2.4


NIS Network Information Service


Avamar supports encrypted LDAP and OpenLDAP directory service authentication via SSL/TLS. By default, Avamar uses TLS
1.2 if supported by the LDAP or OpenLDAP server. Otherwise, Avamar falls back to a supported version of SSL/TLS. However,
the Avamar server does not provide an SSL/TLS certificate to the LDAP or OpenLDAP server for client authentication.


LDAP maps


Directory service authentication uses LDAP maps to form a group of Avamar domain users by using information from a directory
service. Link Avamar authorization levels to mapped directory service user accounts to create LDAP maps. The Adding an LDAP
map section provides more information.


NOTE: Deleting an Avamar domain removes the LDAP maps that rely on that Avamar domain for access. However,


removing LDAP maps does not affect the directory service groups or the directory service user records that are associated


with the removed maps.
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LDAP directory service authentication


Avamar provides authentication and authorization of Avamar users through supported LDAP directory services.


Preparing to use LDAP directory service authentication on page 71 describes how to prepare to implement LDAP directory
service authentication.


Adding information for a supported LDAP directory service on page 72 describes how to provide the required information about
the LDAP directory service to the Avamar system.


Editing the directory service configuration files on page 73 describes how to perform an optional manual edit of the
ldap.properties and krb5.conf files.


Requirements


Avamar directory service authentication supports the use of supported LDAP directory services that meet the following
conditions:


● LDAP server permits username bind through both of the following formats:
○ username
○ username@domain.com


● LDAP server permits searching for group membership by using a username.
● LDAP server permits searching for groups by using a search string.
● LDAP server account that is provided when adding an LDAP map has permission to run a nested ldapsearch command.


Kerberos protocol


Avamar's LDAP directory service authentication normally uses the Kerberos protocol for all communications with the Key
Distribution Center. Avamar automatically encrypts usernames and passwords before sending them to port 88 on the Key
Distribution Center.


To use Avamar's LDAP directory service authentication without the Kerberos protocol, in a Simple Bind, manually edit the
ldap.properties file.


Preparing to use LDAP directory service authentication


To prepare to use LDAP directory service authentication, give Avamar access to certain ports on the Key Distribution Center.
Also, create the directory service groups that are associated with Avamar LDAP maps.


Steps


1. Ensure that Avamar has access to the following recognized ports on the Key Distribution Center (KDC).


Table 23. Required Key Distribution Center ports 


Port number Description


88 Kerberos authentication system


389 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)


464 Kerberos Change/Set password


636 LDAP over SSL/TLS


The ports are defined in krb5.conf and ldap.properties.


2. Create directory service groups in the directory service (not in Avamar).


Groups can range in size from one member to as many members as the directory service allows.


Ideally, create directory service groups specifically for use with an Avamar LDAP map. With dedicated directory service
groups, group composition is considered in the context of the level of Avamar access being granted. Also, the group name
can include a common character pattern to simplify its discovery during mapping. For example, you could start each group
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name with the characters av, as in avAdministrators. This character pattern would enable you to search for all groups
that are associated with Avamar by using the wildcard search string av*.


3. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


4. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
5. Back up the keystore by typing the following command on one line:


cp -p /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore.bak
6. Import the LDAP server certificate into the keystore by typing the following command on one line:


keytool -importcert -file <certfile>.crt -keystore /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore
-storepass changeme
where <certfile> is the name of the LDAP server certificate, including path.


7. Restart the MCS by typing the following command:


mcserver.sh --restart


Next steps


Configure Avamar to use the LDAP directory service.


Adding information for a supported LDAP directory service


Use a wizard to add information for a supported LDAP directory service to use for authentication and authorization of Avamar
users.


Prerequisites


Check that the directory service meets the following requirements:


● Provides authentication through a SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) BIND that uses Kerberos.
● Only uses LDAP v.3 base functionality.
● Permits username bind through both of the following formats:


○ username
○ username@domain.com


● Permits searching for group membership by using a username.
● Permits searching for groups by using a search string.
● Has an available LDAP server account that has permission to run a nested ldapsearch command.


About this task


NOTE: Do not use the wizard to add a directory service that performs authentication using Simple Bind (plaintext). Instead,


manually edit the ldap.properties file as described in Editing the directory service configuration files on page 73.


Steps


1. Log in to the root domain in Avamar Administrator as an administrator.


a. Launch Avamar Administrator.
b. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
c. In User Name, type a username.


The username must be for an account that is assigned to the administrator role at the root domain level.


When Avamar is already configured to use a directory service, alternatively log in by using an LDAP account with
administrator authorization at the root domain level. Use the format: username@ldap-domain.


d. In Password, type the password for the user account.
e. In Domain Name, use the default entry of a single slash (/) character to specify the root domain.
f. Click Log In.
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If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


3. Click the LDAP Management tab.


4. Click Directory Service Management.
The Directory Service Management dialog box appears.


5. Add the directory service:


a. Click Add.
The Adding a new Directory Service section appears.


b. Select LDAP.
c. In Enter a fully qualified domain name, type the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of a directory server.
d. (Optional) If the directory server represents the organization’s default directory service domain, then select Make this


the default domain LDAP domain.


To allow the Avamar client web UI to authenticate users from Macintosh computers, the LDAP server that is assigned to
Macintosh users must be configured as the default server.


e. Click Add.
A confirmation message appears.


f. Click Yes.
A success message appears. If an error message appears instead, then resolve the issue and re-add the directory service.
Error messages during directory service configuration on page 81 provides details.


g. Click OK.
The changes are applied to the Management Console Server (mcs) and EM Tomcat (emt) services.


6. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add other authentication domains.


7. Test the directory service entries:


a. In the Directory Service Management dialog box, select one of the entries from Configured Directory Services.
The Testing section appears.


b. In Username, type the username for an account that is authorized to read the directory service database.
c. In Password, type the password that is associated with the username.
d. Click Run Test.


If an error message appears, then resolve the issue. Error messages during directory service configuration on page
81 provides details.


e. To close the Testing section, click Close.


8. Click Close on the Directory Service Management dialog box.


Next steps


To associate the directory service group to Avamar user information, create an LDAP map. Adding an LDAP map on page
82 provides instructions.


Editing the directory service configuration files


The LDAP Management tool provides you with the ability to manually edit the ldap.properties and krb5.conf directory
service configuration files. Manually edit these files to configure non-standard settings and to resolve problems that occur when
configuring Avamar to use a directory service.


Prerequisites


Determine the correct format for keys and values in the configuration files.


Steps


1. Log in to the root domain in Avamar Administrator as an administrator.


a. Launch Avamar Administrator.
b. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
c. In User Name, type a username.


The username must be for an account that is assigned to the administrator role at the root domain level.
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When Avamar is already configured to use a directory service, alternatively log in by using an LDAP account with
administrator authorization at the root domain level. Use the format: username@ldap-domain.


d. In Password, type the password for the user account.
e. In Domain Name, use the default entry of a single slash (/) character to specify the root domain.
f. Click Log In.


If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


3. Click the LDAP Management tab.


4. To edit ldap.properties or Edit KRB5 file to edit krb5.conf, click Edit LDAP file.


5. Type additions and changes directly in the Edit file window.


6. Click Save, and then click Close.


Format requirements and settings for LDAP base functionality


The LDAP Management tool in Avamar Administrator creates a correctly formatted ldap.properties file for supported
LDAP directory services. When you manually edit the file by using the LDAP Management tool, the format must comply
with specific parameter requirements. You can manually add other settings to ldap.properties to meet an organization's
authentication requirements.


LDAP base functionality parameter requirements


The following table lists the parameter requirements for LDAP base functionality.


Table 24. Parameter requirements for LDAP base functionality 


Rule Description Format


One LDAP URL parameter for
each LDAP server


The LDAP URL parameter maps an
LDAP server to a specific domain
controller.


ldap.url.ds.example.abc.com=ldap://
dchost.r1.example.abc.com:389


or


ldap.url.ds.example.abc.com=ldaps://
dchost.r1.example.abc.com:636


where:


● ds.example.abc.com is the FQDN of the LDAP
server.


● dchost.example.abc.com is the FQDN of the
domain controller for the LDAP server.


● 389 is the port that is used by the LDAP service.
● 636 is the port that is used by the LDAP service


when encrypted with SSL/TLS.


Exactly one default server
parameter


The default server parameter is
used during authentication of
users on clients that are not
mapped to a specific domain. For
example, local users and users that
log in from an AIX, HP-UX, Linux,
or Solaris computer.


ldap.qualified-name-
default=dshost.example.abc.com
where dshost.example.abc.com
is the FQDN of the default LDAP server.


Additional parameters


You can add other parameters to ldap.properties by using the LDAP Management tool in Avamar Administrator. The
following table lists the available settings.
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Table 25. Additional parameter for LDAP base functionality  


Parameter Description and values


ldap.auth.domain.login-domain-suffix Specifies a login domain name suffix that is included as
part of the username value when authenticating through
LDAP, where login-domain-suffix is the login domain name
suffix and the value is an authentication domain. For
example, users can log in using either: username@boston or
username@boston.edu, where this parameter is set as follows:


ldap.auth.domain.boston=boston.edu


Use this parameter along with the next parameter,
ldap.query.domain, to map multiple authentication
domains to a single login domain name suffix.


ldap.query.domain.log-in-domain-suffix Maps additional authentication domains to a single login
domain suffix, where the ldap.auth.domain parameter defines
login-domain-suffix, and the ldap.query.domain values are
additional authentication domains within the organization's
intranet. For example, users from either authentication domain
log in using the format username@boston, where the two
parameters are set as follows:


ldap.auth.domain.boston=boston.edu
ldap.query.domain.boston=science.boston.ed
u,art.boston.edu


ldap.entry.lookup.type.ldap-domain Defines the method that is used by the LDAP server
when looking up a username, where ldap-domain is the
authentication domain. Possible values are:
● UN for username, the method that is commonly used by


LDAP directory services. (Default)
● DN for distinguished name, the method that is commonly


used by OpenLDAP directory services.


user-login-module Controls the authentication mechanism. The following values
are available:
● kerberos — LDAP authentication with Kerberos


encryption. This value is the default.
● ldap — Plaintext LDAP authentication.


This parameter also requires
the ldap.auth.force.username.input=true
parameter to force user login even on a Windows domain
computer.


● avamar — Avamar authentication.


● mix — Both kerberos and avamar.


ldap.auth.force.username.input Controls whether Avamar requires user log in though a login
screen on web applications that permit Kerberos pass through
authentication. Possible values are:
● False — Log in is not required. This value is the default.


● True — Log in is required. Required for the following
parameter: user-login-module=ldap.


avamar-authentication-domains Required by the following parameter: user-login-
module=mix. The value is a comma-separated list of
domains. Avamar authentication is applied to users from each
listed domain. LDAP authentication is applied to all other
users.


support-nis-authentication Enables (true) or disables (false) NIS authentication
support. The default value is false.
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Table 25. Additional parameter for LDAP base functionality  (continued)


Parameter Description and values


nis.qualified-name-default Specifies the FQDN of the NIS domain server.


nis.url.nisdomainname Specifies the IP address of the NIS domain server, where
nisdomainname is the value of nis.qualified-name-
default.


OpenLDAP directory service authentication


Avamar supports authentication and authorization of Avamar users through an OpenLDAP directory service.


Adding information about an OpenLDAP directory service to Avamar is described in Adding an OpenLDAP directory service on
page 76.


Configuring Avamar to use an OpenLDAP directory service for authentication includes the ability to use optional parameters that
exist for OpenLDAP. OpenLDAP directory service parameters on page 79 describes the required and optional parameters for
OpenLDAP.


Adding an OpenLDAP directory service


To configure an Avamar system to use an OpenLDAP directory service for authentication, edit the ldap.properties file.


About this task


Add an OpenLDAP directory service by manually editing the ldap.properties file of the Avamar server and adding the
required parameters. Optional parameters can also be added to control how the Avamar system interacts with the OpenLDAP
directory service. OpenLDAP directory service parameters on page 79 provides more information about the required and
optional parameters.


Steps


1. Log in to the root domain in Avamar Administrator as an administrator.


a. Launch Avamar Administrator.
b. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
c. In User Name, type a username.


The username must be for an account that is assigned to the administrator role at the root domain level.


When Avamar is already configured to use a directory service, alternatively log in by using an LDAP account with
administrator authorization at the root domain level. Use the format: username@ldap-domain.


d. In Password, type the password for the user account.
e. In Domain Name, use the default entry of a single slash (/) character to specify the root domain.
f. Click Log In.


If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


3. Click the LDAP Management tab.


4. To edit ldap.properties, click Edit LDAP file.
The Edit ldap.properties file dialog box appears.


5. In the text entry area, type the following, on a new line:


ldap.entry.lookup.type.ldap-domain=DN
where ldap-domain is the domain name of the OpenLDAP server.


This parameter is required.


6. In the text entry area, type the following, on a new line:
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ldap.userdn.ldap-domain=rdn-values
where:


● ldap-domain is the domain name of the OpenLDAP server
● rdn-values is a semi-colon separated list of the relative distinguished name bases for users, from the root distinguished


name of the LDAP tree.


Each entry in the list is a comma-separated, reverse-hierarchical, representation of a user group's relative distinguished
name base.


This parameter is required, unless either the users are directly under the root distinguished name or the LDAP server permits
anonymous searches.


For example, if the users for the domain example.com can be found in Users, inside Employees, inside People, at the
tree root, and in Admins at the tree root, then type:


ldap.userdn.example.com=ou=Users,ou=Employees,ou=People;ou=Admins
7. In the text entry area, type the following, on a new line:


ldap.rootdn.ldap-domain=rootdn-format
where:


● ldap-domain is the domain name of the OpenLDAP server
● rootdn-format is the root distinguished name format that is used by the LDAP server


This parameter is required, unless the LDAP server uses the following root distinguished name format: dc=domain-
segment,dc=domain-segment


For example, an LDAP server that stores the root distinguished name as dc=example, dc=com, does not require this
parameter in ldap.properties.


However, an LDAP server that stores the root distinguished name as u=example, o=com requires the following parameter
in ldap.properties: ldap.rootdn.exaple.com=u=example,o=com


8. In the text entry area, add optional OpenLDAP parameters.


Type each parameter on a new line.


9. Click Save.


10. Test the directory service entries:


a. In the Directory Service Management dialog box, select one of the entries from Configured Directory Services.
The Testing section appears.


b. In Username, type the username for an account that is authorized to read the directory service database.
c. In Password, type the password that is associated with the username.
d. Click Run Test.


If an error message appears, then resolve the issue. Error messages during directory service configuration on page
81 provides details.


e. To close the Testing section, click Close.


11. Click Close on the Directory Service Management dialog box.


Results


The Avamar system enables authentication through the OpenLDAP directory service.


Next steps


To associate the directory service group to Avamar user information, create an LDAP map. Adding an LDAP map on page
82 provides instructions.
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Enabling OpenLDAP and Avamar authentication


To configure an Avamar system to use Avamar authentication and OpenLDAP authentication, edit the ldap.properties file.


Prerequisites


Add an OpenLDAP directory service to the Avamar system.


About this task


After adding an OpenLDAP directory service for authentication, configure the Avamar system to use Avamar authentication for
some of the Avamar domains.


Steps


1. Log in to the root domain in Avamar Administrator as an administrator.


a. Launch Avamar Administrator.
b. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
c. In User Name, type a username.


The username must be for an account that is assigned to the administrator role at the root domain level.


When Avamar is already configured to use a directory service, alternatively log in by using an LDAP account with
administrator authorization at the root domain level. Use the format: username@ldap-domain.


d. In Password, type the password for the user account.
e. In Domain Name, use the default entry of a single slash (/) character to specify the root domain.
f. Click Log In.


If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


3. Click the LDAP Management tab.


4. To edit ldap.properties, click Edit LDAP file.
The Edit ldap.properties file dialog box appears.


5. In the text entry area, type the following, on a new line:


user-login-module=mix
This parameter is required when enabling Avamar authentication with OpenLDAP authentication.


6. In the text entry area, type the following on a new line:


user-login-module-mix-ldap=ldap
This parameter is required when enabling Avamar authentication with OpenLDAP authentication.


7. In the text entry area, type the following on a new line:


avamar-authentication-domains=av-domain-list
where av-domain-list is a comma-separated list of Avamar domains.


The Avamar system uses Avamar authentication for login authentication of users from each listed domain. The Avamar
system uses OpenLDAP authentication for all other users.


8. Click Save.


9. Click Close on the Directory Service Management dialog box.


Results


The Avamar system enables the specified mix of Avamar authentication and OpenLDAP authentication.
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OpenLDAP directory service parameters


The following table describes the ldap.properties file parameters for use with an OpenLDAP directory service, in addition
to the base parameters specified in Parameter requirements for LDAP base functionality on page 74.


Table 26. OpenLDAP directory service parameters 


Parameter and example Description


ldap.entry.lookup.type.ldap-domain=DN
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses OpenLDAP:


ldap.entry.lookup.type.xyz.com=DN


Specifies OpenLDAP. Replace ldap-domain with the domain
name of the LDAP server. Use this parameter for OpenLDAP
servers that accept user logins only in distinguished name
format. For example: uid=jsmith,dc=example,dc=com.
This parameter enables the other OpenLDAP parameters in
this table.


ldap.userdn.ldap-domain=rdn-values
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that organizes users in the
following organizational units:
● Managers which is under the tree root


● Accountants, under people, which is under the tree
root


● HRs, under Employees, under Users, which is under the
tree root


● Users, which is under the tree root


ldap.userdn.xyz.com=ou=Managers;ou=Accountan
ts,ou=people;ou=HRs,ou=Employees,ou=Users;ou
=Users


Specifies the relative distinguished name bases that are
assigned to the organizational units that contain users.
Replace ldap-domain with the domain name of the LDAP
server and replace rdn-values with a semi-colon separated list
of relative distinguished name bases for users, from the root
distinguished name of the LDAP tree. Each entry in the list
is a comma-separated reverse-hierarchical representation of a
user group's relative distinguished name base.


ldap.rootdn.ldap-domain=rootdn-format
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that stores the root
distinguished name as u=xyz, o=com:


ldap.rootdn.xyz.com=u=xyz,o=com


Specifies the root distinguished name format of
the LDAP server. This parameter is required unless
the root distinguished name format is dc=domain-
segment,dc=domain-segment. Replace ldap-domain with
the domain name of the LDAP server and replace rootdn-
format with the root distinguished name format that is used
by the LDAP server.


ldap.user.search.classes.ldap-domain=search-
object


For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the object class type
"person" in user searches:


ldap.user.search.classes.xyz.com=person


Specifies the object class type that is used by the user search
filter. This parameter is optional. Replace ldap-domain with
the domain name of the LDAP server and replace search-
object with the value that specifies the object class type that
is used by the user search filter. Comma separated values can
be used. The default value is *.


ldap.user.search.attrs.ldap-domain=search-
attribute


For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the object class
attribute "cn" in user searches:


ldap.user.search.attrs.xyz.com=cn


Specifies the object class attribute that is used by the user
search filter. This parameter is optional. Replace ldap-domain
with the domain name of the LDAP server and replace search-
attribute with a single attribute that is used by the user
search filter. The default value is uid.


ldap.group.search.byUpn.classes.ldap-
domain=search-upn
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the User
Principal Name object class types: sambaGroupMapping and
posixGroup in group searches:


ldap.group.search.byUpn.classes.xyz.com=samb
aGroupMapping,posixGroup


Specifies the object class type that is used by the group
search User Principal Name filter. This parameter is optional.
Replace ldap-domain with the domain name of the LDAP
server and replace search-upn with the value that specifies
the object class type that is used by the group search User
Principal Name filter. Comma separated values can be used.
The default value is *.
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Table 26. OpenLDAP directory service parameters (continued)


Parameter and example Description


ldap.group.search.byUpn.attrs.ldap-
domain=upn-attributes
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the User Principal
Name object class attributes: memberUid and uniqueMember
in group searches:


ldap.group.search.byUpn.attrs.xyz.com=member
Uid,uniqueMember


Specifies the object class attributes used by the group search
User Principal Name filter. This parameter is optional. Replace
ldap-domain with the domain name of the LDAP server and
replace upn-attributes with the value that specifies the object
class attributes used by the group search User Principal Name
filter. Comma separated values can be used. The default value
is memberUid, uniqueMember.


ldap.unique.group.search.classes.ldap-
domain=unique-type
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the object class type
"posixGroup" in Unique Groups group searches:


ldap.unique.group.search.classes.xyz.com=pos
ixGroup


Specifies the object class type that is used by the Unique
Groups group search filter. This parameter is optional. Replace
ldap-domain with the domain name of the LDAP server and
replace unique-type with the value that specifies the object
class type that is used by the Unique Groups group search
filter. Comma separated values can be used. The default value
is
sambaGroupMapping,posixGroup,groupOfUniqueNa
mes.


ldap.unique.group.search.attrs.ldap-
domain=unique-attributes
For an LDAP domain "xyz.com" that uses the object class
attributes "cn" and "uid" in Unique Groups group searches:


ldap.unique.group.search.attrs.xyz.com=cn,ui
d


Specifies the object class attributes used by the Unique
Groups group search filter. This parameter is optional. Replace
ldap-domain with the domain name of the LDAP server and
replace unique-attributes with the value that specifies the
object class attributes used by the Unique Groups group
search filter. Comma separated values can be used. The
default value is cn.


user-login-module=mix Enables authentication using the mix mode of Avamar
authentication with OpenLDAP authentication. Configuration
must also include: user-login-module-mix-ldap=ldap
and avamar-authentication-domains=av-domain-list.


user-login-module-mix-ldap=ldap Specifies that the Avamar system uses Avamar authentication
with OpenLDAP authentication. Configuration must
also include: user-login-module=mix and avamar-
authentication-domains=av-domain-list.


avamar-authentication-domains=av-domain-list
For an Avamar system that uses OpenLDAP and uses
Avamar authentication for the domains: /, /swclients, and /
adminclients:


avamar-authentication-domains=/,/swclients,/
adminclients


Specifies the internal Avamar domains that the Avamar
system checks during Avamar authentication. Replace av-
domain-list with a comma-separated list of Avamar domains.
Configuration must also include: user-login-module=mix
and user-login-module-mix-ldap=ldap.


Adding an NIS directory service


Provide authentication and authorization of Avamar users through an NIS directory service.


Steps


1. Log in to the root domain in Avamar Administrator as an administrator.


a. Launch Avamar Administrator.
b. In Server, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
c. In User Name, type a username.


The username must be for an account that is assigned the administrator role at the root domain level.
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If you already configured a directory service, then you can log in with an account for an LDAP user with the administrator
role at the root domain level.


d. In Password, type the password for the user account.
e. In Domain Name, use the default entry of a single slash (/) character to specify the root domain.
f. Click Log In.


If this is the first time that you have connected to this Avamar server, the Accept Server Certificate dialog box opens.
Verify the server certificate details and click Yes.


The Avamar Administrator dashboard appears.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


3. Click the LDAP Management tab.


4. Click Directory Service Management.
The Directory Service Management dialog box appears.


5. In the Directory Service Management dialog box, click Add.
The Adding a new Directory Service section appears.


6. Select NIS.


7. In Enter a fully qualified domain name, type the NIS domain name.


8. In NIS Domain IP address, type the IP address of the NIS server.


9. Click Add.
A confirmation message appears.


10. Click Yes.


If an error message appears, then resolve the issue and retry this task. Error messages during directory service configuration
on page 81 provides details.


A success message appears.


11. Click OK.


Results


The changes are applied to the Management Console Server (mcs) and EM Tomcat (emt) services.


Next steps


To associate the directory service group to Avamar user information, create an LDAP map. Adding an LDAP map on page
82 provides instructions.


Error messages during directory service configuration


Error messages appear when issues occur during adding or testing of a directory service configuration.


The following table lists some of the potential messages and provides a description of the cause.


Table 27. Error messages during directory service configuration' 


Error message Description


Cannot discover KDC A key distribution center (KDC) could not be found by using
the specified domain information.


No URL is present The specified domain is not present in the
ldap.properties file.


Parameters are not correct The directory service domain information in the
ldap.properties file is invalid.


Client not found in Kerberos database The specified username is invalid.


Pre-authentication information was invalid The specified password is incorrect.


Query fails The specified user account does not have sufficient privileges
to read the directory service database.
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Table 27. Error messages during directory service configuration' (continued)


Error message Description


Clock skew too great The differential between the clock on the Avamar server host
and the clock on the directory service host is too large.


Cannot open LDAP configuration file The ldap.properties file does not exist or the file
permissions prevent access.


Cannot open Kerberos configuration file The krb5.conf file does not exist or the file permissions
prevent access.


GSS initiate failed Authentication of credentials failed. Usually authentication
failure is because reverse DNS is improperly configured. Add
the KDC host to /etc/hosts on the Avamar server.


Cannot get kdc for realm The KDC is improperly configured in the krb5.conf file.


Domain <domain> exists in ldap.properties
file


The specified domain is in the ldap.properties file
already.


Adding an LDAP map


To associate the directory service group to Avamar user information, create an LDAP map. An LDAP map is a database
construct that ties a group of users to an authentication system, domain or subdomain access list, and role.


Prerequisites


Add directory service domains to the Avamar configuration.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. Click the LDAP Maps tab.


4. In the left-pane hierarchical tree, select a domain or a subdomain to specify the access level of the directory service group.


5. Select Actions > Account Management > New LDAP Map.
The New LDAP Group Map dialog box appears.


6. From the LDAP Domains list, select a directory service domain to map.


7. In the Group Search box, type a search string specific to the group being mapped.


You can use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard that represents one or more alphanumeric characters.


8. Click Search.
The Directory Service Authentication dialog box appears.


9. Specify the authentication information that is required for querying the directory service.


Authentication can be through a domain different from the one being mapped, as long as there is a trust relationship
between the two domains.


a. From the Auth Domain list, select a domain to use for authentication.
b. In the User Name box, type a username for an account that has Read privileges for the domain.
c. In the Password box, type the password for the username.
d. Click OK.


The Directory Service Authentication dialog box closes and the search starts. The Search button on the New LDAP
Group Map dialog box changes to Stop.


To terminate a search, click Stop. Searching a directory service can take a long time.


The search is complete when groups appear in the LDAP Groups list.


10. From the LDAP Groups list, select the group to map.


11. From the Role list, select a role for the group.


12. Click OK.
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The group is mapped and the New LDAP Group Map dialog box closes. To see the mapping on the LDAP Maps tab, select
the administrative node.


Editing the role for an LDAP map


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. Click the LDAP Maps tab.


4. In the left-pane hierarchical tree, select a domain or a subdomain.
The maps for the domain or subdomain appear in the LDAP Maps area.


5. Select the map to edit.


6. Select Actions > Account Management > Edit LDAP Map.
The Edit LDAP Map dialog box appears.


7. In Role, select a new role to assign to the map.


8. Click OK.
The map is assigned the new role. Group members are assigned the new role in all subsequent sessions.


Deleting an LDAP map


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. Click the LDAP Maps tab.


4. In the left-pane hierarchical tree, select a domain or a subdomain.
The maps for the domain or subdomain appear in the LDAP Maps area.


5. Select the map to delete.


6. Select Actions > Account Management > Delete LDAP Map.
The Delete LDAP Map dialog box appears.


7. Click Yes.


Editing the time-out value for directory service processes


Directory service processes wait as long as 5 minutes for a response from the directory service. After this period, the try is
discarded and a time-out message appears. You can edit the time-out value.


About this task


The time-out value is used by the following directory service authentication processes:


● Authentication requests through the directory service
● Addition of a directory service to the Avamar configuration
● Testing of a directory service in the Avamar configuration


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:
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ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the Management Console Server (mcs) service by typing dpnctl stop mcs.


3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. Find the <node name="ldap"> node.


6. Change the value of <entry key="ldap_services_timeout_seconds" value="n" /> to a new time-out value in
seconds, where n is the new value.


The default value is 300 s (5 minutes).


7. Save the change and close the file.


8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


9. Close the command shell.


Enabling backward compatibility with Enterprise
Authentication
To continue to authenticate users through the deprecated Enterprise Authentication mechanism enable the capability.


About this task


With Enterprise Authentication, Avamar uses the Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) library of the host Linux operating
system to provide access to external authentication databases. Enterprise Authentication, which is described in the Avamar
Product Security Guide, is deprecated and will be removed in future releases. By default, you cannot select an Enterprise
Authentication domain when you add a user to a domain or client. To continue to use Enterprise Authentication as an
authentication mechanism, configure the system to enable selection of Enterprise Authentication when adding a user by
changing the Enterprise Authentication selection setting in mcserver.xml.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the Management Console Server (mcs) service by typing dpnctl stop mcs.


3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. Find the <node name="ldap"> node.


6. Change the value of <entry key="enable_new_user_authentication_selection" value="false" /> from
false to true.


7. Save the change and close the file.


8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:
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dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


9. Close the command shell.


Roles
Roles define the allowable operations for each user account.


There are three types of roles:


● Administrator roles
● Operator roles
● User roles


Administrator roles


Administrators are responsible for maintaining the server.


You can only assign the role of administrator to user accounts at a domain level. Domain level includes the top-level (root)
domain and any other domain or subdomain. You cannot assign the administrator role to user accounts at a client level.


You can assign the administrator role to users at the top-level (root) domain or to a specific domain or subdomain.


Avamar 18.2 introduces the concept of the vCenter administrator. This role is specific to the AUI and has no counterpart in
Avamar Administrator.


Avamar 19.1 introduces the concept of a domain administrator without privileges to retire clients (Administrator cannot Retire).
This role applies to AUI and Avamar Administrator.


Table 28. Administrator roles 


Administrator type Description


Root administrators Administrators at the top-level (root) domain have full control of the system. They are sometimes
referred to as “root administrators.”


Domain administrators Administrators at domains other than root generally have access to most of the features that are
described in this guide. Administrators typically can only view or operate on objects in the domain.
Any activity that would allow a domain administrator to view data outside the domain is disallowed.
Access to server features of a global nature (for example, suspending or resuming scheduled
operations or changing runtimes for maintenance activities) is disallowed. Domain administrators:
● Cannot add or edit other subdomain administrators.
● Cannot change their assigned role.
● Can change their password.
Domain administrators do not have access to the AUI dashboard.


Administrator cannot
Retire


This domain administrator has the same privileges as a root administrator except that it cannot retire
clients. This role is for domain level only. Do not assign this role to a root domain account.


vCenter administrator vCenter administrators have access to the same features as domain administrators, but additionally
have access to the AUI dashboard and to event management area within the vCenter domain.


Operator roles


Operator roles are generally implemented to allow certain users limited access to certain areas of the server to perform backups
and restores, or obtain status and run reports. These roles allow greater freedom in assigning backup, restore, and reporting
tasks to persons other than administrators.


You can only assign operator roles to user accounts at the domain level. You cannot assign these roles to user accounts at the
client level. To add the user account to subdomains, you must have administrator privileges on the parent domain or above.


Users with an operator role do not have access to all administrative features. Instead, after login, they are presented with an
interface that provides access to the features that they are allowed to use.
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The following table describes the four operator roles.


Table 29. Operator roles 


Operator type Description


Restore only operator Restore only operators are generally only allowed to perform restores and to monitor those activities
to determine when they complete and if they completed without errors. Restore only operators at
the top-level (root) domain can perform restores for any client in the server. Restore only operators
at a domain other than root can only perform restores for clients in that domain. Restore only
operators can restore backup data and monitor activities in the assigned domain.
● By default, restore only operators cannot perform restores to a different location


or restores to multiple locations. To enable this option, you must set the
restore_admin_can_direct_restores attribute to true in the mcserver.xml file.


● By default, restore only operators cannot browse backups from the command
line or the Avamar Web Restore interface. To enable these activities for a
restore only operator, add the noticketrequired privilege by using the avmgr
chgv command:avmgr chgv --acnt=location --u=name --ud=auth \ --
pv="enabled,read,mclogin,noticketrequired" where location is the subdomain of
the operator, name is the Avamar username of the user, and auth is the external authentication
system that is used to authenticate the user.


Backup only operator Backup only operators are generally only allowed to perform backups and to monitor those activities
to determine when they complete and if they completed without errors. Backup only operators at
the top-level (root) domain can perform backups for any client or group in the server. Backup only
operators at domains other than root can only perform backups for clients or groups in that domain.
Backup only operators can perform on-demand backups of a client or a group, as well as monitor
activities in the assigned domain.
● By default, backup only operators cannot perform backups from the command line. To enable


command line backups for a backup only operator, add the noticketrequired privilege
by using the avmgr chgv avmgr chgv --acnt=location --u=name --ud=auth \
--pv="enabled,read,mclogin,backup,noticketrequired"command: where location
is the subdomain of the operator, name is the Avamar username of the user, and auth is the
external authentication system that is used to authenticate the user.


Backup/restore
operator


Backup/restore operators are generally only allowed to perform backups or restores and to monitor
those activities to determine when they complete and if they completed without errors. As with roles
that are assigned to other domain user accounts, backup/restore operators at the top-level (root)
domain can perform backups and restores for any client or group in the server. Backup/restore
operators at domains other than root can only perform backups and restores for clients or groups in
that domain. Backup/restore operators can perform the following tasks in the assigned domain:
● Perform on-demand backups for a client or group.
● Perform restores.
● Monitor activities.
By default, backup/restore operators cannot browse backups from the command line or
by using the Avamar Web Restore interface, and cannot perform backups from the
command line. To enable these activities, add the noticketrequired privilege by using
the avmgr chgv command: avmgr chgv --acnt=location --u=name --ud=auth
\ --pv="enabled,read,mclogin,backup,noticketrequired" where location is the
subdomain of the operator, name is the Avamar username of the user, and auth is the external
authentication system that is used to authenticate the user.


Activity operator Activity operators are generally only allowed to monitor backup and restore activities and to create
certain reports. Activity operators at the top-level (root) domain can view or create reports for
backup and restore activities in all domains and subdomains. Activity operators at domains other
than root can only view or create reports for backup and restore activities in that domain. Activity
operators can perform the following tasks in the assigned domain:
● Monitor activities.
● View the group status summary.
● View the Activity Report.
● View the Replication Report.
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User roles


User roles limit the operations that are allowed for a user account to a specific client.


Users who are assigned to one of the user roles cannot log in to the Avamar Administrator, the AUI, Avamar Client Manager, or
the Avamar client web UI.


NOTE: Avamar Administrator provides the ability to add a user account to a client. However, you cannot add a user


account to a client from the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI).


The following table describes the four user roles.


Table 30. User roles 


User type Description


Back Up Only User Users assigned this role can start backups directly from the client by using the avtar command line.


Restore (Read) Only
User


Users assigned this role can start restores directly from the client by using the avtar command line
or Management Console Server (MCS) web services.


Back Up/Restore User Users assigned this role can start backups and restores directly from the client by using the avtar
command line or MCS web services.


Restore (Read) Only/
Ignore File Permissions


Similar to the Restore (Read) Only User role except that operating system file permissions are
ignored during restores. This user is allowed to restore any file that is stored for an Avamar client.
This role is only available when users are authenticated by using Avamar internal authentication. To
ensure trouble-free restores, Windows client user accounts should be assigned this role only when
both of the following are true:
● Users are authenticated using Avamar internal authentication.
● Users do not require access to the Avamar client web UI.


Role-based access control and the AUI


The AUI provides role-based security for users who access the web-based interface.


Each time that a user logs in to the AUI, the security subsystem maps the user to any assigned roles and domains. Avamar uses
that information to construct a table of the administrative areas and URLs that correspond to a user's access level.


After logging in, the AUI directs the user to a default page for their role, and hides any controls and areas that do not
correspond to the user's access level. For example, a backup only operator sees the Asset Management and Activity areas in
the navigation pane, but not the server management areas.


Each time that a user goes to an area within the AUI, regardless of the method, the security subsystem checks the incoming
request against the access table and grants or denies the request accordingly. The AUI reroutes any attempts to access
unauthorized areas.


The following tables indicate the user roles that can access each of the specified feature panes within the AUI.


Table 31. AUI feature pane access by administrator user role 


AUI feature pane Root administrator Domain administrator vCenter administrator


Dashboard Yes No Yes


Asset Management Yes Yesa Yesa


Asset Management Domain Yes Yesa Yesa


Asset Management Backup Yes Yesa Yesa


Asset Management Restore Yes Yesa Yesa


Backup Policy Yes Yesa Yesa


Advanced Policy Yes Yesa Yesa


Replication Policy Yes No No


Cloud Tier Policy Yes No No
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Table 31. AUI feature pane access by administrator user role (continued)


AUI feature pane Root administrator Domain administrator vCenter administrator


Setting Yes Yesa Yesa


Proxy Management Yes Yesa Yesa


System Yes Yesa Yesa


Activity Yes Yesa Yesa


Event Yes No Yesa


a. Within the specified domain


Table 32. AUI feature pane access by operator user role 


AUI feature pane Backup/restore
operator


Backup only operator Restore only operator Activity operator


Dashboard No No No No


Asset Management Yes Yes Yes No


Asset Management
Domain


No No No No


Asset Management
Backup


Yes Yes No No


Asset Management
Restore


Yes No Yes No


Backup Policy No No No No


Advanced Policy No No No No


Replication Policy No No No No


Cloud Tier Policy No No No No


Setting No No No No


Proxy Management No No No No


System No No No No


Activity Yes Yes Yes Yes


Event No No No No


Adding a user to a domain
You can add a user account to a domain when the user account is authenticated by using Avamar internal authentication or the
deprecated enterprise authentication system.


About this task


Preparing to use LDAP directory service authentication on page 71 provides details on adding a user that uses an existing
directory service for authentication.


Steps


1. To ensure that you assign the correct role to this user, review Roles on page 85.


2. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click Setting.
The Setting pane appears.


3. Click the User tab.


4. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain for the new user.
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NOTE: You cannot add user accounts to the MC_RETIRED domain.


5. Click Add.
The User Management window appears.


6. (Optional) From the Authentication System list, select an authentication system.


The Authentication System list normally appears in a dimmed state, with Axion Authentication System (the internal
system) that is selected. This step indicates that the ability to select an enterprise authentication system is not currently
enabled.


The enterprise authentication system, which is described in the Avamar Product Security Guide, is deprecated and will
be removed in future releases. However it can be used with this release. To enable the ability to select an enterprise
authentication system, complete the procedure that is described in Enabling backward compatibility with Enterprise
Authentication on page 84.


For a more robust alternative to enterprise authentication, use the method that is described in Preparing to use LDAP
directory service authentication on page 71.


7. In the User Name box, type the new username.


The username must meet the following requirements:


● If you use enterprise authentication, this option must be the username that the system assigns to.
● The username cannot contain more than 31 characters.
● The username cannot contain any of the following characters: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


8. From the Role list, select a role for the user.


9. In the Password box, type a password for the user.


Passwords are case-sensitive and must meet the following requirements:


● The password must be between 6 and 31 characters in length.
● The password must contain only alphanumeric, hyphen, period, or underscore characters.
● The password must contain at least one alphabetic character.


This field is not used with enterprise authentication.


10. In the Confirm Password box, retype the password.


This field is not used with enterprise authentication.


11. Click OK.
A confirmation message appears.


Editing user information


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click Setting.
The Setting pane appears.


2. Click the User tab.


3. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain with the user.


4. Select the user.


5. (Optional) Change the role for the user:


a. Click Edit.
The User Management window appears.


b. From the Role list, select a role for the user.
c. Click OK.


A confirmation message appears.


6. (Optional) Change the password for the user:


a. Click the overflow menu ( ) for Edit.
b. Click Edit Password.


The User Management window appears.
c. Type a new password into both the Password and Confirm Password boxes.
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d. Click OK.
A confirmation message appears.


Deleting a user


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click Setting.
The Setting pane appears.


2. Click the User tab.


3. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the domain with the user.


4. Select the user.


5. Click Delete.
A confirmation message appears.


6. Click Yes.
A second confirmation message appears.
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Backup


Topics:


• About on-demand backups
• Perform an on-demand backup
• Scheduling backups using the Policy wizard
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Managing completed backups


About on-demand backups
You can perform an on-demand backup on an individual client, or a backup policy.


About this task


An on-demand backup is a one-time backup of data on an Avamar client computer. You may want to perform an on-demand
backup for the first backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform an on-demand backup
before system maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


When the Avamar server is using Data Domain for back-end storage, on-demand backups are written to the Data Domain by
default.


Perform an on-demand backup
You can perform a client backup that is independent of existing schedules and backup policies.


About this task


You can perform an on-demand backup by using the AUI for the following plug-in types:


● VMware image
● DB2
● Linux File System
● Microsoft SQL
● Microsoft Hyper-V
● Microsoft Exchange
● Microsoft Windows File System
● NDMP
● Oracle


For all other plug-in types that are not in this list, use Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to back up.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


6
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5. In the Plugins pane, select the plug-in and then browse to and select the check box next to the data that you want to back
up.


6. Click NEXT.
The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


7. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.
Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to
that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


8. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


9. From the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


10. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


11. Set the plug-in options. The user guide for each plug-in provides details on each of the options.


12. (Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


The user guide for each plug-in provides details on each of the options.


13. Click FINISH.


Scheduling backups using the Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Dataset catalog


The Avamar system includes a set of preconfigured datasets by default. You can use these datasets for scheduled backups of
clients, or you can create a custom dataset.


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed datasets. Modification of


a user-defined dataset impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected dataset. If you edit the settings of a


user-defined dataset, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another dataset at the client level.
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Base Dataset


The Base Dataset defines a set of minimum, or baseline, backup requirements. The initial settings in the Base Dataset are:


● No source data plug-ins
● No explicit exclusion or inclusion list entries


It is essentially an empty dataset.


Default Dataset


The Default Dataset defines persistent backup selections for the Default Group. The initial settings in the Default Dataset are:


● All available source data plug-ins
● No explicit exclusion or inclusion list entries


It ensures that all members of the Default Group can back up their client computers regardless of platform type.


The directories that are listed in the following table are also inherently excluded from all backups, although they do not explicitly
appear in the exclusion list.


Table 33. Directories excluded from Default Dataset backups  


Exclusion Description


.snapshot/ NetApp mounts


VARDIR/f_cache.dat Local avtar file cache


VARDIR/p_cache.dat Local avtar “is present” cache


UNIX Dataset


The UNIX Dataset is optimized for use with AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients. The initial settings in the UNIX Dataset are:


● Only the AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Macintosh OS X, and Solaris file system source data plug-ins
● Explicit exclusion of various temp directories (/tmp, /var/tmp, /usr/tmp), core dump files (core), and local cache files


(*cache.dat, *scan.dat)


● No explicit inclusion list entries


The directories that are listed in the following table are also inherently excluded from all UNIX Dataset backups, although they
do not explicitly appear in the exclusion list.


Table 34. Directories excluded from UNIX Dataset backups  


Exclusion Description


.snapshot/ NetApp mounts


VARDIR/f_cache.dat Local avtar cache files


VARDIR/p_cache.dat Local avtar cache files


/proc Pseudo file system that cannot be restored


/dev Excluded only if not running as root


/devices Excluded only for Solaris


Windows Dataset


The Windows Dataset is optimized for use with Microsoft Windows clients. The initial settings in the Windows Dataset are:


● Only Windows file system source data plug-in
● No explicit exclusion or inclusion list entries
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The directories that are listed in the following table are also inherently excluded from all Windows Dataset backups, although
they do not explicitly appear in the exclusion list.


Table 35. Directories excluded from Windows Dataset backups  


Exclusion Description


.snapshot/ NetApp mounts


VARDIR/f_cache.dat Local avtar cache files


VARDIR/p_cache.dat Local avtar cache files


All files that the following registry keys are referencing to:
● HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSe


t\Control\BackupRestore\FilesNotToBackup
● HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet


\Control\BackupRestore\FilesNotToBackup


Files that are explicitly designated by Microsoft to exclude
from backups


Temporary Internet files Internet Explorer temporary files


outlook.ost Outlook local cache files


outlook\*.ost Outlook local cache files


VMware Image Dataset


The VMware Image Dataset is the default dataset for protecting VMware entities with image backup. In many respects, the
VMware Image Dataset is simpler than most other datasets:


● The only available source data plug-ins are Linux and Windows virtual disks, and both are selected by default.
● The Select Files and/or Folders option, as well as the Exclusions and Inclusions tabs, are disabled.
● Change block tracking is enabled by default using an embedded utilize_changed_block_list=true plug-in option


statement.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides details on using the VMware Image Dataset to back up VMware entities.


Add a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


About this task


NOTE: When the Avamar server is using Data Domain for back-end storage, the Data Domain system is the default backup


storage location. The system can be changed in the Options tab.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. In the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set plug-in options either by using the graphical controls or by typing option names and
values as text entries.


(Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.
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Plug-in options enable you to further customize the behavior of a dataset. The user guide for each plug-in provides details on
the options available for the plug-in.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and then define the source data plug-ins that contribute data to this dataset.


● To include data from all plug-ins on the client, select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.
● To include data only from a specific plug-in and limit the dataset to specific data:


a. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


Additional options might be displayed below the Select Plug-In Type list.


b. To back up all available data with the plug-in:
○ Select the option.
○ Select Select Files and/or Folders and then type the path to the data.


c. To type the path to the data to back up, type the path in the File/Folder Path field and then click Add.


You can limit scheduled backups to a set of data by specifying the path to the data in the dataset. The following rules
apply when you type the path:


○ If you are using a file system plug-in, the first occurrence of an asterisk (*) in a path is treated as a folder
wildcard. For example, to specify the My Documents folder for all users on a Windows computer, type C:
\Documents and Settings\*\My Documents.


○ To specify the Documents folder for all users on a Macintosh, type /Users/*/Documents.


○ When you specify a data path, only the first occurrence of an asterisk is treated as a folder wildcard. Subsequent
occurrences are interpreted literally.


○ The path can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Do not use any of
the following characters in the data path: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#:*?<>'"&.


8. Click SUBMIT.


Dataset changes take effect on the next scheduled backup. Backups that have already begun or have been completed are
not affected.


Edit a dataset


To edit a dataset, complete the following steps.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed datasets. Modification of


a user-defined dataset impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected dataset. If you edit the settings of a


user-defined dataset, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another dataset at the client level.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


The list of configured datasets be displayed.


3. Select a dataset from the list that you want to edit, and then click EDIT.
The Edit DataSet window is displayed.


4. In the Edit DataSet window, complete the following tasks:


a. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.
b. On the Option tab, edit the plug-in options either by using the graphical controls or by typing option names and values as


text entries.


(Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


Plug-in options enable you to further customize the behavior of a dataset. The user guide for each plug-in provides
details on the options available for the plug-in.


c. Click the Source Data tab, and then define the source data plug-ins that contribute data to this dataset.


● To include data from all plug-ins on the client, select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.
● To include data only from a specific plug-in and limit the dataset to specific data:
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i. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


Additional options might be displayed below the Select Plug-In Type list.


ii. To back up all available data with the plug-in:
○ Select the option.
○ Select Select Files and/or Folders and then type the path to the data.


iii. To type the path to the data to back up, type the path in the File/Folder Path field and then click Add.


You can limit scheduled backups to a set of data by specifying the path to the data in the dataset. The following
rules apply when you type the path:


○ If you are using a file system plug-in, the first occurrence of an asterisk (*) in a path is treated as a folder
wildcard. For example, to specify the My Documents folder for all users on a Windows computer, type
C:\Documents and Settings\*\My Documents.


○ To specify the Documents folder for all users on a Macintosh, type /Users/*/Documents.


○ When you specify a data path, only the first occurrence of an asterisk is treated as a folder wildcard.
Subsequent occurrences are interpreted literally.


○ The path can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Do not use
any of the following characters in the data path: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#:*?<>'"&.


● To include data from all plug-ins on the client, select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.
● To include data only from a specific plug-in and limit the dataset to specific data:


i. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


Additional options might appear below the Select Plug-In Type list.


ii. To back up all available data with the plug-in:
○ Select the option.
○ Select Select Files and/or Folders and then browse to the data to include in the backups.


iii. To type the path to the data to back up, type the path in the File/Folder Path field and then click Add.


You can limit scheduled backups to a set of data by specifying the path to the data in the dataset. You can browse
to or type the path to the data. Several rules apply when you type the path.


If you are using a file system plug-in, then the first occurrence of an asterisk (*) in a path is treated as a
folder wildcard. For example, to specify the My Documents folder for all users on a Windows computer, type
C:\Documents and Settings\*\My Documents. To specify the Documents folder for all users on a
Macintosh, type /Users/*/Documents.


NOTE: When you specify a data path, only the first occurrence of an asterisk is treated as a folder wildcard.


Subsequent occurrences are interpreted literally.


The path can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Do not use any of
the following characters in the data path: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#:*?<>'"&.


5. Click SUBMIT.
Dataset changes take effect on the next scheduled backup. Backups that have already begun or have been completed are
not affected.


Delete a dataset


To delete a dataset, complete the following steps.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the dataset is not currently assigned to a client or group. You cannot delete a dataset if it is assigned to a client or
group.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed datasets. Modification of


a user-defined dataset impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected dataset. If you edit the settings of a


user-defined dataset, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another dataset at the client level.
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Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


The list of configured datasets is displayed.


3. Select a dataset from the list that you want to delete, and then click DELETE.
A confirmation message is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Managing schedules


This section describes how to manage schedules.


Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard


Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Schedules


Schedules are reusable objects that control when backups, custom event profile email notifications, and policy-based replication
occur.


Schedule types


You can configure an Avamar schedule to repeat a system activity at one of the intervals that are listed in the following table.


Table 36. Schedule types 


Schedule
type


Description


Daily Repeats a system activity every day at one or more times of the day. With daily schedules, you must also limit
the duration of the activity to prevent job overlap.


Weekly Repeats a system activity every week on one or more days of the week. With weekly schedules, you must also
define the earliest start time for the activity, as well as the time at which the activity is stopped, even if it is still
in progress.
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Table 36. Schedule types (continued)


Schedule
type


Description


Monthly Repeats a system activity on a specific calendar date or on a designated day of the week each month, such as
the first Sunday of every month. With monthly schedules, you must also define the earliest start time for the
activity, as well as the time at which the activity is stopped, even if it is still in progress.


Schedule start time, end time, and duration


When you create a schedule, you also define when the schedule should take effect, and when it should be discontinued. For
example, assume that you know that the client computers that are used for a specific development project will be obsolete at a
specific future date. You can create a schedule for backups that would automatically cease backups on a certain date. Similarly,
if you are administering a large site, you can create schedules ahead of time, assign them to backup policies, and then activate
them on a certain date. These backup policy backups would not occur until the schedule took effect.


Because scheduled activities often straddle two calendar days, it is important to understand that Avamar allocates the full
window of time to any activity started by a schedule. For example, consider a schedule with an earliest start time of 10 p.m.,
a latest end time of 6 a.m. (the following morning), and an end after date of December 31 of the current calendar year. On
the evening of December 31, the activity starts as expected and runs until completed, typically sometime during the morning of
January 1 the following year. However, beginning January 1, the schedule does not start any new scheduled activities.


The following figure illustrates how the start time, end time, and duration of a schedule interact with one another, using the
initial settings of the Default schedule.


Figure 12. Schedule start time, end time, and duration


This system activity begins at 10 p.m. (22:00), and can run until 6 a.m. (06:00) the next day, creating an effective 8 hour
duration.


In practice, scheduled activities rarely start or end precisely on time. Server load affects actual start times, and complexity of
the activity affects actual end times. The complexity of the activity includes the amount of new client data that must be backed
up, the number of backup policy backups that are started, and the number of email messages that must be sent.


Specifying a schedule start time sets that time as the earliest point that the system activity can begin. Also, specifying a
duration or end time establishes the latest possible end time for the system activity.


Schedule time zones


When you create or edit schedules, all times are shown relative to the local time zone for the Avamar Administrator client. For
example, assume that you create a schedule in the Pacific Standard time zone with a next runtime of 10 p.m..The next runtime
for the schedule appears as 1 a.m. the following day (3 hours later) for an administrative user in the Eastern Standard time zone.


Schedule catalog


The Avamar system includes a set of preconfigured schedules by default. You can use these schedules or create a custom
schedule.


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed schedules. Modification of


a user-defined schedule impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected schedule. If you edit the settings in


user-defined schedule, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another schedule at the client level.


The following schedules are available by default.
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Table 37. Schedule catalog 


Schedule name Description


Default Schedule Controls backup scheduling for the Default Group. It is initially configured to run once per day
at 10 p.m. If you edit these settings, the changes are enforced on all members of the Default
Group.


Default Replication Schedule Controls replication for replication groups.


Default Tiering Schedule Controls backup scheduling for cloud tiering that moves Avamar backups from Data Domain
to the cloud and performs seamless recovery of these backups.


Daily Schedule Avamar supplies a predefined Daily Schedule.


Evaluation Schedule Controls when the Evaluation Profile email notification is sent. It is initially configured to run
every Monday at 6 a.m.


Notification Schedule Controls when custom event profile email notification messages are sent.


Override Daily Schedule Defines the available start times for clients that have the Override group schedules setting
enabled. This schedule is editable. Copies of this schedule are not used with the Override
group schedules setting.


Statistics Schedule Controls how often various Avamar server statistics (for example, the Avamar server detail
Bytes protected value) are retrieved or calculated. The default setting for this schedule is
hourly.


Usage Intelligence Schedule Controls how often the Avamar server collects and transfers reporting information to Avamar
Support via the ESRS gateway.


Add a schedule


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Schedule tab.


3. Click ADD.
The Create Schedule dialog box is displayed.


4. In the Schedule Name field, type a name for the schedule.


Do not use any of the following characters in the name: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


5. In the Backup Window field, type a number of hours.


6. In the Recurrence Type section, choose the schedule type:


Table 38. Settings for each type of schedule 


Schedule
type


Settings


Daily To select the recurrence pattern by interval, perform the following steps:


a. Select By interval.
b. In the From field, select the time when the schedule should take effect. To make a schedule effective


immediately, select the current time.
c. In the To field, select the time when the schedule should end.
d. Select the interval.
e. Click ADD.


The selected times appear in the list.


f. Click NEXT.


To select the recurrence pattern by a point in time, perform the following steps:


a. Select By time point.
b. Specify the time. To make a schedule effective immediately, select the current time.
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Table 38. Settings for each type of schedule (continued)


Schedule
type


Settings


c. Click ADD.


The selected times appear in the list.


d. Click NEXT.


NOTE: To prevent job overlap, limit the duration of scheduled system activities.


Weekly Select the check box next to the days of the week on which the schedule should run.


Monthly Choose whether to repeat the activity on a specific calendar date or on a designated day of the week each
month:


● To repeat the activity on a specific calendar date, select Day of every month, and then select the day
from the list.


● To repeat the activity on a designated day of the week each month, select The ... of every month and
then select the day from the lists.


7. Click NEXT.
The Recurrence Pattern pane is displayed.


8. Select how often the schedule runs:


a. Select the recurrence pattern. You can choose between by interval or by time point.
b. Select how long the interval runs and then click ADD.


The selected times appear in the list.
c. Click NEXT.


The Activites Constraint page is displayed.


9. On the Activities Constraint page, complete the following tasks:


a. In the Select schedule start time field, define the activity operating hours by using the At and From fields. You can
modify the date.


You can type the times, or select the time and use the arrow buttons to change the times.


The server workload affects the start time for an activity. Also, the first time that a backup is performed for any client,
the backup is allowed to continue past the specified end time. This behavior is permitted because initial backups can take
longer than subsequent backups of the same client.


b. In the Select schedule stop time field, select an end date option for the schedule.


Choose when to discontinue the schedule:


● To enable a schedule to run indefinitely, select No End Date.
● To discontinue a schedule on a specific date, select End after and then select a date from the list.


10. Click FINISH.


Edit a schedule


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed schedules. Modification of


a user-defined schedule impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected schedule. If you edit the settings in


user-defined schedule, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another schedule at the client level.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Schedule tab.


3. Select a schedule and then click EDIT.
The Edit Schedule dialog box appears.
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4. Edit the schedule settings.


5. Click OK.


Delete a schedule


Ensure that the schedule is not currently assigned to a group. If a schedule is assigned to a group, you cannot delete the
schedule.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed schedules. Modification of


a user-defined schedule impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected schedule. If you edit the settings in


user-defined schedule, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you override the backup policy


settings and assign another schedule at the client level.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Schedule tab.


3. Select the schedule, and then click DELETE.


4. In the confirmation message dialog box, click YES .


Manage rules


Rules are used by the Avamar Server for domain map and automatic backup policy assignment for auto-discovered VMs.


You can create a new rule, edit an existing rule, or delete a rule.


Create a rule


Rules are used by the Avamar server for domain map and automatic backup policy assignment for autodiscovered VMs.


About this task


When creating rules, ensure that rules are mutually exclusive, to avoid the situation where a VM might qualify under multiple
rules.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.


3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. On the Setting page, complete the following tasks:


a. Click ADD.


The New Rule window is displayed.


5. In the Rule Name field, type a name for the rule.


6. In the Match Type field, select whether the rule should match Any of the listed filter mechanisms, or All of them.


This selection allows you to configure multiple different filters to select VMs, and to determine how these filters interact
with one another to select the correct virtual machines. For example, you might create a filter that uses a virtual machine
folder path to select virtual machines, and another filter that uses a virtual machine naming convention.


Use this option to determine which virtual machines are included under this rule:


● To include only virtual machines that are in the defined folder path and also follow the naming convention, select All.


This step excludes virtual machines that are in the folder path but that do not follow the naming convention. It also
excludes virtual machines that follow the naming convention but are not in the folder path
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● To include any virtual machines that are either in the virtual machine folder path or that follow the naming convention,
select Any.


7. To add a filter:


a. Click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


b. In the Filter column, select a filter type.


For example, to create a filter that uses a virtual machine naming convention, select VM Name, or to create filter that
uses a vCenter VM Tag, select VM Tag.


c. In the Operator column, select the operand.


For example, if VM Name is selected for the filter type and begins with is selected for the operand, then all virtual
machines whose names begin with the filter text is selected.


d. In the Value column, type the filter text.


For example, to create a filter that selects all virtual machines whose names begin with the text string HR_, select VM
Name for the filter type, begins with for the operand, and type HR_ for the filter text.


8. To create additional filters, click .
This step adds a row to the list of filters.


9. To delete an existing filter, click Delete.


10. Click SUBMIT.
Changes made to tags may experience a delay of up to 12 hours before being enforced. For this reason, edit tags with
caution, or perform a synchronized vCenter operation, which automatically synchronizes the vCenter with the Avamar
server.


Edit a rule


When editing a rule, ensure that rules are mutually exclusive, to avoid the situation where a virtual machine might qualify under
multiple rules.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.


3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. In the Settings page, complete the following tasks:


a. Select a folder that contains a VMware entity.
b. Select a rule from the list that you want to edit, and then click EDIT.


The Edit Rule window is displayed.


5. In the Rule Name field, type a name for the rule.


6. In the Match Type field, select whether the rule should match Any of the listed filter mechanisms, or All of them.


This selection allows you to configure multiple different filters to select VMs, and to determine how these filters interact
with one another to select the correct virtual machines. For example, you might create a filter that uses a virtual machine
folder path to select virtual machines, and another filter that uses a virtual machine naming convention.


Use this option to determine which virtual machines are included under this rule:


● To include only virtual machines that are in the defined folder path and also follow the naming convention, select All.


This step excludes virtual machines that are in the folder path but that do not follow the naming convention. It also
excludes virtual machines that follow the naming convention but are not in the folder path.


● To include any virtual machines that are either in the virtual machine folder path or that follow the naming convention,
select Any.


7. To add a filter:


a. Click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


b. In the Filter column, select a filter type.
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For example, to create a filter that uses a virtual machine naming convention, select VM Name, or to create filter that
uses a vCenter VM Tag, select VM Tag.


c. In the Operator column, select the operand.


For example, if VM Name is selected for the filter type and begins with is selected for the operand, then all virtual
machines whose names begin with the filter text is selected.


d. In the Value column, type the filter text.


For example, to create a filter that selects all virtual machines whose names begin with the text string HR_, select VM
Name for the filter type, begins with for the operand, and type HR_ for the filter text.


8. To create additional filters, click .
This step adds a row to the list of filters.


9. To delete an existing filter:


a. Select the filter.
b. In the Actions column, click Delete.


10. Click SUBMIT.
Changes made to tags may experience a delay of up to 12 hours before being enforced. For this reason, edit tags with
caution, or perform a synchronized vCenter operation, which automatically synchronizes the vCenter with the Avamar
server.


Delete a rule


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.


3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. In the Setting page, complete the following tasks:


a. Select a rule from the list.
b. Click DELETE.


Retention policies


Backup retention policies enable you to specify how long to keep a backup in the system.


A retention policy is assigned to each backup when the backup occurs. Specify a custom retention policy when you perform an
on-demand backup, or create a retention policy that is assigned automatically to a group of clients during a scheduled backup.


When the retention for a backup expires, then the backup is automatically marked for deletion. The deletion occurs in batches
during times of low system activity.


If required, you can manually change the retention setting for an individual backup that has already occurred. If you change a
configured retention policy, however, the change applies only to backups that occur after the change. The retention setting
remains the same for backups that have already been performed. Therefore, it is important to consider and implement the best
retention policy for a site before too many backups occur.


There are two types of retention settings:


● Basic retention settings specify a fixed expiration date.
● Advanced retention settings specify the number of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly backups to keep.


NOTE: The Avamar subsystem supports backup retention until February 2106. However, for older releases, the Avamar


subsystem does not start after January 2038 due to the signed 32-bit integer time format of UNIX and Linux operating


systems, and therefore cannot restore backup data after this date.


For Avamar 19.1 and later, the Avamar server subsystem uses an unsigned 32-bit integer and continues to start until


2106. However, the Avamar client and plug-ins subsystem uses the signed 32-bit integer. Backup retention after 2038 is


successful after all the Avamar subsystems use the unsigned 32-bit integer.


For backups of Windows or Linux clients, do not assign a retention period for a date after February 7, 2106.
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Basic retention settings


Basic retention settings are used to assign a fixed expiration date to a backup using one the settings in the following table.


Table 39. Basic retention settings 


Retention setting Description


Retention period Enables you to define a fixed retention period in days, weeks, months, or years after the backup is
performed. For example, you could specify that backups expire after 6 months.


End date Enables you to assign a calendar date as the expiration date. For example, you could specify that
backups expire on December 31, 2013.


No end date Enables you to keep backups indefinitely. This setting is useful for ensuring that all backups that are
assigned this retention policy are retained for the life of the system.


NOTE: For backups of 32-bit Windows or 32-bit Linux client computers, do not assign a retention period for a date


after February 7, 2106. If you assign an extended retention period to a 32-bit Windows client, the backup completes with


exceptions. For 32-bit Linux clients, the backups complete but do not appear in Avamar Administrator.


Advanced retention settings


With advanced retention settings, you can assign the expiration of backups dynamically by using the number of daily backups,
weekly backups, monthly backups, and yearly backups to retain in the system.


For scheduled daily backups, some backups are automatically assigned an advanced retention type:


● Each successful scheduled backup is designated as a daily backup.
● The first successful scheduled backup each week is designated as a weekly backup.
● The first successful scheduled backup each month is designated as a monthly backup.
● The first successful scheduled backup each year is designated as a yearly backup.


For assigning advanced retention types, each day begins at 00:00:01 GMT, each week begins on Sunday, each month begins on
the first calendar day of that month, and each year begins on January 1.


NOTE: You cannot apply advanced retention settings to on-demand backups. On-demand backups can occur at any time,


which are inherently asynchronous— the system cannot tag them as daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly.


Always use daily scheduled backups with retention policies with advanced retention settings. The Always keep: n weeks of
daily backups setting has no effect unless there are daily backups in the system. Depending on the schedule you use, daily
backups may not be in the system. For example, if you assign a schedule to a group that only performs weekly backups, then
there are no daily backups in the system.


Retention policy catalog


The Avamar system includes a set of preconfigured retention policies by default. You can use these retention policies for
scheduled backups of clients, or you can create a custom retention policy.


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed retention policies. Modification


of a user-defined retention policy impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected retention policy. If you edit


the settings in a user-defined retention policy, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you


override the backup policy settings and assign another retention policy at the client level.


The retention policies in the following table are available by default.


Table 40. Retention policy catalog 


Retention policy name Description


Minimal Retention Enables you to enforce a minimum basic retention setting across an entire site. For example,
you can keep all backups for at least 90 days regardless of what other retention policies
specify. This feature is intended to address the need of some enterprises to enforce site-
wide minimum retention standards regardless of what individual organizations might decide to
implement with other retention policies. The Minimal Retention policy is a global system object
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Table 40. Retention policy catalog (continued)


Retention policy name Description


that controls only the minimal retention setting. Therefore, you cannot assign the Minimal
Retention policy to a backup policy.


Default Retention Defines backup retention settings for the Default Group. By default, the Default Retention
policy assigns a retention period of 60 days and retains 60 days of daily backups.


End User On Demand
Retention


Controls the retention settings for on-demand backups that the client begins with, such as
using the Back Up Now command on the Avamar Windows client. Advanced retention settings
are disabled on this retention policy because advanced retention settings never apply to on-
demand backups. The End User On Demand Retention policy is a global system object that only
controls retention for on-demand backups that the client begins with. Therefore, you cannot
assign the End User On Demand Retention policy to a backup policy.


Monthly Retention Sets the expiration date to 1 month after the backup is performed.


Weekly Retention Sets the expiration date to 1 week after the backup is performed.


Add a retention policy


In the Administration window, you can add, remove, or delete a retention policy.


About this task


NOTE: Best practice is to specify a retention that is greater than or equal to 14 days. When you create a retention policy


for less than 14 days, an alert is displayed.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Retention tab.


3. Click ADD.
The Add Retention Policy dialog box is displayed.


4. In the Retention Name field, type a name for the retention policy.


Do not use any of the following characters in the retention policy name: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


5. To delete backups automatically after a specific number of days, weeks, months, or years:


a. Select Retention period.
b. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years.


6. To delete backups automatically on a specific calendar date:


a. Select End date period.
b. Browse to that date on the calendar.


7. To keep backups for the period that a client is active, select No end date.


8. To override the retention policy for scheduled backups:


a. Select Override basic retention policy for scheduled backups.
b. Specify the maximum number of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly backups to retain.


9. Click SAVE.


Edit a retention policy


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed retention policies. Modification


of a user-defined retention policy impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected retention policy. If you edit


the settings in a user-defined retention policy, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you


override the backup policy settings and assign another retention policy at the client level.
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Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Retention tab.


3. Select a retention policy and then click EDIT.
The Edit Retention Policy dialog box appears.


4. Edit the retention policy settings.


5. Click SAVE.


Delete a retention policy


Ensure that the retention policy is not currently assigned to a client or a backup policy. You cannot delete a retention policy
when it is assigned to a client or backup policy.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot edit or delete the settings for the Avamar server preconfigured installed retention policies. Modification


of a user-defined retention policy impacts the existing backup policies that use the selected retention policy. If you edit


the settings in a user-defined retention policy, the changes are enforced on all members of the backup policy, unless you


override the backup policy settings and assign another retention policy at the client level.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Retention tab.


3. Select the retention policy, and then click DELETE.


4. On the confirmation message dialog box, click YES.


Enforcing a minimum retention setting


Minimal retention enables you to enforce a minimum basic retention setting across an entire site. For example, you can keep all
backups for at least 90 days regardless of what other retention policies specify.


About this task


This feature is intended to address the need of some enterprises to enforce site-wide minimum retention standards regardless
of what individual organizations might decide to implement with other retention policies.


To enforce minimal retention, enable and configure the Minimal Retention policy, which is a default retention policy in the
system. The Minimal Retention policy is a global system object that controls only the minimal retention setting. Therefore, you
cannot assign the Minimal Retention policy to a group.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Retention Policies.
The Manage All Retention Policies window is displayed.


2. Select the Minimal Retention policy and click Edit.
The Edit Retention Policy dialog box appears.


3. Select Retention period.


4. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years to ensure that backups are retained.


5. Click OK.


Automatically retaining the last backup


To retain the last backup of all clients, even after the backup exceeds its retention period, enable last backup retention. Last
backup retention changes the default retention behavior for client backups that occur after it is enabled. With last backup
retention, the last backup of a client is not marked for deletion when its retention period expires. Instead, the latest backup is
the “last backup” and the previous “last backup” expires or is retained according to its retention policy.
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About this task


Last backup retention is designed for clients that do not back up frequently. For those clients, the default behavior can lead to
the last backup expiring before a new backup occurs and clients that do not have an available backup.


Clients that are not permanently connected to a domain, such as remote desktops and laptops, may encounter this situation
more frequently than clients that have uninterrupted server access.


NOTE: When you enable last backup retention, Avamar retains a single backup for each client, even if you perform multiple


types of backups of a client. For example, if you perform both file system and application backups of a client, and the file


system backup is the last backup, then all application backups can expire.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Change directories by typing:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
3. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


4. Find the dpn node.


5. In the dpn node, change the value of the keep_last_backup entry key from false to true.


6. Save the change and close the text editor.


7. Stop and restart the MCS, and start the scheduler by typing the following commands:


dpnctl stop mcs
dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


8. Close the command shell.


About backup policies


Avamar uses backup policies to automate backups and enforce consistent rules and system behavior across an entire segment,
or group of the user community.


Members


Members are client machines that have been added to a particular backup policy for performing scheduled backups. Because the
normal rules for domain administrators apply, these clients must be located within the same domain or within a subdomain of
where the backup policy exists.


Backup Policy


When you create a backup policy, specify the dataset, schedule, and retention policy for the group. These three objects
comprise the backup policy. The backup policy controls backup behavior for all members of the backup policy.


You can override backup policy dataset and retention settings for a client by making explicit dataset or retention assignments
for the client. However, schedules apply only to backup policies, not individual clients.
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Default Group


The Avamar system includes a Default Group. In the default Avamar server configuration, the Default Group always uses the
system default dataset, schedule, and retention policy. You cannot change these system default assignments. However, you can
edit the settings within the system default dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


If you do not create a backup policy, new clients are automatically added to the Default Group.


VMware groups


The following table describes the special groups that apply to VMware environments.


Table 41. VMware groups 


Group Description


Default Group The Avamar system includes a Default Group. In the default Avamar server configuration,
the Default Group always uses the system default dataset, schedule, and retention policy.
You cannot change these system default assignments. However, you can edit the settings
within the system default dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


If you do not create any other groups, then new clients are automatically added to the
Default Group.


Default Proxy Group The Default Proxy Group is the default group for VMware Image Proxy clients. You cannot
delete the Default Proxy Group. Enabling the Default Proxy Group does not conflict with
scheduled backups that other plug-ins perform that are configured on the proxy client.


Default Virtual Machine Group New virtual machine clients are automatically added to the Default Virtual Machine Group
when they are registered. You cannot manually delete the Default Virtual Machine Group,
but it is automatically deleted when you delete the vCenter domain.


Managing backup policies


The Policies page provides access to backup policy tasks and information.


The Policies page includes a summary of each backup policy on the selected Avamar server.


Backup policy objects contain the following child objects:


● Schedule—when a scheduled backup is performed
● Retention—how long the backup is stored in the backup appliance
● Dataset—optional backup parameters
● Members—add and remove clients from a backup policy


Create a backup policy


When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group
of clients. A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients
must belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. To add a backup policy, click ADD.
The Policy wizard is displayed and opens to the Properties page.
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Configure backup policy properties


You can configure backup policy properties, including creating a name for the backup policy, enabling the backup policy, setting
an override schedule, and enabling auto proxy mapping.


About this task


Complete the following tasks from the Properties page of the Policy wizard.


To access the Properties page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Backup Policy >
ADD.


Steps


1. In the Name field, type a name for the backup policy.


2. To use this backup policy for scheduled client backups, select the Enabled check box.


Clearing the check box disables backups for the backup policy.


3. To override the assigned schedule for this backup policy, select Override Schedule:


● To skip the next scheduled backup, select Skip Next Backup.
● To perform the next scheduled backup one time only, select Run Next Backup Once.


4. To enable Auto proxy mapping, select the check box.


5. Select a proxy from the list.


6. To apply the backup policy to selected clients or remove a backup policy from selected clients and complete the wizard, click
NEXT.


The Members page is displayed.


Add or remove members to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including applying the backup policy to selected clients or removing a backup policy
from selected clients. You can add clients when you create or add or remove clients when you edit a back policy.


About this task


To access the Members page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Backup Policy.


Complete the following steps from the Members pane of the Policy wizard.


Steps


1. In the domain tree, select the domain for the backup policy.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


2. To add a client to a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to add.
b. Click NEXT.


When you complete this task, the Avamar server applies the backup policy to the selected clients.


3. To remove a client from a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, clear the client that you want to remove.
b. Click NEXT.


This step removes the association between selected clients and the backup policy. When you complete the task, the backup
policy no longer applies to the selected clients.


4. To add a dataset to a backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.
The Dataset pane appears.
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Add a dataset to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding a dataset.


About this task


Complete the following tasks from the Dataset page of the Policy wizard.


To access the Properties page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Backup Policy >
ADD.


NOTE: When the Avamar server is using Data Domain for back-end storage, the Data Domain system is the default backup


storage location. The system can be changed in the Options tab.


Steps


1. In the Dataset field, select a dataset from the drop-down list.


2. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


3. To include data from all plug-ins on the client, select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.


4. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


5. Click the Option tab, and then set plug-in options either by using the graphical controls or by typing option names and
values as text entries.


(Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


Plug-in options enable you to further customize the behavior of a dataset. The user guide for each plug-in provides details on
the options available for the plug-in.


6. Click the Source Data tab, and then define the source data plug-ins that contribute data to this dataset.


● To include data from all plug-ins on the client, select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.
● To include data only from a specific plug-in and limit the dataset to specific data:


a. From the Plugins list, select the plug-in to use for the backups.


Additional options might be displayed below the Select Plug-In Type list.


b. To back up all available data with the plug-in:
○ Select the option.
○ Select Select Files and/or Folders and then type the path to the data.


c. To type the path to the data to back up, type the path in the File/Folder Path field and then click Add.


You can limit scheduled backups to a set of data by specifying the path to the data in the dataset. The following rules
apply when you type the path:


○ If you are using a file system plug-in, the first occurrence of an asterisk (*) in a path is treated as a folder
wildcard. For example, to specify the My Documents folder for all users on a Windows computer, type C:
\Documents and Settings\*\My Documents.


○ To specify the Documents folder for all users on a Macintosh, type /Users/*/Documents.


○ When you specify a data path, only the first occurrence of an asterisk is treated as a folder wildcard. Subsequent
occurrences are interpreted literally.


○ The path can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Do not use any of
the following characters in the data path: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#:*?<>'"&.


7. To add a schedule to a backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.
The Schedule page is displayed.
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Add a schedule to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding a schedule.


About this task


Complete the following tasks from the Schedule page of the Policy wizard.


To access the Schedule page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Backup Policy > ADD.


Steps


1. To select an existing schedule, select a schedule type from the Schedule drop-down list, and then click NEXT.
The Retention window is displayed.


2. To edit a schedule:


a. In the Schedule field, select a schedule that you would like to edit from the drop-down list.
b. Toggle the Edit Schedule switch to ON.
c. Edit the schedule settings, and then click NEXT.


The Retention window is displayed


3. To add a schedule:


a. In the Schedule field, select New from the drop-down list.
b. In the Schedule Name field, type a name for the schedule.


Do not use any of the following characters in the name: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


c. In the Backup Window field, type a number of hours.
d. In the Recurrence Type section, choose the schedule type:


Table 42. Settings for each type of schedule 


Schedule
type


Settings


Daily To select the recurrence pattern by interval, perform the following steps:


i. Select By interval.
ii. In the From field, select the time when the schedule should take effect. To make a schedule


effective immediately, select the current time.
iii. In the To field, select the time when the schedule should end.
iv. Select the interval.
v. Click ADD.


The selected times appear in the list.


vi. Click NEXT.


To select the recurrence pattern by a point in time, perform the following steps:


i. Select By time point.
ii. Specify the time. To make a schedule effective immediately, select the current time.
iii. Click ADD.


The selected times appear in the list.


iv. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


NOTE: To prevent job overlap, limit the duration of scheduled system activities.


Weekly i. Select the check box next to the days of the week on which the schedule should run.
ii. In the Select schedule start time field, define the activity operating hours by using the At and


From fields. You can modify the date.


You can type the times, or select the time and use the arrow buttons to change the times.


The server workload affects the start time for an activity. Also, the first time that a backup is
performed for any client, the backup is allowed to continue past the specified end time. This behavior
is permitted because initial backups can take longer than subsequent backups of the same client.


iii. In the Select schedule stop time field, select an end date option for the schedule.
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Table 42. Settings for each type of schedule (continued)


Schedule
type


Settings


Choose when to discontinue the schedule:


● To enable a schedule to run indefinitely, select No End Date.
● To discontinue a schedule on a specific date, select End after and then select a date from the


list.
iv. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


Monthly i. Choose whether to repeat the activity on a specific calendar date or on a designated day of the
week each month:
● To repeat the activity on a specific calendar date, select Day of every month, and then select


the day from the list.
● To repeat the activity on a designated day of the week each month, select The ... of every


month and then select the day from the lists.
ii. In the Select schedule start time field, define the activity operating hours by using the At and


From fields. You can modify the date.


You can type the times, or select the time and use the arrow buttons to change the times.


The server workload affects the start time for an activity. Also, the first time that a backup is
performed for any client, the backup is allowed to continue past the specified end time. This behavior
is permitted because initial backups can take longer than subsequent backups of the same client.


iii. In the Select schedule stop time field, select an end date option for the schedule.


Choose when to discontinue the schedule:


● To enable a schedule to run indefinitely, select No End Date.
● To discontinue a schedule on a specific date, select End after and then select a date from the


list.
iv. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


Apply retention to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding retention.


About this task


Complete the following tasks from the Retention page of the Policy wizard.


To access the Schedule page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Backup Policy > ADD.


NOTE: Best practice is to specify a retention that is greater than or equal to 14 days. When you create a retention policy


for less than 14 days, an alert is displayed.


Steps


1. To select an existing schedule, select a schedule type from the Retention drop-down list, and then click NEXT.
The Summary window is displayed


2. To edit retention policy:


a. In the Retention field, select a retention policy that you would like to edit from the drop-down list.
b. Toggle the Edit Retention switch to ON.
c. Edit the retention settings, and then click NEXT.


The Retention window is displayed


3. To add a retention:


a. In the Retention field, select New from the drop-down list.
b. In the Retention Name field, type a name for the schedule.


Do not use any of the following characters in the name: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


c. In the Backup Window field, type a number of hours.
d. In the Recurrence Type section, choose the schedule type:
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4. To delete backups automatically after a specific number of days, weeks, months, or years:


a. Select Retention period.
b. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years.


5. To delete backups automatically on a specific calendar date:


a. Select End date period.
b. Browse to that date on the calendar.


6. To keep backups for the period that a client is active, select No end date.


7. To override the retention policy for scheduled backups:


a. Select Override basic retention policy for scheduled backups.
b. Specify the maximum number of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly backups to retain.


8. To review a summary of the backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.
The Summary page is displayed.


Edit a backup policy


You can edit a backup policy, including setting properties and adding or modifying members, datasets, schedules, and retention.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list, and then click Edit.


The Policy wizard is displayed where you can modify the required backup policy settings.


Copying a backup policy


You can copy backup policies within the same domain. You cannot copy a backup policy to another domain.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. Select the backup policy that you want to copy.


3. Select MORE ACTIONS > Copy Policy.
The Copy Policy dialog box is displayed.


4. Type a name for the new backup policy.


5. To copy the entire client list to this new backup policy, select the Include Client Members check box.


NOTE: Include Client Members applies only to static client members that are included by the user. It does not apply


to dynamic members included by rule.


6. Click OK.


Enabling and disabling a backup policy


You can disable a backup policy to prevent scheduled backups from occurring for a group of clients. This step is typically done
to place the system in a state that supports various maintenance activities.


About this task


If you disable a backup policy, you must re-enable the backup policy to resume scheduled backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
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The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Delete a backup policy


Prerequisites


When deleting a backup policy, assign the clients in the backup policy that you would like to delete to a different backup policy
so that scheduled backups for the clients can continue uninterrupted.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select the backup policy that you want to remove, and then click DELETE.


A confirmation message is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Start an on-demand backup of a backup policy


Protecting an instance assigns the instance to a particular backup policy. You can assign more than one backup policy to an
instance.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list, and then click START BACKUP.
The instance receives protection that is based on the schedule and retention period that are specified in the backup policy.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.
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Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Managing completed backups
After you perform an on-demand or scheduled backup, you can validate the backup, change settings for the backup, or delete
the backup.


Finding a completed backup to manage


You can find a completed backup by searching for a backup that occurred on a specific calendar date or during a specific date
range, or by searching for a backup with a specific retention type.


About this task


NOTE: Avamar generally supports the use of specific supported international characters in directory, folder, and filenames.


However, proper display of international language characters is contingent on the client computer’s Java locale and installed


system fonts being compatible with the original language. If you browse backups that were created with international


characters and a compatible font is not installed, then any characters that the system cannot resolve appear as rectangles.


This action is a normal limitation of that particular situation and does not affect the ability to restore these directories,


folders, or files. The Avamar Release Notes provide additional international language support information.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client with the backups to manage.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backups tab.


A list of completed backups for this client appears. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


6. To locate backups by date:


a. Click SEARCH.
b. Click in the Date Range field to open the calendar view. From the calendar view, select a specific day or date range.
c. Click RETRIEVE.


A list of backups for the specified range appears.


Changing the expiration date for a backup


You can change the date that a backup expires. When the backup expires, Avamar users cannot recover data from the expired
backup. A garbage collection process runs on a nightly basis to clean up and reclaim space from orphaned data (data that is
unique to the expired backups).


About this task


The expiration date can be a specific date that you select or a retention period of a certain number of days, weeks, months, or
years. You can configure a backup to remain in backup storage for as long as the client remains active on the Avamar server.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client with the backups to manage.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


6. Select the backup that you would like to change the expiration date.
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7. Select MORE ACTIONS > Change expiration date.
The Change expiration date dialog box is displayed.


8. Select the new expiration date:
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period


and then specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to


that date on the calendar.
● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


9. Click OK.
A confirmation message is displayed.


Changing the retention type for a backup


To support certain advanced features, Avamar Administrator automatically assigns one or more retention types to every backup.
For example, the first backup that is created on an Avamar system is tagged as a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly. You can
manually change the retention types assigned to a backup.


About this task


When you manually change the retention types assigned to a backup, especially one that has multiple retention types, ensure
that you are not inadvertently removing a weekly, monthly, or yearly backup that you should retain. For example, consider a
backup that is assigned daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly retention types. If you remove the yearly retention type designation,
you might not have another yearly backup in the system for quite a long time.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client with the backups to manage.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


6. Select the backup that you would like to change the expiration date.


7. Select MORE ACTIONS > Change retention type.
The Change retention type dialog box is displayed.


8. Select one of the following retention types for the backups:
● To explicitly assign a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly retention type to this backup, select Tags and then select the


check box next to the retention type.
● If you do not want to explicitly assign a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly retention type to the backup, select Not tagged.


The backup is designated as untagged.


9. Click OK.
A confirmation message is displayed.


Validating a backup by using Avamar Administrator


You can verify that files can be restored from a backup. This validation starts a “virtual” restore of all files in the backup, but
does not actually restore any files to the client file system.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Find the backup. Finding a completed backup to manage on page 116 provides instructions.


3. In the Backup History list, select the backup to validate.


4. Select Actions > Validate Backup.
The Select Client to Perform Validation dialog box appears.
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5. Select the client on which to validate the backup:
● To validate the backup on the same client from which the backup was originally performed, select Validate using the


backup client.
● To validate the backup on a different client, select Validate using a different client, and then click Browse to browse


to the client.


6. From the Validation Plug-in Type list, select the plug-in on which to validate the backup. Only the plug-ins that are
installed on the selected client appear in the list.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for client/server data transfer during the
validation.


NOTE: The default encryption setting for backup validations is high, regardless of the encryption setting that is used for


the original backup.


8. Click OK.
A confirmation message appears.


9. Click OK.


Next steps


Backup validations appear as activities in the Activity window. You can monitor and cancel the backup validation activity the
same way that you monitor or cancel a backup. Monitoring backups on page 115 and Cancel backups on page 53 provide
instructions.


Viewing backup statistics


You can view detailed statistics for completed backups from the Dashboard.


About this task


To access the dashboard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Dashboard.


The Jobs | Backups pane of the Dashboard window provides statistics for any stored backup.


Table 43. Jobs | Backups pane 


Status Description


Running Indicates the running backup activities.


Scheduled Indicates the schedules backup activities that are queued to start.


Complete Indicates the number of hosts that backed up successfully during the last job, which is updated after each
backup job. The job must run again to reflect changes to a job between backups. For example, if a job reports
that 10 hosts were successfully backed up, the system edits the job so only one host remains. This number
continues to be 10 until the job runs again. If successful, the number changes to one.


Failed Indicates the number of hosts that did not back up successfully the last time the backup job ran, updated
after each backup job. The job must run again to reflect changes to a job between backups. For example, if
a job reports that 10 hosts failed to back up, the system edits the job so only one host remains. This number
continues to be 10 until the job runs again. If the job fails, the number changes to one.


Information in the backup statistics dialog box


The following information is available on the tabs of the Backup Statistics dialog box.


Table 44. Backup statistics dialog box information 


Tab Information


Details Detailed information from the v_activities_2 database
view. The Avamar Reports Guide provides more information
about the v_activities_2 database view.


Files A list of files that are included in the backup.
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Table 44. Backup statistics dialog box information (continued)


Tab Information


File Aggregation A representative sampling of resource-intensive file types
that are included in the backup, and aggregates deduplication
statistics by file type.


Options Any special options for the backup.


Errors Any errors that occurred during the backup.


Deleting a backup


When deleting a backup, Avamar immediately and permanently deletes all data in that backup from the server.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client with the backups to manage.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


6. Select the backup that you would like to delete, and then click DELETE.
A confirmation message is displayed.


7. Click YES.
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Restore and Recovery


Topics:


• Restoring data from a backup
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores
• Windows client system recovery
• Red Hat and CentOS Linux system recovery
• SUSE Linux system recovery
• Oracle Solaris system recovery


Restoring data from a backup
You can find a backup to restore either by date or by the contents of the backup. When you perform the restore, you can
restore to either the original location, a different location, or multiple locations.


About this task


NOTE: The options for the restore destination depend on the plug-in type. For example, the SQL Server plug-in enables you


to restore to a file instead of to SQL Server, and you cannot restore to multiple locations with the Oracle plug-in. The user


guide for each plug-in provides details on the available options and how to perform each available type of restore.


Finding a backup


The first step to restore data is to find the backup with the data that you want to restore. You can find Avamar client backups
by searching either for a specific date or for specific content.


About this task


Locate backups by date when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You have saved all data for the client in a single backup set.
● The exact pathname or name of the data to restore is unknown.
● The backup that you want to restore is before a specific date or event. For example, you know the approximate date when


data was lost or corrupted. in which you can search for a backup before that date.
● The specific types of backups are known. For example, scheduled disaster recovery backups are running every Wednesday


and Saturday night and full volume backups daily. When rebuilding a server, select the disaster recovery backup with the
date closest to the event that caused the loss of data.


Locate backups by the content of the backup when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You have backed up data on the client in separate backup sets.
● You want to view multiple versions of the same file so that you can decide the version to restore.
● The date of the backup or the content of a backup is unknown, but you know the name of the data to restore.


NOTE: Avamar generally supports the use of specific supported international characters in directory, folder, and filenames.


However, proper display of international language characters is contingent on the client computer’s Java locale and installed


system fonts being compatible with the original language. If you browse backups that were created with international


characters and a compatible font is not installed, then any characters that the system cannot resolve appear as rectangles.


This action is a normal limitation of that particular situation and does not affect the ability to restore these directories,


folders, or files. The Avamar Release Notes provide additional international language support information.
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Finding a backup by date


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client with the backups to manage.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


6. To locate backups by date:


a. Click SEARCH.
b. Click in the Date Range field to open the calendar view. From the calendar view, select a specific day or date range.
c. Click RETRIEVE.


A list of backups for the specified range appears.


Restoring to the original client


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click the Backup tab.
c. Click SEARCH.
d. Click in the Date Range field to open the calendar view. From the calendar view, select a specific day or date range.
e. Click RETRIEVE.
f. In the list of backups, select a backup.


A list of backups for the specified range appears.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. (Optional) In the More Option pane, toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.
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The user guide for each plug-in provides details on each of the options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary page is displayed.


11. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring to a different client


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click the Backup tab.
c. Click SEARCH.
d. Click in the Date Range field to open the calendar view. From the calendar view, select a specific day or date range.
e. Click RETRIEVE.
f. In the list of backups, select a backup.


A list of backups for the specified range appears.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. (Optional) In the More Option pane, toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


The user guide for each plug-in provides details on each of the options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary page is displayed.


11. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
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Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Windows client system recovery
Comprehensive details about the necessary backups for Windows client system recovery and the procedures to perform the
recovery are available in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
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Red Hat and CentOS Linux system recovery
The following topics describe how to restore a Red Hat or CentOS Linux client system to its original system state.


Reconstructing the partition table


Before you perform system recovery of a Linux client, you must reconstruct the partition table that is used in the original
Avamar backup. This action is performed by running an avtar --showlog mounts command on a temporary client
computer. This action then examines the output to determine the number and size of partitions to create when you install
the operating system on the target recovery client.


Steps


1. Locate the backup:


The information that is acquired in this step is used to perform a system state recovery.


a. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window appears.


b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the original Linux client to recover.
d. In the Client Summary pane on the left, click VIEW MORE.
e. Click the Backups tab.
f. To use to recover the system state, find the full system backup.
g. Note the backup label number.
h. Leave the AUI open for the remainder of the system state recovery procedure.


2. On a temporary client computer with network connectivity to the Avamar server, open a command shell and log in as root.


3. Type the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar --avamaronly --showlog mounts --server=Avamar_server --
id=username --ap=password --path=/domain/client --labelnumber=n
where:


● Avamar_server is the IP address or fully qualified hostname as defined in DNS for the Avamar server.
● username and password are the login credentials for a user account with a sufficient role and privileges to perform a


restore.
● /domain/client is the full location of the original Linux client on the Avamar server.
● n is the label number of the backup to use for the system state recovery.


4. To locate entries beginning with mount_decision, examine the command output.


For example:


mount_decision: reason="starting_point" fstype="ext3" path="/"
mount_decision: reason="default_backup" fstype="ext3" path="/boot"
mount_decision: reason="default_backup" fstype="ext3" path="/home"
These entries are for the mount points on the original system. Earlier in the output, there are entries for each of these mount
points. For example:


mount: status="user_directed_backup" path="/" hdev="/dev/root" kind="ext3" blksize=4096
freeblks=1189334 maxblks=2405872 freefiles=2259654 maxfiles=2432000 dev=2050
mount: status="default_backup" path="/boot" hdev="/dev/sda1" kind="ext3" blksize=1024
freeblks=183371 maxblks=194442 freefiles=50167 maxfiles=50200 dev=2049
mount: status="default_backup" path="/home" hdev="/dev/sdb1" kind="ext3" blksize=4096
freeblks=1027161 maxblks=5158925 freefiles=2530548 maxfiles=2621440 dev=2065
These entries contain mount point size and path information.


5. Calculate the original file system size or each mount point in bytes by multiplying the blksize value by the maxblks value.
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NOTE: Multiplying the blksize value by the maxblks value calculates the free space that is used on the original


device. However, you should create the root partition with an additional 2 GB to 3 GB of free space to ensure sufficient


space for the minimal install that is used for the restore process.


6. Note which paths are mounted from separate file systems. This information is required later in the restore process.


Preparing the target recovery client


Steps


1. Ensure that the recovery destination disk is connected to the target recovery client.


2. Perform a minimal installation of a compatible operating system. For the purposes of this procedure:


● Minimal installation means that desktop environment entries such as Desktop - Gnome should not be selected for
installation.


● In the Customize Now dialog box Base System category, select the Base option. Leave all other options disabled.
● Compatible operating system means the same version. For example, if the original client backup on the Avamar server


was performed on an RHEL3 client, then install RHEL3 on the target recovery client.
● Use the information that you gathered during Reconstructing the partition table on page 124 to create as many partitions


as necessary to replicate the original configuration.


3. (Optional) Save a copy of the /etc/fstab file so that you can compare it to the restored /etc/fstab file.


4. Install the Avamar Client for Linux. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


Performing system recovery of a Red Hat or CentOS Linux client


Prerequisites


Perform the steps in Reconstructing the partition table on page 124 and Preparing the target recovery client on page 125.


Steps


1. Start the recovery target client from the install media (first CD/DVD):
● On Red Hat or CentOS 4 or 5, type linux rescue at the command prompt.


● On Red Hat or CentOS 6.0, select Rescue installed system.
● On Red Hat or CentOS 7.0 or later:


a. Select Troubleshooting.
i. Select Rescue a Red Hat Enterprise Linux system.


2. Follow the onscreen instructions.


Be sure to enable networking by providing IP address, network mask, default gateway, and DNS server values when
prompted. You can use a temporary hostname and IP, or the original information from the computer that you are restoring.


3. On Red Hat or CentOS 7.0 or later, set up networking by performing the following steps:


a. Log in as root.
b. chroot /mnt/sysimage
c. Modify the /etc/hosts, /etc/resolv.conf, and /etc/sysconfig/network as appropriate for the network


configuration.
d. Restart the network service so that the changes take effect:


service network restart
e. Type exit to go back single-user mode.


4. Allow the installer to search for installations and mount the /mnt/sysimage file system as read/write.


The /mnt/sysimage file system is the target of the restore, and is also referred to as the recovery destination disk.


NOTE: You cannot restore the root file system directly to /mnt/sysimage because there is no method to restrict


the restore operation to only the local partition without traversing network mount points. Therefore, a restore directly


to /mnt/sysimage might copy files from all the partitions, and /mnt/sysimage could fill up before all required files


were restored.
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5. Ensure that the following directories are all present in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH system variable:


● /lib
● /lib64
● /usr/lib
● /usr/lib64
● /mnt/sysimage/lib
● /mnt/sysimage/lib64
● /mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/lib
If any directories are missing from LD_LIBRARY_PATH, add them.


6. Create a temporary /tmp/avtar.cmd flag file with a UNIX text editor. For example:


cd /tmp
vi avtar.cmd
--bindir=/mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/bin
--vardir=/mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/var
--sysdir=/mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/etc
--server=Avamar_server
--account=/domain/client
--id=username
--ap=password
--target=.
where:


● Avamar_server is the Avamar server IP address or fully qualified hostname as defined in DNS.
● /domain/client is the full location of the original Linux client on the Avamar server.
● username and password are the login credentials for a user account with sufficient role and privileges to perform the


restore.


7. Restore most of the directories that originally existed under root (/):


NOTE: Do not restore files that are on file systems other than the root file system at this time. These directories and


files are restored later in this procedure.


a. Create a temporary restore directory under the client /mnt/sysimage directory and change directory to it by typing
commands similar to the following examples:


mkdir /mnt/sysimage/restore
cd /mnt/sysimage/restore


b. Restore the contents of the root file system from the backup by typing the following command on a single command line:


/mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar.bin -x --flagfile=/tmp/avtar.cmd --
labelnumber=n [--exclude=./boot --exclude=./home] /
where n is the label number of the backup to use for the system state recovery.


Use --exclude=path options to exclude paths that were identified as separate mount points. These directories and
files are separately restored later in this procedure.


The first two --exclude options in the previous command are included as an example. Replace the values with options
appropriate to the system that you are restoring. Specify exclude options relative to the root of the original backup. For
example, --exclude=./boot instead of --exclude=/boot.


c. For each directory that was restored, delete the original directory from /mnt/sysimage, and move the restored
directory from the /mnt/sysimage/restore directory to /mnt/sysimage by typing commands similar to the
following examples:


rm -rf /mnt/sysimage/etc
mv /mnt/sysimage/restore/etc /mnt/sysimage/etc


d. Repeat the previous step for each directory that successfully restored to /mnt/sysimage/restore.


8. Restore individual files in the root (/) directory:


a. Change directory to /mnt/sysimage/restore by typing the following command:


cd /mnt/sysimage/restore
b. Restore the individual files in the root (/) directory by typing the following commands:
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mv ./* /mnt/sysimage
mv ./.* /mnt/sysimage


9. Restore other mount points:


a. Check that file systems are mounted as expected by typing df -h at the command prompt.


b. Compare the output to the expected set of mounted file systems. If there are discrepancies, mount the devices onto the
correct mount points.


c. Change directory to each mount point by typing a command similar to the following example:


cd /mnt/sysimage/home
d. Create a temporary restore directory, then change directory to it by typing commands similar to the following examples:


mkdir ./restore
cd ./restore


e. Restore the contents of the mount point by typing the following command:


/mnt/sysimage/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar.bin -x --flagfile=/tmp/avtar.cmd --
labelnumber=n /home
where n is the label number of the backup to use for the restore, and /home is an example mount point.


f. Return to the mount point directory, and delete all files except for the restore directory by typing commands similar to
the following examples:


alias ls=/usr/bin/ls
cd /mnt/sysimage/home; rm -rf `ls --hide restore`
rm -rf ./.*


g. Change directory to the restore directory, then move the contents into the correct place in the mount point by typing
the following command:


cd ./restore;mv `ls -A ./` ..
h. Remove the restore directory by typing the following commands:


cd ..
rmdir restore


i. Repeat steps d through i for each remaining mount point.


10. Perform final system checks:


a. Inspect /mnt/sysimage/etc/fstab, and verify that there are valid statements for each file system to be mounted
on the new system.


There are three ways that devices might be listed in the fstab file: device path, volume label, and Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID).


You can determine this information about the file systems by typing /mnt/sysimage/lib/udev/vol_id
device_path, where device_path is the /dev path to the device.


If that program is not present on the system, type /mnt/sysimage/sbin/blkid device_path.


If you created partitions manually during the minimal system install, the device UUIDs might have changed. Update
the device UUIDs in /mnt/sysimage/etc/fstab. If some volumes are missing expected labels, set the label by
typing /mnt/sysimage/sbin/e2label device_path label.


b. Re-examine the fstab carefully.


The restored system cannot start correctly when the fstab entries do not exactly match the storage device
configuration. The rescue system on the install media has difficulty discovering which file systems to mount to /mnt/
sysimage.


NOTE: If you saved a reference copy of the fstab file when you were preparing the target client for recovery, then


you can find the disk information in that file. For systems with few manual changes to the restored fstab file, it


might be possible to use the reference fstab file instead of the restored copy of the file.


c. Verify that no more files are present in /mnt/sysimage/restore by typing the following command:


ls -al /mnt/sysimage/restore
d. If the directory is empty, remove it by typing the following command:
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rmdir /mnt/sysimage/restore
e. If the command fails because the directory is not empty, then there might be directories that you failed to move in when


you restored most of the directories in root (/). Move the directories to the proper restore locations.


11. Exit the command shell and restart the system by typing exit.
If you are rebooting a Red Hat or CentOS 6 system, a menu appears.


12. Select reboot, then OK and press Enter.
The system restarts.


13. Eject the install media and start normally.


14. Confirm correct client operation.


Troubleshooting system recovery of a Red Hat or CentOS Linux
client


The following topics provide details on troubleshooting issues that may occur after you perform system recovery of a Red Hat
or CentOS Linux client.


Troubleshooting a start failure after system recovery


If the restored system does not start at the end of the restore procedure, then the version of GRUB installed by the minimal OS
might be dissimilar to the previous version on the server. Start into the restore environment and reinstall GRUB.


Steps


1. Start into the restore environment by starting the client from the install media with the rescue option.


2. If the startup process cannot find the restored operating system, then its fstab is probably configured incorrectly. Mount
the partitions manually, and correct the contents of the file.


3. Reinstall GRUB by typing the following commands:


chroot /mnt/sysimage
grub-install device
where device is the start device (for example, /dev/sda).


4. Exit the chroot environment by typing exit.


5. Exit the command shell and restart the system by typing exit.
If you are rebooting a Red Hat or CentOS 6 system, a menu appears.


6. Select reboot, then OK and press Enter.
The system restarts.


7. Eject the install media and start normally.


Restoring network settings after system recovery of a Linux client


If the operating system detects that you have restored the system to new hardware, it might revert the network settings to
defaults (for example, DHCP name resolution instead of static IP). You can recover the previous network settings by manually
reconfiguring the settings.


To examine the previous settings, open the .bak files in /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts in a text editor. These files
contain useful information, but should not be used in the current configuration in an unmodified form, since they include MAC
address information from the previous hardware.
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SUSE Linux system recovery
The following topics describe how to restore a SUSE Linux client system to its original system state.


Reconstructing the partition table


Before you perform system recovery of a Linux client, you must reconstruct the partition table that is used in the original
Avamar backup. This action is performed by running an avtar --showlog mounts command on a temporary client
computer. This action then examines the output to determine the number and size of partitions to create when you install
the operating system on the target recovery client.


Steps


1. Locate the backup:


The information that is acquired in this step is used to perform a system state recovery.


a. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window appears.


b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the original Linux client to recover.
d. In the Client Summary pane on the left, click VIEW MORE.
e. Click the Backups tab.
f. To use to recover the system state, find the full system backup.
g. Note the backup label number.
h. Leave the AUI open for the remainder of the system state recovery procedure.


2. On a temporary client computer with network connectivity to the Avamar server, open a command shell and log in as root.


3. Type the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar --avamaronly --showlog mounts --server=Avamar_server --
id=username --ap=password --path=/domain/client --labelnumber=n
where:


● Avamar_server is the IP address or fully qualified hostname as defined in DNS for the Avamar server.
● username and password are the login credentials for a user account with a sufficient role and privileges to perform a


restore.
● /domain/client is the full location of the original Linux client on the Avamar server.
● n is the label number of the backup to use for the system state recovery.


4. To locate entries beginning with mount_decision, examine the command output.


For example:


mount_decision: reason="starting_point" fstype="ext3" path="/"
mount_decision: reason="default_backup" fstype="ext3" path="/boot"
mount_decision: reason="default_backup" fstype="ext3" path="/home"
These entries are for the mount points on the original system. Earlier in the output, there are entries for each of these mount
points. For example:


mount: status="user_directed_backup" path="/" hdev="/dev/root" kind="ext3" blksize=4096
freeblks=1189334 maxblks=2405872 freefiles=2259654 maxfiles=2432000 dev=2050
mount: status="default_backup" path="/boot" hdev="/dev/sda1" kind="ext3" blksize=1024
freeblks=183371 maxblks=194442 freefiles=50167 maxfiles=50200 dev=2049
mount: status="default_backup" path="/home" hdev="/dev/sdb1" kind="ext3" blksize=4096
freeblks=1027161 maxblks=5158925 freefiles=2530548 maxfiles=2621440 dev=2065
These entries contain mount point size and path information.


5. Calculate the original file system size or each mount point in bytes by multiplying the blksize value by the maxblks value.
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NOTE: Multiplying the blksize value by the maxblks value calculates the free space that is used on the original


device. However, you should create the root partition with an additional 2 GB to 3 GB of free space to ensure sufficient


space for the minimal install that is used for the restore process.


6. Note which paths are mounted from separate file systems. This information is required later in the restore process.


Preparing the target recovery client


Steps


1. Ensure that the recovery destination disk is connected to the target recovery client.


2. Perform a minimal installation of a compatible operating system. For the purposes of this procedure:


● Minimal installation means that only Base System and Minimal System (Appliances) packages are installed from the
Software selection page. Clear the selection of all other packages so that they are not installed.


● Compatible operating system means the same version. For example, if the original client backup on the Avamar server
was performed on an SLES10 client, then install SLES10 on the target recovery client.


● Use the information that you gathered during Reconstructing the partition table on page 124 to create as many partitions
as necessary to replicate the original configuration.


3. (Optional) Save a copy of the /etc/fstab file so that you can compare it to the restored /etc/fstab file.


4. Install the Avamar Client for Linux. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


Performing system recovery of a SUSE Linux client


Prerequisites


Perform the steps in Reconstructing the partition table on page 124 and Preparing the target recovery client on page 130.


Steps


1. Start the recovery target client from the install media (first CD/DVD) and select Rescue System.


2. Open a command shell on the recovery target client and log in as root.


3. Mount the root partition that is created in the minimal install to /mnt by typing the following command:


mount /dev/sda# /mnt
where /dev/sda# is the device that contains the root file system. If the drive was configured to use Linux Logical Volume
Management, then the root device might be in the form of /dev/VolGroup##/LogVol##.


4. Rebind the pseudo-file systems into the /mnt tree by typing the following commands:


mount --rbind /proc /mnt/proc
mount --rbind /sys /mnt/sys
mount --rbind /dev /mnt/dev


5. Change the current file system root by typing the following command:


chroot /mnt
6. Start the network as configured in the prerequisites by typing the following command:


rcnetwork start
7. Mount the auto-mount file systems and verify that the correct file systems were mounted by typing the following command:


mount -a;df -h
8. If any file systems are missing (for example, if /boot is not set to auto-mount), then manually mount them to the correct


locations by using additional mount commands.


9. Exit the chroot environment by typing exit.


10. Copy the network name resolution file from the chroot environment into the working restore environment by typing the
following command:
cp /mnt/etc/resolv.conf /etc/resolv.conf


11. Ensure that the following directories are all present in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH system variable:
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● /lib
● /lib64
● /usr/lib
● /usr/lib64
● /mnt/lib
● /mnt/lib64
● /mnt/usr/local/avamar/lib
If any directories are missing from LD_LIBRARY_PATH, add them.


12. Create a temporary /tmp/avtar.cmd flag file with a UNIX text editor. For example:


cd /tmp
vi avtar.cmd
--bindir=/mnt/usr/local/avamar/bin
--vardir=/mnt/usr/local/avamar/var
--sysdir=/mnt/usr/local/avamar/etc
--server=Avamar_server
--account=/domain/client
--id=username
--ap=password
--target=.
where:


● Avamar_server is the Avamar server IP address or fully qualified hostname as defined in DNS.
● /domain/client is the full location of the original Linux client on the Avamar server.
● username and password are the login credentials for a user account with sufficient role and privileges to perform the


restore.


13. Restore most of the directories that originally existed under root (/):


NOTE: Do not restore files that are on file systems other than the root file system at this time. These directories and


files are restored later in this procedure.


a. Create a temporary restore directory under the client /mnt directory and change directory to it by typing commands
similar to the following examples:


mkdir /mnt/restore
cd /mnt/restore


b. Restore the contents of the root file system from the backup by typing the following command on a single command line:


/mnt/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar.bin -x --flagfile=/tmp/avtar.cmd --labelnumber=n [--
exclude=./boot --exclude=./home] /
where n is the label number of the backup to use for the system state recovery.


Use --exclude=path options to exclude paths that were identified as separate mount points. These directories and
files are separately restored later in this procedure.


The first two --exclude options in the previous command are included as an example. Replace the values with options
appropriate to the system that you are restoring. Specify exclude options relative to the root of the original backup. For
example, --exclude=./boot instead of --exclude=/boot.


c. For each directory that was restored, delete the original directory from /mnt, and move the restored directory from
the /mnt/restore directory to /mnt by typing commands similar to the following examples:


rm -rf /mnt/etc
mv /mnt/restore/etc /mnt/etc


d. Repeat the previous step for each directory that successfully restored to /mnt/restore.


14. Restore individual files in the root (/) directory:


a. Change directory to /mnt/restore by typing cd /mnt/restore.


b. Restore the individual files in the root (/) directory by typing the following commands:


mv ./* /mnt
mv ./.* /mnt
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15. Restore other mount points:


a. Check that file systems are mounted as expected by typing df -h at the command prompt.


b. Compare the output to the expected set of mounted file systems. If there are discrepancies, mount the devices onto the
correct mount points.


c. Change directory to each mount point by typing a command similar to the following example:


cd /mnt/home
d. Create a temporary restore directory, then change directory to it by typing commands similar to the following examples:


mkdir ./restore
cd ./restore


e. Restore the contents of the mount point by typing the following command:


/mnt/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar.bin -x --flagfile=/tmp/avtar.cmd --labelnumber=n /home
where n is the label number of the backup to use for the restore, and /home is an example mount point.


f. Return to the mount point directory, and delete all files except for the restore directory by typing commands similar to
the following examples:


alias ls=/usr/bin/ls
cd /mnt/home; rm -rf `ls --hide restore`
rm -rf ./.*


g. Change directory to the restore directory, then move the contents into the correct place in the mount point by typing
the following command:


cd ./restore;mv `ls -A ./` ..
h. Remove the restore directory by typing the following commands:


cd ..
rmdir restore


i. Repeat steps d through i for each remaining mount point.


16. Perform final system checks:


a. Inspect /mnt/etc/fstab, and verify that there are valid statements for each file system to be mounted on the new
system.


There are three ways that devices might be listed in the fstab file: device path, volume label, and Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID).


You can determine this information about the file systems by typing /mnt/lib/udev/vol_id device_path, where
device_path is the /dev path to the device.


If you created partitions manually during the minimal system install, the device UUIDs might have changed. Update the
device UUIDs in /mnt/etc/fstab. If some volumes are missing expected labels, set the label by typing /mnt/sbin/
e2label device_path label.


b. Re-examine the fstab carefully.


The restored system cannot start correctly when the fstab entries do not exactly match the storage device
configuration. The rescue system on the install media has difficulty discovering which file systems to mount to /mnt.


NOTE: If you saved a reference copy of the fstab file when you were preparing the target client for recovery, then


you can find the disk information in that file. For systems with few manual changes to the restored fstab file, it


might be possible to use the reference fstab file instead of the restored copy of the file.


c. Verify that no more files are present in /mnt/sysimage/restore by typing the following command:


ls -al /mnt/restore
d. If the directory is empty, remove it by typing the following command:


rmdir /mnt/restore
e. If the command fails because the directory is not empty, then there might be directories that you failed to move in when


you restored most of the directories in root (/). Move the directories to the proper restore locations.


17. Restart the system by typing reboot.


18. Eject the install media and start normally.


19. Confirm correct client operation.
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Troubleshooting system recovery of a SUSE Linux client


The following topics provide details on troubleshooting issues that may occur after you perform system recovery of a SUSE
Linux client.


Troubleshooting a boot failure after system recovery


If the restored system does not start at the end of the restore procedure, then the version of GRUB installed by the minimal OS
might be dissimilar to the previous version on the server. Boot into the restore environment and reinstall GRUB.


Steps


1. Boot into the restore environment:


a. Boot the recovery target client from the install media (first CD/DVD) and select Rescue System.
b. Open a command shell on the recovery target client and log in as root.
c. Mount the root partition that is created in the minimal install to /mnt by typing the following command:


mount /dev/sda# /mnt
where /dev/sda# is the device that contains the root file system. If the drive was configured to use Linux Logical Volume
Management, then the root device might be in the form of /dev/VolGroup##/LogVol##.


d. Rebind the pseudo-file systems into the /mnt tree by typing the following commands:


mount --rbind /proc /mnt/proc
mount --rbind /sys /mnt/sys
mount --rbind /dev /mnt/dev


e. Change the current file system root by typing the following command:


chroot /mnt
f. Start the network as configured in the prerequisites by typing the following command:


rcnetwork start
g. Mount the auto-mount file systems and verify that the correct file systems were mounted by typing the following


command:


mount -a;df -h
h. If any file systems are missing (for example, if /boot is not set to auto-mount), then manually mount them to the


correct locations by using additional mount commands.


2. Reinstall GRUB by typing the following commands:


chroot /mnt
grub-install device
where device is the start device (for example, /dev/sda).


3. Exit the chroot environment by typing exit.


4. Reboot the system by typing reboot.


5. Eject the install media and start normally.


Restoring network settings after system recovery of a Linux client


If the operating system detects that you have restored the system to new hardware, it might revert the network settings to
defaults (for example, DHCP name resolution instead of static IP). You can recover the previous network settings by manually
reconfiguring the settings.


To examine the previous settings, open the .bak files in /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts in a text editor. These files
contain useful information, but should not be used in the current configuration in an unmodified form, since they include MAC
address information from the previous hardware.
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Oracle Solaris system recovery
The following topics describe how to restore an Oracle Solaris client system to its original system state.


Preparing for Oracle Solaris system recovery


Ensure that the environment meets the following prerequisites before you perform system recovery for an Oracle Solaris
system.


Available backup with critical system files


To successfully restore an Oracle Solaris client system to its original system state, you must have an Avamar backup of the
entire local file system and the following critical system files and virtual file systems. This action is performed by forcing
traversal of the targets that are listed in the following table during a backup.


Table 45. Target locations for system recovery backups of an Oracle Solaris client 


Target Description


mntfs /etc/svc/volatile
tmpfs /etc/mnttab
cachefs Solaris Cache File System


fdfs Solaris File Descriptor File System


fifofs Solaris FIFO File System


namefs Solaris Name File System


specfs Solaris Device Special File System


swapfs Solaris Swap File System


tfs Solaris Translucent File System


To ensure that these targets are included in a backup, use one of the following backup methods:


● In Avamar Administrator, explicitly add these targets in an on-demand backup or dataset by specifying
mntfs,tmpfs,cachefs,fdfs,fifofs,namefs,specfs,swapfs,tfs in the Force traversal of the specified file
system type(s) box in the plug-in options.


● Specify --forcefs=”mntfs,tmpfs,cachefs,fdfs,fifofs,namefs,specfs,swapfs,tfs” on the avtar
command line.


Available /var and /opt file systems


The original file system tables must have partitions for /opt and /var. The partitions for /opt and /var are mounted when
you start Solaris in read-only mode.


If the partitions do not mount, then you must create new, temporary file systems for /opt and /var when you install a minimal
version of Solaris on the client.


Other file systems


If you are using zfs or any other add-on file system, ensure that these file systems are correctly re-created and mounted
before beginning system recovery.
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Installation of a minimal version of Solaris


Create a file system layout that matches the original system as closely as possible. Ensure that there are separate file systems
for /opt and /var.


Performing system recovery of an Oracle Solaris client


Prerequisites


Perform the steps in Preparing for Oracle Solaris system recovery on page 134.


Steps


1. Start from CD by typing reboot -- cdrom or by changing the boot order in the BIOS menu, depending on the platform.


2. (Solaris 11 and 10 only) At the boot options menu, select one of the following options:
● 3. Solaris Interactive Text (Desktop session)
● 4. Solaris Interactive Text (Console session)


3. Continue through the prompts, providing the client hostname, IP address, default gateway, and corporate DNS server name
when prompted to do so.


4. Exit the command prompt and return to a shell prompt:
● On Solaris 8, press ! when you are prompted to install software for Solaris with Solaris Web Start.
● On Solaris 10 or 11, press F5 to exit when you are prompted to select an installation type, and then press F2 to confirm


the exit.


5. Mount the /partition under /a as the target of the restore by typing the following command:


mount /dev/dsk/c1t0d0s0 /a
Use the correct site-specific disk partition and mount parameters for the root volume.


6. Mount the /opt partition under /opt by typing the following command:


mount /dev/dsk/c1t0d0s5 /opt
Use the correct site-specific disk partition and mount parameters for the /opt volume.


7. Mount the /var partition under /var by typing the following command:


mount /dev/dsk/c1t0d0s4 /var
Use the correct site-specific disk partition and mount parameters for the /var volume.


8. Mount any additional file systems in their respective mount points under /a.


Create the mount point if does not exist. For example, to mount file system /data01 on c1t0d0s7, type the following
command:


mount /dev/dsk/c1t0d0s7 on /a/data01


9. Install the proper version of the Avamar Client for Solaris software by using the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients
User Guide.


NOTE: The installation program displays a warning about root (/) having 0 free bytes, as well as errors related to


read-only file systems when trying to create /etc/init.d/avagent and various links in /usr/bin and /etc/
rc.d/rcX.d. However, despite these warnings, all the binaries are correctly installed in /opt/AVMRclnt/bin.


10. Restore /etc to /a/etc by typing the following commands:


cd /a/etc
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar -x --server=Avamar_server --id=username --password=password --
account=/domain/client --target=. /etc --labelnumber=n --overwrite=always
where:


● Avamar_server is the hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.
● username and password are the Avamar login credentials for a user with a role that allows access to the backups for this


client.
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● /domain/client is the Avamar domain and Solaris client to restore.
● n is the label number of the backup to restore. If you do not specify a label number, then the most recent backup is used


for the restore.


NOTE: You cannot restore the root file system directly to /a, because there is no way to restrict the restore operation


to only the local partition without traversing network mount points. A restore directly to /a might copy files from all


partitions, causing /a to fill up before all required files are restored.


11. Inspect /a/etc/vfstab to verify the original mount points for the local file system.


12. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window is displayed.


13. Click the Restore tab.


14. In the clients tree, select the original Solaris client.


15. Find and select the backup for the restore.


16. Examine the directories and files that originally existed under root (/).


17. For each directory that originally existed under root (/), perform the following steps:


a. If the directory does not exist, then manually create an empty directory with the same name under /a.


b. Change directory to that directory.
c. From the command line, restore the contents of the directory from the backup.


For example, consider the following commands to restore /usr:


mkdir /a/usr; cd /a/usr
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar -x --server=Avamar_server --id=username --password=password --
account=/domain/client --labelnumber=n --overwrite=always --target=. /usr
If /opt and /var were originally on the root partition, then you can restore to /a/opt and /a/var. If /opt and /var
were separate file systems, then restore to new, temporary locations, such as /a/newopt and /a/newvar. After
completing all restores, move the contents of /a/newopt to /opt and /a/newvar to /var.


18. To restore the individual files that originally existed under root, run the restore command with the --norecursionoption
to restore files without descending into subdirectories:


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar -x --server=Avamar_server --id=username --password=password --
account=/domain/client --labelnumber=n --norecursion --overwrite=always --target=. /


19. Restart the client normally and confirm correct operation.
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Server Administration


Topics:


• Server shutdown and restart
• Suspending and resuming server activities
• Managing client sessions
• Managing client agents and plug-ins
• Backup and maintenance windows
• Checkpoints
• Activating the Avamar software and installing a server license
• Managing services
• Change server passwords and OpenSSH keys
• MCS configuration settings
• Using network address translation (NAT)
• Editing network settings for a single-node server
• Adding a custom security notification for web browser logins
• Viewing and editing server contact information
• Migrating backups


Server shutdown and restart
The components that make up an Avamar server are shut down in stages:
● A shutdown of the Avamar software or individual subsystems as part of maintenance and other indicated activities.
● A shutdown of the Avamar software, operating system, and hardware as part of a full power-down.


The following topics describe both processes in greater detail.


Administering the Avamar subsystems


The dpnctl program enables you to gracefully shut down and restart the Avamar software or selected subsystems via the
command-line interface. This process is independent of restarting the operating system.


Shutting down or restarting the Avamar software stops or restarts all of the Avamar subsystems as a group.


Shutting down the Avamar software


Prerequisites


Ensure that there is a recent and validated checkpoint before you perform a full shutdown.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


8
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2. Type dpnctl stop.
A confirmation message prompts whether to shut down the local instance of EM Tomcat.


3. Type y to shut down the local EM Tomcat instance, and then press Enter.
The output displays the status of the shutdown process until the shut down is complete.


Restarting the Avamar software


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl start.
The output displays a confirmation message.


3. Type y to begin with restarting the software, and then press Enter.
The output displays the status of the restart process until the restart is complete.


Stopping the MCS


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl stop mcs.


Starting the MCS


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl start mcs.


3. Resume scheduled operations by typing dpnctl start sched.
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Getting MCS status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl status mcs.


Stopping the EM Tomcat server


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Type dpnctl stop emt.


Starting the EM Tomcat server


Prerequisites


Ensure that EM Tomcat server has been correctly shut down.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Type dpnctl start emt.


Getting EM Tomcat server status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl status emt.


Powering off or restarting the server


Avamar Administrator allows you to gracefully power off or restart the entire Avamar server, including the Avamar software,
operating system, and hardware (where applicable).


NOTE: For the Avamar Data Store, this process powers off or restarts all nodes.
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Prerequisites


Before powering off or restarting the Avamar server, complete the following prerequisites:


● Stop all backup, restore, and data movement operations.


The shutdown process terminates any active operations before proceeding.


● Complete all active Avamar Installation Manager package operations.
● Ensure that a validated checkpoint was taken during the last 36 hours.
● Ensure that the MCS was flushed during the last 12 hours.
● Complete or stop any garbage collection and HFS check operations.


The shutdown process terminates any active operations before proceeding.


● Verify that sufficient free space exists.


Server utilization must be less than 85% of total capacity and 62% of available Avamar subsystem storage capacity.


Powering off the server


Power off the server to enable maintenance such as site power outages or physical equipment moves.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select the server that you want to power off.


4. Select Actions > Shut Down Avamar System.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


5. Click Yes.
The server issues a notification about the impending shutdown.


6. Click OK.
The server begins the power off process.


Results


The following logs provide more information and progress updates:


● /usr/local/avamar/var/log/avosshutdown.log
● /usr/local/avamar/var/log/dpnctl.log


Next steps


After completing maintenance, power on the server by one of the following methods:


● The power button on the front control panel (Gen4S).
● The power/reset button on the rear I/O panel (Gen4T).
● The RMM4 or RMC power control window.
● The virtual environment control console or control interface.


For multi-node servers, power on each storage node in turn and then the utility node.


NOTE: Powering up the utility node before the storage nodes may cause delays in the start-up process.


Rebooting the server


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.
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3. Select the server that you want to reboot.


4. Select Actions > Reboot Avamar System.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


5. Click Yes.
The server issues a notification about the impending reboot.


6. Click OK.
The server begins the reboot process.


Results


The following logs provide more information and progress updates:


● /usr/local/avamar/var/log/avosshutdown.log
● /usr/local/avamar/var/log/dpnctl.log


Suspending and resuming server activities
You can suspend and resume backups and restores, scheduled operations, and maintenance activities.


Suspending and resuming backups and restores


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. In the left pane, select the Avamar server node.


4. Open the Actions menu and select Suspend Backups/Restores or Resume Backups/Restores.
A confirmation message appears.


5. Click Yes.


Suspending and resuming scheduled operations


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
The Manage All Schedules window is displayed.


2. Click Suspend All or Resume All.


Suspending and resuming maintenance activities


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Open the Actions menu and select Suspend Maintenance Activities or Resume Maintenance Activities.
A confirmation message appears.


3. Click OK.
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Managing client sessions
You can view a detailed log of a client session to perform troubleshooting or analysis of a backup or restore. If necessary, you
can cancel a client session or reset a client when unexpected system behavior occurs.


Monitoring client sessions


The Session Monitor displays a list of active client backup and restore sessions.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Session Monitor tab.


The information in the following table appears for each session in the Session Monitor.


Table 46. Session Monitor tab properties 


Property Description


User


User Avamar user ID (account name).


Path Specifies a hierarchical location in the Avamar server. This
option is relative to the user's home location unless slash
(/) is prefixed to the path designation, in which case an
absolute path is assumed.


Domain Avamar domain where this user resides.


Client ID Unique identifier for this Avamar client.


Session


Type This activity is either avtarbackup or avtarrestore.


Root Top level of the file system being backed up, restored, or
validated.


Start time Date and time that this client session started.


Plug-in Plug-in that is used for this activity.


Session ID Unique identifier for this client session.


Work order ID Unique identifier for this activity.


Elapsed Length of time that this client session has been running.


Progress bytes Total number of bytes examined during this activity.


New bytes Percentage of new bytes backed up to either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system. Low numbers indicate high
levels of data deduplication.


System


Name Client hostname.


OS name Operating system that is used by this client.


App version Avamar client software version.
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Viewing a detailed client session log


You can view a detailed log of a client session to perform analysis or troubleshooting.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link.
The Activity window is displayed.


2. Click the Activity Monitor tab.


By default, the Activity Monitor shows a detailed log of all client backup activity for the past 72 hours.


3. Specify the session log options:


a. Select Action > Session Log Options.
The Session Log Options dialog box appears.


b. Select Show HTML logs to view the session log summary in HTML format, or Show raw logs to view the session log
summary as unformatted text.


c. (Optional) If you select the HTML log format, select the Show debug information checkbox to include troubleshoot
information in the session log summary.


d. Click OK.


4. Select an activity in the list.


5. Select Actions > View Session Log.
The Activity Session Drill-down dialog box appears.


6. Perform any of the following tasks in the session log summary:
● (HTML format only) In the Log Files section, click a hyperlink to go to the log file.
● Search for a specific text string in the session log summary by typing a text string in the Find field and then clicking


Next or Previous.
● Return to the top of the session log summary by clicking Back to Top.
● Export the session log summary to a file by clicking Export, specifying a location for the file, and clicking Save.
● Update the contents in the session log summary by clicking Refresh.


7. Click Close.


Creating a Zip file for Avamar Support


The Activity window enables you to create a Zip file of session log information for Avamar Support and upload the Zip file to
the Avamar server.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link.
The Activity window is displayed.


2. Select an activity in the list.


3. Select Actions > Download Support Bundle.
The Download Support Bundle dialog box appears.


4. Browse to a directory for the Zip file.


5. Click Save.
A progress dialog box displays the status of the operation.


6. When the operation completes, click Close on the progress dialog box.


7. To create a Zip file and copy it to the Avamar server, select Actions > Upload Support Bundle to Server.
The upload process creates a Zip file for session log summary information and copies the Zip file to the /tmp folder on the
Avamar server. A progress dialog box displays the status of the operation.
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Canceling a client session


Occasionally, a client might experience unexpected system behavior while it is performing a backup or restore. In these cases, it
might be necessary to force an end to these client sessions from Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Session Monitor tab.
A list of active client sessions appears.


3. Select the client session to cancel.


4. Select Actions > Cancel Session.
A dialog box shows the progress of the cancellation.


5. When the cancellation is complete, click Close.


Next steps


If you cannot cancel the client session, reset the client. This step immediately and forcibly terminates active avtar sessions on
the client.


Resetting a client


About this task


Resetting a client immediately and forcibly terminates active client avtar session on that client. In most cases, you should try
to cancel the client session before resetting it.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link.
The Policy window is displayed.


2. Click the Policy Management tab.


3. Click the Clients tab.


4. Select the client to reset.


5. From the Actions menu, select Client > Reset Client.


Managing client agents and plug-ins
Whenever a client communicates with an Avamar server, it identifies itself by sending the following:


About this task


● The client ID
● The specific agent version
● The build running on that client
● A list of plug-ins (version and build) currently installed on that client


Occasionally, because of known incompatibilities, you may want to deny Avamar server access to all clients running a specific
version (all builds) or a specific build of a client agent or plug-in.


You can also selectively allow or disallow the following plug-in operations for all clients running a specific plug-in version (all
builds) or build:


● Client activations that are initiated from the client
● On-demand backups that are initiated from the client
● Scheduled backups
● Restores
● Backup validation
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● Ability to browse stored backups on the server


Any specific version (all builds) or build that is designated as obsolete is denied access to the Avamar server. A build is
designated as obsolete only in cases of known incompatibility between the client agent or plug-in and the specific version of
server software that was installed. To prevent potential problems, this obsolete designation cannot be overridden using the
feature to edit properties for that version or build.


Adding a build record


You can add an MCS database record for a specific client agent or plug-in build. You can only add records at the build level. New
version records are automatically added after Avamar server software upgrades.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Agents & Plug-ins.
The Manage All Agents & Plug-ins window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the agent or plug-in version for the build.


3. Click New.
The New Build dialog box appears.


4. In the Build box, type a valid agent or plug-in build number.


5. To deny Avamar server access to clients with this agent or plug-in build, select the Disable checkbox.


6. (Optional) Type a descriptive comment in the Comment box.


7. Click OK.


Editing version or build records


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Agents & Plug-ins.
The Manage All Agents & Plug-ins window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the agent or plug-in.


3. In the right pane, select the version or build to edit.


4. Click Edit.
The Edit Build dialog box appears.


5. To deny Avamar server access to clients with this agent or plug-in build, select the Disable checkbox.


6. (Optional) Type a descriptive comment in the Comment box.


7. Click OK.


Deleting a build record


You can delete an MCS database record for a specific client agent or plug-in build. You cannot delete a record for an entire
version.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Agents & Plug-ins.
The Manage All Agents & Plug-ins window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the agent or plug-in.


3. In the right pane, select the build to delete.
Click Delete.
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Disabling all client initiated activations


You may want to temporarily prevent clients from activating with the Avamar server to place the system in a state that supports
maintenance activities. Client Invite does not work when clients are prevented from activating.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Agents & Plug-ins.
The Manage All Agents & Plug-ins window is displayed.


2. Click Disable All Client Initiated Activations.


3. To re-enable client initiated activations, click Enable All Client Initiated Activations.


Disabling all client initiated backups


You can temporarily prevent Avamar clients from initiating on-demand backups to place the system in a state that supports
various maintenance activities.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Agents & Plug-ins.
The Manage All Agents & Plug-ins window is displayed.


2. Click Disable All Client Initiated Backups.


3. To re-enable client that is initiated on-demand backups, click Enable All Client Initiated Backups.


Backup and maintenance windows
Each 24-hour day is divided into two operational windows, the backup window and the maintenance window.


The following figure shows the default backup and maintenance windows.


Figure 13. Default backup and maintenance windows
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Backup window


The backup window is that portion of each day that is reserved to perform normal scheduled backups. No maintenance activities
are performed during the backup window.


The default backup window begins at 8 p.m. local server time and continues uninterrupted for 12 hours until 8 a.m. the following
morning. You can customize the backup window start time and duration.


Maintenance window


The maintenance window is that portion of each day that is reserved to perform the routine server maintenance activities in the
following table.


Table 47. Avamar server maintenance activities 


Activity Description


Checkpoint A snapshot of the Avamar server that is taken for the express
purpose of server rollbacks.


Checkpoint validation An internal operation that validates the integrity of a specific
checkpoint. Checkpoint validation is also known as a Hash
File System (HFS) check. After a checkpoint passes an HFS
check, it can be considered reliable enough to be used for a
server roll back.


Garbage collection An internal operation that recovers storage space from
deleted or expired backups.


Although you can perform backups and restores during the maintenance window, doing so impacts the backup, restore, and
maintenance activities. For this reason, minimize any backup, restore, or administrative activities during the maintenance
window. There might be brief periods of time when backup or administrative activities are not allowed.


The default maintenance window begins at 8 a.m. local server time and continues uninterrupted for 12 hours until 8 p.m.
Although you cannot directly customize the maintenance window, its start time and duration are derived from backup window
settings.


Editing the backup and maintenance windows


You can edit the backup and maintenance windows by setting the backup window start time and duration, as well as the time
zone for the backup and maintenance windows.


About this task


Any changes to the backup window duration also affect the maintenance window duration. For example, changing the backup
window duration from 12 hours to 14 hours reduces the maintenance window duration by 2 hours.


The following best practices apply when you schedule system activities:


● Limit on-demand backups during the maintenance window.


You might want to advise users to avoid initiating any on-demand backups from their client computers during the first hour
and a half of the maintenance window (8 a.m. to 8 p.m. local time for most systems).


● Avoid initiating on-demand maintenance activities


Manually initiating maintenance activities such as checkpoints, checkpoint validation, or garbage collection temporarily
disables all scheduled maintenance activities until the manually initiated operation completes. Unless there is an obligation to
begin an on-demand maintenance activity, it is best to rely on scheduled maintenance activities to ensure that sufficient time
is allocated for each activity daily.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
The Manage All Schedules window is displayed.
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2. Click the Maintenance Window tab.


3. Change the backup window start time, duration, or time zone by selecting a new value from the corresponding list.


4. Click OK.


Checkpoints
Checkpoints are system-wide backups that are taken for assisting with disaster recovery.


A checkpoint occurs automatically during the maintenance window. You can also manually start checkpoints at any time.


You can delete checkpoints to reclaim server storage capacity.


The Checkpoint Management tab on the Server window in Avamar Administrator displays the status of individual
checkpoints. The following table provides the possible states for a checkpoint.


Table 48. Checkpoint states 


State Description


The checkpoint failed validation or was canceled before it
could complete.


The checkpoint has not yet been validated.


Validation is being performed on this checkpoint.


The checkpoint passed validation.


Creating a checkpoint


A checkpoint occurs automatically during the maintenance window. You can also manually begin checkpoints at any time.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Checkpoint Management tab.


3. Select Actions > Create Checkpoint.
A progress dialog box displays the status of the operation.


4. When the checkpoint completes, click Close.


Deleting a checkpoint


You can delete checkpoints to reclaim additional server storage capacity. Generally, it is best to delete unvalidated checkpoints
before you delete validated checkpoints.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Checkpoint Management tab.


3. Select the checkpoint and select Actions > Delete Checkpoint.
A confirmation message appears.


4. Click OK.
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Rolling back to a checkpoint


Rollback is the process of restoring the Avamar server to a known good state using data stored in a validated checkpoint. You
cannot roll back an Avamar release 7.x server to a version 4.x or earlier checkpoint.


Prerequisites


If you added nodes to the Avamar server after the checkpoint occurred, remove the entries for the nodes from the probe.out
file.


Use a validated checkpoint for roll back. Checkpoint validation occurs during each maintenance window.


NOTE: If you need a validated checkpoint before the next maintenance window completes, contact Avamar Support for


assistance.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Shut down the server by typing dpnctl stop.


3. Display a list of checkpoints by typing cplist.


The checkpoint list appears similar to the following example:


cp.20140106170113 Fri Jan 6 17:01:13 2014 valid hfs del nodes 4 stripes 396
cp.20140107170042 Sat Jan 7 17:00:42 2014 valid hfs del nodes 4 stripes 396
cp.20140108170040 Sun Jan 8 17:00:40 2014 valid hfs ... nodes 4 stripes 396
cp.20140109170043 Mon Jan 9 17:00:43 2014 valid hfs ... nodes 4 stripes 396
where:


● cp.yyyymmddhhmmss is the checkpoint ID.
● valid hfs indicates a validated checkpoint.


● valid par indicates a partially validated checkpoint.


4. Note the checkpoint ID of the checkpoint that you plan to use for the checkpoint.


Generally, roll the system back to the most recent fully validated checkpoint unless you have a good reason to roll back to an
earlier checkpoint.


5. Start the roll back by typing the following command:


rollback.dpn --cptag=checkpoint_id >& file
where checkpoint_id is the checkpoint ID and file is a temporary file.


6. Wait for the roll back to complete. The roll back might take an hour, depending on the amount of data present in the Avamar
server.
When the roll back is complete, the command prompt returns.


7. Open the user-defined temporary file that was created during the roll back, and verify that the roll back successfully
completed without errors.
The server automatically restarts after a successful roll back.
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Clearing a data integrity alert


To ensure data integrity, the Avamar server issues an alert any time a checkpoint validation fails. The only way to clear this alert
is to contact Avamar Support to obtain a reset code, and then input that code in the Clear Data Integrity Alert dialog box.


Prerequisites


Obtain a reset code from Avamar Support.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Event Management tab.


3. Click the Unacknowledged Events tab near the bottom of the window.


4. Select Actions > Event Management > Clear Data Integrity Alert.
The Clear Data Integrity Alert dialog box appears.


5. Type the reset code in the Enter reset code field and click OK.


Activating the Avamar software and installing a server
license
The Avamar server requires a license key for permanent operation. Avamar software is licensed using the Dell EMC Common
Licensing Platform.


After installation, the Avamar software enters a 90-day evaluation period with full functionality. After the evaluation period
expires, the Avamar server enters an unlicensed state. Without a valid license key, the Avamar server stops performing or limits
several functions.


Activating the Avamar software


Use this procedure to activate the Avamar software with the Common Licensing Platform.


Prerequisites


This procedure requires a License Authorization Code (LAC), provided in the License Authorization (LAC) email sent to you.
If you cannot find the email, send an email to licensing@emc.com to request that the License Authorization email be resent.
Include the Avamar product SO number in the email. The Avamar product SO number is required.


Steps


1. Log in to Support Zone (https://support.emc.com) by using the login credentials that are provided in the License
Authorization (LAC) email.


2. In the Service Center drop-down list, click Manage Licenses.


3. Select Avamar from the list of products.


4. Click Activate my software.
The Activation wizard opens.


5. Search for an available product to license by entering the License Authorization Code (LAC) and click Search.


6. To complete licensing information, follow the prompts in the wizard.


7. After the license key has been generated, download the key to be used when licensing the software.
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Installing and activating a license


After you receive the Avamar license key file, install and activate the license on the Avamar server.


Prerequisites


Obtain the Avamar license key by following the procedure in Activating the Avamar software on page 150.


Steps


1. Use WinSCP or an equivalent program to copy the license key file to the /tmp directory on a single-node server, or to
the /tmp directory on the utility node in a multi-node server.


2. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


3. Ensure that the Avamar server subsystem (also known as GSAN) is running by typing dpnctl status gsan.
If GSAN is running, the output displays a status of up.


4. Use the correct command sequence to change file permissions on the Avamar license key file and activate the license.


Server status Command sequence


Running a. chmod 644 /tmp/license_key_file
b. avmaint license /tmp/license_key_file --avamaronly
where license_key_file is the license key file.


Not running a. cd /usr/local/avamar/etc
b. mv license.lic license.lic.old
c. cp /tmp/license_key_file license.lic
d. chmod 644 license.lic
where license_key_file is the license key file.


5. If the Avamar server is not running, start it by typing dpnctl start.


6. After the Avamar server restarts, verify that the server license is correctly installed by typing the following command:


avmaint license --avamaronly
License information appears in the command shell.


Managing services
The Services Administration tab on the Administration window in Avamar Administrator enables you to start, stop, suspend,
or resume individual services on the Avamar server.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Services Administration tab.


3. Manage the services:
● To start a service, right-click the service and select Start.
● To stop a service, right-click the service and select Stop.
● To suspend a service temporarily until you explicitly resume it, right-click the service and select Suspend.
● To resume a service that you previously suspended, right-click the service and select Resume.
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Information on the Services Administration tab


The following information appears on the Services Administration tab.


Table 49. Services Administration tab information 


Name Description


Hostname DNS name of the Avamar server.


IP Address IP address of the Avamar server.


Load Average Average number of CPU threads over the past minute.


Last Administrator Datastore Flush Date and time of the last MCS flush.


PostgreSQL database Status of the MCS database.


Web Services Status of MCS web services.


Web Restore Disk Space Available Number of hard drive bytes that MCS web services can use to
create the restore Zip file.


Login Manager Status of the Avamar Login Manager service.


snmp sub-agent Status of the Avamar SNMP sub-agent service


ConnectEMC Status of the ConnectEMC service.


VMware vCenter Connection Monitor Status of the VMware vCenter connections. This service is
only listed when at least one vCenter client is added to the
system.


snmp daemon Status of the Avamar SNMP master agent service.


ssh daemon Status of the Avamar Secure Shell (SSH) service.


syslog daemon Status of the Avamar syslog service.


Data Domain SNMP Manager Status of the SNMP service for monitoring configured Data
Domain systems.


Remote Backup Manager Service Status of the external backup manager service that is used by
the Replicas at Source feature.


RabbitMQ Status of the RabbitMQ message broker service.


Replication job Status of the replication job on the Avamar server.


NOTE: The list of services on the Services Administration tab varies according to the configuration of the Avamar


system.


Change server passwords and OpenSSH keys
Use the change-passwords utility to change the passwords for operating system user accounts and Avamar server user
accounts. Also use change-passwords to create and modify SSH keys for those accounts.


The change-passwords utility guides you through the following operations:


● Changing passwords for the operating system accounts: admin and root
● Changing passwords for the internal Avamar server accounts: root, MCUser, repluser, and viewuser
● Creating and changing SSH keys


Password rules for operating system user accounts


For the operating system admin and root accounts, passwords must observe the following default rules:


● The password must be between 6 and 31 characters in length.
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● The password must contain only alphanumeric characters and the special characters .-_!@+=:,/.


● The password must contain at least one non-alphabetic character.


The operating system does not check the password against previous passwords. There is no default expiration time.


If you install additional password hardening as part of level-2 security hardening, different rules govern the password complexity
for operating system user accounts. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides more information. However, these rules for
operating system user accounts do not affect the application-level Avamar server user accounts.


Password rules for Avamar software user accounts


For the Avamar server user accounts, passwords must observe the following rules:


● The password must be between 8 and 32 characters in length.
● The password must contain only alphanumeric, hyphen, backslash (\), or underscore characters.


● The password must contain at least one non-alphabetic character.


The Avamar software does not check the password against previous passwords. There is no default expiration time.


Changing server passwords and OpenSSH keys


Steps


1. Suspend all scheduled operations:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
b. On the Manage All Schedules window, click Suspend All.


2. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


3. Start the utility by typing change-passwords.


4. The output prompts you to indicate whether you plan to specify SSH private keys that are authorized for root operations.


5. Type n and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to change admin or root operating system user account passwords.


6. Type y to change the passwords or n to skip the process of changing the passwords, and then press Enter.


7. If you typed y in the previous step, then follow the system prompts to change the passwords for one or more of the admin
or root operating system user accounts.
The output prompts you to specify whether to change SSH keys.


8. Type y to change or create an SSH key, or type n, and then press Enter.


9. If you typed y in the previous step, then follow the system prompts to change or create the keys.
The output prompts you to specify whether to change Avamar server passwords.


10. When prompted, type y to change the MCUser, Avamar root, repluser, and viewuser passwords, or if you do not want to
change the passwords, type n, and then press Enter.


11. If you typed y in the previous step, then follow the system prompts to change the passwords.
The output prompts you to accept or reject the changes that are made to passwords or SSH keys during this utility session.


12. Type y to accept the changes or type n to exit this utility session without changes, and then press Enter.
The output provides the status of the operation.


13. When the operation completes, resume scheduled operations:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
b. On the Manage All Schedules window, click Resume All.
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MCS configuration settings
Avamar Administrator consists of both client and server software applications. You can independently configure each application
by editing either the server or client preferences file.


Changes to the server preferences file, mcserver.xml, affect all Avamar Administrator sessions. Changes to a client
preferences file, mcclient.xml, only affect Avamar Administrator sessions on that client. Both files conform to the
preferences.dtd XML Document Type Description (DTD) referenced by the JSDK 1.4 API.


Default and live copies


Two copies of each of these files are present on the system:


● An initial default copy is used to initialize each application after installation.
● A live copy contains the current settings that are used by the application.


The default copies are located in the /lib directory for each application. The live copies are located in a “live file” directory.
The following table lists the default live file directory for each application.


Table 50. Default live file directory for MCS configuration files 


Application Default live file directory


Server /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
Client install_directory/var/mc/gui_data/prefs, where


install_directory is typically C:\Program
Files\avs\administrator on Microsoft Windows
computers and /usr/local/avamar on Linux computers.


Initialization behavior


When either the server or client application is initialized, the respective default preferences file in the \lib directory is loaded
into memory and replicated to the live file directory.


NOTE: Reinitializing a running MCS is highly destructive. It completely overwrites any custom preference settings that are


stored in the live file and reverts the system configuration back to default settings. If this step occurs, you must recover


custom preference settings from a previous flush (backup) if they are overwritten.


Upgrade behavior


During server upgrades, any mcserver.xml entry that is marked with the merge="delete" attribute in the new default
mcserver.xml file is not merged into the new live copy. These entries are obsolete. They are retained in the default
mcserver.xml file so that the MCS knows to delete the preferences on an upgraded customer system.


You can manually add a merge="keep" attribute to any entry in the live /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/
prefs/mcserver.xml file. Settings with merge="keep" attributes are retained in the new live copy after the upgrade.


Backing up MCS data


To protect itself from hardware failures, the MCS automatically backs up or flushes its persistent data to the Avamar server
hourly and as part of system checkpoints. Flushes are done by way of an avtar client session. You can also force an
on-demand flush.


About this task


The flush process generates the timestamp files in the following table.
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Table 51. MCS backup timestamp files 


File Description


flush.timestamp Before every flush, flush.timestamp is created in the
server_data directory. This file includes the time and date
of the flush. On a server rollback, this file is restored and
can be used to verify that the rollback was successful to the
selected time and date. The contents of flush.timestamp
are also accessible by using of the mcserver.sh --
status command.


init.timestamp During system initialization, the init.timestamp file is
created or overwritten in the server_data directory. This
file includes the time and date of the system initialization and
can be used to verify that initialization was successful on the
selected time and date.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. To begin an on-demand MCS flush, type the following command:


mcserver.sh --flush


Restoring MCS data


Prerequisites


If you are planning to restore MCS data to a specific backup, find the label number for the backup either by browsing for the
backup in Avamar Administrator or by using the avtar command:


● In Avamar Administrator, open the Backup, Restore and Manage window, and browse for backups in the /MC_BACKUPS
account.


● Type the following command on a single command line:


avtar --backups --id=root --ap=password --path=/MC_BACKUPS --hfsaddr=Avamar_server --
count=n
where password is the Avamar root user account password (not the operating system root password), Avamar_server is
the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server, and n is the number of backups to list. A total number of 26 MCS
flushes typically occurs each day for an Avamar server — one per hour and one each during the morning and evening system
checkpoints. Therefore, to list all MCS backups for a specific past number of days, specify --count=n in increments of 26.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the MCS by typing dpnctl stop mcs.
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3. Restore the MCS by typing one of the following commands:
● To restore to the most recent backup, type mcserver.sh --restore.


● To restore to a specific backup, type mcserver.sh --restore --labelnum=n, where n is the label number of the
backup.


4. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_log/restore.log to verify the success of the restore.


5. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Reverting to the default MCS configuration settings


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the MCS by typing dpnctl stop mcs.


3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Rename mcserver.xml to old.mcserver.xml by typing the following command:


mv mcserver.xml old.mcserver.xml
5. Copy the default server preferences file to the current directory by typing the following command on a single command line:


cp /usr/local/avamar/lib/mcserver.xml /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/
mcserver.xml


6. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Using network address translation (NAT)
Avamar clients can access Avamar storage nodes by using a set of addresses that undergo NAT.


About this task


To make NAT information available to the Avamar server, the probe.xml file must contain nat-address elements for
storage nodes. After a client makes initial contact with the utility node on the Avamar server, the Avamar server provides a
set of routable addresses for the storage nodes to each client. In the absence of a nat-address element, a client uses a
pre-configured “real” (untranslated) network interface address.


The following figure illustrates an example of a 1x4 multi-node server configuration in which Avamar uses NAT.
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Figure 14. Multi-node server configuration with NAT


The following instructions assume that each Avamar node has a unique address (from the Avamar client perspective), and that
you configure a router on the network to apply transparent one-to-one network address translation. You can also use these
instructions to enable NAT for use in a single-node server configuration.


Steps


1. Use either the dpnnetutil or nodedb program to add NAT addresses to probe.xml.


Command Command prompt example


dpnnetutil su - root
dpnnetutil
Respond to the interactive prompts displayed by dpnnetutil.


nodedb nodedb update if --addr=10.6.250.87 --new-nat=192.168.6.4=192.168.6.5
2. If the Avamar storage subsystem is stopped, restart it by typing dpnctl start gsan.


3. If the Avamar storage subsystem is running, reread the probe.xml file by typing the following command:


avmaint networkconfig /usr/local/avamar/var/probe.xml --avamaronly
4. Register clients by using the avregister (UNIX) or avregister.bat (Windows) command, or by using Avamar


Administrator.


Solutions for common NAT problems


To determine whether NAT is in use, the client and Avamar server must have a network connection. The following table provides
solutions for common NAT connection and configuration problems.


Table 52. Solutions for common NAT problems 


Problem Solution


The Avamar server terminates with a FATAL ERROR
message.


Ensure that the probe.xml file:


● Exists in the /usr/local/avamar/var/ directory.


● Is a valid XML file and adheres to the node resource
database format.


● Lists NAT IP addresses correctly.
Use the nodedb print --say command to view the
contents of probe.xml. The --say option displays the path
and name of the current node resource database.


The server/client connection fails. Use network diagnostic tools such as ping, traceroute,
tracert, or iperf to verify network connectivity.
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Editing network settings for a single-node server


About this task


The Changing the Name and IP Addressing of Avamar Systems Technical Note, which is available on Avamar Support at
https://support.EMC.com, provides instructions on how to edit the network settings for a single-node server.


Adding a custom security notification for web browser
logins
You can include a custom security notification on the login page of Avamar Web Restore. This notification typically explains that
only authorized users are permitted access. It can also list the penalties for unauthorized access.


Steps


1. In a text editor, create a file that is named disclaimer_Web_Restore.txt.


2. Add the notification content to the file.


You can use some basic HTML tags and CSS inline styles in the notification content.


3. Copy the file to the following location on a single-node server, or on the utility node of a multi-node server:


/usr/local/avamar/var/em/server_data/


Viewing and editing server contact information
The Avamar server sends contact information for the Avamar server to Avamar with every event it reports, including capacity
reports that help prevent the system from exceeding critical thresholds. Keep this information current.


About this task


A server roll back applies the contact information that existed at the time of the checkpoint. When the roll back completes, you
can view or edit the contact information to ensure that the information is current.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Help > View/Edit Contact Information.


The View/Edit Contact Information dialog box appears. The fields in the following table are read-only on the dialog box.


Table 53. Read-only fields on the View/Edit Contact Information dialog box 


Field Description


System ID Unique Avamar server identifier, which is created during
initial server installation. This field is read-only.


AVE Yes (Y) if this server is an Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE)
server or no (N) if it is not. This field is read-only.


2. Edit the contact information.


Table 54. Editable fields on the View/Edit Contact Information dialog box 


Field Description


Avamar site ID Unique customer site identifier, which is specified during
initial server installation.


Data Domain S/N Serial number of Data Domain systems that have been
added to this server. If no Data Domain systems have been
added, type (N/A).
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Table 54. Editable fields on the View/Edit Contact Information dialog box (continued)


Field Description


Server location Physical location of the Avamar server at the customer site.


Company Information Name and address of the company that owns this Avamar
server.


Contact Information Name, telephone number, and email address of the primary
contact for this Avamar server.


3. Click OK.


Migrating backups
Avamar can now perform an automatic migration of GSAN, Data Domain, and hybrid backup data from the source server to the
destination server.


The Avamar server only supports automatic migration for the following backup types:


● Linux file system
● Windows file system
● NDMP


To automatically move backup data, trigger the migration job from the destination server. After the migration job has started,
the migration tool moves the backup data from the source server to the destination server.


NOTE: Backups with a large number of small files might cause low migration performance.


For manual steps on how to perform system migrations of existing mixed Avamar and Data Domain systems to Avamar and Data
Domain systems, see the Avamar Mixed-source (GSAN and Data Domain) Backups Migration Technical Note.
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Server Monitoring


Topics:


• Recommended daily server monitoring
• Monitoring activities
• Monitoring server status and statistics
• Event monitoring
• Server monitoring with syslog
• Server monitoring with SNMP
• Viewing Avamar server log files
• Audit logging
• Automatic notifications to Avamar Support
• Verifying system integrity


Recommended daily server monitoring
To ensure that the Avamar server is working correctly, we recommend that you perform the system monitoring tasks that are
listed in the following table on a daily basis.


Table 55. System monitoring tools and tasks 


Monitoring tool Monitoring task


Activity Monitor Investigate any abnormal client activity, such as backups that
complete with exceptions.


Server Monitor Confirm that the last checkpoint and validated checkpoint are
recent. Ideally, they should have occurred within the past 24
hours.


Event Monitor Investigate any system errors or warnings.


Unacknowledged Events list Investigate and clear (acknowledge) any unacknowledged
events.


NOTE: Enable the Email Home feature and the ConnectEMC feature, which automatically email Avamar Support with the


status of the daily data integrity check and other important server messages.


Monitoring activities


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link.
The Activity window is displayed.


2. Click the Activity Monitor tab.


Activity Monitor details on page 161 provides details on the information available in the Activity Monitor.


3. (Optional) Filter the information in the Activity Monitor to display only activities with a specific state, type, group, client, or
plug-in:


a. Select Actions > Filter.
The Filter Activity dialog box appears.


b. Define the filtering criteria and click OK.


9
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Activity Monitor details


By default, the Activity Monitor tab displays the most recent 5,000 client activities during the past
72 hours. You can increase or reduce the amount of information in the Activity Monitor by editing
the com.avamar.mc.wo completed_job_retention_hours preference in the /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/
server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml file, and then restarting the MCS.


The following tables provide details on the information that is available in the Activity Monitor.


Table 56. Session details available in the Activity Monitor  


Column Description


Status Status of the backup, restore, or validation activity. The
Avamar Administrator online help provides details on each
status.


Error Code If the activity did not successfully complete, a numeric error
code appears. To view a detailed explanation, double-click the
error code .


Start Time Date and time that this activity began, adjusted for
the prevailing time zone, which is shown in parentheses.
Daylight Savings Time (DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.


Elapsed Time Elapsed time for this activity.


End Time Date and time that this activity completed, adjusted for
the prevailing time zone, which is shown in parentheses.
Daylight Savings Time (DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.


Type Type of activity. The Avamar Administrator online help
provides details on each type.


Server Server on which the activity occurred, either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system.


Progress Bytes Total number of bytes examined during this activity.


New Bytes Percentage of new bytes backed up to either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system. Low numbers indicate high
levels of data deduplication.


Table 57. Client details available in the Activity Monitor 


Column Description


Client Avamar client name.


Domain Full location of the client in the Avamar server.


OS Client operating system.


Client Release Avamar client software version. If this activity is a VMware
image backup or restore, then this value is the Avamar client
software version running on the image proxy client.


Proxy If this activity is a VMware image backup or restore, then this
value is the name of the proxy client performing the backup
or restore on behalf of the virtual machine. Blank for all other
activities.


Table 58. Policy details available in the Activity Monitor 


Column Description


Sched. Start Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled to begin.
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Table 58. Policy details available in the Activity Monitor (continued)


Column Description


Sched. End Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled to end.


Elapsed Wait Total amount of time that this activity spent in the activity
queue. That is, the scheduled start time minus the actual start
time.


Group Group that started this activity. One of the following values:
● If the activity was a scheduled backup, the group that


this client was a member of when this scheduled activity
started.


● On-demand is shown for other backup, restore, and
validation activities.


● If the activity was a scheduled replication, then this value
is the replication group.


● Admin On-Demand Group is shown for-demand
replication activities.


Plug-in Plug-in that is used for this activity.


Retention Retention types that are assigned to this backup. One or more
of the following values:
● D—Daily
● W—Weekly
● M—Monthly
● Y—Yearly
● N—No specific retention type


Schedule If the activity was a scheduled backup, the schedule that
began this activity. On-Demand or End User Request is
shown for all other activities that are started from Avamar
Administrator or the client, respectively.


Dataset Name of the dataset that is used to create the backup. If the
activity is a replication job, this column lists the source system
name on the destination system, and the destination name on
the source system.


WID Work order ID. Unique identifier for this activity.


Monitoring server status and statistics
The Server window in Avamar Administrator enables you to monitor status and statistics for the Avamar server as a whole, for
individual nodes on the Avamar server, and for any configured Data Domain systems.


About this task


The following tabs appear on the Server window:


● The Server Monitor tab presents a summarized view of CPU, network, and hard drive performance statistics for the
Avamar server. A separate subtab provides the same information for any configured Data Domain systems.


● The Server Management tab shows a detailed view of the server hardware resources for the Avamar server and any
configured Data Domain systems.


● The Session Monitor tab shows a list of active client backup and restore sessions.
● The Checkpoint Management tab shows detailed information for all system checkpoints that are performed for this


Avamar server.
● The Data Domain NFS Datastores tab lists the temporary NFS share for VMware instant access on any configured Data


Domain systems. The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides more information on instant access.
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Server Monitor tab


The Server Monitor tab on the Server window in Avamar Administrator includes separate tabs for the Avamar server and any
configured Data Domain systems.


Avamar tab


The Avamar tab in the Server Monitor presents a summarized view of CPU, network, and hard drive performance statistics for
the Avamar server.


The following tables describe the information available on the Avamar tab.


Table 59. Node details on the Avamar tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Status indicators Status of the node. One of the following values:
● Online (green)—The node is functioning correctly.
● Read-Only (blue)—This status occurs normally as


background operations are performed and when backups
have been suspended.


● Time-Out (gray)—MCS could not communicate with this
node.


● Unknown (yellow)—Node status cannot be determined.
● Offline (red)—The node has experienced a problem.


If ConnectEMC has been enabled, a Service Request
(SR) is logged. Go to Avamar Support to view existing
SRs. Search the knowledgebase for KB000457963,
Troubleshooting Node Offline\GSAN Degraded Issues on
an Avamar System.


ID Each node in the Avamar server has a unique logical identifier.
This node ID is expressed in the format module.node.


NOTE: Module and node numbering begins with zero.
Therefore, the ID for the third node in the first module
is 0.2.


Table 60. CPU details on the Avamar tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Load Average number of CPU threads over the past minute.


User Percentage of CPU capacity that is consumed by running
server instructions (anything other than operating system
overhead).


Sys Percentage of CPU capacity that is consumed by operating
system overhead.


Table 61. Network details on the Avamar tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Ping Time in seconds that this node took to respond to a ping
request.


In Received packet throughput reported in KB per second.


Out Sent packet throughput reported in KB per second.
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Table 62. Disk details on the Avamar tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Reads Average number of hard drive reads per second as reported
by the operating system.


Writes Average number of hard drive writes per second as reported
by the operating system.


Utilization Percentage of total available server storage capacity currently
used.


Data Domain tab


The Data Domain tab in the Server Monitor provides CPU, disk activity, and network activity for each node on the Data Domain
system.


The following tables describe the information available on the Data Domain tab.


Table 63. Node details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Status indicators Status of the node. One of the following values:
● OK (green)—The Data Domain system is functioning


correctly.
● Warning (yellow)—There is a problem with the Data


Domain system, but backups and restores can continue.
● Error (red)—There is a problem with the Data Domain


system, and backups and restores are stopped until the
problem is resolved.


If the status is yellow or red, you can view additional
status information to determine and resolve the problem. The
Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides
details.


Name Hostname of the Data Domain system as defined in corporate
DNS.


Table 64. CPU details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Busy Avg. Average CPU usage as a percentage of total possible CPU
usage.


Max Maximum CPU usage that has occurred as a percentage of
total possible CPU usage.


Table 65. Disk (KB/S) details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Read Disk read throughput in kilobytes per second.


Write Disk write throughput in kilobytes per second.


Busy Disk I/O usage as a percentage of total possible disk I/O
usage.


Table 66. Network (KB/S) details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property a Description


Eth#1 Desc—Description of the network interface.
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Table 66. Network (KB/S) details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor (continued)


Property a Description


In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 1.


Eth#2 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 2.


Eth#3 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 3.


Eth#4 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 4.


a. The number of Eth# columns depends on the maximum number of network interfaces that the configured Data Domain
systems support.


Server Management tab


The Server Management tab on the Server window in Avamar Administrator shows a detailed view of the server hardware
resources, including both the Avamar server and any configured Data Domain systems.


Avamar server information is listed under the Avamar folder in the tree, and configured Data Domain systems are listed under
the Data Domain folder in the tree.


The information in the right pane of the window changes when you select different items in the tree.


Table 67. Data display based on selections on the Server Management tab 


Selected item Information in the right pane of the Server Management
tab


Servers node Summary of bytes protected


Avamar or Data Domain nodes Blank


Avamar server name Detailed information for the Avamar server


Module Detailed information for that module


Node Detailed information for that node


Partition Detailed information for that logical hard drive partition


Data Domain system Detailed information for that Data Domain system


NOTE: Avamar is licensed in decimal units. Therefore, Total capacity and Capacity used are displayed in decimal units on


the Server Management tab. All other parts of the product that output capacity is displayed in binary units.


Bytes Protected Summary


The following table provides details on the Bytes Protected Summary properties on the Server Management tab.


The amount is the pre-compress size on the client side.


Table 68. Bytes Protected Summary properties on the Server Management tab 


Property Description


Properties Name of the Avamar server and configured Data Domain
systems.
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Table 68. Bytes Protected Summary properties on the Server Management tab (continued)


Property Description


Values Number of bytes of protected data on the server or Data
Domain system. The amount is the pre-compress size on the
client side.


Server information


The following tables describe the Server Information that is provided when an Avamar server is selected on the Server
Management tab.


Table 69. Server Details on the Server Management tab 


Property Description


Active sessions Current number of active client sessions. Click the Session
Monitor tab for more information.


Total bytes free in partitions Disk free size from the OS level.


Server bytes reserved The maximum size that the current stripe files occupy.


Total capacity Total amount of server storage capacity.


Server utilization Percentage of total available server storage capacity currently
used. This value is derived from the largest Disk Utilization
value on the Avamar tab in the Server Monitor, and therefore
represents the absolute maximum Avamar server storage
utilization. Actual utilization across all modules, nodes, and
drives might be slightly lower.


Bytes protected (client pre-comp size) Total amount of client data in bytes that has been backed up
(protected) on this server. The amount is the pre-compress
size on the client side.


Bytes protected quota (client pre-comp size) Maximum amount of client data in bytes that is licensed for
protection on this server. The amount is the pre-compress
size on the client side.


License expiration Calendar date on which this server's licensing expires. When
the licensing is perpetual, the value is never.


Time since Server initialization Number of hours, days, and minutes that have elapsed since
this Avamar server was initialized.


Last checkpoint Date and time that the last server checkpoint was performed.
Checkpoints are typically performed twice daily.


Last validated checkpoint Date and time that the server checkpoint was last
validated. Checkpoint validation normally occurs once per day.
Therefore, the Last validated checkpoint time and Last
checkpoint time might be different depending on the time
of day that you view this information.


NOTE: If the Last validated checkpoint and Last
checkpoint times are more than 36 hours apart,
checkpoint validation is not occurring, which is a problem.


System Name User-assigned name of this Avamar server.


System ID Unique identifier for this Avamar server.


HFSAddr Hash File System (HFS) address (Addr). The hostname or IP
address that backup clients use to connect to this Avamar
server.


HFSPort HFS data port. The data port that backup clients use to
connect to this Avamar server. The default is port 27000.
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Table 69. Server Details on the Server Management tab (continued)


Property Description


IP Address IP address of this Avamar server. If the HFSAddr is an IP
address, this value is the same as the HFSAddr.


Table 70. Maintenance Activities Details on the Server Management tab 


Property Description


Suspended One of the following values:
● No — Server maintenance activities are not currently


suspended (that is, server maintenance activities will run
normally during the next maintenance window).


● Yes — Server maintenance activities are currently
suspended.


Table 71. Garbage Collection Details on the Server Management tab 


Property Description


Status One of the following values:
● Idle — Garbage collection is not currently taking place.
● Processing — Garbage collection is taking place.


Result One of the following values:
● OK — Last garbage collection activity successfully


completed.
● Error code — Last garbage collection activity did not


successfully complete.


Start time Date and time that the last garbage collection activity began.


End time Date and time that the last garbage collection activity ended.


Passes Total number of passes during the last garbage collection
activity.


Bytes recovered Total amount of storage space in bytes that was recovered
during the last garbage collection activity.


Chunks deleted Total number of data chunks that were deleted during the last
garbage collection activity.


Index stripes Total number of index stripes.


Index stripes processed Total number of index stripes that were processed during the
last garbage collection activity.


Module information


The following table provides details on the Module properties on the Server Management tab.


Table 72. Module properties on the Server Management tab  


Property Description


Total bytes free in partitions Disk free size from the OS level.


Server bytes reserved The maximum size that the current stripe files occupy.


Total capacity Total amount of server storage capacity.


Server utilization Percentage of total available server storage capacity currently
used. This value is derived from the largest Disk Utilization
value that is shown on the Avamar tab in the Server Monitor,
and therefore represents the absolute maximum Avamar
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Table 72. Module properties on the Server Management tab  (continued)


Property Description


server storage utilization. Actual utilization across all modules,
nodes, and drives might be slightly lower.


Number of nodes Total number of nodes in this module.


IP address Base IP address of this module.


Node information


The following tables provide details on the Node properties on the Server Management tab.


Table 73. Status indicators on the Node Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


Status indicators One of the following values:
● Online (green) — Node is functioning correctly.
● Read-Only (blue) — This option occurs normally as


background operations and when backups have been
suspended.


● Time-Out (gray) — MCS could not communicate with this
node.


● Unknown (yellow) — Node status cannot be determined.
● Offline (red) — Node has experienced a problem.


If ConnectEMC has been enabled, a Service Request
(SR) should have been logged. Go to Avamar Support
to view existing SRs. Search the knowledgebase
for KB000457963, Troubleshooting Node Offline\GSAN
Degraded Issues on an Avamar System.


Table 74. Server details on the Node Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


State Current operational state of the server. One of the following
values:
● ONLINE — Node is functioning correctly.
● DEGRADED — One or more disk errors have been


detected.
● OFFLINE — Node has experienced a problem. If


ConnectEMC has been enabled, a Service Request
(SR) should have been logged. Go to Avamar Support
to view existing SRs. Search the knowledgebase
for KB000457963, Troubleshooting Node Offline\GSAN
Degraded Issues on an Avamar System.


● READONLY — Occurs normally as background operations
are performed and when backups have been suspended.


Runlevel Current operational state of the server. One of the following
values:
● fullaccess — This Avamar server is fully operational.
● admin — Avamar server is fully operational but only the


administrator root account can access the server.
● adminonly — Avamar server is fully operational but only


the administrator root account can access the server.
● adminreadonly — Avamar server is in a read-only condition


and only the administrator root account can access the
server.


● readonly — Avamar server is in a read-only condition.
Restores are allowed but no new backups can be taken.
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Table 74. Server details on the Node Information part of Server Management (continued)


Property Description


● suspended — Scheduled backups are disabled until you
reenable the scheduler.


● synchronizing — Avamar server is priming or
synchronizing stripes. A temporary condition. Some
operations might be delayed.


Accessmode Current access level of the server. The full server access
mode is typically represented as 3 4-bit fields. For example:
mhpu+mhpu+0000 The most significant bits show server
privileges, the middle bits show root user privileges, and
the least significant bits show privileges for all other users.
Individual bits in these fields convey the following information:
● m — Migrate allowed.
● h — Hash File System (HFS) is writable.
● p — Persistent store is writable.
● u — User accounting is writable.


Port Data port that is used for intra-node communication.


Dispatcher Data port that is used by various utilities to communicate with
this node.


Server uptime Number of hours, days, and minutes that have elapsed since
this Avamar server was initialized.


Server bytes reserved The maximum size that the current stripe files occupy.


Amount of reserved used The size for backup data in the stripe files and cache.


Total capacity Total amount of server storage capacity.


Capacity used Total amount of server storage capacity that has been used
for any reason.


Server utilization Percentage of total available node storage capacity currently
used.


Number of stripes Total number of stripes on this node.


Server version Version of Avamar software running on this node.


Table 75. OS details on the Node Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


Version Current operating system version running on this node.


Node uptime Number of hours, days, and minutes that have elapsed since
this node was last started.


Total bytes free in partitions Disk free size from the OS level.


Total bytes used in partitions Disk used size from the OS level.


Load average The average number of CPU threads over the past minute.


CPU % Percentage of this node’s CPU currently being used.


Ping time (sec) Time in seconds this node took to respond to a ping request.


Disk reads Number of hard drives read operations per second.


Disk writes Number of write operations per second for the hard drive.


Network reads Number of kilobytes per second read by way of this node’s
network connection.
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Table 75. OS details on the Node Information part of Server Management (continued)


Property Description


Network writes Number of kilobytes per second written by way of this node’s
network connection.


Table 76. Hardware details on the Node Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


IP address IP address of this node.


MAC address Media Access Control (MAC) address. A low-level hardware
address that uniquely identifies this node in the Avamar
server.


Number of partitions Total number of logical hard drive partitions in this node.


Generation The hardware platform type.


Generation Description The hardware platform type description.


Partition information


The following tables provide details on the Partition Information that is available when a partition is selected on the Server
Management tab.


Table 77. Status indicators on the Partition Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


Status indicators One of the following values:
● Online (green) — The partition is functioning correctly.
● Offline (yellow) — The partition has one or more offline


stripes. If ConnectEMC has been enabled, a Service
Request (SR) should have been logged. Go to the Avamar
Support website to view existing SRs.


● Read-Only (blue) — The partition is read-only.
● Nonfunctional (red) — The partition is not functioning.


Search the knowledgebase on the Avamar Support
website for KB000465715, Suspended Partitions\Stripes
and Hfscheck Failures on Avamar (Symptom Code 22632).


Server bytes reserved The maximum size that the current stripe files occupy.


Amount of reserved used The size for backup data in the stripe files and cache.


Table 78. Server Details on the Node Information part of Server Management 


Property Description


Total capacity Total amount of server storage capacity.


Capacity used Total amount of server storage capacity that has been used.


Server utilization Percentage of total available partition storage capacity that is
used.


State Current operational state of this partition. One of the
following values:
● ONLINE — The partition is functioning correctly.
● MIGRATING — Transitional state that might or might not


be due to normal operation.
● OFFLINE — Transitional state that might or might not be


due to normal operation.
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Table 78. Server Details on the Node Information part of Server Management (continued)


Property Description


● READY — Transitional state that might or might not be
due to normal operation.


● RESTARTING — Transitional state that might or might not
be due to normal operation.


Number of offline stripes Total number of stripes on this partition that are offline due to
media errors.


Number of transitioning stripes Total number of stripes on this partition that are in a
transitional state that might or might not be due to normal
operation.


Properties Various operating system properties (if known).


Values Settings for operating system properties (if known).


Total bytes free in partitions Disk free size from the OS level.


Total bytes used in partitions Disk used size from the OS level.


Data Domain system information


The following table provides details on the Data Domain system properties on the Server Management tab.


Table 79. Data Domain system properties on the Server Management tab 


Property Description


Status indicators One of the following values:
● Online (green)—The Data Domain system is functioning


correctly.
● Offline (yellow)—The Data Domain system is offline. The


Data Domain Offline Diagnostics Suite User Guide, which
is available on Avamar Support, provides more information.


● Read-Only (blue)—The Data Domain system is read-only.
● Nonfunctional (red)—The Data Domain system is not


functioning. The Data Domain Offline Diagnostics Suite
User Guide provides more information.


IPv4 Hostname IPv4 hostname of the Data Domain system as defined in
corporate DNS.


IPv6 Hostname IPv6 hostname of the Data Domain system as defined in
corporate DNS.


Total Capacity (post-comp size) The total capacity for compressed data on the Data Domain
system.


Server Utilization (post-comp use%) The percentage of capacity that is used on the Data Domain
system for any reason after compression of the data.


Bytes Protected (client pre-comp size) The total number of bytes of data that are protected, or
backed up, on the Data Domain system. This value is the
number of bytes before the data is compressed.


File System Available (post-comp avail) The total amount of disk space available for compressed data
in the DDFS.


File System Used (post-comp used) The total amount of disk space that is used in the DDFS for
compressed data.


Username The username of the Data Domain OpenStorage (OST)
account that Avamar should use to access the Data Domain
system for backups, restores, and replication, if applicable.
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Table 79. Data Domain system properties on the Server Management tab (continued)


Property Description


This username is specified when you add the Data Domain
system to the Avamar configuration.


Default Replication Storage System Whether the Data Domain system is configured as default
replication storage. This option is selected or cleared when
you add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Target For Avamar Checkpoint Backups Indicate whether to store Avamar Checkpoint Backups on the
Data Domain system or not.


Maximum Streams For Avamar Checkpoint Backups The maximum number of reserved streams for Avamar
CheckPoint Backup on Data Domain system.


Maximum Streams The maximum number of Data Domain system streams
that Avamar can use at any one time to perform backups
and restores. This number is configured for the Data
Domain system when you add the system to the Avamar
configuration.


Maximum Streams Limit The maximum number of Data Domain systems backup write
streams.


Instant Access Limit The amount limit of VMs that generated from Instant Access
Restore.


DDOS Version Version number of the Data Domain Operating System (DD
OS) on the Data Domain system.


Serial Number The manufacturer’s serial number for the disk in the Data
Domain system.


Model number Model number of the Data Domain system.


Encryption Strength The default global encryption strength of DDBoost clients on
Data Domain system. The values are none, medium, and high.


Authentication Mode The default global authentication mode of DDBoost clients on
Data Domain system. The values are none, one-way, two-way,
and anonymous.


Monitoring Status Monitoring status of the Data Domain system. The Avamar
and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides details
on the available values.


Monitoring status details When the monitoring status is a value other than OK, then
additional information appears in a list below the Monitoring
Status row. The following entries describe the available
values.


NOTE: The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides details on how to troubleshoot error
conditions that result from each of these values.


DD Boost licensing status, either:
● DDBoost Licensed
● DDBoost not Licensed
DD Boost status, either:
● DDBoost Enabled
● DDBoost Disabled
Whether the DD Boost user is enabled or disabled, either:
● DDBoost User Enabled
● DDBoost User Disabled
DD Boost user status, either:
● DDBoost User Valid
● DDBoost User Changed
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Table 79. Data Domain system properties on the Server Management tab (continued)


Property Description


DD Boost option status, either:
● DDBoost Option Enabled
● DDBoost Option Disabled
● DDBoost Option not Available
Status of the non-OST user, if configured, either:
● Non-ost user state is Unknown
● Non-ost user Invalid
● Non-ost user disabled
● Non-ost user is not an admin user


NOTE: The non-OST user row does not appear when a
non-OST user has not been configured.


SNMP status, either:
● SNMP Enabled
● SNMP Disabled
Status of the Data Domain file system, either:
● File System Running
● File System Enabled
● File System Disabled
● File System Unknown
● File system status unknown since SNMP is disabled
Whether synchronization of maintenance operations, such as
checkpoints, HFS checks, and Garbage Collection, between
the Avamar server and the Data Domain system can occur,
either:
● Synchronization of maintenance operations is off.
● Synchronization of maintenance operations is on.


Cloud Tier The status of Cloud Tier. If enabled, display the Cloud Unit
name, or display as disabled.


Event monitoring
All Avamar system activity and operational status is reported as events to the MCS. Examples of Avamar events include client
registration and activation, successful and failed backups, and hard disk status.


Each event contains the information in the following table.


Table 80. Event information 


Information Description


Event code Unique identifier


Date and time Date and time the event was reported


Category Category of event:
● SYSTEM
● APPLICATION
● USER
● SECURITY


Type Type of event:
● INTERNAL
● ERROR
● WARNING
● INFORMATION
● DEBUG
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Table 80. Event information (continued)


Information Description


Summary A one-line summary description of the event


Hardware source System node that reported the event


Software source System or application module that reported the event


Event notifications


The following features generate notifications when specific events occur.


Pop-up alerts


You can configure individual events to generate a graphical pop-up alert each time the event occurs. Avamar Administrator must
be running for the pop-up alerts to appear.


Acknowledgment required list


You can specify that when a certain event type occurs, the Avamar system administrator must acknowledge the event.


Email messages


You can specify that when a certain event type occurs, an email message is sent to a designated list of recipients. Email
notifications can be sent immediately or in batches at scheduled times.


A typical batch email notification message looks like the following example.


Table 81. Example of a batch email notification message 


MCS: avamar-1.example.com


MCS Version: 7.1.0-nnn
Avamar Server: avamar-1.example.com
Avamar Server Version: 7.1.0-nnn


Event profile: My Custom Profile
Count of events: 3


Summary of events:
Type
-----------
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
INFORMATION


Type
-----------
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
INFORMATION


Code
------
22207
22208
22209


Count
------
1
1
1


Summary
-------
New group created
Group modified
Group deleted


Event Code = 22207
Event Date/Time = 5/10/14 09:58:20 PDT
Event Type = INFORMATION
Event Severity = OK
Event Summary = New group created
Software Source = MCS:CR
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Table 81. Example of a batch email notification message (continued)


Event Code = 22209
Event Date/Time = 5/10/14 09:58:25 PDT
Event Type = INFORMATION
Event Severity = OK
Event Summary = Group deleted
Software Source = MCS:CR


Event Code = 22208
Event Date/Time = 5/10/14 10:55:28 PDT
Event Type = INFORMATION
Event Severity = OK
Event Summary = Group modified
Software Source = MCS:CR


Syslog support


You can specify that when an event type occurs, Avamar logs information to local or remote syslog files that are based on
filtering rules that are configured for the syslog daemon that receives the events. Third-party monitoring tools and utilities
capable of examining log entries can access the syslog files and process them to integrate Avamar event information into larger
site activity and status reports.


SNMP support


The Avamar SNMP implementation provides two ways to access Avamar server events and activity completion status:


● SNMP requests provide a mechanism for SNMP management applications to “pull” information from a remote SNMP-
enabled client (in this case, the Avamar server).


● SNMP traps provide a mechanism for the Avamar server to “push” information to SNMP management applications whenever
designated Avamar events occur. You can configure an event type to output SNMP traps.


Usage intelligence


Enables the Avamar server to automatically collect and transfer reporting information to Avamar Support via the ESRS gateway.


Event profiles


Profiles are a notification management feature that is used to logically group certain event codes together and specify which
notifications to generate when the events occur.


There are two basic types of event profiles:


● System profile — There is only one system event profile. It contains all possible system event codes.
● Custom profiles — Custom profiles are used to send various notifications when certain system events occur. You can


create as many custom profiles as you should. This step is done to organize system events and generate notifications when
any of those events occur.


Profile catalog


The Avamar system includes a set of preconfigured event profiles by default.


System profile


There is only one system event profile. It contains all possible system event codes.
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Evaluation profile


The evaluation profile is primarily intended to be used to support system evaluations. If enabled, this profile generates an email
notification and attaches 2 weeks’ worth of Activities - DPN Summary report information to the email message. The Avamar
Reports Guide provides more information about the Activities - DPN Summary report.


High Priority Events profile


The High Priority Events profile is enabled by default. This special event profile automatically email messages the following
information to Avamar Support (emailhome@avamar.com) twice daily:


● Status of the daily data integrity check
● Selected Avamar server warnings and information messages
● Any Avamar server errors


The only change that you can make to the High Priority Events profile is to add email addresses to the Recipient Email List. If
you require custom High Priority Events profile settings, copy the profile and then edit the copy.


Local SNMP Trap profile


The Local SNMP Trap profile is read-only and is intended to be used for test purposes only. The profile enables you to verify
successfully generated traps and that the local snmptrapd process receives the traps, which then writes the trap information
to a syslog file.


Local Syslog profile


If enabled, the Local Syslog profile reports status by way of the local syslogd process on the Avamar server.


Usage Intelligence profile


Enables the Avamar server to automatically collect and transfer reporting information to Avamar Support via the ESRS gateway.


Editing the system event profile


The system event profile contains all possible system event codes. You can edit the system event profile to control whether an
event generates a pop-up alert in Avamar Administrator, an entry in the common unacknowledged events list, or neither.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. Select System Profile in the left pane and click Edit.
The Edit Profile dialog box appears with a list of event codes.


3. To show a graphical pop-up alert in Avamar Administrator each time an event occurs, select the GUI Alert checkbox next to
the event.


4. To add an entry to the common unacknowledged events list each time that an event occurs, select the Acknowledgement
Required checkbox.


5. Click OK.


Creating a custom event profile


Custom event profiles enable you to send notifications when specific system events occur.


About this task


You cannot view system events and profiles outside the domain that you are logged in to. This step affects the profiles that you
can edit and the events that you can add to a profile.
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Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the domain for the custom event profile, and click New.
The New Profile wizard appears.


3. In the Profile Name box, type a name for the event profile.


4. For Profile Type, leave the default setting of Email, Syslog, and SNMP Trap Notification.


NOTE: Because the Usage Intelligence feature uses the preconfigured Usage Intelligence profile, do not create a profile


that is based on the Usage Intelligence profile type. This step results in redundant data being sent to Avamar Support.


5. Choose whether to enable or disable the profile by selecting or clearing the Profile Enabled checkbox.


6. Choose whether to enable email notifications for the profile by selecting or clearing the Email Enabled checkbox.


7. If you enabled email notifications, then specify whether to send email notifications as soon as events occur or on a scheduled
basis:
● To send email notifications as soon as events occur, select Send data as events occur.
● To send email notifications on a scheduled basis, select Send data on a schedule, and then select the schedule from


the list.


8. Choose whether to enable or disable syslog notification for the profile by selecting or clearing the Syslog Notification –
Enabled checkbox.


9. Choose whether to enable or disable SNMP notification for the profile by selecting or clearing the SNMP Trap Notification
– Enabled checkbox.


10. Click Next.
The Event Codes page appears.


11. Click the All Codes tab, and then select the Notify checkbox next to the errors that should trigger notifications.


NOTE: An asterisk (*) next to an event indicates an event of such severity that a notification is sent when that event


occurs, even if other event notifications are sent on a schedule.


12. Click the Audit Codes tab, and then select the Notify checkbox next to the audit events that should trigger notifications.


NOTE: An asterisk (*) next to an event code indicates an event of such severity that a notification is sent when that


event occurs, even if other event notifications are sent on a schedule.


13. If you are adding this custom event profile at the top-level (that is, not to a domain or subdomain), specify the parameters to
control capacity forecast alerts:


a. Click the Parameters tab.
b. Select the checkbox next to the parameter, and then type a new value for the parameter.
c. Repeat the previous step as necessary for each parameter.


14. Click Next.
The Attachments page appears.


15. (Optional) If the profile includes email notification messages, select the Attach Server status in email (XML) checkbox to
include a report of overall Avamar server status in XML format in the messages.


16. (Optional) To include Avamar server logs in email notification messages, select the Attach Server logs in email checkbox
and then type the full path to the location of Avamar server logs in the Directory box. The default location is /usr/
local/avamar/var/cron/.


17. Specify the reports to include in email notification messages:


a. Select the Attach checkbox next to the report to include.
b. Select the checkbox next to the report for the file formats in which to send the report. You can select XML, CSV, or


TXT.
c. Specify the number of historical reports of this type to send with each notification message using the Since Count and


Since Unit fields. For example, send the past 2 months of these reports.


The following values are available from the Since Count list:


● day(s) ago
● week(s) ago
● month(s) ago
● since last modified


18. Click Next.
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The Email Notification page appears.


19. If the profile includes email notification messages, then specify the recipients and options for the email notification
messages:


a. In the Email Subject Header box, type an email subject line for the notification message.
b. Add an email recipient to the list by typing a valid email address in the Enter Recipient box and then clicking +.
c. (Optional) To remove a recipient from the Recipient Email List, select the recipient and click -.
d. To insert all attachments into the body of the email notification message, select the Inline attachments checkbox.


NOTE: When you insert the attachments, the email message may be very long.


e. To immediately send a test email message, click Send Email.
If the test email message is sent successfully, an Email accepted by transport layer confirmation message
appears.


20. Click Next.
The Syslog Notification page appears.


21. If the profile includes syslog notification messages, then specify the syslog notification parameters:


a. In the Address (IP or hostname) box, type the IP address or hostname of the Avamar server node running the
syslogd process.


b. In the Port Number box, type the port number that is used for syslog communication.
c. Choose whether to include extended event code information in the syslog message by selecting or clearing the Include


extended event data checkbox.


The extended information is delimited by using the following tags:


<Code>
<Type>
<Severity>
<Category>
<HwSource>
<Summary>
<active>
<lastEmailSendDate>
<domain>
<scheduleID>
<num_prefs>
<name>
<isSystem>


d. From the Facility list, select one of the following: user, local0, local1, local2, local3, local4, local5, local6, or local7.
e. To test the syslog notification parameters, click Send Test Syslog Entry.


22. Click Next.
The SNMP Trap Notification page appears.


23. If the profile includes SNMP notification messages, then specify SNMP notification parameters:


a. In the SNMP Trap address (IP or hostname) box, type the IP address or hostname of the computer running an
application that can receive and process an SNMP trap.


b. In the Port Number box, type the port number on the host server that is listening for SNMP traps. The default data port
is 162.


c. In the SNMP Community box, type the name of the SNMP community that the SNMP trap listener is configured to use.


The SNMP community is a text string that the local Net-SNMP agent uses to authenticate itself with the SNMP
management application.


d. To test the SNMP notification parameters, click Send Test SNMP Trap.


24. Click Finish.
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Editing a custom event profile


After you create a custom event profile for notifications of specific system events, you can edit any of the properties of the
profile.


About this task


You cannot view system events and profiles outside the domain that you are logged in to. This step affects the profiles that you
can edit and the events that you can add to a profile.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the custom event profile and click Edit.
The Edit Profile dialog box appears.


3. Edit the custom event profile. The properties are the same as when you create the profile.


4. Click OK.


Copying a custom event profile


You can create a custom event profile with the same properties as a profile that you already created by copying the profile. You
can copy the profile to the same domain or to a different domain.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the profile and click Copy.


The Save As dialog box appears.


3. Type a name for the new custom event profile in the Save As box.


4. (Optional) To copy the new custom event profile to a different domain, click the ... button, browse to the new domain, and
then click OK.


5. Click OK.


Testing custom event profile notifications


You can test custom event profile notification mechanisms by sending a short email message or writing a short message to the
syslog file.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the custom event profile and click Edit.
The Edit Profile dialog box appears.


3. Test the custom event profile:
● To send a test email message, select the Email Notification tab and click Send Email.
● To write a test message to the syslog file, select the Syslog Notification tab and click Send Test Syslog Entry.
● To send a test SNMP trap message, select the SNMP Trap Notification tab and click Send Test SNMP Trap.
If the test message is successfully sent, a confirmation message appears.


4. Click OK.


5. To close the Edit Profile dialog box, click OK.
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Enabling and disabling a custom event profile


When you disable an event profile, no email notifications are sent until you reenable the profile. You can disable any profile
except the system events profile.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. In the left pane, select the event profile.


3. To disable the event profile, click Disable, or to enable the event profile, clickEnable.


Deleting a custom event profile


You can permanently delete any custom event profile except the system events profile.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. Select the event profile and click Delete.
A confirmation message appears.


3. Click Yes.


Viewing events in the Event Monitor


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Event Management tab.


3. Click the Event Monitor tab near the bottom of the window.


The Avamar Administrator online help provides details on each of the columns in the Event Monitor.


4. Select the display mode for the Event Monitor:
● To display the most recent 5,000 system events for a defined range of dates, select Query.
● To display the most recent 5,000 system events during the past 24 hours, select Monitor.


5. (Optional) Filter the events that appear in the Event Monitor:


a. Open the Actions menu and select Event Management > Filter.
The Filter dialog box appears.


b. If you selected the Query display mode for the Event Monitor, select the range of dates for the events to display by
using the From Date and To Date fields.


c. From the Category list, select the category of events to display.
d. From the Type list, select the type of events to display.
e. From the Severity list, select the severity of the events to display.
f. To view events for all domains, select All Domains. Or, to view events for a specific domain, select Domain and then


browse to or type the domain name.
g. To display only events that contain certain case-sensitive keywords in the event code data XML element, type the


keyword in the Data box.


This criterion promotes easy filtering on important keywords across event attributes. For example, filtering the Event
Monitor on error returns all events that contain the word error in any XML attribute (for example, category, type, or
severity).


h. Choose whether to display events from all sources, from only the Avamar server, from all Data Domain systems, or from a
single Data Domain system:


● To view events from all sources, leave the default selection of All Sources in the Source list.
● To view events from only the Avamar server, select Avamar from the Source list.
● To view events from all Data Domain systems, select Data Domain Systems from the Source list and leave the


default selection of All Systems.
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● To view events from a single Data Domain system, select Data Domain Systems from the Source list, select the
System option, and then either type or browse to the Data Domain system.


i. Click More to view additional filtering criteria.
j. To limit the Event Monitor to events with a certain event code, select Only include codes and then add and remove


codes from the list. Or, to exclude events with a certain event code from the Event Monitor, select Exclude codes and
then add and remove codes from the list.


k. Click OK.


Viewing the event catalog


A sequential listing of all event codes and summary information is available in /usr/local/avamar/doc/
event_catalog.txt on the Avamar server. You can also view event_catalog.txt by using a web browser.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


2. Click Documentation.
The Avamar Documentation page appears.


3. Click the plus icon next to Avamar Event Codes.


4. Click event_catalog.txt.
The file opens in the web browser.


Acknowledging system events


System events that are configured to require acknowledgment each time they occur, remain in the unacknowledged events list
until they are explicitly cleared, or acknowledged, by an Avamar server administrator.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Event Management tab.


3. Click the Unacknowledged Events tab near the bottom of the window.


4. Acknowledge the events:
● To acknowledge one or more events, select the event entries and select Actions > Event Management >


Acknowledge Unacknowledged Events.
● To acknowledge all events in the list, select Actions > Event Management > Clear All Alerts.


Customizing error events


By default, Avamar software continually monitors /var/log/messages for any occurrence of the case-insensitive search
string error. Any occurrences of error create an event code of the type ERROR. You can customize this default behavior.


Steps


1. Define additional case-insensitive search strings that also create Avamar ERROR events.


2. Add the search strings to /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/adminlogpattern.xml.
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Server monitoring with syslog
The syslog system logging feature on UNIX and Linux systems collects system log messages and writes them to a designated log
file. You can configure the Avamar server to send event information in syslog format.


The Avamar server supports both syslog and syslog-ng implementations.


NOTE: Persons configuring syslog monitoring of an Avamar server should be familiar with basic syslog concepts. A


complete discussion of basic syslog concepts and implementation is beyond the scope of this guide. The www.syslog.org


website provides additional information.


At the operating system level, system monitoring and logging rely on the syslogd process to collect system log messages and
write them to a designated log file. The syslogd process runs locally on every Avamar server node.


However, without additional configuration, each node’s syslogd only collects system information for that node, and writes it to
a local log file on that node. From a syslog perspective, each Avamar server node is unaware that any other server nodes exist.
Also, the utility node syslog process is not aware that the Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) is collecting and logging
Avamar event information.


You can configure an Avamar event profile to format Avamar server event messages in syslog format and send this data to the
syslogd process running on the Avamar server utility node.


The following table describes how an event profile maps Avamar server event data to syslog fields.


Table 82. Mappings of syslog fields to Avamar event data 


Field in syslog Avamar event data


Facility Either User or Local#, where # is a number from 0 to 7.


Priority One of the following values, which are based on the Avamar
event type:
● debug, if the Avamar event type is DEBUG


● err, if the Avamar event type is ERROR


● info, if the Avamar event type is INFO


● none, if the Avamar event type is INTERNAL


● warning, if the Avamar event type is WARNING


Date Avamar event date.


Time Avamar event time.


Hardware source Avamar event hardware source.


Software source Avamar event software source.


Message The following fields from the Avamar event code:
● event code
● category
● summary
● event data


Configuring local syslog


The most basic way to implement Avamar server syslog monitoring is to configure the MCS to output Avamar event information
to the local syslogd process running on the utility node. The local syslogd service merges the Avamar event information
with the operating system messages in a single local log file.


Steps


1. Enable the Local Syslog event profile on the Avamar server:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
b. Select the Local Syslog event profile in the left pane and click Enable.
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2. On single-node servers and utility nodes with SLES 11 or later, configure the local utility node syslogd process to listen for
MCS event messages on UDP data port 514:


a. Open a command shell and log in as admin on the single-node server or the utility node of a multi-node server.
b. Switch user to root by typing su -.


c. Open /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf in a text editor.


d. Locate the following entry:


#
# uncomment to process log messages from network:
#
# udp(ip("0.0.0.0") port(514));


e. Add the following entry, including the comment:


#
# uncomment to process log messages from MCS:
#
udp(ip("0.0.0.0") port(514));


f. Save and close the file.
g. Restart the syslog process by typing the following command:


service syslog restart
h. Verify that syslog is listening on port 514 by typing the following command:


netstat -nap | grep 514
The following output appears in the command shell:


udp 0 0 127.0.0.1:514 127.0.0.1:* 8043/syslog-ng


Configuring remote syslog


Remote syslog monitoring includes the following:


About this task


● Configuring each server node to send syslog data to a remote logging host.
● Creating a custom syslog event profile that sends Avamar server event messages in syslog format to the remote logging


host.


Sites that implement remote syslog monitoring of an Avamar server in most cases already have a remote logging host that is
configured and deployed.


Many different syslog monitoring tools are available. Any syslog monitoring tool generally works with Avamar as long as it is
configured to listen for remote syslog messages over a LAN connection on UDP data port 514.


NOTE: For maximum security, implement remote syslog monitoring.


Steps


1. Create a custom syslog event profile that sends Avamar server event messages in syslog format to the remote logging host.


2. Configure all server nodes to send syslog messages to the remote logging host.


3. Configure the remote logging host to listen for syslog messages over a LAN connection on UDP data port 514.


4. If a firewall is enabled on the remote logging host, configure the firewall to allow UDP traffic on port 514 for a defined IP
range.


Creating a custom syslog event profile


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Profiles.
The Manage All Profiles window is displayed.


2. Select the Local Syslog event profile in the left pane and click Copy.
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The Save As dialog box appears.


3. Type a name for the new custom event profile in the Save As field.


4. Leave the domain set to root (/). Custom syslog profiles must reside in the root domain.


5. Click OK.


6. In the Manage All Profiles dialog box, select the custom syslog event profile that you created and click Edit.
The Edit Profile dialog box appears.


7. Select the Syslog Notification tab and specify syslog notification parameters:


a. In the Address (IP or hostname) field, type the IP address or hostname of the remote logging host.
b. In the Port Number field, leave the port number set to 514.
c. Select the Include extended event data option to include extended event code information in the syslog message.


The extended information is delimited by using the following tags:


<Code>
<Type>
<Severity>
<Category>
<HwSource>
<Summary>
<active>
<lastEmailSendDate>
<domain>
<scheduleID>
<num_prefs>
<name>
<isSystem>


d. From the Facility list, select one of the following values: user, local0, local1, local2, local3, local4, local5, local6, or
local7.


8. (Optional) To test the syslog notification parameters, click Send Test Syslog Entry.


9. Click OK.


Configuring server nodes to send syslog messages to the remote logging
server


As part of the process to configure remote syslog, you must configure all Avamar server nodes to send syslog messages to a
remote logging server over a LAN connection on UDP data port 514.


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


2. Open /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf in a text editor.


3. Add the following entry:


destination logserver {udp("ip_address" port(514)); };
log { source(src); destination(logserver); };
where ip_address is the IP address of the remote logging host.


4. Save and close the file.


5. Restart the syslog process by typing the following command:


service syslog restart
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6. On multi-node servers, repeat the previous steps for each node.


Configuring RHEL remote logging hosts running syslog


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the remote logging host as root.


2. Open /etc/sysconfig/syslog in a text editor.


3. Locate the following entry:


SYSLOGD_OPTIONS="-m 0"
4. Add the -r parameter to the entry:


SYSLOGD_OPTIONS="-r -m 0"
5. Save and close the file.


6. Restart the syslogd process by typing the following command:


service syslog restart


Configuring SLES remote logging hosts running syslog-ng


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the remote logging host as root.


2. Open /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf in a text editor.


3. Locate the following entry:


#
# uncomment to process log messages from network:
#
# udp(ip("0.0.0.0") port(514));


4. Uncomment the entry:


#
# uncomment to process log messages from network:
#
udp(ip("0.0.0.0") port(514));


5. Save and close the file.


6. Restart the syslog process by typing the following command:


service syslog restart
7. Verify that syslog is listening on port 514 by typing the following command:


netstat -nap | grep 514
The following output appears in the command shell:


udp 0 0 0.0.0.0:514 0.0.0.0:* 8043/syslog-ng


Configuring the firewall on the remote logging host


If a firewall is enabled on the remote logging host, configure the firewall to allow UDP traffic on port 514 for a defined IP range.


Steps


1. Restrict the source IP addresses of the remote log messages in iptables or another firewall to avoid Denial Of Service (DOS)
attacks on the remote logging host.


The following example rule for iptables would allow client system logs for an IP address range of Avamar server nodes:


# Rules to allow remote logging for syslog(-ng) on the log HOST system
iptables -A INPUT -p udp -s 192.168.1.0/24 --dport 514 -j ACCEPT
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where 192.168.1.0/24 is in the IP address range of the Avamar server nodes.


The following example rule for iptables specifies the IP address for each Avamar server node on a single line and includes the
Mac address of the Network Interface Card (NIC) for the node:


iptables -A INPUT -p udp -s 192.168.1.12 -m mac --mac-source 00:50:8D:FD:E6:32 --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A INPUT -p udp -s 192.168.1.13 -m mac --mac-source 00:50:8D:FD:E6:33 --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A INPUT -p udp -s 192.168.1.14 -m mac --mac-source 00:50:8D:FD:E6:34 --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A INPUT -p udp -s 192.168.1.15 -m mac --mac-source 00:50:8D:FD:E6:35 --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
...
No rules are necessary for the outgoing syslog traffic on the client side.


2. Restart the firewall service on the remote logging host for the changes to take effect.


3. Restart the syslog-ng service on all server nodes and the remote logging host for the changes to take effect:


service syslog restart


Server monitoring with SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a protocol for communicating and monitoring event notification information
between an application, hardware device, or software application and any number of monitoring applications or devices.


NOTE: Persons configuring an Avamar server to send event information over SNMP should be familiar with basic SNMP


concepts. A complete discussion of basic SNMP concepts and implementation is beyond the scope of this guide. The


www.net-snmp.org website provides additional information.


The Avamar SNMP implementation provides SNMP requests and SNMP traps to access Avamar server events and activity
status. The Avamar server supports SNMP versions v1, v2c and v3.


SNMP requests


SNMP requests provide a mechanism for SNMP management applications to “pull” information from a remote SNMP-enabled
application or device (in this case, the Avamar server). The SNMP management application sends a request to an SNMP master
agent running on the Avamar server. The SNMP master agent then communicates with the Avamar SNMP sub-agent, which
passes the request to the MCS. The MCS retrieves the data and sends it back to the Avamar SNMP sub-agent, which passes
it back to the management application by way of the SNMP master agent. Data port 161 is the default data port for SNMP
requests.


Avamar servers that are purchased directly from Avamar use the Net-SNMP master agent. Avamar servers that are built with
other industry standard hardware likely use an SNMP master agent that is provided by the hardware manufacturer.


SNMP traps


SNMP traps provide a mechanism for the Avamar server to “push” information to SNMP management applications when
designated Avamar events occur. Data port 162 is the default data port for SNMP traps. Typically, the SNMP management
application listens for the SNMP traps that designated remote hosts generate.


Configuring server monitoring with SNMP


Steps


1. To enable an SNMP management application to monitor an Avamar server, load the Avamar Management Information Base
(MIB) definition file (AVAMAR-MCS-MIB.txt) into the master MIB used by the SNMP management application.
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The MIB contains definitions of the information that can be monitored or which traps are sent for each SNMP application or
device.


The following table provides the locations for the Avamar MIB definition file.


Table 83. Locations for the Avamar MIB definition file 


Computer type MIB location


Single-node server /usr/local/avamar/doc
Multi-node server /usr/local/avamar/doc on the utility node
Computer with Avamar Administrator install_dir/doc, where install_dir is typically:


● C:\Program Files\avs\administrator on
Microsoft Windows computers


● /usr/local/avamar on Linux computers


● /opt/AVMRconsl on Solaris computers


A copy of the Avamar MIB definition file also resides in the /usr/share/snmp/mibs directory on single-node servers and
utility nodes. This copy is used by the Avamar SNMP sub-agent and should not be moved or distributed.


2. Configure the Net-SNMP agent. Configuring the Net-SNMP agent on page 187 provides instructions.


3. Configure a custom event profile to output designated Avamar server events to an SNMP trap. Creating a custom event
profile for an SNMP trap on page 188 provides instructions.


Configuring the Net-SNMP agent


The avsetup_snmp command line utility configures the Net-SNMP agent to communicate with the Avamar server by using the
Avamar SNMP sub-agent.


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


2. Type the following commands to launch the utility:


cd /root
avsetup_snmp


The output prompts you to specify the port on which to listen for SNMP requests.


3. Specify the SNMP request data port:
● To use port 161, the default SNMP request data port, press Enter.
● To use a different SNMP request data port, type the data port number and press Enter.
If avsetup_snmp was not able to detect any SNMP communities, the output prompts you to specify whether to allow
SNMPv3 read-write user based access.


4. Type n and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to allow SNMPv3 read-only user based access.


5. Type n and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to allow SNMPv1/v2c read-write community access.


6. Type n and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to allow SNMPv1/v2c read-only community access.


7. To accept the default value of y, press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the community name to which to add read-only access. The SNMP community is a text
string that the local Net-SNMP agent uses to authenticate itself with the SNMP management application.
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8. Type the SNMP community name and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the hostname or network address from which to accept this community name.


9. To accept the community name from all hostnames or network addresses, press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the OID to which this community should be restricted.


10. To specify no restriction, press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to configure another community.


11. Type n and press Enter.
The output indicates that /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf was created and run to configure the system_setup group. Then the
output prompts you to specify the location of the system.


12. Type the physical location of the Avamar server and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify contact information.


13. Type contact information (for example, email address, telephone extension) and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to correctly set the value of the sysServices.0 OID.


14. Type n and press Enter.
The output indicates that /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf was installed and that snmpd was enabled.


Creating a custom event profile for an SNMP trap


As part of the process of configuring server monitoring with SNMP, create a custom event profile to output designated Avamar
server events to an SNMP trap.


About this task


The default Avamar configuration includes a Local SNMP Trap profile that outputs Avamar server event messages to the local
Net-SNMP trap listener (snmptrapd process). However, you cannot edit the Local SNMP Trap profile. The profile is intended
to be used for test purposes only, to verify that the local snmptrapd process can successfully generate and receive the traps.
The process then writes the trap information to a syslog file. Usually, the next step is to configure another custom profile to
send Avamar SNMP traps to a remote Net-SNMP trap listener.


Steps


1. Create a custom event profile by using the steps in Creating a custom event profile on page 176.


On the first page of the New Profile wizard, select the option to enable SNMP trap notification.


2. Continue through the wizard until the SNMP Trap Notification page appears.


3. In the SNMP Trap Address (IP or hostname) box, type the IP address or hostname of a computer with an application
capable of receiving and processing an SNMP trap.


4. In the Port Number box, type the port number on the host computer that listens for SNMP traps.


5. In the SNMP Community box, type the name of the SNMP community that the SNMP trap listener is configured to use.


6. (Optional) To test the SNMP notification parameters, click Send Test SNMP Trap.


7. Click Finish.


Using SNMPv3 with Avamar


SNMPv3 is an enhancement to the existing SNMP protocol that supports additional security and encryption. SNMPv3
monitoring messages are authenticated, confidential, and secure.


SNMPv3 is supported in Avamar 19.1 and later releases, and Dell EMC recommends that you use the new protocol version when
possible. To use the security enhancements, disable the existing SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c services and then update the MCS for
SNMPv3 service.


This section provides instructions to enable SNMPv3 for use with requests and traps. Select the task that matches the
configuration of your monitoring environment. Completion of both tasks is not required.


Before you begin


Complete the following items:


● Configure the Net-SNMP agent or other SNMPv3 management application.
● Create a custom event profile for an SNMPv1 trap (or verify that there is an existing profile).
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Record the name of the Avamar custom event profile.


The topics in the previous section provide more information.


Obtain the following information for the SNMPv3 manager that receives Avamar SNMP traps:


● Hostname or IP address and port number.
● Engine ID.
● Authentication algorithm and passphrase.
● Encryption algorithm and passphrase.
● Authentication level.
● SNMPv3 username.


SNMP passwords may be encrypted using a different algorithm and passphrase than the SNMP messages themselves. Ensure
that you have the correct values for each type.


Disable SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c


Avamar 19.1 and later releases provide a script to automatically disable these versions of SNMP.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, and then switch user to root by typing su -.


● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, and then switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Use the Avamar SNMP script by typing the following command:


avsetup_snmpv3_user.sh disable_v1v2c
3. If Avamar prompts you to stop the snmpd daemon, type y and press Enter.


Enable SNMPv3 for requests


After you disable older versions of SNMP, configure a user for SNMPv3 requests.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, and then switch user to root by typing su -.


● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, and then switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Create an SNMPv3 user to handle requests by typing the following command:


avsetup_snmpv3_user.sh create_v3_user
Follow the prompts to create an SNMPv3 user.


a. To list the existing SNMPv3 users, type the following command:


avsetup_snmpv3_user.sh list_v3_user
b. To remove an existing SNMPv3 user, type the following command:


avsetup_snmpv3_user.sh delete_v3_user <username>


Enable SNMPv3 for traps


After you disable older versions of SNMP, update the profile in the MCS for use with SNMPv3 traps.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Obtain the ID for the existing SNMP profile by typing the following command:
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mccli profile show-snmp-contact --name=<profile>
where <profile> is the name of the existing profile. Record the profile ID.


3. Update the existing SNMP profile for SNMPv3 by typing the following command on one line:


mccli profile update-snmp-contact --host=<managerhost> --port=<managerport> --profile-
id=<profileID> --v3-auth-algorithm=<authalgorithm> --v3-auth-password=<authpassphrase>
--v3-encrypt-algorithm=<encryptionalgorithm> --v3-encrypt-password=<encryptionpassphrase>
--v3-engine-id=<engineID> --v3-level=<authlevel> --v3-username=<snmpusername>
where:


● <managerhost> is the hostname or IP address of the SNMPv3 manager.
● <managerport> is the UDP port number on which the SNMPv3 manager listens for traps.
● <profileID> is the ID of the Avamar SNMP profile that you recorded in a previous step.
● <authalgorithm> is the authentication algorithm in use on the SNMPv3 manager to secure credentials.
● <authpassphrase> is the authentication passphrase for logging in to the SNMPv3 manager.
● <encryptionalgorithm> is the encryption algorithm in use on the SNMPv3 manager to secure messages.
● <encryptionpassphrase> is the encryption passphrase for messages to the SNMPv3 manager.
● <engineID> is the identifier that you assigned to the SNMPv3 manager.
● <authlevel> is the security level that defines the type of message security in use.
● <snmpusername> is the username with which the Avamar SNMP agent authenticates to the SNMPv3 manager.


The MCS updates the SNMP profile with the supplied values so that Avamar can push notifications to the SNMPv3
manager.


Viewing Avamar server log files
By default, the Avamar storage process log file (gsan.log) is limited to 25 MB in size and always contains the most recent
information. Additional historic log files (for example, gsan.log.1, gsan.log.2, and so forth) might also exist. You can
collect and view these log files by using command line operations.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Create a new user-defined temporary directory and change directory to it by typing the following commands:


mkdir directory
cd directory
where directory is the directory name.


3. Retrieve copies of the storage node log files by typing the following command:


getlogs
The getlogs command gathers the important log files from a particular node, compresses them into a single tar file,
nodelogs.tgz, then copies these files to numbered subdirectories in the current working directory.


4. Examine the nodelogs.tgz files for any entry that contains the string ERROR. To accomplish this, run the following shell
commands, which write any nodelogs.tgz entries that contain the string ERROR to a user-defined temporary file:


for p in [01].[!sm]*/nodelogs.tgz; do
tar xzf $p
grep ERROR: cur/gsan.log*
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rm -rf cur/*
done


5. Remove the user-defined temporary directory by typing the following commands:


cd ../
rm -rf directory


Audit logging
The audit log keeps a permanent log of system actions that users begin with. The data in this log enables enterprises that deploy
Avamar to enforce security policies, detect security breaches or deviation from policies, and hold users accountable for those
actions.


Only actions that users begin with are logged. Actions that the system begins with without a user account, such as scheduled
backups, maintenance activities, are not logged.


System events with a category of SECURITY and type of AUDIT are used to implement the Avamar audit logging feature.
Because the underlying data for audit log entries are system events, this information is available in two places:


● Event Monitor, which also contains all other system events
● Audit Log, which only contains events that are also audit log entries


By default, audit log information is retained for 1 year.


You can increase or reduce the audit log retention period by editing the value of clean_db_audits_days in /usr/local/
avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml, and restarting the MCS.


Viewing the Audit Log


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Event Management tab.


3. Click the Audit Log tab near the bottom of the window.


The Avamar Administrator online help provides details on each of the columns in the Audit Log.


4. Select the display mode for the Audit Log:
● To display the most recent 5,000 audit log entries for a defined range of dates, select Query.
● To display the most recent 5,000 audit log entries during the past 24 hours, select Monitor.


5. (Optional) Filter the entries that appear in the Audit Log:


a. Open the Actions menu and select Event Management > Filter.
The Filter dialog box appears.


b. If you selected the Query display mode for the Audit Log, select the range of dates for the entries to display by using the
From Date and To Date fields.


c. From the Severity list, select the severity of the log entries to display.
d. To view log entries for all domains, select All Domains. Or, to view entries for a specific domain, select Domain and then


browse to or type the domain name.
e. To display only log entries that contain certain case-sensitive keywords in the audit log entry data XML element, type the


keyword in the Data box.


This criterion promotes easy filtering on important keywords across log entry attributes. For example, filtering the log
in error returns all log entries that contain the word error in any XML attribute (for example, category, type, or
severity).


f. To view additional filtering criteria, click More.
g. To limit the Audit Log to events with a certain event code, select Only include codes and then add and remove codes


from the list. Or, to exclude events with a certain event code from the Audit Log, select Exclude codes and then add
and remove codes from the list.


h. Click OK.
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Automatic notifications to Avamar Support
The Email Home and ConnectEMC features automatically send notifications to Avamar Customer Support. These notifications
include alerts for high priority events and daily reports to facilitate monitoring the Avamar server.


For environments where the Avamar server is part of a solution, such as the Integrated Data Protection Appliance, the
automatic notifications include the type of solution and other relevant details. This information ensures correct routing for alerts
for improved serviceability and no customer action is required.


Usage Intelligence


Usage Intelligence is a feature that enables the Avamar server to automatically collect and transfer reporting information to
Avamar Support. The types of reports that are sent to Avamar Support vary depending on how the Avamar server is licensed.


The use of this feature requires that:


● ESRS gateway is installed and deployed in the local environment.
● You have the credentials to authorize registration with ESRS.


Installing and activating the ESRS license


To use Avamar with ESRS, you must have an Avamar license key file that includes ESRS licensing.


Installing and activating a license on page 151 contains information about how to install and activate an Avamar license key file.


Importing the ESRS Gateway certificate to the Avamar server's keystore


Before registering the Avamar server with the ESRS Gateway, you must import the ESRS Gateway certificate to the Avamar
server's keystore.


Steps


1. Export the ESRS Gateway certificate:


a. Point a browser at https://esrs_gateway:9443


where esrs_gateway is the hostname or IP address of the local ESRS gateway.


b. Use the browser's functionality to export the certificate.


For example, in Internet Explorer 11:
i. Click the lock icon in the URL field and select View Certificates.
ii. Click the Details tab.
iii. Click Copy to File and complete the steps in the Certificate Export Wizard.


2. Copy the exported certificate to a temporary location on the Avamar server.


3. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


4. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
5. Back up the keystore by typing the following command on one line:


cp -p /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore.bak
6. Import the ESRS server certificate into the keystore by typing the following command on one line:


keytool -importcert -keystore /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore -storepass changeme
-file <certfile>.crt
where <certfile> is the name of the ESRS server certificate, including path.


7. Restart the MCS by typing the following command:


mcserver.sh --restart
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Registering Avamar with ESRS


To enable the Usage Intelligence feature, you must register the Avamar server with ESRS.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage ESRS.
The Edit ESRS Gateaway Information window appears.


2. Type the IP address of the ESRS gateway in the ESRS Gateway field.


3. Type the port number of the ESRS gateway in the Port field.


4. Type the username and password for your Dell EMC Support credentials.


5. Click Register.


6. A message window indicates that the registration was successful. Click OK to clear.


Results


Once the Avamar server has been registered with the ESRS gateway, no further configuration of the Usage Intelligence feature
is required.


Email Home


The Avamar Email Home feature automatically sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Avamar Support
once daily, and provides critical alerts in near-real time as needed.


By default, notification schedule email messages are sent at 6 a.m. and 3 p.m. each day. The Notification Schedule controls the
timing of these messages.


Editing Email Home mail settings


Email Home is configured and enabled during Avamar server installation. You can edit the mail settings for Email Home after the
installation.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Change directories by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
3. Open mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the com.avamar.asn.module.mail node.


The com.avamar.asn.module.mail node contains the smtpHost and admin_mail_sender_address entries.


5. Verify that the value for the smtpHost entry is the DNS name of the outgoing SMTP mail server that is used to send Email
Home messages, such as smtp.example.com.


If the value for the entry is incorrect, edit the value.


NOTE: The Avamar server installation or upgrade automatically completes the value for the smtpHost entry. In most


cases, some arrangement must be made to enable email messages originating from the Avamar server to be forwarded


through the outgoing SMTP mail server to Avamar Support over the Internet.


6. Specify a valid email address with access to a corporate outgoing SMTP mail server as the value for the
admin_mail_sender_address entry.
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NOTE: If you do not configure the Email Home feature to send messages from a valid email address, the incoming


email server rejects messages that are generated by the Email Home feature. Avamar Support is completely unaware


that these programmatically generated messages were rejected. In addition, because a valid sending email account is not


known, programmatically generated warnings to the sender that these messages could not be sent are never viewed by


anyone who can correct the problem.


7. Save the changes and close the file.


8. Restart the MCS by typing the following commands:


dpnctl stop mcs
dpnctl start


9. Close the command shell.


ConnectEMC


ConnectEMC is a program that runs on the Avamar server and sends information to Avamar Support. ConnectEMC is typically
configured to send alerts for high priority events as they occur, as well as reports once daily.


ConnectEMC is integrated with EMC Secure Remote Support (ESRS), provided that it is installed, operational, and network
accessible by the Avamar server. Contact the Avamar Sales Representative for more information about implementing ESRS.


Although ConnectEMC is initially configured during Avamar server software installation, Avamar Administrator enables you to
manage ConnectEMC settings, in the form of three user-configurable transports, after the server is operational:


● Primary transport
● Failover transport
● Notification transport


The primary and failover transports send alerts for high priority events as they occur. The primary transport is used unless it
fails, at which time the failover transport is used.


The notification transport sends email notifications messages to one or more customer email addresses under certain conditions.


You also can control whether the MCS generates and sends ConnectEMC messages by enabling, disabling, stopping, and
starting ConnectEMC.


Enabling and disabling ConnectEMC


Disabling ConnectEMC causes the MCS to stop generating ConnectEMC messages until ConnectEMC is reenabled. To allow the
MCS to continue generating ConnectEMC messages but to queue the messages, stop ConnectEMC.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage ConnectEMC.
The Manage ConnectEMC window is displayed.


2. Specify whether the MCS generates and sends ConnectEMC messages:
● To stop the MCS from generating messages, click Disable.
● To restart the generation of messages, click Enable.
● To continue generating messages but queue the messages, click Stop.
● To start sending the messages, click Start.
If you disable ConnectEMC, you are prompted to type a password.


3. Type a valid password and click OK.


Editing the primary and failover transports


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage ConnectEMC.
The Manage ConnectEMC window is displayed.


2. Select either Primary Transport or Failover Transport in the left pane, and click Edit.
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The Edit Primary/Secondary Transport dialog box appears.


3. Select the transport type from the Transport Type list:
● Email
● FTP
● HTTPS


NOTE: An operational Secure Remote Support gateway is required to use the FTP or HTTPS transport types.


4. (Email only) After selecting Email, complete the following steps.


a. In the SMTP Host (Email Server) field, specify the mail server hostname or IPv4 address.
b. In the Email Address field, specify one or more recipients of these email messages. Separate multiple email addresses


with commas.
c. In the Email Sender Address field, specify the email address from which to send the message.
d. (Optional) To configure advanced settings, click Advanced, and then specify the following settings in the Edit


Advanced Email Settings dialog box:


● Retries – The number of retries to perform before reporting a failure. The default setting is five retries.
● Timeout – The number of seconds to wait before reporting that the operation timed out. The default setting is 5


minutes (300 s).
● Description – A description of this transport that appears in the Manage ConnectEMC window. The default


description is Email Transport.


● Email Subject – The subject line in the email. The default subject line is Avamar ConnectEMC Notification
Email.


Do not change the email subject unless instructed to do so by Avamar Support. Avamar spam filters can reject email
messages with other subject lines.


e. Click OK.


5. (FTP only) After selecting FTP, complete the following steps.


a. In the IP Address field, specify an IPv4 address.
b. In the Username field, specify an FTP username. The setting depends on the FTP server software.
c. In the Password field, specify the password for the username.
d. (Optional) To configure advanced settings, click Advanced, and then specify the following settings in the Edit


Advanced FTP Settings dialog box:


● Retries – The number of retries to perform before reporting a failure. The default setting is five retries.
● Timeout – The number of seconds to wait before reporting that the operation timed out. The default setting is 5


minutes (300 s).
● Description – A description of this transport that appears in the Manage ConnectEMC window. The default


description is FTP Transport.


● FEP Folder – A unique customer UNIX path in the ConnectEMC Front End Processor (FEP). Use the folder location
that is supplied by Avamar Support.


● FTP Port – An IP port. The default setting is port 21.
● Mode – Either Active or Passive. The default setting is Active.


Do not change the email subject unless instructed to do so by Avamar Support. Avamar spam filters can reject email
messages with other subject lines.


e. Click OK.


6. (HTTPS only) After selecting HTTPS, complete the following steps.


a. Type a valid URL for the Secure Remote Support home page in the URL field.


Valid URLs use the following format:


https://home_name[:port]/target_directory
where home_name, port, and target_directory are the home name, data port, and target directory, respectively.


Use the URL provided by Avamar Support.


b. (Optional) To configure advanced settings, click Advanced, and then specify the following settings in the Edit
Advanced HTTPS Settings dialog box:


● Retries – The number of retries to perform before reporting a failure. The default setting is five retries.
● Timeout – The number of seconds to wait before reporting that the operation timed out. The default setting is 5


minutes (300 s).
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● Private Key Pass Phrase – The passphrase that is associated with the private key file.
● Private Key File – The file name of the private key file.
● Client Certificate – The client certificate to use. The default setting is “Default,” which uses the certificate that the


MCS uses. Otherwise, type the file name of the client certificate.
● Server CA Bundle – File containing a list of root certificates.
● Verify Server Name – Whether to verify the server name. Either Yes or No. The default setting is No.


c. Click OK.


Sample key files are provided in /opt/connectemc/certs/ and https-privatekey.pem. Sample client certificates
are provided in /opt/connectemc/certs/ and https-cert.pem. Sample root certificate bundles are provided
in /opt/connectemc/certs/ and https-ca-cert.pem.


7. Click OK on the Edit Primary/Secondary Transport dialog box.


Editing the notification transport


About this task


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage ConnectEMC.
The Manage ConnectEMC window is displayed.


2. Select Notification Transport and click Edit.
The Edit Notification Transport dialog box appears.


3. From the Notification Type list, select one of the following types:
● On Success — Notify recipients when an event file is successfully transferred to EMC.
● On Failure — Notify recipients when an event file is not successfully transferred to EMC.
● On Success or Failure — Notify recipients when an attempt is made to transfer an event file to EMC, regardless of the


outcome.
● On All Failure — Notify recipients when all attempts to transfer an event file to EMC have failed.


4. In the SMTP Host (Email Server) box, type the mail server hostname or IPv4 address.


5. In the Email Address box, type one or more recipients of these email messages. Separate multiple email addresses with
commas.


6. In the Email Sender Address box, type the email address from which the notification is sent.


7. (Optional) To specify advanced settings, click Advanced and then specify the settings in the Edit Advanced Email
Settings dialog box:


a. In the Retries box, specify the number of retries to attempt before reporting a failure. The default setting is five retries.
b. In the Timeout box, specify the number of seconds to wait before reporting that the operation timed out. The default


setting is 300 s (5 minutes).
c. In the Description box, specify the description of this transport that appears in the Manage ConnectEMC window. The


default description is Email Transport.


d. In the Email Subject box, specify the subject line for the email. The default subject line is Avamar ConnectEMC
Notification Email.


NOTE: Do not change the email subject unless instructed to do so by Avamar Support. EMC spam filters may reject


email messages with other subject lines.


e. From the Email Format list, select the format of the email, either ASCII or HTML. The default setting is ASCII.
f. Choose whether to include attachments that are sent to ConnectEMC in the notification email message by selecting or


clearing the Include CallHome Data checkbox.
g. Click OK.


8. On the Edit Notification Transport dialog box, click OK.


Editing the site name


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
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b. Switch user to root by typing:


su -
2. Type the following commands to launch the utility and change the site name:


cd /root
avsetup_ connectemc.pl --site_name=site_name
Where site_name is the name of the customer site.


3. Disable and then enable ConnectEMC.


Enabling and disabling ConnectEMC provides detailed information.


4. Restart MCS.
Starting the MCS provides detailed information.


Testing transports


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage ConnectEMC.
The Manage ConnectEMC window is displayed.


2. Click Test.


Editing the site name


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing:


su -
2. Type the following commands to launch the utility and change the site name:


cd /root
avsetup_ connectemc.pl --site_name=site_name
Where site_name is the name of the customer site.


3. Disable and then enable ConnectEMC.


Enabling and disabling ConnectEMC provides detailed information.


4. Restart MCS.
Starting the MCS provides detailed information.


Verifying system integrity
To verify Avamar server integrity, you must first ensure that a validated server checkpoint exists.


About this task


You might also want to collect and examine the server log files to ensure that no errors have occurred since that checkpoint
was performed. Viewing Avamar server log files on page 190 provides instructions.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select the Avamar server name in the left pane.


4. Verify that the Last validated checkpoint field shows a recent calendar date.
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Capacity Management


Topics:


• Capacity utilization information
• Capacity limits and thresholds
• Capacity forecasting
• Customizing capacity limits and behavior


Capacity utilization information
View real-time capacity utilization information for a single server in Avamar Administrator or for multiple servers in Backup &
Recovery Manager.


In Avamar Administrator, view capacity utilization information for a single Avamar server on the Capacity panel of the Avamar
Administrator dashboard and on the Server Management tab in the Server window.


Capacity utilization information for multiple servers is available through Backup & Recovery Manager. For information about this
capability, refer to the Backup & Recovery Manager product documentation.


Capacity limits and thresholds
This following table describes how an Avamar server behaves as it crosses various consumed storage thresholds.


Table 84. Capacity limits and thresholds  


Storage utilization Status Description


Less than 75% The system is considered to have
adequate capacity to store future
backups.


75% Study server storage utilization to
determine whether the server has
adequate capacity to store future
backups.


80% A pop-up notification warns you that
the server has consumed 80% of its
available storage capacity. Study server
storage utilization to determine whether
the server has adequate capacity to
store future backups.


90% Study server storage utilization to
determine whether the server has
adequate capacity to store future
backups.


95% The server has reached the default
health check limit, which is the amount
of storage capacity that can be used
and still have a “healthy” server. Avamar
completes all in-progress backups, but
the dispatcher stops new backup
activity. When you log in to Avamar
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Table 84. Capacity limits and thresholds  (continued)


Storage utilization Status Description


Administrator, a notification appears.
To resume future backup activity,
acknowledge the system event. You can
customize the health check limit, but
setting the limit higher than 95% is
not recommended. Customizing capacity
limits and behavior on page 199 provides
instructions.


100% The server has reached the read-only
limit and automatically becomes read-
only to protect the integrity of the data
that is already stored on the server.
If ConnectEMC has been enabled, a
Service Request (SR) is logged. Go to
the Avamar Support website to view
existing SRs for the system, and search
the knowledgebase for KB000472030,
Avamar Capacity Troubleshooting, Issues
and Questions - All Capacity (Resolution
Path).


Capacity forecasting
Every Avamar server continuously tracks and analyzes the rate at which storage capacity is consumed, and projects how long
storage capacity can be consumed at that rate. This forecasting occurs in the background.


Capacity forecasting results for an Avamar server and configured Data Domain systems are available in the Capacity panel of
Avamar Administrator. For more information, see Capacity panel on page 38.


Customizing capacity limits and behavior
To customize the settings that control capacity limits and system behavior, edit the Avamar Administrator preferences file.


Editing capacity settings for Avamar Administrator


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Shut down the Management Console Server (MCS) by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. Find the com.avamar.mc.mcsm section of the preferences file.


6. Edit the following settings.
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Table 85. Capacity settings in mcserver.xml 


Setting Description Default value


capErrPercent When capacity usage reaches this
percentage, the capacity state icon is
red.


95%


capForecastDataDays Amount of historical capacity usage
data that is used for forecasting.


30 days


capForecastDataMinDays Minimum amount of historical capacity
usage data that is required for
forecasting.


14 days


capForecastReachedDays When forecasted capacity falls below
this number of days, Avamar
Administrator begins generating events
that require acknowledgment and
displaying pop-up alerts at login.


30 days


capMonitorIntervalMin This setting controls how often Avamar
Administrator checks forecasted
capacity.


1 day (daily)


capReachedPercentage When total capacity utilization reaches
this percentage threshold, the Avamar
Administrator process generates an
event notification that the system is
full.


95%


capWarnPercent When capacity usage reaches this
percentage, the capacity state icon is
yellow.


80%


hcMonitorIntervalMin This setting controls how often Avamar
Administrator performs a health check
(that is, verifies whether consumed
capacity has reached the health check
limit).


1 day (daily)


hcOffsetROPercentage Percentage that, when subtracted from
the server read-only limit (100%),
produces the health check limit.


5%


hcReminderIntervalMin This setting controls how often Avamar
Administrator issues events and pop-up
alerts once the health check limit has
been reached.


60 minutes (hourly)


7. Save the changes and close the file.


8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched
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Replication


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar replication
• Configuring policy-based replication backups in the AUI
• Replicate a backup on-demand from an AUI replication policy
• Performing command line replication
• Monitor replication in the AUI
• Cancel a replication task in the AUI
• Restore replicated backups on a destination system in the AUI
• Replicas at Source


Overview of Avamar replication
An Avamar replication job copies client backups from the source Avamar system to an alternate destination.


Replicating backups to an alternate destination protects against data loss if the source Avamar system fails.


Types of replication


Avamar provides the option to perform policy-based replication and command line replication.


Policy-based replication in the AUI


Policy-based replication provides greater control of the replication process. With policy-based replication, you can create
replication groups in the AUI that define the following replication settings:


● Replication group members, either domains or clients
● Priority order for replication tasks
● Backups to replicate, based on the retention setting or the backup date
● Maximum number of backups to replicate for each client
● Destination system for the replicas (replication to another Avamar system, Cloud Tier, or Data Domain system)
● Replication schedule
● Retention of replicas


Additionally, you can use the AUI to view and manage replicated backups (for example, change the expiration date, change the
retention type, remove a replicated backup, restore from a replicated backup).


Command line replication in the CLI


Perform on-demand replication from the command line by logging in to the utility node and using the avrepl command line
interface (CLI). Command line replication provides greater control of the replication process. Options for the avrepl command
define the following replication settings:


● Domains or clients to replicate
● Backups to replicate, based on:


○ Plug-in that is used for the backup
○ Retention setting for the backup
○ Backup date


● Maximum number of backups to replicate for each client
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● Destination system for the replicas
● Retention of replicas


Replication scheduling


The method for scheduling replication tasks depends on the type of replication that is used. For policy-based replication,
define schedules similar to how backup schedules are defined. For command line replication, no schedule is defined because a
replication task is manually started by running the avrepl command on the utility node.


Defining a schedule for policy-based replication in the AUI


To configure schedules for policy-based replication in the AUI:


1. In the left navigation pane, click .
2. Click Administration > Settings, and then select the domain.
3. Click the Schedule tab and then click + ADD.


From this window, you can define a schedule to start replication tasks automatically on a daily, weekly, or monthly interval. You
can also use an ad hoc (on-demand) schedule that does not run automatically.


The schedule includes a start time and end time to specify the replication window.


Time zone considerations


When using the AUI to schedule replication tasks, note that the start time appears in the time zone of the system that is
running the AUI web browser. The start time does not appear in the time zone of the source system or in the time zone of the
destination system.


For example, consider using the AUI web browser in the PT zone with a source system in the ET zone. The source system
compensates for the three-hour difference between the two time zones. An 8 p.m. PT start time that is specified in the AUI
means that the source system starts the replication task at 11 p.m ET.


Best practices for replication scheduling


Schedule replication tasks during periods of low backup activity to ensure that the greatest number of client backups
successfully replicate during each replication session. This scheduling consideration accommodates the fact that only completed
client backups are replicated.


For policy-based replication, consider the size of each replication group so that all backups replicate successfully during each
scheduled replication task. When a group grows so large that backups are not all replicating successfully, edit the schedule to
enable more time, or split the group into smaller groups that run separately.


Replication authentication


Policy-based replication requires that you specify valid credentials for an account only on the destination system when you
configure the replication policy. CLI-based replication, however, requires that you specify valid credentials for the source
Avamar system and the destination system in the command prompt.


For policy-based replication in the AUI, specify the credentials when you add the destination system using the Add New
Replication Destination wizard:


1. In the left navigation pane, click .
2. Navigate to Administration > System .
3. Click the Replication Destination tab, and then click + Add.


For CLI-based replication, specify the user account and password for the destination system by using the --
[replscript]dstid and --dstpassword options in the command prompt. To specify the user account and password
for the source system, use the --[avtar]id and --password options.


On the source Avamar system, the repluser account is the default account for replication. When you use the repluser
account for command line replication, omit the --[avtar]id option from the command and specify the password for the
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repluser account with the --password option. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides a complete list of default
accounts and passwords on the Avamar system.


Location of replicas on a destination Avamar system


On a destination Avamar system, replicas are available in the REPLICATE domain. This domain contains a duplicate
representation of the client hierarchy that exists on the source Avamar system.


NOTE: The replication destination should have at least one Data Domain system attached.


In the following figure, the avamar-1.example.com destination Avamar system contains both local clients and replicas from
the avamar-2.example.com source server.


Figure 15. Replication domain structure example


All data in the REPLICATE domain is read-only. You can perform only the following operations on replicas in the REPLICATE
domain:


● Change the expiration date of the replica
● View backup statistics
● Delete a replica


Replicas at Source on page 222 describes the Replicas at Source feature that provides management of replicas through the
replication source Avamar server instead of the REPLICATE domain on the destination system.


Retention of replicas


When you replicate backups, the retention settings for the backup on the source Avamar system automatically apply to the
replica on the destination system. However, you can change the retention settings for the replica.


Set retention before replication occurs


For policy-based replication in the AUI, specify a different retention setting for replicas on the Retention page of the
Replication Policy wizard when you configure the policy for the replication group.


For command line replication, use the --[avtar]expires option to specify a different retention setting for replicas.


Set retention after replication occurs


You can use an AUI session on the source Avamar server to set the retention of replicas on the destination system, or log in
to a destination Avamar system using the AUI and manually change the expiration date of the replica after replication occurs.
Changing the expiration date for a backup on page 116 provides instructions for changing the retention of backups. These
instructions also apply to replicas on an Avamar system.
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Replication with Data Domain systems


When an Avamar system stores backups on a Data Domain system, Avamar replication uses DD Boost to copy backups from the
original Data Domain system and to create replicas on another Data Domain system.


Supported replication configurations


The following table lists the supported replication configurations for Avamar replication using DD Boost.


Table 86. Replication configurations for Avamar replication using DD Boost 


Backup storage Replication storage


Single Data Domain system Single Data Domain system


Single Data Domain system Multiple Data Domain systems


Multiple Data Domain systems Single Data Domain system


Multiple Data Domain systems Multiple Data Domain systems


In a configuration where the replication storage consists of multiple Data Domain systems, control the system which receives
the replicas by mapping a domain on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system. Specify the Data Domain
system with the default destination. Avamar replicates to the default destination when a destination Data Domain system is not
identified in the Storage Mapping tab of the System window in the AUI.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions on storage mapping and specifying the default
destination Data Domain system.


Replication details


The following details apply to Avamar replication with Data Domain systems:


● Data transfer during replication is between the Data Domain systems, without intermediate staging
● Replication uses DD Boost to copy backups and to write replicas
● Requires a Data Domain replication license
● Does not use Data Domain replication
● Replication is configured and monitored on the Avamar server
● Replication task scheduling uses Avamar replication schedules only
● Data Domain administration tools are not used


Configuring policy-based replication backups in the
AUI
To use policy-based replication in the AUI, log in to AUI on the Avamar server that is associated with the client backups (source
server).


You can then access the Policy wizard from the Replication Policy window in the AUI to configure policy-based replication for
both scheduled and on-demand replicated backups. Setting up a replication policy involves the following tasks:


● Add a replication destination for each system that stores replicas from the source server (destination system). The section
Add an Avamar system as a replication destination provides information about adding a replication destination system. You
can perform this task when you create the replication policy, or before you create the policy.


● Create daily, weekly, or monthly schedules to use for replication scheduling. You can perform this task when you create the
replication policy, or before you create the policy. Note that you can also perform on-demand (ad-hoc) backups


● Create one or more replication groups to define the settings for policy-based replication. This task is performed during
replication policy creation.
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Replication destinations


To begin configuring policy-based replication on an Avamar server, add replication destinations.


Provide connection details for a supported data storage system to add it as a replication destination.


Avamar supports replication to other Avamar systems and to Data Domain systems through DD Boost. An Avamar system can
replicate to another Avamar system that is running a different version of the Avamar server software, but best results occur
with the same server software version.


Add an Avamar system as a replication destination


Provide connection information for an Avamar system to add it as a replication destination.


Prerequisites


The replication destination should have at least one Data Domain system attached.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to Administration > System .


2. Click the Replication Destination tab, and then click + ADD.
The Add New Replication Destination wizard appears.


3. In the Name field, type a reference name for the destination Avamar system.


4. From the Encryption drop-down, select an encryption level.


The selected encryption level applies to replication data transfers with the destination Avamar system. The default setting
is High, and should not be changed unless the source is configured to use authentication and the destination does not use
authentication, in which case it should be set to none.


5. In the Target Server Address field, type the DNS name or the IP address of the destination Avamar system.


6. In the Target server connection port field, type the number of the outbound port on the source Avamar system to use
when communicating with the destination Avamar system.


The default port value is 27000.


Selecting High level Encryption results in an offset being applied to port to allow connections through firewalls. The default
offset is +2000. Edit the offset by manually editing the secured_port_offset preference in mcserver.xml, and then
restarting the MCS.


7. In the Target MCS connection port field, type the number of the inbound port on the destination Avamar server to use for
data connections with MCS on the destination system.


The default port value is 28001.


8. In the User ID on target server field, type a username for an account on the destination Avamar system that has the
backup privilege and the admin privilege.


Normally, type repluser or root.
NOTE: For a user with access that is limited to a domain beneath the root domain (tenant access), both the source


Avamar server and the destination system must be running Avamar server version 7.2 or later.


9. In the Password on target server field, type the password that is associated with the username.


10. Click VALIDATE.


The source Avamar system authenticates with the destination Avamar system by using the specified settings.


When the validation completes successfully, the OK button is enabled.


11. Click OK to add the replication destination and exit the wizard.


Results


AUI adds the replication destination to the list on the Replication Destinations tab.
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Edit a replication destination


Change the connection information for a replication destination.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to Administration > System .


2. Click the Replication Destination tab, and then highlight the replication destination you want to edit.


3. Click EDIT.
The Edit replication destination wizard appears.


4. Edit the settings for the replication destination, and then click VALIDATE.


5. Upon successful validation, click OK.


Results


AUI modifies the settings of the selected replication destination.


Setting the default Data Domain destination


In a replication environment with more than one destination Data Domain system, you can specify which Data Domain system is
the default destination. The default destination is the Data Domain system to which Avamar replicates data when a destination
Data Domain system is not identified on the Storage Mapping tab of the AUI.


Steps


1. In the AUI, go to Administration > System .
The System window appears


2. Click the Data Domain tab to display a list of configured Data Domain systems.


3. If you need to add the default Data Domain destination, click + ADD. If the Data Domain system is already listed, select the
system and click Edit.
The Add Data Domain or Edit Data Domain wizard appears.


4. Scroll down the wizard page to the Misc section, and select the Use system as default replication storage checkbox.


5. Click VALIDATE.


Results


AUI modifies the settings of the selected replication destination.


Mapping a domain to a Data Domain system


If there are multiple destination Data Domain systems, you can control which system receives the data that replicates from the
source Data Domain system. To specify the destination Data Domain system, map a domain on the source Avamar server to a
destination Data Domain system. If you do not provide a mapping, then Avamar replicates the data from the source Data Domain
system to the default destination.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot map the domains on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system until after the first


replication. During the first replication, the data replicates to the default destination.


Steps


1. In the AUI, go to Administration > System .
The System window appears


2. Click the Storage Mapping tab, and then click + ADD.


The Add Storage Mapping dialog appears.


3. From the list, select the Data Domain system to use as the replication target.


4. Click SUBMIT.
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Delete a replication destination record


Delete the record for a replication destination from a source Avamar system.


About this task


If using Replicas at Source in Avamar Administrator to delete a replication destination record, when Replicas at Source is
enabled, the Avamar system checks for replicas on the replication destination system. If replicas associated with the source
Avamar system exist, Avamar Administrator prevents the deletion of the replication destination record. To delete the replication
destination record even when replicas exist, override this setting.


When Replicas at Source is disabled, the Avamar system does not check for replicas on the replication destination system
before deleting the replication destination record. Any existing replicas remain on the replication destination system until they
expire or until they are deleted by using the destination system interface.


Table 87. Replicas at Source 


Replicas at
Source


Result


Enabled The Avamar system checks for replicas on the replication destination system and if no replicas exist,
deletes the replication destination record. To prevent the Avamar system from checking for replicas,
and delete the replication destination record even if replicas exist on the replication destination system,
unselect Check for remote backups before deletion, and then click Yes.


Disabled The Avamar system deletes the replication destination record.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to Administration > System .


2. Click the Replication Destination tab, and then select the replication destination record that you want to delete.


3. Click the Delete icon.
A confirmation dialog appears.


4. To confirm the deletion, click YES.


Replication groups


Replication groups enable you to define the settings for policy-based replication.


The replication groups option includes the following:


● The domain and client members of the replication group
● The backup types to replicate
● The number of backups to replicate
● The destination server
● The replication schedule
● How long replicated backups are retained on the destination server


You can specify the priority for which backup data replicates first. When you define the members of the replication group, the
order in which members are listed in the Member(s) list controls the order in which backup data is replicated.


Backup data for a client replicates only once even if a client is listed individually and is also a member of a domain in the
Member(s) list.


If an individual client is a higher priority in the Member(s) list than the domain, then the backup data for the individual client
replicates before the backup data for any other clients in the domain.


Add a replication policy and create a replication group


Prerequisites


● Add a destination Avamar server to the configuration on the source Avamar server.
● (Optional) Create a schedule to specify when replication for the group occurs.
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Steps


1. In the AUI left navigation pane, click .


2. Navigate to Policy > Replication Policy.
The Replication Policy window appears.


3. In the Replication Policy window, click + ADD.
The Policy wizard appears.


4. On the Properties page, type a name for the replication group, and then select Enabled to enable replication for the
replication group.


5. If pool-based replication is used to enable multiple parallel replication backups from a Data Domain source to a Data Domain
target, select Replicate client backups in parallel. Otherwise, select Replicate client backups in alphabetical order.


a. To instruct the replication plug-in to use VSR optimization for plug-ins that support optimization, select Optimize
Virtual Synthetic Replication (VSR).


NOTE: VSR optimization requires that the Replication order of client backups must be Oldest to Newest. This


option is selected by default. To require that all ordering options for pool-based replication are followed, regardless of


the plug-in, clear the selection from this option.


b. For the Replication order of client backups, select one of the following:


● Oldest to Newest begins replication with the oldest backup first.
● Newest to Oldest begins replication with the newest backup first.


6. Click NEXT.
The Members page appears.


7. On the Members page, complete the steps that are required for the members in the replication group.


Members in the
replication group


Steps


All clients Select Replicate all clients and click NEXT.


Specific domains or
clients


a. Select Choose Membership.
b. To add to the replication group, click > to expand the list of domains/clients, and then select


or unselect the checkbox next to a domain/client.


Selected members are added to the table.


c. To remove a member from the replication group, click - next to the entry in the table.
d. Click NEXT.


View members A pop-up opens with the detailed list of the group members.


8. On the Backup Filters page, complete the steps that are required for the type of backups to replicate.


Type of backups to
replicate


Steps


All backups from all
members of the replication
group


Select Replicate all backups.


Specific backups a. Select Include/Exclude backups by date, type, and more.
b. Click Select Backup Filter.


The Backup Filter dialog box appears.


c. Select the type of backups to replicate: Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, or No tag.
Ensure that you select at least one backup type.


d. To replicate for each client that is a member of the replication group, specify the
maximum number of backups.


To replicate all backups (no maximum), select No limit for number of backups per
client.


To replicate a certain number of the most recent backups for each member client, select
Limit to and then specify the maximum number to limit the backups to.
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Type of backups to
replicate


Steps


e. Specify date restrictions for the backups to replicate for each client that is a member of
the replication group.


To replicate all backups regardless of when the backups occurred, select No Date
Restrictions.


To replicate only backups that occurred within a recent period, select Last and then
specify an amount of past Day(s), Weeks(s), Month(s), or Year(s) to include.


To replicate only backups that occurred during a range of dates, select Range and specify
the start date/time in the From fields, the end date/time in the To fields, or both.


f. Click OK.


9. Click NEXT.
The Schedule page appears.


10. On the Schedule page, use the Select Existing Schedule drop-down to choose the default replication schedule or another
schedule that you have created.


11. Click NEXT.
The Retention page appears.


12. On the Retenion page, specify when the replicated backups should expire on the destination server:
● To expire the replicated backups at the current expiration setting, select Keep current backup expiration.
● To expire the replicated backups at a different time than the current expiration setting, select Set expiration by


backup type and then specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years to retain each backup type.


If a backup is of multiple types, then the expiration for the replicated backup is set to the specified value for the
longest duration backup type. For example, if a backup is both a daily and a monthly backup, then the expiration for the
replicated backup is set to the value that you specify for monthly backups.


13. Click NEXT.
The Destination page appears.


14. On the Destination page, select an existing destination server from the table that you would like to replicate backups to, or
add a destination server by clicking + ADD DESTINATION to open the Add replication destination dialog.


15. Click NEXT.
The Summary page appears.


16. On the Summary page, review the replication policy configuration details. This page also provides you with the option to
specify advanced configuration details.
● If you do not want to perform advanced configuration, click FINISH.
● If you want to specify more configuration details, scroll to the bottom of the page and click Advanced Parameters.
When you click Advanced Parameters, a dialog displays.


17. (Optional) Specify the following advanced parameters for the replication group. Additionally, you can move the Show
Advanced Options slider to the right to reveal additional fields. Advanced options will appear in bold.


a. To replicate only backups from specific plug-ins, specify the numeric plug-in descriptor in the Include plug-in specific
backups field.


Separate multiple entries with a comma, or leave the box empty to replicate all backups.


b. To exclude backups from specific plug-ins from replication, specify the numeric plug-in descriptor in the Exclude plug-in
specific backups field.


Separate multiple entries with a comma, or leave the box empty to replicate all backups.


c. For Excludes clients containing PATTERN from replication, separate multiple entries with a comma, or leave the box
empty to replicate all backups.


d. To replicate only a specific backup, specify the backup sequence number in the Backup sequence number field or the
backup label in the Backup label field. Specify the complete backup sequence number or label.


e. To replicate backups that have a label that matches a specific pattern, specify the pattern in the Backup label pattern
field.


f. From the Informational message level drop-down, select the verbosity for informational messages in the replication log
files:


● To suppress all informational messages but include errors and warnings in the log files, select No informationals.
● To provide some information messages in the log files with errors and warnings, select Some informationals.
● To provide additional status information in the log files with errors and warnings, select Many informationals.
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● To provide maximum information in the log files, including all informational messages, errors, and warnings, select All
informationals.


g. Specify whether to include advanced timing and deduplication statistics in the replication log files by selecting or
unselecting the Report advanced statistics checkbox.


h. From the List contents being replicated drop-down, specify how much information about the replicated backups to
include in the replication log files:


● No file listing
● List file names
● List files and dates


Use caution when including file information in the replication log files. Replication performance decreases, and the size of
the log files can be very large.


i. To write the maximum amount of information to log files for troubleshooting, select the Enable debugging messages
checkbox.


The replication process generates very large log files.


j. From the Maximum concurrent processes drop-down, select the maximum number of clients to replicate
simultaneously.


k. To reduce network usage to a specified rate in megabits per second, specify the number of megabits in the Network
usage throttle field.


Specify 0 (zero) for unrestricted network usage. To use 50 percent of a T1, specify 0.772.


l. If pool-based replication is being configured for Data Domain systems, select the order for client replication in the Client
list ordering drop-down.


m. If pool-based replication is being configured for Data Domain systems, for the Maximum number of Data Domain
Replication Streams, type or use arrows in the field to specify the maximum number of avtar processes that can be
started in parallel.


n. When you complete the advanced parameters, click OK to save the configuration details and exit the dialog, and then
FINISH.


Edit a replication policy/group


Steps


1. In the AUI left navigation pane, click .


2. Navigate to Policy > Replication Policy.
The Replication Policy window appears.


3. Select the desired replication group and click the Edit icon.
The Replication Policy wizard appears.


4. Edit the settings for the replication group.


The settings are the same settings that you specified when you created the group.


5. Click FINISH.


Enable or disable a replication policy/group


You can disable a replication policy/group to prevent scheduled replications from occurring for that group. This step is typically
done to place the system in a state that supports maintenance activities. If you disable a replication group, you must re-enable
the group to resume scheduled replications.


Steps


1. In the AUI left navigation pane, click .


2. Navigate to Policy > Replication Policy.
The Replication Policy window appears.


3. Select the desired replication policy and click the Edit icon.
The Policy wizard appears.


4. Select the Enabled checkbox to enable the group, or unselect the checkbox to disable the group.


5. Click NEXT to navigate through the remaining wizard steps, and then click FINISH to save any changes.
If the group is enabled, then the Enabled column in the Replication Policy window indicates True. If the group is disabled,
then the Enabled column in the Replication Policy window indicates False.
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Delete a replication policy/group


When you delete a replication group from the configuration on the source Avamar server, any data that you already replicated
to the destination server for the group remains on the destination server until the replicated backups expire or you delete the
backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI left navigation pane, click .


2. Navigate to Policy > Replication Policy.
The Replication Policy window appears.


3. Select the replication group you want to remove and click the Delete icon.
A confirmation message appears.


4. Click YES.


Replicate a backup on-demand from an AUI replication
policy
You can perform an on-demand backup of a replication group when you use policy-based replication in the AUI. An on-demand
replication is a one-time backup of data for the replication group, typically performed as the first backup of the replication
group after you configure policy-based replication. Also, it is recommended to perform on-demand replication before system
maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


Steps


1. In the AUI left navigation pane, click .


2. Navigate to Policy > Replication Policy.
The Replication Policy window appears.


3. Select the desired replication group's policy from the table.


4. Click RUN.
A confirmation message appears indicating that the replication activity has started. You can click the Activity link in the
message or go to the Activity window to view the progress.


Results


When the replication activity completes, the replicated backup appears in the Asset Management window.
1. Go to the Asset Management window and select a domain from the Domain pane.
2. Select a client from the Asset Management pane, and then click VIEW MORE in the Client Summary pane.


NOTE: The source Avamar system currently lists only local backups. For remote backups, log in to the destination system.


Performing command line replication
The avrepl command line interface (CLI) enables you to replicate data from a source Avamar server to a destination Avamar
server.


About this task


The avrepl binary is located in the \usr\local\avamar\bin directory on the server utility node. Log in as admin or root
and run the command from that location.
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Command reference


The following topics provide a reference for the operations and options that the avrepl command supports.


Synopsis


avrepl --operation=replicate [options] [target]


Operations


The only supported operation for avrepl is --operation=replicate, which replicates data from the source Avamar server
to a destination Avamar server.


Options


Use the avrepl command options to control replication behavior.


Account options


Account options for the avrepl command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the destination Avamar server for
replication.


The following account options are available for the avrepl command.


Table 88. Account options for the avrepl command 


Option Description


--account=location


--acnt=location


--path=location


Specifies a hierarchical location on the destination Avamar
server. This option is relative to the current home location,
unless you use a slash (/) as a prefix to the path designation,
in which case an absolute path is assumed. The default
account is REPLICATE.


--[replscript]dstaddr=destination_server Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the destination
Avamar server. Replication between servers of different
versions is supported. However, for best results, ensure that
the Avamar server software on the destination server is the
same version or a newer version than the source Avamar
server.


--[replscript]dstid=repluser Specifies the Avamar user ID and domain to use for
authentication on the destination Avamar server.


NOTE: The repluser account is the only user account that
is known to work reliably on all destination servers.


--dstpassword=password


--dstap=password


--dstpswd=password


Specifies the password for repluser account on the
destination Avamar server.


--[replscript]dstpath=domain Specifies a location (domain) on the destination Avamar
server to store replicated source data. The default value is the
top-level directory (/), which stores the replicated data in a
new domain that is named for the source Avamar server. Use
this option with the --[replscript]srcpath option. You
cannot use this option with the --[replscript]dpnname
option.


--[replscript]dstport=port Specifies the data port to use when connecting to the
destination Avamar server. The default value is 27000.
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Table 88. Account options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


--hfsaddr=Avamar_server


--server=Avamar_server


Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the source Avamar
server.


--[avtar]id=user@auth Specifies the Avamar user ID and authentication system to
use for authentication on the source Avamar server. The
default value is repluser, which is the default replication
user account on the Avamar server. To authenticate with the
Avamar authentication system, specify avamar for auth. For
example: --[avtar]id=jdoe@avamar.


--password=password


--ap=password


--pswd=password


Specifies the password for the Avamar user ID to use for
authentication on the source Avamar server.


Logging options


Logging options for the avrepl command enable you to specify the path and file name for the avrepl log file, and to control
how much information the plug-in writes to the log file.


The following logging options are available for the avrepl command.


Table 89. Logging options for the avrepl command 


Option Description


--[avtar]informationals=n Sets the information level for status messages, where n is a
single-digit integer value.


--[avtar]noinformationals={true | false} Specify true to disable all status messages.


--[avtar]statistics={true | false} Specify true to include advanced timing and deduplication
statistics in the replication log files.


--log=file
--logfile=file


Specifies the full path and file name of the avrepl plug-in log
file.


--nostdout={true | false} Specify true to disable output to STDOUT. However, if you
use the --log or --logfile option, output still goes to the
log file.


--nowarnings={true | false} Specify true to disable warning messages.


--quiet={true | false} Specify true to suppress all messages.
This option is equivalent to using
both --[avtar]noinformationals=true and --
nowarnings=true.


--verbose
--v


Specify either --verbose or --v to enable all messages,
including status and warning messages. o control the level
of verbosity, specify --verbose=n . The default value is --
verbose=6.


Replication options


Replication options for the avrepl command enable you to control replication functionality, such as which backups should
replicate and how long to retain replicated backups on the destination server.


The following replication options are available for the avrepl command.
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Table 90. Replication options for the avrepl command 


Option Description


--[avtar]after=timestamp Specifies that only backups matching timestamp and later
should be replicated. For timestamp, use 24 hour local
time zone values that conform to the syntax yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss. You can use partial timestamp values. The
resolution is truncated to the last supplied value. For example,
2014-02 is equivalent to 2014-02-01 00:00:00. You can
also use this option with --[avtar]before=timestamp to
define a range of effective dates. Only backups that occurred
within the date range are replicated.


--[avtar]allsnapups={true | false} The default value is true, which replicates all backups.
If false, then only the most recent backup for each
client is replicated. If you specify the --[avtar]count
option, then the --[avtar]count option overrides the --
[avtar]allsnapups option. Only the specified number of
most recent backups replicates for each client.


--[avtar]before=timestamp Specifies that only backups that occurred before timestamp
should be replicated. For timestamp, use 24 hour local
time zone values that conform to the syntax yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss. You can use partial timestamp values. The
resolution is truncated to the last supplied value. For example,
2014-02 is equivalent to 2012-02-01 00:00:00. You can
also use this option with --[avtar]after=timestamp to
define a range of effective dates. Only backups that occurred
within the date range are replicated.


--[avtar]count=n Limits replicated backups to this maximum number (n) of
most recent backups for each client.


--[avtar]exclude-pluginid-list=list Excludes backups that are performed with the specified plug-
in, where list is a comma-separated list of plug-in IDs.


--[avtar]expires={n | period | timestamp} Specifies how long to retain replicated backups on the
destination server:
● A number of days (n).
● An expiration period as a specific number of days, weeks,


months, or years. To specify a period, use one of the
following values:


days=n


weeks=n


months=n


years=n


where n is a positive integer. For example,
supply --[avtar]expires=years=2 to retain
replicated backups for two years on the
destination server. Also, --[avtar]expires=30 and --
[avtar]expires=days=30 are equivalent.


● A timestamp for the date and time at which the replicated
backup expires. Use 24 hour local time zone values that
conform to the syntax yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss. You can use
partial timestamp values. The resolution is truncated to the
last supplied value. For example, 2014-02 is equivalent to
2014-02-01 00:00:00.


--[avtar]pluginid-list=list Replicates only backups that are performed with the specified
plug-ins, where list is a comma-separated list of plug-in IDs.


--[avtar]retention-type={daily | weekly |
monthly | yearly | none}


Replicates only backups with one of the following retention
types:
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Table 90. Replication options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


● daily
● weekly
● monthly
● yearly
● none
If you supply none, then only backups without a specific
retention type are replicated.


--[replscript]dpnname=source_server
--dpn=source_server


Specifies a name to use to represent the source Avamar
server (source_server) as part of the path for the
replicated files in the REPLICATE domain on the destination
server. Specify the fully qualified domain name of the
source server. You cannot use this option with the --
[replscript]dstpath or --[replscript]srcpath
options.


--[replscript]dstencrypt={ssl | tls} Enables the specified encryption method for avtar,
avmaint, and avmgr on the destination server. Valid
encryption methods are ssl and tls.


--[replscript]srcpath=domain Specifies a location (domain) on the source Avamar server
from which to begin replication. Only data within this location
is replicated. The default setting is the top-level domain (/),
which replicates the entire server. Use this option with the --
[replscript]dstpath option. You cannot use this option
with the --[replscript]dpnname option.


--backup-type=type Replicates only the specified type of backup, where type is
one of the following values:
● differential
● differential_full
● incremental
● incremental_full
● level0_full
● synthetic_full


-- max-ddr-streams= n Sets maximum number of avtar processes that can be started
in parallel which target the back-end Data Domain system.


--optimize-vsr={true | false} Used with --vsr-plug-in-ids when --use-pool-
based is set to true, this option identifies whether Virtual
Synthetic Replication (VSR) optimization should be used with
plug-ins that support optimization. VSR optimization requires
that the order of replication must be oldest-to-newest,
regardless of other settings. The default setting for this
option is true. To require that all ordering options for pool-
based replication are followed, regardless of plug-in, set this
option to false.


--ordering-criterion= order If --use-pool-based is set to true, this option determines
the order in which backups are replicated. Available values are:
● oldest-to-newest Begins replication with the oldest


backup first. If this option is not specified, it is the default
setting.


● newest-to-oldest Begins replication with the most
recent backup first.


● largest-to-smallest Begins replication with the
largest backup first.


● smallest-to-largest Begins replication with the
smallest backup first.
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Table 90. Replication options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


--use-pool-based={true | false} If true, enables pool-based replication mode, which replicates
all client backups in parallel when replicating from one Data
Domain storage system to another.


--vsr-plug-in-ids= plug-in-ids If --optimize-vsr is set to true, this option lists plug-in
IDs for plug-ins that should use Virtual Synthetic Replication
(VSR) optimization. By default, the NDMP and VMware plug-
ins use VSR optimization. No other plug-ins are supported.


--within={days | weeks | months | years}=n Replicates backups that occurred within these most recent
days, weeks, months, or years, where n is a positive
integer. For example, supply --within=months=3 to
replicate three months' worth of backups for each client.


Avamar-only options


Avamar-only options access advanced functionality that is normally reserved for use by Avamar personnel only. Misuse of these
advanced options can cause loss of data. If you are unsure about any aspect of these options, contact Avamar Support for more
information before using them.


The following Avamar-only options are available for the avrepl command.


Table 91. Avamar-only advanced options for the avrepl command 


Option Description


--bindir=path Specifies the directory that contains Avamar binary files. The
default value is /usr/local/avamar/bin.


--[avtar]exp-delta={days | weeks | months |
years}=n


Changes replicated backup expiration dates on the destination
server by the specified number (n) of days, weeks, months, or
years. The value can be either a positive or negative integer.
For example, supply --[avtar]exp-delta=days=-2 to
decrease the backup expiration dates on the destination
server by two days. Do not use --[avtar]exp-delta with
--[avtar]expires.


--[avtar]expiration-policy=type=period Replicates backups of a specific retention type within the
specified period, where type is one of the following values:
● dailies
● weeklies
● monthlies
● yearlies
and period is one of the following values:
● days=n


● weeks=n


● months=n


● years=n


and n is a positive integer. For example, supply
--[avtar]expiration-policy=dailies=years=2 to
replicate two years' worth of daily backups for each
client. The --[avtar]expiration-policy option takes
precedence over --[avtar]expires.


--[avtar]label=name


--f=name


Specifies the labels of the backups to replicate. Separate
multiple values with a comma.


--[avtar]label-pattern=pattern Replicates backups with a label that matches the specified
pattern. Common glob operators (wildcards) such as
asterisk (*) and question mark (?) are allowed. Separate
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Table 91. Avamar-only advanced options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


multiple patterns by commas, such as ----[avtar]label-
pattern=temp, tmp. You can also specify the ----
[avtar]label-pattern option multiple times in a single
command.


--[avtar]sequencenumber=n


--[avtar]labelnumber=n


Specifies the sequence number of the backup to replicate.
Separate multiple entries with a comma.


--[avtar]throttle=n Controls the rate at which the underlying avtar process
sends data to the server. If you specify this option,
avtar pauses after sending each packet to ensure that
network usage does not exceed the specified maximum
bandwidth in megabits per second (Mbps). For example, --
[avtar]throttle=5 uses half of a 10 Mbps connection,
and --[avtar]throttle=0.772 restricts usage to half of
a T1 link.


--[replscript]exclude=pattern Excludes domains or clients that contain pattern from
replication, where pattern is a matching pattern in the
domain or client name. Common glob operators (wildcards)
such as asterisk (*) and question mark (?) are allowed.
For example, specify --[replscript]exclude=spot to
exclude any domain or client with a name that contains
the pattern spot. Specify --[replscript]exclude=/
clients/ to exclude all clients in the /clients
domain. Separate multiple patterns by commas, such as
--[replscript]exclude=spot, /clients/. You can
also specify the --[replscript]exclude option multiple
times in a single command to specify more than one pattern.


--[replscript]forcecreate={true | false} Specify true to force the creation of all source server
accounts on the destination server, even if no data for an
account is in the replication. The default value is false,
which creates accounts on the destination server only for
clients that replicate data.


--[replscript]force-move={1 | 0} Specify 1 (true) to force a move to the target server backup
account. Specify 0 (false) if you do not want to force a move.


--[replscript]fullcopy={true | false} Specify true to assert full root-to-root replication mode,
which creates a complete logical copy of an entire source
server on the destination server. The replicated data is not
copied to the REPLICATE domain but is added directly to the
root domain as if the source clients had registered with the
destination server. Source server data that is replicated in this
manner is fully modifiable on the destination server.


--[replscript]globalcid={true | false} Specify true to use global client IDs (CIDs) during replication.
Global CIDs are primarily used to enable fast failovers from
one server to another after a root-to-root replication. true is
the default setting.


--[replscript]reportonly={true | false} Specify true to assert report-only operational mode. Report-
only operational mode is used to predetermine the amount of
storage a replication activity might consume on a destination
server by running the replication job without actually saving
any data to the destination server.


--[replscript]restore={true | false} Specify true to assert restore operational mode. If
you previously replicated a source Avamar server to a
destination Avamar server, you can run avrepl from the
destination server and supply this command with the --
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Table 91. Avamar-only advanced options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


[replscript]dpnname=original_source_server option to
restore that data to an Avamar server.


--[replscript]small-client-mb=n Threshold in MB before which the new data for a client is
considered “small.” The default setting is 128 MB of new
data. Specify 0 to disable this optimization.


--rechunk={disable | enable | default} Controls whether replicated data should be rechunked to
maximize data deduplication on the destination server. Use
one of the following values:
● disable — Do not rechunk data before storing on the


destination server.
● enable — Rechunk data before storing on the


destination server to maximize data deduplication.
● default — Automatically rechunk data when source and


destination server chunking parameters are different.


Help option


The --help option displays a list of available options for the avrepl command:


avrepl --help


Version option


The --version option displays the software version of the avrepl command:


avrepl --version


Target list


To replicate specific clients or Avamar domains, include a list of the clients and domains at the end of the avrepl command.
Separate multiple entries with a space.


If you do not supply a list, then the replication includes all client backups on the source Avamar server.


Numeric plug-in descriptors


Some command options require one or more numeric plug-in descriptors as values. Valid numeric plug-in descriptors are listed in
the following table.


Table 92. Numeric plug-in descriptors 


Descriptor Plug-in name


1000 Linux avagent
1001 Linux avtar
1002 Linux Oracle RMAN


1003 Linux NDMP


1009 Linux DB2


1014 Linux Lotus


1016 Linux VMware image


1019 Linux VMware File Level Restore (FLR)
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Table 92. Numeric plug-in descriptors (continued)


Descriptor Plug-in name


1024 Linux extended retention


1025 Linux extended retention restore


1029 Linux Sybase


1030 Linux SAP


1034 Linux extended retention import


1035 Linux VDR Migration


1038 Linux VMware image restore


1039 Linux vApp image


2000 Oracle Solaris avagent
2001 Oracle Solaris avtar
2002 Oracle Solaris RMAN


2009 Oracle Solaris DB2


2014 Oracle Solaris Lotus


2029 Oracle Solaris Sybase


2030 Oracle Solaris SAP


3000 Windows avagent
3001 Windows avtar
3002 Windows Oracle RMAN


3004 Windows Exchange message


3005 Windows Exchange database


3006 Windows SQL


3009 Windows DB2


3011 Windows Exchange 2007 database


3012 Windows Exchange 2007 web


3014 Windows Lotus


3015 Windows VSS


3016 Windows VMware image


3017 Windows MOSS


3018 Windows Exchange VSS


3019 Windows VMware File Level Restore (FLR)


3026 Windows MOSS VSS


3027 Windows Exchange Granular Level Restore (GLR)


3028 Windows MOSS Granular Level Restore (GLR)


3029 Windows Sybase


3030 Windows SAP


3032 Windows Hyper-V VSS


3033 Windows Hyper-V Granular Level Restore (GLR)
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Table 92. Numeric plug-in descriptors (continued)


Descriptor Plug-in name


3036 Windows cluster file system


3041 Windows VMware Granular Level Restore (GLR)


4000 HP-UX avagent
4001 HP-UX avtar
4002 HP-UX Oracle RMAN


4009 HP-UX DB2


4029 HP-UX Sybase


4030 HP-UX SAP


5000 IBM AIX avagent
5001 IBM AIX avtar
5002 IBM AIX Oracle RMAN


5009 IBM AIX DB2


5014 IBM AIX Lotus


5029 IBM AIX Sybase


5030 IBM AIX SAP


6000 Mac OSX avagent
6001 Mac OSX avtar
7003 NetApp NDMP


8003 EMC Celerra NDMP


14003 EMC Isilon NDMP


CLI examples


Review the avrepl command examples for details on how to use options to control replication behavior.


Specify the following options with the avrepl command:


Table 93. Required options for the avrepl command 


Option Description


--operation=replicate Command operation for avrepl.


--[replscript]dpnname=source_server Fully qualified domain name of the source Avamar server.


--[avtar]id=user@auth User account for the source Avamar server. The default
value is repluser. To use the repluser account, you can
omit --[avtar]id and specify only the password for the
repluser account with the --password option.


--password=password Password for the user account on the source Avamar server.


--[replscript]dstaddr=destination_server Destination Avamar server.


--[replscript]dstid=repluser Specifies the Avamar user ID and domain to use for
authentication on the destination Avamar server.


NOTE: The repluser account is the only user account that
is known to work reliably on all destination servers.
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Table 93. Required options for the avrepl command (continued)


Option Description


--dstpassword=password


--dstap=password


--dstpswd=password


Specifies the password for repluser account on the
destination Avamar server.


If the firewall is installed and enabled on the destination server, then specify the --[replscript]dstencrypt option with
the correct encryption method, which is either ssl or tls.


Replicating all client backups


The following command replicates all client backups from the avamar-1.example.com source server to the replication-
server-1.example.com destination server. The user account on the source server is jdoe@avamar (the jdoe user
account with the Avamar internal authentication system), and the password is password. The user account on the destination
server is repluser, and the password is password.


avrepl --operation=replicate --[replscript]dpnname=avamar-1.example.com
--[avtar]id=jdoe@avamar --password=password --[replscript]dstaddr=replication-
server-1.example.com --[replscript]dstid=repluser --dstpassword=password --
[replscript]dstencrypt=ssl


Replicating backups for specific clients or domains


The following command replicates all backups for the client1 and client2 clients, as well as for all clients in the domain3
domain.


avrepl --operation=replicate --[replscript]dpnname=avamar-1.example.com
--[avtar]id=jdoe@avamar --password=password --[replscript]dstaddr=replication-
server-1.example.com --[replscript]dstid=repluser --dstpassword=password --
[replscript]dstencrypt=ssl client1 client2 domain3


Replicating specific types of backups


The following command replicates all full (level 0) backups that occurred after February 1, 2014 for the client1 and client2
clients.


avrepl --operation=replicate --[replscript]dpnname=avamar-1.example.com --
[avtar]id=jdoe@avamar --ap=password --[replscript]dstaddr=replication-server-1.example.com
--[replscript]dstid=repluser --dstpassword=password --[replscript]dstencrypt=ssl --
[avtar]after=2014-02-01 --backup-type=level0_full client1 client2


Monitor replication in the AUI
The Activity window in the AUI enables you to view status information for both on-demand and scheduled replication activity.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then go to Monitor > Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities. Replication jobs indicate Replication Source in the Type
column. Additionally, you can filter the view to display only replication jobs.


2. To filter the results to display only replication activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.
b. Type Replication Source.
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Cancel a replication task in the AUI
You can cancel a policy-based replication task in the Activity window of the AUI at any time before the task completes. Note
that the cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer, and if the replication task completes before the cancellation occurs, the
task does not get cancelled.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to Monitor > Activity.
A list of all activities appears.


2. In the Activity window, select the replication task you want to cancel, and click CANCEL.
A confirmation message appears.


3. Click YES.


Restore replicated backups on a destination system in
the AUI
Use this method to restore data from a replica when the source Avamar server is unavailable and when Replicas at Source is not
enabled on the source Avamar system.


About this task


Restore replicated data from a client in the REPLICATE domain of a destination server. The restore target can be any client that
was a member of a domain on the destination server, including the client that was the source of the original backup.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the REPLICATE domain, and then select the hostname of the source Avamar server.


3. Select the domain that contains the client that is the source of the original backup.


4. In the list of clients, select the client.


5. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


6. Click the Backup tab.
A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the client.


7. In the list of backups, select a backup to restore, and then click the Restore button.


When you perform the restore, you can restore to either the original location or a different location.
NOTE: The options for the restore destination depend on the plug-in type. For example, the SQL Server plug-in enables


you to restore to a file instead of to SQL Server, and you cannot restore to multiple locations with the Oracle plug-in.


The user guide for each plug-in provides details on the available options and how to perform each available type of


restore.


● To restore to the original client, see Restoring to the original client on page 121.
● To restore to a different client, see Restoring to a different client on page 122.


Replicas at Source
With Replicas at Source, you can view and manage replicas by using an AUI or Avamar Administrator session on the Avamar
server that is the replication source.


Features


The following table describes the features that Replicas at Source provides on the source Avamar server.
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NOTE: Not all functionality that is available in Avamar Administrator for Replicas at Source is available in the AUI, such as


backup validation and reinstatement.


Table 94. Replicas at Source features available through the source Avamar server 


Feature Description


View replicas In the AUI, replicas appear along with backups in the Asset
Management window.


In Avamar Administrator, replicas appear along with backups
on the Restore tab of the Backup, Restore and Manage
window.


Manage replica settings Use the AUI, Avamar Administrator or the CLI to perform the
following actions with a replica:
● Change expiration date
● Change retention
● Delete
● Validate


NOTE: This function is not supported in the AUI.


● View statistics


Restore from replica Using the same methods that are available for backups, select
a replica and restore it.


Periodic synchronization Periodically, the source Avamar system synchronizes with
each active destination system. The default interval between
synchronizations is 12 hours. Recent changes may not be
reflected for some time. This synchronization includes the
following actions:
● Apply expiration setting changes
● Apply retention setting changes
● Delete local listing if replica does not exist on remote


destination
● Add local listing when unlisted replica is found on remote


destination


In the AUI, no additional enabling is required. Enable Replicas at Source on page 224 describes how to enable the feature.


Integration


Several Avamar tasks integrate Replicas at Source. The sections that document these tasks include information about the
integration of Replicas at Source features. The following table provides an overview of the Replicas at Source integration.


Table 95. Descriptions of the integration of Replicas at Source into Avamar tasks 


Task Description


Remote destination management Prevents deletion of a remote destination listing from the
source Avamar server when replicas from the source Avamar
server exist on the destination system. Includes an override
option to force the deletion of the remote destination listing
and delete all the source server's replicas from the destination
system.


Restore Lists replicas with backups:
● In the AUI Asset Management window, in the domain


tree select the REPLICATE domain, and then select the
hostname of the source Avamar server.


● In Avamar Administrator, on the Restore tab of the
Backup, Restore and Manage window.
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Table 95. Descriptions of the integration of Replicas at Source into Avamar tasks (continued)


Task Description


When a backup exists on the source Avamar system and
replicas exist on remote destination systems, the Avamar
system uses the backup to restore.


Retire client When retiring a client, Replicas at Source provides additional
choices that are related to the retention and expiration of
replicas.


Delete client When deleting a client, Replicas at Source provides an option
to also delete the client's replicas.


Services administration In Avamar Administrator, adds the External Backup Manager
Service to the Services Administration tab. The service
includes standard service actions: Start, Stop, Restart, and
View Properties. When the External Backup Manager Service
is stopped, Avamar Administrator prevents Replicas at Source
management of replicas.


MCS Replicas at Source adds customizable settings to
mcserver.xml.


MCCLI Replicas at Source adds hostname and location information
to the output of mccli backup show. Replicas at Source
also provides the --location option for identifying replicas
when running any of the following commands:
● mccli backup validate
● mccli backup delete
● mccli backup edit
● mccli backup restore


Enable Replicas at Source


The Replicas at Source feature is available in Avamar server versions 7.2 and later. To enable the feature for Avamar
Administrator and the AUI, modify mcserver.xml and then start the Remote Backup Manager Service.


Prerequisites


Install or upgrade the Avamar server software to version 7.2 or later.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. In the repl container element, set the value of the allow_dest_replica_management parameter to true.


The default value is false.
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6. In the repl container element, set the value of the show_external_backups parameter to true.


The default value is true.


7. In the repl container element, set the value of the allow_manage_remote_backups_at_source parameter to true.


The default value is true.


8. Save the change and close the file.


9. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


10. Log in to Avamar Administrator on the Avamar server that is associated with the client backups (source server).


11. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


12. Click the Services Administration tab.


13. Right-click the Remote Backup Manager Service, and select Start.


Results


The Avamar server enables the Replicas at Source feature.


MCS configuration parameters to support Replicas at Source


Configure MCS management of Replicas at Source through configuration parameters in mcserver.xml.


Changing the configuration of Replicas at Source on page 227 describes how to change mcserver.xml. The following table
describes the Replicas at Source parameters in mcserver.xml.


Table 96. MCS configuration parameters to support Replicas at Source 


Container Parameter Default value Description


repl external_sync_interva
l_minute


120 Sets the number of minutes
between tries to synchronize
the replica metadata from the
destination system to the
MCS database on the source
Avamar system. Setting
get_backups_from_exte
rnal_server to true
overrides this parameter.


repl allow_dest_replica_ma
nagement


false Set to true to permit
synchronization of replica
metadata between the
remote destination system
and the source Avamar
server. Set to false
to disable synchronization
and effectively disable the
Replicas at Source feature.


repl get_backups_from_exte
rnal_server


false Set this value to true
to override the default
behavior and force MCS
to obtain replica metadata
directly from the destination
system. By default, MCS
obtains replica metadata from
the destination system by
periodic synchronization. This
synchronization writes the
metadata to the local MCS
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Table 96. MCS configuration parameters to support Replicas at Source (continued)


Container Parameter Default value Description


database on the source
Avamar system.Avamar
Administrator accesses the
local database to provide
replica information.


repl show_external_backups true Set to true to enable the
listing of replicas on the
Restore tab. Set to false to
disable the listing of replicas
on the Restore tab.


ebms ebms_home lib/mcebms.war Sets the location of the web
archive file for the external
backup manager service.


ebms ebms_descriptor /WEB-INF/web.xml Sets the location of the XML
descriptor file for the external
backup manager service.


ebms ebms_port 9090 Sets the inbound (listening)
port for the external backup
manager service.


ebms ebms_use_https true Set to true to force the
external backup manager
service to use SSL/TLS
encryption for communication
with destination systems.


mon ebmsIntervalMinutes 720 Sets the number of minutes
between checks of the
state of the Remote Backup
Manager Service.


mon ebmsFailEventInterval
Minutes


120 Sets the number of minutes
between published updates
of Remote Backup Manager
Service stop events and
fail events.


mon ebmsMonitorTimeout 300 Sets the number of minutes
to try to check the state of
the Remote Backup Manager
Service.


repl allow_manage_remote_b
ackups_at_source


true Set to true to permit
management of replicas
on the source Avamar
server. Management includes:
Delete, Change Expiration,
and Change Retention.
Set to false to disable
management of replicas on
the source Avamar server.
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Changing the configuration of Replicas at Source


To change the configuration of the Replicas at Source feature change the parameter values in mcserver.xml.


About this task


This topic describes how to change the Replicas at Source configuration parameters in mcserver.xml. Refer to MCS
configuration parameters to support Replicas at Source on page 225 for descriptions of the configuration parameters.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. Find the container element of the parameter, and within that element, find the parameter.


6. Change the value of the parameter.


7. Save the change and close the file.


8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


View replicated backups


You can view replicated backups through the Asset Management window of the AUI.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the client that is the source of the original backup.


3. In the list of clients, select the client.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


Ensure that the Include Remote switch is set to on.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Remote backups are listed as child backups under the local backup.


To display the remote backup, click  next to the corresponding local backup.


6. To view detailed statistics for a backup, select a local or remote backup, and then click the icon in the Stats column.


The Backup Statistics dialog box is displayed.


The following information is available on the tabs of the Backup Statistics dialog box.
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Table 97. Backup statistics dialog box information 


Tab Information


Details Detailed information from the v_activities_2 database
view. The Avamar Reports Guide provides more information
about the v_activities_2 database view.


Files A list of files that are included in the backup.


File Aggregation A representative sampling of resource-intensive file
types that are included in the backup, and aggregates
deduplication statistics by file type.


Options Any special options for the backup.


Errors Any errors that occurred during the backup.


Restoring Replicas at Source


When the Replicas at Source feature is enabled on the Avamar server, the AUI lists replicas in the Asset Management window.


Replicas appear with the following information:


● Remote in the Type column


● Name/IP address and system type of the remote destination system in the Server column


When Avamar lists data from a backup as both Local and Remote, the Avamar system always uses the local backup to
restore the data. However, when backup data that is listed as Remote is selected for validation, the Avamar system stages and
validates the referenced replica.


Replicas at Source on page 222 provides additional information about the Replicas at Source feature.


Restore Replicas at Source in the AUI


You can restore replicated backups on the Avamar server that is the replication source by using the AUI.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the client that is the source of the original backup.


3. In the list of clients, select the client.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


Ensure that the Include Remote switch is set to on.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Remote backups are listed as child backups under the local backup.


To display the remote backup, click  next to the corresponding local backup.


6. In the list of backups, select a local or remote backup to restore, and then click the Restore button.


When you perform the restore, you can restore to either the original location or a different location.
NOTE: The options for the restore destination depend on the plug-in type. For example, the SQL Server plug-in enables


you to restore to a file instead of to SQL Server, and you cannot restore to multiple locations with the Oracle plug-in.


The user guide for each plug-in provides details on the available options and how to perform each available type of


restore.


● To restore to the original client, see Restoring to the original client on page 121.
● To restore to a different client, see Restoring to a different client on page 122.
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Perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation on replicated backups


You can perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation to retrieve files from the replicated backup without the need to complete a
full restore operation.


Prerequisites


To perform file-level restores:


● Ensure that the source VM exists in VMware, and is powered on and registered.
● Ensure that an up-to-date version of VMware Tools is installed and running on the source VM.
● For non-Windows platforms, the user can be part of the Standard or Administrators group.
● For Windows VMs, only a local administrator can perform file-level restore. Additionally, ensure that you disable User


Account Control (UAC). The knowledgeable article at https://support.emc.com/kb/477118 provides more information.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the Virtual Machines domain.


3. In the list of clients, select the client.


4. In the Client Summary pane on the right, click VIEW MORE.


5. Click the Backup tab.


Ensure that the Include Remote switch is set to on.


A list of completed backups for this client is displayed. Remote backups are listed as child backups under the local backup.


To display the remote backup, click  next to the corresponding local backup.
NOTE: The FLR feature is only available if the local backup copy exists. If there is no local backup associated with the


remote backup, FLR is disabled.


6. In the list of backups, select a local or remote backup, and then click the RESTORE tab.


The Restore dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The volume names
identify the original mount point.


7. To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click NEXT.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


The Basic Config pane appears.


8. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. To select a client, perform the following steps:


i. Click SELECT CLIENT.


The Select Client pane appears.


ii. In the Domain tree, select a domain for the client.
iii. In the Client pane, choose a destination client.
iv. Click OK.


b. In the Username field, type the username for the destination client.
c. In the Password field, type the password for the destination client.
d. In the Location field, the path for the restore.
e. (Optional) Select Restore ACL to restore ACLs.


NOTE: If the Restore ACL option is selected, the user performing the restore must have file ownership of the


original file to perform the restore. If the file ownership has changed since the backup was performed and the user


performing the restore does not have proper file ownership, the restore fails.
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f. In the Proxy field, select a proxy.


9. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
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Server Updates and Hotfixes


Topics:


• Overview of the Avamar server software update process
• Installing and configuring the Avamar Downloader Service
• Downloading new packages from the EMC repository
• Downloading and installing packages on the Avamar server
• Viewing a list of installation packages on the Avamar server
• Deleting packages from the Avamar server
• Viewing the history of installations
• Using the legacy Avamar Downloader Service
• Troubleshooting Avamar Downloader Service issues


Overview of the Avamar server software update
process
Avamar periodically provides updates and hotfixes for the Avamar server software. Avamar stores update packages and hotfix
packages in the EMC repository. Use the Avamar Downloader Service to download the installation packages to an Avamar
server, or to a local Windows server and push the packages to an Avamar server. Then use Avamar Installation Manager to
install the packages on the Avamar server.


When required, you can remove old installation packages from the local repository on the Avamar server and then download
them via the Avamar Downloader Service again.


If Internet access is unavailable, manually copy packages to the /data01/avamar/repo/packages directory on the utility
node or single-node server instead of using the Avamar Downloader Service. Then use Avamar Installation Manager to install the
packages on the Avamar server.


The Download icon in Avamar Installation Manager opens a direct link to the software downloads page where you can obtain
packages from Support Zone. You can also configure the link target to redirect users to a location of your choosing. For more
information, see Configure a custom Download Page target on page 46.


Avamar Downloader Service


Before Avamar release 7.3, the Avamar Downloader Service was installed on a separate standalone Microsoft Windows
computer. Beginning with Avamar release 7.3, the downloader service is also available on the Avamar server, integrated with the
Avamar Installation Manager. You can use either the legacy downloader service on a standalone Microsoft Windows computer or
use the new downloader service that is integrated with the Avamar Installation Manager.


Customer Support typically installs the Avamar Downloader Service software during the installation or upgrade of an Avamar
server. You can also download the Avamar Downloader Service from the Avamar server and install the software yourself.


If the Avamar Downloader Service computer is on a private network with restrictions on access to the EMC repository server,
then you can set up a proxy server for communication between the Avamar Downloader Service computer and the EMC
repository server.


Security


The Avamar Downloader Service encrypts outgoing communication to the EMC repository by using SSL (Secure Socket Layers)
over an HTTP connection. The Avamar Downloader Service validates each package that it downloads to ensure that the
package has been correctly signed and transmitted.
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Legacy Avamar Downloader Service


The legacy Avamar Downloader Service computer is a standalone Microsoft Windows computer with network access to Avamar
sites on the Internet and to all internal Avamar servers.


The legacy Avamar Downloader Service runs as a Windows service to monitor the EMC repository. A desktop shortcut, task tray
icon, and Windows Start menu items provide access to the legacy Avamar Downloader Service user interface, which enables you
to configure the downloader service and check the EMC repository for installation packages. The Avamar Downloader Service
monitor contains status messages for the service.


The legacy Avamar Downloader Service accepts incoming requests for installation packages only from Avamar systems that are
on a known systems list.


Local repository


The C:\Program Files\EMC\Avamar Downloader Service\repository directory on the Avamar Downloader
Service computer serves as the local repository for downloaded installation packages.


NOTE: Do not rename client installation packages. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed


packages.


The manifest.xml file in the local repository contains a list of all server, client, and workflow packages that are currently
available for download from the EMC repository.


AvInstaller and Avamar Installation Manager


The AvInstaller process controls the download and installation process for installation packages on the Avamar server. Use
Avamar Installation Manager to manage the AvInstaller process.


Installation


Customer Support installs AvInstaller during the installation or upgrade of an Avamar server. AvInstaller is installed on the utility
node in a multi-node environment or the server in a single-node environment.


Local repository


AvInstaller uses the /data01/avamar/repo/packages directory on the Avamar utility node or single-node server serves as
the local repository for downloaded installation packages. AvInstaller also manages a temporary directory that is used to extract
the packages during installation.


To determine if new packages are available, the Avamar Downloader Service automatically downloads the manifest file from
the EMC repository once a day. If the legacy Avamar Downloader Service is being used, it sends the updated manifest file to
the local repository for each known Avamar system. AvInstaller uses the manifest file to obtain current information about all
software packages that are available for download from the EMC repository.


User interface


Use the Avamar Installation Manager user interface to manage AvInstaller. Avamar Installation Manager is installed automatically
with AvInstaller. Avamar Installation Manager provides the following features:


● Download software packages via the Avamar Downloader Service.
● Install the packages on the Avamar server.
● View a list of the software packages in the repository of the Avamar server.
● To reclaim storage, delete old installation packages from the Avamar server.
● View the software installation history for the Avamar server.
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Checking the status of the AvInstaller process


To check the status of the AvInstaller process:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Type dpnctl status avi.
Output from the dpnctl status avi command should look similar to the following:


dpnctl: INFO: avinstaller status: up.


Stopping the AvInstaller process


To stop the AvInstaller process:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Type avinstaller.pl --stop.


3. Verify that the AvInstaller process has stopped by typing avinstaller.pl --test.
Output from the avinstaller.pl --test command should look similar to the following:


Avistart process:
INFO: AVI is not running.


Restarting the AvInstaller process


To restart the AvInstaller process:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Type avinstaller.pl --start.


3. Verify that the AvInstaller process is running by typing avinstaller.pl --test.
Output from the avinstaller.pl --test command should look similar to the following:


Avistart process pid:
INFO: AVI is running.
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Installing and configuring the Avamar Downloader
Service
The Avamar Downloader Service is installed as part of the Avamar software installation process.


Using the legacy Avamar Downloader Service on page 239 contains information about installing and configuring the legacy
Avamar Downloader Service software on a standalone Microsoft Windows machine.


Configuring the Avamar Downloader Service


Configure Avamar Downloader Service before using it to download packages from the EMC repository server. Configuration
tasks include providing login information for Avamar Support, specifying proxy server settings.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. Click Configuration.
The Configuration window opens.


3. Specify the Avamar Support Username and Password that you received with the Avamar license at the time of product
purchase.


4. (Optional) Select Enable Proxy to enable a proxy server when the downloader service requires a proxy server to pass
through the firewall when communicating with Avamar Support. Specify the hostname or IP address and the port number for
the proxy server.


a. Specify the hostname or IP address and the port number for the proxy server.
b. If the proxy server requires authentication, type the Username and Password for the proxy server.


5. Click Save.


Downloading new packages from the EMC repository
You can check the EMC repository for new server, client, and workflow packages, and then download the packages to install
them.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. Click Configuration.
The Configuration window opens.


3. Click Check for New Packages.
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The Check for New Packages dialog box appears and provides status messages. The Avamar server downloads the
manifest file from the EMC repository server to the local repository. The Avamar server then processes the manifest file to
determine which packages apply to the current server configuration.


When packages become available to download, they appear on the SW Releases, SW Upgrades, SW Updates, and
Maintenance tabs, as defined by each package.


4. Click Close on the Check for New Packages dialog box.


5. For any package on the SW Releases, SW Upgrades, SW Updates, and Maintenance tab, click Download to retrieve the
package from the EMC repository.


Downloading and installing packages on the Avamar
server
Use Avamar Installation Manager to download and install software packages, patches, and hotfixes.


Prerequisites


Use a computer with at least 2 GB of RAM.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. If a Download button appears for the package, click the button to download the package to the local repository.
After the download completes, the Download button is replaced with an Install button and a Delete button.


3. To start the installation, click Install.
The background color for the package changes to yellow and the initialization begins. When the initialization process
completes, the Installation Setup page appears.


4. Provide installation setup information.


Some packages do not require setup information.


5. To provide advanced settings, select Show advanced settings.


6. Click Continue.


The Installation Progress page displays the status of the installation.


NOTE: If you close the browser during the installation of a package, the installation does not stop. To resume monitoring


the installation, open a browser window and log in to Avamar Installation Manager.


7. Respond to all installation prompts.


After the installation completes, the Install button becomes a Run button for workflow packages. The Run button enables
you to run the workflow package again.


Viewing a list of installation packages on the Avamar
server
View a list of installation packages in the repository on an Avamar server on the Repository tab of Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:
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a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. Click Repository.
The Repository tab appears.


3. (Optional) Toggle the sort order of the packages in the list by clicking a column heading.


Uploading installation packages to the Avamar server


Upload packages to the Avamar server from the local hard drive or other attached medium such as a flash drive using the
Package Upload feature on the Repository tab


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. Click Repository.
The Repository tab appears.


3. Click Browse to select a package for upload.


NOTE: Versions 9 through 11 of the Internet Explorer browser support a maximum upload size of 4 GB. Versions 6


through 8 support a maximum upload size of 2 GB.


Once the package upload completes, it automatically appears in the Repository table.


Repository tab headings


The packages in the repository on an Avamar server appear on the Repository tab of Avamar Installation Manager. The most
recently installed package appears at the bottom of the list.


The following table describes the information that appears for each package.


Table 98. Information on the Repository tab 


Heading Description


FileName The name of the package.


Status The status of the package:
● Waiting — The AvInstaller service is copying the package


to the EMC repository.
● Checksum — The AvInstaller service is calculating the


package checksum.
● Unsigning — The AvInstaller service is verifying the


package signature.
● Extracting — The AvInstaller service is extracting the


package from the tarball.
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Table 98. Information on the Repository tab (continued)


Heading Description


● Accepted — The package is fully downloaded to the EMC
repository and is ready to be installed.


● Rejected — Either the package was rejected due to a
problem in transit or it was downloaded successfully but
was not applicable to the system in its current state.


Note A brief description of the status.


Last Updated The date and time of the last status update.


Deleting packages from the Avamar server
After you successfully install a software package, the AvInstaller service automatically deletes the package from the repository
on the Avamar system. Manually delete packages that are not installed.


About this task


Only Customer Support can delete restricted packages.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. In the Package List, select a package.


3. Click the Delete button next to the package.
A confirmation message appears.


4. Click Yes.


Viewing the history of installations
You can view a history of the software installations, updates, and hotfixes for an Avamar server on the History tab of Avamar
Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server/avi
where Avamar-server IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Type the username of the Avamar administrator user account in the User Name field and the password in the Password


field.
c. Click Login.


2. Click History.
The History tab appears.


3. (Optional) Toggle the sort order of the packages in the list by clicking the heading of any column.
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4. (Optional) Filter the list of packages by selecting a filter value from the Show list.


5. (Optional) View details about a package in the list by selecting the row for the package.


6. (Optional) View the log file for a packages that has a processing status by clicking Logs in the Details table.


7. (Optional) Export the log information to a Microsoft Excel or PDF file by clicking Export.


Installation history information


History columns


The following table describes the information that appears on the Avamar Installation Manager History tab for each package.


Table 99. Information on the History tab 


Heading Description


Title The name of the package.


Version The version of Avamar server software.


Description A brief description of the package.


Status The status of the package:
● Available — The package is in the manifest and is available


to download.
● Completed — The package installation completed.
● Processing — A package installation is in progress.
● Ready — The package is ready to install.
● Removed — The package has been deleted from the


Avamar grid.


Last Updated The date and time of the last status update for the package.


Details columns


The following table describes the information that appears in the Details table in the lower right pane of the History tab.


Table 100. Details on the History tab 


Details table column heading Description


Status Status details for a package:
● Available — The package is in the manifest and is available


to download.
● Ready — The package is ready to install.
● Deployed — The start of the installation initialization.
● Deploying — The start of the package deployment.
● Processing — The start of the package installation.
● Completed — The completion of the package installation.
● Removed — The removal of the package.


Last Updated The corresponding date and time of the package status
message.


Logs Displays a Logs button for packages with a processing status.
Click Logs to open a window that provides details about the
tasks that are performed to install the package.
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Using the legacy Avamar Downloader Service
The following topics explain how to prepare for, install, configure, and use the legacy Avamar Downloader Service software on a
Microsoft Windows system, as well as how to update and uninstall the software.


Legacy Avamar Downloader Service installation requirements


The legacy Avamar Downloader Service is available as either a 32-bit or 64-bit application. You install the legacy Avamar
Downloader Service on a Microsoft Windows server that has network access to the Avamar server. This system can be a
desktop or laptop system.


The following table provides the installation requirements for the computer on which you install the legacy Avamar Downloader
Service.


Table 101. Installation requirements for the legacy Avamar Downloader Service 


Software/hardware Requirement


Operating system ● Microsoft Windows Server 2019
● Microsoft Windows Server 2016
● Microsoft Windows 10
● Microsoft Windows Server 2012 (64-bit only)
● Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
● Microsoft Windows 8
● Microsoft Windows 7 SP1


File system Any file system


Hard drive space Minimum of 12 MB


RAM Minimum of 20 MB


Recent releases of Avamar support only TLS 1.2. Older operating systems may require steps or updates to enable TLS 1.2. The
Avamar Product Security Guide provides more information.


To enable TLS 1.2 for Windows 7, Windows 2008 and Windows 2012, refer to the documentation on the Microsoft Support site.


Downloading the legacy Avamar Downloader Service software


Download the legacy Avamar Downloader Service software from the Avamar Web Restore page on the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the Windows host system as an administrator.


2. Type the URL of the Avamar server into the web browser:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the Avamar system network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads. list appears.


4. Click + next to the platform heading for the Windows computer.


5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the Windows computer.


6. Click the link for AvamarDownloaderService-windows-platform-version.exe.


where:


● platform is the type of Windows platform (32-bit or 64-bit).
● version is the version of the Avamar server software.


A dialog box prompts you to either run the file or save it.
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7. Save the installation file to a temporary directory.


Installing the legacy Avamar Downloader Service software


Steps


1. Log in to the Windows host computer as an administrator.


2. Browse to the directory that contains AvamarDownloaderService-windows-platform-version.exe, and then
double-click the file to start the installation.
The Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable Maintenance setup application opens.


3. Accept the license and then click Install.
Wait for the Visual C++ runtimes to install.


4. Click Finish.
The setup wizard opens, starting with the welcome page.


5. Click Next.
The Destination Folder page appears.


6. Specify the folder for the Avamar Downloader Service installation:
● To accept the default folder, C:\Program Files\EMC\Avamar Downloader Service, click Next.


● To specify a different folder, click Change and then browse to the folder. Then click Next.
The Ready to install Avamar Downloader Service page appears.


7. Click Install.


The Installing Avamar Downloader Service page appears and displays the progress of the installation. After the
installation completes, the Completed the Avamar Downloader Service Setup Wizard page appears.


8. Click Finish.
The installation adds an Avamar Downloader Service icon to the Control Panel and the system tray. The installation also adds
the AvamarDownloaderService to Windows Services.


Enabling HTTPS


HTTPS functionality must be enabled on the Microsoft Windows computer hosting the legacy Avamar Downloader Service. In
some circumstances, HTTPS might already be enabled on the computer. If not, perform the following steps on the computer.


About this task


Steps


1. Select Control Panel > Windows Firewall > Advanced settings.


The Windows Firewall with Advanced Security console appears.


2. In the navigation pane, click Outbound Rules.


3. In the Actions pane, click New Rule.
The New Outbound Rule Wizard appears.


4. Select Port, and then click Next.


5. Select Specific remote ports, type 443 in the text box, and click Next.


6. Click Allow the connection and clickNext.


7. Accept the default settings and click Next.


8. Provide a name for the outbound rule (for instance, “Avamar Downloader Service”) and click Finish.
The New Outbound Rule Wizard appears.


9. In the Outbound Rules pane, right-click the outbound rule that you created before (should be at the top of list) and select
Properties.


The Properties window appears.


10. Select the Programs and Services tab.


11. Click Settings.


12. Select Apply to this service.


13. From the list of services, select Avamar Downloader Service and click OK.
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14. Click Apply and thenOK.


15. Close the Windows Firewall with Advanced Security console.


Configuring the legacy Avamar Downloader Service


Configure Avamar Downloader Service before using it to download packages from the EMC repository server. Configuration
tasks include verifying the connection, building a known systems list, and specifying proxy server settings.


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar Downloader Service software.


Steps


1. On the Avamar Downloader Service computer, right-click the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select
Configure Service.
The Avamar Downloader Service configuration wizard opens, starting with the welcome page.


2. (Optional) To use the local version of the manifest.xml file, select Disable Internet access. Use only local files.


Use this option when the Avamar Downloader Service computer cannot connect over the Internet with the EMC repository.


3. On the welcome page of the configuration wizard, click Next.
The Avamar Credentials page appears.


4. On this page, specify the Avamar Support Username and Password (plus confirmation) that you received with the Avamar
license at the time of product purchase, and then click Next.
The Proxy Configuration page appears.


NOTE: To edit Avamar credentials later, open the Show Advanced Settings window by right-clicking the task tray


icon and selecting Show Advanced Settings.


5. (Optional) Specify the hostname or IP address and the port number for the proxy server as well as Avamar credentials:
Username, Password, and Confirm Password.


Supply proxy server information to use a proxy server as an intermediary for requests from the Avamar Downloader Service
computer to the EMC repository server. The page also allows you to select Use Authentication.


For example, use a proxy server when the Avamar Downloader Service computer is on a private network and access to the
EMC repository server is restricted.


6. Click Next.
The Avamar Systems page appears.


7. Click Add.
The Avamar Downloader Service - Add Known System dialog box appears.


8. Specify the hostname, username, and password for an Avamar server:


a. In the Hostname box, type the IP address or hostname for the Avamar server.
b. In the Username box, type root to specify the Linux operating system root user.


c. In the Password and Confirm Password boxes, type the password for the root user.


9. Click OK.
When the configuration process cannot resolve the hostname, an informational message appears. Click Yes to add the
system or No to cancel the add operation. You can add systems with unresolvable hostnames, such as offline systems, to
the known systems list.


10. Add other Avamar servers.


11. After all Avamar servers have been added, click Next.
The Review Configuration page appears.


12. Review the configuration details, and then click Finish.


Next steps


When required, rerun the configuration wizard to edit the hostname, IP address, or port number for a proxy server, or to edit the
known systems list to add and remove Avamar servers.
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Updating the legacy Avamar Downloader Service software


Use the Avamar Downloader Service to check for updates of the Avamar Downloader Service software, and to download and
install the updates.


Steps


1. Right-click Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select Check for Updates.


If an update is available, the message Update is ready to install appears.


If no updates are available, then the message Your software is up to date appears.


The Avamar Downloader Service Updater dialog box appears.


2. When an update is available, click Install.


TheAvamar Downloader Service setup wizard appears.


3. Follow the prompts to continue through the wizard and install the new software build.


Uninstalling the legacy Avamar Downloader Service


Uninstall Avamar Downloader Service through the Windows Programs and Features console.


Steps


1. On the Avamar Downloader Service computer, close all running applications.


2. Open the Windows Programs and Features console from the Control Panel.


3. In the Name column, select Avamar Downloader Service.


4. Click Uninstall.


Results


The uninstall process removes all files, including file cache contents, configuration items, and Windows registry entries for the
Avamar Downloader Service


Downloading new packages from the EMC repository


You can check the EMC repository for new server, client, and workflow packages, and then download the packages to install
them.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the status of the Avamar Downloader Service is either OK or Waiting for configuration. Otherwise, you
cannot check for new packages.


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select Check for New Packages.


The Check for New Packages dialog box appears and provides status messages. The Avamar Downloader Service
downloads the manifest file from the EMC repository server to the local repository on the Windows server and to Avamar
servers on the known systems list.


A check mark next to a status message indicates that the process was successful. An X next to a status message indicates
that the process failed.


2. To view details about failed processes, double-click the X next to the status message.


3. Click Close on the Check for New Packages dialog box.
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Viewing a list of packages available for download


The manifest.xml file in the repository folder on the Avamar Downloader Service computer contains a list of software
packages that are currently available for download from the EMC repository.


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select Open Repository.
Windows Explorer opens and displays the C:\Program Files\EMC\Avamar Downloader Service\repository
folder, which contains the manifest.xml file.


2. To view the package information, open the manifest.xml.


Package names use the .avp file name extension and appear within <filename> tags.


Verifying connectivity with the EMC repository


After editing repository connection settings, or after package download failures, verify that the Avamar Downloader Service
computer can connect to the EMC repository server.


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select Run Diagnosis.


The status of the process appears in the Run Diagnosis dialog box. An X next to a status message indicates a problem
with the network connection, Click the X next to failures to view more information about the error in the Error Information
dialog box.


The Run Diagnosis dialog box appears, and the process to check that network connectivity starts automatically.


2. (Optional) To stop the verification process before it completes, click Stop System Check.


3. When the verification completes, click Close.


Monitoring Avamar Downloader Service status


The Avamar Downloader Service monitor automatically starts when you log in to the Avamar Downloader Service computer. Use
the monitor to view the status of the Avamar Downloader Service.


Steps


● To view the status from the monitor, hover the mouse over the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon.


A popup window with a status message appears.


The following table describes Avamar Downloader Service monitor status messages.


Table 102. Avamar Downloader Service monitor status messages  


Status message Description


Avamar Downloader Service Default status message.


Authentication Failure with the EMC Repository. HTTP basic authentication failure.


Authentication Failure with one or more “Known Systems.” HTTP basic authentication failure including:
○ Failed communication with the EMC repository.
○ SSL (Secure Socket Layers) handshake failed.
○ HTTP dropped connection.
○ HTTP NAK (negatively acknowledged message).


Failed communication with one or more “Known Systems.” Possible causes:
○ SSL handshake failed.
○ HTTP dropped connection.
○ HTTP NAK.


Failed file download from the EMC repository. File transfer was aborted.
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Table 102. Avamar Downloader Service monitor status messages  (continued)


Status message Description


Failed file transfer to one or more known systems. File transfer was aborted.


Network Error HTTPS browser settings prevent the Avamar Downloader
Service from requesting files from the Avamar Online
Support site.


Out of space. The Avamar Downloader Service file cache is full. To free up
disk space, remove files from the local repository.


Running. The service is running and communicating with all known
systems as well as the EMC repository.


Socket failure on host computer. Possible causes:
○ The host computer is out of socket resources.
○ A binding problem with the NIC.
○ Deadlock condition within Winsock.


Waiting for configuration. The Avamar Downloader Service was installed, but not
configured.


Stopping and starting the Avamar Downloader Service monitor


The Avamar Downloader Service monitor starts automatically when you log in to the Avamar Downloader Service computer.


Steps


● To stop the monitor, right-click the Avamar Downloader Service task tray icon and select Exit.
● To start the monitor, open the Windows Start menu and select All Programs > Avamar Downloader Service version >


Avamar Downloader Service Monitor.


Troubleshooting Avamar Downloader Service issues
Resolve common issues with the Avamar Downloader Service.


Package download fails


SYMPTOM: The utility node or the single-node server cannot access the Windows host computer, and a message similar to the
following message appears when downloading a package.


The selected package cannot be downloaded.
RESOLUTION: Add a line to the /etc/hosts file on the utility node with the IP address, fully qualified domain name, and short
name of the Avamar Downloader Service computer.


SAMPLE ENTRY: 10.6.172.50 avamar-1.example.com avamar-1


Temporary IPv6 addresses cause package download to fail


SYMPTOM: The Avamar Downloader Service fails to download a package and displays connection refused errors.


POSSIBLE CAUSE: Temporary IPv6 addresses are in use on all operating systems. The connection refused errors are due
to the use of temporary IPv6 addresses. Windows Vista, Windows 2008 Server, or later versions of Windows use temporary
IPv6 addresses by default.


RESOLUTION: To work around this issue, block temporary IPv6 addresses on the Avamar Downloader Service computer. Type
each of the following netsh commands at the command prompt on the Avamar Downloader Service computer. Type each
netsh command on a separate line.
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netsh interface ipv6 set privacy state=disabled store=active
netsh interface ipv6 set privacy state=disabled store=persistent
netsh interface ipv6 set global randomizeidentifiers=disabled store=active
netsh interface ipv6 set global randomizeidentifiers=disabled store=persistent
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Avamar Client Manager


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar Client Manager
• Starting Avamar Client Manager
• Global tools
• Overview
• Clients
• Policies
• Queues
• Logs


Overview of Avamar Client Manager
Avamar Client Manager is a web-based management application that provides centralized Avamar client administration
capabilities for larger businesses and enterprises. Avamar Client Manager facilitates the management of large numbers of
Avamar clients.


Avamar Client Manager works with Avamar clients on a supported native operating system and Avamar clients on a supported
operating system running in a VMware virtual machine. Avamar Client Manager cannot work with Avamar clients through virtual
center, virtual machine, or virtual proxy configurations. The Avamar Client Manager UI displays supported Avamar clients and
hides all unsupported clients.


Connection security


To secure data transmissions between a computer and the Avamar server, a secure connection is created using HTTPS.


This form of the HTTP protocol encrypts messages before they are sent and decrypts them when they are received. HTTPS is
used for all login transmissions and for all transmission of data during registration and activation operations.


All trials to access the Avamar server through the UI over standard HTTP protocol are redirected to HTTPS to prevent plain text
transmissions.


Apache web server authentication


The Avamar Client Manager UI uses only secure web pages, and an authentication warning appears in web browsers that access
those pages unless you install a trusted public key certificate on the Apache web server. This option is provided with Avamar.


The Avamar Product Security Guide describes how to obtain and install a trusted public key certificate for the Apache web
server.


Editing the session time-out period


When a session has been running for 72 hours or more without any interaction between the web browser and the Avamar Client
Manager server, Avamar Client Manager ends the session. The automatic session time-out protects the security of the assets
accessible through Avamar Client Manager. You can increase or decrease the time-out period.


About this task


When Avamar Client Manager ends a session, close the web browser window or tab in which the session was running, and
restart Avamar Client Manager. Avamar Client Manager does not end a session while a commit task is in progress.
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Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


2. Stop the EM Tomcat server by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop emt
3. Open the following file in a text editor:


/usr/local/avamar-tomcat/webapps/aam/WEB-INF/web.xml
4. Change the value of the session-timeout tag to a new value in minutes.


The following example illustrates the session-timeout tag with the default value of 4320 minutes (72 hours):


<session-config>
   <session-timeout>4320</session-timeout>
</session-config>


5. Save and close the file.


6. Start the EM Tomcat server by typing the following command:


dpnctl start emt


Increasing the JavaScript time-out period


The Avamar Client Manager UI uses JavaScript to perform many of its tasks. Sometimes an Avamar Client Manager UI script
requires more time to finish than what a web browser’s default script time-out value permits.


About this task


When this step happens, a message appears and the script is stopped. You can click continue to allow the script to finish its
work.


To avoid seeing this message, increase the script time-out period. The steps depend on the web browser.


Increasing the JavaScript time-out period in Internet Explorer on Windows


Steps


1. Open a registry editor, such as Regedt32.exe.


2. Open the following registry key:


HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\InternetExplorer\Styles
If the key does not exist, create it.


3. Create a DWORD value called MaxScriptStatements under the key.


4. Set the value of the DWORD to 20,000,000.


This number represents the number of script statements.


5. Restart the web browser.


Increasing the JavaScript time-out period in Firefox


Steps


1. In the browser address bar, type about:config.
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A warning message appears.


2. Click I’ll be careful, I promise!.
The preferences window opens.


3. In Filter, type dom.max_script_run_time.
The script runtime preference appears.


4. Double-click the preference.
The Enter integer value dialog box appears.


5. Type 30 and click OK.


6. Restart the browser.


Avamar Client Manager configuration properties


Avamar Client Manager normally does not require any changes to its default configuration. However, some properties can be
adjusted to suit a particular deployment requirement.


Avamar Client Manager properties are in the /usr/local/avamar/etc/acm.properties file.


The following table provides information about the properties.


Table 103. Avamar Client Manager configuration properties 


Property Description Default value


activation.retry.attempts The number tries to activate a client activation
before activation fails.


24


activation.retry.frequency.minutes The number of minutes between client activation
tries.


120


move.getactivities.retry.attempts The number of checks to determine whether a
client is inactive (so that it can be moved).


7


move.getactivities.frequency.second
s


The number of seconds between checks to
determine whether a client is inactive (so that it
can be moved).


5


move.queue.error.codes Sets a comma-separated list of error codes that
determine whether a move task failure is added
to the queue. A move is only added to the queue
if its failure generates one of these error codes.
Use the value none to prevent all failed move
tasks from being added to the queue. Use the
value empty to add all failed move tasks to the
queue.


22271, 22280, 22282,
22295, 30006, 30012,
30016, 30017, 30019


move.retry.attempts Sets the number of times a failed move task is
retried.


24


move.retry.frequency.minutes Sets the span of time in minutes between retry
tries.


120


orgu.name.append.domain Determines whether clients displayed in the
Client Information area of the UI are listed
using the client hostname or FQDN. The default
value displays the FQDN for each client.


true


toolbar.displaytime.client Determines whether time displayed within
Avamar Client Manager uses the time zone of the
web browser’s host computer or time zone of the
Avamar server. The default value uses the time
zone of the web browser’s host computer.


true


upgrade.freeform.flags Provides a way to pass key/value flags to
upgrade work orders. The value is a comma
separated list of KV pairs. For example:


No default value
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Table 103. Avamar Client Manager configuration properties (continued)


Property Description Default value


upgrade.freeform.flags=key1=val1,ke
y2=val2,key3=val3


Changing an Avamar Client Manager configuration property


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


2. Change the current working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/etc
3. Open the Avamar Client Manager properties file, acm.properties, in a text editor.


4. Edit the value of the property.


5. Save and close the file.


6. Restart the EM Tomcat server by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop emt
dpnctl start emt


Starting Avamar Client Manager
Start Avamar Client Manager by typing the Avamar Client Manager URL in a web browser. Avamar Client Manager can also be
started within Backup & Recovery Manager.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aam
where Avamar_server is the resolvable hostname or IP address of the Avamar server that is running the Avamar Client
Manager process.


2. In User Name, type the username of an administrator account on the Avamar server.


3. In Password, type the password for the account.


Results


Avamar Client Manager opens to Server Summary section of the Overview page.


Login page


The login page limits access to the Avamar Client Manager UI by requiring a username and a password.


The login page authenticates the username and the password through comparison with administrator accounts that are
registered on the Avamar server. Avamar Client Manager only allows access for accounts with administrator privileges on
the Avamar server that is running the Avamar Client Manager process.


After a successful login, the Avamar Client Manager UI opens to the Server Summary section of the Overview page.
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Global tools
Avamar Client Manager provides several tools that you can use with more than one page.


Use these tools to help with the following tasks:


● Adding an Avamar server
● Removing an Avamar server
● Changing the settings for an Avamar server
● Selecting an Avamar server to work with
● Filtering a page's summary view
● Viewing context relevant details
● Exporting information from a page
● Enabling tool tips


Adding an Avamar server


To enable management of the Avamar clients of an Avamar server, add the Avamar server to Avamar Client Manager.


Prerequisites


Determine the following information:


● The resolvable hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.
● The inbound RMI port on the Avamar server.
● The password for the MCUser account on the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Browse to the Server Summary section of the Overview page.


2. Click Add Server.
The Add Server window appears.


3. In System name (or) IP, type the resolvable hostname, or IP address, of the Avamar server.


4. In Port, type the inbound RMI port for the Avamar server.


The field appears with the default value of 9443. Leave the default value unchanged unless a non-default port is used on the
Avamar server.


5. In MCUser Password, type the password for the MCUser account on the Avamar server.


6. Click Save.


Results


Avamar Client Manager checks the values and adds the Avamar server.


Removing an Avamar server


To stop management of the Avamar clients of an Avamar server, remove the Avamar server from Avamar Client Manager.


Steps


1. Browse to the Server Summary section of the Overview page.


2. Select the Avamar servers to remove.


The Avamar server that hosts the Avamar Client Manager process cannot be removed.


3. Click Remove Server.
A warning dialog box appears.


4. Click Yes.
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Results


Avamar Client Manager removes the selected Avamar servers from the group of managed servers.


Changing the settings for an Avamar server


Changes on an Avamar server to the inbound RMI port or to the password for the MCUser account prevent management of the
Avamar server by Avamar Client Manager. Edit the stored settings for the Avamar server to reenable management by Avamar
Client Manager.


Prerequisites


Determine the following information:


● The new inbound RMI port on the Avamar server.
● The new password for the MCUser account on the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Suspend all activity on the Avamar server.


Suspending and resuming server activities on page 141describes how to suspend Avamar server activity.


2. Browse to the Server Summary section of the Overview page.


3. Select an Avamar server.


4. Click Edit Server.
The Edit Server window appears.


5. In Port, type the inbound RMI port on the selected Avamar server.


6. In MCUser Password, type the password for the MCUser account on the selected Avamar server.


7. Click Save.


Results


Avamar Client Manager checks the values and reestablishes management of the Avamar server.


Selecting a server


Use the server selection field to display, and work with, information for a specific server.


Prerequisites


Expand the Navigation panel on the left side of the UI so that the server selection field is visible at the top of the panel.
Browse to a page that displays the server selection field in an active, selectable, state.


Steps


1. On the server selection field, click the arrow icon.


When the server selection field is not visible, expand the Navigation panel on the left side of the UI. When the server
selection field is not relevant to the current page view it appears in a dimmed state, that is, it is not active and selectable.


2. From the list of servers, select a server.
The page view refreshes. Information about the server and its tasks appears.


Filters


Avamar Client Manager offers you a wide range of filters.


Use a filter to determine which objects appear in the list on the current page. Filters work with a variety of objects. The type
of object and the available filters depend on the page's context. In Avamar Client Manager you can filter the following types of
objects:


● Servers
● Clients
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● Policies
● Groups
● Tasks
● Log entries


Filters that apply to the current context appear on the Filters bar at the top of the page.


Searching by name


To find objects by comparing a search string to object names, use the search field.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that has one of the following search-enabled fields on the Filters bar:


● User name
● Client name
● Group name
● Domain name


About this task


Use search to limit the list to objects with the same and similar names.


Steps


1. Click the arrow next to the search-enabled field.
A text entry box appears.


2. In the text entry box, type a search string.


Avamar Client Manager compares the search string that you type to the names of objects and includes matching objects on
the list. Objects match when a portion of the name contains the search string.


3. Click the magnifying glass icon.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list and only objects with names that match the search string appear.


Searching by username


To include all clients that have a user with the characters "eng" in their username, type *eng* in the text entry field.


Next steps


(Optional) To remove the search string and to display all objects, click X next to the text entry field.


Search string rules


A search string is one or more characters that you type into a name search field. Avamar Client Manager compares the search
string with all object names. When the search string matches all or part of an object's name, Avamar Client Manager adds the
object's name to the results.


The following rules apply to a search string:


● No more than 24 characters
● Can use an asterisk (*) character to represent zero or more characters
● Cannot start with a period character
● Cannot include any of the characters that are listed in the Character column of the following table:


Table 104. Characters not allowed in search strings 


Character Name Unicode


/ a Solidus 002F


: Colon 003A
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Table 104. Characters not allowed in search strings (continued)


Character Name Unicode


; Semicolon 003B


? Question Mark 003F


" Quotation Mark 0022


< Less-than Sign 003C


> Greater-than Sign 003E


\ Reverse Solidus 005C


, Comma 002c


~ Tilde 007E


! Exclamation Mark 0021


@ Commercial At 0040


# Number Sign 0023


$ Dollar Sign 0024


% Percent Sign 0025


^ Circumflex Accent 005E


| Vertical Line 007C


& Ampersand 0026


' Apostrophe 0027


` Grave Accent 0060


( Opening parenthesis 0028


) Closing parenthesis 0029


{ Left Curly Bracket 007B


} Right Curly Bracket 007D


[ Left Square Bracket 005B


] Right Square Bracket 005D


a. An exception to this exclusion permits the solidus character in the Domain Name filter on the Policies page.


Using the activity type filter


Use the activity type filter to limit a list to one type of activity.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Activity Type on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Activity Type.
A selection list appears, with the values: Backup and Restore.


2. Select a value.


Select Backup to include only backup tasks in the list. Select Restore to include only restore tasks in the list.


For example, in the Idle Clients section of the Clients page, select Backup on the Activity Type filter. Avamar Client
Manager limits the list to clients without any backup activity during the defined period.
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Results


Avamar Client Manager filters the results using the activity type that you selected.


Using the client status filter


Use the client status filter to add clients with the specified client status to the list.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Client Status on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Client Status.
A selection list of the client statuses for all clients in that context appears.


2. Select a status.
For example, in the Add Clients section of the Clients page, select Activation Failure on the Client Status filter. Avamar
Client Manager limits the list to registered computers with at least one unsuccessful activation try.
Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected client status appear on the list.


3. Optional: Repeat the steps to select additional statuses.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected client statuses appear on the list.


Using the failure criteria filter


Use the failure criteria filter to define which clients Avamar Client Manager includes in a list of failed clients.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Failure Criteria on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Failure Criteria.
A selection list appears, with the values: At least one activity failed, All activities failed, and Last activity failed.


2. Select a value.


The value that you select determines which clients Avamar Client Manager includes in the list of failed clients. Avamar Client
Manager includes only clients that match the selected activity status.


For example, select Last activity failed. Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list and includes clients only when their most
recent activity failed. The failed activity can be either a backup or a restore.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with an activity status that matches the selected value appear on the list.


Using the OS filter


Use the OS filter to limit a list to clients with specific operating systems.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes OS on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to OS.
A list of the OS versions of all clients in that context appears.


2. Select an OS version.
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Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with the selected OS version appear on the list.


3. Optional: To select additional OS versions, repeat the steps.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with the selected OS versions appear on the list.


Using the period filter


Use the period filter to define the calendar date boundaries of the displayed results.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Period on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Period.
A selection list appears, with the values: Before, After, and On.


2. Select a value.


3. Click the arrow next to the selected value.
A date entry field and a small calendar icon appear.


4. Click the calendar icon, browse to a specific date, and then click the date.


Alternatively, in the date entry field, type a date using the format m/d/yy, and click the magnifying glass icon.


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries within the specified period appear on the list.


5. Optional: Further refine the results by repeating these steps using the other values.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries within the specified period appear on the list.


Using the status filter


Use the status filter to limit a list to entries with specific statuses.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Status on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Status.
A selection list of all statuses for all entries in that context appears.


2. Select a status.
Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected status appear on the list.


3. Optional: To select additional statuses, repeat the steps.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected statuses appear on the list.


Using the status code filter


Use the status code filter to limit a list to entries with specific status codes.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Status Code on the Filters bar.
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Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Status Code.
A selection list of the status codes for all entries in that context appears.


2. Select a status code.
Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected status code appear on the list.


3. Optional: To select additional status codes, repeat the steps.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only entries with the selected status codes appear on the list.


Using the success criteria filter


Use the success criteria filter to define which clients Avamar Client Manager includes in a list of successful clients.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Success Criteria on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Success Criteria.
A selection list appears, with the values: At least one activity successful, All activities successful, and Last activity
successful.


2. Select a value.


The value that you select determines which clients Avamar Client Manager includes in the list of successful clients. Avamar
Client Manager only includes clients that match the selected activity status.


For example, select Last activity successful. Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list and only includes the clients with a
successful backup or restore.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with an activity status that matches the selected value appear on the list.


Using the version filter


Use the version filter to limit a list to clients with specific versions of the Avamar client software.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Version on the Filters bar.


Steps


1. On the Filters bar, click the arrow next to Version.
A selection list of the Avamar client software versions for all clients in that context appears.


2. Select a version.
Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with the selected software version appear on the list.


3. Optional: To select additional software versions, repeat the steps.


Results


Avamar Client Manager refreshes the list. Only clients with the selected software versions appear on the list.
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Viewing details


Use the Details panel to view context relevant details.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes the Details panel or Details bar on the right-side.


Steps


1. On the right-side of the page, click the Details bar.
The Details panel expands.


2. In Summary, select an object.


The page context determines the object type. An object can be a client or a group. You can select more than one object.


Detailed information for the selected object appears in the Details panel.


3. (Optional) When you select more than one object, use the paging controls at the bottom of the Details panel to view
information for each selected object.


Exporting data


Use export to download the selected summary as an Excel spreadsheet.


Prerequisites


Browse to a page view that includes Export on the page bar.


Steps


1. On the page bar, click Export.


Avamar Client Manager includes all information from the summary in the exported data.


The web server pushes an Excel file containing the summary information to the browser.


2. Save the file locally.


3. Use an application that can read the Excel-formatted spreadsheets to open the file.


Setting the entries per page limit


Increase the limit on the number of entries displayed in summary lists.


About this task


By default, Avamar Client Manager limits its summary lists to 25 entries per page. When there are more entries than the current
entries per page limit, the entries appear on 2 or more pages. You can increase the entries per page limit to make it easier to
work with many entries.


Steps


1. On the status bar at the bottom of Avamar Client Manager, click Entries Per Page.
The list of choices appears.


2. Click a number on the list.


Results


Avamar Client Manager sets the selected number as the new limit and refreshes the page.
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Viewing tool tips


Enable and display tool tips to view concise help messages for various elements of the UI.


Steps


1. On the status bar at the bottom of Avamar Client Manager, select Show Tooltips.


2. Hover the pointer over a user interface element that has a tool tip.


The following elements may have tool tips:
● Dashboard chart sections
● Controls
● Column headings


Overview
The Overview page provides access to high-level information about the management of Avamar clients. It also provides tools for
the administration of Avamar servers.


From the left-side menu of the Overview page, select:


● Server Summary


Select Server Summary to view information about the selected Avamar server, to add an Avamar server, to remove an
Avamar server, or to edit the settings for an Avamar server.


● Dashboard


Select Dashboard to view information about the client backups for the selected Avamar server.


Server Summary


The Server Summary section of the Overview page provides columns of information about the Avamar servers that Avamar
Client Manager manages.


Filter this information by using the filters available on the Filters bar. Change the sorting method that is used for the list by
clicking a column heading.


In each of the following columns, click a nonzero value to see a more detailed report about that column's information:


● Active Clients
● Idle Clients
● Successful Clients
● Failed Clients


Server Summary columns


The following table describes the columns that are used in the Server Summary section of the Overview page.


Table 105. Columns used in the Server Summary section 


Column Description


Server Hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


Version Version of Avamar server software that is installed on the
Avamar server.


Total Clients Total number of clients that are registered with the Avamar
server. Does not include retired clients.


Active Clients Total number of clients with activity (backup or restore)
during the specified period.
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Table 105. Columns used in the Server Summary section (continued)


Column Description


Idle Clients Total number of clients with no backup activity during the
specified period.


Successful Clients Total number of clients with a backup status that matches the
value set in the Successful Backups filter. Also includes the
average amount of time for those backups.


Failed clients Total number of clients with failed backups during the
specified period.


Clients with Restore Total number of clients with restore activity (successful or
unsuccessful) during the specified period.


Dashboard


The Dashboard section of the Overview page provides a graphical snapshot view of a selected server.


The dashboard provides information in panels that you can expand, collapse, or delete to create the view you need.


Usage tips:


● Collapse or expand a panel by clicking the arrow icon in the panel's title bar.
● Return the dashboard to its default view by reloading the page in the web browser.


Setting a panel's period


Set a panel's period to define the number of days of data in the display.


Prerequisites


Browse to the Dashboard section of the Overview page, with any of the following panels displayed: Analyze, Backup Report,
and Backup Trend.


Steps


1. On a panel, in the period field, click the arrow icon.


The period field is available on the following panels:
● Analyze
● Backup Report
● Backup Trend


The period list appears.


2. Select a period.


The available choices are:


● Last 24 hours
● Last 7 days
● Last 30 days
Avamar Client Manager refreshes the panel with data for the selected period.


Client panel


The Client panel uses a pie chart to represent the total number of potential clients for the selected server. Colors represent the
percentage of the total for:


● Activated


Green represents the percentage of clients that the selected server has activated.


● Not activated
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Red represents the percentage of clients that the selected server has registered, but not activated.


● Free


Gray represents the percentage of unused client connections available on the selected server.


Server panel


The Server panel provides a grid view of information about the selected server.


Table 106. Server information on the Server panel 


Column Description


Node Type Specifies the server's node type: Single or Multi.


Active Backup Number of running backups.


Backup in Queue Number of backups in the server's queue waiting to run.


Replication Current state of the replication job:
● Running
● Not running


Status Current state of the server's Management Console Server
(MCS) system:
● Active
● Down


Backup Trend panel


The Backup Trend panel is a line chart that shows the size of data that is backed up at specific points in time over a defined
period. The x-axis represents points in time over the selected period. The y-axis represents the size of data in the backup at
each point in time.


The line that is drawn between the plotted points represents the backup trend, which is the change in backed up data over time.


Client Type panel


The Client Type panel uses a bar chart to represent for the selected server the number of activated clients that are in each of
the following categories:


● Regular


All activated clients that do not fit into one of the other three categories.


● vMachine


Guest clients. The virtual computers that are backed up through Avamar client software running on the host computer.


● Proxy


Proxy virtual machine clients. Clients that use Avamar for VMware image backup and restore.


● vCenter


Avamar clients that protect vCenter management infrastructure by backing up vCenter hosts.


Analyze panel


The Analyze panel uses a bar chart to represent the number of clients that are in each of the following states during the
selected period:


● Successful


Clients with at least one successful backup.
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● Failed


Clients with backup activity but no successful backups.


● Idle


Clients with no backup activity.


Backup Report panel


For backups started during the selected period, the Backup Report panel uses a bar chart to represent the number of each of
the following results:


● Successful


Successfully completed backups, with or without errors.


● Failed


Backups that failed to complete.


● Canceled


Backups that are canceled before completion.


Client Queues panel


The Client Queues panel uses a bar chart to display the number of clients in each of the following queues:


● Upgrade
● Move to server
● Activation


Storage Capacity panel


The Storage Capacity panel uses a pie chart to represent the total storage capacity of the selected server. Colored slices
represent the following:


● Used


Red represents the portion of storage that contains data.


● Free Capacity


Green represents the portion of storage that is unused and available.


Backup Health panel


The Backup Health panel uses a bar chart to represent the number of clients that have retained backup data for specific
periods of time. The panel uses the periods: 1 day, 30 days, 60 days, and 90 days.


On the bar chart, the x-axis represents the period that Avamar has retained the data and the y-axis represents the number of
clients.


Clients
The Clients page provides information and tools for working with Avamar clients.


From this page, you can:


● Select the computers in the enterprise's domain and add them as Avamar clients
● View detailed information about individual clients
● Move, retire, and delete clients
● Change a client's group associations
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● Upgrade the Avamar software on the client


To browse between the sections of the Clients page, select from the choices in the left-side menu.


Client and server tools


Avamar Client Manager provides several tools to help manage Avamar clients and Avamar servers.


A tool only appears when it is relevant to the context. Changes that are made by the tool apply to the selected client and the
selected server. Launch a tool by clicking its command button.


Creating an Avamar domain


To add a branch to an Avamar server's administrative hierarchy, create an Avamar domain.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Create Domain: either the Add New Clients dialog box or the Client Move dialog box.


Steps


1. In the Domain Selection pane, select the location for the new domain.


To locate the new domain directly beneath the root domain, select the server icon. To locate the new domain beneath
another domain, select that domain.


2. Click Create Domain.
The New domain dialog box appears.


3. In New Domain Name, type a name for the domain.


Avamar does not allow the following characters in a domain name: =~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&+
4. Optional: Type information in the Contact, Phone, Email, and Location fields.


5. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager adds the new domain to the selected server and the new domain appears on the Domain Selection
pane.


Viewing the group associations of a client


To determine the policies that apply to a client, view the groups that include the client.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Group Associations on the Actions bar.


About this task


The group associations of a client determine the client's backup dataset, the client's backup schedule, and the client's backup
retention period.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. Click Group Associations.


Results


The Groups for Client dialog box appears and lists the client's groups.
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Adding group associations to a client


To apply the policies of a group to a client, add the group association to the client.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Group Associations on the Actions bar.


About this task


This task results in an association between a client and a group. The Avamar server applies the group's policies to the client.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. Click Group Associations.


3. On the Groups for Client dialog box, click Add Groups.
The Add Groups for Client dialog box appears.


4. Select a group.


You can select more than one group.


5. Click Add.


Results


Avamar Client Manager adds the group associations to the client.


Creating a group


To make a new set of policies available for assignment to clients, create a group with the policies. The Create Group command is
available when adding a client to a group, and when moving a client to a new domain or to a new server.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Create Group: either the Add Groups dialog box or the Client Move dialog box.


Steps


1. Click Create Group.


On the Client Move dialog box, selecting a domain enables the button.


The Create Group in Domain dialog box appears.


2. In Group Name, type a name for the new group.


Avamar does not allow any of the following characters in a group's name: =~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&+
3. (Optional) Select Enable to enable scheduled backups of clients that you assign to the group.


To disable scheduled backups of clients that you assign to the group, clear this checkbox .


4. In Dataset, select a dataset for the group.


5. In Schedule, select a schedule for the group.


6. In Retention Policy, select a retention policy for the group.


7. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager creates the group in the selected domain.
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Removing group associations from a client


To stop applying a group's policies to a client, remove the group association from the client.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view that includes Group Associations on the Actions bar.


About this task


This task removes the association between a client and a group. When you complete the task the group's policies no longer
apply to the client.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. Click Group Associations.


3. On the Groups for Client dialog box, select a group.


You can select more than one group.


4. Click Remove.


Results


Avamar Client Manager removes the association between the client and the selected groups.


Overriding group policy settings for a client


To modify policies that are applied to a client, override the policies of its group.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view where View/Edit Details appears on the Actions bar and the client appears in the clients list.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click View/Edit Details.
The Client Details dialog box appears.


3. Select the Advanced tab.
The policy override settings appear with the client's current state shown.


4. Modify the client's current state by selecting or clearing settings.


5. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager changes the group policy settings for the client.


Group policy override settings


To modify a policy that is applied to a client, use one of the policy override settings.


The following table describes the policy override settings on the Advanced tab of the Client Details dialog box.


Table 107. Settings on the Advanced tab of Client Details 


Setting Description


Override group retention Permits you to assign to a client a retention setting that is
different from the group setting. After selecting this option,
assign a retention setting by selecting it from the Select an
existing retention policy list.
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Table 107. Settings on the Advanced tab of Client Details (continued)


Setting Description


Select an existing retention policy List of available retention settings that you can assign to a
client. To use this list, first select Override group retention.


Disable all backups Disables all backups of the client. Users can still restore data.


Activated Places a registered client in an activated state. When you
clear this setting, users cannot perform backups or restores.


Allow client-initiated backups Permits users to begin backups from the client.


Allow file selection for client-initiated backups Permits users to select files to include in backups that are
started from the client. The Exclude list for the group's
dataset does not apply.


Allow client to add to dataset Permits users to add folders to the datasets of the client's
groups. The following rules apply to this setting:
● The Avamar server filters the added data with the group's


Exclude list and Include list.
● The added data is in every scheduled and on-demand


backup for each group that is assigned to the client.
● User must have access to the Avamar client web UI to add


folders or remove folders.


Allow client to override daily group schedules Permits users to select a start time for scheduled backups
that is different from the group start time. Prerequisites:
● Add time entries to the Avamar server's Override


schedule.
● Assign a daily schedule to the client's group.
● To allow them to select a new schedule, provide users


access to the Avamar client web UI.


Allow client to override retention policy on client-initiated
backups


Assigns the retention policy that is specified in Select
an existing retention policy to client-initiated backups.
Prerequisites:
● Enable Override group retention.
● Enable Allow client-initiated backups.


Viewing summary information about a client


Use Client Details to see information about a client and its users.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view where View/Edit Details appears on the Actions bar and the client appears in the clients list.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click View/Edit Details.
The Client Details dialog box appears.


3. Select the Summary tab.


Results


Information about the client appears. Also, a list of users who are associated with the client appears.
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Changing a client's name on the server


When you change a computer's hostname, also change the name that is used by the Avamar server to identify the computer as
an Avamar client.


Prerequisites


Change the hostname on the computer, and in DNS, before performing this task. Browse to a view where View/Edit Details
appears on the Actions bar and the computer appears in the clients list.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click View/Edit Details.
The Client Details dialog box appears.


3. Select the Summary tab.


4. In Client name, type the new hostname for the computer.


5. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager replaces the old hostname with the new hostname for the Avamar client on the Avamar server.


Viewing a client's backup history


To determine whether an Avamar server has backed up a client as expected, view the client's backup history.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view where View/Edit Details appears on the Actions bar and the client appears in the clients list.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click View/Edit Details.
The Client Details dialog box appears.


3. Select the Backups tab.


4. In From, select the earliest date of the period to view.


5. In To, select the latest date of the period to view.


6. (Optional) Select On-demand backups.


Select this choice to include user-initiated backups in the results. Clear this choice to exclude those backups.


7. (Optional) Select Scheduled backups.


Select this choice to include backups that a group schedule begins with in the results. Clear this choice to exclude those
backups.


Results


A list of the client's backups that match the filter settings appears.


Viewing a client's installed plug-ins


View the Avamar plug-ins that are installed on an Avamar client to help determine the types of data in its backups.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view where View/Edit Details appears on the Actions bar and the client appears in the clients list.
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Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click View/Edit Details.
The Client Details dialog box appears.


3. Select the Plug-ins tab.


Results


The plug-ins that are installed on the client appear.


Deleting a client from a server


To remove a client's records and backups from an Avamar server, delete the client from the server.


Prerequisites


Browse to a view where the client appears in the client list and Delete appears on the Actions bar.


About this task


When Avamar Client Manager deletes a client from an Avamar server it stops all activity with that client, deletes the client's
backups, and removes all record of the client from the server's database.


Steps


1. Select a client.


2. On the Actions bar, click Delete.


3. On the Confirm dialog box, type the password.


Use the password of the account that is logged in to Avamar Client Manager.


4. Click OK.
The Alert dialog box appears.


5. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager runs a background process that removes all the client's information and data from the server.


Add Clients


The Add Clients section provides information and tools to register and activate enterprise computers as Avamar clients.


Use the Add Clients section to import information about the computers in the enterprise. Import the information from a
supported LDAP naming system or from a CSV file.


After import, filter the information by client status and client name to help in the selection of prospective Avamar clients.


Use Avamar Client Manager to register and activate the selected computers to an Avamar server. Completion of the activation
process requires installation of the Avamar client software on the computers and access to Avamar client processes from the
server. The normal workflow is to install the client software on a computer before selecting it for activation.


Directory service information


You can use an enterprise's directory service to provide Avamar Client Manager with information about the computers that are
potential Avamar clients.


Use a supported directory service that has information about the potential Avamar client computers. Avamar Client Manager
queries the directory service to obtain information about clients and, if available, directory service organizational units, such as
directory domains, and directory groups.


Before using the directory service method to obtain information about computers in a domain, configure Avamar Client Manager
to use the directory service.
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The directory service method requires the following:


● TCP/IP access to the directory service from the server that is running Avamar Client Manager.
● Account information for a user account with read access to the directory service.
● The name of the directory service domain for the computers that you want to import.


Importing information from a directory service


To prepare to add computers as Avamar clients, import information about the computers from the directory service.


Prerequisites


Do the following:


● Configure Avamar Client Manager to use the directory service.
● Obtain a username, and its associated domain and password for an account with read access to the directory service.
● Have available the name of the directory service domain of the computers that are being imported.


Steps


1. In the left-side menu, click Clients > Add Clients.


2. On the Actions bar, click New Clients.
The Client Information Source dialog box appears.


3. Select Active Directory.


4. In User Domain, select the domain of the account you are using to access the directory service.


To add directory service domains to this list, refer to the administration guide.


5. In User Name, type the name of the account.


6. In Password, type the password of the account.


7. In Directory Domain, select the name of the directory service domain for the computer information you are importing.


8. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager imports the information from the directory service.


Next steps


Using the imported computer information, select and activate computers as clients of an Avamar server.


CSV file information


You can use a comma-separated values (CSV) file to provide Avamar Client Manager with information about the computers that
are potential Avamar clients.


Create the CSV file manually or create it by using the output of a Systems management tool such as the Microsoft System
Center Configuration Manager or the Microsoft Systems Management Server.


You can use the output that a Systems management tool generates during installation of the Avamar client software a group of
computers to create the CSV file. However, only those clients with the Avamar client software successfully installed appear in
Avamar Client Manager.


During the upload of a CSV file, Avamar Client Manager checks the file for correct formatting, and cancels the upload when it
finds a problem.


CSV file format


A correctly formatted CSV file complies with the following rules:


● At least two rows.
● The values are separated only by a comma.
● The first row of the file must consist of the literal names for each type of value.
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The name for the first value is Hostname. The name for the second value is Group.


● The second row, and all subsequent rows, must have at least one value and no more than two values.
● The formatting rules require a first value that is a valid hostname for a computer and a trailing comma.
● The second value is optional, but when you include it, it must be the directory service logical group name for the computer.


When you do not provide the second value for a computer, Avamar Client Manager lists the computer at the root level in the
hierarchical display.


● In the second value, use a forward slash (/) to separate the hierarchical levels of the directory service logical group name.


If you use spreadsheet software to create or edit the client list, do not add a comma with the value to try to create comma
separated values. Adding a comma to the value within the spreadsheet software can result in an incorrectly formatted file. When
you save the client list in the editor as a CSV file type, the editor adds the comma separators as part of the file conversion
process. To check the formatting, open the client list in a plain text editor.


Example of a correctly formatted client list file


In a plain text editor, a correctly formatted client list file looks like the following example.


Hostname,Group
User1-desktop.Acme.corp.com,acme.corp/USA/MA
User1-laptop.Acme.corp.com,acme.corp/USA/CA/SFO
User2-desktop.Acme.corp.com,acme.corp/Engineering
User3-desktop.Acme.corp.com,
User4-desktop.Acme.corp.com,


The first line lists the literal names of each type of value.


The second line contains the hostname User1-desktop.Acme.corp.com, the separating comma, and the group
acme.corp/USA/MA.


The third line contains the hostname User1-laptop.Acme.corp.com, the separating comma, and the group
acme.corp/USA/CA/SFO.


The fourth line contains the hostname User2-desktop.Acme.corp.com, the separating comma, and the group
acme.corp/Engineering.


The fifth and sixth lines contain only the hostnames User3-desktop.Acme.corp.com and User4-
desktop.Acme.corp.com, each followed by a comma. The formatting rules require a comma, even without a group. The
lines do not list groups, so both hostnames appear at the root level of the hierarchical display.


Figure 16. View after uploading the example CSV file


Uploading information in a CSV file


To prepare to add computers as Avamar clients, upload information about the computers in a comma-separated values (CSV)
file.


Prerequisites


Generate or create a correctly formatted CSV file and have a copy available on the web browsing computer.
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Steps


1. In the left-side menu, click Clients > Add Clients.


2. On the Actions bar, click New Clients.
The Client Information Source dialog box appears.


3. Select CSV File.


4. Click Browse.
The Choose File to Upload dialog box appears.


5. Browse to the CSV file, select it, and click Open.


6. On the Client Information Source dialog box, click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager uploads the information from the CSV file.


Next steps


Using the uploaded computer information, select and activate computers as clients of an Avamar server.


Activation


Activation consists of changing the relationship between a computer and an Avamar server to enable the server to manage
backups of the computer.


The relationship moves through the three states that are shown in the following table.


Table 108. Relationship states during client activation 


State Description


No relationship The computer is unknown to the server. Computers in this state appear in Add Clients, when
you first add the computer information to Avamar Client Manager.


Registered Avamar Client Manager added the information about the computer to the Avamar server's
database. Computers in this state appear in Registered Clients after Avamar Client Manager
starts the activation process and completes registration with the Avamar server. The changed
state of these computers also appears in Add Clients.


Activated The computer has Avamar client software that is installed and running. The client software
and the server are in communication and have exchanged an encrypted key to verify their
identities. Computers in this state appear in Activated Clients after activation is complete.
The changed state of these computers also appears in Add Clients and Registered Clients.


A computer that is in the activation process appears on the Queues page, in Activation. Avamar Client Manager tries to
activate a computer every 2 hours until it succeeds or until it reaches the limit of 24 tries. When the process completes, Avamar
Client Manager removes the computer from this view and adds an entry on the Logs page, in Activation.


Activating computers to enable backup management


To enable backup management of a client, activate it with an Avamar server.


Prerequisites


Install Avamar client software on the computers being activated and import information about the computers from either a
directory service or a CSV file.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Add Clients.
A hierarchical view of the computers in the enterprise appears. Avamar Client Manager generates this view from the
information that you imported.


2. To find the computers to activate, browse or search the hierarchy.


3. Select each computer to activate.
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To select all computers in a folder, expand the folder to show the computers, then select the folder.


4. Click Activate.
The Server - Domain Selection dialog box appears.


5. Expand the listing for a server, and select an Avamar domain.


Avamar Client Manager assigns the computers to the selected server and domain during activation.


6. Click Next.
The Server - Group Selection dialog box appears.


7. Select a group or multiple groups.


Avamar Client Manager assigns the computers to the selected group or groups during activation.


8. Click Finish.


Results


Avamar Client Manager sends the activation task to the queue.


Next steps


To determine the status of the activation process, Check the Activation section of the Queues page. After the process
completes, check the Activation section of the Logs page to determine its final status.


Registered Clients


Clients that an Avamar server has registered but not activated appear in the Registered Clients section.


Use the Registered Clients section to select clients and perform the following client-related tasks:


● Activate
● Delete
● Associate with groups
● View and edit details
● Add and remove group override settings


Activating a registered client


To enable backup management of a registered client that failed to activate when it was registered, activate it from the
Registered Clients section.


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar client software on the computers you want to activate.


About this task


When activation of a computer as a client of an Avamar server fails, Avamar Client Manager still registers the computer with the
server. Correct any problems that prevent the activation. Then retry the activation of the registered client.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Registered Clients.


2. Select each client to activate.


3. Click Activate.


Results


Avamar Client Manager sends the activation task to the queue.


Next steps


To determine the status of the activation process, check the Activation section of the Queues page. After the process
completes, check the Activation section of the Logs page to determine its final status.
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Activated Clients


Clients that are activated with the selected Avamar server appear in the Activated Clients section.


Use the Activated Clients section to perform the following tasks:


● Move client to a different server
● Move client to a different Avamar domain
● Retire a client
● Delete a client
● Manage a client's group associations
● View and edit a client's details
● Add and remove group override settings


Moving a client to a new server


To manage an Avamar client through a new Avamar server, move the Avamar client's registration, activation, and backups to
the new server.


Prerequisites


Do the following:


● Add the target server to Avamar Client Manager as described in Adding an Avamar server on page 250.
● Select a client that is activated to a server with Avamar server software version 5.0.1.31 or newer.
● For a client activated with an Avamar server older than version 6.x, fully initialize the MCS process on that server.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Activated Clients.


2. Select a client.


Do not select an NDMP client. Do not select a client that has backups on a Data Domain server.


3. On the Actions bar, click Move.
The Domain Selection pane of the Client Move dialog box appears.


4. At the top of the Domain Selection pane, from the server selection list, select the Avamar server that is the target of the
move.
The target server's domains appear in the Domain Selection pane.


5. In the Domain Selection pane, select the target domain.


6. Click Next.
The Group Selection pane of the Client Move dialog box appears.


7. Select a target group.


You can optionally select more than one target group. Avamar Client Manager adds the client to all selected groups.


8. In Replicate Existing Backups at the bottom of the Group Selection pane, select a value.


Option Description


All Replicate all the client's backups to the target server.


Last Replicate only the last backup.


None Replicate none of the backups.


Replication makes the backups available from the target server.


9. Optional: In Delete From Source:
● Select to remove all the client's backups from the source server.
● Clear to move the source server's registration of the client to the source server's MC_RETIRED domain and retain copies


of the client's backups on the source server.


10. Click Finish.
The Confirm Replication Authentication dialog box appears.


11. In Source Server, type the password for the repluser account on the source server.
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12. In Target Server, type the password for the repluser account on the target server.


13. Click OK.


Results


In a background process, Avamar Client Manager moves the client to the selected target.


Moving a client to a different Avamar domain


To change the administrative relationship between an Avamar client and an Avamar server you can move the client to a different
Avamar domain.


Prerequisites


Select a client that is activated to a server with Avamar server software version 6.x or newer.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Activated Clients.


2. Select a client.


3. On the Actions bar, click Move.
The Client Move dialog box appears.


4. In the Domain Selection pane of the Client Move dialog box, select the target domain.


5. Click Next.
The Group Selection pane appears on the Client Move dialog box.


6. Select a target group.


You can optionally select more than one target group. Avamar Client Manager adds the client to all the selected groups.


7. Click Finish.
An alert box appears.


8. Click OK.


Results


In a background process, Avamar Client Manager moves the client to the selected target.


Retiring a client


To stop backups of an Avamar client, retire the Avamar client. Avamar Client Manager retains backups that exist at the time of
retirement so that you can restore data when necessary.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Activated Clients.


2. Select a client.


You can select more than one client. The retention policy setting you select applies to all selected clients.


3. On the Actions bar, click Retire.
The Retire Client dialog box appears.


4. In Select Retention Policy, select one of the options.


Option Description


Retire client and retain backups with existing
expiration date


The Avamar server retains the backups for the existing retention period


Retire client and retain all backups indefinitely The Avamar server retains the backups until you manually delete them


Retire client and reset backup expiration date The Avamar server retains the backups until the date set in New
Expiration Date


5. If you select Retire client and reset backup expiration date in the previous step then, in New Expiration Date, select a
date.
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The Confirm dialog box appears.


6. Click Yes.


The Alert dialog box appears.


7. Click OK.


Results


In a background process, Avamar Client Manager retires the selected client.


Failed Clients


Clients that have unsuccessful backup or restore activity appear in the Failed Clients section.


Use the Failed Clients section to perform the following tasks:


● Delete a client
● Manage a client's group associations
● View and edit a client's details
● Add and remove group override settings


When working with failed clients, use the filters that are described in the following table.


Table 109. Failed client filters 


Filter Description


Period Specifies the period that Avamar Client Manager examines.


Activity Type Specifies the type of activity that Avamar Client Manager
examines.


Failure Criteria Defines the failure threshold that is used by Avamar Client
Manager.


Idle Clients


Activated Avamar clients that do not have any activity during a specified period appear in the Idle Clients section.


When working with idle clients, use the Period filter to specify the period that Avamar Client Manager examines for activity,
and the Activity Type filter to specify the type of activity.


Use the Idle Clients section to perform the following tasks:


● Delete a client
● Manage a client's group associations
● View and edit a client's details
● Add and remove group override settings


Upgrade Clients


The Upgrade Clients section provides information and tools that you can use to apply upgrades and hot fixes to Avamar
clients.


Use the Upgrade Clients section to perform the following tasks:


● Download an upgrade package to a server
● Select an upgrade package
● Apply the package to selected clients
● Remove an upgrade package from a server


NOTE: Push upgrades are not available for the following clients:


● Microsoft Office SharePoint


● Microsoft SQL
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● Microsoft Hyper-V


● Microsoft Exchange


Upgrade Clients section requirements


Before using the Avamar Client Manager Upgrade Clients section, do the following:


● For each client or plug-in, install the minimum client version that is listed in the Avamar Push Client upgrade compatibility
table of the E-lab Navigator.


NOTE: Use of the Upgrade Clients feature to upgrade Avamar client software on Windows cluster nodes is not


supported. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide describes how to upgrade Avamar client software on Windows


cluster nodes.


● Install, configure, and run the Avamar Downloader Service. The Avamar Downloader Service obtains the client packages and
plug-in packages that the upgrade feature requires. This service pulls the packages and pushes them onto the Avamar data
server subsystem (GSAN). After the packages are updated in GSAN, the packages appear in the Avamar Client Manager
Select Package window, and upgrades can be performed.


● To upgrade clients such as Microsoft SQL, Microsoft Office SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft Hyper-V,
complete the following steps:
1. Uninstall the plug-in.
2. Uninstall Avamar client software.
3. Install the Avamar 19.1 version of the client software.
4. Install the 19.1 version of the plug-in.


Multiple system deployments


For Avamar deployments that include more than one Avamar system, Avamar Client Manager running on one of the Avamar
systems (managing system) can be used to manage clients that are associated with other Avamar systems (managed systems).


The managed systems must meet the following requirements:


● Managed system is added to Avamar Client Manager on the managing system.


Adding managed systems to Avamar Client Manager on the managing system provides the managing system with the
information that it requires to support client upgrades on the managed systems.


● Managed system is running a "near version" of Avamar software that is no more than two versions earlier than the managing
system.


The near version requirement ensures that all packages required by clients on the managed systems are available for deployment
through the managing system.


To provide full client upgrade support for clients that are associated with Avamar systems that do not meet the near version
requirement, run Avamar Client Manager on those systems.


Downloading upgrade and hotfix packages


Use Avamar Client Manager to download upgrade and hotfix packages to an Avamar server.


Prerequisites


Do the following:


● Install and configure the Avamar Downloader Service and the AvInstaller service. Refer to the administration guide for
information about these tasks.


● Select an Avamar server.


About this task


Before applying an upgrade or hotfix package to an Avamar client, download the package to the Avamar server associated with
the Avamar client.
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Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Upgrade Clients.


2. On the Actions bar, click Select Package.
The Upgrade Client dialog box appears.


3. In the Status column for the package, click Download.


The status of the package must be Available.


Results


Avamar Client Manager begins the download. A progress bar appears. After the download finishes, Avamar Client Manager
updates the package status, in sequence, to each of the following values: Waiting, Processing, and Ready.


Selecting an upgrade package


To apply to Avamar clients, select an upgrade package or hotfix package.


Prerequisites


Do the following:


● Install and configure the Avamar Downloader Service and the AvInstaller service. Refer to the administration guide for
information about these tasks.


● Select an Avamar server.
● Download the upgrade or hotfix package to the selected Avamar server.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Upgrade Clients.


2. On the Actions bar, click Select Package.
The Upgrade Client dialog box appears.


3. Select a package.


Before you can select a package, the package must have a Ready status.


4. Click Select.
The Upgrade Client dialog box closes.


Results


The Avamar clients that are eligible for the upgrade or the hotfix appear.


Next steps


Select clients and apply the upgrade or hotfix package to them.


Applying the upgrade package


Select Avamar clients and apply the upgrade package or the hotfix package.


Prerequisites


Select an upgrade package or a hotfix package. View the list of Avamar clients that are eligible for the selected package.


About this task


NOTE: Applying an upgrade to an Avamar NDMP Accelerator node (accelerator node) causes the accelerator node to drop


running backups. After the upgrade, the accelerator node starts and completes NDMP backups normally.


Steps


1. From the list of Avamar clients that are eligible for the upgrade or the hotfix, select a client.


You can select more than one client.
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2. On the Actions bar, click Upgrade.


Results


Avamar Client Manager starts upgrading the selected clients. The upgrade runs in the background.


Next steps


Track the progress of the upgrade in the Upgrade section of the Queues page. View the final status of the upgrade in the
Upgrade section of the Logs page.


Deleting upgrade and hotfix packages


Use Avamar Client Manager to delete upgrade and hotfix packages from an Avamar server.


Prerequisites


Select an Avamar server that has an unneeded upgrade or hotfix package.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Clients > Upgrade Clients.


2. On the Actions bar, click Select Package.
The Upgrade Client dialog box appears.


3. Select a package.


You can only delete packages that have a Ready status.


4. Click Delete.


Results


Avamar Client Manager removes the selected package from the Avamar server.


Policies
The Policies page provides access to group policy tasks and information.


The Policies page includes a summary of each group policy on the selected Avamar server.


Use the Policies page to perform the following tasks:


● Add clients to a group
● Remove clients from a group
● View the details of a group's dataset policy, retention policy, and schedule policy


Adding clients to a group


To apply the policies of a group to selected clients, add the clients to the group.


About this task


Completion of this task results in association between the selected clients and a group. The Avamar server then applies the
group's policies to the selected clients.


Steps


1. Click Policies > Groups.


2. Select a group.


3. Click Edit Group Members.
The Edit Group Members dialog box appears.


4. Click Add.
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The Add Clients to Group dialog box appears.


5. Select a client.


You can select more than one client.


6. Click Add.


Results


Avamar Client Manager adds the clients to the group.


Removing clients from a group


To remove the policies of a group from selected clients, remove the clients from the group.


About this task


This task removes the association between selected clients and a group. When you complete the task, the group's policies no
longer apply to the selected clients.


Steps


1. Click Policies > Groups.


2. Select a group.


3. Click Edit Group Members.
The Edit Group Members dialog box appears.


4. Select a client.


You can select more than one client.


5. Click Remove.


Results


Avamar Client Manager removes the clients from the group.


Viewing the dataset policy of a group


Use the entry for a group on the Policies page to view details of the dataset policy of the group.


Steps


1. Select an Avamar server.


2. Click Policies > Groups.
A summary view of the groups on the selected server appears.


3. On the entry for a group, in the Dataset column, click the name of the dataset policy.


Results


The dataset policy details for the selected group appear in a dialog box.


Viewing the retention policy of a group


Use the entry for a group on the Policies page to view details of the retention policy of the group.


Steps


1. Select an Avamar server.


2. Click Policies > Groups.
A summary view of the groups on the selected server appears.


3. On the entry for a group, in the Retention column, click the name of the retention policy.
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Results


The retention policy details for the selected group appear in a dialog box.


Viewing the schedule policy of a group


Use the entry for a group on the Policies page to view details of the schedule policy of the group.


Steps


1. Select an Avamar server.


2. Click Policies > Groups.
A summary view of the groups on the selected server appears.


3. On the entry for a group, in the Schedule column, click the name of the schedule policy.


Results


The schedule policy details for the selected group appear in a dialog box.


Queues
The Queues page provides access to the Avamar Client Manager activity queues.


The Queues page provides a summary view of active and pending Avamar Client Manager tasks for the selected Avamar server.
Tasks appear in separate sections that are based on the type of task.


Table 110. Task types on the Queues page 


Type of task Browse path Description


Activation Queues > Activation View active and pending tasks that are related to client
activation.


Delete Queues > Delete View active and pending tasks that are related to the removal
of clients from Avamar servers.


Move Queues > Move View active and pending tasks that are related to moving
clients from one Avamar server to another


Retire Queues > Retire View active and pending tasks that are related to retiring
Avamar clients.


Upgrade Queues > Upgrade View active and pending tasks that are related to upgrading
the software on Avamar clients.


Use the Queues page to perform the following tasks:


● View the details of active and pending tasks
● Cancel tasks


Canceling a task


To prevent it from running, cancel a pending task.


About this task


You can stop a task from running by canceling it while it is in the pending state.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Queues > task_queue, where task_queue is the Queues page section for the type of task you
are canceling.
For example to cancel a client activation, click Queues > Activation.
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2. Select a task.


3. Click Cancel.
A confirmation dialog box appears.


4. Click OK.


Results


Avamar Client Manager removes the task from the queue, cancels the task, and adds an entry to the log.


Logs
The Logs page provides access to the Avamar Client Manager logs.


The Logs page provides a summary view of Avamar Client Manager logs. Log entries appear in separate sections that are based
on the type of task that generated the entry.


Table 111. Task types on the Logs page 


Task type Browse path Description


Activation Logs > Activation View log entries that are related to client activation.


Delete Logs > Delete View log entries that are related to the removal of clients from
Avamar servers.


Move Logs > Move View log entries that are related to moving clients from one
Avamar server to another.


Retire Logs > Retire View log entries that are related to retiring Avamar clients.


Upgrade Logs > Upgrade View log entries that are related to upgrading the software on
Avamar clients.


● Activation


Click Logs > Activation to view log entries that are related to client activation.


● Delete


Click Logs > Delete to view log entries that are related to the removal of clients from Avamar servers.


● Move


Click Logs > Move to view log entries that are related to moving clients from one Avamar server to another.


● Retire


Click Logs > Retire to view log entries that are related to retiring Avamar clients.


● Upgrade


Click Logs > Upgrade to view log entries that are related to upgrading the software on Avamar clients.


Use the Logs page to perform the following tasks:


● View log entries
● View the client log for upgrades
● Clear all log entries in a section


Viewing the client log after upgrading an Avamar client


View the Avamar client's local log after a completed upgrade try.


Prerequisites


Use Avamar Client Manager to apply an upgrade package or hotfix to an Avamar client.
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About this task


Viewing the Avamar client's local log can provide details about the reasons for an unsuccessful client upgrade.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Logs > Upgrade.


2. On the right-side of the page, click the Details bar.
The Details panel expands.


3. In Summary, select a client upgrade log entry.
Detailed information for the selected log entry appears in the Details panel.


4. On the Details panel, in Log, click View Log.


Results


The Upgrade Log window opens and the client's local log appears in the window.


Next steps


(Optional) Select and copy information from the client's local log. Paste the copied information into a text editor.


Clearing all log entries in a section


Avamar Client Manager provides a method for you to remove all log entries from a task section of Logs.


Prerequisites


Complete at least one task that results in a log entry in one of the task sections of the Logs page.


Steps


1. On the left-side menu, click Logs > task_log, where task_log is a Logs page section.
For example, to clear all upgrade entries, click Logs > Upgrade.


2. Click Clear All.
The Alert dialog box appears.


3. Click Yes.


Results


Avamar Client Manager removes all log entries for the selected section.
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Avamar Desktop/Laptop


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar Desktop/Laptop
• Requirements for Avamar Desktop/Laptop
• Avamar client software installation
• Avamar Desktop/Laptop user authentication
• Avamar Desktop/Laptop user interfaces
• Backup with Avamar Desktop/Laptop
• Restore with Avamar Desktop/Laptop
• Client backup and restore activity history
• Editing Avamar Desktop/Laptop parameters
• Client log locations


Overview of Avamar Desktop/Laptop
Avamar Desktop/Laptop is a version of the Avamar client software for Windows and Macintosh that adds enhanced features
for enterprise desktop and laptop computers. Many Avamar Desktop/Laptop features are also available on supported Linux
computers.


Client installation and management


In a corporate environment, you can install Avamar Desktop/Laptop on Windows and Macintosh desktop and laptop computers
by using systems management tools such as Microsoft Systems Management Server 2003 (SMS).


You can also install the Avamar Desktop/Laptop software locally by launching an installation wizard.


After client installation, you can activate, upgrade, analyze, and manage clients by using the Avamar Client Manager web
browser UI.


User authentication


Avamar Client Manager users authenticate through the enterprise Active Directory or OpenLDAP-compliant directory service,
with or without Kerberos encryption. Users can also authenticate by using built-in Avamar authentication, or a combination of
Avamar authentication and LDAP authentication.


Pass-through authentication enables users to access the web UI without using the login screen. A secure message mechanism
authenticates users that are based on information from the client computer. Pass-through authentication also enables
administrators to allow non-domain users to restore files to their local account on the computer.


User interfaces


Avamar Desktop/Laptop functionality is available through two user interfaces:


● The client local user interface (client UI) is installed on the client computer when you install either the Avamar Client for
Windows or the Avamar Client for Mac OS X. With the client UI, an Avamar icon appears in the notification area ("system
tray") on Windows computers or on the menu bar on Mac computers. Right-click the icon on Windows or click the icon on
Mac to open the client menu, which provides access to backup, restore, program settings, and logs.


● Use the web browser user interface (web UI) to start an on-demand backup or restore, view backup and restore activity for
a client computer, or configure other backup settings for a client computer.
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Backup


Users can start an on-demand backup with a single click on the client menu, or open the web UI for an interactive on-demand
backup. Options to customize on-demand backup behavior include:


● Allowing users to create on-demand backup sets.
● Limiting the total number of backups that can occur each day for each client computer.
● Changing the retention policy for on-demand backups.
● Disabling on-demand backups.


Perform scheduled backups of all Avamar Desktop/Laptop clients. For daily scheduled backups, you can allow users to select
a different start time for their backups from a list of available times that you create. The system runs the backup as soon as
possible after the selected time.


You can also allow users to add folders to the source data defined by the groups to which a client belongs. The folders are
included in both on-demand and scheduled backups for the client.


Restore


Users can search for or browse to folders, files, and file versions to either the original location or to a new location on the same
computer. Users can restore data with the same name or a new name.


When users restore data to the original location with the same name, the restore process overwrites any current local file
versions with the restored files. This type of restore is useful in situations where the current local versions contain errors or
have data corruption issues.


To avoid overwriting the current local file versions, users can restore to a new location, restore with a new name, or both.


Domain users can restore files from any Windows or Mac computer on which they have a user profile to the Windows or Mac
computer to which they are logged in.


If large restore tasks are impacting network performance, you can specify a limit for the amount of data that users are allowed
to restore.


Users are allowed to begin with only one restore task at a time. Additional requests are blocked and a message appears to the
user. You can change this behavior to allow users to start multiple restore tasks.


Activity history


The History page in the web UI provides a 14-day history of the status of restore and backup tasks for a client computer, as
well as listings of the folders and files backed up during that period. If you are a domain user with a user profile on the source
computer, then you can view the activity history for the source computer from a different computer.


Requirements for Avamar Desktop/Laptop
Work with an Avamar field sales representative when deciding on the characteristics of the Avamar system deployment that
work best to support desktop and laptop clients for an enterprise. The environment must meet the requirements in the following
topics.


A description of the requirements for an Avamar system to support desktops and laptops at any one enterprise is beyond the
scope of this guide. The guide exists due to many differences in desktop and laptop topology for each enterprise.


Client computer requirements


Avamar client computers with Avamar Desktop/Laptop must meet the minimum requirements in the following sections.


Operating system requirements


Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computers require a Windows, Mac, or Linux operating system that is supported for use with the
Avamar client. The E-lab Navigator provides a complete and updated list.
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Windows Server, MacOS X Server, and Linux computers that meet the requirements that are specified in the Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide are supported as server-class clients. Generally, the Avamar Desktop/Laptop enhancements function the
same for server-class computers as for desktop and laptops. Differences include:


● On a server-class computer, clicking Back Up Now on the Client menu or on the Backup reminder launches a backup of
the dataset that is assigned individually to the computer.


To view or edit the dataset that is assigned to a computer, use AUI to edit the policy settings for the client. Edit a dataset
provides instructions.


● The Avamar Desktop/Laptop feature for disabling backups for computers running on battery power is not available for
server-class computers.


Backups are always enabled on server-class computers.


● After disabling locally started restores on Windows server-class computers and Macintosh server-class computers, a restore
can only be performed by using AUI.


However, users with local administrative rights on the server-class computer can restore backups to a different computer.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists hardware requirements for Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computers.


Table 112. Avamar Desktop/Laptop hardware requirements 


Category Requirement


CPU 1 GHz


RAM 1 GB


Hard drive space 250 MB permanent hard drive space minimum for software
installation. Snapshot technology and system state backup
may require additional space.


Network interface Either of the following:
● 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for


the platform
● IEEE 802.11a/b/g, configured with the latest drivers for


the platform


Supported Avamar plug-ins


Avamar Desktop/Laptop supports backup and restore with the following Avamar File System plug-ins:


● Windows
● Mac
● Linux


Avamar Desktop/Laptop does not support application plug-ins or file system plug-ins for other operating systems.


Port requirements


The TCP data port must enable bi-directional communication with the Avamar server.


Web browser requirements


The web browser that you use for the Avamar Desktop/Laptop user interface must be JavaScript-enabled and meet other
requirements.


The following table lists supported web browsers.
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Table 113. Supported web browsers forAvamar Desktop/Laptop 


Operating system Supported web browsers


Windows ● Windows Internet Explorer
● Mozilla Firefox


Macintosh Apple Safari


Linux Mozilla Firefox


NOTE: Browsers used with the Avamar software must support TLS 1.2 encryption.


Use one of the environment variables in the following table to launch the web browser.


Table 114. Environment variables for launching a web browser in Avamar Desktop/Laptop 


Browser Environment variable


KDE kfmclient
GNOME gnome-open
Others BROWSER


Network requirements


The network in an Avamar Desktop/Laptop environment must meet the requirements in the following table.


Table 115. Avamar Desktop/Laptop network requirements 


Category Requirement


Protocol TCP/IP.


Routers Must permit TCP packet routing between the Avamar server
and each client computer.


Firewalls Must allow bi-directional communication between the Avamar
server and each client computer using TCP data port 28002.


Naming system Must facilitate connections between each client and the
Avamar server, including situations where DHCP and VPN
access cause changes in IP address.


Avamar client software installation
The recommended method to install the Avamar client software on large numbers of Windows or Mac computers is to use a
systems management tool. A systems management tool can remotely push install the software on large numbers of computers in
a short amount of time.


A systems management tool can often generate a list of the computers where the software is successfully installed. You can use
this list in Avamar Client Manager to register and activate computers.


You can install the Avamar Client for Windows by using several silent install options.


NOTE: Do not rename client installation packages. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed


packages.


Supported systems management tools


Remote installation has been tested and approved using the following systems management tools:


● Microsoft Systems Management Server 2003 (SMS) on Windows computers
● SMS with Quest Software’s Quest Management Xtensions for SMS on Macintosh computers
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You may also use other systems management tools, such as the tools in the following list, to remotely push install the Avamar
client software:


● Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager 2007
● IBM Tivoli Management Framework
● HP OpenView ServiceCenter
● Symantec Altiris
● Apple Remote Desktop


Systems management tools vary. The steps that are required to push software to a set of computers depend on the tool.
Consult the documentation for the tool to determine the steps that are required to perform these tasks.


Push installation on Windows computers


Steps


1. Copy the installer package for the Avamar Client for Windows to a location that is accessible to the systems management
tool.


2. Configure the systems management tool to copy the correct installer package to each computer.


3. Designate the computers on which to install the software.


4. Provide an installation launch command that uses the following format:


msiexec /qn /I "path_to_MSI_pkg" SERVER=server DOMAIN=domain
GROUP=”groups” UICOMPONENT={0|1} PROGRESSBAR={true|false} BALLOONMESSAGE={true|false}
BACKUPREMINDER=days
The following table provides details on the arguments for the installation launch command.


Table 116. Push install launch command arguments 


Argument Description


"path_to_MSI_pkg" Specifies the full path to the location of the installer
package relative to the root of the computer file system.


SERVER=server Specifies the IP address or FQDN of the Avamar server that
is assigned to the client. When this argument is omitted
or incorrect, the client is successfully installed but is not
activated.


DOMAIN=domain Specifies the Avamar domain for the client. The path must
start with a slash path character (Unicode 002F: /). The
default value is /clients.


GROUP=groups Specifies a comma-separated list of Avamar backup groups
for the client. Start the path for each group with a
slash path character (Unicode 002F: /), and enclose the
group path in quotation marks. For example: GROUP=”/
clients/text,/clients/admin”. The default value is
“/Default Group”.


UICOMPONENT={0|1} Specifies whether to enable the Avamar client with the
standard GUI (1) or as an agent process with no user
interface (0). When you specify 0, all remaining options are
ignored.


PROGRESSBAR={true|false} Specifies whether to show (true) or hide (false) the
progress window on the client during tasks.


BALLOONMESSAGE={true|false} Specifies whether to show (true) or hide (false) balloon
messages on the client during tasks.


BACKUPREMINDER=days Specifies the number of days after the last backup before a
backup reminder appears. The possible values for days are
numbers 1 through 7 and Never. The default value is 3.
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Users can change the values set by the UICOMPONENT, PROGRESSBAR, BALLOONMESSAGE, and BACKUPREMINDER by
using options on the client menu in the client UI. You can also change the values during an upgrade.


5. Launch the systems management tool installation process.


Push installation on Macintosh computers


Steps


1. Copy the installer package for the Avamar Client for Mac OS X to a location that is accessible to the systems management
tool.


2. Configure the systems management tool to copy the correct installer package to each computer.


3. Designate the computers on which to install the software.


4. Provide the installation launch command:


/usr/sbin/installer -pkg "path_to_install_pkg" -target install_location
where path_to_install_pkg is the full path to the location of the installer package relative to the root of the computer file
system, and install_location is the location in which to install the software. Normally, install_location is the root (/), but any
local volume is allowed.


5. Launch the systems management tool installation process.


Next steps


After installation of the Avamar Client for Mac OS X, a restart of some clients may be required. A change to the process data
size setting that is made on those computers causes the restart of those clients. During installation, the installer determines if
the process data size is less than 96 MB. A minimum process data size of 96 MB is required for optimal performance of the
Avamar Client for Mac OS X.


If the process data size is less than 96 MB, then the installer changes it to 96 MB and displays a restart reminder. If you leave
the message open for more than 30 s without clicking a button to restart immediately or at a later time, then the reminder is
hidden and appears again in 2 hours.


If you choose to restart the computer but the restart process is interrupted, then the reminder does not appear again. To
complete the process data size change, remember to restart the computer.


Local client installation


You can install the Avamar Desktop/Laptop software locally by launching a graphical installation interface. After the installation,
the computer is ready to register and activate with an Avamar server.


To perform a local installation, you can download the client installer by using the downloads link. If the downloads link is disabled,
you must transfer the client installer to the computer by some other file transfer method.


The disadvantages of using local installation are:


● It is very time consuming when performed individually on thousands of computers.
● It does not provide a list that you can use to register and activate groups of computers in Avamar Client Manager.


The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides more information on local installation, upgrade, and uninstall of Avamar
Desktop/Laptop.


Avamar client software uninstall


When you uninstall Avamar client software from a client computer, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot
restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


When you uninstall the Avamar client software, you can keep or delete the backups for the client:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


Retire or delete the client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar client software.
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Uninstall on Windows


Steps


1. Open the Windows Add or Remove Programs or Programs and Features applet.


2. In the list of currently installed programs, select Avamar for Windows.


3. Click Remove.
A confirmation message appears.


4. Click Yes.


Uninstall on Macintosh


Steps


1. Open a Terminal (shell) session.


2. Log in as an administrator.


The uninstall command requires root (super-user) permissions. The sudo command is used to run the command with root
permissions. An administrator account or another account that is listed in sudoers is what sudo requires.


3. Run the uninstall script by typing the following command:


sudo /usr/local/avamar/bin/avuninstall.sh


Avamar Desktop/Laptop user authentication
Avamar Desktop/Laptop protects backup data by authenticating users and enforcing access rights. Avamar Desktop/Laptop
uses a separate server process running on the Avamar system to facilitate authentication through both internal and external
methods. Every Avamar system installation includes the Avamar Desktop/Laptop server process.


Pass-through authentication


Pass-through authentication uses encrypted channels to access user credentials from a client computer and associate the
credentials with file ownership properties. The client computer operating system obtains the user credentials during login to the
computer or through common access card (CAC) technology.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop performs pass-through authentication transparently. Users can back up and restore files without
viewing the Avamar Desktop/Laptop login screen.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop enables pass-through authentication by default. It is limited to users on Windows computers and Mac
computers. Also, Windows users with local administrator privileges can restore files that anyone owns on the computer without
additional login.


Pass-through authentication is supported with LDAP authentication.


Enabling local user access for pass-through authentication


You can configure Avamar Desktop/Laptop to allow local user access through pass-through authentication. A local user is a user
that is authenticated through a local computer account instead of a domain account.


About this task


With local user access enabled, local users can access the Avamar client web UI to restore data they own on the authenticating
computer.


Local user access requires pass-through authentication on a Windows computer or a Mac computer. By default local user
access is disabled.


NOTE: Enabling local user access applies to all clients and backups that are associated with the server. Before you


enable local user access, carefully consider its security implications within the context of the organization. Local user


authentication is inherently less secure than domain authentication.
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To enable local user access for pass-through authentication, uncomment the allowLocalUsers property in the
dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server, and then set its value to true by changing #allowLocalUsers=false
to allowLocalUsers=true.


Disabling pass-through authentication


You can disable pass-through authentication and require that all users log in through the Avamar Desktop/Laptop login screen.
When pass-through authentication is disabled, configure one of other methods of authentication for Windows users and Mac
users.


About this task


To disable pass-through authentication, set the value of the userLoginRequired property in the dtlt.properties file on
the Avamar server to true.


LDAP authentication


Configure Avamar Desktop/Laptop to use a supported LDAP directory service to authenticate users by using the directory
service user names and passwords.


The authentication process uses Kerberos in a Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) Bind by default. Alternatively,
configure the authentication process to use plaintext in a Simple Bind. Only SASL Bind is supported with pass-through
authentication. Plaintext Simple Bind is not compatible with pass-through authentication.


With LDAP authentication, users log in to the client computer with a domain account authenticated through a domain directory
service. To use a local account, enable local user access.


To increase the security of user data, Avamar Desktop/Laptop obtains the domain username of a Windows user or Mac user
from the client computer and displays it in a read-only field on the Avamar Desktop/Laptop login screen.


NOTE: Do not use the root account on a Mac to restore files from backups.


Configuring LDAP authentication for Avamar Desktop/Laptop


To configure Avamar Desktop/Laptop to authenticate users through a supported LDAP directory service, with either Kerberos in
an SASL Bind or plaintext in a Simple Bind, edit the LDAP configuration file.


Prerequisites


● Configure Avamar with information about the directory service. Adding information for a supported LDAP directory service
on page 72 provides instructions.


● Ensure that the configuration of the Avamar Desktop/Laptop server correctly describes any domain components that are
used to segregate authentication.


● To use Kerberos in an SASL Bind, ensure that the Kerberos realm for LDAP user authentication from Macintosh computers is
the default Kerberos realm.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the LDAP Management tab.


3. Click Edit LDAP file.


4. In the text area, edit or create the user-login-module key:


● To specify Kerberos in an SASL Bind, set user-login-module=kerberos.


● To specify plaintext in a Simple Bind, set user-login-module=ldap.


Kerberos is the default value. Avamar Desktop/Laptop assumes this value when the key is missing.


5. Click Save.


6. Click Close.
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Changing the Kerberos encryption type


If you use LDAP authentication with Kerberos, you may need to change the Kerberos encryption type.


About this task


Avamar Desktop/Laptop uses the MIT Kerberos encryption type “DES cbc mode with CRC-32” to communicate with LDAP
servers by default. This encryption type may conflict with a key distribution center (KDC) in the Active Directory environment.
If that occurs, the message KDC has no support for encryption type appears. To resolve this issue, remove the
specified encryption type from the krb5.conf configuration file, which enables the KDC to select the encryption type.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the LDAP Management tab.


3. Click Edit KRB5 file.


4. In the text area, find the following entries:


[libdefaults]
default_tgs_enctypes = des3-cbc-sha1-kd des-cbc-crc des-cbc-md5
default_tkt_enctypes = des3-cbc-sha1-kd des-cbc-crc des-cbc-md5


5. Comment out the entries:


[libdefaults]
#default_tgs_enctypes = des3-cbc-sha1-kd des-cbc-crc des-cbc-md5
#default_tkt_enctypes = des3-cbc-sha1-kd des-cbc-crc des-cbc-md5


6. Click Save.


7. Click Close.


Avamar authentication


You can configure Avamar Desktop/Laptop to authenticate users by using Avamar authentication, which uses internal Avamar
domain information.


Avamar authentication works with users who authenticate at the Avamar root level, Avamar domain levels, or Avamar
subdomain levels. The mechanism first checks at the subdomain level. If the username is found at that level, then authentication
proceeds. If the username is not found, then the next level is checked. This step continues until the username is found, or the
Avamar root is reached without finding the username.


For example, if the login computer 123abc.example.com is activated with the /clients/mountain Avamar subdomain,
then the mechanism checks the Avamar system in the following order until the username is found:


1. /clients/mountain (activation subdomain)


2. /clients (next level up)


3. / (root)


With Avamar authentication, client computers must have a static, resolvable, fully qualified domain name. In addition, users must
have a local or domain login account for the client computer and an account on the Avamar domain that is associated with the
client computer.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop applies the role that is assigned to the Avamar user account when it grants access to the account
through Avamar authentication. Users can perform only those operations that their role allows to. The one exception is that
users with the Restore only operator role can launch a backup from Avamar Desktop/Laptop.
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Configuring Avamar authentication


Configure an Avamar system to use Avamar authentication through the LDAP Management tab of Avamar Administrator.


Prerequisites


Add Avamar user records to domain-level lists. Adding a user to a domain on page 88 provides instructions.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the LDAP Management tab.


3. Click Edit LDAP file.


4. Edit or create the user-login-module key:


● To use Avamar authentication and all other configured and enabled authentication methods, set user-login-
module=mix.


● To use Avamar authentication and all other configured and enabled authentication methods except LDAP, set user-
login-module=avamar.


5. In the text area, type the following key/value pair:


avamar-authentication-domains=/domain1,/domain2,/domain3,/...
where domain1, domain2, and domain3 are Avamar domain names that are combined in a comma-separated list. Each domain
name must begin with the root path designator: /.


For example, to use Avamar authentication for the following domains:


/
/clients/accounting
/clients/shipping


Type the following key/value pair:


avamar-authentication-domains=/,/clients/accounting,/clients/shipping
6. Click Save.


7. Click Close.


Mixed authentication


You can use multiple authentication methods in the same environment.


The authentication process occurs in the following order when you enable multiple authentication methods:


1. Users on a client in an Avamar domain are authenticated by using Avamar authentication.
2. Users who are not logged in to a client in an Avamar domain are authenticated by using pass-through authentication.
3. When mixed authentication is enabled and LDAP is configured, authenticates users, who are not logged in to a client


assigned to a specified Avamar domain, through LDAP.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop user interfaces
Avamar Desktop/Laptop functionality is available through the client UI and the web UI.


Client UI


The client local user interface (client UI) is installed on the client computer when you install either the Avamar Client for
Windows or the Avamar Client for Mac OS X. With the client UI, an Avamar icon appears in the notification area ("system tray")
on Windows computers or on the menu bar on Mac computers. Right-click the icon on Windows or click the icon on Mac to
open the client menu, which provides access to backup, restore, program settings, and logs.


The following table lists the functionality that is available in the client UI.
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Table 117. Avamar Desktop/Laptop client UI functionality 


Client menu item Description


Back Up Now Launches a single-click on-demand backup.


Back Up... Launches an interactive on-demand backup.


Restore... Launches an interactive restore.


Settings > Show Backup Reminder (days) Controls when a backup reminder appears to remind you
that the computer has not been backed up for a period of
time between one and seven days. You can also disable the
reminder by selecting Never.


Settings > Show Progress Bar Controls whether the Progress window appears during a
backup. You can cancel, pause, or view logs for a backup from
the Progress window.


Settings > Show Balloon Messages Controls whether system status balloon messages appear near
the Avamar icon on supported Windows computers.


Settings > Back Up On Battery Power Controls whether scheduled or on-demand backups can occur
for the computer when the computer is running on battery
power.


Settings > Back Up On Wireless Controls whether scheduled or on-demand backups can occur
for the computer when the computer is joined to the network
solely by a wireless connection.


Languages Enables you to select the language for the client UI.


Manage > Activate Client Activates the client, which provides a unique ID for the client
and links the client to a specific Avamar server.


Manage > View Console Opens the client console, which provides access to local
status records for tasks, the Agent Log, the Console Log, and
the Work Order Log.


Manage > Create ZIP File of Logs Creates a ZIP file of logs required by administrators to
diagnose backup and restore problems.


(Mac only) Client Agent Tasks Stops or restarts the backup agent process.


(Mac only) Logs Provides access to the Agent Log, Console Log, and
functionality for creating a ZIP file of logs required by
administrators to diagnose backup and restore problems.


About Provides version, server, and copyright information for
Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


Help Launches online help for Avamar Desktop/Laptop when the
client is activated to an Avamar server.


Exit Shuts down the Avamar client.


Web UI


Use the web browser user interface (web UI) to start an on-demand backup or restore, view backup and restore activity for a
client computer, or configure other backup settings for a client computer.


The following table describes the main elements of the web UI.


Table 118. Avamar Desktop/Laptop web UI functionality 


Element Description


Avamar Desktop/Laptop logo You can replace the Avamar logo and the Desktop/Laptop
logo in the upper left corner of the web UI to rebrand the web
UI.
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Table 118. Avamar Desktop/Laptop web UI functionality (continued)


Element Description


Settings menu The settings menu in the upper right corner of the web UI
enables you control web UI configuration settings, including:
● Whether to show tooltips
● The language for the web UI
● How many entries to show on the Search, Browse, or


History pages
● The default page that appears when you perform a restore
● Whether the full web UI or the browse-only mode, which


displays only the Search and History pages, is used


Refresh icon Refreshes the web UI page.


Help menu Provides access to the Avamar Desktop/Laptop online help
and to software version information.


Search page Enables you to search for files and folders on the client
computer to restore.


Browse page Enables you to browse to files and folders on the client
computer to restore.


Backup page Provides information about the backup groups to which the
client is assigned, as well as the next scheduled backup. Also
enables you to perform an on-demand backup of the client
by using the group policies for the groups to which the client
is assigned. When the Add Data button is enabled on the
Backup page, users can add folders to the group datasets for
scheduled and on-demand backups.


History page Provides a 14-day record of backup and restore activity on the
computer, including:
● Status of backup activity, and for each backup, a listing of


the file data that was transferred
● Status of restore activity


Status bar Displays the date and time of the last and next scheduled
backup, as well as the outcome of the last backup. The status
bar displays information for the most recent 14 days. When
the last backup was more than 14 days in the past, the status
bar displays the message No backups found. However, if
the retention policy assigned to the group for the client is
more than 14 days, you may still see files on the Browse and
Search pages.


Limited user interface


The Avamar server presents a limited version of the web UI to a client when the number of files and directories in a client
backup exceeds about 4 million or when there is insufficient allocated memory for Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


Large number of files and directories in a client backup


The exact number of files and directories that causes these changes is based on the available memory on the Avamar server.


There is no upper limit to the number of files and directories that can be in a backup.


Insufficient allocated memory


The limited version of the web UI also appears for all clients accessing the Avamar server when the memory it requires to satisfy
its current Avamar Desktop/Laptop requests exceeds the memory that it has allocated for Avamar Desktop/Laptop.
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Encouraging users to log out of the web UI at the end of their session helps prevent this issue.


Description of the limited web UI


The limited version of the web UI has the following changes:


● The Search and History pages do not appear the web UI.
● File versions are not available on the Browse page.
● Restore is only allowed for users with local administrator rights on the computer. Non-administrator users cannot restore any


files, including those that they own locally on a server-class computer.
● Restore data size limits are not enforced.


Apache web server authentication


To protect user security, web browsers display an authentication warning when accessing a secure web page unless the web
server provides a trusted public key certificate with the page. The Avamar Desktop/Laptop web UI uses only secure web pages,
and this warning is seen in browsers that access those pages. To avoid the warning, install a trusted public key certificate on the
Apache web server that is provided with Avamar.


The Avamar Product Security Guide describes how to obtain and install a trusted public key certificate for the Apache web
server.


Rebranding the web UI


You can rebrand the Avamar client web UI by replacing the two logo graphics in the upper left corner of the UI.


About this task


Figure 17. Replaceable graphics on the Avamar client web UI


Steps


1. Create two replacement graphics that are named ProductNameAvamar.png and ProductNameDTLT.png.


The replacement graphics must meet the following requirements:


● The file format must be Portable Network Graphic (.png).


● The background must be transparent so that the background gradient is visible behind the graphic text and images.
● ProductNameAvamar.png Must be 97 pixels wide and 18 pixels tall.


● ProductNameDTLT.png Must be 128 pixels wide and 18 pixels tall.


2. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid
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3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar-tomcat-7.0.59/webapps/dtlt/images/banner
4. Make backup copies of the original graphics by typing the following commands:


cp ProductNameAvamar.png ProductNameAvamar.png_orig
cp ProductNameDTLT.png ProductNameDTLT.png_orig


5. Move the new logos to the current working directory as ProductNameAvamar.png and ProductNameDTLT.png.


6. If the new graphics do not appear, delete the cached copies of previously viewed files in the web browser, and then refresh
the page.


Changing the web UI port


Access to the web UI requires HTTPS communication between the Avamar server and the client web browser. When a user
requests a backup or restore by using the Avamar client menu, the default web browser on the client is instructed to contact
the Avamar server on port 443, the standard HTTPS port. On the Avamar server, this initial request to port 443 is redirected to
port 8443, the HTTPS port for the web UI. You can change the initial contact port by editing the avscc.cfg configuration file
on the client and the Apache SSL configuration file on the server.


Steps


1. To use the new port number, edit the avscc.cfg file on the client computer:


a. Open avscc.cfg in a text editor.


On Windows clients, the file is in the %SystemDrive%\Program Files\avs\var directory. On all other clients, the
file is in the /usr/local/avamar/var directory.


If avscc.cfg does not exist at this location, then create the file.


b. Add the following line to the file:


--dtlt-port=n


where n is the initial contact port number.


c. Save and close avscc.cfg.


d. Restart the client.


2. Edit the Apache SSL configuration file on the Avamar server:


a. Open a command shell and log in as admin on a single-node server or on the utility node of a multi-node server.
b. Open the Apache SSL configuration file in a text editor.


On Red Hat Enterprise Linux, the file is /etc/httpd/conf.d/ssl.conf. On SuSE Linux Enterprise Server, the file
is /etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-ssl.conf.


c. Find the HTTPS port listening directive and change Listen 443 to Listen n, where n is the initial contact port
number.


d. Save and close the file.
e. Restart the Apache server process by typing apachectl restart.


Changing the secure token time-out value


Avamar Desktop/Laptop includes a temporary secure token as part of the URL it uses to begin a backup or restore session in
a client web browser. The client web browser must establish an HTTPS connection with the Avamar server before the token
expires or the session is rejected and the backup or restore cannot proceed. You can edit the default time-out value of 20 s.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:
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ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Change the working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs
4. Open mcserver.xml in a text editor.


5. In the <node name="dtlt"> section, edit the value of <entry key="expire_data_after_secs"
value="20" /> from 20 to the new time-out value in seconds.


6. Save the change and close the file.


7. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Forcing clients to use the alternate file browsing method


The Avamar client web UI uses the OS-specific file browsing services on the client computer to provide a file manager interface
for users to select local files and folders to back up or restore. However, if these services are not available because the client
uses NAT or because a firewall rule blocks port 28002 on the client, then an alternate file browsing method is offered. You can
require clients to use the alternate file browsing method.


About this task


One reason to change is to support the removable media. The default file browsing method does not support removable media,
but the alternate method does.


The alternate method uses a Java applet to provide file browsing services. When the default services are unavailable, and
the user elects to permit the alternate method, the Java applet is loaded. During loading of the applet, the user may see
authentication warnings about the website certificate of the Avamar server and the digital signature of the Java applet.
Acknowledge these warnings or the applet does not load.


After the applet loads, the web page is automatically refreshed to allow the Avamar client web UI to use the applet. The user
must restart the task after the page is refreshed.


To force clients to use the alternate file browsing method, add the useAppletToBrowseLocalFile property to the
dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server, and set the value to true.


Backup with Avamar Desktop/Laptop
Avamar Desktop/Laptop provides several methods for starting a client backup.


The following table describes the methods for starting a client backup, and the options that are available for the method.


Table 119. Descriptions of methods for starting an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client backup 


Method Description Options Dataset


Scheduled Avamar server automatically backs
up the client according to the
schedule specified for the client's
group.


● User selected
backup time


● Add data


The dataset that is specified for the
scheduled group, or the dataset that
is assigned to the computer. When
Add Data is enabled, the dataset
also includes folders that the user
has added.


Single-click Avamar server queues a backup of
the client when a user clicks Back
Up Now on the client.


● Add data The dataset for each group that
is associated with the computer,
or the dataset that is assigned to
the computer. When Add Data is
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Table 119. Descriptions of methods for starting an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client backup (continued)


Method Description Options Dataset


enabled, the dataset also includes
folders that the user has added.


Interactive User clicks Back Up and the web UI
appears. User selects from available
start and data options and clicks
Back Up Now on the Backup page.
Avamar server adds the backup to
the backup queue on the Avamar
server.


● Add data
● On-demand backup


set


The dataset of the group that the
user selects from the groups that
are assigned to the client. When
Add Data is enabled, the dataset
also includes folders that the user
has added. When Select Now
(on-demand backup set option) is
enabled and clicked, the dataset only
includes the files and folders that
the user selects.


Scheduled backups


Perform scheduled backups of Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computers the same way that you back up other Avamar client
computers in the environment. Create datasets, schedules, retention policies, and groups for the backups by using Avamar
Administrator.


Users see the groups that are associated with an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client on the Backup page in the web UI.


The next scheduled backup time for each group that is associated with an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client also appears on the
Backup page. The group's policy normally determines the schedule start time for that group's backups. For individual Avamar
Desktop/Laptop clients, you can permit users to select a different start time for their client's scheduled backups.


Allowing users to select the start time for scheduled backups


Permit users of an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client to select a start time for the client's scheduled backups that is different from
the start time that is assigned through group policy.


About this task


When you enable this feature for an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client, users can select from a list of administrator-defined times
that appear on the Backup page in the web UI. The selected start time applies to all subsequent scheduled backups for the
client.


To prevent gaps in protection, Avamar Desktop/Laptop clients continue to use the user-selected backup start time even when
you remove that time from the Override Daily Schedule. When the user next logs in to the web UI Avamar Desktop/Laptop
prompts the user to select a new start time from the Backup page.


The Avamar server associates a user-selected start time with the client's group. Removing the client from a group also removes
the user-selected start time for that client.


Steps


1. Ensure that the client belongs to a group that uses a daily schedule.


2. Using AUI, add time entries to the Override Daily Schedule.


NOTE: The Override Daily Schedule displays time values using the time zone of the Avamar server. Avamar Desktop/


Laptop uses the time zone of the client when displaying the times that appear on the Backup page.


3. Using Avamar Administrator, enable Allow override of group's daily schedule for the client.
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Add data option


For scheduled backups and for on-demand backups, allow users to specify folders to include in the group policy-based backups
of an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer.


When the Add data option is enabled, Avamar Desktop/Laptop creates backup datasets for the client computer by adding the
folders that the user selects to the dataset of each group that the Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer belongs to. Avamar
Desktop/Laptop applies the exclusions and inclusions in the dataset policy of each group to the folders that the user specifies.


Use Avamar Administrator to enable this option.


After you enable the Add data option, users add folders by clicking Add Data on the Backup page of the web UI, and selecting
the folders.


Single-click backups


Users can start an on-demand backup on an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer by a single click on the Back Up Now
button on the client menu or on the backup reminder dialog box.


The data that is included in a single-click backup depends on the operating system of the client computer. The following
table describes the data that is included for specific operating systems. When the Add data option is enabled, Avamar Desktop/
Laptop also adds user selected folders to the data included in the backup.


Table 120. Datasets for single-click on-demand backups 


Operating system Data included in the backup


● Windows
● Mac


Dataset for each group that the client belongs to


● Linux
● Windows Server
● Mac OS X Server


Dataset that is assigned to the computer


Interactive backups


Interactive backups allow users to select a backup group that is associated with the client and back up the client by using the
group's settings. When on-demand backup sets are enabled, interactive backups also allow users to choose instead to back up
only selected files and folders.


Group selection


To perform an interactive backup of a single group:


1. Select Back Up... on the Client menu.
2. Select the backup group on the Backup page in the Web UI.
3. Click Back Up Now.


When a user runs an interactive backup of a group, all policies that are associated with the selected group apply to the backup.


An interactive backup of a group differs from a single-click backup because in an interactive backup of a group only the selected
group is backed up.


File and folder selection


To allow users to back up selected files on an Avamar Desktop/Laptop client without regard for the group policies that are
assigned to the client, enable on-demand backup sets. After enabling on-demand backup sets, users on Windows, Mac, and
Linux computers that are Avamar Desktop/Laptop clients can create sets of folders and files to back up through on-demand
backups. Users can create multiple sets, save the sets for reuse, and send a backup that is based on a set to the backup queue
of the Avamar server.


On-demand backup sets do not change the data that is backed up according to the group policies that are assigned to the
Avamar Desktop/Laptop client.
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The Avamar server can be configured to limit the number of on-demand backup set backups that can be started from an
Avamar Desktop/Laptop client.


To store backup data to the Data Domain, consider the following information:


● If a Data Domain system has been configured for the Avamar server, on-demand backups go to the GSAN.
● If a single Data Domain system has been configured for the Avamar server, on-demand backups go to the Data Domain.
● If there are multiple Data Domain systems configured for the Avamar server, on-demand backups are sent to the Data


Domain, which has more available space.


Allowing users to create on-demand backup sets


Enable users on Windows, Mac, and Linux clients that use Avamar Desktop/Laptop to create on-demand backup sets.


Steps


1. Enable the Allow file selection on client initiated backups setting in Avamar Administrator by overidding the group policy
setting for the client.


2. Change the value of the allowUserInititedBackupsFileSelection key in the dtlt.properties file on the
Avamar server to true.


3. Users create the on-demand backup sets:


a. On the Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer, right-click the Avamar icon and select Back Up....
The web UI opens to the Backup page.


b. In Select folders and files to backup, click Select Now.
The On-Demand Backup Sets dialog box appears.


c. To back up, and click OK, select the folders and files.
d. To save the backup set for reuse, type a name for the backup set in Save backup set as, and click Save.
e. (Optional) To instruct the Avamar server to add a backup of the on-demand backup set to the backup queue, click Start


Backup, and click OK.


4. Users instruct the Avamar server to add a backup of a saved on-demand backup set to the backup queue:


a. On the Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer, right-click the Avamar icon and select Back Up....
The web UI opens to the Backup page.


b. In Select folders and files to backup, click Select Now.
The On-Demand Backup Sets dialog box appears.


c. In Load Backup Set, select the backup set.
d. Click Start Backup, and click OK.


Setting an on-demand backup limit


Set a limit on the number of on-demand backup set backups that a user can add to the Avamar server's task queue.


About this task


By default, Avamar server uses the following rules for on-demand backup set backups:


● Only one on-demand backup set backup from a client is allowed in the task queue at a time.
● An on-demand backup set backup cannot start while a backup for the client is running.
● No limit on the number of on-demand backup set backups of a client that a user can add to the task queue.


To set a limit on the number of on-demand backup set backups that can occur each day for Avamar Desktop/Laptop client
computers, set the restrictBackupsPerDay property in the dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server.


The following table describes the available values.


Table 121. Supported values for the restrictBackupsPerDay property 


Value Description


false There is no limit on the number of on-demand backup set
backups that can successfully run in a day. No limit is the
default setting.


0 Users cannot run on-demand backup set backups.
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Table 121. Supported values for the restrictBackupsPerDay property (continued)


Value Description


n No more than n on-demand backup set backups can occur for
each client in a day. As used here, n is any positive integer
less than or equal to 100, and a day is defined as midnight to
midnight in the time zone for the Avamar server.


The specified value applies to all clients activated on the Avamar server. All successfully completed backups for all users on an
Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computer count toward the total number of backups allowed each day.


NOTE: This limit applies only to backups that are based on a user-created on-demand backup set.


Disabling on-demand backups


Prevent users from performing on-demand backups from Avamar Desktop/Laptop client computers. This setting applies to both
single-click on-demand backups and interactive on-demand backups.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link.
The Policy window is displayed.


2. Click the Clients tab.


3. Disable on-demand backups for either a single client or multiple clients.


Number of clients Steps to disable on-demand backups


One a. Select the client and click Edit.
b. In the Edit Client dialog box, clear Allow client initiated backups.
c. Click OK.


Two or more a. Select the clients and click Edit.
b. In the Edit Multiple Clients dialog box, change Allow client initiated backups to No.
c. Click Apply Change.
d. Click OK.


Changing the retention policy for on-demand backups


The End User On Demand Retention policy controls the retention of data for on-demand backups. You can change the End User
On Demand Retention policy on an Avamar server by using Avamar Administrator. The change applies to all on-demand backups
initiated by a client that is activated with that server. However, the change only applies to on-demand backups that occur after
the change.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Retention Policies.
The Manage All Retention Policies window is displayed.


2. Select End User On Demand Retention from the list and click Edit.
The Edit Retention dialog box appears.


3. In Retention period, type a number and select a unit of time (days, weeks, months, or years).


4. Click OK.
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Restore with Avamar Desktop/Laptop
The following topics provide information on performing a restore and controlling restore-related settings in Avamar Desktop/
Laptop.


Finding data to restore


Avamar Desktop/Laptop users can use the web UI to either browse to or search for folders, files, and file versions to restore.


Browsing for data to restore


From the left-side menu, select Browse to view the backups for a client computer in a tree view that you can browse to find
folders and files to restore.


To browse a specific backup instead of all backups for the client, use Backup Date and Time to select the date and time of the
backup.


Searching for data to restore


From the left-side menu in the web UI, select Search to search for specific folders and files to restore. To start a search, type
a search string in the search field, and click Search. Results appear as they are gathered, and a progress indicator provides
information about the length of the search.


The search string that you specify in the search field must be 255 characters or fewer and is not case sensitive. Supported
wildcards in the search string include an asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and a question mark (?) to represent
one character.


The string is compared to the names of all folders and files in the backups for the client computer. If all or part of a folder or file
name matches the string, then the folder or file name appears in the search results.


Selecting a file version


The backups for a client computer contain more than one version of many of the files that are backed up. When a file is backed
up and then subsequently edited, the next backup contains a new version of the file. Each version is kept for the retention
period set by the Avamar administrator.


The number of versions of a file in the client backups depends on many factors, including:


● The length of time that backed up data is retained
● The frequency of backups
● How often the file is edited


When there are multiple versions of a file in the backups for a client, a version icon appears next to the file name when you
browse or search for data to restore. To select a version of the file other than the most recent version, click the version icon
and then select the version. Then choose whether to overwrite the existing file on the client computer or to restore the file
version with a new name.


Restore types


Avamar Desktop/Laptop users can restore data to the original location or to a new location on the same computer. Users can
restore data with the same name or a new name.


When users restore data to the original location with the same name, the restore process overwrites any current local file
versions with the restored files. This type of restore is useful in situations where the current local versions contain errors or
have data corruption issues.


To avoid overwriting the current local file versions, users can restore to a new location, restore with a new name, or both.


Domain users can restore files from any Windows or Mac computer on which they have a user profile to the Windows or
Mac computer to which they are logged in. You can disable restore from a different computer by setting the value of the
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disableRestoreFromAlternateComputer property in the dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server to true. This
is a global property that affects all clients.


Linux and Mac limitation on restore


Linux and Mac users who do not have write permission for the root folder cannot use Avamar Desktop/Laptop to restore their
complete directory structure to the original location. The operating system views this type of restore as an unauthorized try to
write to the root folder and prevents it.


Trying to restore a complete directory structure fails when all the following are true:


● User logs in to a Mac or Linux computer with a user account that does not have write permission for the root folder.


● User logs in to the Avamar Desktop/Laptop web UI using the Avamar Authentication method.
● On the Avamar Desktop/Laptop Browse page, the user selects the complete directory structure.
● User does not select a new location for the restore.


Workarounds


To work around this limitation, use either of the following methods for the restore:


● Restore the complete directory structure to a new location.
● Restore less than all the files in the directory structure.


For example, clear one file from the folder that is furthest down the hierarchy of the restore set. Restoring less than all the
files works because the operating system views the subsequent restore as a series of write operations to folders beneath the
root folder.


Restore requirements


To restore from a different computer before you perform a restore, review the permissions requirements and the requirements.


Restore permissions


The data that users can browse to, search for, and restore depends on user login account permissions.


When users search or browse for data to restore, the results that appear are filtered based on the current login credentials and
the data that has been backed up from the client computer. The following table provides details on the filtering.


Table 122. Avamar Desktop/Laptop data restore filtering 


Data type Filtering on Windows Filtering on Mac


Folders Displays all folders for which the logged
in user is owner or is a member of a
group with ownership rights, and any
folder that contains folders or files for
which the user has rights.


Displays all folders for which the logged
in user has Read permission either as
owner or based on the folder's group or
other permissions.


Files Displays all files that the logged in user
owns.


Displays all files that the logged in user
owns.


When users browse for data to restore, the following actions happen:


● A folder that a user does not have ownership rights for appears on the file system path for a folder or file for which the user
has ownership rights. This option helps to provide a more accurate representation of the file system on the computer.


● A dimmed checkbox appears next to the folders. The folders are not restored when you restore a folder or file that includes
them in its path.


Users can restore data only if their login credentials grant operating system Write permission for the restore location. To restore
data that has the same path and name as data on the client computer, the login credentials must authenticate the user as the
owner of the existing data before the restore proceeds.
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To restore files on Windows, the login account must have the Restore files and directories user right in Local
Security. This user right is assigned by default to accounts that are members of either the Administrators or Backup Operators
groups. Assign the right to an account that is not a member of either of these groups, or of another group that includes this
user right, before a user can use the account to restore data.


Requirements to restore from a different computer


To restore from a different computer, meet the requirements in the following table.


Table 123. Requirements to restore from a different computer with Avamar Desktop/Laptop 


Category Requirement


Operating system ● Windows operating system
● Mac operating system


NOTE: Restores between Windows and Mac computers
are supported.


Account type Domain


Profile Both source and target computers have a local profile for the
user’s domain account.


NOTE: A local profile for a domain account is created
automatically at a user’s first login on the computer.


Avamar client Version 7.0 or later is installed on both source and target.


Avamar server Both source and target are activated with the same Avamar
server and the server is running Avamar 7.0 or later.


Backup There is at least one qualifying backup. A qualifying backup is
completed successfully after:
● Avamar Desktop/Laptop 7.0 or later is installed on the


source computer.
● A local profile for the user’s domain account is created on


the source computer.


By default, users with local administrator rights on a Windows source computer at the time of a backup can restore
any file from that source computer to a target computer, regardless of file ownership. You can change this behavior to
restrict their access to only files that they own. To restrict file access for Windows administrators, change the value of the
checkAlternateComputerOwnership property in the dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server to true.


Restore limits


You can limit the amount of data in a single restore task and the number of concurrent restore tasks for a client computer.


Restore data size limit


Avamar client users do not normally have a limit on the amount of data that is restored in a single task. This default setting
enables a user to restore an entire backup in a single task. Large restore tasks can cause undesirable load on the network. Set a
restore data size limit to control the network load that these large restore tasks cause.


When you set a limit, individual users cannot restore more than the limit in any one restore task. Users must restore files that
exceed the limit in multiple tasks that do not exceed the limit, or an administrator must perform the restore.


NOTE: By design, the restore data size limit does not apply to server-class clients (those clients with a very large backup


data set).


To specify a restore data size limit, uncomment the limitRestoreSize key in the dtlt.properties file on the Avamar
server, and set the value to the data size limit in MB.
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Restore queue limit


The Avamar client web UI minimizes network and server load by blocking restore requests for clients that already have a restore
task in the queue. Users who start a new restore while one task is pending receive a message that the request is blocked. After
the pending task is complete, users can begin with a new restore task. You can change this behavior to allow users to start
multiple restore tasks. The change applies to all clients of the Avamar server.


To remove the restore queue limit, change the value of the disallowMultipleRestores property in the
dtlt.properties file on the Avamar server to false.


Restore of replicated backups


You can move an Avamar client to a new Avamar server by using Avamar Client Manager replication commands. When you move
a client, the backups for the client are replicated on the new server. Avamar Desktop/Laptop must index replicated backups
before they are available to browse or search in the web UI.


When a user logs in from the web UI on the client after the client has been moved, the Replicated Backups Available dialog
box appears. The user can either start indexing of the replicated backups or close the dialog box without starting indexing. When
the user closes the dialog box without indexing, an alert icon appears on the web UI banner bar. The user can also start indexing
from the alert icon.


Indexing is a one-time task for a computer that has been moved to a new server. It runs in the same session in which it is
started. When it completes, Avamar Desktop/Laptop sends the web browser a refresh command. The data from the replicated
backups appears in the web UI.


Client backup and restore activity history
The History page in the Avamar Desktop/Laptop web UI provides a 14-day record of backup and restore activity on the client
computer.


The Activity History section of the History page provides information about each backup and restore initiated during the past
14 days. The section also provides links to more detailed information about the backups. Information includes the results of the
activity, the start date and time, the duration of the activity, the amount of data, and the workorder ID. Click the activity label
for a backup to view a list of files in the dataset for the backup.


To view the backup history for a different computer, select the computer from the list. Meet the requirements in Requirements
to restore from a different computer on page 303 before viewing the backup history for a different computer.


Editing Avamar Desktop/Laptop parameters
The Avamar Desktop/Laptop properties file, dtlt.properties, enables you to change parameters that affect functionality
for all Avamar Desktop/Laptop clients that connect to the Avamar server. The file is on the Avamar server at: /usr/local/
avamar/etc/dtlt.properties.


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the server as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
c. For a multi-node server, load the rootid OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add /root/.ssh/rootid


2. Change directory to /usr/local/avamar/etc by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/etc
3. Open dtlt.properties in a text editor.


4. Create or edit parameters.
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5. Save and close the file.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop parameters


The following table lists the parameters that are available in the dtlt.properties file.


Table 124. Avamar Desktop/Laptop parameters 


Parameter Description


allowLocalUsers Enables and disables local user access for pass-through
authentication. Uncomment the parameter by removing the
# in front of the parameter, and then set the value to true
to enable local user access for pass-through authentication.
Use the default value of false to disable local user access
for pass-through authentication.


allowServerRestores Enables or disables locally started restores on server class
computers. Use the default value of true to allow restores
on server class computers, or false to disable restores on
server class computers.


allowUserInititedBackupsFileSelection Enables or disables the ability for users to create sets
of folders and files to back up in on-demand backups.
To enable selectable backup sets, enable the Allow file
selection on client initiated backups setting for the
client in Avamar Administrator, and then set the value
of the allowUserInititedBackupsFileSelection
parameter to true. Use the default value of false to disable
selectable backup sets.


checkAlternateComputerOwnership Controls whether users with local administrator rights can
restore any file from the source computer or only files that
they own. Specify true to restrict local administrators to
restore only files that they own, or the default value of false
to allow local administrators restore any file from the source
computer.


disableRestoreFromAlternateComputer Enables or disables restore from a different computer. Specify
true to disable restore from a different computer, or the
default value of false to enable restore from a different
computer.


disallowMultipleRestores Controls whether users can start multiple restore tasks for
a client computer simultaneously. Specify false to allow
multiple simultaneous restores, or use the default value of
true to prevent multiple simultaneous restores.


limitRestoreSize Controls whether to limit the amount of data that is
restored in a single task. To specify a limit, uncomment the
limitRestoreSize parameter and specify the data size
limit in MB. The default limit is 500 MB.


maxDirectoryDepth Specifies the number of nested subfolders in each hierarchical
branch of a backup that the Avamar Desktop/Laptop server
traverses during indexing. The default value is 3000.


restrictBackupsPerDay Controls whether there is a limit to the number of on-demand
backups that can be performed from the client computer in a
single day, and if so, the maximum number. Use the default
value of false if you do not want to limit the number of on-
demand backups that can successfully run in a day. Specify 0
to disable on-demand backups on the client computer. To limit
the number of on-demand backups that can successfully run
in a day, specify the limit as a positive integer that is less than
or equal to 100.
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Table 124. Avamar Desktop/Laptop parameters (continued)


Parameter Description


useAppletToBrowseLocalFile Controls whether users use the OS-specific file browsing
services on the client computer or the alternate file browsing
method. Specify true to allow users to use the OS-specific
file browsing services, or false to force users to use the
alternate file browsing method. The default value is false.


userLoginRequired Enables and disables pass-through authentication. Use
the default value of false to enable pass-through
authentication, or true to disable pass-through
authentication.


Client log locations
Local logs on client computers provide information about backup and restore operations and UI functionality.


Available logs


The following table lists the available logs on client computers.


Table 125. Available client logs 


Log type Log file name Description


Workorder workorder_name.log, where
workorder_name is the full name of a
task


Provide detailed information about a
specific task.


Agent avagent.log Provides information about the status of
all backup and restore activity on the
computer.


Console avscc.log Provides information about the
performance of the UI. A console log is
created for each user on a computer.


These logs are accessible through the client UI, and also can be accessed directly.


Log locations on Windows computers


On Windows computers the logs are available through the paths in the following table.


Table 126. Paths to logs on Windows computers  


Log Path


Workorder %SystemDrive%\Program
Files\avs\var\clientlogs\


Agent %SystemDrive%\Program Files\avs\var\
Console %APPDATA%\Avamar\


Log locations on Linux and Mac computers


On Linux and Mac computers the logs are available through the paths in the following table.
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Table 127. Paths to logs on Linux and Mac computers  


Log Path


Workorder /usr/local/avamar/clientlogs
Agent /var/avamar/
Console On Linux: $HOME/


On Mac:$HOME/.avamardata/
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Data Domain System Integration


Topics:


• Overview of Data Domain system integration
• Preparing to add a Data Domain system
• Adding a Data Domain system
• Viewing Data Domain system information


Overview of Data Domain system integration
You can store Avamar backups on one or more Data Domain systems, and then seamlessly restore data from the backups.


You can back up both file system and application data to a Data Domain system. Storage of Avamar backups on a Data Domain
system is recommended in environments with large databases that have a high change rate. Store the following types of
backups on the Avamar server instead:


● File system backups
● Virtual machine backups
● Remote office backups
● Backups of databases with low change rates


When you store VMware image backups on a Data Domain system, you can boot a lost or corrupted virtual machine almost
instantly from the backup by using the instant access feature.


You also can store Avamar checkpoints for a single-node server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) on a Data Domain system.


Integration of Avamar with Data Domain


DD OS software handles the deduplication of data on a Data Domain system. The Data Domain Boost (DD Boost) library
provides an interface for an Avamar system to send data that is deduplicated at the source to a Data Domain system.


Avamar uses the DD Boost library through API-based integration to access and work with directories, files, and other items
on the Data Domain File System. The DD Boost API gives an Avamar system an interface into some of the properties and
capabilities of the Data Domain system. This interface enables an Avamar system to control backup images that are stored
on Data Domain systems. It also enables Avamar to manage maintenance activities and to control replication to remote Data
Domain systems.


DD Boost is installed on the backup clients and on the Avamar utility node or an Avamar single node system. DD Boost is
installed automatically when you install the Avamar client or server software.


You can specify whether specific backup datasets are stored on an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


When you select an Avamar server as the backup target, the Avamar client on each host performs deduplication segment
processing. The Avamar client sends the backup data and the associated metadata to the Avamar server.


When you select a Data Domain system as the backup target, the backup data is transferred to the Data Domain system.
Simultaneously, the Avamar client sends the associated metadata to the Avamar server for storage. The metadata enables the
Avamar management system to perform restore operations directly from the Data Domain system without first staging the
restored data on the Avamar system.


The process of data recovery is transparent to the backup administrator. The backup administrator uses the same Avamar
recovery processes that are native to current Avamar implementations.


File system backups on a Data Domain system


Avamar supports Data Domain system storage of file system backups for the following operating systems:
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● Windows and Windows Server
● IBM AIX
● HP-UX (IA-64 only, requires ONCPlus Library revision 11.31.06 or later)
● Solaris (for Solaris 10 on SPARC, client side deduplication is disabled and deduplication is performed on the Data Domain


system)
● Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
● Fedora 27
● SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES)
● Mac 10.8, 10.9,10.10, 10.11, 10.12, 10.13, and 10.14


NOTE: Only 64-bit operating systems are supported.


The E-lab Navigator provides detailed compatibility information.


Application backups on a Data Domain system


You can store application data backups from the following Avamar plug-ins on a Data Domain system:


● Avamar Plug-in for DB2
● Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS
● Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS
● Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino
● Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
● Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle
● Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS
● Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE
● Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


You can also store VMware image backups and backups with the Avamar NDMP Accelerator on a Data Domain system.


Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery


The Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery (Cloud DR) solution facilitates the disaster recovery of on-premises virtual machines
by providing the capability to recover virtual machines in the cloud.


Cloud DR works with on-premises Avamar software and on-premises Data Domain storage to replicate backups of virtual
machine data to the public cloud. It can work with AWS S3 or Azure blob object storage.


Cloud DR can perform disaster recovery of production environments by recovering a complete virtual machine as an Amazon
Web Services Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instance or as an Azure virtual machine. It can also recover directly to an on-
premises VMware vCenter server or to a VMware Cloud on AWS.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide and the Cloud Disaster Recovery Installation and Administration Guide
provide more information about using Avamar with Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery.


VMware instant access


When you store VMware image backups on a Data Domain system, you can boot some lost or corrupted virtual machines from
the backup by using the instant access feature.


With instant access, the virtual machine image backup is staged to a temporary NFS share on the Data Domain system. You can
then use the vSphere Client to power on the virtual machine and initiate a vMotion of the virtual machine to a datastore within
the vCenter. When the vMotion is complete, the restored virtual machine files no longer exist on the Data Domain system. Then
yo use Avamar Administrator to delete the NFS share on the Data Domain system.


NOTE: When you use instant access, do not leave the virtual machine running on the Data Domain system for extended


periods. When the virtual machine runs on the Data Domain system, performance might degrade because of the workflow.


You can also restore a virtual machine to the production environment instead of using instant access. The Avamar software
leverages Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to dramatically speed the recovery process.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides details on instant access and restore of image backups.
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Cloud tier


When you store Avamar backup data on a Data Domain system, you can also configure the backups to be tiered to the cloud.


Data Domain Cloud Tier support was initiated with Avamar 7.4. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud.
From the Avamar Administrator, you can configure cloud tier to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and can
perform seamless recovery of these backups.


Data Domain Cloud Tier disaster recovery support was initiated with Avamar 7.5. You can recover backups from the cloud in
case of the loss of a Data Domain and you can also recover an Avamar server from the cloud.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about cloud tier with Data Domain.


NOTE: Starting with Avamar 18.1, GLR is supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domian is ECS. GLR is not


supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domian are other types. If the backup is on Active Tier (Local Data


Domain), the GLR function does not have such limitation.


Checkpoints on a Data Domain system


You can store Avamar checkpoints for a single-node server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) on a Data Domain system that uses
DD OS 5.3 or later. Checkpoints are system-wide backups of the Avamar server for disaster recovery purposes.


Storage of checkpoints on a Data Domain system is recommended in environments that do not include the following options:


● Replication to a secondary Avamar server.
● Environments where most client backups are stored on a Data Domain system.


To configure storage of checkpoints on a Data Domain system, select the Use as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups
checkbox when adding or editing the Data Domain system in Avamar Administrator.


Contact Avamar Professional Service representatives for assistance with rolling back the Avamar server to a checkpoint on a
Data Domain system.


Data Domain system streams


Each Data Domain system has a soft limit to the maximum number of connection and data streams that can be sustained
simultaneously while maintaining performance. The number of streams varies depending on the Data Domain system model.


Configure the maximum number of streams Avamar can use when adding a Data Domain system to the Avamar server. The
Avamar server uses the backup stream value to limit the number of concurrent backups or restore jobs.


If the Data Domain system is fully dedicated to the Avamar server, the stream value that is entered in Avamar Administrator
could be the maximum number of streams that the Data Domain system model supports. In cases where the Data Domain
system is shared with other third-party applications or another Avamar server, a subset of the number of streams should be
allocated.


Each Avamar backup client that supports multi-stream backups can be configured to use the correct number of streams
(typically based on the number of databases). This step is done through multi-streaming configuration when the Avamar backup
job is configured. The streams are released when the backup or restore operation completes. The number of streams that are
allocated should depend on the number and type of Avamar clients that backs up data about the same time.


Replication with Data Domain systems


When an Avamar system stores backups on a Data Domain system, Avamar replication uses DD Boost to copy backups from the
original Data Domain system and to create replicas on another Data Domain system.


Supported replication configurations


The following table lists the supported replication configurations for Avamar replication using DD Boost.
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Table 128. Replication configurations for Avamar replication using DD Boost 


Backup storage Replication storage


Single Data Domain system Single Data Domain system


Single Data Domain system Multiple Data Domain systems


Multiple Data Domain systems Single Data Domain system


Multiple Data Domain systems Multiple Data Domain systems


In a configuration where the replication storage consists of multiple Data Domain systems, control the system which receives
the replicas by mapping a domain on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system. Specify the Data Domain
system with the default destination. Avamar replicates to the default destination when a destination Data Domain system is not
identified in the Storage Mapping tab of the System window in the AUI.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions on storage mapping and specifying the default
destination Data Domain system.


Replication details


The following details apply to Avamar replication with Data Domain systems:


● Data transfer during replication is between the Data Domain systems, without intermediate staging
● Replication uses DD Boost to copy backups and to write replicas
● Requires a Data Domain replication license
● Does not use Data Domain replication
● Replication is configured and monitored on the Avamar server
● Replication task scheduling uses Avamar replication schedules only
● Data Domain administration tools are not used


Monitoring and reporting Data Domain system status


Avamar can collect and display data for health monitoring, system alerts, and capacity reporting on a Data Domain system by
using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).


SNMP enables monitoring Data Domain activities, events, capacity, and system status in the same way as monitoring activities,
events, capacity, and system status for the Avamar server. Configure SNMP settings when adding a Data Domain system to the
Avamar configuration.


The Avamar Reports Guide provides more information about creating reports. To analyze the system, run the reports.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information on monitoring system status for a Data
Domain system.


Security with Data Domain system integration


The following sections provide details on security in an Avamar environment with Data Domain for encryption and user access.


Encryption


The DD Boost library supports data encryption between the Avamar client and the Data Domain system for DDOS 5.5 or newer.
The DD Boost library does not support data encryption between the Avamar client and the Data Domain system for DDOS 5.4.


Backups from the Avamar client to the Avamar server are always compressed and encrypted.


User access


Use caution when granting users access to the Data Domain system. Never provide authorization for a user to access the Data
Domain system and manually delete the data.
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Data migration to an attached Data Domain system


You cannot migrate backup data directly from the Avamar server to an attached Data Domain system.


To start using the Data Domain system as the backup target for an Avamar client instead of the Avamar server, edit the dataset
to use the Data Domain system. Start performing backups to the Data Domain system. When changing the backup target to the
Data Domain system, perform a full backup.


After you successfully perform a backup to the Data Domain system, you can delete the earlier backups from the Avamar server.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


In addition to selecting Data Domain as the storage target for a backup, administrators can configure an Avamar server to reject
backups that are not destined for the configured Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through
the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


Without backup enforcement, if a backup does not specify Data Domain as the storage target, the Avamar server stores both
the backup data and metadata. This scenario can lead to unexpected capacity utilization issues. With backup enforcement,
backups that do not specify Data Domain as the storage target fail with a warning. Backups that specify a Data Domain storage
target continue normally.


Backup enforcement is disabled by default. In this state, the server behavior is unchanged from previous Avamar releases.


NOTE: Backup enforcement does not affect the normal practices for storing and replicating maintenance backups of the


Avamar server, such as data from the MCS.


Configuring backup enforcement affects the replication behavior for environments that store any backups on the source
Avamar server. The choice of enforcement mode may also impose software requirements on the source Avamar server.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information.


Preparing to add a Data Domain system
Before you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, install and configure both the Avamar server and the Data
Domain system. Ensure that the environment meets the system requirements, and create a DD Boost user account on the Data
Domain system.


System requirements for Data Domain system integration


Ensure that the environment meets the necessary system requirements before adding a Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


The following table lists the requirements for the Data Domain system.


Table 129. Data Domain system requirements 


Feature or specification Requirement for use with Avamar


Data Domain Operating System (DD OS) DD OS 5.3 or newer


DD Boost DD Boost 2.6 or newer
NOTE: DD Boost software enables backup servers to
communicate with storage systems without the need for
Data Domain systems to emulate tape. There are two
components to DD Boost: one component that runs on
the backup server and another that runs on the Data
Domain system. In the context of Avamar, the component
that runs on the backup server (DD Boost libraries) is
integrated into the Avamar client. DD Boost software is an
optional product that requires a license to operate on the
Data Domain system.
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Table 129. Data Domain system requirements (continued)


Feature or specification Requirement for use with Avamar


Data Domain device type Avamar supports any Data Domain system that supports the
execution of the required DD OS version.


Data Domain File System Enable Data Domain File System by using either the Data
Domain System Manager or CLI. After you enable file system
operations, it may take up to 10 minutes before Avamar
Administrator correctly reflects the status of the Data Domain
system. The time delay is increased slightly when the Data
Domain system is using the DD Extended Retention option.
Do not perform backups, restores, or system maintenance
operations until the status appears correctly in Avamar
Administrator. Otherwise, backups, restores, or system
maintenance operations may fail.


DD Boost Enable DD Boost on the Data Domain system. When you
enable DD Boost, DD Boost becomes the preferred method
of connectivity for any clients that are enabled for DD
Boost. While this method is acceptable for clients that
can take advantage of DD Boost features, it can result
in performance degradation for other clients. Proper due
diligence and effective data gathering are keys to avoiding
such interactions, especially during upgrades.


DD Boost user account The DD Boost library uses a unique login account name that
is created on the Data Domain system. This account name is
known as the DD Boost account. Only one DD Boost account
exists per Data Domain system. If the account is renamed
and/or the password is changed, these changes must be
immediately updated on the Avamar system by editing the
Data Domain configuration options. Failure to update the DD
Boost account information could yield integrity check errors
or backup and restore problems. The DD Boost account must
have administrator privileges.


Capacity requirements


Carefully assess backup storage needs when evaluating how much data to store on the Data Domain system and the Avamar
server. Add estimates from data that is sent to the Data Domain system from any other servers.


When the Data Domain system reaches its maximum storage capacity, no further backups to the Data Domain system occur
until additional capacity is added or old backups are deleted.


Requirements when using other backup products


Data Domain systems can use other third-party backup and archiving software. The Avamar server does not assume having
sole ownership of the Data Domain system. If the system is shared with other software products, ensure that proper sizing is
evaluated.


The Avamar server does not use the native Data Domain system snapshot and replication features. Replication occurs through
the DD Boost SDK library by using copying and cloning. However, other third party products might use the native Data Domain
system snapshot and replication features. In this case, a snapshot of an entire Data Domain system or a replication of an entire
Data Domain system includes the Avamar data.


Network requirements


The Avamar server and all Data Domain systems must be on the same local network. Do not connect the Avamar server and
Data Domain systems over a Wide Area Network (WAN). Configurations that use a WAN are not supported.


You can use Avamar replication over a WAN to replicate data from source Avamar servers and Data Domain systems to target
Avamar servers and Data Domain systems.
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Before integrating a Data Domain system with an Avamar server, ensure that enough network bandwidth is available. Verify
that the network infrastructure provides more bandwidth than the bandwidth required by the maximum throughput of the Data
Domain system. This step is to obtain the maximum throughput available on a Data Domain system (for restores, level zero
backups, and subsequent incremental backups after a level-zero backup).


The network configuration must also meet the following requirements:


● Assign a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) to each Data Domain system.
● Do not use IP addresses in place of hostnames when registering a Data Domain system. This action can limit the ability to


route optimized duplication traffic exclusively through a registered interface.
● Ensure that DNS on the Data Domain system is correctly configured.
● Ensure that forward and reverse DNS lookups work between the Avamar server, the Data Domain system, and all backup


and restore clients.
● Use Hosts files to resolve hostnames to non-routable IP addresses.
● Do not create secondary hostnames to associate with alternate or local IP interfaces.


NTP requirements


The Avamar server, the Data Domain system, and all Avamar clients must use the same Network Time Protocol(NTP) server.


Port usage and firewall requirements


To enable communication between Avamar and the Data Domain systems, review and implement the port usage and firewall
requirements in the following documents, which are available on Avamar Support:


● Avamar Product Security Guide
● Port Requirements for Allowing Access to Data Domain System Through a Firewall Technical Note


Additional configuration settings when adding a Data Domain to the 8TB or
16 TB AVE


Before adding a Data Domain system to the 8 TB or 16 TB Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE), it is recommended to modify the
following Avamar GSAN settings in order to improve system performance.


● avmaint config maxcompdatastripe=20971520 --avamaronly
● avmaint config checkdiratomicrefs=true --avamaronly


Creating a DD Boost user account


Before you can add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, prepare the Data Domain system by enabling DD Boost
and creating a DD Boost user account for the Avamar server. This action is performed to access the Data Domain system for
backups and restores (and replication, if applicable).


About this task


If you change the DD Boost account name or password after you create the account, remember to edit the Data Domain system
configuration in Avamar Administrator. Otherwise all backups, restores, and maintenance activities fail.


Steps


1. Disable DD Boost on the Data Domain system by logging in to the Data Domain CLI as an administrative user and typing the
following command:


ddboost disable
2. Create the DD Boost user account with administrator privileges by typing the following command:


user add username role admin
where username is the username for the new account.


3. Set the new account as the DD Boost user by typing the following command:
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ddboost set user-name username
where username is the username for the account.


4. Enable DD Boost to allow the changes to take effect by typing the following command:
ddboost enable


Adding a Data Domain system
You can add a Data Domain system to Avamar by authenticating the Data Domain system with credentials, or by key-based
SSH. If the login method by providing credentials (username/password) for a Data Domain system is disabled, you must import
the SSH public key (/usr/local/avamar/lib/ddr_key.pub) from the Avamar server and add the key to the Data Domain system
manually before connecting them. Ensure that you have additional access to log in to the Data Domain system when login
method by providing credentials for a Data Domain system is disabled.


Prerequisites


Perform the following steps if you want to authenticate the Data Domain system by key-based SSH:
1. Log in to the Data Domain system either as a sysadmin or with avamar_ostuser privileges where avamar_ostuser is the


name of the DD Boost user for Avamar on the Data Domain system.
2. Add the SSH public key (/usr/local/avamar/lib/ddr_key.pub) from the Avamar server to the SSH authorized keys file on the


Data Domain system by typing the command: adminaccess add ssh-key user Avamar_ostuser.


3. Ensure that the public key is successfully added to the Data Domain system by typing the command: adminaccess show
ssh-key user Avamar_ostuser.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select Actions > Add Data Domain System.
The Add Data Domain System dialog box appears.


4. On the System tab, specify Data Domain system information:


a. In the Data Domain System Name box, type the fully qualified domain name of the Data Domain system.


NOTE: Do not use an IP address or a secondary hostname that associates with alternative or local IP interfaces. It


may limit the ability of Avamar to route optimized deduplication traffic.


b. In the DDBoost User Name box, type the username of the DD Boost account for Avamar to access the Data Domain
system for backups, restores, and replication.


c. In the Password box, type the password for the account that Avamar uses to access the Data Domain system for
backups, restores, and replication.


d. In the Verify Password box, type the password again for verification.
e. If you have more than one Data Domain system that is associated with Avamar, you can specify one Data Domain system


to be the default replication storage. Select Use system as default replication storage if this system is the default
replication storage.


f. To store checkpoints for a single-node Avamar server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) server on the Data Domain system
instead of the Avamar server, select the Use as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups checkbox.


g. Select the Use certificate authentication for REST communication checkbox to enable Avamar to use certificate-
based authentication while performing an operation with Data Domain system using REST-based communication.


NOTE: The Use certificate authentication for REST communication checkbox is displayed only on the Avamar


AUI.


h. To view the maximum number of streams that the Data Domain system supports, click Verify.
i. Specify the maximum number of streams that Avamar can use at any one time to perform backups and restores:


● To specify a defined number of streams, type the number in the Max used by Avamar box.
● To specify a maximum number of streams which are based on the percentage of the total number of supported


streams:
i. Type the percentage in the Max used by Avamar box.
ii. Select the As percentage of the max limit checkbox.
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Consider both the maximum number of streams that the Data Domain system supports, as well as whether other
applications are using streams to send data to and receive data from the Data Domain system.


If the writing to and reading from the Data Domain system use all available streams, then Avamar queues backup or
restore requests until one or more streams become available.


5. To configure SNMP, click the SNMP tab.


SNMP configuration enables Avamar to collect and display data for system health monitoring, system alerts, and capacity
reporting.


6. Verify the SNMP configuration:
● The Getter/Setter Port Number box lists the port on the Data Domain system from which to receive and on which to


set SNMP objects. The default value is 161.
● The SNMP Community String box lists the community string Avamar uses for read-only access to the Data Domain


system.
● The Trap Port Number box lists the trap port on the Avamar server. The default value is 163.


7. To configure the cloud tier feature, click the Tiering tab.


Avamar software uses Cloud tier to move Avamar backup data from a Data Domain system to the cloud.


8. Click OK.
A progress message appears.


9. When the operation completes, click Close.


Results


When you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, Avamar creates an MTree on the Data Domain system
for the Avamar server. The MTree refers to the directory created within the DD Boost path. Data Domain systems support a
maximum of 100 MTrees. If you reach the limit, you cannot add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Viewing Data Domain system information
In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System. The Data Domain tab provides extensive information
about the attached Data Domain systems.


The AUI provides information such as the hostname, capacity, usage, stream limits, DDOS version, monitoring status, and
cloud tiering settings for each attached Data Domain. Much of this information is also available in the output from mccli dd
show-prop. However, the Avamar command-line interface (CLI) can provide further details for troubleshooting or use with
other CLI commands.


You can troubleshoot some issues by confirming that the configuration values on the Avamar server match the corresponding
values on the Data Domain system. The Data Domain Operating System Administration Guide and the Data Domain Operating
System Command Reference Guide provide more information about commands that you can use on the attached Data Domain
systems to verify the information from the AUI.


Retrieve additional information about attached Data Domain
systems


The AUI provides the necessary information for most circumstances. However, you may require additional information from the
Avamar CLI for troubleshooting.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Retrieve the Data Domain system information by typing the following command:


ddrmaint read-ddr-info
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<avamar dpnid="1320791855" version="2">
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    <datadomain count="1">
        <ddrconfig client-map-default="true" ddos-version="6.1.0.5-567091" 
ddrcreatetime="1354734788" ddrid="1502534AB58FAE98AFC9D072311DA60112015B9E"
hostname="dd1.test.emc.com" index="1" max-streams="8" modelno="DD VE Version 3.1" 
password="###############" serialno="xxxxxxxxx" username="Avamarxxxxx">
            <snmp community="public1">
                <ports getter-setter="161" trap="163">
                </ports>
            </snmp>
            <client-map>
            </client-map>
        </ddrconfig>
    </datadomain>
</avamar>


3. If the Management Console CLI (MCCLI) interface is available, type the following command:


mccli dd show-prop
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                               Value
--------------------------------------- --------------
Hostname                                dd1.test.emc.com
Total Capacity (post-comp size)         353 GiB
Server Utilization (post-comp use%)     21%
Bytes Protected                         65301168175 bytes
File System Available (post-comp avail) 277.2 GiB
File System Used (post-comp used)       75.8 GiB
User Name                               Avamarxxxxx
Default Replication Storage System      Yes
Maximum Streams                         8
Maximum Streams Limit                   32
DDOS Version                            6.1.0.5-567091
Serial Number                           xxxxxxxxx
Model Number                            DD VE Version 3.1
Monitoring Status                       OK


Next steps


Record the output from each command for troubleshooting.


Interpreting the CLI output for attached Data Domain systems


Most of the CLI output mirrors the information that you supplied during the initial attachment of each Data Domain system.


The ddrmaint command provides the following additional information beyond the values reported by the AUI:


dpnid This property identifies the Mtree that stores the Avamar backup data on the Data Domain system. The
value is especially useful if the Data Domain system stores backup data for more than one Avamar server.


index This property identifies the Data Domain system, if more than one system is attached to the Avamar
server. Data Domain systems are sequentially numbered, starting at 1. This property is sometimes used in
reference to backup targets and locking.


community This property identifies the SNMP community string for Avamar monitoring of the Data Domain system.


ports This property identifies the SNMP ports in use for system monitoring.


Verify the values that you recorded from the CLI output against the configuration of the Data Domain system.
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Command Shell Server Logins


Topics:


• User accounts
• Starting command shell sessions
• Switching user IDs
• Using sudo


User accounts
The following user accounts are commonly used for system administration and maintenance tasks:


● root
● admin


The admin account requires authentication by Secure Shell (SSH).


Starting command shell sessions
Log in to an Avamar server or utility node through SSH as the admin user. This action is performed for maintenance tasks and
configuration for the Avamar system.


Prerequisites


NOTE: Cryptographic changes in Avamar 7.5.1 require the use of PuTTY 0.7 or later, and WinSCP 5.11.1 (build 7725) or


later.


Steps


● To start a command shell session on a single-node server, open a command shell and log in to the server as admin.
● To start a command shell session on a multi-node server:


1. Open a command shell and log in to the utility node as admin.
2. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following commands:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


3. When prompted, type the admin_key passphrase and press Enter.


Switching user IDs
You can switch the user of a command shell session to root by typing su, and switch back to the previous login ID by typing
exit. When you switch the user of a command shell session to admin, you must also load the admin OpenSSH key.


Steps


1. Switch user to the admin user account and login shell by typing su - admin.


2. When prompted for a password, type the admin password and press Enter.


3. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing:


A
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ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


NOTE: To determine the active user account (login ID) of a shell session, type whoami.


Using sudo
On Gen4 and later Avamar Data Stores, the admin user accounts are automatically added to the sudoers file. This option
enables admin users to run a limited set of commands that would otherwise require operating system root permission.


Prefixing commands with sudo


Instead of switching user to root with the su command, the admin user can directly issue commands that require root
permissions by prefixing each command with sudo.


About this task


For example, the following command installs MyPackage.rpm:


sudo rpm -ivh MyPackage.rpm
If prompted for a password, type the password and press Enter.


You might be periodically prompted to retype the admin password when prefixing other commands with sudo.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Backup options
• VMware Image backup plug-in options
• Restore options
• VMware Image restore plug-in options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Backup options
The backup options that appear depend on the type of plug-in.


This section describes the backup options for the following plug-ins:


● AIX file system
● HP-UX file system
● Linux file system
● Macintosh file system


Backup options for the Avamar Plug-in for Microsoft Windows are available in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
Backup options for application plug-ins, such as SQL Server and SharePoint VSS, are available in the user guide for the plug-in.


The following tables describe the options that are available when performing an on-demand backup or when configuring a
dataset for scheduled backups for the listed file system plug-ins.


Table 130. Backup plug-in options 


Option Description


Store backup on Data Domain system Stores the backup on a configured Data Domain system instead of on the Avamar
server. To store the backup on a Data Domain system, select the checkbox and
then select the Data Domain system from the list.


Encryption method to Data Domain
system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system.


Backup label Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


B
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Table 131. Backup plug-in options for logging 


Option Description


List backup contents Specifies how much information about the backup contents to include in the log
files. The information includes:
● No file listing
● List file names
● List files and dates


Informational message level Specifies how many informational messages to include in the log files. This option
includes:
● No informationals—Suppresses all informational messages, but includes errors


and warnings in the log files.
● Some informationals—Includes some informational messages in the log files.
● Many informationals—Includes additional status information in the log files.
● All informationals—Provides maximum information. Includes all informational


messages, errors, and warnings in the log files.


Report advanced statistics Specifies whether to write advanced timing and deduplication statistics to the log
files.


Enable debugging messages Specifies whether to write maximum information to log files, which creates large log
files.


Table 132. Backup plug-in options for file system traversal 


Option Description


Do not traverse any mounts Specifies whether to traverse mount points during the backup.


Traverse fixed-disk mounts Specifies whether to traverse only hard disk file system mount during the backup.


Traverse fixed-disk and remote network
mounts


Specifies whether to traverse both hard disk and NFS network mount points during
the backup.


Force traversal of specified file system
type(s)


Accepts a comma-separated list of one or more file system types (for example, nfs,
ext2, jfs, xfs) that should not be traversed during this backup.


Table 133. Backup plug-in options for pre-script 


Option Description


Run user-defined script at beginning of
backup


Runs a user-defined script at the beginning of the backup session. The script must
be located in /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts.


Abort backup if script fails Specifies whether to stop the backup when the script returns a non-zero status
code.


Table 134. Backup plug-in options for post-script 


Option Description


Run user-defined script at end of
backup


Runs a user-defined script at the end of the backup session. The script must be
located in /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts.


Exit process with script failure exitcode Specifies whether avtar should exit with the exit code of the script instead of a
standard avtar exit code.


Table 135. Backup plug-in client cache options 


Option Description


Check client-side caches and report
inconsistencies


If selected, a backup does not occur. Instead, Avamar performs a validation check of
the client-side cache with the Avamar server.


Check and repair client-side caches If selected, a backup does not occur. Instead, Avamar performs a validation check of
the client-side cache with the Avamar server, and repairs inconsistencies.
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Table 135. Backup plug-in client cache options (continued)


Option Description


Maximum client file cache size (MBs) Specifies the maximum client file cache size in MB. A negative value indicates a
fraction of RAM. For example, -8 specifies that no more than 1/8th of physical RAM
should be allocated to the client file cache.


Maximum client hash cache size (MBs) Specifies the maximum client hash cache size in MB. A negative value indicates a
fraction of RAM. For example, -8 specifies that no more than 1/8th of physical RAM
should be allocated to the client hash cache.


Table 136. Backup plug-in advanced options  


Option Description


Client-side flag file Specifies the path to a flag file on the client that contains additional option settings.


Network usage throttle (Mbps) Specifies a setting that reduces network usage to a specified rate, expressed as
megabits/second. For example, 0 = unrestricted, 50% of a T1 = 0.72.


Directly connect to all server nodes Specifies whether to establish multiple connections to the server. Multiple
connections can improve backup performance.


Table 137. Quota limit per backup  


Option Description


Soft limit size (MBs) Specify the soft limit size of a backup. If the size of the backup source exceeds the
soft limit, the backup succeeds with a warning. If you specify both the soft and hard
limit size, ensure that the soft limit size is smaller than the hard limit size.


Hard limit size (MBs) Specify the hard limit size of a backup. If the size of the backup source exceeds the
hard limit, the backup fails.


VMware Image backup plug-in options
These backup options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 138. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in 


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance If selected, the VMware changed block tracking feature is
used to identify areas of the virtual machine file system that
have changed since the last backup and only process those
changed areas during the next backup.


NOTE: Changed block tracking must be enabled at the
virtual machine level in order for this feature to work.


Set Annotionation Tag LastBackupStatus and
LastSuccessfulBackup


If selected, enables the Avamar server to report information
to the vSphere Web Client or the legacy Windows-based
vSphere client about the most recent backup and most recent
successful backup.


When selected, the following information is displayed in the
Annotation list of the vSphere Web Client:


● LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar:
The date and time of the most recent successful backup.


● LastBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
time of the most recent backup, whether successful or
not.
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Table 138. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Exclude page file blocks when performing image backup on
Windows VM


If selected, excludes the Windows page file (pagefile.sys)
from the backup for all the partitions. It is not limited to
primary partitions.


NOTE: Page file exclusion is supported only for Windows
Servers version 2008 R2 and above. For client versions
of Windows, this option has no effect; the page file is
included in backups of Windows clients, regardless of this
setting.


NOTE: The proxy uses NBD transport mode internally in
order to read the page file blocks. After recognizing the
required blocks, the available mode (hotadd/nbdssl/nbd)
will be used accordingly for backup or restore operations.


Exclude deleted file blocks when performing image backup on
Windows VM


If selected, excludes the deleted file blocks from the backup
for all the partitions. It is not limited to primary partitions.


Exclude files with path and filter Excludes the files with path and filter from the backup for all
the partitions. It is not limited to primary partitions.


Type the full path of the file or folder or the filter path of the
files and folders. Separate multiple entries with a comma.


To exclude files with path and filter, type the path in the
following format:


● Start with driver letter
● End with "/" to exclude a folder
● End without "/" to exclude a file
● Use "*" as a wildcard in the filename to exclude all files. Do


not use "*" as a wildcard in the file path.


For example:


○ *:/*/*.TXT is not supported.


○ D:/folder/*.txt is supported.


○ D:/folder/* is supported.


Store backups on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the
Avamar server, select the checkbox and then select the Data
Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system
to the Avamar configuration. The Avamar and Data
Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup. As
of Avamar release 7.5, the only supported encryption method
is "high."


Snapshot delete retry


Max times to retry snapshot delete The maximum number of times that a snapshot delete
operations should be attempted.


Guest credentials


Username Guest operating system user account with sufficient privileges
to run scripts.


Password Password for the guest operating system username.
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Table 138. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Pre-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be run before the
vmdk snapshot.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is allowed to run
before timing out.


Post-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be run after the
backup completes and the vmdk snapshot is removed.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is allowed to run
before timing out.


Snapshot quiesce timeout


Snapshot quiesce timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before the snapshot
quiesce operation is considered to have failed (Windows
WMware Image plug-in only)


Microsoft SQL Server authentication


NT Authentication Uses the credentials that are entered in Guest Credentials for
authentication. User must have administrative privileges and
must have write permissions for the files system and read
permissions for the Windows registry.


Application Authentication Uses the SQL Server Username and SQL Server Password to
log into the SQL server.


Microsoft SQL Server post action


Post Action Timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before post-action
operations are considered to have failed. Default is 900
seconds.


Post Action Type of MSSQL The type of post-action operation to perform. The only
available option is LOG Truncation, which performs log
truncation after the backup has been performed. When
backing up a single VM, all disks of the VM must be selected
or log truncation will not occur.


Restore options
The restore options that are available depend on the type of plug-in.


This section describes the backup options for the following plug-ins:


● AIX file system
● HP-UX file system
● Linux file system
● Macintosh file system


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for Microsoft Windows are available in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
Restore options for application plug-ins, such as SQL Server and SharePoint VSS, are available in the user guide for the plug-in.


File system plug-in restore options


The following table describes the options that are available when you perform a restore using the listed file system plug-ins.
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Table 139. File system plug-in restore options 


Option Description


Overwrite existing files Controls behavior when the file to be restored exists. One of
the following:
● Never
● Always
● Generate New Name
● If Modified
● If Newer


Encryption method from Data Domain system If the backup was stored on a Data Domain system, select
the encryption method to use for data transfer from the Data
Domain system to the client.


Logging restore plug-in options


The following table describes the logging options that are available when you perform a restore.


Table 140. Logging restore plug-in options 


Option Description


List backup contents Specifies how much information about the backup contents to
include in the log files. The information includes:
● No file listing
● List file names
● List files and dates


Informational message level Specifies how many informational messages to include in the
log files. This option includes:
● No informational—Suppresses all informational messages,


but includes errors and warnings in the log files.
● Some informationals—Includes some informational


messages in the log files.
● Many informationals—Includes additional status


information in the log files.
● All informationals—Provides maximum information.


Includes all informational messages, errors, and warnings
in the log files.


Report advanced statistics Specifies whether to write advanced timing and deduplication
statistics to the log files.


Enable debugging messages Specifies whether to write maximum information to log files,
which creates very large log files.


Pre-script restore plug-in options


The following table describes the pre-script options that are available when you perform a restore.


Table 141. Pre-script restore plug-in options 


Option Description


Run user-defined script at beginning of restore Runs a user-defined script at the beginning of the restore
session. The script must be located in /usr/local/
avamar/etc/scripts.


Abort restore when script fails When the script returns a non-zero status code, specify
whether to stop the restore.
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Post-script restore plug-in options


The following table describes the post-script options that are available when you perform a restore.


Table 142. Post-script restore plug-in options 


Option Description


Run user-defined script at end of restore Runs a user-defined script at the end of the restore session.
The script must be located in /usr/local/avamar/etc/
scripts.


Exit process with script failure exitcode Specifies whether avtar should exit with the exit code of the
script instead of a standard avtar exit code.


Client cache restore plug-in options


The following table describes the client cache options that are available when you perform a restore.


Table 143. Client cache restore plug-in options 


Option Description


Check client-side caches and report inconsistencies If selected, a restore does not occur. Instead, Avamar
performs a validation check of the client-side cache with the
Avamar server.


Check and repair client-side caches If selected, a restore does not occur. Instead, Avamar
performs a validation check of the client-side cache with the
Avamar server, and repairs inconsistencies.


Rebuild client-side caches from most recent backup Does not restore data. If selected, Avamar uses the contents
of the last backup to re-create the client-side file cache.


Advanced restore plug-in options


The following table describes the Advanced plug-in options that are available when you perform a restore.


Table 144. Advanced restore plug-in options 


Option Description


Do not descend into subdirectories Specifies whether to restore only the specified top-level
directory and not any subdirectories.


Recreate original path beneath target directory Specifies whether to re-create the original path to files
and directories beneath the specified target directory. For
example, if you restore /usr/MyDir/MyFile to /tmp and
you select this option, then the full path to the restored file
is /tmp/usr/MyDir/MyFile.


Directly connect to all server nodes Specifies whether to establish multiple connections to the
server. Multiple connections can improve restore performance
under certain circumstances.
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VMware Image restore plug-in options
These restore options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 145. Restore options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in 


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance If selected, the VMware changed block tracking feature is
used to identify areas of the virtual machine file system that
have changed since the last backup and only process those
changed areas during this restore operation.


NOTE: Changed block tracking must enabled at the virtual
machine level in order for this feature to work.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the Data Domain system and the client during the restore. As
of Avamar release 7.5, the only supported encryption method
is "high."
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Adding Files to the Avamar Web Restore
Page


Topics:


• Adding files to the Avamar Web Restore Downloads page
• Adding files to the Avamar Web Restore Documentation page


Adding files to the Avamar Web Restore Downloads
page
You can add software files that are specific to your environment to the Downloads page, which you access from the Avamar
Web Restore page for Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


About this task


At installation, the Downloads page is populated with default software files. If required, include additional software on the
Downloads page.


Steps


1. Open a shell command and log in to the server as admin.


2. Change directory to /data01/avamar/src/downloads/ by typing the following command:


cd /data01/avamar/src/downloads/
3. Create a folder by typing the following command:


mkdir folder_name
where folder_name is the location in which you want to place files, for example, the Golden_Tenant folder.


4. Change directory to /data01/avamar/src/downloads/folder_name.


For example:


cd /data01/avamar/src/downloads/Golden_Tenant


5. Copy files that you want to be downloadable to the user into the folder.


6. Change directory to /usr/local/avamar/httpds/downloads/ by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/httpds/downloads/
7. Create an XML file to define the folder.


For example, for the Golden Tenant folder, the XML file is similar to the following example:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<download
    heading="Golden Tenant"
    displayName="Plug-Ins" 
path="/DPNInstalls/downloads/Golden_Tenant/" />


where:


● heading—Defines the root folder name.


● displayName—Defines the sub-folder name.


C
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● path—Defines the location of the software file on disk, in which /DPNInstalls/downloads points to /data01/
avamar/src/downloads on the Avamar server.


8. Refresh the Downloads page to verify that you can see the newly uploaded files.


Adding files to the Avamar Web Restore
Documentation page
You can add documents that are specific to your environment to the Documentation page, which you access from the Avamar
Web Restore page for Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


About this task


At installation, you can access the latest Avamar documentation by clicking the Online Support link on the Documentation
page. If required, include additional guides and manuals on the Documentation page.


Steps


1. Open a shell command and log in to the server as admin.


2. Change directory to /space/avamar/doc/downloads/ by typing the following command:


cd /space/avamar/doc/downloads/
3. Copy files that you want to be downloadable to the user into the folder.


4. Change directory to /usr/local/avamar/httpds/docs/ by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/httpds/docs/
5. Create an XML file to define a document.


For example, for the Golden Tenant User Guide, the XML file is similar to the following example:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<download
    heading="40"
    displayName="Golden Tenant User Guide" 
path="/axiondocs/cur/GoldTenantUG.pdf/" />


Where:


● heading—Is set to the default value of 40.


● displayName—Defines the name of the document as it is displayed in the Documentation page.


● path—Defines the location of the document file on disk, in which /axiondocs/cur points to /space/
avamar/doc/downloads on the Avamar server.


6. to verify that you can see the newly uploaded files, refresh the Documentation page.
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A


accelerator
The Avamar NDMP Accelerator (accelerator) is a specialized Avamar server node that, when used as part of an Avamar system,
enables backup and restore of network addressed storage (NAS) systems by way of the network data management protocol
(NDMP).


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


authentication system
A username and password system that is used to grant user access to the Avamar server. Avamar supports its own internal
authentication system (avs), as well as several external authentication systems (OpenLDAP, Windows Active Directory, NIS, and
SMB).


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar Downloader Service
A Windows-based file distribution system that delivers software installation packages to target Avamar systems.


Avamar File System (AvFS)
A browsable virtual file system view of the normally inaccessible Avamar HFS. The Avamar File System provides read-only
accessibility to all backups stored on an Avamar server down to the individual file level. This allows an Avamar server to be used
as an online long-term historical strategic enterprise information store in addition to a backup and restore repository.


Avamar Installation Manager
A web interface that manages installation packages.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


Avamar Web Access
A browser-based user interface that provides access to the Avamar server for the express purpose of restoring files to a client.


AvInstaller
A backend service that executes and reports package installations.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.
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C


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


ConnectEMC
A program that runs on the Avamar server and that sends information to Avamar Support. ConnectEMC is typically configured
to send alerts for high priority events as they occur, as well as reports once daily.


D


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


E


Email Home
An optional feature that uses the High Priority Events profile and Notification schedule to regularly send server error and status
messages to Avamar Support.


EMC repository


A repository that contains server installation packages, client installation packages, and manifest files. The repository is located
on the EMC network. Each EMC customer has a download center that contains files available to them. Outgoing communication
from the Avamar Downloader Service to the EMC repository is encrypted with SSL over an HTTP connection.


EM Tomcat server (EMT)
The Avamar EM Tomcat server (EMT) provides essential services required to display Avamar system information, and provides a
mechanism for managing Avamar systems using a standard web browser. The EMT also communicates directly with MCS.


ESRS
EMC Secure Remote Support.


F


full replication
A full “root-to-root” replication creates a complete logical copy of an entire source system on the destination system. The
replicated data is not copied to the REPLICATE domain. Instead, it is added to the root domain just as if source clients had
registered with the destination system. Also, source server data replicated in this manner is fully modifiable on the destination
system. This replication method is typically used for system migration (from a smaller Avamar configuration to a larger, possibly
multi-node configuration) or system replacement (for instance, in a case of disaster recovery).
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G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


H


HFS
Hash File System. The content addressed storage area inside the Avamar server used to store client backups.


HFS check
An Avamar Hash File System check (HFS check) is an internal operation that validates the integrity of a specific checkpoint.
Once a checkpoint has passed an HFS check, it can be considered reliable enough to be used for a server rollback.


J


JRE
Java Runtime Environment.


L


LAN
Local Area Network.


local repository
The /data01/avamar/repo/packages directory on the utility node or single-node server. This directory contains the most
current manifest file from the EMC repository. The Avamar Downloader Service pushes packages from the EMC repository to
the local repository. If a customer site does not allow Internet access, you can manually copy packages into the local repository.


LOFS
Loopback File System


M


MAC address
Media Access Control Address. A unique hardware address, typically embedded at the lowest level in a hardware assembly, that
uniquely identifies each device on a network.


manifest file
An XML file listing all the server, client, and workflow packages currently available for download from the EMC repository.


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


module
Avamar 1.2.0 and earlier multi-node Avamar servers utilized a dual-module synchronous RAIN architecture in which nodes were
equally distributed in two separate equipment cabinets on separate VLANs. The term “module” is a logical construct used to
describe and support this architecture (older multi-node Avamar servers comprised a primary module and a secondary module).
These legacy systems continue to be supported. However, newer multi-node Avamar servers use a single module architecture,
and even though Avamar Administrator provides “module detail” information, a module is therefore logically equivalent to the
entire server.
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N


NAT
Network Address Translation.


NDMP
Network data management protocol. An open protocol that is used to move data from a NAS system to a backup server.


NFS
Network file system.


NIS
Network Information Service. An external authentication system that can be used to log in to an Avamar server.


node
A networked storage subsystem that consists of both processing power and hard drive storage, and runs Avamar software.


NTP
Network Time Protocol. Controls the time synchronization of a client or server computer to another reference time source.


O


ODBC
Open DataBase Connectivity. A standard database access method that makes it possible to access any data from any
application, regardless of which database management system (DBMS) is handling the data.


OpenLDAP
Open Lightweight Directory Access Protocol. An external authentication system that can be used to log in to an Avamar server.


P


packages


Avamar software installation files, hotfix patches, and OS patches available from the EMC repository. Packages comprise three
types:


● Client—A release of Avamar file system or application backup software.
● Server—A new release of Avamar server software, a service pack, or a patch for the operating system, MC, or GSAN.
● Workflow—A package that runs operations such as adding a node or replacing a node.


Package files use the .avp file extension.


PAM
Pluggable Authentication Module. A Linux library that enables a local system administrator to define how individual applications
authenticate users.


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


R


RAIN
Redundant Array of Independent Nodes. A flexible, fault-tolerant architecture that enables an Avamar server to maintain
availability and preserve data storage if single nodes fail in an Avamar module.
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RDMS
Relational Database Management System.


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


replica
Replicated copy of a backup.


replication
Replication is an optional feature that enables an Avamar system to store read-only copies of its data on a remote system. The
replicated data can be replicas of client backups and copies of Avamar system data. Replication supports disaster recovery of
the Avamar system.


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


roles
A setting in Avamar Administrator that controls which operations each user can perform in the Avamar server. Roles are
assigned on a user-by-user basis.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


SSH
Secure Shell. A remote login utility that authenticates by way of encrypted security keys instead of prompting for passwords.
This prevents passwords from traveling across networks in an unprotected manner.


storage node
A node in the Avamar server that provides storage of data.


system migration
A planned operation that uses full “root-to-root” replication to copy all data residing on a source Avamar server to a new
destination server. If global client IDs (global CIDs) are used, clients that formerly backed up to the source server can continue
to operate transparently without reregistering with the new destination server.


T


TFTP
Trivial File Transfer Protocol. A version of the TCP/IP FTP protocol that has no directory or password capabilities.


U


utility node
In scalable multi-node Avamar servers, a single utility node provides essential internal services for the server. These services
include MCS, Domain Name Server (DNS), External authentication, Network Time Protocol (NTP), and Web access. Because
utility nodes are dedicated to running these essential services, they cannot be used to store backups.
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V


VLAN
Virtual Local Area Network.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install and use the Avamar Plug-in for VMware vSphere
Web Client to back up and restore VMware image backups on an Avamar server.


Audience
This document is intended for Avamar system administrators who manage VMware
environments and are responsible for backing up and restoring VMware images.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l Avamar for VMware User Guide


l E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection


l Avamar Release Notes


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
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Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example
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Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client............................................................. 10
l How Avamar works with VMware....................................................................... 10
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Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client
The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client (Avamar plug-in through vSphere Client)
is an Avamar-integrated VMware plug-in that provides an easy to use interface for
backing up and restoring VMware image-level backups through a vSphere Web Client.
The Avamar plug-in for vSphere Web Client supports image level backup and restore
for multiple vCenters.


Note


The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


The optional Data Protection Restore Client provides support for file-level recoveries
from inside the VMware guest operating systems within a single vCenter. Before
performing file-level recoveries within the VMware guest operating systems, run the
following script on the Avamar server:


ebrserver.pl --init
The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client requires Avamar Proxies to be installed
and configured. See the Avamar for VMware User Guide for additional details on
Avamar Proxy installation and configuration.


Note


NAT network connections between the Avamar utility node and the vCenter are not
supported.


How Avamar works with VMware
There are two ways to back up and restore VMware data with Avamar software:


l Guest backup and restore
l Image-level backup and restore


The following sections describe the differences between image-level backups and
guest-level backups. The Avamar plug-in for vSphere Web Client only supports image-
level backups. Avamar Administrator supports guest backup and restores and image-
level backup and restores.


Guest backup and restore
With guest backup and restore, you install an Avamar file system client on each virtual
machine. Avamar considers each virtual machine to be a separate client, and you can
perform individual backups of each virtual machine.


If databases or specific applications, such as Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft
SharePoint, are running on the virtual machine, then you can use an Avamar plug-in to
protect the application data.


Image-level backup and restore
Avamar for VMware image-level backups and restores use VMware vStorage API for
Data Protection (VADP).


Backups and restores require the use of proxy virtual machine clients. Each proxy
virtual machine client provides all of the following capabilities:
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l Backup of Microsoft Windows and Linux virtual machines (entire images or
specific drives)


l Restore of Microsoft Windows and Linux virtual machines (entire images or
specific drives)


l Selective restore of individual folders and files to Microsoft Windows and Linux
virtual machines


Proxies run Avamar software inside a Linux virtual machine and are deployed from the
Proxy Deployment Manager, or by using an appliance template (.ova) file.


Supported configurations
The following storage architectures are supported:


l Fibre Channel Storage Area Network (SAN) storage hosting VMware File System
(VMFS) or Raw Device Mapping (RDM)


l iSCSI SAN storage


l Network File System (NFS)


The image backup process requires temporary creation of a VMware virtual machine
snapshot. If the virtual machine is running at the time of backup, this snapshot can
impact disk I/O and consume space on the VMware vmfs datastore. Snapshot
creation and deletion can take a long time if the virtual machine runs a heavy disk I/O
workload during backup.


This requirement also limits the types of virtual disks that are supported to the
following:


l Flat (version 1 and 2)


l RDM in virtual mode only (version 1 and 2)


l Sparse (version 1 and 2)


Guest and image-level backup and restore comparison
The following table provides a comparison of guest and image-level backup and
restore of VMware data.


Table 2 Comparison of guest and image-level backup and restore


Criterion Guest backup and
restore


Image-level backup and
restore


Supported guest OS All guest operating systems
that VMware supports,
through the use of Avamar
File System clients


All guest operating systems
that VMware supports


Avamar software installation Avamar File System client and
optional application plug-in on
each virtual machine


Avamar proxy virtual
machines on the ESXi host


Avamar server network
connection


Required for each virtual
machine


Required only for the ESXi
host


Deduplication Data within each virtual
machine


Data at image-level


OS consistent Yes Yes
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Table 2 Comparison of guest and image-level backup and restore (continued)


Criterion Guest backup and
restore


Image-level backup and
restore


Application consistent Yes Yes if the guest OS has
VMware Tools that are
installed


Application-aware backup and
restore


Yes, through Avamar plug-ins
for applications


No


Virtual machine status for
backup


Virtual machine must be
running


Virtual machine does not need
to be running


Backup consumption of CPU,
RAM, and disk resources


On the virtual machine On the ESXi host


Backup customization,
including exclusion of certain
files or file types


Yes Yes


Backup of unused file system
space


No Yes


Restore of individual files and
folders


Yes Yes


Disaster recovery
requirements


Two-step recovery:


1. Load a known good
operating system image
on the virtual machine.


2. Restore backup data from
Avamar.


One-step restore of backup
data from Avamar. However,
backups may be a "crash-
consistent" snapshot of the
full virtual machine image,
which might not reliably
support a full system restore
without data loss.


Changed block tracking
Changed block tracking is a VMware feature that tracks which specific file system
blocks on a virtual machine have changed between backups.


Changed block tracking identifies unused space on a virtual disk during the initial
backup of the virtual machine, and also empty space that has not changed since the
previous backup. Avamar data deduplication performs a similar function. However,
using this feature provides valuable I/O reduction earlier in the backup process.
Changed block tracking dramatically improves performance if SAN connectivity is not
available.


If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine file system image must
be fully processed for each backup, possibly resulting in unacceptably long backup
windows, and excessive back-end storage read/write activity.


Changed block tracking can also reduce the time required to restore (roll back) a
virtual machine to a recent backup image by automatically eliminating unnecessary
writes during the restore process.


Changed block tracking is only available with the following types of virtual machines
that use the following types of virtual disk formats:


l Virtual machine versions 7 and later
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l RDM disks are only supported in virtual compatibility mode. Physical compatibility
mode is not supported.


l The same disk cannot be mounted by multiple virtual machines.


l Virtual machines must be configured to support snapshots.


Enabling changed block tracking will not take effect until any of the following actions
occur on the virtual machine:


l Power on


l Resume after


l Suspend


l Snapshot create


l Snapshot delete


l Snapshot revert
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CHAPTER 2


Configuring the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere
Web Client


This chapter includes the folllowing topics:


l Avamar server configuration...............................................................................16
l Register the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client ........................................ 16
l Access the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client........................................... 18
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Avamar server configuration
The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client is supported in both Avamar Virtual
Edition (AVE) and physical Avamar server environments.


The Avamar server must be installed and configured to support VMware image-level
backups before the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client can be used. The Avamar
for VMware User Guide contains detailed instructions for configuring an Avamar server
to support VMware image-level backups.


Register the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client
After you install Avamar and complete Avamar VMware configuration, register the
Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client services with vCenter.


Procedure


1. To start the Avamar Web User Interface, open a web browser and type the
following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


Note


If your environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements,
the certificate validation fails and an error message appears asking if you want
to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might cause
security issues.


a. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with administrative
privileges.


b. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the administrative
user.


c. Select Avamar as the Auth Type.


d. Click Log In.


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.


The System window is displayed.


3. Click the Certificate tab, and perform the following steps:


a. Click IMPORT under the Trust Certificate tab.


The Import Certificate dialog box is displayed.


b. In the Alias field, type the name of the vCenter to which the certificate
belongs.


c. To locate and select the certificate, click Browse, and then click NEXT.


The Validation pane is displayed.


d. In the IP field, type the IP address of the vCenter.


e. In the Port field, type the port number.
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f. Click Validate, and then click OK.


4. Click the VMware Plug-in tab.


5. Locate the vCenter to register with Avamar.


If the vCenter is not listed, verify that you configured the vCenter for Avamar
VMware backups through the Avamar Web User Interface.


6. Enable services:


a. Click the  button for that vCenter.


b. Select Register.


After registration, the Registered status changes from false to true.


The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere automatically registers with the vCenter and
becomes available through the vSphere Client.


Unregister the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client and disable services
If you decide that you no longer want to use the Avamar plug-in for the vSphere Web
Client, you can unregister the plug-in and remove the plug-in from vCenter.


Before you begin


Note


The flash-based vCenter plug-in from Avamar releases previous to 7.5.1 is no longer
supported. If you upgraded the Avamar server to release 7.5.1 from a previous release
and the flash-based plug-in was configured in the previous release, remove the flash-
based plug-in from the vCenter managed objects (for example, https://<vcenter_ip>/
mob/). To remove the plug-in from vCenter managed objects, go to Contents >


ExtensionManager and copy the plug-in name. Click UnregisterExtension, and then
paste the plug-in name to unregister.


Procedure


1. To start the Avamar Web User Interface, open a web browser and type the
following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


Note


If your environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements,
the certificate validation fails and an error message appears asking if you want
to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might cause
security issues.


a. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with administrative
privileges.


b. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the administrative
user.


c. Select Avamar as the Auth Type.


d. Click Log In.
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2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.


The System window is displayed.


3. Click the VMware Plug-in tab.


4. Select the vCenter server.


5. To disable services, click the  button for that vCenter, and then select
unregister.


The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere automatically unregisters from the vCenter and
is no longer available through the vSphere Client.


Access the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client
The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client is accessed through a web browser and
the vSphere Client.


In order for the Avamar plug-in to be displayed in the vSphere Client homepage, the
web client user must log in with the same or greater VC permission as the "dedicated
vCenter user account" defined in the Avamar for VMware User Guide.


Note


If a user's environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, then
certificate validation fails and an error message appears asking the user if they want to
continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might cause security
issues.


Access the plug-in by using Avamar Web User Interface
Procedure


1. To start the Avamar Web User Interface, open a web browser and type the
following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
Where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Login window is displayed.


2. Select vCenter as the Auth Type.


3. In the vCenter Username field, type the name of the dedicated vCenter user.


4. In the vCenter Password field, type the password for the dedicated vCenter
user.


5. In the vCenter Server field, type the IP address or DNS name of the vCenter
server to log in to.


6. Click Log In.


The AUI dashboard is displayed.


7. To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click .


The navigation pane opens and displays the available menu items.
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Access the plug-in by using the vSphere Client
Procedure


1. From the vSphere Client, click Menu > Dell EMC Avamar


The Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client dashboard is displayed.


2. To browse to another location in the UI, click an icon in the navigation pane.


This action opens the menu item in the main window.


AUI navigation pane
Use the left navigation pane to quickly browse to different panes in the UI. The
navigation pane provides links that open other panes to perform tasks in the Avamar
Web User Interface.


To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click . The navigation pane
opens and displays the available menu items, as shown in the following illustration.


Figure 1 AUI navigation pane


To browse to another location in the UI, click a link in the navigation pane. This action
opens the menu item in the main window.


The links provide access to the following features in the AUI:
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Table 3 AUI navigation pane


Navigation link Icon Available features


Dashboard Provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status.


Asset Management Provides the ability to manage Avamar domains and
client-related operations:


l Create, edit, delete, and refresh Avamar domains.


l Add, edit, delete, and sync clients on the Avamar
server.


l Backup and restore clients.


Backup Policy Automates backups and enforces consistent rules and
system behavior across an entire segment, or group of
the user community. The dataset, schedule, and
retention policy comprise the backup policy. The
backup policy controls backup behavior of all members
of the backup policy.


Advanced Policy Manages application consistent SQL virtual machine
backups, including automatic SQL discovery, automatic
backup group management, and automatic client SQL
plug-in installation and registration, In an advanced
policy, you can also enable the Cloud DR function for
SQL virtual machine backups.


Replication Policy Copies client backups from the source Avamar system
to an alternate destination. Replicating backups to an
alternate destination protects against data loss if the
source Avamar system fails.


Cloud Tier Policy Moves Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud
and performs seamless recovery of these backups.


Settings Assists administrators with adding accounts to the
system, and creating and managing schedules, datasets,
retention policies, and rules.


Proxy Management Assists administrators with deploying and managing
Avamar proxies by offering a recommendation as to the
number of proxies that should be deployed in each
vCenter, and a recommended ESX host location for
each proxy.


System Assists administrators with configuring vCenter-to-
Avamar authentication, registering the Avamar Plug-in
for vSphere Web Client, and adding a Data Domain
system to Avamar.


Activity Provides status and detailed information for backup and
replication jobs.


Event Monitors operational status and server activity.
Examples of Avamar events include client registration
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Table 3 AUI navigation pane (continued)


Navigation link Icon Available features


and activation, successful and failed backups, and hard
disk status.


Fitness Analyzer Opens the Fitness Analyzer portal that provides
advanced server reporting and analysis functionality.
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CHAPTER 3


Using the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web
Client


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Avamar setup..................................................................................................... 24
l Managing backup policies...................................................................................24
l AUI Activity Monitor.......................................................................................... 26
l Manage clients...................................................................................................32
l Manage rules......................................................................................................35
l Proxy Deployment..............................................................................................38
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Avamar setup
Prior to using the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client, Avamar Administrator must
be configured with the following:


l Create a schedule


l Create a retention policy


l Create a group in the Virtual Machines domain


l Select proxies to protect virtual machines in the group


l Configure a data set for each VMware Image Dataset or for all virtual disks


Refer the Avamar Administration Guide for details on Avamar policy configuration.


The best practice is to name the Avamar group with a descriptive name (for example,
Backup everyday 2 week retention) which provides the VMware administrator with
information about the Avamar policy configuration.


After changes are made in Avamar Administrator, use the Refresh icon to update
changes in the Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client.


Managing backup policies
The Policies page provides access to backup policy tasks and information.


The Policies page includes a summary of each backup policy on the selected Avamar
server.


Backup policy objects contain the following child objects:


l Schedule—when a scheduled backup is performed


l Retention—how long the backup is stored in the backup appliance


l Dataset—optional backup parameters


l Members—add and remove clients from a backup policy


Start an on-demand backup of a backup policy
Protecting an instance assigns the instance to a particular backup policy. You can
assign more than one backup policy to an instance.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


The Policy page appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain
switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list, and then click START BACKUP.


The instance receives protection that is based on the schedule and retention
period that are specified in the backup policy.
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Edit a backup policy
You can edit a backup policy, including setting properties and adding or modifying
members, datasets, schedules, and retention.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


The Policy page appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain
switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list, and then click Edit.


The Policy wizard is displayed where you can modify the required backup policy
settings.


Add or remove members to a backup policy
You can configure backup policy attributes, including applying the backup policy to
selected clients or removing a backup policy from selected clients. You can add clients
when you create or add or remove clients when you edit a back policy.


To access the Members page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the
left, click , click Backup Policy.


Complete the following steps from the Members pane of the Policy wizard.


Procedure


1. In the domain tree, select the domain for the backup policy.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


2. To add a client to a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to add.


b. Click NEXT.


When you complete this task, the Avamar server applies the backup policy to
the selected clients.


3. To remove a client from a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, clear the client that you want to remove.


b. Click NEXT.


This step removes the association between selected clients and the backup
policy. When you complete the task, the backup policy no longer applies to the
selected clients.


4. To add a dataset to a backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.


The Dataset pane appears.
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Edit policy attributes
You can edit attributes for a policy, including the schedule, retention, dataset, and
rules.


Perform the following steps from the Attributes window of the Policy wizard.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy .


The Policy page appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


To select a subdomain client, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a policy from the list, click , and then click Edit.


The Properties pane appears.


4. Click Next.


The Attributes pane appears.


5. In the Select Existing Schedule field, select a schedule type.


6. In the Select Existing Retention field, select a retention type.


Editing an existing retention period allows you to change how long the backup
data resides on the protection provider.


7. In the Select Existing Dataset field, select a dataset.


Editing a dataset allows you to change the specific data that is protected.


8. To enable rules, in the Enable Rule field, select the check box.


Rules are used to automatically map auto-discovered virtual machines to
domains, and to assign backup policies to auto-discovered virtual machines.


9. In the Rules field, select a predefined rule.


10. Click NEXT.


The Members window appears.


AUI Activity Monitor
The Activity Monitor in the Avamar Web User Interface enables you to monitor
backup, restore, backup validation, and replication activity. To perform analysis or
troubleshooting, you can view a detailed log of a client session.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:
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l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Activity Monitor details
The following tables provide details on the information that is available in the Avamar
Web User Interface Activity Monitor.


Table 4 Session details available in the Activity Monitor


Field Description


Status Status of the backup, restore, or validation
activity.


Error Code If the activity did not successfully complete, a
numeric error code appears. To view a
detailed explanation, double-click the error
code.


Start Time Date and time that this activity began,
adjusted for the prevailing time zone, which is
shown in parentheses. Daylight Savings Time
(DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.


Elapsed Time Elapsed time for this activity.


End Time Date and time that this activity completed,
adjusted for the prevailing time zone, which is
shown in parentheses. Daylight Savings Time
(DST) transitions are automatically
compensated.
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Table 4 Session details available in the Activity Monitor  (continued)


Field Description


Type Type of activity. The Avamar Administrator
online help provides details on each type.


Server Server on which the activity occurred, either
the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


Progress Bytes Total number of bytes examined during this
activity.


New Bytes Percentage of new bytes backed up to either
the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.
Low numbers indicate high levels of data
deduplication.


Table 5 Client details available in the Activity Monitor


Field Description


ID The unique identifier for the Avamar client.


Client Avamar client name.


Domain Full location of the client in the Avamar
server.


OS Client operating system.


Client Release Avamar client software version. If this activity
is a VMware image backup or restore, then
this value is the Avamar client software
version running on the image proxy client.


Table 6 Policy details available in the Activity Monitor


Field Description


Sched. Start Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled
to begin.


Sched. End Time Date and time that this activity was scheduled
to end.


Elapsed Wait Total amount of time that this activity spent
in the activity queue. That is, the scheduled
start time minus the actual start time.


Policy Group that started this activity. One of the
following values:


l If the activity was a scheduled backup,
the group that this client was a member
of when this scheduled activity started.


l On-demand is shown for other backup,
restore, and validation activities.


l If the activity was a scheduled replication,
then this value is the replication group.
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Table 6 Policy details available in the Activity Monitor (continued)


Field Description


l Admin On-Demand Group is shown
for-demand replication activities.


Plug-in Plug-in that is used for this activity.


Retention Retention types that are assigned to this
backup. One or more of the following values:


l D—Daily


l W—Weekly


l M—Monthly


l Y—Yearly


l N—No specific retention type


Schedule If the activity was a scheduled backup, the
schedule that began this activity. On-Demand
or End User Request is shown for all other
activities that are started from Avamar
Administrator or the client, respectively.


Dataset Name of the dataset that is used to create the
backup. If the activity is a replication job, this
column lists the source system name on the
destination system, and the destination name
on the source system.


WID Work order ID. Unique identifier for this
activity.


Monitor backups
You can monitor backups to ensure a successful completion of restores and
troubleshooting of issues. The Activity Monitor in the Avamar Web User Interface
enables you to view status information for backups.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. To filter the results to display only backup activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.


b. Type On-Demand Backup.


c. Press Enter.
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Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The backup might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Restart a backup job
You can restart a completed or failed backup job in the Activity Monitor of the
Avamar Web User Interface.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. Select a backup job in the list, and then click RESTART.


A confirmation dialog box appears.


3. Click YES.


Results


The message Restarted job successfully will be displayed on the screen.


View a detailed client session log
The Activity Monitor in the Avamar Web User Interface enables you to view a
detailed log of a client session to perform analysis or troubleshooting.


For replication sessions, Dell EMC recommends that you review the client logs on the
replication source server.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities.


2. Select an activity from the list, and then click VIEW LOGS.


The Log details window appears. By default, the Activity Monitor displays a
detailed log of all client backup activity for the past 72 hours.


3. To filter the content based on a search string, in the search field, type the
string.


4. To download the log file, click Download.
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Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the
Activity Monitor.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The restore might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.
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4. Click YES.


Monitor replication in the AUI
The Activity window in the AUI enables you to view status information for both on-
demand and scheduled replication activity.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then go to Monitor >
Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities. Replication
jobs indicate Replication Source in the Type column. Additionally, you can
filter the view to display only replication jobs.


2. To filter the results to display only replication activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.


b. Type Replication Source.


Cancel a replication task
You can cancel a policy-based replication task in the Activity Monitor any time before
it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The replication may
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the replication task from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box appears.


4. Click YES.


Manage clients
You must add each vCenter that you intend to protect as an Avamar client.


In the Asset Management window, you can add or remove a client, and edit client
information.


Add a VMware client
Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


2. In the Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain for the client.


3. Click ADD CLIENT.


The Select VMware Entity window displays.


4. You can toggle the vCenter hierarchy view in the left pane to list containers by
vSphere virtual machines and templates, or by vSphere hosts and clusters.
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l To view by vSphere virtual machines and templates, keep or move the VM/
Tempate slider to the left. This is the default setting.


l To view by vSphere hosts and clusters, move the VM/Tempate slider to the
right. The name changes to Host/Cluster.


Note


Resource pools are only visible in the Host/Cluster view.


5. In the left pane, expand and select a container in the vCenter.


The VMware entities for the selected object display in a table in the right pane.


6. Select the checkbox next to any folder, resource pool, virtual machine, or vApp
in the right pane. Use the filter icons in the Name, Guest OS, Server and Type
columns to quickly locate the entity you want to add.


Note


You can further expand an entity in the table (for example, a folder) to view a
container's child entities and select these entities.


All selections appear in the Selected VMware Entities drop-down when you


hover over the  icon. You can also click the - to the left of an entity in this
drop-down to remove the selection.
Figure 2 Selected VMware Entities drop-down


Note


The checkbox next to an entity will be disabled in the following cases:


l The entity has already been added as a client.


l The entity is the AVE.


l The entity is a VMware proxy.


l The entity is a datacenter.


l The entity is an ESX host.


7. (Optional) When adding a container, select from one of the Inclusion options in
the right pane:


l Select Dynamic to make this a dynamic container


l Select Static to make this a static container.


8. To enable changed block tracking, move the CBT slider to the right/ON
position.


If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine image must be
fully processed for each backup, which might result in long backup windows, or
excessive back-end storage read and write activity.
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Note


Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following
actions occur on the virtual machine:


l Reboot


l Power on


l Resume after suspend


l Migrate


9. To add a dynamic container that uses recursive protection, move the Recursive
Protection slider to right/ON position.


This task automatically adds all the child entities, including the subcontainers,
virtual machines, and vApps residing in the subcontainers.


10. Click SUBMIT.


After you finish


If you enabled changed block tracking for any virtual machine, open the vSphere
Client, locate the virtual machine, and then perform any of the following actions:


l Reboot


l Power on


l Resume after suspend


l Migrate


Delete a VMware client
Delete a client and all backups of the client. Optionally, choose to delete all replicas
that exist on replication destination systems.


When you delete a client, Avamar permanently deletes all backups that are stored for
that client. Only delete a client when you are certain that there is no reason to retain
the backups. If there is any doubt, retire the client instead.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to delete.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Delete Client.


The Delete Client dialog box appears and displays the number of existing
backups for the client.


5. Select I understand this action is permanent and irreversible.


This field is a safety net to avoid unintentionally deleting a client and the client's
backups.
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6. Click YES.


Enable changed block tracking
If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine image must be fully
processed for each backup, which might result in long backup windows, or excessive
back-end storage read and write activity.


Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following actions
occur on the virtual machine:


l Reboot


l Power on


l Resume after suspend


l Migrate


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain.


To include subdomain clients, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to edit.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.


The Edit Client dialog box appears and displays the number of existing backups
for the client.


5. To enable changed block tracking:


a. Select the VMware tab.


b. In the CBT field, select the check box.


c. Click UPDATE.


Manage rules
Rules are used by the Avamar Server for domain map and automatic backup policy
assignment for auto-discovered VMs.


You can create a new rule, edit an existing rule, or delete a rule.


Create a rule
Rules are used by the Avamar server for domain map and automatic backup policy
assignment for autodiscovered VMs.


When creating rules, ensure that rules are mutually exclusive, to avoid the situation
where a VM might qualify under multiple rules.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.
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3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. On the Setting page, complete the following tasks:


a. Click ADD.


The New Rule window is displayed.


5. In the Rule Name field, type a name for the rule.


6. In the Match Type field, select whether the rule should match Any of the listed
filter mechanisms, or All of them.


This selection allows you to configure multiple different filters to select VMs,
and to determine how these filters interact with one another to select the
correct virtual machines. For example, you might create a filter that uses a
virtual machine folder path to select virtual machines, and another filter that
uses a virtual machine naming convention.


Use this option to determine which virtual machines are included under this rule:


l To include only virtual machines that are in the defined folder path and also
follow the naming convention, select All.
This step excludes virtual machines that are in the folder path but that do
not follow the naming convention. It also excludes virtual machines that
follow the naming convention but are not in the folder path


l To include any virtual machines that are either in the virtual machine folder
path or that follow the naming convention, select Any.


7. To add a filter:


a. Click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


b. In the Filter column, select a filter type.


For example, to create a filter that uses a virtual machine naming
convention, select VM Name, or to create filter that uses a vCenter VM Tag,
select VM Tag.


c. In the Operator column, select the operand.


For example, if VM Name is selected for the filter type and begins with is
selected for the operand, then all virtual machines whose names begin with
the filter text is selected.


d. In the Value column, type the filter text.


For example, to create a filter that selects all virtual machines whose names
begin with the text string HR_, select VM Name for the filter type, begins
with for the operand, and type HR_ for the filter text.


8. To create additional filters, click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


9. To delete an existing filter, click Delete.


10. Click SUBMIT.


Changes made to tags may experience a delay of up to 12 hours before being
enforced. For this reason, edit tags with caution, or perform a synchronized
vCenter operation, which automatically synchronizes the vCenter with the
Avamar server.
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Edit a rule
When editing a rule, ensure that rules are mutually exclusive, to avoid the situation
where a virtual machine might qualify under multiple rules.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.


3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. In the Settings page, complete the following tasks:


a. Select a folder that contains a VMware entity.


b. Select a rule from the list that you want to edit, and then click EDIT.


The Edit Rule window is displayed.


5. In the Rule Name field, type a name for the rule.


6. In the Match Type field, select whether the rule should match Any of the listed
filter mechanisms, or All of them.


This selection allows you to configure multiple different filters to select VMs,
and to determine how these filters interact with one another to select the
correct virtual machines. For example, you might create a filter that uses a
virtual machine folder path to select virtual machines, and another filter that
uses a virtual machine naming convention.


Use this option to determine which virtual machines are included under this rule:


l To include only virtual machines that are in the defined folder path and also
follow the naming convention, select All.
This step excludes virtual machines that are in the folder path but that do
not follow the naming convention. It also excludes virtual machines that
follow the naming convention but are not in the folder path.


l To include any virtual machines that are either in the virtual machine folder
path or that follow the naming convention, select Any.


7. To add a filter:


a. Click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


b. In the Filter column, select a filter type.


For example, to create a filter that uses a virtual machine naming
convention, select VM Name, or to create filter that uses a vCenter VM Tag,
select VM Tag.


c. In the Operator column, select the operand.


For example, if VM Name is selected for the filter type and begins with is
selected for the operand, then all virtual machines whose names begin with
the filter text is selected.


d. In the Value column, type the filter text.


For example, to create a filter that selects all virtual machines whose names
begin with the text string HR_, select VM Name for the filter type, begins
with for the operand, and type HR_ for the filter text.
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8. To create additional filters, click .


This step adds a row to the list of filters.


9. To delete an existing filter:


a. Select the filter.


b. In the Actions column, click Delete.


10. Click SUBMIT.


Changes made to tags may experience a delay of up to 12 hours before being
enforced. For this reason, edit tags with caution, or perform a synchronized
vCenter operation, which automatically synchronizes the vCenter with the
Avamar server.


Delete a rule
Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


2. Click the Rule tab.


3. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or subdomain for the client.


4. In the Setting page, complete the following tasks:


a. Select a rule from the list.


b. Click DELETE.


Proxy Deployment
Proxy Deployment is a feature that assists administrators with deploying and
managing Avamar proxies in vCenter environments.


Proxy Deployment is the preferred method for deploying proxies. Manual proxy
deployment is still supported if necessary.


About proxy deployment
Proxy Deployment assists administrators with proxy deployment by offering a
recommendation as to the number of proxies that should be deployed in each vCenter,
and a recommended ESX host location for each proxy.


When generating a recommendation, Proxy Deployment performs a static point-in-
time analysis of the virtual infrastructure. This analysis gathers data about the virtual
infrastructure, such as the number of virtual machines, the number of datastores, and
the number of virtual machines hosted in each datastore.


Users specify a data change rate and backup window duration for their site.


Proxy Deployment then calculates the optimum number of proxies that are required to
back up those virtual machines in the time that is allotted by the backup window.
Proxy Deployment also considers the datastore and ESX host topology, and suggests
an optimal ESX host location for each proxy so that all datastores are protected.


This calculated proxy deployment topology is offered as a recommendation. This
recommendation can be accepted as offered, or modified to meet specific site
requirements.


Before proxies can be deployed, each recommended proxy must be configured by
specifying:
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l Proxy name


l Avamar server domain where the proxy resides


l Proxy IP address


l Datastore assignment


l Network settings:


n Which existing virtual network to use


n DNS servers


n Network gateway


n Network mask


n NTP


After all proxies are configured, clicking  creates the proxy virtual machines with the
specified configuration settings.


You can generate new proxy deployment recommendations at any time. This is useful
for periodically reevaluating and optimizing proxy deployments when significant
changes have occurred in the virtual infrastructure.


Considerations and best practices
Proxy Deployment has been intentionally designed to ensure broad compatibility with
most customer environments. This necessitated making certain design assumptions
about typical customer environments and reasonable proxy capabilities in those
environments. Understanding these design assumptions can help you to better
understand Proxy Deployment recommendations in order to potentially further
optimize proxy deployment at your site. Some best practices are also discussed.


Data change rate
The data change rate is the percentage of a client file system that actually changes
between backups. Data change rates directly impact the number of proxies required to
successfully back up all required virtual machines in the time allotted by the backup
window. More data to be backed up requires more time, more proxies, or both.


Even though empirical field data routinely reports client data change rates of 3-4% per
day, by default Proxy Deployment assumes a client data change rate of 12% per day.
The intentionally conservative use of 12% as a design assumption provides a buffer.


If client data change rates at your site are routinely lower or higher than these
assumed values, you can add or delete proxies as needed. You can also shorten or
lengthen the backup window.


Proxy data ingestion rate
Proxy data ingestion rate is another parameter that directly impacts the number of
proxies required to successfully back up all required virtual machines in the time
allotted by the backup window. By default, Proxy Deployment assumes that each
proxy can run 8 concurrent backup jobs and process 500 GB of data per hour.


While an assumed proxy data ingestion rate of 500 GB per hour is a very conservative
estimate, a number of factors at each customer site directly affect the actual proxy
data ingestion rate. Some of these factors are the:


l Avamar server architecture (physical Avamar server using a Data Domain system
for back end storage versus a virtual Avamar server hosted in vCenter)


l Type of storage media used for proxy storage


l Network infrastructure and connectivity speed
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l SAN infrastructure and connectivity speed


If proxy data ingestion rates at your site are routinely lower or higher than 500 GB per
hour, you can add or delete proxies as needed. You can also shorten or lengthen the
backup window.


If your site consistently experiences substantially different proxy data ingestion rates
(that is, either substantially lower or higher than 500 GB per hour), you can
permanently change the default proxy data ingestion rate setting, which will affect all
future proxy deployment recommendations. To do this:


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Avamar server as user admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su - .


3. Open /etc/vcs/dm.properties in a UNIX text editor.


4. Change the proxy_ingest_rate_gb_per_hour setting.


5. Save your changes and close /etc/vcs/dm.properties.


Protecting against proxy over commit
By default, each Avamar proxy is configured to allow 8 concurrent backup jobs. This
setting is known to work well for most customer sites.


We recommend against increasing the number of concurrent jobs to more than 8
because it can lead to a condition in which too many backup jobs are queued for a
given proxy (proxy over commit). This causes uneven distribution of backup jobs
among proxies, and can also cause a bottleneck in which backup jobs to take longer to
complete than they otherwise might.


Some sites might benefit from configuring some proxies to allow fewer concurrent
backup jobs. This generally requires deploying additional proxies, but can result in
more even distribution of backup jobs among proxies, as opposed to concentrating or
clustering backups in a certain area of the virtual infrastructure.


Optimization for level-1 incremental change block backups
When Proxy Deployment generates a proxy deploy recommendation, it does so by
calculating how many proxies are required to sustain normal backup operations. One
of the assumptions about normal backup operation is that backups will be level-1
incremental or changed block backups, not level-0 full backups.


Level-0 backups inherently take longer and use more proxy resources. Therefore,
large new virtual machine deployments can adversely affect the ability to complete all
required backups in the time allotted by the backup window.


For this reason, whenever possible phase-in large new virtual machine deployments in
order to give the system an opportunity to ingest the necessary level-0 backups.


If a phased-in deployment is not possible, another approach is to tolerate the failed
backups that will occur due to proxy over commit. Once the system begins to settle,
proxy resources will be under committed, and those virtual machines will eventually be
backed up. Administrators should monitor the situation closely to ensure that the
system does settle and that the virtual machines eventually do successfully back up.


Note


Avamar will attempt to deploy proxies where needed, but it is impossible to know all
details about the environment so it is important you verify the proxy deployment does
not over allocate proxies beyond the maximum supported.
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Deploy proxies
Deploy one or more proxies on each vCenter that you intend to protect with image
backup.


If the proxy is deployed to a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) enabled cluster,
the cluster can move the proxy by using storage vMotion. While the proxy is migrating
to a different storage, the jobs that are managed by the proxy are at risk. HotAdd does
not work for the proxies that are located in a DRS cluster. Therefore, disable DRS for
the deployed Avamar Proxy virtual machines.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Proxy
Management.


The Proxy Deployment page is displayed.


2. In the Config pane, complete the following settings:


a. Select a vCenter.


b. Set the Data Change Rate (%).


c. Set the Backup Window (minutes).


d. To include virtual machines using direct attached storage in this
recommendation, select the Protect Virtual Machines on Local Storage
check box.


This option ignores virtual machines on clustered-host local storage.


3. Click CREATE RECOMMENDATION.


The recommendation is added to the list in the lower pane.


The Recommendations pane shows the proposed deployment topology.
Proposed new proxies are displayed under each ESX host with the name New
proxy.


4. For each recommended proxy you intend to deploy, configure the proxy as
follows:


a. In the Recommendations pane, select a New proxy.


b. Click .


The New Proxy dialog box is displayed.


c. Type the proxy name in the Name field.


d. Select an Avamar server Domain where this proxy resides.


e. Type the IP address in the IP field.


f. Select a datastore from the Datastore list.


g. Select a virtual network from the Network list.


h. Type the fully qualified DNS server name or IP address in the DNS String
field.


i. Type the network gateway IP address in the Gateway field.


j. Type the network mask in the Netmask field.
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k. Click SAVE.


5. (Optional) Add other proxies that you want to deploy:


Note


You must be prepared to specify the proxy name, IP address, fully qualified DNS
server name or IP address, network gateway and network mask for each proxy
you add.


a. In the tree pane, select an ESX host.


b. Click New Proxy.


The New Proxy dialog box is displayed.


c. Type the proxy hostname in the Name field.


d. Select an Avamar server in the Domain list where the proxy resides.


e. Type the IP address in the IP field.


f. Select a datastore from the Datastore list.


g. Select a virtual network from the Network list.


h. Type the fully qualified DNS server name or IP address in the DNS String
field.


i. Type the network gateway IP address in the Gateway field.


j. Type the network mask in the Netmask field.


k. Optional, type the NTP server address in the NTP field.


l. Click SAVE.


6. (Optional) Delete any proxies that you do not want to deploy:


a. In the tree pane, select a proxy.


b. Click .


c. Click YES.


7. To update the proxy topology, click .


8. When the proposed deployment topology is satisfactory, click  to apply the
changes and deploy the proxy.


Results


If a proxy fails to deploy, it is completely deleted from the system. That hostname and
IP address are available for subsequent proxy deployments.
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Security patch updates for proxies
Dell EMC periodically provides security roll-up patches to address potential security
vulnerabilities with the proxy appliance. It is recommended that you check occasionally
to determine if an updated patch for the proxy is available.


Best practices and troubleshooting for applying security patch updates to proxies
Review the following items before you apply a security update patch to a proxy:


Best practices


l Security updates are only supported for proxies that are managed by the Proxy
Deployment Manager. For a manually deployed proxy, use the
initproxyappliace.sh option to register a manually deployed proxy with the
Proxy Deployment Manager. Older versions of Avamar do not support this form
of patching.


l Avamar 19.1 adds support for the package installation tracking feature. Proxy
installations from previous releases are not traceable. Dell EMC recommends that
you deploy or update proxies to the most recent version by using the proxy
upgrade functionality in the Proxy Deployment Manager.


l If you update the VAMI or the registered VAMI service (AVAMAR provider:
AvamarVMwareCombined-CIM-linux-sles12sp1-x86_64-version.rpm),
ensure that you manually restart the vami-sfcb service on the proxy.


Troubleshooting


l The patch install log resides at proxy/tmp/patch.log.


If the installation fails, the proxy fetches the log content and displays the content
in the AUI.


l The install patch tracking log resides at /usr/local/avamarclient/var/
patchinstall.log.


l The install script does not reside on the proxy. If you need to modify this script for
troubleshooting purposes, you can find the scripts at the following locations:


n For the hotfix RPM, the script resides on the Avamar server at /usr/local/
avamar/var/vcs/dm/installpatch.sh.


n For the patch TGZ, the sec_rollup_proxy_install.sh script resides
inside the TGZ package.


The uploaded patch is saved in the Avamar server at /usr/local/
avamar/var/vcs/dm/patches.


l To troubleshoot the CIM service, create a new empty file at /tmp/CIM.log. The
CIM service writes the log entry to this file.


l You can change the upload file size limit by modifying the following lines in the MC
REST API service .yaml file:


http: 
multipart:
max-file-size:50000MB
max-request-size:500000MB


l If a proxy virtual machine was deleted or powered off from a VMware-side
application such as the vSphere Client, the proxy is removed from the Proxy
Deployment tab in the AUI Proxy Deployment Manager window. However, the
proxy list in the Proxy Patches tab still lists the proxy.
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Clicking this proxy returns an HTTP 500 error that indicates No route to host
(Host unreachable). If you encounter this issue, verify whether the proxy is
temporarily unavailable or if the proxy has been permanently removed:


n If the proxy is temporarily unavailable, power ON the proxy virtual machine, and
then retry the operation in the Proxy Deployment Manager.


n If the proxy has been permanently deleted, use the Asset Management
window in the AUI to remove the proxy, and then retry the operation in the
Proxy Deployment Manager.


Apply security patch updates to a proxy
If an updated security patch is available, perform the following steps as an
administrator to apply the patch to a proxy.


Before you begin


Review the information in Best practices and troubleshooting for applying security
patch updates to proxies on page 43.


Procedure


1. Download the patch files from the provided location.


2. Log in to the AUI or the vSphere Web Client as an administrator.


3. Go to Proxy Management > Proxy Patches.


4. In the Available Patches pane, click UPLOAD...


The Upload Proxy Patches dialog displays.


5. Click BROWSE.... to go to the location of the patch files, and then select the
files that you want to upload to the Avamar server patch folder.


When finished, click UPLOAD to save the selections and exit the dialog box.
The Available Patches pane shows the selected patch files.


6. Select the radio button for the specific patch that you want to apply to the
proxy.


Note


To remove unavailable patch files from this pane, select the file and then click
DELETE.


7. From the Proxies List pane, select the checkbox for the proxy on which you
want to install the patch file, and then click INSTALL PATCH.


Note


You can use the Filter Proxies by vCenter drop-down to display proxies from a
specific vCenter server. By default, All vCenters is selected.


Results


An informational message indicates the status of the patch application:


l Success indicates that the patch was successfully installed.


l Success, reboot required indicates that the patch was successfully
installed, but that you must reboot the proxy.
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l Success, restart vami-sfcb service required indicates that the
patch was successfully installed, but that you must restart the vami-sfcb
service.


l Failed (view error) indicates that the patch was not installed. Click the
View Error link to determine why the failure occurred.


l Already install, bypass indicates that this patch is already installed on this
proxy.


After a successful installation, you can click View in the History column to verify the
installed patches on the proxy.
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CHAPTER 4


Backup and Recovery


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Perform an on-demand backup of a virtual machine by using AUI ..................... 48
l Restore an instance of a VM backup by using the AUI ...................................... 54
l File-level restore (FLR)......................................................................................59
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Perform an on-demand backup of a virtual machine by using
AUI


You can perform an instance backup that is independent of existing schedules and
policies.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select a virtual machine client, VMware folder, resource
pool, or vApp.


4. Click BACKUP.


The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugins pane, a list of plug-ins on the
client is displayed.


5. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. Browse to and select the check box next to the data that you want to back
up.


b. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a
specific amount of time, select Retention period. Specify the number of
days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific
calendar date, select End date and browse to that date on the calendar.


l To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the
Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use
for data transfer between the client and the Avamar server during the
backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection
depends on several factors, including the client operating system and
Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides
additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to
choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.
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7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration
options. Set advanced plug-in options in the AUI provides more information
about the advanced backup options.


VMware Image backup plug-in options provides more information about the
basic backup options.


8. Click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Set advanced plug-in options in the AUI
Perform the following optional tasks from the More Options window when performing
an on-demand backup.


Before you begin


Note


You can only perform data exclusion on an application consistent backup. As a result,
the target VM must be in a running state.


Procedure


1. Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to on.


2. To enable changed block tracking, select the Use Changed Block Tracking
(CBT) to increase performance checkbox.


3. To enable the Avamar server to report information to the vSphere Client about
the most recent backup and most recent successful backup, select the Set
Annotation Tag LastBackupStatus and LastSuccessfulBackup checkbox.


When selected, the following information displays in the vSphere Web Client:


l LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and time of
the most recent successful backup.


l LastBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and time of the most
recent backup, whether successful or not.


4. To index VMware image backups, select Index VMware Image Backups.


5. To exclude the Windows page file (pagefile.sys) from the backup, select
Exclude page file blocks when performing image backup on Windows VM.


Note


Page file exclusion is supported only for Windows Servers version 2008 R2 and
above. For client versions of Windows, this option has no effect. The page file is
included in backups of Windows clients, regardless of this setting.


6. To exclude deleted file blocks from the backup, select Exclude deleted file
blocks when performing image backup on Windows VM.


7. For the Exclude files with path and filter field, type the files that you want to
exclude.
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Note


If you exclude a file during backup, and then try a restore of the excluded file,
the excluded file is visible but unstable.


If you change the exclusion path or filename between backups, the next backup
is a full (level 0) backup.


8. To store this backup on a Data Domain system, select the Store backup on
Data Domain System checkbox, then select a Data Domain system from the
list.


9. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


10. For the Windows VMware Image plug-in only, select one or more Snapshot
Quiesce Options. The options include the following:


l Fail backup on snapshot quiesce error.


l If VMware tools are not running, mark completed backup as 'Complete w/
Exception' (applications are not quiesced).


11. For the Max times to retry snapshot detele option, type the maximum number
of times that a snapshot delete operation should be tried.


12. In Guest Credentials, type a virtual machine guest OS user account name and
password with sufficient privileges to run scripts before or after the backup.


For log truncation backups of Exchange servers, guest credentials must have
administrator privileges. If multiple VMs are backed up, the same credentials
must be used for all VMs.


13. To run a script before the VMDK snapshot:


a. Type the full path and filename of the script that is run.


b. Ensure that the script timeout is sufficient for the script to complete.


14. To run a script after the backup completes and the VMDK snapshot is removed:


a. Type the full path and filename of the script that is run.


b. Ensure that the script timeout is sufficient for the script to complete.


15. For the Windows VMware Image plug-in only, in the Snapshot quiesce timeout
(minutes) filed, type the number of minutes to wait before a snapshot quiesce
operation is considered to have failed.


16. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft SQL server, select the type of
authentication:


l NT Authentication uses the credentials that are entered in Guest
Credentials for authentication.


l Application Authentication uses the SQL Server Username and SQL
Server Password to log in to the SQL server.


17. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft SQL server, identify the post-
action options:


l Type the maximum number of minutes to wait before post-action operations
are considered to have failed in the Post Action Timeout (minutes) option.
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l Select the type of post-action operation. LOG Truncation performs log
truncation after the backup has successfully completed.


l All disks of the VM must be selected for on-demand backup or log truncation
will not occur.


18. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft Exchange server, select the type
of post-action operation. LOG Truncation performs log truncation after the
backup has successfully completed.


19. Click FINISH.


VMware Image backup plug-in options
These backup options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 7 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to
increase performance


If selected, the VMware changed block
tracking feature is used to identify areas of
the virtual machine file system that have
changed since the last backup and only
process those changed areas during the next
backup.


Note


Changed block tracking must be enabled at
the virtual machine level in order for this
feature to work.


Set Annotionation Tag LastBackupStatus and
LastSuccessfulBackup


If selected, enables the Avamar server to
report information to the vSphere Web Client
or the legacy Windows-based vSphere client
about the most recent backup and most
recent successful backup.


When selected, the following information is
displayed in the Annotation list of the vSphere
Web Client:


l LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-
com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
time of the most recent successful
backup.


l LastBackupStatus-
com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
time of the most recent backup, whether
successful or not.


Exclude page file blocks when performing
image backup on Windows VM


If selected, excludes the Windows page file
(pagefile.sys) from the backup for all the


partitions. It is not limited to primary
partitions.
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Table 7 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Note


Page file exclusion is supported only for
Windows Servers version 2008 R2 and above.
For client versions of Windows, this option
has no effect; the page file is included in
backups of Windows clients, regardless of this
setting.


Note


The proxy uses NBD transport mode internally
in order to read the page file blocks. After
recognizing the required blocks, the available
mode (hotadd/nbdssl/nbd) will be used
accordingly for backup or restore operations.


Exclude deleted file blocks when performing
image backup on Windows VM


If selected, excludes the deleted file blocks
from the backup for all the partitions. It is not
limited to primary partitions.


Exclude files with path and filter Excludes the files with path and filter from the
backup for all the partitions. It is not limited to
primary partitions.


Type the full path of the file or folder or the
filter path of the files and folders. Separate
multiple entries with a comma.


To exclude files with path and filter, type the
path in the following format:


l Start with driver letter


l End with "/" to exclude a folder


l End without "/" to exclude a file


l Use "*" as a wildcard in the filename to
exclude all files. Do not use "*" as a
wildcard in the file path.
For example:


n *:/*/*.TXT is not supported.


n D:/folder/*.txt is supported.


n D:/folder/* is supported.


Store backups on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system
instead of the Avamar server, select the
checkbox and then select the Data Domain
system from the list.
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Table 7 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Note


To enable this option, add a Data Domain
system to the Avamar configuration. The
Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data
transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup. As of
Avamar release 7.5, the only supported
encryption method is "high."


Snapshot delete retry


Max times to retry snapshot delete The maximum number of times that a
snapshot delete operations should be
attempted.


Guest credentials


Username Guest operating system user account with
sufficient privileges to run scripts.


Password Password for the guest operating system
username.


Pre-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be
run before the vmdk snapshot.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is
allowed to run before timing out.


Post-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be
run after the backup completes and the vmdk
snapshot is removed.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is
allowed to run before timing out.


Snapshot quiesce timeout


Snapshot quiesce timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before
the snapshot quiesce operation is considered
to have failed (Windows WMware Image plug-
in only)


Microsoft SQL Server authentication


NT Authentication Uses the credentials that are entered in Guest
Credentials for authentication. User must
have administrative privileges and must have
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Table 7 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


write permissions for the files system and
read permissions for the Windows registry.


Application Authentication Uses the SQL Server Username and SQL
Server Password to log into the SQL server.


Microsoft SQL Server post action


Post Action Timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before
post-action operations are considered to have
failed. Default is 900 seconds.


Post Action Type of MSSQL The type of post-action operation to perform.
The only available option is LOG Truncation,
which performs log truncation after the
backup has been performed. When backing up
a single VM, all disks of the VM must be
selected or log truncation will not occur.


Restore an instance of a VM backup by using the AUI
Any successful instance backup can be used to restore a copy of that instance. You
can find a backup to restore by date. When you perform the restore, you can restore
to either the original location, a different location, or multiple locations.


When you perform the restore, you can restore to either the original virtual machine,
to a new virtual machine, or to a different virtual machine.


Restore data to the original virtual machine


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then
click Asset Management > Restore.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list
can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.
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The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes
that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original
mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the
following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a
full restore operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files
from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in
the backup volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.


b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.


c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Destination Client field:


a. Select Restore to Original Virtual Machine.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backups pane is displayed.


9. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the client that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained
within that folder.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup that you want to restore.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


10. In the Destination Locationpane, select Restore to Original Virtual Machine.


The More Options pane is displayed.


11. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.


b. To restore the virtual machine configuration, select Restore Virtual
Machine Configuration.


c. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select Restore as a new disk.


d. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use
CBT to increase performance.
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e. In the Proxy field, select an option.


Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


12. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


13. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restore data to a different virtual machine


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then
click Asset Management > Restore.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list
can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes
that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original
mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the
following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a
full restore operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files
from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in
the backup volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:
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a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.


b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.


c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to different (existing) Virtual
Machine.


b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.


c. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select Restore as a new disk.


d. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use
CBT to increase performance check box.


e. In the Proxy field, select an option.


Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


The Advanced Config page appears.


9. In the Advanced Config pane, complete the following steps:


a. To view hosts, toggle Host/Cluster to off.


b. To view a cluster, toggle Host/Cluster to on.


c. In the Host/Cluster pane, expand the domain name, and then select a host
or cluster.


The selected IP address appears.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restore data to a new virtual machine


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then
click Asset Management > Restore.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list
can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
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b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes
that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original
mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the
following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a
full restore operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files
from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in
the backup volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.


b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.


c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to new Virtual Machine.


b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.


c. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use
CBT to increase performance check box.


d. In the Proxy field, select an option.


Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


The Advanced Config page appears.


9. In the Advanced Config pane, complete the following steps:


a. In the vCenter field, select a vCenter.


b. In the VM Name field, type the name of the virtual machine.


c. Click NEXT.


10. In the Location pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a destination.


The selected location appears.


b. Click NEXT.
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11. In the Host/Cluster pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a host or cluster.


The selected IP address appears.


b. Click NEXT.


12. In the Resource Pool pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a resource pool.


The selected resource pool appears.


b. Click NEXT.


13. On the Datastore pane, complete the following steps:


a. Select a datastore.


b. Click NEXT.


14. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


15. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


File-level restore (FLR)
Avamar delivers support for file-level restoration (FLR) from instance backups to allow
users to retrieve files from a backup without the need to complete a full restore
operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a
particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup volumes.


Note


To use the FLR feature, ensure that the virtual machine is powered on.


File-level restore supported configurations
The following supported configurations require that both the proxy version and
Avamar server to be at Avamar release 7.5 Service Pack 1 or later:


Partitioning scheme
The following table outlines the partitioning scheme for (File-level restore) FLR.


Table 8 FLR support partitioning scheme


Partitioning
scheme


Guest OS FLR Comment


MBR Windows/Linux Supported


EBR (Logical
Partition)


Windows/Linux Supported
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Table 8 FLR support partitioning scheme (continued)


Partitioning
scheme


Guest OS FLR Comment


GPT Windows/Linux Partial support Support BTRFS and
LVM base on GPT in
Linux


MixedGPT Windows/Linux Not supported Hybrid MBR


File system support
The following table outlines the file system support for FLR.


Table 9 File system support for FLR


File system
type


Guest OS Partitioning
scheme


Partition ID Partitionles
s disk


LVM


ext2 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


ext3 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


ext4 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


ntfs Windows MBR, EBR,
GPT


0x04/0x07 Support Support


vfat Windows MBR, EBR 0x06/0x0E Support Support


xfs Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


reiserfs Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


btrfs Linux MBR, EBR,
GPT


0x83 Support Support


LVM support
The following table outlines the LVM support for FLR.


Table 10  LVM support for FLR


LV type FLR


Linear LV Support


Striped LV Support


Mirrored LV Support


RAID LV Support


Thin LV Support


Multi-device support
The following table outlines multi-device support for FLR.
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Table 11 Multi-device support for FLR


RAID Occur FLR


RAID 0/Striping LVM/BTRFS Support


RAID 1/Mirroring LVM/BTRFS Support


RAID 4 LVM Support


RAID 5 LVM Support


RAID 6 LVM Support


RAID10 LVM/BTRFS Support


File-level restore limitations
File-level restore has the following limitations:


l You cannot restore or browse symbolic links.


l Browsing either a specified directory that is contained within a backup or a restore
destination is limited to 50,000 files or folders.


l Restore is limited to 20,000 objects (files or folders) in the same restore
operation.


l You can restore files from a Windows backup only to a Windows machine, and files
from a Linux backup only to a Linux machine.


l The vCenter must be added to the root domain in the AUI. Any other location for
the vCenter domain is not supported.


l When performing a file-level restore to a /tmp location, the Avamar software
redirects data to a private /tmp location.
For example: /tmp/systemd-private-*


l All virtual machine clients must be in /vCenter/VirtualMachines subfolder in the
AUI. Any other location for the VMs is not supported.


l To overwrite ACLs of an existing file or folder, ensure that the user has ownership
rights of the target file or folder that is being overwritten.


l Only one vCenter is allowed to be configured for the AUI.


Note


If more than one vCenter is configured in Avamar, you must ensure that the
Avamar server's vcenter-sso-info.cfg reflects the correct vCenter server
for the VC_hostname parameter. For example, the sample file /usr/local/
avamar/var/ebr/server_data/prefs/vcenter-sso-info.cfg:


vcenter-sso-hostname=<VC_hostname>
vcenter-sso-port=7444
# configure only if more than one vCenter
vcenter-hostname=<VC_hostname>


Unsupported virtual disk configurations
File-level restore does not support the following virtual disk configurations:


l Filesystems that support FLR require a higher kernel than proxy operating system
(3.12)
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n XFS Free Inode B-Tree(finobt)


n Ext4 sparse_supper2(3.16), metdata_csum(3.18), encrypt(4.1), project(4.5)


l Windows Dynamic disks


l Encrypted/compressed partitions or bootloaders


l Deduplicated NTFS


l Unformatted disks


l Browsing of multiple active disks/partitions. Only the first active disk/partition
displays for browsing.


Note


FLR operations on virtual machines with Logical Volume Manager (LVM)
configurations are supported only if the LVM configuration is complete. A complete
LVM configuration consists of at least one partition that is configured with a type 8E-
Linux LVM, which consists of one or more physical volumes. These physical volumes
contain one or more volume groups that are made up of one or more logical volumes.


Perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation by using AUI
The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full
restore operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files from a
volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


Before you begin


To perform file-level restores:


l Ensure that the source VM exists in VMware, and is powered on and registered.


l Ensure that an up-to-date version of VMware Tools is installed and running on the
source VM.


l For non-Windows platforms, the user can be part of the Standard or
Administrators group. It does not support Domain users.


l For Windows VMs, only a local administrator user can perform file-level restore.
Additionally, ensure that you disable User Account Control (UAC). The
knowledgebase article at https://support.emc.com/kb/477118 provides more
information.


To access the Restore wizard, In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then
click Asset Management > Restore.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list
can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
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b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes
that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original
mount point.


6. To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following
steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a
full restore operation. This feature provides the ability to restore specific files
from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in
the backup volumes.


The Basic Config pane appears.


7. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. To select a client, perform the following steps:


a. Click SELECT CLIENT.
The Select Client pane appears.


b. In the Domain tree, select a domain for the client.


c. In the Client pane, choose a destination client.


d. Click OK.


b. In the Username field, type the username for the destination client.


c. In the Password field, type the password for the destination client.


d. In the Location field, the path for the restore.


e. (Optional) Select Restore ACL to restore ACLs.


Note


If the Restore ACL option is selected, the user performing the restore must
have file ownership of the original file to perform the restore. If the file
ownership has changed since the backup was performed and the user
performing the restore does not have proper file ownership, the restore fails.


f. In the Proxy field, select a proxy.


8. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


9. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
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The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation by using the Data Protection
Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI


With the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI, a local user
can restore specific files and folders from a source VM to the original VM on Windows
and Linux VMs. In this mode, you connect to the Restore Client from a VM that has
been backed up by Avamar.


Before you begin


To perform file-level restores:


l Ensure that the source VM exists in VMware, and is powered on and registered.


l Ensure that an up-to-date version of VMware Tools is installed and running on the
source VM.


l For non-Windows platforms, the user can be part of the Standard or
Administrators group.


l For Windows VMs, only a local administrator user can perform file-level restore.
Additionally, ensure that you disable User Account Control (UAC) before
performing a file-level restore. The knowledgebase article at https://
support.emc.com/kb/477118 provides more information.


Procedure


1. Before performing file-level recoveries within the VMware guest operating
systems, run the following script on the Avamar server:


ebrserver.pl --init


2. To start the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI,
open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://VMware_Backup_Appliance_Host/flr
Where VMware_Backup_Appliance_Host is the DNS name or IP address of the
VMware Backup Appliance from which the VM is backed up.


Note


If a user's environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation
requirements, then certificate validation fails and an error message appears
asking the user if they want to continue to download packages. Ignoring
certificate validation might cause security issues.


3. In the Password field, type the password of the VM that you want to browse
and perform file restore operation on.


4. To launch the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI from
the same VM that you want to browse and restore to, click Login to original
VM.


The Select the backups to restore from pane appears that lists the backups
for the VM.


5. To launch the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI
from a different VM that you want to browse and restore to:
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a. Select Login to alternate VM.


b. Type the DNS name or IP address of the VMware Backup Appliance of the
VM that you want to browse and restore to.


The Select the backups to restore from pane appears that lists the backups
for the VM.


6. Select a backup and then click Next.


The Select items to restore pane appears.


7. Select the file to restore:


a. In the left pane, browse the files and folders available for recovery.


b. In the right pane, select the files and folders that you would like to recover.


c. Click Next.


8. Click Yes to confirm that you have selected the correct files and folders.


The Select destination to restore to pane appears.


Note


If the folder hierarchy does not appear. The file system in use on the VM might
not be supported.


9. (Optional) Toggle Restore ACL to restore ACLs.


Note


If the Restore ACL option is selected, the user performing the restore must
have file ownership of the original file to perform the restore. If the file
ownership has changed since the backup was performed and the user
performing the restore does not have proper file ownership, the restore fails.


10. In the Select destination to restore pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the folder to which you want to restore the items.


b. Click Finish.
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Plug-in Options
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How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups,
restores, and scheduled backups. The available plug-in options depend on the
operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a
dataset for a scheduled backup is created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user
interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so forth). Type
an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the
Show Free Form section of the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value
fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls for the options.


VMware Image backup plug-in options
These backup options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 12 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to
increase performance


If selected, the VMware changed block
tracking feature is used to identify areas of
the virtual machine file system that have
changed since the last backup and only
process those changed areas during the next
backup.


Note


Changed block tracking must be enabled at
the virtual machine level in order for this
feature to work.


Set Annotionation Tag LastBackupStatus and
LastSuccessfulBackup


If selected, enables the Avamar server to
report information to the vSphere Web Client
or the legacy Windows-based vSphere client
about the most recent backup and most
recent successful backup.


When selected, the following information is
displayed in the Annotation list of the vSphere
Web Client:


l LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-
com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
time of the most recent successful
backup.


l LastBackupStatus-
com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
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Table 12 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


time of the most recent backup, whether
successful or not.


Exclude page file blocks when performing
image backup on Windows VM


If selected, excludes the Windows page file
(pagefile.sys) from the backup for all the


partitions. It is not limited to primary
partitions.


Note


Page file exclusion is supported only for
Windows Servers version 2008 R2 and above.
For client versions of Windows, this option
has no effect; the page file is included in
backups of Windows clients, regardless of this
setting.


Note


The proxy uses NBD transport mode internally
in order to read the page file blocks. After
recognizing the required blocks, the available
mode (hotadd/nbdssl/nbd) will be used
accordingly for backup or restore operations.


Exclude deleted file blocks when performing
image backup on Windows VM


If selected, excludes the deleted file blocks
from the backup for all the partitions. It is not
limited to primary partitions.


Exclude files with path and filter Excludes the files with path and filter from the
backup for all the partitions. It is not limited to
primary partitions.


Type the full path of the file or folder or the
filter path of the files and folders. Separate
multiple entries with a comma.


To exclude files with path and filter, type the
path in the following format:


l Start with driver letter


l End with "/" to exclude a folder


l End without "/" to exclude a file


l Use "*" as a wildcard in the filename to
exclude all files. Do not use "*" as a
wildcard in the file path.
For example:


n *:/*/*.TXT is not supported.


n D:/folder/*.txt is supported.


n D:/folder/* is supported.
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Table 12 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Store backups on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system
instead of the Avamar server, select the
checkbox and then select the Data Domain
system from the list.


Note


To enable this option, add a Data Domain
system to the Avamar configuration. The
Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data
transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup. As of
Avamar release 7.5, the only supported
encryption method is "high."


Snapshot delete retry


Max times to retry snapshot delete The maximum number of times that a
snapshot delete operations should be
attempted.


Guest credentials


Username Guest operating system user account with
sufficient privileges to run scripts.


Password Password for the guest operating system
username.


Pre-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be
run before the vmdk snapshot.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is
allowed to run before timing out.


Post-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be
run after the backup completes and the vmdk
snapshot is removed.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is
allowed to run before timing out.


Snapshot quiesce timeout


Snapshot quiesce timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before
the snapshot quiesce operation is considered
to have failed (Windows WMware Image plug-
in only)


Microsoft SQL Server authentication
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Table 12 Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


NT Authentication Uses the credentials that are entered in Guest
Credentials for authentication. User must
have administrative privileges and must have
write permissions for the files system and
read permissions for the Windows registry.


Application Authentication Uses the SQL Server Username and SQL
Server Password to log into the SQL server.


Microsoft SQL Server post action


Post Action Timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before
post-action operations are considered to have
failed. Default is 900 seconds.


Post Action Type of MSSQL The type of post-action operation to perform.
The only available option is LOG Truncation,
which performs log truncation after the
backup has been performed. When backing up
a single VM, all disks of the VM must be
selected or log truncation will not occur.


VMware Image restore plug-in options
These restore options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 13 Restore options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to
increase performance


If selected, the VMware changed block
tracking feature is used to identify areas of
the virtual machine file system that have
changed since the last backup and only
process those changed areas during this
restore operation.


Note


Changed block tracking must enabled at the
virtual machine level in order for this feature
to work.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data
transfer between the Data Domain system
and the client during the restore. As of
Avamar release 7.5, the only supported
encryption method is "high."
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Windows VMware GLR plug-in options
Backup operations are not supported by the Avamar Windows VMware GLR plug-in,
and no user-configurable restore options are available.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install, configure, administer, and use a Data Domain system as a backup target for Avamar.


Audience
The information in this guide is primarily intended for system administrators who are responsible for configuring and maintaining
Avamar and Data Domain system integrated backups.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


04 January, 2021 Updated the "Preintegration requirements" section.


03 April, 2020 Updated the following sections:
● Preintegration requirements
● Mapping a domain to a Data Domain system


02 January, 2020 Added references to Azure and vCenter to Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery.


01 May, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following Avamar publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
● Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide
● Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide
● Avamar for Hyper-V VSS User Guide
● Avamar for SAP with Oracle User Guide
● Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide
● Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
● Avamar for Sybase ASE User Guide
● Avamar for Oracle User Guide
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● Avamar for VMware User Guide


The following Data Domain publications also provide additional information:


● DD OS Release Notes
● DD OS Initial Configuration Guide
● DD OS Administration Guide
● DD OS Command Reference
● DD OS Command Reference Guide
● Data Domain Hardware Guide
● Avamar Installation and Administration Guide
● The Data Domain installation and setup guides for each of the supported platforms (for example, DD610, DD690, DD880, and


so forth)


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
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● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Overview
• Architecture
• Backup
• Avamar checkpoints
• Restore
• VMware Instant Access
• Replication
• Monitoring and reporting
• Security
• Token-based authentication
• SSH authentication for Data Domain systems
• Data migration to an attached Data Domain system


Overview
Data Domain deduplication storage systems are typically implemented to back up large high-change rate databases. Avamar is
typically implemented to back up file systems, virtual servers, low change rate databases, remote offices, and desktop/laptops.


Avamar and Data Domain system integration enables:


● Data Domain systems to be a backup target for Avamar backups
● One or more Data Domain systems to be managed by Avamar
● Avamar clients to use the Data Domain Boost software option to use Data Domain systems as backup targets
● The target destination of backup data, which is set by a backup policy at the dataset level
● Transparent user interaction to the backup target (Avamar or Data Domain)


Architecture
A Data Domain system performs deduplication through DD OS software. Avamar source based deduplication to a Data Domain
system is facilitated through the use of the Data Domain Boost library.


Avamar uses the DD Boost library through API-based integration to access and manipulate directories, files, and so forth.
contained on the Data Domain File System. The DD Boost API gives Avamar visibility into some of the properties and capabilities
of the Data Domain system. This enables Avamar to control backup images stored on Data Domain systems. It also enables
Avamar to manage maintenance activities and to control replication to remote Data Domain systems.


DD Boost is installed on the backup clients and on the Avamar utility node, an Avamar single node system, or on Avamar Virtual
Edition.


The following figure depicts a high-level architecture of the combined Avamar and Data Domain solution. With Avamar and Data
Domain integration you can specify whether specific datasets in an Avamar backup policy target an Avamar server or a Data
Domain system.


1
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Figure 1. Avamar and Data Domain system workflow


When you select an Avamar server as the backup target, the Avamar client on each host performs deduplication segment
processing. Data and metadata are stored on the Avamar server.


When you select a Data Domain system as the backup target, backup data is transferred to the Data Domain system. The
related metadata generated by the Avamar client software is simultaneously sent to the Avamar server for storage. The
metadata enables the Avamar management system to perform restore operations directly from the Data Domain system without
first going through the Avamar server.


Mixed backups are supported. It is possible for backup data to span across both Avamar servers and a Data Domain system
within the same backup.


If backups are taking place to an Avamar server and then redirected to a Data Domain system, then subsequent incremental
backup data will be stored on the Data Domain system while the original backup data is on the Avamar server. This can affect
capacity because the forever incremental data will continue to reside on the Avamar Server while newer/changed incremental
data will be stored on the Data Domain system.


If the desire is to ensure backup data is released on the Avamar server and redirect backups to data domain then a full backup
must be initiated. This can be achieved by renaming the client's cache files, which will force a full backup. However, note that
this will cause the client's backup to take longer and impact performance since it will have to create a new backup on the Data
Domain system. If there are many clients that need to be moved to a Data Domain system then it is recommended that the initial
full backup be scheduled appropriately to avoid performance impact.


If the capacity on the Avamar server is not a concern then the system will continue to backup incremental backup data to
the Data Domain but its prior backup data will remain on the Avamar server until it expires. The implication is that when the
last backup containing parts on the Avamar server expire, then a full backup will trigger. The recommendation is to perform a
controlled and/or scheduled full backup.


Backup
During a backup, the Avamar server sends a backup request to the Avamar client. If the backup request includes the option to
use a Data Domain system as the target, backup data is stored on the Data Domain system. Metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


The following topics provide details on the types of backup data that Avamar can store on a Data Domain system.


Up-to-date client compatibility information is available in the E-lab Navigator.
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Avamar checkpoints
You can store checkpoints for a single-node Avamar server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) on a Data Domain system.
Checkpoints are system-wide backups taken for disaster recovery of the Avamar server.


Storage of checkpoints on a Data Domain system is useful in environments that do not have a secondary Avamar server and
Data Domain system for replication, or in environments where most backups are stored on a Data Domain system.


Restore of checkpoints from a Data Domain system requires assistance from Avamar Professional Services.


Restore
The process of data recovery from a Data Domain system is transparent to the backup administrator. The backup administrator
uses the same Avamar recovery processes that are native to current Avamar implementations.


VMware Instant Access
VMware Instant Access is used to boot up a lost or corrupted virtual machine almost instantaneously from an image backup
stored on a Data Domain system.


VMware Instant Access works through the following processes:


1. A virtual machine image backup is staged to a temporary location on the Data Domain system.
2. The virtual machine is exported to a temporary location as a secure NFS share.
3. The share is mounted as a NFS datastore on an ESX/ESXi host.


When VMware Instant Access is used, the virtual machine should not be left running on the Data Domain system for extended
periods. When the virtual machine runs on the Data Domain system, performance might degrade because of the workflow. To
move the VMware Instant Access from the Data Domain system to the VMware production environment, use vMotion.


An alternative to VMware Instant Access is to restore a virtual machine back to the production environment. The Avamar
software’s ability to leverage Changed Block Tracking (CBT) dramatically speeds the recovery process. If performance
problems occur when an ISP is hosting multitenancy clients, you can disable instant access. In the datadomain section of
mcserver.xml, set ddr_instant_access_enabled to false.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides additional information on VMware Instant Access.


Replication
Replication between primary and replica Data Domain systems is integrated into the Avamar management feature set. This is
configured in the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI) through the Avamar replication policies applied to each dataset.


All typical Avamar replication scenarios are supported for datasets that use a Data Domain system as a target, including:


● Many-to-one, one-to-many, cascading replication
● Extension of data retention times
● Root-to-root


Monitoring and reporting
Avamar can collect and display data for health monitoring, system alerts, and capacity reporting on a Data Domain system by
using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).


This enables you to monitor Data Domain activities, events, capacity, and system status in the same way that you monitor
activities, events, capacity, and system status for the Avamar server.


You can also run reports to analyze the system.
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Security
The connection between the Avamar client and the Data Domain system is encrypted if you use Avamar 7.1 or later clients,
Avamar 7.1 or later server(s) and DD OS 5.5.x or later. Previous versions of software do not support data encryption between
the client and the Data Domain system. Backups from the Avamar client to the Avamar server are always compressed and
encrypted by default.


Use caution when granting users access to the Data Domain system. A user should not be able to directly access the Data
Domain system and manually delete data.


Token-based authentication
By using Data Domain Boost token-based authentication, Avamar establishes a secure connection to a Data Domain system
running DDOS 5.7 or greater without passing user name and password information.


Two parameters control token-based authentication behavior:


● use_ddr_auth_token
To enable token-based authentication, set the use_ddr_auth_token parameter in the mcserver.xml file on the
Avamar server (/usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml) to true. To disable token-
based authentication, set use_ddr_auth_token to false. Restart the Management Console server after making this
change.


You can also set the amount of time that an authentication token is valid. Inside the mcserver.xml file, the parameter
is set to 36000 seconds (10 hours) by default. Some backup and replication jobs, such as NDMP backups, might require a
longer duration for the authentication token to remain valid.


● extend-token-window-sec
This parameter controls the interval (in seconds) that is used to call the extend token before it expires. Customize this
setting in the ddrmaint.cmd file on the Avamar server (/usr/local/avamar/var/ddrmaint.cmd). For example,


--extend-token-windows-sec=60
sets the interval to 60 seconds.


NOTE: Always set this parameter with a shorter duration value than ddr_auth_token_duration to ensure that the


token is refreshed before it expires.


After you set the value for this parameter, restart the service:


ddrmaint-service restart


Configuring a ddboost account for token-based authentication


To configure a ddboost account for token based authentication:


Steps


1. On the Data Domain system, log in as sysadmin and create a user with admin rights and assign the user as a ddboost user:


a. user add newuser role admin
b. ddboost user assign newuser
where newuser is the user name for the new ddboost user.


2. In the Avamar Administrator, add a new or edit an existing Data Domain to connect with Avamar using the new ddboost user.


Adding a Data Domain system on page 23 and Editing a Data Domain system on page 25 provide instructions for adding
and editing Data Domain systems.


3. On the Data Domain system, log in as sysadmin and associate the new ddboost user with the Avamar mtree:


ddboost storage-unit modify storage-unit user newuser


where storage-unit is the mtree of the Avamar system, usually in a format like avamar-1234567890, and newuser is the
user name for the new ddboost user.
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Next steps


Perform a test backup to ensure that the configuration was successful.


SSH authentication for Data Domain systems
When an Avamar system stores backups on a Data Domain system, the Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) issues
commands to the Data Domain system using the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol. This protocol provides a secure communication
channel for remote command execution.


To permit remote command execution using SSH, Data Domain systems provide an SSH interface named DDSSH. The DDSSH
interface requires authentication of the Avamar system. Authentication is accomplished by creating SSH private and public keys
on the Avamar system and sharing the public key with the Data Domain system.


The following table describes the attributes of the SSH key pair used with Data Domain systems.


Table 2. Attributes of SSH key pair used with Data Domain systems 


Attribute Description


Bits 3072


Type of key RSA


Passphrase Empty


Public key file name User specified


Providing SSH authentication to Data Domain systems


Enable Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) remote command execution on a Data Domain system by providing SSH
authentication to the Data Domain system. To provide SSH authentication, create SSH private and public keys on the Avamar
system and share the public key with the Data Domain system.


Prerequisites


Obtain the password of the sysadmin account on the Data Domain system.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


2. Change the current working directory to /home/admin/.ssh by typing:


cd ~/.ssh
3. Use the system command ssh-keygen to generate an SSH key pair by typing:


ssh-keygen -b 3072 -t rsa -N "" -f DDR_KEY


where DDR_KEY is the user-specified base file name for the key pair.


4. Log in to the Data Domain system by typing:


ssh AVAMAR_USER@DD_SYSTEM


where:


● AVAMAR_USER is the username assigned to the Avamar system on the Data Domain system.
● DD_SYSTEM is the resolvable hostname or IP address of the Data Domain system.
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5. Use su to elevate the user to sysadmin on the Data Domain system by typing:


su sysadmin
6. Use the Data Domain command adminaccess add ssh-keys to open the keystore on the Data Domain system:


adminaccess add ssh-keys user AVAMAR_USER


where AVAMAR_USER is the username assigned to the Avamar system on the Data Domain system.


The utility prompts for the key.


7. Paste the SSH public key of the Avamar system (DDR_KEY.pub) at this prompt, as follows:


a. Open a second command shell on the utility node of the Avamar system and log in as admin.
b. Output the contents of the SSH public key by typing:


cat ~/.ssh/DDR_KEY.pub


where DDR_KEY.pub is the user-specified file name for the public key.


c. Select and copy the contents of the SSH public key.
d. Return to the adminaccess add ssh-keys prompt in the first command shell window and paste the SSH public key


contents at the prompt.


8. Complete the entry of the key by pressing Ctrl+D to send the end-of-transmission character.
The utility adds the public key to the keystore on the Data Domain system.


9. Exit the sysadmin user and log out of the Data Domain system.


10. Log in to the Avamar utility node as root.


11. Change the current working directory to /usr/local/avamar/lib.


12. Copy the private key to the current working directory by typing:


cp /home/admin/.ssh/DDR_KEY .
where DDR_KEY is the user-specified file name for the private key.


13. Change the user and group ownership of the private key to the root user and the admin group by typing:


chown root:admin DDR_KEY


where DDR_KEY is the user-specified file name for the private key.


14. Change the permissions for the private key by typing:


chmod 440 DDR_KEY


where DDR_KEY is the user-specified file name for the private key.


15. Modify the symmetric data-in-flight SSH traffic cipher to use a 128-bit key by typing:


ssh -c aes128-cbc host_name@domain_name


where:


● host_name is the hostname of the Data Domain system.
● domain_name is the domain name of the Data Domain system.


16. Test that you can log in to the Data Domain system without providing a password by typing:


ssh -i PATH/DDR_KEY AVAMAR_USER@DD_SYSTEM


where:


● PATH/DDR_KEY is the path and file name of the private key.
● AVAMAR_USER is the name of the Avamar user on the Data Domain system.
● DD_SYSTEM is the resolvable hostname of the Data Domain system.
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Data migration to an attached Data Domain system
You cannot migrate backup data directly from the Avamar server to an attached Data Domain system.


To start using the Data Domain system as the backup target for an Avamar client instead of the Avamar server, edit the dataset
to use the Data Domain system. Start performing backups to the Data Domain system. When you change the backup target to
the Data Domain system, you must perform a full backup.


After you successfully perform a backup to the Data Domain system, you can delete the earlier backups from the Avamar server.
The Avamar Administration Guide provides details on how to delete backups.
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Avamar and Data Domain System Integration


Topics:


• Preintegration requirements
• Preparing the Data Domain system for Avamar integration
• Configuring IP support
• Adding a Data Domain system
• Editing a Data Domain system
• Deleting a Data Domain system
• Best practices for WAN backups
• System upgrades


Preintegration requirements
Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements before you integrate a Data Domain system with Avamar. The
integration implies that you have installed the Avamar server and Data Domain systems, and configured them.


NOTE:


● Do not install, configure, or use the Data Domain Retention Lock because Avamar does not support it. Under certain


circumstances, using the Data Domain Retention Lock can lead to data loss.


● Do not add more than 8 Data Domain systems to a single Avamar server to avoid performance issues. Ensure that the


Data Domain system and the Avamar server has a low latency connection.


Data Domain system requirements


To support Avamar and Data Domain integration, ensure that the environment meets the Data Domain system requirements that
are listed in the following table.


Table 3. Data Domain system requirements 


Data Domain feature or
specification


Requirement for use with Avamar


Data Domain Operating
System (DD OS)


Check the Avamar and Data Domain information in the E-lab Navigator for the most current
information.


DD Boost Check the Avamar and Data Domain information in the E-lab Navigator for the most current
information.


DD Boost software enables backup servers to communicate with storage systems without the
need for Data Domain systems to emulate tape. There are two components to DD Boost: one
component that runs on the backup server and another that runs on the Data Domain system.
In the context of Avamar, the component that runs on the backup server (DD Boost libraries)
is integrated into the Avamar Client. DD Boost software is an optional product that requires a
license to operate on the Data Domain system.


Data Domain device type Avamar supports any Data Domain system that supports the execution of the required DD OS
version.


Data Domain File System Enable Data Domain File System using either the Data Domain System Manager or CLI.


After you enable file system operations, it may take up to 10 minutes before Avamar
Administrator correctly reflects the status of the Data Domain system, especially if the Data
Domain system is using the DD Extended Retention option. Do not perform backups, restores,
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Table 3. Data Domain system requirements (continued)


Data Domain feature or
specification


Requirement for use with Avamar


or system maintenance operations until the status is displayed correctly in Avamar Administrator.
Otherwise, the backups, restores, or system maintenance operations may fail.


DD Boost user account The DD Boost library uses a unique login account name that is created on the Data Domain
system. This account name is known as the DD Boost account. If the account is renamed and/or
the password is changed, these changes must be immediately updated on the Avamar system
by editing the Data Domain configuration options. Failure to update the DD Boost account
information could potentially yield integrity check errors and/or backup/restore problems. The
DD Boost account must have administrator privileges.


DD Cloud Tier Data Domain cloud storage units must be preconfigured on the Data Domain before being they
are configured for cloud tier operations in the Avamar Administrator.


DD Cloud Disaster Recovery To perform backups from the Avamar with DD Cloud DR support, you must first:


1. Install, deploy, and configure the DD Cloud DR system, including registering the CDRA with
Avamar.


2. Add a vCenter client to Avamar and configure proxy-based backup of VMs.
3. Create a dataset with the Store backup on Data Domain system checkbox that is enabled


and a Data Domain system selected.


NOTE: When you enable DD Boost on the Data Domain device, DD Boost becomes the preferred method of connectivity


for any clients that are enabled for DD Boost. While this method is acceptable for clients that can take advantage of DD


Boost features, it can result in performance degradation for other clients. Proper due diligence and effective data gathering


are keys to avoiding such interactions, especially during upgrades.


Network requirements


The following sections list network requirements for Avamar and Data Domain system integration.


Network throughput


Before integrating a Data Domain system with an Avamar server, ensure that enough network bandwidth is available.


To obtain the maximum throughput available on a Data Domain system (for restores, level zero backups, and subsequent
incremental backups after a level-zero backup), verify that the network infrastructure provides more bandwidth than the
bandwidth required by the maximum throughput of the Data Domain system.


Network configuration


Configure (or verify) the following network configuration:


● Assign a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) to each Data Domain system.
● Do not use IP addresses in place of hostnames when registering a Data Domain system. This can limit the ability to route


optimized duplication traffic exclusively through a registered interface.
● Ensure that DNS on the Data Domain system is properly configured.
● Ensure forward and reverse DNS lookups work between the following systems:


○ Avamar server
○ Data Domain system
○ Backup and restore clients


● Use hosts files to resolve hostnames to non-routable IP addresses.
● Do not create secondary hostnames to associate with alternate or local IP interfaces.
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Wide area networks not supported


The Avamar server and all Data Domain systems must be on the same local network. Do not connect the Avamar server and
Data Domain systems over a Wide Area Network (WAN). Configurations that use a WAN are not supported.


NTP requirements


Configure the Avamar server, all Avamar clients, and the Data Domain system to use the same Network Time Protocol(NTP)
server.


Licensing requirements


Ensure that the environment meets the licensing requirements in the following table.


Table 4. Licensing requirements 


Product Licensing requirements


Avamar Standard Avamar licensing requirements apply.


Data Domain The DD Boost license must be installed on the Data Domain
system.


For replication from one Data Domain system to another, a
replication license must be installed.


For the cloud tier feature, a cloud tier license must be
installed.


Data port usage and firewall requirements


To enable communication between Avamar and the Data Domain systems, review and implement the port usage and firewall
requirements in the following documents:


● Avamar Product Security Guide
● "Port Requirements for Allowing Access to Data Domain System Through a Firewall,” on Avamar Support


Capacity requirements


Carefully assess your backup storage needs when evaluating how much data to store on the Data Domain system and the
Avamar server. Include estimates from data that is sent to the Data Domain system from any other servers.


Review the capacity management information in the Avamar Administration Guide.


When the Data Domain system reaches its maximum storage capacity, no further backups to the Data Domain system occur
until additional capacity is added or old backups are deleted.


Data Domain system streams


Each Data Domain system has a soft limit to the maximum number of connection and data streams that can be sustained
simultaneously while maintaining performance. The number of streams varies depending on the Data Domain system model.


For example, the Data Domain DD990 can support 540 backup streams, while the Data Domain DD620 can support 20 backup
streams. You configure the maximum number of streams that Avamar can use when you add a Data Domain system to the
Avamar server.


The Avamar server uses the backup stream value to limit the number of concurrent backups and restores. If you fully dedicate
the Data Domain system to the Avamar server, then you could potentially set the stream value in Avamar Administrator to the
maximum supported number of streams. If you share the Data Domain system with other third-party applications or another
Avamar server, then you should allocate a subset of the number of streams.
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You can configure each Avamar backup client that supports multi-stream backups to use an appropriate number of streams,
typically based on the number of databases, through multi-streaming configuration when you configure the Avamar backup job.
The streams are released when the backup/restore operation completes. The number of streams you allocate should depend on
the number and type of Avamar clients that back up data at about the same time.


NOTE:


Avamar jobs are used for backups, restores, and replication. When integrated with a Data Domain system, Avamar can


support up to 336 jobs concurrently. Each job can consist of multiple streams. In this configuration, Avamar supports a


maximum of 500 streams (maxconn).


The limits of 336 jobs/500 streams are fixed for all Avamar integrations with Data Domain systems, whether you are using


Avamar Virtual Edition or an Avamar Data Store. When backing up to an Avamar Data Store, Avamar supports the original


number of jobs per node (72) with a maximum 107 streams per node (maxconn).


Existing backup products in use with Data Domain


Data Domain systems can use other third-party backup and archiving software. The Avamar server does not assume it has
sole ownership of the Data Domain system. Ensure that proper sizing is evaluated if the system is shared with other software
products.


The Avamar server makes no use of the native Data Domain system snapshot and replication features. Replication occurs
through the DD Boost SDK library by using copying and cloning. However, other third party products may make use of the
native Data Domain system snapshot and replication features. In this case, a snapshot of an entire Data Domain system or a
replication of an entire Data Domain system includes the Avamar data.


Additional configuration settings when adding a Data Domain to
the 8TB or 16 TB AVE


Before adding a Data Domain system to the 8 TB or 16 TB Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE), it is recommended to modify the
following Avamar GSAN settings in order to improve system performance.


● avmaint config maxcompdatastripe=20971520 --avamaronly
● avmaint config checkdiratomicrefs=true --avamaronly


Preparing the Data Domain system for Avamar
integration
Before you can add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, prepare the Data Domain system by enabling DD Boost
and creating a DD Boost user account for the Avamar server to use to access the Data Domain system for backups and restores
(and replication, if applicable). Verify the Data Domain system SNMP configuration.


About this task


NOTE: DD OS 5.5 and later supports the use of multiple DD Boost accounts, which can be used for segregation of


accounts when multiple backup programs are sharing a common Data Domain system.


Steps


1. Disable DD Boost on the Data Domain system by logging in to the Data Domain CLI as an administrative user and typing
ddboost disable.


2. Create a DD Boost account and password:


a. Create the user account with admin privileges by typing the following command:


user add user role admin
where user is the username for the new account.


b. Set the new account as the DD Boost user by typing the following command:


ddboost set user-name user
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where user is the username for the account.


3. Enable DD Boost to allow the changes to take effect by typing ddboost enable.


4. Open the following TCP ports:


● 161
● 162
● 163


5. Enable the NFS and SNMP protocols.


6. In the Data Domain OS CLI, type the following command:


snmp show config
Output similar to the following appears:


General Configuration
---------------------
   SNMP sysLocation: 
   SNMP sysContact:
   SNMP sysNotes:


SNMP v2c Configuration
----------------------
   Community   Access       Hosts
   ---------   ----------   -------------
   private     read-only
   public      read-write   1.2.3.4
   ---------   ----------   -------------


   Trap Host              Port      Community
   --------------------   -------   ---------
   2.3.4.5                Default
   avamar.example.com           
   --------------------   -------   ---------
Ensure that the following conditions are met:


● The Avamar server should not be included in the list of community hosts. The hosts column should be empty.
● The Avamar server should be included in the list of trap hosts without a port or community.


The Data Domain OS documentation on https://support.emc.com provides more information.


Next steps


● By default encryption is enabled for Data Domain systems through Avamar. If you leave encryption enabled, the
passphrase command must be set on the Data Domain system. The Data Domain Operating System Administration Guide
provides additional information on the passphrase command.


● If you change the DD Boost account name or password, edit the Data Domain system configuration in Avamar Administrator.
Otherwise all backups, restores, and maintenance activities fail.


Configuring IP support
The IP configuration depends on the versions of IP and DD OS in the environment. The following topics provide details.


Configuring dual stack IPv4 and IPv6 support


If you are using IPv4 exclusively, or both IPv4 and IPv6, the configuration can be set through the GUI without any special
configuration.


About this task


IPv6 support requires DD OS 5.5.x.
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Configuring IPv6 support with DD OS 5.5.1


To add the Data Domain system exclusively with IPv6, edit the mcserver.xml file.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the ipv6_only_supported entry key.


5. Change the ipv6_only_supported setting to true.


<entry key="ipv6_only_supported" value="true" />
6. Close mcserver.xml and save the changes.


7. Start the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs


Configuring IPv6 with DD OS 5.5.0


DD OS 5.5.0 in an integrated Avamar and Data Domain system configuration requires dual stack IPv4 and IPv6.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the ipv6_only_supported entry key.


5. Change the ipv6_only_supported setting to true.


<entry key="ipv6_only_supported" value="true" />
6. Close mcserver.xml and save the changes.


7. Start the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
8. Open /etc/hosts in a UNIX text editor.


9. Add an extra line for each IPv6 Data Domain system to the /etc/hosts file in the dual-stacked Avamar server in the
following format:


<IPv4 address of DD server> <IPv6 FQDN of DD server> <IPv6 hostname of DD server> <IPv4
FQDN of DD server> <IPv4 hostname of DD server>


10. Close /etc/hosts and save the changes.


Adding a Data Domain system
You can add a Data Domain system to Avamar by authenticating the Data Domain system with credentials, or by key-based
SSH. If the login method by providing credentials (username/password) for a Data Domain system is disabled, you must import
the SSH public key (/usr/local/avamar/lib/ddr_key.pub) from the Avamar server and add the key to the Data Domain system
manually before connecting them. Ensure that you have additional access to log in to the Data Domain system when login
method by providing credentials for a Data Domain system is disabled.
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Prerequisites


Perform the following steps if you want to authenticate the Data Domain system by key-based SSH:
1. Log in to the Data Domain system either as a sysadmin or with avamar_ostuser privileges where avamar_ostuser is the


name of the DD Boost user for Avamar on the Data Domain system.
2. Add the SSH public key (/usr/local/avamar/lib/ddr_key.pub) from the Avamar server to the SSH authorized keys file on the


Data Domain system by typing the command: adminaccess add ssh-key user Avamar_ostuser.


3. Ensure that the public key is successfully added to the Data Domain system by typing the command: adminaccess show
ssh-key user Avamar_ostuser.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select Actions > Add Data Domain System.
The Add Data Domain System dialog box appears.


4. On the System tab, specify Data Domain system information:


a. In the Data Domain System Name box, type the fully qualified domain name of the Data Domain system.


NOTE: Do not use an IP address or a secondary hostname that associates with alternative or local IP interfaces. It


may limit the ability of Avamar to route optimized deduplication traffic.


b. In the DDBoost User Name box, type the username of the DD Boost account for Avamar to access the Data Domain
system for backups, restores, and replication.


c. In the Password box, type the password for the account that Avamar uses to access the Data Domain system for
backups, restores, and replication.


d. In the Verify Password box, type the password again for verification.
e. If you have more than one Data Domain system that is associated with Avamar, you can specify one Data Domain system


to be the default replication storage. Select Use system as default replication storage if this system is the default
replication storage.


f. To store checkpoints for a single-node Avamar server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) server on the Data Domain system
instead of the Avamar server, select the Use as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups checkbox.


g. Select the Use certificate authentication for REST communication checkbox to enable Avamar to use certificate-
based authentication while performing an operation with Data Domain system using REST-based communication.


NOTE: The Use certificate authentication for REST communication checkbox is displayed only on the Avamar


AUI.


h. To view the maximum number of streams that the Data Domain system supports, click Verify.
i. Specify the maximum number of streams that Avamar can use at any one time to perform backups and restores:


● To specify a defined number of streams, type the number in the Max used by Avamar box.
● To specify a maximum number of streams which are based on the percentage of the total number of supported


streams:
i. Type the percentage in the Max used by Avamar box.
ii. Select the As percentage of the max limit checkbox.


Consider both the maximum number of streams that the Data Domain system supports, as well as whether other
applications are using streams to send data to and receive data from the Data Domain system.


If the writing to and reading from the Data Domain system use all available streams, then Avamar queues backup or
restore requests until one or more streams become available.


5. To configure SNMP, click the SNMP tab.


SNMP configuration enables Avamar to collect and display data for system health monitoring, system alerts, and capacity
reporting.


6. Verify the SNMP configuration:
● The Getter/Setter Port Number box lists the port on the Data Domain system from which to receive and on which to


set SNMP objects. The default value is 161.
● The SNMP Community String box lists the community string Avamar uses for read-only access to the Data Domain


system.
● The Trap Port Number box lists the trap port on the Avamar server. The default value is 163.


7. To configure the cloud tier feature, click the Tiering tab.
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Avamar software uses Cloud tier to move Avamar backup data from a Data Domain system to the cloud.


8. Click OK.
A progress message appears.


9. When the operation completes, click Close.


Results


When you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, Avamar creates an MTree on the Data Domain system
for the Avamar server. The MTree refers to the directory created within the DD Boost path. Data Domain systems support a
maximum of 100 MTrees. If you reach the limit, you cannot add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Editing a Data Domain system


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select the Data Domain system to edit.


4. Select Actions > Edit Data Domain System.


The Edit Data Domain System dialog box appears.


5. Edit the settings for the Data Domain system as necessary.


The settings are the same as the settings that you specified when you added the Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


6. (Optional) If the Re-add SSH Key and Re-add Trap Host buttons are enabled, then click the buttons to restore the SSH
key and trap host values on the Data Domain system.


When these buttons are enabled, the configuration on the Avamar server is not synchronized with the configuration on the
Data Domain system. Clicking the buttons restores the values to the Data Domain system to ensure synchronization.


7. Click OK.


A confirmation message appears.


8. After the edits are complete, click Close.


Next steps


If you edited the Data Domain system name, the DD Boost username, or the DD Boost password, then create and validate a new
checkpoint. If you perform a rollback to a checkpoint with the outdated Data Domain system name or DD Boost information,
then the rollback fails. The Avamar Administration Guide provides instructions on creating and validating checkpoints.


Deleting a Data Domain system
You can delete a Data Domain system from the Avamar configuration if the Data Domain system is online and if there are
multiple Data Domain systems configured on the Avamar server.


About this task


If you are deleting the only Data Domain system configured on the Avamar server, or if the Data Domain system is offline, then
the Avamar server requires advanced service. Contact your Avamar sales representative to purchase this service.


Steps


1. Ensure that no backups are stored on the Data Domain system:


a. Delete each backup for all clients that use the Data Domain system as a backup target.
b. Ensure that all backups on the Data Domain system are expired and deleted through the Avamar garbage collection


process.
c. Ensure that there are no checkpoints for the Avamar server that refer to backups on the Data Domain system by using


one of the following methods:


● Wait for all checkpoints that contain backups for the Data Domain system to expire.
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● Perform and validate a new checkpoint after all backups to the Data Domain system are deleted, and then delete all
other checkpoints.


2. Ensure that the Data Domain system is not the default replication storage system.


Setting the default Data Domain destination provides details.


3. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


4. Click the Server Management tab.


5. Select the Data Domain system to delete.


6. Select Actions > Delete Data Domain System.


A confirmation message appears.


7. Click Yes.
A dialog box shows the progress of the operation.


8. When the deletion completes, click Close.


Next steps


Create and validate a new checkpoint. The Avamar Administration Guide provides instructions on creating and validating
checkpoints. If you perform a rollback to a checkpoint with the deleted Data Domain system, then the Data Domain system is
restored to the configuration


Best practices for WAN backups
Review and implement the best practices in the following topics for environments with DD OS 5.5 or later and backups over a
WAN.


Network throttling


The Network rate throttle setting in the plug-in options for file system plug-ins controls the rate at which Avamar sends data
to the server. When you specify a value in Mbps for this option, the avtar process pauses as long as necessary after sending
each packet to ensure that network usage does not exceed the specified maximum bandwidth.


Use of this option can improve WAN backups for desktop and laptop clients.


Efficient restore


Enable efficient restore by using the --ddr-compressed-restore option in avtar for better restore performance over a
WAN.


Do not enable efficient restore for clients within the Data Center.


WAN bandwidth guidelines


The WAN use cases in the following table are estimates of typical latencies and bandwidths for the associated use cases. The
following network characteristics were tested and are supported for backup over the WAN to an integrated Avamar and Data
Domain system. The exact characteristics vary by network type.


Any network characteristics that exceed these requirements (for example, greater than 100ms latency) is not supported.


Table 5. WAN use case bandwidth guidelines 


Use case
configuration


Speed up/down Range of latency
(in ms)


Jitter Percentage of bandwidth
usable by the integrated
Avamar and Data Domain
system


Laptop backup from
home (DSL line)


256kbps up /
4000kbps down


20-100 10% normal


25% bad


50-100%
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Table 5. WAN use case bandwidth guidelines (continued)


Use case
configuration


Speed up/down Range of latency
(in ms)


Jitter Percentage of bandwidth
usable by the integrated
Avamar and Data Domain
system


Home use DSL link
shared with other
devices


Consumer WAN
DSL/Cable


Small remote office


683kbps up /
8000kbps down


20-100 10% normal


25% bad


10-100%


Business WAN Use
case 1


T1


Remote office /
branch office


1000kbps up /
1000kbps down


10-100 10% normal


20% bad


10-100%


Business WAN Use
case 2


T1


Remote office /
branch office


30Mbps up /
30Mbps down


10-100 10% normal


20% bad


10-100%


High Speed
Dedicated T3 to
1GbE


667Mbps up /
667Mbps down


10-100 1% normal


5% bad


10-100%


Encryption in flight


When storing backups on or restoring data from a Data Domain system, you can specify the encryption method for data transfer
between the client and the Data Domain system. The Encryption method to Data Domain system option appears in the
plug-in options during a backup or restore.


The following values are supported:


● Default
● None (clear text)
● Medium
● High


The default value is Default, which is high encryption. To edit the default value for the option, edit the mcserver.xml file.


The following guidelines should be used for encryption best practices:


● For large backups or restores (for example, L0 backups) within the data center, set encryption to Medium or None to
improve performance.


● If you have desktop/laptop clients backing up over a WAN, set encryption to High.


NOTE: Use the --ddr-encrypt-strength option to specify the encryption method during command line backups and


restores. Available values are none, medium, and high.


System upgrades
The Avamar and Data Domain upgrade path is very specific. Failure to upgrade software in the proper order can cause Avamar
maintenance functions to fail. If this happens and the GSAN fails, then rollback operations fail.


When you are upgrading the DD OS, ensure that the DD OS version that you upgrade to is compatible with both the current
Avamar server version and the next Avamar server version.
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Upgrading the DD OS from 5.4.0.8 to 5.5 before you upgrade the Avamar server to release 7.1 is desirable but not required.
If you do not upgrade the DD OS to 5.5 before you upgrade the Avamar server to release 7.1, then upgrade the DD OS
immediately afterward. Skipping any intermediate steps can create an incompatibility issue that disrupts server operation.


You can upgrade a Data Domain system without product support, but you must open a Service Request with Avamar Support
before you upgrade the Avamar server. It is recommended that you open an Avamar Service Request before you upgrade a Data
Domain system.


Post-upgrade procedures for Data Domain systems


When the Avamar is connected to a Data Domain system, the following tasks should be performed after the Avamar is upgraded
to release 7.3 or greater.


Generating new certificates with Data Domain systems


When the Avamar server is upgraded to release 7.3 or greater and session ticket authentication is enabled during upgrade,
the following steps are required for Data Domain systems that are configured for Avamar backup storage. Session tickets are
supported with Data Domain systems at release 5.6 or greater.


Steps


1. Wait for the Data Domain server to be aware of the updated certificate.


The Data Domain server displays a yellow status in Avamar Administrator with the status message Unable to retrieve
ssh key file pair. This process may take up to 30 minutes.


2. Open the Data Domain server in Avamar Administrator:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link button.
The Server window appears.


b. Click the Server Management tab.
c. Select the Data Domain system to edit.
d. Select Actions > Edit Data Domain System.


The Edit Data Domain System dialog box appears.
e. Click OK.


There is no need to change the Data Domain configuration.


3. Restart DD Boost on the Data Domain system:


a. Log in to the Data Domain System.
b. Type the following commands in the Data Domain CLI:


ddboost disable
ddboost enable


Setting the passphrase on Data Domain systems


When the Avamar server is upgraded to release 7.3 or greater, the DDBoost user must have a passphrase enabled.


Steps


1. Log into the Data Domain system.


2. Enter the following command at the Data Domain CLI:


system passphrase set
3. When prompted, enter a passphrase.


NOTE: The DDBoost user must have admin rights.
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Backups with Avamar and Data Domain


Topics:


• Overview of backups with Avamar and Data Domain
• Selecting a Data Domain target for backups
• Storing Avamar server checkpoints on a Data Domain system
• Data Domain tab
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Overview of backups with Avamar and Data Domain
During a backup, the Avamar server sends a backup request to the Avamar client. If the backup request includes the option
to use a Data Domain system as the target backup data is stored on the Data Domain system and metadata is stored on the
Avamar server.


Where backup data is stored


All data for a backup is stored under a single dedicated MTree on a single Data Domain system.


How Avamar manages backup data


During a backup, Avamar sends the metadata for the backup from the client to the Avamar server. This process enables Avamar
to manage the backup even though the data is stored on a Data Domain system.


Avamar does not store the original path and file name for a file on the Data Domain system. Instead, Avamar uses unique file
names on the Data Domain system.


Supported backup types


You can perform full backups, incremental backups, and differential backups. Differential backups are only available for select
clients or plug-ins when a Data Domain system is the backup target. You can also perform VMware backups with Changed Block
Tracking enabled.


Store the full backup for a client and all subsequent incremental and differential backups on either the Avamar server or a single
Data Domain system.


Avamar does not support:


● Full backup on a Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on the Avamar server
● Full backup on the Avamar server and incremental or differential backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backup on one Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on another Data Domain system


If you change the device on which backups for a client are stored, then you must perform a full backup before any further
incremental or differential backups.


NOTE: When you use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server and you perform a tail-log backup during a restore, then the


tail-log backup is always stored on the Avamar server.
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Canceling and deleting backups


If you cancel a backup while it is in progress, then Avamar deletes the backup data that was written to the Data Domain system
during the next cycle of the Avamar garbage collection process.


If you delete a backup in Avamar, then the backup is deleted from the Data Domain system during the next cycle of the Avamar
garbage collection process.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides instructions on how to cancel or delete a backup.


Selecting a Data Domain target for backups
To select a Data Domain system as the storage for a backup, select the Store backup on Data Domain system checkbox in
the plug-in options for the backup, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


Storing Avamar server checkpoints on a Data Domain
system
You can store checkpoints for a single-node Avamar server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) on a Data Domain system.
Checkpoints are system-wide backups taken for disaster recovery of the Avamar server.


About this task


Restore of checkpoints from a Data Domain system requires assistance from Avamar Professional Services.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides details on checkpoints.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select a Data Domain system.


4. Select Actions > Edit Data Domain System.


The Edit Data Domain System dialog box appears.


5. Click the System tab, and then select Use system as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups.


6. Click OK.


A confirmation message appears.


7. After the edits are complete, click Close.


Data Domain tab
The Data Domain tab in the Server Monitor provides CPU, disk activity, and network activity for each node on the Data Domain
system.


The following tables describe the information available on the Data Domain tab.


Table 6. Node details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Status indicators Status of the node. One of the following values:
● OK (green)—The Data Domain system is functioning


correctly.
● Warning (yellow)—There is a problem with the Data


Domain system, but backups and restores can continue.
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Table 6. Node details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor (continued)


Property Description


● Error (red)—There is a problem with the Data Domain
system, and backups and restores are stopped until the
problem is resolved.


If the status is yellow or red, you can view additional
status information to determine and resolve the problem. The
Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides
details.


Name Hostname of the Data Domain system as defined in corporate
DNS.


Table 7. CPU details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Busy Avg. Average CPU usage as a percentage of total possible CPU
usage.


Max Maximum CPU usage that has occurred as a percentage of
total possible CPU usage.


Table 8. Disk (KB/S) details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property Description


Read Disk read throughput in kilobytes per second.


Write Disk write throughput in kilobytes per second.


Busy Disk I/O usage as a percentage of total possible disk I/O
usage.


Table 9. Network (KB/S) details on the Data Domain tab of the Server Monitor 


Property a Description


Eth#1 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 1.


Eth#2 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 2.


Eth#3 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 3.


Eth#4 Desc—Description of the network interface.
In/Out—Network bandwidth usage in kilobytes per second
on network interface 4.


a. The number of Eth# columns depends on the maximum number of network interfaces that the configured Data Domain
systems support.
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Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
In addition to selecting Data Domain as the storage target for a backup, administrators can configure an Avamar server to reject
backups that are not destined for the configured Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through
the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


Without backup enforcement, if a backup does not specify Data Domain as the storage target, the Avamar server stores both
the backup data and metadata. This scenario can lead to unexpected capacity utilization issues. With backup enforcement,
backups that do not specify Data Domain as the storage target fail with a warning. Backups that specify a Data Domain storage
target continue normally.


Backup enforcement is disabled by default. In this state, the server behavior is unchanged from previous Avamar releases.


NOTE: Backup enforcement does not affect the normal practices for storing and replicating maintenance backups of the


Avamar server, such as data from the MCS.


Two backup enforcement modes provide different levels of backward compatibility for legacy clients. Both modes reject
backups from Avamar 18.2 and later clients that do not target the Data Domain.


Mode 1 The Avamar server continues to accept backups from legacy clients, regardless of the storage target.


Mode 2 The Avamar server rejects all backups from legacy clients. The server accepts backups only from current
clients that target the Data Domain.


Dell EMC recommends that you enable mode 2 immediately after you attach the Data Domain to the Avamar server. Dell EMC
does not recommend that you enable mode 1 unless all of the following conditions are true:


● The Avamar server protects many clients, which connect to the server on a daily basis.
● You cannot pause protection to upgrade the Avamar clients to the latest version.
● All backups already target the Data Domain.


Configuring backup enforcement affects the replication behavior for environments that store any backups on the source
Avamar server.


NOTE: Enabling of backup enforcement to Data Domain is currently performed by Dell EMC Professional Services. In order


to implement this feature, create a support ticket.


Replication with backup enforcement


For the purpose of backup enforcement, Avamar treats replication as a special type of backup job, where you configure
enforcement on the destination Avamar server. The behavior of the destination server depends on the type of replication and
the desired enforcement mode.


NOTE:


Replication uses the same enforcement mode that you configure for backups.


For environments where both the source and destination servers run Avamar 18.2 or later, the following table describes the
backup enforcement behavior and the corresponding actions from the destination server:


Table 10. Backup enforcement behavior for Avamar 18.2 and later 


Replication type Original backup data storage target on the source server


Avamar server Data Domain


Pool-based
replicationa


● The destination server rejects that backup.
● Replication of other backups may continue.


The destination server accepts the backup data.


Serial replicationb ● The destination server stops replication for that
client.


● Avamar reports an error.
● Replication of other clients may continue.
● The replication job, as a whole, completes with


an exception.


The destination server accepts the backup data.


a. For pool-based replication, the source server replicates each backup separately.
b. For serial replication, the source server replicates each client separately.
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For source servers that run older versions of Avamar, the available enforcement modes provide different levels of backward
compatibility when replicating to Avamar 18.2 or later:


Mode 1 The destination server continues to accept all replication from legacy source servers, regardless of the
original storage target.


Mode 2 The destination server rejects all replication from legacy source servers.


Backup enforcement requirements


Backup enforcement introduces additional software requirements for consideration:


● Backup enforcement is only available in Avamar 18.2 and later.
● If you enable mode 2, you must deploy Avamar 18.2 or later client software.


○ After you configure an Avamar server for mode 2, the server rejects backups from legacy clients.
○ New clients remain backward-compatible with servers that run previous versions of the Avamar software.


● Backup jobs that are not configured through the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, including jobs that are created via the
command line, require an additional flag.


Enable backup enforcement


Enabling of backup enforcement to Data Domain is currently performed by Dell EMC Professional Services. In order to
implement this feature, create a support ticket.


Additional avtar flags for backup enforcement


After you enable backup enforcement on the Avamar server, clients must send additional flags to indicate the destination Data
Domain.


The Avamar Administrator and the AUI automatically enforce the required flags. However, clients that initiate backups from the
command line or other tools must specify either the DDR index value, or the fully qualified domain name or IP address of the
destination Data Domain.


NOTE:


The DDR index value is the identification number that Avamar assigned to the Data Domain during the initial attachment and


configuration process.


Specify a DDR index value


avtar -c --label=NAME FILE1 --ddr --id=USER --ddr-index=INDEX
where INDEX is the DDR index value that corresponds to the destination Data Domain, as listed in Avamar Administrator or the
AUI.


Specify a fully qualified domain name or IP address


avtar -c --label=NAME FILE1 --ddr --id=USER --ddr-server=FQDN
where FQDN is the fully qualified domain name or IP address that corresponds to the destination Data Domain.
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Replication


Topics:


• Overview of replication
• Replication configurations
• Replication data flow
• Replication schedule
• Configuring replication


Overview of replication
The Avamar replication feature transfers data from a source Avamar server to a destination Avamar server. When you use a
Data Domain system with Avamar, the replication process transfers Avamar data from the source Data Domain system to a
destination Data Domain system.


If the source Avamar server is configured with a Data Domain system, then the destination server must have a corresponding
configured Data Domain system. If the destination Avamar server does not have a configured Data Domain system, then
replication fails for backups on the source Data Domain system.


Figure 2. Data Domain basic replication


Replication with backup enforcement


Configuring backup enforcement affects the replication behavior for environments that store any backups on the source
Avamar server. The choice of enforcement mode may also impose software requirements on the source Avamar server.
Enforcement of backups to Data Domain on page 32 provides additional information.
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Replication configurations
If the source Avamar server uses more than one Data Domain system, then you can use either a single destination Data Domain
system or multiple destination systems. Also, if the source Avamar server uses a single Data Domain system, then you can use
either a single destination Data Domain system or multiple destination systems. All of the data is replicated through DD Boost.


For long-term backup retention requirements on destination Data Domain systems, you can replicate from a source Data Domain
system to destination Data Domain system with DD Extended Retention.


Many to one replication


The following figure illustrates a source Avamar server with two source Data Domain systems. Avamar replicates the backup
data on the two source Data Domain systems to a single destination Data Domain system.


Figure 3. Data Domain system replication many to one configuration


The destination Data Domain system must be able accommodate the replicated data from both source Data Domain systems.


Many to many replication


The following figure illustrates an environment with multiple destination Data Domain systems replicating to multiple destination
Data Domain systems.
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Figure 4. Data Domain system replication many to many configuration


One to many replication


The following figure illustrates an environment where backup data replicates from a single source Data Domain system to
multiple destination Data Domain systems.


Figure 5. Data Domain system replication one to many configuration


In a configuration with multiple destination Data Domain systems, you can control which system receives the data that replicates
from the source Data Domain system by mapping a domain on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system.
Mapping a domain to a Data Domain system provides details.
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Pool-based replication


Traditional Avamar replication occurs in serial, which can result in a long replication window when the source and targets are
both Data Domain systems. Pool-based replication allows for multiple parallel replication backups from a Data Domain source to
a Data Domain target.


With traditional Avamar replication, replication is subject to a serial backup queue. This does not guarantee that all backups can
be replicated in a single day, if any single backup takes longer to replicate than the desired recovery point objective (RPO). For
example, one backup could take 24 hours to replicate, thereby missing an 8 hour RPO.


With pool-based replication, Avamar can start as many backup replication operations as necessary, thereby guaranteeing that
the backups eventually reach their destination at the desired RPO . However, due to potential bottlenecks in either replicate
throughput of Data Domain systems or the network throughput, it is recommended that replication groups and clients that will
be run in parallel should be added one at a time until the desired throughput is achieved.


Pool-based replication is enabled during replication group configuration. Configuring pool-based replication on page 39 provides
instructions.


Pool-based replication can also be enabled with the avrepl command using the --use-pool-based option. Additional
options for the avrepl command you to determine the order in which backups will be replicated and other information. The
Avamar Administration Guide contains information about the --use-pool-based option with the avrepl command and
related options.


Replication data flow
Avamar replicates the data directly from one Data Domain system to another. In other words, Avamar does not stage the data
on the Avamar server before replicating the data to the destination Data Domain system.


Replication schedule
The replication of Avamar data on a Data Domain system occurs on the Avamar replication schedule. You cannot schedule
replication of data on the Data Domain system separately from the replication of data on the Avamar server.


Configuring replication


Steps


1. Configure replication from the source Avamar server to the destination Avamar server by using the AUI.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information on configuring Avamar replication.


2. If there is more than one destination Data Domain system, specify which Data Domain system is the default destination.


3. If there is more than one destination Data Domain system, map the domains on the source Avamar server to a destination
Data Domain system.


Setting the default Data Domain destination


In a replication environment with more than one destination Data Domain system, you can specify which Data Domain system is
the default destination. The default destination is the Data Domain system to which Avamar replicates data when a destination
Data Domain system is not identified on the Storage Mapping tab of the AUI.


Steps


1. In the AUI, go to Administration > System .
The System window appears


2. Click the Data Domain tab to display a list of configured Data Domain systems.


3. If you need to add the default Data Domain destination, click + ADD. If the Data Domain system is already listed, select the
system and click Edit.
The Add Data Domain or Edit Data Domain wizard appears.
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4. Scroll down the wizard page to the Misc section, and select the Use system as default replication storage checkbox.


5. Click VALIDATE.


Results


AUI modifies the settings of the selected replication destination.


Mapping a domain to a Data Domain system


If there are multiple destination Data Domain systems, you can control which system receives the data that replicates from the
source Data Domain system. To specify the destination Data Domain system, map a domain on the source Avamar server to a
destination Data Domain system. If you do not provide a mapping, then Avamar replicates the data from the source Data Domain
system to the default destination.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot map the domains on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system until after the first


replication. During the first replication, all the data replicates to the default destination.


To map a domain on a source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain System:


Steps


1. Click the Data Movement Policy launcher button. The Data Movement Policy window appears.


2. Select the Storage Mapping tab.


3. Click Add Domain. The Select a Domain dialogue box appears.


4. Select a domain from the tree


5. From the map to Data Domain system list, select the Data Domain to use as the replication target.


6. Click OK.


Deleting a domain mapping


If there are multiple destination Data Domain systems, you can control which system receives the data that replicates from the
source Data Domain system. To specify the destination Data Domain system, map a domain on the source Avamar server to a
destination Data Domain system. If you do not provide a mapping, then Avamar replicates the data from the source Data Domain
system to the default destination.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot map the domains on the source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain system until after the first


replication. During the first replication, all the data replicates to the default destination.


To map a domain on a source Avamar server to a destination Data Domain System:


Steps


1. Click the Data Movement Policy launcher button. The Data Movement Policy window appears.


2. Select the Storage Mapping tab.


3. Click Add Domain. The Select a Domain dialogue box appears.


4. Select a domain from the tree


5. From the map to Data Domain system list, select the Data Domain to use as the replication target.


6. Click OK.
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Configuring pool-based replication


Pool-based replication, which allows for multiple parallel replication backups from a Data Domain source to a Data Domain
target, can be enabled during creation or editing of a replication group.


Steps


1. Follow the instructions in the Avamar Administration Guide for creating or editing a replication policy/group by using the
Policy wizard in the AUI. Note that the instructions in the Avamar Administration Guide also include the considerations
specified below for configuring pool-based replication for Data Domain systems.


2. On the Properties page of the Policy wizard, select Replicate client backups in parallel.


a. To instruct the replication plug-in to use VSR optimization for plug-ins that support optimization, select Optimize
Virtual Synthetic Replication (VSR).


NOTE: VSR optimization requires that the Replication order of client backups must be Oldest to Newest. This


option is selected by default. To require that all ordering options for pool-based replication are followed, regardless of


the plug-in, clear the selection from this option.


b. For the Replication order of client backups, select one of the following:


● Oldest to Newest begins replication with the oldest backup first.
● Newest to Oldest begins replication with the newest backup first.


3. Click Next to complete the subsequent wizard pages until you reach the Summary page.


4. On the Summary page, scroll to the bottom of the page and click Advanced Parameters.
When you click Advanced Parameters, a dialog displays.


5. Specify the following advanced parameters that apply to pool-based replication. Note that additional options appear in bold
when you move the Show Advanced Options slider to the right.


a. Select the order for client replication in the Client list ordering drop-down.
b. For the Maximum number of Data Domain Replication Streams, type or use arrows in the field to specify the


maximum number of avtar processes that can be started in parallel.


6. When you complete the advanced parameters, click OK to save the configuration details and exit the dialog, and then
Finish.
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Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery


Topics:


• Overview of Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery
• Protection
• Add an advanced policy with Cloud DR enabled
• Configure Cloud Disaster Recovery backups to use Cloud DR
• Perform a DR test or failover of a Cloud DR copy
• Stop a DR test from the AUI


Overview of Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery
The Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery (DD Cloud DR) solution enables disaster recovery of one or more on-premises virtual
machines (VMs) to the cloud. DD Cloud DR integrates with existing on-premises backup software and a Data Domain system to
copy a VM backup to the cloud. It can then run a DR test or failover of the VM copy and run the instance in the cloud.


The DD Cloud DR solution supports recovery run books, enabling administrators to create one or more DR plans to recover
multiple VMs and preconfigure recovery orchestration. You can manage, recover, and fail back DR plans by using the graphical
interface.


To see the complete list of features available in the DD Cloud DR solution, including the cloud providers that DD Cloud DR
supports, see the Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery Installation and Administration Guide.


Protection
VMs are protected with the Cloud DR solution within the backup software.


You can also perform DR tests and failover within the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI). Failover refers to moving the data to
the cloud when the local instance in the virtual environment fails.


After you backup a VM, you can enable it for rapid recovery in the CDRS user interface. Rapid recovery provides a short RTO
of a few minutes when recovering a VM to the cloud. The Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery Installation and Administration
Guide provides detailed information.


Failback is available in the CDRS user interface. A Failback operation is a fully orchestrated creation of a new VM copy in a
pre-defined on-premises staging area, and the data is copied from the failed-over EC2 instance.


Add an advanced policy with Cloud DR enabled


Steps


1. To start the Avamar Web User Interface, open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


NOTE: If your environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, the certificate validation fails and


an error message appears asking if you want to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might


cause security issues.


a. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with root privileges.
b. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the root user.
c. In the Avamar Server field, type the IP address or DNS name of the Avamar server to log in to.
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d. Select Avamar as the Auth Type.
e. Click Log In.


2. In the AUI left navigation pane, click , and then click Advanced Policy.
The Advanced Policy window appears.


3. In the domain tree, select the root domain, and then click + ADD.
The Advanced Policy wizard appears.


4. In the Basic Information page, perform the following steps:


a. Type a name for the advanced policy.
b. Clear the Disable this Advanced Policy check box.
c. Click NEXT.


The Source page appears.


5. In the Source page, select a vCenter server. Click NEXT.
The Type page appears.


6. In the Type page, click the three dots to the left of the desired image backup group and then select Edit from the
drop-down.


7. Select a dataset that protects a VMware image on a Data Domain system, and then click the DISABLED button in the
Cloud DR column to launch the Cloud DR policy configuration dialog.


NOTE: The dataset that you select must have a Data Domain system that is selected for destination storage, and the


plug-ins of this dataset should indicate Linux VMware image or Windows VMWare image, or both.


8. In the Cloud DR policy configuration dialog, perform the following steps:


a. Move the Enable Cloud DR slider to the right.
b. Complete the configuration of the Cloud DR policy.
c. Click OK.
d. Click ✓ to save the change


Once the Cloud DR policy is configured, the button next to the dataset changes to ENABLED.


9. Click NEXT.
The Members page appears.


10. In the Members page, perform the following steps:


a. Select the rule that determines which clients are included in the policy.
b. Type the operating system credentials of the virtual machine.
c. Click REFRESH.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides more details on creating rules.


When you click REFRESH, Avamar automatically installs the SQL Server agent.


11. Click NEXT.
The Proxies page appears.


12. Complete the proxy settings, and then click FINISH.


The Avamar for VMware User Guide provides more details on proxy configuration.


Edit an advanced policy


About this task


Do not re-configure individual policies that were created as part of an advanced policy.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


3. Select the policy that you want to edit, and then click the Edit button.


The Advanced Policy wizard appears.


NOTE: When editing an advanced policy, you cannot change the policy name or select a different vCenter.
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View advanced policy details


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears and lists the configured policies.


2. Review the policy details.


3. To view detailed information for advanced policy members, click the VIEW VM LIST button.


Remove an advanced policy


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


3. Select the solution that you want to remove, and then click the Delete button.


Configure Cloud Disaster Recovery backups to use
Cloud DR
You can configure Cloud Disaster Recovery backups to use Cloud DR within the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI).


Prerequisites


To perform backups from Cloud Disaster Recovery with Cloud DR support, you must first:


● Install, deploy, and configure the Cloud DR system, including registering the CDRA with Avamar. The Data Domain Cloud
Disaster Recovery Installation and Administration Guide contains instructions.


● Add a vCenter client to Avamar and configure proxy-based backup of virtual machines. The Avamar for VMware User Guide
contains instructions.


● Create a dataset with the Store backup on Data Domain system checkbox enabled and a Data Domain system that is
selected for the destination storage. To create the dataset in the AUI:


1. In the left navigation pane, click .
2. Navigate to Administration > Settings, and then select the domain.
3. Click the Dataset tab and then click + ADD.


The plug-ins of this dataset should indicate Linux VMware image or Windows VMWare image, or both.


NOTE: Only policy-based backups can be used with Cloud DR. Ad-hoc (on-demand) backup of individual VMs is not


supported.


Steps


1. Using the AUI left navigation pane, click Asset Management > Policy > Backup Policy, and select a vCenter domain.


2. On the Policy pane, click the + icon, and then follow the instructions to create a backup group or edit an existing backup
group by using the New Group wizard, found in Chapter 5, "Backup," of the Avamar Administration Guide.


3. On the Attributes page of the New Group wizard, ensure that the target storage of the dataset for Select existing
dataset is a Data Domain system. For example, /image_on_DD.


4. On the Cloud DR page of the New Group wizard, select Enable Cloud DR.


5. Select the Cloud DR Target.


The Cloud DR Target is configured during CDRA configuration. The Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery Installation and
Administration Guide contains further information.


6. For the Cloud Retention Policy, select either:
● Copies to keep, and then type the maximum numbers of copies of the protected virtual machine that are stored in the


cloud for disaster recovery.
● Retention period, and then select the amount of time that the copies are retained in the cloud for disaster recovery.
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NOTE: CDRA handles the removal of copies from the cloud based on the cloud retention policy that you specify in this


step. The retention policy will be applied once daily at 00:00:00, or when the server is restarted. Extra cloud copies


might be visible until this has taken place.


7. For the Last backup should not be older than option, select the maximum interval between two backups that are copied
to the cloud.


8. Complete the other information that is related to the group as described in the Avamar Administration Guide and then click
FINISH.


Results


After performing either an ad-hoc (on-demand) or scheduled group backup of the new group, you can view the progress and
results of the backup within the AUI:


1. In the left navigation pane, click .
2. Click Asset Management, and then select the client.
3. Click VIEW MORE to open a window that provides detailed client information.
4. Click the Cloud DR Backups tab.


Perform a DR test or failover of a Cloud DR copy
You can perform a DR test or failover of a Cloud DR copy from within the AUI.


About this task


A DR test is designed for temporary access to an EC2 instance, to test that the recovered VM works before performing a
failover or to retrieve specific data, whereas a failover should be used when the on-premises production VM has experienced a
disaster or is otherwise not running.


You cannot promote a DR test to failover using the Cloud Disaster Recovery software. To promote a DR test to failover, you
must use the graphical interface. The Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery Installation and Administration Guide contains
instructions for promoting a DR test to failover.


NOTE: When performing failovers, you must failover VMs in the appropriate order to ensure the proper functioning of


servers and applications.


Steps


1. Using the AUI left pane, navigate to Asset Management, and select a vCenter domain.


2. From the list in the right pane, select the checkbox next to the backup client, and then click View More from the Client
Summary pane on the far right of the window.


3. In the resulting window, click the Cloud DR Backups tab, and then locate the backup.


Ensure that the copy status of the backup indicates Available.


4. Click DR Options.
The DR Options dialog displays.


5. Select either Initiate DR Test or Initiate Failover.


6. Select the cloud network that will be used to launch the recovered instance in AWS or Azure.


7. Click Finish.


Results


You can view the progress of the restore operation in the AUI by selecting Monitor > Activity in the left pane and then
selecting Cloud DR Activities from the Activity drop-down.
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Stop a DR test from the AUI
Perform the following to stop a Cloud DR test from within the AUI. Note that only a DR test activity in the READY state can be
stopped, and failover activities cannot be stopped.


Steps


1. Select Monitor > Activity in the left pane.


2. From the Activity drop-down, select Cloud DR Activities.


3. In the Cloud DR Activities table, click the ... next to the desired DR test entry, and then select Stop.
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Cloud Tier


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar cloud tier
• Avamar cloud tier configuration
• Avamar cloud tier disaster recovery
• Status of cloud tier operations
• Best practices and limitations with cloud tier


Overview of Avamar cloud tier
The Avamar cloud tier feature works in tandem with the Data Domain Cloud Tier feature to move Avamar backups from Data
Domain systems to the cloud. This provides long-term storage of Avamar backups by seamlessly and securely tiering data to the
cloud.


From the AUI, you configure cloud tier to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and you can perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


Data Domain cloud storage units must be pre-configured on the Data Domain before they are configured for cloud tier in the
AUI. The Data Domain Operating System Administration Guide provides further information.


Avamar cloud tier configuration
Configuring the Avamar server to manage the cloud tier feature on the Data Domain system involves two primary tasks:
● Adding or editing a Data Domain system in the AUI to enable cloud tier.


NOTE: You can switch from one cloud unit to another. Each Avamar server can have only one active cloud unit at the


same time. After you switch the cloud unit, Avamar moves the existing backups that have been marked for tiering to the


new cloud unit when the Data Domain system triggers data movement. Avamar marks the backups for tiering while the


Data Domain system triggers data movement.


● Creating a cloud tier group.


NOTE: Starting with Avamar 18.1, GLR is supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domian is ECS. GLR is not


supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domian are other types. If the backup is on Active Tier (Local Data


Domain), the GLR function does not have such limitation..


The following sections describe how to perform these tasks.


Add or edit a Data Domain system to support cloud tier


Use this procedure to add a Data Domain system with cloud tier support.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click System.
The System pane appears.


2. Click ADD or EDIT to add or edit a Data Domain.


3. In the ADD or EDIT dialog box, fill the information in the System and SNMP tabs and click Next.


4. In the Tiering tab, select the Enable Cloud Tier.


5. For Cloud Unit, select the cloud unit that is configured on the Data Domain. The MTree Name is auto selected.
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NOTE: You can switch from one cloud unit to another. Each Avamar server can have only one active cloud unit at


the same time. After you switch the cloud unit, Avamar tiers the existing backups that have been marked for tiering,


but have not yet been tiered, to the currently-selected cloud unit. Avamar also tiers newly-marked backups to the


currently-selected cloud unit.


6. Click Finish.


Add a Cloud Tier policy and create a tier group


Perform the following procedure to add a Cloud Tier policy and create a tier group as part of the policy. Tier groups are used to
configure the clients, backups, schedules, and other information that is related to cloud tier configuration.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click Cloud Tier Policy.
The Cloud Tier Policy pane appears.


2. Click ADD.
The Cloud Tier Policy wizard appears.


3. In the Cloud Tier Policy wizard, under Properties type the name of the tier policy.


4. Check the Enable option.


5. Optionally, enable Undo tier to undo the previous tiering job, and then choose the following option:


Unmark backups only—Unmark the previously marked backups only and perform no actions for backups that have already
been moved to the cloud tier.


NOTE: When Undo tier is enabled, you cannot attach a schedule to the tier policy. To run the tier group manually, click


Run from Cloud Tier Policy pane.


6. Click Next.


7. Under Members, select one of the following:


● Tier all clients—Selects all clients (except for the clients in the /REPLICATE domain) for cloud tier.


● Choose Membership—Selects individual domain on domain tree to see the list of clients available on that domain.


8. Click Next.


9. Under Backup Filters:


a. For Age Threshold, determine how long the backup resides on the Data Domain before it is tiered to the cloud.


● The Older and Younger options enable you to create a range. For example, you can configure tiering for all backups
that have been on the Data Domain system for longer than 30 days, but less than one year.


NOTE: Data Domain requires that data reside on the Data Domain active tier for a minimum of 14 days before being


tiered to the cloud.


b. For Backup Filter, select either to tier all backups or to filter backup tiering by excluding or including backups.


If you select Include/Exclude backups by date, type or more in Backup Filter, Backup Types and Maximum
backups per client is displayed.


c. For Backup Types, select the type of backup.


For example, to limit tiering to backups of type monthly only, clear all the options except Monthly.


d. For Maximum backups per client, select how many existing backups to tier to the cloud each time the schedule is run.


No limit tiers all backups of the type selected in Backup Types.


10. Click Next.


11. Under Schedule, select a schedule and then click Next.


NOTE: The schedule determines when and how often Avamar marks backups on the Data Domain for tiering to the


cloud. However, the movement of the data from the Data Domain to the cloud is based on the Data Domain's tier


schedule.


12. Under Retention, you can choose any one of the following options:
● Keep the current backup expiration.
● Set expiration by backup type—Updates expiration for backups that are tiered to the cloud tier.
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NOTE: The duration period for backup expiration must be a minimum of 14 days. The minimum expiration time is


dependent on the Age Threshold value.


13. Click Next.


14. Under Destination, you can see the list of Data Domains with cloud units enabled. If the backups of the selected clients are
present in any of the Data Domains in the list, those backups are Cloud Tiered to their respective cloud units.


15. Click Next.


16. Under Summary, you can see the summary of the new cloud tier policy.


You can click Advanced Parameters to view filtering and logging options.


17. Click Finish.


Next steps


Navigate to the Asset Management window, and select the clients folder in the Domain pane to locate the client. Select the
client and click VIEW MORE in the Client Summary pane. The status in the Tier column indicates ACTIVE. You can now wait
for the added Cloud Tier policy to be run according to the schedule, or run an on-demand backup of the policy.


On-demand backup of a Cloud Tier policy


In addition to scheduled backups of a Cloud Tier policy in the AUI, you can perform an on-demand backup of the policy.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to Policy > Cloud Tier Policy.


2. Select a Cloud Tier policy from the table and then click RUN.


3. After the backup completes, go to the Asset Management window and select the client in the Domain pane, and click
VIEW MORE in the Client Summary pane.


Verify that the status in the Tier column indicates MARKED, which means that the backup is ready for backup to Cloud
Tier. The status in the Tier column changes from MARKED to CLOUD after Data Domain moves the backup data to the
cloud.


Replicate Cloud Tier backups


Perform the following procedure to replicate a backup with a Tier status of MARKED (ready for backup to Cloud Tier) or
CLOUD (already backed up to Cloud Tier).


About this task


NOTE: When Cloud Tier is enabled on the source Avamar system, the replication destination should have at least one Data


Domain system attached.


Steps


1. In the AUI, navigate to the Asset Management window, and select the clients folder in the Domain pane to locate the
replication client.


2. Select the replication client and click VIEW MORE in the Client Summary pane.


Verify that the status in the Tier column indicates MARKED (ready for backup to Cloud Tier) or CLOUD (already backed up
to Cloud Tier).


3. Add a replication policy, as described in the Avamar Administration Guide.


4. Go back to Policy > Replication Policy, select the new policy and then click RUN to perform on-demand replication of the
cloud tier backup.


5. After the backup completes, go to the Asset Management window and select the client in the Domain pane, and click
VIEW MORE in the Client Summary pane.


Verify that the REMOTE backup appears underneath the LOCAL cloud tier backup.
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Recall operations for cloud tier backup


A recall operation allows you to move a backup residing on cloud tier storage back to the active tier on the Data Domain system.
In the AUI, you can enable recall at the policy level.


About this task


To enable recall of cloud tier backups at the policy level, perform the following steps.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane, click , and then click Cloud Tier Policy.
The Cloud Tier Policy pane appears.


2. Select the cloud tier policy that requires the recall operation.


3. Click EDIT.
The Cloud Tier Policy wizard displays.


4. In the Cloud Tier Policy wizard, select Properties > Undo Tier, and then choose from one of the following options.
● Unmark backups only — This option unmarks previously marked backups, and performs no actions for backups that


have been already moved to the cloud tier.
● Unmark and recall backups — This option unmarks previously marked backups and recalls backups that have been


already moved to the cloud tier.


5. Click Next until the Schedule page appears.
In the Schedule page, if Undo Tier is enabled, the Schedule page will be disabled.


6. Click Next until the Summary page appears, and then click FINISH to save the changes.


You can also create a Tier Group with Undo tier options enabled to unmark or recall a batch of backups based on your filter
settings in Tier Group. Creating a new tier group provides detailed instructions.


Restore operations for cloud tier


Restores of backups that have been tiered to the cloud are identical to normal restore operations.


The Avamar software recalls a copy of the backup from the cloud to the active tier of the Data Domain, then performs a restore
of the backup from the active tier to the client. The status appears as Cloud. The backup is stored on the Data Domain cloud
tier after the restore. The copy of the backup on the Data Domain active tier is used for restore operation and is deleted after 10
days.


To extend the lifetime of the temporary copy on active tier, on the Avamar server, use the following parameter in the /usr/
local/avamar/var/ddrmaint.cmd command:


--cloud-copy-lifetime=days


NOTE: The timeframe for backup expiration must be a minimum of 14 days. The minimum expiration time is dependent on


the Age Threshold value.


DB2 restore and rollforward and SAP restore when using cloud tier


When a cloud tier policy is configured for DB2 and SAP plug-in backups, components that are required to perform a restore and
recovery operation might have been moved to the cloud tier. This can cause failures for DB2 restore and rollforward through the
AUI, Avamar Administrator, and also for SAP CLI restore.


DB2 plug-in


For the DB2 plug-in, the archive log backups that are needed for a restore and rollforward through the AUI or the Avamar
Administrator might have been already moved to the cloud tier. Initiating a restore and rollforward through the AUI or the
Avamar Administrator automatically triggers a recall of the full backup, but not for the archive logs. The missing logs cause the
restore and rollforward to fail.
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The following error message is written to avdb2 log:


avdb2 Error <11473>: restore: failed to rollforward database <db-name>, to given Date 
and Time, leaving database in rollforward pending state
avdb2 Info <11474>: Next log file to process = <logfile-name>


SAP plug-in


For the SAP plug-in, when the backup is already stored in the cloud tier, the restore will fail with the following error message in
the backint log:


backint Error <14219>:
Restore label <'label-name'> of <nn> files has
failed.


How to recover from these restore failures


Follow this procedure to recover from these restore failures:


Steps


1. Find the list of backups required for the restore:


The Avamar Administrator Manage page can be used to locate backups that need to be recalled.


Use the calendar and the Date & Time column to find the full database backup that you intend to restore.


● For archive log backups required for DB2 restore and roll forward, in addition to the full backup, you will also need all the
archive logs from the time of the full backup up to, and including, the archive logs for the point in time to which you are
recovering. Use the Date & Time column to locate all the required backups.


● For archive log backups required for SAP CLI restore, there may be additional entries for archive logs that were backed
up together with the full backup. Use the Date & Time column to locate these entries for the same backup.


For each backup entry in the manage screen that you have located, if the Tier column shows Cloud, then it will need to be
recalled from the cloud tier. Retain the list of the label numbers for all required backups to be used in the next step.


2. To perform a manual recall for the identified label numbers:


a. On the Avamar Administrator Manage page, select the required backup.
b. Right click and select Recall operation to manually trigger recall.
c. You can check the logs in the Avamar Administrator Activity page.


For backups not listed in Avamar Administrator, use the following procedure to perform a manual recall for the identified
label numbers:


To perform the recall, log into the Avamar server as admin and run the following command at the command prompt:


avtier --operation=restore --hfsaddr=Server-Name --hfsport=27000 --path=/clients/
Client-Name --labelnum=Label-Num


Where:


● Server-Name is the name of the Avamar server.


● Client-Nameis the name of the Avamar client whose backups are being recalled.


● Label-Num is the identified label number.


NOTE: By default, the avtier logs will be generated in the following path: /usr/local/avamar/var/client/


3. Verify all required backups are on the active tier:


Once the recall is complete, the Tier column on the Avamar Administrator Manage page for each recalled backup will
change from Cloud to Active.


4. Proceed with restore as usual.
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File or Granular Level Restore for cloud tier


Avamar support File or Granular Level restore only from the ECS cloud unit. File or Granular Level restore from backup that has
been tiered to the ECS cloud unit is identical to normal File or Granular Level restore operations.


To restore a single file or a piece from backup that is in ECS cloud unit, Avamar doesn't need to recall the whole backup from
cloud to active tier of the Data Domain. Avamar client directly reads the single file or the piece from the cloud.


Avamar doesn't support File or Granular Level restore from non-ECS cloud unit. Thus, to restore a single file or a piece from
backup that is in non-ECS cloud unit, Avamar has to first recall the whole backup from cloud to active tier of Data Domain and
then the Avamar client restores the single file or the piece from the active tier of Data Domain.


Avamar cloud tier disaster recovery
Avamar cloud tier disaster recovery supports the recovery of backups from the cloud in case of the loss of a Data Domain server
and the recovery of an Avamar server in case of the loss of the Avamar server.


NOTE: If you experience a Data Domain or Avamar data loss, submit a service request to Avamar Support. Support


representatives manage the disaster recovery process.


Required Configurations


● To recover backups from the cloud, enable and run the Data Domain cloud tier feature.
● To support recovering an Avamar server from the cloud, configure Data Domain and the tier group so that checkpoint


backups are tiered to the cloud. For details on this process, see Configuring an Avamar server for recovery from the cloud on
page 50.


Limitations


There are some limitations inherent in the cloud tier disaster recovery feature:


● Data that has resided on the active tier for less than the 14-day minimum is not tiered to the cloud. The data is not available
for recovery from the cloud using the cloud tier disaster recovery feature. However, you can recover from a disaster
recovery site by using the standard Avamar recovery workflows.


● The Avamar Administrator UI does not display partial or intermediate backups that are not contained in the final snapshot
backup. However, these partial or intermediate backups are tiered to or recovered from the cloud.


● Support for this feature is effective with the release of Data Domain OS 6.0.1.
● The feature does not support recovery of a multi-node Avamar server from the cloud.


Configuring an Avamar server for recovery from the cloud


To configure Avamar server for recovery from the cloud, designate the Data Domain system as a target for Avamar Checkpoint
backups and edit the Avamar tier group.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Select the Server Management tab.


3. Select the Data Domain system from the tree in the left pane.


4. Select Actions > Edit Data Domain System.
The Edit Data Domain System dialog box displays.


5. In the Misc section of the dialog box, select Use as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups, then click OK.
The Avamar checkpoint backup can now be stored on the Data Domain system.


6. In Avamar Administrator, click the Data Movement Policy launcher link.
The Data Movement Policy window is displayed.


7. In the Groups tab, double-click the tier group that you want to configure, then click Edit Group.
The Edit Tier Group window displays.
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8. In the left-most pane of the Edit Tier Group window, select Overview to open the Overview page in the right pane.


9. On the Overview page, click More Options to open the More Options dialog box.


10. In the dialog box, select Tier checkpoint backup, then click OK.
The Avamar checkpoint backup can now be tiered to the cloud.


Status of cloud tier operations
The Avamar Administrator displays various statuses related to cloud tier operations in the System Monitor and the Backup,
Restore, and Manage window.


Table 11. Status of cloud tier operations 


Status Description


Active The backup is currently stored on the active tier of the Data Domain and is not stored in the cloud.


Marked The backup is marked for tiering to the cloud. While the Avamar software marks data for tiering to
the cloud, the actual tier operations take place based on the Data Domain tier operations marked
schedule. When the backup is marked for tiering but has not yet been tiered, it is listed as Marked in
the Avamar Administrator.


Cloud Avamar can tier the backup to the cloud. The backup is on the cloud tier when the tiering is complete.
When the tiering is in progress, and if any part of the backup is tiered to the cloud, Avamar considers
the backup to be on the cloud tier.


Indeterminate When the Avamar server is marking backups for tiering or recalling backups from the cloud, the
backup status is Indeterminate. If the backup status remains at Indeterminate, rather than reverting to
Marked or Active status, it may indicate that the marking or recall action failed.


Best practices and limitations with cloud tier
This section provides the best practices for using the cloud tier feature, along with its limitations.


Best practices


● Best practices for the cloud tier feature for application plug-in backups:


The cloud tier feature is for long-term retention of backups that are generally not needed for operational recoveries any
longer. It is recommended that the Age Threshold be chosen carefully so as to not tier to cloud any backups that may be
needed by current backups and restores, particularly for database plug-ins. Some plug-ins create backups in a sequence that
are interdependent. Typically, a full backup is followed by incremental and log backups. One backup may be referenced by
later backups, and multiple backups may be needed during recovery to bring a database to a specific point in time.


For plug-in backups, the Age Threshold should be chosen based on the frequency of full backups and typical recovery
scenarios. At least a single chain of a full backup plus incremental and log backups should be available on the Data Domain
active tier to avoid issues. Additional backup chains may need to stay on the active tier depending on your recovery strategy.
For example, if you run a full backup once a week and incrementals daily, and you must be able to restore 3-week old data,
then you will need the three to four latest chains of full and incremental backups residing on the DD active tier. Data older
than four weeks can then be moved to cloud. It is generally also possible to restore older backups from the cloud tier.


● When performing both replication and tiering, replicate the backup first before performing tiering. This will prevent data
recalls from the cloud tier, as data can only be replicated from an active tier to active tier.


● Using the Data Domain M-Tree data movement policy to move Avamar backups to the cloud is not supported. Avamar
backups should be tiered to the cloud using the Avamar software to configure tier groups and perform tier operations.
Otherwise the Avamar software will be unaware of the location of the backups in the cloud and unable to perform recoveries
or manage policies for those backups.


Limitations


● Cancelling a tier operation from the Avamar software, once the tier operation has been started, is not supported.
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● Cancelling a recall operation from the Avamar software during recovery is not supported.
● Avamar Desktop/Laptop does not currently support the Avamar cloud tier feature.
● For backups in the cloud, the AUI does not support virtual machine FLR restore operations.
● Starting with Avamar 18.1, GLR is supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domain is ECS. GLR is not


supported on AUI if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domain are other types. If the backup is on Active Tier (Local Data
Domain), the GLR function does not have such limitation.
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Monitoring and Reporting


Topics:


• Monitoring the system with the Avamar Administrator Dashboard
• Monitoring the system with SNMP
• Monitoring Data Domain system status and statistics
• Monitoring system events
• Monitoring activities
• Monitoring Data Domain system capacity
• Replication monitoring
• Server maintenance activity monitoring


Monitoring the system with the Avamar Administrator
Dashboard
The Avamar Administrator dashboard provides summary information for the Avamar server and any configured Data Domain
systems.


Figure 6. Avamar Administrator Dashboard


The following summary information appears for each server:


● Total amount of storage
● Amount of used storage
● Amount of available storage
● Forecast capacity
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Monitoring the system with SNMP
Avamar can collect and display data for health monitoring, system alerts, and capacity reporting on a Data Domain system by
using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).


About this task


To enable Avamar to collect data, specify the port number to receive traps when you add the Data Domain system to the
Avamar configuration.


The Data Domain SNMP service on the Avamar server receives and manages the SNMP traps for all Data Domain systems. You
can manage the service in Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Services Administration tab.


The Data Domain SNMP Manager service is the SNMP service for Data Domain.


3. To stop or start the service, right-click the service and select Stop Data Domain SNMP Manager or Start Data Domain
SNMP Manager, respectively.


Monitoring Data Domain system status and statistics
Avamar Administrator provides CPU, disk activity, and network activity for each Data Domain system.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Monitor tab, and then click Data Domain tab.


The data appears on the Data Domain tab.


Monitoring system events
When you configure SNMP communication for Avamar and a Data Domain system, the Avamar Event Monitor displays relevant
events for the Data Domain system. You can filter the events to display only those events for a Data Domain system.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Event Management tab.


3. Select Actions > Event Management > Filter.


The Filter dialog box appears.


4. Select the Data Domain systems.


Table 12. Data Domain options and descriptions 


Option Description


To view activities for all Data Domain systems Select All Systems.


To view activities for a specific Data Domain system a. Select System.
b. Click the ... .
c. Select the Data Domain system in the Select Data


Domain System dialog box, and then click OK.
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5. Click OK in the Filter dialog box.


Monitoring activities
You can monitor recent backup, restore, and validation activities by using the Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator. The
Server column in the Activity Monitor lists the server, either the Avamar server or the Data Domain system, on which the
activity occurred.


About this task


The Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities during the past 72 hours. You can filter the Activity
Monitor to view only activities for data on a Data Domain system.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link.
The Activity window is displayed.


2. Click the Activity Monitor tab.


3. Select Actions > Filter.


The Filter Activity dialog box appears


4. Select Data Domain Systems from the Source list.


5. Select the Data Domain systems.


● To view activities for all Data Domain systems, select All Systems.
● To view activities for a specific Data Domain system:


a. Select System.
b. Click the ... .
c. Select the Data Domain system in the Select Data Domain System dialog box.
d. Click OK.


6. In the Filter Activity dialog box, click OK.


Monitoring Data Domain system capacity
Avamar checks the capacity of each Data Domain system every 24 hours. Avamar then logs an event in the Event Monitor if the
capacity reaches 95 percent full, or if the forecast number of days until the capacity is full is less than or equal to 90 days.


About this task


You can also monitor the capacity of a Data Domain system by using the Server Management tab on the Server window in
Avamar Administrator.


When the Data Domain system reaches its capacity limit, you can reclaim space on the device by using the instructions in
Reclaiming storage on a full Data Domain system.


NOTE: When the Data Domain system reaches 99 percent capacity, maintenance operations fail. The best practice


recommendation is to limit Data Domain capacity usage to 80 percent.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select the Data Domain system from the tree in the left pane.


Data Domain system details appear in the right pane.


The following table provides information on Data Domain system capacity information.
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Table 13. Data Domain system capacity details  


Field Description


Total Capacity (post-comp size) The total capacity for compressed data on the Data Domain
system.


Server Utilization (post-comp use%) The percentage of capacity used on the Data Domain
system for any reason after compression of the data.


Bytes Protected The total number of bytes of data that are protected, or
backed up, on the Data Domain system. This value is the
number of bytes before the data is compressed.


File System Available (post-comp avail) The total amount of disk space available for compressed
data in the Data Domain File System.


File System Used (post-comp used) The total amount of disk space used in the Data Domain File
System for compressed data.


User Name The DD Boost user account used for Avamar and Data
Domain system integration.


Default Replication Storage System Specifies if the Data Domain system has been configured as
the Default Replication Storage System.


Target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups Specifies if the Data Domain system is a target for Avamar
checkpoint backups. This option is only available for single-
node Avamar servers and AVE.


Maximum Streams Specifies the maximum streams supported by the Data
Domain system.


Maximum Stream Limit The maximum number of Data Domain system streams that
Avamar can use at any one time to perform backups and
restores.


Instant Access Limit The maximum number of VMware Instant Access restores
allowed. For Avamar 7.4, this number is 32.


DDOS Version The DD OS version for the Data Domain system.


Serial Number The serial number for the Data Domain system.


Model Number The model number for the Data Domain system.


Monitoring Status The current Avamar monitoring status of the Data Domain
system.


Replication monitoring
To monitor replication activity in Avamar, including replication activities associated with a Data Domain system, use either the
Activity window in the AUI, or the Replication Report in Avamar Administrator.


Activity window in the AUI


The Activity window in the AUI enables you to view status information for both on-demand and scheduled replication activity.


In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then go to Monitor > Activity. The Activity window appears and displays a
list of all activities. Replication jobs indicate Replication Source in the Type column.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information on how to filter information in the Activity window.
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Replication Report in Avamar Administrator


The Replication Report in Avamar Administrator also provides details on recent replication activities. You can filter the report
to view only replication activities associated with a Data Domain system.


Server maintenance activity monitoring
Avamar performs the system maintenance operations for backup data on the Data Domain system, including HFS checks,
checkpoints, rollbacks, garbage collection, and secure backup deletion.


The ddrmaint utility implements all required operations on the Data Domain system for the Avamar server. The ddrmaint
utility is installed on the utility node of a multi-node server, or the single node of a single-node server, during Avamar server
installation. The ddrmaint utility is not installed on the data nodes of the Avamar server.


The ddrmaint utility logs all maintenance activities on the Avamar server in the ddrmaint.log file, which is located
in the /usr/local/avamar/var/ddrmaintlogs directory on the utility node of a multi-node Avamar server. The
ddrmaint.log file is rotated when it reaches 25 MB in size.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Viewing detailed status information for troubleshooting
• Data Domain status and resolutions
• Monitoring status
• Common problems and solutions
• Reclaiming storage on a full Data Domain system
• Re-creating the SSH public/private key pair
• Using legacy certificate authentication with Data Domain requires command line flags


Viewing detailed status information for
troubleshooting
Icons on the status bar in Avamar Administrator indicate whether there is a problem either with the Avamar connection to a
Data Domain system or with a Data Domain system.


About this task


Table 14. Status bar problem indicators 


Status bar icon Description


Avamar cannot retrieve information from a Data Domain
system. However, backups and restores can continue during
this condition.


Avamar cannot connect to a Data Domain system, or a Data
Domain system is disabled in some way. Backups and restores
do not occur during this condition.


If one of the icons in the previous table appears in the status bar, you can view more detailed status information for the Data
Domain system on the Server Management tab in the Server window.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Select the Server Management tab, and then select the Data Domain system in the tree.


The Monitoring Status row in the right pane provides detailed status of the Data Domain system.


Data Domain status and resolutions
The following table lists the available values for the Monitoring Status row on the Server Management tab in the Server
window in Avamar Administrator. If the status indicates a problem, a proposed resolution is provided.


Table 15. Monitoring status values and resolutions 


Monitoring status Resolution


OK No resolution is required.


A
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Table 15. Monitoring status values and resolutions (continued)


Monitoring status Resolution


SNMP Getter/Setter disabled Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing
snmp enable.


Unable to get CPU, disk, and network
statistics data


Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing
snmp enable.


Unable to get CPU and disk statistics data Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing
snmp enable.


Unable to get network statistics data Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing
snmp enable.


Unable to get file system statistics data Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing
snmp enable.


Error invoking ssh cli command Review the system log files to determine the cause of
the problem. You should also review the DD OS Command
Reference Guide.


File system disabled Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable Data Domain file
system operations by typing filesys enable.


When the Data Domain file system is disabled, Avamar cannot
perform backups to and restores from the device.


After you enable file system operations, it might take as long
as 10 minutes before Avamar Administrator correctly reflects
the status of the Data Domain system, especially if the Data
Domain system is a DD Extended Retention. Do not perform
backups, restores, or system maintenance operations until the
status appears correctly in Avamar Administrator. Otherwise,
the backups, restores, or system maintenance operations
might fail.


Unable to get SNMP file system status Verify that the SNMP getter/setter port is valid. This is the
port that you specified when you added the Data Domain
system to the Avamar configuration.


Failed to authenticate ssh cli connection
with ssh key


Verify that the SSH public/private key pair was set up
correctly on both the Avamar server and the Data Domain
system. Re-creating the SSH public/private key pair provides
more information.


Failed to authenticate SSH CLI connection
with credentials


Verify that the DD Boost user credentials are correct. The
credentials are the username and password that you specified
when you added the Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


Unable to retrieve ssh key file pair Verify that the SSH public/private key pair is set up correctly
on both the Avamar server and the Data Domain system, and
that the public key is copied to the correct location on the
Data Domain system. Re-creating the SSH public/private key
pair provides more information.


Unable to retrieve ssh public key file Verify that the SSH public/private key pair was set up
correctly on both the Avamar server and the Data Domain
system, and that the public key was copied to the correct
location on the Data Domain system. Re-creating the SSH
public/private key pair provides more information.


Unable to retrieve ssh private key file Verify that the SSH public/private key pair was set up
correctly on both the Avamar server and the Data Domain
system. Re-creating the SSH public/private key pair provides
more information.
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Table 15. Monitoring status values and resolutions (continued)


Monitoring status Resolution


DDBoost disabled Enable DD Boost using either the Data Domain SSH CLI or the
web-based Data Domain Enterprise Manager.


To enable DD Boost by using the SSH CLI, type ddboost
enable.


When DD Boost is disabled, Avamar cannot perform backups
to and restores from the device.


DDBoost user disabled Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable the DD Boost user
by typing user enable username, where username is the
username of the DD Boost user.


When the DD Boost user is disabled, Avamar cannot perform
backups and restores to and from the device.


DDBoost user changed on Data Domain system If you edited the DD Boost user account information on the
Data Domain system, then you must edit the DD Boost user
account information in the Data Domain configuration on the
Avamar server.


When you edit the DD Boost user account information in
Avamar Administrator, the SSH key may fail. To resolve
this issue, re-add the SSH key using the instructions in Re-
creating the SSH public/private key pair.


DDBoost option disabled Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable DD Boost by
typing ddboost option set distributed-segment-
processing enabled.


Backups continue when DD Boost is disabled. However,
performance decreases.


DDBoost option not available No resolution is required. The Data Domain system is in a
cluster. DD Boost is not available in a cluster.


DDBoost not licensed Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to add the license for DD
Boost by typing license add license, where license is
the license code.


Invalid SNMP port To resolve this issue, use the instructions in Preparing the
Data Domain system for Avamar integration on page 21.


Verify that you specified the correct getter/setter port
when you added the Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration, and ensure that the getter/setter port is open
on the Data Domain system by typing snmp show trap-
hosts.


Invalid SNMP trap host or trap port To resolve this issue, use the instructions in Preparing the
Data Domain system for Avamar integration on page 21.


Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to verify that the Avamar
server is configured as a trap host on the Data Domain system
by typing snmp show trap-hosts.


If necessary, use the Data Domain SSH CLI to add the Avamar
server as a trap host on the Data Domain system by typing
snmp add trap-host hostname, where hostname is the
hostname of the Avamar server. By default, port 163 is used.


Verify that you specified the correct trap port when you
added the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.
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Table 15. Monitoring status values and resolutions (continued)


Monitoring status Resolution


Invalid SNMP community string To resolve this issue, use the instructions in Preparing the
Data Domain system for Avamar integration on page 21.


Use the Data Domain SSH CLI to verify the SNMP community
string by typing snmp show ro-communities.


Verify that you specified the correct SNMP community string
when you added the Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


Error getting SNMP objects Review the system log files to determine the cause of the
problem. Search the Data Domain knowledgebase for the error
message.


SNMP trap manager is not running Start the Data Domain SNMP Manager service:


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration tab.


The Administration window appears.


2. Click the Services Administration tab.
3. Right-click the Data Domain SNMP Manager row in


the right pane and select Start Data Domain SNMP
Manager.


Unknown Host The DNS server cannot resolve the hostname of the Data
Domain system. Ensure that the hostname and IP address for
the Data Domain system are configured correctly in DNS.


Host is not reachable Avamar cannot connect to the hostname or IP address of
the Data Domain system. This may be because the device
is powered off, there is a network connection issue, the
connection is blocked by the firewall, and so on.


Invalid host, user name, or password Ensure that you specified the hostname or IP address of the
Data Domain system, the DD Boost username, and password.
Attempt to log in to the Data Domain system with the
specified username and password. Verify that the Avamar
server can ping the Data Domain system.


Synchronization of maintenance operations is
off


Avamar cannot synchronize maintenance operations such as
checkpoints, HFS checks, and Garbage Collection with the
Data Domain system.


Avamar Support must enable synchronization of these
operations by using the avmaint config command to set
the useddr value to TRUE.


Unknown Contact Data Domain Support.


Monitoring status
When the monitoring status on the Server Management tab in the Server window in Avamar Administrator is a value other
than OK, additional information appears in a list below the Monitoring Status.


The following table describes status messages and provides resolutions if the status indicates a problem.


Table 16. Server Management monitoring status details 


Monitoring status Description


● DDBoost Licensed
● DDBoost not Licensed


DD Boost licensing status.
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Table 16. Server Management monitoring status details (continued)


Monitoring status Description


If the value is DDBoost not licensed, then use the Data
Domain SSH CLI to add the license for DD Boost by typing
license add license, where license is the license code.


● DDBoost Enabled
● DDBoost Disabled


DD Boost status.


If the value is DDBoost Disabled, then enable DD Boost by
using either the Data Domain SSH CLI or the web-based Data
Domain Enterprise Manager.


To enable DD Boost by using the SSH CLI, type ddboost
enable.


When DD Boost is disabled, Avamar cannot perform backups
to and restores from the device.


● DDBoost User Enabled
● DDBoost User Disabled


DD Boost user status.


If the value is DDBoost User Disabled, then use the
Data Domain SSH CLI to enable the DD Boost user by typing
user enable username, where username is the username
of the DD Boost user.


When the DD Boost user is disabled, Avamar cannot perform
backups to and restores from the device.


● DDBoost User Valid
● DDBoost User Changed


DD Boost user status.


If the value is DDBoost User Changed and you edited
the DD Boost user account information on the Data Domain
system, then you must edit the DD Boost user account
information in the Data Domain configuration on the Avamar
server.


When you edit the DD Boost user account information in
Avamar Administrator, the SSH key may fail. To resolve
this issue, re-add the SSH key using the instructions in Re-
creating the SSH public/private key pair.


● DDBoost Option Enabled
● DDBoost Option Disabled
● DDBoost Option not Available


DD Boost option status.


If the value is DDBoost Option Disabled, then
use the Data Domain SSH CLI to enable DD Boost by
typing ddboost option set distributed-segment-
processing enabled.


Backups continue when DD Boost is disabled. However,
performance decreases.


If the value is DDBoost Option not Available, then
the Data Domain system is in a cluster, and DD Boost is not
available in a cluster.


● SNMP Enabled
● SNMP Disabled


SNMP status.


If the value is SNMP Disabled, then use the Data Domain
SSH CLI to enable SNMP by typing snmp enable.


● File System Running
● File System Enabled
● File System Disabled
● File System Unknown
● File system status unknown since SNMP is


disabled


Status of the Data Domain file system.


When the Data Domain file system is disabled, Avamar cannot
perform backups to and restores from the device.


If the value is File System Disabled, then use the Data
Domain SSH CLI to enable Data Domain file system operations
by typing filesys enable.
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Table 16. Server Management monitoring status details (continued)


Monitoring status Description


If the value is File system status unknown since
SNMP is disabled, then use the Data Domain SSH CLI to
enable SNMP by typing snmp enable.


If the value is File System Unknown, then verify that the
SNMP getter/setter port is valid. This is the port that you
specified when you added the Data Domain system to the
Avamar configuration.


If you enable file system operations, it may take as many
as 10 minutes before Avamar Administrator correctly reflects
the status of the Data Domain system, especially if the Data
Domain system is a DD Extended Retention. Do not perform
backups, restores, or system maintenance operations until the
status appears correctly in Avamar Administrator. Otherwise,
the backups, restores, or system maintenance operations may
fail.


● Synchronization of maintenance operations
is off


● Synchronization of maintenance operations
is on


Synchronization status of maintenance operations, such as
checkpoints, HFS checks, and Garbage Collection, between
the Avamar server and the Data Domain system.


If the value is Synchronization of maintenance
operations is off, then Avamar Support must enable
synchronization of these operations by using the avmaint
config command to set the useddr value to TRUE.


Common problems and solutions
This topic lists common problems and solutions when you store Avamar backups on a Data Domain system.


Backups to Data Domain storage corrupted due to client NIC configuration


If the Network Interface Card on client machines does not have ECC memory enabled, backups to the Data Domain system
might result in silent corruption of data.


Backup fails if the Data Domain system is offline


If the Data Domain system is offline when a backup starts, then the backup may take five minutes or more before it fails. The
failure occurs because there is a minimum timeout period of five minutes for almost all DD Boost operations.


To resolve the failed backup, set the Data Domain system online and then retry the backup.


Tail-log backup restrictions with DD Extended Retention


If you are restoring SQL Server data from either the target archive or sealed archive tiers on a DD Extended Retention, then
you must clear the Tail-log backup checkbox to disable tail-log backups. The Use SQL Replace checkbox must be selected.
Otherwise, the restore fails. Tail-log backups are supported only when restoring data from the active tier of a Data Domain
system.
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Level 1 Oracle backups to a DD Extended Retention may time out


When performing a Level 1 backup from an Oracle client to a DD Extended Retention, the backup may time out and fail in
the process of creating a snapview. To work around this issue, increase the timeout limit by adding the following flag to the
avoracle.cmd file:


--[avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs=n
where n is the number of seconds before the timeout occurs. The default value is 150. A value of 200 or greater is
recommended.


Rollback includes deleted Data Domain system


If you roll back to a checkpoint that contains a configured Data Domain system that you deleted from the configuration after the
checkpoint, then the Data Domain system is restored to the configuration.


If you do not want the Data Domain system, then delete it from the configuration after the rollback completes. However, if you
want to restore the Data Domain system to the configuration, then you must re-add the SSH key and trap host to the Data
Domain system. These values are deleted when you delete the Data Domain system and cannot be restored on the Data Domain
system during a rollback of the Avamar server. To restore these values, open the Edit Data Domain System dialog box in
Avamar Administrator and click the Re-add SSH Key and Re-add Trap Host buttons.


Backend capacity reports fail


Do not run a backend capacity report for a client with backups on a Data Domain system. Otherwise, the report fails. Backend
capacity reports cannot include data on a Data Domain system.


Reclaiming storage on a full Data Domain system


About this task


If you use all of the storage space on a Data Domain system, the following issues may occur:


● Backups do not succeed and may not start.
● Operations that change information on the Data Domain system fail, including the deletion of checkpoints, active backups,


and expired backups during Garbage Collection. These operations may fail because they involve directory renames, which are
not allowed on a full Data Domain system.


Steps


1. Determine the source of the data that is using the storage. The data may be from a specific client, a group of clients
associated with a specific Avamar server, or a different backup product that stores data on the Data Domain system.


2. Cancel any backups that are in progress:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher button.
b. In the Activity window, click the Activity Monitor tab.
c. Select the backups, and then select Actions > Cancel Activity.
d. Click Yes on the confirmation message.


3. Suspend backups and restores:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher button.
b. In the Server window, click the Server Management tab.
c. In the tree pane, select the Avamar server node of the tree.
d. Select Actions > Suspend Backups/Restores.
e. Click Yes on the confirmation message.


4. Suspend server maintenance operations on the Avamar server:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
b. In the Manage All Schedules window, click Suspend All.


5. On the Data Domain system, manually delete the existing STAGING, DELETED, or cur/DELETED directories for the Avamar
server.
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6. Use Data Domain Enterprise Manager to initiate the Data Domain file system cleaning operation.


This process should free enough space to enable Avamar server maintenance operations to successfully complete.


7. Restart server maintenance operations on the Avamar server:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Schedules.
b. In the Manage All Schedules window, click Resume All.


8. Restart backups and restores:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher button.
b. In the Server window, click the Server Management tab.
c. In the tree pane, select the Avamar server node of the tree.
d. Select Actions > Resume Backups/Restores.
e. Click Yes on the confirmation message.


9. After server maintenance operations completes, you might need to perform the following tasks to reclaim storage space on
the Data Domain system:


● Delete backups.
● Delete checkpoints.
● Run Avamar Garbage Collection.
● Run the Data Domain file system cleaning operation.


Re-creating the SSH public/private key pair
When you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration, the system automatically creates and exchanges the public/
private keys that the Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) needs to enable a secure connection with the Data Domain
Secure Shell (DDSSH) interface.


About this task


However, in some unlikely circumstances, such as if you edit the DD Boost account that Avamar uses to connect to the Data
Domain system, then the SSH key may fail. If this occurs, you must re-create and re-add the key on the Data Domain system.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Change to the .ssh directory by typing cd ~/.ssh.


3. Generate a public/private key pair by typing the following command:


ssh-keygen -t rsa -N "" -f ddr_key
This command sets ddr_key as the file name for the key. There is no passphrase for the key.


4. Log in to the Data Domain system by typing the following command:


ssh Avamar_ostuser@dd_system
where Avamar_ostuser is the name of the DD Boost user for Avamar on the Data Domain system, and dd_system is the
name of the Data Domain system.


5. Add the SSH public key to the SSH authorized keys file on the Data Domain system by typing the following command:


adminaccess add ssh-keys user Avamar_ostuser
6. Copy and paste the public key, which is the contents of the file ddr_key.pub, in /home/admin/.ssh:


a. Open a second command shell and log in to the utility node of the Avamar server as admin.
b. Change to the .ssh directory by typing cd ~/.ssh.


c. Display the ddr_key.pub file by typing cat ddr_key.pub.


d. Select and copy the contents of the file.
e. Return to the first command shell window.
f. Paste the contents of the file in /home/admin/.ssh.


7. Enter the key by pressing Ctrl+D.


8. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
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9. Change directory to /usr/local/avamar/lib by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/lib/
10. Copy the private key to /home/admin/.ssh/ddr_key, which is the path and name specified by


ddr_ssh_key_path_name in the mcserver.xml file, by typing the following command:


cp /home/admin/.ssh/ddr_key .
where ddr_key is the file name for the key.


11. Change the ownership of the key to the admin group by typing the following command:


chown root:admin ddr_key
where ddr_key is the file name for the key.


12. Change the permissions for the key to 440 by typing the following command:


chmod 440 ddr_key
where ddr_key is the file name for the key.


13. Test that you can log in to the Data Domain system without providing a password by typing the following command:


ssh -i path/ddr_key Avamar_ostuser@dd_system
where:


● path/ddr_key is the path and filename of the key.
● Avamar_ostuser is the name of the DD Boost user for Avamar on the Data Domain system.
● dd_system is the name of the Data Domain system.


Using legacy certificate authentication with Data
Domain requires command line flags
When performing a backup to Data Domain using the --encrypt=tls-sa command line flag to indicate legacy certificate
authentication, metadata backups to the Avamar server will succeed but backups to the Data Domain will fail. For successful
backup, you must specify the following flags:


--ddr-auth-enabled=false
--ddr-auth-mode=3


This will force certificate authentication for metadata backups to the Avamar server while allowing backups to the Data Domain
to succeed.
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A


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


C


checkpoint
A server backup taken for the express purpose of assisting with disaster recovery of the Avamar server.


client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software consists of a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


D


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


DD Boost
DD Boost is the API that Avamar clients use to access a Data Domain system. The DD Boost API is installed automatically on
the client computer when you install the Avamar client. It is also installed automatically on the Avamar server when you install
Avamar.


DD OS
Data Domain Operating System (DD OS) is the internal operating system on the Data Domain system. The DD OS provides both
a command line interface (CLI) for performing all system operations and the Enterprise Manager (a graphical user interface, or
GUI) for some configuration operations, management, and monitoring.


ddrmaint utility


Installed on the utility node of a multi-node server (or the single node of a single-node server), this utility implements all required
operations on the Data Domain system on behalf of the Avamar server. It is not installed on the storage nodes of the Avamar
server.
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The ddrmaint utility also uses the DD Boost to connect to a Data Domain system. The DD Boost is installed with the
ddrmaint utility automatically when you install Avamar.


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


R


replication
Replication is an optional feature that enables an Avamar system to store read-only copies of its data on a remote system. The
replicated data can be replicas of client backups and copies of Avamar system data. Replication supports disaster recovery of
the Avamar system.


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a UDP-based network protocol. It is used mostly in network management
systems to monitor network-attached devices for conditions that warrant administrative attention.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This publication describes various methods and strategies for protecting VMware™ virtual machines.


Audience
The information in this publication is intended for system administrators familiar with:


● Basic Avamar system administration principles, and procedures found in the Avamar Administration Guide
● Other Avamar client software information (primarily installation, and configuration procedures) found in various Avamar


client guides


A comprehensive discussion of basic Avamar system administration concepts and principles, such as clients, datasets,
schedules, retention policies, and backup policies, is beyond the scope of this publication. The Avamar Administration Guide
provides details.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


07 October, 2021 Added the ports 5480 and 5488 to the
"Required vSphere data ports" table in
the "Required data ports" section.


06 August, 2021 Updated the "Restore problems and
solutions" section.


05 June, 2021 Updated the "Limitations" section in the
"Protecting ESX Hosts" chapter.


04 June, 2020 Updated the "Performance
improvements for file-level restore"
section.


03 April, 2020 ● Added prerequisites to the
"Upgrading Avamar proxies" section.


● Added a limitation to the "File-level
restore limitations" section.


● Added the "Perform a file-level
restore (FLR) operation by using
the Data Protection Backup and
Recovery File-Level Restore UI" sub-
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Table 1. Revision history (continued)


Revision Date Description


section in the "File-level restore
(FLR)" section.


02 November 15, 2019 ● Added a port in the "Required data
ports" section.


● Added a recommendation in the
"Adding an ESX host as a vCenter
client" section.


01 May 20, 2019 First release of this document for
Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following Dell EMC publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
● Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide
● Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide
● Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide
● Avamar for Oracle User Guide
● Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide
● Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
● Avamar vSphere Web Client Administration Guide


The following VMware publications provide additional information:


● Introduction to VMware vSphere
● Getting Started with ESX
● vSphere Basic System Administration
● vSphere Resource Management Guide
● vSphere Web Access Administrator's Guide
● ESX and vCenter Server Installation Guide
● ESX Configuration Guide
● VMware Data Recovery Administration Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options
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Table 2. Typographical conventions (continued)


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.
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Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Avamar for VMware data protection overview
• Changed block tracking
• Image backup virtual machine quiescing
• Image backup and recovery support in Amazon Web Services (AWS)


Avamar for VMware data protection overview
Avamar offers two basic ways to protect data residing on VMware virtual machines: image backup, and guest backup.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Image backup


Image backup uses VMware vStorage API for Data Protection (VADP) to protect virtual machine data.


Image backup is fully integrated with vCenter Server to provide detection of virtual machine clients, and enable efficient
centralized management of backup jobs.


Figure 1. Image backup diagram
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Proxies


Image backups and restores require deployment of proxy virtual machines within the vCenter.


Proxies run Avamar software inside a Linux virtual machine, and are deployed using an appliance template (.ova) file or the
Proxy Deployment Manager.


Once deployed, each proxy provides these capabilities:


● Backup of Microsoft Windows and Linux virtual machines (entire images or specific drives)
● Restore of Microsoft Windows and Linux virtual machines (entire images or specific drives)
● Selective restore of individual folders and files to Microsoft Windows and Linux virtual machines


Each proxy can perform eight simultaneous backup or restore operations, in any combination.


Proxies are allowed in any part of the Avamar Administrator account management tree except the vCenter Server domain or
subdomains. Additionally, you should not activate proxies into the root domain (/). Otherwise, this action causes problems
during system migration.


Although it is possible to restore across datacenters (use a proxy that is deployed in one data center to restore files to a virtual
machine in another data center), restores take noticeably longer than if the proxy and the target virtual machine are in the same
data center. For best performance, use the Proxy Deployment Manager which recommends the ideal deployment configuration.


Default proxy virtual machine specifications


The following figure outlines the default requirements for the proxy virtual machine.


NOTE: The IP address that is assigned to the network adapter belongs to the guest network.


Figure 2. Default proxy virtual machine specifications


Snapshots


The image backup process requires temporary creation of a virtual machine snapshot.


If the virtual machine is running at the time of backup, this snapshot can impact disk I/O and consume disk space on the
datastore in which the virtual machine resides. Snapshot creation and deletion can take a long time if the virtual machine runs a
heavy disk I/O workload during backup


Avamar image backup supports the following types of virtual disks:


● Flat (version 1 and 2)
● Raw Device Mapped (RDM) in virtual mode only (version 1 and 2)
● Sparse (version 1 and 2)


Other virtual disk types are not supported.


Supported storage architectures


Image backup fully supports the following storage architectures:


● Fiber channel SAN storage hosting VMFS or RDMS
● iSCSI SAN storage
● NFS
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Image backup system limitations


The following system-wide limitations apply to image backups.


Special characters are not allowed in datacenter, datastore, folder, or virtual machine names


Because of a known limitation in the vCenter software, when special characters are used in the datacenter, datastore, folder, or
virtual machine names, the .vmx file is not included in the backup.


This issue is seen when special characters like %, &, *, $, #, @, !, \, /, :, *, ?, ", <, >, |, ;, ',+,=,?,~ are used.


As a long-term solution for this issue, upgrade the VMware software to a version where this issue is resolved. However, until
a fix is provided by VMware, rename the datacenter, datastore, folder, or virtual machine names without using these special
characters.


Avamar server upgrades require proxy reboots


After you upgrade Avamar server software, you must manually reboot all proxies connected to that server.


Guest backup


Guest backup protects virtual machine data by installing Avamar client software on the virtual machine just as if it were a
physical machine, then registering and activating that client with an Avamar server. No special configuration is required.


NOTE: When registering virtual machine clients protected by guest backup, do not register them to a vCenter domain.


Doing so prevents the administrator from locating or managing that virtual machine in Avamar Administrator. Instead


register any virtual machine clients protected by guest backup to some other domain or subdomain (for example, /
clients).


The following table lists Avamar client guides, which provide detailed instructions for installing Avamar client software in virtual
machines.


Table 3. Guest backup installation resources 


Client Publication


IBM AIX file systems Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


Linux file systems:


● Debian
● CentOS
● Red Hat
● SUSE
● Ubuntu


Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


UNIX file systems:


● HP-UX
● Solaris


Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


IBM DB2 databases hosted on IBM AIX, Red Hat and SUSE
Linux, and Microsoft Windows


Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide


Lotus Domino databases Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide


Mac OS X file systems Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


Microsoft Exchange databases Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide


Microsoft Office SharePoint implementations Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide


Microsoft SQL Server databases Avamar for SQL Server User Guide


Microsoft Windows file systems Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
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Table 3. Guest backup installation resources (continued)


Client Publication


Oracle databases hosted on IBM AIX, Red Hat, and SUSE
Linux, Sun Solaris, and Microsoft Windows


Avamar for Oracle User Guide


Considerations


There are various considerations of using either image or guest backup to protect virtual machine data.


General use case guidelines


For virtual machines hosted in a vCenter, image backup enables you to protect multiple virtual machines with the least amount
of effort.


On Windows Vista/2008 and later virtual machines, image backups are fully application-consistent and sufficient for most use
cases involving Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft Office SharePoint, and Microsoft SQL Server. However, because image backup
is limited to functionality offered by the VMware vStorage API for Data Protection (VADP), some deployments might require
more advanced functionality than that offered by VADP. In these situations, the additional functionality that is provided by guest
backup might offer a better solution.


The following deployments are known to benefit from using guest backup instead of image backup:


● Exchange Database Availability Groups (DAGs)
● SharePoint Server Farms
● SharePoint deployments requiring log truncation


Guest backup is the only way to protect virtual machines that are not hosted in a vCenter (for example, desktops and laptops).


Ease of implementation


Image backup:


● Can leverage vCenter to discover virtual machines, and add them to the Avamar server in batches.
● Requires a moderate amount of initial setup and configuration.


Guest backup:


● Supports any virtual machine running an operating system for which Avamar client software is available.
● Supports applications such as DB2, Exchange, Oracle, and SQL Server databases.
● Easily fits into most existing backup schemes; day-to-day backup procedures do not change.
● Avamar client software must be individually installed, and managed inside each virtual machine.


Efficiency


Image backup:


● Offers moderate deduplication efficiency.
● Does not consume guest virtual machine CPU, RAM, and disk resources during backups.
● Does consume ESX Server CPU, RAM, and disk resources during backups.


Guest backup:


● Offers the highest level of data deduplication efficiency.
● Does consume small amounts of guest virtual machine CPU, RAM, and disk resources during backups.
● Does not consume ESX Server CPU, RAM, and disk resources during backups.


Backup and restore


Image backup:


● Image backups are supported for all machines currently supported by VMware.
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● Backups can comprise an entire virtual machine image (all drives) or selected drives (.vmdk files).


● Individual folder and file restores supported for both Windows and Linux virtual machines.
● Backups are not optimized (temp files, swap files, and so forth, are included).
● Unused file system space is backed up.
● Virtual machines need not have a network connection to Avamar server.
● Virtual machines need not be running for backups to occur.


Guest backup:


● Backups are highly optimized (temp files, swap files, and so forth, are not included).
● Backups are highly customizable (supports full range of include and exclude features).
● Database backups support transaction log truncation, and other advanced features.
● Unused file system space is not backed up.
● Individual folder and file restores are supported for all supported virtual machines (not just Linux and Windows)
● Backup and restore jobs can execute pre- and post-processing scripts.
● Virtual machines must have a network connection to Avamar server.
● Virtual machines must be running for backups to occur.


Required VMware knowledge


Image backup requires moderate VMware knowledge. Integrators should have working knowledge of the vCenter topology in
use at that customer site (that is, which ESX Servers host each datastore, and which datastores store each virtual machine’s
data), and the ability to log in to vCenter with administrator privileges.


Guest backup and restore requires no advanced scripting or VMware knowledge.


Using both image and guest backup


A virtual machine can be protected by both guest backup and image backup. For example, a daily guest backup might be used
to protect selective files, and a less frequent or on-demand full image backup might be used to protect the full machine. This
scheme accommodates scenarios with limited backup windows.


To support using both image and guest backup to protect the same virtual machine, you must configure the Avamar MCS to
allow duplicate client names.


Changed block tracking
Changed block tracking is a VMware feature that tracks which file system blocks on a virtual machine have changed between
backups.


Changed block tracking identifies unused space on a virtual disk during the initial backup of the virtual machine, and also
empty space that has not changed since the previous backup. Avamar data deduplication performs a similar function. However,
using this feature provides valuable I/O reduction earlier in the backup process. Changed block tracking dramatically improves
performance if SAN connectivity is not available.


If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine file system image must be fully processed for each backup,
possibly resulting in unacceptably long backup windows, and excessive back-end storage read/write activity.


Changed block tracking can also reduce the time that is required to restore (“roll back”) a virtual machine to a recent backup
image by automatically eliminating unnecessary writes during the restore process.


Changed block tracking is only available with the following types of virtual machines that use the following types of virtual disk
formats:


● Virtual machine versions 7 and later


The earlier virtual machine version 4 is commonly used on ESX 3.X hosts and in virtual machines that are deployed from
templates that support both ESX 3.x and 4.0 hosts. The version of a virtual machine does not change when the underlying
ESX host is upgraded. Many commercial appliances exist in version 4 to allow deployment on ESX 3.x hosts.


vCenter version 4 provides the ability to upgrade version 4 virtual machine hardware from to version 7 virtual machine
hardware. This upgrade is irreversible and makes the virtual machine incompatible with earlier versions of VMware software
products. vCenter online help provides details.
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● Disks cannot be physical compatibility RDM
● The same disk cannot be mounted by multiple virtual machines
● Virtual machines must be in a configuration that supports snapshots


Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following actions occur on the virtual machine: reboot,
power on, resume after suspend, or migrate.


Image backup virtual machine quiescing
Image backup does not provide any additional virtual machine quiescing capabilities other than those features that are provided
by VMware vStorage API for Data Protection (VADP).


Before performing an image backup, three levels of virtual machine quiescing are possible:


● Crash-consistent quiescing
● File system-consistent quiescing
● Application-consistent quiescing


Crash-consistent quiescing is the least desirable level of quiescing because the virtual disk image being backed up is consistent
with what would occur by interrupting power to a physical computer. File system writes might or might not be in progress when
power is interrupted. Because of this issue, there is always a chance of some data loss.


File system-consistent quiescing is more desirable because the virtual machine is allowed to complete any file system writes
before the disk is backed up. This level of quiescing is only available on Windows virtual machines capable of providing Windows
Volume Snapshot Service (VSS) services, and that are running VMware Tools.


Application-consistent quiescing is the most desirable level of quiescing. In addition to the advantages provided by file system-
consistent quiescing, applications are notified that a backup has occurred so that they can clear their transaction logs.


Application-consistent quiescing is only available on Windows Vista/2008 and later virtual machines that are running VMware
Tools.


Image backup and recovery support in Amazon Web
Services (AWS)
Avamar proxy provides image backup and restore support for VMware Cloud on AWS.


You can use Avamar to seamlessly deploy and manage VMware workloads across all VMware on-premises and AWS
environments.


Consider the following points:


● VMware vSphere 6.5 or greater is required.
● There is no network connection between the ESXi host and the Avamar proxy on VMware Cloud on AWS. A vCenter is


required for communication.
● User privileges are limited on VMware Cloud on AWS.
● Supports virtual machines that reside in a workload service pool.
● Avamar Virtual Edition support for VMware tags with SSO service.


Limitations


The following features are not supported:


● Application consistent backup
● File-level restore from an image-level backup if using NSX-V. Note that this is not a limitation if using NSX-T.
● Proxy deployment manager. Proxies must be deployed manually.
● Instant access recovery of an image-level backup
● Emergency restore (image restore directly to an ESXi host, bypassing the vCenter)
● Image-level backups and restores using NBD or NBDSSL transport mode.
● Advanced policy based data protection for MS-SQL using Avamar.
● Application aware image backups for MS-SQL and MS-Exchange
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● Image backup and restore when the datacenter is under a folder
● Data exclusion
● Proxy appliance configured with dual-stack or IPv6-only.
● NBD, NBDSSL, and SAN. Only HotAdd is supported.
● VMware tag based rule selection criteria for dynamic policy
● Restore to new vApp
● IPV6
● Virtual machine template backup
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Configuration and Setup


Topics:


• Best practices
• (Optional) Configuring support for multiple vCenters
• Installing Avamar Administrator software
• Configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication
• Creating a dedicated vCenter user account
• Add a vCenter as an Avamar client in the AUI
• Auto-discovery of virtual machines
• Deploying proxies
• Upgrading proxies
• Maintaining proxies
• Security patch updates for proxies
• Additional Avamar server configuration


Best practices
Follow these best practices when configuring your system.


Verify ESX and vCenter certificates


Use properly registered certificates from a trusted provider that match DNS names for ESX and vCenter.


Use fully qualified ESX Server hostnames


When adding new ESX Servers to vCenter environments, you should adhere to the VMware recommended practice of naming
ESX Servers with fully qualified hostnames (not an IP address or simple hostname). Using anything other than a fully qualified
hostname can result in network connection failures due to incorrect SSL certificate handling.


Recommendations for high change-rate clients


When protecting high change rate clients, such as database hosts, use guest backup, or store image backups on a Data Domain
system.


Use indirect root login for proxies


Direct root login for proxies is no longer available. Instead, when a procedure requires root access, log in as the admin user, and
then change to the root user by typing su -. This behavior corresponds to the existing root login configuration for the Avamar
server.


Network settings


If you do not restore network settings after a restore operation, ensure that you manually configure network settings after the
operation completes.
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(Optional) Configuring support for multiple vCenters
Avamar servers support protecting up to 15 vCenters with no additional configuration required. However, if you will be
protecting more than 15 vCenters, or if your Avamar server was upgraded from the previous version, some manual configuration
is required.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Ensure that the max_number_of_vcenters setting is equal to or greater than the number of vCenters you intend to
protect:


a. Find the max_number_of_vcenters entry key.


b. Change the max_number_of_vcenters setting to num, where num is an integer equal to or greater than the number
of vCenters you intend to protect.


For example, this setting allows as many as 15 vCenters to be protected by this Avamar server:


<entry key="max_number_of_vcenters" value="15" />
5. If protecting 50 or more vCenters, also change the maxJavaHeap setting to -Xmx2G:


a. Find the maxJavaHeap entry key.


b. Change the maxJavaHeap setting to -Xmx2G:


<entry key="maxJavaHeap" value="-Xmx2G" />
By default, the maxJavaHeap parameter is 2G. Use the following command to change the parameter:


entry key="maxJavaHeap" value="-Xmx3G" merge="keep"


6. Close mcserver.xml and save the changes.


7. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Installing Avamar Administrator software
Install Avamar Administrator software on your Windows computer.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


2. Click Downloads.


3. Navigate to the folder containing 32-bit Windows software installation packages.


4. Locate the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) install package (it is typically the last entry in the folder).


5. If the JRE on the client computer is older than the JRE hosted on the Avamar server, download and install the newer JRE:


a. Click the jre-version-windows-i586-p link.
b. Open the installation file, or download the file, and then open it from the saved location.
c. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the JRE installation.


6. Click the AvamarConsoleMultiple-windows-x86-version.exe link.


7. Open the installation file, or download the file, and then open it from the saved location.
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8. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the Avamar Administrator software installation.


Configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication
Configure vCenter-to-Avamar authentication for each vCenter you intend to protect.


About this task


The most secure method for configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication is to add vCenter authentication certificates to the
Avamar MCS keystore. You must do this for each vCenter you intend to protect .


If you do not want to add vCenter authentication certificates to the Avamar MCS keystore, you must disable certificate
authentication for all vCenter-to-Avamar MCS communications.


Adding vCenter authentication certificates to the MCS keystore


Configure vCenter-to-Avamar authentication by adding a vCenter authentication certificate to the MCS keystore. Perform this
action for each vCenter that you intend to protect.


Steps


1. Log in to the Avamar AUI with Administrator privileges. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


NOTE: If your environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, the certificate validation fails and


an error message appears asking if you want to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might


cause security issues.


a. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with administrative privileges.
b. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the administrative user.
c. Select Avamar as the Auth Type.
d. Click Log In.


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Administration > System.
The System window appears.


3. Select the Certificate tab, and then click  under the Trust Certificate tab.
The Import Certificate dialog box appears.


4. Import the vCenter trust certificate by specifying the following information:


a. In the Base Information window, perform the following steps:


i. Specify the alias name for the vCenter certificate.
ii. Click the BROWSE button to browse and import the vCenter certificate.
iii. Click NEXT.


b. On the Validation window, specify the IP address of the vCenter, the Port number as 443, and then click the
VALIDATE button.
The Validation Result pop-up window is displayed where you can view if the validation is successful or failed. If the
validation is failed, verify the inputs again.


5. Click the FINISH button.
The successfully imported vCenter certificates are displayed under the Trust Certificate tab. You can view and delete the
vCenter certificates by clicking the View and Delete icons, respectively.


NOTE: It is not necessary to restart the MCS after the vCenter certificate is imported to the MCS keystore.
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Disabling MCS certificate authentication


If you do not want to add vCenter authentication certificates to the Avamar MCS keystore, you must disable certificate
authentication for all vCenter-to-Avamar MCS communications.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the ignore_vc_cert entry key.


5. Change the ignore_vc_cert setting to true.


<entry key="ignore_vc_cert" value="true" />
6. Close mcserver.xml and save the changes.


7. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Creating a dedicated vCenter user account
We strongly recommend that you set up a separate user account on each vCenter that is strictly dedicated for use with Avamar.


About this task


Using a separate vCenter user account ensures maximum clarity if it becomes necessary to examine vCenter logs. Use of a
generic user account such as “Administrator” might hamper future troubleshooting efforts because it might not be clear which
actions are actually interfacing or communicating with the Avamar server.


NOTE: The user account must be added to the top (root) level in each vCenter that you intend to protect. If you create the


user account at any other level (for example, at a datacenter level), backups fail.


Table 4. Minimum required vCenter user account privileges 


Privilege type Required privileges


Alarms ● Create alarm
● Edit alarm


Datastore ● Allocate space
● Browse datastore
● Configure datastore
● Low levefile operations
● Move datastore
● Remove datastore
● Delete File
● Rename datastore


Extension ● Register extension
● Unregister extension
● Update extension


Folder ● Create folder


Global ● Cancel task
● Disable methods
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Table 4. Minimum required vCenter user account privileges (continued)


Privilege type Required privileges


● Enable methods
● Licenses
● Log event
● Manage custom attributes
● Set custom attribute
● Settings


Host ● Configuration > Storage partition configuration


Network ● Assign network
● Configure


Resource ● Assign virtual machine to resource pool


Sessions ● Validate session


Tasks ● Create task
● Update task


Virtual Machine-Configuration ● Add existing disk
● Add new disk
● Add or remove device
● Advanced
● Change CPU count
● Change resource
● Configure managed by
● Disk change tracking
● Disk Lease
● Extend virtuadisk
● Host USB device
● Memory
● Modify device settings
● Raw device
● Reload from path
● Remove disk
● Rename
● Reset guest information
● Set annotation
● Settings
● Swapfile placement
● Upgrade virtual machine Compatibility


Virtual Machine-Guest
Operations


● Guest Operation Modifications
● Guest Operation Program Execution
● Guest Operation Queries


Virtual Machine-Interaction ● Console interaction
● DeviceConnection
● Guest operating system management by VIX API
● Power off
● Power on
● Reset
● VMware Tools install


Virtual Machine-Inventory ● Create from existing
● Create new
● Register
● Remove
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Table 4. Minimum required vCenter user account privileges (continued)


Privilege type Required privileges


● Unregister


VirtuaMachine-Provisioning ● Allow disk access
● Allow read-only disk access
● Allow virtual machine download
● Clone virtual machine
● Mark as template


Virtual Machine-Snapshot
Management


● Create snapshot
● Remove snapshot
● Revert to snapshot


vApp ● Export
● Import
● vApp application configuration


Add a vCenter as an Avamar client in the AUI
Use the following procedure to add a vCenter as an Avamar client in the AUI.


About this task


NOTE: If the vCenter was already registered as a normal backup client (for example, to support guest level backup),


attempting to add that same vCenter as a vCenter client will fail because the system will not allow you to register the same


client twice. If this occurs:


1. Retire the existing vCenter client in the AUI.


2. Add the vCenter as a vCenter client by using the procedure below.


3. Re-invite the retired vCenter client as a normal client to support guest level backup from the vCenter server.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a sub-domain for the client.


To select a sub-domain client, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Click  next to ADD CLIENT, and then select Add VMware vCenter.


The New vCenter Client wizard appears.


4. In the New Client Name or IP field, type the name of the client and then click NEXT.
The vCenter Information pane appears.


5. In the vCenter Information pane, compete the following information for the vCenter:


a. In the User Name field, type the user account name of the vCenter server administrator.
b. In the Password field, type the password for the vCenter user account.
c. In the Verify Password field, retype the password for the vCenter user account.
d. In the Port field, type the vCenter web services listener data port number.


443 is the default setting.


e. Click NEXT.


The Advanced pane appears where you can choose to enable the following auto discovery features that include Dynamic
VM import by rule or Change Block Tracking.


6. To enable Dynamic VM import by rule, select Enable Dynamic VM import by rule and perform the following steps:


NOTE: When the VMs are auto-discovered, user defined rules are used by the Avamar software to map the auto-


discovered VMs to Avamar domains. User-defined rules are also used to automatically assign backup policies to auto-


discovered VMs.


● To add a rule:
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a. Click ADD RULE.
b. In the Rule field, select a rule from the list.
c. In the Domain filed, type the domain that the auto-discovered VM should be included in.


If the domain entered here does not exist, it is automatically created.


● To create a rule:


Rules are used to automatically map auto-discovered VMs to domains, and to assign backup policies to auto-discovered
VMs. Rules use one or more filtering mechanisms to determine whether VMs qualify under the rule.


a. Click CREATE RULE.
b. In the Rule Name field, type a name for the rule.
c. In the Match Type field, select whether the rule should match Any of the listed filter mechanisms, or All of them.


This selection allows you to configure multiple different filters to select VMs, and to determine how these filters
interact with one another to select the correct VMs. For example, you might create a filter that uses a VM folder path
to select VMs, and another filter that uses a VM naming convention.


This option can then be used as follows to determine which VMs are included under this rule:


○ To include only VMs that are in the defined folder path and also follow the naming convention, select All. This step
excludes VMs that are in the folder path but that do not follow the naming convention, and also excludes VMs
that follow the naming convention but are not in the folder path.


○ To include any VMs that are either in the VM folder path or that follow the naming convention, select Any.
d. In the Filter field, select the filter type.


For example, to create a filter that uses a VM naming convention, select VM Name, or to create filter that uses a
vCenter VM Tag, select VM Tag.


NOTE: The VM Tag selection is only available with vCenter 6.0 and greater.


e. In the Operator field, select the operand.


For example, if VM Name is selected for the filter type and begins with is selected for the operand, then all VMs
whose names begin with the filter text is selected.


f. In the Value field, type the filter text.


For example, to create a filter that selects all VMs whose names begin with the text string HR_, select VM Name for
the filter type, begins with for the operand, and type HR_ for the filter text.


g. To create additional filters, click the plus sign (+).


This step adds a row to the list of filters. To delete an existing row, click Delete.


h. Click SUMBIT.


Changes made to tags may experience a delay of up to 12 hours before being enforced. For this reason, edit tags with
caution, or perform a synchronized vCenter operation, which automatically synchronizes the vCenter with the Avamar
server.


Best practice for rule creation is to ensure that rules are mutually exclusive, to avoid the situation where a VM might
qualify under multiple rules.


● To enable Change Block Tracking, select Enable Change Block Tracking.


If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine image must be fully processed for each backup, which
might result in long backup windows, or excessive back-end storage read and write activity.


Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following actions occur on the virtual machine:


○ Restart
○ Power on
○ Resume after suspend
○ Migrate


7. Click NEXT.
The Optional Information pane appears.


8. Optional, compete the optional contact information including the contact name, phone number, email, and location, and then
click NEXT.
The Summary pane appears.


9. Review the client summary information, and then click ADD.
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The Finish pane appears.


10. Click FINISH.


NOTE: Add IPV6 vCenter to Avamar using FQDN only. IPV6 address is not supported.


Auto-discovery of virtual machines
With Avamar release 7.4, you can configure Avamar vCenter clients to auto-discover VMs that have been added to the vCenter.
When the VMs are auto-discovered, user-defined rules are used by the Avamar software to map the auto-discovered VMs to
Avamar domains. User-defined rules are also used to automatically assign backup policies to auto-discovered VMs.


In addition to auto-discovering new VMs, vMotion of VMs from one vCenter to another is also automatically detected by the
Avamar software. If the new vCenter hosting the VM is configured in Avamar, the VM is automatically moved from the original
vCenter client to the new vCenter client using the same user-defined rules to assign its domain and backup policy. If a VM is
deleted from vCenter, it is automatically removed from the vCenter client.


The auto-discover feature is supported with vCenter 5.5 and later releases. However, the vCenter must be at release 6.0 or
greater to the use of VM Tags in rules. When protecting ESXi hosts instead of vCenter, only VM names and the root folder are
supported in rules.


As tag modification is not triggered by an event, if you are modifying tags on virtual machines, sync with vCenter operation
immediately to make the tag change to be effective. If you do not want to do this operation, the change is effective in these
situations:


1. Restart Management Console Server.
2. Wait for every 12 hours full scan schedule.
3. Update vCenter, such as add or delete rule domain mapping.


NOTE: Avamar does not support auto-discovery for template VMs.


Domain mapping rules for VM auto-discovery


Domain mapping rules are used during auto-discovery to map new or moved VMs to Avamar domains.


About this task


Rules are selected or created when Enable dynamic VM import by rule is selected during configuration of a vCenter client.


Creating a rule


Rules are used to automatically map autodiscovered VMs to domains, and to assign backup policies to autodiscovered VMs.
Rules use one or more filtering mechanisms to determine whether VMs qualify under the rule.


About this task


You can apply a rule or create a rule during configuration of a vCenter client.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating rules.


Deploying proxies
Deploy one or more proxies on each vCenter you intend to protect with image backup.


About this task


If the proxy is deployed to a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) enabled cluster, the cluster can move the proxy by using
storage vMotion. While the proxy is migrating to a different storage, the jobs that are managed by the proxy are at risk. HotAdd
does not work for the proxies that are located in a DRS cluster. Therefore, disable DRS for the deployed Avamar Proxy VMs.


For more information, refer to the VMware documentation.
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Proxy Deployment Manager


Proxy Deployment Manager is a feature that assists administrators with deploying and managing Avamar proxies in vCenter
environments.


Proxy Deployment Manager is the preferred method for deploying proxies. Manual proxy deployment is still supported if
necessary.


About proxy deployment


Proxy Deployment assists administrators with proxy deployment by offering a recommendation as to the number of proxies that
should be deployed in each vCenter, and a recommended ESX host location for each proxy.


When generating a recommendation, Proxy Deployment performs a static point-in-time analysis of the virtual infrastructure.
This analysis gathers data about the virtual infrastructure, such as the number of virtual machines, the number of datastores,
and the number of virtual machines hosted in each datastore.


Users specify a data change rate and backup window duration for their site.


Proxy Deployment then calculates the optimum number of proxies that are required to back up those virtual machines in
the time that is allotted by the backup window. Proxy Deployment also considers the datastore and ESX host topology, and
suggests an optimal ESX host location for each proxy so that all datastores are protected.


This calculated proxy deployment topology is offered as a recommendation. This recommendation can be accepted as offered,
or modified to meet specific site requirements.


Before proxies can be deployed, each recommended proxy must be configured by specifying:


● Proxy name
● Avamar server domain where the proxy resides
● Proxy IP address
● Datastore assignment
● Network settings:


○ Which existing virtual network to use
○ DNS servers
○ Network gateway
○ Network mask
○ NTP


After all proxies are configured, clicking  creates the proxy virtual machines with the specified configuration settings.


You can generate new proxy deployment recommendations at any time. This is useful for periodically reevaluating and optimizing
proxy deployments when significant changes have occurred in the virtual infrastructure.


Considerations and best practices


Proxy Deployment has been intentionally designed to ensure broad compatibility with most customer environments. This
necessitated making certain design assumptions about typical customer environments and reasonable proxy capabilities in those
environments. Understanding these design assumptions can help you to better understand Proxy Deployment recommendations
in order to potentially further optimize proxy deployment at your site. Some best practices are also discussed.


Data change rate


The data change rate is the percentage of a client file system that actually changes between backups. Data change rates
directly impact the number of proxies required to successfully back up all required virtual machines in the time allotted by the
backup window. More data to be backed up requires more time, more proxies, or both.


Even though empirical field data routinely reports client data change rates of 3-4% per day, by default Proxy Deployment
assumes a client data change rate of 12% per day. The intentionally conservative use of 12% as a design assumption provides a
buffer.


If client data change rates at your site are routinely lower or higher than these assumed values, you can add or delete proxies as
needed. You can also shorten or lengthen the backup window.
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Proxy data ingestion rate


Proxy data ingestion rate is another parameter that directly impacts the number of proxies required to successfully back up all
required virtual machines in the time allotted by the backup window. By default, Proxy Deployment assumes that each proxy can
run 8 concurrent backup jobs and process 500 GB of data per hour.


While an assumed proxy data ingestion rate of 500 GB per hour is a very conservative estimate, a number of factors at each
customer site directly affect the actual proxy data ingestion rate. Some of these factors are the:


● Avamar server architecture (physical Avamar server using a Data Domain system for back end storage versus a virtual
Avamar server hosted in vCenter)


● Type of storage media used for proxy storage
● Network infrastructure and connectivity speed
● SAN infrastructure and connectivity speed


If proxy data ingestion rates at your site are routinely lower or higher than 500 GB per hour, you can add or delete proxies as
needed. You can also shorten or lengthen the backup window.


If your site consistently experiences substantially different proxy data ingestion rates (that is, either substantially lower or higher
than 500 GB per hour), you can permanently change the default proxy data ingestion rate setting, which will affect all future
proxy deployment recommendations. To do this:


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Avamar server as user admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su - .


3. Open /etc/vcs/dm.properties in a UNIX text editor.


4. Change the proxy_ingest_rate_gb_per_hour setting.


5. Save your changes and close /etc/vcs/dm.properties.


Protecting against proxy over commit


By default, each Avamar proxy is configured to allow 8 concurrent backup jobs. This setting is known to work well for most
customer sites.


We recommend against increasing the number of concurrent jobs to more than 8 because it can lead to a condition in which
too many backup jobs are queued for a given proxy (proxy over commit). This causes uneven distribution of backup jobs among
proxies, and can also cause a bottleneck in which backup jobs to take longer to complete than they otherwise might.


Some sites might benefit from configuring some proxies to allow fewer concurrent backup jobs. This generally requires deploying
additional proxies, but can result in more even distribution of backup jobs among proxies, as opposed to concentrating or
clustering backups in a certain area of the virtual infrastructure.


Optimization for level-1 incremental change block backups


When Proxy Deployment generates a proxy deploy recommendation, it does so by calculating how many proxies are required
to sustain normal backup operations. One of the assumptions about normal backup operation is that backups will be level-1
incremental or changed block backups, not level-0 full backups.


Level-0 backups inherently take longer and use more proxy resources. Therefore, large new virtual machine deployments can
adversely affect the ability to complete all required backups in the time allotted by the backup window.


For this reason, whenever possible phase-in large new virtual machine deployments in order to give the system an opportunity
to ingest the necessary level-0 backups.


If a phased-in deployment is not possible, another approach is to tolerate the failed backups that will occur due to proxy over
commit. Once the system begins to settle, proxy resources will be under committed, and those virtual machines will eventually
be backed up. Administrators should monitor the situation closely to ensure that the system does settle and that the virtual
machines eventually do successfully back up.


NOTE: Avamar will attempt to deploy proxies where needed, but it is impossible to know all details about the environment


so it is important you verify the proxy deployment does not over allocate proxies beyond the maximum supported.
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Deploy proxies


Deploy one or more proxies on each vCenter that you intend to protect with image backup.


About this task


If the proxy is deployed to a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) enabled cluster, the cluster can move the proxy by using
storage vMotion. While the proxy is migrating to a different storage, the jobs that are managed by the proxy are at risk. HotAdd
does not work for the proxies that are located in a DRS cluster. Therefore, disable DRS for the deployed Avamar Proxy virtual
machines.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Proxy Management.


The Proxy Deployment page is displayed.


2. In the Config pane, complete the following settings:


a. Select a vCenter.
b. Set the Data Change Rate (%).
c. Set the Backup Window (minutes).
d. To include virtual machines using direct attached storage in this recommendation, select the Protect Virtual Machines


on Local Storage check box.


This option ignores virtual machines on clustered-host local storage.


3. Click CREATE RECOMMENDATION.


The recommendation is added to the list in the lower pane.


The Recommendations pane shows the proposed deployment topology. Proposed new proxies are displayed under each
ESX host with the name New proxy.


4. For each recommended proxy you intend to deploy, configure the proxy as follows:


a. In the Recommendations pane, select a New proxy.


b. Click .
The New Proxy dialog box is displayed.


c. Type the proxy name in the Name field.
d. Select an Avamar server Domain where this proxy resides.
e. Type the IP address in the IP field.
f. Select a datastore from the Datastore list.
g. Select a virtual network from the Network list.
h. Type the fully qualified DNS server name or IP address in the DNS String field.
i. Type the network gateway IP address in the Gateway field.
j. Type the network mask in the Netmask field.
k. Click SAVE.


5. (Optional) Add other proxies that you want to deploy:


NOTE: You must be prepared to specify the proxy name, IP address, fully qualified DNS server name or IP address,


network gateway and network mask for each proxy you add.


a. In the tree pane, select an ESX host.
b. Click New Proxy.


The New Proxy dialog box is displayed.
c. Type the proxy hostname in the Name field.
d. Select an Avamar server in the Domain list where the proxy resides.
e. Type the IP address in the IP field.
f. Select a datastore from the Datastore list.
g. Select a virtual network from the Network list.
h. Type the fully qualified DNS server name or IP address in the DNS String field.
i. Type the network gateway IP address in the Gateway field.
j. Type the network mask in the Netmask field.
k. Optional, type the NTP server address in the NTP field.
l. Click SAVE.
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6. (Optional) Delete any proxies that you do not want to deploy:


a. In the tree pane, select a proxy.


b. Click .
c. Click YES.


7. To update the proxy topology, click .


8. When the proposed deployment topology is satisfactory, click  to apply the changes and deploy the proxy.


Results


If a proxy fails to deploy, it is completely deleted from the system. That hostname and IP address are available for subsequent
proxy deployments.


Upgrading proxies
This section discusses how to upgrade proxies that run supported releases of the Avamar software. For Avamar proxies running
release 7.3.x or older, past releases of this publication provide more information.


About this task


● If you deployed the proxy with the Proxy Deployment Manager, use Upgrading Avamar proxies on page 32.
● If you manually deployed the proxy, you must record the required information, remove the existing proxy, and then re-deploy


a new proxy. Upgrading Avamar proxies from supported releases before 7.5.1 on page 33 provides more information.


NOTE:


The Proxy Deployment Manager may not list manually-deployed proxies.


You can only use an ISO to upgrade to a release that runs the same version of the SLES OS. Therefore, you cannot use an


ISO to upgrade a proxy from an earlier release (on SLES 11 SP3) to release 7.5.1 or later (on SLES 12 SP1). If you manually


deployed a proxy for an earlier release with a different version of the SLES OS, you must remove the proxy and then use


the Proxy Deployment Manager to deploy new a proxy.


The following topics provide instructions that use Avamar Administrator, as some past Avamar releases do not support the
Avamar Web User Interface (AUI). Where available, you can use the Proxy Deployment Manager within the AUI instead.
Deploying proxies on page 28 provides more information.


Upgrading Avamar proxies


Prerequisites


● Disable the scheduled backups of the virtual machines.
● If backup and restore operations are in progress, either stop them or wait for them to complete.
● Ensure that the Avamar proxy is associated with only one data store on the vCenter.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select VMware > Proxy Deployment Manager.
The Proxy Deployment Manager window appears.


2. Choose the vCenter, and then click Create Recommendation.


For the selected vCenter, the proxies that you must upgrade are indicated with the  symbol in the topology tree. The
tooltip also indicates whether you must upgrade a proxy.


3. Click Apply.
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Upgrading Avamar proxies from supported releases before 7.5.1


This section provides information and procedures for upgrading supported Avamar proxy software when existing proxies are at a
release level before 7.5.1.


Existing proxy configuration


The following information should be gathered before upgrading proxies to restore the proxy settings to the values that existed
prior to the upgrade:


● VM container


○ Name
○ Host
○ Datastore
○ Network
○ Folder


● VM client
○ IP address
○ Gateway
○ DNS servers
○ Netmask


● Policy
○ Domain
○ Datastores protecting
○ Group membership


The following example charts demonstrate how this information should be gathered prior to upgrading proxies:


Table 5. Example chart for gathering proxy information 


Name Host Datastore Network Folder IP


Proxy1 vcenter.com/host1 DS2 NW1 /proxies x.x.x.x


Proxy2 vcenter.com/host2 DS2 NW1 /proxies x.x.x.x


Table 6. Example chart for gathering proxy information, continued 


Gateway DNS Netmask Domain Datastore
protecting


Groups
protecting


x.x.x.x x.x.x.x,x.x.x.x x.x.x.x /clients DS1,DS2 Default Virtual
Machine Group


x.x.x.x x.x.x.x,x.x.x.x x.x.x.x /clients DS1,DS2 Other Group


Viewing VM configuration


Steps


1. In the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, navigate to VMs and Templates view.


2. Locate existing proxies. For each proxy:


a. Note the VM and folder names.
b. Select the Summary tab.
c. Note the host, storage (datastore) and network.
d. Right click and select Edit Settings....


3. For each proxy:
● If using the vSphere Web Client, navigate to the vApp Options tab and note the IP, gateway, DNS, and netmask.
● If using the vSphere Client (Windows):


a. Navigate to the Options tab.
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b. Select vApp Options > Advanced.
The right pane shows the vApp option fields.


c. Click Properties > Properties in the right pane.
The Advanced Properties Configuration window appears.


d. From the Properties table, note the IP address, gateway, DNS, and netmask values from the Value column corresponding
to the following keys in the Key column:


Table 7. Virtual machine properties 


Key Value


vami.ip0.EMC_Avamar_Virtual_Machine_Combined_Proxy IP address


vami.gateway.EMC_Avamar_Virtual_Machine_Combined_Pr
oxy


Gateway


vami.DNS.EMC_Avamar_Virtual_Machine_Combined_Proxy DNS servers


vami.netmask0.EMC_Avamar_Virtual_Machine_Combined_
Proxy


Netmask


Viewing datastore assignments and group membership


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. Locate the proxy and note the domain.


4. Select a proxy and click Edit.
The Edit Client dialog box appears.


5. Click the Datastores tab and note which datastores are selected.


6. Click the Groups tab and note which groups are selected.


7. Uncheck all groups in preparation for deleting this proxy.


8. Click OK.


Removing existing proxies


Steps


1. In the vSphere Client or Web Client, locate existing proxies.


2. For each proxy:


a. Right click and select Power > Power off.
b. Wait for the proxy to power off, then right-click and select Delete from Disk.


The Confirm Delete confirmation windows appears.
c. Click Yes.


3. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


4. Click the Account Management tab.


5. Locate existing proxies, and for each proxy:


a. Right click and select Retire Client....
The Retire Client window appears.


b. Click OK.
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Restoring datastore assignments and group membership


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. Select the updated proxy and click Edit.
The Edit Client dialog box appears.


4. Click the Datastores tab and verify the Datastore protecting the client, based on the chart created in Existing proxy
configuration on page 33.


5. Click the Groups tab and verify the proxies that are members of this group, based on the chart created in Existing proxy
configuration on page 33.


6. Click OK.


Re-deploying proxies using the Proxy Deployment Manager


About this task


Where available, you can use the Proxy Deployment Manager within the AUI instead. Deploying proxies on page 28 provides
more information.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select VMware > Proxy Deployment Manager.
The Proxy Deployment Manager window appears.


2. Choose a vCenter.


3. Set the Data change rate to 0.
This setting ensures that the Proxy Deployment Manager does not recommend proxies that are based on its analysis of
the VMware environment.


4. Click Create Recommendation.
The tree pane shows the VMware topology. Verify that there are no recommended proxies labeled New proxy.


5. For each proxy in the chart that is created in Existing proxy configuration on page 33:


a. Locate and select the host in the Proxy Deployment Manager.
b. Click New Proxy....


The New Proxy window appears.
c. Complete the Name, Domain, IP, Datastore, Network, DNS, Gateway, and Netmask based on the information in the


chart.
d. Click Save.


6. Click Apply.
The new proxies are deployed. If any failures occur, the operation can be retried by clicking Apply again.


Maintaining proxies


About this task


This section includes the following topics:


Reregistering a proxy with an Avamar server


Use these instructions to reregister an existing proxy with an Avamar server.


Steps


1. Launch the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, and log in to the vCenter Server.


2. Locate the proxy that you want to reregister.
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3. Right click Power > Shut Down Guest.


4. Click Yes to confirm that you want to shut down the guest operating system.


5. Right click Power > Power Off.


6. Click Yes to confirm that you want to power off the proxy virtual machine.


7. Right-clickOpen Console.
A console window appears.


8. Right click Power > Power On.


9. Monitor the console window until the following message appears:
Please press a key now if you want to re-register this proxy with Avamar Administrator.
Continuing in 10 seconds...


10. Click inside the console window and press Enter.


11. Type the Avamar server DNS name, and then press Enter.


12. Type an Avamar server domain name, and then press Enter.


The default domain is “clients.” However, your Avamar system administrator may have defined other domains, and
subdomains. Consult your Avamar system administrator for the domain that you should use when registering this client.


NOTE: If typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. Including


a slash as the first character causes an error, and prevents you from registering this client.


13. Respond to the Proxy Deployment Manager prompt (Do you want this proxy to be managed by PDM (Proxy
Deploy Manager) in AVE [Y/N]?).


For manually-deployed proxies, this prompt controls the registration of the proxy with the Proxy Deployment Manager.


● To manage the proxy with the Proxy Deployment Manager, type y, and then press Enter. Supply the vCenter hostname
or IP address, and credentials when prompted.


● Otherwise, type n, and then press Enter.


Changing the proxy guest operating system admin password


About this task


NOTE: Direct root login for SSH is disabled.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the proxy as admin.


2. Type passwd.


3. Type the current guest operating system admin password, and then press Enter.


4. Type the new guest operating system admin password, and then press Enter.


5. Confirm the new password by typing the password again, and then press Enter.


NOTE: Once the proxy is deployed, change the password.


Changing the proxy guest operating system root password


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the proxy as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
3. Type passwd.


4. Type the current guest operating system root password, and then press Enter.


5. Type the new guest operating system root password, and then press Enter.


6. Confirm the new password by typing the password again, and then press Enter.
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NOTE: Once the proxy is deployed, change the password.


Security patch updates for proxies
Dell EMC periodically provides security roll-up patches to address potential security vulnerabilities with the proxy appliance. It is
recommended that you check occasionally to determine if an updated patch for the proxy is available.


Best practices and troubleshooting for applying security patch
updates to proxies


Review the following items before you apply a security update patch to a proxy:


Best practices


● Security updates are only supported for proxies that are managed by the Proxy Deployment Manager. For a manually
deployed proxy, use the initproxyappliace.sh option to register a manually deployed proxy with the Proxy
Deployment Manager. Older versions of Avamar do not support this form of patching.


● Avamar 19.1 adds support for the package installation tracking feature. Proxy installations from previous releases are not
traceable. Dell EMC recommends that you deploy or update proxies to the most recent version by using the proxy upgrade
functionality in the Proxy Deployment Manager.


● If you update the VAMI or the registered VAMI service (AVAMAR provider: AvamarVMwareCombined-CIM-linux-
sles12sp1-x86_64-version.rpm), ensure that you manually restart the vami-sfcb service on the proxy.


Troubleshooting


● The patch install log resides at proxy/tmp/patch.log.


If the installation fails, the proxy fetches the log content and displays the content in the AUI.


● The install patch tracking log resides at /usr/local/avamarclient/var/patchinstall.log.


● The install script does not reside on the proxy. If you need to modify this script for troubleshooting purposes, you can find
the scripts at the following locations:


○ For the hotfix RPM, the script resides on the Avamar server at /usr/local/avamar/var/vcs/dm/
installpatch.sh.


○ For the patch TGZ, the sec_rollup_proxy_install.sh script resides inside the TGZ package.


The uploaded patch is saved in the Avamar server at /usr/local/avamar/var/vcs/dm/patches.


● To troubleshoot the CIM service, create a new empty file at /tmp/CIM.log. The CIM service writes the log entry to this
file.


● You can change the upload file size limit by modifying the following lines in the MC REST API service .yaml file:


http: 
multipart:
max-file-size:50000MB
max-request-size:500000MB


● If a proxy virtual machine was deleted or powered off from a VMware-side application such as the vSphere Client, the
proxy is removed from the Proxy Deployment tab in the AUI Proxy Deployment Manager window. However, the proxy
list in the Proxy Patches tab still lists the proxy.


Clicking this proxy returns an HTTP 500 error that indicates No route to host (Host unreachable). If you
encounter this issue, verify whether the proxy is temporarily unavailable or if the proxy has been permanently removed:


○ If the proxy is temporarily unavailable, power ON the proxy virtual machine, and then retry the operation in the Proxy
Deployment Manager.


○ If the proxy has been permanently deleted, use the Asset Management window in the AUI to remove the proxy, and
then retry the operation in the Proxy Deployment Manager.
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Apply security patch updates to a proxy


If an updated security patch is available, perform the following steps as an administrator to apply the patch to a proxy.


Prerequisites


Review the information in Best practices and troubleshooting for applying security patch updates to proxies on page 37.


Steps


1. Download the patch files from the provided location.


2. Log in to the AUI or the vSphere Web Client as an administrator.


3. Go to Proxy Management > Proxy Patches.


4. In the Available Patches pane, click UPLOAD...
The Upload Proxy Patches dialog displays.


5. Click BROWSE.... to go to the location of the patch files, and then select the files that you want to upload to the Avamar
server patch folder.
When finished, click UPLOAD to save the selections and exit the dialog box. The Available Patches pane shows the
selected patch files.


6. Select the radio button for the specific patch that you want to apply to the proxy.


NOTE: To remove unavailable patch files from this pane, select the file and then click DELETE.


7. From the Proxies List pane, select the checkbox for the proxy on which you want to install the patch file, and then click
INSTALL PATCH.


NOTE: You can use the Filter Proxies by vCenter drop-down to display proxies from a specific vCenter server. By


default, All vCenters is selected.


Results


An informational message indicates the status of the patch application:


● Success indicates that the patch was successfully installed.


● Success, reboot required indicates that the patch was successfully installed, but that you must reboot the proxy.


● Success, restart vami-sfcb service required indicates that the patch was successfully installed, but that you
must restart the vami-sfcb service.


● Failed (view error) indicates that the patch was not installed. Click the View Error link to determine why the failure
occurred.


● Already install, bypass indicates that this patch is already installed on this proxy.


After a successful installation, you can click View in the History column to verify the installed patches on the proxy.


Additional Avamar server configuration


Configuring automatic proxy selection


The automatic intelligent proxy selection feature provides three different algorithms for determining which proxy to use
to backup and restore operations. The algorithm can only be configured by manually modifying the mcserver.xml
proxy_selection_algorithm setting.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
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3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the proxy_selection_algorithm entry key.


5. Change the proxy_selection_algorithm setting to one of the following values:


● hot_add_preferred—The MCS intelligently prefers and automatically selects proxies based on hot-add capabilities. If
none are found, then the MCS will fall back to using proxies without hot-add capabilities. This is the default setting.


● hot_add_only—The MCS intelligently prefers and automatically selects proxies based on hot-add capabilities. If none
are found, then the MCS will pause the backup or restore operation and wait for a hot-add capable proxy to become
available.


● ignore_associated_datastores—This setting causes known proxy-datastore associations to be ignored during
the selection process. This allows the MCS to select a proxy from a larger pool of available proxies. Like the
hot_add_preferred setting, proxies with hot-add capabilities are still preferred over proxies without hot-add
capabilities. But if no hot-add capable proxies are found, then the MCS will fall back to using proxies without hot-add
capabilities.


For example:


<entry key="proxy_selection_algorithm" value="hot_add_only" /> configures the automatic proxy
selection mechanism to use the hot_add_only algorithm.


6. Close mcserver.xml and save your changes.


7. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


Configuring the MCS to support both guest and image backup


In order to support using both image and guest backup to protect the same virtual machine, you must configure the Avamar
MCS to allow duplicate client names.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml in a UNIX text editor.


4. Find the allow_duplicate_client_names entry key.


5. Change the allow_duplicate_client_names setting to true.


<entry key="allow_duplicate_client_names" value="true" />
6. Close mcserver.xml and save your changes.


7. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched
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Administration


Topics:


• Clients and containers
• Add a VMware client
• Delete a VMware client
• Enable changed block tracking
• Viewing protected virtual machines in Avamar Administrator
• Viewing a replicated virtual machine name in Avamar Administrator
• Monitoring the vCenter connection in Avamar Administrator
• Manually synchronizing the AUI with a vCenter
• Renaming a vCenter client
• VMware Image Dataset
• Adding guest backup throttling parameters to a dataset in Avamar Administrator
• Groups
• Changing proxy datastore and group assignments in Avamar Administrator


Clients and containers
Image backup can be used to manage and protect any of the following VMware entities in a vCenter:


● Virtual machines
● vApps
● Virtual machine folders (that is, any folder residing below the datacenter level)
● Resource pools


In the AUI, virtual machines and vApps are managed as clients; folders and resource pools are managed as containers.


Containers provide the capability of managing multiple virtual machines, vApps, virtual machine folders, and resource pools as a
single logical object.


NOTE: Empty containers such as a folder or resource pool are allowed to be added to MCS. When VMs or vApps are added


to a container, they are automatically protected by Avamar. During a backup, MCS will skip a container if it is empty.


Dynamic versus static containers


When containers are added to the AUI, you define them to be either dynamic or static.


Dynamic containers—include all contents of the vCenter container, but also continuously monitor the container entity in
vCenter, so that if changes occur (for example, virtual machines or folders are added or deleted), those changes will
automatically be reflected in the AUI.


Static containers—only include what is in the vCenter container at the time it is added to Avamar. If subsequent changes occur
in vCenter, they will not be reflected in the AUI.


Dynamic container behavior


When adding a dynamic container using the Recursive Protection checkbox, all the child entities including the subcontainers
get added to the AUI. Virtual machines or vApps residing in the subcontainers will get added automatically to the AUI.


If a virtual machine client is deleted from a container in vCenter, and that container was being protected as a dynamic container
in the AUI, that virtual machine client will continue to exist in Avamar as part of that dynamic container. However, the icon
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changes change color from blue to gray. This enables past backups to be used for future restores. However, no new backups
will occur because the virtual machine client no longer exists in vCenter.


If you need to delete or retire one or more virtual machine clients from an Avamar dynamic container, you must first change that
container to a static container. An alternative method is to move those virtual machine clients to another container in vCenter.


How independent and container protection interact


When a virtual machine is protected independently and as a container member, retiring or deleting that virtual machine requires
special consideration.


Consider the following nested container structure and scenario:


Figure 3. Example independent and container protection


In this example, vm-1 is added to Avamar as a virtual machine client and is independently protected. When the vApp-1 container
is added to Avamar, vm-1 is also protected as a member of the vApp-1 container. Avamar recognizes that the same virtual
machine exists in two contexts:


● Independently protected as stand-alone virtual machine client vm-1
● Protected as a member of vApp-1 container


If the vApp-1 container is retired or deleted, vm-1 continues to exist in Avamar as a stand-alone virtual machine client because
it was explicitly added before it was protected as a member of the vApp-1 container. The stand-alone context supersedes the
container member context. If you need to retire or delete vm-1, you cannot delete or retire the vApp-1 container. You must
also retire or delete the stand-alone instance. If you do not delete the stand-alone instance, vm-1 continues to be protected by
scheduled backups.


Add a VMware client


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain for the client.


3. Click ADD CLIENT.
The Select VMware Entity window displays.


4. You can toggle the vCenter hierarchy view in the left pane to list containers by vSphere virtual machines and templates, or
by vSphere hosts and clusters.


● To view by vSphere virtual machines and templates, keep or move the VM/Tempate slider to the left. This is the default
setting.


● To view by vSphere hosts and clusters, move the VM/Tempate slider to the right. The name changes to Host/Cluster.


NOTE: Resource pools are only visible in the Host/Cluster view.


5. In the left pane, expand and select a container in the vCenter.
The VMware entities for the selected object display in a table in the right pane.


6. Select the checkbox next to any folder, resource pool, virtual machine, or vApp in the right pane. Use the filter icons in the
Name, Guest OS, Server and Type columns to quickly locate the entity you want to add.


NOTE: You can further expand an entity in the table (for example, a folder) to view a container's child entities and


select these entities.


All selections appear in the Selected VMware Entities drop-down when you hover over the  icon. You can also click
the - to the left of an entity in this drop-down to remove the selection.
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Figure 4. Selected VMware Entities drop-down


NOTE: The checkbox next to an entity will be disabled in the following cases:


● The entity has already been added as a client.


● The entity is the AVE.


● The entity is a VMware proxy.


● The entity is a datacenter.


● The entity is an ESX host.


7. (Optional) When adding a container, select from one of the Inclusion options in the right pane:


● Select Dynamic to make this a dynamic container
● Select Static to make this a static container.


8. To enable changed block tracking, move the CBT slider to the right/ON position.


If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine image must be fully processed for each backup, which might
result in long backup windows, or excessive back-end storage read and write activity.


NOTE: Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following actions occur on the virtual


machine:


● Reboot


● Power on


● Resume after suspend


● Migrate


9. To add a dynamic container that uses recursive protection, move the Recursive Protection slider to right/ON position.


This task automatically adds all the child entities, including the subcontainers, virtual machines, and vApps residing in the
subcontainers.


10. Click SUBMIT.


Next steps


If you enabled changed block tracking for any virtual machine, open the vSphere Client, locate the virtual machine, and then
perform any of the following actions:


● Reboot
● Power on
● Resume after suspend
● Migrate


Delete a VMware client
Delete a client and all backups of the client. Optionally, choose to delete all replicas that exist on replication destination systems.


About this task


When you delete a client, Avamar permanently deletes all backups that are stored for that client. Only delete a client when you
are certain that there is no reason to retain the backups. If there is any doubt, retire the client instead.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to delete.
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You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Delete Client.
The Delete Client dialog box appears and displays the number of existing backups for the client.


5. Select I understand this action is permanent and irreversible.


This field is a safety net to avoid unintentionally deleting a client and the client's backups.


6. Click YES.


Enable changed block tracking
If changed block tracking is not enabled, each virtual machine image must be fully processed for each backup, which might
result in long backup windows, or excessive back-end storage read and write activity.


About this task


Enabling changed block tracking does not take effect until any of the following actions occur on the virtual machine:
● Reboot
● Power on
● Resume after suspend
● Migrate


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a vCenter domain or a subdomain.


To include subdomain clients, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to edit.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client dialog box appears and displays the number of existing backups for the client.


5. To enable changed block tracking:


a. Select the VMware tab.
b. In the CBT field, select the check box.
c. Click UPDATE.


Viewing protected virtual machines in Avamar
Administrator
You can view the backup protection state for all virtual machines from the Protection tab. You cannot take any actions on this
tab.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click on vCenter domain.


3. Click the Account Management tab.


4. Click the Protection tab.
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Viewing a replicated virtual machine name in Avamar
Administrator
This feature is used to view the virtual machine name of any virtual machine in the REPLICATE domain.


About this task


This feature is disabled anywhere other than in the REPLICATE domain.


If you try to view information for a nonvirtual machine client, No Information appears..


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. In the tree, select a virtual machine client in the REPLICATE domain.


4. Select Actions > Account Management > View Information.
A dialog box appears, which shows the virtual machine name.


5. Click OK.


Monitoring the vCenter connection in Avamar
Administrator
Avamar Administrator maintains a pool of connections to the vCenter Server. As with other essential services, the
Administration window Services Administration tab provides continuous status for the vCenter connection.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Services Administration tab.


3. Double-click the VMware vCenter Connection Monitor services entry.
The VMware vCenter Connection Monitor dialog box appears. Valid connection states are Active and Idle.


Results


Connections to the vCenter can be stopped, started, and restarted. Stop the connections for vCenter upgrades, and start them
when the upgrade has completed. If vCenter is shutdown, connections become invalid and must be reestablished. If this occurs,
Avamar Administrator cannot display the vCenter structure or virtual machines.


Manually synchronizing the AUI with a vCenter
Although Avamar Administrator automatically synchronizes with any vCenter it monitors at regular intervals, you can also
perform a manual synchronization at any time.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select a vCenter.


3. To synchronize the AUI with a vCenter, perform either of the following steps:


● Click the overflow menu ( ), and then select Sync vCenter.
● In the DOMAIN ACTIONS pane, select Sync vCenter.


4. Click Yes to dismiss the confirmation message.
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Renaming a vCenter client
If an existing vCenter client’s DNS name changes, the Avamar server will lose its connection to that vCenter. This will prevent
any interaction with that vCenter, including scheduled backups, from occurring. If this occurs, you must manually rename that
vCenter client in the AUI.


About this task


This is the only method by which you should ever rename a vCenter client. In the AUI, the vCenter client name must always be
the fully qualified DNS name or a valid IP address.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


2. In the domain tree, select the vCenter client.


3. Click MORE ACTIONS > Edit Client.
The Edit Client window is displayed.


4. In the Name field, type the new fully qualified DNS name.


5. Click UPDATE.
A confirmation message is displayed.


6. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server:


a. Log in to the utility node as admin.
b. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing the following command:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


7. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
8. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched


9. Reboot every Avamar proxy in this vCenter:


a. Launch the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, and log in to the vCenter Server.
b. Locate an Avamar proxy.
c. Right-click Power > Shut Down Guest.
d. Click Yes to confirm that you want to shut down the guest operating system.
e. Right-click Power > Off.
f. Click Yes to confirm that you want to power off the virtual machine.
g. Right-click Power > On.


VMware Image Dataset
The VMware Image Dataset is the default dataset for protecting VMware entities with image backup.


In many respects, the VMware Image Dataset is simpler than most other datasets:


● The only available source data plug-ins are Linux and Windows virtual disks, and both are selected by default.
● The Select Files and/or Folders option, as well as the Exclusions and Inclusions tabs, are disabled.
● Change block tracking is enabled by default using an embedded utilize_changed_block_list=true plug-in option


statement.
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Adding guest backup throttling parameters to a
dataset in Avamar Administrator
When performing scheduled guest backups of virtual machines on the same ESX Server, add throttling parameters to the
Avamar dataset.


About this task


The reason for doing this is that Avamar tries to initiate as many backups as possible, subject to certain load restrictions on the
Avamar MCS. However, if multiple guest backups are attempted on virtual machines on the same ESX Server, this can spike
CPU usage, which will have an adverse effect on overall ESX Server performance.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Datasets.
The Manage All Datasets window is displayed.


2. Select a dataset from the list and click Edit.
TheEdit Dataset dialog box appears.


3. Click the Options tab, and then click Show Advanced Options.


4. If the client supports Network usage throttle, type a nonzero value in the Network usage throttle (Mbps) field.


Begin with a low value such as 20. Then monitor the next backup session to verify that this has resolved any ESX Server
CPU usage issues.


5. Click OK.


Groups
Groups have important behavioral differences when used with image backup and restore.


Default Proxy Group


The Default Proxy Group is where all proxies reside. This group cannot be deleted.


Default Virtual Machine Group


The Default Virtual Machine Group is where new virtual machine clients are automatically added when they are registered. This
group cannot be manually deleted but is automatically deleted if the vCenter domain is deleted.


Virtual machine and proxy relationships within groups


Consider the following simplified example configuration:
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Figure 5. Virtual machine and proxy relationships within groups


Virtual machines VM-1 and VM-2 store their data in DATASTORE-1 and DATASTORE-2, respectively.


Within Avamar Administrator, proxies have been assigned to protect vCenter datastores as follows:


● PROXY-1 has been assigned to DATASTORE-1 and DATASTORE-2
● PROXY-2 has been assigned to DATASTORE-2
● PROXY-3 has been assigned to DATASTORE-3


Datastore assignments are made at the proxy level in the Edit Client dialog box.


A group (GROUP-1) is created, to which virtual machines VM-1 and VM-2 are added.


In order to protect these virtual machines, proxies must also be added to the group as follows:


● PROXY-1, because it is assigned to both DATASTORE-1 and DATASTORE-2, can protect both VM-1 and VM-2.
● PROXY-2, because it is only assigned to DATASTORE-2, is optional as long as Proxy-1 exists in the group.
● PROXY-3, because it is only assigned to DATASTORE-3, cannot protect either VM-1 or VM-2.


Every group must include enough proxies to support all the datastores assigned to every client. Otherwise, when a backup is
initiated and a proxy cannot be located to perform the backup, the backup will fail with an Activity monitor status of no proxy.


Changing proxy datastore and group assignments in
Avamar Administrator


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link.
The Policy window is displayed.


2. Click the Policy Management tab, and then click the Clients tab.


3. Select a proxy and click Edit.


NOTE: Click Show sub-domain clients to show all available virtual machine clients.


The Edit Client dialog box appears.


4. Click the VMware tab, and then click the Datastores tab.


5. Select one or more datastores.


6. Click the Groups tab.


7. Select one or more groups.


8. Click OK.
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Backup


Topics:


• Limitations
• Perform an on-demand backup of a virtual machine by using AUI
• Set advanced plug-in options in the AUI
• Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
• Log truncation backups
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Support for vCenter HA failover for inflight backups
• Configure a backup to support VMware encryption
• Configure a backup to support vSAN encryption
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Limitations
These are the known limitations of Avamar for VMware image backup.


All backups must be initiated from the AUI or Avamar Administrator


All image backups must be initiated from the AUI or Avamar Administrator. You cannot initiate backups from the virtual machine
or proxy.


Changing a virtual machine's disk configuration forces a full backup


Changing a virtual machine’s disk configuration (either adding or removing a disk), causes the next entire image backup to be
processed as a full backup (that is, all virtual disks are processed and changed block tracking is not used), which will require
additional time to complete. Backups of specific disks are not affected, unless that disk is previously unknown to Avamar.


Version 8 or higher virtual machines with disks on multiple datastores


If backing up a hardware version 8 or 9 virtual machine that has multiple disks residing on different datastores, not all datastores
will be checked for orphaned snapshots. The only known remedy is to reconfigure the virtual machine such that all virtual disks
reside on the same datastore.


Backups involving physical RDM disks


When backing up a virtual machine that has both virtual disks and physical RDM disks, the backup will successfully process the
virtual disks, bypass the RDM disks, and complete with the following event code:


Event Code: 30929
Category: Application
Severity: Process
Summary: Virtual machine client contains disks that cannot be backed up or restored.
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ContainerClients domain


The ContainerClients domain is a special system domain, which is populated with virtual machines residing in VMware container
entities. Avamar assumes that when you add a VMware container to Avamar, that you will always manage the container and all
virtual machines within it as a single object. Therefore, if only you add these virtual machines to a backup group as individual
machines, rather than adding the parent VMware container, they will not be backed up.


Nested container limitations


When backing up a VMware container that contains other containers (that is, a nested container structure), Avamar only backs
up the top-level of the hierarchy. Consider the following example nested container structure:


Figure 6. Example nested container structure


When vApp-1 is backed up to Avamar, the vApp backup image will only contain virtual machine backup images for vm-1 and
vm-2. When vApp-1 backup is restored, only vm-1 and vm-2 data will be restored. vApp-2 and vm-3 containers will also be
present but will not contain any data.


Two interim solutions exist for this limitation:


● Flatten the container structure.


For example, move vm-3 under vApp-1. Then all three virtual machines will be backed up when vApp-1 is backed up.


● Add both vApp-1 and vApp-2 to Avamar as separate container entities so that they can be backed up separately.


When restoring, restore vApp-1 first, then restore vApp-2 into vApp-1


vApp backups fail if any subvirtual machine fails to backup


When backing up a vApp, all virtual machines within the vApp must successfully complete the back up otherwise that entire
back up will not be recorded. Backups for virtual machines that did successfully complete are found in the ContainerClients
domain. All backup failures should be promptly investigated and remedied to ensure maximum data protection.


Perform an on-demand backup of a virtual machine by
using AUI
You can perform an instance backup that is independent of existing schedules and policies.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select a virtual machine client, VMware folder, resource pool, or vApp.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugins pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


5. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. Browse to and select the check box next to the data that you want to back up.
b. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, perform the following steps:
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a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options. Set advanced plug-in options in the
AUI provides more information about the advanced backup options.


VMware Image backup plug-in options provides more information about the basic backup options.


8. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Set advanced plug-in options in the AUI
Perform the following optional tasks from the More Options window when performing an on-demand backup.


Prerequisites


NOTE: You can only perform data exclusion on an application consistent backup. As a result, the target VM must be in a


running state.


Steps


1. Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to on.


2. To enable changed block tracking, select the Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance checkbox.


3. To enable the Avamar server to report information to the vSphere Client about the most recent backup and most recent
successful backup, select the Set Annotation Tag LastBackupStatus and LastSuccessfulBackup checkbox.


When selected, the following information displays in the vSphere Web Client:


● LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and time of the most recent successful backup.
● LastBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and time of the most recent backup, whether successful or not.


4. To index VMware image backups, select Index VMware Image Backups.


5. To exclude the Windows page file (pagefile.sys) from the backup, select Exclude page file blocks when performing
image backup on Windows VM.


NOTE: Page file exclusion is supported only for Windows Servers version 2008 R2 and above. For client versions of


Windows, this option has no effect. The page file is included in backups of Windows clients, regardless of this setting.


6. To exclude deleted file blocks from the backup, select Exclude deleted file blocks when performing image backup on
Windows VM.


7. For the Exclude files with path and filter field, type the files that you want to exclude.


NOTE:


If you exclude a file during backup, and then try a restore of the excluded file, the excluded file is visible but unstable.
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If you change the exclusion path or filename between backups, the next backup is a full (level 0) backup.


8. To store this backup on a Data Domain system, select the Store backup on Data Domain System checkbox, then select a
Data Domain system from the list.


9. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


10. For the Windows VMware Image plug-in only, select one or more Snapshot Quiesce Options. The options include the
following:


● Fail backup on snapshot quiesce error.
● If VMware tools are not running, mark completed backup as 'Complete w/Exception' (applications are not quiesced).


11. For the Max times to retry snapshot detele option, type the maximum number of times that a snapshot delete operation
should be tried.


12. In Guest Credentials, type a virtual machine guest OS user account name and password with sufficient privileges to run
scripts before or after the backup.


For log truncation backups of Exchange servers, guest credentials must have administrator privileges. If multiple VMs are
backed up, the same credentials must be used for all VMs.


13. To run a script before the VMDK snapshot:


a. Type the full path and filename of the script that is run.
b. Ensure that the script timeout is sufficient for the script to complete.


14. To run a script after the backup completes and the VMDK snapshot is removed:


a. Type the full path and filename of the script that is run.
b. Ensure that the script timeout is sufficient for the script to complete.


15. For the Windows VMware Image plug-in only, in the Snapshot quiesce timeout (minutes) filed, type the number of
minutes to wait before a snapshot quiesce operation is considered to have failed.


16. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft SQL server, select the type of authentication:


● NT Authentication uses the credentials that are entered in Guest Credentials for authentication.
● Application Authentication uses the SQL Server Username and SQL Server Password to log in to the SQL server.


17. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft SQL server, identify the post-action options:


● Type the maximum number of minutes to wait before post-action operations are considered to have failed in the Post
Action Timeout (minutes) option.


● Select the type of post-action operation. LOG Truncation performs log truncation after the backup has successfully
completed.


● All disks of the VM must be selected for on-demand backup or log truncation will not occur.


18. If performing an image backup of a Microsoft Exchange server, select the type of post-action operation. LOG Truncation
performs log truncation after the backup has successfully completed.


19. Click FINISH.


Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.
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4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. In the Plugins list, select the VMware plug-in appropriate for your operating system.
The VMware plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set the plug-in options.


To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Plug-in Options provides a detailed list of VMware plugin-in options.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and then set the plug-in options:


● To include all virtual machines, select All virtual disks.
● To limit the dataset to specific items, perform the following steps:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.
b. Click ADD.


By default, dataset entries use absolute path notation. For example:


[datastore1] VM1/VM1.vmdk
However, you can use relative path notation to ensure that a particular .vmdk is always included in a backup, even if that
virtual machine is migrated to another datastore using Storage vMotion. For example, the following equivalent dataset entry
uses relative path notation:


\[.*\] VM1/VM1.vmdk


8. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.
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Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Automatically including virtual machines in a backup policy


As part of the autodiscovery feature, virtual machines that have been autodiscovered are automatically assigned to backup
policies by using rules. In this way, backup policies can be automatically assigned to VMs when they are created in vCenter. This
procedure describes how to configure scheduled backups to use rules to automatically assign backup policies to autodiscovered
VMs.


About this task


NOTE: Auto-discovery of virtual machines on page 28 contains information about configuring autodiscovery of VMs.


Steps


1. Create a backup policy.


2. In the Members page of the Policy wizard, select Enable Dynamic rule.


3. From the Rule drop-down list, perform either of the following step:
● Select an existing rule.
● Select New Rule....


If New Rule... is selected, create a rule.


VMs that have been automatically assigned to this backup policy through rule selection appear.


4. To add a client to the backup policy that has not been automatically assigned, perform the following steps:


a. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to add.
b. Click NEXT.


NOTE: It is generally not good practice to manually include clients in a backup policy that is using VM autodiscovery.


Best practice is to reserve backup policies that are using automatic member selection for that purpose only, and create


other backup policies for clients that are not autodiscovered VMs.


When you complete this task, the Avamar server applies the backup policy to the selected clients.


5. To exclude clients in this backup policy that have been automatically assigned, perform the following steps:


a. In the list of clients, clear the client that you want to remove.
b. Click NEXT.


This step removes the association between selected clients and the backup policy. When you complete the task, the backup
policy no longer applies to the selected clients.


NOTE: It is generally not good practice to manually exclude clients in a backup policy that is using VM autodiscovery.


Best practice is to properly configure rules and VMs so that only those VMs that should be in this backup policy are


automatically assigned to it.


6. Click NEXT.
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Creating a rule


Rules are used to automatically map autodiscovered VMs to domains, and to assign backup policies to autodiscovered VMs.
Rules use one or more filtering mechanisms to determine whether VMs qualify under the rule.


About this task


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about creating rules.


Log truncation backups
Avamar release 7.4 and greater supports log truncation after a successful Microsoft SQL and Microsoft Exchange image backup
has been performed, thereby allowing the backup window to be reduced along with the disk space required for the database
logs. The following sections describe how to configure scheduled log truncation backups.


Scheduled backups with Microsoft SQL log truncation


Avamar performs log truncation of a SQL Server Database after the backup has completed.


This section describes how to schedule backups that perform log truncation.


Scheduling backups that contain multiple VMs requires an automated mechanism to select the VMs that are hosting SQL
databases. Rules contain filtering mechanisms, such as the VM name or VM tag, that determine which VMs qualify under the
rules. Configuring your VMs that host SQL databases correctly from within vCenter, and configuring corresponding rules, allows
you to determine which VMs in a multiple VM backup should have log truncation performed.


Full backup required before performing SQL log truncation


A full backup is required before performing log truncation.


If a backup is performed of a database that has never had a full backup, log truncation fails. Performing a full database backup,
using either an SQL server native backup or a full Avamar backup, is required before performing log truncation.


Scheduling backups of Microsoft SQL servers for log truncation


Scheduled backups of Microsoft SQL servers for log truncation are configured using the following procedure.


About this task


Follow this procedure to create a dataset for Microsoft SQL server backup and schedule backups of Microsoft Exchange
servers for log truncation.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. In the Plugins list, select the Windows VMware Image plug-in.


6. Click the Options tab, and perform the following steps:


a. To view advanced options, select the Show Advanced Options check box.
b. In the Guest Credentials field, type a virtual machine guest operating system user account name and password with


sufficient privileges to run scripts before or after the backup.
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c. In the Microsoft SQL Server authentication field, select the type of authentication:


● NT Authentication uses the credentials that are entered in Guest Credentials for authentication. You must have
Windows Authentication enabled on all SQL Server instances. If log truncation is used, the user who is entered here
must have sufficient rights to run log truncation on all databases on all SQL Server instances.


● Application Authentication uses the SQL Server Username and SQL Server Password to log in to the SQL
server. The user credentials that are listed here are used to log in to all SQL Server instances running on the target
virtual machine.


d. In the Microsoft SQL Server post action field, identify the post-action options:


● Type the maximum number of minutes to wait before post-action operations are considered to have failed in the Post
Action Timeout (minutes) option.


● Select the type of post-action operation. LOG Truncation performs log truncation after the backup has successfully
completed.


e. Complete other information in the Options tab as require.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information about creating and configuring datasets.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and then select All virtual disks:


8. Click SUBMIT.


9. If multiple guest VMs are being backed up as part of this backup policy, create a rule that is used to select the appropriate
VMs that have log truncation performed.


10. Create a backup policy for the backups.


During the backup policy creation process, you:


a. Assign the new dataset to the new backup policy.
b. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.
c. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.
d. If multiple guest VMs are being backed up as part of this backup policy, in the Members pane of the Policy wizard, select


Enable Dynamic rule and select the rule that you previously created.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about backup policies, rules, datasets, schedules, and retention
policies.


11. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Scheduled backups with Microsoft Exchange log truncation


Avamar performs log truncation of an Exchange Server Database after the backup has completed.


This section describes how to schedule backups that perform log truncation.


Scheduling backups that contain multiple VMs requires an automated mechanism to select the VMs that are hosting Exchange
databases. Rules contain filtering mechanisms, such as the VM name or VM tag, that determine which VMs qualify under the
rules. Configuring your VMs that host Exchange databases correctly within vCenter, and configuring corresponding rules, allows
you to determine which VMs in a multiple VM backup should have log truncation performed.


Log truncation with Microsoft Exchange is supported with the following:


● vSphere 6.5 and greater and ESXi 6.5 and later
● Windows Server 2008 R2 and later
● Exchange 2007 and later
● VMware Tools release 10.1 or later must be installed on the VM hosting the Exchange server


Scheduling backups of Microsoft Exchange servers for log truncation


Scheduled backups of Microsoft Exchange servers for log truncation are configured using the following procedure.


About this task


Follow this procedure to create a dataset for Exchange server backup and schedule backups of Microsoft Exchange servers for
log truncation.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
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The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. In the Plugins list, select the Windows VMware Image plug-in.


6. Click the Options tab, and perform the following steps:


a. To view advanced options, select the Show Advanced Options check box.
b. In the Guest Credentials field, type a virtual machine guest operating system user account name and password with


sufficient privileges to run scripts before or after the backup.
c. Select the type of post-action operation. LOG Truncation performs log truncation after the backup has successfully


completed.
d. Complete other information in the Options tab as required.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information about creating and configuring datasets.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and then select All virtual disks:


8. Click SUBMIT.


9. If multiple guest VMs are being backed up as part of this backup policy, create a rule that is used to select the appropriate
VMs that have log truncation performed.


10. Create a backup policy for the backups.


During the backup policy creation process, you:


a. Assign the new dataset to the new backup policy.
b. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.
c. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.
d. If multiple guest VMs are being backed up as part of this backup policy, in the Members pane of the Policy wizard, select


Enable Dynamic rule and then select the rule that you previously created.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about backup policies, rules, datasets, schedules, and retention
policies.


11. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
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○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Support for vCenter HA failover for inflight backups
During a vCenter failover period, the Avamar software monitors the failover process and performs the following actions.
1. Automatically detects vCenter failover events and then waits for the vCenter failover to complete.
2. Cancels the hanging backup jobs that were caused by vCenter HA failover.
3. Removes mounted HotAdded disks from the proxy appliance.
4. Restarts all incomplete backups during the vCenter HA failover.


Configure a backup to support VMware encryption
Avamar supports encrypted virtual machine backups.


Prerequisites


● Review the known limitations for configuring a backup to support VMware encryption.
● To backup or restore encrypted virtual machines, ensure that the proxy appliance is also encrypted.
● Ensure that the proxy appliance is manually mapped to the backup policy.


About this task


For details about virtual machine encryption, the VMware vSphere Security Guide provides more information.


When backing up an encrypted virtual machine, perform the following steps:


Steps


1. Establish encryption for the virtual machine:


a. Set up the KMS.
b. Create the VM encryption policy.


2. Encrypt the proxy appliance.


3. Use a Linux text editor to open /usr/local/avamarclient/var/vddkconfig.ini.


4. Locate the value vixDiskLib.transport.hotadd.NoNFCSession.


5. Change the value to 0.
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This change overrides a VMware VDDK bug that inhibits hot-adding an encrypted virtual machine. The VMware Release
Notes provide more information.


6. Save and close the file.


7. Set the following permissions for the Avamar admin role:


Crytopgraphic operations > Add disk.


Crytopgraphic operations > Direct access.


VMware encryption support limitations


Consider the following known limitations of Avamar for VMware encryption support.


● As a result of disabling NoNFCSession, backup and restore in VMware Cloud on AWS is not supported. This VMware
limitation is addressed in the vddk update.


● When restoring from an encrypted virtual machine and backup, the restored data is unencrypted.
● Restoring virtual machines requires that the target vCenter is configured for the same Key Management Service (KMS) host


as the source vCenter.
● Attempts to perform an application-consistent quiesce snapshot on an encrypted virtual machine will fail back to a file


system-consistent snapshot. This process generates an error message in vCenter, which you can ignore. This is a VMware
limitation.


● When restoring a virtual machine as a new image:
○ By default, new virtual machines are not encrypted. If encryption is desired, apply the required storage policy.
○ For cases where a boot order other than the default was implemented before the image backup was performed, the


original boot order is not restored. In this case, you must select the correct boot device after the restore completes.
Alternatively, you can enter the non-default boot order to the VMX file so that the restored virtual machine starts
without any reconfiguration.


This limitation does not affect virtual machines that use the default boot order.


Configure a backup to support vSAN encryption
Avamar supports encrypted vSAN backups.


Prerequisites


For details about vSAN encryption, the VMware Administering VMware vSAN Guide provides more information.


About this task


Before you configure a backup to support vSAN encryption, consider the following points:


● To backup or restore virtual machines that reside on vSAN datastores, deploy the proxy on a vSAN datastore.
● You can use a proxy that is deployed on a vSAN datastore to back up virtual machines from other vSAN datastores


(encrypted or non-encrypted) by using hotadd or nbdssl transport modes.
● You can use a proxy that is deployed on a vSAN datastore to back up virtual machines from other non-vSAN datastores by


using hotadd or nbdssl transport modes.
● Avamar supports all backup and restore functionality for encrypted vSAN virtual machines.
● Avamar supports restoring an encrypted vSAN virtual machine to a different vCenter that has a non-encrypted datastore.


Steps


1. Set the following permissions for the Avamar administrator:


Table 8. Required permissions for the Avamar Administrator 


Object Permissions Sub-permissions


Datastore Allocate Space


Browse Datastore
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Table 8. Required permissions for the Avamar Administrator (continued)


Object Permissions Sub-permissions


Low level file operations


Virtual Machine Inventory All


Interaction Power on


Interaction Power off


Interaction Suspend


Interaction Reset


Interaction Perform wipe or shrink operations


Configuration All


Provisioning Allow disk access


Provisioning Clone template


Provisioning Clone Virtual Machine


Snapshot All


Folder Create folder


Delete folder


Global Act as vCenter Server


Disable Methods


Enabled Methods


System Tag


Resource Assign virtual machine to resource pool


Host Configuration Advanced Settings


Network All


Profile-driven Storage All


Crytopgraphic operations Add disk


Direct access


2. Create a group for the backup as described in Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard on page 51.


NOTE: To backup a vSAN virtual machine, deploy the proxy in the vSAN datastore.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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Restore


Topics:


• Image and file-level restore guidelines
• Image backup overview
• File-level restore


Image and file-level restore guidelines
Avamar provides two distinct mechanisms for restoring virtual machine data: image restores, which can restore an entire image
or selected drives, and file-level restores, which can restore specific folders or files.


Image restores are less resource intensive and are best used for restoring large amounts of data quickly.


File-level restores are more resource intensive and are best used to restore relatively small amounts of data.


If you restore a large number of folders or files, you will experience better performance if you restore an entire image or selected
drives to a temporary location (for example, a new temporary virtual machine). Copy those files to the desired location following
the restore.


Monitor restores


You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


5
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Cancel restores


You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Instant access


If restoring an entire virtual machine from backups stored on a Data Domain system, a special feature called “instant access” is
available.


Instant access is similar to restoring an image backup to a new virtual machine, except that the restored virtual machine can be
booted directly from the Data Domain system. This step reduces the amount of time that is required to restore an entire virtual
machine.


Instant access comprises the following tasks:


1. Restoring the virtual machine:
● Instant access is initiated.
● Selected VMware backup is copied to temporary NFS share on the Data Domain system.


2. Performing post-restore migration and clean-up:
● From the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, power on the virtual machine, and then use Storage vMotion to migrate


the virtual machine from the Data Domain NFS share to a datastore within the vCenter.
● When Storage vMotion is complete, the restored virtual machine files no longer exist on the Data Domain system.
● From Avamar Administrator, ensure that the Data Domain NFS share has been deleted.


NOTE: When used with Data Domain systems earlier than release 6.0, to minimize operational impact to the Data Domain


system, only one instant access is permitted at a time. For Data Domain systems at release 6.0 or greater, 32 instant access


processes are permitted at the same time. If you are using the same ESXi host as the target for multiple instant access


processes, then to achieve 32 instant access processes, you must increase the values for the following settings on the ESXi


host to the maximum supported values:


● Under NFS, update NFS.MaxVolumes.


● Under Net, update Net.TcpipHeapSize.


● Under Net, update Net.TcpipHeapMax.


VMware KB article 2239 contains further information about increasing the limits for these settings. Refer VMware


documentation for concurrent Virtual machine migration limits.


Restoring the virtual machine


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


3. In the list of clients, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
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b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup residing on the Data Domain.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the virtual disk that you want to restore.
b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config pane.


7. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Instant Acess.
b. Click NEXT.


The Advanced Config pane appears.


8. In the Advanced Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the VM Name field, type a unique name for the new virtual machine.
b. Click NEXT.


The Location pane appears.


9. In the Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the inventory tree, select a data center and folder location.
b. Click NEXT.


The Host/Cluster pane appears.


10. In the Host/Cluster pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the inventory tree, select a host or cluster.
b. Click NEXT.


The Resource Pool pane appears.


11. In the Resource Pool pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the inventory tree, select a resource pool.
b. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane appears.


12. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Performing post-restore migration and clean-up


Steps


1. Launch the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, and log in to the vCenter Server.


2. Locate the virtual machine you restored.


3. Use Storage vMotion to migrate that virtual machine from the Data Domain NFS share to a datastore within the vCenter.


When Storage vMotion is complete, the restored virtual machine files no longer exist on the Data Domain system.


The MCS NFS datastore poller automatically unmounts unused Data Domain NFS mounts once daily. However, it is still
a good practice to ensure that the NFS mount has been unmounted and removed by performing the remainder of this
procedure.


4. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


5. Click the Data Domain NFS Datastores tab.


6. Ensure that there is no entry for the virtual machine you restored.
If an entry is found, select it, and then click Unmount/Remove.
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Restore an instance of a VM backup by using the AUI


Any successful instance backup can be used to restore a copy of that instance. You can find a backup to restore by date. When
you perform the restore, you can restore to either the original location, a different location, or multiple locations.


When you perform the restore, you can restore to either the original virtual machine, to a new virtual machine, or to a different
virtual machine.


Selecting a backup instance to restore


About this task


The steps in this procedure apply to the following plug-in types:


● Microsoft Windows File System
● Linux File System
● VMware image
● VMware File Level Restore (FLR)
● Microsoft SQL
● Microsoft Hyper-V
● Microsoft Exchange


For all other plugin types that are not in this list, use Avamar Administrator.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


For information about how to restore to the original virtual machine, see Restore data to the original virtual machine.
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Restore data to the original virtual machine


About this task


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management > Restore.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Destination Client field:


a. Select Restore to Original Virtual Machine.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backups pane is displayed.


9. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the client that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that folder.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


10. In the Destination Locationpane, select Restore to Original Virtual Machine.


The More Options pane is displayed.


11. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.
b. To restore the virtual machine configuration, select Restore Virtual Machine Configuration.
c. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select Restore as a new disk.
d. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use CBT to increase performance.
e. In the Proxy field, select an option.
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Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


12. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


13. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restore data to a different virtual machine


About this task


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management > Restore.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to different (existing) Virtual Machine.
b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.
c. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select Restore as a new disk.
d. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use CBT to increase performance check box.
e. In the Proxy field, select an option.


Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


The Advanced Config page appears.


9. In the Advanced Config pane, complete the following steps:


a. To view hosts, toggle Host/Cluster to off.
b. To view a cluster, toggle Host/Cluster to on.
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c. In the Host/Cluster pane, expand the domain name, and then select a host or cluster.


The selected IP address appears.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restore data to a new virtual machine


About this task


To access the Restore wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management > Restore.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. (Optional) To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


7. In the Select Restore Content dialog box, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. In the Contents pane, select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Restore wizard is displayed and opens to the Basic Config page.


8. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to new Virtual Machine.
b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.
c. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select Use CBT to increase performance check box.
d. In the Proxy field, select an option.


Plug-in Options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


The Advanced Config page appears.


9. In the Advanced Config pane, complete the following steps:


a. In the vCenter field, select a vCenter.
b. In the VM Name field, type the name of the virtual machine.
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c. Click NEXT.


10. In the Location pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a destination.


The selected location appears.


b. Click NEXT.


11. In the Host/Cluster pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a host or cluster.


The selected IP address appears.


b. Click NEXT.


12. In the Resource Pool pane, complete the following steps:


a. Expand the domain name, and then select a resource pool.


The selected resource pool appears.


b. Click NEXT.


13. On the Datastore pane, complete the following steps:


a. Select a datastore.
b. Click NEXT.


14. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


15. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Image backup overview
Image backup offers three levels of restore functionality: image restore, file-level restore (FLR), and the capability to mount
specific drives from a Windows image backup in order to support application-level recovery.


Three buttons are provided above the Select for Restore contents pane, which are not shown if a non-VMware image backup
is selected:


Table 9. Image restore toolbar buttons 


Button Tooltip Description


Browse for Image Restore Initiates an image restore.


Browse for Granular Restore Initiates a file-level restore.


Mount Windows VMDK Mounts selected drives in a Windows
image backup in order to support
application-level recovery.


When performing an image restore, the Restore Options dialog box is slightly different from the typical Restore Options
dialog box. The primary differences are that virtual machine information is shown and three choices for restore destinations are
offered:


● Original virtual machine
● Different (existing) virtual machine
● New virtual machine


Once the destination selection is made, each procedure varies slightly from that point forward.
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Image-level restore limitations


The following limitations apply to image-level restores from virtual machine backups.


Virtual machine power state


When using image restore to restore an entire image or selected drives, the target virtual machine must be powered off.


Restores involving physical RDM disks


When restoring data from a backup taken from a virtual machine with physical RDM disks, you cannot restore that data to a
new virtual machine.


Nested container limitations


When restoring a VMware container that contains other containers (that is, a nested container structure), Avamar only restores
the top-level of the hierarchy. Consider the following example nested vApp structure:


Figure 7. Example nested container structure


When vApp-1 is backed up to Avamar, the vApp backup image will only contain virtual machine backup images for vm-1 and
vm-2. When vApp-1 backup is restored, only vm-1 and vm-2 will be present.


Two interim solutions exist for this limitation:


● Flatten the container structure.


For example, move vm-3 under vApp-1. Then all three virtual machines will be backed up when vApp-1 is backed up.


● Add both vApp-1 and vApp-2 to Avamar as separate container entities so that they can be backed up separately.


When restoring, restore vApp-1 first, then restore vApp-2 into vApp-1


Restoring the full image or selected drives to the original virtual
machine


Steps


1. In the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, ensure that the target virtual machine is powered off.


2. In the AUI left navigation pane, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window displays.


3. In the Domain pane, select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container that you want to
restore.


4. From the list of clients in the Asset Management pane, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


The Client Summary pane displays backup statistics for the selected object.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the Client Summary pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.
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The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Restore wizard appears. If you clicked RESTORE from the Asset Management pane, the wizard opens on the
Backup List page, which allows you to select from the available backups for the selected object. If you performed step 5,
the wizard opens on the Content page, since the backup has already been selected from the list of available backups. The
Content page displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original mount
point.


7. In the Content page:


a. From the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. Select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Config page appears.


8. In the Basic Config page:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to Original Virtual Machine.
b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.
c. To restore the virtual machine configuration, select the Restore Virtual Machine Configuration check box.
d. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select the Restore as a new disk checkbox.
e. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select the Use CBT to increase performance check


box.
f. In the Proxy field, select an option.
g. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


9. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
11. If the destination virtual machine for the restore will be using changed block tracking for future backups, enable changed


block tracking by performing any of the following actions on that virtual machine: reboot, power on, resume after suspend,
or migrate.


Restoring the full image or selected drives to a different virtual
machine


Steps


1. In the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, ensure that the target virtual machine is powered off.


2. In the AUI left navigation pane, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window displays.


3. In the Domain pane, select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container that you want to
restore.


4. From the list of clients in the Asset Management pane, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


The Client Summary pane displays backup statistics for the selected object.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the Client Summary pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Restore wizard appears. If you clicked RESTORE from the Asset Management pane, the wizard opens on the
Backup List page, which allows you to select from the available backups for the selected object. If you performed step 5,
the wizard opens on the Content page, since the backup has already been selected from the list of available backups. The
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Content page displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The volume names identify the original mount
point.


7. In the Content page:


a. From the hierarchy tree, select the folder that you want to restore.
b. Select the files that are contained within the folder.
c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Config page appears.


8. In the Basic Config page, perform the following steps:


a. In the Destination field, select Restore to different (existing) Virtual Machine.
b. In the Post Restore Options field, select an option.
c. To restore the virtual machine as a new disk, select the Restore as a new disk checkbox.
d. To use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance, select the Use CBT to increase performance check


box.
e. In the Proxy field, select an option.
f. Click NEXT.


The Advanced Configuration pane is displayed.


9. In the Advanced Config pane, complete the following steps:


a. To view hosts, toggle Host/Cluster to off.
b. To view a cluster, toggle Host/Cluster to on.
c. In the Host/Cluster pane, expand the domain name, and then select a host or cluster.


The selected IP address appears.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
12. If the destination virtual machine for the restore will be using changed block tracking for future backups, enable changed


block tracking by performing any of the following actions on that virtual machine: reboot, power on, resume after suspend,
or migrate.


Mounting Windows VMDKs from an image backup


Avamar provides a mechanism for mounting VMDKs from VMware image backups of Windows virtual machines. This feature
is typically used to enable third party tools such as Kroll OnTrack PowerControls to perform data mining and advanced data
recovery.


Configuring the recovery target machine


This task configures a physical or virtual Windows machine to be a recovery target for mounting Windows VMDKs from an
image backup.


Prerequisites


The recovery target machine must be a 64-bit Windows physical or virtual machine.


NOTE: Recovery targets can be physical or virtual machines. If you intend to use a virtual machine as a recovery target,


install the Avamar software directly on the virtual machine just as you would if implementing guest backup.


Steps


1. Using instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide, install Avamar Windows client software on the recovery target
machine.


2. Using instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide, register the recovery target machine as a client with the same
Avamar server storing the image backup to be mounted.


3. Install the Windows VMware GLR plug-in software:


a. Log in to the recovery target machine with Windows administrator privileges.
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b. Download the AvamarVMWareGLR-windows-x86_64-version.msi install package from the Avamar server.
c. Open the install package, and then follow the on screen instructions.
d. Reboot the computer.


Restoring and mounting the Windows VMDKs


Prerequisites


Ensure that the recovery target machine has been properly configured:


● The Avamar Windows client, and Windows VMware GLR plug-in software is installed
● The recovery target machine is registered and activated as a client with the same Avamar server storing the image backup


from which the VMDK will be mounted


Steps


1. In the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, ensure that the target virtual machine is powered on.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window is displayed.


3. Click the Restore tab.
The upper left pane contains a list of domains.


4. Select a virtual machine client or VMware container:


a. Select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
b. From the list of clients, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


5. Select a backup:


a. Click the By Date tab.
b. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.
c. Select a backup from the Backups table.


6. In the contents pane, select a virtual disk.


7. Click the Mount Windows VMDK button ( ).
The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.


8. Click Browse next to the Client box.
The Browse for Restore Destination Client dialog box appears.


9. Select the recovery target virtual machine, and then click OK.
The Browse Backup Status dialog box appears.


10. Click OK to confirm that the operation should continue.
The Restore Browse Options dialog box appears.


11. Select a time out value from the Amount of time to leave VMDKs mounted list, and then click OK.


Results


A folder path appears in the right backup contents pane. The Windows VMDK is now mounted to that folder.


Restore the full image or selected drives to a new virtual machine
by using Avamar Administrator


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window is displayed.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The upper left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select a virtual machine client or VMware container:
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a. Select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
b. From the list of clients, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


4. Select a backup:


a. Click the By Date tab.
b. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.
c. Select a backup from the Backups table.


5. Click the Browse for Image Restore button ( ) directly above the contents pane.


6. In the contents pane:
● Select the All virtual disks folder checkbox to restore the entire image.
● Select one or more drives to only restore those specific drives.


7. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


8. Select Restore to a new virtual machine as the restore destination.


NOTE: When restoring an image backup to a new virtual machine, the Restore virtual machine configuration option


is selected and disabled (grayed out) because these configuration files are always required to configure the new virtual


machine.


9. Specify a location and settings for the new virtual machine:


a. Click Configure Destination.
The Configure Virtual Machine dialog box appears.


b. Click Browse.
The New Virtual Machine wizard appears.


c. In the Name and Location screen, type a unique Name for the new virtual machine, select a datacenter and folder
location in the inventory tree, and then click Next.


d. In the Summary screen, review the information, and then Finish.
e. Click OK on the Configure Virtual Machine dialog box.


10. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


11. (Optional) Optionally select a proxy to perform restore.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


12. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


13. Select or clear Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance.


14. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer
between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


15. Select one of the following settings in the Select Post Restore Options list:
● Do not power on VM after restore.
● Power on VM with NICs enabled.
● Power on VM with NICs disabled.


16. (Optional) To include additional plug-in options with this restore, type Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value settings.


17. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


18. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


19. Click OK.


20. If the restore target virtual machine will be using changed block tracking for future backups, enable changed block tracking
by performing any of the following actions on that virtual machine: reboot, power on, resume after suspend, or migrate.
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File-level restore
File level restore (FLR) enables you to restore individual files and folders from a backup without requiring a full (image-level)
restore. You can browse the files contained within a backup volume to select the specific items you want to restore.


NOTE: To use FLR, ensure that the virtual machine is powered on.


Performance improvements for file-level restore


By default, Avamar uses the HTTPS (443) protocol to perform file-level restore. This improves the performance of restores by
providing a faster mechanism for file transfer than the previous mechanism using file copy.


If HTTPS (443) is not available, Avamar uses file copy, the previous mechanism, to perform the file-level restore. The following
warning message is displayed during restore:


Target VM: client cannot reach proxy: proxy via https due to incorrect network 
configuration. Restoration process may take significantly longer time. Press ‘continue’ 
to start the restore.


where:


● client is the name of the FLR Guest VM.
● proxy is the name of the proxy.


Select Yes to continue the restore operation using file copy. The restore will take significantly longer.


NOTE: This implementation requires the wget command. To take advantage of the performance improvement, you must


have wget installed on the client.


File-level restore supported configurations


The following supported configurations require that both the proxy version and Avamar server to be at Avamar release 7.5
Service Pack 1 or later:


Partitioning scheme


The following table outlines the partitioning scheme for (File-level restore) FLR.


Table 10. FLR support partitioning scheme 


Partitioning scheme Guest OS FLR Comment


MBR Windows/Linux Supported


EBR (Logical Partition) Windows/Linux Supported


GPT Windows/Linux Partial support Support BTRFS and LVM
base on GPT in Linux


MixedGPT Windows/Linux Not supported Hybrid MBR


File system support


The following table outlines the file system support for FLR.


Table 11. File system support for FLR 


File system type Guest OS Partitioning
scheme


Partition ID Partitionless disk LVM


ext2 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


ext3 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support
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Table 11. File system support for FLR (continued)


File system type Guest OS Partitioning
scheme


Partition ID Partitionless disk LVM


ext4 Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


ntfs Windows MBR, EBR, GPT 0x04/0x07 Support Support


vfat Windows MBR, EBR 0x06/0x0E Support Support


xfs Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


reiserfs Linux MBR, EBR 0x83 Support Support


btrfs Linux MBR, EBR, GPT 0x83 Support Support


LVM support


The following table outlines the LVM support for FLR.


Table 12. LVM support for FLR 


LV type FLR


Linear LV Support


Striped LV Support


Mirrored LV Support


RAID LV Support


Thin LV Support


Multi-device support


The following table outlines multi-device support for FLR.


Table 13. Multi-device support for FLR 


RAID Occur FLR


RAID 0/Striping LVM/BTRFS Support


RAID 1/Mirroring LVM/BTRFS Support


RAID 4 LVM Support


RAID 5 LVM Support


RAID 6 LVM Support


RAID10 LVM/BTRFS Support


RSA SecurID authentication in the AUI


Avamar 19.1 supports RSA SecurID, which is a two-factor authentication technology used to protect network resources.


You can use two-factor authentication (2FA) for file-level restore of guest virtual machine backups in the AUI and the Dell EMC
Data Protection Restore Client, which previously could not take advantage of this technology due to the additional layer of
user authentication required.


Log in to the AUI as an administrator to configure the required RSA server information to store in the Avamar server. This
information is then used to verify the connection with the RSA authentication manager.
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Add RSA Manager and enable two-factor authentication


To add or edit the RSA Manager so that you can enable two-factor authentication (2FA) on virtual machines, perform the
following.


About this task


NOTE: Avamar supports only one RSA authentication server at a time.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.
The System window displays.


2. Select the RSA Authentication Manager tab.


3. Click ADD/EDIT RSA MANAGER.
The RSA Manager window displays, prompting you to provide the following configuration information for both a new and
existing RSA Manager:
● RSA Client ID — The Avamar server fully qualified domain name (FQDN), which is registered as an agent on the RSA


server.
● RSA Base URL — the RSA server path, which includes the server FQDN and the port to use for communication with the


Avamar server.
● RSA Access ID — the RSA server remote access ID.
● RSA Access Key — the RSA server remote access key.
● RSA Root Cert — the Root certificate is required for the Avamar authentication agent to establish a verified HTTPS


connection with the RESTful service running on the authentication manager (RSA Manager).


4. After completing the configuration, click Finish.
When you add an RSA Manager, an entry with the RSA server URL appears in the left pane.


5. If you add the RSA Manager under the vCenter:


a. Select the vCenter in the left pane to display the virtual machines in the right pane.
b. Select the checkbox next to the virtual machines.
c. Click UPDATE 2FA STATUS to enable RSA two-factor authentication on the virtual machines in the vCenter.


6. If you change any configuration details of an existing RSA Manager, click UPDATE 2FA STATUS again.


File-level restore limitations


File-level restore has the following limitations:


● You cannot restore or browse symbolic links.
● Browsing either a specified directory that is contained within a backup or a restore destination is limited to 50,000 files or


folders.
● Restore is limited to 20,000 objects (files or folders) in the same restore operation.
● You can restore files from a Windows backup only to a Windows machine, and files from a Linux backup only to a Linux


machine.
● The vCenter must be added to the root domain in the AUI. Any other location for the vCenter domain is not supported.
● When performing a file-level restore to a /tmp location, the Avamar software redirects data to a private /tmp location.


For example: /tmp/systemd-private-*
● All virtual machine clients must be in /vCenter/VirtualMachines subfolder in the AUI. Any other location for the VMs is not


supported.
● To overwrite ACLs of an existing file or folder, ensure that the user has ownership rights of the target file or folder that is


being overwritten.
● Only one vCenter is allowed to be configured for the AUI.


NOTE: If more than one vCenter is configured in Avamar, you must ensure that the Avamar server's vcenter-sso-
info.cfg reflects the correct vCenter server for the VC_hostname parameter. For example, the sample file /usr/
local/avamar/var/ebr/server_data/prefs/vcenter-sso-info.cfg:


vcenter-sso-hostname=<VC_hostname>
vcenter-sso-port=7444
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# configure only if more than one vCenter
vcenter-hostname=<VC_hostname>


● On a Linux virtual machine that is configured with the Logical Volume Manager (LVM), an FLR operation in concurrence with
a backup operation sometimes fails, and displays the following error message:


Failed to get the file's properties.


Unsupported virtual disk configurations


File-level restore does not support the following virtual disk configurations:


● Filesystems that support FLR require a higher kernel than proxy operating system (3.12)
○ XFS Free Inode B-Tree(finobt)
○ Ext4 sparse_supper2(3.16), metdata_csum(3.18), encrypt(4.1), project(4.5)


● Windows Dynamic disks
● Encrypted/compressed partitions or bootloaders
● Deduplicated NTFS
● Unformatted disks
● Browsing of multiple active disks/partitions. Only the first active disk/partition displays for browsing.


NOTE: FLR operations on virtual machines with LVM configurations are supported only if the LVM configuration is


complete. A complete LVM configuration consists of at least one partition that is configured with a type 8E-Linux LVM,


which consists of one or more physical volumes. These physical volumes contain one or more volume groups that are made


up of one or more logical volumes.


Perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation by using AUI


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


Prerequisites


To perform file-level restores:


● Ensure that the source VM exists in VMware, and is powered on and registered.
● Ensure that an up-to-date version of VMware Tools is installed and running on the source VM.
● For non-Windows platforms, the user can be part of the Standard or Administrators group. It does not support Domain users.
● For Windows VMs, only a local administrator user can perform file-level restore. Additionally, ensure that you disable User


Account Control (UAC). The knowledgebase article at https://support.emc.com/kb/477118 provides more information.


About this task


To access the Restore wizard, In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management > Restore.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to recover.


A list of completed backups for this instance is displayed. Any backup in this list can be used to restore the instance.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.
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5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Select Restore Content dialog box appears and displays a list of volumes that are contained within the backup. The
volume names identify the original mount point.


6. To perform a file-level restoration (FLR) of the content, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the FLR switch to on.


The list of folders is displayed.


b. Select the folder or file that you want to restore, and then click RESTORE.


The FLR feature retrieves files from the backup without the need to complete a full restore operation. This feature provides
the ability to restore specific files from a volume in a particular backup, or browse the files that are contained in the backup
volumes.


The Basic Config pane appears.


7. In the Basic Config pane, perform the following steps:


a. To select a client, perform the following steps:


i. Click SELECT CLIENT.


The Select Client pane appears.


ii. In the Domain tree, select a domain for the client.
iii. In the Client pane, choose a destination client.
iv. Click OK.


b. In the Username field, type the username for the destination client.
c. In the Password field, type the password for the destination client.
d. In the Location field, the path for the restore.
e. (Optional) Select Restore ACL to restore ACLs.


NOTE: If the Restore ACL option is selected, the user performing the restore must have file ownership of the


original file to perform the restore. If the file ownership has changed since the backup was performed and the user


performing the restore does not have proper file ownership, the restore fails.


f. In the Proxy field, select a proxy.


8. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


9. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Perform a file-level restore (FLR) operation by using the Data
Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI


With the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI, a local user can restore specific files and folders
from a source VM to the original VM on Windows and Linux VMs. In this mode, you connect to the Restore Client from a VM
that has been backed up by Avamar.


Prerequisites


To perform file-level restores:


● Ensure that the source VM exists in VMware, and is powered on and registered.
● Ensure that an up-to-date version of VMware Tools is installed and running on the source VM.
● For non-Windows platforms, the user can be part of the Standard or Administrators group.
● For Windows VMs, only a local administrator user can perform file-level restore. Additionally, ensure that you disable User


Account Control (UAC) before performing a file-level restore. The knowledgebase article at https://support.emc.com/kb/
477118 provides more information.


Steps


1. Before performing file-level recoveries within the VMware guest operating systems, run the following script on the Avamar
server:
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ebrserver.pl --init
2. To start the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI, open a web browser and type the following


URL:


https://VMware_Backup_Appliance_Host/flr
Where VMware_Backup_Appliance_Host is the DNS name or IP address of the VMware Backup Appliance from which the
VM is backed up.


NOTE: If a user's environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, then certificate validation


fails and an error message appears asking the user if they want to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate


validation might cause security issues.


3. In the Password field, type the password of the VM that you want to browse and perform file restore operation on.


4. To launch the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI from the same VM that you want to browse and
restore to, click Login to original VM.
The Select the backups to restore from pane appears that lists the backups for the VM.


5. To launch the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI from a different VM that you want to
browse and restore to:


a. Select Login to alternate VM.
b. Type the DNS name or IP address of the VMware Backup Appliance of the VM that you want to browse and restore to.


The Select the backups to restore from pane appears that lists the backups for the VM.


6. Select a backup and then click Next.
The Select items to restore pane appears.


7. Select the file to restore:


a. In the left pane, browse the files and folders available for recovery.
b. In the right pane, select the files and folders that you would like to recover.
c. Click Next.


8. Click Yes to confirm that you have selected the correct files and folders.
The Select destination to restore to pane appears.


NOTE: If the folder hierarchy does not appear. The file system in use on the VM might not be supported.


9. (Optional) Toggle Restore ACL to restore ACLs.


NOTE: If the Restore ACL option is selected, the user performing the restore must have file ownership of the original


file to perform the restore. If the file ownership has changed since the backup was performed and the user performing


the restore does not have proper file ownership, the restore fails.


10. In the Select destination to restore pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the folder to which you want to restore the items.
b. Click Finish.
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Backup Validation


Topics:


• Overview
• Performing an on-demand backup validation
• Scheduling backup validations


Overview
For image backups, the backup validation mechanism is similar to restoring a virtual machine backup to a new virtual machine,
except that once the backup is validated, the new virtual machine is automatically deleted from vCenter.


Backup validations can be initiated for a single virtual machine backup as needed (on-demand), or scheduled for an entire
group of virtual machines. Scheduled backup validations always use the latest completed backup for each virtual machine group
member.


What is validated


The default validation verifies that the virtual machine powers on and that the operating system starts following the restore.


Backup validations also provide an optional capability for running a user-defined script to perform custom application-level
verifications. The script must exist in the backup to be validated. You cannot run external scripts during a backup validation.


Supported script types are shell scripts for Linux virtual machines, and DOS batch files for Windows virtual machines. Perl
scripts are not supported.


VM Backup Validation groups


Scheduled backup validations are implemented using special VM Backup Validation groups. These groups are only used to
perform automated backup validations, they cannot be used for any other purpose.


VM Backup Validation groups differ from other groups as follows:


● VM Backup Validation groups do not have retention policies assigned to them.
● The dataset assigned to each VM Backup Validation group is automatically created when the group is created. The dataset


name is the same as the VM Backup Validation group name.
● Each VM Backup Validation group also stores a location where new virtual machines are temporarily created during the


backup validation (that is, an ESX host or cluster, datastore, and folder).


Performing an on-demand backup validation


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window is displayed.


2. Click the Manage tab.


3. Select a virtual machine client or VMware container:


a. Select the domain that contains the virtual machine client or VMware container.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.
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b. From the list of clients, select the virtual machine client or VMware container.


4. Select a backup:


a. Click the By Date tab.
b. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.
c. Select a backup from the Backups table.


5. Select Actions > Validate Backup.
The Validate Options dialog box appears.


6. Click Configure Destination.
The Configure Location wizard appears.


7. Select a vCenter, and then click Next.


8. Type an inventory location name, select a datacenter folder in the tree, and then click Next.


9. Select a host or cluster and then click Next.


10. Select a resource pool and then click Next.


11. Select a datastore and then click Next.


12. At the Summary screen, click Finish.


13. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup validation.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


14. (Optional) To run a user-defined script as part of the validation:


NOTE: The script must already be in the backup to be validated. You cannot run external scripts during a backup


validation.


a. Click More Options.
The Validate Command Line Options dialog box appears.


b. Type a virtual machine guest OS user account name and password with sufficient privileges to run scripts.
c. Type the full path and filename of the validation script.


NOTE: If this is a Windows virtual machine, type exit /B exitcode after the script path and filename, where


exitcode is a user-defined exit message.


d. Ensure that the Maximum script run time (minutes) setting allows sufficient time for the script to complete.
e. Click OK.


15. Click OK on the Validate Options box.
The following status message appears: Restore request initiating.


16. Click Close.


Scheduling backup validations
To schedule backup validations for an entire group of virtual machines, create a VM Backup Validation Group.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link.
The Policy window is displayed.


2. Click the Policy Management tab, and then click the Groups tab.


3. In the tree, select a location for the group.


4. Select Actions > Group > New > VM Backup Validation Group.
The New VM Backup Validation Group wizard appears.


5. In the General screen:


a. Type a Group name.
b. Select or clear the Disabled checkbox.


Select this checkbox to delay the start of scheduled backups for this group. Otherwise, clear this checkbox to enable
scheduled backups for this group the next time the assigned schedule runs.


c. Select an Avamar encryption method for client/server data transfers during the backup validation.
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NOTE: The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors,


including the client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides


details.


d. Click Next.


6. In the Membership screen:


a. Select checkboxes next to the virtual machines you want to be members of this validation group.
b. Click Next.


7. In the Location screen:


a. Click Configure Location.
The Configure VM Backup Validation Location wizard appears.


b. Select a vCenter, and then click Next.
c. Select a datacenter folder in the tree, and then click Next.
d. Select a host or cluster, and then click Next.
e. Select a resource pool, and then click Next.
f. Select a datastore, and then click Next.
g. In the Summary screen, review your settings, and then click Finish.
h. Click Next.


8. In the Schedule screen, select a schedule from the list, and then click Next.


9. In the Overview screen, review your settings, and then click Finish.


10. Ensure that the scheduler is running.
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Protecting the vCenter Management
Infrastructure


Topics:


• vCenter deployments overview
• Best practices for backup and restore
• Protecting an embedded PSC
• Protecting external deployment models
• vCenter server restore workflow
• Platform Services Controller restore workfow
• Command reference
• Support for vCenter HA failover for inflight backups
• Additional considerations


vCenter deployments overview
This chapter describes how to protect the vCenter server Appliance (VCSA) and the Platform Services Controllers (PSCs).
It is intended for virtual administrators who utilize the distributed model of the vCenter server and require protection of the
complete vCenter server infrastructure.


You can protect vCenter 6.5 deployments with Avamar by using the proxy appliance. The instructions in this chapter assume
that the vCenter server and the PSCs are deployed as virtual machines.


For the restores to complete successfully:
● Ensure that these virtual machines use a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) with correct DNS resolution, or
● Ensure that the host name of the machine is configured as an IP address. Note that if the host name is configured as an IP


address, the IP address cannot be changed.


There are mainly two types of vCenter deployments:
● vCenter server Appliance/Windows Virtual Machine with an embedded PSC.
● vCenter server (also multiple) Appliance/Windows virtual machine with an external PSC. This type has two sub categories:


○ vCenter server environment with a single external PSC.
○ vCenter server environment with multiple PSC instances: This environment contains multiple vCenter server instances


registered with different external PSC instances that replicate their data.


Best practices for backup and restore
Review the following recommendations and best practices when planning a vCenter virtual machine or its component virtual
machine(s) backup.


NOTE: Backups will not save Distributed switch configurations. The VMware Knowledge Base article at https://


kb.vmware.com/s/article/2034602 provides steps to backup and restore the configuration of vSphere Distributed


Switches.


● It is recommended to schedule the backup of the vCenter Server when the load on the vCenter server is low, such as during
off-hours, to minimize the impact of vCenter virtual machine snapshot creation and snapshot commit processing overhead.


● Ensure that there are no underlying storage problems that might result in long stun times.
● Keep the vCenter virtual machine and all of its component virtual machines in one single isolated protection policy. The


protection policy should not be shared with any other virtual machines. This is to ensure that the backup times of all vCenter
Server component virtual machines are as close to each other as possible.
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● If using one or more external PSCs, it is recommended to have one dedicated proxy associated to the policy group for the
entire vCenter Server virtual machines backup. This will ensure that the backup times of all vCenter Server component
virtual machines are as close to each other as possible.


● Ensure that the backup start time of the vCenter Server does not overlap with any operations for other protected virtual
machines being managed by this vCenter so that there is no impact on other protected virtual machines during snapshot
creation and snapshot commit of the vCenter virtual machine.


● If the vCenter Server and PSC instances fail at the same time, you must first restore the Platform Services Controller and
then the vCenter Server instances.


Protecting an embedded PSC
The following section describes backup and recovery options for protecting an embedded PSC.


Backup


You can perform a backup of an embedded PSC by using the following guidelines.
1. Create a protection policy, and then add the vCenter virtual machine to the policy.
2. Select the full virtual machine and not individual disks.


NOTE: When selecting virtual machines and objects, ensure that you unselect the Enable CBT option.


3. Run the scheduled or on-demand (ad-hoc) policy.


Recovery


Depending on the type of failure, you can perform the virtual machine recovery by using one of the following methods.
● Restore to original — This method is valid only when the vCenter Server Appliance (VCSA) is intact and running, but


corrupted.
● Recover as a new virtual machine to an ESXi server — Use this method if you have completely lost your VCSA. This ESXi


must be registered with the Avamar server.
● Instant access restore to an ESXi — Use this method if the backup is saved to a Data Domain system. Restores using this


method will complete more quickly than the other methods.


Once the restore is complete, perform storage migration of this virtual machine to the desired datastore, and then unmount the
NFS datastore from the ESXi.


For appliance restore, perform any one of the above methods depending on the failure type, and then perform the following
steps.
1. After the recovery operation, wait until the virtual machine starts up.
2. Log in to the vCenter Server appliance shell as root.


3. Verify that all PSC and VC services are running:


For an appliance, run the service-control --status -all command in the appliance shell.


For a vCenter Server installed on Windows, from the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel > Administrative Tools >
Services.


Protecting external deployment models
Review the backup and recovery options for protecting external deployments.


Backup


You can perform a backup by using the following guidelines:
1. Create one policy/group and add the vCenter virtual machine and PSC virtual machine to the group. This will ensure that


snapshots are taken at the same time.
2. Ensure that you select the full virtual machine and not individual disks.
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3. Run the scheduled or on-demand (ad-hoc) policy.


NOTE: Ensure that you back up all vCenter Server and PSC instances at the same time


Recovery


Depending on the failure, you can perform virtual machine recovery by using one of the following methods:
● Restore to original — This method is valid only when the VCSA is intact and running, but corrupted.
● Recover as a new virtual machine to an ESXi server — Use this method if you have completely lost your VCSA. Note that


this ESXi must be registered with the Avamar server.
● Instant access restore to an ESXi — Use this method if you have completely lost your VCSA and the backup is saved to a


Data Domain system. Restores using this method will complete more quickly than the other methods.


Once the restore is complete, perform storage migration of this virtual machine to the desired datastore, and then unmount the
NFS datastore from the ESXi.


NOTE: In the event of a complete environment failure, PSCs should be restored first, followed by the vCenter Server


restore.


The following scenarios provide specific instructions based on the number of vCenter server appliances and external PSCs in the
environment and the extent of the failure.


vCenter server appliance(s) with one external PSC where PSC fails


Steps


1. Perform an image-level recovery of the PSC by using one of the methods indicated above, and then power ON the virtual
machine.


2. Verify that all PSC services are running.
● For a PSC deployed as an appliance, run the service-control --status --all command in the appliance shell.


● For a PSC installed on Windows, from the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel > Administrative Tools >
Services.


3. Log into the vCenter server appliance shell as root.


4. Verify that no vCenter services are running, or stop any vCenter services that are running by typing service-control
--stop.


5. Run the vc-restore script to restore the vCenter virtual machines.
● For a vCenter server appliance, type vcenter-restore -u psc_administrator_username -p


psc_administrator_password
● For a vCenter Server installed on Windows, navigate to C:\Program Files\VMware\vCenter Server\, and then


run vcenter-restore -u psc_administrator_username -p psc_administrator_password
where psc_administrator_username is the vCenter Single Sign-On administrator user name, which must be in UPN format.


6. Verify that all vCenter services are running and the vCenter Server is started, as specified in step two.


7. Perform a log in test to the vCenter Server.
If the restore was successful, the login completes successfully.


vCenter server appliance is lost but the PSC remains


Steps


1. Perform an image-level recovery of the lost vCenter server by using one of the following methods, and then power ON.
● Restore to original — This method is valid only when the VCSA is intact and running, but corrupted.
● Recover as a new virtual machine to a managed ESXi server — Use this method if you have completely lost your VCSA.


Note that this vCenter must be registered with Avamar.
● Emergency recovery to an ESXi server.


2. After a successful boot, verify that all services are started.


3. Perform a log in test.
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vCenter server appliance with multiple PSCs where one PSC is
lost, one remains


Steps


1. Repoint the vCenter instance (insert link) to one of the functional PSC in the same SSO domain.


NOTE: Log in to all vCenter servers one by one to determine which vCenter log in fails. This will be the vCenter that


requires the repoint steps.


2. Run the following command on the vCenter server appliance:


cmsso-util repoint --repoint-psc psc_fqdn_or_static_ip [--dc-port port_number]
NOTE: The square brackets enclose the command options.


3. Perform a log in test on the vCenter server.


4. Deploy the new PSC and join to an active node in the same SSO and site, replacing lost ones.


5. Repoint the vCenter server to the new PSC.


vCenter server appliance remains but all PSCs fail


About this task


NOTE: In this scenario, none of the vCenter logins (SSO user) have been successful.


Steps


1. Restore the most recent PSC backup and wait for the vCenter services to start


2. Log in to the vCenter server appliance's shell as root.


3. Verify that no vCenter services are running, or stop vCenter services.


4. Run the vc-restore script to restore the VCSA (refer above for detailed steps).


NOTE: If the login test to any vCenter server appliance fails, then the restored PSC is not the PSC that the vCenter


server appliance is pointing to, in which case you may be required to perform a repoint, as described above.


5. Deploy the new PSC and join to an active node in the same SSO domain and site.


6. Repoint vCenter connections as required


vCenter server appliance remains but multiple PSCs fail


Steps


1. Restore one PSC.


2. Test the vCenter server appliance login. If the login fails, repoint the vCenter server appliance to an active PSC.


3. Deploy the new PSC and join to an active node in the same SSO domain and site.


vCenter server appliance fails


About this task


NOTE: If a total failure has occurred (all PSCs and all vCenter server appliances failed), restore one PSC first before


restoring the vCenter server appliance.


Steps


1. Perform an image-level restore of the lost vCenter server by using one of the following methods, and then power ON the
vCenter.
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● Restore to original — This method is valid only when the vCenter server appliance is intact and running, but corrupted.
● Recover as a new virtual machine to a managed ESXi server — Use this method if you have completely lost your vCenter


server appliance. Note that this vCenter must be registered with Avamar.
● Emergency recovery to an ESXi server.


2. After a successful boot, verify that all vCenter services have started.


3. Perform a log in test.


4. If the log in test fails, then this vCenter server appliance is pointing to an inactive PSC. Repoint to an active node.


vCenter server restore workflow
The following diagram shows the restore workflow for a vCenter server.


Figure 8. vCenter server restore workflow
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Platform Services Controller restore workfow
The following diagram shows the restore workflow for a Platform Services Controller (PSC).


Figure 9. PSC restore workflow


Command reference
Use the following command to start or stop services in the vCenter server/PSC, or obtain the status:


service-control -status/start/stop -all
You can use other Replication topology commands, as in the following example.


Replication topology command


/usr/lib/vmware-vmdir/bin/vdcrepadmin -f showpartners -h localhost -u PSC_Administrator -w
password


NOTE: You can replace localhost with another PSC FQDN to obtain all of the partnerships in the current vSphere


domain.
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Support for vCenter HA failover for inflight backups
During a vCenter failover period, the Avamar software monitors the failover process and performs the following actions.
1. Automatically detects vCenter failover events and then waits for the vCenter failover to complete.
2. Cancels the hanging backup jobs that were caused by vCenter HA failover.
3. Removes mounted HotAdded disks from the proxy appliance.
4. Restarts all incomplete backups during the vCenter HA failover.


Additional considerations
Review the following additional considerations when backing up and restoring the vCenter server and PSC.


● Backing up the vCenter server will not save the Distributed switch (vDS) configuration as it is stored on the hosts. As a best
practice, back up the vDS configuration by using a script that can be used after restoring the virtual center.


● After restoring the PSC, verify that replication has been performed as designed by using the following commands to display
the current replication status of a PSC and any of the replication partners of the PSC:
○ For VCSA, go to /usr/lib/vmware-vmdir/bin and type ./vdcrepadmin -f showpartnerstatus -h


localhost -u administrator -w Administrator_Password
○ For Windows, open a command prompt and type cd "%VMWARE_CIS_HOME%"\vmdird\


The VMware vCenter server documentation, available at https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/index.html, provides
more information about the vCenter server and PSC.
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Protecting ESX Hosts


Topics:


• Overview
• Adding ESX host authentication certificates to the MCS keystore
• Creating a dedicated ESX host user account
• Adding an ESX host as a vCenter client
• Deploying a proxy in a standalone ESX host
• Disassociating an ESX host from a vCenter


Overview
Image backup can be configured to protect virtual machines residing in standalone ESX hosts.


There are two primary uses for this feature:


1. Support for minimal customer configurations.


Some customer sites use a simple VMware topology, comprising a single ESX host, with one or more virtual machines
residing on that ESX host. These sites typically do not implement a vCenter management layer. However, the virtual
machines residing on a standalone ESX host still must be backed up in order to protect against data loss. Adding the
standalone ESX host as an Avamar vCenter client enables those virtual machines to be backed up with image backup, rather
than guest backup.


2. Virtual vCenter disaster recovery.


Adding an ESX host as an Avamar vCenter client can be useful when virtual machines residing on a particular ESX host
must be restored, but the vCenter is not operational. This is often the case when a virtual vCenter must be recovered
from Avamar backups. Adding the standalone ESX host as an Avamar vCenter client enables the vCenter management
infrastructure virtual machines to be restored so that the vCenter can be restarted.


Limitations


The following are the known limitations of protecting virtual machines that reside on a standalone ESX host in Avamar:


● Avamar supports ESX 5.5 or later only.
● If you use this feature to restore a virtualized vCenter from an ESX host, before you restore any virtual machines to ESX


host, disassociate ESX host from the vCenter server.
● While protecting ESX hosts, the restored virtual machines might have an empty vc.uuid in VMX file. Configure this flag to


add the restored virtual machines to Avamar.
● Avamar does not support adding ESXi host as a container client.
● File-level restore from an image-level backup is not supported to a stand-alone ESXi host.


Task List


In order to protect virtual machines residing in a standalone ESX host, perform the following tasks:


1. Ensure that the Avamar server can communicate and authenticate with the ESX host.


Add the ESX host certificate to the Avamar MCS keystore. Otherwise, you must disable certificate authentication for all
MCS communications.


2. (Optional) Create a dedicated user account on the ESX host for use with Avamar.
3. Add the ESX host to Avamar as a vCenter client.
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This enables dynamic discovery of virtual machines residing on that ESX host, so that they can be backed up with image
backup rather than guest backup.


4. Deploy one or more proxies on the ESX host.
5. Perform on-demand or scheduled image backups of virtual machines residing on that ESX host.


Adding ESX host authentication certificates to the
MCS keystore
Add an ESX host authentication certificate to the MCS keystore. Do this for each ESX host you intend to protect.


About this task


This procedure uses the java keytool utility, which manages certificate keys. The keytool utility is located in the Java bin
folder (/usr/java/version/bin), where version is the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version currently installed on the
MCS. If this folder is not in your path, you can either add it to the path, or specify the complete path when using keytool.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Stop the MCS by typing the following command:


dpnctl stop mcs
3. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
4. Copy /etc/vmware/ssl/rui.crt from the ESX host machine to /tmp on the Avamar utility node or single-node server.


5. Copy the MCS keystore to /tmp by typing:


cp /usr/local/avamar/lib/rmi_ssl_keystore /tmp/
This creates a temporary version of the live MCS keystore in /tmp.


6. Add the default ESX host certificate to the temporary MCS keystore file by typing:


cd /tmp
$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool –import –file rui.crt -alias alias -keystore rmi_ssl_keystore


where alias is a user-defined name for this certificate, which can often be the file name.


7. Type the keystore password.


8. Type yes, and press Enter to trust this certificate.


9. (Optional) If you will be protecting more than one ESX host with this Avamar server, add those ESX host certificates now.


10. Back up the live MCS keystore by typing:


cd /usr/local/avamar/lib
cp rmi_ssl_keystore rmi_ssl_keystore.date


where date is today's date.


11. Copy the temporary MCS keystore to the live location by typing:


cp /tmp/rmi_ssl_keystore /usr/local/avamar/lib/
12. Exit the root subshell by typing exit.


13. Start the MCS and the scheduler by typing the following command:


dpnctl start mcs
dpnctl start sched
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Creating a dedicated ESX host user account
We strongly recommend that you set up a separate user account on each ESX host that is strictly dedicated for use with
Avamar.


About this task


Use of a generic user account such as “Administrator” might hamper future troubleshooting efforts because it might not be
clear which actions are actually interfacing or communicating with the Avamar server. Using a separate ESX host user account
ensures maximum clarity if it becomes necessary to examine ESX host logs.


NOTE: The user account must be added to the top (root) level in each ESX host you intend to protect.


Create a ESX host user account with privileges listed in the following table.


Table 14. Minimum required ESX host user account privileges 


Privilege type Required Privileges


Alarms ● Create alarm


Datastore ● Allocate space
● Browse datastore
● Low level file operations
● Remove file


Extension ● Register extension
● Unregister extension
● Update extension


Folder ● Create folder


Global ● Cancel task
● Disable methods
● Enable methods
● Licenses
● Log event
● Manage custom attributes
● Settings


Host > Configuration ● Connection
● Storage partition configuration


Network ● Assign network
● Configure


Resource ● Assign virtual machine to resource pool


Sessions ● Validate session


Tasks ● Create task
● Update task


vApp ● Import


Virtual machine


Configuration ● Add existing disk
● Add new disk
● Add or remove device
● Advanced
● Change CPU count
● Change resource
● Disk change tracking
● Disk Lease
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Table 14. Minimum required ESX host user account privileges (continued)


Privilege type Required Privileges


● Extend virtual disk
● Host USB device
● Memory
● Modify device settings
● Raw device
● Reload from path
● Remove disk
● Rename
● Reset guest information
● Settings
● Swapfile placement
● Upgrade virtual machine compatibility


Guest Operations ● Guest Operation Modifications
● Guest Operation Program Execution
● Guest Operation Queries


Interaction ● Console interaction
● DeviceConnection
● Guest operating system management by VIX API
● Power off
● Power on
● Reset
● VMware Tools install


Inventory ● Create new
● Register
● Remove
● Unregister


Provisioning ● Allow disk access
● Allow read-only disk access
● Allow virtual machine download
● Mark as Template


Snapshot Management ● Create snapshot
● Remove snapshot
● Revert to snapshot
● Management


State


Adding an ESX host as a vCenter client


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. In the tree, select the top-level (root) domain, and then select Actions > Account Management > New Client(s).
The New Client dialog box appears.


4. Complete the following settings:


a. Select VMware vCenter in the Client Type list.
b. Type the ESX host fully qualified DNS name or IP address in the New Client Name or IP field.
c. Type the ESX host web services listener data port number in the Port field.


443 is the default setting.
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d. Type the ESX host administrative user account name in the User Name field.
e. Type the ESX host administrative user account password in the Password field.
f. Type the ESX host administrative user account password again in the Verify Password field.
g. (Optional) Type a contact name in the Contact field.
h. (Optional) Type a contact telephone number in the Phone field
i. (Optional) Type a contact email address in the Email field.
j. (Optional) Type a contact location in the Location field.


5. Click OK.


Deploying a proxy in a standalone ESX host


Prerequisites


1. Add DNS entries for each proxy you intend to deploy.


During proxy deployment, you will be asked to assign a unique IP address to each proxy. The ESX host performs a reverse
DNS lookup of that IP address to ensure that it is resolvable to a hostname. For best results, configure all required DNS
entries for proxies you plan to deploy before proceeding with the remainder of this procedure.


2. Download the proxy appliance template file from the Avamar server.
3. Install the vSphere Client on your Windows computer.


Deploying a proxy appliance in an ESX host using the vSphere
Client


Steps


1. Launch the vSphere Client and log in to the ESX host.


2. Select File > Deploy OVF Template.
The Deploy OVF Template wizard appears.


3. In the Source screen:


a. Click Browse.
The Open dialog box appears.


b. Select Ova files (*.ova) from the Files of Type list.
c. Browse to the appliance template file that was previously downloaded.
d. Select the appliance template file and click Open.


The full path to the appliance template file appears in the Source screen Deploy from file field.
e. Click Next.


4. In the OVF Template Details screen:


a. Ensure that the template information is correct.
b. Click Next.


5. In the Name and Location screen:


a. Type a unique fully qualified hostname in the Name field.


A proxy can potentially have three different names:
● The name of the virtual machine on which the proxy runs.
● The DNS name assigned to the proxy virtual machine.
● The Avamar client name after the proxy registers and activates with server.


NOTE: In order to avoid confusion and potential problems, we strongly recommend that you consistently use the


same fully qualified hostname for this proxy in all three contexts.


b. Click Next.


6. In the Resource Pool screen:


a. Select an ESX host or a resource pool.
b. Click Next.


7. In the Storage screen:


a. Select a storage location for this proxy.
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b. Click Next.


8. In the Disk Format screen:


a. Select a disk format for this proxy.
b. Click Next.


9. In the Network Mapping screen:


a. Select a destination network from list.
b. Click Next.


10. In the Ready To Complete screen:


a. Ensure that the information is correct.
b. Click Finish.


Manually configuring proxy network settings


Steps


1. Launch the vSphere Client and log in to the ESX host.


2. Locate the proxy that you want to configure.


3. Right-click Open Console.
A console window appears.


4. In the console Main Menu, press 2 to quit.


5. In the welcome screen, select Log in, and then press Enter.


6. Log in as the admin user.


7. Switch to the root user by typing:


su -


8. Type /opt/vmware/share/vami/vami_config_net, and then press Enter.
A Main Menu appears.


9. In the Main Menu, select 6, and then press Enter to configure the IP address for eth0.


You can configure an IPv6 address, a static IPv4 address, or a dynamic IPv4 address. Follow the on-screen prompts to
configure the correct address type for your site.


10. In the Main Menu, select 4, and then press Enter to configure DNS.


Follow the on-screen prompts to specify the primary and secondary DNS servers in use at your site.


11. In the Main Menu, select 3, and then press Enter to configure the hostname.


12. Type the proxy hostname, and then press Enter.


13. In the Main Menu, select 2, and then press Enter to configure the default gateway.


14. Type the IPv4 default gateway, and then press Enter.


15. Press Enter to accept the default IPv6 default gateway.


16. In the Main Menu, press Enter to show the current configuration.


17. Ensure that the settings are correct.


18. Press 1 to exit the program.


Registering and activating the proxy with the Avamar server


Register and activate each proxy deployed in vCenter with the Avamar server.


Prerequisites


1. Deploy the proxy appliance in vCenter.
2. Add the ESX host or vCenter as a vCenter client in Avamar.


About this task


NOTE: For best results, always register and activate proxies as described in this task. Using the alternative method of


inviting the proxy from Avamar Administrator is known to have unpredictable results.
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Perform this task for every proxy you deploy in an ESX host.


Steps


1. From the vSphere client, locate and select an Avamar image backup proxy.


2. Right-click Power > Power On.


3. Right-clickOpen Console.
A console window appears.


4. From the Main Menu, type 1, and then press Enter.


5. Type the Avamar server DNS name, and then press Enter.


6. Type an Avamar server domain name, and then press Enter.


The default domain is “clients.” However, your Avamar system administrator may have defined other domains, and
subdomains. Consult your Avamar system administrator for the domain you should use when registering this client.


NOTE: If typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. Including


a slash as the first character will cause an error, and prevent you from registering this client.


7. From the Main Menu, type 2, and then press Enter to quit.


8. (optional) If proxy certificate authentication is required, see Configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication on page 23


Disassociating an ESX host from a vCenter
Only perform this task if you are restoring virtual machines to an ESX host while the associated vCenter is not operational.


Steps


1. Launch the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client, and log in to the ESX host.


2. Click the Summary tab.


3. In the Host Management pane, click Disassociate host from vCenter Server.


4. Click Yes to confirm the action.
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Avamar image backup and recovery for
VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services


(AWS)


Topics:


• Avamar image backup and recovery for VMware Cloud on AWS
• Configure the VMware Cloud on AWS web portal console
• Amazon AWS web portal requirements
• vCenter server inventory requirements
• Deploy the vProxy OVA on a vCenter server in VMware Cloud on AWS
• Configure vCenter-to-Avamar authentication for VMware Cloud on AWS
• Avamar image backup and restore for VMware Cloud on AWS best practices
• Unsupported Avamar operations


Avamar image backup and recovery for VMware Cloud
on AWS
Avamar provides image backup and restore support for VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS).


Using Avamar to protect virtual machines that are running in VMware Cloud on AWS is similar to how you protect the virtual
machines in an on-premises data center. This section provides information on network configuration requirements, Avamar best
practices for VMware Cloud on AWS, and unsupported Avamar operations for VMware Cloud on AWS.


Configure the VMware Cloud on AWS web portal
console
Domain Name System (DNS) resolution is critical for Avamar deployment and configuration of the Avamar server, Avamar proxy,
and the Data Domain appliance. All infrastructure components should be resolvable through a Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN). Resolvable means that components are accessible through both forward (A) and reverse (PTR) lookups.


In the VMware Cloud on AWS web portal console, ensure that the following requirements are met:


● By default, there is no external access to the vCenter Server system in the Software Defined Data Center (SDDC). You can
open access to the vCenter Server system by configuring a firewall rule. To enable communication to the vCenter public
IP address from the SDDC logical network, set the firewall rule in the compute gateway of VMware Cloud on AWS. If the
firewall rule is not configured in the SDDC, the Avamar server does not allow you to add the vCenter Server.


● The default compute gateway firewall rules prevent all virtual machine traffic from reaching the internet. To allow the
Avamar Server virtual machine to connect to the internet, create a compute gateway firewall rule. This action allows
outbound traffic on the logical network that the Avamar Server virtual machine is connected to.


● Configure DNS to allow machines in the SDDC to resolve Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDNs) to IP addresses belonging
to the internet. If the DNS server is not configured in the SDDC, the Avamar server does not allow you to add the vCenter
Server by using the server's public FQDN or IP address.


● It is recommended that you deploy the Data Domain system as a virtual appliance in the Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC).
During the SDDC creation, connect the SDDC to an AWS account, and then select a VPC and subnet within that account.


● The Data Domain system running in the Amazon VPC must be connected to the VMware SDDC through the VMware Cloud
Elastic Network Interfaces (ENIs). This action allows the SDDC, the services in the AWS VPC, and subnet in the AWS
account to communicate without having to route traffic through the internet gateway.
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For more information about configuring ENIs, see https://vmc.vmware.com/console/aws-link.


● If DDVE is running in the Amazon VPC, configure the inbound and outbound firewall rules of the compute gateway for Data
Domain connectivity.


● If using NSX-T, configure the DNS to resolve to the internal IP address of the vCenter server. Navigate to SDDC
Management > Settings > vCenter FQDN and select the Private vCenter IP address so that you can directly access
the management network over the built-in firewall. Additionally, ensure that you open TCP port 443 of the vCenter server in
both the management gateway and the compute gateway.


Also, using NSX-T for file-level restore operations requires you to update the axionfs.cmd file on the proxy appliances
with the IPv4 address of the Avamar server. After you register and activate the Avamar proxy appliances in the
Avamar server, log into each of the Avamar proxy appliances as root, and then open the /usr/local/avamar/var/
axionfs.cmd file in a UNIX text editor. Within the file, locate the --server entry key and update the corresponding
value to the IPv4 address of the Avamar server. For example, --server=192.168.2.150.


Amazon AWS web portal requirements
In the Amazon AWS web portal, ensure that the following requirements are met:


● if Data Domain is running in your Amazon VPC, configure the inbound and outbound firewall rules of your Amazon VPC
security group to provide connectivity between the VMware SDDC compute gateway and Data Domain connectivity.


● If you are replicating from one Data Domain system to another, configure the inbound rule for the security group in AWS to
allow all traffic from the respective private IPs of the Data Domain Virtual Editions running in your Amazon VPC.


● If you have more than one Data Domain running in AWS to perform replication, both Data Domain systems must have the
ability to ping each other using the FQDNs.


vCenter server inventory requirements
In the vCenter server inventory of your SDDC, ensure that the following requirements are met:


● An internal DNS name lookup server must be running inside the vCenter inventory. This will be referenced by all the
workloads running in the VMware SDDC.


● The internal DNS server must have Forwarders enabled to access the internet. This action is required to resolve the
vCenter Server's public FQDN.


Forwarders are DNS servers that the server can use to resolve DNS queries for records that the server cannot resolve.


Deploy the vProxy OVA on a vCenter server in VMware
Cloud on AWS
Perform the following steps to deploy the OVA for the Avamar proxy appliance from a vCenter server by using the HTML5
vSphere Web Client.


Prerequisites


Review the section Configure the VMware Cloud on AWS web portal console on page 96


Steps


1. Log in to the HTML5 vSphere Web Client with the cloudadmin account credentials.


2. Click Menu > Hosts and Clusters.


3. In the inventory pane, expand the vCenter, and then expand the compute resource pool inside the SDDC cluster.


4. Right-click the resource pool where you want to deploy the OVA, and then select Deploy OVF template.


5. In the Select an OVF template window, type a URL path to the OVA package, or click Choose Files and navigate to the
OVA package location, and then click Next.


6. On the Select a name and folder window:


a. Specify a name for the virtual appliance.
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b. Specify the inventory location.
c. Click Next.


7. In the Select a compute resource window, select the vApp or resource pool where you want to deploy the OVA, and then
click Next.


8. In the Review details window, review the product details, such as the product name, version, vendor, publisher, and
download size, and then click Next.


9. In the Select storage window, select the disk format and the destination datastore where the virtual appliance files will be
stored, and then click Next.


To ensure that the amount of storage space that is allocated to the virtual appliance is available, select Thick Provision
Lazy Zeroed.


10. In the Select networks window, select the Destination Network:


a. Specify the IP address
b. Click Next.


11. In the Customize Template window, expand Networking properties:


a. In the Network IP address field, type the IP address for the Avamar proxy.
b. In the Network Netmask/Prefix field, specify the netmask for an IPv4 Network IP address.
c. In the DNS field, type the IP address of the DNS servers, separated by commas.
d. In the NTP field, type the IP address of the gateway host.
e. In the Default gateway field, type the IP address of the gateway host.


12. Click Next.
The Ready to Complete window appears.


13. In the Ready to Complete window, review the deployment configuration details, and then click Finish.


Results


The Deploying template task appears in the vCenter and provides status information about the deployment.


Configure vCenter-to-Avamar authentication for
VMware Cloud on AWS
The most secure method for configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication is to add vCenter authentication certificates to the
Avamar MCS keystore. You must complete this task for each vCenter you intend to protect.


About this task


To import the authentication certificates for VMware Cloud on AWS, perform the following steps:


Steps


1. Download any root certificate from entrust website.


Go to https://www.entrustdatacard.com/pages/root-certificates-download.


2. Place the root certificate in the Avamar server and follow the instructions in the section Adding vCenter authentication
certificates to the MCS keystore on page 23.


3. Add the vCenter to the Avamar server.


Avamar image backup and restore for VMware Cloud
on AWS best practices
Consider the following best practices when using Avamar to protect virtual machines running in VMware Cloud on AWS.


● When deploying or configuring the Avamar server or proxy, ensure that you specify the DNS server IP address that points to
the internal DNS server running in the vCenter inventory.


● Ensure that both forward and reverse lookup entries in the internal DNS server are in place for all the required components,
such as the Avamar Server, Avamar proxy appliance, and Data Domain Virtual Edition (DDVE).
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● If using NSX-T, configure the DNS to resolve to the internal IP address of the vCenter server. Navigate to SDDC
Management > Settings > vCenter FQDN and select the Private vCenter IP address so that you can directly access
the management network over the built-in firewall. Additionally, ensure that you open TCP port 443 of the vCenter server in
both the management gateway and the compute gateway.


Also, using NSX-T for file-level restore operations requires you to update the axionfs.cmd file on the proxy appliances
with the IPv4 address of the Avamar server. After you register and activate the Avamar proxy appliances in the
Avamar server, log into each of the Avamar proxy appliances as root, and then open the /usr/local/avamar/var/
axionfs.cmd file in a UNIX text editor. Within the file, locate the --server entry key and update the corresponding
value to the IPv4 address of the Avamar server. For example, --server=192.168.2.150.


● Add the vCenter server to the Avamar server by using one of the following options:
○ Public FQDN of the vCenter server
○ Public IP address of the vCenter server.


It is recommended that you use the FQDN.


● When adding the vCenter server to the Avamar server, specify the login credentials for the cloudadmin user.
● When accessing the AUI by using vCenter authentication, add the following parameter in the /usr/local/


avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/application-production.properties file, and then restart the mcs
service:


vmc.vcenters=VMware Cloud vCenter FQDN


Unsupported Avamar operations
Avamar image backup and restore in VMware Cloud on AWS does not currently support the following operations:


● Application consistent backup
● Proxy deployment manager. Proxies must be deployed manually.
● File-level restore from an image-level backup if using NSX-V. Note that this operation is supported if using NSX-T.
● Instant access recovery of an image-level backup.
● Emergency restore (image-level restore directly to an ESXi host, bypassing the vCenter).
● Image-level backups and restores using NBD or NBDSSL transport mode.
● Advanced policy based data protection for MS-SQL using Avamar.
● Application aware image backups for MS-SQL and MS-Exchange
● Image backup and restore when the datacenter is under a folder.
● Exclusion of pagefile or user defined files from Windows image backup.
● Proxy appliance that is configured with dual-stack or IPv6-only.
● NBD, NBDSSL, and SAN. Only HotAdd is supported.
● VMware tag based rule selection criteria for dynamic policy
● Restore to new vApp
● IPV6
● Virtual machine template backup
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Manually deploying proxies


Topics:


• Overview
• Downloading the proxy appliance template file
• Deploying the proxy appliance in vCenter
• Deploying a proxy appliance in vCenter using the vSphere Web Client
• Registering and activating the proxy with the Avamar server
• Configuring proxy settings in Avamar Administrator
• Performing optional proxy performance optimization


Overview
The Proxy Deployment Manager is the preferred method for deploying proxies. Manual proxy deployment is still supported, if
necessary.


Downloading the proxy appliance template file
Download the proxy appliance template file from the Avamar server.


About this task


NOTE: If adding more than one proxy, you only need to perform this task once.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server
where Avamar-server is the Avamar server network hostname or IP address.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


2. Click Downloads.


3. Navigate to the VMware vSphere\EMC Avamar VMware Image Backup\FLR Appliance folder.


4. Click the AvamarCombinedProxy-linux-sles12sp1-x86_64-version.ova link.


5. Save AvamarCombinedProxy-linux-sles12sp1-x86_64-version.ova to a temporary folder, such as C:\Temp, or the
desktop.


Deploying the proxy appliance in vCenter
Use either the vSphere Client running on a Windows computer (also known as the "thick client"), or the vSphere Web Client to
deploy one or more proxies in each vCenter you intend to protect with image backup.


Prerequisites


1. Add DNS entries for each proxy you intend to deploy.


During proxy deployment, you will be asked to assign a unique IP address to each proxy. The vCenter performs a reverse
DNS lookup of that IP address to ensure that it is resolvable to a hostname. For best results, configure all required DNS
entries for proxies you plan to deploy before proceeding with the remainder of this procedure.


A
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2. Download the proxy appliance template file from the Avamar server.


Deploying a proxy appliance in vCenter using the
vSphere Web Client


Steps


1. Connect to the vCenter Server by opening a web browser, and then typing the following URL:


http://vCenter-server:9443/
where vCenter-server is the vCenter Server network hostname or IP address.


The vSphere Web Client page appears.


2. For vCenter versions 5.5 and earlier, download and install the vSphere Client Integration Plug-in:


NOTE:


These substeps only need to be performed the first time you connect to this vCenter Server using the vSphere Web


Client. You can skip these steps on subsequent vSphere Web Client sessions.


These substeps are not required for later versions of vCenter.


a. Click the Download Client Integration Plug-in link.
b. Either open the installation file in place (on the server), or double-click the downloaded installation file.


The installation wizard appears.
c. Follow the onscreen instructions.


3. Reconnect to the vCenter Server by opening a web browser, and then typing the following URL:


http://vCenter-server:9443/
where vCenter-server is the vCenter Server network hostname or IP address.


The vSphere Web Client page appears.


4. Log in to the vCenter Server by typing your User name and Password, and then clicking Login.


5. Select Home > vCenter > Hosts and Clusters.


6. Select Actions > Deploy OVF Template.


7. Allow plug-in access control.
The Deploy OVF Template wizard appears.


8. In the Source screen:


a. Select Local file, and then click Browse.
The Open dialog box appears.


b. Select Ova files (*.ova) from the Files of Type list.
c. Browse to the appliance template file that was previously downloaded.
d. Select the appliance template file and click Open.


The full path to the appliance template file appears in the Source screen Deploy from file field.
e. Click Next.


9. In the OVF Template Details screen:


a. Ensure that the template information is correct.
b. Click Next.


10. In the Select name and Location screen:


a. Type a unique fully qualified hostname in the Name field.


A proxy can potentially have three different names:
● The name of the virtual machine on which the proxy runs. This is also the name managed and visible within vCenter.
● The DNS name assigned to the proxy virtual machine.
● The Avamar client name after the proxy registers and activates with server.


NOTE: In order to avoid confusion and potential problems, we strongly recommend that you consistently use the


same fully qualified hostname for this proxy in all three contexts.


b. In the tree, select a datacenter and folder location for this proxy.
c. Click Next.
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11. In the Select a resource screen:


a. Select an ESX host, cluster, vApp or resource pool.
b. Click Next.


12. In the Select Storage screen:


a. Select a storage location for this proxy.
b. Click Next.


13. In the Setup networks screen:


a. Select a Destination network from list.
b. Select an IP protocol from the list.
c. Click Next.


14. In the Customize template screen:


NOTE: Proxy network settings are difficult to change once they proxy is registered and activated with the Avamar


server. Therefore, ensure that the settings you enter in the Customize template screen are correct.


a. Enter the default gateway IP address for the network in the Default Gateway field
b. If not using DHCP, type one or more Domain Name Server (DNS) IP addresses in the DNS field. Separate multiple entries


with commas.
c. If not using DHCP, type a valid IP address for this proxy in the Isolated Network IP Address field
d. Type the network mask in the Isolated Network Netmask field.
e. Click Next.


15. In the Ready To Complete screen:


a. Ensure that the information is correct.
b. Click Finish


Registering and activating the proxy with the Avamar
server
Register and activate each proxy deployed in vCenter with the Avamar server.


Prerequisites


1. Deploy the proxy appliance in vCenter.
2. Add the ESX host or vCenter as a vCenter client in Avamar.


About this task


NOTE: For best results, always register and activate proxies as described in this task. Using the alternative method of


inviting the proxy from Avamar Administrator is known to have unpredictable results.


Perform this task for every proxy you deploy in an ESX host.


Steps


1. From the vSphere client, locate and select an Avamar image backup proxy.


2. Right-click Power > Power On.


3. Right-clickOpen Console.
A console window appears.


4. From the Main Menu, type 1, and then press Enter.


5. Type the Avamar server DNS name, and then press Enter.


6. Type an Avamar server domain name, and then press Enter.


The default domain is “clients.” However, your Avamar system administrator may have defined other domains, and
subdomains. Consult your Avamar system administrator for the domain you should use when registering this client.


NOTE: If typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. Including


a slash as the first character will cause an error, and prevent you from registering this client.
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7. From the Main Menu, type 2, and then press Enter to quit.


8. (optional) If proxy certificate authentication is required, see Configuring vCenter-to-Avamar authentication on page 23


Configuring proxy settings in Avamar Administrator
After deploying a proxy appliance in vCenter and registering it with the Avamar server, configure datastore, group and optional
contact settings in Avamar Administrator.


Prerequisites


1. Deploy a proxy appliance in vCenter.
2. Register and activate the proxy with the Avamar server.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Administration launcher link.
The Administration window is displayed.


2. Click the Account Management tab.


3. In the tree, select the proxy, and then select Actions > Account Management > Client Edit.
The Edit Client dialog box appears.


4. Click the Datastores tab, and then select all vCenter datastores that host virtual machines you want to protect with this
proxy.


5. Click the Groups tab, and then assign this proxy to one or more groups by clicking the Select checkbox next to each group.


6. (Optional) provide contact information:


a. Type a contact name in the Contact field.
b. Type a contact telephone number in the Phone field.
c. Type a contact email address in the Email field.
d. Type a contact location in the Location field.


7. Click OK.


Performing optional proxy performance optimization
By default, Avamar proxies are configured with four virtual CPU sockets and one core per socket. However, if your ESXi host
has two or more physical CPUs, changing the proxy configuration to four virtual CPU sockets and two cores per socket will
achieve better backup and restore performance.
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vSphere Data Ports


Topics:


• Required data ports


Required data ports
These are the required data ports in a vSphere environment.


Table 15. Required vSphere data ports 


Port Source Destination Function Additional
information


22 Avamar Administrator Proxies SSH Diagnostic support.
Optional, but
recommended.


53 Proxies DNS server DNS UDP+TCP.


443 Avamar Deployment
Manager


ESXi hosts vSphere API


443 Proxies ESXi hosts vSphere API


443 Proxies vCenter vSphere API


443 Avamar MCS vCenter vSphere API


902 Proxies ESX hosts VDDK


5480 Avamar Deployment
Manager


Proxies CIM service Used to register the
proxy.


5488 Avamar Deployment
Manager


Proxies CIM service Used to register the
proxy.


5489 Avamar Deployment
Manager


Proxies CIM service Used to register the
proxy.


7444 Avamar MCS vCenter Test vCenter
credentials


8543 Proxies Avamar server Snapshot manager Used for VMware
snapshot operations.


27000 Proxies Avamar server GSAN communication Non-secured
communication.


28009 Avamar MCS Proxies Access proxy logs


29000 Proxies Avamar server GSAN communication Secured
communication.


30001 Proxies Avamar MCS avagent to MCS
communication


30102-30109 Avamar MCS Proxies avagent paging port


NOTE: All ports are TCP unless otherwise noted.
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Using VMware vRealize Log Insight


Topics:


• About VMware vRealize Log Insight
• Configuring the Log Central Reporting Service
• Configuring Log Forwarding Agents


About VMware vRealize Log Insight
You can configure image proxies to forward logs to VMware vRealize Log Insight for centralized log management. This step
allows a mechanism for identifying patterns and frequency of error types, and to prevent lost log entries due to log rotation.


Avamar support for Log Insight requires that the vRealize Log Insight appliance is deployed on a vCenter. This feature uses Log
Forwarding Agents (LFAs) installed on proxies or other clients to push log content to a Log Central Reporting Service (LCRS).
LCRS is installed on a utility node or Avamar Virtual Edition server. The LCRS forwards the logs to the vRealize Log Insight
server running on the vCenter.


NOTE:


Each time an Avamar server is upgraded, perform the following steps on the upgraded Avamar server:


1. Configuring the Log Central Reporting Service


2. Configuring Log Forwarding Agents


This appendix describes configuration of the LCRS running on the Avamar server and the LFAs running on proxies and other
clients.


Configuring the Log Central Reporting Service
The Log Central Reporting Service (LCRS) runs on the utility node or the Avamar Virtual Server (AVE). Use this procedure to
configure the LCRS to forward logging information from proxies to the vRealize Log Insight appliance.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:
● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, then switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Change to the /usr/local/emc-lcrs/etc/ directory.


3. Open the lcrs.ini in a text editor.


4. Edit this file as follows:


server.port=8080
forward.server=Log_Insight_Server_IP
forward.port=Log_Insight_Server_port
forward.messagePerSend=10
forward.type=LogInsight
upload.forward=true
forward.delete=true
forward.dispatch=true


where Log_Insight_Server_IP is the IP address of the vRealize Log Insight appliance, and Log_Insight_Server_port is the
port used by the vRealize Log Insight appliance.


5. Save and close the file.


C
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Configuring Log Forwarding Agents
Follow this procedure to configure Log Forwarding Agents (LFAs).


Steps


1. Log in as admin to the proxy that will be configured to forward log messages to the Log Central Reporting Service (LCRS).


2. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
3. Type the following command:


/usr/local/avamarclient/etc/proxylfa_setup.sh
The following appears:


Avamar VMware Log Forwarding Agent Setup
Main Menu
---------
1) Setup LCRS IP address
2) Enable Avamar VMware Log Forwarding Agent cron job
3) Disable Avamar VMware Log Forwarding Agent cron job
4) quit
Your choice: 


4. Enter 1 at the prompt to enter the IP address of the Avamar utility node or AVE running the Log Central Reporting Service
(LCRS).


5. Enter 2 at the prompt to enable the LFA cron job.


The cron job forwards the logs from the proxy to the LCRS every 10 minutes.


6. Enter 4 at the prompt to exit the program.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• VMware Image backup plug-in options
• VMware Image restore plug-in options
• Windows VMware GLR plug-in options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


VMware Image backup plug-in options
These backup options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 16. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in 


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance If selected, the VMware changed block tracking feature is
used to identify areas of the virtual machine file system that
have changed since the last backup and only process those
changed areas during the next backup.


NOTE: Changed block tracking must be enabled at the
virtual machine level in order for this feature to work.


Set Annotionation Tag LastBackupStatus and
LastSuccessfulBackup


If selected, enables the Avamar server to report information
to the vSphere Web Client or the legacy Windows-based
vSphere client about the most recent backup and most recent
successful backup.


When selected, the following information is displayed in the
Annotation list of the vSphere Web Client:


● LastSuccessfulBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar:
The date and time of the most recent successful backup.


● LastBackupStatus-com.dellemc.avamar: The date and
time of the most recent backup, whether successful or
not.


Exclude page file blocks when performing image backup on
Windows VM


If selected, excludes the Windows page file (pagefile.sys)
from the backup for all the partitions. It is not limited to
primary partitions.
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Table 16. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


NOTE: Page file exclusion is supported only for Windows
Servers version 2008 R2 and above. For client versions
of Windows, this option has no effect; the page file is
included in backups of Windows clients, regardless of this
setting.


NOTE: The proxy uses NBD transport mode internally in
order to read the page file blocks. After recognizing the
required blocks, the available mode (hotadd/nbdssl/nbd)
will be used accordingly for backup or restore operations.


Exclude deleted file blocks when performing image backup on
Windows VM


If selected, excludes the deleted file blocks from the backup
for all the partitions. It is not limited to primary partitions.


Exclude files with path and filter Excludes the files with path and filter from the backup for all
the partitions. It is not limited to primary partitions.


Type the full path of the file or folder or the filter path of the
files and folders. Separate multiple entries with a comma.


To exclude files with path and filter, type the path in the
following format:


● Start with driver letter
● End with "/" to exclude a folder
● End without "/" to exclude a file
● Use "*" as a wildcard in the filename to exclude all files. Do


not use "*" as a wildcard in the file path.


For example:


○ *:/*/*.TXT is not supported.


○ D:/folder/*.txt is supported.


○ D:/folder/* is supported.


Store backups on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the
Avamar server, select the checkbox and then select the Data
Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system
to the Avamar configuration. The Avamar and Data
Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup. As
of Avamar release 7.5, the only supported encryption method
is "high."


Snapshot delete retry


Max times to retry snapshot delete The maximum number of times that a snapshot delete
operations should be attempted.


Guest credentials


Username Guest operating system user account with sufficient privileges
to run scripts.


Password Password for the guest operating system username.


Pre-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be run before the
vmdk snapshot.
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Table 16. Backup options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in (continued)


Setting Description


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is allowed to run
before timing out.


Post-snapshot Script


Script file Full path and filename of the script that will be run after the
backup completes and the vmdk snapshot is removed.


Maximum script run time (minutes) Maximum number of minutes this script is allowed to run
before timing out.


Snapshot quiesce timeout


Snapshot quiesce timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before the snapshot
quiesce operation is considered to have failed (Windows
WMware Image plug-in only)


Microsoft SQL Server authentication


NT Authentication Uses the credentials that are entered in Guest Credentials for
authentication. User must have administrative privileges and
must have write permissions for the files system and read
permissions for the Windows registry.


Application Authentication Uses the SQL Server Username and SQL Server Password to
log into the SQL server.


Microsoft SQL Server post action


Post Action Timeout (minutes) Maximum number of minutes to wait before post-action
operations are considered to have failed. Default is 900
seconds.


Post Action Type of MSSQL The type of post-action operation to perform. The only
available option is LOG Truncation, which performs log
truncation after the backup has been performed. When
backing up a single VM, all disks of the VM must be selected
or log truncation will not occur.


VMware Image restore plug-in options
These restore options are available for the Avamar VMware Image plug-in.


Table 17. Restore options for Avamar VMware Image plug-in 


Setting Description


Use Changed Block Tracking (CBT) to increase performance If selected, the VMware changed block tracking feature is
used to identify areas of the virtual machine file system that
have changed since the last backup and only process those
changed areas during this restore operation.


NOTE: Changed block tracking must enabled at the virtual
machine level in order for this feature to work.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the Data Domain system and the client during the restore. As
of Avamar release 7.5, the only supported encryption method
is "high."
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Windows VMware GLR plug-in options
Backup operations are not supported by the Avamar Windows VMware GLR plug-in, and no user-configurable restore options
are available.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Installation and configuration problems and solutions
• Backup problems and solutions
• Restore problems and solutions


Installation and configuration problems and solutions
Common installation and configuration problems and solutions are described below.


Problems adding vCenter Server as Avamar client


If you encounter problems adding a vCenter Server as an Avamar client, ensure that:


● vCenter hostname, username, and password are correct.
● Port 443 is open between the Avamar server and the vCenter.


If this step does not resolve the problem, turn off certificate authentication for all vCenter-to-Avamar MCS communications.


Proxy network settings


If a proxy is deployed with an incorrect IP address or DNS entry, it might have registered with the Avamar server as localhost
instead of the correct hostname.


Because proxies are virtual appliances that are managed by vCenter, once a proxy registers with the Avamar server, it is difficult
to change network settings. Otherwise, this step would involve deleting it from the Avamar server, changing the network
settings in vCenter, then reactivating it with the Avamar server.


In most cases, the most efficient remedy is to deploy a new proxy with the correct settings, then delete the old proxy from both
Avamar and vCenter.


The vCenter documentation provides instructions for changing virtual appliance network settings.


Error when registering guest backup or Windows recovery target
client


If a virtual machine has been added to the Avamar server because it resides in a vCenter domain, and you want to also protect
that same virtual machine using guest backup, or use that same virtual machine as a recovery target for mounting Windows
VMDKs, then you must change the mcserver.xml allow_duplicate_client_names preference setting to true.


Backup problems and solutions
These are common backup problems and solutions.


Backup does not start


If a backup activity fails to start:


E
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● Ensure that an Avamar Image Backup Proxy has been correctly deployed.
● Ensure that the datastore for the source virtual machine has been selected on a running proxy server.


If that does not resolve the problem, the account that is used to connect to vCenter might not have sufficient privileges.


To verify account privileges, log in to the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client with that username and password. Ensure that
you can access datastores on that client. If you cannot, that account does not have the required privileges.


Exclude the proxy from the virtual machine backup if performing
the backup with other VMware software


Including the Avamar proxy in a backup consumes a large amount of space. When using other VMware software instead of the
Avamar software to perform the virtual machine backup, it is recommended that you exclude the proxy virtual machine from the
backup.


Backups fail with “No Proxy” or “No VM” errors


If backups fail with “No Proxy” or “No VM” errors, try manually synchronizing Avamar Administrator with the vCenter hosting
the virtual machines or proxies.


Changed block tracking does not take effect


Enabling changed block tracking in Avamar Administrator does not take effect until any of the following actions occur on the
virtual machine: restart, power on, resume after suspend, or migrate.


If you enable changed block tracking but do not experience the expected performance increase, use the vSphere Client or
vSphere Web Client to locate any virtual machines for which you have enabled changed block tracking, and then perform any of
the following actions: restart, power on, resume after suspend, or migrate.


Proxies are not assigned to backup jobs


Any time that you restart the MCS, it might take some time until all proxies reconnect to the MCS and are available for backups.
If you stop the MCS and do not restart it within 5 minutes, proxies go into a sleep mode for at least 40 minutes.


To verify that a proxy can connect to the MCS, view that proxy's avagent.log file and ensure that messages similar to the
following appear at the end of the log history:


2014-03-20 20:34:33 avagent Info <5964>:
Requesting work from 10.7.245.161
2014-03-20 20:34:33 avagent Info <5264>:
Workorder received: sleep
2014-03-20 20:34:33 avagent Info <5996>:
Sleeping 15 seconds


VM snapshot fails backups due to incorrect pre-evaluation of
available space


The "snapshot_max_change_percent" flag tells the proxy to pre-evaluate free datastore space to ensure that there is enough
storage for the VM snapshot. The default value is set to 5%. If the proxy incorrectly fails the backup due to the perceived lack
of storage, override the value by either changing the percentage to "0" by the user of the policy, or by permanently overriding
the value in the proxy command file.


To permanently override this check in the proxy, log in to each proxy, modify the file "/usr/local/avamarclient/
avvcbimageAll.cmd" to include the line:


-- snapshot_max_change_percent=0


This disables this feature.
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Backup and restore of vFlash Read Cache enabled VMs will use
NBD transport mode


vCenter will display the error:


The
device or operation specified at index '0' is not supported for the
current virtual machine version 'vmx-07'. A minimum version of
'vmx-10' is required for this operation to succeed


If hot-add is desired then please upgrade the proxy hardware version to vmx-10 or above.


If the Proxy is residing on a host without vFlash resource configured, you may see an error in VC The available virtual
flash resource '0' MB ('0' bytes) is not sufficient for the requested operation during hot-add
attempt and backup falls back to NBD mode and succeeds. This is expected, but if hot-add is strongly desired move the proxy
to any host with vflash resource configured.


Exchange log truncation unsupported when VMDK is encrypted via
vSphere


When VMDK is encrypted via vSphere, WMware Tools does not use the VSS for application consistent quiescing. The encrypted
image backup is file-level consistent instead. Because the Exchange server log truncation process includes the VSS writer, the
VSS writer is not involved in the snapshot quiesce, and log truncation is not triggered.


NOTE: SQL server log truncation does not rely on the VSS writer. SQL log truncation is supported.


Restore problems and solutions
Avamar for VMware contains the following common restore problems and solutions.


Preexisting snapshots cause restores to fail


Virtual machine restores will fail if a snapshot for that virtual machine already exists. When this occurs, the restore operation will
return an error message similar to the following:


2012-12-07 09:30:26 avvcbimage FATAL <0000>: The pre-existing snapshots from VMX
'[VNXe3300-Datastore1] vm-example/vm-example.vmx' will not permit a restore.
2012-12-07 09:30:26 avvcbimage FATAL <0000>: If necessary, use the '--skip_snapshot_check'
flag to override this pre-existing snapshot check.
2012-12-07 09:30:26 avvcbimage Error <9759>: createSnapshot: snapshot creation failed
To resolve this condition, you must perform a new restore of the affected virtual machine and include the
skip_snapshot_check plug-in option in the Restore Options dialog box. This will force that restore operation to overwrite
the existing snapshot, which will enable the restore to successfully complete.


To perform a restore using the skip_snapshot_check plug-in option:


1. Initiate an image restore of the affected virtual machine.
2. When you reach the point in the procedure that instructs you to set restore options in the Restore Options dialog box,


perform the following additional steps:
a. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


b. Click More.
c. Type [avvcbimage]skip_snapshot_check in the Enter Attribute field.


d. Type true in the Enter Attribute Value field.


e. Click +.
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The [avvcbimage]skip_snapshot_check=true entry appears in the plug-in options list.


f. Click OK.
3. Proceed with the remainder of the restore procedure.


Restore to new virtual machine not available when physical RDM
disks are involved


If you back up a virtual machine that has both virtual disks and physical Raw Device Mapping (RDM) disks, the backup will
successfully process the virtual disks, bypass the RDM disks.


However, when restoring data from one of these backups, you can restore the data to the original virtual machine, or redirect it
to another existing virtual machine. However, you cannot restore data to a new virtual machine.


Note that because the physical RDM disks were not processed during the backup, data residing on the physical RDM disks
cannot be restored at all.


If you need to restore data to a new virtual machine, you must:


1. Manually create a new virtual machine in vCenter.
2. This new virtual machine must have the same number of virtual disks as the original virtual machine from which the backup


was taken.
3. Manually add the new virtual machine to Avamar.
4. Restore the data to this virtual machine.


FLR browse of a granular disk backup without a partition table is
not supported


When a non-LVM granular disk backup is performed of a disk that does not have a partition table, FLR browsing of the backup
will fail with the error:


Failed to mount disks. Verify that all the disks on the VM have valid/supported 
partitions.


The workaround for this issue is to perform a full image backup of all disks on the VM, then restore the files or folders from the
disk that does not have a partition table.


Fault tolerance disabled when restore to new virtual machine is
performed


When a fault-tolerant virtual machine is restored to a new virtual machine, fault tolerance is disabled. You will need to enable
fault tolerance after the machine is restored to a new virtual machine. VMware documentation contains information regarding
how to enable fault tolerance.


Restore to new virtual machine to Virtual SAN 5.5 will fail


Restore to new virtual machine to a Virtual SAN 5.5 will fail with the message unable to access file if the restore is
of a multiple disk VM using a mix of datastore types (VSAN and VMFS or NFS and the restore of first disk is to a non-VSAN
datastore. To workaround this issue, select a VSAN datastore for the first disk of the VM. This issue is not seen in VSAN 6.0.


Powering on an instant access vFlash-VM backup to a host without
flash capacity configured fails


Powering on an instant access vFlash-VM backup to a host without flash capacity configured fails with the following error:
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The available virtual flash resource '0' MB ('0' bytes) is not sufficient for the 
requested operation


To workaround this issue, disable flash cache in VM before powering on.


Maximum number of NFS mounts with instant access issue


When using the instant access feature, if the following error message is displayed, the maximum number of NFS mounts as
configured in vSphere may be insufficient.


vmir Error <0000>: Mount NFS datastore failed to start with error: Failed to create Data 
Domain


A related message may be displayed in vSphere as well:


vmir Error <0000>: NFS has reached the maximum number of supported volumes.


The solution to this problem is to increase the number of NFS mountpoint configured on vSphere. The VMware knowledge base
article https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2239 contains
information and procedures to increase the number of mount points.


FLR on RHEL 5 requires the standard C++ library


When using HTTPS for enhanced FLR performance on RHEL 5.x, ACLs will be incorrect after restore unless the standard C++
library is installed.


FLR of a folder or file name that contains certain special characters
fails


Avamar for VMware does not support a backslash (\), a double quote ("), or an ampersand (&) in folder and file names for an
FLR.


FLR to user profile fails when Admin Approval Mode is enabled


When the Microsoft Windows Admin Approval Mode (AAM) is enabled (FilterAdministratorToken=1), the administrator user
cannot use FLR to restore a file or folder to an end user's profile.


A restore attempt results in the following error:


Unable to browse Destination
The directory cannot be browsed. Please check the directory of the VM


To overcome this issue, the administrator user should open the end user's folder from within C:\Users\. The following
Windows UAC message appears:


You don't currently have permission to access this folder.


To permanently give the administrator user access to the folder, click Continue.
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A


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


application-consistent
The state of a virtual machine in which the virtual file system writes have been completed and all running applications have been
quiesced.


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


C


changed block tracking (CBT)
A VMware feature that tracks which virtual machine file system blocks have changed between backups.


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


crash-consistent
The state of a virtual machine that is consistent with what would occur by interrupting power to a physical computer. Because
file system writes might or might not be in progress when power is interrupted, there is always the possibility of some data loss
when backing up a crash-consistent file system.


D


datacenter
In VMware vSphere environments, a datacenter comprises the basic physical building blocks. These physical building blocks
include virtualization servers, storage networks and arrays, IP networks, and a management server. Each vSphere vCenter can
manage multiple datacenters.
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Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


datastore
In VMware vSphere environments, a datastore is the storage resources used by a datacenter.


E


ESX/ESXi Server


A virtualization layer run on physical servers that abstracts processor, memory, storage, and resources into multiple virtual
machines. ESX Servers provide an integrated service console; ESXi Servers do not.


F


file system-consistent
The state of a virtual machine in which the virtual file system has been quiesced (that is, all file system writes have been
completed).


G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


guest backup
A method of protecting a virtual machine in which backup software is installed directly in the guest operating system just as if it
were a physical machine.


I


image backup
A method for protecting virtual machines hosted in a vCenter in which a backup is taken of entire virtual disk images. Avamar
for VMware image backup is fully integrated with vCenter Server to provide detection of virtual machine clients, and enable
efficient centralized management of backup jobs


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.
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proxy
A virtual machine that is used to perform image backups, image restores, and file-level restores of other virtual machines.
Proxies run Avamar software inside a Linux virtual machine, and are deployed in a vCenter using an appliance template (.ova)
file.


R


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


Storage vMotion
A VMware feature the enables migration of a live virtual machine from one datastore to another.


V


vCenter Server
A centralized single point of management and control for one or more VMware datacenters.


vSphere Client
A VMware software application used to control and manage a vCenter. The vSphere Client is also known as the "thick client."


vSphere Web Client
A VMware web interface used to control and manage a vCenter.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are
periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not be
supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes
provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose


This guide describes how to install, configure, and use the Avamar Management Console
Command Line Interface (MCCLI) Java client software application.


Audience


This guide is intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing software and
maintaining servers and clients on a network. This document assumes that the reader is familiar
with the Avamar Administrator graphical management console as documented in the Avamar
Administration Guide, and does not generally repeat information in that document.


Revision history


The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


03 January 24, 2020 Removed the section 'Installing the Java Runtime
Environment'.


02 July 28, 2019 Standards compliance updates


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation


The following publications provide additional information:


l E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome


l Avamar Release Notes


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide


l Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
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Special notice conventions used in this document


These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note: Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions


These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help


The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation,
advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information
may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model,
or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product
Support page loads automatically.
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4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in
the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Documentation


The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational
task, and technical reference information. To supplement the information in product administration
and user guides, review the following documents:


l Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.


l Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-
step tasks, where necessary.


l White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to
critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase


The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution
number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.


3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the
search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the
product from the list that appears.


Online communities


Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts, conversations, and
content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners,
and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat


To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Service Requests


For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service
Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Note: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an
account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and
then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support


It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer
Support.


Comments and suggestions


Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall
quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about this document to 
DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.
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Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l System requirements............................................................................................................. 14
l Capabilities and limitations..................................................................................................... 14
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System requirements
To connect to the Avamar server using MCCLI, you must have:


l A valid Avamar Administrator ID and password


l Network access to an operational Avamar server


Additionally, the computer running MCCLI software must meet the minimum requirements listed in
the following table.


Table 3 Minimum system requirements for MCCLI software


Requirement Minimum


Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux Release 4 (64-bit)


SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (64-bit)


RAM 256 MB


Hard drive space 60 MB permanent hard drive space


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest
drivers for the platform


Java Runtime Environment JRE 1.7


Capabilities and limitations
These are the known capabilities and limitations of the MCCLI.


Version compatibility


The MCCLI software must be the same version as the MCS.


Hierarchical management


Hierarchical management is not supported. The root domain is assumed for all user IDs included on
the command line. This means that a user must have an account in the root domain to use the
MCCLI, and domain administrators cannot log on.


Relative path filenames


The use of filenames containing relative paths is not supported. Filenames are specified as part of
the client bulk validate and load commands.


Client bulk validate/load file format


The client import-clients-from-file and client validate-clients-from-file
commands currently only support clients definition input files in XML format. You cannot use a
CSV file with these commands.


Delayed updates for MCCLI scheduler changes


When you use the MCCLI to suspend or resume the scheduler, the change takes effect
immediately. However, the change may not appear in Avamar Administrator for approximately 15
seconds.
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Deleting clients with backups pending


As with the Avamar Administrator, you cannot delete a client until it is idle without any backups in
progress or it is in the wait queue.


Performance


MCCLI commands typically require approximately 8 seconds to complete. This elapsed time is
primarily because the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) must be started to run any MCCLI command,
and because decryption framework initialization adds approximately 6 seconds.


If you provide the option directly with each command, you can bypass the decryption framework
initialization, which will improve performance.


Maximum number of clients


As with Avamar Administrator, the MCCLI is suitable for systems with a maximum of 5,000 clients.


Java stack trace


Any mccli command might display a Java stack trace if the command fails. This is due to
unhandled exceptions.


Generic mccli command failed message


Some errors and failure conditions are not associated with specific event codes. Therefore, when
these errors and failure conditions occur, the generic event code for a failed mccli command
appears. For example, missing arguments or failed connection from the MCCLI to the MCS
generates the same 23998 event (mccli command failed).


Remote clients must run mccli commands as root


If you have installed MCCLI on a remote client, all mccli commands invoked using the operating
system root privileges.


Furthermore, if additional security is required, users should remove any passwords stored in
mcclimcs.xml and instead supply an --mcspasswd option with each mccli command.


Requirements for accounts running MCCLI scripts


The following requirements apply to scripting with the MCCLI:


l MCCLI scripts must be run using a local service-type account.


l Use of the MCUser account is not supported.


l The service account should only be used for scripts, and not as a regular user.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains information about creating a new Avamar server
account. After creating a new account, you must add the account profile to the mcclimcs.xml file
as show in Add a new service account profile to the mcclimcs.xml file and encrypt the account
password on page 158 .
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CHAPTER 2


Installation and Configuration


This chapter includes the following topic:


l Installing and configuring the MCCLI software...................................................................... 18
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Installing and configuring the MCCLI software
Before you begin


The MCCLI software requires Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.6 Update 12 or later.


Procedure


1. On the computer where MCCLI will be installed, open a web browser and type the following
URL:


https://Avamar-server


where Avamar-server is the Avamar server network hostname or IP address.


The Avamar Web Restore web page appears.


2. Click Downloads.


3. Expand the Linux for x86 (64 bit) folder.


4. Do one of the following:


l If installing on SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, expand the SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 11 folder.


l If installing on Red Hat Enterprise Linux Release 4, expand the Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 4 folder.


5. Download the dpnmccli-version.platform.x86_64.rpm install package to a
temporary install folder such as /tmp.


where:


l version is the MCCLI software.


l platform is either sles11_64 or rhel4_64.


6. Open a command shell and log in as root.


7. Change directory to the temporary install folder. For example:


cd /tmp


8. Install the MCCLI RPM by typing:


rpm -ivh dpnmccli-version.platform.x86_64.rpm


Note: If installing the MCCLI software on the same Linux client that already has Avamar
Administrator installed, you must include the --force option.


9. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the MCCLI software installation.


10. Configure the MCCLI software by typing avsetup_mccli.


11. When prompted, type the following information, and then press Enter to complete each
entry.


l Full path to the JRE installation folder. The default location is /usr/java/
jre1.7.0_72 or /usr/java/jre1.8.


l Full path to Avamar software installation folder. The default location is /usr/local/
avamar.
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l Full path to the folder where user data is stored. The default location is
~/.avamardata/var.


l Avamar server IP address or hostname as defined in corporate DNS.


l MCS data port number. The default data port is 7778.


l Avamar administrative user account name.


l Avamar administrative user account password.
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General programming notes
The mccli is a shell script wrapper that invokes the MCCLI Java application. It automatically sets
various environment arguments that are required to invoke a Java application, thereby simplifying
use of the MCCLI java application.


Data types
The following table lists the data types used by mccli commands and discusses how to correctly
specify each data type on the mccli command line.


Table 4 Data types for mccli commands


Data type Description


Boolean Boolean values are the case-insensitive words
true or false.


Integer Integer values are always whole numbers.


String String values contain plain text.


If a string value contains spaces or special
characters, it must be enclosed in either
single or double quotes.


Some mccli String values accept regular


expression (regex) pattern matching
operators, also known as wildcards.


Default values
If a command line argument has a default value, it is shown in parentheses. For example, the
following Boolean value defaults to the false condition:


--verbose=Boolean(false)
Similarly, the following string value defaults to the root domain denoted by the slash character (/):


--domain=String(/)


Optional and required arguments
Command synopses use the following convention to convey whether a particular argument is
required for that command:


l Optional arguments are enclosed by square brackets


l Required arguments are not


For example, consider the following example:


[--domain=String(/)] --name=String
The presence of square brackets indicates that --domain= is an optional argument, while the
absence of square brackets indicates that --name= is a required argument.
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Pattern matching
Some mccli string values accept regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also
known as wildcards. mccli pattern matching operators are subject to certain capabilities and
limitations described in the following table.


Table 5 Pattern matching operator capabilities and limitations


Operator Description


Asterisk (*) Matches zero or more occurrences of any
character until the first folder delimiter
character (for example, slash on UNIX
platforms and backslash on Windows
platforms) is encountered. This effectively
limits the pattern matching to a single client
folder.


For example, /usr/* matches the contents


of /usr but not the contents of /usr/bin
or /usr/local.


Double asterisk (**) Matches zero or more occurrences of any
character. This correlates to conventional
single asterisk regex behavior.


For example, /usr/** matches the


entire /usr folder structure, no matter how


many subfolder levels are encountered.


Question mark (?) Matches one occurrence of any character.
Conventional regex behavior.


Plus sign (+) Unlike conventional regex, the plus sign is not
processed as a glob operator; the plus sign
only matches a single occurrence of the plus
sign.


Forward slash (/) Patterns beginning with forward slash (/) are
assumed to be absolute path designations for
a single folder. Recursive processing of
subfolders is disabled, and that folder name is
not matched anywhere else.


[range of values] Characters enclosed in square brackets and
separated by a single hyphen (-) are
interpreted as a range of values. This is
conventional regex behavior.


For example:


l [0-9] matches any single numeric


character


l [a-z] matches any single lowercase alpha


character


Pound sign (#) In most cases, you can define multiple
matching patterns in a text file and pass that
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Table 5 Pattern matching operator capabilities and limitations (continued)


Operator Description


file into the utility. This is generally easier than
specifying multiple matches directly on the
command line.


However, when using a text file to pass in
pattern matches, the pound sign (#) is
interpreted as a comment if it appears at the
beginning of a matching pattern. This causes
that entire pattern matching entry to be
ignored.


Output description
Specific messages are returned when an mccli command completes either successfully or
unsuccessfully.


When an mccli command completes successfully, the following message is returned:


0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
The message comprises three separate comma-delimited elements:


l The first element is the numeric return code, which is zero (0) because the command
successfully completed.


l The second element is the numeric event code, 23000.


l The third element is the event code short description, CLI command completed
successfully.


When an mccli command does not complete successfully, the output message is in the same
format, but the return code is one (1) and the event code describes the error condition. For
example:


1,22288,Dataset does not exist.


Command line syntax
This is the proper format and syntax for all mccli commands.


Syntax


mccli resource-class command command-options 
global-options display-options


Resource classes


Each mccli command line must specify one and only one of the resource classes.


activity
Cancels or shows backup, restore, or validation activities.


agent
Shows summary properties for all client agents.


backup
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Restores folders and files to backup clients, and manages backups that are stored on the
Avamar server.


checkpoint
Manages the Avamar server checkpoints.


client
Manages the backup client accounts on the Avamar server.


dataset
Manages the backup datasets on the Avamar server.


dd
Manages the Data Domain systems for use as Avamar backup targets.


domain
Manages the Avamar server domains and subdomains.


dump
Dumps various DPNProxyService caches for troubleshooting purposes. Strictly reserved for
internal use only.


esrs
Registers and unregisters the ESRS gateway, and displays the ESRS gateway registration and
status information.


event
Accesses and manages the Avamar server event code information.


group
Manages the groups and group policy.


help
Shows the online help on a resource-by-resource basis.


mcs
Controls various Management Console Server (MCS) functions.


mcgbroker
Sets up the message broker, modifies the configuration, and starts or stops the message
broker.


plugin
Manages the client plug-ins on the Avamar server.


repldest
Adds, deletes, and updates a replication destination, displays information about the replication
destination, and verifies the credentials of the replication destination.


resetcreds
Resets the credentials, displays the current credentials, and cancels a task that is scheduled
to reset the credentials.


retention
Manages the backup retention policies.


rule
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Adds or deletes a dynamic rule.


schedule
Manages the Avamar server schedules.


server
Monitors various Avamar server functions.


user
Manages the backup user accounts.


vcenter
Browses a vCenter to locate virtual machines.


version
Shows the version of mccli currently installed.


vmcache
Assists with debugging possible vCenter data cache synchronization issues. Strictly reserved
for internal use only.


Commands


The list of possible commands is specific to each resource class. Individual resource class listings
provide a list of commands available for each resource class.


Command options


The list of possible command options is specific to each combination of resource class and
command. The individual command listings provide a list of command options available for each
command.


Global options


Each mccli command line can contain one or more of the following options, which are global in
nature, meaning that they can be used with any resource class or command.


--mcsprofile=String


Specifies the MCS profile name. If you supply this option, then settings stored in this profile
are used, and other global options that you supply on the command line are ignored.


--mcsaddrString


Specifies the MCS network name or IP address.


--mcsuseridString


--mcspasswdString


Specifies an Avamar user account and password that is used to run mccli commands.


--mcsportInteger


Specifies the data port used to contact the MCS.


Typically, global options are persistently stored and read from the mccli.xml preferences file.
You only supply the global options on an mccli command line in cases where the persistent
settings must be temporarily overridden.


Display options


Each mccli command line can contain either of the following options, which control how
command output is displayed.
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--xml
Formats output as XML. This is useful for parsing output as part of a script.


--normalize
Produces output in a format that better supports parsing and comparison. This option affects
any command that returns a date or time, or file system information such as capacity or file
sizes.
The following table shows examples of returned values expressed in both default and
normalized formats.


Table 6 Returned values in default and normalized formats


Value Default format Normalized format


Absolute time Expressed as a conventional date and
timestamp with the local timezone. For
example:


2011-09-12 11:00:17 PDT


Expressed as an integer
representing the UNIX
precision time format
numerical (UTC
milliseconds from the
epoch). For example:


1189620017000
Elapsed time Expressed as the number of days,


hours, minutes, and seconds that have
elapsed. For example:


12 days 17h:30m


Expressed as an integer
representing the total
number of milliseconds
that have elapsed. For
example:


1099814000
Capacity Expressed in bytes, MB, GB, or TB,


whichever is most correct. For
example:


1.3 TB


Expressed as an integer
representing the total
number of bytes. For
example:


1464957140992


Enumerating valid object IDs
Several mccli command options require precise case-sensitive string or numeric object IDs for
input values.


The following table lists mccli commands that return lists of valid object IDs.


Table 7 Enumerating valid object IDs


Object ID Data type Command


Activity ID String mccli activity show


Backup label Integer mccli backup show


Checkpoint ID String mccli checkpoint show


Client name String mccli client show


Dataset name String mccli dataset show


Domain name String mccli domain show
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Table 7 Enumerating valid object IDs (continued)


Object ID Data type Command


Event ID Integer mccli event show


Group name String mccli group show


Plug-in ID Integer mccli plugin show


Retention policy name String mccli retention show


Schedule name String mccli schedule show


Time zone name String mccli schedule show-
timezones


Service name String mccli server show-
services


User account names String mccli user show


Authentication system name String mccli user show-auth


Global event codes
These events codes are global, which means that they can be returned for any mccli command.
However, in the event of an error, many mccli commands return other event codes that more
fully describe the specific error condition encountered. Those event codes are listed with each
mccli command.


22601 Server inactive.


23000 CLI command successfully completed.


23001 Arguments required by CLI command are either missing or empty.


23993 Attempt to read or write a file has failed.


23995 Invalid option specified on the CLI.


23996 Failed to connect to the administrator server.


23997 Conflicting arguments specified on the command line.


23998 CLI command failed.


23999 Unexpected command failure.


Deprecated resources and commands
Deprecated resources and commands will continue to work, but should not be used for new
integrations. If documentation for these deprecated resources and commands is required, refer to
previous versions of this publication.


The following tables list deprecated resources and commands.
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Table 8 Deprecated resources


Deprecated resource Use instead


snapup backup


Table 9 Deprecated commands


Deprecated command Use instead


client activate client invite


client load-bulk client import-clients-from-file


client snapup-dataset client backup-dataset


client snapup-group-dataset client backup-group-dataset


client snapup-target client backup-target


client validate-bulk client validate-clients-from-file


group show-client-members group show-members


group snapup group backup


activity
The mccli activity resource is used to cancel or show backup, restore, and validation
activities.


activity cancel
The mccli activity cancel command cancels a backup, restore, or validation activity. If the
activity has already completed, then the command returns an event code indicating that the
activity ID is invalid, along with information indicating that the job has already completed.


Syntax


mccli activity cancel --id=String --wait[=min]


Options


--id=String


Cancels the specified activity ID. String must be a valid activity ID. This argument is required.
Use mccli activity show to return a list of valid activity IDs.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22205 Backup cancelled via console.
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23010 Invalid ID specified on the CLI.


23023 Activity already completed.


activity get-log
The mccli activity get-log command displays the contents of the session log file for an
activity. Use the --xml display option to show escaped log file content.


Syntax


mccli activity get-log --id=String


Options


--id=String


Gets log files for this activity ID. String must be a valid activity ID. This argument is required.
Use mccli activity show to return a list of valid activity IDs.


Event codes


23010 Invalid ID specified on the CLI.


activity show
The mccli activity show command lists backup, restore, and validation activities with
summary information, or detailed information for a specific activity. If you are viewing summary
information for multiple activities, you can filter the information on a domain or client basis.


Syntax


mccli activity show 
{--domain=String(/) |  --name=String [--domain=String(/)]}
[--active=Boolean(false)] [--completed=Boolean(false)]
[--contained-vm-activities=Boolean(false)] [--id=String]
[--name=String] [--queued=Boolean(false)]
[--source={avamar | dd}] [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--active=Boolean(false)


If true, then only currently running activities are shown.


--completed=Boolean(false)


If true, then only completed activities are shown.


--contained-vm-activities=Boolean(false)


If true, shows activities for virtual machine clients within VMware containers or vApps. This
option is only valid if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--domain=String(/)


If supplied without --name, shows all activities for that domain.
If supplied with --name, specifies the Avamar server domain where that client resides.
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--id=String


Specifies which activities to show. String must be a valid activity ID. Multiple --id options
can be specified on the same command line.
Use mccli activity show to return a list of valid activity IDs.


--name=String


Shows activities for the specified client.
If String is a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain option is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--queued=Boolean(false)


If true, then only queued activities are shown.


--source={avamar | dd}


If avamar is specified, then the command shows activities for the Avamar server.
Ifdd is specified, then the command shows activities for all configured Data Domain systems.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed activity information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then summary information is returned.


Examples


This command returns activities for all virtual machine clients in the 10.31.183.55/FO2 container,
with output formatted as XML:


mccli activity show --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--contained-vm-activities=true --verbose=true --xml
<CLIOutput>
  <Results>
   <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
   <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
   <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
  </Results>
  <Data>
   <Row>
    <ID>9134224603666509</ID>
    <Status>Completed</Status>
    <ErrorCode>0</ErrorCode>
    <StartTime>2013-07-14 06:07 UTC</StartTime>
    <Elapsed>00h:00m:46s</Elapsed>
    <EndTime>2013-07-14 06:08 UTC</EndTime>
    <Type>On-Demand Backup</Type>
    <ProgressBytes>4,200,757</ProgressBytes>
    <NewBytes>0.1%</NewBytes>
    <Client>TEST1</Client>
    <Domain>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients</Domain>
    <OS>windows7Server64Guest</OS>
    <ClientRelease>7.1.100-333</ClientRelease>
    <Sched.StartTime>2013-07-14 06:07 UTC</Sched.StartTime>
    <Sched.EndTime>2013-07-15 06:07 UTC</Sched.EndTime>
    <ElapsedWait>00h:00m:29s</ElapsedWait>
    <Group>Admin On-Demand Group</Group>
    <Plug-In>Windows VMware Image</Plug-In>
    <RetentionPolicy>Default Retention</RetentionPolicy>
    <Retention>N</Retention>
    <Schedule>Admin On-Demand Schedule</Schedule>
    <Dataset>/Client On-Demand Data</Dataset>
    <WID>MOD-1342246036652_42992503ce8f11c007c26d73711fac08f5d5e331
    </WID>
    <Server>Avamar</Server>
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    <Container>FO2</Container>
   </Row>
  </Data>
</CLIOutput>


agent show
The mccli agent show command shows summary properties for all client agents.


Syntax


mccli agent show


backup
The mccli backup resource is restore folders and files to backup clients, and manage backups
stored on the Avamar server.


backup delete
The mccli backup delete command permanently deletes a backup from the server.


Syntax


mccli backup delete --name=String --created=String 
--labelNum=Integer [--contained-vm-name=String] 
[--domain=String(/)] [--force=Boolean(false)] [--location=String] [--
recursive=Boolean(false)]


Options


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--created=String


Specifies the date the backup was created. String must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD.
This argument is required.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--force=Boolean(false)


By default, if you attempt to delete a backup that has more than one retention type assigned
to it, then a warning is issued and the backup is not deleted. This is intended to prevent
inadvertent deletion of a single backup that could remove more than one level of historical
backups (daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly) from the server.
If true, then the checking is disabled and the backup is deleted regardless of the number of
retention types assigned to it.


--labelNum=Integer


Specifies the label number of the backup to delete. This argument is required.
Use backup show without supplying --labelNum to return a list of backups with integer
label numbers.
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--name=String


Specifies the client from which the backup was originally taken. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then --
domain is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--location=String


Specifies the location that backups were replicated to.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, recursively deletes the backups of child VMs.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22552 Backup does not exist.


22553 Backup deleted.


22556 Changed backup retention.


22558 Multiple retention tags exist.


Examples


This command deletes the first backup (--labelNum=1) created on 2014-07-14 for virtual
machine client TEST1 in the 10.31.183.55/FO2 container:


mccli backup delete --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2 --contained-vm-name=TEST1 --
created="2014-07-14" --labelNum=1
0,22553,Backup deleted.
Attribute   Value
----------  ------------------------------------------------------
labelnum    1
createtime  2014-07-14 06:08:21 UTC
path        /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/UCKZ3FGLz70WRRu3nq2ZuA
retention   N
plugin      3016


backup edit
The mccli backup edit command enables you to change the backup expiration date.


You can change the backup expiration date by any of the following methods:


l Directly specifying a new expiration date, or that the backup should never expire


l Extending the existing expiration date


l Assigning an extended retention type to a backup


Syntax


mccli backup edit --name=String 
--created=String --labelNum=Integer
{--expiration={YYYY-MM-DD | NO_EXPIRATION}
| --extend-expiration=+nn{D | W | M | Y} 
| --retention={{D | daily} | {W | weekly} 
| {M | monthly} | {Y | yearly} | none}}
[--contained-vm-name=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--force=Boolean(false)] [--location=String]
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Options


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--created=String


Specifies the date the backup was created. String must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD.
This argument is required.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--expiration={YYYY-MM-DD | NO_EXPIRATION}


Specifies a new expiration date.


l A specific calendar date, in the format of YYYY-MM-DD


l NO_EXPIRATION specifies that the backup should never expire


The --expiration, --extend-expiration, and --retention options are mutually
exclusive.


--extend-expiration=+nn{D | W | M | Y}


Extends the existing expiration date. Where nn is an integer, valid values are:


l +nnD—number of additional days added to the existing backup expiration date


l +nnW—number of additional weeks added to the existing backup expiration date


l +nnM—number of additional months added to the existing backup expiration date


l +nnY—number of additional years added to the existing backup expiration date


The --expiration, --extend-expiration, and --retention options are mutually
exclusive.


--force=Boolean(false)


By default, if you attempt to delete a backup that has more than one retention type assigned
to it, then a warning is issued and the backup is not deleted. This is intended to prevent
inadvertent deletion of a single backup that could remove more than one level of historical
backups (daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly) from the server.
If true, then the checking is disabled and the backup is deleted regardless of the number of
retention types assigned to it.


--labelNum=Integer


Specifies the label number of the backup to delete. This argument is required.
Use backup show without supplying --labelNum to return a list of backups with integer
label numbers.


--location=String


Specifies the location that backups were replicated to.


--name=String


Specifies the client from which the backup was originally taken. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then --
domain is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--retention={{D | daily} | {W | weekly} | {M | monthly} | {Y | yearly} | none}
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Specifies the extended retention types to assign to this backup.
Both short form and long formnone retention type values are allowed and can be mixed. For
example, all of the following are valid:


l --retention=D,weekly
l --retention=Daily,W,monthly
The --expiration, --extend-expiration, and --retention options are mutually
exclusive.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22552 Backup does not exist.


22556 Changed backup retention.


22557 Failed to modify retention of a backup.


22558 Multiple retention tags exist.


Examples


This command changes backup retention to daily for the second backup (--labelNum=2)
created on 2014-07-14 for virtual machine client TEST1 in the 10.31.183.55/FO2 container:


mccli backup edit --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--contained-vm-name=TEST1 --labelNum=2 --created=2014-07-14
--retention=D
0,22556,Changed backup retention.
Attribute   Value
----------  ------------------------------------------------------
labelnum    2
createtime  2014-07-14 06:08:21 UTC
path        /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/UCKZ3FGLz70WRRu3nq2ZuA
retention   D
plugin      3016


backup restore
The mccli backup restore command restores data to a client.


This command returns an activity ID, which can be passed to mccli activity show to get
status for the restore activity.


This command supports any of the following restore scenarios:


l If restoring from a normal (non-virtual) filesystem or application backup:


n Restore entire backup to the same (non-virtual) client


n Restore selected folders or files to the same (non-virtual) client


n Redirected restore of selected folders or files to a different (non-virtual) client


l If restoring from a VMware image backup:


n Restore an entire VMware image backup to the same virtual machine


n Redirected restore an entire VMware image backup to a different existing virtual machine


n Redirected restore an entire VMware image backup to the new virtual machine


n Restore selected folders or files to the same virtual machine
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n Redirected restore of selected folders or files to a different virtual machine


Syntax


mccli backup restore --name=String --labelNum=Integer
[--cmd=String [--cmd=String ...]]
[--contained-vm-name=String] [--data={all | vmdk-filename}]
[--datacenter=String] [--datastore-name=String]
[--dest-client-domain=String] [--dest-client-name=String]
[--dest-client-username=String --dest-client-password=String]
[--dest-dir=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--esx-host-name=String] [--esx-host=String] [--folder=String] [--
location=String]
[--network-old=String --network-new=String]
[--plugin=Integer] [--resource-pool=String]
[--restore-vm-to={original | existing | new | flr}
[--virtual-center-name=String] [--vm-configuration=Boolean(false)]
[--wait[=min]]


Options


--cmd=String


Specifies one ore more optional plug-in commands. You can supply multiple --cmd
arguments, but each argument can only specify one plug-in command.
For example, this is valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=5"
However, this is not valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5 throttle=5"


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--data={all | vmdk-filename}


Specifies a single optional target folder or file to restore.
When restoring from a VMWare image backup:


l all—restores all virtual disks


l vmdk-filename—restores only the virtual disk defined by vmdk-filename


Each --data= option can only specify one target folder or file to restore. Use multiple --
data options to restore multiple targets.


--datacenter=String


When restoring a virtual machine or vApp, specifies a fully qualified datacenter name in
vCenter.
This argument is required when restoring an entire image or selected disks to the same,
different existing, or new virtual machine. It is not valid when restoring individual folders or
files.


--datastore-name=String


When restoring a virtual machine or vApp to a new virtual machine, specifies the datastore
name to be removed from the Avamar proxy. This argument is required.


--dest-client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the alternative client specified by the --
dest-client-name argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.
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--dest-client-name=String


When performing any redirected restore, specifies the destination client.
When performing a redirected restore of specific folders or files, you must also supply --
dest-dir.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
dest-client-domain option is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--dest-client-username=String


--dest-client-password=String


When restoring folders or files from a VMware image backup, specifies the destination client
username and password.


--dest-dir=String


When performing a redirected restore of specific folders or files, specifies the destination
folder for the restored folders or files.
This argument is required when performing any redirected restore of specific folders or files,
and optional for all other operations.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--esx-host-name=String


When restoring a VMware image backup to a new virtual machine, specifies a fully qualified
ESX server hostname in a datacenter.


--esx-host=String


When restoring a VMware image backup to a new a vApp, specifies the path to a host or
cluster inside the datacenter.


--folder=String


When restoring a virtual machine or vApp to an existing or new virtual machine, specifies the
folder path for the destination virtual machine in the datacenter.


--labelNum=Integer


Specifies the label number of the backup to delete. This argument is required.
Use backup show without supplying --labelNum to return a list of backups with integer
label numbers.


--location=String


Specifies the location that backups were replicated to.


--name=String


Specifies the client from which the backup was originally taken. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then --
domain is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--network-old=String


--network-new=String


When restoring a VMware image backup to a new a vApp, these options map old network
setting to a new network setting. Both --network-old and --network-new options must
be supplied.
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Multiple --network-old and --network-new pairs are allowed. Multiple comma-
separated mapping values are allowed for each option.
Example one-to-one mapping:
--network-old=vlan1 --network-new=vlan241
Example multiple one-to-one mappings:


--network-old=vlan1 --network-new=vlan241
--network-old=vlan2 --network-new=vlan242
--network-old=vlan3 --network-new=vlan243
Example many-to-one mapping:


--network-old=vlan1,vlan2,vlan3 --network-new=vlan241
Example combined many-to-one with one-to-one mapping:


--network-old=vlan1,vlan2 --network-new=vlan241
--network-old=vlan3 --network-new=vlan242


--plugin=Integer


Specifies the plug-in ID for the restore. This argument is required for all restores except
vApps.
When performing a redirected restore, this argument should specify a plug-in that is
compatible with the alternative destination client, not the plug-in that was originally used to
perform the backup.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.
When restoring vApps, multiple --plugin and --cmd arguments are allowed. For example:


--plugin=3016 --cmd=--test=true --cmd=--test1=false
--plugin=1016 --cmd=--test3=true
In this example, --test and --test1 are processed by plug-in 3016; --test3 is processed
by plug-in 1016.


--resource-pool=String


When restoring a VMware image backup to a new a vApp, specifies a resource pool on the
ESX host.


--restore-vm-to={original | existing | new | flr}


When restoring a VMware image backup, specifies the type of restore operation. String must
be one of the following:


l original—restores the entire backup image to the original virtual machine or vApp


l existing—restores the entire backup image to a different existing virtual machine


l new—restores the entire backup image to a new virtual machine or vApp


l flr—restores folders or files


--virtual-center-name=String


When restoring a VMware image backup to an existing or new virtual machine or vApp,
specifies the vCenter name.


--vm-configuration=Boolean(false)


When restoring a VMware image backup to an existing virtual machine or vApp, and this
argument is true, VMware configuration files are restored.


--wait[=min]
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Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22297 Request to restore is rejected.


22312 Client restore scheduled.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


Examples


This command restores an entire VMware image backup to the original virtual machine:


mccli backup restore --name=/Test/Test1 --labelNum=1 --plugin=3016
--restore-vm-to=original
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /Test/Test1
activity-id  9131666434371809


This command restores an entire VMware image backup to a different existing virtual machine:


mccli backup restore --name=/Test/Test1 --labelNum=1 --plugin=3016
--restore-vm-to=existing --datacenter=Test/ESX40 --virtual-center=Test
--dest-client-name=abcdef
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /Test/Test1
activity-id  9131666434371810


This command restores virtual disk from a VMware image backup to a new virtual machine:


mccli backup restore --name=/Test/Test1/ --labelNum=2 --plugin=3016
--restore-vm-to=new --datacenter=VAAYU-DEV-WIN
--virtual-center-name=vcenter-1.example.com --datastore-name=Storage1
--esx-host-name=10.31.183.7 --dest-client-name=Test12345
--folder=Discovered virtual machine
--data=[Storage1] Disk-1/Disk-1.vmdk
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /Test/Test1/Disk-1_UohhwqYknag96PWb1WrEnA
activity-id  9131666434371811


This command restores selected folders and files to a different existing virtual machine:


mccli backup restore --name=/Test/Test1 --labelNum=1 --plugin=3019
--restore-vm-to=flr --dest-client-name=Test5
--dest-client-domain=/Test/Test --dest-client-username=Administrator
--data=C:\\1.log --dest-dir=C:\\ --dest-client-password=abcdefgh
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
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client       /Test/Test1/Test5
activity-id  9131666434371812


This command restores a vApp to the original vApp:


mccli backup restore --name=/10.31.183.55/ABCD1
--contained-vm-name=YYY --labelNum=1
--restore-vm-to=original --vm-configuration=true
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/YYY_EDEYNV5CM
activity-id  9131666434371813


This command restores a vApp to the original vApp with plug-in command line options:


mccli backup restore --name=/10.31.183.55/ABCD1
--contained-vm-name=YYY --labelNum=1
--restore-vm-to=original --plugin=3016
--cmd=--allnodes=false --cmd=--test=true
--plugin=1016 --cmd=--allnodes=true
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/YYY_EDEYNV5CM
activity-id  9131666434371814


This command restores a vApp to a new vApp:


mccli backup restore --name=/10.31.183.55/ABCD1
--contained-vm-name=YYY --labelNum=1
--restore-vm-to=new --datacenter=DCF1/DCF2
--virtual-center-name=10.31.183.55 --datastore-name=datastore1
--esx-host=HOF1/HOF2/10.31.183.17 --dest-clientname=MyRestorevApp
--folder=FO1/FO2 --resource-pool=RP1/RP2
--network-old=VM Network --network-new=VM Network
0,22312,client restore scheduled.
Attribute    Value
-----------  ----------------------------------------------
client       /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/YYY_EDEYNV5CM
activity-id  9131666434371815


backup show
The mccli backup show command returns all backups currently stored on the Avamar server or
a Data Domain system for a client.


Syntax


mccli backup show --name=String --labelNum=Integer
[--after=String] [--before=String]
[--contained-vm-name=String] [--dir=String]
[--domain=String(/)] [--recursive=Boolean(false)]
[--retention={{D | daily} | {W | weekly} 
| {M | monthly} | {Y | yearly} | none}]
[--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--after=String
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Only show backups created after this date. String must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD.


--before=String


Only show backups created before this date. String must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD.


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--dir=String


Specifies a top-level parent folder of the backup from which to begin listing folders and files.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--labelNum=Integer


Specifies the label number of the backup. This argument is required.
Use backup show without supplying --labelNum to return a list of backups with integer
label numbers.


--name=String


Specifies the client for which to show backups. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then --
domain is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then backup folders and files are recursively shown.


--retention={{D | daily} | {W | weekly} | {M | monthly} | {Y | yearly} | none}


Specifies the extended retention types to show.
Both short form and long formnone retention type values are allowed and can be mixed. For
example, all of the following are valid:


l --retention=D,weekly
l --retention=Daily,W,monthly
The --expiration, --extend-expiration, and --retention options are mutually
exclusive.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed information is returned.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22504 Failed to retrieve the backups for a client.


Examples


This command returns a list of backups for MyClient:


mccli backup show --name=clients/MyClient
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Created                 LabelNum Size
----------------------- -------- ----------
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2014-1-10 15:51:30 PST  2        4767841280
2014-1-10 15:00:23 PST  1        4750878720


This command returns backups for virtual machine TEST1, which resides inside VMware container
10.31.183.55/FO2:


mccli backup show --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2 --verbose=true
--contained-vm-name=TEST1 --xml
<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
  <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Created>2014-07-14 06:08:21 UTC</Created>
   <LabelNum>1</LabelNum>
   <Size>4200757</Size>
   <Retention>N</Retention>
   <Label>MOD-134224603642992503ce8f11c007c26d73711fac</Label>
   <Plugin>Windows VMware Image</Plugin>
   <Expires>2014-09-12 06:14:35 UTC</Expires>
   <Files />
   <Server>Avamar</Server>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>


This command returns backups for vApp 10.31.183.55/APP1:


mccli backup show --name=/10.31.183.55/APP1 --verbose=true --xml
<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
  <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Created>2014-07-14 06:42:46 UTC</Created>
   <LabelNum>1</LabelNum>
   <Size>4204699</Size>
   <Retention>N</Retention>
   <Label>MOD-134224603642992503ce8f11c007c26d73711fac</Label>
   <Plugin />
   <Expires>2014-09-12 06:49:40 UTC</Expires>
   <Files />
   <Server>Avamar</Server>
   <Networks>VM Network,Test2</Networks>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>


backup validate
The mccli backup validate command initiates a validation of a backup.


Syntax


mccli backup validate --name=String
--labelNum=Integer --plugin=Integer
[--cmd=String [--cmd=String ...]
[--dest-client-domain=String] [--dest-client-name=String] [--domain=String] 
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[--location=String]
[--wait[=min]]


Options


--cmd=String


Specifies one ore more optional plug-in commands. You can supply multiple --cmd
arguments, but each argument can only specify one plug-in command.
For example, this is valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=5"
However, this is not valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5 throttle=5"


--dest-client-domain=String


Used with --dest-client-name to validate a replicated backup (that is, a backup for a
client in the REPLICATE domain) on an alternate client.
Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the alternative client specified by the --
dest-client-name argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--dest-client-name=String


When performing any redirected restore, specifies the destination client.
When performing a redirected restore of specific folders or files, you must also supply --
dest-dir.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
dest-client-domain option is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--labelNum=Integer


Specifies the label number of the backup. This argument is required.
Use backup show without supplying --labelNum to return a list of backups with integer
label numbers.


--location=String


Specifies the location that backups were replicated to.


--name=String


Specifies the client from which the backup was originally taken. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then --
domain is ignored.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies the plug-in ID for the restore. This argument is required.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid plug-in IDs.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
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shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22298 Request to validate is rejected.


22315 Client validate scheduled.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


checkpoint
The mccli checkpoint resource is used to manage Avamar server checkpoints.


checkpoint cancel-validate
The mccli checkpoint cancel-validate command cancels an active (currently running)
checkpoint validation


Syntax


mccli checkpoint cancel-validate


Event codes


22615 A checkpoint validation was cancelled.


22616 No checkpoint validation is running.


checkpoint create
The mccli checkpoint create command creates a checkpoint. An MCS flush occurs as part
of the checkpoint.


Syntax


mccli checkpoint create [--wait[=min]] [-- 
override_maintenance_scheduler=Boolean]


Options


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


-- override_maintenance_scheduler=Boolean


If true, temporarily suspends the maintenance scheduler.
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Event codes


22608 An Avamar server checkpoint was successfully created.


22609 An error occurred creating an Avamar server checkpoint.


checkpoint delete
The mccli checkpoint delete command permanently deletes a checkpoint from the Avamar
server.


Syntax


mccli checkpoint delete --cptag=String


Options


--cptag=String


Specifies which checkpoint to delete. String must be a valid checkpoint ID. This argument is
required.
Use mccli checkpoint show to return a list of valid checkpoint IDs.


Event codes


22610 An Avamar server checkpoint was successfully deleted.


22611 An Avamar server checkpoint was not successfully deleted.


22617 The specified checkpoint was not found.


checkpoint show
The mccli checkpoint show command lists all checkpoints with summary or detailed
information.


Syntax


mccli checkpoint show [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed checkpoint information is returned.
If false, then summary information is returned.


Event codes


22531 Unexpected exception occurred.
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checkpoint validate
The mccli checkpoint validate command validates (performs an HFS check on) a
checkpoint.


Syntax


mccli checkpoint validate --cptag=String
[--checktype={full | rolling}] [-- override_maintenance_scheduler=Boolean] [--
wait[=min]]


Options


--checktype={full | rolling}


Constrains checkpoint validation to one or more of the following checkpoint types:


l full—Perform all HFS checks


l rolling—Perform rolling HFS check


--cptag=String


Specifies which checkpoint to validate. String must be a valid checkpoint ID. This argument is
required.
Use mccli checkpoint show to return a list of valid checkpoint IDs.


-- override_maintenance_scheduler=Boolean


If true, temporarily suspends the maintenance scheduler.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22612 Starting to validate an Avamar server checkpoint.


22617 The specified checkpoint was not found.


client
The mccli client resource is used to manage backup client accounts on the Avamar server.


client add
The mccli client add command registers a new client with the MCS and adds it to the default
group. The client need not be connected to the network. Registering a client allows you to
subsequently define policies for that client, even if the client has not yet been activated.


Note: The mccli client add command cannot be used to add clients to the REPLICATE
domain.
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Syntax


mccli client add --name=String
[--changed-block-tracking=Boolean(false)] [--cid=String] [--contact=String]
[--confirmed=Boolean(true)]  [--container-path=String] [--datacenter=String]
[--dataset-domain=String(/)] [--dataset=String]
[--domain=String(/)] [--email=String]
[--encryption={High | Medium | None}] [--folder=String]
[--host=String] [--instance-display-name=String] [--instance-uuid=String] [--
location=String] [--max-active-jobs=Integer] [--ostack-id=String] [--ostack-
tenant-id=String] 
[--override-encryption=Boolean(false)] 
[--override-retention=Boolean(false)]
[--overtime-option={ALWAYS | NEVER | NEXT | NEXT_SUCCESS}]
[--overtime=Boolean(false)] [--pageable=Boolean(false)]
[--pageaddr=String] [--pageport=String] [--phone=String] [--recursive-
protection=Boolean(false)] [--retention-domain=String(/)] [--retention=String]
[--type={normal | vcenter | proxy | vmachine | vcontainer | vapp}]
[--vcontainer-inclusion={dynamic | static}]
[--view-type={datastore | host-cluster | vm-template}]
[--virtual-center-name=String] [--virtual-center-port=Integer]
[--virtual-center-username=String --virtual-center-password=String]


Options


--changed-block-tracking=Boolean(false)


If true, when adding a virtual machine, VMware container, or vApp client, changed block
tracking is enabled.


--cid=String


Use a CID during normal client creation. This is a reserved option and should be used only with
help of Customer Support.


--confirmed=Boolean(true)


If true, moves the already protected sub-containers to the container's current domain.


--contact=String


Specifies responsible party contact information.


--container-path=String


When adding a VMware container or vApp, specifies the inventory path to that container.


--datacenter=String


When adding a virtual machine client, VMware container or vApp, specifies a fully qualified
datacenter name in vCenter. This argument is required.


--dataset-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by the --dataset
argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--dataset=String


Specifies an alternative dataset this client will use for on-demand backups, or when the group
dataset is overridden. String must be a valid dataset name.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the domain for the new client.
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--email=String


Specifies responsible party email address.


--encryption={High | Medium | None}


Specifies the encryption method that the client should use when performing on-demand
backups and restores, or when the group encryption method is overridden.


Note: The exact encryption technology and bit strength used for any given client/server
connection depends on a number of factors, including the client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


--folder=String


When adding a virtual machine client, specifies the folder path for virtual machines in the
datacenter.


--host=String


If adding a VMware container or vApp, and --view-type=host-cluster, this option
specifies the host path inside the datacenter.


--instance-display-name=String


For OpenStack only (type=ostack-instance), OpenStack instance display name. It will be
same as name , if not present.


--instance-uuid=String


For OpenStack only (type=ostack-instance), OpenStack Instance UUid.


--location=String


Specifies location information.


--max-active-jobs=Integer


--name=String


Specifies the new client name. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--ostack-id=String


For OpenStack only (type=ostack-instance), OpenStack Id.


--ostack-tenant-id=String


For OpenStack only (type=ostack-instance), OpenStack Tenant Id.


--override-encryption=Boolean(false)


If true, then use the encryption method specified by --encryption instead of the group
encryption method for scheduled backups.


--override-retention=Boolean(false)


If true, then use the retention policy specified by --retention instead of the group
retention policy for scheduled backups.


--overtime-option={ALWAYS | NEVER | NEXT | NEXT_SUCCESS}


Specifies scheduled group backup overtime behavior:


l ALWAYS—scheduled group backups can always run past the schedule duration setting.
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l NEVER—scheduled group backups can never run past the schedule duration setting.


l NEXT—only the next scheduled group backup can run past the schedule duration setting.


l NEXT_SUCCESS—scheduled group backups can run past the schedule duration setting
until a successful backup is completed.


The default is NEXT_SUCCESS.


--overtime=Boolean(false)


If true, then client can exceed its backup window during scheduled backups.


--pageable=Boolean(false)


If true, then client can be paged for the purpose of initiating activation or picking up new
backup or restore work.


--pageaddr=String


Specifies the IP address that the Avamar server can use to contact the client.


--pageport=String


Specifies the data port that the Avamar server can use to contact the client.


--phone=String


Specifies responsible party telephone number.


--recursive-protection=Boolean(false)


If true, recursively protects all clients (including child vm entities) for a contaner.


--retention-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by the --
retention argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--retention=String


Specifies an alternative retention policy this client will use for on-demand backups, or when
the group retention policy is overridden.


--type={normal | vcenter | proxy | vmachine | vcontainer | vapp}


Specifies the type of client to add:


l normal—any client that is not one of the other types. This is the default client type.


l vcenter—vCenter client.


l proxy—Avamar proxy.


l vmachine—virtual machine client.


l vcontainer—VMware container.


l vapp—VMware vApp.


The default client type is normal.


--vcontainer-inclusion={dynamic | static}


When adding a VMware container or vApp, specifies the inclusion settings:


l dynamic—includes all contents of the vCenter container, but also continuously monitors
the container entity in vCenter, so that if changes occur (for example, virtual machines or
folders are added or deleted), those changes will be automatically reflected in Avamar.


l static—only includes what is in the vCenter container at the time it is added to Avamar.
If subsequent changes occur in vCenter, they will not be reflected in Avamar.
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--view-type={datastore | host-cluster | vm-template}


When adding a VMware container or vApp, specifies which view will be used to locate the
container or vApp inside vCenter:


l datastore—Datastores view


l host-cluster—Hosts and Clusters view


l vm-template—Virtual Machines and Templates view


--virtual-center-name=String


When adding an Avamar proxy, specifies the vCenter name.


--virtual-center-port=Integer


When adding a vCenter client, specifies the vCenter port address.


--virtual-center-username=String


--virtual-center-password=String


When adding a vCenter client, specifies the vCenter administrative username and password.


Event codes


22210 Client successfully added.


22238 Client exists.


22263 Client registration error.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


22289 Retention policy does not exist.


22558 A domain or client with this name already exists.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.


30922 Failed to connect to vCenter.


Notes


The --overtime and --overtime-option arguments interact as follows:


l If you specify --overtime=true but do not specify an --overtime-option, then --
overtime-option is automatically set to NEXT_SUCCESS.


l If you specify --overtime=false but do not specify an --overtime-option, then --
overtime-option is automatically set to NEVER.


l If you supply both --overtime and --overtime-option, then --overtime-option
takes precedence.


Examples


This command adds a new client called MyClient:


mccli client add --name=MyClient
0,22210,Client added
Attribute   Value 
----------- ----------------------------------------
action      add 
domain      /
node        MyClient 
clientid    79a1042d7f5158c660fb7b863281f9787f8cb942


This command adds a new client called MyClient, and formats the output in XML:
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mccli client add --name=MyClient --xml
<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>22210</EventCode>
  <EventSummary>Client successfully added</EventSummary>
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Attribute>action</Attribute>
   <Value>add</Value>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <Attribute>domain</Attribute>
   <Value>/</Value>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <Attribute>node</Attribute>
   <Value>MyClient</Value>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <Attribute>clientid</Attribute>
   <Value>70279698b5f755b1bc2f41432b3b3471048478e7</Value>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>


This command adds a new proxy called MyProxy:


mccli client add --name=/clients/MyProxy --type=proxy
--virtual-center-name=vcenter-1.example.com


0,22210,Client added
Attribute                      Value 
------------------------------ -----------------------------------------
restoreOnly                    false
AllowClientOverrideSchedule    false
pagePort                       N/A
plugins                        <Plugins/>
registeredDate                 N/A
nodeName                       MyProxy
display-nodeName               MyProxy
DSOverride                     false
checkinDate                    N/A
windowsHardwareProfile         N/A
clientid                       f8888acc3c2fb8db604bd6a1abbacc5bd57b9a9d
encryptionMethod               high
pageAddress                    N/A
canPage                        true
backedUpDate                   N/A
action                         add
AllowFileSelectionOnSccBackups true
agentVersion                   unKnown
pageAddrLocked                 false
windowsID                      N/A
enabled                        false
isClientOs                     false
DATASETID                      Default:SNAPID
AllowClientAddToDataset        false
retryCnt                       2
overtimeOption                 NEXT_SUCCESS
RPOverride                     false
modifiedDate                   Thu Aug 25 04:45:21 UTC 2014
AllowSccBackups                true
nodeAddress                    N/A
timeOut                        10
registered                     false
POLICYID                       Default:POLICYID
overrideEncryption             false
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OverrideStandardSccRetpol      false
fullName                       /clients/MyProxy


This command adds a new virtual machine client residing in the vcenter-1.example.com/
VirtualMachines/Lab1 folder:


mccli client add --type=vmachine --name=new-vm
--datacenter=Datacenter1
--domain=/vcenter-1.example.com/VirtualMachines
--folder=Lab1


0,22210,Client added
Attribute                      Value 
------------------------------ -----------------------------------------
restoreOnly                    false
AllowClientOverrideSchedule    false
pagePort                       N/A
plugins                        <Plugins><Plugin Build="ALL" Description="Linux VMware Image" 
Version="7.1.100"/></Plugins>
registeredDate                 N/A
nodeName                       new-vm_UgqlbhZtNPdDKnHEpQLMOQ
display-nodeName               new-vm
DSOverride                     false
checkinDate                    N/A
windowsHardwareProfile         N/A
clientid                       1bdcf9e5f67a0e383202bbbe307473a59131fdcc
encryptionMethod               high
pageAddress                    N/A
canPage                        true
backedUpDate                   N/A
action                         add
AllowFileSelectionOnSccBackups true
agentVersion                   unKnown
pageAddrLocked                 false
windowsID                      N/A
enabled                        true
isClientOs                     false
DATASETID                      VMWARE:SNAPID
AllowClientAddToDataset        false
retryCnt                       2
overtimeOption                 NEXT_SUCCESS
RPOverride                     false
modifiedDate                   Thu Aug 25 05:06:38 UTC 2014
AllowSccBackups                true
nodeAddress                    N/A
timeOut                        10
registered                     false
POLICYID                       Default:POLICYID
overrideEncryption             false
OverrideStandardSccRetpol      false
fullName                       /vcenter-1.example.com/ACMCommunity_UgqlbhZtNPdDKnHEpQLMOQ


client add-datastore
The mccli client add-datastore command adds one or more new datastores to be
protected by the specified Avamar proxy.


Syntax


mccli client add-datastore --datacenter=String 
--datastore-name=String --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--vcenter-esx-
name=String]
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Options


--datacenter=String


Specifies a fully qualified datacenter name in vCenter in the format of path/name. This
argument is required.


--datastore-name=String


Specifies the datastore name to be protected by the Avamar proxy. This argument is required.
Multiple --datastore-name arguments can be supplied with a single mccli client
add-datastore command.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the Avamar proxy to which the datastore will be added. String must be a valid
Avamar proxy name. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--vcenter-esx-name=String


Specifies the vcenter/esx fully qualified domain name to which the datastores need to be
associated. Required if proxy has multiple vCenter-esx associations. If vCenter is under root
domain, only vCenter name can be specified.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


24003 Failed to update datastore mappings of a client.


24004 Datastore mappings of a client successfully updated.


Examples


This command adds datastore Storage1 and assigns proxy backupproxy225 to it:


mccli client add-datastore --name=/clients/backupproxy225
--datacenter=VAAYU-DEV-WIN --datastore-name=Storage1
0,24004,Datastore mappings of a client successfully updated.
Attribute   Value
----------- -----------------------
proxyclient /clients/backupproxy225


client backup dataset
The mccli client backup dataset command is used to initiate a client backups using a
specified dataset.


Syntax


mccli client backup-dataset --name=String
[--cmd=String] [--contained-vm-name=String] [--dataset=String] [--dataset-
domain=String(/)] 
[--domain=String(/)]
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Options


--cmd=String


Specifies one ore more optional plug-in commands. You can supply multiple --cmd
arguments, but each argument can only specify one plug-in command.
For example, this is valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=5"
However, this is not valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5 throttle=5"


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies the VM/vAPP name inside the Container.


--dataset=String


Specifies the name of the dataset.


--dataset-domain=String


Specifies the domain of the dataset.


--domain=String


Specifies the domain of the client.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the client.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22305 Client backup scheduled.


23003 Invalid dataset name specified on the CLI.


Examples


This command schedules a client backup:


mccli client backup-dataset --name=/clients/vista32bit --dataset=13340 --
cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=1"
0,22305,client backup scheduled.


client backup-group-dataset
The mccli client backup-group-dataset command initiates an on-demand backup of a
single client using the group dataset. The client must already be a member of the group, or the
backup fails.


This command initiates an on-demand client backup, not an on-demand group backup. Therefore,
even if the client is a member of a group that is disabled and you specify the dataset for the group,
the backup still occurs.


Syntax


mccli client backup-group-dataset --name= String 
--group-name=String [--cmd=String [--cmd= ...]]
[--domain=String(/)] [--group-domain=String(/)] [--wait[=min]]
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Options


--cmd=String


Specifies one ore more optional plug-in commands. You can supply multiple --cmd
arguments, but each argument can only specify one plug-in command.
For example, this is valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=5"
However, this is not valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5 throttle=5"


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--group-domain=String(/)


String must be


--group-name=String


String must be


--name=String


Specifies which client to back up. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22226 Group disabled.


22228 A client was not backed up because it is disabled, retired, or its plug-in(s) has backups
disabled.


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


22241 Client is not a member of group.


22253 Client Adhoc Backup Request Error - Exception.


22305 Client backup scheduled.


client backup-target
The mccli client backup-target command initiates an on-demand backup of folders or
files on a client.


This command returns an activity ID, which can be passed to mccli activity show to get
status for this backup activity.


Note: The mccli client backup-target command cannot be used to back up folders or
files belonging to clients in the REPLICATE domain.
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Syntax


mccli client backup-target --name=String --target=String
[--cmd=String [--cmd= ...] [--contained-vm-name=String] 
[--domain=String(/)] [--plugin=Integer] [--wait[=min]]


Options


--cmd=String


Specifies one ore more optional plug-in commands. You can supply multiple --cmd
arguments, but each argument can only specify one plug-in command.
For example, this is valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5" --cmd="throttle=5"
However, this is not valid --cmd syntax:
--cmd="verbose=5 throttle=5"


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which client to back up. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies the plug-in ID.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--target=String


Specifies the folders or files to include in the backup.
At least one --target argument is required, and you can supply more than one --target
on the same command line.
If backing up a virtual machine, individual disks can be backed up by specifying the
corresponding base VMDK file. Multiple virtual disks can be backed up with additional --
target arguments.
If backing up non-virtual filesystems, this argument accepts regular expression (regex)
pattern matching operators, also known as wildcards.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22228 A client was not backed up because it is disabled, retired, or its plug-in(s) has backups
disabled.


22236 Client does not exist.
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22253 Client Adhoc Backup Request Error - Exception.


22305 Client backup scheduled.


22309 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


Examples


This command backs up the Test1Windows222_1.vmdk virtual disk:


mccli client backup-target
--name=/vcenter-1.example.com/Test1Windows222 --plugin=3016
--target=[Storage2] Test1Windows222/Test1Windows222_1.vmdk
0,22305,client backup scheduled.
Attribute   Value
----------- -------------------------------------------------
client      /vcenter-1.example.com/Test1Windows222
target      [Storage2] Test1Windows222/Test1Windows222_1.vmdk
activity-id 9131407958056109


This command backs up a the TEST1 VMware container:


mccli client backup-target --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--contained-vm-name=TEST1 --plugin=3016 --target=ALL
0,22305,client backup scheduled.
Attribute    Value
------------ -------------------------------------------------
client       /10.31.183.55/FO2
target       ALL
contained-vm TEST1
activity-id  9134225778865209


client delete
The mccli client delete command permanently deletes a client and its backups from the
Avamar server


Note: The mccli client delete command cannot be used to delete clients in the
REPLICATE domain.


Syntax


mccli client delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--delete-child-
vms=Boolean]


Options


--delete-child-vms=Boolean


Determines whether to delete the child vms that have other parents.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the client name. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.
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Event codes


22212 Client deleted.


22236 Client does not exist.


22240 Client delete failed.


client edit
The mccli client edit command edits the properties for a client.


There are no default settings for the mccli client edit command. If you enter this command but do
not explicitly supply options and values on the command line, then there is no change to the client.


Note: The mccli client edit command cannot be used to edit clients in the REPLICATE
domain.


Syntax


mccli client edit --name=String [--activated=Boolean(false)] 
[--allow-cis-fileselection=Boolean(false)] 
[--allow-cis=Boolean(false)] [--auto-datastore-mapping=Boolean] 
[--changed-block-tracking=Boolean(false)] [--contact=String] 
[--dataset-domain=String(/)] [--dataset=String] 
[--domain=String(/)] [--email=String] 
[--enabled=Boolean(false)]
[--encryption={High | Medium | None}]
[--location=String] [--max-active-jobs=integer] [--new-name=String]
[--override-cis-retention=Boolean(false)] 
[--override-encryption=Boolean(false)]
[--override-retention=Boolean(false)]
[--overtime-option={ALWAYS | NEVER | NEXT | NEXT_SUCCESS}]
[--overtime=Boolean(false)] [--page-detection={Automatic | Manual}]
[--pageable=Boolean(false)] [--pageaddr=String]
[--pageport=String] [--phone=String]
[--recursive=Boolean] [--recursive-protection=Boolean] [--retention-
domain=String(/)] [--retention=String]
[--timeout=String] [--vcontainer-inclusion={dynamic | static}]
[--virtual-center-name=String] [--virtual-center-port=Integer]
[--virtual-center-username=String --virtual-center-password=String]


Options


--activated=Boolean(false)


If true, then client is assumed to have been previously activated.


--allow-cis-fileselection=Boolean(false)


If true, then users can make file selections when they initiate a backup of the client.


--allow-cis=Boolean(false)


If true, then users can initiate a backup of the client.


--auto-datastore-mapping=Boolean


If true, then changes the auto-datastore-mapping attribute for a registered proxy client.
Option can be used only for a registered proxy during proxy client edit.


--changed-block-tracking=Boolean(false)


If true, when editing a virtual machine, VMware container, or vApp client, changed block
tracking is enabled.
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--contact=String


Specifies responsible party contact information.


--dataset-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by the --dataset
argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--dataset=String


Specifies an alternative dataset this client will use for on-demand backups, or when the group
dataset is overridden. String must be a valid dataset name.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the domain for the new client.


--email=String


Specifies responsible party email address.


--enabled=Boolean(false)


If true, then client is eligible to immediately participate in on-demand and group backup and
restore activities.


--encryption={High | Medium | None}


Specifies the encryption method that the client should use when performing on-demand
backups and restores, or when the group encryption method is overridden.


Note: The exact encryption technology and bit strength used for any given client/server
connection depends on a number of factors, including the client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


--location=String


Specifies location information.


--max-active-jobs=integer


Specifies the maximum number of jobs this proxy can handle.


--name=String


Specifies which client to edit. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--new-name=String


Specifies a new client name.


--override-cis-retention=Boolean(false)


If true, then this retention policy is used for all user-initiated backups of the client.


--override-encryption=Boolean(false)


If true, then use the encryption method specified by --encryption instead of the group
encryption method for scheduled backups.


--override-retention=Boolean(false)
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If true, then use the retention policy specified by --retention instead of the group
retention policy for scheduled backups.


--overtime-option={ALWAYS | NEVER | NEXT | NEXT_SUCCESS}


Specifies scheduled group backup overtime behavior:


l ALWAYS—scheduled group backups can always run past the schedule duration setting.


l NEVER—scheduled group backups can never run past the schedule duration setting.


l NEXT—only the next scheduled group backup can run past the schedule duration setting.


l NEXT_SUCCESS—scheduled group backups can run past the schedule duration setting
until a successful backup is completed.


The default is NEXT_SUCCESS.


--overtime=Boolean(false)


If true, then client can exceed its backup window during scheduled backups.


--page-detection={Automatic | Manual}


Specifies one of the following client page detection modes:


l Automatic—use automatic paging detection (that is, ignore --pageaddr and --
pageport settings)


l Manual—use --pageaddr and --pageport settings


--pageable=Boolean(false)


If true, then client can be paged for the purpose of initiating activation or picking up new
backup or restore work.


--pageaddr=String


Specifies the IP address that the Avamar server can use to contact the client.


--pageport=String


Specifies the data port that the Avamar server can use to contact the client.


--phone=String


Specifies responsible party telephone number.


--recursive=Boolean


If true, recursively updates all clients (including child vms) for a contaner.


--recursive-protection=Boolean(false)


If true, recursively protects all clients (including child vm entities) for a contaner.


--retention-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by the --
retention argument.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--retention=String


Specifies an alternative retention policy this client will use for on-demand backups, or when
the group retention policy is overridden.


--timeout=String


Specifies the client browse timeout in seconds.


--vcontainer-inclusion={dynamic | static}
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When adding a VMware container or vApp, specifies the inclusion settings:


l dynamic—includes all contents of the vCenter container, but also continuously monitors
the container entity in vCenter, so that if changes occur (for example, virtual machines or
folders are added or deleted), those changes will be automatically reflected in Avamar.


l static—only includes what is in the vCenter container at the time it is added to Avamar.
If subsequent changes occur in vCenter, they will not be reflected in Avamar.


--virtual-center-name=String


When adding an Avamar proxy, specifies the vCenter name.


--virtual-center-port=Integer


When adding a vCenter client, specifies the vCenter port address.


--virtual-center-username=String


--virtual-center-password=String


When adding a vCenter client, specifies the vCenter administrative username and password.


Event codes


22211 Client was successfully updated.


22236 Client does not exist.


22239 Client update failed.


23003 Invalid dataset name specified on the CLI.


23005 Invalid retention policy name specified on the CLI.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.


30922 Failed to connect to vCenter.


Notes


The --overtime and --overtime-option arguments interact as follows:


l If you specify --overtime=true but do not specify an --overtime-option, then --
overtime-option is automatically set to NEXT_SUCCESS.


l If you specify --overtime=false but do not specify an --overtime-option, then --
overtime-option is automatically set to NEVER.


l If you supply both --overtime and --overtime-option, then --overtime-option
takes precedence.


Examples


This command sets the data port for vCenter-1.example.com:


mccli client edit --name=/vCenter-1.example.com
--virtual-center-port=446
0,22211,Client was updated.


This command renames Proxy-1 to Proxy-2, and adds a contact phone number:


mccli client edit --name=/clients/Proxy1
--virtual-center-name=vCenter-1.example.com --new-name=Proxy2
--phone=555-1212
0,22211,Client was updated.
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This command renames virtual machine client vm-1 to vm-2:


mccli client edit --name=/clients/vm-1 --new-name=clients/vm-2
0,22211,Client was updated.


This command sets dynamic inclusion for VMware container F02:


mccli client edit --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--vcontainer-inclusion=dynamic
0,22211,Client was updated.


This command turns on changed block tracking for VMware container F02:


mccli client edit --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--changed-block-tracking=true
0,22211,Client was updated.


client generate-sessiontoken
The mccli client generate-sessiontoken command is used to generate a session token
for Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


Syntax


mccli client generate-sessiontoken --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--
expiry=Integer]  [--fquser=String] [--islocaluser=Boolean(false)]  [--
user=String]


Options


--domain=String


Specifies the domain of the client.


--expiry=Integer


Specifies the number of seconds after which token expires.


--fquser=String


Specifies the fully qualified client user.


--islocaluser=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether the user is local or not.


--name=String


Specifies the domain of the client.


--user=String


Specifies the client user.
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client import-clients-from-file
The mccli client import-clients-from-file command reads a clients definition input
file, then registers any clients defined in that clients definition input file.


Syntax


mccli client import-clients-from-file --file=String
[--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--file=String


Specifies the full path and filename of the clients definition input file. The file must be in XML
format. This argument is required.
The Avamar Administration Guide provides additional information about clients definition files.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then a list of clients and their load status is output to stdout.


Event codes


22263 Client registration error.


22532 Client(s) successfully bulk-loaded.


23006 CLI client bulk load encountered one or more errors.


client invite
The mccli client invite command initiates activation of a specific client by first paging that
client. If the client responds, then activation is completed and a Client ID (CID) is assigned to the
client.


Note: The mccli client invite command cannot be used to invite clients to activate in
the REPLICATE domain.


Syntax


mccli client invite --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the client name. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.
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Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22237 Client invited to activate with server.


22263 Client registration error.


22271 Client registration error - unable to contact client on port.


22280 Client reconnect error - host name mismatch.


22282 Client reconnect error - unknown ID.


22295 Client registration error - server not available.


client move
The mccli client move command permanently moves a client and all its backups from one
domain to another.


Note: The mccli client move command cannot be used to move clients in or out of the
REPLICATE domain.


Syntax


mccli client move --name=String --new-domain=String 
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which client to move. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--new-domain=String


Specifies the new domain for the client. This argument is required.


Event codes


22515 Client was moved.


22236 Client does not exist.


22501 Failed to move client.


23019 Client move failed - still active.
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client remove-datastore
The mccli client remove-datastore command removes one or more datastores from the
specified Avamar proxy.


Syntax


mccli client remove-datastore --datacenter=String
--datastore-name=String --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--vcenter-esx-
name=String]


Options


--datacenter=String


Specifies a fully qualified datacenter name in vCenter in the format of path/name. This
argument is required.


--datastore-name=String


Specifies the datastore name to be removed from the Avamar proxy. This argument is
required.
Multiple --datastore-name arguments are allowed.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the Avamar proxy from which the datastore will be removed. This argument is
required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--vcenter-esx-name=String


Specifies the vcenter/esx fully qualified domain name to which the datastores need to be
associated. Required if proxy has multiple vCenter-esx associations. If vCenter is under root
domain, only vCenter name can be specified.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


24003 Failed to update datastore mappings of a client.


24004 Datastore mappings of a client successfully updated.


Examples


This command removes datastore Storage1 from client backupproxy225:


mccli client remove-datastore --name=/clients/backupproxy225
--datacenter=VAAYU-DEV-WIN --datastore-name=Storage1
0,24004,Datastore mappings of a client successfully updated.
Attribute   Value
----------- -----------------------
proxyclient /clients/backupproxy225
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client retire
The mccli client retire command retires a client from active backup activities. All backups
belonging to the client expire on the dates originally assigned to them.


Note: The mccli client retire command cannot be used to retire clients in the
REPLICATE domain.


Syntax


mccli client retire --name=String
--expiration={YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{D | W | M | Y} | NO_EXPIRATION} 
[--domain=String(/)] [--retire-child-vms=Boolean]


Options


--expiration={YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{D | W | M | Y} | NO_EXPIRATION}


Specifies an expiration date for backups belonging to the retired client. This argument is
required.


l YYYY-MM-DD—Specifies an explicit expiration date.


l +nn{D | W | M | Y}—Specifies a duration from today. (For example, +4W specifies 4 weeks
from today.)


l NO_EXPIRATION—Specifies that backups should never expire.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which client to retire. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--retire-child-vms=Boolean


If true, retires the child WMs that have other parents.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22506 Failed to retire a client.


22512 Client was retired.


client show
The mccli client show command lists clients and their properties.


Syntax


mccli client show [--contained-vm-name=String]
[--contained-vms=Boolean(false)] [--domain=String(/)]
[--name=String] [--recursive=Boolean(false)]
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[--replicated=Boolean(false)] [--retired=Boolean(false)]
[--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--contained-vm-name=String


Specifies a virtual machine client within a VMware container or vApp. This option is only valid
if the client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--contained-vms=Boolean(false)


If true, then shows details for VMware containers or vApps. This option is only valid if the
client specified by --name is a VMware container or vApp.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.
If you supply --retired, then this argument is ignored.


--name=String


Specifies a client name. If not supplied, all clients with the domain specified by --domain=
are listed.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all clients in the domain and all subdomains specified by --
domain.
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows clients in the specified domain.
Subdomains are not examined.


--replicated=Boolean(false)


If true, then clients in the REPLICATE domain are shown.
If false or not supplied, then clients in the REPLICATE domain are not shown.


--retired=Boolean(false)


If true, then retired clients are listed.
If supplied, then the --domain argument is ignored.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If you do not supply --name and this option is false or not supplied, then only the domain and
client name are returned for each client.
If true, then other properties are also returned for each client.
This option is only meaningful when you do not supply the --name argument. When you
supply--name, the details for the client are always returned.


Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command returns a simple list of all clients in the clients domain:
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mccli client show --domain=clients
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Name     Domain 
-------- --------
MyClient /clients


This command returns a detailed list of properties for MyClient.example.com:


mccli client show --name=/clients/MyClient.example.com
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Attribute                                             Value
----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
Name                                                  MyClient
Fully Qualified Name                                  /clients/MyClient.example.com
Operating System                                      Windows XP Professional SP 1.0
Paging                                                Yes
Page Address                                          MyClient.example.com
Page Port                                             28002
Paging Detection                                      Automatic
Agent Version                                         7.1.100-nnn
CID                                                   6e6241ae236c2ab58205f413f24d3d6e0
CID Assigned                                          2013-10-13 00:00:00 PDT
Activated                                             Yes
Activated Date                                        2013-10-13 12:28:13 PDT
Disabled                                              No
Agent Last Started                                    2014-4-107.2.100-nnn7.1.100.nnn 06:00:00 
PST
Last Check-in                                         2014-4-10 11:00:59 PST
Override Group Retention                              No
Retention Policy                                      Default Retention
Allow Overtime                                        No
Restore Only                                          No
Encryption Method                                     High
Override Encryption                                   No
Allow client initiated backups                        Yes
Allow file selection in client initiated backups      Yes
Override retention policy on client initiated backups No
Contact Name                                          N/A
Contact Phone                                         N/A
Contact Email                                         N/A
Contact Location                                      N/A
Contact Notes                                         N/A
Member of Group                                       /Default Group
Plugin                                                Windows File System(3001)
Initial Install Date                                  2014-4-10 12:28:14 PDT
Last Version Registered                               2014-4-10 12:28:14 PDT
Last Successful Backup                                2014-4-10 22:00:41 PST


This command shows detailed information for virtual machines in the F02 VMware container:


mccli client show --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--contained-vms=true --xml
<CLIOutput>
  <Results>
    <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
    <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
    <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
  </Results>
  <Data>
    <Row>
      <Client>TEST1</Client>
      <Domain>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients</Domain>
      <ClientType>Virtual Machine</ClientType>
    </Row>
    <Row>
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      <Client>VA1</Client>
      <Domain>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients</Domain>
      <ClientType>Virtual Container</ClientType>
    </Row>
  </Data>
</CLIOutput>


This command shows detailed information for virtual machine TEST1, which resides in VMware
container F02:


mccli client show --name=/10.31.183.55/FO2
--contained-vm-name=TEST1


0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                Value
------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
Client Name              TEST1
Fully Qualified Name     /10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/TEST1_UCKZ3FGLz70WRRu3nq2ZuA
Client Type              Virtual Machine
Paging                   No
CID                      6214c7aac9ce678b0b19e4b05475d8fab58e2718
CID Assigned             2013-07-14 05:43:38 UTC
Disabled                 No
Agent Last Started       2013-07-14 05:43:38 UTC
Override Group Retention No
Retention Policy         Default Retention
Overtime Option          Overtime until successful backup
Restore Only             No
Encryption Method        High
Override Encryption      No
Allow CIS                Yes
Allow CIS file selection Yes
Override CIS retention   No
Browse Timeout           10 seconds
Contact Name             N/A
Contact Phone            N/A
Contact Email            N/A
Contact Location         N/A
Contact Notes            N/A
Member of Group          /10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group
Plugin                   Windows VMware Image(3016)
Initial Install Date     2013-07-14 05:43:38 UTC
Last Version Registered  2013-07-14 05:43:38 UTC
Last Successful Backup   N/A


client show-datastore
The mccli client show-datastore command returns detailed information for a datastore
protected by a specific Avamar proxy.


Syntax


mccli client show-datastore --name=String [--domain=String(/)] --vcenter-esx-
name=String]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the Avamar proxy that is protecting the datastore of interest. This argument is
required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid proxy names.
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If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--vcenter-esx-name=String


Specifies the vcenter/esx fully qualified domain name to which the datastores need to be
associated. Required if proxy has multiple vCenter-esx associations. If vCenter is under root
domain, only vCenter name can be specified.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


24001 Failed to update proxy client mappings of a group.


24004 Proxy client mappings of a group successfully updated.


Examples


This command shows all datastores protected by client backupproxy225:


mccli client show-datastore --name=/clients/backupproxy225
Name     Type Accessible Hosts       Datacenter
-------- ---- ---------- ----------- -------------
Storage1 VMFS Yes        10.31.183.7 VAAYU-DEV-WIN
Storage2 VMFS Yes        10.31.183.7 VAAYU-DEV-WIN


client show-plugins
The mccli client show-plugins command lists all Avamar plug-ins installed on a client. If
you also specify a plug-in number, then detailed information is returned for that plug-in.


Syntax


mccli client show-plugins --name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--plugin=Integer] [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the client name. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies the plug-in ID.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed plug-in information is returned.
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Event codes


22236 Client does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


client validate-clients-in-file
The mccli client validate-clients-in-file command validates a clients definition
input file. The validation process ensures that the XML data is properly formatted and that the file
can be successfully processed by the mccli client import-clients-from-file
command.


Syntax


mccli client validate-clients-in-file --file=String 
[--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--file=String


Specifies the full path and filename of the clients definition input file. The file must be in XML
format. This argument is required.
The Avamar Administration Guide provides additional information about clients definition files.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then a list of clients and their load status is output to stdout.


Event codes


23006 CLI client bulk load encountered one or more errors.


dataset
The mccli dataset resource is used to manage backup datasets on the Avamar server.


dataset add
The mccli dataset add command creates a dataset. By default, the initial dataset uses all
available source data plug-ins and contains no explicit exclusion or inclusion entry entries. Use
other mccli dataset commands to modify dataset properties after it has been created.


Syntax


mccli dataset add --name=String
[--alldata=Boolean(true)] [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--alldata=Boolean(true)


If true, then the initial dataset uses all available source data plug-ins and contains no explicit
exclusion or inclusion entries.
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If false, then the initial dataset is empty.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the new dataset. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22219 Dataset created.


23008 Dataset already exists.


dataset add-exclude
The mccli dataset add-exclude command adds an exclusion entry to a dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset add-exclude --name=String
{--exclude=String | --exclude-file=String} --plugin=Integer
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--exclude=String


Specifies folders or files to exclude from the dataset.
You must supply either --exclude or --exclude-file.
Multiple --exclude= arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--exclude-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains exclusion entries.
Each exclusion entry must conform to allowable --exclude= syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --exclude or --exclude-file.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new exclusion entry. This argument is required.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.
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Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.


dataset add-include
The mccli dataset add-include command adds an inclusion entry to a dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset add-include--name=String
{--include=String | --include-file=String} --plugin=
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--include=String


Specifies the folders or files to add back to the dataset after an exclusion entry has excluded
them.
You must supply either --include or --include-file.
Multiple --include arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--include-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains inclusion entries.
Each inclusion entry must conform to allowable --include syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --include or --include-file.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new inclusion entry. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.
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23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.


dataset add-option
The mccli dataset add-option command adds a plug-in command (option) to a dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset add-option --name=String
{--option=String [--option=String] ...}
{--value=String [--value=String] ...}
--plugin=Integer [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--option=String


--value=String


Specifies the plug-in command (option) name to add to the dataset. This argument is
required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new plug-in command (option). This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--value=String


Specifies a value for --option=. This argument is required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


Notes


Plug-in commands and values, specified by the --option and --value arguments, must occur in
equal numbers. Furthermore, the option-value pairing is positional. In other words, the first
occurrence of --option is assigned the value specified by the first occurrence of --value, the
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second occurrence of --option is assigned the value specified by the second occurrence of --
value, and so forth.


dataset add-target
The mccli dataset add-target command adds a target file or folder entry to a dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset add-target --name=String --plugin=Integer
{--target=String | --target-file=String} [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new target file or folder entry. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--target=String


Specifies a target file or folder to add to the dataset. This argument is required.
You must supply either --target or --target-file.
Multiple --target arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--target-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains target entries.
Each target entry must conform to allowable --target syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --target or --target-file.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.
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dataset copy
The mccli dataset copy command copies a dataset, creating a new dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset copy --name=String --new-name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--new-domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to copy. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--new-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain where the new dataset should be created.


--new-name=String


Specifies the new dataset name. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--new-domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22219 Dataset created.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


dataset delete
The mccli dataset delete command permanently deletes a dataset from the Avamar server.
You cannot delete a dataset if it is currently assigned to a client or group.


Syntax


mccli dataset delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.
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Event codes


22221 Dataset deleted.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


dataset delete-exclude
The mccli dataset delete-exclude command permanently deletes exclusion entries from a
dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset delete-exclude --name=String
{--all | --exclude=String | --exclude-file=filename}
[--domain=String(/)] [--plugin=Integer]


Options


--all
Deletes all existing exclusion entries from the dataset.
You must supply --all, --exclude or --exclude-file.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--exclude=String


Specifies the exclusion entry to delete from the dataset.
You must supply --all, --exclude or --exclude-file.
Multiple --exclude= arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--exclude-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains exclusion entries.
Each exclusion entry must conform to allowable --exclude= syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply --all, --exclude or --exclude-file.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new exclusion entry. This argument is required.
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.
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23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.


dataset delete-include
The mccli dataset delete-include command permanently deletes inclusion entries from a
dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset delete-include --name=String --plugin=Integer
{--all | --include=String | --include-file=filename} 
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--all
Deletes all existing inclusion entries from the dataset.
--all, --include or --include-file are mutually exclusive. One of those arguments
must be supplied with each command.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--include=String


Specifies the folders or files to add back to the dataset after an exclusion entry has excluded
them.
--all, --include or --include-file are mutually exclusive. One of those arguments
must be supplied with each command.
Multiple --include= arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--include-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains inclusion entries.
Each inclusion entry must conform to allowable --include syntax and be on a single line.
--all, --include or --include-file are mutually exclusive. One of those arguments
must be supplied with each command.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new inclusion entry. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.
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23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.


dataset delete-option
The mccli dataset delete-option command permanently deletes a plug-in command
(option) from a dataset


Syntax


mccli dataset delete-option --name=String
{--option=String [--option=String] ...}
{--value=String [--value=String] ...}
--plugin=Integer [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--option=String


--value=String


Specifies the plug-in command (option) name to delete from the dataset. This argument is
required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new plug-in command (option). This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--value=String


Specifies a value for --option=. This argument is required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.
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dataset delete-target
The mccli dataset delete-target command permanently deletes a target file or folder
from an existing dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset delete-target --name=String --plugin=Integer
{--target=String | --target-file=String} [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new target file or folder entry. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--target=String


Specifies an existing target file or folder to delete from the dataset. This argument is required.
You must supply either --target or --target-file.
Multiple --target arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--target-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains target entries.
Each target entry must conform to allowable --target syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --target or --target-file.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.
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dataset edit-option
The mccli dataset edit-option command modifies existing dataset options.


Syntax


mccli dataset edit-option --name=String
{--option=String [--option=String] ...}
{--value=String [--value=String] ...}
--plugin=Integer [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--option=String


--value=String


Specifies which plug-in command (option) name to modify. This argument is required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies the plug-in ID. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.


--value=String


Specifies a value for --option=. This argument is required.
Multiple --option/--value pairs are allowed.
Each client guide describes the valid plug-in commands for a specific dataset.


Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


Notes


Plug-in commands and values, specified by the --option and --value arguments, must occur in
equal numbers. Furthermore, the option-value pairing is positional. In other words, the first
occurrence of --option is assigned the value specified by the first occurrence of --value, the
second occurrence of --option is assigned the value specified by the second occurrence of --
value, and so forth.
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dataset replace
The mccli dataset replace command replaces all exclusion and inclusion entries for a
dataset with the entries that you supply on the command line.


Syntax


mccli dataset replace --name=String --plugin=Integer
[{--exclude=String | --exclude-file=String}]
[{--include=String | --include-file=String}]
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--exclude=String


Specifies folders or files to exclude from the dataset.
You must supply either --exclude or --exclude-file.
Multiple --exclude= arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--exclude-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains exclusion entries.
Each exclusion entry must conform to allowable --exclude= syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --exclude or --exclude-file.


--include=String


Specifies the folders or files to add back to the dataset after an exclusion entry has excluded
them.
You must supply either --include or --include-file.
Multiple --include arguments are allowed.
This argument accepts regular expression (regex) pattern matching operators, also known as
wildcards.


--include-file=filename


Specifies the full path of a text filename that contains inclusion entries.
Each inclusion entry must conform to allowable --include syntax and be on a single line.
You must supply either --include or --include-file.


--name=String


Specifies which dataset to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--plugin=Integer


Specifies which plug-in ID gets the new entries. This argument is required
Use mccli plugin show to return a list of valid numeric plug-in IDs.
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Event codes


22220 Dataset modified.


22288 Dataset does not exist.


23009 Invalid plugin specified on the CLI.


23022 Error parsing input file.


23023 Input file could not be found.


dataset show
The mccli dataset show command lists all datasets with summary information, or detailed
information for a specific dataset.


Syntax


mccli dataset show [--domain=String(/)] [--name=String]
[--recursive=Boolean(false)] [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies a dataset name. If not supplied, all datasets are listed with summary information.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /MyDomain/MyDataset), then the
--domain argument is ignored.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all datasets in the domain and any subdomains specified by
the --domain argument.
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows datasets in the specified domain.
Subdomains are not examined.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed dataset information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then only dataset names are returned.
If you also supply --name, then detailed information for that dataset is returned.


Event codes


22288 Dataset does not exist.


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command returns a simple list of all datasets currently in use:


mccli dataset show
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
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Dataset         Domain
--------------- ------
Unix Dataset    /
Windows Dataset /
Default Dataset /
Base Dataset    /


This command returns detailed information for all datasets currently in use:


mccli dataset show --verbose=true
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Dataset         Domain Num Targets Num Includes Num Excludes Num Options
--------------- ------ ----------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Unix Dataset    /      4           0            12           0
Windows Dataset /      1           0            0            0
Default Dataset /      6           0            0            0
Base Dataset    /      0           0            0            0


This command :


This command returns detailed information for a single dataset:
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Attribute                     Value
----------------------------- ------------
Name                          Unix Dataset
ID                            UNIX:SNAPID
Domain                        /
ReadOnly                      false
ALLDATA                       true
Num Targets                   4
Linux File System Target      ALL
Linux File System Target ID   1001
Solaris File System Target    ALL
Solaris File System Target ID 2001
HP-UX File System Target      ALL
HP-UX File System Target ID   4001
AIX File System Target        ALL
AIX File System Target ID     5001
Num Includes                  0
Num Excludes                  12
Linux File System Exclude     /tmp
Linux File System Exclude     /var/tmp
Linux File System Exclude     /usr/tmp
Linux File System Exclude     core
Linux File System Exclude     *cache.dat
Linux File System Exclude     *scan.dat
Solaris File System Exclude   /tmp
Solaris File System Exclude   /var/tmp
Solaris File System Exclude   /usr/tmp
Solaris File System Exclude   core
Solaris File System Exclude   *cache.dat
Solaris File System Exclude   *scan.dat
Num Options                   0
Is Link                       false
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dd
The mccli dd resource is used to manage Data Domain systems for use as Avamar backup
targets.


dd add
The mccli dd add command adds a new Data Domain system to an Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli dd add --name=String --max-streams=Integer
--user-name=String --password=String --password-confirm=String
[--default-storage=Boolean(false)] [--force]
[--rw-community=String] [--snmp-port=Integer(161)]
[--trap-port=Integer(163)] [--default-target=Boolean(false)] [--instant-
access-limit=Integer(1)] 


Options


--default-storage=Boolean(false)


If true and the Data Domain system is a replication target, then use this Data Domain system
as the default storage for data that replicates from the source Data Domain system.


--default-target=Boolean(false)


If true, indicates that the system identifed --name= should be used as the default target for
Avamar backups.


--force
If another Data Domain system is currently designated as default storage on the Avamar
server, and you want this Data Domain system to be the new default storage, you must supply
--force with --default-storage to override the current default storage setting (that is,
force the change to occur).


--instant-access-limit=Integer(1)


Specifies the maximum number of instant access sessions can be performed.


--max-streams=Integer


Specifies the maximum number of Data Domain system streams that Avamar uses for
backups, restores, and replication. This argument is required.


--name=String


Specifies the fully qualified Data Domain system name or IP address. This argument is
required.


--rw-community=String


Specifies the SNMP community for Avamar to have read/write access to the Data Domain
system.


--snmp-port=Integer(161)


Specifies the data port number on the Data Domain system from which to receive and on
which to set SNMP objects.


--trap-port=Integer(163)
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Specifies the data port number on the Avamar server to which SNMP trap messages are sent.


--user-name=String


--password=String


--password-confirm=String


Specifies the username and password of the Data Domain OST account that Avamar will use
to access the Data Domain system for backups, restores, and replication. These arguments
are required.


Event codes


30934 Added Data Domain system.


30937 Failed to add Data Domain system.


30940 Data Domain system already exists.


30941 Failed to connect to Data Domain system.


30942 Unsupported DDOS version.


30948 The minimum number of allowed streams was exceeded.


30949 The maximum number of allowed streams was exceeded.


30953 Added Data Domain system but unable to retrieve the Data Domain system ssh key file.


30958 The DDBoost user is not set.


30959 The OST is disabled.


30960 DDBoost user is disabled.


30961 Failed to authenticate with ssh key file.


30962 Unable to add ssh public key for user.


30963 User does not exist.


30964 User is disabled.


30965 The user is not an admin user.


31004 Data Domain system added but the hostname may not be valid.


dd delete
The mccli dd delete command deletes a Data Domain system from an Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli dd delete --name=String [--force=Boolean(false)]


Options


--name=String


Specifies which Data Domain system to delete. This argument is required.


--force=Boolean(false)


If true, then forces deletion of the Data Domain system even if the system cannot be
reached, has backups or checkpoints, or is the default replication storage system.
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Event codes


30936 Deleted Data Domain system.


30939 Failed to delete Data Domain system.


30941 Failed to connect to Data Domain system.


30943 Data Domain system does not exist.


dd edit
The mccli dd edit command enables you to edit the Data Domain system configuration.


Syntax


mccli dd edit --name=String
[--default-storage=Boolean(false)] [--force] [--max-streams=Integer]
[--new-name=String] [--rw-community=String]
[--snmp-port=Integer(161)] [--trap-port=Integer(163)] 
[--user-name=String --password=String --password-confirm=String]  [--default-
target=Boolean(false)] [--instant-access-limit=Interger(1)]


Options


--default-storage=Boolean(false)


If true and the Data Domain system is a replication target, then use this Data Domain system
as the default storage for data that replicates from the source Data Domain system.


--default-target=Boolean(false)


If true, indicates that the system identifed --name= should be used as the default target for
Avamar backups.


--force
If another Data Domain system is currently designated as default storage on the Avamar
server, and you want this Data Domain system to be the new default storage, you must supply
--force with --default-storage to override the current default storage setting (that is,
force the change to occur).


--instant-access-limit=Integer(1)


Specifies the maximum number of instant access sessions can be performed.


--max-streams=Integer


Specifies the maximum number of Data Domain system streams that Avamar uses for
backups, restores, and replication.


--name=String


Specifies the fully qualified Data Domain system name or IP address. This argument is
required.


--new-name=String


Specifies a new fully qualified Data Domain system name.


--rw-community=String


Specifies the SNMP community for Avamar to have read/write access to the Data Domain
system.
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--snmp-port=Integer(161)


Specifies the data port number on the Data Domain system from which to receive and on
which to set SNMP objects.


--trap-port=Integer(163)


Specifies the data port number on the Avamar server to which SNMP trap messages are sent.


--user-name=String


--password=String


--password-confirm=String


Specifies the username and password of the Data Domain OST account that Avamar will use
to access the Data Domain system for backups, restores, and replication.


Event codes


30935 Updated Data Domain system in persistent store.


30938 Failed to update Data Domain system in persistent store.


30941 Failed to connect to Data Domain system.


30943 Data Domain system does not exist.


30948 The minimum number of allowed streams was exceeded.


30949 The maximum number of allowed streams was exceeded.


30953 Added Data Domain system but unable to retrieve the Data Domain system ssh key file.


30958 The DDBoost user is not set.


30959 The OST is disabled.


30960 DDBoost user is disabled.


30961 Failed to authenticate with ssh key file.


30962 Unable to add ssh public key for user.


30963 User does not exist.


30964 User is disabled.


30965 The user is not an admin user.


31005 Data Domain system added but the hostname may not be valid.


dd show-prop
The mccli dd show-prop command shows Data Domain system properties.


Syntax


mccli dd show-prop [--name=String]


Options


--name=String


Specifies the fully qualified Data Domain system name or IP address.
If supplied, system properties are returned for that Data Domain system.
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If not supplied, a summary report of properties for all known Data Domain systems is returned.


Event codes


30943 Data Domain system does not exist.


Examples


This command returns system properties for a single Data Domain system
(datadomain1.example.com):


mccli dd show-prop --name=datadomain1.example.com
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                                     Value
--------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
IPv4 Hostname                                 datadomain1.example.com
IPv6 Hostname                                 N/A
Total Capacity (post-comp size)               7623.8 GiB
Server Utilization (post-comp use%)           6%
Bytes Protected (client pre-comp size)        0 bytes
File System Available (post-comp avail)       7189.0 GiB
File System Used (post-comp used)             434.8 GiB
User Name                                     customer1
Default Replication Storage System            Yes
Target For Avamar Checkpoint Backups          No
Maximum Streams For Avamar Checkpoint Backups 0
Maximum Streams                               5
Maximum Streams Limit                         90
Instant Access Limit                          1
DDOS Version                                  5.5.0.4-430231
Serial Number                                 3FA0924231
Model Number                                  DD670
Encryption Strength                           none
Authentication Mode                           none
Monitoring Status                             The Avamar server's time is ahead of DD's.
DDBoost Licensed                              true
DDBoost Enabled                               true
DDBoost User Enabled                          true
DDBoost User Status                           User Valid
DDBoost Option Status                         Option Enabled
SNMP status                                   Enabled
File System Status                            File System Running
Synchronization of maintenance operations     on


This command returns system properties for all Data Domain systems known to this MCS in XML
format:


mccli dd show-prop --xml
Listening for transport dt_socket at address: 8003
<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
  <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <IPv4Hostname>10.110.215.208</IPv4Hostname>
   <IPv6Hostname>N/A</IPv6Hostname>
   <TotalCapacity>7623.8 GiB</TotalCapacity>
   <ServerUtilization>6%</ServerUtilization>
   <BytesProtected>0 bytes</BytesProtected>
   <FileSystemAvailable>7189.0 GiB</FileSystemAvailable>
   <FileSystemUsed>434.8 GiB</FileSystemUsed>
   <UserName>ost</UserName>
   <DefaultReplicationStorageSystem>Yes</DefaultReplicationStorageSystem>
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   <TargetForAvamarCheckpointBackups>No</TargetForAvamarCheckpointBackups>
   <MaximumStreamsForAvamarCheckpointBackups>0</MaximumStreamsForAvamarCheckpointBackups>
   <MaximumStreams>5</MaximumStreams>
   <MaximumStreamsLimit>90</MaximumStreamsLimit>
   <InstantAccessLimit>1</InstantAccessLimit>
   <DDOSVersion>5.5.0.4-430231</DDOSVersion>
   <SerialNumber>3FA0924231</SerialNumber>
   <ModelNumber>DD670</ModelNumber>
   <EncryptionStrength>none</EncryptionStrength>
   <AuthenticationMode>none</AuthenticationMode>
   <MonitoringStatus>The Avamar server&apos;s time is ahead of DD&apos;s.</MonitoringStatus>
   <DDBoostLicensed>true</DDBoostLicensed>
   <DDBoostEnabled>true</DDBoostEnabled>
   <DDBoostUserEnabled>true</DDBoostUserEnabled>
   <DDBoostUserStatus>User Valid</DDBoostUserStatus>
   <DDBoostOptionStatus>Option Enabled</DDBoostOptionStatus>
   <SNMPstatus>Enabled</SNMPstatus>
   <FileSystemStatus>File System Running</FileSystemStatus>
   <Synchronizationofmaintenanceoperations>on</Synchronizationofmaintenanceoperations>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <IPv4Hostname>10.31.228.154</IPv4Hostname>
   <IPv6Hostname>N/A</IPv6Hostname>
   <TotalCapacity>404.8 GiB</TotalCapacity>
   <ServerUtilization>0%</ServerUtilization>
   <BytesProtected>0 bytes</BytesProtected>
   <FileSystemAvailable>403.0 GiB</FileSystemAvailable>
   <FileSystemUsed>1.7 GiB</FileSystemUsed>
   <UserName>ost</UserName>
   <DefaultReplicationStorageSystem>No</DefaultReplicationStorageSystem>
   <TargetForAvamarCheckpointBackups>No</TargetForAvamarCheckpointBackups>
   <MaximumStreamsForAvamarCheckpointBackups>0</MaximumStreamsForAvamarCheckpointBackups>
   <MaximumStreams>5</MaximumStreams>
   <MaximumStreamsLimit>16</MaximumStreamsLimit>
   <InstantAccessLimit>1</InstantAccessLimit>
   <DDOSVersion>5.5.0.4-430231</DDOSVersion>
   <SerialNumber>AUDVN985S7AG2T</SerialNumber>
   <ModelNumber>DDVE</ModelNumber>
   <EncryptionStrength>none</EncryptionStrength>
   <AuthenticationMode>none</AuthenticationMode>
   <MonitoringStatus>The Avamar server&apos;s time is ahead of DD&apos;s.</MonitoringStatus>
   <DDBoostLicensed>true</DDBoostLicensed>
   <DDBoostEnabled>true</DDBoostEnabled>
   <DDBoostUserEnabled>true</DDBoostUserEnabled>
   <DDBoostUserStatus>User Valid</DDBoostUserStatus>
   <DDBoostOptionStatus>Option Enabled</DDBoostOptionStatus>
   <SNMPstatus>Enabled</SNMPstatus>
   <FileSystemStatus>File System Running</FileSystemStatus>
   <Synchronizationofmaintenanceoperations>on</Synchronizationofmaintenanceoperations>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>


dd show-util
The mccli dd show-util command shows Data Domain system utilization statistics.


Syntax


mccli dd show-util [--name=String]


Options


--name=String


Specifies the fully qualified Data Domain system name or IP address.
If supplied, utilization statistics are returned for that Data Domain system.
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If not supplied, utilization statistics for all known Data Domain systems is returned.


Event codes


30943 Data Domain system does not exist.


domain
The mccli domain resource is used to manage Avamar server server domains and subdomains.


domain add
The mccli domain add command creates a new domain or subdomain on the Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli domain add --name=String
[--contact=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--email=String] [--location=String]
[--phone=String]


Options


--contact=String


Specifies responsible party contact information.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the parent domain for the new domain.


--email=String


Specifies responsible party email address.


--location=String


Specifies location information.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the new domain. This argument is required.


--phone=String


Specifies responsible party telephone number.


Event codes


22526 Failed folder add.


22527 Domain added.


22540 Invalid name character.


22541 Domain already exists.


22558 A domain or client with this name already exists.
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domain delete
The mccli domain delete command permanently deletes a domain from the Avamar server.
Deleting a domain deletes the domain and all subdomains, clients, and backups stored in that
domain.


Syntax


mccli domain delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--force=Boolean]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the parent domain for the new domain.


--force=Boolean


If true, forces a delete.


--name=String


Specifies which domain to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.
If you supply a fully qualified domain name (for example, /domain/subdomain), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22507 Failed domain deletion.


22513 Domain removed.


22542 Domain does not exist.


22543 Domain has groups.


22544 Domain has datasets.


22545 Domain has event profiles.


22627 Domain has schedules.


22628 Domain has retentions.


domain edit
The mccli domain edit command edits the properties for a domain.


Syntax


mccli domain edit --name=String
[--contact=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--email=String] [--location=String]
[--phone=String]


Options


--contact=String
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Specifies responsible party contact information.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the parent domain.


--email=String


Specifies responsible party email address.


--location=String


Specifies location information.


--name=String


Specifies which domain to edit. This argument is required.


--phone=String


Specifies responsible party telephone number.


Event codes


22519 Domain modified.


22542 Domain does not exist.


domain show
The mccli domain show command displays properties for a domain.


Syntax


mccli domain show --name=String [--domain=String(/)]
[--recursive=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the parent domain under which domains and subdomains are listed.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the domain for which to show information. This argument is required.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.
If you supply a fully qualified domain name (for example, /domain/subdomain), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command examines all domains in the domain and any subdomains.
If false or not supplied, then the command only examines the domain. Subdomains are not
examined.


Event codes


22542 Domain does not exist.
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dump
The mccli dump resource dumps various DPNProxyService caches for troubleshooting purposes.


Note: The mccli dump resource is strictly reserved for internal use only.


dump clientcache
The mccli dump clientcache command is used to dump the DPNProxyService client cache
for troubleshooting purposes.


Note: The mccli dump clientcache command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli dump clientcache


dump domaincache
The mccli dump domaincache command is used to dump the DPNProxyService domain cache
for troubleshooting purposes.


Note: The mccli dump domaincache command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli dump domaincache


dump jobcache
The mccli dump jobcache command is used to dump the DPNProxyService client job cache
for troubleshooting purposes.


Note: The mccli dump jobcache command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli dump jobcache
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esrs
The mccli esrs resource is used to register and unregister the ESRS gateway and display the
current ESRS registration and status information.


esrs register
The mccli esrs register command registers the ESRS gateway.


Syntax


mccli esrs register --address=String --password=String
--username=String [--port=Integer(9443)] 


Options


--address=String


Specifies the network address of the ESRS gateway. String must be a valid network address.
This argument is required.


--password=String


Specifies the password for the ESRS gateway registration. This argument is required.


--port=Integer(9443)


Specifies the port number for the ESRS gateway. Integer must be a valid port number. The
default port number is 9443.


--username=String


Specifies the username for the ESRS gateway registration. This argument is required.


Event codes


25036 Failed to register to ESRS gateway %esrs_name%.


esrs show
The mccli esrs show command displays the current information about the ESRS gateway
registration and status.


Syntax


mccli esrs show


Event codes


25040 Failed to query ESRS gateway for status.
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esrs unregister
The mccli esrs unregister command unregisters the ESRS gateway.


Syntax


mccli esrs unregister


Event codes


25038 Failed to unregister from ESRS gateway %esrs_name%.


event
The mccli event resource is used to access and manage event codes on the Avamar server.


event ack
The mccli event ack command acknowledges events.


Syntax


mccli event ack {--all=Boolean(false)
| [--after=String] | [--before=String]
| [--category={APPLICATION | SECURITY | SYSTEM | USER}] 
| [--domain=String(/)] | {[--exclude=String] | [--include=String]}
| [--id=Integer] | [--range=String]
| [--severity={NODE | NODE_FATAL | OK | PROCESS 
| PROCESS_FATAL | SYSTEM_FATAL |  USER | USER_FATAL}]
| [--source={avamar | dd}]
| [--type={AUDIT | DEBUG | ERROR | INFORMATION | INTERNAL | WARNING}]}


Options


--after=String


Acknowledges events after the specified date, which must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD
HH:mm:ss. The date value can be truncated as needed.


--all=Boolean(false)


If true, then all events are acknowledged.


--before=String


Acknowledges events before the specified date, which must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD
HH:mm:ss. The date value can be truncated as needed.


--category={APPLICATION | SECURITY | SYSTEM | USER}


Acknowledges events of this category.


--domain=String(/)


Acknowledges events of this Avamar server domain.


--exclude=String


Specifies a comma-separated list of event codes to exclude from acknowledgment. The
comma-separated list cannot contain spaces.
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The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


--id=Integer


Acknowledges this single event.


--include=String


Specifies a comma-separated list of event codes to include for acknowledgment. The comma-
separated list cannot contain spaces.
The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


--range=String


Acknowledges events of this range of events. String must be in the format of ID-1:ID-2, where
ID-1 and ID-2 are the lower and upper limits of the range, respectively.


--severity={ NODE | NODE_FATAL | OK | PROCESS | PROCESS_FATAL | SYSTEM_FATAL |
USER | USER_FATAL}


Acknowledges events of this severity.


--source={avamar | dd}


If avamar is specified, then the command acknowledges events for the Avamar server.
Ifdd is specified, then the command acknowledges events for all configured Data Domain
systems.


--type={AUDIT | DEBUG | ERROR | INFORMATION | INTERNAL | WARNING}


Acknowledges events of this type.


Event codes


23022 Event id does not exist.


Notes


This command requires either the --all option, or some other filtering criteria.


The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


Output is a count of the events acknowledged.


Examples


This command acknowledges event code 148710:


mccli event ack --id=148710
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute    Value
------------ ----- 
events-acked 1


event clear-data-integrity-alerts
The mccli event clear-data-integrity-alerts command clears all data integrity alerts
for this server.


This command requires a reset code, which must be obtained from Technical Support.


Syntax


mccli event clear-data-integrity-alerts --reset-code=String
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Options


--reset-code=String


Reset code provided by Technical Support. This argument is required.


Event codes


23100 A data integrity alerts reset code was accepted.


23101 A data integrity alerts reset code was rejected.


event get-info
The mccli event get-info command returns detailed information for a specific event code.


Syntax


mccli event get-info --code=Integer
[--description=Boolean(false)] [--remedy=Boolean(false)]
[--summary=Boolean(true)]


Options


--code=Integer


Specifies the event code number. This argument is required.


--description=Boolean(false)


If true, then other properties are also returned, including the remedy and summary
properties.
If false or not supplied, then only the numeric code is returned.


--remedy=Boolean(false)


If true, then event remedy information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then event remedy information is not returned.


--summary=Boolean(true)


If true or not supplied, then event summary information is returned.
If false, then event summary information is not returned.


event publish
The mccli event publish command is used to publish an event.


Syntax


mccli event publish --code=Integer [--attribute=String] [--message=String] [--
product=String(/)] [--value=String(/)]


Options


--attribute=String


Specifies the event data attribute.


--integer=String
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Specifies the event code to publish.


--message=String


Specifies the event summary message.


--product=String


Specifies the product calling mccli: MCGUI, MCCLI, END_USER, WEB_RESTORE, EM, EMS,
NONE, TEST, MCS, SNMP_SUB_AGENT, SCC, DTLT.


--value=String


Specifies the event data value.


Examples


This command publishes an event:


mccli event publish --code=99998 --message=Sandcrab Testing 13594-99998 --
attribute=abcdefghi --value=0123456789 --product=MCCLI
23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute Value
--------- ----------
abcdefghi 0123456789


mccli event show --include=99998 --after=2016-03-08 08:10:30 


0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
ID   Date                    Type  Code  Category Severity Domain Summary
---- ----------------------- ----- ----- -------- -------- ------ 
----------------------------
9354 2016-03-08 08:10:32 IST ERROR 99998 SYSTEM   PROCESS  /      Sandcrab 
Testing 13594-99998
 Testing 13594-99998


event show
The mccli event show command returns event occurrence details.


Syntax


mccli event show
[--after=String] [--before=String]
[--category={APPLICATION | SECURITY | SYSTEM | USER}]
[--domain=String(/)] [--exclude=String]
[--id=Integer] [--include=String]
[--severity={NODE | NODE_FATAL | OK | PROCESS 
| PROCESS_FATAL | SYSTEM_FATAL |  USER | USER_FATAL}]
[--source={avamar | dd}] 
[--type={AUDIT | DEBUG | ERROR | INFORMATION | INTERNAL | WARNING}]}]
[--unack=Boolean(false)]


Options


--after=String


Shows events after the specified date, which must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD
HH:mm:ss. The date value can be truncated as needed.


--before=String


Shows events before the specified date, which must be in the format of YYYY-MM-DD
HH:mm:ss. The date value can be truncated as needed.
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--category={APPLICATION | SECURITY | SYSTEM | USER}


Shows events of this category.


--domain=String(/)


Shows events in this Avamar server domain.


--exclude=String


Specifies a comma-separated list of event codes to exclude from the command output. The
comma-separated list cannot contain spaces.
The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


--id=Integer


Shows information for this single event ID.


--include=String


Specifies a comma-separated list of event codes to include in the command output. The
comma-separated list cannot contain spaces.
The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


--severity={NODE | NODE_FATAL | OK | PROCESS | PROCESS_FATAL | SYSTEM_FATAL |
USER | USER_FATAL}


Shows events with this severity.


--source={avamar | dd}


If avamar is specified, then the command shows events for the Avamar server.
Ifdd is specified, then the command shows events for all configured Data Domain systems.


--type={AUDIT | DEBUG | ERROR | INFORMATION | INTERNAL | WARNING}


Shows events of this type.
You can supply more than one --type option on a single command line.


--unack=Boolean(false)


If true, then only unacknowledged events are returned.


Event codes


23022 Event id does not exist.


Notes


If multiple events are displayed, sorting is by date in descending order.


The --exclude and --include options are mutually exclusive.


Examples


This command returns detailed information for event code 149897:


mccli event show --id=149897
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Attribute   Value
----------- ---------------------------------------------------------
ID          149897 
Date        2014-04-19 14:19:45 PDT 
Type        INFORMATION 
Code        578 
Category    SYSTEM 
Severity    OK 
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Domain      / 
Summary     hfscheckresults::merge, in checkpoint cp.20130419140741,
            this ((start 1176995040, nodestart 1176995040, nodefinish
            0, valid false, totalerrors 0)) tried to merge with
            ((start 0, nodestart 0, nodefinish 0, valid false,
            totalerrors 0)) but the uniquestarttime fields differ
SW Source   DPN:Unknown 
For Whom    N/A 
HW Source   node-10-0-54-249.example.com 
Description N/A 
Remedy      N/A 
Notes       N/A 
Data        <data><entry key="code" type="text" value="0578"
            version=""/><entry key="type" type="text" value="INFO"
            version=""/><entry key="time" type="text"
            value="21:19:45.93935" version=""/><entry key="message"
            type="text" value="hfscheckresults::merge, in checkpoint
            cp.20130419140741, this ((start 1176995040, nodestart
            1176995040, nodefinish 0, valid false, totalerrors 0))
            tried to merge with ((start 0, nodestart 0, nodefinish 0,
            valid false, totalerrors 0)) but the uniquestarttime
            fields differ" version=""/><entry key="date" type="text"
            value="2014/04/19" version=""/><entry key="thread"
            type="text" value="srvm-14070642#srv:265"
            version=""/></data>


group
The mccli group resource is used to manage groups and group policy.


group add
The mccli group add command creates a new group.


Syntax


mccli group add --name=String [--auto-proxy-mapping=Boolean(false)]
[--dataset=String(Default Dataset)] [--dataset-domain=String(/)]
[--ddr=String] [--dest-domain=String(/)] [--dest-name=String]
[--domain=String(/)] [--enabled=Boolean(false)]
[--encryption={None | High}] [--overwrite=Boolean(false)]
[--partial=Boolean(false)] [--retention=String(Default Retention)]
[--retention-domain=String(/)] [--rule=String]
[--rule-domain=String(/)] [--schedule=String(Default Schedule)]
[--schedule-domain=String(/)] [--type=String(backup)]


Options


--auto-proxy-mapping=Boolean(false)


The true setting specifies to use auto proxy mapping. By default, auto proxy mapping is not
used.


--dataset=String(Default Dataset)


Specifies the name of the dataset to assign to the group. The default dataset name is Default
Dataset.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.


--dataset-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by the --dataset
argument.
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--ddr=String


Specifies the Data Domain system name on the destination server.


--dest-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the replication group specified by the --
dest-name argument.


--dest-name=String


Specifies the destination name of the replication group.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by the --name
argument.


--enabled=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether to enable or disable the group. The true setting specifies that the group is
eligible to immediately participate in scheduled backup activities.


--encryption={None | High}


Specifies the group default encryption setting, which must be either None or High. By default,
the encryption setting is High.


Note: The exact encryption technology and bit strength used for any given client/server
connection depends on a number of factors, including the client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


--name=String


Specifies the new group name. This argument is required.
When you supply a fully qualified group name, such as /MyDomain/MyGroup, the --domain
argument is ignored.


--overwrite=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether to overwrite an existing group. By default, a group is not overwritten. To
overwrite a group, specify the true setting.


--partial=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether to perform a partial migration. By default, a partial migration is not
performed. To perform a partial migration, specify the true setting.


--retention=String(Default Retention)


Specifies the name of the retention policy to assign to the group. The default retention policy
name is Default Retention.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.


--retention-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by the --
retention argument.


--rule=String


Specifies to add a dynamic rule name.


--rule-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dynamic rule specified by the --rule
argument.
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--schedule=String(Default Schedule)


Specifies the name of the schedule to assign to the group. The default schedule name is
Default Schedule.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.


--schedule-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by the --schedule
argument.


--type=String(backup)


Specifies the group type, which must be backup, migrate, replication, or tiering.
The default group type is backup.


Event codes


22207 New group created.


22233 Group already exists.


22235 Group add failed.


23003 Invalid dataset name specified on the CLI.


23004 Invalid schedule name specified on the CLI.


23005 Invalid retention policy name specified on the CLI.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.


31002 Group add or update failed due to a policy hierarchical management violation.


group add-client
The mccli group add-client command adds a client to a group.


Syntax


mccli group add-client --client-name=String --name=String
[--client-domain=String(/)] [--dataset-domain=String(/)]
[--dataset=String] [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--client-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --client-name.


--client-name=String


Specifies which client to add to the group. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified dataset name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
client-domain argument is ignored.


--dataset-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by the --dataset
argument.


--dataset=String
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Specifies an alternative dataset this client will use when this group default dataset is
overridden.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


22242 Client is already a member of this group.


22243 Client group membership successfully updated.


22269 Unable to add a client to a group.


22358 Unable to add a client to group due to incompatibility.


group add-proxy
The mccli group add-proxy command adds the specified Avamar proxy to the specified
group.


Syntax


mccli group add-proxy --name=String --proxy-name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--proxy-domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--proxy-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the proxy specified by --proxy-name.


--proxy-name=String


Specifies which proxy to add to the group. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid proxy names.
If you supply a fully qualified proxy name (for example, /clients/MyProxy), then the --
proxy-domain argument is ignored.
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Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


24001 Failed to update proxy client mappings of a group.


24002 Proxy client mappings of a group successfully updated.


Examples


This command adds proxy backupproxy225 to the Test1 group:


mccli group add-proxy --domain=/vcenter-1.example.com --name=Test1
--proxy-domain=/clients --proxy-name=backupproxy225
0,24002,Proxy client mappings of a group successfully updated.
Attribute Value
--------- ----------------------------
group     /vcenter-1.example.com/Test1


group backup
The mccli group backup command initiates an on-demand group backup.


Syntax


mccli group backup --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--wait[=min]]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to back up. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22226 Group disabled.


22227 Group does not contain any clients.


22228 A client was not backed up because it is disabled, retired or one or more of its plug-ins
has backups disabled.


22234 Group does not exist.


22301 Scheduled group backups initiated for all clients.
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22311 Scheduled group backups failed to start.


23028 Invalid group type.


group copy
The mccli group copy command copies an existing group, creating a new group. The new
group inherits all the properties and settings of the original group except for client members. No
clients are assigned to the new group.


Note: You must copy groups within the same domain. You cannot copy a group to another
domain under any circumstances.


Syntax


mccli group copy --name=String --new-name=String
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to copy. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--new-name=String


Specifies the name for the new group. This argument is required.


Event codes


22207 New group created.


22233 Group already exists.


22234 Group does not exist.


22235 Group add failed.


22540 Invalid name character.


group delete
The mccli group delete command permanently deletes a group from the Avamar server.


A client must always be a member of at least one group. Therefore, if the group that you are
deleting contains any clients that are not also members of at least one other group, then you must
move those clients to other groups using the mccli group move-client command before you
delete the group.
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Syntax


mccli group delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22209 Group successfully deleted.


22234 Group does not exist.


22247 Cannot delete the group because the client members are not present in other groups.


group edit
The mccli group edit command edits properties for a group.


There are no default settings for the mccli group edit command. If you enter the command but do
not supply options and values on the command line, then no changes are made to the group.


Syntax


mccli group edit [--dataset-domain=String(/)] 
[--dataset=String(Default Dataset)] [--domain=String(/)] 
[--enabled=Boolean(false)]
[--encryption={High | Medium | None}]
[--name=String] [--retention-domain=String(/)]
[--retention=(Default Retention)] [--schedule-domain=String(/)]
[--schedule=(Default Schedule)] [--auto-proxy-mapping=Boolean(false)]


Options


--auto-proxy-mapping=Boolean(false)


if true, specifies that auto proxy mapping should be used.


--dataset-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the dataset specified by the --dataset
argument.


--dataset=String(Default Dataset)


Specifies the dataset to assign to the group. This argument is required.
Use mccli dataset show to return a list of valid dataset names.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.
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--enabled=Boolean(false)


If true, then the group is eligible to immediately participate in scheduled backup activities.
This argument is required .


--encryption={High | Medium | None}


Specifies the group default encryption method.


Note: The exact encryption technology and bit strength used for any given client/server
connection depends on a number of factors, including the client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


--name=String


Specifies the group name. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--retention-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by the --
retention argument.


--retention=(Default Retention)


Specifies the retention policy to assign to the group. This argument is required.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.


--schedule-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by the --schedule
argument.


--schedule=(Default Schedule)


Specifies the schedule to assign to the group. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.


Event codes


22208 Group successfully modified.


22234 Group does not exist.


23003 Invalid dataset name specified on the CLI.


23004 Invalid schedule name specified on the CLI.


23005 Invalid retention policy name specified on the CLI.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.


31002 Group add or update failed due to a policy hierarchical management violation.
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group export
The mccli group export command exports group settings (that is, name, domain, encryption
method, and so forth), and assigned policy objects (dataset, schedule, and retention policy) to an
XML file. However, exported groups exported do not contain a list of client members.


Syntax


mccli group export --name=String --file=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--force=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--file=String


Specifies the name of the export XML file to create. This argument is required.


--force=Boolean(false)


If true, then the option forces the overwrite of an existing XML file.


--name=String


Specifies which group to export. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


group move-client
The mccli group move-client command moves a client from one group to another.


Syntax


mccli group move-client --client-name=String
--old-group-name=String --name=String
[--client-domain=String(/)] [--domain=String(/)]
[--old-group-domain=String(/)]


Options


--client-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --client-name.


--client-name=String


Specifies which client to move. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.
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--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the target group (that is, the group that receives the client following the move).
This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--old-group-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --old-group-
name.


--old-group-name=String


Specifies the source group (that is, the group which the client was a member of prior to the
move). This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


22241 Client is not a member of old group.


22242 Client is already a member of new group.


22243 Client group membership successfully updated.


group remove-client
The mccli group remove-client command removes a client from a group.


A client must always be a member of at least one group. Therefore, if the client belongs only to the
group from which you want to remove it, then you must first add the client to another group using
the mccli group add-client command.


Syntax


mccli group remove-client --client-name=String --name=String
[--client-domain=String(/)] [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--client-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the client specified by --client-name.


--client-name=String


Specifies which client to remove. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /clients/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.
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--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the group from which to remove the client. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


22241 Client is not a member of old group.


22243 Client group membership successfully updated.


22246 Client is not a member of any other group.


22270 Unable to remove a client from a group.


group remove-proxy
The mccli group remove-proxy command removes the specified Avamar proxy from the
specified group.


Syntax


mccli group remove-proxy --name=String
--proxy-name=String [--domain=String(/)]
[--proxy-domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the group from which to remove the proxy. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--proxy-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the proxy specified by --proxy-name.


--proxy-name=String


Specifies which proxy to remove. This argument is required.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid proxy names.
If you supply a fully qualified prpxy name (for example, /clients/MyProxy), then the --
domain argument is ignored.
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Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


24001 Failed to update proxy client mappings of a group.


24004 Proxy client mappings of a group successfully updated.


Examples


This command removes proxy backupproxy225 from the Test1 group:


mccli group remove-proxy --domain=/vcenter-1.example.com --name=Test1
--proxy-domain=/clients --proxy-name=backupproxy225
0,24002,Proxy client mappings of a group successfully updated.
Attribute Value
--------- ----------------------------
group     /vcenter-1.example.com/Test1


group replicate
The mccli group replicate command replicates the specified group. It is equivalent to the
Avamar Administrator Replicate Now command.


Syntax


mccli group replicate --name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--wait[=min]]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which group to replicate. This argument is required.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--wait[=min]


Specifies a time period in minutes (min) that this command waits for the initiated operation to
complete. If the operation completes before then, status is shown sooner. This option also
shows more detailed status. If --wait=0 or --wait (no value) is supplied, the command
waits indefinitely for the activity to complete.


Event codes


22226 Group disabled.


22234 Group does not exist.


22441 Scheduled client replicate (Success).


22801 Login failure.


23028 Invalid group type.
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30930 Expired Retention (Expiration).


30978 No proxy for replication.


group show
The mccli group show command returns information for all groups.


Syntax


mccli group show [--clients=Boolean(false)]
[--domain=String(/)] [--name=String]
[--proxy-clients=Boolean(false)] [--recursive=Boolean(false)]
[--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--clients=Boolean(false)


If true, then all clients that belong to the group are listed.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the group for which to show information. If not supplied, all groups in the domain are
listed.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--proxy-clients=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all proxies belonging to this group. This option is only valid
fro vCenter groups.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all groups in the domain and any subdomains specified by
the --domain argument..
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows groups in the domain. Groups in
subdomains are not displayed.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then only the group names are returned.


Event codes


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command returns a simple list of all groups in use:


mccli group show
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Group         Domain Type
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------------- ------ ------
Default Group /      Normal


This command returns detailed information for a single group:


mccli group show --name='Default Group'
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
command completed successfully
Attribute         Value
----------------- -----------------
Name              Default Group
Domain            /
Type              Normal
Enabled           false
Dataset           Default Dataset
Schedule          Default Schedule
Retention Policy  Default Retention
Encryption Method High


This command returns all proxies belonging to the Default Virtual Machine Group in vCenter
10.31.183.85:


mccli group show --proxy-clients=true
--name=/10.31.183.85/Default Virtual Machine Group
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Group                                       Proxy
------------------------------------------- -------------------------
/10.31.183.85/Default Virtual Machine Group clients/localhost-proxy-1


group show-members
The mccli group show-members command returns a list of all members for a group.


Syntax


mccli group show-members [--domain=String(/)] [--name=String]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the group specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies the group for which to show client members. If not supplied, all groups in the domain
are listed.
Use mccli group show to return a list of valid group names.
If you supply a fully qualified group name (for example, /MyDomain/MyGroup), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


Examples


This command returns a simple list of all clients in the Default Virtual Machine Group:


mccli group show-client-members
--name=/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group --xml
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<CLIOutput>
  <Results>
    <ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
    <EventCode>23000</EventCode>
    <EventSummary>CLI command completed successfully.</EventSummary>
  </Results>
  <Data>
    <Row>
      <Group>/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group</Group>
      <GroupType>Default Virtual Machine Group</GroupType>
      <Client>/10.31.183.55/FO2</Client>
      <ClientType>Virtual Container</ClientType>
    </Row>
    <Row>
      <Group>/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group</Group>
      <GroupType>Default Virtual Machine Group</GroupType>
      <Client>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/TEST1</Client>
      <ClientType>Virtual Machine</ClientType>
   </Row>
    <Row>
      <Group>/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group</Group>
      <GroupType>Default Virtual Machine Group</GroupType>
      <Client>/10.31.183.55/APP1</Client>
      <ClientType>Virtual Container</ClientType>
    </Row>
    <Row>
      <Group>/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group</Group>
      <GroupType>Default Virtual Machine Group</GroupType>
      <Client>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/ABCD1</Client>
      <ClientType>Virtual Machine</ClientType>
    </Row>
    <Row>
      <Group>/10.31.183.55/Default Virtual Machine Group</Group>
      <GroupType>Default Virtual Machine Group</GroupType>
      <Client>/10.31.183.55/HleDynamicClients/VA1</Client>
      <ClientType>Virtual Container</ClientType>
    </Row>
  </Data>
</CLIOutput>


group update-client
The mccli group update-client command is used to update the override dataset of a client
in a group.


Syntax


mccli group update-client --client-name=String --name=String
[--client-domian=String] [--dataset=String] [--dataset-domain=String(/)] 
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--client-domain=String


Specifies the client's domian.


--client-name=String


Specifies the name of the client to add.


--dataset=String


Specifies the name of the override dataset.


--dataset-domain=String
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Specifies the domain of the dataset.


--domain=String


Specifies the group's domain.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the group.


Event codes


22234 Group does not exist.


22236 Client does not exist.


22243 Client group membership successfully updated.


23003 Invalid dataset name specified on the CLI


Examples


This command updates the datatset for a client:


mccli group update-client --name=14680-group --domain=/14680-domain --client-
name=14680-client --client-domain=/14680-domain --dataset=14680-dataset2 --
dataset-domain=/14680-domain
0,22243,Client group membership successfully updated.


help
The mccli help resource shows online help for a resource, and then exits.


Syntax


mccli help {activity | agent | backup 
| checkpoint | client | dataset | dd | domain 
| dump | event | group | help | mcs 
| plugin | retention | schedule | server | user 
| vcenter | version | vmcache}


mcs
The mccli mcs resource is used to control various MCS functions.


mcs import
The mccli mcs import command accepts an XML file created by the mccli group export
command and imports the group and its policy objects (that is, dataset, schedule, and retention
policy) into the target Avamar server. The group name remains the same, but you can specify a
new target domain.


Syntax


mccli mcs import --file=String
[--force=Boolean(false)] [--prefix=String]
[--target-domain=String]
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Options


--file=String


Specifies the name of the import XML file. This argument is required.


--force=Boolean(false)


XML files created by the export command are digitally signed. If an XML file is edited or
manually created, then digital signature verification fails during import.
If true, then the XML import is forced without validation of the digital signature.
If false or not supplied, then an error is returned, and the file is not imported.


--prefix=String


Specifies a prefix String that is affixed to the beginning of the imported object names. This is
done to avoid conflicts and distinguish imported objects from existing ones that might
otherwise have similar names.


--target-domain=String


Specifies the domain on the target server for the group and its policy objects (that is, dataset,
schedule, and retention policy).
Original domain hierarchy for the imported objects is not preserved. In other words, all
imported objects reside at the top-most level of the domain.
The target domain must already exist on the target server. If not, then the command returns
an error.
To avoid conflicts, if a policy object with the same name already exists in the target domain,
then _1, _2, _3 and so forth is appended to the name of the newly imported policy object.


Event codes


22540 Invalid name character.


mcs list
The mccli mcs list command accepts an XML file created by the group export command and
lists all groups and group policy objects (that is, dataset, schedule, and retention policy) in that
file.


Syntax


mccli mcs list --file=String


Options


--file=String


Specifies the name of the import XML file. This argument is required.


mcs reboot-proxy
The mccli mcs reboot-proxy command reboots VMware proxies.


Syntax


mccli mcs reboot-proxy [--all=Boolean(false)] [--name=String]
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Options


--all=Boolean(false)


If true, then reboot all known Avamar proxies.


--name=String


Specifies which proxy to reboot. String must be a fully qualified Avamar proxy name.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid proxy names.
Multiple --name= arguments are allowed on the same command line.


mcs resume-scheduler
The mccli mcs resume-scheduler command turns on the MCS scheduler so that scheduled
operations occur at the scheduled times.


Syntax


mccli mcs resume-scheduler


Event codes


22308 Scheduler successfully resumed.


22310 Change of the scheduler status to suspended or resume failed.


22631 Server has reached the capacity health check limit.


mcs scheduler-status
The mccli mcs scheduler-status command returns the status of the MCS scheduler.


Syntax


mccli mcs scheduler-status


mcs stop
The mccli mcs stop command shuts down the MCS.


Syntax


mccli mcs stop


mcs suspend-scheduler
The mccli mcs suspend-scheduler command disables the MCS scheduler. When this
occurs, no scheduled operations are performed until the scheduler is re-enabled using the mccli
mcs resume-scheduler command.


Syntax


mccli mcs suspend-scheduler
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Event codes


22309 Scheduler successfully suspended.


22310 Change of the scheduler status to suspended or resume failed.


mcs waitforflushcomplete
The mccli mcs waitforflushcomplete command causes the MCS to wait for any in-
progress flush to complete.


Syntax


mccli mcs waitforflushcomplete


msgbroker
The mccli msgbroker resource is used to set up the message broker, modify the configuration,
and start or stop the message broker.


msgbroker cassetup
The mccli msgbroker cassetup command sets up the single sign-on when the message
broker has been configured.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker cassetup --osrootpwd=String


Options


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.


msgbroker remove
The mccli msgbroker remove command removes the current Shovel configuration.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker remove --osrootpwd=String


Options


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.
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msgbroker renewredirect
The mccli msgbroker renewredirect command ensures that the message broker redirect is
in the apache configuration.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker renewredirect --osrootpwd=String


Options


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.


msgbroker setup
The mccli msgbroker setup command sets up the message broker configuration.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker setup --osrootpwd=String [--host=String(localhost)] [--
pass=String]  [--port=Integer(5671)] [--skipcas=Boolean(false)] [--
user=String]


Options


--host=String(localhost)


Specifies the hostname or IP address of the message broker. The default value is localhost.


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.


--pass=String


Specifies the password of the message broker user for calling the message broker certificate
services.


--port=Integer(5671)


Specifies the number of an alternate message broker port. Integer must be a valid port
number. The default port number is 5671.


--skipcas=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether to skip the single sign-on configuration. By default, the single sign-on
configuration is not skipped. To skip the configuration, specify the value true.


--user=String


Specifies the username of the message broker user for calling the message broker certificate
services.
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msgbroker start
The mccli msgbroker start command starts the message broker.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker start --osrootpwd=String


Options


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.


msgbroker stop
The mccli msgbroker stop command stops the message broker.


Syntax


mccli msgbroker stop --osrootpwd=String


Options


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current password of the operating system root user. This argument is required.


plugin
The mccli plugin resource is used to manage client plug-ins on the Avamar server.


plugin show
The mccli plugin show command shows summary properties for all client plug-ins.


Syntax


mccli plugin show


plugin update
The mccli plugin update command updates the Avamar server plug-in catalog.


Note: The mccli plugin update command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli plugin update


Event codes


21010 Plugin catalog dynamically updated.
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repldest
The mccli repldest resource is used to add, delete, and update a replication destination,
display information about the replication destination, and verify the credentials of the replication
destination.


repldest add
The mccli repldest add command adds a replication destination.


Syntax


mccli repldest add --address=String --name=String --password=String
--username=String [--encryption={None | High}]
[--mcs-port=Integer(28001)] [--port=Integer(27000)]


Options


--address=String


Specifies the address of the target server. This argument is required.


--encryption={None | High}


Specifies the encryption setting to use. The encryption setting must be None or High. The
default encryption setting is High.


--mcs-port=Integer(28001)


Specifies the number of the target MCS port. Integer must be a valid port number. The
default port number is 28001.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the destination. This argument is required.


--password=String


Specifies the password of the target server. This argument is required.


--port=Integer(27000)


Specifies the number of the target server port. Integer must be a valid port number. The
default port number is 27000.


--username=String


Specifies the username of the target server. This argument is required.


Event codes


22371 Added replication destination server.


22374 Replication destination add failed.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.
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repldest delete
The mccli repldest delete command deletes a replication destination.


Syntax


mccli repldest delete --name=String [--check=Boolean(true)]
[--domain=String(/)]


Options


--check=Boolean(true)


Specifies whether to check the remote backup before the deletion. By default, the remote
backup is checked. To skip the backup check, specify the value false.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the destination.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the destination. This argument is required.


Event codes


22373 Deleted replication destination server.


22376 Replication destination delete failed.


22377 Replication destination does not exist.


repldest edit
The mccli repldest edit command updates a replication destination.


Syntax


mccli repldest edit --name=String [--address=String]
[--domain=String(/)] [--encryption={None | High}]
[--mcs-port=Integer(28001)] [--new-name=String] [--password=String]
[--port=Integer(27000)] [--username=String]


Options


--address=String


Specifies the address of the target server.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the destination.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--encryption={None | High}


Specifies the encryption setting to use. The encryption setting must be None or High. The
default encryption setting is High.


--mcs-port=Integer(28001)
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Specifies the number of the target MCS port. Integer must be a valid port number. The
default port number is 28001.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the destination. This argument is required.


--new-name=String


Specifies the new name of the destination.


--password=String


Specifies the password of the target server.


--port=Integer(27000)


Specifies the number of the target server port. Integer must be a valid port number. The
default port number is 27000.


--username=String


Specifies the username of the target server.


Event codes


22372 Updated replication destination server properties.


22375 Replication destination update failed.


22377 Replication destination does not exist.


23012 Invalid encryption method specified on the CLI.


repldest show
The mccli repldest show command displays information about a replication destination.


Syntax


mccli repldest show --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the destination.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the destination. This argument is required.


Event codes


22377 Replication destination does not exist.
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repldest test
The mccli repldest test command verifies the credentials of a replication destination.


Syntax


mccli repldest test --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the destination.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the destination. This argument is required.


Event codes


22377 Replication destination does not exist.


31101 Failed to test the connectivity to a destination server.


resetcreds
The mccli resetcreds resource is used to reset the credentials, display the current
credentials, and cancel a task that is scheduled to reset the credentials.


resetcreds cancel
The mccli resetcreds cancel command cancels a task that is scheduled to reset the
credentials.


Syntax


mccli resetcreds cancel


resetcreds check
The mccli resetcreds check command displays the current credentials, for example, after a
task that resets the credentials.


Syntax


mccli resetcreds check
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resetcreds reset
The mccli resetcreds reset command runs a task to reset the credentials.


Syntax


mccli resetcreds reset --osrootpwd=String [--after-mins=Integer(2)]
[--averootpwd=String] [--averootpwd-new=String]
[--generate-sshkey=Boolean(false)] [--mcuserpwd=String]
[--mcuserpwd-new=String] [--osadminpwd-new=String]
[--osrootpwd-new=String] [--repluserpwd-new=String]
[--viewuserpwd=String] [--viewuserpwd-new=String]


Options


--after-mins=Integer(2)


Specifies to start the task to reset the credentials after the given number of minutes. By
default, the task starts after 2 minutes.


--averootpwd=String


Specifies the current root password of the Avamar server. This password is required for
changing the server account passwords.


--averootpwd-new=String


Specifies a new root password for the Avamar server.


--generate-sshkey=Boolean(false)


Specifies whether to generate the SSH key. By default, the SSH key is not generated. To
generate the SSH key, specify the value true.


--mcuserpwd=String


Specifies the current MCUser password. This password is required for changing the MCUser
password and repluser password.


--mcuserpwd-new=String


Specifies a new password for MCUser.


--osadminpwd-new=String


Specifies a new password for the operating system administrator.


--osrootpwd=String


Specifies the current operating system root password. This argument is required. The
password is required to enable the credentials reset operation.


--osrootpwd-new=String


Specifies a new password for the operating system root user.


--repluserpwd-new=String


Specifies a new password for repluser.


--viewuserpwd=String


Specifies the current viewuser password. This password is required for changing the viewuser
password.


--viewuserpwd-new=String
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Specifies a new password for viewuser.


retention
The mccli retention resource is used to create and manage backup retention policies.


Advanced retention descriptors
All advanced retention options, which begin with --adv-, require a descriptor as a value.


The following table lists valid advanced retention descriptors.


Table 10 Advanced retention descriptors


Descriptor Description Examples


+nnnD Specifies the number (nnn) of
calendar days (D ).


Specify +5D to retain five


daily backups.


Specify +13D to retain 13


daily backups.


+nnW Specifies the number (nn) of
calendar weeks (W).


Specify +1W to retain one


week of daily or weekly
backups.


Specify +13W to retain 13


weeks of daily or weekly
backups.


+nnM Specifies the number (nn) of
calendar months (M).


Specify +1M to retain one


month of daily, weekly, or
monthly backups.


Specify +9M to retain nine


months of daily, weekly, or
monthly backups.


+nnY Specifies the number (nn) of
calendar years (Y).


Specify +1Y to retain one


year of daily, weekly, monthly,
or yearly backups.


Specify +5Y to retain five


years of daily, weekly,
monthly, or yearly backups.


retention add
The mccli retention add command creates a retention policy.


Syntax


mccli retention add --name=String
[--adv-daily=String(+1W)] [--adv-weekly=String(+1M)]
[--adv-monthly=String(+1Y)] [--adv-yearly=String(+1Y)]
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[--basic={ NO_EXPIRATION| YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{ D | W | M | Y}] 
[--domain=String(/)] [--override=Boolean(false)]


Options


--adv-daily=String(+1W)


Specifies the daily advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-weekly=String(+1M)


Specifies the weekly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-monthly=String(+1Y)


Specifies the monthly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-yearly=String(+1Y)


Specifies the yearly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--basic={ NO_EXPIRATION| YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{ D | W | M | Y}]


Specifies basic retention, which assigns a fixed expiration date in one of the following formats:


l YYYY-MM-DD — specifies an explicit calendar date


l +nn{D | W | M | Y} — specifies a duration from today (for example, +4W specifies
four weeks from today)


l NO_EXPIRATION — specifies that the backup is retained indefinitely (that is, it never
expires)


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies a name for the new retention policy. This argument is required.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


--override=Boolean(false)


If true, then basic retention settings are overridden in favor of advanced retention settings.
This option only applies to scheduled backups.


Notes


If you do not specify options, then the new retention policy has a basic expiration setting of
NO_EXPIRATION and the advanced options are set as follows:


l Retain one week of daily backups.


l Retain one month of weekly backups.


l Retain one year of monthly backups.


l Retain one year of yearly backups.


However, unless the --override option is set true, then these settings are not enabled. Basic
retention settings are used instead of advanced retention settings.
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Event codes


22216 Retention Policy created.


23005 Invalid Retention Policy specified on the CLI.


23011 Retention Policy already exists.


retention copy
The mccli retention copy command copies an existing retention policy, creating a new
retention policy.


Syntax


mccli retention copy --name=String --new-name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--new-domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which retention policy to copy. This argument is required.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


--new-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --new-
name.


--new-name=String


Specifies a name for the new retention policy. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22216 Retention Policy created.


22289 Retention policy does not exist.


retention delete
The mccli retention delete command permanently deletes a retention policy from the
Avamar server.


You cannot delete a retention policy if it is currently assigned to a client or group.


Syntax


mccli retention delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)]
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Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which retention policy to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22218 Retention Policy deleted.


22289 Retention policy does not exist.


retention edit
The mccli retention edit command edits the properties for a retention policy.


There are no default settings for the mccli retention edit command. If you enter the
command but do not explicitly supply options and values on the command line, then no changes
are applied to the retention policy.


Syntax


mccli retention edit --name=String
[--adv-daily=String(+1W)] [--adv-weekly=String(+1M)]
[--adv-monthly=String(+1Y)] [--adv-yearly=String(+1Y)]
[--basic={ NO_EXPIRATION| YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{ D | W | M | Y}] 
[--domain=String(/)] [--override=Boolean(false)]


Options


--adv-daily=String(+1W)


Specifies the daily advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-weekly=String(+1M)


Specifies the weekly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-monthly=String(+1Y)


Specifies the monthly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--adv-yearly=String(+1Y)


Specifies the yearly advanced retention setting.
String must be +nnnD , +nnW, +nnM , or +nnY.


--basic={ NO_EXPIRATION| YYYY-MM-DD | +nn{ D | W | M | Y}]


Specifies basic retention, which assigns a fixed expiration date in one of the following formats:


l YYYY-MM-DD — specifies an explicit calendar date
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l +nn{D | W | M | Y} — specifies a duration from today (for example, +4W specifies
four weeks from today)


l NO_EXPIRATION — specifies that the backup is retained indefinitely (that is, it never
expires)


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which retention policy to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


--override=Boolean(false)


If true, then basic retention settings are overridden in favor of advanced retention settings.
This option only applies to scheduled backups.


Event codes


22217 Retention Policy modified.


22289 Retention policy does not exist.


23005 Invalid Retention Policy specified on the CLI.


retention show
The mccli retention show command returns information for all retention policies in an
Avamar domain.


Syntax


mccli retention show [--domain=String(/)] [--name=String]
[--recursive=Boolean(false)] [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the retention policy specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies a retention policy name. If not supplied, all retention policies are listed with summary
information.
Use mccli retention show to return a list of valid retention policy names.
If you supply a fully qualified retention policy name (for example, /MyDomain/
MyRetentionPolicy), then the --domain argument is ignored.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all retention policies in the domain and any subdomains
specified by the --domain argument.
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows retention policies in the specified
domain. Subdomains are not examined.


--verbose=Boolean(false)
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If true, then detailed retention policy information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then only retention policy names are returned.
If you also supply --name, then detailed information for that retention policy is returned.


Event codes


22289 Retention policy does not exist.


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command returns verbose information for all retention policies:


mccli retention show --verbose
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Name                         Expiration Override
---------------------------- ---------- --------
Default Retention            90 Days    Yes
End User On Demand Retention 90 Days    No
Minimal Retention            90 Days    No
Monthly Retention            1 Months   No
Weekly Retention             1 Weeks    No


This command lists information for the Default Retention policy:


mccli retention show --name='Default Retention'
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute              Value
---------------------- -----------------
Name                   Default Retention
Basic Expiration Date  90 Days
Override               Yes
Keep days of daily     1


rule
The mccli rule resource is used to add or delete a dynamic rule.


rule add
The mccli rule add command adds a dynamic rule.


Syntax


mccli rule add --file-path=String --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the rule.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--file-path=String


Specifies the complete pathname of the rule definition file. This argument is required.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the rule to be added. This argument is required.
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Event codes


25019 Rule created.


rule delete
The mccli rule delete command deletes a dynamic rule.


Syntax


mccli rule delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain of the rule.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--name=String


Specifies the name of the rule to be deleted. This argument is required.


Event codes


25022 Rule deleted.


schedule
The mccli schedule resource is used to manage Avamar server schedules.


schedule add
The mccli schedule add command creates a new schedule.


Syntax


mccli schedule add --name=String
[--days={SU | M | TU | W | TH | F | SA}]
[--desc=String] [--duration=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--nth-day={[1-28]  | last}] [--on-demand=Boolean(false)]
[--start=String] [--time=String] [--tz=String] 
[--week={first | second |  third | fourth | last}]


Options


--days={SU | M | TU | W | TH | F | SA}


Specifies which day of the week the schedule will run.
Separate multiple values with commas.


--desc=String


Specifies a short text description of the schedule.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --name.
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--duration=String


Specifies a backup window duration.
String must be in the format of HH:MM.
If you do not supply --duration, then the default duration for a daily schedule is one hour
and the default duration for a weekly schedule is eight hours.


--name=String


Specifies a name for the new schedule. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


--nth-day={[1-28] | last}


Creates a schedule that runs on the specified calendar day of each month. String must be a
valid numerical calendar date between 1 and 28, or last.


--on-demand=Boolean(false)


If true, then the new schedule is designated as an on-demand schedule, which also overrides
other schedule type designations.
If false or not supplied, then .


--start=String


Specifies the earliest start time for the schedule. String must be in the format of HH:MM.
The --start option does not apply for daily schedules.
If you do not specify --start for a weekly schedule, then the default start time is 10 p.m. in
the time zone in which the schedule was created.


--time=String


Creates a schedule that runs daily at the specified time of the day. String must be in the
format of HH:MM.
Multiple --time options can be specified on the same command line.


--tz=String


Specifies the time zone for the schedule. If not supplied, then the local time zone is used.
Use mccli schedule show-timezones to return a list of valid time zone names.


--week={first | second | third | fourth | last}


Creates a schedule that runs on the specified week each month.


Notes


You must specify either --days, --nth-day, --time, or --week to indicate the schedule
recurrence. Specify --days to create a weekly schedule, --time to create a daily schedule, and
--nth-day or --week to create a monthly schedule.


If you specify --duration, then the default duration for a daily schedule is one hour and the
default duration for a weekly schedule is eight hours.


The --start option does not apply for daily schedules.


If you do not specify the --start option for a weekly schedule, then the default start time is 10
p.m. in the time zone in which the schedule was created.


If you do not specify the --tz option, then the default time zone is the local time zone.
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Event codes


22213 Schedule created.


22248 Schedule already exists.


22540 Invalid name character.


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command creates a new monthly schedule that runs on the second Friday of each month:


mccli schedule add --name=monthly_2nd_fri --week=second --days=Friday


This command creates a new monthly schedule that runs on the 28th calendar day of each month:


mccli schedule add --name=monthly_28th --nth-day=28


schedule copy
The mccli schedule copy command copies an existing schedule, creating a new schedule.


Syntax


mccli schedule copy --name=String --new-name=String
[--domain=String(/)] [--new-domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which schedule to copy. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


--new-domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --new-name.


--new-name=String


Specifies a name for the new schedule. This argument is required.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22213 Schedule created.


22248 Schedule already exists.


22249 Schedule does not exist.
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schedule delete
The mccli schedule delete command permanently deletes a schedule from the Avamar
server.


You cannot delete a schedule if it is assigned to a group or event profile.


Syntax


mccli schedule delete --name=String [--domain=String(/)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which schedule to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


Event codes


22215 Schedule deleted.


22249 Schedule does not exist.


22277 Failed to delete a schedule because it is being used by a group or an event profile.


22530 Schedule is read-only.


22531 Unexpected exception occurred.


schedule edit
The mccli schedule edit command edits the properties for a schedule.


There are no default settings for the mccli schedule edit command. If you enter the
command but do not explicitly supply options and values on the command line, then there are no
changes to the schedule.


Syntax


mccli schedule edit --name=String
[--days={SU | M | TU | W | TH | F | SA}]
[--desc=String] [--duration=String] [--domain=String(/)]
[--nth-day={[1-28]  | last}] [--on-demand=Boolean(false)]
[--start=String] [--time=String] [--tz=String] 
[--week={first | second |  third | fourth | last}]


Options


--days={SU | M | TU | W | TH | F | SA}


Specifies which day of the week the schedule will run.
Separate multiple values with commas.
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--desc=String


Specifies a short text description of the schedule.


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --name.


--duration=String


Specifies a backup window duration.
String must be in the format of HH:MM.
If you do not supply --duration, then the default duration for a daily schedule is one hour
and the default duration for a weekly schedule is eight hours.


--name=String


Specifies which schedule to modify. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


--nth-day={[1-28] | last}


Creates a schedule that runs on the specified calendar day of each month. String must be a
valid numerical calendar date between 1 and 28, or last.


--on-demand=Boolean(false)


If true, then the new schedule is designated as an on-demand schedule, which also overrides
other schedule type designations.
If false or not supplied, then .


--start=String


Specifies the earliest start time for the schedule. String must be in the format of HH:MM.
The --start option does not apply for daily schedules.
If you do not specify --start for a weekly schedule, then the default start time is 10 p.m. in
the time zone in which the schedule was created.


--time=String


Creates a schedule that runs daily at the specified time of the day. String must be in the
format of HH:MM.
Multiple --time options can be specified on the same command line.


--tz=String


Specifies the time zone for the schedule. If not supplied, then the local time zone is used.
Use mccli schedule show-timezones to return a list of valid time zone names.


--week={first | second | third | fourth | last}


Creates a schedule that runs on the specified week each month.


Notes


You must specify either --days, --nth-day, --time, or --week to indicate the schedule
recurrence. Specify --days to create a weekly schedule, --time to create a daily schedule, and
--nth-day or --week to create a monthly schedule.


If you specify --duration, then the default duration for a daily schedule is one hour and the
default duration for a weekly schedule is eight hours.


The --start option does not apply for daily schedules.
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If you do not specify the --start option for a weekly schedule, then the default start time is 10
p.m. in the time zone in which the schedule was created.


If you do not specify the --tz option, then the default time zone is the local time zone.


Event codes


22214 Schedule modified.


22249 Schedule does not exist.


Examples


This command modifies a monthly schedule to run on the last calendar day of each month.


mccli schedule edit --name=monthly --nth-day=last


schedule show
The mccli schedule show command lists all schedules and detailed schedule information.


Syntax


mccli schedule show [--domain=String(/)] [--name=String]
[--recursive=Boolean(false)] [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain that contains the schedule specified by --name.


--name=String


Specifies which schedule to delete. This argument is required.
Use mccli schedule show to return a list of valid schedule names.
If you supply a fully qualified schedule name (for example, /MyDomain/MySchedule), then
the --domain argument is ignored.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all schedules in the domain and any subdomains specified
by the --domain argument.
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows schedules in the specified domain.
Subdomains are not examined.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed schedule information is returned.
If false or not supplied, then only schedule names are returned.
If you also supply --name, then detailed information for that schedule is returned.


Event codes


22249 Schedule does not exist.


22542 Domain does not exist.


Examples


This command returns detailed information for the Default Schedule:
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mccli schedule show --name='Default Schedule'
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                       Value
------------------------------- ---------------------------------
Name                            Default Schedule 
Domain                          / 
ReadOnly                        true 
Native Timezone                 America/Los_Angeles 
Daylight Savings Adjustment (m) 60 
Next Run Time                   2014-09-20 10:00 PM 
Start Time                      10:00 PM Pacific Daylight Time 
Backup Window Duration (hours)  8.0 
Repeat                          Weekly 
Days of Week                    Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat 
Delay Start Until               N/A 
End Policy                      No End Date 
Description                     N/A


schedule show-timezones
The mccli schedule show-timezones command lists all valid time zones, which you can
supply with other mccli schedule commands using the --tz option.


Syntax


mccli schedule show-timezones


server
The mccli server resource is used to monitor various Avamar server functions.


server show-prop
The mccli server show-prop command returns detailed properties for the Avamar server.


If you run mccli server show-prop without options, then a summary of server properties is
shown.


Syntax


mccli server show-prop [--gc=Boolean(false)] 
[--maintenance=Boolean(false)]
{[--module={module | ALL}] |
[--node={module.node | ALL} [--partition={partition | ALL}]]}
[--verbose=]


Options


--gc=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed garbage collection information is shown.


--maintenance=Boolean(false)


If true, then detailed maintenance activity information is shown.
If false or not supplied, then .


--module={module | ALL}


Specifies an Avamar server module.
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String must be a valid Avamar server module designator. Module designators are typically
single-digit integers beginning with zero. For example, 0, 1, 2, and so forth.
A value of ALL returns status for all modules.
The --module and --node options are mutually exclusive.


--node={module.node | ALL}


Specifies an Avamar server node.
String must be a valid Avamar server numeric node designator in the format of module.node.
For example, 0.0 is typically the first storage node in a multi-node server.
A value of ALL returns status for all nodes.
The --module and --node options are mutually exclusive.


--partition={partition | ALL}


Specifies an Avamar server data partition.
String must be a valid Avamar server partition designator. Partition designators are typically
single-digit integers beginning with zero. For example, 0, 1, 2, and so forth.
A value of ALL returns status for all server data partitions.
The --partition option requires --node.


--verbose=
If supplied, then maximum information is returned..


Examples


This command returns a summary of server properties:


mccli server show-prop
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                                    Value
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
State                                        Full Access
Active sessions                              0
Total capacity                               7.8 TB
Capacity used                                131.2 GB
Server utilization                           1.7%
Bytes protected (client pre-comp size)       0 bytes
Bytes protected quota (client pre-comp size) Not configured
License expiration                           2018-08-06 16:22:34 PDT
Time since Server initialization             44 days 15h:53m
Last checkpoint                              2018-05-29 09:03:57 PDT
Last validated checkpoint                    2018-05-29 09:00:31 PDT
System Name                                  avamar-1.example.com
System ID                                    1525821754@00:1E:67:2C:9F:C3
HFSAddr                                      avamar-1.example.com
HFSPort                                      27000
IP address                                   1.2.3.4
Number of nodes                              1
Nodes Online                                 1
Nodes Offline                                0
Nodes Read-only                              0
Nodes Timed-out                              0


This command returns information for server node 0.0 partition zero (0):


mccli server show-prop --node=0.0 --partition=0
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                       Value
------------------------------- -------
Partition ID                    0
Server utilization              1.7%
State                           online
Number of offline stripes       0
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Number of transitioning stripes 0
Total capacity                  1.3 TB
Capacity used                   21.5 GB


This command returns detailed garbage collection information:


mccli server show-prop --gc=true
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute               Value
----------------------- -----------------------
Status                  idle
Result                  OK
Start time              2018-05-29 08:00:26 PDT
End time                2018-05-29 08:00:31 PDT
Passes                  1
Bytes recovered         0 bytes
Chunks deleted          0
Index stripes           18
Index stripes processed 18


This command returns detailed maintenance activity information:


mccli server show-prop --maintenance=true
0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute Value
--------- -----
Suspended No


server show-services
The mccli server show-services command returns information about Avamar server
services.


Syntax


mccli server show-services [--service=String]


Options


--service=String


If supplied, shows information for that specific service.
If not supplied, then all services are shown.


server show-util
The mccli server show-util command returns capacity utilization information from the
Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli server show-util {[--module={module | ALL}] 
| [--node={module.node | ALL}]}


If you run mccli server show-util without command options, then a summary of server
capacity utilization is shown.


Options


--module={module | ALL}
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Specifies an Avamar server module.
String must be a valid Avamar server module designator. Module designators are typically
single-digit integers beginning with zero. For example, 0, 1, 2, and so forth.
A value of ALL returns status for all modules.
The --module and --node options are mutually exclusive.


--node={module.node | ALL}


Specifies an Avamar server node.
String must be a valid Avamar server numeric node designator in the format of module.node.
For example, 0.0 is typically the first storage node in a multi-node server.
A value of ALL returns status for all nodes.
The --module and --node options are mutually exclusive.


server start-service
The mccli server start-service command starts a service that is currently stopped.


Syntax


mccli server start-service --service=String


Options


--service=String


Which service to start. This argument is required.
Use mccli server show-services to return a list of valid service names.


server stop-service
The mccli server stop-service command stops a service that is currently running.


Syntax


mccli server stop-service --service=String


Options


--service=String


Which service to stop. This argument is required.
Use mccli server show-services to return a list of valid service names.
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user
The mccli user resource is used to manage backup user accounts.


user add
The mccli user add command creates a backup user account for a client or domain.


Syntax


mccli user add {--client-domain=String 
| --client-name=String [--client-domain=String]}
--name=String --password=String --password-confirm=String
--role={ActivityOperator | Administrator | Auditor | Backup 
| BackupOperator | BackupRestore | BackupRestoreOperator | Restore 
| RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions | RestoreOperator} 
[--authenticator=String(Axion)]


Options


--authenticator=String(Axion)


Specifies the authentication system to use to grant the new user access to the Avamar
server.
String must be either Axion or the name of another valid authentication system that has
been configured for use with the Avamar server; String is case-insensitive.
Use mccli user show-auth to return a list of valid authentication system names.


--client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain for the new user.
If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is added to the domain.
If you supply both --client-domain and --client-name, then the user is added to that
client. If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is added to the domain.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


Note: You cannot add new user accounts to the MC_RETIRED domain or to any clients in
that domain.


--client-name=String


Specifies which client gets the new user account.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /client/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--name=String


--password=String


--password-confirm=String


Specifies the user name and password for the new user account. These arguments are
required.


--role={ActivityOperator | Administrator | Auditor | Backup | BackupOperator |
BackupRestore | BackupRestoreOperator | Restore |
RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions | RestoreOperator}


Specifies a role for the user. This argument is required.
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You can only assign the RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions role if you use an external
authentication system.


Event codes


22528 Failed to add user.


22529 User added.


22540 Invalid name character.


22542 Domain does not exist.


22546 Password mismatch.


22548 User already exists.


22549 Invalid privilege.


22550 Invalid authenticator.


Examples


This command adds a new user account, jsmith, with Administrator privileges to /clients/
MyDomain:


mccli user add --name=jsmith --client-domain=/clients/MyDomain
--role=Administrator --password=XXXXXX --password-confirm=XXXXXX
0,22529,User added.
Attribute Value
--------- ------------------------------------------------------
user      <appuser authentication="Avamar Authentication System"
          folder="/clients/MyDomain" name="jsmith" 
          privilege="Administrator"/>


This command adds a new user account, jsmith, with backup privileges to /clients/MyClient:


mccli user add --name=jsmith --client-domain=/clients --client-name=MyClient
--role=Administrator --password=XXXXXX --password-confirm=XXXXXX
0,22529,User added.
Attribute Value
--------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
user      <appuser authentication="Avamar Authentication System" 
          folder="/clients/MyClient" name="jsmith" privilege="Back up Only"/>


user authenticate
The mccli user authenticate command verifies user authentication settings. This is useful
for testing user names, passwords, and authentication system settings before creating a new user
account.


Syntax


mccli user authenticate {--client-domain=String 
| --client-name=String [--client-domain=String]}
--name=String --password=String
[--authenticator=String(Axion)]


Options


--authenticator=String(Axion)


Specifies the authentication system associated with the user account.
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String must be either Axion or the name of another valid authentication system that has
been configured for use with the Avamar server; String is case-insensitive.
Use mccli user show-auth to return a list of valid authentication system names.


--client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain associated with the client or user account.
If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is authenticated to that domain.
If you supply both --client-domain and --client-name, then the user is authenticated
to that client. If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is authenticated to the
domain.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--client-name=String


Specifies the name of the client associated with the user account.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /client/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--name=String


--password=String


Specifies a user name and password. These arguments are required.


Event codes


22348 Successful authenticate.


22349 Failed authenticate.


22542 Domain does not exist.


22550 Invalid authenticator.


22801 Login failure.


user delete
The mccli user delete command permanently deletes a user from the Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli user delete {--client-domain=String 
| --client-name=String [--client-domain=String]}
--name=String [--authenticator=String(Axion)]


Options


--authenticator=String(Axion)


Specifies the authentication system associated with the user account.
String must be either Axion or the name of another valid authentication system that has
been configured for use with the Avamar server; String is case-insensitive.
Use mccli user show-auth to return a list of valid authentication system names.


--client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain associated with the client or user account.
If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from the domain.
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If you supply both --client-domain and --client-name, then the user is deleted from
that client. If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from that to the
domain.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--client-name=String


Specifies the name of the client associated with the user account.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /client/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--name=String


Specifies which user to delete. This argument is required.


Event codes


22522 Failed user delete.


22523 User deleted.


22540 Invalid name character.


22542 Domain does not exist.


22547 User does not exist.


22550 Invalid authenticator.


22600 Server inactive.


user edit
The mccli user edit command edits the properties for a user.


Syntax


mccli user edit --name=String {--client-domain=String 
| --client-name=String [--password=String] [--password-confirm=String] [--
client-domain=String]}
[--authenticator=String(Axion)] 
[--role={ActivityOperator | Administrator | Auditor | Backup 
| BackupOperator | BackupRestore | BackupRestoreOperator | Restore 
| RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions | RestoreOperator}] 


Options


--authenticator=String(Axion)


Specifies the authentication system associated with the user account.
String must be either Axion or the name of another valid authentication system that has
been configured for use with the Avamar server; String is case-insensitive.
Use mccli user show-auth to return a list of valid authentication system names.


--client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain associated with the client or user account.
If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from the domain.
If you supply both --client-domain and --client-name, then the user is deleted from
that client. If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from that to the
domain.
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Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--client-name=String


Specifies the name of the client associated with the user account.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /client/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--name=String


--password=String


--password-confirm=String


Specifies the user name and password for the user account. The --name= argument is
required.


--role={ActivityOperator | Administrator | Auditor | Backup | BackupOperator |
BackupRestore | BackupRestoreOperator | Restore |
RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions | RestoreOperator}


Specifies a role for the user.
You can only assign the RestoreIgnoreFilePermissions role if you use an external
authentication system.


Event codes


22520 User updated.


22521 Failed user update.


22542 Domain does not exist.


22546 Password mismatch.


22547 User does not exist.


22549 Invalid privilege.


22550 Invalid authenticator.


22551 Can not edit reserved user.


23001 Missing required arguments.


user show
The mccli user show command displays properties for users on an access list for a client or
domain.


Syntax


mccli user show --name=String {--client-domain=String 
| --client-name=String [--client-domain=String]}
[--authenticator=String(Axion)] [--recursive=Boolean(false)]


Options


--authenticator=String(Axion)


Specifies the authentication system associated with the user account.
String must be either Axion or the name of another valid authentication system that has
been configured for use with the Avamar server; String is case-insensitive.
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Use mccli user show-auth to return a list of valid authentication system names.


--client-domain=String


Specifies the Avamar server domain associated with the client or user account.
If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from the domain.
If you supply both --client-domain and --client-name, then the user is deleted from
that client. If you supply only --client-domain, then the user is deleted from that to the
domain.
Use mccli domain show to return a list of valid domain names.


--client-name=String


Specifies the name of the client associated with the user account.
Use mccli client show to return a list of valid client names.
If you supply a fully qualified client name (for example, /client/MyClient), then the --
domain argument is ignored.


--name=String


--password=String


--password-confirm=String


Specifies the user name and password for the user account. The --name argument is
required.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then the command shows all users in the domain and any subdomains specified by
the --domain argument.
If false or not supplied, then the command only shows users in the specified domain.
Subdomains are not examined.


Event codes


22542 Domain does not exist.


22547 User does not exist.


user show-auth
The mccli user show-auth command displays all authentication systems configured for use
with the Avamar server.


Syntax


mccli user show-auth
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vcenter browse
The mccli vcenter browse command is used to browse a vCenter for virtual machines, either
by specifying a folder path, or ESX server or datacenter names. Both Host and Clusters, and VMs
and Templates views are supported.


Syntax


mccli vcenter browse --name=String
[--container-path=String] [--datacenter=String]
[--esx-host=String] [--folder=String]
[--recursive=Boolean(false)]
[--type={DATACENTER | DATASTORE | NETWORK | VAPP | VM}]
[--vsphere-hosts-clusters-view=Boolean(false)]


Options


--container-path=String


WhenSpecifies a container path within the specified datacenter. String can be a vApp
container in the VMs and Templates view, or a resource pool in the Hosts and Clusters view.


--datacenter=String


Specifies a fully qualified datacenter name in vCenter.
This option is only valid when browsing for virtual machines or vApps.


--esx-host=String


Specifies a fully qualified ESX server hostname in a datacenter.
This option is only valid when browsing for virtual machines or vApps in the vSphere Hosts
and Clusters view (that is, --vsphere-hosts-clusters-view=true).


--folder=String


Specifies a folder path within the specified datacenter.
This option is only valid when browsing for virtual machines or vApps in the vSphere VMs and
Templates view (that is, --vsphere-hosts-clusters-view=false).


--name=String


Specifies the vCenter name. This argument is required.


--recursive=Boolean(false)


If true, then command browse all levels of the specified folder path in a datacenter.
This option is only valid when browsing for virtual machines or vApps.


--type={DATACENTER | DATASTORE | NETWORK | VAPP | VM}


Specifies the type of entity that should be searched for by this command.


l DATACENTER—Browse for datacenters. Returns datacenter names and locations.


l DATASTORE—Browse datastores. Returns detailed datastore information such as
Datacenters, Name, Type, Accessible/Not, Hosts.


l NETWORK—Browse for virtual networks. Returns all available networks and their hosts.


l VAPP—Browse for vApps.


l VM—Browse virtual machines. Returns detailed virtual machine information such as Name,
Guest OS, Server, Location, Template, Powered On/Off, Changed Block Tracking, and Is
protected.
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The default entity type is VM.


--vsphere-hosts-clusters-view=Boolean(false)


If true, then the vSphere Hosts and Clusters view is processed.
If false or not supplied, then the vSphere VMs and Templates view is processed.
This option is only valid when browsing for virtual machines or vApps.


Examples


This command recursively browses vCenter vcenter-1.example.com for virtual machines:


mccli vcenter browse --name=vcenter-1.example.com --recursive=true
--xml


<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>1</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23999</EventCode>
  <EventSummary />
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Name>ACMCommunity</Name>
   <GuestOS>debian5Guest</GuestOS>
   <Server>10.31.183.7</Server>
   <Location>/VAAYU-DEV-WIN/vm/Test1/Test1/ACMCommunity</Location>
   <Template>No</Template>
   <PoweredOn>Yes</PoweredOn>
   <ChangedBlock>No</ChangedBlock>
   <Protected>Yes</Protected>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <Name>RHEL564BUILDDOWNLOAD224</Name>
   <GuestOS>rhel5_64Guest</GuestOS>
   <Server>10.31.183.7</Server>
   <Location>
    /VAAYU-DEV-WIN/vm/Discovered virtualmachine/RHEL564BUILDDOWNLOAD224
   </Location>
   <Template>No</Template>
   <PoweredOn>Yes</PoweredOn>
   <ChangedBlock>No</ChangedBlock>
   <Protected>No</Protected>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>


This command browses vcenter-1.example.com for datastores:


mccli vcenter browse --name=vcenter-1.example.com --type=DATASTORE
--xml
Name     Type Accessible Hosts       Datacenter
-------- ---- ---------- ----------- ------------
Storage1 VMFS Yes        10.31.183.7 VAAYU-DEV-WIN
Storage2 VMFS Yes        10.31.183.7 VAAYU-DEV-WIN


This command browses vCenter vcenter-1.example.com for virtual machines in datacenter VAAYU-
DEV-WIN Hosts and Clusters view:


mccli vcenter browse --name=vcenter-1.example.com
--datacenter=VAAYU-DEV-WIN --esx-host=10.31.183.7
--vsphere-hosts-clusters-view=true --xml


<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>1</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23999</EventCode>
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  <EventSummary />
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Name>ACMCommunity</Name>
   <GuestOS>debian5Guest</GuestOS>
   <Server>10.31.183.7</Server>
   <Location>
    /VAAYU-DEV-WIN/host/10.31.183.7/10.31.183.7/ACMCommunity
   </Location>
   <Template>No</Template>
   <PoweredOn>Yes</PoweredOn>
   <ChangedBlock>No</ChangedBlock>
   <Protected>Yes</Protected>
  </Row>
  <Row>
   <Name>RHEL564BUILDDOWNLOAD224</Name>
   <GuestOS>rhel5_64Guest</GuestOS>
   <Server>10.31.183.7</Server>
   <Location>
    /VAAYU-DEV-WIN/host/10.31.183.7/10.31.183.7/RHEL564BUILDDOWNLOAD224
   </Location>
   <Template>No</Template>
   <PoweredOn>Yes</PoweredOn>
   <ChangedBlock>No</ChangedBlock>
   <Protected>No</Protected>
  </Row>
 </Data>


This command recursively returns a list of virtual networks and the hosts that use them:


mccli vcenter browse --type=NETWORK --name=10.31.183.55
Network    Host
---------- ------------
VM Network 10.31.183.14
VM Network 10.31.183.17
VM Network 10.31.183.7


This command browses for vApps in datacenter DCF1/DCF2 in folders FO1/FO2:


mccli vcenter browse --type=VAPP --name=10.31.183.55
--datacenter=DCF1/DCF2 --folder=FO1/FO2 --recursive=true --xml
Listening for transport dt_socket at address: 8003
<CLIOutput>
 <Results>
  <ReturnCode>1</ReturnCode>
  <EventCode>23999</EventCode>
  <EventSummary />
 </Results>
 <Data>
  <Row>
   <Name>VA1</Name>
   <GuestOS>N/A</GuestOS>
   <Server>10.31.183.17</Server>
   <Location>/DCF1/DCF2/vm/FO1/FO2/VA1/</Location>
   <Template>No</Template>
   <PoweredOn>No</PoweredOn>
   <ChangedBlock>No</ChangedBlock>
   <Protected>No</Protected>
  </Row>
 </Data>
</CLIOutput>
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version show
The mccli version show command returns the version of MCCLI currently installed, and then
exits.


Syntax


mccli version show


vmcache
The mccli vmcache resource is used to used to assist with debugging possible vCenter data
cache synchronization issues.


Note: The mccli vmcache resource is strictly reserved for internal use only.


vmcache show
The mccli vmcache show command is used to examine cached vCenter data.


Note: The mccli vmcache show command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli vmcache show --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--
esxds=Boolean(false)], [--esxdsname=String], [--verbose=Boolean(false)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain with the virtual machine or container entity specified by
the --name argument. This argument is required.


--esxds=Boolean(false)


If true, shows the ESX host/Datastore.


--esxdsname=String


Specifies the ESX host or Datastore name to be shown.


--name=String


Specifies the virtual machine or container entity for which to show cached vCenter data. This
argument is required.


--verbose=Boolean(false)


If true, shows verbose details. Not for --esxds=true.


Examples


This command shows cached vCenter data for a single virtual machine:


mccli vmcache show --domain=vcenter-1.example.com/ContainerClients
-name=my-vm
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This command shows cached vCenter data for a container entity:


mccli vmcache show --domain=vcenter-1.example.com --name=my-container


vmcache sync
The mccli vmcache sync command is used to manually synchronize cached vCenter data.


Note: The mccli vmcache sync command is strictly reserved for internal use only.


Syntax


mccli vmcache sync --name=String [--domain=String(/)] [--
showresult=Boolean(false)] [--recursive=Boolean(true)]


Options


--domain=String(/)


Specifies the Avamar server domain with the virtual machine or container entity specified by
the --name argument. This argument is required.


--name=String


Specifies the virtual machine or container entity for which to show cached vCenter data. This
argument is required.


--recursive=Boolean(true)


If false, does not syncronize cache data recursively for the container or vCenter.


--showresult=Boolean(false)


If true, shows the cache data after synchronization (not verbose).


Examples


This command synchronizes a single virtual machine’s cached vCenter data:


mccli vmcache sync --name=my-vm
--domain=vcenter-1.example.com/ContainerClients


This command synchronizes a container entity’s cached vCenter data:


mccli vmcache sync --name=my-container --domain=vcenter-1.example.com
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APPENDIX A


Utilities and Configuration Files


This chapter includes the following topics:


l avsetup_mccli......................................................................................................................156
l mccli.xml..............................................................................................................................156
l mcclimcs.xml........................................................................................................................157
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avsetup_mccli
The avsetup_mccli utility configures the MCCLI.


By default the MCCLI RPM installs essential files to the locations in the following table.


Table 11 MCCLI essential files


Location Essential files


/usr/local/avamar/bin Binary and executables


/usr/local/avamar/doc Documentation and report templates


/usr/local/avamar/lib Resource libraries and initial configuration
files


The RPM documentation provides instructions on installing the MCCLI application to a folder other
than the default /usr/local/avamar location.


The default paths in the following table are used by the MCCLI during command invocation.


Table 12 MCCLI default paths


Default path Description


/usr/java/jre1.7.0_72 or /usr/java/
jre1.8


Location of JRE installation


/usr/local/avamar Location of MCCLI installation (this is also
known as $AVAMAR_ROOT)


~/.avamardata/var Location of user command invocation data
and logs (this is also known as
$USER_ROOT)


You can modify these path assignments at any time by rerunning the avsetup_mccli utility.


Additionally, avsetup_mccli also prompts you to specify values for all mccli global options.
When you specify these values during the interactive avsetup_mccli session, it automatically
updates the mcclimcs.xml default options file.


mccli.xml
The mccli.xml preferences file contains the parameters that you can edit for the MCCLI
application.


The default version of mccli.xml is located in $AVAMAR_ROOT/lib. Each time the MCCLI
application is run, $USER_ROOT/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/prefs is examined to
determine if a working copy of mccli.xml is present. If mccli.xml is not present in
$USER_ROOT/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/prefs, then the default copy of mccli.xml
is copied to that location from $AVAMAR_ROOT/lib.


When any MCCLI command is invoked, $USER_ROOT/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/
prefs/mccli.xml is read, and those settings are used for that command session.


The mccli.xml contains the parameters described in the following table.
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Table 13 Parameters in mccli.xml


Parameter Essential files


syntax_file Stores the location of the
mcclisyntax.xml file.


mcs_config_file Stores the location of the mcclimcs.xml
default options file.


invalid_name_characters Do not change.


valid_input_characters Do not change.


valid_passwd_characters Do not change.


user_name_maximum_length Do not change.


account_name_maximum_length Do not change.


backup_label_maximum_length Do not change.


validate_ascii_input_enabled Do not change.


event_monitor_display_limit Sets the maximum number of events to
retrieve.


detail_server_stats Specifies whether to display detailed statistics
for the server. Default is false.


wait_refresh_interval Do not change.


mcclimcs.xml
The mcclimcs.xml is an XML file that stores custom mccli command parameters and profile
settings that are used when you invoke any mccli command.


Default command parameters


The mcclimcs.xml preferences file can be used to set a default value for any mccli command
parameter. Any default values set in this file are used unless another value is explicitly supplied on
the command line. Additionally, these default values are global, meaning that they are used by all
profiles.


Profiles


Each profile is an element in the XML document and is distinguishable by the mcsprofile
attribute, which identifies the name of the profile. Each profile contains a list of default options to
use with the MCS specified for that profile.


You can designate one profile as the default profile. This default profile is used if no MCS
information is specified on the command line global options. Otherwise, the profile name of the
MCS is all that is required on the command line, and the remainder of the options are read from
the configuration file.


One or all of the options can be specified on the command line to override entries in the
mcclimcs.xml file.


Note: If the server hostname or data port assignment are changed for any reason (for
example, after running the resite utility), or the user account name or password used to run
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mccli commands is changed for any reason, you must manually update the corresponding
settings in the mcclimcs.xml preferences file to account for those changes.


Behavior


The default version of mcclimcs.xml is located in $AVAMAR_ROOT/lib. Each time the MCCLI
application is run, $USER_ROOT/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/prefs is examined to
determine if a working copy of mcclimcs.xml is present.


If $USER_ROOT/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/prefs/mcclimcs.xml is not present,
then the default copy of mcclimcs.xml is copied to that location from $AVAMAR_ROOT/lib.


Example 1  Make mccli activity show only return active jobs


This setting constrains the mccli activity show command to only show active
jobs, as if the --active=true option was supplied on the command line.


<Resource Name="activity">
 <Command Name="show">
  <Options>
   <Option Name="active" Value="true" />
  </Options>
 </Command>
</Resource>


Example 2  Make mccli client add set new client data port to 29123


These settings affect the mccli client add command so that any new client is
enabled and its page data port is set to 29123 as if the --enabled=true and --
pageport=29123 options were supplied on the command line.


<Resource Name="client">
 <Command Name="add">
  <Options>
   <Option Name="enabled" Value="true" />
   <Option Name="pageport" Value="29123" />
  </Options>
 </Command>
</Resource>


Example 3  Add a new service account profile to the mcclimcs.xml file and encrypt the account
password


To add a new service account to the mcclimcs.xml file, duplicate the existing MCS
section and update the duplicated section as follows:


<MCS 
       mcsprofile="local" 
       mcsaddr="address" 
       mcsport="port" 
       mcsuserid="MCUser"
       mcspasswd="password" 
  />
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Example 3  Add a new service account profile to the mcclimcs.xml file and encrypt the account
password (continued)


  <MCS 
       mcsprofile="service" 
       mcsaddr="address" 
       mcsport="port" 
       mcsuserid="ServiceUserName"
       mcspasswd="ServiceUserPassword" 
  />


Encrypt the profile password by running the following command as root:


mccipher encrypt -c /usr/local/avamar/lib/mcclimcs.xml:service


Delete the existing /home/admin/.avamardata/var/mc/cli_data/prefs/mcclimcs.xml
file and verify that the new profile works by running the following command:


mccli activity show --mcsprofile=service
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APPENDIX B


mccipher verify Command


This chapter includes the following topic:


l Verifying an encrypted password ........................................................................................ 162
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Verifying an encrypted password
The mccipher verify command enables an admin user to verify an encrypted root password.


For security purposes, root passwords that are stored in configuration files are encrypted. These
root passwords cannot be decrypted at any time. If you are unsure of the password, you can
provide a plain text password to the mccipher command to confirm the presumed password.


To verify a root password, type the following command:


mccipher verify -p <encrypted preference key> -t <plain text password>, where:


l <encrypted preference key> is one of the following preference keys:


n backuprestoreAP


n backuponlyAP


n rootAP


n MCUSERAP


n restoreonlyAP


n restoreonlyAP


l <plain text password> is the password that you want to verify


The following command shows an example of the mccipher verify command:


mccipher verify -p mcserver:/usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs:com/
avamar/mc/dpn/users/rootAP -t ChangeMe
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GLOSSARY


 


A


Avamar Administrator A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely
administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software comprises a client agent and one or
more plug-ins.


Avamar server The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-
tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently stores the backups from all protected
clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores,
client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed
application across multiple networked storage nodes.


 


B


browse The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore
from the Avamar server.


 


C


checkpoint A server backup taken for the express purpose of assisting with disaster recovery of
the Avamar server.


client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software consists of a client agent and one
or more plug-ins.


client agent A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with
the Management Console Server (MCS) and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also registration


 


D


Data Domain system Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and
disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise environment.
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dataset A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported
platform that are included or excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset
is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple
groups.


domain A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into
named areas of control and management.


 


G


group A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All
clients in an Avamar group use the same group policies, which include the dataset,
schedule, and retention policy.


group policy In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and
retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


 


J


JRE Java Runtime Environment.


 


M


MCS Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized
administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


 


P


plug-in Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore
functionality.


policy A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups.
Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention policies.


 


R


registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also client registration


restore An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects
from a backup and writes the data to a designated location.
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retention The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can
be set to permanent for backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.
Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached
to multiple groups.


roles A setting in Avamar Administrator that controls which operations each user can
perform in the Avamar server. Roles are assigned on a user-by-user basis.


 


S


schedule The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of
clients in a group. A schedule is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be
named and attached to multiple groups.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install the Avamar Virtual Edition solution, a single-node, non-RAIN Avamar server that runs as a
virtual machine in a variety of environments.


This publication supersedes the following documents:


● Avamar Virtual Edition for VMware Installation and Upgrade Guide
● Avamar Virtual Edition for Microsoft Azure Installation and Upgrade Guide
● Avamar Virtual Edition for Microsoft Hyper-V Installation and Upgrade Guide
● Avamar Virtual Edition for OpenStack KVM Installation and Upgrade Guide
● Avamar Virtual Edition for Amazon Web Services Installation and Upgrade Guide


Audience
The information in this guide is primarily intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing and maintaining
Avamar virtual servers.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


05 December, 2020 Added the System requirements for AVE on Hyper-V section.


04 October, 2020 Updated memory requirement for AVE on AWS in System Requirements section.


03 December, 2019 Added alternate installation procedures specific to China.


02 July, 2019 Updated installation procedures for the AWS Marketplace, moved alternate
installation methods to an appendix. Updates for deployment in Azure Marketplace
(all methods).


01 May, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
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● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.
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Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar Virtual Edition
• Appropriate environments for AVE
• Preinstallation requirements and best practices
• Upgrade requirements and best practices


Overview of Avamar Virtual Edition
Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) is a single-node non-RAIN (Redundant Array of Independent Nodes) Avamar server that runs as a
virtual machine in a variety of environments. AVE integrates the latest version of Avamar software with SUSE Linux as a pre-
packaged virtual machine, instance, or machine image, depending on the environment.


AVE is similar to single-node Avamar servers in the following ways:


● Runs autonomously as a target for all Avamar client backups
● Performs a replication to a physical Avamar server or another AVE
● Some configurations of AVE support replication in the cloud


Supported environments


Supported environments include:


● VMware ESXi 6.0, 6.5, or 6.7
● Microsoft Azure
● Windows, using Hyper-V Manager
● OpenStack KVM cloud
● Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud


See the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome for specific information about supported
environments and software versions.


Licensed capacity configurations


AVE supports the following licensed capacity configurations, depending on the choice of environment:


Table 3. Licensed capacity configurations by environment 


Capacity
configuration


AVE on VMware AVE on Azure AVE on Hyper-V AVE on
OpenStack KVM


AVE on AWS


0.5 TB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


1 TB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


2 TB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


4 TB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


8 TB Yes Yes Yes No Yes


16 TB Yes Yes Yes No Yes


1
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Scaling and resizing AVE


AVE is not scalable to a multi-node Avamar server, and resizing the virtual machine is not supported.


You can increase storage capacity by either of the following methods:


● Deploy additional AVE virtual machines, and then divide backups among the virtual machines.
● Replicate the data to another AVE server, delete the smaller virtual machine, create a larger virtual machine, and then


replicate the data back to the larger virtual machine.


Environment-specific information


AVE on VMware AVE on VMware supports backup of both physical and virtual clients. For physical clients, install the
Avamar client software on each client. For virtual clients, there are two options for backups.


Virtual clients can be backed up through:


● Guest OS backups (requires installing the Avamar client software on each virtual machine).
● Host-based backups (requires a proxy server).


AVE on Azure AVE on Azure is certified to support Azure Government Cloud (US), which provides the ability for U.S.
residents (government agencies and customers) to move sensitive workloads into the cloud. Azure
Government Cloud (US) addresses specific regulatory and compliance requirements. The Azure
Government Cloud (US) User Guide provides information about, and details on, setting up an Azure
Government Cloud (US) account.


AVE on Azure supports replication in the cloud and can be used to replicate on-premises physical and
virtual Avamar servers, including non-Azure types of AVEs. However, because of security considerations,
replication should be performed by using a VPN, VPC, or a direct connect link.


AVE on AWS AVE on AWS is certified to support AWS GovCloud (US), which provides the ability for U.S. residents
(government agencies and customers) to move sensitive workloads into the cloud. AWS GovCloud (US)
addresses specific regulatory and compliance requirements. The AWS GovCloud (US) User Guide
provides information about, and details on, setting up an AWS GovCloud (US) account.


AVE on AWS supports replication in the cloud and can be used to replicate on-premises physical and
virtual Avamar servers, including non-AWS types of AVEs. However, because of security considerations,
replication should be performed by using a VPN, VPC, or a direct connect link.


Appropriate environments for AVE
The following factors have the most direct impact on the long-term reliability, availability, and supportability of the AVE virtual
machine:


● I/O performance capability of the AVE storage subsystem
● Amount of data added daily to the AVE virtual machine (change rate)
● Capacity that is utilized within the AVE virtual machine


Specifications in this section and the Virtual disk requirements on page 16 for the AVE virtual disk requirements describe
minimum or maximum requirements for these factors. AVE generally performs better when I/O performance is higher. Change
rate and utilized capacity are also lower. To maximize the capacity the AVE virtual machine can use, the daily change rate of the
data AVE protects must be balanced with adequate I/O performance.


The first step in determining the proper implementation of AVE is to establish which kind of customer environment AVE is used
to protect, file server or mixed environment. File server environments include file system data and mixed environments include
file system data and structured data (for example, database data).
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Maximum change rates


The following table describes the maximum change rates that AVE supports for file server and mixed environments:


Table 4. Maximum supported change rates for file server and mixed environments 


Capacity configuration File server data Mixed data


0.5 TB AVE Less than 2 GB per day Less than 5 GB per day


1 TB AVE Less than 4 GB per day Less than 10 GB per day


2 TB AVE Less than 8 GB per day Less than 20 GB per day


4 TB AVE Less than 20 GB per day Less than 20 GB per day


8 TB AVEa Less than 40 GB per day Less than 40 GB per day


16 TB AVEa Less than 80 GB per day Less than 80 GB per day


a. Not all environments support this licensed capacity configuration.


Actual results depend on the retention policy and the actual data change rate. When the daily change rate exceeds the limits
that are specified in the previous table, deploy a single or multi-node Avamar server.


Environment-specific notes


AVE on AWS When you create the AWS instance for AVE, select the correct instance type for the change rates.


Preinstallation requirements and best practices
Before you install an AVE virtual machine, follow the preinstallation requirements and review the best practices in the following
topics.


NOTE: Using third party tools to create clones or exact copies of deployed AVE servers is known to cause issues. Cloning


of AVE servers is not supported.


Environment-specific notes


AVE on Azure ● The default password is no longer a fixed value. Instead, the default password is the private IPv4
address for the AVE virtual machine.


● Direct root access via SSH is not allowed before or after installation of the Avamar software.


AVE on AWS ● The default password is no longer a fixed value. Instead, the default password is now the private IPv4
address for the AVE virtual machine.


● Direct root access via SSH is no longer allowed, before or after installation of the Avamar software.
● The SSH interface is no longer accessible via username/password authentication. Instead,


authentication requires SSH keys. This restriction applies even if you install AVE without an SSH key.


System requirements


The following topics list the minimum system requirements for an AVE instance in each virtual environment.


Increase CPU and memory resources on an existing AVE instance on page 83 provides steps to increase resource allocations on
a running instance of AVE.
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System requirements for AVE on AWS


When you create the AWS instance, you should select an appropriate instance type for the minimum system requirements that
are listed here.


The following table defines the minimum system requirements for each AVE capacity configuration.


Table 5. Minimum system requirements for AVE on AWS 


Requirement 0.5 TB AVE 1 TB AVE 2 TB AVE


Processors Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Memory 6 GB 8 GB 16 GB


Disk space 900 GB 1,650 GB 3,150 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


Table 5. Minimum system requirements for AVE on AWS 


Requirement 4 TB AVE 8 TB AVE 16 TB AVE


Processors Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Memory 32 GB 48 GB 96 GB


Disk space 6,150 GB 12,150 GB 24,150 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


System requirements for AVE on Azure


The following table defines the minimum system requirements for each AVE capacity configuration.


Table 6. Minimum system requirements for AVE on Azure 


Requirement 0.5 TB AVE 1 TB AVE 2 TB AVE


Processors Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Memory 6 GB 6 GB 14 GB


Disk space 850 GB 1,600 GB 3,100 GB


Azure Standard Tier A5 A6 A5


Network connection 1 GbE connection


Table 6. Minimum system requirements for AVE on Azure 


Requirement 4 TB AVE 8 TB AVE 16 TB AVE


Processors Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Memory 28 GB 48 GB 96 GB


Disk space 6,100 GB 12,150 GB 24,150 GB


Azure Standard Tier A6 A7 A9


Network connection 1 GbE connection


System requirements for AVE on OpenStack KVM


Consult the E-lab Navigator for supported versions of OpenStack.
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The following table defines the minimum system requirements for each AVE capacity configuration.


Table 7. Minimum system requirements for AVE on OpenStack KVM 


Requirement 0.5 TB AVE 1 TB AVE 2 TB AVE 4 TB AVE


Processors Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Memory 6 GiB (6,144 MiB) 8 GiB (8,192 MiB) 16 GiB (16,384 MiB) 36 GiB (36,864 MiB)


Disk spacea 900 GB 1,650 GB 3,150 GB 6,150 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


a. Figures include both the 128 GB nova storage for the primary bootable disk, and required amounts of Cinder storage


System requirements for AVE on VMware


Consult the E-lab Navigator for supported versions of VMware ESXi.


The following table defines the minimum system requirements for each AVE capacity configuration.


Table 8. Minimum system requirements for AVE on VMware 


Requirement 0.5 TB AVE 1 TB AVE 2 TB AVE


Processors Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Memory 6 GB 8 GB 16 GB


Disk space 900 GB 1,650 GB 3,150 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


Table 8. Minimum system requirements for AVE on VMware 


Requirement 4 TB AVE 8 TB AVE 16 TB AVE


Processors Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum eight 2 GHz
processors


Minimum sixteen 2 GHz
processors


Memory 36 GB 48 GB 96 GB


Disk space 6,150 GB 12,150 GB 24,150 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


System requirements for AVE on Hyper-V


Consult the E-lab Navigator for supported versions of Hyper-V.


The following table defines the minimum system requirements for each AVE capacity configuration.


Table 9. Minimum system requirements for AVE on Hyper-V 


Requirement 0.5 TB AVE 1 TB AVE 2 TB AVE


Processors Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Minimum two 2 GHz
processors


Memory 6 GB 8 GB 16 GB


Disk space 935 GB 1,685 GB 3,185 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection
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Table 9. Minimum system requirements for AVE on Hyper-V 


Requirement 4 TB AVE 8 TB AVE 16 TB AVE


Processors Minimum four 2 GHz
processors


Minimum eight 2 GHz
processors


Minimum sixteen 2 GHz
processors


Memory 36 GB 48 GB 96 GB


Disk space 6,185 GB 12,185 GB 24,185 GB


Network connection 1 GbE connection


Virtual disk requirements


The AVE disk layout comprises one operating system disk (126 GB) and several storage partitions (250 GB, 1000 GB, or 2000
GB, depending on the capacity configuration).


The OS disk stores the operating system, Avamar application, and log files.


The storage partitions store the backup data. Backup data is evenly distributed across the storage partitions. The primary
portion of the disk read, write, and seek usage occurs on the storage partitions. To improve performance in the storage
configuration, distribute the storage partitions across high-performance logical units, where applicable.


In addition to the OS partition, the following table defines the number and size of virtual disks that are required for each
capacity configuration.


Table 10. Virtual disk requirements 


Capacity configuration Number of virtual disks


0.5 TB 3 storage partitions (250 GB each)


1 TB 6 storage partitions (250 GB each)


2 TB 3 storage partitions (1000 GB each)


4 TB 6 storage partitions (1000 GB each)


8 TBa 12 storage partitions (1000 GB each)


16 TBa 12 storage partitions (2000 GB each)


a. Not all environments support this licensed capacity configuration.


The task to prepare the virtual machine instance contains steps to ensure that all of the storage partitions are the same size.


Environment-specific notes


AVE on VMware The AVE .ova installation creates three 250 GB storage partitions along with the OS disk and so requires
approximately 900 GB of free disk space at installation.


However, the AVE .ovf installation does not create storage partitions during installation and therefore
requires only enough disk space for the OS disk at installation. You can subsequently create storage
partitions on other datastores.


AVE on
OpenStack KVM


AVE requires approximately 900 GB of free disk space at installation.


AVE on AWS Because SSD volumes have better performance than other volume types, Dell EMC recommends SSD for
all volumes. However, SSD volumes incur a larger cost to the customer. Customers should balance
performance and budget when selecting the volume type.
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Virtual disk configuration best practices


The following topics outline best practices for creating and configuring the virtual disks, where applicable.


Virtual disk configuration best practices for AVE on VMware


ESXi supports multiple disk formats. For AVE virtual machines, the initial configuration is Thick Provision Lazy Zeroed.


NOTE: AVE does not support thin provisioning.


After the initial installation, if you configure the virtual disks for the Thick Provision Eager Zeroed, you will get better initial
performance because the first write to the disk will require fewer operations.


NOTE: See the VMware documentation for information on converting Lazy zeroed virtual disks to Eager zeroed virtual


disks. Converting a disk from Thick Provisioned Lazy Zeroed to Thick Provisioned Eager Zeroed is so time consuming that


uses a significant number of storage I/O processes.


A virtual machine running AVE aggressively uses disk I/O and is almost never idle. VMware's recommendations for appropriate
resources for high-performance database virtual machines are generally applicable to an AVE virtual machine.


Virtual disk configuration best practices for AVE on Hyper-V


Hyper-V supports multiple disk formats. For AVE virtual machines, the requirement is to use fixed disks.


The AVE on Hyper-V install file comes with a program called createvhdfast.exe. This program is used to quickly create one
or more virtual hard disk (VHD) files for use with AVE on Hyper-V. The application creates a hard disk file quickly by not filling
its contents with zeros, so the resulting file may contain fragments of previously deleted files. Since this data may be accessible
by the virtual machine that uses the resulting disk file, this action may raise security issues.


The createvhdfast.exe program can be used in two modes.


Mode one creates a single VHD file which can then be attached to the Hyper-V virtual machine as a SCSI disk. Mode one allows
greater control in how disks are created and allocated.


Mode two creates multiple VHD files which are based on the AVE virtual machine size. The resulting VHD files (three or six
depending on the size of the AVE being deployed) are spread across defined datastores and can be attached to the Hyper-V
virtual machine as SCSI disks (-datastore1, -datastore2, and -datastore3).


If there are security concerns, it is recommended not to use this tool but instead use the standard Microsoft Hyper-V tools to
create virtual hard disk files.


The createvhdfast.exe is covered in the Preparing the virtual machine section.


NOTE: AVE does not support dynamic or differencing disks.


A virtual machine running AVE aggressively uses disk I/O and is almost never idle. Microsoft's recommendations for appropriate
resources for high-performance database virtual machines are generally applicable to an AVE virtual machine. In particular, a
storage pool that is allocated from a group of dedicated physical disks in a RAID 1 (mirror) or RAID 10 (combines RAID 0 with
RAID 1) configuration provides the best performance.


Virtual disk configuration best practices for AVE on OpenStack KVM


AVE supports multiple disk formats for the base data disk image files (vmdk, qcow2, raw, etc). For OpenStack KVM instances,
we recommend using only qcow2 or raw disks.


When attaching data disks to a KVM virtual machine, driver interface types supported for OpenStack KVM instances are:


● virtio (default)
● scsi
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Software requirements


Before you install AVE, ensure that you have the software that is listed in the following tables.


All environments require the software listed in the following table:


Table 11. Common AVE software installation requirements 


Requirement Description


Applications ● PuTTYa


● WinSCPa


Other up-to-date SSH and SCP clients are also acceptable.


Files ● AVE installation package
● AVE configuration workflow packagea


● Operating system security patches (if applicable)


a. Not required for VMware .ova deployments


The following table lists any additional requirements for software that is specific to each installation environment:


Table 12. Additional environment-specific applications 


AVE on Azure Ave on Hyper-V AVE on AWS


● Azure Cloud subscription
● 7Zip
● Azure Powershell


● 7Zip
● Hyper-V Manager 6.2/6.3


● AWS account subscription
● AWS command-line interface (CLI)a


a. The AWS CLI must run on a separate system from the AVE instance.


Support for application databases in standalone configuration only in AVE on
Azure and AWS


Backup and recovery of the following applications are supported with AVE on Azure and AWS. However, these applications are
supported in standalone configuration only. Clustered configurations of application databases are not supported with AVE on
Azure or AWS.


● SQL
● Exchange
● SharePoint
● Lotus
● DB2
● Sybase
● SAP
● Oracle


Verify the DNS configuration


This task applies only to AVE on VMware, Hyper-V, and OpenStack KVM.


Prerequisites


For AVE on Hyper-V, an entry should be created in the DNS server with a fixed IP address for the AVE virtual machine before
AVE installation.


About this task


Before you install AVE, DNS must be correctly configured. Failure to correctly configure DNS can cause runtime or configuration
issues.
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Steps


1. Open a command prompt on the vCenter server, Windows server, or OpenStack controller node.


2. Type the following command on one line:


Environment Command


AVE on VMware


AVE on Hyper-V


nslookup AVE_IP_address DNS_Server_IP_address


AVE on OpenStack KVM dig -x AVE_IP_address


The command returns the FQDN for AVE.


3. Type the following command:


Environment Command


AVE on VMware


AVE on Hyper-V


nslookup AVE_FQDN DNS_Server_IP_address


AVE on OpenStack KVM dig AVE_FQDN


The command returns the IP address for AVE.


4. Type the following command on one line:


Environment Command


AVE on VMware nslookup FQDN_of_vCenter DNS_Server_IP_address
AVE on Hyper-V nslookup FQDN_of_Hyper_V_Server DNS_Server_IP_address
AVE on OpenStack KVM Not applicable.


The command returns the IP address of the vCenter Server or the Hyper-V Server.


5. If the commands return the proper information, close the command prompt. If the commands do not return proper
information, resolve the DNS configuration before you install AVE.


Network requirements


Before you install AVE, gather the following information:


● Hostnames and IP addresses for the AVE virtual machine and the DNS server


NOTE:


AVE supports only alphanumeric characters (a-z, A-Z, and 0–9) and hyphens (-) in hostnames. Hyphens are only


allowed if surrounded by other characters.


Some workflow inputs may not accept hostnames or FQDNs with hyphens. In this case, replace the name with the


corresponding IP address to complete these workflow inputs.


● Gateway, netmask, and domain of the AVE virtual machine
● Firewall openings, if applicable


The Avamar Product Security Guide provides client-server data port usage and firewall requirements.


NOTE: AVE on OpenStack KVM supports only fixed IP addresses. NAT (floating IP addresses) is not supported.
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DHCP and AVE on OpenStack KVM


Avamar servers, including AVE, require static IP addresses. Once you configure the AVE, any change to the server's IP address
results in the AVE failing to function correctly.


When you start the AVE for the first time in an OpenStack KVM environment, a script performs a reverse DNS lookup and
stores the result in /etc/HOSTNAME. The script also creates the Avamar-specific file probe.xml and populates probe.xml
with the hostname from the reverse DNS lookup. If DHCP is in use, it overrides the static name included in /etc/HOSTNAME
and modifies /etc/resolv.conf to set the domain name.


● If you do not configure DHCP to always specify the correct hostname, domain, and fixed IP address, then you should use a
static IP address. Follow the steps in Configure the network settings on page 35 to use the /usr/local/avamar/bin/
avenetconfig utility.


● If DHCP is configured to always correctly specify the hostname, domain, and fixed IP address, then you do not need to use
the /usr/local/avamar/bin/avenetconfig utility.


NTP server best practices


The following topics provide guidance for synchronizing AVE with a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server, where applicable.


NTP server best practices for AVE on VMware


AVE supports synchronizing with a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server. Best practice is to identify at least one NTP server to
synchronize with the AVE host. If no NTP server is identified, the default behavior is to leave the NTP service disabled and to
synchronize with the VMware host. If one or more NTP servers are identified during network configuration, synchronization with
the VMware host is disabled and the NTP service is enabled.


During network configuration, you can type one or more optional NTP servers in either IPv4 or IPv6 format or in hostname
format.


NTP server best practices for AVE on Hyper-V


AVE supports synchronizing with a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server. Best practice is to identify at least one NTP server to
synchronize with the AVE host. If no NTP server is identified, the default behavior is to leave the NTP service disabled and to
synchronize with the Hyper-V host. If one or more NTP servers is identified during network configuration, the host NTP service
must be manually disabled. To perform the action:


1. Right-click the VM in Hyper-V Manager and select Settings.
2. In the Settings dialog box, under Management, go to Integration Services.
3. Deselect Time synchronization.
4. Click OK.


During network configuration, you can type one or more optional NTP servers in either IPv4 or IPv6 format or in hostname
format.


NTP server best practices for AVE on OpenStack KVM


If you configure the AVE for DHCP and supply the DHCP server to the Network Time Protocol (NTP) server information, then
NTP is enabled by default and NTP server information is obtained via DHCP.


If the DHCP server does not provide NTP information, use the yast2 utility to configure NTP information.


Upgrade requirements and best practices
Use the procedures in this document to upgrade from AVE 7.4 and later to the current version of AVE. Upgrades from AVE 7.3.x
and earlier require you to engage Dell EMC.


NOTE: Upgrades from releases before AVE 7.5.x may require intermediate upgrades.
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Other components in the Avamar environment


Information in this document pertains only to upgrading AVE. Other components in the environment may also require upgrades
to retain compatibility after the AVE upgrade.


Check the relevant compatibility guides on the Online Support website (https://support.EMC.com) and take any necessary
steps to upgrade external components separately. Some external components may require Dell EMC engagement. External
components include, but are not limited to:


● All clients and database plug-ins. Customer Support can provide more information about client versions.


○ If you use the Avamar VMware or NDMP plug-ins, upgrade these plug-ins to a supported version, if necessary, before
upgrading AVE.


○ If you use Avamar along with NetWorker, upgrade the NetWorker software to a supported version, if necessary, before
upgrading AVE.


● Tape-out applications, such as ADT and ATO/ADMe.


If necessary, upgrade these applications as part of the upgrade.


Stop replication tasks


An active replication session during the upgrade can cause the upgrade to fail.


Determine if there are any replication tasks running and cancel those tasks if appropriate, before upgrading AVE. The Avamar
Administration Guide contains information about monitoring and canceling replication tasks.
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On-premises Environments


Topics:


• Installing AVE on Hyper-V
• Installing AVE on VMware
• Installing AVE on KVM


I
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Installing AVE on Hyper-V
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in a Microsoft Hyper-V environment:


Topics:


• Prepare a virtual machine
• Configure the network settings
• Install and configure the Avamar software


Prepare a virtual machine
Use the following instructions to install the virtual machine.


Steps


1. Download the AVE virtual appliance file for the appropriate version of AVE you are installing to the Windows Server (on the
Hyper-V host that runs AVE).


Required software can be downloaded from https://support.emc.com/.


2. Extract the compressed .7z file.


3. From the .7z uncompressed file, extract the createvhdfast.zip file.


See Virtual disk configuration best practices for AVE on Hyper-V on page 17 for information on the createvhdfast.exe
utility and whether should be used or if the disks should be manually created. If you are manually creating the VHDs skip the
following steps on createvhdfast.exe.


4. If you are using the createvhdfast.exe utility complete the following steps:


a. Download and install the 64-bit version of vcredist_x64.exe (Microsoft VC++ 2015 Runtime) directly from
Microsoft.


Only 64-bit versions of the Windows operating system are supported by the createvhdfast.exe utility.


b. Download and install dotNetFx40_Full_setup.exe (Microsoft .Net 4.0 Runtime) directly from Microsoft.


c. Select Mode 1 or Mode 2.


Table 13. Mode options 


Mode Command Options


Mode 1 createvhdfast.exe -size=nG -
path=path.vhd


● n is the size of the partition in GB.
● path.vhd is the location of the path and file for the VHD.


Mode 2 createvhdfast.exe -avetype=n
-basename=name -
datastore1=path1 [-
datastore2=path2] [-
datastore3=path3]


● n is one of the following values for the size of the AVE
virtual machine.


○ Use 0.5T for .5 TB AVE
○ Use 1T for 1 TB AVE
○ Use 2T for 2 TB AVE
○ Use 4T for 4 TB AVE
○ Use 8T for 8 TB AVE
○ Use 16T for 16 TB AVE


● name is the name of the VHD.
● pathx is the path to the datastore.


5. Launch Server Manager, select Hyper-V, then right-click the Hyper-V host and select Hyper-V Manager.


6. Expand Hyper-V Manager, on the left side of the dialog box select the Hyper-V host. On the right side under Actions, click
Import Virtual Machine…
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7. From Locate Folder click Browse… and select the folder where you extracted the compressed file. Click Select Folder
and then click Next.


8. From Select Virtual Machine highlight the Virtual Machine, and click Next.


9. From Choose Import Type, select Copy the virtual machine (create a new unique ID) and click Next.


10. From Choose Destination, accept the default settings and click Next.


11. From Choose Folders to Store Virtual Hard Disks, accept the default settings and click Next.


12. From Summary, review the selections and if correct, click Finish.


13. Once the system has finished importing the virtual machine, right-click the virtual machine and select Settings…


14. In the Settings window, under Hardware, choose SCSI Controller. Select Hard Drive and click Add.


15. In the Hard Drive window, select Virtual hard disk: and click Browse.


16. In the Open window, select the File Name and click Open.


17. Repeat steps 14 to 16 for each VHD associated with the AVE virtual machine size. Click Apply.


18. In the Settings window, under Hardware, select Add Hardware and for the type choose Network Adapter Click Add.


19. Select the new Network Adapter. The Network Adapter settings are available on the right side of the dialog box. Under
Virtual switch, select the network connection's virtual switch from the drop-down menu. If you need the virtual machines
connection to be tagged with a VLAN ID, under the VLAN ID section, select the checkbox Enable virtual LAN
identification and assign the VLAN ID identifier. Click Apply.


20. In the Processor window, update the number of virtual CPUs based on the size of the AVE license and click Apply.


● For 0.5 TB AVE, specify 2 CPUs.
● For 1 TB AVE, specify 2 CPUs.
● For 2 TB AVE, specify 2 CPUs.
● For 4 TB AVE, specify 4 CPUs.
● For 8 TB AVE, specify 8 CPUs.
● For 16 TB AVE, specify 16 CPUs.


21. In the Memory window, update the memory size which is based on the size of the AVE license and click Apply click OK.


● For 0.5 TB AVE, specify 6144 MB.
● For 1 TB AVE, specify 8192 MB.
● For 2 TB AVE, specify 16384 MB.
● For 4 TB AVE, specify 36864 MB.
● For 8 TB AVE, specify 49152 MB.
● For 16 TB AVE, specify 98304 MB.


22. Power on the virtual machine. The system will reboot once after initial power on.


Configure the network settings
The following procedure configures the AVE virtual machine for a single IP address or dual stack environment.


About this task


The avenetconfig command runs automatically when the virtual machine is first booted, in which case you should proceed to
step 4 on page 24.


Steps


1. In the Hyper-V manager, right-click the virtual machine and select Connect.


2. Log in as root using the password changeme.


3. At the command prompt, type the following command:


avenetconfig
4. To enter the IPv4 IP Configuration, press 1.


a. Press 1 again to enter the IPv4 Address and Prefix (for example, 10.6.1.2/24 or 10.6.1.2/255.255.255.0).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv4 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


5. To enter the IPv6 IP Configuration, press 2.


a. Press 1 to enter theIPv6 Address and Prefix (for example, 2000:10A::5/64).
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b. Press 2 to enter the IPv6 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


6. Press 3 to enter the DNS Settings.


a. Press 1 to enter the Primary Nameserver IP address. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. Enter additional
optional nameservers by pressing 2 and 3.


b. Press appropriate number to enter Alternative Search Domain(s) (originally the number is 4, but increases based on
the number of Alternative Search Domains you enter). This action is optional and represents a list of domain names that
are added to the DNS search path. By default, only the domain portion of the AVE hostname is added.


c. Press the appropriate number to enter the Hostname/FQDN (originally the number is 5, but increases based on the
number of Alternative Search Domains you entered before). This action is optional and is the Fully Qualified Domain Name
to be used as the hostname of this AVE. If not provided, the AVE attempts to determine its hostname from DNS using
the IP addresses provided before.


d. Press the appropriate number when complete to return to the main menu.


7. Press 4 to enter or change the NTP Settings.


The NTP Settings is optional and can be a single IP address or comma-separated list of IP addresses for Network Time
Protocol servers. If left blank, the default behavior is to use the WMware host's timesync. If one or more addresses is
included here, the VMware host's timesync is disabled and the NTP service is enabled.


a. Press 1 to enter the IP address(s) for the NTP server(s).
b. Press 3 to return to the main menu.


8. At the main menu, review the configuration and press 5 to save the changes and exit.


9. Shut down the AVE virtual machine.


10. Right-click the AVE virtual machine in Hyper-V manager and select Settings.


11. Select Network Adapter > Advanced Features from the left pane.


12. Select Static from the list of MAC Address options.
Hyper-V populates a default MAC address in the six fields.


13. Click OK.
Hyper-V saves the settings.


14. Power on the AVE virtual machine.


Install and configure the Avamar software
This task installs the Avamar software on a newly prepared AVE virtual machine.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software with the default password.


The default password is changeme.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


2. In the menu bar, click SW Releases, and then select the ave-config workflow package from the Package List.


3. Click the ? button next to the ave-config package.
The Avamar Virtual Edition Configuration Workflow Guide opens.


4. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Install, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


5. Click Install next to the AVE installation package ave-config.
The Installation Setup page displays.
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6. On the Installation Setup page, provide the required information in the user input fields for each tab, and then click
Continue.


NOTE:


If you do not specify a Data Domain system when you create an 8 TB or 16 TB AVE that is intended to be used with Data


Domain, you must make additional configuration changes to the Avamar subsystem settings before you can configure


the Data Domain system later.


These changes improve system performance. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about system


requirements for Data Domain integration.


The Installation Progress page displays.


7. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the installation and respond to any installation problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.


The installation resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the installation.
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Installing AVE on VMware
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in a VMware environment:


Topics:


• Prepare a virtual machine
• Configure the network settings
• Install and configure the Avamar software


Prepare a virtual machine
The following instructions use vCenter Server 5.5. Other versions of vCenter Server might have different options.


About this task


AVE on VMware supports both OVA and OVF deployment. In some cases, this task provides separate steps or variations on
steps, depending on your choice of template. Where multiple options are provided, select the step or option that applies for the
type of file that you use to deploy AVE.


Steps


1. Download the AVE virtual appliance file from Dell EMC Online Support.


2. Extract the compressed .7z file.


3. Start a VMware web client and connect to the vCenter server, or to the ESXi host, that hosts the AVE virtual machine.


4. Log in with administrative rights.


5. If you logged in to vCenter, select the ESXi server that hosts the AVE virtual machine.


6. Select File > Deploy OVF Template.


Figure 1. Deploying the OVF template


The Source page opens.


7. Select Deploy from a file or URL and browse to the AVE virtual machine file (.OVF or .OVA extension), and then click
Next.


The OVF Template Details page opens.
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Figure 2. OVF Template Details page


8. Verify that the template details are correct and click Next.
The End User License Agreement page opens.


9. Click Accept to accept the End User License Agreement and click Next.
The Name and Location page opens.


10. Type in the AVE name, select the inventory location, and then click Next.
The Storage page opens.


11. Select the storage for AVE and click Next.
The Disk Format page opens.


12. Select Thick Provision Lazy Zeroed format and click Next.


AVE does not support thin provisioning.


The Network Mapping page opens.


13. Select the destination network and click Next.
The Networking Properties page opens.


14. At the Networking Properties page, perform one of the following actions:


● If you used the AVE .ovf file, do not complete the fields on this page, as the network settings are unavailable. Instead,
click Next and configure networking with the avenetconfig command after deployment completes. Configure the
network settings on page 31 provides more information.


● If you used the AVE .ova file, complete the required and optional networking information as described in the
Networking Properties page, and then click Next.
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Figure 3. Networking Properties page


NOTE:


For the Hostname FQDN field, the hostname can only include alphanumeric characters (a-z, A-Z, and 0-9), hyphen (-),


and period(.).


Hyphen and periods are only permitted if surrounded by other characters. Some workflow inputs may not accept


hostnames or FQDNs with hyphens. In this case, replace the name with the corresponding IP address to complete these


workflow inputs.


The Ready to Complete page opens.


15. Confirm that the deployment settings are correct and then click Finish.
The installation may take several minutes. The wizard displays a Deployment Completed Successfully message
when the installation completes.


16. Click Close to close the deployment dialog box.


17. If you used the AVE .ovf file, skip the following steps. Supply the networking properties information by using the
avenetconfig script, as described in Configure the network settings on page 31.


18. If you used the AVE .ova file, and you are installing a 2 TB, 4 TB, 8 TB, or 16 TB AVE, remove the existing 250 GB virtual
disks that the .ova file created:


Do not perform this step for 0.5 TB and 1.0 TB AVE configurations.


a. Right-click the AVE virtual machine and then select Edit Settings.
b. Select hard disk 2 from the table.
c. Select Remove.
d. Click OK to confirm drive removal.
e. Repeat for hard disks 3 and 4.


19. Right-click the AVE virtual machine and then select Edit Settings.
The Virtual Machine Properties window opens.
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20. On the Hardware tab, select Memory, and then set Memory Size, based on the AVE capacity configuration.


System requirements on page 13 provides more information.


21. On the Hardware tab, select CPUs, and then change the number of virtual CPUs, based on the AVE capacity configuration.


System requirements on page 13 provides more information.


22. On the Hardware tab, select Network adapter 1, select Network Connection (Network label), and then select the
correct network.


23. If you are installing a 1 TB, 2 TB, 4 TB, 8 TB, or 16 TB AVE, complete the steps in Create additional virtual hard disks on page
30 to create additional virtual hard disks (VMDKs) for the AVE virtual machine, based on the AVE capacity configuration.
These steps are not required for 0.5 TB AVE configurations.


24. Finish the virtual machine configuration by completing the following steps:


a. Click OK.
b. In the Recent Tasks status area at the bottom of the screen, observe the hard disk creation progress.


When the virtual machine reconfiguration completes, the wizard displays a Completed message.


25. To start the AVE virtual machine, right-click the virtual machine and select Power > Power On.


26. Open the Virtual Console and monitor the installation progress.


An insufficient licensing message at this point might indicate either a shortage of ESXi server licenses or an inability to
connect to a license server. Resolve this problem with the network administrator.


27. On the Summary tab, verify that the status for VMware Tools changes to Running, Unmanaged, or out-of-date.


Create additional virtual hard disks


Complete this task when directed during preparation of the virtual machine. Do not perform this task for 0.5 TB AVE
configurations.


About this task


Review the information in Virtual disk requirements on page 16 and repeat this task as necessary to add the required number of
virtual hard disks for this AVE capacity configuration.


Steps


1. Click the Add button.
The Add Hardware Wizard appears.


2. Select Hard Disk.


3. Click Next.


4. Select Create a new virtual disk.


5. Click Next.


6. For Disk Size, type 250 GB, 1000 GB, or 2000 GB as required.


7. For Disk Provisioning, select Thick Provision Lazy Zeroed format.


Thin provisioning is not supported with AVE. If you select Thick Provision Eager Zeroed during the installation, the
installation could take several hours. Time-out errors could also occur. Virtual disk configuration best practices on page 17
provides information about disk formatting after you complete the installation process.


8. For Location, select either Store with virtual machine or Specify a datastore.


9. Click Next.


10. For Mode, select Independent. Use the default setting for Persistent.


11. Click Next.


12. Verify the configuration and select Finish.


Next steps


Verify that all of the storage partitions are the same size before continuing.
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Configure the network settings
This procedure configures the AVE network configuration for a single IP address or dual stack environment. Complete this task
only if you used the AVE .ovf file to prepare the virtual machine.


About this task


If the avenetconfig command ran automatically when the virtual machine first booted, proceed to step 4 on page 31.


Steps


1. In the vSphere client, right-click the virtual machine and select Open Console.


2. Log in as root using the password changeme.


3. At the command prompt, type the following command:


avenetconfig
4. To enter the IPv4 IP Configuration, press 1.


a. Press 1 again to enter the IPv4 Address and Prefix (for example, 10.6.1.2/24 or 10.6.1.2/255.255.255.0).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv4 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


5. To enter the IPv6 IP Configuration, press 2.


a. Press 1 to enter theIPv6 Address and Prefix (for example, 2000:10A::5/64).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv6 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


6. Press 3 to enter the DNS Settings.


a. Press 1 to enter the Primary Nameserver IP address. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. Enter additional
optional nameservers by pressing 2 and 3.


b. Press appropriate number to enter Alternative Search Domain(s) (originally the number is 4, but increases based on
the number of Alternative Search Domains you enter). This action is optional and represents a list of domain names that
are added to the DNS search path. By default, only the domain portion of the AVE hostname is added.


c. Press the appropriate number to enter the Hostname/FQDN (originally the number is 5, but increases based on the
number of Alternative Search Domains you entered before). This action is optional and is the Fully Qualified Domain Name
to be used as the hostname of this AVE. If not provided, the AVE attempts to determine its hostname from DNS using
the IP addresses provided before.


d. Press the appropriate number when complete to return to the main menu.


7. Press 4 to enter or change the NTP Settings.


The NTP Settings is optional and can be a single IP address or comma-separated list of IP addresses for Network Time
Protocol servers. If left blank, the default behavior is to use the WMware host's timesync. If one or more addresses is
included here, the VMware host's timesync is disabled and the NTP service is enabled.


a. Press 1 to enter the IP address(s) for the NTP server(s).
b. Press 3 to return to the main menu.


8. At the main menu, review the configuration and press 5 to save the changes and exit.


Install and configure the Avamar software
This task installs the Avamar software on a newly prepared AVE virtual machine.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
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b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software with the default password.


The default password is changeme.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


2. In the menu bar, click SW Releases, and then select the ave-config workflow package from the Package List.


3. Click the ? button next to the ave-config package.
The Avamar Virtual Edition Configuration Workflow Guide opens.


4. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Install, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


5. Click Install next to the AVE installation package ave-config.
The Installation Setup page displays.


6. On the Installation Setup page, provide the required information in the user input fields for each tab, and then click
Continue.


NOTE:


If you do not specify a Data Domain system when you create an 8 TB or 16 TB AVE that is intended to be used with Data


Domain, you must make additional configuration changes to the Avamar subsystem settings before you can configure


the Data Domain system later.


These changes improve system performance. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about system


requirements for Data Domain integration.


The Installation Progress page displays.


7. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the installation and respond to any installation problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.


The installation resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the installation.
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Installing AVE on KVM
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in a KVM environment:


Topics:


• Installing and configuring AVE on KVM using the KVM Virtual Machine Manager
• Installing and configuring AVE on KVM using the command line
• Configure the network settings


Installing and configuring AVE on KVM using the KVM
Virtual Machine Manager
To install the Avamar software on a new AVE virtual machine, follow the instructions that are included in the help file for the
AVE installation workflow on the SW Releases page of the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Download the KVM image file for the appropriate AVE version from https://www.dell.com/support/. For example,
AVE-19.1.0.14.qcow2.7z


2. Copy the AVE KVM image file to the KVM host server.


3. Extract the file by running:


7za x KVM_IMAGE_FILE_NAME
4. Create the primary disk for the operating system by running:


qemu-img create -f qcow2 -o backing_file=KVM_IMAGE_FILE_NAMEPRIMARY_DISK_NAME
5. Create the disks used for storage by running the following command for each disk used for storage. For example:


qemu-img create -f qcow2 FIRST_DISK_NAMEFIRST_DISK_SIZE
qemu-img create -f qcow2 SECOND_DISK_NAMESECOND_DISK_SIZE
qemu-img create -f qcow2 THIRD_DISK_NAMETHIRD_DISK_SIZE


NOTE: There can be between 3-6 data disks used for storage. The section Virtual disk requirements provides more


information.


6. Launch the KVM Virtual Machine Manager wizard to create a new AVE.


7. On the Create a new virtual machine (step 1 of 4) page, for Choose how you would like to install the operating
system, select Import existing disk image, and then click Forward.


8. Import your primary disk, and then click Forward.


9. For the memory requirements, specify 6144MB memory + 2 CPUs, and then click Forward.


10. On the Show virtual hardware details pane of the Basic Details window, click Add Hardware.
The Add New Virtual Hardware dialog displays


11. Add new storage disks one at a time. When adding the storage disks, click Select or create custom storage, and then
click Manage... to select the primary disk.


12. In the left navigation pane of the Basic Details window, select your NIC.


13. From the Virtual Network Interface fields, configure the NIC to ensure that AVE can be accessed outside of the KVM
host.


14. Start the virtual machine and log in using the root user, with the default password changeme.


15. Configure the network by running:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avenetconfig
The section Configure the network settingsprovides more information.
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Next steps


To complete the installation and configuration of AVE, use avinstaller. The section Installing and configuring Avamar
software on page 72provides instructions.


Installing and configuring AVE on KVM using the
command line
To install the Avamar software on a new AVE virtual machine, follow the instructions that are included in the help file for the
AVE installation workflow on the SW Releases page of the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Download the KVM image file for the appropriate AVE version from https://www.dell.com/support/. For example,
AVE-19.1.0.14.qcow2.7z


2. Copy the AVE KVM image file to the KVM host server.


3. Extract the file by running:


7za x KVM_IMAGE_FILE_NAME
4. Create the primary disk for the operating system by running:


qemu-img create -f qcow2 -o backing_file=KVM_IMAGE_FILE_NAMEPRIMARY_DISK_NAME
5. Create the disks used for storage by running the following command for each disk used for storage. For example:


qemu-img create -f qcow2 FIRST_DISK_NAMEFIRST_DISK_SIZE
qemu-img create -f qcow2 SECOND_DISK_NAMESECOND_DISK_SIZE
qemu-img create -f qcow2 THIRD_DISK_NAMETHIRD_DISK_SIZE


NOTE: There can be between 3-6 data disks used for storage. The section Virtual disk requirements provides more


information.


6. Open a command prompt, and type the following to create a new AVE.


virt-install  \
   --name="VM-NAME" \
   --import \
   --disk path="FULL_PATH_OF_PRIMARY_DISK".qcow2,bus="virtio",format=qcow2 \
   --disk path="FULL_PATH_OF_FIRST_DISK",bus="virtio",format="DATADISK_FORMAT (such 
as "raw" or "qcow2")" \
   --disk path="FULL_PATH_OF_SECOND_DISK",bus="virtio",format="DATADISK_FORMAT (such 
as "raw" or "qcow2")" \
   --disk path="FULL_PATH_OF_THIRD_DISK",bus="virtio",format="DATADISK_FORMAT (such 
as "raw" or "qcow2")" \
   --memory 6144 \
   --vcpus 2 \
   --network type=YOUR_NETWORK_ENVIRONMENT (such as 
"direct"),source=BRIDGE,source_mode=bridge\
   --os-type=linux \
   --os-variant=sles11sp4 \
   --noreboot


where BRIDGE is the virtual bridge (NIC) on the KVM server host. Note that Avamar enables DHCP mode by default, but
you can assign a static IP to the virtual machine in the DHCP server.


7. Start the virtual machine and log in using the root user, with the default password changeme.


8. Configure the network by running:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avenetconfig
The section Configure the network settingsprovides more information.


Next steps


To complete the installation and configuration of AVE, use avinstaller. The section Installing and configuring Avamar
software on page 72provides instructions.
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Configure the network settings
The following procedure configures the AVE virtual machine for a single IP address. Use this procedure if you are configuring an
AVE that uses a static IP address.


Steps


1. Log in to the controller node.


2. From the controller node, SSH to the AVE instance as root.


3. At the command prompt, type the following command:


avenetconfig
4. To enter the IPv4 IP Configuration, press 1.


a. Press 1 again to enter the IPv4 Address and Prefix (for example, 10.6.1.2/24 or 10.6.1.2/255.255.255.0).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv4 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


5. To enter the IPv6 IP Configuration, press 2.


a. Press 1 to enter theIPv6 Address and Prefix (for example, 2000:10A::5/64).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv6 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


6. Press 3 to enter the DNS Settings.


a. Press 1 to enter the Primary Nameserver IP address. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. Enter additional
optional nameservers by pressing 2 and 3.


b. Press appropriate number to enter Alternative Search Domain(s) (originally the number is 4, but increases based on
the number of Alternative Search Domains you enter). This action is optional and represents a list of domain names that
are added to the DNS search path. By default, only the domain portion of the AVE hostname is added.


c. Press the appropriate number to enter the Hostname/FQDN (originally the number is 5, but increases based on the
number of Alternative Search Domains you entered before). This action is optional and is the Fully Qualified Domain Name
to be used as the hostname of this AVE. If not provided, the AVE attempts to determine its hostname from DNS using
the IP addresses provided before.


d. Press the appropriate number when complete to return to the main menu.


7. Press 4 to enter or change the NTP Settings.


The NTP Settings is optional and can be a single IP address or comma-separated list of IP addresses for Network Time
Protocol servers. If left blank, NTP is disabled. If one or more addresses are included, the NTP service is enabled. Add
127.127.1.0 to the list to create a local "hardware clock" fallback (which is the software clock of the host under qemu-kvm).


a. Press 1 to enter the IP address(s) for the NTP server(s).
b. Press 3 to return to the main menu.


8. At the main menu, review the configuration and press 5 to save the changes and exit.
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Cloud Environments


Topics:


• Installing AVE on AWS
• Installing AVE on Azure
• Installing AVE on OpenStack KVM
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Installing AVE on AWS
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in an Amazon Web Services (AWS) environment:


Topics:


• Installation
• Prerequisites
• Install AVE from the AWS Marketplace
• Install AVE/DDVE from the AWS Marketplace with CloudFormation
• AWS security best practices
• Install and configure the Avamar software


Installation
Avamar provides multiple deployment methods for virtual machines on AWS. This chapter includes the following preferred
installation methods:


● Installing AVE from the AVE Amazon Machine Image (AMI) image in the AWS marketplace.
● Installing AVE and Data Domain Virtual Edition (DDVE) together with AWS CloudFormation.


Alternate AWS Installation Methods on page 84 contains more information about installation methods that are not covered
here, but which provide additional flexibility or options. Most alternate installation methods are variations on the methods in this
chapter.


Prerequisites
Before you select an installation method, complete the following items that apply to all installation methods:


Steps


1. (Optional) Install the AWS CLI tools.


Some alternate installation methods use the AWS CLI tools.


2. Open the AWS EC2 Console and select the region where you want to run the instance.


3. Create or select a virtual private cloud (VPC) to contain the AVE (and DDVE, where applicable) instance.


The AWS documentation provides more information. Place the AVE and DDVE instances in the same VPC as the workloads
that they protect.


Note the name of the VPC, as well as the associated subnet and availability zone for later use.


4. If you are deploying DDVE, create a VPC endpoint for connectivity to Amazon S3 storage.


The Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide provides more information.


5. If you are deploying DDVE, create an S3 bucket and an identity and access management (IAM) role.


The Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide provides more information.


Note the name of the S3 bucket and IAM role for later use.


6. Create a key pair by performing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Key Pairs.
b. Click Create Key Pair.
c. Type a name for the key pair and then click Create.


The new key pair appears in the list of key pairs.


5
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AWS automatically downloads a copy of the private key with the filename keypair-name.pem to the local computer. Save
this file for later use.


7. Create a security group by performing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Security Groups.
b. Click Create Security Group.
c. Type a name and a description for the security group.
d. From the VPC drop-down, select an available VPC.
e. Add inbound and outbound rules according to the tables in Security group settings on page 38.
f. Click Create.


The new security group appears in the list of security groups.


Security group settings


The following tables describe the rules that should be added to an AWS security group with an AVE instance.


NOTE:


Recent versions of Avamar remove support for HTTP access to TCP port 80. Use HTTPS on port 443 to access these


services instead.


Inbound ports


NOTE: If you want to restrict the source of traffic, set the source with IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR block, or a single IPv4 or IPv6


address.


Table 14. Inbound ports for the AWS security group 


Type Protocol Port Range Source


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv4 Time Exceeded N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv4 Destination Unreachable N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv4 Echo Reply N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv6 IPv6 ICMP N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


SSH TCP 22 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 161 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 161 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 163 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 163 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


HTTPS TCP 443 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 700 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7543 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7778 - 7781 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8543 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9090 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9443 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 27000 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28001 - 28002 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28810 - 28819 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 29000 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)
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Table 14. Inbound ports for the AWS security group (continued)


Type Protocol Port Range Source


Custom TCP Rule TCP 30001 - 30003 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Outbound ports


NOTE:


If you want to restrict the source of traffic, set the source with IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR block, or a single IPv4 or IPv6 address.


By default, when you create a security group, AWS adds a predefined rule that allows all outbound traffic. Remove this


default rule when you create a security group.


Table 15. Outbound ports for the AWS security group 


Type Protocol Port Range Destination


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv4 Echo Reply N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom ICMP Rule - IPv6 IPv6 ICMP N/A Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


SSH TCP 22 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


SMTP TCP 25 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


DNS (UDP) UDP 53 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 111 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule UDP 111 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 161 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 161 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 163 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 163 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


HTTPS TCP 443 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 700 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 2049 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 2049 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 2052 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom UDP Rule UDP 2052 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 3008 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8443 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8888 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9443 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 27000 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28001-28010 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 29000 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)


Custom TCP Rule TCP 30001-30010 Anywhere (0.0.0.0/0, ::/0)
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Install AVE from the AWS Marketplace
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine from the AMI image in the AWS Marketplace, and then
prepare the virtual machine for Avamar software installation. This method saves time by eliminating the need to upload and
convert a virtual appliance file.


Before you can use the AMI image in the AWS Marketplace, you must subscribe to AVE and accept the software terms. Only
the first launch requires you to subscribe and accept the software terms. After you complete this task once, you do not need to
complete it again.


The AWS documentation provides more information about subscribing to software and the different methods of deploying
virtual machine instances.


Subscribe to the AVE AMI image


Locate and subscribe to the AVE AMI image in the AWS Marketplace, and accept the software terms.


Steps


1. Open the AWS Marketplace.


2. Search the AWS Marketplace for Avamar, and then select Avamar Virtual Edition.
The Product Overview page opens.


3. Click Continue to Subscribe.
The Subscribe to this software page opens.


4. Review the software terms, and then click Accept Terms.
The AWS Marketplace subscribes you to AVE and displays a notification.


5. Wait for AWS to complete the subscription process.
When the subscription becomes active, the AWS Marketplace displays a confirmation message. The Continue to
Configuration button becomes available.


Deploy an AVE virtual machine from the EC2 dashboard


Use the EC2 dashboard to configure and deploy an instance of AVE from the image in the AWS Marketplace.


Steps


1. Open the AWS EC2 Console and select the correct region.


2. From the EC2 console dashboard, click Launch Instance.
The Launch instance wizard opens to the Choose an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) tab.


3. From the navigation area on the left, select the AWS Marketplace category.


4. Search the AWS Marketplace for Avamar, and then locate Avamar Virtual Edition.


5. Click Select.
The product information page appears.


6. Review the product details and then click Continue.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Choose an Instance Type tab.


7. From the list of instance types, select a type that corresponds to the system requirements for the selected capacity
configuration.


System requirements on page 13 contains details about AVE system requirements. The wizard disables any instance types
that do not apply to AVE.


8. Click Next: Configure Instance Details.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Configure Instance Details tab.


9. Click Next: Add Storage.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Add Storage tab.


10. For the root volume, from the Volume Type drop-down, select General Purpose SSD (gp2) or Magnetic
(standard).
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Because SSD volumes have better performance than other volume types, Avamar recommends General Purpose SSD
(gp2) for all volumes. However, SSD volumes incur a larger cost to the customer. Customers should balance performance
and budget when selecting the volume type.


11. Add the required storage volumes by completing the following substeps:


a. Click Add New Volume.
The Launch instance wizard adds a volume with default values.


b. For Size, type the size that corresponds to the storage volumes for the selected capacity configuration.


Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about required disk sizes.


c. For Volume Type, select General Purpose SSD (gp2) or Magnetic (standard).


Repeat this step for all required volumes. Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about the number of
required disks and sizes.


NOTE: Verify that all of the storage partitions are the same size before continuing.


12. Click Next: Add Tags.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Add Tags tab.


13. Click Next: Configure Security Group.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Configure Security Group tab.


14. For Assign a security group, select Select an existing security group.


15. From the list of security groups, select the security group that you created during the prerequisite task and then verify the
port rules.


16. Click Review and Launch.
The wizard validates the configuration and provides recommendations on certain selections.


17. Review the recommendations and correct any errors.


If the wizard has no changes to recommend, continue to the next step.


If the wizard recommends changes to the configuration, evaluate the recommendations, make any necessary changes, and
then click Next.


18. Click Launch.
The Select an existing key pair or create a new key pair dialog box opens.


19. Select Choose an existing key pair from the drop-down.


20. From the Select a key pair drop-down, select the key pair that you created during the prerequisite task.


21. Check the box to acknowledge the warning regarding access to the private key file.
The wizard enables the Launch instances button.


22. Click Launch instances.
The Launch instance wizard starts the deployment process.


23. Use the EC2 console to monitor the deployment progress and respond to any problems.
The EC2 console displays a notification when the deployment completes.


24. (Optional) Configure an elastic IP address for the instance by completing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available elastic IP addresses.


b. If there are no available elastic IP addresses, click Allocate new address.
c. For IPv4 address pool, select an available option that corresponds to your network environment.
d. Click Allocate.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
e. Click Close.


The EC2 console returns to the list of elastic IP addresses.
f. Right-click an available elastic IP address and select Associate address.


The Associate address window opens.
g. From the Instance drop-down, select the new AVE instance.
h. From the Private IP drop-down, select an available private IP address.


Note the private IP address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


i. Click Associate.
The EC2 console displays a status notification.


j. Click Close.


25. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:
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If you configured an elastic IP address, you may already have this value.


a. Use the AWS EC2 web console to obtain the private IPv4 address.


The AWS documentation provides more information.


b. Use the AWS CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids instance | grep PrivateIpAddress
Record the private IPv4 address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


26. Install the AVE.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 47 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and reboots automatically. During this process, which takes 10 to


20 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the AVE until this process is complete


because the AVE installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is also


unavailable during this time.


Install AVE/DDVE from the AWS Marketplace with
CloudFormation
The following topics describe how to use CloudFormation to automate the installation of AVE and DDVE virtual machines from
the AWS Marketplace.


The complete deployment process consists of the following steps:


1. Subscribe to AVE and DDVE in the AWS Marketplace.
2. Provide configuration parameters for AVE and DDVE.
3. Deploy AVE and DDVE using CloudFormation.
4. Configure a secure gateway system.


Configuring a secure gateway system is outside the scope of this installation guide.


CloudFormation templates are JSON files that simplify the deployment of multiple AWS resources and dependencies. In AWS,
the combination of a CloudFormation template and associated resources forms a stack. Use the CloudFormation template to
programmatically deploy the combined AVE and DDVE solution.


The following publications provide additional information to complete the deployment process:


● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Data Domain Virtual Edition in Amazon Web Services (AWS) Installation and Administration Guide
● Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide
● Data Domain Operating System Initial Configuration Guide


The following AWS documentation provides additional information about using CloudFormation templates with the AWS console
and for the AWS CLI:


● AWS CloudFormation Templates
● Working with AWS CloudFormation Templates
● cloudformation


If you intend to use the downloaded CloudFormation template with an alternate installation method, obtain the template for AVE
and DDVE from Online Support (https://support.emc.com/) before proceeding. You can find the template under the Downloads
section for Avamar Virtual Edition, or by searching by product for Avamar Virtual Edition.


The CloudFormation template contains two files:


● AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation.json
● AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation_parameters.json


The parameter file is only required for deployment via CLI.
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Subscribe to the AVE/DDVE AMI image


The following instructions describe how to locate and subscribe to the AVE and DDVE AMI images in the AWS Marketplace, and
then locate the AMI IDs for later use.


Steps


1. Open the AWS Marketplace.


2. Search the AWS Marketplace for Avamar, and then select Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition.
The Product Overview page appears.


3. Click Continue to Subscribe.
The Subscribe to this software page appears.


4. Review the terms and conditions.


5. Click Continue to Configuration.
The Configure this software page appears.


6. Select a region for deployment.


7. Confirm the supplied AVE and DDVE versions.


8. Review the estimated pricing.


9. Click Continue to Launch.
The Launch this software page appears.


Configure the AVE and DDVE virtual machines


The updated CloudFormation template provided with the combined AVE/DDVE AMI image in the AWS Marketplace performs
additional configuration on the deployed virtual machines, similar to completing the ave-config workflow package.


For the most part, configuration takes place in multiple sections of the Select Template tab on the CloudFormation Create
stack page.


Configure common settings


The settings in the Common Configurations section apply to the new CloudFormation stack and to both virtual machines.


Steps


1. On the Launch this software page, review the configuration details.


2. From the Choose Action drop-down list, select Launch CloudFormation.


3. Click Launch.
The Create stack page opens to the Select Template tab.


4. For Choose a template, verify that the Specify an Amazon S3 template URL radio button is preselected, and that the
URL field is prepopulated.


5. Click Next.
The Create stack page moves to the Specify Details tab.


6. For Stack name, type a unique name for the new CloudFormation stack that forms a container for AVE and DDVE
deployment.


7. For Network, select the ID of the VPC that you created for AVE and DDVE.


8. For Subnet, select the ID of the subnet that you created within the VPC.


9. For Availability Zone, select the availability zone that you chose for the VPC.


10. For SSH Location, type an IP address range from which AVE and DDVE should permit SSH access, in the format
10.2.3.4/24.


Since AVE and DDVE receive private IP addresses, supply an IP address range within the private network to which the
secure gateway provides access. Addresses outside this range are not permitted SSH access.


11. For Key Pair, select the name of the SSH keypair that you created for AVE and DDVE.
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Configure the AVE instance


The settings in the AVE Configurations section apply specifically to the AVE instance.


Steps


1. For AVE Capacity, select the installed capacity for this AVE instance, in TB.


This selection governs the choice of EC2 instance type and the automatic creation of virtual disks, as detailed in Virtual disk
requirements on page 16.


AVE instance size EC2 instance type


2 TB m4.xlarge
4 TB m4.2xlarge
8 TB r4.2xlarge
16 TB r4.4xlarge


2. For AVE Volume Type, select the volume type for the AVE instance: either gp2 or st1.


The AWS documentation provides more information on the different volume types.


3. For AVE Common Password and AVE Common Password Confirmation, type a password for the AVE OS admin and
root user accounts, and for the Avamar software.


The Avamar Product Security Guide provides information about password complexity rules.


4. For System Time Zone Name, select the POSIX time zone name.


5. For Email Sender Address, type the email address from which to send ConnectEMC notifications and alerts.


6. For Email Server, type the hostname or IP address of the email server from which ConnectEMC should send emails.


This is also the email server that sends EmailHome messages for high priority events.


7. For Site Name, type a description for the AVE location.


For example:


● Company name
● Company’s site ID
● Company’s address


8. For Dell EMC Site ID/CSI Party ID, type the assigned site ID or CSI party ID (maximum 32 characters).


You can find this ID on the Service Center at http://support.emc.com/servicecenter by clicking Administration > View
and manage company information. An incorrect site ID may lead to delays when you contact Customer Support.


If you cannot determine your site ID, leave the field blank. In this case, AVE does not send dial-home requests to Dell EMC.


9. For Company Name, type the name of the company that owns the AVE instance.


10. For Company Contact Name, type the name of the administrator managing the AVE instance.


11. For Company Contact Phone Number, type the phone number of the administrator managing the AVE instance.


12. For Company Contact Email Address, type the email address of the administrator managing the AVE instance.


Configure the DDVE instance


The settings in the DDVE Configurations section apply specifically to the DDVE instance.


Steps


1. For DDVE Capacity, select the installed capacity for this DDVE instance, in TB.


This selection governs the choice of EC2 instance type and the automatic creation of EBS virtual disks, as detailed in Data
Domain Virtual Edition in Amazon Web Services (AWS) Installation and Administration Guide.


DDVE instance size EC2 instance type


1 to 16 TB m4.xlarge
17 to 32 TB m4.2xlarge
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DDVE instance size EC2 instance type


33 to 96 TB m4.4xlarge


DDVE instance size EBS metadata disk allocation


1 to 10 TB 1 TB


11 to 20 TB 2 TB


21 to 30 TB 3 TB


31 to 40 TB 4 TB


41 to 50 TB 5 TB


51 to 60 TB 6 TB


61 to 70 TB 7 TB


71 to 80 TB 8 TB


81 to 90 TB 9 TB


91 to 96 TB 10 TB


2. For IAM Role for S3 Access, type the name of the IAM role that you created during the prerequisites for access to S3
storage.


3. For S3 Bucket Name, type the name of the S3 bucket that you created during the prerequisites.


4. For DDBoost Login Name, type the login name for the DDBoost user.


This name can be a new or existing account. Valid characters include letters, numbers, hyphen (-), and underscore (_).


5. For DDVE Common Password and DDVE Common Password Confirmation, type a password for the DDVE admin
accounts.


The Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide provides information about password complexity rules.


6. For SNMP Community String, type the SNMP community string that is used to monitor the Data Domain systems.


Blank spaces, colon (:), semicolon (;), dollar-sign ($), single quotes ('), and backquotes (`) are not allowed.


7. Click Next.
The Create stack page opens to the Options tab.


Deploy the AVE/DDVE stack


After you supply all of the configuration parameters, create the CloudFormation stack and use it to deploy the AVE and DDVE
instances.


Steps


1. On the Options tab, click Next.
The Create stack page opens to the Review tab.


2. Review the parameters for AVE and DDVE, and the estimated cost.


3. Click Create stack.
The AWS console starts the AVE and DDVE deployment process. CloudFormation automatically configures the AVE and
DDVE instances by using the values that you provided.


4. Use the Events tab on the AWS portal to monitor deployment status.


Deployment can take more than one hour.


5. (Optional) Configure an elastic IP address for the instance by completing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available elastic IP addresses.


b. If there are no available elastic IP addresses, click Allocate new address.
c. For IPv4 address pool, select an available option that corresponds to your network environment.
d. Click Allocate.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
e. Click Close.
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The EC2 console returns to the list of elastic IP addresses.
f. Right-click an available elastic IP address and select Associate address.


The Associate address window opens.
g. From the Instance drop-down, select the new AVE instance.
h. From the Private IP drop-down, select an available private IP address.


Note the private IP address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


i. Click Associate.
The EC2 console displays a status notification.


j. Click Close.


6. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:


If you configured an elastic IP address, you may already have this value.


a. Use the AWS EC2 web console to obtain the private IPv4 address.


The AWS documentation provides more information.


b. Use the AWS CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids instance | grep PrivateIpAddress
Record the private IPv4 address for later use.


7. To monitor configuration status, complete the following substeps:


a. Establish an SSH session to the AVE instance and log in as the admin user.
b. Check the log file status by typing the following command:


tail -f /usr/local/avamar/var/ave_ddve_cloud_init.log
When configuration completes successfully, the following message appears in the log file:


Completed ave-config


AWS security best practices
Consider the following issues when deploying AVE to an AWS environment, to create as secure an environment as possible.


Follow AWS network security best practices


The AWS documentation at https://aws.amazon.com/security/ provides more information about general AWS security
recommendations.


Disable the public IP address when launching AVE


Because AVE in the cloud only backs up resources in the same Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), AVE does not need a public IP
address. Isolating AVE from public network access helps to secure AVE in a cloud environment.


When creating or configuring the AVE instance, at Step 3, Configure Instance Details, select Disable for the Auto-assign
Public IP option to disable the public IP address for AVE.


Set up an additional secure gateway system for AVE maintenance in the
cloud


You can also set up a secure gateway system, with a public IP address, in the same VPC as AVE and the clients. Perform all
operation and maintenance of AVE through this secure gateway system. Configure the gateway system for high security by, for
example, defining the security group to enable only a must-have level of network access.


● For Linux gateways, enable only the SSH port, with key-based SSH access, and the VNC port range. Restrict the permitted
original network address (a white-listed IP address or range is suggested).


● For Window gateways, enable only the RDP port. Restrict the permitted original network address (a white-listed IP address
or range is suggested).


You can install Avamar Administrator on the secure gateway system. In this case, configure a security group for the following
ports:
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Table 16. Inbound ports for Linux gateways 


Type Protocol Port range Source


Custom TCP rule TCP 7778–7781 Private subnet


HTTPS TCP 443 Private subnet


SSH TCP 22 0.0.0.0/0


Table 17. Inbound ports for Windows gateways 


Type Protocol Port range Source


Custom TCP rule TCP 7778–7781 Private subnet


RDP TCP 3389 0.0.0.0/0


HTTPS TCP 443 Private subnet


SSH TCP 22 Private subnet


In these tables, the term 'private subnet' refers to the virtual network that contains AVE and related virtual machines.


Key-based SSH access is required


Use an SSH public key when launching AVE in AWS. Prerequisites on page 37 contains information about creating a key pair and
selecting it when launching the instance. If you do not select a key pair when launching an instance, you cannot log in to the
SSH interface with username/password authentication.


Use a security group with custom IP address ranges


In addition to the ports, restrict the source and destination network address ranges in the inbound/outbound security group.
Enable only the necessary ports for both inbound and outbound network access, as defined in Security group settings on page
38.


Timely application of Avamar security patches


Avamar releases quarterly OS security patch roll-ups. Apply these patches to AVE on a regular basis.


Enable terminal protection


Accidentally terminating or deleting AVE could result in a disaster scenario with potential data loss. Therefore, it is a best
practice to select the Enable terminal protection option when configuring the AVE instance.


Install and configure the Avamar software
To install the Avamar software on a new AVE virtual machine, follow the instructions that are included in the help file for the
AVE installation workflow on the SW Releases page of the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
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b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software with the default password.


The default password is the private IPv4 address for the virtual machine.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


2. In the menu bar, click SW Releases, and then select the ave-config workflow package from the Package List.


3. Click the ? button next to the ave-config package.
The Avamar Virtual Edition Configuration Workflow Guide opens.


4. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Install, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


5. Click Install next to the AVE installation package ave-config.
The Installation Setup page displays.


6. On the Installation Setup page, provide the required information in the user input fields for each tab, and then click
Continue.
The Installation Progress page displays.


7. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the installation and respond to any installation problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.


The installation resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the installation.
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Installing AVE on Azure
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in a Microsoft Azure environment:


Topics:


• Installation
• Deploying from the Azure Marketplace
• Deploy AVE and DDVE with an Azure solution template
• Network security group
• Azure security best practices
• Install and configure the Avamar software


Installation
Avamar provides multiple deployment methods for AVE virtual machines on Microsoft Azure. Select a method from the following
list:


● By deploying AVE, or AVE and DDVE together, from the Azure Marketplace.


Deploying from the Azure Marketplace on page 49 provides more information.


● By deploying AVE and DDVE together via the Azure solution template.


Deploy AVE and DDVE with an Azure solution template on page 56 provides more information, and provides instructions for
the following options:


○ Azure Resource Manager
○ Azure Powershell
○ Azure CLI


Deploying from the Azure Marketplace
The AVE software and the Data Domain Virtual Edition (DDVE) software are available from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace,
and can be deployed separately or together. The following topics provide instructions for each scenario:


● Deploy AVE from the Azure Marketplace on page 49
● Deploy AVE and DDVE from the Azure Marketplace on page 52


NOTE: For security considerations, deploy AVE in a private network and configure a secure gateway from which you can


install, configure, and manage the Avamar server. Azure security best practices provides detailed information on how to set


up an additional secure gateway system for AVE maintenance in the cloud.


Deploy AVE from the Azure Marketplace


This section provides information about how to deploy a stand-alone AVE VM from the Azure Marketplace.


Prerequisites


Review Preinstallation requirements and best practices on page 13 and note the applicable requirements for the selected
capacity configuration.


Steps


1. Open the Azure portal at https://portal.azure.com and log in to the Azure account.
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2. In the Azure Marketplace, search for the Avamar Virtual Edition application.


3. Locate the correct version of AVE from the Marketplace search results, and then click the listing.
The right pane opens and presents a description of the Avamar software. Review the description.


4. From the Select a software plan drop-down, choose the correct version of AVE.


5. Click Create.
The Create a virtual machine wizard opens.


Configure the basic settings for the AVE VM


With the Create a virtual machine wizard open to the Basics tab, complete the following basic configuration:


Steps


1. Select an available Azure subscription.


2. From the Resource group drop-down, select an existing resource group or click Create new.


Create a resource group on page 57 and the Azure portal documentation provide more information.


3. In the Virtual machine name field, type a name for the AVE VM. The maximum length is 10 characters.


4. From the Region drop-down, select an available location in which to deploy the AVE VM.


5. From the Availability options drop-down, select No infrastructure redundancy required.


6. From the Image drop-down, select the option for Dell EMC Avamar Virtual Edition that corresponds to the
current version of AVE.


7. Using the information in System requirements on page 13, select a value for Size.


8. For Authentication type, select Password or SSH public key.


a. If you selected Password, complete the Username, Password, and Confirm password fields.


b. If you selected SSH public key, complete the Username and SSH public key fields.


The installation process creates an OS-level administrative user account with this username and password.


9. For Public inbound ports, select one of the following options:


Option Description


None For environments where the protected clients reside in the Azure cloud and that require no public
Internet access.


Allow selected
ports


For environments where the protected clients may reside outside of the Azure cloud, or that require
access from the public Internet.


a. If you selected Allow selected ports, check values from the Select inbound ports drop-down.


Network security group on page 65 contains information about required inbound/outbound rules for AVE.


10. Click Next : Disks.


Results


The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Disks tab.


Configure the disk settings for the AVE VM


With the Create a virtual machine wizard open to the Disks tab, complete the following configuration:


Prerequisites


Because SSD volumes have better performance than other volume types, Dell EMC recommends SSD for all volumes. However,
SSD volumes incur a larger cost to the customer. Customers should balance performance and budget when selecting the volume
type.


Steps


1. From the OS disk type drop-down, select Standard HDD or Standard SSD.


2. Click Create and attach a new disk.
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The Create a new disk pane opens.


3. From the Disk type drop-down, select Standard HDD or Standard SSD.


4. Type a name for the data disk.


5. In the Size field, specify the size of the required storage partitions that you noted earlier.


6. From the Source type drop-down, select None (empty disk).


7. Click OK.
The Create a new disk pane closes. The Create a virtual machine wizard lists the new data disk.


8. Repeat steps 2 on page 50 to 7 on page 51 to create the remaining storage partitions, as listed in the virtual disk
requirements table.


NOTE: Verify that all of the storage partitions are the same size before continuing.


9. Click Next : Networking.


Results


The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Networking tab.


Configure the network settings for the AVE VM


With the Create a virtual machine wizard open to the Networking tab, complete the following configuration:


Steps


1. From the Virtual network drop-down, select an existing virtual network or click Create new.


Create a virtual network and subnet on page 59 and the Azure portal documentation provide more information.


2. If required, from the Subnet drop-down, select an existing subnet.


The Azure portal automatically creates a subnet when you create a virtual network. In this case, you cannot select a value
from the Subnet drop-down.


3. From the Public IP drop-down, select an available IP address block.


NOTE: For security considerations, Dell EMC recommends that you deploy AVE in a private network and set the Public


IP drop-down to None.


4. For Network security group, select Advanced.


5. From the Configure network security group drop-down, select an existing security group or click Create new.


Creating a network security group is beyond the scope of this publication. The Azure portal documentation provides more
information.


Ensure that the selected network security group contains all of the required inbound/outbound rules. Network security
group on page 65 provides more information.


6. Click Next : Management.


Results


The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Management tab.


Configure the management settings for the AVE VM


With the Create a virtual machine wizard open to the Management tab, complete the following configuration:


Steps


1. For Boot diagnostics, select On.


2. From the Diagnostics storage account drop-down, select an existing diagnostics storage account or click Create new.


Creating a diagnostics storage account is beyond the scope of this publication. The Azure portal documentation provides
more information.


3. For System assigned managed identity, select Off.
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4. For Enable auto-shutdown, select Off.


5. Click Next : Advanced.
The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Advanced tab.


6. Click Next : Tags.
The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Tags tab.


7. Click Next : Review + create.


Results


The Create a virtual machine wizard moves to the Review + create tab.


Create the AVE VM


With the Create a virtual machine wizard open to the Review + create tab, complete the following steps:


Steps


1. Wait for the Azure portal to validate the AVE configuration.


Review and correct any errors.


2. Review the summary of the AVE configuration, including the estimated pricing and the terms.


3. Click Create.
The Azure portal starts to deploy the AVE VM. The deployment process can take considerable time to complete, depending
on the selected capacity configuration.


4. Observe the output from the deployment process and respond to any problems.
The Azure portal displays a notification when the deployment completes.


5. Create a static IP address for the AVE VM by performing the following substeps:


a. From the network interface configuration page for the AVE VM, click IP configurations.
b. Click the network name.
c. Select Static for the Private IP address assignment.
d. Specify a private IP address or accept the default private IP address from Azure.
e. Record the private IPv4 address for future use. This value is the default password for AVE.
f. Click Save.


6. Install the Avamar software.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 68 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and restarts automatically. During this process, which takes 15


to 25 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the Avamar software until this process


is complete because the installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is


also unavailable during this time.


Deploy AVE and DDVE from the Azure Marketplace


This section provides information on how to deploy the AVE and DDVE software together from the Azure Marketplace.


Prerequisites


Review Preinstallation requirements and best practices on page 13 and the DDVE system requirements in Data Domain Virtual
Edition Installation and Administration Guide. Note the applicable requirements for the selected capacity configurations.


Steps


1. Open the Azure portal at https://portal.azure.com and log in to the Azure account.


2. In the Azure Marketplace, search for and deploy the Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition.


Select Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Editions.


3. Locate the application that corresponds to the selected versions of AVE and DDVE from the Marketplace search results, and
then click the listing.
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The right pane opens and presents a description of the combined software package. Review the description.


4. From the Select a software plan drop-down at the bottom of the right pane, choose the correct version of AVE and
DDVE.


5. Click Create.
The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard opens.


Configure the basic settings for AVE and DDVE


With the Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard open to the Basics tab, complete the following basic
configuration:


Steps


1. Select an available Azure subscription.


2. From the Resource group drop-down, select an existing resource group or click Create new.


Create a resource group on page 57 and the Azure portal documentation provide more information.


3. From the Location drop-down, select an available location in which to deploy AVE and DDVE.


4. Click OK.


Results


The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard moves to the Infrastructure Configuration tab.


Configure the infrastructure settings for AVE and DDVE


With the Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard open to the Infrastructure Configuration tab, complete
the following configuration:


Steps


1. Click Virtual network.
The Choose virtual network pane opens.


2. Select an existing virtual network or click Create new.


To create a virtual network by using the wizard, complete the following substeps:


a. Type a unique name for the new virtual network.
b. Supply an address space in the form <startingIP>/<subnet>.


For example, 10.2.3.0/24 or 192.168.0.0/16.
c. Click OK to continue.


The Choose virtual network pane closes.


3. Click Subnets.
The Subnets pane opens.


4. Select a subnet from the list.


The Azure portal automatically creates a subnet when you create a virtual network. In this case, you cannot select a value.
Complete the following substeps to configure a new subnet:


a. Type a unique name for the new subnet.
b. Supply an address prefix in the form <startingIP>/<subnet>.


By default, the wizard copies this field from the value that you typed for the new virtual network.


c. Click OK to continue.


The Subnets pane closes.


5. Click Diagnostics storage account.
The Choose storage account pane opens.


6. Select an existing storage account or click Create new.


To create a storage account by using the wizard, complete the following substeps:


a. Type a unique name for the new storage account.
b. For Account kind, select Storage (general purpose v1).


c. For Performance, select Standard.
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d. For Replication, select Locally-redundant storage (LRS).


e. Click OK to continue.


The Choose storage account pane closes.


7. Click OK.


Results


The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard moves to the AVE Configuration tab.


Configure the instance settings for AVE


With the Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard open to the AVE Configuration tab, complete the
following configuration:


Steps


1. From the AVE Version drop-down, select the available release.


Your choice of application from the Marketplace determines the available options.


2. In the AVE Name field, type the hostname for the AVE instance.


NOTE: The maximum length of the virtual machine name is 10 characters.


3. Using the information in System requirements on page 13, select a value for AVE VM Size.


This field offers a selection of values that correspond to the sizes that are listed in the resource requirement tables.


4. From the AVE Capacity drop-down, select the correct capacity configuration.


5. In the Admin User Name field, type the name for the administrator.


You can use this username to ssh into the AVE instance. The values admin and root are not permitted.


6. For Admin Authentication Type, select Password or SSH public key.


a. If you selected Password, complete the Password and Confirm password fields.


b. If you selected SSH public key, complete the SSH public key field.


The installation process creates an OS account with this username and password.


7. In the AVE Common password and Confirm AVE Common password fields, type a password for the OS admin and root
accounts, and for the Avamar software.


8. From the AVE Time Zone drop-down, select the applicable time zone.


9. (Optional) In the Email sender address field, type the email address from which notification emails are sent to Dell EMC.


10. (Optional) In the Email server field, type the hostname or IP address of the email server that ConnectEMC uses to send
email to Dell EMC. This is also the email server that sends EmailHome messages for high priority events.


11. (Optional) In the Site name field, type a name for the site where the Avamar server is physically located.


12. (Optional) In the Dell EMC Site ID/CSI Party ID field, type the assigned site ID or CSI party ID (maximum 32 characters).


You can find this ID on the Service Center at http://support.emc.com/servicecenter by clicking Administration > View
and manage company information. An incorrect site ID may lead to delays when you contact Customer Support.


13. (Optional) In the Company name field, type the name of the company that owns the Avamar server.


14. (Optional) In the Company contact name field, type the name of the administrator managing the Avamar server.


15. (Optional) In the Company contact phone number field, type the phone number of the administrator managing the
Avamar server.


Valid characters are digits, plus symbol (+), parentheses ( ), hyphen (-), spaces, and x for extension.


16. (Optional) In the Company contact email address field, type the email address of the administrator managing the Avamar
server.


17. Click OK.


Results


The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard moves to the DDVE on Hot Blob Configuration tab.
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Configure the instance settings for DDVE


With the Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard open to the DDVE on Hot Blob Configuration tab,
complete the following configuration:


About this task


DDVE 4.0 on Azure supports hot blob storage. The Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide for DDVE
4.0 provides more information about hot blob storage.


Steps


1. From the DDVE Version drop-down, select the available release.


Your choice of application from the Marketplace determines the available options.


2. In the DDVE Name field, type the hostname for the DDVE instance.


NOTE: The maximum length of the virtual machine name is 10 characters.


3. Using the information from the DDVE system requirements, select a value for DDVE VM Size.


Select a size that meets or exceeds the DDVE system requirements for the chosen capacity configuration.


4. In the DDVE VM Size field, select an option from the options available in the list.


5. In the DDVE Capacity (TB) field, select a storage capacity from the options available in the list.


6. For Sysadmin Authentication type, select Password or SSH public key.


a. If you selected Password, complete the Password and Confirm password fields.


b. If you selected SSH public key, complete the SSH public key field.


7. In the DDBoost user name field, type the login name for the DDBoost user.


8. In the DDVE common password and Confirm password fields, type a password for the DDVE passphrase, DDBoost user
account, and sysadmin account (if DDVE authentication is key-based).


9. In the SNMP community string field, type the SNMP community string used to monitor the DDVE. Blank spaces are not
allowed.


10. In the Resource ID of the blob storage account field, type the resource ID for the Azure blob storage account.


The account type must be blob storage. If you do not have an Azure blob storage account, create one before continuing.


To obtain the resource ID from the Azure portal, click Storage accounts, select the storage account from the list, and then
click Properties. A valid resource ID follows this format:


/subscriptions/<subscription GUID>/resourceGroups/<resource group name>/providers/
Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/<storage account name>


11. In the Container name field, type the name of the empty container that will store data for DDVE backups. The container
must be empty or the configuration fails. If you do not have an empty container, create one before continuing.


12. Click OK.


Results


The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard moves to the Summary tab.


Create the AVE and DDVE VMs


With the Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard open to the Summary tab, complete the following steps:


Steps


1. Wait for the Azure portal to validate the AVE and DDVE configuration.


Review and correct any errors.


2. Click OK.
The Create Avamar and Data Domain Virtual Edition wizard moves to the Buy tab.


3. Review the estimated pricing and the terms.


4. Click Create.
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The Azure portal starts to deploy the AVE and DDVE VMs. The deployment process can take considerable time to complete,
depending on the selected capacity configurations.


5. Observe the output from the deployment process and respond to any problems.


The Azure portal displays a notification when the deployment completes. The output from the deployment process provides
the private IP addresses for AVE and DDVE.


After deployment completes, Azure automatically configures AVE and DDVE with the indicated selections. Deployment and
configuration may take more than one hour before AVE and DDVE are ready to use.


6. Record both private IP addresses for later use.


7. Monitor the configuration process:


a. Using SSH, connect to AVE with the private IP address that you recorded from the deployment process.
b. Check the configuration log file by typing the following command:


tail -f /usr/local/avamar/var/ave_ddve_config.log
After the configuration completes, the log file contains the following lines:


    Completed ave-config
    Config AVE successsfully


8. Create a static IP address for the AVE and DDVE virtual machines:


a. From the Azure portal, select the virtual machine, and then select Networking.
b. Select the network interface that is assigned to the virtual machine.


The Azure portal opens the network interface overview.
c. Click IP Configurations.


The Azure portal lists the available IP configurations.
d. Click the IP configuration that is currently assigned to the virtual machine.


The IP configuration window opens.
e. In the Private IP address settings section, for the Assignment field, select Static.
f. Verify the current setting or type a new static IP address for the virtual machine.
g. Click Save.


Repeat this step for both the AVE and DDVE virtual machines.


Deploy AVE and DDVE with an Azure solution template
The following topics describe how to deploy AVE and Data Domain Virtual Edition (DDVE) virtual machines in Azure by using a
solution template. The solution template uses the DDVE 6.1.0 image in the Azure marketplace (ddve-31-ver-060100).


Solution templates are JSON files that simplify the deployment of multiple Azure resources and dependencies. Use the template
to programmatically deploy the combined AVE and DDVE solution.


Obtain the solution template for AVE and DDVE from Online Support (https://support.emc.com/) before proceeding. The
solution template contains two files:


● AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json
● AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json


The parameter file is only required for deployment via Powershell.


The complete deployment process consists of the following steps:


1. Upload an AVE virtual machine image to Azure and configure prerequisite items.
2. Deploy AVE and DDVE using the solution template.
3. Configure a secure gateway system.
4. Configure DDVE.
5. Configure AVE.
6. Attach the DDVE system to AVE.


Steps 3–6 are outside the scope of this installation guide. The following publications provide additional information to complete
the deployment process:


● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Data Domain Operating System Initial Configuration Guide
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● Data Domain Operating System Administration Guide


This installation guide includes steps for the Azure Resource Manager, for Azure Powershell, and for the Azure CLI. The
following Microsoft documentation provides additional information about using solution templates with both interfaces:


● Deploy resources with Resource Manager templates and Azure portal
● Deploy resources with Resource Manager templates and Azure CLI
● Deploy resources with Resource Manager templates and Azure PowerShell
● Parameter files


Upload the AVE image


The solution template uses this AVE image for each automatic deployment. This section also configures several important
prerequisite items. Record the indicated values for later use.


Prerequisites


In general, select the same resource group for each task, and select the same location.


Steps


1. Download and decompress the AVE virtual appliance file.


Download the required software from https://support.emc.com/.


2. Open the Azure portal at https://portal.azure.com and log in to the Azure account.


Create a resource group


Create a resource group for solution template deployment by performing the following steps:


Steps


1. From the Favorites list, click Resource groups.


2. Click Add.


3. In the Resource group name field, type a name for the resource group.


4. Select an available Azure subscription.


5. From the Resource group location drop-down, select an available location.


6. Click Create.


Next steps


Record the name of the new resource group.


Create a storage account


The storage account holds the uploaded AVE virtual appliance file and stores the diagnostic logs from the deployment. Create a
storage account for solution template deployment by performing the following substeps:


Steps


1. From the Favorites list, click Storage accounts.


2. Click Add.
The Create storage account wizard opens on the Basics tab.


3. Select an available Azure subscription.


4. From the Resource group drop-down, select the new resource group.


5. In the Storage account name field, type a name for the storage account.


6. From the Location drop-down, select an available location.


7. For Performance, select Standard or Premium.


8. From the Account kind drop-down, select StorageV2 (general purpose v2).
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9. From the Replication drop-down, select Locally-redundant storage (LRS).


10. For Access tier (default), select Hot.


11. Click Review + create.


The remaining fields on the Advanced and Tags tabs are optional for most users.


The Create storage account wizard moves to the Review + create tab.


12. Wait for the Azure portal to validate the storage account configuration.


Review and correct any errors.


13. Click Create.
The Azure portal starts to deploy the storage account. The deployment process can take several minutes to complete.


14. Observe the output from the deployment process and respond to any problems.
The Azure portal displays a notification when the deployment completes.


Next steps


Record the name of the new storage account.


Create a container


Create a container for solution template deployment by performing the following steps:


Steps


1. From the Favorites list, click Storage accounts.


2. Select the new storage account.


3. From the navigation pane for the new storage account, click Blobs.


4. Click + Container.


5. In the Name field, type a name for the container.


6. For Public access level, select Private (no anonymous access).


Results


The Blobs pane lists the new container.


Upload the AVE virtual appliance file


Upload the AVE virtual appliance file to the container for solution template deployment by performing the following steps:


Prerequisites


NOTE: Transferring the AVE virtual appliance file may take considerable time.


If you encounter difficulty while uploading the AVE virtual appliance file, retry the upload with the Azure command line tool
AzCopy or the Azure command-line interface (CLI).


● https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-use-azcopy provides more information about AzCopy,
including download instructions and usage examples.


● https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/classic/create-upload-vhd provides more information
about the Azure CLI, including usage examples.


Transfer the AVE virtual appliance file as a page blob.


Steps


1. Select the new container.
The Azure portal opens the contents of the container.


2. Click Upload.


3. Select the AVE virtual appliance file that you downloaded and decompressed earlier.


4. Click Advanced.
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5. For Blob type, select Page blob.


6. Ensure that Upload .vhd files as page blobs is checked.


7. Click Upload.


Next steps


The upload progresses in the background. You can continue to complete tasks in the Azure portal while uploading the AVE
virtual appliance file.


Create a virtual network and subnet


Create a virtual network and subnet for solution template deployment by performing the following steps:


Steps


1. From the Favorites list, click Virtual networks.


2. Click Add.
The Create virtual network wizard opens.


3. In the virtual network Name field, type a name for the virtual network.


4. In the Address space field, supply an address space in the form <startingIP>/<subnet>.
For example, 10.2.3.0/24 or 192.168.0.0/16.


5. Select an available Azure subscription.


6. From the Resource group drop-down, select the new resource group.


7. From the Location drop-down, select an available location.


8. In the subnet Name field, type a name for the new subnet.


9. Supply an address prefix in the form <startingIP>/<subnet>.


By default, the wizard copies this field from the value that you typed for the new virtual network.


10. Click Create.
The Azure portal validates the virtual network settings and starts to deploy the storage account. Review and correct any
validation errors. The deployment process can take several minutes to complete.


Next steps


Record the names of the new virtual network and subnet.


Create an image


Create an image for solution template deployment by performing the following steps:


Steps


1. From the Azure portal navigation pane, click + Create a resource.


2. In the Search field, type image.


3. From the search results, select the component Image, published by Microsoft.
The component description pane opens on the right.


4. Click Create.
The Create image wizard opens.


5. In the Name field, type a name for the new image.


6. Select an available Azure subscription.


7. From the Resource group drop-down, select the new resource group.


8. From the Location drop-down, select an available location.


9. For OS type, select Linux.


10. For the Storage blob field, browse to the uploaded AVE virtual appliance file.


11. For Account type, select Standard HDD.


12. For Host caching, select None.


13. Click Create.
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Next steps


Record the resource ID for the new AVE image.


Solution template parameters


These template parameters are common to every deployment method. Use the following descriptions to provide parameters to
the template:


AVE Name Required. Type the hostname to assign to AVE. Limited to 10 characters, special characters are
prohibited.


AVE Image
Resource ID


Required. Provide the value that you recorded when you uploaded the AVE image.


AVE Size in TB Select the installed capacity for this AVE instance: either 2 or 4 TB. This selection governs the choice of
Azure standard tier, as detailed in System requirements on page 13, and the automatic creation of virtual
disks, as detailed in Virtual disk requirements on page 16.


AVE Username Required. Type the name of a new user with administrative privileges for AVE. Cannot be root or
admin.


AVE
Authentication
Mode


Select the method by which users are authenticated when initiating an SSH connection: either Password
or SSH Public Key.


AVE User
Password


Type a password for the new user. Input must be 12–72 characters that include any three of the
following: one lowercase letter, one uppercase letter, one number, and one special character. Complete
this field even if using an SSH public key for authentication. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides
more information.


The default is Changeme123#.


AVE Ssh Public
Key


Required. Provide the representation of the new user's SSH public key. This field applies only when SSH
Public Key authentication is selected. Complete this field even if using a password for authentication.


DDVE Name Required. Type the hostname to assign to DDVE. Limited to 10 characters, special characters are
prohibited.


DDVE Virtual
Machine Size


Select the maximum installed capacity for this DDVE instance: either Standard_F4 or Standard_F8.
This selection governs the choice of Azure standard tier and the automatic creation of virtual disks. All
virtual disks are 1000 GB.


Standard_F4 supports a maximum capacity of 7 TB. Standard_F8 supports a maximum capacity of 15
TB.


DDVE Data Disk
Size in TB


Select the actual installed capacity for this DDVE instance: integer values between 1–15 TB. The choice of
DDVE Virtual Machine Size limits the values that are available for selection.


The 0.5 TB value is only for use with the evaluation license. Do not use this value for any other
installations.


DDVE
Authentication
Mode


Select the method by which users are authenticated when initiating an SSH connection: either Password
or SSH Public Key.


DDVE Sysadmin
Password


Type a password for the sysadmin user. Input must be 12–72 characters that include any three of the
following: one lowercase letter, one uppercase letter, one number, and one special character. Complete
this field even if using an SSH public key for authentication. The Data Domain Product Security Guide
provides more information.


The default is Changeme123#.


DDVE Ssh Public
Key


Provide the representation of the sysadmin user's SSH public key. This field applies only when SSH
Public Key authentication is selected.


Vnet Existing
Resource Group


Required. Type the name of the resource group in which you created the virtual network.


Vnet Name Required. Type the name of the new virtual network.


Vnet Subnet
Name


Required. Type the name of the subnet that you created within the new virtual network.
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Diagnostics
Storage Account
Existing
Resource Group


Required. Type the name of the resource group in which you created the storage account.


Diagnostics
Storage Account
Name


Required. Type the name of the new storage account.


Deploy from the Azure Resource Manager


The Azure Resource manager provides a graphical interface for deployment of the appliances.


Steps


1. Extract AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json to a temporary folder on the local computer.


2. Return to the Azure portal.


3. From the Favorites list, click Dashboard.


4. Click Template deployment.


If you do not see Template deployment, complete the following substeps:


a. Type template deployment in the dashboard search field.


b. From the search results, select the Marketplace item Template deployment, published by Microsoft.


The Template deployment description pane opens on the right.


5. Click Create.
The Custom Deployment page opens.


6. Click Build your own template in the editor.
The Edit Template page opens to an empty template and default values in the editor.


7. Click Load File.


8. Browse to AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json and then click Open.
The AVE/DDVE solution template opens in the editor.


9. Click Save.
The Custom Deployment page opens and displays the new template.


10. The Basics section is common to all Azure deployments. Choose an appropriate Subscription, Resource Group, and
Location.


11. Provide all required AVE and DDVE parameters.


Some fields are preconfigured. Mandatory fields have red names and an *. Validated fields have a purple border and a green
check mark.


Solution template parameters on page 60 provides additional information on parameter values.


12. Review the terms and conditions, and then check I agree to the terms and conditions stated above.


13. Click Purchase.
Deployment may take 15–30 minutes. Note all of the return values from the deployment process.


Deploy from the Azure Powershell


You can also deploy the appliances from the command line by using Azure Powershell. This method provides the required
parameters in the AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json file.


Steps


1. Extract AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json and AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json to a
temporary folder on the local computer.


2. Edit AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json with a text editor and provide the required values.


Solution template parameters on page 60 provides additional information. Each parameter in this file corresponds to an input
field in the Azure Resource Manager method.
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For example:


{
  "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-01-01/
deploymentParameters.json#",
  "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
  "parameters": {
    "AVEName": {
      "value": "AVE-test"
    },
    "AVEImageResourceID": {
      "value": "/subscriptions/azure-test/resourceGroups/rg-test/providers/provider-
test/vm-image/ave-image"
    },
    "AVESizeInTB": {
      "value": "2"
    },
    "AVEUsername": {
      "value": "test"
    },
    "AVEAuthenticationMode": {
      "value": "Password"
    },
    "AVEUserPwd": {
      "value": "S3cure#P@ssW0rd!"
    },
    "AVESshPublicKey": {
      "value": "Input only when SSH Public Key is selected as the authentication mode."
    },
    "DDVEName": {
      "value": "DDVE-test"
    },
    "DDVEVirtualMachineSize": {
      "value": "Standard_F4"
    },
    "DDVEDataDiskSizeInTB": {
      "value": "1"
    },
    "DDVEAuthenticationMode": {
      "value": "Password"
    },
    "DDVESysadminPwd": {
      "value": ".DdV3#P@ssW0rd%"
    },
    "DDVESshPublicKey": {
      "value": "Input only when SSH Public Key is selected as the authentication mode."
    },
    "vnetExistingResourceGroup": {
      "value": "rg-test"
    },
    "vnetName": {
      "value": "vnet-test"
    },
    "vnetSubnetName": {
      "value": "subnet-test"
    },
    "diagnosticsStorageAccountExistingResourceGroup": {
      "value": "rg-test"
    },
    "diagnosticsStorageAccountName": {
      "value": "storage-test"
    }
  }
}


3. Save and close the file.


4. In the Azure Powershell interface, log in and select an appropriate subscription.


5. In the Azure Powershell interface, type the following command on one line:


New-AzureRmResourceGroupDeployment -Name <DeploymentName> -ResourceGroupName
<ResourceGroupName> -TemplateFile AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json -TemplateParameterFile
AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json
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where:


● <DeploymentName> is a unique name for this AVE and DDVE deployment.
● <ResourceGroupName> is a resource group in which to place the new instances of AVE and DDVE.


Deployment may take 15–30 minutes. Note all of the return values from the deployment process.


Deploy from the Azure CLI


You can also deploy the appliances from the command line by using Azure Command Line Interface (CLI). This method provides
the required parameters in the AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json file.


Steps


1. Extract AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json and AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json to a
temporary folder on the local computer.


2. Edit AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json with a text editor and provide the required values.


Solution template parameters on page 60 provides additional information. Each parameter in this file corresponds to an input
field in the Azure Resource Manager method.


For example:


{
  "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-01-01/
deploymentParameters.json#",
  "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
  "parameters": {
    "AVEName": {
      "value": "AVE-test"
    },
    "AVEImageResourceID": {
      "value": "/subscriptions/azure-test/resourceGroups/rg-test/providers/provider-
test/vm-image/ave-image"
    },
    "AVESizeInTB": {
      "value": "2"
    },
    "AVEUsername": {
      "value": "test"
    },
    "AVEAuthenticationMode": {
      "value": "Password"
    },
    "AVEUserPwd": {
      "value": "S3cure#P@ssW0rd!"
    },
    "AVESshPublicKey": {
      "value": "Input only when SSH Public Key is selected as the authentication mode."
    },
    "DDVEName": {
      "value": "DDVE-test"
    },
    "DDVEVirtualMachineSize": {
      "value": "Standard_F4"
    },
    "DDVEDataDiskSizeInTB": {
      "value": "1"
    },
    "DDVEAuthenticationMode": {
      "value": "Password"
    },
    "DDVESysadminPwd": {
      "value": ".DdV3#P@ssW0rd%"
    },
    "DDVESshPublicKey": {
      "value": "Input only when SSH Public Key is selected as the authentication mode."
    },
    "vnetExistingResourceGroup": {
      "value": "rg-test"
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    },
    "vnetName": {
      "value": "vnet-test"
    },
    "vnetSubnetName": {
      "value": "subnet-test"
    },
    "diagnosticsStorageAccountExistingResourceGroup": {
      "value": "rg-test"
    },
    "diagnosticsStorageAccountName": {
      "value": "storage-test"
    }
  }
}


3. Save and close the file.


4. In the Azure CLI, log in and select an appropriate subscription.


5. In the Azure CLI, type the following command on one line:


az group deployment create --name <DeploymentName> -ResourceGroupName <ResourceGroupName>
-TemplateFile AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate.json -TemplateParameterFile
AVE_DDVE_SolutionTemplate_parameters.json
where:


● <DeploymentName> is a unique name for this AVE and DDVE deployment.
● <ResourceGroupName> is a resource group in which to place the new instances of AVE and DDVE.


Deployment may take 15–30 minutes. Note all of the return values from the deployment process.


Complete post-deployment configuration


These steps prepare the deployed AVE for installation of the Avamar software.


Prerequisites


Note and record the deployment status, and the AVAMARURL and DDSMURL values from the deployment task. Access to
these URLs requires a secure gateway system, which is beyond the scope of this installation guide.


Steps


1. Create a static IP address for the AVE VM by performing the following substeps:


a. From the network interface configuration page for the AVE VM, click IP configurations.
b. Click the network name.
c. Select Static for the Private IP address assignment.
d. Specify a private IP address or accept the default private IP address from Azure.
e. Record the private IPv4 address for future use. This value is the default password for AVE.
f. Click Save.


2. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:


a. Use the Azure Portal to obtain the private IPv4 address.


The Microsoft documentation for the Azure Portal provides more information.


b. Use the Azure CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


az vm list-ip-addresses --name vm-name
c. Record the private IPv4 address for future use. This value is the default password for AVE.


3. Configure a secure gateway system.


4. Install the Avamar software.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 68 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and restarts automatically. During this process, which takes 15


to 25 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the Avamar software until this process
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is complete because the installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is


also unavailable during this time.


5. Configure the DDVE instance.


If you cannot access the DDVE instance from the secure gateway via HTTP or HTTPS, perform the following substeps:


a. SSH to the DDVE instance and log in as the sysadmin user.
b. Type the following command:


adminaccess enable http/https
6. Attach the DDVE system to AVE.


Network security group
The following tables describe the rules that should be added to an Azure network security group.


Inbound ports for the Azure network security group


The following tables describe the rules that should be added to an Azure network security group.


NOTE: If you want to restrict the source of traffic, set the source with IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR block, or a single IPv4 or IPv6


address.


NOTE: Avamar no longer supports HTTP access to TCP port 80. Use the HTTPS ports 443 to access these services


instead.


For all table entries:


● The Source and Destination fields are Any.


● The Source port range field is *
● The Action is Allow.


● Assign a unique priority value to each rule, starting at 100.
● Type a unique description for each rule. The value must be unique for both inbound and outbound rules.


Table 18. Inbound ports for the Azure network security group 


Type Protocol Destination port range


SSH TCP 22


Custom TCP Rule TCP 161


Custom UDP Rule UDP 161


Custom TCP Rule TCP 163


Custom UDP Rule UDP 163


HTTPS TCP 443


Custom TCP Rule TCP 700


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7543


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7778 - 7781


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8543


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9090


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9443


Custom TCP Rule TCP 27000


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28001 - 28002


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28810 - 28819
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Table 18. Inbound ports for the Azure network security group (continued)


Type Protocol Destination port range


Custom TCP Rule TCP 29000


Custom TCP Rule TCP 30001 - 30010


Outbound ports for the Azure network security group


NOTE: If you want to restrict the source of traffic, set the source with IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR block, or a single IPv4 or IPv6


address.


By default, Azure has a rule AllowInternetOutBound with priority 65001 to allow all outbound internet traffic. Override this rule
by adding a rule with a priority (that is, an integer number) that is greater than all customized rules' priority, and less than
65000: source: *, destination: *, protocol: *, action: Deny. Azure documentation contains information
about creating a firewall rule.


For all table entries:


● The Source and Destination fields are Any.


● The Source port range field is *
● The Action is Allow.


● Assign a unique priority value to each rule, starting at 100.
● Type a unique description for each rule. The value must be unique for both inbound and outbound rules.


Table 19. Outbound ports for the Azure network security group 


Type Protocol Destination port range


Custom TCP Rule TCP 7


SSH TCP 22


SMTP TCP 25


DNS (UDP) UDP 53


Custom TCP Rule TCP 111


Custom UDP Rule UDP 111


Custom TCP Rule TCP 161


Custom UDP Rule UDP 161


Custom TCP Rule TCP 163


Custom UDP Rule UDP 163


HTTPS TCP 443


Custom TCP Rule TCP 700


Custom TCP Rule TCP 2049


Custom UDP Rule UDP 2049


Custom TCP Rule TCP 2052


Custom UDP Rule UDP 2052


Custom TCP Rule TCP 3008


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8443


Custom TCP Rule TCP 8888


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9090


Custom TCP Rule TCP 9443
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Table 19. Outbound ports for the Azure network security group (continued)


Type Protocol Destination port range


Custom TCP Rule TCP 27000


Custom TCP Rule TCP 28001-28010


Custom TCP Rule TCP 29000


Custom TCP Rule TCP 30001-30010


Azure security best practices
Consider the following issues when deploying AVE to an Azure environment, to create as secure an environment as possible.


Follow the Azure network security best practices


Follow the Azure network security best practices at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/best-practices-network-security
to define an Information Security Management System (ISMS). Build a set of security policies and processes for the
organization to protect the Avamar server and clients in the Azure cloud.


Disable the public IP address when launching AVE


Because AVE in the cloud only backs up resources in the same Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), AVE does not need a public IP
address. Isolating AVE from public network access helps to secure AVE in a cloud environment.


When creating the virtual machine, select None for the public IP address setting to disable the public IP address for AVE.


Set up an additional secure gateway system for AVE maintenance in the
cloud


You can also set up a secure gateway system, with a public IP address, in the same VPC as AVE and the clients. Perform all
operation and maintenance of AVE through this secure gateway system. Configure the gateway system for high security by, for
example, defining the security group to enable only a must-have level of network access.


● For Linux gateways, enable only the SSH port, with key-based SSH access, and the VNC port range. Restrict the permitted
original network address (a white-listed IP address or range is suggested).


● For Window gateways, enable only the RDP port. Restrict the permitted original network address (a white-listed IP address
or range is suggested).


You can install Avamar Administrator on the Secure gateway system. In this case, configure a security group for the following
ports:


Table 20. Inbound ports for Linux gateways 


Type Protocol Port range Source


Custom TCP rule TCP 7778-7781 Subnet IPv4 CIDR


HTTPS TCP 443 Subnet IPv4 CIDR


SSH TCP 22 0.0.0.0/0


Table 21. Inbound ports for Windows gateways 


Type Protocol Port range Source


Custom TCP rule TCP 7778-7781 Subnet IPv4 CIDR


RDP TCP 3389 0.0.0.0/0


HTTPS TCP 443 Subnet IPv4 CIDR
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Table 21. Inbound ports for Windows gateways (continued)


Type Protocol Port range Source


SSH TCP 22 Subnet IPv4 CIDR


Use only key-based SSH access


Use an SSH public key when launching AVE in Azure. Select SSH public key as the Authentication type when creating the
virtual machine.


Use a security group with custom IP address ranges


In addition to the ports, restrict the source and destination network address ranges in the inbound/outbound security group.
Enable only the necessary ports for both inbound and outbound network access, as defined in Network security group on page
65.


Timely application of Avamar security patches


Avamar releases quarterly OS security patch roll-ups. Apply these patches to AVE on a regular basis.


Install and configure the Avamar software
To install the Avamar software on a new AVE virtual machine, follow the instructions that are included in the help file for the
AVE installation workflow on the SW Releases page of the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software with the default password.


The default password is the private IPv4 address for the virtual machine.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


2. In the menu bar, click SW Releases, and then select the ave-config workflow package from the Package List.


3. Click the ? button next to the ave-config package.
The Avamar Virtual Edition Configuration Workflow Guide opens.


4. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Install, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


5. Click Install next to the AVE installation package ave-config.
The Installation Setup page displays.


6. On the Installation Setup page, provide the required information in the user input fields for each tab, and then click
Continue.
The Installation Progress page displays.


7. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the installation and respond to any installation problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.
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The installation resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the installation.
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Installing AVE on OpenStack KVM
The following topics describe how to install an AVE virtual machine in an OpenStack KVM environment:


Topics:


• Prepare a virtual machine
• Configure the network settings
• Installing and configuring Avamar software


Prepare a virtual machine
The following instructions are specific to RHEL. Ubuntu has different options.


Steps


1. Download the AVE virtual appliance file for the appropriate version of AVE from https://support.emc.com/.


2. Log in to the OpenStack controller node with administrative rights.


3. Copy the AVE qcow2 image to the controller node.


4. Set the environment variables that the OpenStack CLI tools require.


In the home directory of the root user, a file contains the environment variables that the OpenStack CLI tools require. This
file may be named, for example, keystonerc_admin or openrc. The actual name of the file varies depending on the
distribution. Use the shell's source command to pull in the environment values.


For example:


source keystonerc_admin
5. Create an OpenStack Glance image:


openstack image create --disk-format qcow2 --container-format bare --public --property
os_shutdown_timeout=900 --file AVE-version-disk1.qcow2 name-of-glance-image
where version is the version of the AVE software and name-of-glance-image is the name of the Glance image.


Record the Glance image UUID that OpenStack returns.


6. Create an OpenStack flavor to deploy the instance. System requirements on page 13 provides the required specifications.


For example, to create a flavor for an 0.5 TB configuration:


openstack flavor create --disk 126 --ram 6144 --vcpus 2 --swap 0 --ephemeral 0 AVE-0.5TB
--public
Record the flavor name (for example, AVE-0.5TB). You use the flavor name later in this procedure to deploy the instance.


7. Create additional volumes for the AVE instance. Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides additional information.


For example, to create disks for a 0.5 TB AVE:


openstack volume create --size 250 AVE-disk-1
openstack volume create --size 250 AVE-disk-2
openstack volume create --size 250 AVE-disk-3
Record the Cinder volume IDs for all of the disks that you create in this step.


NOTE: Verify that all of the storage partitions are the same size before continuing.


8. Create an OpenStack security group:


openstack security group create AVESecurityGroup --description "AVE security group"
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Record the security group ID that OpenStack returns.


9. Add TCP, ICMP, and UDP rules to the AVE security group by typing each command on one line:


openstack security group rule create AVESecurityGroup --protocol icmp --dst-port -1:-1 --
remote-ip 0.0.0.0/0
openstack security group rule create AVESecurityGroup --protocol tcp --dst-port 1:65535
--remote-ip 0.0.0.0/0
openstack security group rule create AVESecurityGroup --protocol udp --dst-port 1:65535
--remote-ip 0.0.0.0/0


10. Retrieve the network ID of the instance:


openstack network list
Record the network ID.


11. Deploy the AVE instance by typing the following command on one line:


openstack server create --image Glance-image-UUID --security-group AVESecurityGroup --
flavor Flavor-name --nic net-id=Net-ID Name-of-AVE-instance
where:


● Glance-image-UUID is the recorded Glance image UUID.
● Flavor-name is the recorded flavor name.
● Net-ID is the recorded network ID.
● Name-of-AVE-instance is the name of the AVE instance.


Record the instance ID that OpenStack returns.


12. Attach the volumes that you created to the AVE instance:


openstack server add volume AVE-instance-ID AVE-volume-ID
where:


● AVE-instance-ID is the recorded instance ID.
● AVE-volume-ID is the recorded volume ID.


Repeat this step for all volumes that you created.


13. Verify that the AVE instance completed the initial startup by going to the Horizon Dashboard:


openstack console url show name
where name is the name of the Keystone server.


14. Restart the AVE instance:


openstack server reboot AVE-instance-ID
where AVE-instance-ID is the recorded instance ID.


Configure the network settings
The following procedure configures the AVE virtual machine for a single IP address. Use this procedure if you are configuring an
AVE that uses a static IP address.


Steps


1. Log in to the controller node.


2. From the controller node, SSH to the AVE instance as root.


3. At the command prompt, type the following command:


avenetconfig
4. To enter the IPv4 IP Configuration, press 1.


a. Press 1 again to enter the IPv4 Address and Prefix (for example, 10.6.1.2/24 or 10.6.1.2/255.255.255.0).
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b. Press 2 to enter the IPv4 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


5. To enter the IPv6 IP Configuration, press 2.


a. Press 1 to enter theIPv6 Address and Prefix (for example, 2000:10A::5/64).
b. Press 2 to enter the IPv6 Default Gateway address.
c. Press 4 when complete to return to the main menu.


6. Press 3 to enter the DNS Settings.


a. Press 1 to enter the Primary Nameserver IP address. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. Enter additional
optional nameservers by pressing 2 and 3.


b. Press appropriate number to enter Alternative Search Domain(s) (originally the number is 4, but increases based on
the number of Alternative Search Domains you enter). This action is optional and represents a list of domain names that
are added to the DNS search path. By default, only the domain portion of the AVE hostname is added.


c. Press the appropriate number to enter the Hostname/FQDN (originally the number is 5, but increases based on the
number of Alternative Search Domains you entered before). This action is optional and is the Fully Qualified Domain Name
to be used as the hostname of this AVE. If not provided, the AVE attempts to determine its hostname from DNS using
the IP addresses provided before.


d. Press the appropriate number when complete to return to the main menu.


7. Press 4 to enter or change the NTP Settings.


The NTP Settings is optional and can be a single IP address or comma-separated list of IP addresses for Network Time
Protocol servers. If left blank, NTP is disabled. If one or more addresses are included, the NTP service is enabled. Add
127.127.1.0 to the list to create a local "hardware clock" fallback (which is the software clock of the host under qemu-kvm).


a. Press 1 to enter the IP address(s) for the NTP server(s).
b. Press 3 to return to the main menu.


8. At the main menu, review the configuration and press 5 to save the changes and exit.


Installing and configuring Avamar software
To install the Avamar software on a new AVE virtual machine, follow the instructions that are included in the help file for the
AVE installation workflow on the SW Releases page of the Avamar Installation Manager.


Prerequisites


When the AVE is deployed in a KVM environment and obtains DHCP addressing information, run the /usr/local/
avamar/bin/makeprobexml utility before running the ave-config workflow.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software with the default password.


The default password is changeme.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


2. In the menu bar, click SW Releases, and then select the ave-config workflow package from the Package List.


3. Click the ? button next to the ave-config package.
The Avamar Virtual Edition Configuration Workflow Guide opens.


4. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Install, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


5. Click Install next to the AVE installation package ave-config.
The Installation Setup page displays.
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6. On the Installation Setup page, provide the required information in the user input fields for each tab, and then click
Continue.
The Installation Progress page displays.


7. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the installation and respond to any installation problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.


The installation resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the installation.
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Common Procedures


Topics:


• Completing post-installation activities
• Upgrading AVE
• Additional activities


III
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Completing post-installation activities
Review the following activities after you install the Avamar software and complete any that apply:


Topics:


• Verify the Avamar services
• (Optional) Add EMC Secure Remote Services
• Test the Data Domain integration
• Store Avamar server checkpoints on a Data Domain system
• Upgrade the Avamar client downloads
• Install server hotfixes and the security patch rollup
• Select a Data Domain target for backups
• Allow only Data Domain backups


Verify the Avamar services
As a best practice, verify that the Avamar services have started.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the server as admin.


2. Verify that all services are online by typing the following command:


dpnctl status
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


Identity added: /home/admin/.ssh/admin_key (/home/admin/.ssh/admin_key)
dpnctl: INFO: gsan status: up
dpnctl: INFO: MCS status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: emt status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: Backup scheduler status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: Maintenance windows scheduler status: enabled.
dpnctl: INFO: Unattended startup status: enabled.
dpnctl: INFO: avinstaller status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: ConnectEMC status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: ddrmaint-service status


(Optional) Add EMC Secure Remote Services
EMC Secure Remote Services (ESRS) is a two-way connection between Dell EMC products and solutions and Dell EMC
Customer Support. ESRS provides:


● Proactive remote monitoring and repair
● 5x faster issue resolution times
● 15 percent higher levels of availability


Documentation, downloads and product information for ESRS, including installation instructions, are available on Online Support.
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Test the Data Domain integration
If you configured AVE with Data Domain, verify the status of the Data Domain integration and open any necessary service
requests with Customer Support when problems occur.


NOTE: The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide contains information about how to add a Data Domain


system to the Avamar server and then verify it. This document also contains information about replication.


Store Avamar server checkpoints on a Data Domain
system
You can store checkpoints for Avamar on a Data Domain system. Checkpoints are system-wide backups that are taken for
disaster recovery of the Avamar server.


About this task


Restoring checkpoints from a Data Domain system requires assistance from Dell EMC Professional Services. The Avamar
Administration Guide provides details about checkpoints.


To store checkpoints, perform the following steps:


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link.
The Server window is displayed.


2. Click the Server Management tab.


3. Select a Data Domain system.


4. Click Actions > Edit Data Domain System.
The Edit Data Domain System window opens.


5. Click the System tab and then select Use system as target for Avamar Checkpoint Backups.


6. Click OK.


7. Click Close.


Upgrade the Avamar client downloads
The Avamar Client Downloads and Client Manager Installer Upgrades Technical Note, which is available on Online Support
contains information about the procedures to install the client installation packages.


Install server hotfixes and the security patch rollup
Dell EMC releases server hotfixes and the Avamar platform OS security patch rollup on a periodic basis. When available, you
should install hotfixes and the security patch rollup on new and existing AVE systems.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains information about installing hotfixes. KB article https://support.emc.com/kb/
335359 provides instructions for installing the Avamar platform OS security patch rollup.


Select a Data Domain target for backups
To select a Data Domain system as the storage for a backup, select the Store backup on Data Domain system checkbox in
the plug-in options for the backup, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.
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Allow only Data Domain backups
To prevent accidental backups to the Avamar metadata node, you can choose to store all backups on Data Domain.


About this task


By default, all Avamar and Data Domain integrations enable client backups to be stored on either the Avamar or Data Domain
system. To only store backups on the Data Domain, complete the following procedure.


NOTE: Ensure that you want all backups stored on Data Domain. Not all Avamar backup clients and plug-ins are supported


with Data Domain. After you complete this procedure, backups that are not supported with Data Domain fail. Additionally,


these changes cannot be easily reversed without assistance from Dell EMC Professional Services.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:


● For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.
● For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. Load the admin OpenSSH key by typing:


ssh-agent bash
ssh-add ~admin/.ssh/admin_key


3. Change directory by typing the following:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/
4. Back up the current mcserver.xml file by typing:


cp -p mcserver.xml x-mcserver.xml-<YYYYMMDD>
where YYYYMMDD is the current year, month, and day.


5. Edit the mcserver.xml file by typing:


vi mcserver.xml
6. Search for a line that is similar to the following:


<entry key="dd_only_mode" value="DATASET" />
7. Set the value to ALL so that the line is similar to the following:


<entry key="dd_only_mode" value="ALL" />
8. Save and exit the file.


9. Restart the MCS by typing the following:


dpnctl stop mcs
dpnctl start mcs,sched


10. Verify that all services are up and running by typing the following:


dpnctl status
11. Take an MCS flush or backup by typing the following:


mcserver.sh --flush
12. If there are no errors or issues that are seen in the flush command, log out of the command line.


13. (Optional) To verify that the changes were successful, perform a test backup:


a. Log in to the Avamar Administrator GUI.
b. Perform an on-demand backup using any client.


Ensure that you specify Avamar as the backend storage.


If the backup fails with an error, the changes were successful.
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Results


Information similar to the following appears in the mcserver.xml file:


admin@avamarave1:/usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_data/prefs/>: grep "dd_only_mode" 
mcserver.xml
              <entry key="dd_only_mode" value="ALL" />
              <entry key="dd_only_mode_plugin_exclusions" value="" />
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Upgrading AVE
The following topics describe how to upgrade AVE in any supported virtual environment:


Topics:


• Upgrade AVE
• Upgrade the Avamar software
• Post-upgrade activities


Upgrade AVE
The Avamar Installation Manager and upgrade workflow package enable customers to upgrade the Avamar software on AVE
virtual machines. This chapter provides information about how to use the upgrade workflow, and on additional tasks to complete
after you upgrade the Avamar software.


As of Avamar 19.1, to reduce total downtime, the upgrade workflow supports parallel upgrades to any attached physical and
virtual Data Domain systems. Since the Data Domain system may be unavailable when the workflow takes an Avamar
checkpoint, performing a parallel upgrade requires the administrator to manually create checkpoints before and after the
upgrade workflow. Administrators must also select an additional user input to skip the automatic checkpoint. Validating the
checkpoints is not necessary.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about checkpoint creation through the Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


Upgrade the Avamar software
The AVE upgrade workflow package provides a customer-enabled way to upgrade the Avamar software on an AVE virtual
machine. Review the instructions in the workflow guide for the workflow package, on the SW Releases page of the Avamar
Installation Manager.


Steps


1. For parallel upgrades, take a checkpoint.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


2. Download the AVE upgrade workflow package from https://support.emc.com/.


You can also use the Avamar Downloader Service or Local Downloader Service (LDLS) to download the workflow package.
The Avamar Administration Guide contains information about configuring and using the Avamar Downloader Service and the
LDLS.


3. Open a web browser and log in to the Avamar Installation Manager:


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


a. Type the following URL:


https://Avamar-server:7543/avi
where Avamar-server is the IP address or the resolvable hostname of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.
b. Log in as the root user for the Avamar software.


The root user password is typically set as part of the ave_config workflow during Avamar software installation.


c. Click Login.


The Avamar Installation Manager opens to the Package Selection page.


4. Upload the AVE upgrade workflow package by performing the following substeps:


a. Click Repository.
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The Repository tab appears.
b. For Package Upload, click Browse and select the package to upload.


Once the upload completes, the workflow package automatically appears in the Repository table.


5. Click SW Upgrade.
The SW Upgrade tab appears.


6. Click the ? button next to the AVE upgrade workflow package (AvamarUpgrade-version.avp).
The workflow guide opens.


7. Review the workflow guide for information about the required and optional user input fields.


After you click Upgrade, you are no longer able to access the workflow guide.


8. Click Upgrade next to the AVE upgrade workflow package.
The Installation Setup page displays.


9. For parallel upgrades, select the Skip automatic checkpoint user input.


10. On the Installation Progress page, monitor the upgrade and respond to any problems:


a. To resolve the problem, take the appropriate action.
b. After resolving the problem, click Call Support.


The Call Support dialog box appears.
c. Click Issue resolved, continuing the installation.


The upgrade resumes.
d. Repeat these substeps for all problems that occur during the upgrade.


11. After the upgrade completes, install the following optional, but recommended, workflow packages:


● Avamar platform OS security patch rollup (AvPlatformOsRollup_<year>R<r>.avp)


● Upgrade client downloads (UpgradeClientDownloads-<version>.avp)


● Upgrade client plugin catalog (UpgradeClientPluginCatalog-<version>.avp)


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


12. For parallel upgrades, take a checkpoint.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Post-upgrade activities
Review the following activities after you upgrade the Avamar software and complete any that apply:


Start the Avamar schedulers


Ensure that the backup and maintenance schedulers are active after the upgrade.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the server as admin.


2. Start the backup scheduler by typing the following command


dpnctl start sched
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


Identity added: /home/admin/.ssh/admin_key (/home/admin/.ssh/admin_key)
dpnctl: INFO: Resuming backup scheduler...
dpnctl: INFO: Backup scheduler resumed.


3. Start the maintenance scheduler by typing the following command


dpnctl start maint
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


Identity added: /home/admin/.ssh/admin_key (/home/admin/.ssh/admin_key)
dpnctl: INFO: Resuming maintenance windows scheduler...
dpnctl: INFO: maintenance windows scheduler resumed.
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Verify the Avamar services


As a best practice, verify that the Avamar services have started.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the server as admin.


2. Verify that all services are online by typing the following command:


dpnctl status
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


Identity added: /home/admin/.ssh/admin_key (/home/admin/.ssh/admin_key)
dpnctl: INFO: gsan status: up
dpnctl: INFO: MCS status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: emt status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: Backup scheduler status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: Maintenance windows scheduler status: enabled.
dpnctl: INFO: Unattended startup status: enabled.
dpnctl: INFO: avinstaller status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: ConnectEMC status: up.
dpnctl: INFO: ddrmaint-service status


Restart the Avamar proxy clients


If Avamar proxy clients are installed, complete the following steps.


Steps


1. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
2. Restart the proxy clients by typing the following command:


mccli mcs reboot-proxy --all=true
Information similar to the following is displayed in the command shell:


0,22357,Initiated request to recycle proxy power.


NOTE: The Avamar for VMware User Guide contains information about deploying proxies.


3. Switch user to admin by typing exit.


Test the Data Domain integration


If you configured AVE with Data Domain, verify the status of the Data Domain integration and open any necessary service
requests with Customer Support when problems occur.


NOTE: The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide contains information about how to add a Data Domain


system to the Avamar server and then verify it. This document also contains information about replication.


Generate new certificates for Data Domain systems


When you upgrade an AVE that is connected to a Data Domain system, and session ticket authentication is enabled during the
upgrade, you must generate new certificates on the Data Domain system. The Avamar Product Security Guide contains more
information.
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Set a passphrase on the Data Domain systems


When you upgrade an AVE that is connected to a Data Domain system, enable a passphrase for the DD Boost user by
performing the following steps:


About this task


NOTE: The DD Boost user must have admin rights.


Steps


1. Log in to the Data Domain system.


2. Type the following command at the Data Domain CLI:


system passphrase set
3. When prompted, type a passphrase.


Test replication


If you perform an AVE upgrade and replication was configured before the upgrade, verify the status of replication and open any
necessary service requests with Customer Support when problems occur. The Avamar Administration Guide contains
information about replication.


Upgrade the Avamar client downloads


The Avamar Client Downloads and Client Manager Installer Upgrades Technical Note, which is available on Online Support
contains information about the procedures to install the client installation packages.


Install server hotfixes and the security patch rollup


Dell EMC releases server hotfixes and the Avamar platform OS security patch rollup on a periodic basis. When available, you
should install hotfixes and the security patch rollup on new and existing AVE systems.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains information about installing hotfixes. KB article https://support.emc.com/kb/
335359 provides instructions for installing the Avamar platform OS security patch rollup.
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Additional activities
The following topics contain additional reference material for AVE servers:


Topics:


• Increase CPU and memory resources on an existing AVE instance


Increase CPU and memory resources on an existing
AVE instance
If the AVE instance shows high resource usage, or for high-performance environments, you can increase CPU and memory
allocation beyond the minimum requirements for each platform. No specific guidance exists for resource allocations above the
minimum requirements.


Steps


1. Create a checkpoint.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


2. Power off the AVE server.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information and additional prerequisites to shut down the Avamar software
and then power off the virtual machine.


Wait for the AVE virtual machine to power off.


3. Using the tools specific to your hypervisor platform, change the CPU and memory allocations for the AVE virtual machine.


The instructions for each hypervisor platform provide more information.


Ensure that the new values meet the minimum requirements in System requirements on page 13 for the existing capacity
configuration.


4. Power on the AVE virtual machine.


Wait approximately 10 minutes for the AVE virtual machine to start.


5. Establish an SSH session to the AVE virtual machine and log in as the admin user.


6. Verify the status of the Avamar subsystem by typing the following command:


dpnctl status
If the Avamar subsystem is running, the command returns the following output:


dpnctl: INFO: gsan status: up
7. If the Avamar subsystem is not running, start the Avamar subsystem by typing the following command:


dpnctl start all
The AVE server attempts to start all of the Avamar services. This operation may take some time.
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Alternate AWS Installation Methods


Topics:


• Overview of alternate AWS installation methods
• AWS Marketplace AVE manual launch
• AVE manual upload
• Alternate CloudFormation AVE/DDVE installation methods


Overview of alternate AWS installation methods
This appendix provides instructions to install AVE virtual machines or combined AVE/DDVE virtual appliances on AWS by
methods that are not covered in the Installation chapter. Use this appendix for environments where those methods are not
available or are otherwise undesirable.


Perform the Prerequisites on page 37 before you start the procedures in this appendix.


AWS Marketplace AVE manual launch
This section describes how to use the manual launch method to install an AVE virtual machine where you have already
subscribed to the AVE AMI image in the AWS Marketplace. Use the procedures in this section if you do not want to use the EC2
dashboard.


The manual launch method creates an AVE instance without attached data disks or storage partitions, only a root disk for the
operating system. A subsequent task configures and then attaches additional disks, which are composed of Elastic Block
Storage (EBS) volumes, to the AVE instance.


Before you start the procedures in this section, subscribe to the AVE image in the AWS Marketplace.


Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about the number of required disks and sizes. The AWS
documentation provides more information about EBS volumes.


Deploy the AVE virtual machine (manual launch method)


From the AWS Marketplace, deploy an instance of AVE without attached data disks or storage partitions.


Steps


1. Open the AWS Marketplace.


2. Locate the Hello, YourName menu in the upper right corner of the window.


3. From the Hello, YourName menu, select Your Marketplace Software.
The Your Software Subscriptions page opens.


4. Locate Avamar Virtual Edition in the list of subscriptions and then click Launch More Software.
The Configure this software page opens.


5. From the Software Version drop-down, select the correct version of AVE.


6. From the Region drop-down, select the correct AWS region.


7. Click Continue to Launch.
The Launch this software page opens.


8. From the Choose Action drop-down, select Launch from Website.


9. From the EC2 Instance Type drop-down, select a type that corresponds to the system requirements for the selected
capacity configuration.


A
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System requirements on page 13 contains details about AVE system requirements. The wizard disables any instance types
that do not apply to AVE.


10. From the VPC Settings drop-down, select the correct virtual private cloud (VPC).


11. From the Subnet Settings drop-down, select a corresponding subnet from that VPC.


12. From the Security Group Settings, select the security group that you created during the prerequisite task.


13. From the Key Pair Settings drop-down, select the key pair that you created during the prerequisite task.


14. Click Launch.
EC2 starts the deployment process.


15. Record the ID for the new AVE instance for later use.


16. Use the EC2 console to monitor the deployment progress and respond to any problems.
The EC2 console displays a notification when the deployment completes.


Configure the AVE virtual machine (manual launch method)


Configure and attach additional virtual disks to the new AVE instance, perform final configuration, and then install the Avamar
software.


Steps


1. Stop the new AVE instance.
Wait for the instance to stop before continuing.


2. From the navigation pane, select Elastic Block Store > Volumes.
The EC2 console displays a list of available volumes.


3. Add the required storage volumes by completing the following substeps:


a. Click Create Volume.
The Create Volume window opens.


b. For Volume Type, select General Purpose SSD (gp2) or Magnetic (standard).


Because SSD volumes have better performance than other volume types, Avamar recommends General Purpose
SSD (gp2) for all volumes. However, SSD volumes incur a larger cost to the customer. Customers should balance
performance and budget when selecting the volume type.


c. For Size, type the size that corresponds to the storage volumes for the selected capacity configuration.


Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about required disk sizes.


d. From the Availability Zone drop-down, select a zone within the current region.
e. Click Add tag.
f. For Key, type Name.


g. For Value, type a unique name for the data disk so that you can identify it later.
h. Click Create Volume.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
i. Click Close.


The EC2 console returns to the list of volumes.


Repeat this step for all required volumes. Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about the number of
required disks and sizes.


NOTE: Verify that all of the storage volumes are identical before continuing.


4. For each new volume, attach the volume to the instance by performing the following substeps:


a. Right-click the volume and then select Attach Volume.
The Attach Volume dialog box opens.


b. Type the name or ID of the new AVE instance.
c. Verify the default device mount point that AWS proposes.
d. Click Attach.


5. From the navigation pane, select Instances > Instances.
The EC2 console displays a list of available instances.


6. Start the new instance.
Wait for the instance to start before continuing.


7. (Optional) Configure an elastic IP address for the instance by completing the following substeps:
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a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available elastic IP addresses.


b. If there are no available elastic IP addresses, click Allocate new address.
c. For IPv4 address pool, select an available option that corresponds to your network environment.
d. Click Allocate.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
e. Click Close.


The EC2 console returns to the list of elastic IP addresses.
f. Right-click an available elastic IP address and select Associate address.


The Associate address window opens.
g. From the Instance drop-down, select the new AVE instance.
h. From the Private IP drop-down, select an available private IP address.


Note the private IP address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


i. Click Associate.
The EC2 console displays a status notification.


j. Click Close.


8. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:


If you configured an elastic IP address, you may already have this value.


a. Use the AWS EC2 web console to obtain the private IPv4 address.


The AWS documentation provides more information.


b. Use the AWS CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids instance | grep PrivateIpAddress
Record the private IPv4 address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


9. Install the AVE.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 47 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and reboots automatically. During this process, which takes 10 to


20 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the AVE until this process is complete


because the AVE installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is also


unavailable during this time.


AVE manual upload
This section describes how to manually upload an AVE virtual appliance file and convert the upload to the Amazon Machine
Image (AMI) format. You can then use the AWS EC2 console to deploy an AVE instance from the AMI.


Use these instructions to install a specific AVE build that may not be available in the AWS Marketplace.


Upload and convert the AVE virtual appliance file


Obtain the AVE virtual appliance file from Support Zone, transfer the file to an AWS S3 bucket, and then convert the file to an
AMI for deployment.


Prerequisites


NOTE: If the installation is located in China, follow Upload and convert the AVE virtual appliance file (in China) on page 88


instead.


Steps


1. Download the AVE virtual appliance file AWS-AVE-version-disk1.vmdk from support.emc.com/downloads/
793_Avamar-Virtual-Edition, where version is the release and build number of the software to be installed.


To download the file, perform the following substeps:


a. On the right panel under Avamar Virtual Edition, select 19.1 Installation Kit.
b. Select Avamar 19.1.0 Virtual Edition for Amazon Web Service (AWS) Cloud.
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c. Click Download.


2. Open the AWS Console Identity and Access Management (IAM) page.


3. Create or select a group. The group must have a minimum of the following permissions:


● AmazonEC2FullAccess
● AmazonS3FullAccess


4. Create or select a user with a minimum of Programmatic access and AWS Management Console access.


Download a .csv file and save the Access key ID and Secret access key values. These values are very important.


NOTE: You must have the Access key ID and Secret access key available later in this procedure. When creating a


user, save these values locally by selecting Download csv.


5. Upload the virtual appliance file by performing the following substeps:


a. Open the AWS S3 Console and select the region where you want to run the instance.
b. Click Create Bucket.
c. Type a name and click Create.
d. Click the bucket name to open it.
e. Click Upload.
f. Click Add files and select the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


6. Import the virtual appliance file from the S3 bucket to an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) by performing the following
substeps:


a. Download and install the AWS command line interface from https://aws.amazon.com/cli/.
b. From the command line, type the command aws configure.


When prompted, enter the Access key ID and Secret access key values that you saved in a previous step. Changing
the region name or output format from None is optional.


c. From the command line, type the following command:


aws ec2 import-image --architecture x86_64 --platform Linux --region REGION --disk-
containers "[{ \"Format\" : \"vmdk\", \"UserBucket\" : {\"S3Bucket\" : \"BUCKET_NAME
\", \"S3Key\": \"VMDK_FILENAME\"}}]"
where:


● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, us-west-1.


● BUCKET_NAME is the name of the S3 bucket.
● VMDK_FILENAME is the name of the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "Status": "active",
  "Platform": "Linux",
  "Architecture": "x86_64",
  "SnapshotDetails": [
    {
      "UserBucket": {
        "S3Bucket": "<BUCKET_NAME>",
        "S3Key": "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
      },
      "DiskImageSize": 0.0,
      "Format": "VMDK"
    }
    ],
    "Progress": "2",
    "StatusMessage": "pending",
    "ImportTaskId": "import-ami-12mbx7hu"
}


d. Use the ImportTaskID to monitor the task status by typing the following command on one line:


aws ec2 describe-import-image-tasks --import-task-ids IMPORT_TASK_ID --region REGION
where:


● IMPORT_TASK_ID is the ImportTaskID from the previous command.
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● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, us-west-1.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "ImportImageTasks":  [
    {
    "Status":  "completed",
    "LicenseType":  "BYOL",
    "ImageId":  "ami-2bbd994b",
    "Platform":  "Linux",
    "Architecture":  "x86_64",
    "SnapshotDetails":  [
      {
        "UserBucket":  {
          "S3Bucket":  "<BUCKET_NAME>",
          "S3Key":  "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
        },
      "SnapshotId":  "snap-0b8fdb6bc5ace3d61",
      "DiskImageSize":  5740812288.0,
      "DeviceName":  "/dev/sda1",
      "Format":  "VMDK"
      }
    ],
    "ImportTaskId":  "import-ami-ffmbx7hu"
  }
  ]
}
When the import-image task completes, the Status field changes to completed and ImageId provides the AMI
ID.


Upload and convert the AVE virtual appliance file (in China)


Obtain the AVE virtual appliance file from Support Zone, transfer the file to an AWS S3 bucket, and then convert the file to an
AMI for deployment.


Prerequisites


NOTE: Only follow this task if the installation is located in China.


Steps


1. Download the AVE virtual appliance file AWS-AVE-version-disk1.vmdk from support.emc.com/downloads/
793_Avamar-Virtual-Edition, where version is the release and build number of the software to be installed.


To download the file, perform the following substeps:


a. On the right panel under Avamar Virtual Edition, select 19.1 Installation Kit.
b. Select Avamar 19.1.0 Virtual Edition for Amazon Web Service (AWS) Cloud.
c. Click Download.


2. Open the AWS Console Identity and Access Management (IAM) page.


3. Create or select a group. The group must have a minimum of the following permissions:


● AmazonEC2FullAccess
● AmazonS3FullAccess


4. Create or select a user with a minimum of Programmatic access and AWS Management Console access. The user must
be located in the group from step 2.


Download a .csv file and save the Access key ID and Secret access key values. These values are very important.


NOTE: You must have the Access key ID and Secret access key available later in this procedure. When creating a


user, save these values locally by selecting Download csv.


5. Upload the virtual appliance file by performing the following substeps:
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a. Open the AWS S3 Console and select the region where you want to run the instance.
b. Click Create Bucket.
c. Type a name and click Create.
d. Click the bucket name to open it.
e. Click Upload.
f. Click Add files and select the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


6. Import the virtual appliance file from the S3 bucket to an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) by performing the following
substeps:


a. Download and install the AWS command line interface from https://aws.amazon.com/cli/.
b. From the command line, type the command aws configure.


When prompted, enter the Access key ID and Secret access key values that you saved in a previous step. Changing
the region name or output format from None is optional.


c. From the command line, type the following command:


aws ec2 import-image --architecture x86_64 --platform Linux --region REGION --disk-
containers "[{ \"Format\" : \"vmdk\", \"UserBucket\" : {\"S3Bucket\" : \"BUCKET_NAME
\", \"S3Key\": \"VMDK_FILENAME\"}}]"
where:


● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, cn-north-1.


● BUCKET_NAME is the name of the S3 bucket.
● VMDK_FILENAME is the name of the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "Status": "active",
  "Platform": "Linux",
  "Architecture": "x86_64",
  "SnapshotDetails": [
    {
      "UserBucket": {
        "S3Bucket": "<BUCKET_NAME>",
        "S3Key": "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
      },
      "DiskImageSize": 0.0,
      "Format": "VMDK"
    }
    ],
    "Progress": "2",
    "StatusMessage": "pending",
    "ImportTaskId": "import-ami-12mbx7hu"
}


NOTE: If the output shows an SSL validation failure, repeat the command with --no-verify-ssl at the end.


d. Use the ImportTaskID to monitor the task status by typing the following command on one line:


aws ec2 describe-import-image-tasks --import-task-ids IMPORT_TASK_ID --region REGION
where:


● IMPORT_TASK_ID is the ImportTaskID from the previous command.


● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, cn-north-1.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "ImportImageTasks":  [
    {
    "Status":  "completed",
    "LicenseType":  "BYOL",
    "ImageId":  "ami-2bbd994b",
    "Platform":  "Linux",
    "Architecture":  "x86_64",
    "SnapshotDetails":  [
      {
        "UserBucket":  {
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          "S3Bucket":  "<BUCKET_NAME>",
          "S3Key":  "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
        },
      "SnapshotId":  "snap-0b8fdb6bc5ace3d61",
      "DiskImageSize":  5740812288.0,
      "DeviceName":  "/dev/sda1",
      "Format":  "VMDK"
      }
    ],
    "ImportTaskId":  "import-ami-ffmbx7hu"
  }
  ]
}
When the import-image task completes, the Status field changes to completed and ImageId provides the AMI
ID.


Deploy AVE from the converted AMI image


Use the EC2 console to deploy an AVE virtual machine from the AMI image, and then install the Avamar software.


Steps


1. Open the AWS EC2 Console and select the correct region.


2. From the navigation pane, select Images > AMIs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available AMIs.


3. Select the correct AMI from the list, based on the AMI ID returned from the previous command.


4. Click Launch.
The Launch instance wizard opens to the Choose an Instance Type tab.


5. From the list of instance types, select a type that corresponds to the system requirements for the selected capacity
configuration.


System requirements on page 13 contains details about AVE system requirements. The wizard disables any instance types
that do not apply to AVE.


6. Click Next: Configure Instance Details.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Configure Instance Details tab.


7. Click Next: Add Storage.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Add Storage tab.


8. For the root volume, from the Volume Type drop-down, select General Purpose SSD (gp2) or Magnetic
(standard).


Because SSD volumes have better performance than other volume types, Avamar recommends General Purpose SSD
(gp2) for all volumes. However, SSD volumes incur a larger cost to the customer. Customers should balance performance
and budget when selecting the volume type.


9. Add the required storage volumes by completing the following substeps:


a. Click Add New Volume.
The Launch instance wizard adds a volume with default values.


b. For Size, type the size that corresponds to the storage volumes for the selected capacity configuration.


Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about required disk sizes.


c. For Volume Type, select General Purpose SSD (gp2) or Magnetic (standard).


Repeat this step for all required volumes. Virtual disk requirements on page 16 provides information about the number of
required disks and sizes.


NOTE: Verify that all of the storage partitions are the same size before continuing.


10. Click Next: Add Tags.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Add Tags tab.


11. Click Next: Configure Security Group.
The Launch instance wizard moves to the Configure Security Group tab.


12. For Assign a security group, select Select an existing security group.
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13. From the list of security groups, select the security group that you created during the prerequisite task and then verify the
port rules.


14. Click Review and Launch.
The wizard validates the configuration and provides recommendations on certain selections.


15. Review the recommendations and correct any errors.


If the wizard has no changes to recommend, continue to the next step.


If the wizard recommends changes to the configuration, evaluate the recommendations, make any necessary changes, and
then click Next.


16. Review the summary of the AVE configuration, including the estimated pricing and the terms.


17. Click Launch.
The Select an existing key pair or create a new key pair dialog box opens.


18. Select Choose an existing key pair from the drop-down.


19. From the Select a key pair drop-down, select the key pair that you created during the prerequisite task.


20. Check the box to acknowledge the warning regarding access to the private key file.
The wizard enables the Launch instances button.


21. Click Launch instances.
The Launch instance wizard starts the deployment process.


22. Use the EC2 console to monitor the deployment progress and respond to any problems.
The EC2 console displays a notification when the deployment completes.


23. (Optional) Configure an elastic IP address for the instance by completing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available elastic IP addresses.


b. If there are no available elastic IP addresses, click Allocate new address.
c. For IPv4 address pool, select an available option that corresponds to your network environment.
d. Click Allocate.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
e. Click Close.


The EC2 console returns to the list of elastic IP addresses.
f. Right-click an available elastic IP address and select Associate address.


The Associate address window opens.
g. From the Instance drop-down, select the new AVE instance.
h. From the Private IP drop-down, select an available private IP address.


Note the private IP address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


i. Click Associate.
The EC2 console displays a status notification.


j. Click Close.


24. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:


If you configured an elastic IP address, you may already have this value.


a. Use the AWS EC2 web console to obtain the private IPv4 address.


The AWS documentation provides more information.


b. Use the AWS CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids instance | grep PrivateIpAddress
Record the private IPv4 address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


25. Install the AVE.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 47 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and reboots automatically. During this process, which takes 10 to


20 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the AVE until this process is complete


because the AVE installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is also


unavailable during this time.
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Alternate CloudFormation AVE/DDVE installation
methods
Alternate CloudFormation installation methods provide additional flexibility, such as instructions for the AWS CLI, and for
manually uploading a combined AVE/DDVE virtual appliance file.


Select one of the following roadmaps and complete the associated additional tasks.


AWS CLI


To use the AWS CLI to install AVE and DDVE from the AWS Marketplace:


● Locate the AWS Marketplace AVE and DDVE machine image IDs on page 92.
● Review the CloudFormation template parameters on page 95.
● Deploy AVE/DDVE via CloudFormation from the AWS CLI on page 97.


Manual upload and installation


To manually upload and install an AVE and DDVE virtual appliance file:


● Upload and convert the AVE/DDVE virtual appliance file on page 93.
● Review the CloudFormation template parameters on page 95.
● One of the following:


○ Deploy AVE/DDVE via CloudFormation from the AWS console (alternate) on page 96.
○ Deploy AVE/DDVE via CloudFormation from the AWS CLI on page 97.


Locate the AWS Marketplace AVE and DDVE machine image IDs


Locate and subscribe to the AVE and DDVE AMI images in the AWS Marketplace, and then locate the AMI IDs for later use.


Steps


1. Create a virtual private cloud (VPC) for AVE and DDVE.


The AWS documentation provides additional information.


2. Create a subnet for the VPC and specify an availability zone.


The AWS documentation provides additional information.


3. Open the AWS Console Identity and Access Management (IAM) page.


4. Create or select a group. The group must have a minimum of the following permissions:


● AmazonEC2FullAccess
● AmazonS3FullAccess


5. Create or select a user with a minimum of Programmatic access and AWS Management Console access.


Download a .csv file and save the Access key ID and Secret access key values. These values are very important.


NOTE: You must have the Access key ID and Secret access key available later in this procedure. When creating a


user, save these values locally by selecting Download csv.


6. Open the AWS Marketplace.


7. Search the AWS Marketplace for Avamar, and then select Avamar Virtual Edition.
The Product Details page appears.


8. Click Continue to Subscribe.
The Launch on EC2 page appears.


9. Click Continue to Configuration.
The Configure this software page appears.


10. Select a region for deployment.
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11. Record the AVE AMI ID for later use.


12. Search the AWS Marketplace for Data Domain, and then select Data Domain Virtual Edition.
The Product Details page appears.


13. Click Continue to Subscribe.
The Launch on EC2 page appears.


14. Click Continue to Configuration.
The Configure this software page appears.


15. For DDVE 4.0, select Amazon Machine Image from the list of fulfilment options.


16. Select a region for deployment.


17. Record the DDVE AMI ID for later use.


Next steps


Use the recorded AMI IDs to complete the CloudFormation template.


Upload and convert the AVE/DDVE virtual appliance file


CloudFormation uses this image for each automatic deployment. This task also configures several important prerequisite items.
Record the indicated values for later use.


About this task


Uploading the virtual appliance file takes approximately 40 minutes. Converting the virtual appliance file to AMI format takes
approximately 40 minutes.


Steps


1. Download and decompress the AVE/DDVE virtual appliance file.


Download the required software from https://support.emc.com/.


2. Open the AWS Console Identity and Access Management (IAM) page.


3. Create or select a group. The group must have a minimum of the following permissions:


● AmazonEC2FullAccess
● AmazonS3FullAccess


4. Create or select a user with a minimum of Programmatic access and AWS Management Console access.


Download a .csv file and save the Access key ID and Secret access key values. These values are very important.


NOTE: You must have the Access key ID and Secret access key available later in this procedure. When creating a


user, save these values locally by selecting Download csv.


5. Upload the virtual appliance file by performing the following substeps:


a. Open the AWS S3 Console and select the region where you want to run the instance.
b. Click Create Bucket.
c. Type a name and click Create.
d. Click the bucket name to open it.
e. Click Upload.
f. Click Add files and select the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


6. Import the virtual appliance file from the S3 bucket to an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) by performing the following
substeps:


a. Download and install the AWS command line interface from https://aws.amazon.com/cli/.
b. From the command line, type the command aws configure.


When prompted, enter the Access key ID and Secret access key values that you saved in a previous step. Changing
the region name or output format from None is optional.


c. From the command line, type the following command:
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aws ec2 import-image --architecture x86_64 --platform Linux --region REGION --disk-
containers "[{ \"Format\" : \"vmdk\", \"UserBucket\" : {\"S3Bucket\" : \"BUCKET_NAME
\", \"S3Key\": \"VMDK_FILENAME\"}}]"
where:


● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, us-west-1.


● BUCKET_NAME is the name of the S3 bucket.
● VMDK_FILENAME is the name of the virtual appliance file that you downloaded in a previous step.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "Status": "active",
  "Platform": "Linux",
  "Architecture": "x86_64",
  "SnapshotDetails": [
    {
      "UserBucket": {
        "S3Bucket": "<BUCKET_NAME>",
        "S3Key": "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
      },
      "DiskImageSize": 0.0,
      "Format": "VMDK"
    }
    ],
    "Progress": "2",
    "StatusMessage": "pending",
    "ImportTaskId": "import-ami-12mbx7hu"
}


d. Use the ImportTaskID to monitor the task status by typing the following command on one line:


aws ec2 describe-import-image-tasks --import-task-ids IMPORT_TASK_ID --region REGION
where:


● IMPORT_TASK_ID is the ImportTaskID from the previous command.


● REGION is the region where you want to run the instance. For example, us-west-1.


Output similar to the following appears:


{
  "ImportImageTasks":  [
    {
    "Status":  "completed",
    "LicenseType":  "BYOL",
    "ImageId":  "ami-2bbd994b",
    "Platform":  "Linux",
    "Architecture":  "x86_64",
    "SnapshotDetails":  [
      {
        "UserBucket":  {
          "S3Bucket":  "<BUCKET_NAME>",
          "S3Key":  "<VMDK_FILENAME>"
        },
      "SnapshotId":  "snap-0b8fdb6bc5ace3d61",
      "DiskImageSize":  5740812288.0,
      "DeviceName":  "/dev/sda1",
      "Format":  "VMDK"
      }
    ],
    "ImportTaskId":  "import-ami-ffmbx7hu"
  }
  ]
}
When the import-image task completes, the Status field changes to completed and ImageId provides the AMI
ID.


7. Create a virtual private cloud (VPC) for AVE and DDVE.


The AWS documentation provides additional information.
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8. Create a subnet for the VPC and specify an availability zone.


The AWS documentation provides additional information.


CloudFormation template parameters


These template parameters are common, whether you deploy the solution through the AWS Portal or through the AWS CLI. Use
the following descriptions to provide parameters to the template:


AVE AMI ID (AVEAMIID)


Required. Provide the Amazon host ID that you recorded when you uploaded the AVE image.


DDVE AMI ID (DDVEAMIID)


Required. Provide the value that you recorded when you uploaded the DDVE image.


AVE Instance Size (AVEInstanceSize)


Select the installed capacity for this AVE instance, in TB, from the left column of the following table. This selection governs the
choice of EC2 instance type and the automatic creation of virtual disks, as detailed in Virtual disk requirements on page 16.


Table 22. EC2 instance type selection by AVE instance size 


AVE instance size EC2 instance type


2TB m4.xlarge
4TB m4.2xlarge
8TB r4.2xlarge
16TB r4.4xlarge


AVE EBS volume type for all disks (AVEDiskType)


Select the volume type for this AVE instance: either gp2 or st1. The AWS documentation provides more information on the
different volume types.


DDVE Instance Type (DDVEInstanceType)


Select the EC2 instance type for the DDVE instance: either m4.xlarge, m4.2xlarge, or m4.4xlarge. The AWS documentation
provides more information on the different EC2 instance types.


m4.xlarge supports an 8 TB DDVE. m4.2xlarge and m4.4xlarge support a 16 TB DDVE.


EBS volume size for the first data disk (DDVEDataDisk1Size)


Select the virtual disk size for this DDVE instance, based on the available licensed capacity.


This value is only for the first data disk. Create additional disks, if required, after deployment via CloudFormation and before the
DDVE configuration process.


Table 23. EC2 volume size by DDVE instance size 


DDVE instance size EBS metadata disk allocation


1 to 10 TB 1 TB


11 to 20 TB 2 TB
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Table 23. EC2 volume size by DDVE instance
size (continued)


DDVE instance size EBS metadata disk allocation


21 to 30 TB 3 TB


31 to 40 TB 4 TB


41 to 50 TB 5 TB


51 to 60 TB 6 TB


61 to 70 TB 7 TB


71 to 80 TB 8 TB


81 to 90 TB 9 TB


91 to 96 TB 10 TB


The 0.5 TB value is only for use with the evaluation license. Do not use this value for any other installations.


VPC ID (VpcId)


Required. Select the ID of the new VPC that you created for AVE and DDVE.


Subnet ID (SubnetId)


Required. Select the ID of the subnet that you created within the new VPC. AVE and DDVE are both deployed in this subnet.


Availability Zone (AvailabilityZoneName)


Required. Select the availability zone that you chose for the new VPC.


Key Pair Name (KeyName)


Required. Select the name of the new SSH keypair that you created for AVE and DDVE.


Deploy AVE/DDVE via CloudFormation from the AWS console
(alternate)


The AWS console provides a graphical interface for deployment of the virtual appliances. This topic forms part of the alternate
CloudFormation installation method, and is intended for use with the CloudFormation template.


Steps


1. Extract AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation.json to a temporary folder on the local computer.


2. Return to the AWS console.


3. Click Management Tools > CloudFormation.
The CloudFormation portal opens.


4. Click Create Stack.
The Select Template page opens.


5. Click Upload a template file.


6. Click Choose File.


7. Browse to and select AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation.json.


8. Click Next.
The Specify Details page opens.
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9. Provide all required AVE and DDVE parameters.


Some fields are preconfigured. CloudFormation template parameters on page 95 provides additional information on
parameter values.


10. Click Next.


The Options page opens. Do not define any tags or additional permissions on the Options page.


11. Click Next.
The Review page opens.


12. Review the selections, values, and cost estimate.


13. Click Create.
Deployment may take 15–30 minutes. The CloudFormation console describes the progress of the stack creation process.
Note all of the outputs from the stack creation process.


Next steps


Complete post-deployment configuration on page 98.


Deploy AVE/DDVE via CloudFormation from the AWS CLI


This CloudFormation deployment method provides the required parameters in the
AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation_parameters.json file.


Steps


1. Extract AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation.json and AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation_parameters.json to a temporary
folder on the local computer.


2. Edit AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation_parameters.json with a text editor and provide the required values.


CloudFormation template parameters on page 95 provides additional information. Each parameter in this file corresponds to
an input field in the AWS console method.


For example:


[
  {
    "ParameterKey": "AVEAMIID",
    "ParameterValue": "ami-abcdef01"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "DDVEAMIID",
    "ParameterValue": "ami-abcdef02"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "AVEInstanceSize",
    "ParameterValue": "4TB"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "AVEDiskType",
    "ParameterValue": "gp2"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "DDVEInstanceType",
    "ParameterValue": "m4.xlarge"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "AVEInstanceType",
    "ParameterValue": "t2.xlarge"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "DDVEDataDisk1Size",
    "ParameterValue": "1TB"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "VpcId",
    "ParameterValue": "vpc-abcdef03"
  },
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  {
    "ParameterKey": "SubnetId",
    "ParameterValue": "subnet-abcdef04"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "AvailabilityZoneName",
    "ParameterValue": "us-west-2a"
  },
  {
    "ParameterKey": "KeyName",
    "ParameterValue": "AVE_DDVE_Keypair"
  }
]


3. Save and close the file.


4. In the AWS CLI, type the following command on one line:


aws cloudformation create-stack --stack-name <StackName> --template-body file://
AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation.json --parameters file://AVE_DDVE_CloudFormation_parameters.json
where <StackName> is a unique name for this AVE and DDVE stack.


NOTE: You can also store the JSON files in an AWS S3 bucket and supply the URL of each file. The AWS


documentation provides additional information.


Deployment may take 15–30 minutes. The CloudFormation console describes the progress of the stack creation process.
Note all of the outputs from the stack creation process.


Next steps


Complete post-deployment configuration on page 98.


Complete post-deployment configuration


These steps prepare the deployed AVE for installation of the Avamar software.


Prerequisites


Note and record the stack creation status, and the AVIURL and DDSMURL values from the stack creation task. Access to
these URLs requires a secure gateway system, which is beyond the scope of this installation guide.


Steps


1. (Optional) Configure an elastic IP address for the instance by completing the following substeps:


a. From the navigation pane, select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
The EC2 console displays a list of available elastic IP addresses.


b. If there are no available elastic IP addresses, click Allocate new address.
c. For IPv4 address pool, select an available option that corresponds to your network environment.
d. Click Allocate.


The EC2 console displays a status notification.
e. Click Close.


The EC2 console returns to the list of elastic IP addresses.
f. Right-click an available elastic IP address and select Associate address.


The Associate address window opens.
g. From the Instance drop-down, select the new AVE instance.
h. From the Private IP drop-down, select an available private IP address.


Note the private IP address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


i. Click Associate.
The EC2 console displays a status notification.


j. Click Close.


2. Obtain the AVE private IPv4 address by performing one of the following substeps:


If you configured an elastic IP address, you may already have this value.


a. Use the AWS EC2 web console to obtain the private IPv4 address.
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The AWS documentation provides more information.


b. Use the AWS CLI to obtain the private IPv4 address by typing the following command:


aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids instance | grep PrivateIpAddress
Record the private IPv4 address for later use. This value is the default password for AVE.


3. Configure a secure gateway system.


4. Configure the AVE instance.


Install and configure the Avamar software on page 47 contains instructions.


NOTE: After launching the instance, the AVE initializes and reboots automatically. During this process, which takes 10–


20 minutes, the AVE installs drivers and an updated kernel. You cannot install the AVE until this process is complete


because the AVE installation package, ave-config, is not available in the Avamar Installation Manager. SSH is also


unavailable during this time.


5. Configure the DDVE instance.


If you cannot access the DDVE instance from the secure gateway via HTTP or HTTPS, perform the following substeps:


a. SSH to the DDVE instance and log in as the sysadmin user.
b. Type the following command:


adminaccess enable http/https
6. Attach the DDVE system to AVE.
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Alternate Azure Installation Methods


Topics:


• Deploy AVE from an Azure image (in China)


Deploy AVE from an Azure image (in China)
This section provides information about how to deploy a stand-alone AVE virtual machine from an Azure image.


Prerequisites


NOTE: Only follow this task if the installation is located in China.


Review Preinstallation requirements and best practices on page 13, and note the applicable requirements for the selected
capacity configuration.


Steps


1. If you do not have a storage account, create one by performing the following substeps:


a. On the Azure console, navigate to the Storage accounts page.
b. Click + Add, and select or enter subscription, resource group, storage account name, and location information.
c. Click Review + create.


2. If you do not have a storage container, create one by performing the following substeps:


a. On the Azure console, navigate to the Storage accounts page, and click Containers.
b. Click + Container, and enter a container name.
c. Click OK.


3. Download the AVE virtual appliance file AZURE-AVE-version-vhd.7z from support.emc.com/downloads/793_Avamar-
Virtual-Edition, where version is the release and build number of the software to be installed.


To download the file, perform the following substeps:


a. On the right panel under Avamar Virtual Edition, select 19.1 Installation Kit.
b. Select Avamar 19.1.0 Virtual Edition for Microsoft (Azure) Cloud.
c. Click Download.


4. Using a file compression utility such as 7-Zip, extract AZURE-AVE-version.vhd from AZURE-AVE-version-vhd.7z.


The size of AZURE-AVE-version.vhd is approximately 126 GB.


5. Upload AZURE-AVE-version.vhd to a storage container by performing the following substeps:


a. On the Azure console, navigate to the Storage accounts page, and select a storage account.
b. Click Containers.
c. Click Upload, and select AZURE-AVE-version.vhd.


d. Click Upload.


Alternatively, AZURE-AVE-version.vhd can be uploaded with the Azure CLI tool AzCopy. For more information, see Get
started with AzCopy.


6. Create an image by performing the following substeps:


a. On the Azure console, navigate to the Images page.
b. Click + Add, and select or enter name, subscription, resource group, and location information.
c. Select Linux for the OS disk field.
d. Click Browse after the Storage blob field, and select AZURE-AVE-version.vhd.


e. Select or enter account type and host caching information.
f. Click Create.


B
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7. Create a virtual machine by performing the following substeps:


a. On the Azure console, navigate to the Images page, and select an image.
b. Click + Create VM.
c. Follow Configure the basic settings for the AVE VM on page 50.
d. Follow Configure the disk settings for the AVE VM on page 50.
e. Follow Configure the network settings for the AVE VM on page 51.
f. Follow Configure the management settings for the AVE VM on page 51.
g. Follow Create the AVE VM on page 52.
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Preface


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are
periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not be
supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product release notes
provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose


This guide describes how to create, manage, and interpret the information in Avamar reports.


Audience


The audience for this guide includes Avamar system administrators, sales force personnel, and
other technicians who manage an Avamar server.


Revision history


The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision history


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


02 November 15, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.2


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Special notice conventions used in this document


These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note: Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions


These type style conventions are used in this document.
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Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help


The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation,
advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information
may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model,
or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product
Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in
the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Documentation


The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational
task, and technical reference information. To supplement the information in product administration
and user guides, review the following documents:


l Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.


l Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-
step tasks, where necessary.


l White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to
critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase


The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution
number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.
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To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.


3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the
search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the
product from the list that appears.


Online communities


Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts, conversations, and
content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners,
and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat


To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Service Requests


For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service
Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Note: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an
account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and
then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support


It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer
Support.


Comments and suggestions


Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall
quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about this document to 
DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Overview of Avamar reports.................................................................................................. 16
l Avamar administration requirements...................................................................................... 17
l Third-party reporting tools.....................................................................................................18
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Overview of Avamar reports
The Avamar server software includes a reporting function that accesses system information to
view in a report format. The reporting function is part of the Management Console Server (MCS).


The MCS provides centralized administration, which includes scheduling, monitoring, and
management, for the Avamar server. The MCS uses a postgres database to store backup
schedules, datasets, configurations, and so forth. The MCS also runs the server-side processes
that are used by the Avamar Administrator graphical management console.


The Avamar reporting function enables you to create, manage, and run system reports by using
Avamar Administrator.


Reports available from Avamar Administrator
From Avamar Administrator, you can run predefined reports or custom reports that you create
from report templates.


The set of predefined reports include the activity, capacity, client, and system reports. These
reports are available from the Manage All Reports dialog box.


The list of reports are shown in the left pane. The description of the report that is selected,
Activities - Bytes Protected Client, is in the upper right pane. Results from previous reports and
the status of currently running reports are in the lower right pane.


You select a report and click Run. You can export most reports to an HTML file, except for the
following reports:


l Capacity


l Misc - Stats 1


l Serviceability


l Site Inventory


l System - Configuration Audit


l System - GSAN Perf Stats


These reports are exported to a text file.


Avamar Administrator provides four report templates for creating custom reports. The following
table describes the four report templates.


Table 3 Report templates for custom reports


Template Description


Activities Shows information about system activities, such as backups, restores,
backup validations, and replication.


Clients Shows information about one or more backup clients.


Replication Activities Similar to Activities reports, but only shows information related to
replication.


Backend Capacity Shows the amount of physical server storage capacity used. This
calculation includes capacity optimized by data deduplication, but
does not include capacity consumed by RAIN overhead.


The report templates are available from the Report View and Settings list in the New Report
dialog box. The following figure shows the options for the Activities template.
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Figure 1 Options for the Activities template


The selection of a template from the Report View and Settings list controls the options that the
New Report dialog box displays. For example, when you select Clients from the Report View and
Settings list, the New Report dialog box displays options specific to the Clients template.


Avamar administration requirements
You create reports from the root domain level, the domain level, or the subdomain level. The level
at which you create a report depends on the administrator role for the user.


To run a report from the root domain requires root administrator access. Root administrators have
full control of the system. The Avamar server node is known as the root domain. To run a report
from a domain below the root domain requires domain administrator access. Domain administrators
have access to objects within their domain and within their subdomains, but cannot access objects
in the root domain or objects in other subdomains.


The domain that you select for a report controls the report contents. Contents can be capacity
usage data, client activity statistics, licensing statistics, backup statistics, and so forth.


A report that you create from the root domain can include capacity usage data from the entire
server or from specific subdomains. A report that you create from a subdomain can only include
capacity usage data from the subdomain.
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Third-party reporting tools
You can also generate Avamar reports by using any third-party PostgreSQL-compliant Open
DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) database reporting tool that runs on the platform.


You must create report templates by using the schema listings that are found in dbviews.sql.
This file is located in the /usr/local/avamar/lib/sql directory on the utility node.


MCS Database Views on page 79 provides more information about each view in dbviews.sql
and descriptions of the individual columns that store data.


Crystal Reports
Crystal Reports is a popular database reporting tool. Avamar Administrator provides several
Crystal Reports templates that you can use to quickly generate various Avamar system reports.
You can customize these templates or create ones.


PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is an open-source Relational Database Management System (RDMS). Avamar uses a
PostgreSQL database to store data. Information in the Avamar database is accessible through any
PostgreSQL-compliant ODBC interface.


The PostgreSQL database runs on the Avamar utility node. The MCS uses a postgres database to
store backup schedules, datasets, configurations, and so forth. Access to views in the PostgreSQL
database requires you to log in as the admin user. The following command provides an example of
the syntax you use to interact with the PostgreSQL database:


select client_name, type, status_code, started_ts,
completed_ts, bytes_scanned, bytes_modified_sent
from v_activities_2 where started_ts > ‘2014-1-1 00:00:00’
order by completed_ts
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CHAPTER 2


Predefined Reports


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Activity reports..................................................................................................................... 20
l Capacity reports....................................................................................................................37
l Client reports........................................................................................................................ 39
l System reports......................................................................................................................45
l Usage Intelligence reports.....................................................................................................52
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Activity reports
Activity reports comprise the largest category of reports. You create activity reports from the
Manage Reports dialog box in Avamar Administrator. After you run the report, you can save it to a
comma delimited file or for some reports to a text file.


The following table lists predefined activity reports that you can run from Avamar Administrator.


Table 4 Activity reports


Report Description


Activities - Bytes Protected
Client


Shows the amount of primary data in GB protected by the
system for each client.


Activities - Bytes Protected
Client - 2


Shows the amount of primary data in GB protected by the
system for each client during a specific period.


Activities - Plugin Stats Shows the following statistics for each plug-in:


l Total amount of primary data in GB protected by the
system


l Average percent of common data


l Average amount of data in GB protected by the system


l Average amount of new data in GB


Activities - Plugin Stats - 2 Shows the following statistics for each plug-in for a specific
period:


l Total amount of primary data in GB protected by the
system


l Average percent of common data


l Average amount of data in GB protected by the system


l Average amount of new data in GB


Note: This report is the same as the Activities - Plugin
Stats report, except that you can specify a date range.


Activities - Bytes Protected
Total


Shows the total amount of primary data that is protected by
the system.


Activities - Bytes Protected
Total - 2


Shows the total amount of primary data that is protected by
the system during a specific period.


Activities - Client Perf Track Shows daily client performance statistics for a specific period


Activities - Client Stats Shows the following statistics for each client:


l Average percent of common data


l Amount of primary data in GB protected by the system


l Amount of new data in GB


Activities - Client Stats - 2 Shows the following statistics for each client for a specific
period:


l Total amount of data in GB protected by the system
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Table 4 Activity reports (continued)


Report Description


l Average percent of common data


l Average amount of data in GB protected by the system


l Average amount new data in GB


Activities - DPN Summary Shows summary information about client data the Avamar
server stores and statistical data for each client backup.


Activities - Exceptions Shows all activities within a specific period that completed
with exceptions. This report runs the
rptActException.sql script.


Activities - Exceptions
(extended)


Shows all activities within a specific period that completed
with exceptions. This report runs the ActExceptionExt.pl
script.


Activities - Failed Shows all activities within a specific period that failed due to
errors.


Activities - Licensed Bytes
Protected Client


Shows the total amount of primary data in GB protected by
the system for each client within the license period.


Note: This 14-day timeframe ensures that any backups that
belong to clients that might have migrated to another
Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations
for the server.


Activities - Licensed Plugin
Stats


Shows the following statistics for each plug-in client:


l Number of backups


l Average percent of common data


l Total amount of data in GB protected by each data source
plug-in


l Amount of new data


Note: This 14-day timeframe ensures that any backups that
belong to clients that might have migrated to another
Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations
for the server.


Activities - Licensed Bytes
Protected Total


Shows the total amount of primary data in GB protected by
the system within the license period.


Note: This 14-day timeframe ensures that any backups that
belong to clients that might have migrated to another
Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations
for the server.


Activities - Licensed Client
Stats


Shows the amount of primary data in GB protected by the
system and other statistics for each client within a license
period.


Note: This 14-day timeframe ensures that any backups that
belong to clients that might have migrated to another
Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations
for the server.
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Table 4 Activity reports (continued)


Report Description


Activities - Success Shows all activities that completed without exceptions within a
specific period.


Use case for Activities - Bytes Protected Client - 2 report
The Activities Bytes Protected Client report lists the amount of the largest single backup
without deduplication in GB for each client. Run this report to determine how much space is
required to restore the largest recent backup to the client or to a tape. A failed backup does not
decrease this value unless the backup has been failing for a long time.


About this task


The amount of bytes protected does not correspond to capacity utilization on the Avamar server.


The Activities - Bytes Protected Client and Activities - Bytes Protected Client - 2 reports
contain the same information except that the Activities - Bytes Protected Client - 2 report
enables you to specify a date range.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Bytes Protected Client - 2 in the list of predefined reports and click
Run.


The Run Reports - Activities - Bytes Protected Client -2 dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains details about the clients appears in the dialog box.


Table 5 Activities - Bytes Protected Client - 2 column descriptions


Column Description


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


PluginName Name of the plug-in. For example: Windows DB2.


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.


TotalGBProtected Total amount of GB protected by the Avamar server. For
example: 0.2404.


Version Version of the Avamar client software.


OS Client operating system.


IsClientOS Determines whether the platform is a client or a server
platform. Value is true or false:


l true for a client platform


l false for a server platform


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Plugin Stats report
The Activities - Plugin Stats report provides a summary of backup information for each client.
This report, like the Activities- Bytes Protected Client -2 report, includes the total bytes
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protected amount for each client. In addition, this report lists the number of backups for each
client, the average commonality percent for the backups, and the average amount of new data in
GB in the backups.


About this task


The Activities - Plugin Stats and Activities - Plugin Stats - 2 reports contain the same
information except that the Activities - Plugin Stats - 2 report enables you to specify a date
range.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Plugin Stats in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - PlugIn Stats dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains statistics for all client plug-ins appears in the dialog box.


Table 6 Activities - Plugin Stats column descriptions


Column Description


PluginName Name of the Avamar plug-in. For example: Linux Oracle RMAN.


Clients Number of clients that run the plug-in specified in the
PluginName column.


Backups Number of backups available.


TotalGBProtected Total amount of GB protected by the Avamar server. For
example: 1.2810.


AvgPcntCommon Average percent of common data.


AvgGBProtected Average amount of data in GB that the system protects.


AvgGBNew Average amount of new data in GB.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total report
The Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total report provides the amount of primary data
protected by the Avamar server within a 14-day timeframe. The value that this report produces
represents the sum of all bytes protected for all clients.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total in the list of predefined reports and
click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


The total amount of licensed bytes the system protects appears in the dialog box. For
example: 11.0606.
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4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Client Perf Track report
The Activities - Client Perf Track report provides performance statistics for all clients in the
Avamar configuration. Run this report to view statistics such as backup start times, elapsed times,
error codes, number of files scanned, number of bytes scanned, status messages, commonality,
number of bytes with a hit in the local cache, and so forth.


About this task


The information in Activities - Client Perf Track report is more advanced than the information
you can view in the Activity window.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Client Perf Track in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Reports - Activities - Client Perf Track dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains performance statistics for all Avamar clients appears in the dialog box.


Table 7 Activities - Client Perf Track column descriptions


Column Description


Server Type of server.


AxionSystemID Avamar system ID.


Operation Type of activity:


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source


l Replication destination


ClientOS Client operating system.


ClientVer Avamar client software version.


PluginNum Number for the plug-in.


CID Unique alphanumeric identifier that the Avamar server stores for
the Avamar client.


Host Hostname of the Avamar client.


WorkOrderID Unique identifier for the following activities:


l For scheduled backups, the format of a workorder ID is
schedule_name-group_name-time where schedule_name is
the name of the Avamar schedule, group_name is the name of
the Avamar group, and time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.
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Table 7 Activities - Client Perf Track column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


l For on-demand backups that you start with the Back Up
Group Now command from the Policy window, the format of
the workorder ID is group_name-time where group_name is
the name of the Avamar group and time is the UNIX time in
milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups or restores that you start from the
Backup, Restore and Manage window, the format of the
workorder ID is MOD-time where time is the UNIX time in
milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups that you start from the system tray
icon on a Windows client, the format of the workorder ID is
COD-time where time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


l For command line backups or restores, the format of the
workorder ID is NAH-timewhere time is the UNIX time in
milliseconds.


l For replication activities, the format of the workorder ID is
COD-NAH-time where time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


SessionID Unique identifier for the client to storage subsystem session for
this activity.


GroupBasedPath Avamar domain of the group. By default, groups are located on the
root Avamar domain. You can manually change a group's location
to limit access, if necessary.


ScheduledStartTime The date and time when the activity was scheduled to start.


StartedTime The date and time when the activity started.


CompletedTime The date and time when the activity completed.


ElapsedSeconds The amount of time in seconds for the activity.


Status Status message for the activity:


l Activity completed successfully.


l Activity completed with exceptions.


l Activity cancelled.


l Activity failed - timed out before starting.


l Activity failed - timed out before completion.


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt.


l Activity failed - client error(s).


l Activity failed - timed out before completion.


l Activity failed - client has no data specified by dataset.


l Dropped Session - No progress reported.


ErrorCode Error code returned from the workorder.


NumFiles Number of files processed.
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Table 7 Activities - Client Perf Track column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


NumFilesMod Number of files modified since the last backup.


NumFilesSkipped Number of files unintentionally skipped.


BytesScanned Number of bytes processed.


BytesReduced Number of bytes reduced by compression.


BytesAfterReduced The bytes to be protected, which already exist on GSAN.


BytesExcluded Number of bytes intentionally excluded.


BytesSkipped Number of bytes unintentionally skipped.


BytesOverhead Number of bytes of overhead.


BytesModNotSent Number of bytes modified but not sent.


BytesModSent Number of bytes modified and sent.


PcntCommon The deduplication rate as a percentage. The higher the value, the
more deduplication of the data. A value of 100% means that all
data backed up is already on the Avamar server.


isDTLT Boolean flag that determines whether Avamar Desktop/Laptop
clients are included.


BytesHCache Number of bytes with a hit in the local cache.


BytesIsPresent Number of bytes with a hit in the server cache.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed Client Stats report
The Activities - Licensed Client Stats report lists client backup statistics for the last 14 days. The
14-day timeframe (referred to as “Licensed”) ensures that all backups that belong to clients that
have been migrated to another Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations for the
server.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Licensed Client Stats in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Licensed Client Stats dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains the number of bytes protected by the system for each client and other
client statistics appears in the dialog box.


Table 8 Activities - Licensed Client Stats report column descriptions


Column Description


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.
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Table 8 Activities - Licensed Client Stats report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


PluginName Name of the Avamar plug-in. For example: LINUX Lotus Domino.


Backups Number of backups available.


AvgPcntCommo
n


Average percent of common data.


GBProtected Amount of primary data in GB protected by the system.


GBNew Amount of new data in GB.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - DPN Summary report
The Activities - DPN Summary report provides a summary of backup results and statistics for all
clients. You can select a date range to limit the amount of output for the report. This report
includes expired backups.


About this task


A common use for this report is to identify the clients that add more data than other clients.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - DPN Summary in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - DPN Summary dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains DPN summary information appears in the dialog box.


Table 9 Activities - DPN Summary column descriptions


Column Description


Host Hostname of the Avamar client.


StartValue UNIX start time of the activity. The UNIX start time is in the local
time of the Avamar server.


OS Client operating system.


StartTime The date and time when the activity started.


Root The name of the dataset that the activity used.


Seconds The duration of the activity in seconds.


Numfiles The total number of files scanned during the activity less those files
that were excluded through exclusion rules.


NumModFiles The total number of modified files associated with the activity.


ModReduced The amount of modified data that is reduced due to compression
during commonality processing.
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Table 9 Activities - DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


ModNotSent The amount of bytes in modified files that do not have to be sent to
the Avamar server because of subfile-level commonality factoring.


ModSent The amount of new bytes sent to the Avamar server.


TotalBytes Number of bytes processed.


PcntCommon The deduplication rate as a percentage. The higher the value, the
more deduplication of the data. A value of 100% means that all data
backed up is already on the Avamar server.


Overhead The number of bytes for COMPOSITEs and DIRELEMs used to store
data. Overhead is the amount of nonfile data that the client sends to
the server for the following items:


l Indexing information


l Requests from the client to the server for the presence of
specific data chunks


l ACLs


l Directory information


l Message headers


On any active file system, overhead is usually a small percentage of
the file data that is sent to the Avamar server.


WorkOrderID Unique identifier for the following activities:


l For scheduled backups, the format of a workorder ID is
schedule_name-group_name-time. where schedule_name is the
name of the Avamar schedule, group_name is the name of the
Avamar group, and time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups initiated from the Policy window Back
Up Group Now command, the format of the workorder ID is
group_name-time where group_name is the name of the Avamar
group and time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups or restores that you start from the
Backup, Restore and Manage window, the format of the
workorder ID is MOD-time where time is the UNIX time in
milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups that you start from the system tray icon
on a Windows client, the format of the workorder ID: COD-time
where time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


l For command line backups or restores, the format of the
workorder ID is NAH-time where time is the UNIX time in
milliseconds.


l For replication activities, the format of the workorder ID: COD-
NAH-time where time is the UNIX time in milliseconds.


ClientVer Avamar client software version.


Operation Type of activity:
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Table 9 Activities - DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source


l Replication destination


Status Status message for the activity:


l Activity completed successfully.


l Activity completed with exceptions


l Activity cancelled


l Activity failed - timed out before starting


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt


l Activity failed - client error(s)


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client has no data specified by dataset


l Dropped Session - No progress reported


SessionID Unique identifier for the client to storage subsystem session for this
activity.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Exceptions report
The Activities - Exceptions report shows all backup activity that completed with exceptions.
These backups include backups that can be restored, but might not have complete client data.
Backups of this type appear in the Activity window as Completed with exceptions.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Exceptions in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Exceptions dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains activities that completed with exceptions appears in the dialog box.


Table 10 Activities - Exceptions column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-server1.example.com.
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Table 10 Activities - Exceptions column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Status Status message for the activity:


l Activity completed successfully


l Activity completed with exceptions


l Activity cancelled


l Activity failed - timed out before starting


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt


l Activity failed - client error(s)


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client has no data specified by dataset


l Dropped Session - No progress reported


ClientErrorCode Client error code number that indicates the reason for a backup failure.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientOS Client operating system.


LabelNum Backup identifier. for example: GUI-C-DB2 Database(s) backup.


Type Type of activity:


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source


l Replication destination


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.


DSTarget Name of the dataset target. For example: /ds_db2.


Schedule Name of the schedule used for the scheduled backup.


SchStartDate Scheduled start date.


SchStartTime Scheduled start time.


SchEndDate Expected end date of the activity.


SchEndTime Expected end time of the activity.


StartDate The date when the activity started.


StartTime The date and time when the activity started.


EndDate The date when the activity completed.
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Table 10 Activities - Exceptions column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


EndTime The time when the activity completed.


ElapsedTime The total elapsed time for the activity.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Failed report
The Activities - Failed report shows all backup activities that failed. These backups include all
backups that cannot be restored. Backups of this type appear in the Activity window as Failed.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Failed in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Failed dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains statistics for client activities that failed appears in the dialog box.


Table 11 Activities - Failed report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-
server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Status Status message for the activity:


l Activity completed successfully.


l Activity completed with exceptions


l Activity cancelled


l Activity failed - timed out before starting


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt


l Activity failed - client error(s)


l Activity failed - timed out before completion


l Activity failed - client has no data specified by dataset


l Dropped Session - No progress reported


ClientErrorCode Client error code number that indicates the reason for a
backup failure.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientOS Client operating system.
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Table 11 Activities - Failed report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


LabelNum Backup identifier. For example: GUI-C-DB2 Database(s)
backup.


Type Type of activity:


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source


l Replication destination


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.


DStarget Name of the dataset target. For example: /ds_db2.


Schedule Name of the schedule used for the scheduled backup.


SchStartDate Scheduled start date.


SchStartTime Scheduled start time.


SchEndDate Expected end date of the activity.


SchEndTime Expected end time of the activity.


StartDate The date when the activity started.


StartTime The time when the activity started.


EndDate The date when the activity completed.


EndTime The time when the activity completed.


ElapsedTime The total elapsed time for the activity.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Client report
The Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Client report lists the amount of the largest single
backup without deduplication in GB for each client for the last 14 days.


About this task


Run this report to determine how much space is required to restore the largest recent backup to
the client or to a tape. A failed backup does not decrease this value unless the backup has been
failing for a long time.


The amount of bytes protected does not correspond to capacity utilization on the Avamar server.


The 14-day timeframe (referred to as “Licensed”) ensures that all backups that belong to clients
that have been migrated to another Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations for
the server.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.
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2. Select Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Client in the list of predefined reports and
click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - DPN Summary dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains total licensed bytes for each client appears in the dialog box.


Table 12 Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Client report column descriptions


Column Description


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example:
db2-1.example.com.


PlugInName Name of the Avamar plug-in. For example:
LINUX Lotus Domino.


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client
On-Demand Data.


TotalGBProtected The total amount of GB for each client that
the system protects within a license period.
For example: 0.1330.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed PlugIn Stats report
The Activities - Licensed Plugin Stats report shows the number of bytes of primary data
protected by the Avamar server for each plug-in for a 14-day timeframe. This report, like the
Activities - Plugin Stats report and other similar reports, lists information by plug-in type, number
of backups, total bytes protected by the plug-in type, and so forth.


About this task


The bytes protected amount is the amount of the largest single backup without deduplication in
GB for each client. The amount of bytes protected does not correspond to capacity utilization on
the Avamar server.


The 14-day timeframe (referred to as “Licensed”) ensures that all backups that belong to clients
that have been migrated to another Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations for
the server.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Licensed PlugIn Stats in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Licensed PlugIn Stats dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains client statistics, which includes the total amount of GB the system
protects for each client plug-in, appears in the dialog box.


Table 13 Activities - Licensed PlugIn Status report column descriptions


Column Description


PluginName Name of the Avamar plug-in. For example: LINUX Lotus Domino.
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Table 13 Activities - Licensed PlugIn Status report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


Clients Number of clients that run the plug-in specified in the PluginName column.


Backups Number of backups available.


TotalGBProtecte
d


The total amount of GB for each client that the system protects within a
license period. For example: 0.1330.


AvgPcntCommo
n


Average percent of common data.


AvgGBProtected Average amount of data in GB that the system protects.


AvgGBNew Average amount of new data in GB.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total report
The Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total report provides the amount of primary data
protected by the Avamar server within a 14-day timeframe. The value that this report produces
represents the sum of all bytes protected for all clients.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total in the list of predefined reports and
click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Licensed Bytes Protected Total dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


The total amount of licensed bytes the system protects appears in the dialog box. For
example: 11.0606.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Licensed Client Stats report
The Activities - Licensed Client Stats report lists client backup statistics for the last 14 days. The
14-day timeframe (referred to as “Licensed”) ensures that all backups that belong to clients that
have been migrated to another Avamar server are not included in the licensing calculations for the
server.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Licensed Client Stats in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Licensed Client Stats dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains the number of bytes protected by the system for each client and other
client statistics appears in the dialog box.
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Table 14 Activities - Licensed Client Stats report column descriptions


Column Description


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.


PluginName Name of the Avamar plug-in. For example: LINUX Lotus Domino.


Backups Number of backups available.


AvgPcntCommo
n


Average percent of common data.


GBProtected Amount of primary data in GB protected by the system.


GBNew Amount of new data in GB.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Activities - Success report
The Activities - Success report shows all backup activities that succeeded. The successful
backups include all backups that backed up all intended data. You can use these backups for full or
partial restores.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Activities - Success in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Activities - Success dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that contains statistics for all Avamar clients appears in the dialog box.


Table 15 Activity - Success report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientOS Client operating system.


LabelNum Backup identifier. For example: GUI-C-DB2 Database.


Type Type of activity:


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source
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Table 15 Activity - Success report column descriptions  (continued)


Column Description


l Replication destination


Dataset Name of the dataset. For example: /Client On-Demand Data.


DSTarget Name of the dataset target. For example: /ds_db2.


StartDate The date when the activity started.


StartTime The time when the activity started.


EndDate The date when the activity started.


EndTime The time when the activity completed.


ElapsedTime The total elapsed time for the activity.


ElapsedMin The total elapsed time in minutes in decimal notation.


KBProtected The amount of data in KB that was scanned on the backup client.


KBSent The amount of data in KB sent to the Avamar server over the network.


KBOverhead The amount of data in KB sent to the Avamar server. This data is used
for source-side deduplication checks.


GBProtectedPerHr The scan rate of the backup job. The GBProtectedPerHr value helps to
evaluate performance.


MBSentPerSec The data sent rate of the backup job. The MBSentPerSec value helps
to evaluate performance.


SentPct The percentage of data, out of all data that was scanned, that was sent
from the client to the server over the network.


UnSentPct The percentage of data, out of all data that was scanned, that was not
sent from the client to the server over the network.


FinalStatus Status message for the activity:


l Activity completed successfully.


l Activity completed with exceptions.


l Activity cancelled.


l Activity failed - timed out before starting.


l Activity failed - timed out before completion.


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt.


l Activity failed - client was given a workorder, but did not
acknowledge its receipt.


l Activity failed - timed out before completion.


l Activity failed - timed out before completion.


l Dropped Session - No progress reported.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.
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Capacity reports
A capacity report shows the available capacity for each node. Avamar Administrator provides one
predefined capacity report.


Use case for the Capacity Report
The Capacity Report is an advanced report that shows Avamar server capacity segregated by
node. This report includes other information such as garbage collection status for each node,
hfscheck status for each node, contact information, and Data Domain information. Data Domain
information includes the hostname, OS version, and serial number. The information is enclosed in
ddlist tags.


About this task


This report is provided as XML output, and for that reason, is used most often by Avamar
Customer Support.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Capacity Report in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Capacity Report dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


The XML output for the Capacity Report appears in the Run Report - Capacity Report
dialog box.
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Figure 2 Run Report - Capacity Report dialog box


4. To save the Capacity Report to a text file, click Export.


The Save dialog box appears.


5. Browse to a folder, type a file name in the File name field, and click Save.
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Client reports
Client reports show status information specific to Avamar clients. Each predefined client report
includes statistics such as client name, server name, whether the client is activated, and so forth.


The following table lists client reports that you can run from Avamar Administrator.


Table 16 Client reports


Report Description


Agent and PlugIns -
Client Count


Shows all file system and database plug-ins that are installed on all
client systems.


Clients - No activities Shows all clients that did not have any activities for the specified
period.


Clients - No Check Ins Shows all clients that did not check in with the server for the
specified period.


Clients - Protected Shows all clients with at least one backup stored on the Avamar
server.


Clients - Unprotected Shows all clients that are known to the MCS but are not actively
being backed up.


Misc - Stats 1 Shows the following statistics for a specific time period:


l Number of registered Avamar clients


l Plug-ins installed on Avamar clients


l Total bytes backed up


l Client operating systems backed up


l Maximum bytes backed up for each Avamar client


Use case for the Agents and PlugIns - Client Count report
The Agents and PlugIns - Client Count report lists the plug-in types in use and the number of
clients that use the plug-in. This report is similar to the Activities - Plugin Stats report, but with
less information.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Agents and Plugins - Client Count in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Agents and Plugins - Client Count dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that lists the total amount of installations of client file systems and database plug-ins
appears in the dialog box.
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Table 17 Agents and Plugins - Client Count report column descriptions


Column Description


AgentsOrPlugIns The name of the file system client or database application plug-in.


Count The amount of installations of the file system client or database
application plug-in.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Client - No activities report
The Client - No activities report shows the clients that are idle without backup jobs for a specific
date range. If you have clients that are not configured to be backed up, the Client - No activities
report identifies these clients. For example, run this report to identify inactive clients that you
want to delete. Or, run this report to identify clients that were not backed up because of the
backup policy.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Client - No activities in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Client - No activities dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that lists inactive clients appears in the dialog box.


Table 18 Client - No activities report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-
server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Enabled Determines whether the client is enabled:


l t for true


l f for false


RegisteredDate The date when the client was registered.


Activated Determines whether the client is activated:


l t for activated


l f for not activated


ActivatedDateTime The data and time when the client was activated.


LastCheckedIn Last check-in date and time.


ContactName Person to contact regarding issues with this specific client.


ContactPhone Contact phone number.


ContactEmail Contact email address.
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Table 18 Client - No activities report column descriptions  (continued)


Column Description


ContactLocation Contact location.


ContactNotes Contact notes.


OS Client operating system.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientAddr IP address of the client.


Pageable Determines whether the client is reachable on the network by
the Avamar server:


l t for true


l f for false


PageAddr IP address or hostname that is used to contact the client.


PagePort Data port that is used to contact the client.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Clients - No Check Ins report
The Clients - No Check Ins report shows clients that have no contact with the Avamar server for
a specific date range. Avamar clients run a service that contacts the Avamar server to confirm
status and receive workorders. A client might fail to contact the Avamar server when the client
service is disabled or removed, or if the client was renamed or removed.


About this task


The Avamar server might be able to contact a client despite network communications that are
partially blocked in one direction.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Clients - No Check Ins in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Clients - No Check Ins dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


A table that lists all Avamar clients that have not checked in with the Avamar server appears
in the dialog box.


Table 19 Clients - No Check Ins report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-
server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


LastCheckedIn Last check-in date and time.
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Table 19 Clients - No Check Ins report column descriptions  (continued)


Column Description


Enabled Determines whether the client is enabled:


l t for true


l f for false


RegisteredDate The date when the client was registered.


Activated Determines whether the client is activated:


l t for activated


l f for not activated


ActivatedDateTime The data and time when the client was activated.


ContactName Person to contact regarding issues with this client.


ContactPhone Contact phone number.


ContactEmail Contact email address.


ContactLocation Contact location.


ContactNotes Contact notes.


OS Client operating system.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientAddr IP address of the client.


Pageable Determines whether the client is reachable on the network by
the Avamar server:


l t for true


l f for false


PageAddr IP address or hostname that is used to contact the client.


PagePort Data port that is used to contact the client.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Clients - Protected report
The Clients - Protected report shows all clients that are protected by the Avamar server. This
report includes statistics such as the Avamar server name, the client name, the registration date
for the client, the client operating system, the Avamar client software version.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Clients - Protected in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Clients - Protected dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that lists all Avamar clients that are protected by the Avamar server appears in the
dialog box.
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Table 20 Clients - Protected report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


RegisteredDate The date when the client was registered.


Activated Determines whether the client is activated:


l t for activated


l f for not activated


ActivatedDateTime The data and time when the client was activated.


LastCheckedIn Last check-in date and time.


ContactName Person to contact regarding issues with this client.


ContactPhone Contact phone number.


ContactEmail Contact email address.


ContactLocation Contact location.


ContactNotes Contact notes.


OS Client operating system.


ClientVersion The Avamar client software version.


ClientAddr IP address of the client.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Clients - Unprotected report
The Clients - Unprotected report lists clients that have no backups, which are also referred to as
“empty” clients. The information in this report does not have a date range, which enables the
report to list completely empty clients. Whereas other reports such as Clients - No Check Ins or
Client - No activities show clients with no recent backup, but do not show completely empty
clients.


About this task


For example, run this report to identify inactive clients that you want to delete. Or, run this report
to identify clients that were not backed up because of the backup policy.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Clients - Unprotected in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Clients - Unprotected dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that lists all clients without any backups appears in the dialog box.
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Table 21 Clients - Unprotected report column descriptions


Column Description


Server Name of the server. For example: avamar-server1.example.com.


ClientDomain Pathname of the Avamar domain.


ClientName Name of the Avamar client. For example: db2-1.example.com.


Enabled Determines whether the client is enabled:


l t for true


l f for false


RegisteredDate The date when the client was registered.


Activated Determines whether the client is activated:


l t for activated


l f for not activated


ActivatedDateTime The data and time when the client was activated.


LastCheckedIn Last check-in date and time.


ContactName Person to contact regarding issues with this specific client.


ContactPhone Contact phone number.


ContactEmail Contact email address.


ContactLocation Contact location.


ContactNotes Contact notes.


OS Client operating system.


ClientVersion Avamar client software version.


ClientAddr IP address of the client.


Pageable Determines whether the client is reachable on the network by the
Avamar server:


l t for true


l f for false


PageAddr IP address or hostname that is used to contact the client.


PagePort Data port that is used to contact the client.


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Use case for the Misc - Stats 1 report
The Misc - Stats 1 report produces a text-formatted report that contains an assortment of
information from other Avamar reports. This information includes the status of the Avamar server,
a list of clients with activities, a list of plug-ins in use, a list of file system clients in use, and so
forth. The actual title of this report is Licensing Report.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.
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2. Select Misc - Stats 1 in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Misc - Stats 1 dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


The Licensing Report appears in the dialog box. This output of this report is plain text. For
example:


==========================================================
Licensing Report for period of 2014-10-05 09:06:00 EDT to 
2014-08-27 09:06:00 EDT
==========================================================
Administrator Server is running.
Database server is running...
Executing SQL script '/tmp/stats.temp.1377608815.sql'


RegisteredClients
-------------------
41
(1 row)


ClientsWithActivities
----------------------
0
(1 row)


  OS                                    | Clients 
----------------------------------------+---------
 AIX                                    |       2
 HP-UX                                  |       1
 Linux                                  |      21
 Solaris                                |       3
 Windows 7 Ultimate N Edition 64-bit    |       1
(5 rows)


TotalGBProtected
------------------
0.4146
(1 row)


PluginName    |Clients|Backups|TotalGBProtected|AvgPcntCommon   
------------+-------+-------+----------------+------------- 
LINUX DB2   |      1|      2|          0.1330|      95.43 
Windows DB2 |      3|   2053|          0.2530|      48.12 
(2 rows)


 ClientName    |  PlugInName  |   Dataset       |TotalGBProtected 
---------------+--------------+-----------------+----------------
               | Windows DB2  |/Client On-Demand| 0.0000
 bu-winddance  | Windows DB2  |/Client On-Demand| 0.2491
 db2beta264    | LINUX DB2    |/Client On-Demand| 0.1330
 motu          | Windows DB2  |/Client On-Demand| 0.0039
 
(4 rows)


Database server is still running...
===================================


4. To save the report to a text file, click Export.


System reports
System reports show status information for the Avamar server system.


The following table lists system reports that you can run from Avamar Administrator.
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Table 22 System reports


Report Description


Serviceability This report shows the status of hardware components in the
Avamar server, including controllers and attached components
such as array disks and virtual disks. The format of this report is
plain text.


Site Inventory This report shows the following information for the Avamar server:


l Operating system version


l Hostname


l System hardware type


l Network


l Avamar software version


l Storage controller settings


l Physical disk settings


l Virtual disk settings


l RPMs installed


The format of this report is plain text.


System - Configuration
Audit


This report lists all currently installed server operating system
RPMs and a comparison against a master list that was used to
initialize the system. The format of this report is plain text.


System - GSAN Perf
Stats


This report lists data server (also known as GSAN) performance
statistics that are useful for system tuning and debugging
purposes. By default, this report is enabled in the High Priority
Events profile. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
information about the High Priority Events profile. The format of
this report is XML.


Use case for the Serviceability report
The Serviceability report contains information about the status of the hardware components in
the Avamar server. The content of this report uses the avsysreport command to generate the
status information.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Serviceability in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Serviceability dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


The following message appears in the dialog box for a few moments before the
Serviceability report appears:


Retrieving data. Please wait.
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The following output shows a portion of a sample Serviceability report:


######################################################################
#                    Serviceability Report                           #
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ #
# This report contains multiple sections: Controller, vdisks and     #
# physical disks.  Each section will include result ran from on each #
# nodes.                                                             #
# Here are the sections ran from avsysreport:                        #
# 1) avsysreport --yaml controller                                   #
# 2) avsysreport --yaml vdisk                                        #
# 3) avsysreport --yaml pdisk controller=0                           #
######################################################################
                    Utility Node - avsysreport controller           #
 
- Controller ID: 0
  Status: OK
#                    Data Nodes - avsysreport controller             #
(0.0) ssh  -x  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no admin@1.23.46.7 'avsysreport --yaml 
controller'


- Controller ID: 0
  Status: OK
#                    Utility Node - avsysreport vdisk                #
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "2"
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "1"
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "0"
#                    Data Nodes - avsysreport vdisk                  #
(0.0) ssh  -x  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no admin@1.23.46.7 'avsysreport --yaml vdisk'
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "2"
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "1"
- Status: OK
  Virtual Disk ID: "0"
#                    Utility Node - avsysreport pdisk controller=0   #
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "0"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "1"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "2"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "3"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "4"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "5"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
#                    Data Nodes - avsysreport pdisk controller=0     #
(0.0) ssh  -x  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no admin@1.23.46.7 'avsysreport --yaml pdisk 
controller=0'
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "0"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "1"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "2"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "3"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "4"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
- Status: Online
  Physical Disk ID: "5"
  Failure Predicted: "No"
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4. To save the report to a text file, click Export.


Use case for the Site Inventory report
The Site Inventory report is an advanced report for use by Avamar support personnel. This report
contains various types of information, including operating system version, system kernel release,
the kickstart version, patch level version, and so forth.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select Site Inventory in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - Site Inventory dialog box appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


The following message appears in the dialog box for a few moments before the Site
Inventory report appears:


Retrieving data. Please wait.
The following output shows a portion of a sample Site Inventory report.


sudo /usr/local/avamar/lib/mcs_ssh_wrapper
/usr/local/avamar/bin/site_inventory 
Using /usr/local/avamar/var/probe.xml
/bin/tar czhf /tmp/.mapall28152 site_inventory_info
(0.0) scp -q  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no /tmp/.mapall28152 
root@11.5.151.555:.
(0.0) ssh  -x  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no root@11.5.151.555 'tar xzf 
.mapall28152; rm -f .mapall28152'
(0.0) ssh  -x  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no root@11.5.151.555 'perl
site_inventory_info'
(0.0) scp -q  -o GSSAPIAuthentication=no 
root@11.5.151.555:/usr/local/avamar/var/site_inventory.log 0.0
0.0_site_inventory.log
--------------------
       0.0
--------------------


General OS Information
======================
Kickstart version: sles11-SP1-64v30
Hostname: avamar-test


Kernel release: 2.6.32.59-0.7-default


OS: SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (x86_64) VERSION = 11 PATCHLEVEL = 1


Date: Tue May 15 10:36:17 EDT 2013
Timeserver: Ntpd is not running.


Product, System, Chassis and BIOS Information
=============================================


Product:
No Product-related values for this server.
System:
    Manufacturer: Dell Inc.
    Product Name: PowerEdge R510
    Version: Not Specified
    Serial Number: CZGR3P1
    UUID: 44454C4C-5A00-1047-8052-C3C04F335031
Chassis:
    Manufacturer: Dell Inc.
    Version: Not Specified
    Serial Number: CZGR3P1
    Asset Tag: Not Specified
BIOS:
    Vendor: Dell Inc.
    Version: 1.4.0
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    Release Date: 09/03/2010
    BIOS Revision: 1.4


General Hardware Information
============================


Total Memory: 32871812 kB 
Processor Vendor: GenuineIntel
Processor Model: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU           E5620  @ 2.40GHz
Total Processors: 8
Processor Speed: 2400.215 MHz


General Network Information
===========================


Hostname IP: 11.5.151.555


eth0 settings
=============
eth0 IP: 
eth0 Mac Address: 84:2B:2B:5E:89:18  
eth0 Link Speed: 1000Mb/s
eth0 Link Mode: Full Duplex
Auto-negotiation: on
Link detected: yes


eth1 settings
=============
eth1 IP: 
eth1 Mac Address: 84:2B:2B:5E:89:19  
eth1 Link Speed: 65535Mb/s
eth1 Link Mode: Unknown! (255) Duplex
Auto-negotiation: on
Link detected: no


eth2 settings
=============
eth2 IP: 
eth2 Mac Address: 84:2B:2B:5E:89:18  
eth2 Link Speed: 65535Mb/s
eth2 Link Mode: Unknown! (255) Duplex
Auto-negotiation: on
Link detected: no


eth3 settings
=============
eth3 IP: 
eth3 Mac Address: 00:10:18:84:12:6E  
eth3 Link Speed: 65535Mb/s
eth3 Link Mode: Unknown! (255) Duplex
Auto-negotiation: on
Link detected: no
...


4. To save the report to a text file, click Export.


Use case for the System - Configuration Audit report
The System - Configuration Audit report is an advanced report for use by Avamar support
personnel. This report contains configuration information for the Avamar server, including a list of
RPMs.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select System - Configuration Audit in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - System - Configuration Audit dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


The following message appears in the dialog box for a few moments before the System
Configuration Audit report appears:
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Retrieving data. Please wait.
The following output shows a portion of the System Configuration Audit report.


===================================================================
System Configuration Audit Report for period of 2014-11-05 10:46:00 
EDT to 2015-01-05 10:46:00 EDT
===================================================================


avrpm_report: v1.4
avrpm_report: Begin Report
WARNING: BASELINE CONFIGURATION FILE 
"/usr/local/avamar/etc/master_rpm_list" DOES NOT EXIST!
Current RPM list is:
avrpm_report: Begin RPM List
ConsoleKit-0.2.10-64.65.1
ConsoleKit-32bit-0.2.10-64.65.1
DirectFB-1.2.3-6.32
OpenIPMI-2.0.16-0.3.29
PolicyKit-0.9-14.34.9
PolicyKit-doc-0.9-14.34.11
SuSEfirewall2-3.6_SVNr208-2.5.1
aaa_base-11-6.46.46.2
acl-2.2.47-30.34.29
aide-0.13.1-40.14
apache2-2.2.12-1.30.1
apache2-doc-2.2.12-1.30.1
apache2-example-pages-2.2.12-1.30.1
apache2-mod_jk-1.2.26-1.30.110
apache2-mod_python-3.3.1-147.24.1
apache2-prefork-2.2.12-1.30.1
apache2-utils-2.2.12-1.30.1
apparmor-admin_en-10.3-8.17
apparmor-parser-2.3.1-8.18.7
apparmor-profiles-2.3-48.9.8.1
apparmor-utils-2.3.1-9.8.5
at-3.1.8-1069.18.2
atk-1.28.0-1.4.1
atk-lang-1.28.0-1.4.1
audit-1.7.7-5.18.10.1
audit-libs-1.7.7-5.18.10.1
audit-libs-32bit-1.7.7-5.18.10.1
autofs-5.0.5-11.25.1
autoyast2-2.17.43-0.2.36
autoyast2-installation-2.17.43-0.2.36
avamar-adaptor-7.0.0-325
avbase-1.0.0-27
bash-3.2-147.12.1
bash-doc-3.2-147.12.1
bc-1.06-838.15
bind-libs-9.6ESVR7P3-0.2.1
bind-utils-9.6ESVR7P3-0.2.1
binutils-2.20.0-0.7.9
blktrace-1.0.0-2.32.47
blt-2.4z-343.13
boost-license-1.36.0-12.3.1
bootcycle-0.3-225.18
bootsplash-3.3-146.24.12
bootsplash-branding-SLES-3.1-47.22
branding-SLES-11-3.15
bzip2-1.0.5-34.253.1
cairo-1.8.8-2.1.48
cairo-32bit-1.8.8-2.1.48
checkmedia-2.2-1.22
cifs-mount-3.4.3-1.42.1
connectemc-3.1.0.1-4
coreutils-6.12-32.39.1
coreutils-lang-6.12-32.39.1
cpio-2.9-75.76.1
cpio-lang-2.9-75.76.1
cracklib-2.8.12-56.9.9
cracklib-32bit-2.8.12-56.9.9
cracklib-dict-full-2.8.12-43.16
cron-4.1-194.199.1
cryptsetup-1.0.5_SVNr46-58.30.38
...


4. To save the report to a text file, click Export.
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Use case for the System - GSAN Perf Stats report
The System - GSAN Perf Stats report is an advanced report for use by support personnel. This
report, which is formatted as XML content, contains various types of Avamar server performance
statistics. The output from the System - GSAN Perf Stats report is included, by default, in the
Avamar Email Home report, which is used by support personnel to review server performance
information.


Procedure


1. Select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. Select System - GSAN Perf Stats in the list of predefined reports and click Run.


The Run Report - System - GSAN Perf Stats dialog box appears.


3. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


The following message appears in the dialog box for a few moments before the Server
Performance Statistics Report appears:


Retrieving data. Please wait.
The format of this report uses XML. For example, the following output shows a portion of
the Server Performance Statistics Report.


==================================================================


Server Performance Statistics Report for period of 2014-11-05 11:19:00 
EDT to 2015-01-27 14:19:00 EDT


==================================================================


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avmaint --avamar perf status --xmlperline=1000 --maxdays=5
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<perfstatuslist>
  <perfstatus node="0.0" create-time="1377623988" start-time="1374925896" 
      init-time="1361890434">
    <stripekindslist>
      <stripekinds diskid="0">
                       <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="19"/>
        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="wcmp" count="2"/>
        <stripekind name="udat" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="mang" count="1"/>
      </stripekinds>
      <stripekinds diskid="1">
        <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="20"/>
        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="wdat" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="uinx" count="1"/>
      </stripekinds>
      <stripekinds diskid="2">
        <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="20"/>
        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="winx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="wcmp" count="1"/>
      </stripekinds>
      <stripekinds diskid="3">
        <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="19"/>
        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="winx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="wdat" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="wcmp" count="4"/>
      </stripekinds>
      <stripekinds diskid="4">
        <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="19"/>
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        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="wcmp" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="udat" count="1"/>
      </stripekinds>
      <stripekinds diskid="5">
        <stripekind name="indx" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="data" count="20"/>
        <stripekind name="comp" count="8"/>
        <stripekind name="wdat" count="1"/>
        <stripekind name="uinx" count="1"/>
      </stripekinds>
    </stripekindslist>
    <eventlist>
      <event name="backup" started="19749" finished="19749" active="0">
      <statvalue name="elapsed-time" count="19749" last="4" min="0" max="2313" 
         sum="51504" mean="2"/>
       <statvalue name="nbytes" count="19749" last="91123" min="0" 
max="11037350941" 
          sum="78501968600"/>
        <statvalue name="nchunks" count="19749" last="35" min="0" max="1743157" 
          sum="15492934" mean="784"/>
      </event>
      <event name="restore" started="18257" finished="18257" active="0">
        <statvalue name="elapsed-time" count="18257" last="3" min="0" max="13792" 
          sum="192873" mean="10"/>
        <statvalue name="nbytes" count="18257" last="21395" min="1890" 
max="35726224962" 
          sum="554373417639"/>
...


4. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Usage Intelligence reports
Usage Intelligence reports are used by the ESRS gateway to automatically send reporting
information to Avamar support.
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CHAPTER 3


Custom Reports


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Choosing the correct domain level for a custom report.........................................................54
l Creating a report from the Activities template...................................................................... 54
l Creating a report from the Backend Capacity template........................................................ 55
l Creating a report with the backendreport command............................................................. 56
l Creating a report from the Clients template.......................................................................... 57
l Creating a report from the Replication Activities template....................................................58
l Editing custom reports..........................................................................................................59
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l Viewing reports from the Activity window.............................................................................60
l Viewing the Client Summary Report from the Policy window................................................68
l Avamar internal mcssl certificate usage and note.................................................................. 72
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Choosing the correct domain level for a custom report


To send a report as a custom event profile attachment, create the report in the root domain.
Reports that are created at lower-level domains cannot be sent as custom event profile
attachments. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about custom event
profile attachments.


Creating a report from the Activities template
Use the Activities template to create a custom report that includes statistical information for
system activities. The report can show statistical information for all domains on the Avamar server,
for a specific domain, or for a specific client in a domain. The report can include statistical
information from an Avamar Data Store, one or more Data Domain systems, or from all sources.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. From the left pane, select a domain.


3. Click New.


The New Report dialog box appears.


4. Specify a name, display title, and optional short description for the report in the Name,
Title, and Description fields.


5. From the Report View and Settings list, select Activities.


6. From the Status list, select the type of status information.


7. From the Type list, select the type of activity.


8. From the Group list, select a specific group or select All Groups.


9. From the Plug-in list, select a specific plug-in or select All Plugins.


10. From the Client group box, select a client. The default selection is All Clients. To select a
single client, select Client and click the ... button. Select the client from the Select Client
dialog box and click OK.


11. From the Client’s Domain group box, select a domain. The default selection is All Domains.
To select a single domain, select Domain and click the ... button. Select the domain from
the Select domain: dialog box and click OK.


12. Select a source from the Source list.


l Select All Sources to include information from all storage devices in the activity report.


l Select Avamar to include information from the Avamar server in the activity report.


l Select Data Domain Systems to include information from one or more Data Domain
systems in the activity report. The Data Domain Systems selection enables the Data
Domain System options.


n To select a single Data Domain system, select System and click the ... button. Select
the Data Domain system from the Select Data Domain System dialog box and click
OK.


n To select all Data Domain systems, select All Systems.


13. From the Date list, select a date.
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14. Click OK.


The new report appears in the left pane under the domain. The upper right pane contains
the settings that you specified for the report, the lower-right pane contains the results from
previous reports and the status of currently running reports.


15. To run the report, select the report from the Manage All Reports dialog box and click Run.


The Run Report - report_name dialog box appears.


16. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


Status information that you selected for this report appears in a table in the dialog box. 
MCS Database Views on page 79 contains descriptions for all column headings for this
table.


17. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Creating a report from the Backend Capacity template
Use the Backend Capacity template to create a custom report that contains usage statistics. The
report can show capacity usage for all domains on the Avamar server or Data Domain storage, for
a specific domain, or for a specific client in a domain. Do not run a backend capacity report when
backup or maintenance activities are in progress, or are scheduled to occur.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. From the left pane, select a domain.


3. Click New.


The New Report dialog box appears.


4. Specify a name, display title, and optional short description for the report in the Name,
Title, and Description fields.


5. For the Report Type, select either: Backend Capacity.


l Backend Capacity Report (Avamar Datastore)
Creates a backend capacity report for the Avamar Datastore (GSAN).


l Backend Capacity Report (Data Domain)
Creates a backend capacity report for Data Domain based storage targets.


6. If Backend Capacity Report (Avamar Datastore) was selected in 5 on page 55, click Edit.


The Edit Report dialog box appears.


a. Select clients to include in the report:


l To select all clients in a domain, select the checkbox next to the domain.
The list of clients appears in the right pane.


l To select individual clients, click a domain to highlight it, and then select the
checkbox next to each client to include in the report.


Note: Do not select the checkbox next to the domain.


b. Click OK.


The domains and clients you selected appear in the Selected Domains and Selected
Clients boxes.


7. If Backend Capacity Report (Avamar Datastore) was selected in 5 on page 55, select
clients to include in the report:
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l To select all clients in a domain, select the checkbox next to the domain.
The list of clients appears under Choose Client(s).


l To select individual clients, click a domain to highlight it, and then select the checkbox
next to each client to include in the report.


Note: Do not select the checkbox next to the domain.


8. Click OK.


The new report appears in the right pane.


9. To run the report, select the report from the Manage All Reports dialog box and click Run.


Results


The status of the report is displayed in the Results pane on the lower-right side of the Manage All
Reports dialog box.


Important features of the Data Domain backend capacity report
The following are important features that are provided with Data Domain backend capacity
reports:


l Data Domain backend capacity reports can be canceled while it is running by clicking Cancel.


l Include the /REPLICATE domain in Data Domain backend capacity reports, which allows
association of replicated data with the originating Tenant and associated Avamar source.


l Multiple Data Domain backend capacity reports can be run in parallel. By default, three reports
can be run simultaneously. Then modify this number, edit the
capacity_report_dd_max_simultaneous_jobs option in the mcserver.xml file.


Creating a report with the backendreport command
To create a backend capacity report, use the backendreport command line utility. The report
can show capacity usage for the entire Avamar server for specific Avamar domains or for a specific
Avamar client.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Avamar server as admin.


2. To run a report on the entire Avamar server (all domains), type the following command:


backendreport


Information similar to the following output appears in the command shell:


<backenreport version=”7.2.100-nnn”
reporttime=”2015/01/16-03:33:35” bytessent=“1538144256“
totaltime=”403.3”> 
completed backendreport (pid=29954)
============== Finished backendreport ==============


The bytessent value is the amount of backend capacity in bytes used by the entire server.


3. To run a report on a specific domain, type the following command:


backendreport --include=/domain


where domain is the domain to include in the report.
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Information similar to the following output appears in the command shell:


<backenreport version=”7.2.100-nnn” 
reporttime=”2015/01/15-23:51:29” bytessent=”859967232” 
totaltime=”172.3”> 
completed backendreport (pid=29954)
=============== Finished backendreport ===============


The bytessent value is the amount of backend capacity in bytes used by all clients in the /
domain domain.


4. To run a report on a specific client, type the following command:


backendreport --include=/domain/client


where domain is the directory that contains the client and client is the name of the client.


Information similar to the following output appears in the command shell:


<backendreport version=”7.2.100-nnn” 
reporttime=”2015/01/16-04:04:43” bytessent=”163564” 
totaltime=0.9”> 
completed backendreport (pid=3344)
=============== Finished backendreport ===============


The bytessent value is the amount of backend capacity in bytes used by client.


5. To include clients in a report whose names contain a specific character string, specify the
--include option with the backendreport command:


backendreport --include=/domain/vm


where /domain is a domain. The backendreport command searches the domain directory
for all clients that contain ”vm” in their names.


Information similar to the following output appears in the command shell:


<backenreport version=”7.2.100-nnn” 
reporttime=”2015/01/16-03:33:35” bytessent=”1266826752” 
totaltime=”15.9”> 
completed backendreport (pid=29954)
--include
=============== Finished backendreport ===============


The bytessent value is the amount of backend capacity in bytes used by all clients in the /
domain domain that has “vm” in the client name.


Creating a report from the Clients template
Use the Clients template to create a custom report that contains client statistics. The report can
show client statistics for clients in all domains, for clients in a specific domain, or for a specific
client in a domain.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. From the left pane, select a domain.
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3. Click New.


The New Report dialog box appears.


4. Specify a name, display title, and optional short description for the report in the Name,
Title, and Description fields.


5. From the Report View and Settings list, select Clients.


The Filter Client by settings appear.


6. From the Pageable list, select an option. The term pageable means whether the MCS can
successfully contact the client and receive a response.


l To include all clients that are pageable by the MCS, select Yes.


l To include all clients that are not pageable by the MCS, select No.


l To include all clients regardless of whether they are pageable by the MCS, select
Yes/No.


7. Select a value from the Date list:


l Select registered_ts to set the date that corresponds to when the client was registered.


l Select checkin_ts to set the date to when the client was last checked in.


l Select backed_up_ts to set the date to when the client was last backed up.


8. From the Client group box, select a client. The default selection is All Clients.


To select a single client, select Client and click the ... button. Select the client from the
Select Client dialog box and click OK.


9. From the Client’s Domain group box, select a domain. The default selection is All Domains.


To select a single domain, select Domain and click the ... button. Select the domain from
the Select domain: dialog box and click OK.


10. Click OK.


The new report appears in the left pane under the domain. The upper right pane contains
the settings that you specified for the report, the lower-right pane contains the results from
previous reports and the status of currently running reports.


11. To run the report, select the report from the Manage All Reports dialog box and click Run.


The Run Report - report_name dialog box appears.


12. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


Status information that you selected for this report appears in a table in the dialog box. 
MCS Database Views on page 79 contains descriptions for all column headings for this
table.


13. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Creating a report from the Replication Activities template
Use the Replication Activities template to create a custom report that contains statistics for
replication activities. The report can show statistics for all domains, for a specific domain, or for a
specific client in a domain.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.
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2. From the left pane, select a domain.


3. Click New.


The New Report dialog box appears.


4. Specify a name, display title, and optional short description for the report in the Name,
Title, and Description fields.


5. From the Report View and Settings list, select Replication Activities.


6. From the Status list, select the type of status information, for example, all statuses,all
failures all completed.


7. From the Type list, select the type of activity, for example, capacity report, replication
destination, source destination, and so forth.


8. From the Plug-in list, select a specific plug-in or select All Plugins.


9. From the Client group box, select a client. The default selection is All Clients.


To select a single client, select Client and click the ... button. Select the client from the
Select Client dialog box and click OK.


10. From the Client’s Domain group box, select a domain. The default selection is All Domains.


To select a single domain, select Domain and click the ... button. Select the domain from
the Select domain: dialog box and click OK.


11. From the Date list, select a date, for example, scheduled start date, scheduled end date,
start date, or completed data.


12. Click OK.


The new report appears in the left pane under the domain. The upper right pane contains
the settings that you specified for the report, the lower-right pane contains the results from
previous reports and the status of currently running reports.


13. To run the report, select the report from the Manage All Reports dialog box and click Run.


The Run Report - report_name dialog box appears.


14. Select dates for the From Date and the To Date fields, and then click Retrieve.


Status information that you selected for this report appears in a table in the dialog box. 
MCS Database Views on page 79 contains descriptions for all column headings for this
table.


15. To save the report to an HTML file, click Export.


Editing custom reports


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. In the left pane, select the custom report.


3. Click Edit.


The Edit Report dialog box appears.


4. Edit the settings for the report.


To clear all current settings, click Reset Filter.


5. Click OK.
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Deleting custom reports


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports dialog box appears.


2. In the left pane, select the custom report.


3. Click Delete.


A confirmation message appears.


4. Click Yes.


Viewing reports from the Activity window
The Avamar Administrator dashboard includes the Activities launcher link button, which provides
access to the Activity Report and the Replication Report. The Activity Report and the
Replication Report contain the same types of information as the custom reports you create with
the Activities template and the Replication Activities template.


Viewing the Activity Report from the Activity window


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link button.


The Activity window appears.


2. Click the Activity Report tab.


The Activity Report window appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains status information appears in the dialog box.


Table 23 Activities Report column descriptions


Column Description


status_code Numeric event code that describes the latest status of this
activity.


error_code If the activity is successfully completed, zero appears in this
column. If the activity did not successfully complete, a
numeric error code appears.


scheduled_start_ts Earliest date and time this activity was scheduled to begin,
adjusted for the prevailing time zone, which is shown in
parentheses.


scheduled_end_ts Latest date and time this activity was scheduled to end, which
is adjusted for the prevailing time zone. Shown in
parentheses.


started_ts Date and time that this activity started, which is adjusted for
the prevailing time zone. Shown in parentheses.
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Table 23 Activities Report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


completed_ts Date and time that this activity ended, which is adjusted for
the prevailing time zone. Shown in parentheses.


type Type of activity:


l On-Demand Backup


l Scheduled Backup


l Restore


l Validate


effective_path For group-based backups, the dataset that is used in the
backup.


display_name Name of the Avamar client. If the Avamar client is a virtual
machine, the client has an internal name and a displayable
name. If the client is not a virtual machine, the display_name
is the same as the value in the client_name column.


domain Full location of the client in the Avamar server.


client_os Client operating system.


client_ver Avamar client software version.


group_name If the activity was a scheduled backup, the group that the
client was a member of when the scheduled activity started
(clients can be members of more than one group). On-
demand is shown for all other activities.


plugin_number Plug-in that is used for this activity.


schedule If the activity was a scheduled backup, the schedule that
started this activity. On-Demand is shown for all other


activities that are started from Avamar Administrator End
User Request is shown for all other activities that are


started from the client.


dataset Dataset that is used to perform this backup.


dataset_override If true, the group dataset was not used for this activity.


retention_policy Retention policy that is used to perform this backup.


effective_expiration Calendar date and time that this backup expires.


retention_policy_override If true, the group retention policy was not used for this
activity.


encryption_method Encryption method that is used for client/server data
transfer:


l proprietary


l ssl


initiated_by For On-Demand Backup activity, the user that started the
activity.
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Table 23 Activities Report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


num_of_files Total number of files that are processed during this activity.


bytes_scanned Total number of bytes that are processed during this activity.


bytes_new Total number of bytes that are processed during this activity
after data deduplication.


bytes_excluded Total number of bytes that are intentionally excluded during
this activity.


bytes_skipped Total number of bytes that are unintentionally skipped during
this activity.


num_files_skipped Total number of files that are unintentionally skipped during
this activity.


bytes_overhead Total number of overhead bytes.


cid Client ID.


session_id Workorder ID. Unique identifier for this activity.


status_code_summary Short summary of the status code.


error_code_summary If the activity did not successfully complete, a short summary
of the error code.


backup_label Backup label. Blank for replication activities.


backup_number Backup number. Blank for replication activities.


current_retention Current retention types that are assigned to this backup:


l D—Daily


l W—Weekly


l M—Monthly


l Y—Yearly


l N—No retention type


original_retention Original retention types that were programmatically assigned
to this backup when it occurred:


l D—Daily


l W—Weekly


l M—Monthly


l Y—Yearly


l N—No retention type


encryp_method2 Encryption method that is used for client/server data
transfer:


l High—Strongest available encryption setting for that
specific client platform.


l Medium—Medium strength encryption.


l None—No encryption.
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Table 23 Activities Report column descriptions (continued)


Column Description


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server
connection depend on several factors, including the client
platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides details.


encryp_method2_sa Identifies whether server authentication was enforced at the
time of the backup. Server authentication is enforced if the
encrypt_server_authenticate preference in


mcserver.xml was set to true at the time of the backup.


proxy_cid VMware proxy client unique ID.


client_name Avamar client name.


server Server on which the activity occurred, either the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system.


ddr_hostname Hostname of the Data Domain system on which the activity
occurred, if the activity occurred on a Data Domain system.


hard_limit_exceeded Indicates whether a backup exceeded the hard limit set for
the client. Value is true if limit was exceeded and false if limit
was not exceeded.


soft_limit_exceeded Indicates whether a backup exceeded the soft limit set for the
client. Value is true if limit was exceeded and false if limit was
not exceeded.


4. (Optional) To modify the report's contents, select Actions > Filter.


The Report Filter dialog box appears.
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Figure 3 Report Filter dialog box


5. Change the settings in the Report Filter dialog box and click OK.


6. Use the following options, as necessary:


l Click Reset Filter to clear all setting in the Report Filter dialog box.


l Click Load to import a report from another Avamar system.


l Click Save Report As to export the report to another Avamar server.


Viewing the Replication Report from the Activity window


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link button.


The Activity window appears.


2. Click the Replication Report tab.


The Replication Report window appears.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains status information appears in the dialog box.
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Table 24 Replication Report column descriptions from the Activity window


Column Description


cid Client ID.


client_name Avamar client name.


domain Full location of the client in the Avamar
server.


plugin_number Plug-in that is used for this replication
operation.


plugin_name Name of the plug-in.


wid Unique workorder identifier for this activity.


type Type of activity:


l Replication Destination


l Replication Source


initiated_by Activity started by this user or the MCS.


retention_type One or more of the following retention types:


l D—Daily backups


l W—Weekly backups


l M—Monthly backups


l Y—Yearly backups


l N—No retention type


scheduled_start_ts Date and time this replication operation was
scheduled to start.


scheduled_end_ts Date and time this replication operation was
scheduled to end.


started_ts Date and time this replication operation
started.


completed_ts Date and time this replication operation
ended.


bytes_scanned Total number of bytes processed during this
replication operation.


bytes_new Total number of bytes processed during this
replication operation after data deduplication.


status_code_summary Short summary of this status code.


error_code_summary If the replication operation did not
successfully complete, a short summary of
the error code.


encryp_method Encryption method that is used for client/
server data transfer. Choices are:


l proprietary
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Table 24 Replication Report column descriptions from the Activity window (continued)


Column Description


l ssl


encryp_method2 Encryption method that is used for client/
server data transfer:


l High—Strongest available encryption
setting for that specific client platform.


l Medium—Medium strength encryption.


l None—No encryption.


The encryption technology and bit strength
for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform
and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides information.


encryp_method2_sa True, if server authentication was enforced at
the time of the backup, because the
encrypt_server_authenticate
preference in mcserver.xml is set true.


bytes_excluded Total number of bytes intentionally excluded
during the replication operation.


bytes_skipped Total number of bytes unintentionally skipped
during the replication operation.


num_files_skipped Total number of files that are unintentionally
skipped during the replication operation.


status_code Numeric event code from the replication
operation.


error_code If the replication operation did not
successfully complete, a numeric error code
appears.


client_os Client operating system.


client_ver Avamar client software version.


bytes_overhead Total number of overhead bytes.


session_id Workorder ID, which is a unique identifier for
the replication operation.


num_mod_files Number of files modified.


bytes_modified_not_sent Number of bytes modified but not sent.


bytes_modified_sent Number of bytes modified and sent.


bytes_reduced_compr Number of bytes reduced by compression.


systemid Avamar system ID.


server Server on which the activity occurred, either
the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.
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Table 24 Replication Report column descriptions from the Activity window (continued)


Column Description


gid Group ID.


action_code Replication Destination or Replication Source.
This value comes from the type column in the
v_activities_2 view. v_activities_2 on page
84 provides more information.


proxy_cid VMware proxy client unique ID.


hostname Destination server hostname.


activitiesid Unique activity identifier.


4. (Optional) To modify the report's contents, select Actions > Filter.


The Report Filter dialog box appears.


Figure 4 Report Filter dialog box


5. Change the settings in the Report Filter dialog box and click OK.


6. Use the following options, as necessary:


l Click Reset Filter to clear all setting in the Report Filter dialog box.


l Click Load to import a report from another Avamar system.


l Click Save Report As to export the report to another Avamar server.
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Viewing the Client Summary Report from the Policy window
The Avamar Administrator dashboard includes the Policy launcher link button, which provides
access to the Client Summary Report. The Client Summary Report contains the same type of
information as the custom report that you create with the Clients template.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link button.


The Policy window appears.


2. Click the Client Summary Report tab.


3. Click Retrieve.


A table that contains client status information appears in the dialog box.


Table 25 Client Summary Report column descriptions from the Policy window


Column Description


cid Unique alphanumeric identifier that the
Avamar server stores for the Avamar client.


display_full_domain Fully qualified domain and client name. (Same
as full_domain_name.)


display_client_name Avamar client name. (Same content as
client_name.)


client_addr Client IP address.


os_type Client operating system.


timeout Connection time-out value. This value is used
for browsing a client.


retry_cnt Connection retry count.


created Creation date of the Avamar client.


enabled Determines whether the client is enabled:


l t for true


l f for false


registered Determines whether the client has checked in
to the MCS:


l t for true


l f for false


allow_overtime Determines whether the client can ignore the
scheduling window end time:


l t for true


l f for false


restore_only Determines whether the client can only do
restores:
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Table 25 Client Summary Report column descriptions from the Policy window  (continued)


Column Description


l t for true


l f for false


modified Date that the client information was last
modified.


ds_override Determines whether the client can override
the group dataset:


l t for true


l f for false


rp_override Determines whether the client can override
the group retention policy:


l t for true


l f for false


tp_override Determines whether the client can override
the group time-out period setting:


l t for true


l f for false


rc_override Determines whether the client can override
the group retry count setting:


l t for true


l f for false


can_page Determines whether the MCS can contact the
client:


l t for true


l f for false


page_addr IP address that is used to contact the client.


page_port Data port that is used to contact the client.


pageadr_locked Determines whether automatic updates of the
address by MCS are blocked:


l t for true


l f for false


mcs_addr Hostname for the Avamar server.


checkin_ts Last check-in date and time.


backed_up_ts Last backup date and time.


registered_ts Registered date and time.


agent_version Version of the agent installed.
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Table 25 Client Summary Report column descriptions from the Policy window  (continued)


Column Description


plugin_for_last_backup Plug-in that is used for the last backup.


contact_name Person to contact regarding issues with the
client.


contact_phone Contact phone number.


contact_email Contact email address.


contact_location Contact location.


contact_notes Contact notes.


has_backups Determines whether the client has backups:


l t for true


l f for false


allow_userinit_backups Determines whether the client allows user-
initiated backups:


l t for true


l f for false


allow_add_dtlt_targets Determines whether Avamar Desktop/Laptop
users can add targets to datasets:


l t for true


l f for false


allow_userinit_backup_file_sel Determines whether the client allows file
selection on user-initiated backups:


l t for true


l f for false


override_userinit_retpol Determines whether the backup overrides the
standard retention policy on user-initiated
backups:


l t for true


l f for false


overtime_option One of the following:


l ALWAYS—Scheduled group backups are


always allowed to run past the schedule
duration setting.


l NEXT—Only the next scheduled group


backup is allowed to run past the schedule
duration setting.


l NEXT_SUCCESS—Scheduled group


backups are allowed to run past the
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Table 25 Client Summary Report column descriptions from the Policy window  (continued)


Column Description


schedule duration setting until a
successful backup is completed.


l NEVER—Scheduled group backups are


never allowed to run past the schedule
duration setting.


This value is automatically set to
NEXT_SUCCESS when the client initially


registers, and is cleared after one backup
successfully completes.


dtlt_sch_override Determines whether Avamar Desktop/Laptop
users can override the schedule for groups
that include the client.


client_type Internal values for the Avamar client type:


l REGULAR—Default client type.


l VCENTER—vCenter client.


l VMACHINE—Virtual machine client.


l VPROXY—Avamar proxy client.


l VREGULAR—Virtual machine client that


runs the Avamar client software.


full_domain_name Fully qualified domain and client name. (Same
as display_full_domain.)


client_name Avamar client name. (Same as
display_client_name.)


ds_id Internal dataset ID.


pol_id Internal retention policy ID.


4. (Optional) To modify the report's contents, select Actions > Filter.


The Report Filter dialog box appears.
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Figure 5 Report Filter dialog box


5. Change the settings in the Report Filter dialog box and click OK.


Click Reset Filter to clear all settings in the Report Filter dialog box.


6. Use the following options, as necessary:


l Click Reset Filter to clear all setting in the Report Filter dialog box.


l Click Load to import a report from another Avamar system.


l Click Save Report As to export the report to another Avamar server.


Avamar internal mcssl certificate usage and note
Please see the Avamar Product Security Guide for more information.
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CHAPTER 4


Crystal Reports


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Crystal Reports templates..................................................................................................... 74
l Setting up the PostgreSQL ODBC driver...............................................................................74
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Crystal Reports templates
Avamar provides a set of Crystal Reports templates that you can use to generate reports. The
templates are located, by default, in the C:\Program Files (x86)\avs\administrator
\doc folder on Windows and in the /usr/local/avamar/doc directory on Linux.


Information about how to use Crystal Reports templates is beyond the scope of this guide. The
Crystal Reports documentation provides more information.


The following table lists the default Avamar Crystal Reports templates.


Table 26 Avamar Crystal Reports templates


Template name File name Description


Client Installation Report ClientInstallation.rpt This report contains information for all clients that are
installed on the MCS when the report is run.


Errors and Warning Events
Report


ErrorWarningEvents.rpt This report contains all warning or error severity events
within a specified date and time interval.


Events Report AllEvents.rpt This report contains all events that are recorded by the
MCS within a specified date and time interval.


Failed Restores Report FailedRestores.rpt This report contains information for all failed restores
within a specified date and time interval for all clients or
for a specific client.


Failed Backups Report FailedBackup.rpt This report contains information for all failed backups
within a specified date and time interval for all clients or
for a specific client.


Group Backup By Group Report GroupbackupByGroup.rpt This report contains group backup statistics for all groups
or for a specific group.


Group Backup By Schedule
Report


GroupbackupByScheduled.rpt This report contains group backup statistics for backups
within a specified date and time interval.


Server Drive Capacity Report ServerDriveCapacity.rpt This report provides hard drive capacity statistics for
each server node which is based on the specified date
and time interval.


Successful Restores Report SuccessfulRestores.rpt This report contains information for all successful
restores within a specified date and time interval for all
clients or for a specific client.


Successful Backups Report SuccessfulBackup.rpt This report contains information for all successful
backups within a specified date and time interval for all
clients or for a specific client.


Setting up the PostgreSQL ODBC driver
Set up the PostgreSQL ODBC driver on a local Windows client to enable support for common
third-party reporting packages such as Crystal Reports.


Procedure


1. Download and install the latest driver from the PostgreSQL website. See 
www.postgresql.org for more information.
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2. From the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel > Administrative Tools.


The Administrative Tools window appears.


3. Double-click Data Sources (ODBC).


The ODBC Data Source Administrator window appears.


4. Click the System DSN tab.


The ODBC Data Source Administrator windows displays the System Data Sources table.


Figure 6 System Data Sources table in the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box


5. Click Add.


The Create New Data Source dialog box appears.
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Figure 7 Create New Data Source dialog box


6. Select the PostgreSQL Driver and click Finish.


The PostgreSQL ODBC Driver (psqlODBC) Setup dialog box appears.


Figure 8 PostgreSQL ODBC Driver (psqlODBC) Setup dialog box


7. In the PostSQL ODBC Driver (psqlODBC) Setup dialog box, complete the following
settings:


a. In the Data Source box, type a short name, such as MCDatabase.


b. Leave the Description box blank.


c. In the Database box, type mcdb.


d. In the Server box, type the hostname where mcdb is running, such as dpn50mcs.


e. Leave the Port box set to 5555.


f. In the User Name box, type viewuser.
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g. In the Password box, type the password for the viewuser account.


The person who installed or upgraded the Avamar server software created the viewuser
account password during the install or upgrade.


h. Click Datasource.


The Advanced Options (PostgreSQL30 1 / 2) dialog box appears.


Figure 9 Advanced Options (PostgreSQL30 1 / 2) dialog box


8. In the Advanced Options (PostgreSQL30 1/2) dialog box, complete the following settings:


a. In the Unknown Sizes group box, select Don't Know.


b. In the Data Type Options group box, clear Text as LongVarChar and Bools as Char.


c. Click OK.


The Advanced Options (PostgreSQL 1 / 2) dialog box closes.


9. In the PostgreSQL ODBC Driver (psqlODBC) Setup dialog box, click Save.


The PostgreSQL ODBC Driver (psqlODBC) Setup dialog box closes. The ODBC Data
Source Administrator dialog box contains an entry for the PostgreSQL ODBC Driver.
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Figure 10 ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box


10. In the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog box, click OK.


The ODBC Data Source Administrator closes.


11. Close the Administrative Tools and Control Panel windows.
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APPENDIX 


MCS Database Views


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Data types.............................................................................................................................80
l MCS database views............................................................................................................. 80
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Data types
A data type is a term that describes a particular type of information such as a date, an integer, or a
text string.


Each column in a database view stores one of the data types that are listed in the following table.


Table 27 Database view data types


Type Description


bool Logical Boolean value (true or false).


date Specific calendar date (year, month, day).


float8 8-byte floating-point number.


int2 Signed 2-byte integer (whole number).


int4 Signed 4-byte integer (whole number).


int8 Signed 8-byte integer (whole number).


numeric Exact numeric value with selectable precision.


text Variable-length character string.


time Specific time of day.


timestamp Specific calendar date and time of day.


varchar Variable-length character string.


MCS database views
MCS database views provide types of information that you can access from Avamar Administrator
by creating custom reports or by running predefined reports.


v_activities
The v_activities view contains a record for each backup, restore, or validation activity.


Note: Beginning with version 4.0, use of this database view is deprecated in favor of 
v_activities_2 on page 84. Official support for this database view is likely to be discontinued
in a future release.


The following table shows the information available from the v_activities view.


Table 28 MCS database v_activities view


Column Type Description


axionsystemid varchar Avamar system ID.


bytes_excluded float8 Number of bytes intentionally
excluded. Not relevant for
replication activities.
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Table 28 MCS database v_activities view  (continued)


Column Type Description


bytes_modified_sent float8 Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_modified_not_sent float8 Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_new float8 Number of bytes processed
after data deduplication.


bytes_overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead.
Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_scanned float8 Number of bytes processed.
Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_skipped float8 Number of bytes
unintentionally skipped.


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


client_os varchar Client operating system.


client_ver varchar Avamar client software
version.


completed_date date Completed or terminated
date.


completed_time time Completed or terminated
time.


completed_ts timestamp Completed or terminated date
and time.


createtime numeric Avamar server timestamp for
when the backup was
created.


dataset varchar Dataset that is used to
perform this backup (applies
to group-based backups
only).


dataset_override bool True if a client dataset was
used instead of a group
dataset to perform this
backup.


display_name varchar VMware client display name.


domain varchar Client domain.


effective_expiration varchar Expiration of the backup as
calculated at the time of the
backup.
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Table 28 MCS database v_activities view  (continued)


Column Type Description


effective_expiration_ts timestamp Expiration of the backup as
calculated at the time of the
backup.


effective_path varchar Dataset that is used in the
backup (applies to group-
based backups only).


encryption_method varchar Encryption method that is
used. Valid values are:


l proprietary


l ssl


error_code int4 Numeric activity status
completion code.


error_code_summary varchar If the activity did not
successfully complete, a short
summary of the error code.


expiration text Current expiration date.


expiration_ts timestamp Current expiration timestamp.


group_name varchar Group name (applies to
group-based backups only).


initiated_by varchar Username responsible for
starting the on-demand
backup.


num_files_skipped float8 Number of files
unintentionally skipped. Not
relevant for replication
activities.


num_of_files float8 Number of files processed.
Can be zero for replication
activities. Not relevant for
replication activities.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in that is
used to perform this activity.


plugin_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


recorded_date date Date the activity was
recorded.


recorded_date_time timestamp Date and time the activity was
recorded.


recorded_time time Time the activity was
recorded.


retention_policy varchar Retention policy that is used
to perform this backup
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Table 28 MCS database v_activities view  (continued)


Column Type Description


(applies to group-based
backups only).


retention_policy_override bool True if a client retention
policy was used instead of a
group retention policy to
perform this backup.


schedule varchar Schedule that is used for
scheduled backups.


schedule_recurrence varchar Recurrence interval, either
daily, weekly, yearly, or
monthly.


scheduled_end_date date Expected end date of the
activity.


scheduled_end_time time Expected end time of the
activity.


scheduled_end_ts timestamp Expected end date and time
of the activity.


scheduled_start_date date Scheduled start date.


scheduled_start_time time Scheduled start time.


scheduled_start_ts timestamp Scheduled start date and
time.


session_id varchar Unique identifier for this
activity.


snapup_label varchar Backup label. Blank for
replication activities.


snapup_number varchar Backup number. Blank for
replication activities.


started_date date Start date of the activity.


started_time time Start time of the activity.


started_ts timestamp Start date and time of the
activity.


status_code int4 Last known status code of the
activity.


status_code_summary varchar Short summary of this status
code.


type varchar Type of activity. Valid values
are:


l 0, UNDEFINED


l 1, On-Demand Snapup
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Table 28 MCS database v_activities view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l 2, Scheduled Snapup


l 3, Restore


l 4, Validate


v_activities_2
The v_activities_2 view contains a record for each backup, restore, or validation activity.


Note: Replication activities are stored in v_repl_activities on page 122.


The following table shows the information available from the v_activities_2 view.


Table 29 MCS database v_activities_2 view


Column Type Description


axionsystemid varchar Avamar system ID.


bytes_excluded float8 Number of bytes intentionally
excluded. Not relevant for
replication activities.


bytes_new float8 Number of bytes processed
after commonality factoring.


bytes_modified_not_sent float8 Number of bytes modified but
not sent.


bytes_modified_sent float8 Number of bytes modified and
sent.


bytes_modified float8 Number of bytes of all
changed files equivalent to an
incremental tape backup byte
count.


bytes_overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead.
Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_scanned float8 Number of bytes processed.
Not relevant for replication
activities.


bytes_skipped float8 Number of bytes
unintentionally skipped.


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


client_os varchar Client operating system.


client_ver varchar Avamar client software
version.
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Table 29 MCS database v_activities_2 view (continued)


Column Type Description


completed_date date Completed or terminated
date.


completed_time time Completed or terminated
time.


completed_ts timestamp Completed or terminated date
and time.


createtime numeric Avamar server timestamp for
when backup was created.


dataset varchar Dataset that is used to
perform this backup (applies
to group-based backups
only).


dataset_override bool True if a client dataset was
used instead of a group
dataset to perform this
backup.


ddr_hostname varchar If the server column value
lists DD, then this column lists


the Data Domain system
name.


display_name varchar VMware client display name.


domain varchar Client domain.


effective_expiration varchar Expiration of the backup as
calculated at the time of the
backup.


effective_expiration_ts timestamp Expiration of the backup as
calculated at the time of the
backup.


effective_path varchar Dataset that is used in the
backup (applies to group-
based backups only).


encryption_method varchar Encryption method that is
used. Valid values are:


l proprietary


l ssl


encryption_method2 varchar Encryption method that is
used for client/server data
transfer. Choices are:


l High—Strongest
available encryption
setting for that specific
client platform.
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Table 29 MCS database v_activities_2 view (continued)


Column Type Description


l Medium—Medium
strength encryption.


l None—No encryption.


The encryption technology
and bit strength for a client/
server connection depend on
several factors, including the
client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide
provides information.


encrypt_method2_sa bool True if the
encrypt_server_authent
icate preference in


mcserver.xml is set to true.


Otherwise, false.


error_code int4 Numeric activity status
completion code.


error_code_summary varchar If the activity did not
successfully complete, a short
summary of the error code.


expiration text Current expiration date.


expiration_ts timestamp Current expiration timestamp.


group_name varchar Group name (applies to
group-based backups only).


initiated_by varchar Username responsible for
starting the on-demand
backup.


num_files_skipped float8 Number of files
unintentionally skipped. Not
relevant for replication
activities.


num_of_files float8 Number of files processed.
Can be zero for replication
activities. Not relevant for
replication activities.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in that is
used to perform this activity.


plugin_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


proxy_cid varchar VMware proxy client unique
ID.


recorded_date date Date the activity was
recorded.
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Table 29 MCS database v_activities_2 view (continued)


Column Type Description


recorded_date_time timestamp Date and time the activity was
recorded.


recorded_time time Time the activity was
recorded.


retention_policy varchar Retention policy that is used
to perform this backup
(applies to group-based
backups only).


retention_policy_override bool True if a client retention
policy was used instead of a
group retention policy to
perform this backup.


server varchar For backups, this column
specifies the destination
system. For restores, this
column specifies the source
system. Valid values are:


l Avamar—Avamar server


l DD—Data Domain system


schedule varchar Schedule that is used for
scheduled backups.


schedule_recurrence varchar Recurrence interval, either
daily, weekly, yearly, or
monthly.


scheduled_end_date date Expected end date of the
activity.


scheduled_end_time time Expected end time of the
activity.


scheduled_end_ts timestamp Expected end date and time
of the activity.


scheduled_start_date date Scheduled start date.


scheduled_start_time time Scheduled start time.


scheduled_start_ts timestamp Scheduled start date and
time.


session_id varchar Unique identifier for this
activity.


Backup_label varchar Backup label. Blank for
replication activities.


Backup_number varchar Backup number. Blank for
replication activities.


started_date date Start date of the activity.
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Table 29 MCS database v_activities_2 view (continued)


Column Type Description


started_time time Start time of the activity.


started_ts timestamp Start date and time of the
activity.


status_code int4 Last known status code of the
activity.


status_code_summary varchar Short summary of this status
code.


type varchar Type of activity. Valid values
are:


l 0, UNDEFINED


l 1, On-Demand Backup


l 2, Scheduled Backup


l 3, Restore


l 4, Validate


l 12, Replication
Destination


l 13, Replication Source


l 14, Search Result


l 15, Replication Backup


l 16, Export


l 17, Upgrade


l 18, Capacity Report


l 19, Import


wid varchar Unique workorder identifier
for this activity.


hard_limit_exceeded bool Indicates whether a backup
exceeded the hard limit set
for the client. Value is true if
limit was exceeded and false
if limit was not exceeded.


soft_limit_exceeded bool Indicates whether a backup
exceeded the soft limit set for
the client. Value is true if limit
was exceeded and false if
limit was not exceeded.


v_activity_errors
The v_activity_errors view contains a record that stores the total number of times a specific event
code is encountered during a specific activity.


The following table shows the information available from the v_activity_errors view.
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Table 30 MCS database v_activity_errors view


Column Type Description


cid varchar Client ID.


cnt int4 Count of the number of times
that this event code occurred.


code int4 Event code.


pid_number int4 Plug-in number.


session_id varchar Session ID.


v_audits
The v_audits view contains a record for each audit log entry.
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The following table shows the information available from the v_audits view.


Table 31 MCS database v_audits view


Column Type Description


audit_id int4 Internally generated unique ID
for this audit entry.


date_time timestamp Date and time of the event.


domain varchar Domain associated with this
event.


ecode int4 Event code.


product varchar Values include:


l EM


l EMT


l END_USER


l MCCLI


l MCGUI


l MCS


l SNMP_SUB_AGENT


l WEB_RESTORE


role varchar Values include:


l Administrator


l Activity Operator


l Restore Only Operator


object varchar Values include:


l ACTIVITY


l AGENT


l BACKUP


l CLIENT


l CP


l CPV


l CRG


l CRON


l DATASET


l DOMAIN


l EMT


l EVENT


l GC


l GROUP


l HFSCHECK
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Table 31 MCS database v_audits view (continued)


Column Type Description


l MCS


l PLUGIN


l PROFILE


l REPL


l REPORT


l RETENTION


l SCHEDULE


l SNMP_SUB_AGENT


l SNMPD


l SYSLOGD


l USER


operation varchar Values include:


l ACK


l ACTIVATE


l ADD


l AUTH


l BACKUP


l BROWSE


l CANCEL


l COPY


l DELETE


l DISABLE


l EDIT


l ENABLE


l EXPORT


l LOGON


l RESTART


l RESUME


l RETIRE


l RUN


l START


l STOP


l SUSPEND


l VALIDATE


user_name varchar User ID that initiated this
action.
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v_client_backups_users
The v_client_backups_users view contains a record of disk capacity data for each disk on each
node.


The following table shows the information available from the v_client_backups_users view.


Table 32 MCS database v_client_backups_users view


Column Type Description


activitiesid bigint Unique activity identifier.


backup_number varchar Numerical backup identifier.


cid varchar Client ID.


name varchar Name of the backup user.


sid varchar User Security Identifier (SID).


userid bigint Unique backup user identifier.


v_clientperftrack


The v_clientperftrack view contains a record for client performance statistical data. This data is
included in High Priority Events profile. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information
about the High Priority Events profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_clientperftrack view.


Table 33 MCS database v_clientperftrack view


Column Type Description


axionsystemid varchar Avamar system ID.


bytes_excluded float8 Number of bytes intentionally
excluded.


bytes_modified_not_sent float8 Number of bytes modified but
not sent.


bytes_modified_sent float8 Number of bytes modified and
sent.


bytes_new float8 Number of bytes processed
after data deduplication.


bytes_overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead.


bytes_reduced_compr float8 Number of bytes reduced by
compression.


bytes_scanned float8 Number of bytes processed.


bytes_skipped float8 Number of bytes
unintentionally skipped
(errors and so forth).


cid varchar Client ID.
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Table 33 MCS database v_clientperftrack view  (continued)


Column Type Description


client_os varchar Client operating system.


client_ver varchar Avamar client software
version.


completed_ts timestamp Completed or terminated date
and time.


effective_path varchar Dataset used in the backup
(applies to group-based
backups only).


failure_event_code integer Failure event code.


num_files_skipped float8 Number of files
unintentionally skipped
(errors and so forth).


num_mod_files float8 Number of files modified.


num_of_files float8 Number of files processed.


operation varchar Type of activity reported by
this entry.


pid_number int4 Plug-in number.


scheduled_start_ts timestamp Scheduled start date and
time.


server varchar Specifies the destination
system for backups, or source
system for restores. Valid
values are:


l Avamar—Avamar server


l DD—Data Domain system


session_id varchar Unique identifier for this
activity.


started_ts timestamp Start date and time of the
activity.


wid varchar Unique workorder identifier
for this activity.


v_clients
The v_clients view contains a record for each client that is known to the MCS.


Note: Beginning with version 4.0, use of this database view is deprecated in favor of 
v_clients_2 on page 96. All official support for this database view is likely to be discontinued
in a future release.


The following table shows the information available from the v_clients view.
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Table 34 MCS database v_clients view


Column Type Description


agent_version varchar Version of the agent installed.


allow_overtime bool True if the client can ignore
the scheduling window end
time. See also
overtime_option in this


table.


allow_userinit_snapup_file_se
l


varchar Allow file selection for on-
demand backups.


allow_userinit_snapups varchar Allow on-demand backups.


backed_up_ts timestamp Last backup date and time.


can_page bool True if the MCS can contact
the client.


checkin_ts timestamp Last check-in date and time.


cid varchar Client ID.


client_addr varchar Client IP address.


client_name varchar Client name.


client_type varchar Client type. One of the
following values:


l REGULAR


l VCENTER


l VMACHINE


l VPROXY


l VREGULAR


contact_email varchar Contact email address.


contact_location varchar Contact location.


contact_name varchar Person to contact regarding
issues with this client.


contact_notes varchar Contact notes.


contact_phone varchar Contact phone number.


created date Creation date.


ds_override bool True if the client can override
the group dataset.


enabled bool True if the client can generate
activities.


full_domain_name varchar Fully qualified client location.


has_snapups bool True if the client has backups.
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Table 34 MCS database v_clients view  (continued)


Column Type Description


modified date Date that the client
information was last modified.


os_type varchar Client operating system.


override_userinit_retpol varchar Override standard retention
policy for on-demand
backups.


overtime_option varchar One of the following values:


l ALWAYS—Scheduled
group backups are always
allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


l NEXT—Only the next
scheduled group backup
is allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


l NEXT_SUCCESS—
Scheduled group backups
are allowed to run past
the schedule duration
setting until a successful
backup is completed.


l NEVER—Scheduled
group backups are never
allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


The overtime_option value is
automatically set to
NEXT_SUCCESS when the
client initially registers, and is
cleared after one backup
successfully completes.


page_addr varchar IP address that is used to
contact the client.


page_port varchar Data port that is used to
contact the client.


pageadr_locked bool True when MCS cannot
automatically update the
address.


plugin_for_last_backup varchar Plug-in that is used for the
last backup.


rc_override bool True if the client can override
the group retry count setting.


registered bool True if the client has checked
in to the MCS.
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Table 34 MCS database v_clients view  (continued)


Column Type Description


registered_ts timestamp Registered date and time.


restore_only bool True if the client can only do
restores.


retry_cnt int4 Connection retry count.


rp_override bool True if the client can override
the group retention policy.


timeout int4 Connection time-out value.


tp_override bool True if the client can override
the group time-out period
setting.


v_clients_2
The v_clients_2 view contains a record for each client that is known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_clients_2 view.


Table 35 MCS database v_clients_2 view


Column Type Description


agent_version varchar Version of the agent installed.


allow_overtime bool True if the client can ignore
the scheduling window end
time. See also
overtime_option in this


table.


allow_userinit_backup_file_se
l


varchar Allow file selection on user
initiated backups.


allow_userinit_backups varchar Allow user initiated backups.


backed_up_ts timestamp Last backup date and time.


can_page bool True if the MCS can contact
the client.


checkin_ts timestamp Last check-in date and time.


cid varchar Client ID.


client_addr varchar Client IP address.


client_name varchar Client name.


client_type varchar Client type. One of the
following values:


l REGULAR


l VCENTER


l VMACHINE
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Table 35 MCS database v_clients_2 view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l VPROXY


l VREGULAR


contact_email varchar Contact email address.


contact_location varchar Contact location.


contact_name varchar Person to contact regarding
issues with this client.


contact_notes varchar Contact notes.


contact_phone varchar Contact phone number.


created date Creation date.


display_client_name varchar Virtual machine displayable
node name.


display_full_domain varchar Fully qualified domain and
client display name.


ds_override bool True if the client can override
the group dataset.


enabled bool True if the client can generate
activities.


full_domain_name varchar Fully qualified client location.


has_backups bool True if the client has backups.


modified date Date that the client
information was last modified.


os_type varchar Client operating system.


override_userinit_retpol varchar Override standard retention
policy on user initiated
backups.


overtime_option varchar One of the following values:


l ALWAYS—Scheduled
group backups are always
allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


l NEXT—Only the next
scheduled group backup
is allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


l NEXT_SUCCESS—
Scheduled group backups
are allowed to run past
the schedule duration
setting until a successful
backup is completed.
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Table 35 MCS database v_clients_2 view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l NEVER—Scheduled
group backups are never
allowed to run past the
schedule duration setting.


The overtime_option value is
automatically set to
NEXT_SUCCESS when the
client initially registers, and is
cleared after one backup
successfully completes.


page_addr varchar IP address that is used to
contact the client.


page_port varchar Data port that is used to
contact the client.


pageadr_locked bool True if the address cannot be
updated automatically by the
MCS.


plugin_for_last_backup varchar Plug-in that is used for the
last backup.


rc_override bool True if the client can override
the group retry count setting.


registered bool True if the client has checked
in to the MCS.


registered_ts timestamp Registered date and time.


restore_only bool True if the client can only do
restores.


retry_cnt int4 Connection retry count.


rp_override bool True if the client can override
the group retention policy.


timeout int4 Connection time-out value.


tp_override bool True if the client can override
the group time-out period
setting.


v_compatibility
The v_compatibility view stores MCS database compatibility information.


The following table shows the information available from the v_compatibility view.
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Table 36 MCS database v_compatibility view


Column Type Description


component varchar Subsystem component. One
of the following values:


l db_schema_version_init


l db_schema_version


l db_views_schema_versio
n


version varchar Version number of the
component.


v_datasets
The v_datasets view contains a record for each dataset that is known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_datasets view.


Table 37 MCS database v_datasets view


Column Type Description


all_data bool True if the dataset saves all
data.


domain varchar Avamar domain that is
associated with the dataset.


is_link bool True if the dataset is a pointer
to another dataset.


is_read_only bool True if the dataset cannot be
modified.


link_name varchar Name of the dataset if is_link
is true.


name varchar Name of the dataset.


v_ddr_node_space
The v_ddr_node_space view tracks Data Domain system utilization and capacity.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ddr_node_space view.


Table 38 MCS database v_ddr_node_space view


Column Type Description


date date Date.


time time Time.


date_time timestamp Date and time.
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Table 38 MCS database v_ddr_node_space view  (continued)


Column Type Description


ddr_id varchar Unique Data Domain system
ID.


ddr_hostname varchar Data Domain system
hostname.


utilization numeric /backup: post-comp
percentage of space utilized.


capacity_gib float8 /backup: post-comp size in
GiB.


v_dpnsummary
The v_dpnsummary view contains a record for each backup, restore, or validation activity on a
client-by-client basis.


The following table shows the information available from the v_dpnsummary view.


Table 39 MCS database v_dpnsummary view


Column Type Description


clientver varchar Version of the agent software
running on the client.


host varchar Client name.


mod_sent float8 Bytes modified and sent.


modnotsent float8 Bytes modified but not sent.


numfiles float8 Number of files processed.


nummodfiles float8 Number of files modified.


operation varchar Type of activity reported by
this entry.


os varchar Client operating system.


overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead
sent and stored on the
storage subsystem.


pcntcommon int4 Percentage of data
deduplication.


reduced float8 Bytes reduced by
compression.


root varchar Dataset that is used in the
backup (applies to group-
based backups only).


seconds float8 Completed or terminated date
and time.
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Table 39 MCS database v_dpnsummary view (continued)


Column Type Description


sessionid varchar Unique identifier for the client
to storage subsystem session
for this activity.


starttime timestamp Date and time the job was
dispatched to the client by
Avamar Administrator.


Note: Start time in the
client log might be slightly
later due to
communication and job
setup latency.


startvalue float8 Scheduled start date and
time, expressed as elapsed
time (in seconds) since the
beginning of the UNIX epoch.


status varchar Success or failure result of
this activity.


totalbytes float8 Number of bytes processed.


workorderid varchar Unique workorder identifier
for this activity.


v_dpn_stats
The v_dpn_stats view contains a record for Avamar server statistics.


The following table shows the information available from the v_dpn_stats view.


Table 40 MCS database v_dpn_stats view


Column Type Description


data_protected_mb float8 Megabytes protected.


date date Date.


date_time timestamp Date and time.


dpn_name varchar Avamar server name.


time time Time.


v_ds_commands
The v_ds_commands view contains a record for each optional plug-in command that is defined for
each dataset.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ds_commands view.
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Table 41 MCS database v_ds_commands view


Column Type Description


command_name varchar Name of the command.


dataset_name varchar Name of the dataset.


domain varchar Domain.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in.


type varchar Type of optional plug-in
command.


value varchar Value that is associated with
the command name.


v_ds_excludes
The v_ds_excludes view contains a record for each exclude definition that is defined for each
dataset.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ds_excludes view.


Table 42 MCS database v_ds_excludes view


Column Type Description


dataset_name varchar Name of the dataset.


domain varchar Domain.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in.


value varchar Exclude value for the dataset
or plug-in.


v_ds_includes
The v_ds_includes view contains a record for each definition that is defined for each dataset.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ds_includes view.


Table 43 MCS database v_ds_includes view


Column Type Description


dataset_name varchar Name of the dataset.


domain varchar Domain.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in.


value varchar Include value for the dataset
or plug-in.
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v_ds_targets
The v_ds_targets view contains a record for each source target that is defined for each dataset.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ds_targets view.


Table 44 MCS database v_ds_targets view


Column Type Description


dataset_name varchar Name of the dataset.


domain varchar Domain.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in.


value varchar Target value for the dataset
or plug-in.


v_dtlt_dataset_targets
The v_dtlt_dataset_targets view contains a record of files or directories that Avamar Desktop/
Laptop users who are selected to include in a backup group.


The following table shows the information available from the v_dtlt_dataset_targets view.


Table 45 MCS database v_dtlt_dataset_targets view


Column Type Description


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


full_domain_name varchar Fully qualified client location.


plugin_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


target varchar Target path.


v_dtlt_sched_override
The v_dtlt_sched_override view contains a record of each backup start time that Avamar
Desktop/Laptop users who are selected from the web UI to override daily group schedules.


The following table shows the information available from the v_dtlt_sched_override view.


Table 46 MCS database v_dtlt_sched_override view


Column Type Description


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


full_domain_name varchar Fully qualified client location.


gid varchar Group ID.


group_name varchar Group name.
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Table 46 MCS database v_dtlt_sched_override view  (continued)


Column Type Description


group_domain varchar Group domain.


timezone varchar Time zone where the
schedule was created or last
modified.


hour integer Hour.


minutes integer Minutes.


v_ev_catalog
The v_ev_catalog view contains a record for each event code in the events catalog.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_catalog view.


Table 47 MCS database v_ev_catalog view


Column Type Description


category varchar Event category.


code int4 Event code.


name varchar Event name.


object varchar Values include:


l ACTIVITY


l AGENT


l BACKUP


l CLIENT


l CP


l CPV


l CRG


l CRON


l DATASET


l DOMAIN


l EMT


l EVENT


l GC


l GROUP


l HFSCHECK


l MCS


l PLUGIN


l PROFILE


l REPL
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Table 47 MCS database v_ev_catalog view (continued)


Column Type Description


l REPORT


l RETENTION


l SCHEDULE


l SNMP_SUB_AGENT


l SNMPD


l SYSLOGD


l USER


operation varchar Values include:


l ACK


l ACTIVATE


l ADD


l AUTH


l BACKUP


l BROWSE


l CANCEL


l COPY


l DELETE


l DISABLE


l EDIT


l ENABLE


l EXPORT


l LOGON


l RESTART


l RESUME


l RETIRE


l RUN


l START


l STOP


l SUSPEND


l VALIDATE


severity varchar Event severity.


summary varchar Single-line event description.


swSource varchar Software modules generating
the event.


type varchar Event type.
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v_ev_cus_body
The v_ev_cus_body view contains a record listing the attachments for each custom events profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_body view.


Table 48 MCS database v_ev_cus_body view


Column Type Description


attachments varchar String of attachment data.


epid varchar Unique ID for this events
profile.


v_ev_cus_cc_list
The v_ev_cus_cc_list view contains a record listing the email cc recipients for each custom events
profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_cc_list view.


Table 49 MCS database v_ev_cus_cc_list view


Column Type Description


cc_list varchar List of email cc recipients.


epid varchar Unique ID for this events
profile.


v_ev_cus_codes
The v_ev_cus_codes view contains a record for each event code that should be included in a
custom events profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_codes view.


Table 50 MCS database v_ev_cus_codes view


Column Type Description


code int4 Event code to monitor.


cur_value bool True if the code triggers email
and syslog notification.


default_value bool Original default setting for the
email and syslog notification.


epid varchar Unique ID for this events
profile.


v_ev_cus_prof
The v_ev_cus_prof view contains a record for each custom events profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_prof view.
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Table 51 MCS database v_ev_cus_prof view


Column Type Description


active bool True if the profile is enabled.


connectemc_channel varchar ConnectEMC configuration
channel that is used for this
profile.


connectemc_notify_enabled bool True if ConnectEMC
Notification is enabled for this
profile.


domain varchar Profile domain.


email_notify_enabled bool True if email notification
should occur.


epid varchar Unique ID for the events
profile.


include_logs bool True if logs are included in the
email.


include_nodelist bool True if nodelist is included in
the email.


inline_email_attachments bool True if email attachments are
included in the body of the
email.


log_dir varchar Directory location of log files.


name varchar Name of the custom profile.


read_only bool True if you cannot edit the
profile.


sched_id varchar Email schedule.


snmp_notify_enabled bool True if snmp notification
should be enabled.


subject varchar Email subject header string.


syslog_notify_enabled bool True if syslog notification
should occur.


timestamp numeric Date and time of the last
email check, expressed as
elapsed time in seconds since
the beginning of the UNIX
epoch.


v_ev_cus_prof_params
The v_ev_cus_prof_params view contains event code-specific parameters for each custom events
profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_prof_params view.
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Table 52 MCS database v_ev_cus_prof_params view


Column Type Description


ecode int4 Event code.


epid varchar Profile ID.


param varchar Parameter.


value varchar Value.


v_ev_cus_rpt
The v_ev_cus_rpt view contains a record for each report that is emailed with an event profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_rpt view.


Table 53 MCS database v_ev_cus_rpt view


Column Type Description


enabled bool True if the option to email the
report was set.


epid varchar Profile ID.


output_csv bool True if the report was emailed
in comma-separated values
(.cvs) text file.


output_txt bool True if the report was emailed
in plain text format.


output_xml bool True if the report was emailed
in XML format.


rptid varchar Report ID.


since_count int4 Number of days, weeks, or
months since the last email
was sent, or 0 when the value
in the since_option column is
last_notified.


since_option varchar Unit of measure for the
since_count column, as one
of the following values:


l day


l week


l month


l last_notified
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v_ev_cus_snmp_contact
The v_ev_cus_snmp_contact view contains a record for the SNMP trap configuration for each
profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_snmp_contact view.


Table 54 MCS database v_ev_cus_snmp_contact view


Column Type Description


community varchar Name of the SNMP
community that the SNMP
trap listener is configured to
use.


epid varchar Profile ID.


snmp_host varchar Host to which to send SNMP
traps.


snmp_port varchar Data port to send SNMP
traps to. The default is 162.


v_ev_cus_syslog_contact
The v_ev_cus_syslog_contact view contains a record for each custom event profile that uses
syslog as the notification mechanism.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_syslog_contact view.


Table 55 MCS database v_ev_cus_syslog_contact view


Column Type Description


epid varchar Unique ID for this events
profile.


facility int4 Syslog facility. Valid values
are:


l 1—user


l 16—local0


l 17—local1


l 18—local2


l 19—local3


l 20—local4


l 21—local5


l 22—local6


l 23—local7


format int4 Output format. Valid values
are:


l 1—XML
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Table 55 MCS database v_ev_cus_syslog_contact view (continued)


Column Type Description


l 2—Plain text


syslog_host varchar Default value is localhost.


syslog_port int4 Default value is port 514.


v_ev_cus_to_list
The v_ev_cus_to_list view contains a record listing the email recipients for each custom events
profile.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_cus_to_list view.


Table 56 MCS database v_ev_cus_to_list view


Column Type Description


epid varchar Unique ID for this events
profile.


to_list varchar List of email recipients.


v_ev_unack
The v_ev_unack view contains a record for each unacknowledged event that is logged by the
MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_ev_unack view.


Table 57 MCS database v_ev_unack view


Column Type Description


audience varchar Intended audience of the
event.


category varchar Event category. Valid values
are:


l APPLICATION


l SECURITY


l SYSTEM


l USER


code int4 Event code.


data varchar Event data.


date date Date of the event.


description varchar Long event description.


domain varchar Domain that is associated
with the event.
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Table 57 MCS database v_ev_unack view  (continued)


Column Type Description


event_id int4 Internally generated event ID.


notes varchar Event notes text.


remedy varchar Event remedy text.


severity varchar Event severity. Valid values
are:


l NODE


l NODE_FATAL


l OK


l PROCESS


l PROCESS_FATAL


l SYSTEM_FATAL


l USER


l USER_FATAL


software_source varchar Software modules generating
the event.


source varchar Host generating the event.


summary varchar Single-line event description.


time time Time of the event.


timestamp numeric Date and time of the event,
expressed as the elapsed time
in seconds since the
beginning of the UNIX epoch.


type varchar Event type. Valid values are:


l INTERNAL


l ERROR


l WARNING


l INFORMATION


l DEBUG


v_events
The v_events view contains a record for each event logged by the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_events view.
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Table 58 MCS database v_events view


Column Type Description


audience varchar Intended audience of the
event.


category varchar Event category. Valid values
are:


l APPLICATION


l SECURITY


l SYSTEM


l USER


code int4 Event code.


data varchar Event data.


date date Date of the event.


description varchar Long event description.


domain varchar Domain associated with the
event.


event_id int4 Internally generated event ID.


notes varchar Event notes text.


remedy varchar Event remedy text.


severity varchar Event severity. Valid values
are:


l NODE


l NODE_FATAL


l OK


l PROCESS


l PROCESS_FATAL


l SYSTEM_FATAL


l USER


l USER_FATAL


software_source varchar Software modules generating
the event.


source varchar Host generating the event.


summary varchar Single-line event description.


time time Time of the event.


timestamp numeric Date and time of the event,
expressed as the elapsed time
in seconds since the
beginning of the UNIX epoch.


type varchar Event type. Valid values are:
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Table 58 MCS database v_events view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l INTERNAL


l ERROR


l WARNING


l INFORMATION


l DEBUG


v_gcstatus
The v_gcstatus view contains a record for each garbage collection (GC) operation.


The following table shows the information available from the v_gcstatus view.


Table 59 MCS database v_gcstatus view


Column Type Description


bytes_recovered int8 Number of bytes recovered in
this garbage collection
operation.


chunks_deleted int4 Number of chunks deleted in
this garbage collection
operation.


elapsed_time int8 Total elapsed time in seconds
for this garbage collection
operation.


end_time timestamp Date and time this garbage
collection operation ended.


gcstatusid int8 Unique ID for this garbage
collection operation.


indexstripes_processed int4 Number of index stripes
involved in this garbage
collection operation.


indexstripes_total int4 Number of index stripes.


node_count int4 Number of nodes involved in
this garbage collection
operation.


result varchar String result code.


start_time timestamp Date and time this garbage
collection operation started.
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v_group_members
The v_group_members view contains a record for each client organized by group assignment. A
client can be a member of more than one group.


The following table shows the information available from the v_group_members view.


Table 60 MCS database v_group_members view


Column Type Description


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


dataset_name varchar Dataset name.


enabled bool True if the client is enabled in
the group.


full_client_name varchar Client domain and hostname.


group_name varchar Group name.


restore_only bool True if the client has been
deleted and is available only
for restore.


retention_name varchar Retention policy name.


use_client_ds bool True if the client dataset
should be used.


use_client_retry bool True if the client retry should
be used.


use_client_rp bool True if the client retention
policy should be used.


use_client_timeout bool True if the client timeout
should be used.


v_groups
The v_groups view contains a record for each group known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_groups view.


Table 61 MCS database v_groups view


Column Type Description


created date Creation date.


dataset_name varchar Dataset name.


dataset_domain varchar Dataset domain.


domain varchar Domain.


enabled bool True if the group is active and
enabled.
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Table 61 MCS database v_groups view  (continued)


Column Type Description


failed_stop bool True if group backups should
stop on a failed backup.


group_type varchar One of the following values:


l REGULAR


l VCENTER


modified date Last modified date.


name varchar Group name.


priority int4 Group priority.


read_only bool True if the group cannot be
modified.


retention_name varchar Retention policy name.


retention_domain varchar Retention policy domain.


retry_cnt int4 Retry count.


run_once bool True if running only one
backup.


schedule_name varchar Schedule name.


schedule_domain varchar Schedule domain.


skip_next bool True if skipping the next
scheduled backup.


target_dpn varchar Avamar server to be used for
this group.


timeout_min int4 Timeout in minutes.


v_node_space
The v_node_space view contains a record of disk capacity data retrieved or calculated per disk
and per node.


The following table shows the information available from the v_node_space view.


Table 62 MCS database v_node_space view


Column Type Description


capacity_mb float8 Disk size.


date date Date.


date_time timestamp Date and time.


disk int2 Disk number.


diskreadonly int2 Value applied to normalize
percent full.
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Table 62 MCS database v_node_space view  (continued)


Column Type Description


node varchar Node number.


stripes_reserved_mb float8 Bytes reserved for stripe
usage.


stripes_used_mb float8 Amount of reserved stripe
bytes used.


time time Time.


used_mb float8 Disk capacity used.


utilization numeric Percentage of storage space
used.


v_node_util
The v_node_util view contains a record of node statistics retrieved or calculated per node at a
particular date and time.


The following table shows the information available from the v_node_util view.


Table 63 MCS database v_node_util view


Column Type Description


cpu_sys_percentage numeric Percentage of node utilization
by operating system.


cpu_user_percentage numeric Percentage of node utilization
by user.


date date Date.


date_time timestamp Date and time.


disk_reads_per_sec int4 Disk reads per second.


disk_writes_per_sec int4 Disk writes per second.


diskreadonly int4 Value applied to normalize
percent full.


load_avg numeric Load average.


net_in_kbytes_per_sec int4 Network received in KB/s.


net_out_kbytes_per_sec int4 Network transmitted in KB/s.


net_ping numeric Node ping time.


node varchar Node ID.


state varchar Node state.


time time Time.


utilization numeric Percentage of storage space
used.
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v_plugin_can_restore
The v_plugin_can_restore view contains a record of allowable plug-in substitutions for restores.
Each record is a one-to-one allowable substitution in which the original backup plug-in (build,
version) is matched with an allowable substitute plug-in ID (can_restore_pid).


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_can_restore view.


Table 64 MCS database v_plugin_can_restore view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the plug-in
version value if not ALL.


can_restore_pid int4 PID of the plug-in that the
plug-in can use to perform
restores.


pid_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_catalog
The v_plugin_catalog view contains a record for each known plug-in.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_catalog view.


Table 65 MCS database v_plugin_catalog view


Column Type Description


content varchar Content description of the
plug-in.


description varchar Descriptive name of the plug-
in.


encryption_mode varchar Encryption method used.
Valid values are:


l proprietary


l ssl


explicit_target_supported bool True if targets for the plug-in
can be entered when creating
or editing a dataset for the
plug-in.


implicit_target_supported bool True if the concept of all
systems for the plug-in is
supported when creating or
editing a dataset.


include_implicit_as_default bool True if the implicit target is
included by default when
creating or editing a dataset.
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Table 65 MCS database v_plugin_catalog view  (continued)


Column Type Description


multiple_restore_targets_sup
ported


bool True if multiple restore
targets can be entered when
restoring a backup.


multiple_targets_supported bool True if multiple targets can be
entered when creating or
editing a dataset for the plug-
in.


pid varchar Name of the plug-in.


pid_number int4 Unique plug-in identification.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_depends_upon
The v_plugin_depends_upon view contains a record for each known plug-in dependency. Each
record is a one-to-one match of a plug-in ID (build, version) and the plug-in ID on which it is
dependent (dependence_on_pid).


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_depends_upon view.


Table 66 MCS database v_plugin_depends_upon view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the plug-in
version value if not ALL.


dependence_on_pid int4 PID of the plug-in that this
plug-in depends upon.


pid_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_flag_groups
The v_plugin_flag_groups view contains a record for each grouping of plug-in options.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_flag_groups view.


Table 67 MCS database v_plugin_flag_groups view


Column Type Description


cgid varchar Control group ID.


description varchar Description.


group_order int4 Order of group.


tooltip varchar Text shown when the cursor
hovers over the plug-in.
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Table 67 MCS database v_plugin_flag_groups view  (continued)


Column Type Description


type varchar One of the following:


l logical


l radio


v_plugin_flag_pulldown
The v_plugin_flag_pulldown view contains a record for each entry in a plug-in option list.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_flag_pulldown view.


Table 68 MCS database v_plugin_flag_pulldown view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the plug-in
version value if not ALL.


command varchar One of the following values:


l browse


l restore


l snapup


l validate


description varchar Displayable value of the entry.


entry varchar Entry in the pulldown menu.


fid varchar Flag ID.


flag_order int4 Order of the flag in the
pulldown.


plugin_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_flags
The v_plugin_flags view contains a record for each plug-in option available for backups and
restores.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_flags view.


Table 69 MCS database v_plugin_flags view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the plug-in
version value if not ALL.


cgid varchar Control grouping.
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Table 69 MCS database v_plugin_flags view (continued)


Column Type Description


command varchar One of the following values:


l restore


l backup


description varchar Plug-in option label.


fid varchar Flag ID.


flag_order int4 Order of group.


max int4 Maximum value of the flag, if
applicable.


min int4 Minimum value of the flag, if
applicable.


name varchar Plug-in option name.


plugin_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


pidnum int4 Plug-in number that this flag
should be directed to.


tooltip varchar Text shown when the cursor
hovers over the plug-in
option.


type varchar One of the following values:


l boolean (checkbox)


l integer (field)


l string (field)


value varchar Default value of the flag.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_options
The v_plugin_options view contains a record for each available plug-in option.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_options view.


Table 70 MCS database v_plugin_options view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the version if
not ALL.


can_modify bool For disable options only. True
if the option value is
preserved on upgrades.


option_name varchar Valid values are:
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Table 70 MCS database v_plugin_options view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l browse_supported


l disable_browse


l disable_mc_adhoc_snapu
ps


l disable_restore


l disable_validate


l disable_scc_adhoc_snap
ups


l disable_scheduled_snapu
ps


l restore_supported


l snapup_supported


l snapup_supports_cl_opti
ons


l snapup_supports_exclusi
on


l snapup_supports_inclusio
n


l validate_supports


option_value bool True or false.


pid_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugin_state
The v_plugin_state view contains a record that stores the state of each plug-in.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugin_state view.


Table 71 MCS database v_plugin_state view


Column Type Description


build varchar An exception to the plug-in
version values if not ALL.


obsolete bool True if the plug-in is obsolete.


obsolete_comment varchar Comment as to why the plug-
in became obsolete.


pid_number int4 Numeric plug-in ID.


user_added bool True if the user added the
build.
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Table 71 MCS database v_plugin_state view (continued)


Column Type Description


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_plugins
The v_plugins view contains a record for each plug-in installed on any client known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_plugins view.


Table 72 MCS database v_plugins view


Column Type Description


backed_up_ts timestamp Date of the last backup that
used this plug-in.


build varchar Plug-in build.


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Name of the client.


full_client_name varchar Client domain and hostname.


installed_ts timestamp Date this plug-in type was
first registered with the MCS.


lastupdate_ts timestamp Date this current plug-in
version was first registered
with the MCS.


name varchar Description of the plug-in.


pid_number int4 Plug-in number.


plugin_name varchar Name of the plug-in.


version varchar Plug-in version.


v_repl_activities
The v_repl_activities view contains a record for each replication activity.


The following table shows the information available from the v_repl_activities view.


Table 73 MCS database v_repl_activities view


Column Type Description


action_code int4 Replication activity type code


activitiesid bigint ID of the activity


bytes_excluded float8 Number of bytes intentionally
excluded.


bytes_modified_sent float8 Number of bytes modified and
sent.
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Table 73 MCS database v_repl_activities view (continued)


Column Type Description


bytes_modified_not_sent float8 Number of bytes modified but
not sent.


bytes_new float8 Number of bytes processed
after data deduplication.


bytes_overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead.


bytes_reduced_compr float8 Number of bytes reduced by
compression.


bytes_scanned float8 Number of bytes processed.


bytes_skipped float8 Number of bytes
unintentionally skipped
(errors and so forth).


cid varchar Client ID.


client_name varchar Client name.


client_os varchar Client operating system.


client_ver varchar Avamar client software
version.


completed_ts timestamp Date and time this replication
operation ended.


domain varchar Client domain.


encryp_method text Encryption method used for
client/server data transfer.
Choices are:


l proprietary


l ssl


Note: This column is
deprecated and exists for
historical purposes only.
Use encryp_method2
instead.


encryp_method2 varchar Encryption method used for
client/server data transfer.
Choices are:


l High—Strongest
available encryption
setting for that specific
client platform.


l Medium—Medium
strength encryption.


l None—No encryption.


The encryption technology
and bit strength for a client/
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Table 73 MCS database v_repl_activities view (continued)


Column Type Description


server connection depend on
several factors, including the
client platform and Avamar
server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide
provides information.


encrypt_method2_sa bool True if server authentication
was enforced at the time of
the backup. (The
encrypt_server_authent
icate preference in


mcserver.xml is set to


true).


error_code int4 Numeric activity status
completion code.


error_code_summary varchar Last known error code
summary.


gid varchar Group ID.


hostname varchar Destination server hostname.


initiated_by varchar Activity initiated by this user
or the MCS.


num_files_skipped float8 Number of files
unintentionally skipped
(errors and so forth).


num_mod_files float8 Number of files modified.


plugin_name varchar Plug-in name.


plugin_number int4 Plug-in number.


proxy_cid varchar CID of the proxy client


recorded_date date Date when the replication
occurred.


retention_type varchar The replication activity
included one or more of the
following retention types:


l D—Daily backups


l W—Weekly backups


l M—Monthly backups


l Y—Yearly backups


l N—No retention type


server varchar Specifies the destination
system for backups, or source
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Table 73 MCS database v_repl_activities view (continued)


Column Type Description


system for restores. Valid
values are:


l Avamar—Avamar server


l DD—Data Domain system


scheduled_end_ts timestamp Date and time the replication
operation was scheduled to
end.


scheduled_start_ts timestamp Date and time the replication
operation was scheduled to
occur.


session_id varchar Unique identifier for the
activity.


started_ts timestamp Date and time the replication
operation started.


status_code int4 Numeric status code.


status_code_summary varchar Status code summary.


systemid varchar Avamar system ID.


type varchar Type of activity. Valid values
are:


l Replication Destination


l Replication Source


wid varchar Unique workorder identifier
for the activity.


v_repl_backups
The v_repl_backups view contains a record for each replicated backup.


The following table shows the information available from the v_repl_backups view.


Table 74 MCS database v_repl_backups view


Column Type Description


backup_labelvarchar varchar Backup label


bytes_excluded float8 Number of bytes intentionally
excluded from the original
backup.


bytes_modified_not_sent float8 Number of bytes in the
original backup modified but
not sent.
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Table 74 MCS database v_repl_backups view  (continued)


Column Type Description


bytes_modified_sent float8 Number of bytes in the
original backup modified and
sent.


bytes_new float8 Number of bytes processed
after data deduplication.


bytes_overhead float8 Number of bytes of overhead
in the original backup.


bytes_reduced_compr float8 Number of bytes in the
original backup reduced by
compression.


bytes_scanned float8 Number of bytes processed
for the backup.


bytes_skipped float8 Number of bytes
unintentionally skipped for the
backup.


cid varchar Client ID.


creation_date date Backup creation date


creation_time time Backup creation time


creation_ts timestamp Backup creation date and
time


current_expiration varchar Current expiration date of the
backup.


current_retention varchar Current backup retention
type. One of the following
values:


l D—Daily backup


l W—Weekly backup


l M—Monthly backup


l Y—Yearly backup


l N—No retention type


ddr_hostname varchar Ddr hostname if server=ddr


ddrid varchar Ddr Id server


dst_label_num varchar Numeric backup label on
destination system.


files_modified float8 Number of files modified.


files_skipped varchar Number of file unintentionally
skipped for the backup.


num_of_files float8 Number of files in the backup.
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Table 74 MCS database v_repl_backups view  (continued)


Column Type Description


original_expiration varchar Expiration date of the backup
as calculated at the time of
the backup.


original_retention varchar Original backup retention
type. One of the following
values:


l D—Daily backup


l W—Weekly backup


l M—Monthly backup


l Y—Yearly backup


l N—No retention type


plugin_name varchar Name of plugin


repl_end_date date Replication end date


repl_end_time time Replication end time


repl_end_ts timestamp Replication end date and time.


repl_start_date date Replication start date


repl_start_time time Replication start time


repl_start_ts timestamp Replication start date and
time.


size float8 Backup size in bytes.


src_label_num varchar Numeric backup identifier
(label) on source system.


systemid varchar Avamar source system ID.


wid varchar Unique workorder identifier
for the backup.


v_report_filter
The v_report_filter view contains a record for each report identifying its filter options.


The following table shows the information available from the v_report_filter view.


Table 75 MCS database v_report_filter view


Column Type Description


filter_name varchar Filter name.


filter_value varchar Filter value.


rptid varchar Report ID.
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v_reports
The v_reports view contains a record for each report.


The following table shows the information available from the v_reports view.


Table 76 MCS database v_reports view


Column Type Description


adhoc_query bool True if a query statement is
being used instead of filtering
options.


domain varchar Report domain.


graphs_allowed varchar Not currently supported.


name varchar Report name.


readonly bool True if the report cannot be
edited or deleted. Used for
reports that are provided with
the product.


rptid varchar Report ID.


sql varchar The SQL statement is
displayed if the value in the
adhoc_query column is true.


view_name varchar Database view used by this
report.


v_retention_policies
The v_retention_policies view contains a record for each retention policy known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_retention_policies view.


Table 77 MCS database v_retention_policies view


Column Column Description


daily int4 Advanced policy daily
retention.


domain varchar Domain.


duration numeric Duration of retention.


enabled bool True if enabled.


expiration_date numeric Expiration date.


is_link bool True if this is a reference to
another retention policy.


link_name varchar Name of the retention policy
if the value in the is_link
column is true.
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Table 77 MCS database v_retention_policies view  (continued)


Column Column Description


monthly int4 Advanced policy monthly
retention.


name varchar Name of the retention policy.


override bool True if the advanced policy is
used for scheduled backups.


policy_no int4 Policy number. Valid policy
numbers are:


l 0—Undefined


l 1—Compute expiration
date


l 2—Static expiration date


l 3—No expiration date


read_only bool True if the retention policy
cannot be modified.


unit int4 Duration unit. Valid duration
units are:


l 0—No expiration


l 1—Days


l 2—Weeks


l 3—Months


l 4—Years


weekly int4 Advanced policy weekly
retention.


yearly int4 Advanced policy yearly
retention.


v_sch_recurrence
The v_sch_recurrence view contains a record for each recurring schedule known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_sch_recurrence view.


Table 78 MCS database v_sch_recurrence view


Column Type Description


domain varchar Schedule domain.


modifier text Qualifies entries in the value
column:


l day—Indicates that this
is a monthly schedule that
runs on every numerical
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Table 78 MCS database v_sch_recurrence view  (continued)


Column Type Description


calendar day specified by
the value column entry.


l hour—Indicates that this
is a daily schedule that
runs on every hour of the
day specified by the value
column entry.


l every—Indicates that this
is a weekly schedule that
runs on every day of the
week specified by the
value column entry.


l first—Indicates that this
is a monthly schedule that
runs during the first week
of the month on the day
of the week specified by
the value column entry.


l second—Indicates that
this is a monthly schedule
that runs during the
second week of the
month on the day of the
week specified by the
value column entry.


l third—Indicates that this
is a monthly schedule that
runs during the third
week of the month on the
day of the week specified
by the value column
entry.


l fourth—Indicates that
this is a monthly schedule
that runs during the
fourth week of the month
on the day of the week
specified by the value
column entry.


l last—Indicates that this
is a monthly schedule that
runs during the last week
of the month on the day
of the week specified by
the value column entry.


name varchar Name of the schedule.
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Table 78 MCS database v_sch_recurrence view  (continued)


Column Type Description


recur_interval text Recurrence interval. Valid
recurrence intervals are:


l DAILY


l HOURLY


l WEEKLY


l MONTHLY


l YEARLY


value text Recurrence value:


l For DAILY schedules, this
value is the hour of the
day.


l For WEEKLY schedules,
this value is the day of
week, such as Saturday,
Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday.


l For MONTHLY schedules
that repeat on a specific
day of the month, this
numerical value is the day
of the month.


l For MONTHLY schedules
that repeat on a specific
day of a specific week,
this value is the day of
week, such as Saturday,
Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday.


v_schedules
The v_schedules view contains a record for each schedule that is known to the MCS.


Note: Beginning with version 4.0, use of this database view is deprecated in favor of 
v_schedules_2 on page 133. Official support for this database view is likely to be discontinued
in a future release.


The following table shows the information available from the v_schedules view.


Table 79 MCS database v_schedules view


Column Type Description


description varchar Schedule description.
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Table 79 MCS database v_schedules view  (continued)


Column Type Description


domain varchar Domain.


enabled bool True if the schedule is
enabled and active.


end_policy int4 Type of schedule termination
setting. Valid values are:


l 2—Never end


l 3—Run n number of
times


l 4—End on a specific date


end_recur numeric End recurrence. One of the
following:


l A specific date


l Count of the number of
times the schedule should
run


l 0 (for schedules that do
not end)


This value is related to the
value in the end_policy
column.


first_start timestamp First start.


is_link bool True when the record is a
reference to another
schedule.


last_check timestamp Last check.


last_start timestamp Last started.


link_name varchar Schedule name if the value in
the is_link column is true.


min_interval timestamp Minimum interval.


name varchar Name of the schedule.


overtime bool True if the schedule end time
can be overridden.


read_only bool True if the schedule cannot
be modified.


recur_counter numeric Recurrence counter.


recur_interval varchar Recurrence interval. Valid
recurrence intervals are:


l DAILY


l HOURLY
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Table 79 MCS database v_schedules view  (continued)


Column Type Description


l WEEKLY


l MONTHLY


l YEARLY


start_duration timestamp Duration of the start
scheduling window.


start_time timestamp Start time for the scheduling
window.


time_zone_id varchar Time zone where the
schedule was created or last
modified.


total_duration timestamp Total duration of the
scheduling window.


type_enum varchar Type of schedule. The only
valid schedule type is
CALENDAR.


v_schedules_2
The v_schedules_2 view contains a record for each schedule known to the MCS.


The following table shows the information available from the v_schedules_2 view.


Table 80 MCS database v_schedules_2 view


Column Type Description


description varchar Schedule description.


domain varchar Domain.


enabled bool True if the schedule is
enabled and active.


end_policy int4 Type of schedule termination
setting. Valid values are:


l 2—Never end


l 3—Run n number of
times


l 4—End on a specific date


end_recur numeric End recurrence. This is a
specific date or a count of the
number of times the schedule
should run or 0 if the schedule
never ends. This value is
related to the value in the
end_policy column.
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Table 80 MCS database v_schedules_2 view (continued)


Column Type Description


first_start timestamp First start.


is_link bool True if this is a reference to
another schedule.


last_check timestamp Last check.


last_start timestamp Last started.


link_name varchar Schedule name if the value in
the is_link column is true.


min_interval timestamp Minimum interval.


name varchar Name of the schedule.


overtime bool True if the schedule end time
can be overridden.


read_only bool True if the schedule cannot
be modified.


recur_counter numeric Recurrence counter.


recur_interval varchar Recurrence interval. Valid
recurrence intervals are:


l DAILY


l WEEKLY


l MONTHLY


l ADHOC


start_duration timestamp Duration of the start
scheduling window.


start_time timestamp Start time for the scheduling
window.


time_zone_id varchar Time zone where the
schedule was created or last
modified.


total_duration timestamp Total duration of the
scheduling window.


type_enum varchar Type of schedule. The only
valid schedule type is
CALENDAR.


v_server_info
The v_server_info view stores the fully qualified domain name (FQDN), the IP address, and the
hardware ID for each Avamar system.


The following table shows the information available from the v_server_info view.
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Table 81 MCS database v_server_info view


Column Type Description


lastupdate timestamp Last updated timestamp.


fqdn varchar Fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of the Avamar
server.


ipaddress varchar IP address of the Avamar
server.


hardwareid varchar Hardware serial number
assigned to the Avamar
server.


v_systems
The v_systems view contains a record for each Avamar system.


The following table shows the information available from the v_systems view.


Table 82 MCS database v_systems view


Column Type Description


gsansystemid varchar Avamar server ID.


gsansystemname varchar User-assigned name.


hfsaddr varchar IP address of the server.


hfsport int4 Port address of the server.


lastupdate timestamp Last updated timestamp.


local_hfsaddr varchar Local IP address of the
server.


mcsport int4 Port address of the MCS for
the server from
axion_systems.


systemid int8 Numeric system ID
(automatically assigned by
the MCS).
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GLOSSARY


 


A


activation The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an
encrypted file on the client file system.
 
See also client activation


administrator Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network
computers, and who adds users and defines user privileges.


avagent The name of the client agent process.


Avamar Administrator A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely
administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software comprises a client agent and one or
more plug-ins.


Avamar server The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-
tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently stores the backups from all protected
clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores,
client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed
application across multiple networked storage nodes.


avtar The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


 


B


backup A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected
data, or as an entire backup.


bare metal recovery
(BMR)


The process of restoring data from a backup to recover a computer system from “bare
metal,” or without previously installed software or operating system.


browse The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore
from the Avamar server.


 


C


client activation The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an
encrypted file on the client file system.
 
See also activation


client agent A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with
the Management Console Server (MCS) and with any plug-ins installed on that client.
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client registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also registration


cluster Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same
software and data, that operate and appear to clients as if they are a single unit. A
cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing
high availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware
or software failures.


Cluster Configuration
Tool


Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


 


D


database A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by
computer software.


Data Domain system Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and
disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise environment.


dataset A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported
platform that are included or excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset
is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple
groups.


disaster recovery Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software
corruption, in which ordinary data recovery procedures are not sufficient to restore a
system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a bare
metal recovery.


DNS Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain
names to specific IP addresses.


domain A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into
named areas of control and management.


 


F


file system Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by
providing directory structures, data transfer methods, and file association.


 


G


group A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All
clients in an Avamar group use the same group policies, which include the dataset,
schedule, and retention policy.
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group policy In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and
retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


 


H


HFS Hash File System. The content addressed storage area inside the Avamar server used
to store client backups.


HFS check An Avamar Hash File System check (HFS check) is an internal operation that validates
the integrity of a specific checkpoint. Once a checkpoint has passed an HFS check, it
can be considered reliable enough to be used for a server rollback.


 


J


JRE Java Runtime Environment.


 


L


LAN Local Area Network.


 


M


MAC address Media Access Control Address. A unique hardware address, typically embedded at the
lowest level in a hardware assembly, that uniquely identifies each device on a network.


MCS Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized
administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


metadata Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the
backup types, the date and time of the backup, and other information necessary for
restore.


module Avamar 1.2.0 and earlier multi-node Avamar servers utilized a dual-module synchronous
RAIN architecture in which nodes were equally distributed in two separate equipment
cabinets on separate VLANs. The term “module” is a logical construct used to describe
and support this architecture (older multi-node Avamar servers comprised a primary
module and a secondary module). These legacy systems continue to be supported.
However, newer multi-node Avamar servers use a single module architecture, and even
though Avamar Administrator provides “module detail” information, a module is
therefore logically equivalent to the entire server.


 


N


NAT Network Address Translation.


NFS Network File System.
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NIS Network Information Service. An external authentication system that can be used to
log in to an Avamar server.


node A networked storage subsystem with processing power and hard drive storage. A node
runs Avamar software.


NTP Network Time Protocol. Controls the time synchronization of a client or server
computer to another reference time source.


 


O


ODBC Open DataBase Connectivity. A standard database access method that makes it
possible to access any data from any application, regardless of which database
management system (DBMS) is handling the data.


 


P


plug-in Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore
functionality.


policy A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups.
Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention policies.


 


R


redirected restore The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location
where the backup occurred.


registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also client registration


replication An optional feature that enables one Avamar server to store a read-only copy of its
data on another Avamar server to support future disaster recovery of that server.
Although Avamar software supports replication between servers that run different
versions of Avamar server, for the best results, ensure that the target server is running
the same or a later version of the Avamar software than the source Avamar server.


restore An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects
from a backup and writes the data to a designated location.


retention The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can
be set to permanent for backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.
Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached
to multiple groups.
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S


schedule The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of
clients in a group. A schedule is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be
named and attached to multiple groups.


single-node server A single-node Avamar servers combine all the features and functions of utility and
storage nodes on a single node.


SSH Secure Shell. A remote login utility that authenticates by way of encrypted security
keys instead of prompting for passwords. This prevents passwords from traveling
across networks in an unprotected manner.


storage node A node in the Avamar server that provides storage of data.


 


U


utility node In scalable multi-node Avamar servers, a single utility node provides essential internal
services for the server. These services include MCS, cronjob, Domain Name Server
(DNS), External authentication, Network Time Protocol (NTP), and Web access.
Because utility nodes are dedicated to running these essential services, they cannot be
used to store backups.


 


V


virtual machine (VM) A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are
used to run different operating systems at the same time on one physical computer.
Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.
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Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


03 June, 2020 Updated the Client enhancements section.


02 November, 2019 Removed an entry that described Avamar client, server, and storage node support
for 64-bit SLES 12.


01 May, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Product description
Avamar is backup and recovery software with integrated data deduplication technology. Avamar solves the challenges that are associated
with traditional data protection, enabling fast, reliable backup and recovery for remote offices, VMware environments, Data Domain and
Cloud Tier, and data center LANs. Unlike traditional solutions, Avamar reduces the size of backup data at the source — before it transfers
across the network and stores to disk. As a result, Avamar delivers fast, efficient daily full backups despite slow or congested
infrastructure, and data encryption for added security. Avamar uses patented RAIN technology for high availability, and a scalable grid
architecture enables you to upgrade capacity and performance when necessary.


New and changed features for Avamar 19.1
Learn about new and changed features in Avamar 19.1.


Avamar Web Management user interface enhancements
Avamar 19.1 introduces the following changes to the Avamar Web Management user interface AUI:


• The Download Page link in the AUI now provides access to the latest Avamar software and packages. The Download Page redirects
you to the Support Zone page for Avamar Server or Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE), depending on whether this server is an Avamar
Data Store or an instance of AVE. Additionally, the administrator can configure a custom target for the Download Page link.


• The AUI now supports backup and restore use cases for the following plug-ins:


○ Lotus Domino
○ Sybase
○ SAP Oracle
○ SharePoint
○ SQL


NOTE: The AUI is supported for standalone configurations, and only for Windows and Linux machines.


• Cloud Tier configuration support in the AUI, which allows you to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud and perform
seamless recovery of these backups. has been extended to include the Avamar plug-ins. The Avamar Data Domain System
Configuration Guide provides more information.


• In addition to scheduled backups of a Cloud Tier policy in the AUI, you can now perform an on-demand backup of the policy.
• Support for GLR if the Cloud Unit configured on Data Domain is ECS. GLR is not supported in the AUI if the Cloud Unit is any other


type. Note that if the backup is on Active Tier (a local Data Domain), this limitation does not apply.
• View and restore replicated backups on the destination or source server. Additionally, the AUI supports file-level restore of replicated


backups on the source server.
• The Asset Management window in the AUI now allows you to expand a VMware container and select VMware entities (virtual


machine, vApp, resource pool, folder) to add these entities as Avamar clients.
• Enhancements to the Restore wizard for virtual machine recovery.
• Cloud Tier replication for a backup that has Tier status of MARKED (ready for backup to Cloud Tier) or CLOUD (already backed up to


Cloud Tier) in the Asset Management window.
• The Activity Monitor in the AUI now allows you to view and download a detailed log of a client session to perform analysis or


troubleshooting.
• Calendar view added to the Asset Management window to select specific day or date range when searching for backups to restore.
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• Introduction of the Avamar Fitness Analyzer reporting and analysis portal, which provides a visual representation of server health and
functionality, and organizes information from disparate sources into cohesive reports. Administrators use this functionality to
troubleshoot issues, optimize system performance, or plan future changes.


• From the System window, you can add or edit the RSA Authentication Manager to enable two-factor authentication (2FA) on virtual
machines.


Workflow and configuration changes
The following changes related to Avamar workflows and configuration are new to Avamar 19.1:


• Removal of the whitespace in the virtual machine Front End Tera Bytes (FETB) calculation.
• To reduce total downtime, the upgrade workflow supports parallel upgrades to any attached physical and virtual Data Domain systems.


Since the Data Domain system may be unavailable when the workflow takes an Avamar checkpoint, performing a parallel upgrade
requires the administrator to manually create and validate checkpoints before and after the upgrade workflow. Administrators must
also select an additional user input to skip the automatic checkpoint. The Avamar Virtual Edition Installation and Upgrade Guide
provides more information.


• The Avamar Administrator installation now comes with the required Java Runtime Environment (JRE) software version. Avamar
automatically installs an embedded version of JRE during installation of Avamar Administrator. Note that using Java Web Start for
Avamar Administrator requires a local installation of JRE version 10 or earlier, since Java Web Start is not supported in JRE version 11.


• Avamar 19.1 includes procedures for deploying Avamar Virtual Edition on a pure Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor, in
addition to the existing deployment procedures for the OpenStack KVM cloud environment.


• The DPS Deployer minimum deployment option of DDVE changes from 4 TB to 8 TB.


Orchestra REST API and web applications for multi-system
management
Avamar Orchestra extends the native Avamar server REST API to facilitate the management of multiple Avamar servers. After you
register each Avamar server with Orchestra, the API provides a single point of interface for management operations that you can perform
on the registered servers, individually or as a group. These operations include the implementation of common backup policies, and
monitoring of events, status, and activities from a centralized location.


Orchestra provides a REST API and two web applications:


• The Orchestra web user interface (web UI) provides a starting point for multiple-systems management and demonstrates the
potential of the Orchestra REST API. This interface is closely modeled on the Avamar Web User Interface AUI.


• The Swagger user interface contains a complete listing and description of the available Orchestra REST API functions, including the
applicable object models for constructing API calls.


The new Avamar Orchestra Getting Started Guide provides more information.


Security related enhancements
Avamar 19.1 features the following security related changes and enhancements:


• Support for RSA SecurID, which is a two-factor authentication technology used to protect network resources. You can use two-factor
authentication (2FA) for file-level restore of guest virtual machine backups in the AUI and the Dell EMC Data Protection Restore
Client, which previously could not take advantage of this technology due to the additional layer of user authentication required.


• Avamar 19.1 includes new security hardening procedures to meet additional US Department of Defense (DoD) Security Technical
Implementation Guide (STIG) compliance requirements. These procedures describe protection against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks,
mitigation of risk for temporary credentials, improved logging, and hardening procedures for the SLES operating system and
PostgreSQL databases. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides more information.


• For improved connection and credential security, Avamar 19.1 provides the ability to disable SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c, and use SNMPv3
instead. The Product Security Guide contains instructions for enabling SNMPv3 traps and requests.


• Ability for an administrator to apply security patch updates to a proxy by using the Proxy Management window in the AUI.


Client enhancements
Avamar now supports connecting to Isilon cluster with Isilon SmartConnect configuration. The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS
Systems User Guide provides more information.
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Compatibility updates
Avamar 19.1 features the following software compatibility updates.


• Avamar client support for 64-bit versions of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.6.
• Avamar client support for the 64-bit version of SuSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 15.
• Avamar server and storage node support for the 64-bit version of SuSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 SP4.
• Avamar client support for Fedora version 27.
• Avamar client support for MacOS-X versions 10.11 through 10.14.
• Avamar client support for all 64-bit editions of Windows Server 2019, including Windows Server 2019 MSCS.
• Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) for VMware support for vSphere version 6.7 U2.
• AVE for Hyper-V support for Windows Server 2019.
• NDMP support for Isilon OneFS version 8.1.2.
• NDMP support for Unity version 4.5.
• Avamar support for Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 and SharePoint 2019.


Updated software and database compatibility information is provided in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
elnhome.


Avamar supports backup retention beyond 2038
The Avamar subsystem supports backup retention until February 2106. However, for older releases, the Avamar subsystem does not start
after January 2038 due to the signed 32-bit integer time format of UNIX and Linux operating systems, and therefore cannot restore
backup data after this date.


For Avamar 19.1 and later, the Avamar server subsystem uses an unsigned 32-bit integer and continues to start until 2106. However, the
Avamar client and plug-ins subsystem uses the signed 32-bit integer. Backup retention after 2038 is successful after all the Avamar
subsystems use the unsigned 32-bit integer.


For backups of Windows or Linux clients, do not assign a retention period for a date after February 7, 2106.


Documentation improvements
In addition to documentation of the features identified in the New features and changes section, the following section highlights major
documentation changes and additions for this release.


Guide changes related to added AUI functionality
AUI functionality added in Avamar 19.1 is documented throughout the core documentation set, particularly the Avamar Administration
Guide, Avamar VMware User Guide and AUI Online Help. This includes updates for replicated restores, added functionality in the Asset
Management window (such as the ability to expand VMware containers and select VMware entities), changes to the Activity Monitor
window, and RSA Authentication Manager configuration in the XXX window.


For any Avamar Administrator procedures that are now also available in the AUI, the Avamar Administrator procedure has been removed
and replaced with the AUI procedure throughout the documentation set. For the full set of Avamar Administrator procedures, refer to
the Avamar 18.1 documentation.


Avamar VMware User Guide
In addition to AUI-related changes, the Avamar VMware User Guide was updated with clarification on applicability of automatic upgrades
through Proxy Deployment Manager (PDM) to proxies that were not deployed through PDM.


Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide
The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide includes a new appendix that contains information about how to deploy
virtualized NDMP accelerator nodes that mimic the Avamar Data Store Gen4S and Gen4T physical platforms to leverage existing VMware
ESXi environments. These procedures include deploying a SLES virtual machine (VM), kickstarting the VM as an Avamar NDMP
accelerator node, configuring network settings, and installing the accelerator software.


AVE Installation and Upgrade Guide
The Avamar Virtual Edition Installation and Upgrade Guide now includes:
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• Instructions for increasing the CPU and memory allocations for AVE on most virtualization platforms.
• Procedures for deploying Avamar Virtual Edition on a pure Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor.


Avamar Product Security Guide
Updates to the Avamar Product Security Guide include:


• Recommendations to restrict the installation of third-party anti-virus software on Avamar servers to prevent data loss and
performance degradation. Security hardening guidelines are recommended instead.


• Clarifying the impact of password rules on Avamar software user accounts, as compared to the SLES operating system user accounts.


Additional publications
Avamar 19.1 introduces the following new publications:


• Avamar Fitness Analyzer User Guide
• Avamar Orchestra Getting Started Guide


Fixed issues for the Avamar 19.1 release
The following table lists fixed issues for the Avamar 19.1 release.


Table 2. Fixed in Avamar 19.1 


Issue number Problem summary


309791 Command avmaint session does not return normal session information.


309443 CVE-2018-16395 on Avamar 18.2 with the latest 2019-R1 OS Security roll-up installed


308742 Unable to browse SQL server to get a list of databases from the AUI


308680 Only able to move 5 to 7 client in ACM, error displays indicating "The request timed out due to a huge data fetch..."


308678 Data Domain deletion from AUI should display warning message or password protection


308676 When proxy deployment fails in the Proxy Deployment Manager, you cannot review/collect logs from the AUI


308626 More instructions required in AUI for redirect user to view event in case of a Data Domain addition failure


308615 CP backup streams revert to 0 automatically


308513 Avagent startup causes Fatal Signal 11 and 6 messages for Debian Linux.


308462 Restore replicated backup fails


308182 Issue with attaching virtual machine/vApp to a scheduled backup policy on Avamar.


308180 vCP backups fail when backup group cannot connect to mcsdk due to "Exception :org.apache.axis2.AxisFault:
Read timed out"


308164 Port of bug 294157 for 7.5.101 Red Hat Linux Enterprise server


308115 Redundant dataset,retention and schedule created on Avamar when global policy creation fails


308018 No policy members display in AUI when editing an existing policy


308003 When selecting virtual machines from multiple pages in the AUI Asset Management window, selections from the
previous page get removed


307992 Policy window optimization required when clicking Refresh button


307991 Some clients in backup schedule not triggered


307948 Domino backup fails with "code 255: The extended attributes are inconsistent"


307898 Too much information displayed in one dialog in AUI


307813 Lotus notesini-path being ignored on avlotus.cmd on restore tasks


307791 PSO compliance defect of AVI: Null pointer dereferences
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Table 2. Fixed in Avamar 19.1 (continued)


Issue number Problem summary


307789 Proxy virtual machine file-level restore fails to mount disks if you do not validate that all disks on the virtual
machine have valid/supported partitions


307735 Enable dynamic virtual machine import by rule gets unchecked from Avamar Administrator after editing the
vCenter using the command line interface


307679 Avamar 'progress bytes' does not display properly when a VMware image-level job is running.


307672 Avamar virtual machine tagging issue observed after upgrade


307664 Unable to use command line interface with LDAP to retire a client after upgrading


307663 Command line interface backup-group-dataset does not work after upgrading


307658 mcserver.sh --status and mcserver.counter.log displays vCenter


307515 vCenter auth type login in AUI is disabled for AWS-VMC


307513 snapup_label and snapup_number in activities are empty for some vmimage hle backups, causing MCS to return
"Database encountered an error"


307434 Virtual machine restore in AUI does not pass utilize_changed_block_list flag in workorder


307430 Filter Activity does not display the fields correctly


307429 Restore virtual machine from remote backup fails after deleting the source backup


307426 Virtual machine client backups assigned incorrect retention tags DWMY


307421 Utility Node Replacement - using ReinstallUtililtySoftware-7.5.0-183.avp issue -remove stunnel installation


307274 Sybase Plugin returns error "No such file or directory"


307245 After the latest OS Security Roll up (2018-R3-v5) cross-site scripting vulnerabilities on the MCS jetty server>


307238 Incorrect pop-up displays in Avamar Administrator when you delete/retire any client


307221 Dell N1124T Switch Monitoring on Avamar 18.2 and earlier


307171 Modify-snapups script does not work when there is a '(' in a client name


307011 Self explanatory details for options are missing in AUI


307005 Replication Policy summary does not list the clients selected


306954 "No proxy to perform" error returned in AUI when running VMware image-level backup policy


306945 Snapup History Refactor For Retention Tag Issue


306841 Creation of replication policy in AUI should be prevented if there is no replication destination


306799 AUI Asset Management window displays different results when filtering with the same keyword


306794 Fix behavior of Avamar Hard limit quota


306790 Avamar VMtagging issue observed after upgrade


306789 RCA MCS offering only concurrent job to image proxy


306769 SQL restore performance and patch required for Bug 303590 - esc 32763


306753 Cancel button should reset File Level Restore toggle setting from AUI


306716 VADP Hot Add mode fails then leaves behind VMDK on proxy


306650 Hfscheck fails with MSG_ERR_CGSAN_FAILED after applying gsan Hotfix 301593


306619 SharePoint content database restore to different client in AUI fails.


306593 MCS check for "running" has false positive. upgrade path from 7.2.1-32 to 7.4.1-58+HF 302283 fails mcs start
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Table 2. Fixed in Avamar 19.1 (continued)


Issue number Problem summary


306588 A stripe goes into OFFLINE_MEDIA_ERROR state without any visible file system issue on a new AVE


306478 Restore of virtual machine from remote backup fails after deleting source backup


306475 Lotus backups intermittently failing


306306 HyperV backup fails for only 1 VM "INTERNAL ERROR: <0001> assert error (!(stream_mode != rct_mode &&
target.renamed_files.size() == 0)), hypervvss_avtar_handler.cpp line 747"


306305 Avamar Administrator shows alert "Cannot commit when autoCommit is enabled" when making changes such as
adding group, adding clients, moving a client


306283 Request to port Hotfix #296046 to avhypervvss


306107 Unable to move more than 5 clients using client manager


306077 WC - Win FS - SR<13290251> -Port HF 294680 to 7.5.0


306058 Avlotus plug-in returns [AvlotusMonitorCancel] messages matching Esc# 33362/ Bug# 305646


306057 Hotfix to install new asktime for ESC 33781


306045 Hotfix for Replication seeding performance of Exchange client


306009 ORACLE_HOME, SID and credentials must be copied by default from browse command options to backup options
in AUI


305993 Should not regenerate AVI key store if key is SHA2-512 or customer's certificate


305987 Hotfix for support of vCD 9.5


305977 Some clients in schedule not being triggered


305931 SQL Backup fails with error message No targets after expansion


305903 WDS writer exclusion to avoid setting volume as Critical unnecessarily


305816 Proxy Deployment Manager Creating mc session fails due to org.apache.axis2.AxisFault: unknown


305778 Activity report does not show filter options


305718 VSR replication replicates previously successful PARTIAL backups.


305717 Proxy Deployment Manager Create Recommendation for the VCenter host/cluster tree is empty


305707 Avamar KMIP server implementation does not support clustered KMIP servers


305680 Image-level backup create directory by virtual machine name in vSAN datastore


305646 Issue with new binary on recently released Avlotus Hotfix/Bug 304830


305627 Summary/Remedy information in Event detail is not aligned with pre-defined value


305619 Avamar SQL backup is promoted to FULL with and without Hotfix 301313 applied


305532 Cannot delete virtual machines without a UUID.


305523 File-level restore from command line and vRA workflow does not fail when "Failed to change physical volume
UUID" error message is returned by MountPoint command, with the job remaining in Running state


305518 Avamar Windows virtual machine image-level backup fails after upgrade


305514 AUI Proxy Deployment Manager does not delete old proxy virtual machine after proxy upgrade


305495 Backup fails on Windows 10 machine with ERROR=0x8007007b


305479 After restoring to a new virtual machine on Linx , some virtual machines configured with EFI in VMware are not
bootable


305458 After MCS HF 298456 installation, all virtual machines in one vCenter are greyed out
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Table 2. Fixed in Avamar 19.1 (continued)


Issue number Problem summary


305441 Actions > Shutdown DPN Grid does not work from command line interface


305436 Unable to restore 0KB files with virtual machine file-level restore due to /usr/bin/touch not existing on various
distributions of RHEL


305355 Exclude Proxy Client in the member of Backup/Replication/Cloud Tiering policy


305331 Cannot click on Avamar Dashboard pie chart


305323 Add support for SharePoint 2019 in Avamar Configuration Checker


305262 Cannot browse any backup in the Backup and Restore tab of Avamar Administrator after applying MCS
HF#298457 on Linux


305261 avregister fails when registering after AvamarClient-linux-rhel4-x86_64-7.5.101-101.rpm is installed on CentOS 5.4


305241 User icon in top right of AUI not working as expected


305210 var and /backups skipped


305131 Windows FS Hard limit quota overridden when *.* is configured as an exclusion


305129 When initiating a backup, clicking Back button in AUI removes setting on previous page


305101 Unable to browse Remote backup when Local backup is no longer available


305077 Backups continuously failing with error code 10007, 10052, 10055


305072 Enhance the code logic of JRE upgrade to avoid downgrades and failures


305019 Fix for CPU vulnerabilities


304551 Some datastores do not get mapped to client when using command line interface


304513 Fix required for adem command generation issue


304469 File-level restore displays as successful in AUI but nothing is restored in target virtual machine


304461 AUI Add client wizard for virtual machine should display additional columns beside virtual machine name


304294 Support maintenance package with reboot parameter specified


304223 Avamar Oracle RAC configuration fails with the error "Could not open registry key:SOFTWARE\Oracle
\KEY_OraCrs11g_home:0"


304186 Proxy Deployment Manager Creating mc session failed Caused by: org.apache.axis2.AxisFault: unknown


304091 flashupdt causes PS non-redundant issue and esc 27695:Dell block update in the IBU fails on mixed grid (Gen4s util
and Gen4 storage node). Update Gen4s BMC to v1.25.


303479 Request to add support for multiple proxy upgrade


303362 Virtual machine backup timing out but backup exists


301733 In vSphere 6.7, proxy cannot login to vCenter web-based datastore when datacenter name contains a space


301530 Unable to perform file-level restore on CentOS virtual machine


300978 ldls hangs when checking for new package


284649 AVE operating system upgrade workflow required for SLES 11 SP4


278460 Upgrade workflow fails to copy the gsan binary and reload certs
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Known problems and limitations
The following topics discuss known issues and limitations in this release of Avamar. Temporary solutions are provided when they are
available.


Avamar server known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar server.


309554 — IPv4
traffic initiated by
Avamar in a dual
stack environment


In a dual stack environment where both Avamar and Data Protection Central (DPC) have IPv4 and IPv6
addresses configured, the communication should occur using IPv6 since this is the preferred network. However,
IPv4 traffic is observed when Avamar is connecting to the DPC for the first time.


Workaround


To avoid any IPv4 traffic, remove Avamar from DPC, and then re-add Avamar.


309156 —
Insufficient error
message appears
change-passwords
SSH login after
installing
avpasswd-x.x.x-
x.x86_64.rpm
results in a
password that does
not match
complexity
requirements


Installing avpasswd sets the enforce_for_root option of pam_pwcheck.so, which can create an issue
when change-passwords does an SSH login as root into another node to set a password with insufficient
complexity requirements.


Workaround


Set a sufficiently complex password, or disable enforce_for_root.


309181 esc 34646
— mcserver.sh --
init fails to execute
mcrootca
successfully and
also fails to decrypt
passwords for
rmi_ssl_keystore_A
P/rootAP and
viewuserAP


If you run mcserver.sh with --init or --restore in the incorrect context, directories might be deleted.
Note that the mcserver.sh --init command is designed only for internal execution from the workflow
framework during a new installation. An error occurs if you execute the command manually.


46224 —
Scheduled backups
are missed during
daylight savings
time transitions


During days when Daylight Saving Time (DST) transitions occur, if you have backups that are scheduled to run
during the following times, the backups do not occur:


• For the Spring DST transition, daily backups that are scheduled during the hour from 2:00 a.m. through 2:59
a.m. do not occur.


• For the Autumn DST transition, daily backups that are scheduled during the hour from 1:00 a.m. through 1:59
a.m. do not occur.


The interim solution to this problem is to avoid scheduling backups during these time ranges, or to perform an ad-
hoc backup when the scheduled backup does not occur.


53895 —
"diskinfo::update
invalid disk space
parameters"
messages


In rare cases, the server will log errors similar to the following:


diskinfo::update invalid disk space parameters


Do not consider these messages as errors. There is no negative impact to server functions and the error can
safely be ignored.


281847 — No email
notification
available for Data
Domain Backend
Capacity report


While the Avamar software supports configuring an email notification for the Backend Capacity report for native
Avamar storage nodes (GSAN), no email notification is supported for the Backend Capacity report for Data
Domain.


281846 —
Monitoring


If you restart the Management Console server while a job (such as a backup or a recovery) has not completed,
you cannot monitor the job after the Management Console server has restarted.
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incomplete jobs
after restarting the
Management
Console server is
not supported


289964 — Port
7580 required by
Avamar Installation
Manager for
Avamar Downloader
Service
connections is
disabled by default


Older versions of the Avamar Downloader Service require connections on port 7580 between the Avamar
Downloader Service computer and the Avamar Installation Manager. However, because this connection is not
encrypted, the port is disabled by default and must be enabled manually. The section "Configuring the Avamar
firewall" in the Avamar Product Security Guide contains instructions for updating the Avamar firewall. The version
of the Avamar Downloader Service that ships with Avamar 18.1 and later resolves this limitation.


278042 — Avamar
7.4.1 accelerator
node is not
supported in
Avamar 7.5.0 and
later


Due to the TLS 1.2 upgrade in Avamar 7.5, an Avamar 7.4.1 NDMP accelerator node is not supported in Avamar
7.5.0 and later. When you input a registered Avamar server hostname/IP address in the Accelerator Web UI for
an Avamar 7.4.1 or earlier NDMP accelerator node, validation fails and an error displays indicating that the Avamar
server is invalid.


Avamar Virtual Edition known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE).


269476 — Errors
when upgrading
from 7.2.x to 7.3
Service Pack 1 or
later


When upgrading the AVE from release 7.1.x or 7.2.x to 7.3.1 or later, the following errors are logged:


psql:/usr/local/avamar/var/em/server_data/ems_data_dump.sql.restore:29:
ERROR: database "emdb" already exists
psql:/usr/local/avamar/var/em/server_data/ems_data_dump.sql.restore:52:
ERROR: language ""plpgsql"" already exists 


These errors are expected and can be ignored.


Deploying
Openstack KVM
AVE image on
Ubuntu Mitaka
Mirantis that
creates two disks
devices


When deploying Openstack KVM AVE image on Ubuntu Mitaka Mirantis, the instance has two
devices: /dev/vda and dev/vdb. The Avamar installer fails when partitioning the LUNs, because the instance
has an extra LUN.


To resolve this issue, in the /etc/nova/nova.conf file on compute nodes, comment out the line


force_config_drive=True


and restart nova-compute service before deploying the instance.


Avamar Web Client (AUI) known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar Web Client UI (AUI).


308683 — No
option to add
advanced flags in
AUI when creating/
editing a dataset


There is currently no option in the AUI similar to Avamar Administrator to add advanced flags, for example,
[avvcbimage]quiesce_fs = false.


308442 — Global
search functionality
not available when
adding a new VM in
AUI


The search functionality in the Add a VM page of the AUI is currently limited to searching items within a folder
instead of providing top-down searching from the vCenter server.


308745 — Proxy
Deployment
Manager removes


If Proxy Deployment Manager fails to deploy or register the proxy, instead of retaining the failed proxy for
troubleshooting purposes, the proxy virtual machine gets removed.
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the failed proxy
virtual machine
when a failure to
deploy a proxy
occurs


309167 — Proxy
details do not
appear in AUI when
moving cursor over
proxy virtual
machine


In the AUI, details for the proxy virtual machine do not appear when you move the curser over the entry.


309169 — Previous
recommendation
details not retained
in AUI upon re-
opening Proxy
Deployment
Manager


After a successful proxy deployment using the Proxy Deployment Manager, the recommendations previously
listed for the proxy no longer appear in the AUI after re-opening the Proxy Deployment Manager window.


309432 —
CANCEL button
does not get
disabled for
completed or
already cancelled
jobs


In the AUI, when a backup job completes or has been cancelled, the CANCEL button does not get greyed-out.


304270 — AUI
does not support
virtual machine file-
level restores from
cloud tier backups.


For backups in the cloud, the AUI does not support virtual machine file-level restore operations. It is
recommended to use Avamar Administrator for this operation. The Avamar Data Domain Integration guide
provides more information about cloud-tiering limitations .


309346 — Cache is
not cleared
properly in AUI
Asset Management
window


If the network connection is very slow, the Asset Management window of the AUI continues to display the
content from the previous backup operation.


Workaround


Refresh the browser.


303450 — AUI
does not provide
vCenter connection
status


The vCenter connection status is currently not provided in the AUI. You can still view the connection status from
Avamar Administrator by navigating to Administration > Services Administration.


302384 —The AUI
Activity Monitor
window is
optimized for at
least 1366 pixels-
wide screens


The AUI Activity Monitor window is optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might occur
for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


299261 —The AUI
does not support
expanding VM
containers while
adding clients
(members) to a
policy


In the AUI you can only add parent virtual machine containers to a policy. You cannot expand nested containers
and add VM clients to a policy.


Workaround


Use the MCGUI to expand the parent containers and add the child virtual machines or containers to a policy.


297897 — Rules
can only be used
once in the Avamar
Web Client


In the AUI, rules can only be used once. If a rule is used by an advanced policy or dynamic discovery clients, the
rule does not display in rule list when you create an advanced policy.
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Avamar Orchestra known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for the Avamar Orchestra UI and REST API.


307990 — Original
task records
removed if
Orchestra REST
API service
restarted


Since there is currently no design for persistence of the internal tasks in the Orchestra REST API, the original task
records gets removed upon restart of the REST API service.


Avamar Administrator known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar Administrator.


263268 — Storage
utilization capacity
of Avamar server
node reporting
inaccurately


The storage utilization capacity of Avamar server node that you displayed in the Avamar Administrator is
approximate and not an exact value, and has no impact capacity for additional backups.


290306 — Client
registration fails
when a Client
hostname is longer
than 63 characters


When installing the AVE Client package, a failure error occurs when a Client hostname is longer than 63
characters. The following error is logged:


"1" Client installation could not complete successfully because the hostname
contains more than 63 characters
To workaround this issue, ensure that the hostname does not contain more than 63 characters.


52801 — Progress
Bytes column in the
Activity Monitor
displays different
values from one
Level 0 backup to
the next


The value that appears in the Progress Bytes column in the Activity Monitor for backups with the Windows File
System plug-in is different from one Level 0 backup to the next for an unchanged backup set. The issue is a
display issue only and does not affect the validity of the backup itself.


Avamar Client Manager known problems and limitations
There are no known problems or limitations for this release of the Avamar Client Manager.


Avamar Config Checker known problems and limitations
There are no known problems or limitations for this release of Avamar Config Checker.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


296558 (esc 31191)
— Avamar does not
support NIS
authentication with
Avamar Desktop/
Laptop


This release of Avamar Desktop/Laptop no longer supports users with NIS login feature.


Avamar Installation Manager known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar Installation Manager.
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207291 — Continue
button does not
work correctly


The Continue button is enabled although user input settings are not yet saved. The Save button saves current
settings even when there are errors. Clicking Continue saves the current page and continues the workflow. When
switching user input pages, save is done implicitly.


269474 — Error
message when
upgrading from
release 7.1.x or
7.2.x to 7.3 Service
Pack 1 or later


When upgrading from release 7.1.x or 7.2.x to 7.3 Service Pack 1 or later, the following error is logged:


ERROR: Failed to load RSA TLS certificate.                        
ERROR: Error message: stdin: C = US, ST = California, L = Irvine, O = EMC 
Corp, OU = BRS Division, CN = <IP address>
The first occurrence of this error is expected and can be ignored. Subsequent occurrences, if any, causes the
upgrade to fail.


276989 — Refresh
of the Avamar
Installation
Manager web page
that is required
after upgrade to 7.4
Service Pack 1 or
later


The Avamar Installation Manager authentication certificate is updated in during upgrade to 7.4 Service Pack 1 or
later. As a result, the Avamar Installation Manager web page will redirect to a blank page while waiting for the
software to restart after upgrading. To display the Avamar Installation Manager, refresh the web page manually.


"Configuring
Website if required
Failed" error
appears
occasionally during
installation


When you are performing a new installation of the Avamar server software, a failure error sometimes occurs
during the Configuring Website if required task in Avamar Installation Manager.


To work around this issue, click Retry Current Task to retry the installation. The task completes successfully on
the retry.


File level restore client known problems and limitations
The following list describes file-level restore client known problems for this release of Avamar.


299814 — Cannot
perform FLR
operations on xfs
and btrfs files
systems and LVM
volumes


The proxy runs the following file systems:


• Proxy LVM version: 2.02.120(2) (2015-05-15)
• Proxy XFS version: v3.2.1
• Proxy BTRFS program: v4.1.2+20151002x


FLR operations are not supported on xfs and btrfs file systems and LVM volumes that were created by file system
utilities for later releases.


304444 — Files not
cleaned up on
target device when
workorder failure
occurs during file
level restore on
Linux


When a workorder failure occurs during a file level restore on Linux due to insufficient space on the target device,
the partially copied files do not get cleaned up from the target device, which can result in disk space issues. For
example, if restoring 5 GB of files and the target device has only 2 GB of free space, the file level restore fails
when the device capacity is reached, but the 2 GB of already copied files remain on the target device.


Restore operations
fail when
deselecting a few
files from a folder
containing 20,000
files


To workaround this issue, complete the following:


1. Use Apache Tomcat to enable Port 8543 which has an unlimited post size. Port 443 has a post size limit and
causes restore operations to fail from folders with 20,000 or more files.


2. Start the Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore UI.
3. Browse to https://VMware_Backup_Appliance_Host:8543/flr.


4. Select the files that you are required to restore. Ensure that all of the files in the folder are not selected.


Avamar Web Restore known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar Web Restore.
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225311 — Windows
Explorer unzip does
not display restored
files


After restoring multiple files with Web Restore in Microsoft Windows, unzipping the compressed files with
Windows Explorer does not display the restored files. Install and use the WinZip application to unzip and view the
files.


Unable to login
using LDAP in Web
Restore with "user-
login-
module=avamar"


If "user-login-module=avamar" is set in the ldap.properties file on the Avamar server, login to the Web Restore
page using LDAP fails with the message, "Error initializing list of backups."


Data Domain system integration known problems and
limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar with Data Domain system integration.


309551 — Unable
to add Data Domain
in a pure IPv6
environment


In a pure IPv6 environment, if dual stack (IPv4 and IPv6) records exist on the Domain Name Server (DNS),
Avamar cannot add the Data Domain system.


Workaround


Remove the IPv4 entry from the DNS.


309261 — Dual
stack Data Domain
system cannot be
added when IPv4
address is
inaccessible


You cannot add a Data Domain system if an inaccessible IPv4 address point to the Data Domain FQDN exists.


Workaround


Remove the inaccessible IPv4 address in the DNS server, or modify the IPv4 address to a correct address so that
a successful connection can be established.


Data Domain bug
202755 — Avamar
backups exceeding
10 hours require
minimum DDOS
version
6.1.1.5-581137


Any type of Avamar backup to Data Domain that exceeds 10 hours will fail if the DDOS version is earlier than
6.1.1.5-581137. Ensure that all Data Domain systems are updated to this version at a minimum.


Data Domain bug
175640 — Avamar
cloud tiering does
not support Data
Domain Hardware
HA in DDOS 6.0


Because of Data Domain bug 175640, the Avamar cloud tiering solution does not support Data Domain Hardware
HA in DDOS 6.0. A patch is available from Data Domain to resolve this issue.


297904 —
Replication of Data
Domain backups to
target device does
not occur
immediately when
Avamar client is
deleted from the
target device


When you delete the Avamar client from the replication target device in the Avamar Management Console UI,
the replicated Data Domain backups on the device are set to "expired." As a result, if you initiate another
replication before garbage collection has completed on the target server, the Data Domain backups will not be
immediately replicated to the target device.


If you want to replicate the backups immediately, manually launch garbage collection on the target server, and
then restart the replication.


51085 — New
Bytes % displays
0% until backup is
complete


When performing file system backups to a Data Domain system, the New Bytes % field displays 0% until the
backup completes.


53567 —
hfscheck fails
after clients are
removed from the /
REPLICATE


When you remove clients from the /REPLICATE domain and the client backups are on a Data Domain system,
the garbage collection process removes the replicated backup files from the Data Domain system that is the
replication destination. If the client is then replicated to the Data Domain system again, subsequent hfschecks
fail with a MSG_ERR_DDR_ERROR error.
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domain and then
re-replicated


287264 —
Changing Data
Domain system
from FQDN to IP
results in error


When you configure a Data Domain system using the FQDN of the Avamar server, and then update the system to
use the IP address instead, the update fails with an error indicating "Failed to connect to Data Domain system."
Knowledgebase article 503612 available on http://support.emc.com provides more information.


288864 — Avamar
does not display the
cloud unit name for
a backup that is
stored on the cloud
tier


If a backup is stored on the cloud tier, the Avamar GUI displays Cloud as the storage location rather than the
exact name of the cloud unit.


300657 — Trigger
group backup takes
up to 3 minutes in
CDR Advanced
Mode


With Data Domain Cloud Disaster Recovery (DD Cloud DR) enabled and operating in Advanced Mode, interactions
between DD Cloud DR and the Avamar server cause group backups to start approximately 3 minutes after you
trigger the backup.


Known problems and limitations for all backup clients and
plug-ins
The following list describes known problems for this release of all backup clients and plug-ins.


32873 — Special
ACLs are not
supported


The avtar process does not support backup or restore of special UNIX and Linux ACLs such as setuid and
setgid bits, or mandatory file lock bits in newer versions of Linux.


52496 — Cluster
Configuration Tool
fails to activate
virtual cluster
clients in dual stack
environments


In a dual stack environment, when the Avamar server’s IPv6 address is used during configuration with the Avamar
Cluster Configuration Tool, the Cluster Configuration Tool fails to correctly activate virtual cluster clients.


The interim solution to this problem is to use the Cluster Configuration Tool to create the cluster client, but clear
the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server checkbox. Then manually create the
virtual cluster client and with Avamar Administrator, and in Policy Management, edit the client and select the
Activated checkbox in the Edit Client dialog box.


56606 — Level 1
backup to Data
Domain with over
16 critical disks may
default to level 0


After a level 0 backup has been performed for a client with more than 16 critical disks, cache file information for
one or more of the disks may no longer be available. The subsequent level 1 backups are also performed as level 0.


297679 — Manage
Dataset for Source
Data option has
discrepancies for
MC AUI


When creating a Dataset, under Source Data the File/Folder Path can only be added manually.


302911 — Backup
not supported for
SharePoint farms
configured with
SQL clusterless
AAG


Avamar requires a Windows cluster to function as designed. Configurations on clusterless architectures such as
SQL clusterless AAG are therefore not supported by Avamar.


AIX, HP-UX, Linux, CentOS, and Solaris client known
problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar clients for AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris.
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307231 —
Limitations to
avagent services on
SLES 12 SP3 or
later


The following limitations apply to the avagent service for Avamar on SuSE Enterprise Linux (SLES) version 12 SP3
or later:


• You can only perform a manual stop and restart the avagent service after running avregister.
• The avagent service does not start automatically after a system restart. A manual restart of avagent is


required


26077 — Push
upgrade on Linux
fails for non-default
installation location


Using Avamar upgrade to push an Avamar client upgrade to a Red Hat Enterprise Linux or SuSE Linux Enterprise
Server client fails when the Avamar client software is installed in a non-default location. The use of the rpm option
--relocate to install the Avamar client in a non-default location causes subsequent push upgrades to fail.


249425 — Unable
to configure Linux
Fast Incremental at
runlevel 5 in
SUSE12


Linux Fast Incremental cannot be configured on SUSE 12 filesystems that are protected at runlevel 5. The interim
solution to this problem is to configure the filesystems to be protected in runlevel 3.


Microsoft Exchange VSS plug-in known problems and
limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


Data Domain token authentication issue with clients earlier than Avamar
release 7.5
Avamar release 7.5 introduced Data Domain token authentication for the Microsoft application plug-ins. Data Domain token-based
authentication is not supported for clients before release 7.5. The interim solution to this problem is to upgrade the clients to release 7.5,
or to disable token-based authentication on the Avamar server.


54465 — Restore of an incremental backup fails after restore a full
backup
If you restore a full backup of an Exchange database and then you restore a subsequent incremental backup of the database, the restore
fails.


To work around this issue, rerun the restore and use the Move logs path plug-in option to move the existing log files to a different
directory.


Microsoft Hyper-V VSS plug-in known problems and
limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


274173 — Command line interface restores from backups on Cloud fail for
Microsoft application plug-ins
Restore operations from the command line interface do not work for Microsoft application plug-ins (SQL, SharePoint, Exchange, Hyper-V)
when the backup resides in the Cloud.


For these restore operations, use the Avamar Management Console's Avamar Administrator window.
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290914 — Logfile option cannot be used for Hyper-V, SharePoint, and
Exchange backups to specify an alternate path for log file generation
When performing backups for Microsoft application plug-ins including Hyper-V, SharePoint and Exchange, you cannot use the logfile
option to specify an alternate file path location for the generated log files. Logs can only be generated in the default path, C:\Program
Files\avs\var\.


Data Domain token authentication issue with clients earlier than Avamar
release 7.5
Avamar release 7.5 introduced Data Domain token authentication for the Microsoft application plug-ins. Data Domain token-based
authentication is not supported for clients before release 7.5. The interim solution to this problem is to upgrade the clients to release 7.5,
or to disable token-based authentication on the Avamar server.


Microsoft SharePoint VSS plug-in known problems and
limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


246462 — Granular
Level Recovery on
SharePoint 2007
with Windows 2008
R2 fails when most
recent Windows
update is not
installed


SharePoint GLR may fail with the following error:


Invalid mount letter, most likely caused by AvFS mount failure.


To workaround this issue, ensure that the latest updates for Windows 2008 R2 have been installed.


Data Domain token authentication issue with clients earlier than Avamar
release 7.5
Avamar release 7.5 introduced Data Domain token authentication for the Microsoft application plug-ins. Data Domain token-based
authentication is not supported for clients before release 7.5. The interim solution to this problem is to upgrade the clients to release 7.5,
or to disable token-based authentication on the Avamar server.


Microsoft SQL Server plug-in known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


49416 — Restore
of differential
backup after
database is
removed from
availability group
may fail


After a database is removed from an availability group, restores from differential backups of the database might
fail.


Redirected restores
fail when location is
set in Restore
Options dialog box


Redirected restore using the Restore to different SQL server instance or location option fails when the location
is set using the Set Destination field in Restore Options dialog box. To work around this issue, set path on the
Restore Command Line options page.


54465 — Restore
of an incremental
backup fails after
restore a full
backup


If you restore a full backup of a SQL database and then you restore a subsequent incremental backup of the
database, the restore fails.


To work around this issue, rerun the restore and use the Move logs path plug-in option to move the existing log
files to a different directory.
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Data Domain token authentication issue with clients earlier than Avamar
release 7.5
Avamar release 7.5 introduced Data Domain token authentication for the Microsoft application plug-ins. Data Domain token-based
authentication is not supported for clients before release 7.5. The interim solution to this problem is to upgrade the clients to release 7.5,
or to disable token-based authentication on the Avamar server.


Microsoft Windows client known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Client for Windows.


273212 — Cluster
Shared Volume that
is not a part of any
role cannot be
backed up


If a Cluster Shared Volume (CSV) is not part of any role, the Avamar system cannot back up the volume. It is not
available to be selected in the Avamar Administrator under Windows Cluster File server nor under Windows File
System.


273991 — Issue
with restore of a
Windows 2016
volume that does
not support short
names


Because of an issue with Windows 2016, during restore of a Windows 2016 volume that does not support short
(8.3) names, folders and files are restored using the short name and no warning is specified.


52801 — File size
discrepancy for
NTFS backups


For Windows NTFS file system backups, the displayed file size of an L0 backup is different than the size displayed
for subsequent backups. This problem is a statistical error that is displayed in both the Avamar Administrator and
log files, and does not reflect any actual difference between the size of the files in the backups.


NDMP accelerator node known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar NDMP Accelerator node.


60389 — Capacity
issues occur when
Isilon fails to delete
snapshots for
incremental
backups


When you enable snapshot-based incremental backups for one or more directories on an Isilon system, OneFS
does not delete the snapshots after incremental backups occur. Snapshot-based incremental backups are also
known as the Faster Incrementals feature. The accumulation of snapshots can result in capacity issues on the
Isilon system. This issue is known in OneFS that is fixed in OneFS release 7.1.1.3 or higher and 7.2.0.2 and higher.


To work around this issue, upgrade OneFS to a release that contains the fix, or perform the steps in the EMC
Isilon OneFS Backup and Recovery Guide to view and delete snapshots for snapshot-based incremental backups.


Push upgrade to
Avamar release 7.3
Service Pack 1 or
newer is not
supported


Push upgrade of the NDMP accelerator node from Avamar release 7.3 or earlier to Avamar release 7.3 Service
Pack 1 or newer is not supported.


To work around this issue, perform a manual upgrade of the NDMP accelerator node.


Oracle database plug-in known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


293174 — In
Windows, backup
might fail if Oracle
is installed with the
New Windows User
and the Avamar
Plug-in for Oracle
software is installed
in the default path


Ensure that the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software is installed outside of the default path C:\Program Files
\avs.


Workaround


If the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software was installed in the default path, C:\Program Files\avs, perform
either of the following steps to prevent authentication issues which might cause backups to fail:


• Manually change the privilege of C:\Program Files\avs\etc\.tmp to give the Oracle user full control.


• Disable the authentication.
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48182 — RMAN
CLI backups with
Oracle RAC
configuration do
not reflect the scan
name in Activity
window


RMAN CLI backups with Oracle RAC configuration do not reflect the scan name in the Activity window. The
interim solution for this problem is to copy $ORACLE_RAC_VAR/avoracle.cmd to $ORACLE_RAC_VAR/
clientlogs/avoracle.cmd.


273929 — Best
practices for Oracle
and Lotus plug-ins
to avoid issues with
incremental backup
when using a cloud
tier


When a cloud tiering policy is configured for Avamar plug-ins for Oracle and Lotus, an earlier Full/L0 backup that
is performed through the plug-in may already have been moved to the cloud tier. If this problem is the case,
subsequent incremental/L1 backups do not complete, because no parent full/L0 backup is found on the active
tier.


For the Oracle plug-in, if this issue is encountered, the following error message is written to the plug-in log and the
incremental backup fails:


An incremental backup was requested but there is no previous full backup. 
Please perform a full backup before any subsequent full backups.


For the Lotus plug-in, the following error message is written to the plug-in log and the incremental backup fails:


No Full backup found, Incremental backups cannot be taken without a full 
backup


The best practice to avoid this issue is to select a Full/L0 backup interval that is smaller than the age threshold
configured for moving backups to cloud tier. This step guarantees that the last Full/L0 backup is always available
in the Active tier. For Oracle and Lotus plugins, after the incremental backup failure, you can either recall the last
Full/L0 backup from the cloud tier, or perform a new Full/L0 backup instead of the incremental. Then subsequent
incremental backups complete successfully.


277013 — Data
Domain
authentication
problem when
Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle installation
has insufficient
rights


On Windows systems, when the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not have sufficient rights to the <install-
dir>\avs\etc\.tmp directory, the Data Domain is unable to write its authentication certificate to the
directory, and backups fail. Interim solutions to this problem are:


• To allow full file access to the oracle user, manually change the privilege of the .tmp directory.


• Install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in a location that the Oracle user has full file access.
• Disable user authentication on the Windows host.


281689 — Known
problem in Oracle,
DB2, and Sybase
plug-in for
snapview failures


When a backup is initiated from the Avamar Administrator and fails in the late stages of the backup operation, it is
possible that the plug-in application considers the backup to be successful. You cannot perform a restore
operation on this backup from Avamar Administrator. Restoring such a backup might still be possible by using a
command line restore. This step is documented as a supported operation in the Oracle Plug-in user guide.


How to identify the issue:


1. The database reports the backup as successful, although the Avamar Administrator reports it as failed.
2. Failed backup log messages include an error message that is generated during the late stages of the backup.


For the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, DB2, and Sybase ASE, the failure is logged with the error message Failed
to create the snapview. However, the database data has been successfully
backed up and is marked as a hidden backup. Restore is available through CLI
only. See the plug-in documentation for information about restoring hidden
backups.
NOTE: Best practice is to monitor all backup failures and ensure that such cases are followed with a


successful full backup. This step requires that you create a successful full backup after any failed backup


event.


283392 — Running
two RMAN backups
on same database
results in
unexpected results


When two concurrent backup sessions are initiated on the same database by using Oracle RMAN CLI via a taskfile
(for monitoring through the Avamar Administrator), one of the backups may fail. The following error message
displays on the CLI:


RMAN-03009: failure of backup command on
c2 channel at 06/06/2017 11:32:25 ORA-19506: failed to create
sequential file, name="ORCL_7us64227_1_1", parms="" ORA-27028:
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skgfqcre: sbtbackup returned error ORA-19511: Error received from
media manager layer, error text: (UTF-8) sbtbackup: aborted!!
Concurrent Oracle RMAN backups using a taskfile on the same database are currently not supported. Instead, run
RMAN database backups using a taskfile, but archivelogs or any other backup for the same database without
using a taskfile.


IBM DB2 plug-in known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


289136 — For
consecutive
Avamar DB2
restores, the
second restore
within the new
connection timeout
period might fail


When two consecutive Avamar DB2 (avdb2) restores are initiated and the second database restore starts before
the previous restore is complete, the second database restore within the new connection timeout period might
fail, with the following error displayed in the CLI and the DB2 diagnostic log file db2diag:


SQL2062N An error occurred while accessing media "VENDOR".
As a best practice, do not start the second database restore until the first restore has completed successfully.
Also, before issuing the second DB2 database restore command, ensure that there are no avdb2 processes
currently running on the system. If the previous database restore operation is taking longer than expected, ensure
that a sufficiently high value has been set for the flag --timeout-new-connection.


286466 — Known
problem in Oracle,
DB2, and Sybase
plug-in for
snapview failures


When a backup is initiated from the Avamar Administrator and fails in the late stages of the backup operation, it is
possible that the plug-in application considers the backup to be successful. You cannot perform a restore
operation on this backup from Avamar Administrator. Restoring such a backup might still be possible by using a
command line restore. This step is documented as a supported operation in the DB2 Plug-in user guide.


How to identify the issue:


1. The database reports the backup as successful, although the Avamar Administrator reports it as failed.
2. Failed backup log messages include an error message that is generated during the late stages of the backup.


For the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, DB2, and Sybase ASE, the failure is logged with the error message Failed
to create the snapview. However, the database data has been successfully
backed up and is marked as a hidden backup. Restore is available through CLI
only. See the plug-in documentation for information about restoring hidden
backups.
NOTE: Best practice is to monitor all backup failures and ensure that such cases are followed with a


successful full backup. This step requires that you create a successful full backup after any failed backup


event.


SAP with Oracle plug-in known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle.


51870 — Oracle
Optimized
Deduplication
option that is not
supported with
Data Domain


When backing up a SAP with Oracle database to a Data Domain system, the Oracle Optimized
Deduplication option is not supported.


Sybase ASE plug-in known problems and limitations
286467— Known
problem in Oracle,
DB2, and Sybase
plug-in for
snapview failures


When a backup is initiated from the Avamar Administrator and fails in the late stages of the backup operation, it is
possible that the plug-in application considers the backup to be successful. You cannot perform a restore
operation on this backup from Avamar Administrator. Restoring such a backup, though not possible through the
Avamar Administrator, may still be possible by using a command line restore. This step is documented as a
supported operation in the Sybase Plug-in user guides.


How to identify the issue:


1. The database reports the backup as successful, although the Avamar Administrator reports it as failed.
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2. Failed backup log messages include an error message that is generated during the late stages of the backup.


• For the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, DB2, and Sybase ASE, the failure is logged with the error message:
Failed to create the snapview. However, the database data has been
successfully backed up and is marked as a hidden backup. Restore is
available through CLI only. See the plug-in documentation for information
about restoring hidden backups.


• In the case of an incremental backup, the failure is logged with the error message: If a transaction
log truncation was performed during an incremental backup of a Sybase
database with the data and log on separate devices, the transaction log is
now at risk of being lost. Perform an immediate full backup of the
impacted database to protect the data. Consult the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase documentation for more information.


NOTE: Best practice is to monitor all backup failures and ensure that such cases are followed with a


successful full backup. This step requires that you create a successful full backup after any failed backup


event.


IBM Lotus Domino plug-in known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino.


305687 — Avlotus
backups complete
successfully but
report
"[AvlotusMonitorCa
ncel] INTERNAL
ERROR: <0001>
assert error"


On the Lotus plug-in for some AIX systems, a backup is displayed as completed with errors, even when the
backup is successful and available for recovery, due to an assertion failure that occurs while unlocking a mutex at
the end of the backup. This error can be ignored.


239003 — Server
field in Activity
window is blank for
the CLI restore
operation


The Server field in the Activity windows is blank for restore operations that are performed on the command line.


273929 — Best
practices for Oracle
and Lotus plug-ins
to avoid issues with
incremental backup
when using a cloud
tier


When a cloud tiering policy is configured for Avamar plug-ins for Oracle and Lotus, an earlier Full/L0 backup that
is performed through the plug-in may already have been moved to the cloud tier. If this problem is the case,
subsequent incremental/L1 backups do not complete, because no parent full/L0 backup is found on the active
tier.


For the Oracle plug-in, if this issue is encountered, the following error message is written to the plug-in log and the
incremental backup fails:


An incremental backup was requested but there is no previous full backup. 
Please perform a full backup before any subsequent full backups.


For the Lotus plug-in, the following error message is written to the plug-in log and the incremental backup fails:


No Full backup found, Incremental backups cannot be taken without a full 
backup


The best practice to avoid this issue is to select a Full/L0 backup interval that is smaller than the age threshold
configured for moving backups to cloud tier. This step guarantees that the last Full/L0 backup is always available
in the Active tier. For Oracle and Lotus plugins, after the incremental backup failure, you can either recall the last
Full/L0 backup from the cloud tier, or perform a new Full/L0 backup instead of the incremental. Then subsequent
incremental backups complete successfully.


Replication known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems and limitations with replication for this Avamar release.
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309113 —
Replication job that
is cancelled after
partial creation or
completes with an
exception displays
as VALID in the AUI


If a replication job is cancelled after being partially created on the destination system, or completes with an
exception, the status of the job displays as VALID in the Asset Management window of the AUI, with no warning
to indicate that any issue occurred.


309388 — Restore
of replicated
backups fails when
source and
destination Avamar
system attached to
the same Data
Domain


You cannot perform a restore of a replicated backup when the system with the Avamar source backup and the
destination system for the restore are attached to the same Data Domain.


309624 —
Replication fails if
both IPV4 and IPv6
records exist in the
DNS server for the
Avamar destination


Replication to the Avamar destination in a pure IPv6 environment (where both IPv4 and IPv6 records exist in the
DNS server but IPv4 is not configured) fails, with an error message in the Activity logs of Avamar Administrator
indicating "Unable to connect to the IPv4 address of the Destination Avamar."


Workaround


Remove the IPv4 entry from the DNS.


309501 —
Replication status
was failed at
Avamar destination
but replication was
actually successful


Due to a timeout that occurs when there are 5000 or more clients in a domain, the destination system for a
replication displays the replication job as "Failed" even though the job was actually completed successfully, as
indicated on the source.


192169 — Incorrect
statistics appear for
replication of
Avamar backup
data on a Data
Domain system


When you replicate Avamar backup data from one Data Domain system to another Data Domain system, incorrect
statistics appear for:


• The file total in the avtar log file.


• The progress bytes in the Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator.


262220 — Invalid
certificate after
upgrading and
reconfiguring a
replication
destination server


Reconfiguring the destination server for replication fails with the following an error message under the following
conditions:


Could not log in to remote destination. Check credentials and hostname or IP.
Authentication failed.


• After a replication is performed from a source Avamar server to a destination Avamar server that uses
certification-based authentication.


• Upgrading the destination server to a new version of Avamar.
• Deleting the replication configuration.


The interim solution for this problem is to issue the following commands at the source server:


rm -rf /usr/local/avamar/etc/<destination server IP>
rm -rf /usr/local/avamar/etc/client/<destination server IP>


277208 — Check
for Remote
backups before
deletion not
working


During replication, when the Check for Remote backups before deletion option is selected, the server deletes
the replication destination record even if remote backups exist on the replication destination system.
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Avamar Data Migration Enabler known problems and
limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the Avamar Data Migration Enabler (ADMe).


253574 — Staging
and tape out of
Sybase backups not
supported


Due to a known limitation with the ADMe software, staging and tape out of backups that are created with the
Sybase plug-in is not supported in this release.


Upgrade known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems and limitations for upgrading to this release of Avamar.


58586 — NDMP
accelerator backup
fails to complete
when a push
upgrade starts
while the backup is
in progress


If an NDMP accelerator node backup is in progress when a push upgrade starts, then the upgrade may complete
with errors but are retried. However, the backup fails to complete. If this issue occurs, retry the backup after the
upgrade completes.


To work around this issue, perform a push upgrade to an NDMP accelerator node only when backups are not in
progress.


298965 —
Upgrading to
Avamar 18.1 and
later from a release
previous to 7.5.1
fails if EBR is
initiated before the
upgrade


When upgrading to Avamar 18.1 and later from a release previous to 7.5.1, if you initiate EBR before the upgrade,
the upgrade fails during shutdown of the DTLT service.


To complete the upgrade successfully, stop the Tomcat process manually.


202146 —
snmpwalk
command for the
Avamar SNMP sub-
agent fails to
display results after
upgrade


If you issue an snmpwalk command for the Avamar SNMP sub-agent (AVAMAR-MCS-MIB) after you upgrade
the Avamar server software, the command returns no results.


To resolve this issue:


1. Rerun the avsetup_snmp command line utility to configure the Net-SNMP agent to communicate with the
Avamar server by using the Avamar SNMP sub-agent. The Avamar Administration Guide provides
instructions.


2. Start the Avamar SNMP sub-agent by typing mcsnmp start.


VMware known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of Avamar Plug-ins for VMware.


309934 — Jetty
service continues
to run in proxy
virtual machine
after stop
command


When you run the service jetty stop command to stop the jetty service in the proxy virtual machine, the
back-end process continues to run.


Workaround


Stop the back-end jetty process manually.


309541 —
Limitations to
vCenter High
Availability


Note the following limitations related to support for vCenter High Availability (VCHA):


• If the proxy is not available after the VCHA event, a restart order gets issues for all failed/restarted jobs,
which will not complete because the proxy is not available.


• If Hot Add transport mode is used for the virtual disks and the proxy fails, all the associated clients with Hot
Add disks in the proxy will fail, and a new backup cannot be performed.


Workaround


1. Bring the proxy back online, and then perform an on-demand backup with the same proxy. Disks will be
consolidated and the backups will proceed.


2. Manually remove all Hot Add disks from the proxy.
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309337 — Image-
level virtual
machine restore in
AUI fails when ESXi
server is added as a
vCenter client in
Avamar


When you add the ESXi server as a vCenter client in Avamar, an image-level restore to a new virtual machine in
the AUI cannot be completed, with the Next button on the Location page of the Restore wizard becoming
disabled.


Workaround


When performing the restore, if you added the ESXi server as a vCenter client in Avamar, use Avamar
Administrator for this procedure.


307561 — Image-
level virtual
machine restore for
a very large
(1400+) number of
virtual machines at
the same time is
not supported


Performance issues are observed when performing 1400 or more image-level virtual machine restores at the same
time.


305777 — Image-
level virtual
machine restore in
AUI fails when
cluster is selected


When performing an image-level restore to a new virtual machine in the AUI, the restore fails with the error "ESXi
server doesn't exist in vCenter" if you select the cluster as the restore destination.


Workaround


For the destination, select the host instead. If you want to select the cluster as the destination, use Avamar
Administrator for this procedure.


ESC 34477 —
Domain user not
supported for file-
level restore of
virtual machine
backup


For non-Windows platforms, you cannot perform file-level restore of a virtual machine backup as a Domain user.
The user can be part of the Standard or Administrators group.


Exclude the proxy
from the virtual
machine backup if
performing the
backup with other
VMware software


Including the Avamar proxy in a backup consumes a large amount of space. When using other VMware software
instead of the Avamar software to perform the virtual machine backup, it is recommended that you exclude the
proxy virtual machine from the backup.


Adding vCenter as
IPv6 address is not
supported, use
FQDN instead


When you register or add a VMware vCenter client to Avamar, ensure that you specify the fully qualified domain
name (FQDN) of the vCenter. Using the IPv6 address is not supported


300223 — If a rule
is not created to
exclude proxy VMs
when rule based
protection is used,
PDM registration
fails


PDM registration fails and the following error message appears if a rule is not created to exclude proxy VMs when
rule based protection is used: Could not register proxy: invalid domain
Workaround


When using rule based protection, create a rule to exclude proxy VMs.


293950 — Virtual
machine client jobs
in waiting, failed or
cancelled state
might not get
restarted after fail-
over


After a vCenter high availability fail-over, virtual machine client jobs that were in a waiting, failed or cancelled state
before the fail-over might not be restarted by the Avamar Management Console.


Workaround


If this issue occurs, restart the Avamar Management Console services.


292446 — During a
restore, the virtual
machine Generation
ID might not
increment which
might cause data
loss


If a virtual machine with the Active Directory role is restored by using the Avamar backup data loss might occur as
a result of a USN rollback. In this scenario, the restored virtual machine retains the same virtual GenerationID as
the source virtual machine.


Workaround


1. Restore the virtual machine from the backup.
2. Do not start the virtual machine.
3. Take a snapshot of the virtual machine by using VMware.
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4. Revert the virtual machine to the snapshot.
5. Start the virtual machine.


291803 — When
logged in as Local
user with
administrator role,
Advanced Policy
Builder fails to
install/upgrade/
register client
agents on SQL
Virtual machines


Due to the introduction of User Account Control (UAC) in Microsoft Windows 7 and later versions, when logged
in as a Local user with the administrator role, the Advanced Policy Builder fails to install/upgrade/register client
agents on SQL virtual machines.


Workaround


On the guest operating system, turn off Admin Approval Mode in the UAC settings for the admin group.


248775 — Proxy
running on non PDL
datastore is getting
powered off during
a PDL of virtual
machine datastore


The virtual machine proxy can get abruptly powered off if the proxy is engaged in a hotadd backup of a VMCP-
enabled virtual machine, in the event of a permanent device loss of the virtual machine datastore. This problem
might occur due to HA attempting to restart the proxy virtual machine, as it would have mounted the VMDK of
the virtual machine.


The interim solution to this problem is to ensure that the next schedule starts correctly, which manually removes
all the hotadd disks from the Avamar proxy, and power it back on. A snapshot consolidation may also be required
for the virtual machine.


248502 — Support
for validation of
VMware image
backup in MCCLI is
limited


When using the mccli backup validate, validation is scheduled but the activity is in waiting-client state.
The --dest-client-name and --dest-client-domain options are not currently supported when
validating a non /REPLICATE client backup.


HotAdd mode does
not work with a
VSAN disk


Due to a known limitation with VMware, documented in the VDDK 6.0.1 release notes regarding vSAN 6.1, ESXi
hosts do not allow HotAdd of a vSAN disk on a proxy virtual machine with datastore types other than vSAN. As a
result, in a vSAN 6.1 environment, attempts to hotadd a VMDK vSAN datastore by a proxy residing outside vSAN
fails. If hotadd mode is desired, host the proxy on the vSAN datastore.


263450 — File-
level restore not
supported for
GPT/EFI drives on
Windows 2012
when drive has
been edited by third
party disk tool


Avamar does not support the use of GPT/EFI drives on Windows 2012 for file-level restore operations when the
drive has been edited by a disk tool from a third party software vendor. Before mounting the drive for file-level
restore, verify that all the disks on the virtual machine have valid/supported partitions.


278280 — Instant
Access that is not
supported with
cloud tiering


Instant Access restores are not supported for data that is migrated to the cloud using the cloud tiering feature.


282640 —
Restoring a remote
backup fails when
the restore is to a
specific ESXi that is
different from the
original ESXi server


Restoring a remote backup fails when the restore is to a specific ESXi that is different from the original ESXi
server. The interim solutions to this problem are:


• If a local backup exists, restore the local backup to the specific ESXi.
• If a local backup does not exist, and the original ESXi is running, restore the remote backup to original ESXi and


then restore the remote backup to the specific ESXi.


Use the avrepl command to replicate the remote backup to the source Avamar when the following occurs:


• A local backup does not exist.
• The original ESXi is not running.


Restore the local backup to the specific ESXi:


avrepl --[replscript]restore=true --operation=replicate --
[replscript]dstaddr=SRC_ADDR 
--[replscript]dstid=repluser --dstpassword=Chang3M3Now. --ap=Chang3M3Now. --
[replscript]dpnname=SRC_ADDR
 --[replscript]dstencrypt=tls /REPLICATE/CLIENTPATH
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where SRC_ADDR is the IP address of the source Avamar server and CLIENTPATH is the client path. If
CLIENTPATH is a domain, instead of a path, it moves all the clients' backups under the domain.


File Level Restore Client known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for this release of the File Level Restore Client.


280373 — Issue when browsing a large number of files with Internet
Explorer
When browsing a folder with large number of files (more than 40,000), Internet Explorer may take more than 2 minutes to complete
loading the page, and is not responsive during the loading process. The interim solution to this problem is to use another browser, such as
Chrome or FireFox.


Supportability package known problems and limitations
The following list describes known problems for the release of Avamar supportability packages.


33892 —
Unnecessary
Upgrade Client
Downloads package
option


The Upgrade Client Downloads package presents a Show advanced settings option on the installation page called
skip upgrading client download rpms.


If you select the Values checkbox and click Continue, then client downloads are not upgraded on the system and
the package no longer appears in Avamar Installation Manager.


If you clear the Values checkbox and click Continue, then the client downloads upgrade works as designed.


To avoid the problem, do not select Show advanced settings on the installation page.


Avamar Plug-in for vSphere Web Client configuration
application known problems and limitations
There are no known problems or limitations for this release of the Avamar vSphere Client configuration application.


Environment and system requirements
This following topics describe specific environment and system requirements.


Client, server, and platform compatibility
Updated, detailed client, sever, and platform compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Client hardware requirements
Client hardware requirements are listed in each client user guide, such as the Avamar for Oracle User Guide, Avamar for Windows Server
User Guide, or Avamar for SQL Server User Guide. A full list of Avamar documentation is available in Documentation on page 36.


Avamar Downloader Service operating system requirements
Beginning with release 7.3, the Avamar Downloader Service is now available on the Avamar utility node or single-server node. The
Windows-based legacy Avamar Downloader Service is also supported and is available on Windows 10, Windows Server 2012 (64-bit),
Windows Server 2008, Windows 8, Windows 7, and Windows Vista.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides a list of supported operating systems for the Avamar Downloader Service.
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Data Domain system requirements
Updated, detailed, supported DD OS and DD Boost version information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


International language support
These sections provide important information about international language support in Avamar 19.1.


International language support in Windows environments
Supported languages for Windows environments include:


• Arabic
• Bulgarian
• Chinese (Simplified and Traditional)
• Croatian
• Czech
• Danish
• Dutch
• Estonian
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Greek
• Hebrew
• Hungarian
• Italian


• Japanese
• Korean
• Latvian
• Lithuanian
• Norwegian
• Polish
• Portuguese (Brazilian)
• Romanian
• Russian
• Slovak
• Slovenian
• Spanish (Iberian and Latin American)
• Swedish
• Turkish


The following table describes additional international language support details in Windows environments.


Table 3. Windows environment international language support  


Windows data type International language support details


Windows files and folders You can back up and restore individual files and folders with file
and folder names in local languages.


File and folders names appear in the local language in Avamar
Administrator and Avamar Web Restore.


Microsoft Exchange databases You can back up and restore databases with the database name in
supported local languages.


Microsoft Exchange folders and messages You can back up and restore individual folders and messages with
the folder or message name in supported local languages.


Microsoft SQL Server databases You can back up and restore databases with the database name in
supported local languages.


International language support in UNIX/Linux environments
Supported languages for UNIX and Linux environments include:


• Arabic
• Bulgarian
• Chinese (Simplified and Traditional)


• Japanese
• Korean
• Latvian
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• Croatian
• Czech
• Danish
• Dutch
• Estonian
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Greek
• Hebrew
• Hungarian
• Italian


• Lithuanian
• Norwegian
• Polish
• Portuguese (Brazilian)
• Romanian
• Russian
• Slovak
• Slovenian
• Spanish (Iberian and Latin American)
• Swedish
• Turkish


The following table describes additional international language support details in UNIX and Linux environments.


Table 4. Windows environment international language support  


Encoding International language support details


EUC-JP You can back up and recover EUC-JP encoded files and directories
with names in the Japanese language on Solaris.


NOTE: EUC-JP encoded file and directory names do not
render correctly in either Avamar Administrator or Avamar
Web Restore. This issue does not apply to the client web UI
available through Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


UTF You can back up and restore individual UTF-encoded files and
directories with file and directory names in supported local
languages.


File and directory names appear in the local language in Avamar
Administrator and Avamar Web Restore.


Known limitations of local language support
Keep in mind the following known limitations of local language support:


• Cross-platform redirected restore of files and directories with international character set names is not supported.
• Client machine hostnames must consist entirely of ASCII characters.
• The client software installation path must consist entirely of ASCII characters.
• Policy objects (such as, users, groups, datasets, schedules, retention policies, notification profiles) must consist entirely of ASCII


characters.
• Log files do not correctly render non-ASCII characters.
• Error, warning, and informational messages incorrectly render non-ASCII characters, both to the screen and to log files.
• Log files which are based on user-defined names (for example, database names) do not work correctly.
• You cannot use non-ASCII characters in options and flags. If a flag or option takes a file, folder, or identifier (for example, a database


name) then that option is only assured to work for ASCII names.
• Sorting is not localized. Sorting is strictly by byte-ordinal value.
• You cannot type local language characters in the Avamar user interface using a keyboard.
• The Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI) and avtar support only ASCII arguments on the command line.


Restore of international characters with Avamar Web Restore
The Avamar Web Restore feature restores directories or multiple files in the form of a Zip file. When you unzip the Zip file, file and
directory names with international characters might not restore correctly due to inherent limitations in some Zip utilities.


To correctly restore files with international characters by using the Avamar Web Restore feature, use a Zip utility that supports
international characters. Examples are:
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• Winrar 3.80 or later
• Winzip 12.0 or later
• 7zip 4.65 or later


Do not use Microsoft Windows compressed folders with the Avamar Web Restore feature. These compressed folders do not reliably
handle international characters.


Support for non-UTF8 locales in the Management Console
Avamar includes support for browsing non-UTF8 file systems from the Management Console. The following Java character sets are
supported:


Big5 Big5-HKSCS COMPOUND_TEXT


EUC-JP EUC-KR GB18030


GB2312 GBK IBM-Thai


IBM00858 IBM01140 IBM01141


IBM01142 IBM01143 IBM01144


IBM01145 IBM01146 IBM01147


IBM01148 IBM01149 IBM037


IBM1026 IBM1047 IBM273


IBM277 IBM278 IBM280


IBM284 IBM285 IBM297


IBM420 IBM424 IBM437


IBM500 IBM775 IBM850


IBM852 IBM855 IBM857


IBM860 IBM861 IBM862


IBM863 IBM864 IBM865


IBM866 IBM868 IBM869


IBM870 IBM871 IBM918


ISO-2022-CN ISO-2022-JP ISO-2022-JP-2


ISO-2022-KR ISO-8859-1 ISO-8859-13


ISO-8859-15 ISO-8859-2 ISO-8859-3


ISO-8859-4 ISO-8859-5 ISO-8859-6


ISO-8859-7 ISO-8859-8 ISO-8859-9


JIS_X0201 JIS_X0212-1990 KOI8-R


KOI8-U Shift_JIS TIS-620


US-ASCII UTF-16 UTF-16BE


UTF-16LE UTF-32 UTF-32BE


UTF-32LE UTF-8 windows-1250


windows-1251 windows-1252 windows-1253


windows-1254 windows-1255 windows-1256


windows-1257 windows-1258 windows-31j


x-Big5-Solaris x-euc-jp-linux x-EUC-TW


x-eucJP-Open x-IBM1006 x-IBM1025


x-IBM1046 x-IBM1097 x-IBM1098
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x-IBM1112 x-IBM1122 x-IBM1123


x-IBM1124 x-IBM1381 x-IBM1383


x-IBM33722 x-IBM737 x-IBM834


x-IBM856 x-IBM874 x-IBM875


x-IBM921 x-IBM922 x-IBM930


x-IBM933 x-IBM935 x-IBM937


x-IBM939 x-IBM942 x-IBM942C


x-IBM943 x-IBM943C x-IBM948


x-IBM949 x-IBM949C x-IBM950


x-IBM964 x-IBM970 x-ISCII91


x-ISO-2022-CN-CNS x-ISO-2022-CN-GB x-iso-8859-11


x-JIS0208 x-JISAutoDetect x-Johab


x-MacArabic x-MacCentralEurope x-MacCroatian


x-MacCyrillic x-MacDingbat x-MacGreek


x-MacHebrew x-MacIceland x-MacRoman


x-MacRomania x-MacSymbol x-MacThai


x-MacTurkish x-MacUkraine x-MS932_0213


x-MS950-HKSCS x-mswin-936 x-PCK


x-SJIS_0213 x-UTF-16LE-BOM X-UTF-32BE-BOM


X-UTF-32LE-BOM x-windows-50220 x-windows-50221


x-windows-874 x-windows-949 x-windows-950


x-windows-iso2022jp


Technical notes
This section describes important notes and tips for using Avamar 19.1.


Avamar server technical notes
The following technical notes apply to the Avamar server.


Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) list
Avamar engineering addresses Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) in operating system patch releases (also known as OS Rollup
releases). A list of all CVEs addressed is provided in the Security Advisory for each OS Rollup release. On the Avamar Online Support web
page (https://support.emc.com/products/759_Avamar-Server), you can search for a specific CVE. If the CVE is addressed in an OS
Rollup release, the search returns a link to the corresponding ESA.


Remove test data
Before starting the server or starting a new node for the first time, ensure that all test data is removed from /data*/partitions. In
particular, if you ran disk tests before startup, you might need to delete directories that are named QA.


Do not use the avmgr command
Improper use of the avmgr command line utility can destroy all access to data in the Avamar system. Use this command only at the
explicit direction of Customer Service.
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Vulnerability scanning
As part of every Avamar release, the product is scanned for vulnerabilities using at least two common vulnerability assessments tools. This
release was scanned with Foundstone and Nessus. Various customers scan the Avamar solution by using tools such as eEye Retina
without issue. However, it is possible that the usage of other port/vulnerability scanners might cause disruption to normal operation of the
Avamar server. Therefore, it might be necessary to disable scanning of the Avamar server when problems occur.


Avamar 7.2 and later scalability limits for virtualization support
The scalability limits of each Avamar 7.2 and greater with Data Domain integrated solution are approximately:


• 5000 virtual machine clients
• 180TB provisioned virtual machine storage
• 72 concurrent backup proxy client stream instances (not proxy virtual machines)


These limits are applicable only when the backup data is sent to the Data Domain system and assume that the Data Domain is correctly
specified to support the backup, restore, and, if applicable, replication activities. These limits may be impacted if additional client types are
backed up to the Avamar/Data Domain solution. These limits may be further limited by the overall performance of the VMware
environment, including the performance of the Avamar Virtual Edition server, if applicable.


Customers who plan to operate near these limits should validate their deployments with their account representative.


VMware image proxies are not available for backups when they are in
sleep mode and you restart the MCS
If you stop the MCS and do not restart the MCS within 5 minutes, then VMware image proxies go into a sleep mode for 40 minutes.
When you restart the MCS, it might take some time until all proxies reconnect to the MCS and are available for backups. This issue can
occur when performing backups after a rollback.


To ensure that all proxies are available, open the avagent.log file on each proxy, and ensure that the following messages appear at the
bottom of the log:


yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss avagent Info <5964>: Requesting work from 10.2.345.678
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss avagent Info <5264>: Workorder received: sleep
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss avagent Info <5996>: Sleeping 15 seconds
The messages indicate that the proxy can connect to the MCS. The avagent.log file is available in the /usr/local/
avamarclient/var directory.


AMS replication after an IP address change
If you change the IP address that you use for replication with Avamar and one or more Data Domain systems, then the first replication
after the change uses Automated Multistreaming (AMS) replication. Subsequent replications use Virtual Synthetic Replication (VSR).


Original Bytes are displayed as twice the original size
The Original Bytes value appears as twice the original size when you run the Data Domain filesys show compression command in the
Avamar namespace on the Data Domain system.


Token based authentication notes
Data Domain version 5.7.1.x or later supports token based authentication. Previous versions fall back to traditional connection. Clients must
use a resolvable Fully Qualified Domain Name to use token based authentication.


Avamar Administrator technical notes
The following technical notes apply to Avamar Administrator.


Avamar Administrator directory browsing limitation
When browsing a client file system with Avamar Administrator, large numbers of files in the directories can cause Avamar Administrator to
run out of memory. Avamar Administrator is configured by default to only retrieve the first 50,000 files in each directory. Change this
limitation by editing the max_browse_entries settings in mcserver.xml and mcclient.xml. However, this step could cause
unpredictable application behavior.
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Jobs do not appear in the Activity Monitor after server restart
If the administrator server is stopped and restarted, the jobs that started before the administrator server stop do not appear in the
Activity Monitor.


Schedule start times and end times
If a different start time is selected in the schedule, reselect the desired end time.


Client name change impacts license quota
If a client is renamed, the old name of the client remains for activities reporting data for the client. Avamar treats new activities for the
same client as if they were for a new client, leading to double counting the number of bytes protected for licensing purposes. If a client
name change is required, consult EMC Customer Service to ensure that the database is correctly updated.


Additional “cold start” messages from netsnmp
To resolve an issue where SNMP stops responding, Avamar must frequently restart the netsnmp agent. The netsnmp agent generates
a “cold start” message on each restart, in which additional “cold start” messages that are unrelated to actual restart of the Avamar system
or incorrect operation of the system appear. However, there are some difficulties to distinguish between a real “cold start” message from
the restart of Avamar system and a “cold start” message that is generated as the result of netsnmp agent restarts.


Software conflicts with Black Ice and Timbuktu
The Avamar Administrator software is known to have conflicts with software packages such as Black Ice and Timbuktu.


Avamar Desktop/Laptop technical notes
The following technical notes apply to Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


Client-level Avamar accounts cannot log in to Avamar Desktop/Laptop
To provide the same level of security that exists in Avamar Administrator, Avamar Desktop/Laptop blocks Avamar's default client-level
accounts. The issue shows that Avamar Desktop/Laptop does not accept the credentials for the following default accounts:


• backuponly
• restoreonly
• backuprestore
• replonly


Back up System State option not recommended
For datasets with the Windows file system plug-in, do not enable the Back up System State option when using Avamar Desktop/Laptop.


Entourage support requires default installation location
The Avamar Client for Mac OS X supports Microsoft Entourage by using scripts that shut down the Microsoft Database daemon before
starting a backup. Restart the database after the backup completes. These scripts do not work when the Avamar Client for Mac OS X is
installed in a non-default location. To support clients for Entourage, use the default location when installing the Avamar Client for Mac OS
X.


Viewing logs from the Mac console requires default installation
When the Avamar Client for Mac OS X is installed in a non-default location, work order logs cannot be viewed from the Avamar client
console. To view a work order log, open the text editor from the clientlogs folder.


Default limit for process data segments is too low
On Mac OS X, the default limit for process data segments (6 MB) is lower than the limit of 96 MB that EMC recommends. Any value
below 96 MB affects the backup and restore performance.
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During installation of the Avamar for Mac OS X Client, the installer looks at the value of this setting. If the value is less than 96 MB, the
installer should change to 96 MB. The new value takes effect after the computer restarts.


The installer then launches a restart reminder. To ensure optimal performance, restart the computer as soon as possible after completing
the installation.


Extended drives are visible on some operating systems
On some operating systems, extended or mapped network drives can be seen in the Restore Location dialog box. While a restore to the
drive may work, depending on permissions and domain settings, it is not supported.


Avamar Web Restore technical notes
The following technical notes apply to Avamar Web Restore.


Enabling the full display on the Avamar login screen
Avamar Web Restore displays an empty Domain field and an empty Client field on the Avamar login screen. This step prevents the display
of domain information during a non-domain login. When using Avamar Web Restore only in a secure domain, change the default setting to
enable the full display on the screen.


When the full display is enabled, a list of Avamar domains appears in the Domain field and a list of clients appears in the Client field.


NOTE: This change does not affect the Avamar Web Restore LDAP login screen.


To enable the full display on the Avamar log in screen:


1. Open a command shell and log in:


• For a single-node server, log in to the server as root.
• For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as root.


2. Switch user to root by typing the following command:


su -
3. Change the current working directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/etc
4. Open the Avamar Desktop/Laptop properties file, dtlt.properties, in a plain text editor.


5. Add the showWRClientList key with the value of true:


showWRClientList=true
If the key exists, set the value to true.


6. Save and close the file.


Special characters in file name replaced during restore
Restoring a file with special characters in the file name results in replacement of the characters in the restored file name. This step occurs
when the LANG variable on the Avamar server is set to a locale that does not support the characters. To work around this issue, either
rename the file after being restored or change the LANG variable on the Avamar server to the correct locale.


Restore of files with special characters in file name when Avamar server
LANG variable is not set
When the LANG variable is not set on an Avamar server, using Avamar Web Restore to restore a file with special characters in the file
name fails. To fix this issue, set the LANG variable in /etc/locale.conf and reboot the Avamar server.


Proper UI rendering on Internet Explorer 11 browser
High Security setting in Internet Explorer 11 prevents rendering of JavaScript commands in the Avamar Web Restore pages. To work
around this issue, add the Avamar Web Restore server to the trusted sites list in Internet Explorer.


Restore of large number of files
Users cannot restore a large number of files through Avamar Web Restore. Limit each restore task to fewer than 200 files.
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Backup client technical notes
The following technical notes apply to backup clients.


Linux client installation binaries
Because of many compatible Linux operating systems, not all supported Linux operating systems have natively built installation binaries.
The names of installation binaries do not always match the name of the operating system. For example, client installation binaries for Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 6 are built on SUSE Enterprise Server 11. Refer to SLES 11 in the name of the installation binaries. However, these
installation binaries are appropriate for installation on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.


IPv6 not supported on HP-UX PA-RISC
Avamar support for IPv6 is not available for the HP-UX PA-RISC platform.


Log files are time/date stamped in UTC time
Some client log and other files that are created in the VARDIR are time/date stamped in Universal Time Code (UTC) time (Greenwich
Mean Time) and not the local time. This step can cause confusion when looking for a particular log file.


Firewall software must be configured to allow communication with the
Avamar server
Firewall software inherently interferes with communication between the Avamar server and Avamar clients by disabling inward
connections to most data ports. Configure the firewall application to allow bi-directional communication between the Avamar client and
the Avamar server when the following occurs:


• If firewall software is used on a client computer (for example, ZoneAlarm, Norton, McAfee).
• If the integrated firewall is used with Windows clients.


This step is accomplished by adding the EMC Client Agent to an “allowed” or “exceptions” list, which also depends on the firewall
application. The documentation for the firewall should provide additional information.


Avamar icon disappears from Mac system menu bar
On rare occasions, the Avamar icon disappears from the Mac system menu bar. To restore the icon, restart the Avamar client using the
Avamar Client application launcher in the Applications folder.


Standby, sleep, and hibernate states interfere with backups
Issues may occur when computers go into standby/sleep (ACPI state G1-S3), hibernate (ACPI state G1-S4), or hybrid sleep (Windows
Vista) modes during a backup.


On returning to a working state (ACPI state G0-S0), the network connection between the client and the Avamar server may be lost and
yet appear from the server. Canceling the backup from the client side has no effect.


To drop the backup connection, cancel the backup from the server side. This step occurs automatically when the connection is inactive
for more than 1 hour.


To help minimize this problem, ensure that the BIOS and drivers on all supported computers are up-to-date.


Browse of shared storage fails after failover in dual-stacked cluster
environments
Shared storage cannot be browsed in a cluster by using the Avamar cluster client after a failover in a dual-stacked cluster environment. To
enable browsing, rerun the Cluster Configuration Tool on the active node to remove and then reconfigure the Avamar cluster client.


Backup cannot proceed when mandatory locks are encountered
Avamar client software honors all mandatory locks in the target file system on Solaris and HP-UX operating systems. However, this can
cause backup operations to hang indefinitely when a mandatory lock is held by another application on files that Avamar is backing up.


To work around this issue, exclude all specified files and directories with mandatory locks from the backup dataset, and perform another
backup.
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Solaris path length limitation
Solaris imposes a maximum path length limit of 1,023 characters. Therefore, paths cannot be specified for greater than 1,023 characters.


Retention must expire before February 7, 2106 for 32-bit Windows and
Linux clients
For backups of 32-bit Windows or 32-bit Linux client computers, do not assign a retention period for a date after February 7, 2106. If an
extended retention period is assigned to a 32-bit Windows client, the backup completes with exceptions. For 32-bit Linux clients, the
backups complete but do not appear in Avamar Administrator.


Issues when running multiple CLI backup or restore operations at a time
for a client
Stability issues occur when multiple command line interface (CLI) backup or restore operations are run at a time for a client. To work
around this issue, perform only one CLI operation at a time for each client.


Password best practices
The following technical notes provide best practices for creating and protecting passwords.


Best practices for creating passwords
The following table provides best practices for creating passwords.


Table 5. Best practices for creating passwords 


Best practice Details


Do not use Personal Identifiable Information (PII). Do not use PII in the password, such as:


• Your name
• Your username
• Your birthday
• Names of pets
• Names of your children
• Name of your alma mater
• Keywords that are associated with your hobbies


Do not use words from the dictionary. Do not use any word that can be found in the dictionary as your full
password.


Use strong passwords. Always use strong passwords when creating passwords. Strong
passwords include:


• At least eight characters
• Special characters such as a percent sign (%) or ampersand


(&)
• Non-alphabetic characters
• Both uppercase and lowercase characters


Use different passwords for user accounts Always use a different password for each user account.


Change your password regularly • Change your most critical passwords on a regular basis.
• Change your passwords at least every 6 months.
• When you change your password, avoid using variations of a


previous password.
• Immediately change your password if you expect another


person has access to your account, or knows your password.
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Table 5. Best practices for creating passwords (continued)


Best practice Details


• Always change your password as soon as you receive an
account.


Password protection best practices
Create a password that you can remember without needing to store it. However, if the password must be stored, follow these
recommendations:


• Use a password vault application to protect and help manage your passwords.
• If passwords must be written down on a piece of paper, store the paper in a secure place and destroy it when it is no longer needed.
• Do not put your username and password on a post-it note under your keyboard.
• Do not write down your username and password in the same place.
• Use caution regarding where passwords are saved on computers. Some dialog boxes, such as those for remote access and other


telephone connections, present an option to save or remember a password. Selecting this option poses a potential security threat.
• Never share your passwords with anyone and do not give your password to anyone over the phone.


Documentation
This section describes the documentation and information products that are available with this release of Avamar.


Avamar product documentation
This section describes the product documentation that is available with Avamar 19.1.


Avamar Administration Guide
This document describes how to configure, administer, monitor, and maintain the Avamar system.


Avamar Virtual Edition Installation and Upgrade Guide
This document describes how to install the Avamar Virtual Edition solution, a single-node, non-RAIN Avamar server that runs as a virtual
machine in a variety of environments.


Avamar Operational Best Practices
This document provides best practices for designing, configuring, managing, and tuning the performance of the Avamar system.


Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
This document provides best practices for designing, configuring, and managing Data Domain integration with the Avamar system.


Avamar Product Security Guide
This document discusses Avamar security considerations, including user authentication and authorization, client/server access and
authentication, data security and integrity, system monitoring, server hardening, port usage, and firewall requirements.


Avamar Reports Guide
This document describes how to create, manage, and interpret the information in Avamar reports.


Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI)
Programmer Guide
This document describes how to install, configure, and use the Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI), which is
a Java software application that provides command line access to Avamar Administrator features.
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Avamar Release Notes
This document contains information on new features and changes, fixed problems, known limitations, and environment and system
requirements for the latest Avamar release.


Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
This document describes how to install and activate Avamar backup clients on all platforms. It also describes how to use the Avamar
backup client to back up and restore data.


Avamar for VMware User Guide
This document describes how to install, configure, and use Avamar to back up and restore virtual machines in a VMware environment.


Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
This document describes how to install the Avamar client for Microsoft Windows, and how to back up and restore data on a Windows
server.


Avamar for Hyper-V VSS Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a Microsoft Hyper-V environment, and how to back up and restore virtual machines
using Avamar with Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology.


Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a Microsoft Exchange Server environment, and how to back up and restore data using
Avamar with Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology.


Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a SharePoint environment, and how to back up and restore data using Avamar with
Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology.


Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a Microsoft SQL Server environment, and how to back up and restore SQL Server
databases.


Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a Lotus Domino environment, and how to back up and restore data.


Avamar for Oracle User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in an Oracle database environment, and how to back up and restore Oracle databases.


Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide
This document describes how to install and configure the Avamar NDMP Accelerator, and how to back up and restore data on supported
Dell EMC storage systems (Unity,VNX,Isilon), NetApp filers, and Oracle ZFS.


Avamar for SAP with Oracle User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in an SAP environment with Oracle, and how to back up and restore SAP servers with
Oracle databases.


Avamar for Sybase ASE User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in a Sybase environment, and how to back up and restore Sybase Adaptive Server
Enterprise (ASE) databases.
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Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide
This document describes how to install Avamar in an IBM DB2 environment and how to back up and restore DB2 databases.


Avamar Plug-in for vCenter Administration Guide
This document describes how to install, configure, administer, and use the Dell EMC Backup and Recovery plug-in for vCenter to back up
and restore VMware image backups on an Avamar server.


Avamar Orchestra Getting Started Guide
This document provides an introduction to the Avamar Orchestra REST API for multisystems management, including the Orchestra web
UI and the Swagger interface.


Avamar Fitness Analyzer User Guide
This document describes how to use the reporting and analysis software for Avamar servers .


Avamar related documentation
In addition to the product documentation, the following related links and documentation provide more information about Avamar 19.1.


E-lab Navigator
E-LAB Navigator


Provides server, client, and platform compatibility and interoperability information. The E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome.


Technical notes and white papers
Avamar technical notes provide technical details on specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary. White
papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or requirements. Both
technical notes and white papers are available on Online Support at https://support.EMC.com.


Your comments
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications. Send
comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


• Product name and version
• Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
• Page numbers
• Other details to help address documentation issues


Installation
The following sections provide information about installation and upgrade in an Avamar 19.1 environment.


Avamar server and Avamar Virtual Edition installation and
upgrade
For a physical Avamar server, a technical representative must perform the installation or upgrade. Downgrading the Avamar server
software to an earlier version is not supported under any circumstances.


Installation and upgrade of the Avamar Virtual Edition (AVE) is enabled for customers without requiring technical representative
involvement. The following upgrade scenarios to Avamar 19.1 are supported for AVE:
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• Avamar 18.2 to Avamar 19.1
• Avamar 18.1 to Avamar 19.1
• Avamar 7.5.0 or Avamar 7.5.1 to Avamar 19.1
• Avamar 7.4.1 to Avamar 19.1 (server only)


The client downloads, which provide the ability to download the current client versions from the server’s Documents and Downloads web
interface, are installed along with the server upgrade. The upgrade is provided by the Avamar Server Upgrade team unless a request is
specifically made that the team refrains from installing. However, the upgrade team does not install the Avamar Upgrade installers, which
provide the client kits for the Avamar Client Manager's automated update feature. This option is a customer-upgradeable kit which can be
obtained from the upgrade information. For instructions on application of the client installers, refer to the Avamar Client-Only System
Upgrades Technical Note available on the online support website at https://dell.com/support/.


Avamar client installation and upgrade
Client installation and upgrade procedures are provided in each client or plug-in user guide, such as the Avamar for Oracle User Guide,
Avamar for Windows Server User Guide, or Avamar for SQL Server User Guide. A full list of Avamar documentation is available in
Documentation on page 36.


Installation and upgrade of other Avamar components
The following table provides the location for installation and upgrade procedures for additional Avamar components.


Table 6. Installation and upgrade of other Avamar components  


Component Location for installation and upgrade procedures


Avamar Management Web user interface (AUI) Avamar Administration Guide


Avamar Administrator Avamar Administration Guide


Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI) Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI)
Programmer Guide


Upgrade requirements for Avamar
Review the requirements in the following sections before you upgrade to Avamar 19.1.


Upgrade requirements in a VMware environment
Ensure that the VMware environment meets the following requirements when you upgrade to Avamar 19.1:


• To use version 7.4 or later functionality, deploy Avamar 7.4 or later proxies.
• You must reboot proxy virtual machines after you upgrade the Avamar server.
• You must ensure that the Avamar server time is synchronized with ESXi host before upgrade. If the Avamar server is a configured


NTP server, also ensure that the ESXi host time is synchronized with the same NTP server.


Upgrade requirements for Avamar with a Data Domain system
You must use DD OS 6.0 or later on a Data Domain system with an Avamar 19.1 server. Before you upgrade to Avamar 19.1, you must
upgrade any clients that back up to a Data Domain system to Avamar 7.4 or later.


The upgrade path for Avamar and Data Domain is very specific. Failure to upgrade software in the proper order can cause Avamar
maintenance functions and/or backups to fail. If this happens and the Avamar server fails, a rollback operation will fail. The Avamar and
Data Domain System Integration Guide provides details.


The following table lists the steps to upgrade Avamar with a Data Domain system.


Table 7. Upgrade Avamar with a Data Domain system 


Upgrade path Steps


Avamar 18.2 to Avamar 19.1 1. Ensure that all Avamar clients are running Avamar 18.2 client
software.
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Table 7. Upgrade Avamar with a Data Domain system (continued)


Upgrade path Steps


2. Upgrade the Data Domain systems to DD OS 6.0 or later.
3. Upgrade the Avamar server to release 19.1.
4. (Optional) Upgrade the Avamar clients to release 19.1.


Avamar 18.1 to Avamar 19.1 1. Ensure that all Avamar clients are running Avamar 18.1 client
software.


2. Upgrade the Data Domain systems to DD OS 6.0 or later.
3. Upgrade the Avamar server to release 19.1.
4. (Optional) Upgrade the Avamar clients to release 19.1.


Avamar 7.5.1 to Avamar 19.1 1. Ensure that all Avamar clients are running Avamar 7.5.1 client
software.


2. Upgrade the Data Domain systems to DD OS 6.0 or later.
3. Upgrade the Avamar server to release 19.1.
4. (Optional) Upgrade the Avamar clients to release 19.1.


Avamar 7.4.x to Avamar 19.1 (supported for Avamar server only) 1. Upgrade the Data Domain systems to DD OS 6.0 or later.
2. Upgrade the Avamar server to release 19.1.


NOTE: If you fail to perform the upgrade steps or you perform the steps out of sequence, then backup failures and data


corruption on the backup device can occur. All Avamar and Data Domain upgrades should be planned ahead of time with the


assistance of the Remote Proactive Avamar Upgrade team. Do not attempt to proceed without their assistance and planning.


Upgrade requirements for Avamar with NetWorker
If you use Avamar with NetWorker, review the minimum NetWorker software version requirements before you upgrade the Avamar server
to release 19.1. The NetWorker Software Compatibility Guide at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
provides information on the NetWorker version requirement for specific clients.


Microsoft update requirements for Avamar with Hyper-V on CSV
Backups fail in a Hyper-V environment with CSV unless you follow best practices and apply Microsoft hotfixes in the correct order. The
Best Practices for Hyper-V over CSV Cluster Data Protection Using Avamar and Networker Technical Note on Online Support provides
details.


Troubleshooting and getting help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to
and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the Product


Support page.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by
keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
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3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by typing a
product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product support and
solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support
page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service Center panel of
the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details about


obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and manage service
requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


• ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
• Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications. Send
comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


• Product name and version
• Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
• Page numbers
• Other details to help address documentation issues
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Notes, cautions, and warnings


NOTE: A NOTE indicates important information that helps you make better use of your product.


CAUTION: A CAUTION indicates either potential damage to hardware or loss of data and tells you how to avoid the problem.


WARNING: A WARNING indicates a potential for property damage, personal injury, or death.


© 2001 - 2020 Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. Dell, EMC, and other trademarks are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. Other
trademarks may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install Avamar in a SAP environment with Oracle, and how
to back up and restore SAP servers with Oracle databases.


Audience
This document is intended for the following users:


l System administrators who are responsible for installing software and maintaining
servers and clients on a network


l Oracle database administrators (DBAs) who are responsible for backing up and
maintaining Oracle databases in SAP systems


Readers of this document must be familiar with the following topics:


l SAP terminology and concepts, especially those related to Oracle database backup
and recovery through SAP BR*Tools


l Backup and recovery procedures


l Disaster recovery procedures


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide


l Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


l Avamar for Windows Server User Guide


l Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide


l Avamar Product Security Guide
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l Avamar Release Notes


The following additional documentation may be useful:


l SAP with Oracle backup and recovery documentation


Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z
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Table 1 Typographical conventions (continued)


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues


PREFACE
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Architecture....................................................................................................... 16
l Backup................................................................................................................18
l Restore and recovery.........................................................................................20
l Concurrent backups and restores....................................................................... 21
l Internationalization (I18N)..................................................................................22
l Multi-streaming..................................................................................................23
l Software processes........................................................................................... 23
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Architecture
The Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle (SAP plug-in) is a software that works with
the Avamar server software and client software. The SAP plug-in provides
deduplication backup and recovery for SAP with Oracle data by using an Avamar
server or Data Domain system as a backup storage device.


The SAP plug-in uses the BR*Tools backint interface to back up and restore the
Oracle data.


Deploy the SAP plug-in in an Avamar client/server system in a network environment.
The Avamar server stores and manages client backups in a deduplicated format. The
SAP with Oracle server host is an Avamar client that accesses the Avamar server for
backup and restore services.


An Avamar server can optionally use a Data Domain system as a storage device for
backup and restore operations. Data Domain system support on page 18 provides
details.


You can use the Avamar Administrator or the AUI to remotely administer an Avamar
system from a supported Windows or Linux computer.


Note


The Avamar AUI is supported on stand-alone Windows and Linux only.


The Glossary provides details about terms that are used in this guide.


Stand-alone configuration
You can deploy the SAP plug-in a stand-alone configuration on one of the supported
operating systems.


You must install the following software on the SAP with Oracle host:


l Oracle database supported by the SAP system.


l SAP BR*Tools, which consist of brbackup, brarchive, brrecover,
brrestore, and other utilities that the SAP plug-in supports. The E-LAB
Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
provides details.


l Platform-specific Avamar client.


l Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle.


The following figure shows a stand-alone configuration that uses the SAP plug-in to
back up or restore an Oracle database to or from an Avamar server or a Data Domain
system.
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Figure 1 Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in a stand-alone configuration
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High-availability cluster configuration
You can also deploy the SAP plug-in in a high-availability active/passive cluster
configuration on a Solaris or Windows operating system. This type of cluster
comprises multiple hosts (nodes) connected by a SCSI bus that is attached to a
shared storage system. If a failure occurs on the primary node, the cluster software
can automatically switch the failed application service to a surviving host in the
cluster.


Configure the backup or restore operations for the virtual cluster host. The operations
run on the active node in an active/passive cluster environment.


The SAP plug-in does not support Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC)
environments.


NOTICE


If a backup or restore operation is running during a failover, the operation fails. You
must restart a failed backup or restore manually on the new active node.


The E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection provides details about the supported cluster versions.
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Data Domain system support
The SAP plug-in supports backups to and restores from a Data Domain system. The
SAP plug-in stores the backup data on the Data Domain system, and stores backup
metadata on the Avamar server. The Avamar server manages the backups.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, you must add the Data
Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using the Avamar Administrator or the
AUI. Then you select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform
an on-demand backup or when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can
also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a Data Domain
system.


If you specify a Data Domain system as the backup destination, the SAP plug-in backs
up all the Oracle data to that destination. You cannot back up part of the data to a
Data Domain system and another part of the data to an Avamar server during a single
backup.


A single brrestore command can restore files from multiple backups, which can be
on the Avamar server or on a Data Domain system. The steps to restore backups are
the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The
restore process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about
Data Domain systems in an Avamar environment, including detailed steps to add a
Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Multiple BR*Tools and Oracle versions on the same host
The SAP plug-in supports multiple BR*Tools versions and multiple Oracle versions on
the same SAP server host. The SAP plug-in also supports multiple instances of a SAP
Oracle database.


Note


You cannot have 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the SAP plug-in on the same SAP
server host.


Solaris zones
The SAP plug-in supports Solaris global zones, whole root zones, and sparse root
zones. You must install the Avamar client and SAP plug-in in the same zone as the
SAP Oracle database to be protected.


Oracle Automatic Storage Management
The SAP plug-in does not support Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) as
the storage option for the SAP Oracle database.


Backup
The SAP plug-in supports specific features for SAP Oracle backups.


Backup processes with the Avamar Administrator or the AUI on page 23 and Backup
processes with the CLI on page 25 describe the processes in SAP plug-in backups to
an Avamar server.
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The SAP plug-in also supports backups to a Data Domain system as described in Data
Domain system support on page 18.


Multi-streaming on page 23 describes how to use multiple sessions to improve the
backup performance.


Complete backup protection
To complete data protection, a viable backup strategy must include frequent backups
of the SAP Oracle database data, transaction logs, and the database configuration
files and control files.


You require these backups for the following reasons:


l Without data backups, you cannot restore a database at all.


l Without transaction logs, you can restore a database only to the time of the last
consistent backup, but you cannot recover the database to an arbitrary point-in-
time after that backup.


l Without the configuration files and control files, you cannot recover the database
setup.


To prepare a SAP Oracle environment for disaster recovery, perform frequent
scheduled backups of the SAP Oracle databases, archive logs, and other critical files. 
Disaster recovery on page 71 provides details about preparing for disaster recovery.


Ensure that you set the required backup expiration. A data file backup (created with
the brbackup command) and an archive log backup (created with the brarchive
command) are independent backups. If the data file backup expires before the log
backup, the log backup becomes unusable.


For example, if a database backup runs daily and an archive log backup runs every
three hours, you must set the database backup expiration at least one day longer than
the log backup expiration.


Basic backup features
The SAP plug-in supports backups of Oracle database files and archive log files, online
and offline backups, full backups, scheduled backups, and on-demand backups.


The details of the supported backup types are as follows:


l Backups of Oracle database files and archive log files—The SAP plug-in can back
up the following types of files:


n Entire database (all data files in a database)


n Tablespaces (set of data files)


n Database control file


Note


The SAP plug-in always backs up the control file with a database file.


n Archive redo logs


Note


Each backup also automatically backs up the BR*Tools profile and backup catalog.


l Online and offline backups—The SAP plug-in can back up SAP Oracle data while
the database is running or after the database is shut down.
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l Full backups—The SAP plug-in backs up a database file regardless of whether the
data has changed since the last backup or not.


l Scheduled and on-demand backups—The SAP plug-in supports both scheduled
backups that run automatically and on-demand backups that you start.


On UNIX and Linux systems, the SAP plug-in supports symbolic links to database file
locations to the extent supported by BR*Tools. For example, BR*Tools does not
support chained symbolic links. The SAP Note 27428 provides details.


The SAP plug-in does not support backups of the following data: 


l Data on a raw partition


l Directories (brbackup -m sap_dir|ora_dir|all_dir|specific_directory)


Scheduled backups compared to on-demand backups
The SAP plug-in supports scheduled backups and on-demand (manual) backups.


The Avamar server automatically runs a scheduled backup according to Avamar policy
settings that you configure.


You can run an on-demand backup by using one of the following methods:


l You can use the Avamar Administrator or the AUI to specify the required backup
options and to start the backup.


l You can manually run BR*Tools commands with the required options from the
operating system CLI on the SAP Oracle database host.


Restore and recovery
The SAP plug-in supports specific features for SAP Oracle restore and recovery.


Restore processes on page 26 describes the processes in SAP plug-in restores from
an Avamar server.


The SAP plug-in also supports restores from a Data Domain system as described in 
Data Domain system support on page 18.


Multi-streaming on page 23 describes how to use multiple sessions to improve the
restore performance.


Basic restore and recovery features
The terms restore and recovery have specific meanings in this guide:


l Restore is the process of retrieving data from a backup server and copying the
data to disk.


l Recovery is the process of applying transaction logs to the restored data to bring
the data to a specified point-in-time.


The SAP plug-in restores data through the CLI only. You must start a restore on the
Oracle database host by running a BR*Tools command, such as brrestore,
brrecover, or brtools from the operating system CLI.


NOTICE


The SAP plug-in does not support restores through the Avamar Administrator or the
AUI.
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Restore and recovery operations
The SAP plug-in supports complete database recovery, database point-in-time
recovery, archive log restores, relocation restores, and disaster recovery.


The details of the supported restore and recovery operations are as follows:


l A complete database recovery restores the lost or damaged data files from a
backup and brings the data to the current time by applying redo log files. Missing
archive logs are restored and used for recovery.


l A database point-in-time recovery is a database restore followed by the restore
and application of the required redo log files to bring the database to a specific
point-in-time. The database is opened with the RESETLOG option.


l An archive log restore retrieves only the archive log files that are required for
recovery.


l A relocation restore is a restore to a different specified location on the original
host or an alternate host.


l A disaster recovery is the restore of BR*Tools catalog and configuration files,
performed when an entire Oracle database system is lost. Disaster recovery on
page 71 provides details.


The SAP plug-in does not support restores of the following data:


l Data on a raw partition


l Directories (brrestore -m sap_dir|ora_dir|all_dir|specific_directory)


Restore and recovery from the Cloud
For Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), when backups are in the Cloud and absent on Active
tier, direct read from ECS for SAP enables common restore scenarios by using the
plugin restore operations with DD 6.1 and above. When the user perform restores of
backups in the ECS, Avamar plug-in for SAP transparently restores data from ECS
without performing a recall operation first.


For other Cloud providers, a two step process is in place for restoring and recovering
data:


l Recall data from the Cloud


l Restore and recover data


Refer to Restore operations for cloud tier in the Avamar Data Domain System Integration
Guide for more information.


Concurrent backups and restores
The SAP plug-in supports a maximum of six concurrent backups or restores. You can
start each backup by using the Avamar Administrator or the AUI. You can restore a
backup by using the BR*Tools commands from the CLI.


You can run concurrent backups or restores for the following configurations:


l Multiple SAP Oracle database instances on the same SAP server host


l Multiple BR*Tools versions on the same SAP server host


l Multiple Oracle versions on the same SAP server host


BR*Tools does not support the concurrent backup of different data files or control
files from the same database. For example, you cannot perform concurrent backups of
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two tablespaces from the same database. However, you can perform concurrent
backups of data files and archive logs through the concurrent use of the brbackup
and brarchive programs.


Each backup or restore can run multiple data sessions to or from the Avamar server or
the Data Domain system.


Note


The recommended maximum number of concurrent data sessions is 10.


Multi-streaming on page 23 provides details about running multiple data sessions.


Internationalization (I18N)
Internationalization (I18N) support enables the browsing, backup, monitoring, and
restore of non-English data from Avamar clients when the software itself is not
localized.


NOTICE


Do not confuse I18N support with localization (L10N) support, in which the software
user interface and operational messages are translated into localized languages. This
SAP plug-in release does not provide L10N support.


The extent of I18N support by the SAP plug-in depends on the following support:


l Internationalized operating system


l Unicode version of BR*Tools


l Oracle globalization support (NLS_LANG)


l Avamar server and client I18N support


The SAP plug-in support for non-ASCII environments is limited by the I18N support
that is provided by Oracle, BR*Tools, the Avamar client and server, and the underlying
operating system. For example (the following list is not exhaustive):


l Oracle requires ASCII characters for the following items:


n ORACLE_HOME environment variable.


n Oracle instance name, DBSID.


l BR*Tools requires ASCII characters for the following items:


n Connection strings (database username and password) to the SAP Oracle
database.


n Oracle data files, log files, control files, and parameter file names.


n Oracle tablespace names.


l Avamar software includes the following limitations:


n Supports only UTF8 encoding on Linux and UNIX systems.


n Supports only ASCII characters in parameter names and parameter values set
inside the Avamar parameter files, including the .utl and .cmd files.


n Might not render non-English characters correctly in the logs, the Avamar
Administrator, and the AUI.


The Avamar Release Notes provides details about these limitations.
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Support of non-English characters
The SAP plug-in supports non-English characters for the following pathnames:


l Full pathname of BR*Tools location


l Full pathnames of SAP initialization file, initDBSID.sap, and SAP plug-in
parameter file, initDBSID.utl


Multi-streaming
Multi-streaming is a feature that enables a single backup or restore to use multiple
sessions (data streams) to the Avamar server or Data Domain system to improve the
backup or restore performance.


The multi-streaming setting specifies the maximum number of backup or restore
sessions to run concurrently for an operation. The default value is 1. The maximum
value is 128.


The software always tries to use the specified number of data streams for backups
and restores.


NOTICE


The recommended maximum number of concurrent sessions on a host is 10. For
example, you can run two concurrent backups with a multi-streaming setting of 5 for
each backup. A warning message appears if the multi-streaming setting is greater than
10 for an operation. 
If you set the multi-streaming value too high, the system might not have sufficient
resources to perform the backup or restore.


The SAP plug-in starts an avtar process for each stream. Each avtar process
creates one file cache and one hash cache for each session. The cache name format
differs for data file operations and archive log operations.


For example, a database backup session with the brbackup program creates the
following cache files:


l instance_session _number_p_cache.dat


l instance_session_number_f_cache2.dat


An archive log backup session with the brarchive program creates the following
cache files:


l a_instance_session_number_p_cache.dat
l a_instance_session_number_f_cache2.dat


Software processes
The SAP plug-in uses specific processes during the supported backup and restore
operations.


Backup processes with the Avamar Administrator or the AUI
The following figure and steps describe the process interactions in a scheduled backup
or on-demand backup that is initiated from the Avamar Administrator or the AUI.
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Note


The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Figure 2 Backup processes initiated from the Avamar Administrator or the AUI
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Procedure


1. The avagent process on the SAP plug-in host performs the following actions:


a. Polls the Management Console Server (MCS) for a backup workorder.


A backup workorder is an XML message with details about the backup to
perform.


b. Starts the avsap process and passes the workorder to the process.


2. The avsap binary runs the required BR*Tools command, either brbackup for
a database backup or brarchive for a backup of archive redo logs.


3. The brbackup or brarchive process communicates with the Oracle database
to gather information for the backup, shuts down, or starts up the database
instance if needed, and starts the SAP plug-in backint process.


4. The backint process starts one or more avtar processes, depending on the
multi-streaming configuration, and passes a list of database files or archive
transaction log files to be backed up.


5. Depending on the specified data storage destination, the avtar process stores
the backup data to the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


6. The backint process sends backup progress updates to the avsap process,
which sends the updates to MCS through the avagent process.
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7. The backint process communicates the success or failure of the backup to
the brbackup process, which sends the return status to the avsap process.


8. The avsap process sends the return status to MCS through the avagent
process.


NOTICE


If you perform a backup with the verification option, the Avamar Administrator
or the AUI does not display the progress of the verification operation. However,
the success or failure of verification operation is communicated to BR*Tools.


Backup processes with the CLI
When you start an on-demand backup from the CLI with the BR*Tools brbackup or
brarchive command, the backup does not include the avsap process. The following
figure and process steps describe the backup process interactions.


Figure 3 Backup processes initiated from the CLI
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Procedure


1. You can perform a backup by running a BR*Tools command, such as brbackup
or brarchive, from the CLI.


2. The brbackup or brarchive process communicates with the Oracle database
to gather information for the backup, shuts down, or starts up the database
instance if needed, and starts the SAP plug-in backint process.


3. The backint process starts an activity monitor operation in MCS through the
avagent process.


4. The backint process starts one or more avtar processes, depending on the
multi-streaming setting in the SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile). The
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backint process also passes a list of database files or archive transaction log
files to be backed up.


5. Depending on the specified data storage destination, the avtar process stores
the backup data to the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


6. The backint process sends backup progress updates to the MCS activity
monitor operation through the avagent process.


7. The backint process communicates the success or failure of the backup to
the MCS activity monitor operation and BR*Tools.


Restore processes
You must restore a backup from the CLI on the SAP Oracle database server with the
required BR*Tools command, for example, brrestore or brrecover.


The following figure and process steps describe how the BR*Tools, Avamar server,
and SAP plug-in processes interact during a restore.


Figure 4 Restore processes
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Procedure


1. The brrestore command starts the backint process.


2. The backint process starts an activity monitor operation in MCS through the
avagent process.


3. The backint process queries the Avamar server for the requested backup
files.


4. The backint process starts one or more avtar processes, depending on the
multi-streaming setting in the SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile), which
restore the specified files.


5. The backint process communicates the success or failure of the restore to
BR*Tools.
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6. You run brrecover or Oracle SQLPlus to recover the database.


7. The backint process sends restore progress updates to the MCS activity
monitor operation through the avagent process.


8. The backint process communicates the success or failure of the restore to
the MCS activity monitor operation and BR*Tools.
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CHAPTER 2


Installation and Configuration


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle..............................30
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on HP-UX........................... 32
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on IBM AIX..........................34
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Linux.............................. 36
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Solaris............................38
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Windows........................ 40
l Performing post-installation tasks......................................................................45
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Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle
Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle, and
ensure that the environment meets the requirements before you install the plug-in.
You also must download the Avamar file system client and plug-in installation package
from the Avamar server, install the file system client, and register the client with the
Avamar server.


System requirements
The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install
Avamar client software.


See the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection for information about client compatibility requirements
and supported operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the SAP plug-in that you install on the host must
have the same version number. The Avamar client and SAP plug-in must work with
your version of BR*Tools. The SAP plug-in must be installed in the same directory as
the Avamar client.


SAP server requirements
Ensure that you meet the following requirements on the SAP server host:


l You have operating system root privileges on the SAP server host.


l Oracle software is installed and is functioning correctly.


l The Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the SAP
server.


To verify the network connectivity, you can open a command shell and type the
following command:


ping Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of
the Avamar server.


Cluster system requirements
In a cluster system on Solaris, ensure that you meet the pre-installation requirements
for a Solaris Cluster or Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) as described in the Avamar
Backup Clients User Guide.


In a Windows cluster system, ensure that the Microsoft .NET Framework 4 software
has been downloaded and installed from the Microsoft Download Center.


User Account Control setting on Microsoft Windows
The User Account Control (UAC) feature limits application software to standard user
privileges. You must provide administrator privileges for certain tasks, such as
installing software. UAC is enabled by default.


If you start an Avamar client or plug-in installer without administrator privileges on a
Windows computer with UAC enabled, then the software does not install correctly.
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You can disable or bypass UAC. The installation procedures in this chapter provide one
method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and
additional information.


Downloading the software
In a supported cluster, you must download the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle
installation package to each node that requires the software to be installed.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host with the necessary privileges to perform an
installation.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.


The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the platform heading for the SAP server.


5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the SAP server.


6. Click the link for the SAP plug-in installation package as listed in the following
table.


Table 2 SAP plug-in installation packages


Operating
system


Package name


HP-UX AvamarSAP-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot
For example: AvamarSAP-hpux11iv3-itan-7.2.100-218.depot


IBM AIX AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-version.bff
For example: AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-7.2.100-218.bff


Linux AvamarSAP-linux-package-version.rpm
For example: AvamarSAP-linux-rhel4-x86_64-7.2.100-218.rpm


Solaris AvamarSAP-solarisversion-package-version.pkg
For example: AvamarSAP-solaris10-sparc64-7.2.100-218.pkg


Microsoft
Windows


AvamarSAP-windows-package-version.msi
For example: AvamarSAP-windows-x86_64-7.2.100-218.msi


7. Save the SAP plug-in installation package to a temporary directory.


Installing the Avamar file system client
Avamar file system clients include the Avamar agent and an Avamar file system plug-
in. The Avamar agent is required for backups and restores with the SAP plug-in. You
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can use the file system plug-in to back up operating system and application binary
files, which are required for disaster recovery.


Install and register the Avamar file system client on each SAP host computer:


l For HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris systems, follow the instructions in the
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


l For Windows systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar for Windows Server
User Guide.


l In a cluster environment, install the client software in the same directory on each
node in the cluster, and register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on HP-
UX


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on HP-
UX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on HP-UX
You can install the Avamar Client for HP-UX in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. You must install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in
the same directory as the Avamar Client for HP-UX.


Note


If the setuid or setgid bits are set on the brbackup or brarchive executables,
you must install the file system client and SAP plug-in in the default installation
directory.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for HP-UX installation by using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall
command as described in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you install the
SAP plug-in after you install the Avamar Client for HP-UX, the plug-in installation
automatically uses the same location for the var directory that you specified during
the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


3. Install the SAP plug-in in the default directory or an alternate directory:


l To install the SAP plug-in in the default directory, type the following
command:


swinstall -s /tmp/AvamarSAP-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot \*
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To install the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, type the following
command:
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swinstall -s /tmp/AvamarSAP-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot
hpuxsap,l=/alternate_path
where:


n version is the Avamar software version.


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for HP-UX.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on HP-UX
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on HP-UX.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the SAP plug-in. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle
on HP-UX on page 33 provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Download and install the new version of the Avamar file system client. The
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and SAP plug-in must be the
same.


4. Download the SAP plug-in installation package. Downloading the software on
page 31 provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the SAP plug-in. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP
with Oracle on HP-UX on page 32 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on HP-UX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on HP-UX by using the
swremove command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to uninstall the SAP plug-in:


swremove hpuxsap
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Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on IBM
AIX


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on IBM
AIX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on IBM AIX
You can install the Avamar Client for AIX in either the default installation directory or
an alternate directory. You must install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in the
same directory as the Avamar Client for AIX.


Note


If the setuid or setgid bits are set on the brbackup or brarchive executables,
you must install the file system client and SAP plug-in in the default installation
directory.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for AIX installation by setting the VARDIR environment variable as described in the
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you install the SAP plug-in after you install
the Avamar Client for AIX, the plug-in installation automatically uses the same location
for the var directory that you specified during the Avamar Client for AIX installation.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


3. Install the SAP plug-in in the default directory or an alternate directory:


l To install the SAP plug-in in the default directory, type the following
command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To install the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, type the following
command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-
version.bff all
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for AIX.


n version is the Avamar software version.
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Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on IBM AIX
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on IBM AIX.


You must upgrade the SAP plug-in before you upgrade the Avamar file system client.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and SAP plug-in must be the same.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Download the SAP plug-in installation package. Downloading the software on
page 31 provides instructions.


3. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


4. Upgrade the SAP plug-in in the default directory or an alternate directory:


l To upgrade the SAP plug-in in the default directory, type the following
command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To upgrade the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, type the following
command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64-
version.bff all
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


n version is the Avamar software version.


5. Download the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


6. Upgrade the Avamar file system client in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To upgrade the Avamar file system client in the default directory, type the
following command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where:


n platform is the AIX system type.


n version is the Avamar software version.


l To upgrade the Avamar file system client in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarClient-platform-
version.bff all
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where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


n platform is the AIX system type.


n version is the Avamar software version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on IBM AIX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on IBM AIX by using the
installp command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. View all the Avamar packages installed on the system:


l To view the Avamar packages installed in the default directory, type the
following command:


lslpp -la | grep Avamar
l To view the Avamar packages installed in an alternate directory, type the


following command:


lslpp -R alternate_path -la | grep Avamar
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


3. Uninstall the SAP plug-in from the default directory or an alternate directory:


l To uninstall the SAP plug-in from the default directory, type the following
command:


installp -u AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64
l To uninstall the SAP plug-in from an alternate directory, type the following


command:


installp -R alternate_path -u AvamarSAP-aix6-ppc64
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Linux
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux
You can install the Avamar Client for Linux in either the default installation directory or
an alternate directory. You must install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in the
same directory as the Avamar Client for Linux.


Note


If the setuid or setgid bits are set on the brbackup or brarchive executables,
you must install the file system client and SAP plug-in in the default installation
directory.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for Linux installation as described in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you
install the SAP plug-in after you install the Avamar Client for Linux, the plug-in
installation automatically uses the same location for the var directory that you
specified during the Avamar Client for Linux installation.
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Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname to the temporary directory.


3. Install the SAP plug-in in the default directory or an alternate directory:


l To install the SAP plug-in in the default directory, type the following
command:


rpm -ivh AvamarSAP-linux-package-version.rpm
where package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


l To install the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, type the following
command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/alternate_path
AvamarSAP-linux-package-version.rpm
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for Linux.


n package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux
You can upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux by using the rpm -
Uvh command.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and SAP plug-in must be the same. You
cannot relocate the SAP plug-in or var directory to a different directory during the
upgrade.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


4. Type the following command to upgrade the SAP plug-in in the default
directory:


rpm -Uvh AvamarSAP-linux-package-version.rpm
where package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.
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The rpm -Uvh command automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the SAP
plug-in and then installs the new version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Linux by using the rpm -
e command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to view all the Avamar packages that are installed
on the system:


rpm -qa | grep Av
For example, the following output appears in the command shell:


AvamarSAP-version
AvamarClient-version


where version is the Avamar software version.


3. Type the following command to uninstall the SAP plug-in:


rpm -e AvamarSAP-version


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Solaris


You can install, upgrade, and install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Solaris.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Solaris
You can install the Avamar Client for Solaris in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. The SAP plug-in installation process automatically installs
the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in the same directory as the Avamar Client for
Solaris.


Note


If the setuid or setgid bits are set on the brbackup or brarchive executables,
you must install the file system client and SAP plug-in in the default installation
directory.


You can use the following instructions to install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the SAP plug-in installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.
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3. Type the following command to install the SAP plug-in:


pkgadd -d AvamarSAP-solarisversion-package-version.pkg
where AvamarSAP-solarisversion-package-version.pkg is the file
name of the SAP plug-in installation package that you downloaded.


The command displays installation activity.


4. Perform the following additional procedures in a cluster system on Solaris:


l In a Solaris Cluster system, configure the resource groups on each node
according to instructions in the Solaris Cluster chapter of the Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide.


l In a VCS system, install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris on each node,
starting with the active VCS node first, according to instructions in the VCS
chapter of the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. Depending on the Solaris
operating system, use the correct installation package.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Solaris
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the SAP plug-in. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle
on Solaris on page 39 provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and SAP plug-in must be the
same.


3. Download the Avamar file system client and the SAP plug-in installation
packages. Downloading the software on page 31 provides instructions.


4. Install the new version of the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the SAP plug-in. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP
with Oracle on Solaris on page 38 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Solaris
You must complete the required steps to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as root.


2. If you are uninstalling in a cluster configuration, run the correct cluster
configuration script:


l For a Solaris Cluster configuration, run the suncluster-configure.sh
script to remove the Avamar agent resource from the Solaris Cluster
resource group.
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l For a VCS configuration, run the avclusuninstall script.


The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides details.


3. Type the following command to view all the Avamar packages installed on the
system:


pkginfo | grep AVMR


A list of all the Avamar packages installed on the system appears, including the
AVMRsap package that is the SAP plug-in package.


4. Note the package names.


5. Type the following command to uninstall a software package:


pkgrm package_name
where package_name is one of the Avamar software packages displayed in step
3.


6. Type y and press Enter when prompted to remove the package.


7. Repeat previous 2 steps as required to remove the Avamar software packages.


8. In a VCS system, uninstall the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris according to
instructions in the VCS chapter of the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Windows


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on
Windows.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows
You can install the Avamar Client for Windows in either the default installation
directory or an alternate directory. The SAP plug-in installation process automatically
installs the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle in the same directory as the Avamar
Client for Windows.


You can use the following instructions to install the Avamar Client for Windows on a
stand-alone Windows system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP server host as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary directory that contains the SAP plug-in installation
package that you downloaded in Downloading the software on page 31.


3. Start the SAP plug-in installation by using the correct procedure:


l If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation package.


l If UAC is enabled, perform the following steps:


a. Right-click the Command Prompt icon, and select Run as
administrator.


b. In the Command Prompt window, type the following command to
change the working directory to the location of the installation package:


cd tmp
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where tmp is the pathname of the directory that contains the installation
package.


c. Type the following command on a single command line to start the
installation:


msiexec /i AvamarSAP-windows-package-version.msi
where package-version is the package type and Avamar software
version.


User Account Control setting on Microsoft Windows on page 30 provides
details about UAC.


4. Follow the instructions in the wizard to install the SAP plug-in.


5. Click Finish when the installation completes.


Configuring the cluster client on Windows
The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore SAP Oracle data on
shared storage in a cluster, regardless of which node is managing the data at the time
of the backup or restore. The Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps
to configure the Avamar cluster client for the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle.


Before you begin


Before you run the Cluster Configuration Tool, ensure that the Avamar Client for
Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle are installed on each node in the
cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account
must be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool. On Windows Server 2008, open the Start
menu and select Program Files > EMC Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.


The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.


The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select SAP with Oracle in the Avamar Backup Plug-ins list, and click Next.


The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and each node's status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


l The status for each node is Up.


l The installation status of the Windows client on each node is Installed.


l The installation status of the plug-in on each node is Installed.


6. Click Next.


The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes, and click Next.


The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates
that the prerequisite is met.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all the prerequisites on the Prerequisites
page.
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If a prerequisite is not met, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart
the wizard.


9. Select the IP version that the environment uses, and click Next.


The Attach to Service page appears.


10. Select the cluster service to use for the new cluster client, and click Next.


The Server Settings page appears.


11. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP
address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.


b. Type the name of the Avamar domain in the Avamar client domain for the
cluster client box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the
domain name. To specify a subdomain, type /domain/subdomain, where
domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port
number box.


Note


Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate
with the administrator server.


d. Type the name of the shared network directory or volume in the Cluster
client’s var directory box, or click Browse to select a shared network
directory or volume.


The shared network directory or volume stores the cluster client
configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must have write access to
this directory or volume.


Note


Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the
network.


e. Click Next.


The Summary page appears.


12. Review the configuration settings that you specified in the wizard, and click
Configure.


The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the
configuration process completes, the Results page appears.


13. Click Close.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows
The steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows depend on
whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or in a cluster.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and SAP plug-in must be the same.
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Upgrading on a stand-alone Windows server
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on a stand-alone Windows server.


Procedure


1. Ensure that the environment meets all the system requirements for the new
version. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on page 30
provides details.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client
installation wizard for the new version on the client computer. The Avamar for
Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


3. Upgrade the SAP plug-in by running the plug-in installation wizard for the new
version on the client computer. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle on Windows on page 40 provides instructions.


Upgrading in a Windows cluster
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with
Oracle in a Windows cluster.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows and SAP plug-in:


a. Use the Avamar Cluster Configuration utility to uninstall the Avamar cluster
client.


b. Uninstall the earlier version of the SAP plug-in on each node in the cluster.


c. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows on each node
in the cluster.


The plug-in guide for the earlier version provides instructions for each of these
steps.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows and SAP plug-in:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same directory on each node in
the cluster. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


b. Install the SAP plug-in in the same directory on each node in the cluster. 
Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows on page 40
provides instructions.


c. Register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server. The Avamar for
Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


d. Run the Cluster Configuration Tool on an active node to install the Avamar
cluster client. Configuring the cluster client on Windows on page 41 provides
instructions.
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Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows
The steps to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on Windows depend on
whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or in a cluster.


Uninstalling the software on a stand-alone Windows server
You must use the Windows uninstall feature to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP
with Oracle and Avamar Client for Windows software on a stand-alone Windows
server.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle by using Programs and
Features.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


Uninstalling the software in a Windows cluster
In a Windows cluster, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar
cluster client. Then use the Windows uninstall feature to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in
for SAP with Oracle and Avamar Client for Windows software on each node.


Procedure


1. Run the Cluster Configuration Tool on the active node to uninstall the Avamar
cluster client:


a. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The
account must be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster
node.


b. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool. On Windows Server 2008, open the
Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration
Tool.


The welcome page appears.


c. Click Next.


The Plug-ins page appears.


d. Select SAP with Oracle in the Avamar Backup Plug-ins list, and click Next.


The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and each node’s
status.


e. Ensure that the status of each node is Up, and click Next.


The Operations page appears.


f. Select Remove the cluster client from all nodes, and click Next.


The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite
indicates that the prerequisite has been met.


g. Ensure that the environment meets all the prerequisites on the page, and
click Next.


The Summary page appears.


h. Review the summary information, and click Uninstall.


The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall operation. When the
uninstall completes, the Results page appears.
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i. Click Close.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle on each node by using
Programs and Features.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows on each node by using Programs and
Features.


Performing post-installation tasks
You must perform the required configuration procedures after a successful installation
of the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle.


Linking the SAP plug-in backint program with BR*Tools
Perform one of the following tasks to link the backint program with the SAP
BR*Tools:


l For BR*Tools 7.10 or later, open the BR*Tools configuration file,
initDBSID.sap, with a text editor and set util_path=path where path is the
full pathname of the directory that contains the backint program.


Note


Do not include any spaces in the path value of the util_path parameter. For
example, if you set util_path="C:\Program Files\avs\bin", the SAP plug-in
backup fails.


The initDBSID.sap file is typically located in the following directory:


n On UNIX: $ORACLE_HOME/dbs
n On Microsoft Windows: %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE


l Copy the backint program from the SAP plug-in installation directory to the
directory that contains the SAP BR*Tools. The default SAP plug-in installation
directory is as follows:


n On AIX or Linux: /usr/local/avamar/bin
n On HP-UX or Solaris: /opt/AVMRclnt/bin
n On Microsoft Windows: C:\Program Files\avs\bin


Note


If you use this method to link backint with BR*Tools, you must remove the
copied backint program from the BR*Tools directory during the uninstall
procedure.


l On Linux or UNIX, create a symbolic link in the BR*Tools installation directory to
the backint location in the Avamar directory. For example:


# ln -s /usr/local/avamar/bin/backint
/usr/sap/SAPSID/SYS/exe/run/backint


where SAPSID is the Oracle system ID of your database.
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Setting the backup device type parameter
You must perform the following steps to specify the SAP plug-in as the default
program for backup, restore, and verification operations.


Procedure


1. Open the BR*Tools initialization profile, initDBSID.sap, in a text editor.


2. Set the backup device type parameter to use the backint program by
specifying one of the following settings in the BR*Tools configuration profile,
initDBSID.sap:


backup_dev_type = util_file
or
backup_dev_type = util_file_online


Set backup_dev_type = util_file_online for online backups to decrease
the amount of time each tablespace remains in hot backup mode, resulting in a
smaller number of generated transaction logs.


Note


The SAP plug-in does not support the rman_util value setting for the
backup_dev_type parameter. 


You can override the default value of the backup device type parameter in the
file by using the BR*Tools command line option, for example, brbackup -d
util_file_online. The BR*Tools documentation provides details. SAP plug-in
backups through Avamar Administrator specify the -d option which is based on
user-selected options in Avamar Administrator.


Enabling administrator privileges for the SAP plug-in on Windows
On specific type of Microsoft Windows systems, User Account Control (UAC) is
designed to provide additional operating system security by preventing software from
being installed or run with administrator privileges unless an administrator authorizes
the elevated privileges.


On Windows systems with UAC enabled, ensure that the administrator privileges are
enabled for the SAP plug-in before you start a SAP plug-in backup or restore from the
CLI. Otherwise, the SAP plug-in operation from the CLI might fail.


You can enable administrator privileges for a SAP plug-in backup or restore from the
CLI.


Procedure


1. Right-click the Command Prompt icon.


2. Select Run as administrator from the list.


Note


The operating system user that performs a SAP plug-in backup with Avamar
Administrator does not require operating system administrator privileges.
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Excluding database files and logs from file system backups
On the SAP plug-in host, perform file system backups separately from SAP plug-in
backups. To optimize the performance of file system backups, exclude the SAP
database data and logs in the dataset for the file system backups.


NOTICE


To provide full protection of SAP Oracle, use the file system backup interface to back
up Oracle configuration files, such as the password file, listener, and tnsnames.ora
files and the SAP application files. This list of files is not exhaustive.


You can create a dataset that excludes the SAP Oracle database and log files from the
file system backups.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Datasets.


The Manage All Datasets window appears.


2. Click New.


The New Dataset dialog box appears.


3. In the Name field, type a name for the new dataset for the file system backup.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) and the following
special characters: period (.), hyphen (-), underscore (_). Do not use Unicode
characters or any of the following characters:


` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } | \ / ; : ’ ” < > , ?


4. Click the Exclusions tab.


5. Select the correct file system from the Select Plug-In Type list.


6. In the Select Files and/or Folders field, add the location of the SAP Oracle
database.
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Figure 5 Location of the SAP Oracle database


7. Click OK.


The New Dataset dialog box closes.


8. Switch to the Manage All Datasets window and click OK.


The Manage All Datasets window closes.


9. Assign the new dataset to the correct client or group. The Avamar
Administration Guide provides instructions.
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CHAPTER 3


Backup


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Backup feature support..................................................................................... 50
l Performing on-demand backups........................................................................ 50
l Scheduling backups............................................................................................57
l Monitoring backups............................................................................................ 61
l Cancel backups.................................................................................................. 62
l Reviewing backups.............................................................................................62
l Enforcement of backups to Data Domain...........................................................65
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Backup feature support
Backup on page 18 describes the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle (SAP plug-in)
backup features, including the supported data types and backup limitations. You can
perform on-demand backups and scheduled backups with the SAP plug-in.


You can use the Avamar Administrator or the AUI to perform on-demand backups and
configure scheduled backups:


l Performing on-demand backups on page 50


l Scheduling backups on page 57


You can also perform on-demand backups from the CLI by using the BR*Tools
commands as described in Performing on-demand backups from the CLI on page 82.


Performing on-demand backups
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of specific data that you select.
Perform an on-demand backup for the first backup of the client immediately after you
install the Avamar client software, and before system maintenance, software
installations, or software upgrades.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SAP server host.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list.


3. Select the SAP server host. If the SAP server is installed in a cluster, select the
virtual server host.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


4. Click Backup.


The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are
installed on the Sybase server are displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the SAP plug-in for the platform.


b. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the Oracle home (ORACLE_HOME) field, type the full pathname of the
Oracle installation directory that contains the database to be backed up.


Note


Do not include a final slash, /, at the end of the ORACLE_HOME pathname.
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b. In the Oracle locale (NLS_LANG) field, type (in Oracle format) the
language locale to use for the database selection. The default value is
AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII. The value for the Oracle globalization
parameter has the following format:


NLS_LANG=language_territory.character_set


c. Select to use either Oracle database authentication or operating system
authentication for the database connection during the browse operation:


Note


If you select the operating system authentication, the operating system user
must be configured according to the Oracle documentation. If you select
both types of authentication, the database authentication takes precedence.


l If you select Use Oracle Database Authentication, complete the
required fields:


n In the Database username field, type the Oracle database username.
The user must have SYSDBA privileges.


n In the Database user password field, type the password of the
Oracle database username.


n In the Oracle Net Service name field, type the Oracle Net service
name of the database to be backed up.


l If you select Use Operating System Authentication, complete the
required fields:


n In the Operating system username field, type the operating system
login name of the SAP user who performs the backup.


n In the Operating system user password field, type the operating
system user password of the SAP user who performs the backup. This
field is mandatory on Windows and optional on UNIX or Linux.


n In the Oracle instance SID (ORACLE_SID) field, type the system
identifier (SID) of the Oracle database to be backed up.


d. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.


l To backup of a whole database, select the database instance node or all
of the tablespaces in the database. For example, you would select the
CID database in the preceding figure.


l To backup of one or more tablespaces, select only the individual
tablespaces that you want to back up.


l To configure an archive log backup, complete the settings in step 8.g on
page 54.


Note


When you choose to back up archive logs only, the backup settings that
are made here are ignored. However, at least one tablespace must be
selected to advance to the next screen.


e. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.
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7. In the Basic Configuration window, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a
specific amount of time, select Retention Period. Specify the number of
days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific
calendar date, select End date and browse to that date on the calendar.


l To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the
Avamar server, select No end date.


NOTICE


Ensure that the retention policies are set according to the rules described in 
Complete backup protection on page 19.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use
for data transfer between the client and the Avamar server during the
backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection
depends on several factors, including the client operating system and
Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides details.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to
choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


8. Complete the settings in the More Options window.


Plug-in Options on page 73 provides more information about the advanced
backup options.


a. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced
Options.


NOTICE


The software does not validate these options until the backup runs. You can
find any errors that result from these settings in the avsap or backint log
files.


b. To store the backup data on an attached Data Domain system that you
specify, select the Store backup on Data Domain system check box. The
metadata for the backup is stored on the Avamar server. 


NOTICE


If you specify a Data Domain system as the backup destination, all the data is
backed up to the Data Domain system. You cannot back up part of the data
to a Data Domain system and another part to an Avamar server.
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The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides details about
configuring Data Domain systems for use with Avamar systems.


c. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain
system during the backup.


d. Complete the settings in the Oracle Database and BR*Tools Information
group box.


Enter all the mandatory values in this section, although the values were
already entered earlier:


l In the Oracle home (ORACLE_HOME) field, type the full pathname of
the directory where the Oracle software is installed.


Note


Do not include a final slash, /, at the end of the ORACLE_HOME
pathname.


l In the Oracle instance SID (ORACLE_SID) field, type the system
identifier (SID) of the Oracle database instance to back up.


l In the Oracle locale (NLS_LANG) field, type (in Oracle format) the
language locale to use for the database selection. The default value is
AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII.


l In the Database file location (SAPDATA_HOME) field, type the full
pathname of the directory that contains the SAP database files.


l In the BR*Tools location field, type the full pathname of the directory
that contains the BR*Tools executable files.


l (Optional) In the BR*Tools initialization file (initDBSID.sap) field: ,
type the full pathname of the BR*Tools initialization profile if the profile
is not in the SAP default location ($ORACLE_HOME/dbs or
%ORACLE_HOME%\database) or if the profile does not have the default
name format (initDBSID.sap).


e. Complete the settings in the Operating System and Database Credentials
group box:


l In the Operating system username field, type the operating system
login name of the SAP user who performs the backup.


Note


To back up on Windows with the domain user, use the user principal
name (UPN) format, for example, username@DNS_domain_name. The
Microsoft documentation provides more details about using the UPN
format.


l In the Operating system user password field, type the operating
system user password of the SAP user who performs the backup. This
field is mandatory on Windows and optional on UNIX or Linux.


l (Optional) If database authentication is used for the database
connection, type in the Database username field the username of the
Oracle database user (with SYSDBA privileges) configured to use
BR*Tools.
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l (Optional) In the Database user password field, type the password for
the database username.


Setting the database username and password corresponds to running the
brbackup -u db_username/password command. When you do not set the
database username and password, the backup uses operating system
authentication to connect to the Oracle database, which corresponds to
running the brbackup -u / command.


The SAP BR*Tools documentation provides details about the configuration
of operating system and database users.


f. Complete the settings in the General Backup Options group box:


l In the Maximum number of streams menu, select the maximum number
of simultaneous avtar streams to use per backup operation. The default
value is 1, and the recommended maximum value is 10. Multi-streaming on
page 23 provides details.


l (Optional) In the Additional brbackup options field, specify any
additional brbackup command line options to use with the backup that
cannot be set through other fields in this dialog box, for example, -
verify use_dbv. You cannot specify the following options because
these options are set based on your field selections: -device, -mode, -
profile, -type, -user, -archive.


If you set the -verify option in this field, brbackup restores the
backup to a temporary location and checks the backup for validity. For
the verify operation to succeed, you must perform the following tasks:


a. Create an SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile) on the SAP plug-in
host.


b. Specify the location of the parameter file either in this field through -
r full_path_of_flagfile or by setting the util_par_file parameter
in the BR*Tools initDBSID.sap file on the SAP plug-in host.


The parameter file must contain at least the following parameters: --
id, --password, --server, and --account. SAP plug-in
parameter file on page 88 provides details.


NOTICE


A file pathname that is used in the options cannot include spaces. If you
want to specify a file pathname that contains spaces, create a soft link to
the file or copy the file to a pathname without spaces.


l (Optional) Select Enable debugging messages for debugging purposes.
This option enables logging for the avtar, avsap, and backint
processes. Use this option with caution because the messages can create
very large log files. Troubleshooting on page 93 provides details about
the generated logs.


g. Complete the settings in the Archive Log Options group box:


l (Optional) Select Back up only archive redo logs to back up only the
archive redo logs for the instance without backing up any database
object. The database selection on the Backup tab is ignored. This option
corresponds to the SAP brarchive command.


l (Optional) Select Include archive logs to include archive redo logs after
the database backup. This option corresponds to the SAP brbackup
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command, followed by a separate brarchive command. This setting is
ignored if you select Back up only archive redo logs.


l (Optional) In the Number of logs to back up field, type the number of
logs to back up. This option corresponds to the brarchive -n
command. If you set the value to 0, the default BR*Tools value is used.


l (Optional) Select Delete logs after backup completes to delete the logs
after the logs are backed up. This option corresponds to the brarchive
-sd command.


l (Optional) In the Additional brarchive options field, specify any
additional brarchive command line options to use with the backup of
archive redo logs, for example, -verify. You cannot specify the
following options: -number, -save_delete, -profile, -user. If you
select Delete logs after backup completes, you cannot specify the -
delete_saved option.


Note


A file pathname that is used in the options cannot include spaces.


NOTICE


Do not specify the brarchive option -f number because the operation
might take a long time and block other backup operations.


h. Complete the settings in the Backup Type group box:


l To specify that the database remains open during the backup, select
Online. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t online -d
util_file_online command. This setting is ignored during archive
log backups.


l To specify that the logs that are generated during the backup are
archived and then backed up at the end of the backup, select Online
consistent - Archive the logs generated during the backup, then back
up these logs. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t
online_cons -d util_file_online command.


l To specify that the database is shut down for the backup, provided the
SAP system has also been shut down, select Offline. Otherwise, the
database is not shut down and the backup terminates with an error
message. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t offline -d
util_file command.


l To specify that the database is shut down for the backup even if there
are SAP users who are connected to the database, select Offline force -
Shut down the database, even if there are SAP users connected. This
option corresponds to the brbackup -t offline_force -d
util_file command.


i. (Optional) Complete the settings in the BR*Tools Log File Locations group
box:


l In the SAPARCH field, type the full directory pathname of the
BRARCHIVE log files if the files are not located in the SAP default
location. For example, $SAPDATA_HOME/saparch or %SAPDATA_HOME
%\saparch.
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l In the SAPBACKUP field, type the full directory pathname of the
BRBACKUP, BRRESTORE, and BRRECOVER log files if the files are not
located in the SAP default location. For example, $SAPDATA_HOME/
sapbackup or %SAPDATA_HOME%\sapbackup.


l In the SAPCHECK field, type the full directory pathname of the
BRCONNECT log files if the files are not located in the SAP default
location. For example, $SAPDATA_HOME/sapcheck or
%SAPDATA_HOME%\sapcheck.


l In the SAPREORG field, type the full directory pathname of the
BRSPACE log files if the files are not located in the SAP default location.
For example, $SAPDATA_HOME/spareorg or %SAPDATA_HOME%
\spareorg.


l In the SAPTRACE field, type the full directory pathname of the
SAPTRACE log files if the files are not located in the SAP default
location. For example, $SAPDATA_HOME/saptrace or
%SAPDATA_HOME%\saptrace.


9. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following
steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.


b. Click +.


c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.


For example, [avsybase]syb-language.


d. In the Value field, type a value.


e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in
the Key and Value fields.


NOTICE


For concurrent online backups of two or more databases on the same client, set
the SAPSWITCH environment variable in the Enter Attribute and Enter
Attribute Value fields. Set SAPSWITCH to a separate non-default directory for
each concurrent backup so that the .switch file directory is different for each
backup. Directory for the .switch files on page 98 provides details. 


10. Click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
11. To view status details for the backup, select Actions > View Activity.
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Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing
basis. You can schedule backups to run daily, weekly, or monthly. The scheduled
backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide
provides more information about groups, group policy, datasets, schedules, and
retention settings.


Procedure


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule >
Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings >
Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset
A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use
for the backup. Create at least one dataset for scheduled backups on a client or group
of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Datasets.


The Manage All Datasets window appears.


2. Click New.


The New Dataset dialog box appears, listing all the default datasets for all file
systems in the box below the + (add to list) and - (remove from list) buttons.


3. In the New Dataset dialog box:


a. In the Name box, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) and the
following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-), underscore (_). Do not
use Unicode characters or any of the following characters:


` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } | \ / ; : ’ ” < > , ?


b. Click the Source Data tab.


c. Select Enter Explicitly.
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d. Delete all the default datasets that are listed in the box below the + and -
buttons by selecting each dataset in turn and clicking the - button to delete
the dataset.


e. Select the appropriate SAP plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.


NOTICE


All Avamar plug-ins are listed in the Select Plug-In Type list, but only plug-
ins that are installed on the client are available to add to the dataset.


f. Click the ... button (Browse for files and/or folders) next to the Select
Files and/or Folders text box.


The Select Files and/or Folders dialog box appears.


4. In the Select Files and/or Folders dialog box:


a. Select the SAP server host from the Clients tree in the left pane. If the SAP
server is installed in a cluster, select the virtual server host.


b. Select the SAP plug-in in the middle pane.


The Browse Command Line Options dialog box appears.


c. Complete the settings in the Browse Command Line Options dialog box as
described in Performing on-demand backups on page 50, and click OK.


d. In the Select Files and/or Folders dialog box, select the items to be backed
up:


l For a backup of a whole database, select the database instance node or
all of the tablespaces in the database.


l For a backup of one or more tablespaces, select only the individual
tablespaces that you want to back up.


l To configure an archive log backup, complete the settings in step 8.g on
page 54.


Note


When you choose to back up archive logs only, then the backup settings
which are made here are ignored. However, at least one tablespace must
be selected to advance to the next screen.


e. Click OK.


The Select Files and/or Folders dialog box closes.


Note


Do not use the Exclusions tab or Inclusions tab in the New Dataset dialog
box to exclude or include SAP Oracle data in a scheduled backup.


5. Click the Options tab in the New Dataset dialog box.


6. Complete the settings on the Options tab:


a. Select the SAP plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.


The SAP plug-in options appear on the Options tab.


b. Specify all the required options for the SAP plug-in backup as described in 
Performing on-demand backups on page 50.
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You must set values for all the mandatory fields. If you should specify
advanced backup options, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox
and complete the settings in the optional red fields.


7. Click OK to close the New Dataset dialog box.


The new dataset appears in the list of datasets.


Figure 6 Manage All Datasets window


The <browse> flags that appear under Options in the Manage All Datasets
dialog box also appear in the output of the corresponding mccli dataset
show --domain --name command.


For example:


mccli dataset show --domain=/clients --name=sap_dataset1


0,23000,CLI command completed successfully.
Attribute                       Value
------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------
Name                            sap_dataset1
ID                              1362064453449
Domain                          /clients
Built-in                        false
ALLDATA                         false
Num Targets                     1
Linux SAP with Oracle Target    CID/
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Linux SAP with Oracle Target ID 1030
Num Includes                    0
Num Excludes                    0
Num Flags                       23
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=archivelog-delete:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=archivelog-include:value=true
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=integer:name=archivelog-no:value=0
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=archivelog-only:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=brtools-
path:value=/usr/sap/CID/SYS/exe/run
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=pulldown:name=ddr-index:value=0
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=debug:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=pulldown:name=max-streams:value=1
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=nls-
lang:value=AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name<browse>=nls-
lang:value=AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=offline:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=offline-force:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=online:value=true
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=checkbox:name=online-consistent:value=false
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=oracle-home:value=/home/oracer11/app/
oracer11/product/11.2.0/dbhome_1
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name<browse>=oracle-home:value=/home/
oracer11/app/oracer11/product/11.2.0/dbhome_1
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name<browse>=oracle-net-
service:value=CID.world
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=oracle-sid:value=CID
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=password:name=os-password:value=*****
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=os-username:value=oracle
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name=sap-datahome:value=/mnt/oracle/CID
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=password:name<browse>=sap-password:value=*****
Linux SAP with Oracle Flag      type=string:name<browse>=sap-username:value=sys
Is Link                         false


Creating a backup policy
A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule,
and retention settings to implement scheduled backups.


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup
policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and retention settings that apply for
scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup
behavior for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the
client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing
backup policies, schedules, or retention settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy
Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are
disabled by default unless you select the Enabled check box on the first page of the
New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use
the menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain
switch to on.
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3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Enabling scheduled backups
Scheduled backups occur only for enabled groups. Groups are disabled by default
unless you select the Enabled checkbox on the first page of the New Group wizard. If
you did not enable the group when you created it, use the menu options in the Policy
window to enable backups.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link button.


The Policy window appears.


2. Click the Policy Management tab.


3. Click the Groups tab.


4. Select the group that you created.


5. Enable the group by selecting Actions > Group > Disable Group.


Perform this step only if a check mark appears next to the Disable Group menu
option.


6. Click Yes to enable this group.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by
using the Activity Monitor.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed
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n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The backup might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Reviewing backups
The SAP plug-in backs up files, such as data files, archive redo logs, Oracle control
files, BR*Tools catalogs, and other files. The resultant backup file names contain the
full path of the file.


Directory level symbolic links are backed up by using their symbolic name, not the
destination name. For example, data files are created in the directory that is
named /tmp/sapdata5, which is a symbolic link with /tmp/sapdata5 linked to /
oracle_data/SCE/sapdata5. The files are backed up under tmp/sapdata5/
*datafiles.


At the end of each backup, the SAP plug-in groups all the files backed up by a
particular backint process.


List the backups for a client
To list all of the backups for a client, type the avtar --backups command. You can
use the same parameter file (flagfile) that would be used for a backup or restore from
the CLI, as long as those parameters that are not applicable to avtar are commented
out.


For example:


avtar --backups --flagfile=parameter_file


Date       Time     Seq Label            Size    Plugin  Working directory      Targets
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---------- -------- --- ---------------  ------- ------- -----------------      --------
2013-03-18 15:30:35 188 behrsbji233ab72b 118K    SAP     /var/avamar/clientlogs
2013-03-18 15:30:04 186 behrsbji233a00dd 981771K SAP     /var/avamar/clientlogs
2013-03-18 15:27:04 184 behrsbar23377e2c 118K    SAP     /var/avamar/clientlogs
2013-03-18 15:26:33 182 behrsbar2336a709 981771K SAP     /var/avamar/clientlogs


where the columns are as follows:


l Date—Date of the backup.


l Time—Time of the backup.


l Seq—Sequence number of the backup, which is an integer that is assigned by the
Avamar server that uniquely identifies the backup.


l Label—Optional string that describes the backup.


l Size—Amount of data that was backed up.


l Plugin—Type of Avamar plug-in that created the backup.


l Working directory—Directory where the backup binary performed the backups.


l Targets—Backup path, only set for Avamar file system backups.


List the content of the most recent backup
To list the content of the most recent backup, use the avtar --list command.


avtar --list --account=domain/client --id=Avamar_server_username
--password=Avamar_server_password
--server=Avamar_server_hostname_or_IP_address


The output of this command would be similar to the following example for a database
named CID:


/
/home/
/home/db/
/home/db/oracle/
/home/db/oracle/product/
/home/db/oracle/product/11.2/
/home/db/oracle/product/11.2/db_1/
/home/db/oracle/product/11.2/db_1/dbs/
/home/db/oracle/product/11.2/db_1/dbs/initCID.ora
/home/db/oracle/product/11.2/db_1/dbs/initCID.sap
/mnt/
/mnt/oracle/
/mnt/oracle/CID/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapreorg/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapreorg/spaceCID.log
/mnt/oracle/CID/saparch/
/mnt/oracle/CID/saparch/aehpbbps.svd
/mnt/oracle/CID/saparch/archCID.log


List the content of a specific backup
To list the backups in a specific backup label, use the avtar --list command with
the --label option. For example:


avtar --label=specific_label --list --account=domain/client
--id=Avamar_server_username --password=Avamar_server_password
--server=Avamar_server_hostname_or_IP_address
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The --list output from the database files would be similar to the following example
for a database named CID:


/
/mnt/
/mnt/oracle/
/mnt/oracle/CID/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata2/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata2/cer_1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata2/cer_1/cer.data1
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata3/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata3/cerusr_1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata3/cerusr_1/cerusr.data1
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/temp_1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/temp_1/temp.data1
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/undo_1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/undo_1/undo.data1
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/system_1/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/system_1/sysaux.dbf
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/system_1/system.data1
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/cntrl/
/mnt/oracle/CID/sapdata1/cntrl/ctrlCID.ctl
/mnt/oracle/CID/dwdata/
/mnt/oracle/CID/dwdata/data1.dat
/mnt/oracle/CID/dwdata/data2.dat
/mnt/oracle/CID/dwdata/data3.dat
/mnt/oracle/CID/dwdata/data4.dat
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogA/
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogA/log1_m1.dbf
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogA/log3_m1.dbf
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogB/
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogB/log2_m1.dbf
/mnt/oracle/CID/origlogB/log4_m1.dbf


List the history of a backup
To list the history of a backup for a particular file, use the avtar --history
command. The avtar documentation provides more details about the --history
option. For example:


avtar --flagfile=parameter_file --history
/bigspace/oracle/redhat/64bit/product/11.2.0.1.0/db_1/dbs/initSAP.ora


avtar Info <5551>: Command Line: /usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar.bin
--vardir=/usr/local/avamar/var --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc
--flagfile=/bigspace/oracle/redhat/64bit/product/11.2.0.1.0/db_1/
dbs/initSAP.utl --sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc
--vardir=/usr/local/avamar/var --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ddr=true --ddr-index=1 --max-streams=2
--server=avamar-server.lss.emc.com
--account=/clients/avamar.lss.emc.com --id=User1
--password=**************** --history
/bigspace/oracle/redhat/64bit/product/11.2.0.1.0/db_1/dbs/
initSAP.ora
avtar Info <7977>: Starting at 2012-02-21 17:41:59 EST [avtar Feb 8
2012 21:34:29 6.1.100-280 Linux-x86_64]
avtar Info <8475>: ADE for multicore architectures enabled (Avamar
Deduplication Engine v2.0.0)
avtar Info <5552>: Connecting to Avamar Server
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(avamar-server.lss.emc.com)
avtar Info <5554>: Connecting to one node in each datacenter
avtar Info <5583>: Login User: "User1", Domain: "default", Account:
"/clients/avamar.lss.emc.com"
avtar Info <5580>: Logging in on connection 0 (server 0)
avtar Info <5582>: Avamar Server login successful
avtar Info <5550>: Successfully logged into Avamar Server 
[6.1.0-276]
avtar Info <5922>: History of 
/bigspace/oracle/redhat/64bit/product/11.2.0.1.0/db_1/dbs/
initSAP.ora for /clients/avamar.lss.emc.com as of 2012-02-21
17:42:00 EST
Seq Label            Date       Time     Size   Plugin Create
--- ---------------- ---------- -------- ------ ------ ---------
635 behydpyvd2c76e1e 2012-02-21 17:35:34   1695   1030 1329863921
629 aehyagmzcf3e6c79 2012-02-21 01:09:30   1695   1030 1329804590
615 behyaftgcf3d4d27 2012-02-21 01:02:20   1695   1030 1329804517
599 aehxvirdca18e1a8 2012-02-20 01:10:07   1695   1030 1329718245
585 behxvhytca167366 2012-02-20 01:03:13   1695   1030 1329718093
569 aehxqkqfc4f03eb3 2012-02-19 01:06:48   1695   1030 1329631695
555 behxqkcvc4edcbbd 2012-02-19 01:01:28   1695   1030 1329631544
539 aehxlncdbfcc4d22 2012-02-18 01:09:51   1695   1030 1329545455
525 behxlmimbfca3f15 2012-02-18 01:03:39   1695   1030 1329545322
509 aehxgpmkbaa73835 2012-02-17 01:11:59   1695   1030 1329459138
495 behxgonbbaa627b0 2012-02-17 01:02:58   1695   1030 1329459069
479 aehxbrlkb57f6b32 2012-02-16 01:09:35   1695   1030 1329372645
465 behxbqrmb57d46e9 2012-02-16 01:03:00   1695   1030 1329372510


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the
server rejects backups that are not destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement
covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as
well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar
and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about backup
enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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CHAPTER 4


Restore and Recovery


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Performing restores from the CLI...................................................................... 68
l Monitoring restores............................................................................................70
l Canceling restores............................................................................................. 70
l Disaster recovery................................................................................................71
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Performing restores from the CLI
You can configure and perform SAP Oracle data restores with the Avamar Plug-in for
SAP with Oracle (SAP plug-in). You can use the SAP plug-in to redirect a restore to a
different host, recover a database to a consistent state, and perform disaster
recovery.


The SAP plug-in enables you to perform restore and recovery operations from the
command line interface (CLI) by using the BR*Tools interfaces. For example, the
brtools, brrestore, and brrecover commands, on the SAP Oracle host
(destination host) to which the data is restored. The SAP documentation provides
details about the BR*Tools interfaces.


The SAP plug-in can restore only data that was backed up with the SAP plug-in.


Note


The SAP plug-in does not support a restore with the AUI or the Avamar Administrator
GUI.


You can use the following steps to recover an entire database or a subset of database
objects, such as one or more tablespaces or data files.


Procedure


1. (Optional) To restore the data to a different SAP Oracle host (destination host)
than the one that was backed up, follow the disaster recovery steps to re-
create the environment and restore the configuration files and BR*Tools logs.


2. Log in to the SAP Oracle host (destination host) as the SAP Oracle user
configured for BR*Tools operations. The SAP BR*Tools documentation
provides details.


3. Ensure that the Oracle and SAP BR*Tools environment is configured properly
for SAP plug-in restores.


Ensure that the BR*Tools initialization file, initDBSID.sap, is configured for
util_file as the backup device type, or use the proper brrestore or
brrecover options to set this parameter, for example, brrestore -d
util_file. The SAP BR*Tools documentation provides details.


4. Ensure that the Avamar client and SAP plug-in are installed and registered.


5. If you installed the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, then ensure that the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH or LIBPATH environment variable includes the library
location. For example, if you use a csh shell on UNIX, type the appropriate
command to set the variable on the particular system:


l On AIX:
setenv LIBPATH alternate_path/usr/local/avamar/lib64:$LIBPATH


l On HP-UX or Solaris x86_64:
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH alternate_path/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH


l On Solaris SPARC:
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH alternate_path/lib64:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH


6. Configure the SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile). The file must contain at
least the following mandatory parameters: --account, --bindir, --id, --
password, --server, --sysdir, --vardir. SAP plug-in parameters on
page 89 provides details about the parameters.
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7. Ensure that the BR*Tools initialization file, initDBSID.sap, specifies the SAP
plug-in parameter file, util_par_file = parameter_file_location, or use the
proper brrestore or brrecover options to set this parameter, for example,
brrestore -r parameter_file_location.


8. On a Windows system that has User Account Control (UAC), ensure that the
SAP plug-in has administrator privileges as described in Enabling administrator
privileges for the SAP plug-in on Windows on page 46.


9. (Optional) Before performing a restore operation, ensure that the backup to be
restored exists by using a verification function. For example, to verify the latest
backup, type the following command:


brrestore -verify [only_conf]
To verify a specific backup, type the following command: 


brrestore -verify [only_conf] -b BR*Tools_catalog_file


10. Perform the restore and recovery by using the BR*Tools interfaces. Use the
brtools and brrecover commands in the interactive mode because these
features guide you through the restore and recovery process and prepare the
database objects for restore.


A recovery (brrecover) operation automatically shuts down the database and
restarts it after the recovery operation completes.


If you run the brrestore command directly, then perform the following
actions:


l Shut down the Oracle database instance when restoring the whole database.


l Take the database object offline when restoring a specific tablespace or data
file.


l Use the Oracle SQLPlus interface to apply redo logs to recover the
database. The SAP BR*Tools documentation provides details.


BR*Tools restore and recovery commands on page 85 provide details about
the BR*Tools restore and recovery interfaces.


Note


When the brrestore program is used for a restore operation, whether invoked
directly from the command line or indirectly from the brrecover command or
the brtools interface, it deletes all the original files to be restored before it
invokes backint to restore the backed-up files. If brrestore or backint
fails, then the original files are lost. To prevent these issues, perform one of the
following actions:


l Restore the files to a different location that does not include any files by
using the -m option and specifying the restore destination, for example:
brrestore -m tablespace_name=restore_directory
or


l Use the brrestore -NFD option to prevent deletion of the original files by
brrestore.
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Monitoring restores
The CLI displays operational messages on the output terminal when you run a restore.


The Activity Monitor displays status information for SAP plug-in restores. Each
restore that you run from the CLI displays a separate row on the screen for each
backint operation that is involved in the restore.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor is displayed with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that is
displayed:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Canceling restores


To cancel a running restore operation, use one of the following methods:


l Press Ctrl-C in the command shell or window where the restore operation is
running.
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l Type the following command in a different command shell or window on the same
host:


brrestore -g -stop


Note


The -g option is supported only in BR*Tools 7.10 and later. The SAP Note 1129197
provides details.


Disaster recovery
For a comprehensive disaster recovery, it is necessary to fully reconstruct the
computing environment and all the Oracle and SAP BR*Tools configuration files that
are associated with maintaining data.


Note


Complete backup protection on page 19 describes the impacts of incomplete
protection.


Protecting the computing environment
Maintain accurate and complete records of the network and system configurations,
and keep all the original software media in a safe location. Include the following
features:


l Operating system media and patches


l Avamar media


l File system configuration


l IP addresses and hostnames


l User credentials required to restore from the Avamar server


Use the Avamar client to back up Oracle configuration files, for example,
listener.ora, tnsnames.ora, and the password file, which are not backed up by
SAP plug-in.


Recovering from a disaster
To recover from a disaster, first restore lost Oracle and SAP configuration files and
lost BR*Tools backup log files. The following procedures are concise versions of the
disaster recovery steps that are described in the SAP documentation, which is
modified for the specific requirements of the SAP plug-in environment.


Restoring the required Oracle and SAP BR*Tools files


You can restore the required Oracle and SAP BR*Tools files on the original host or a
new host, either of which is called the destination host.


The SAP documentation provides more details about disaster recovery.


Procedure


1. Ensure that the original or new destination host is a client of the Avamar server
that you want to restore from.


2. If the entire SAP Oracle system has been lost:
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a. Reinstall all the required software components that are described in 
Architecture on page 16.


b. Reconfigure the SAP data layout, such as the SAPDATA_HOME directory and
its subdirectories, to the same state as before the disaster.


3. Configure the BR*Tools profile file, initDBSID-dr.sap, and parameter file,
initDBSID-dr.utl, for recovery on the destination host. The parameter file
must contain all the parameters that are required for the restore operation. SAP
plug-in parameter file on page 88 provides details.


4. On the destination host, start BR*Tools or BrGui and follow the onscreen
instructions to perform a disaster recovery of profiles and logs. Example: Using
BR*Tools for disaster recovery of profiles and logs on page 72 describes how
to use BR*Tools for the disaster recovery.


Example: Using BR*Tools for disaster recovery of profiles and logs


You can recover profiles and logs by using the brtools command.


Procedure


1. In the brtools menu, select Restore and Recovery and then Disaster
recovery.


2. On the page BRRECOVER options for disaster recovery, set the location of
the BR*Tools profile file and the parameter file to be used by brrecover.


Note


If you are restoring the original BR*Tools profile or parameter file, ensure that
the files used for the disaster recovery have different names or are stored in a
different location than the original files to be restored.


3. On the page Device type for restoring profiles and log files from BRBACKUP
| BRARCHIVE backup, select Backup utility.


4. On the page Parameters for restoring profiles and log files from BRBACKUP
backup utility, specify the files to be restored.


5. On the page Restore of profiles and log files from BRBACKUP backup,
select the components that you want to restore.


Recovering a SAP Oracle database after disaster
After the correct SAP BR*Tools profiles and logs are restored on the SAP Oracle
host, follow the regular BR*Tools recovery procedure to perform database point-in-
time recovery or database reset.


Performing restores from the CLI on page 68 provides the procedure to recover a SAP
Oracle database.


The SAP documentation provides more details about database recovery.
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APPENDIX A


Plug-in Options


This appendix includes the following topics:


l How to set plug-in options................................................................................. 74
l Plug-in options in Avamar Administrator............................................................ 74
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How to set plug-in options
You can specify plug-in options to control specific actions of an SAP on-demand
backup or scheduled backup with the Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the
Show Free Form section of the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value
fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls for the options.


Additional plug-in options on page 77 describes the additional plug-in options that
the SAP plug-in supports.


Plug-in options in Avamar Administrator
You can set plug-in options in Avamar Administrator for browse and backup operations
with the SAP plug-in.


Browse options in Avamar Administrator
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in the Browse
Command Line Options dialog box in Avamar Administrator, as required to prepare
for SAP plug-in backups.


Table 3 SAP browse options in Avamar Administrator


Browse option How to set the option value


Database username Mandatory only if database authentication is selected. Type the Oracle database username.
The user must have SYSDBA privileges.


Database user password Mandatory only if database authentication is selected. Type the password of the Oracle
database username.


Operating system username Mandatory only if operating system authentication is selected. Type the operating system
login name of the SAP user who performs the backup.


Operating system user
password


Mandatory only if operating system authentication is selected on Windows. Type the
operating system user password of the SAP user who performs the backup.


Oracle home
(ORACLE_HOME)


Type the full pathname of the Oracle installation directory that contains the database to be
backed up.


Note


Do not include a final slash, /, at the end of the ORACLE_HOME pathname.


Oracle instance SID
(ORACLE_SID)


Mandatory only if operating system authentication is selected. Type the system identifier
(SID) of the Oracle database to be backed up.


Oracle locale (NLS_LANG) Type (in Oracle format) the language locale to use for the database selection. The default
value is AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII. The value for the Oracle globalization parameter
has the following format:


NLS_LANG=language_territory.character_set
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Table 3 SAP browse options in Avamar Administrator (continued)


Browse option How to set the option value


Oracle Net Service name Mandatory only if database authentication is selected. Type the Oracle Net service name of
the database to be backed up.


Use Operating System
Authentication


(Optional) Select to use Oracle operating system authentication for the database connection
during the browse operation.


Use Oracle Database
Authentication


(Optional) Select to use Oracle database authentication for the database connection during
the browse operation.


Backup options in Avamar Administrator
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in either the Backup
Command Line Options dialog box or the New Dataset dialog box in Avamar
Administrator for the SAP plug-in backups.


Note


You can view an option marked “(Advanced option)” in the following table only by
selecting the Show Advanced Options checkbox in the Backup Command Line
Options dialog box or the Options tab of the New Dataset dialog box.


Table 4 SAP backup options in Avamar Administrator


Backup option How to set the option value


Additional brarchive options (Optional) Specify any additional brarchive command line options to use with the backup of


archive redo logs, for example, -verify. You cannot specify the following options: -number,


-save_delete, -profile, -user. If you select Delete logs after backup
completes, then you cannot specify the -delete_saved option.


Additional brbackup options (Optional) Specify any additional brbackup command line options to use with the backup


that cannot be set through other fields in this dialog box, for example, -verify use_dbv.


You cannot specify the following options because these options are set based on your field
selections: -device, -mode, -profile, -type, -user, -archive.


Back up only archive redo
logs


(Optional) Select this option to back up only the archive redo logs for the instance without


backing up any database object. The database selection on the Backup tab is ignored. This
option corresponds to the SAP brarchive command.


BR*Tools initialization file
(initDBSID.sap)


(Optional) Type the full pathname of the BR*Tools initialization profile if the profile is not in
the SAP default location ($ORACLE_HOME/dbs or %ORACLE_HOME%\database) or if the


profile does not have the default name format (initDBSID.sap).


BR*Tools location Type the full pathname of the directory that contains the BR*Tools executable files.


Database file location
(SAPDATA_HOME)


Type the full pathname of the directory that contains the SAP database files.


Database username (Optional) If database authentication is used for the database connection, type the username
of the Oracle database user (with SYSDBA privileges) configured to use BR*Tools.


Database user password (Optional) Type the password for the database username.
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Table 4 SAP backup options in Avamar Administrator (continued)


Backup option How to set the option value


Delete logs after backup
completes


(Optional) Select this option to delete the logs after the logs are backed up. This option
corresponds to the brarchive -sd command.


Enable debugging messages (Optional) Select this option for debugging purposes. This option enables logging for the
avtar, avsap, and backint processes. Use this option with caution because the messages


can create very large log files.


Encryption method to Data
Domain system


(Optional) If you store the backup on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for
data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


Include archive logs (Optional) Select this option to include archive redo logs after the database backup. This
option corresponds to the SAP brbackup command, followed by a separate brarchive
command. This setting is ignored if you select Back up only archive redo logs.


Maximum number of streams Select the maximum number of simultaneous avtar streams to use per backup operation.


The default value is 1, and the recommended maximum value is 10.


Number of logs to back up (Optional) Type the number of logs to back up. This option corresponds to the brarchive -
n command. If you set the value to 0, then the default BR*Tools value is used.


Offline Select this option to specify that the database is shut down for the backup, provided the SAP
system has also been shut down. Otherwise, the database is not shut down and the backup
terminates with an error message. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t offline -
d util_file command.


Offline force - Shut down the
database, even if there are
SAP users connected


Select this option to specify that the database is shut down for the backup even if there are
SAP users connected to the database. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t
offline_force -d util_file command.


Online Select this option to specify that the database remains open during the backup. This option
corresponds to the brbackup -t online -d util_file_online command. This setting


is ignored during archive log backups.


Online consistent - Archive
the logs generated during the
backup, then back up these
logs


Select this option to specify that the logs generated during the backup are archived and then
backed up at the end of the backup. This option corresponds to the brbackup -t
online_cons -d util_file_online command.


Operating system username Type the operating system login name of the SAP user who performs the backup.


Note


To back up on Windows with the domain user, use the user principal name (UPN) format, for
example, username@DNS_domain_name. The Microsoft documentation provides more details
about using the UPN format.


Operating system user
password


Mandatory on Windows only. Type the operating system user password of the SAP user who
performs the backup.


Oracle home
(ORACLE_HOME)


Type the full pathname of the directory where the Oracle software is installed.


Note


Do not include a final slash, /, at the end of the ORACLE_HOME pathname.
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Table 4 SAP backup options in Avamar Administrator (continued)


Backup option How to set the option value


Oracle instance SID
(ORACLE_SID)


Type the system identifier (SID) of the Oracle database instance to be backed up.


Oracle locale (NLS_LANG) Type (in Oracle format) the language locale to use for the database selection. The default
value is AMERICAN_AMERICA.US7ASCII.


SAPARCH (Optional) Type the full directory pathname of the BRARCHIVE log files if the files are not
located in the SAP default location, $SAPDATA_HOME/saparch or %SAPDATA_HOME%
\saparch.


SAPBACKUP (Optional) Type the full directory pathname of the BRBACKUP, BRRESTORE, and
BRRECOVER log files if the files are not located in the SAP default location,
$SAPDATA_HOME/sapbackup or %SAPDATA_HOME%\sapbackup.


SAPCHECK (Optional) Type the full directory pathname of the BRCONNECT log files if the files are not
located in the SAP default location, $SAPDATA_HOME/sapcheck or %SAPDATA_HOME%
\sapcheck.


SAPREORG (Optional) Type the full directory pathname of the BRSPACE log files if the files are not
located in the SAP default location, $SAPDATA_HOME/spareorg or %SAPDATA_HOME%
\spareorg.


SAPTRACE (Optional) Type the full directory pathname of the SAPTRACE log files if the files are not
located in the SAP default location, $SAPDATA_HOME/saptrace or %SAPDATA_HOME%
\saptrace.


Store backup on Data Domain
system


Select this option if you want to store the backup data on an attached Data Domain system
that you specify. The metadata for the backup is stored on the Avamar server.


Note


If you specify a Data Domain system as the backup destination, then all the data is backed up
to the Data Domain system. You cannot back up part of the data to a Data Domain system and
another part to an Avamar server.


Additional plug-in options
Use the More button in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box in Avamar
Administrator to set the additional plug-in options that you cannot specify with the
GUI controls.


Additional options for SAP plug-in backups
You can set the following additional plug-in options for SAP plug-in backups:


l brtools-secure-password
l brtools-secure-role
l SAPSWITCH
The following sections describe the brtools-secure-password and brtools-
secure-role options. Directory for the .switch files on page 98 describes the
SAPSWITCH option.
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NOTICE


When you set one of these additional plug-in options by using the More button in the
Backup Command Line Options dialog box, the Avamar software does not validate
the option information that you type in the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields.


The SAP plug-in also supports running the BR*Tools binaries brbackup and
brarchive with the -u // or -u //OS_group_name option in the CLI. The SAP
Note 1764043 provides details about how to configure and use the storage of the
BR*Tools user or password in secure storage.


Enabling a secure storage password
SAP Kernel 7.20 Patch Level 100 introduced a new method for the secure storage of
the SAP database user or password. With BR*Tools Kernel 7.20 Patch 27 or later, you
can avoid using the OPS$ database users by storing the BR*Tools connection data for
the database in a BR*Tools-specific Secure Storage in File System (SSFS). The SAP
Note 1764043 provides details about how to configure the storage of the BR*Tools
user or password in secure storage.


You can specify the plug-in option setting, brtools-secure-password=true, to
enable the secure storage password for SAP plug-in backups. This setting causes the
BR*Tools binaries brbackup and brarchive to run with the -u // option. The
default value of the plug-in option brtools-secure-password is false.


Note


If you specify both plug-in options, brtools-secure-password and brtools-
secure-role, then the brtools-secure-password option setting takes
precedence.


To enable the secure storage password with the plug-in option, complete the following
steps in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box:


1. Click More.


2. Type [avsap]brtools-secure-password in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type true in the Enter Attribute Value field.


4. Click +.


Enabling role-based secure storage
With BR*Tools Kernel 7.20 Patch 30 or later, you can use role-based storage of the
BR*Tools user and password in the secure storage, which assigns the DBA and OPER
roles to OS users without the OS users having to belong to the Oracle OS groups dba
and oper.


OS users who are configured for role-based storage must run the DBA action only
with the BR*Tools. Typically, OS users can call all the BR*Tools programs with the
DBA role. OS users with the OPER role can call only brarchive, brbackup, and
brconnect. The SAP Note 1764043 provides details about how to configure the role-
based storage of the BR*Tools user and password in secure storage.


You can specify the plug-in option setting, brtools-secure-
role=OS_group_name, to enable role-based secure storage for SAP plug-in backups,
where OS_group_name is the OS group that is configured for secure storage. This
setting causes the BR*Tools binaries brbackup and brarchive to run with the -
u //OS_group_name option.
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Note


If you specify both options, brtools-secure-password and brtools-secure-
role, then the brtools-secure-password option setting takes precedence.


To enable role-based secure storage with the plug-in option, complete the following
steps in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box:


1. Click More.


2. Type [avsap]brtools-secure-role in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type OS_group_name in the Enter Attribute Value field.


4. Click +.
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APPENDIX B


Command Line Interface


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Performing on-demand backups from the CLI....................................................82
l Examples of BR*Tools command syntax............................................................ 83
l SAP plug-in parameter file................................................................................. 88
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Performing on-demand backups from the CLI
The SAP plug-in enables you to perform backups from the command line interface
(CLI) by using the SAP BR*Tools commands, brbackup, and brarchive, on the
SAP plug-in host.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Avamar client as the operating system user configured for
BR*Tools operations. The SAP BR*Tools documentation provides details.


2. Ensure that the SAP environment specifies the correct settings for
ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID. The SAP BR*Tools documentation
provides details.


Note


Ensure that the ORACLE_HOME setting does not include a final slash, /.


3. If you installed the SAP plug-in in an alternate directory, then ensure that the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH or LIBPATH environment variable includes the library
location. For example, if you use a csh shell on UNIX, type the appropriate
command to set the variable on the particular system:


l On AIX:
setenv LIBPATH alternate_path/usr/local/avamar/lib64:$LIBPATH


l On HP-UX or Solaris x86_64:
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH alternate_path/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH


l On Solaris SPARC:
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH alternate_path/lib64:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH


4. Change to the directory that contains the BR*Tools binaries, brbackup, and
brarchive.


5. Create a SAP plug-in parameter file with all the required parameters for the
backup. SAP plug-in parameter file on page 88 provides examples and details
about configuring the file.


6. If a Data Domain system is used for the backup, enable the following fields in
the parameter file:


--ddr=true
--ddr-index=index_number


where index_number is the identification number of the Data Domain system to
be used for the backup. Contact the Avamar administrator to determine the
required index number.


7. On a Windows system that has User Account Control (UAC), ensure that the
SAP plug-in has administrator privileges as described in Enabling administrator
privileges for the SAP plug-in on Windows on page 46.


8. If you run concurrent online backups of two or more databases on the same
client, set the SAPSWITCH environment variable to a separate non-default
directory for each backup. For example, if you use a csh shell on UNIX or Linux,
you can type the following command to set the variable:


setenv SAPSWITCH .switch_file_directory_pathname
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The separate settings ensure that the .switch file directory is different for
each concurrent backup. Directory for the .switch files on page 98 provides
details.


9. Type the brbackup command with appropriate parameters as shown in the
following examples:


Note


The brbackup or barchive command line option takes precedence over a
corresponding parameter set in the BR*Tools initDBSID.sap file.


l To back up the whole database, run the appropriate command:


n To perform an offline backup, type the following command:


brbackup -r parameter_file -d util_file -t offline
or


brbackup -m all -r parameter_file
n To perform an online backup, type the following command:


brbackup -r parameter_file -d util_file_online -t online
or


brbackup -m all -r parameter_file -d util_file_online -t
online


l To back up one or more tablespaces, run the appropriate command:


n To perform an offline backup, type the following command:


brbackup -m tablespace -r parameter_file
n To perform an online backup, type the following command:


brbackup -m tablespace -r parameter_file -t online
l To perform a log backup, run the brarchive or brbackup -a command.


You can back up archive logs either in an independent backup with the
brarchive command or as part of a database or tablespace backup with
the brbackup -a command. An archive log backup backs up the archive
logs, SAP profile, and backup catalogs.


For example, to back up a tablespace, type one of the following commands:


brarchive
or


brbackup -r parameter_file -a
BR*Tools backup commands on page 84 provides more details.


Examples of BR*Tools command syntax
This section provides concise versions of the BR*Tools options described in the SAP
BR*Tools documentation, modified for the specific requirements of the SAP plug-in
environment.


You can run the BR*Tools commands, such as brbackup, brarchive, brrestore,
and brrecover, from the CLI to initiate backups and restores with the SAP plug-in.
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BR*Tools backup commands
You can run the brbackup and brarchive commands from the CLI to initiate
backups with the SAP plug-in. Examples of the syntax and options for these
commands are provided in the following sections.


Synopsis of backup commands


brbackup [-c force] -d {util_file | util_file_online}
[-m {all | all_data | full | tablespace_list | file_ID |
file_ID1_range | file_list}] [-p profile] [-r parameter_file] [-t
{online | online_cons | offline | offline_force}] [-u username/
password] [-w [use_dbv | only_conf]]


brarchive [-c force] -d util_file [-f [number | stop | suspend |
resume]] [-p profile] [-r parameter_file] [-u username/password]


Backup command options
Options that are enclosed in brackets ([ ]) are optional. Options that are enclosed in
braces ({ }) must use at least one of the enclosed options. Variables are in italics.
Keywords are in bold text.


The following table lists example options for these commands. The SAP
documentation provides complete details about these commands.


Note


The command line options override the corresponding parameters set in the SAP
parameter file initDBSID.sap.


Table 5 Options for brbackup and brarchive commands


Option Description


-c force Suppresses most of the confirmation messages that interrupt the backup or
archive operation.


-d {util_file |
util_file_online}


Specifies that the SAP plug-in with backint is used for the backup or archive


operation.


-f [number] Instructs brarchive to wait for the next offline redo log file that is written by


Oracle and then send it to backint for backup. If number is specified,


brarchive waits until the specified number of files have accumulated in the


archiving directory.


Note


A backup with Avamar Administrator or any other backup from the CLI should
not perform an archive log backup when this option is used.


-m database_objects_to_back_up Specifies what database objects to back up, for example, a whole database,
selected tablespaces or data files. This option is used by brbackup.


-p profile Specifies an initialization BR*Tools parameter file if the file does not have the
default name or is not stored in the default location.
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Table 5 Options for brbackup and brarchive commands (continued)


Option Description


-r parameter_file Specifies the SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile) used during the backup or
archive operation. SAP plug-in parameter file on page 88 provides details.


-t backup_type Specifies the type of backup that brbackup and backint perform. During an


online backup, to reduce the number of redo logs that Oracle generates, use this
option with the -d util_file_online option.


-u username/password Specifies the username and password of the Oracle database administrator.


-w [use_dbv | only_conf] Verifies that the backup after the files have been backed up. Helps to detect
possible hardware problems.


The use_dbv option performs the backup followed by a restore of the backup


to a temporary location. This option approximately doubles the backup time.


BR*Tools restore and recovery commands
It is recommended that you use the brtools and brrecover commands in the
interactive menu-driven mode to guide you through the process of restore and
recovery.


The following example screen shows how to start a restore by using the brrecover
command.


BR0280I BRRECOVER time stamp: 2014-11-06 11.35.06
BR0707I Recovery of database: CER
BR0708I BRRECOVER action ID: vepdccuk
BR0709I BRRECOVER function ID: rif
BR0710I Recovery type: restore


BR0280I BRRECOVER time stamp: 2014-11-06 11.35.06
BR0656I Choice menu 120 - please make a selection
-------------------------------------------------------------
Restore of individual backup files main menu
1 = Restore files from BRBACKUP backup
2 - Restore individual files from tape
3 - Restore individual files from disk
4 - Restore individual files from backup utility
5 - Restore and apply incremental backup
6 * Exit program
7 - Reset program status


Standard keys: c - cont, b - back, s - stop, r - refr, h - help
-------------------------------------------------------------
BR0662I Enter your choice:
BR0280I BRRECOVER time stamp: 2014-11-06 11.36.00
BR0663I Your choice: '1'


BR0699I Reading log file /mnt/oracle/CER/sapbackup/
backCER.log ...
BR0280I BRRECOVER time stamp: 2014-11-06 11.36.00
BR0658I List menu 121 - please select one entry
-------------------------------------------------------------
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BRBACKUP database backups for restore


Pos. Log Start Type Files Device RC
1 = bepdbusr.aff 2014-11-06 10.04.13 offline 5/6 util_file 0
2 - bepcswen.aff 2014-11-04 14.24.13 offline 0/6 util_file 6
3 - bepaldei.aff 2014-10-23 11.47.00 offline 5/6 util_file 0
4 - bepalcyt.aff 2014-10-23 11.44.35 offline 5/6 util_file 0
5 - bepakyjs.aff 2014-10-23 10.53.00 offline 5/6 util_file 0
6 - bepakydp.aff 2014-10-23 10.50.21 offline 5/6 util_file 0
7 - bepakxyi.aff 2014-10-23 10.48.04 offline 5/6 util_file 0
8 - bepakvie.aff 2014-10-23 10.18.32 offline 5/6 util_file 0
9 - bepakuxs.aff 2014-10-23 10.14.00 offline 5/6 util_file 0
10 - bepakuay.aff 2014-10-23 10.04.08 offline 5/6 util_file 0
11 - bepaktss.aff 2014-10-23 10.00.34 offline 5/6 util_file 0
12 - bepagudv.aff 2014-10-22 14.33.39 offline 5/6 util_file 0
13 - bepagtwl.aff 2014-10-22 14.30.27 offline 5/6 util_file 0
14 - bepacaeo.aff 2014-10-21 15.16.54 offline 5/6 util_file 0
15 - bepabzbc.aff 2014-10-21 15.04.08 offline 5/6 util_file 0
16 - bepabqri.aff 2014-10-21 13.29.46 offline 5/6 util_file 0
17 - bepabhnw.aff 2014-10-21 11.46.52 offline 5/6 util_file 0
18 - bepabckh.aff 2014-10-21 10.48.59 offline 5/6 util_file 5
19 - bepaayfi.aff 2014-10-21 10.01.46 offline 5/6 util_file 0
You can also run the brrestore and brrecover (in non-menu mode) commands
from the CLI to initiate restore and recovery operations with the SAP plug-in.
Examples of the syntax and options for these commands are as follows.


Synopsis of restore and recovery commands


brrestore [-a [seq1-seq2=new_directory]] [-b backup_catalog_file] [-c
force] -d {util_file [-f last | brrestore_log1, brrestore_log2,... |
yyyy-mm-dd hh.mm.ss | number_of_days}] [-m {all | all_data | full |
tablespace_list | file_ID | file_ID1_range | file_list}] [-p profile]
[-q check] [-r parameter_file] [-u username/password]


brrecover [-c force] -d util_file [-p profile] [-pit yyyy-mm-dd
hh.mi.ss] [-r parameter_file] [-scn scn] [-t {complete | dbpit | tspit
| reset | restore | apply | disaster}] [-tsp {tablespace_name |
tablespace_name_list}] [-u username/password]


For example:


brrecover -d util_file -p initGC2.sap -t complete


Restore and recovery command options


Options that are enclosed in brackets ([ ]) are optional. Options that are enclosed in
braces ({ }) must use at least one of the enclosed options. Variables are in italics.
Keywords are in bold text.


To restore a complete backup (reset of the database), use the -m full option. This
option restores all files, not just the tablespaces, but also the control files, online redo
log files (consistent online backup), and offline redo log files (complete offline
backup).


By default, the brrestore operation uses the backup catalog file (also called the
brbackup log in SAP BR*Tools documentation) created by the last successful
backup. However, you can specify a previous catalog file by using the -b
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backup_catalog_file option, where the backup catalog file was created from a
full backup of a whole database.


The following table lists example options for these commands. The SAP
documentation provides complete details about these commands.


Table 6 Options for brrestore and brrecover commands


Option Description


-a [seq1-seq2=new_directory] Specifies to restore the offline redo log files from the first backup copy. The
brrestore process uses the brarchive summary log to decide where to


restore the requested files.
For example, this command restores the log sequence numbers from 44 to 99
into the specified new location:


brrestore -a 44-99=/new_location -c force -r
parameter_file


-b backup_catalog_file Specifies the backup catalog file to use for a restore, where the catalog file was
created from a full backup of a whole database.


-c force Suppresses most of the confirmation messages that interrupt the restore or
recovery operation.


-d util_file Specifies that the SAP plug-in with backint is used for the restore or recovery


operation.


-f restore_to_complete Specifies which restores to restart to restore missing files.


-m database_objects_to_restore Specifies the database objects to restore, for example, the whole database,
selected tablespaces, or data files.


-p profile Specifies an initialization BR*Tools parameter file if the file does not have the
default name or is not stored in the default location.


-pit yyyy-mm-dd hh.mi.ss Specifies the recovery of the database or tablespaces to a specific point-in-
time.


-r parameter_file Specifies the SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile) used during the restore or
recovery operation. SAP plug-in parameter file on page 88 provides details.


-scn scn Specifies the recovery of the database to the specified Oracle system change
number.


-t {complete | dbpit | tspit |
reset | restore | apply |
disaster}


Specifies the type of recovery:


l complete—Complete database recovery


l dbpit—Database point-in-time recovery


l tspit—Tablespace point-in-time recovery


l reset—Whole database reset


l restore—Restore of individual backup files


l apply—Apply offline redo log files (archive logs)


l disaster—Disaster recovery


-tsp {tablespace_name |
tablespace_name_list}


Specifies the recovery of a single specified tablespace or the tablespaces that
are listed in the specified file.


-u username/password Specifies the username and password of the Oracle database administrator.
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SAP plug-in parameter file
A SAP plug-in parameter file, also called a flagfile, is a text file that can be created to
list sets of parameters and values that are frequently used for specific SAP plug-in
backup and restore operations.


A parameter file (flagfile) is required for the following operations:


l Backups that include a BR*Tools verify operation.
l Restore operations.


The parameter file (flagfile) is specified with the -r option of the BR*Tools
commands, brbackup, brarchive, brrestore, and brrecover.


A SAP plug-in parameter file should contain one parameter per line, with each
parameter in the following format:


--parameter_name=value


or


--parameter_name


The following example shows sample parameters from a SAP plug-in parameter file for
different platforms:


#-----Mandatory Flags
#----------- For AIX--------------------
--bindir=/space/avs_inst/usr/local/avamar/bin
--sysdir=/space/avs_inst/usr/local/avamar/etc
--vardir=/space/avs_inst/usr/local/avamar/var
--id=Avamar_server_username
--password=encoded_user_password
--account=/clients/AIX_SAP_1
--server=avamar.server.com


#----------- For Linux --------------------
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc
--vardir=/usr/local/avamar/var
--id=Avamar_server_username
--password=encoded_user_password
--account=/clients/Linux_SAP_1
--server=avamar.server.com


#---------- For Solaris -------------------
--bindir=/opt/AVMRclnt/bin
--vardir=/opt/AVMRclnt/var
--sysdir=/opt/AVMRclnt/etc
--id=Avamar_server_username
--password=encoded_user_password
--account=/clients/Solaris_SAP_1
--server=avamar.server.com


#---------- For Windows -------------------
--bindir="C:\Program Files\avs\bin"
--sysdir="C:\Program Files\avs\etc"
--vardir="C:\Program Files\avs\var"
--id=Avamar_server_username
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--password=encoded_user_password
--account=/clients/Windows_SAP_1
--server=avamar.server.com


#----- Optional Flags
#----- All Operating Systems --------------
--max-streams=5
--encrypt-strength=high
--ddr=true
--ddr-index=1
--expires=120
--retention-type=daily,weekly,monthly,yearly


#----- For VCS cluster the directory path is ---------
--bindir=/opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/<cluster_group>/bin
--sysdir=/opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/<cluster_group>/etc
--vardir=/opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/<cluster_group>/var


#------For Sun cluster the directory path is ------
--bindir=/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster<cluster_group>/bin
--sysdir=/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster<cluster_group>/etc
--vardir=/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster<cluster_group>/var


Specifying a SAP plug-in parameter file
There are two methods to specify a SAP plug-in parameter file (flagfile):


l Directly from the CLI with the BR*Tools command by using either the -r option or
-profile option. For example:


brbackup -r parameter_file
or


brrestore -r parameter_file
where parameter_file is the full pathname of the SAP plug-in parameter file
(flagfile).


l Indirectly in the util_par_file parameter in the BR*Tools initialization profile
initDBSID.sap. All BR*Tools commands automatically refer to the
util_par_file parameter if it is set. For example:


util_par_file=parameter_file
where parameter_file is the full pathname of the SAP plug-in parameter file
(flagfile).


Note


If both methods are used, then the CLI method takes precedence.


SAP plug-in parameters
The following table lists all the parameters that you can specify within an SAP plug-in
parameter file (flagfile).
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Table 7 SAP plug-in parameters


Parameter Description Examples


--account Mandatory for all operations from the CLI and
for backups through AUI with the BR*Tools
verify operation.


Specifies the Avamar domain of the client. This
Avamar domain is usually /domain_name/
client_hostname.


--account=/clients/user_pc


--bindir Mandatory for all operations from the CLI.


Specifies the location of the Avamar binary or
executable files.


l On AIX, HP-UX, Linux:
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin


l On Solaris:
--bindir=/opt/AVMRClnt/bin


l On Windows:
--bindir=”C:\Program Files\avs
\bin”


--ddr Optional. Specifies that an Avamar backup is
saved to a Data Domain system.


--ddr=true


--ddr-index Mandatory when --ddr is set. Index number (1,


2, 3, or so on) of the Data Domain system on
which the backup is saved. An index number is
assigned to the Data Domain system when it is
added to the Avamar server configuration.


Contact the Avamar Administrator to determine
the required index number.


If you do not set this option when --ddr is set,


then the backup is not reported correctly.


--ddr-index=1


--debug Optional. Turns on the debugging messages.


Note


Do not set this option for normal operations
because the setting significantly increases the
size of the log files.


--debug
or


--debug=true


--encrypt Optional. Specifies the type of encryption to be
used by avtar for a backup.


The values that are supported for this
parameter are proprietary, ssl,


sslverify, tcp, tls, and tls-sa.


The default value for all backups is the tls type


of encryption.


The Avamar Product Security Guide provides
more details about encryption.


--encrypt=ssl


--encrypt-strength Optional. Specifies the level of encryption to be
used by avtar for a backup. The values that


--encrypt-strength=high
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Table 7 SAP plug-in parameters (continued)


Parameter Description Examples


are supported for this parameter are high,


medium, and cleartext.


The default value for all backups is the high
encryption strength.


--expires Optional. Specifies the backup expiration time in
number of days for a backup from the CLI. A
backup with the AUI ignores this parameter if it
is set in the parameter file.


The default value is defined by the End User On
Demand Retention policy, which has a default
value of 60 days.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
details about expiration.


--expires=120


--id Mandatory for all operations from the CLI and
for backups through the AUI with the BR*Tools
verify operation.


Specifies an Avamar server username that has
Avamar Administrator privileges.


--id=MCS_user


--max-streams Optional. Specifies the maximum number of
streams or avtar processes to be used during a


backup or restore operation.


The default value is 1. The maximum value is
128. The recommended maximum number of
concurrent sessions on a host is 10.


--max-streams=2


--password Mandatory for all operations from the CLI and
for backups through the AUI with the BR*Tools
verify operation.


Specifies the password of the MCS user who is
used for restores.


Note


You can run this avtar command on the


command line to encode a password:
avtar --encodepassword=password
where password is the password that you type
in clear text on the command line. This avtar
command returns an encoded password that
you can use with the --password parameter in


the parameter file (flagfile).


--password=
a6338f5876bc47974641a51ddcbbbae21ae
bc7345254de0120f58063211ffc4b947c4e
b344b48e7c


The 80-character encoded value is the value
returned by the avtar --encodepassword=
password command.


--retention-type Optional. Specifies the backup retention type
for a backup from the CLI. This parameter
defines the retention type only and does not
override the expiration. If it is set in the


--retention-type=daily, weekly,
monthly
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Table 7 SAP plug-in parameters (continued)


Parameter Description Examples


parameter file, a backup with the AUI, ignores
this parameter.


The default value is none.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
details about retention.


--semaphore-
timeout


Optional. Specifies the number of minutes that
backint waits for brbackup to delete a


semaphore file during an online backup. If
brbackup does not delete the file by the end of


the timeout period, backint exits with an


error.


The default timeout is 30 minutes. If brbackup
operates more slowly than expected, you can
increase the timeout.


--semaphore-timeout=40


--server Mandatory for restores, BR*Tools verify
operations, and backups through the AUI with
the BR*Tools verify operation.


Specifies the DNS hostname or IP address of
the Avamar server.


--server=server_name.example.com


--sysdir Mandatory for all operations from the CLI.


Specifies the location of the Avamar etc
directory. The Avamar client documentation for
the avtar --sysdir option provides details.


l On AIX, HP-UX, Linux:
--sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc


l On Solaris:
--sysdir=/opt/AVMRClnt/etc


l On Windows:
--sysdir=”C:\Program Files\avs
\etc”


--vardir Mandatory for all operations from the CLI.


Specifies the location of the Avamar var
directory. The Avamar client documentation for
the avtar --vardir option provides details.


l On AIX, HP-UX, Linux:
--vardir=/usr/local/avamar/var


l On Solaris:
--vardir=/opt/AVMRClnt/var


l On Windows:
--vardir=”C:\Program Files\avs
\var”
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APPENDIX C


Troubleshooting


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Log information..................................................................................................94
l Configuration problems and solutions................................................................ 95
l Common problems and solutions........................................................................98
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Log information
During backup and restore operations, the Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle (SAP
plug-in) creates Avamar plug-in logs (avsap and avtar logs) as well as backint
logs, created by the backint binary. Each of these logs is used for debugging
purposes only.


avsap and avtar log files
SAP plug-in operations create log files as follows:


l Each SAP plug-in backup that is initiated through the AUI GUI runs an avsap
process and creates an avsap log file. By default, these log files are created in the
vardir/clientlogs or vardir\clientlogs directory, in the following
format:


n For on-demand backups: MOD-wid-pidnum-pid.log
n For scheduled backups: schedule_name-group_name-wid-pidnum-


pid.log
Where:


n wid is a unique number.


n pidnum is the SAP plug-in ID number. Each Avamar plug-in has a unique ID
number.


n pid is the plug-in name, SAP.


For example, MOD-1326918336023-1030-SAP.log is an avsap log from a
backup through the AUI.


l Each SAP plug-in backup or restore operation runs the avtar process and creates
avtar log files. By default, these log files are created in the vardir/
clientlogs or vardir\clientlogs directory, in the following format:


n For backup operations through the AUI:


MOD-wid-pidnum-operation_avtar.log
where operation can have any of the following values: SAPSNAPUP,
SNAPVIEW, SAPRESTORE.


For example, MOD-1326918336023#1-1030-SAPSNAPUP_avtar.log is an
avtar log from a backup through the AUI.


n For backup operations from the CLI:


COD-wid-pidnum-operation_avtar.log
For example, COD-1328191530449#1-1030-SAPSNAPUP_avtar.log is an
avtar log for a backup from the CLI.


n For restore operations:


CLI-backup_label-log-backint_pid-backint.log
For example, CLI-beidjwrc6182cfd8-log-29392-backint.log is an
avtar log for a restore.


Command Line Interface on page 81 provides details about log options.
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backint log files
Each SAP plug-in backup or restore operation runs the backint process, which in
turn creates a backint log file. By default, these log files are created in the vardir/
clientlogs directory in the following formats:


l For backup operations through the AUI:


avsap_log_name-log-backint_pid-backint.log
where:


n avsap_log_name is the name of the avsap log file that is associated with the
backint binary.


n backint_pid is the process ID of the backint instance.


For example, MOD-1326918336023-1030-SAP-log-31219-backint.log is
a backint log from a backup through the AUI.


l For operations from the CLI:


CLI-backup_label-log-backint_pid-backint.log
where CLI-backup_label is the backup label of the backup, which is formed from
the SAP detaillog file name (without the file extension) and a timestamp.


For example, CLI-behummlm6f19ad09-log-425-backint.log is a backint
log for an operation from the CLI.


Command Line Interface on page 81 provides details about log options.


Configuration problems and solutions
The following sections describe common configuration problems and their solutions.


Verify the versions of SAP BR*Tools
You can determine the version of SAP BR*Tools by using the brbackup -V[ALL]
command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the SAP Oracle database host as the SAP user.


2. Type the following:


brbackup -V[ALL]
Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


BR0051I BRBACKUP 7.20 (20)
Patch Date Info
1 2010-01-26 BR*Tools support for Oracle 11g (note
1430669)
4 2010-07-28 BR*Tools fail with segmentation fault (core
dump) (note 1493500)
6 2010-07-28 Parallel incremental backup on disk (note
1493614)
7 2010-08-25 No incremental backup with patch 6 possible
(note 1502257)
9 2010-10-27 BR*Tools support for eSourcing databases
(note 1523205)
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14 2011-05-04 Syntax error in the 'keep' option in RMAN
call (note 1585727)
17 2011-08-26 BRBACKUP 7.20 EXT fails on Windows with
BR0274E (note 1625038)
18 2011-09-07 BR*Tools support for Oracle ASM and Exadata
(note 1627541)
20 2011-10-28 BR*Tools support for bigfile tablespaces
(note 1647271)
release note 1428529
kernel release 720
patch date 2011-10-28
patch level 20
make platform NTAMD64
make mode OCI_10201_SHARE
make date Nov 7 2011


Verify the Avamar client and SAP plug-in installation
For all supported platforms, the Avamar client software must be installed before
installing the SAP plug-in software. The versions of the Avamar client and SAP plug-in
software must be the same.


The following table describes how to verify the installation of the Avamar client and
the SAP plug-in.


Table 8 Command to verify the Avamar client and SAP plug-in installation


Platform How to verify the installation


Microsoft Windows Use Windows Explorer to verify that the C:\Program files\avs
\bin folder exists and contains the avsap.exe and backint.exe
binaries.


Supported HP-UX Use the swlist command:


swlist -l product hpuxclnt hpuxsap
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


hpuxclnt version Avamar client
hpuxsap version Avamar SAP with Oracle plugin


Supported IBM AIX Use the lslpp command:


lslpp -la | grep Avamar
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


AvamarSAP-version
AvamarClient-version


Supported Linux Use the rpm command:


rpm -qa | grep -i Avamar
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


AvamarSAP-version
AvamarClient-version
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Table 8 Command to verify the Avamar client and SAP plug-in installation (continued)


Platform How to verify the installation


Supported Solaris Use the pkginfo command:


pkginfo | grep -i AVMR
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


application AVMRclnt Avamar Client
application AVMRsap Avamar Client SAP Plugin
for Oracle


Avamar client and SAP plug-in registration
Backup and restore operations with the SAP plug-in software require the Avamar
client to be registered with the Avamar server. The registration can fail if:


l The Avamar plug-in_catalog.xml does not support the SAP plug-in version.


l An administrator has disabled the SAP plug-in.


If the Avamar client is successfully registered, the AUI lists the platform-specific SAP
plug-in installation. In addition, the avagent.log file, which is located by default in
the vardir directory, contains information that verifies a successful registration.


For example:


****** Current MCS name 'avamar-1.example.com' ******
2011-4-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7452>: Registration of client
/clients/aiqplum.bgl.avamar.emc with MCS avamar-1.example.com:
28001 successful.
2011-4-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin
1002 SAP successful.
2011-4-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin
1001 Unix successful.
2011-4-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5619>: Registration of client
and plugins complete.
2011-4-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7150>: first work request
delayed for 180 seconds.
2011-4-1 15:11:37 avagent Info <7151>: first work request delay
finished.


Disk space for the /var/avamar directory
The /var/avamar directory must have sufficient disk space for log and other files.
Otherwise, a backup or restore fails. Verify the amount of free disk space in
the /var/avamar directory by using the applicable method for the system. A
minimum of 100 MB of disk space is recommended for avsap log files and other files.


The following example shows output from the df -h command on a Linux system:


Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-LogVol00 985G 310G 625G 34% /
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Directory for the .switch files
During an online backup with the backup_dev_type=util_file_online setting,
BR*Tools and backint programs coordinate the placing of tablespaces into a backup
mode through a set of messages that are written to files called the .switch files.


BR*Tools expects the backint program to create the .switch files
(.switch.lis, .switch.sem, and .switch.log) in a predefined location. By
default, the program creates the .switch files in the following directory:


l On UNIX: $ORACLE_HOME/sapbackup
l On Windows: %SAPBACKUP%. If set otherwise, %SAPDATA_HOME%\sapbackup
With BR*Tools 7.10 or later and the SAP plug-in release 6.1 SP1 or later, you can set
the BR*Tools SAPSWITCH environment variable to specify a nondefault location for
the .switch files:


l For backups from the CLI, set the environment variable before you run the
brbackup command:


n On UNIX, set $SAPSWITCH in the system shell.


n On Windows, set %SAPSWITCH% in the command window.


l For backups with the AUI, in the More Options window, set the SAPSWITCH
value as an additional plug-in option by toggling Show Free Form switch to ON
and on and completing the appropriate fields.


The setting of the SAPSWITCH environment variable can be useful when the default
location has insufficient disk space or when concurrent backups cannot share the
same .switch files location.


For concurrent online backups of two or more databases on the same client, set the
SAPSWITCH environment variable. Set SAPSWITCH to a separate nondefault
directory for each concurrent backup so that the .switch file directory is different for
each backup.


Common problems and solutions
The following sections describe the most common problems and solutions for the SAP
plug-in software.


Backup fails due to trailing slash in ORACLE_HOME setting
A SAP plug-in backup fails if the ORACLE_HOME setting in the environment or in the
AUI includes a final slash character /.


If the ORACLE_HOME setting includes a trailing slash, the avsap process displays a
warning message before the start of a backup.


The Oracle documentation specifies that the ORACLE_HOME setting must not
include a trailing slash.
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Restore fails in a Windows cluster environment
A restore in a Windows cluster environment fails if the restore directory does not
exist.


To restore a file in a Windows cluster, the restore directory must exist before you run
the brrestore command.


Unable to browse Oracle databases with the AUI
The Browse for Instances, Tablespaces, or Datafiles option in the AUI does not
display SAP database information.


Any of the following circumstances can prevent you from browsing the SAP Oracle
databases:


l The listener on the Oracle database server is not running or correctly configured
(typically, the tnsnames.ora file).


l The Oracle database is not running on the server due to a server reboot or a failed
startup of the database software.


l Information is not entered correctly in the AUI, including mistakes such as an
incorrect username or password or incorrect spelling.


l The database user who is specified for the browse operation does not have
sufficient privileges.
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GLOSSARY


 


A


active/active cluster Type of cluster configuration where a group of linked virtual or physical hosts with
shared storage, called cluster nodes, can access the database data from multiple nodes
concurrently.


active/passive cluster Type of cluster configuration where the data server runs on the active physical node,
and other nodes are passive nodes that maintain data updates and wait to take over if
the active node fails.


archive (redo) logs Oracle transaction log files that record a history of all transactions made to a database.
Archive redo logs are backed up and used to recover a database to a specific point-in-
time.


Avamar Administrator A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely
administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software comprises a client agent and one or
more plug-ins.


Avamar server The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-
tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently stores the backups from all protected
clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores,
client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed
application across multiple networked storage nodes.


 


B


backup (noun) 1. Duplicate of database or application data or an entire computer system stored
separately from the original, which can be used to recover the original if it is lost or
damaged.


2. Operation that saves data to backup storage for use during a recovery.


back up (verb) Make backup copies of data to the Avamar server for later restore in the case of data
loss.


backup browsing Type of browsing that generates a list of objects to be backed up.


 


C


cluster nodes Group of linked virtual or physical hosts with shared storage in a cluster, which work
together and represent themselves as a single host called a virtual cluster host.


cold backup See "offline backup."
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D


database 1. A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by
computer software.


2. An instance of a database management system (DBMS), which in a simple case
might be a single file containing many records, each of which contains the same set
of fields.


disaster recovery Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption,
in which ordinary data recovery procedures are not sufficient to restore a system and
its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a bare metal
recovery.


 


F


flagfile or parameter file Configuration file that specifies the parameters and values used by the backint
program for backup and restore operations.


 


G


GUI backup or restore On-demand backup or restore that a user initiates through the Avamar Administrator
graphical user interface (GUI).


 


H


high-availability system System of multiple computers configured as cluster nodes on a network that ensures
the application services continue despite a hardware or software failure.


host Computer on a network.


hot backup See "online backup."


 


I


internationalization
(I18N)


Capability of the software to display and output data in the same language fonts and
numeric formats that are passed to it by localized operating systems or applications.


 


M


MCS Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized
administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


multi-streaming Feature that enables a single backup or restore to use multiple sessions (data streams)
to the Avamar server or Data Domain system.
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O


offline backup Backup of database objects performed while the corresponding database instance is
shut down and unavailable to users. Also known as a cold backup.


online backup Backup of database objects performed while the corresponding database or instance is
running and available to users. Also known as a hot backup.


 


P


point-in-time restore Restore of a backup to a specific point-in-time.


 


R


recover The process of applying transaction logs to the restored data to bring it to a given
point-in-time.


redo log Oracle transaction log file, which records a history of all transactions made to a
database. Archive redo logs are backed up and used to recover a database to a specific
point-in-time.


relocated restore Restore of data from a backup to a different location on the same host or an alternate
host.


restore An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects
from a backup and writes the data to a designated location.


restore browsing Type of browsing that searches the previously created backups for specific backups to
be restored.


 


S


scheduled backups Type of backup that is configured to start automatically through an Avamar policy for a
group of one or more Avamar clients.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install, configure, administer, and use the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Audience
This document is intended for:


● System administrators, who are responsible for installing software and maintaining servers and clients on a network
● Oracle Database Administrators (DBAs), who are responsible for backing up and maintaining Oracle databases


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


03 July, 2021 Updated the "Specifying the
sbtio_trace_level option in the Avamar
Administrator GUI" section in the "Plug-
in Options" appendix.


02 November 15, 2019 This revision includes the following
updates:
● Updated "Creating an avtar flag file"


to add a command parameter.
● Hardware requirements updates


01 May 20, 2019 First release of this document for
Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
● Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
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Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
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3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by
typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup and restore operations
• Backup
• Restore and recovery
• Concurrent backups and restores
• Multiple databases
• Multi-streaming
• Oracle Exadata
• Oracle recovery catalog
• Preprocessing and postprocessing backup and restore scripts


Architecture
The Avamar® Plug-in for Oracle works with Oracle and Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) to back up Oracle databases,
tablespaces, or datafiles to an Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle serves as a backup
module and the Avamar server or Data Domain system as a storage device. You can perform backups and restores from Avamar
Administrator or from the RMAN command line interface.


From the RMAN command line interface, RMAN uses the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle as a data mover to perform backup and
recovery. From Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle creates an RMAN script to perform the backup or restore
operation and spawns an RMAN process to run the script. RMAN then uses the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle as a data mover to
perform a backup or a restore operation.


Stand-alone configuration


You can deploy the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in stand-alone configurations for all supported platforms.


The following figure shows a stand-alone configuration that uses the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to back up or restore Oracle
data to or from an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


1
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Figure 1. Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in a stand-alone configuration


The E-LAB Navigator provides more information about supported platforms.


High-availability configuration


You can also deploy the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in high-availability (HA) configurations such as Microsoft Cluster Server
(MSCS), Solaris Cluster Server (VCS), and Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC).


MSCS configurations


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports two-node MSCS configuration. You can use the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to back up
Oracle database files from Windows Server 2008 and MSCS for both 32-bit and 64-bit platforms.


VCS configurations


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports both two-node active/active and two-node active/passive VCS configurations. You can
use the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to back up Oracle database files from Solaris platforms that run VCS.


In an active/active cluster configuration, each node runs an instance of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle as an application in
separate service groups. This functionality provides application redundancy. When a failure occurs on one active node, the other
active node hosts both service groups.


In an active/passive cluster configuration, the service group is online on the active node until a failover occurs. Then the service
group comes online on the passive node.


You can run backups and restores from both nodes.
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RAC configurations


RAC is an option for an Oracle database that enables multiple nodes to have shared access to a single database. The Avamar
Plug-in for Oracle supports backups of RAC configuration on HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, Solaris, or Windows platforms, and
requires that Oracle RAC installation is in the English language.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation packages for the HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris platforms include three
configuration scripts for Oracle RAC:


● rac_config—Configures the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to back up and restore RAC databases.


● rac_deconfig—Deletes the RAC configuration from the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


● rac_stop—Removes the Avamar agent (EMCagent) from the Oracle Clusterware resource list.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation package for Microsoft Windows includes AvamarRACConfiguration.exe.


Use Avamar Administrator to back up and restore Oracle RAC databases just as you would for non-RAC databases. In an Oracle
RAC configuration, each cluster node runs a local instance of the Oracle database and maintains a local copy of online logs. The
instance name differs from the database unique name.


To back up an Oracle RAC database, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle connects to the instance of the database that is running on
the current active node. To restore an Oracle RAC database, you must first shut down all database instances, and then start the
instance on the registered node in a “no mount” state.


When one cluster node fails or is taken offline, the other cluster nodes continue operating. The Oracle RAC database remains
available to users without interruption. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle backs up and restores Oracle RAC databases by
connecting to the instance that runs on the cluster node. This node is the one registered with the Avamar server.


Because each node runs an instance of the Oracle database in a RAC configuration, when a failover occurs, users access the
database on the failover node. The failover process is transparent to the users.


Data Domain system support


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports backups to and restore from Data Domain systems. You can back up Oracle data to a
Data Domain system by using Avamar Administrator or by using RMAN backup scripts. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle stores the
metadata for the backup on the Avamar server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, you must add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration
by using Avamar Administrator. After you configure the Data Domain system, you can back up Oracle database files to the Data
Domain system by performing the following actions:


● Selecting the appropriate plug-in option from Avamar Administrator.
● Specifying the Data Domain system as the target system for RMAN backup scripts.


You can also specify a Data Domain system when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup.


You must store the full backup for a client and all subsequent incremental backups on either the Avamar server or a single Data
Domain system. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not support backups that are stored partly on Avamar and partly on a Data
Domain system. For example, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not support the following types of backups:


● Full backup on a Data Domain system and incremental backups on the Avamar server
● Full backup on the Avamar server and incremental backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backup on one Data Domain system and incremental backups on another Data Domain system


If you change the device on which backups for a client are stored, you must then perform a full backup before you perform any
further incremental backups.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore backups from the Avamar server or from a Data Domain
system. The restore process determines the location of the backup.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about configuring Data Domain systems for
use with Avamar systems.
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Log files


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle creates log files during backup and restore operations. The log files are for debugging purposes.
Backup and restore operations from Avamar Administrator create the avoracle.log file in the install-directory/var/
clientlogs directory.


Backup and restore operations
You can perform backup and restores by using Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or by running RMAN scripts from the command
line.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Backups and restores in Avamar Administrator or the AUI


During backups or restores in Avamar Administrator, or the AUI, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle generates an RMAN script that
performs the backup or restore of the specified database. The Avamar client agent runs RMAN with this script. The script
directs Oracle to open a connection with an Avamar Media Management library, which invokes an avtar session to connect to
the Avamar server.


The following figure shows the process flow between the Avamar client and Avamar server.


Figure 2. Avamar client and Avamar server process flow diagram


The Oracle backup process generates an RMAN script similar to the following script:


configure controlfile autobackup on;
run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt;
send 'connect information for avtar to connect to the Avamar server';
backup database;
}
During the backup or restore operation, RMAN creates a log file that you can view from Avamar Administrator, or the AUI:


Recovery Manager: Release 11.1.0.7.0 - Production
Copyright (c) 1995, 2004, Oracle. All rights reserved.
connected to target database: ORACLE (DBID=1420649215) using target database controlfile 
instead of recovery catalog
RMAN> configure controlfile autobackup on;
2> run {
3> allocate channel c1 type sbt;
4> send '... ';
6> backup database;
7> }
8> 
old RMAN configuration parameters:
CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP OFF;
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new RMAN configuration parameters:
CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP OFF;
new RMAN configuration parameters are successfully stored
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: sid=142 devtype=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: AVTAR/Avamar backup 
sent command to channel: c1


Starting backup at 23-NOV-12
channel c1: starting full datafile backupset
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset
input datafile fno=00001 name=D:\ORACLE\PRODUCT\10.1.0\ORADATA\ORACLE\ORACLE\SYSTEM01.DBF
input datafile fno=00003 name=D:\ORACLE\PRODUCT\10.1.0\ORADATA\ORACLE\ORACLE\SYSAUX01.DBF
input datafile fno=00002 name=D:
\ORACLE\PRODUCT\10.1.0\ORADATA\ORACLE\ORACLE\UNDOTBS01.DBF
input datafile fno=00004 name=D:\ORACLE\PRODUCT\10.1.0\ORADATA\ORACLE\ORACLE\USERS01.DBF
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 23-NOV-12
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 23-NOV-12
piece handle=15gfs32k_1_1 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS Version 2.2.0.108 channel c1: 
backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:45 channel c1: starting full datafile backupset 
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset including current controlfile in 
backupset including current SPFILE in backupset channel c1: starting piece 1 at 23-
NOV-12 channel c1: finished piece 1 at 23-NOV-12 piece handle=16gfs341_1_1 comment=API 
Version 2.0,MMS Version 2.2.0.108 channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 
00:00:17 Finished backup at 21-MAR-11 released channel: c1


Recovery Manager complete.


Backup
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle enables you to back up Oracle database files and archive logs by using Avamar Administrator, the
AUI, or RMAN backup scripts. When you use an RMAN script, you can back up an Oracle database, a tablespace, or a single
datafile.


Backup types


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the following types of backups:


● Backups of Oracle database files and archive logs.
● Cold (offline) backups of the Oracle file system.
● Four backup levels:


○ Full—Backs up all data files. You can optionally choose to backup the archive logs during a Level 0 (incremental) backup
or at a later time.


Level full, the default backup level, is not part of the incremental backup strategy.


○ Level 0 (incremental)—Backs up all data files.


You must run a Level 0 backup before you run a Level 1 backup.


○ Differential (incremental)—Backs up all database blocks that have changed since the most recent incremental
(differential or cumulative) or level 0 backup. The following figure shows daily level 1 differential backups during a
two-week period.
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Figure 3. Level 1 differential backups
○ Cumulative (incremental)—Backs up all database blocks that have changed since the most recent level 0 backup.


Restoring a backup from a cumulative backup is faster than restoring a backup from a differential backup. Cumulative
backups, however, require more disk space and take longer to complete than differential backups.


Perform cumulative level backups when recovery time is more important than disk space. The following figure shows daily
level 1 cumulative backups during a two-week period.


Figure 4. Level 1 cumulative backups
● On-demand or scheduled backups—You can perform on-demand backups or schedule backups to run automatically.


Archive log backups


The Backup Command Line Options dialog box includes the following backup options: Back up database, Back up archive
logs, and Delete archive log after backup.


You must select at least one of the backup options, otherwise the backup fails. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not validate
these options. When you select the Back up archive logs option, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle ignores the incremental backup
options and performs a full backup.


Avamar Administrator does not support restores of only archive logs. To restore only archive logs, you must use an RMAN
script.
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Automatic Storage Management and raw file structure support


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports backups of databases that use Automated Storage Management (ASM) for storage
management and raw file structure.


Oracle offline backup


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports Oracle’s offline backup feature, which enables you to back up a database that is in a
mount state. This type of backup is equivalent to a hot backup of a database. A restore of an offline backup uses the same
procedure that a restore of a hot backup uses.


RMAN tuning options


Backups that you perform with the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in Avamar Administrator use RMAN. RMAN reads the individual
data files, bundles the files into backup sets, and then sends the backup set to avtar.


To create the backup set, RMAN simultaneously reads multiple files from the disk, and then writes the blocks of file data into
the same backup set. The combination of blocks from multiple files is called backup multiplexing. The following figure shows the
multiplexing of three files into a backup piece.


Figure 5. RMAN multiplexing


In RMAN multiplexing on page 19, RMAN simultaneously reads three files and writes them to the backup set intermingled.
The RMAN multiplexing feature intermingles the backup files, and does not provide the data stream in a similar format for
subsequent reads.


Because of how the RMAN multiplexing feature intermingles files, backups by the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to the Avamar
server can contain the duplicate data even if no changes were made to the database since the last backup. The RMAN
multiplexing feature can negatively affect the data deduplication ratio of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle improves data deduplication performance by enabling you to use the Filesperset option in
Avamar Administrator.


The Filesperset option specifies the number of files to include in each backup set. The default value of the Filesperset option
is 1. When you specify a value for the Filesperset option, RMAN uses the value as a limit for the number of files RMAN includes
in a backup set.
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RMAN backup optimization


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the RMAN backup optimization feature through the RMAN CLI only. By enabling the
backup optimization feature, the RMAN backup command skips the backup of a file if an identical file is already backed up to the
allocated device type.


Enable backup optimization with the configure backup optimization on RMAN command.


Enabling backup optimization reduces backup time. The Oracle documentation provides more information about backup
optimization.


Enabling RMAN backup optimization on page 77 provides more information about performing backups that use the backup
optimization feature.


RMAN multisection backups


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the Oracle multisection backup feature through the RMAN CLI only. To use this feature,
perform backups with the SECTION SIZE parameter to divide data files into subsections. Each subsection is then backed up in
parallel across multiple channels. The Oracle documentation provides more information about the multisection backup feature.


Restore and recovery
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the restore of a database backup from one system to another system or to a directory
on the same system. During a restore you can recover corrupt blocks or recover data blocks from the flash recovery area (FRA).


Corrupt block recovery


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle includes the Corrupt blocks option, which enables you to recover corrupt data blocks only and
not the entire database. The Corrupt blocks option is an advanced option in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


To use the Corrupt blocks option, you must first configure the database to use checksums to verify data blocks. To enable
this feature, set the initialization parameter, DB_BLOCK_CHECKSUM, to TYPICAL for the Oracle database. This setting enables
RMAN to detect both physical and logical corruption:


● Physical corruption can occur because of defective memory boards, defective controllers, or broken sectors on a hard disk.
● Logical corruption can occur if the contents of a data block are logically inconsistent. Examples of logical corruption include


corruption of a row piece or an index entry.


You can use the Corrupt blocks option while the database is open.


Flashback Database recovery


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports Oracle Flashback Database recovery. The Flashback Database feature enables you
to rewind the database to a target time, system change numbers (SCN), or a log sequence number. The Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle provides a new option in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box that enables you to perform a recovery from
Flashback Database logs.


Plug-in Options on page 90 provides more information about Flashback Recovery options.


Roll forward recovery


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports roll-forward recovery by providing the Open the database with resetlogs after
recovery advanced option in Avamar Administrator. The installation of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle enables this advanced
option by default.


The Open the database with resetlogs after recovery option instructs the restore operation to open the database with
resetlogs after the restore completes. The opening of the database with resetlogs initializes the logs, resets the log sequence
number, truncates the available changes in the redo logs, and starts a new incarnation of the database.
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To roll forward a database after a restore operation completes, you must clear the Open the database with resetlogs after
recovery option in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box. When you clear this option, the restore operation does
not open the database with resetlogs. You can apply archive logs to recover the database to the most current point-in-time that
is available.


Restore and recovery from the Cloud


For Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), when backups are in the Cloud and absent on Active tier, direct read from ECS for Oracle
enables common restore scenarios by using the plugin restore operations with DD 6.1 and later. When the user performs
restores of backups in the ECS, Avamar Plug-in for Oracle transparently restores data from ECS without performing a recall
operation first.


For other Cloud providers, a two step process is in place for restoring and recovering data:


● Recall data from the Cloud
● Restore and recover data


Refer to Restore operations for cloud tier in the Avamar Data Domain System Integration Guide for more information.


Concurrent backups and restores
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports concurrent backups, restore, or both types of operations from Avamar Administrator.
You can select multiple databases for a backup or restore operation and the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle runs the backup or
restore operations concurrently.


When the operation completes, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle creates a snapview with all of the files that are backed up
or restored. For differential, cumulative, and archive log only backups, the snapview also contains the backup files from the
previous backups.


You can perform concurrent backups on Oracle 10g and later. You cannot run concurrent backups of the same database from
Avamar Administrator and the RMAN CLI simultaneously.


Avamar Plug-in for Oracle backups from Avamar Administrator use the same page cache files per database. Concurrent backups
to a Data Domain system do not use cache files.


Multiple databases
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the selection of multiple databases for both backup and restore operations.


When multiple databases are backed up on the same workorder, they are logically grouped so that Avamar Administrator can
present a hierarchical view of the databases during subsequent restore operations. This grouping is accomplished by prefixing a
path that comprises the ORACLE-INSTANCE and ORACLE-SID to each database within the backup. For example, an Oracle 11g
database with ORACLE-SID set to orcl is prefixed with /11g/orcl/.


Multi-streaming
Multi-streaming is a feature that enables a backup or a restore to use multiple RMAN channels to the Avamar server or the Data
Domain system. A backup or restore that uses multiple RMAN channels runs multiple instances of avtar in parallel.


RMAN might not use all the RMAN channels that you specify. For example, if you specify 4 RMAN channels for a backup,
RMAN might use only 2 channels. The backup ignores the other 2 channels. The default number of RMAN channels is 1 and the
maximum is 10.


Allocating multiple RMAN channels for backups and restores can improve performance. Performance improvements for backups
and restores, however, depend on the Oracle server configuration.


You can specify multiple RMAN channels for backups and restores by using the Number of RMAN Channels option in Avamar
Administrator or by specifying allocate channel commands in an RMAN script.
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Oracle Exadata
Oracle Exadata is a product that combines hardware and software to run Oracle. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports Oracle
Exadata for Oracle Database Machine and Exadata Storage Server (attached to an external database server) configurations.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the same environment for Oracle Exadata (including the Oracle database versions,
operating system versions, and Avamar versions) as the environment that the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports for Oracle
RAC. The E-LAB Navigator provides more information about supported environments for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Install and configure the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on the Exadata database server the same way you install and configure the
Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in Oracle RAC configurations. Use Avamar Administrator to back up and restore the Exadata database
server just as you would for non-Exadata database servers. Backup on page 55 and Restore and Recovery on page 64 provide
more information.


Oracle recovery catalog
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the Oracle recovery catalog feature during backups and restores.


When you select the Use recovery catalog option for a backup, the backup updates the recovery catalog. All backups include
the database control file so that future restore operations do not depend on the recovery catalog.


When Avamar Administrator cannot use the recovery catalog for a restore, the restore must use the database control file. You
can, however, restore a database from an Avamar backup by using the recovery catalog from RMAN. Using the catalog for
backup and restores on page 84 provides more information.


Preprocessing and postprocessing backup and restore
scripts
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports preprocessing and postprocessing scripts for both backup and restore operations that
you perform in Avamar Administrator.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts are user-written shell scripts (.sh) on Linux or UNIX. On Windows, scripts are batch
scripts (.bat), vb Scripts (.vbs), and JScripts (.js). The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle runs preprocessing and postprocessing
scripts as root on Linux or UNIX, and as an administrator on Windows.


You can use preprocessing and postprocessing scripts for various tasks, such as the following tasks:


● Copying logs from the var directory to different directory before a backup.


● Preparing the databases for a backup or restore.
● Running SQL queries to get database information.
● Setting environment parameters.


All preprocessing and postprocessing scripts must be in the /avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client. The
preprocessing and postprocessing feature is an advanced option in Avamar Administrator. Preprocessing and postprocessing
scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information.


In addition to using preprocessing and postprocessing scripts, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the use of preprocessing
and postprocessing attributes. Specify preprocessing and postprocessing attributes and attribute values in the Enter Attribute
and Enter Attribute Value fields.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on HP-UX
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on IBM AIX
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Linux
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Solaris
• Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Windows
• Excluding Oracle directories from file system backups


Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to ensure that the environment meets these requirements
before you perform the installation. You must download the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation
packages from the Avamar server.


System requirements


The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Client compatibility requirements are available in the E-LAB Navigator. The requirements in the E-LAB Navigator include
supported operating systems and application versions. The Avamar file system client and the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle that you
install on the host must be the same version.


If Oracle RAC is being used, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle requires that Oracle RAC be installed in the English language.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists hardware requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Table 2. Hardware requirements  


Resource Requirement


RAM 64 MB


Hard drive space 130 MB permanent hard drive space for software installation.
The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB
of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of physical
RAM. The local cache files use this space. The maximum
required disk space for a cache file is 2 GB.


Network interface 10BaseT minimum. 100BaseT or higher recommended,
configured with the latest drivers for the platform.


Software requirements


To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in a Windows cluster requires the Microsoft .NET Framework 4 software.


You can download and install the .NET Framework 4 from the Microsoft Download Center.


2
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Oracle requirements


Ensure that you meet Oracle requirements before you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


1. Ensure that you have operating system root privileges on the Oracle server.
2. Ensure that Oracle and RMAN are installed and functioning properly.
3. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the Oracle server by opening a command


shell on the Oracle server and typing the following command:


ping Avamar-server
where Avamar-server is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


4. Note the network hostname (which is a DNS entry) for the Avamar server and the utility node.


The installation and configuration of the Avamar system adds these entries to DNS.


VCS configurations


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports both two-node active/active and two-node active/passive VCS configurations. You can
use the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to back up Oracle database files from Solaris platforms that run VCS.


In an active/active cluster configuration, each node runs an instance of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle as an application in
separate service groups. This functionality provides application redundancy. When a failure occurs on one active node, the other
active node hosts both service groups.


In an active/passive cluster configuration, the service group is online on the active node until a failover occurs. Then the service
group comes online on the passive node.


You can run backups and restores from both nodes.


Downloading the software


Download the installation package for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle from the Avamar server, and then save the package to a
temporary directory.


About this task


NOTE: For a Solaris cluster (VCS) configuration, download the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris. The Avamar Cluster Client


for Solaris includes the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server with the necessary privileges to perform an installation.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the platform heading for the Oracle server.


5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the Oracle server.


6. Click the link for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation package.


7. Save the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation package to a temporary directory.
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Installing the Avamar file system client


You install the appropriate Avamar file system client before you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


About this task


Install and register the Avamar file system client.


Steps


● For HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.
● For Windows systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
HP-UX
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX


You can use the swinstall command to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default var directory or in a new location.
You use the -x ask=true option with the swinstall command to specify a new location for the var directory during the
Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.


About this task


When you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle after you install the Avamar Client for HP-UX, the plug-in installation does not
automatically use the same location for the var directory that you specified during the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.
Install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall command.


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the same directory as the Avamar Client for HP-UX.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default directory, type the following command:


swinstall -s AvamarRMAN-platform-version.depot \*
where:
● platform is the HP-UX platform type.
● version is the Avamar version number.


4. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in an alternate directory:


a. Type the following command:


swinstall -x ask=true -s /tmp/AvamarRMAN-platform-version.depot hpuxrman,l=/
install_path
where:
● platform is the HP-UX platform type.
● version is the Avamar version number.
● install_path is the installation directory.


b. Type the name of the directory to use for the installation.
The following appears in the command shell:


Confirm ‘/install_path/’ is the desired location. [n]
c. Type y to confirm the location.
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Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX


The version of the Avamar Client for HP-UX and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle must be the same version.


Steps


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX on page 26 provides
instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for HP-UX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


3. Download and install the new version of the Avamar Client for HP-UX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides
instructions.


4. Download the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation package. Downloading the software on page 24 provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX on page 25
provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX


You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle from an HP-UX system by using the swremove command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and the Avamar Client for HP-UX from the host system, scheduled backups
no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by typing the following command:


swremove hpuxrman


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
IBM AIX
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on IBM AIX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on IBM AIX


You can install the Avamar Client for AIX software in either the default installation directory or an alternate directory. Use the
geninstall command to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default var directory or use the installp command to
install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in a new location.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the same directory as the Avamar Client for AIX. The installation returns
an error if you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default directory after you install the Avamar Client for AIX in an
alternate directory.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.
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2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarRMAN-aix6-ppc-version.bff all
where version is the version of the Avamar software.


4. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in an alternate directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarRMAN-aix6-ppc-version.bff all
where:
● install_path is the directory for the installation files.
● version is the Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on IBM AIX


Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle before you upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX. The versions of the Avamar Client for AIX
and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle must be the same.


Steps


1. Download the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation packages. Downloading the software on page 24 provides instructions.


2. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


3. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


4. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default installation directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarRMAN-platform-version.bff all
where:
● platform is the AIX system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


5. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarRMAN-platform-version.bff all
where:
● install_path is the alternate installation directory.
● platform is the AIX system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


6. Download the Avamar Client for AIX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


7. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in the default installation directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where:
● platform is the AIX system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


8. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where:
● install_path is the alternate installation directory.
● platform is the AIX system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.
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Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on IBM AIX


You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle from an IBM AIX system by using the geninstall -u command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and the Avamar Client for AIX from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. To list Avamar packages installed in the default directory, type the following command:


lslpp -l | grep Avamar
The following appears in the command shell:


AvamarClient-aix6-ppc VERSION COMMITTED Avamar client VERSION
AvamarRMAN-aix6-ppc VERSION COMMITTED Avamar client VERSION


3. To list Avamar packages installed in an alternate installation directory, type the following command:


lslpp -la -R /install_path | grep Avamar
where install_path is the alternate installation directory.


4. To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software, type the following command:


geninstall -u AvamarRMAN-aix6-ppc-version.bff
where version is the Avamar version number.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Linux
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Linux.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Linux


You can install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software in either the default installation directory or an alternate directory.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the same directory as the Avamar Client for Linux.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● platform is the Linux system type.
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● version is the Avamar software version.


4. To change base directory for the installation, type the following command:


rpm --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/install_path -i AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● install_path is the new directory.
● platform is the Linux system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


5. To change the base directory and var directory locations during the installation, type the following command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=install_path --relocate /var/avamar=var_path
AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● install_path is the new directory.
● var_path is the new var directory.


● platform is the Linux system type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Linux


You upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by using the rpm -Uvh command. You can use the --relocate option to specify
the alternate installation or var directory that you specified when you installed the initial version. The versions of the Avamar
Client for Linux and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle must be the same.


Steps


1. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux by using the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To upgrade the software in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● platform is the Linux platform type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


4. To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=install_path AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● install_path is the installation directory that you specified when you installed the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for


Oracle software.
● platform is the Linux platform type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


5. To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /var/avamar=var_path AvamarRMAN-linux-platform-version.rpm
where:
● var_path is the var directory that you specified when you installed the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle


software.
● platform is the Linux platform type.
● version is the Avamar software version.


The rpm -Uvh command automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, and then installs the
new version.
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Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Linux


You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle from a Linux system by using the rpm -e command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and the Avamar Client for Linux from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. To view all Avamar packages installed on the system, type the following command:


rpm -qa | grep Av
A list of Avamar software appears in the command shell:


download-AvamarRMAN-version
download-AvamarClient-version
where version is the Avamar software version.


3. To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, type the following command:


rpm -e AvamarRMAN-version
where version is the version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


4. To uninstall the Avamar Client for Linux, type the following command:


rpm -e AvamarClient-version
where version is the version of Avamar Client for Linux.


The following output appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Solaris
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris system or on a Solaris cluster
(VCS).


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris


You can install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone system or on a Solaris cluster (VCS).


About this task


NOTE: To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a Solaris cluster (VCS), skip this procedure and continue with Installing


the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a Solaris cluster on page 31.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:
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cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by typing the following commands:


pkgadd -d AvamarRMAN-solaris10-platform-version.pkg
where:
● platform is the Solaris platform type.
● version is the Avamar version number.


The following output appears in the command shell:


The following packages are available:
1 AVMRrman Avamar Client Plugin for Oracle RMAN
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]:


4. Type 1 and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Processing package instance <AVMRrman> from
</AvamarRMAN-solaris10-sparc-7.2.100-nnn.pkg>
Avamar Client Plugin for Oracle RMAN(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
4 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.
This package contains scripts which will be executed with
super-user permission during the process of installing this
package.
Do you want to continue with the installation of <AVMRrman> [y,n,?]


5. Type y and press Enter.
The installation runs to completion.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a Solaris cluster


In a VCS configuration, install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris on both nodes in the cluster. The Avamar Cluster Client for
Solaris includes the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


About this task


NOTE: To install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris system, skip this procedure and complete Installing


the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris on page 30.


Steps


1. Log in to the active VCS node as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. Install the software by typing the following commands:


pkgadd -d AvamarClusterClient-solaris10-platform-version.pkg
where:
● platform is the Solaris platform type.
● version is the Avamar version number.
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The following packages are available:
1 AVMRclusclnt Avamar Cluster Client
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process all
packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]:


4. Type 1 and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Processing package instance <AVMRclusclnt> from
</home/source/fresh/installers/solpkgs/PKGS/AvamarClusterClient-solaris10-sparc-7.0.100-
nnn.pkg>
Avamar Cluster Client(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
This software is copyright EMC Corporation, 2001-2014
Please read and agree to the End User License Agreement
which will be placed in the base directory of the install
as a file named AvamarClient-License.txt.
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setvtgid programs.
This package contains scripts which will be executed with
super-user permission during the process of installing this
package.
Do you want to continue with the installation of <AVMRclusclnt>
[y,n,?] y


5. Type y and press Enter.
The installation runs to completion.


6. Run avclustinstall by typing the following commands:


cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/
./avclusinstall


The following output appears in the command shell:


Setting PATH set for Veritas Cluster Server commands
Available service groups for configuration
1. oraclegrp
Select an option:


7. Type 1 and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Selected service group: oraclegrp
Group State
oraclegrp PARTIAL
Enter the resource name of Avamar application for selected
service group (Default: avagent_oraclegrp):


NOTE: The state of oraclegrp can be either ONLINE or PARTIAL. Usually the state is ONLINE.


8. Type the resource name of the Avamar application and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Available mount Resources:
1. oramnt (Mount point: /fsclus01)
Selected mount resource: oramnt
Do you want to install Avamar Client Plugin for Oracle RMAN? (y/n)[y]:


9. Type y and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the hostname or dns alias associated with virtual-ip
(15.16.140.13):
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10. Type the hostname or DNS alias and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Active node detected
=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the Administrator server.
Using /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/var as the var dir
for the group oraclegrp avagent
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred):


NOTE: The hostname or DNS alias must match the hostname specified by the HOST parameter in the tnsnames.ora
and listener.ora files.


11. Type the hostname (defined in DNS) or IP address for the Administrator server and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]:
12. Type the domain name and press Enter.


The following output appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Client Agent not running.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/var/avagent.cmd
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/var/avagent.cmd
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 7154
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
Registration Complete.
Avamar Client has been installed for service group 'oraclegrp' successfully.
Do you want to install Avamar in another service group? (y/n) [n]:


13. Type n and press Enter.


14. Log in to the passive node as root and type the following commands:


cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin
./avclusinstall


The following output appears in the command shell:


Setting PATH set for Veritas Cluster Server commands
Available service groups for configuration
1. oraclegrp
Select an option:


15. Type 1 and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Selected service group: oraclegrp
Group State
oraclegrp OFFLINE
Do you want to install Avamar Client Plugin for Oracle RMAN? (y/n)[y]:


16. Type y and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Passive node detected.
Avamar Client has been installed for service group
'oraclegrp' successfully.
Do you want to install Avamar in another service group? (y/n) [n]:


17. Type n and press Enter.


18. Bring VCS resources online by typing the following command:


hares -online avagent_servicegroup -sys hostname
where:
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● avagent_servicegroup is the default name of the Avamar VCS cluster agent. If you did not select the default name in
Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX on page 26, use the name you specified in Upgrading the Avamar
Plug-in for Oracle on HP-UX on page 26.


● hostname is the system where the VCS service group is in PARTIAL state.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Solaris


The versions of the Avamar Client for Solaris and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle must be the same.


Steps


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. Uninstalling the Avamar plug-in on a stand-alone Solaris on page 34 provides
instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Solaris. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


3. Download the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation package. Downloading the software on page 24 provides instructions.


4. Download and install the new version of the Avamar Client for Solaris. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides
instructions.


5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


● Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Solaris on page 30 provides instructions for installations on a
stand-lone system.


● Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a Solaris cluster on page 31 on a Solaris cluster.


Uninstalling the Avamar plug-in on a stand-alone Solaris


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and the Avamar Client for Solaris from the host system, scheduled backups no
longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:
● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar


Administrator.
● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server host as root.


2. To view all Avamar packages installed on the system, type the following command:


pkginfo | grep AVMR
Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


The following packages are currently installed:
1 AVMRclnt Avamar Client
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
2 AVMRrman Avamar Client Plugin for Oracle RMAN
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn


3. To uninstall the software, type the following command:


pkgrm package_name
where package_name is the Avamar plug-in package displayed in step 2.


The following output appears in the command shell:


The following package is currently installed:
package_name
Do you want to remove this package?


4. Type y and press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:
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Removal of package_name was successful.


Uninstalling the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris


The Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris includes the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a
Solaris cluster, you uninstall the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris.


About this task


The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions for uninstalling the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris software.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Windows
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone Windows system or on a Windows cluster.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows


Install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on both Windows stand-alone systems and MSCS two-node clusters. In a cluster, install
the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on both nodes and in the same directory on each node.


Prerequisites


● The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle is automatically installed in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.
● If the Oracle software is installed with the New Windows User, ensure that the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software is


installed outside of the default path. For example, C:\Program Files\avs.


● If UAC is enabled on the client computer, you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise,
the software does not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation
provides other methods and additional information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary directory that contains the installation files that you downloaded in Downloading the software on page
24.


3. Start the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation package to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarRMAN-windows-platform-version.msi
where:


○ platform is the Windows platform type.
○ version is the Avamar software version.


The welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The Ready to install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Oracle page appears.


5. Click Install.
The Installing Avamar Backup Plug-in for Oracle page appears. A status bar shows the installation’s progress. After the
installation completes, the Completed the Avamar Backup Plug-in for Oracle Setup Wizard page appears.


6. Click Finish.


7. In a cluster, repeat this installation procedure on each node.
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Configuring the Avamar cluster client on Windows


The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore Oracle data on shared storage in a cluster, regardless of which
node is managing the data at the time of the backup or restore. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar
cluster client on the active node in an active/passive configuration or on both active nodes in an active/active configuration.


Prerequisites


Before you run the Cluster Configuration Tool, ensure that the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
are installed on each node in the cluster and each node is registered to the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must be a member of the local Administrators
group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server 2012, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Avamar Backup Plug-in for Oracle from the Avamar Backup Plug-ins list, and then click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of all nodes is Up, and then click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select the Configure new Oracle Virtual Client for cluster option, and then click Next.


NOTE: Select the Use existing configuration to configure new nodes for Oracle Virtual Clients on cluster


option to add a node to an existing configuration. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides more


information.


The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the prerequisite is met.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.
If a prerequisite is not met, exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


8. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Attach to Service page appears.


9. Select the cluster service for the plug-in, and then click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


10. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Client domain for cluster box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the domain name. To specify a subdomain,
type /domain/subdomain, where domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the Avamar server.


d. Type the name of the shared network directory or volume in the Cluster client’s var directory box or click Browse to
select a shared network directory or volume.


The shared network directory or volume stores the cluster client configuration and the log files. All nodes in the cluster
must have write access to this directory or volume.


NOTE: Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


e. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


11. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration process completes, the Results page
appears.


12. Click Close.
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Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows


The steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server
or in a cluster.


Upgrading on a stand-alone Windows server


When you upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on a stand-alone server, you do not need to uninstall earlier versions before
you install a new version. The installation determines that an earlier version is installed, and then prompts you to upgrade to the
new version or remove the current version.


Steps


1. Ensure that you meet all system requirements for the new version. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on page
23 provides more information.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client installation wizard for the new version on the client
computer. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


3. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by running the plug-in installation wizard for the new version on the client computer.
Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows on page 35 provides instructions.


Upgrading in a Windows cluster


When you upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software in a cluster, you must uninstall the
earlier version of the Avamar client and plug-in from each node, and then install the new version.


Steps


1. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


a. Use the earlier version of the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar cluster client. Uninstalling the cluster
client on page 38 provides instructions.


b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on each node in the cluster.
c. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows on each node in the cluster.


The plug-in guide for the earlier versions provides instructions.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same directory on each node in the cluster. The Avamar for Windows Server
User Guide provides instructions.


NOTE: If the Oracle software is installed with the New Windows User, ensure that the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle


software is installed outside of the default path. For example, C:\Program Files\avs.


b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle in the same directory on each node in the cluster. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle on Windows on page 35 provides instructions.


c. Register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides
instructions.


d. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to install the Avamar cluster client on an active node. Configuring the Avamar cluster
client on Windows on page 36 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and the Avamar Client for Windows from the host system, scheduled backups
no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle:
● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar


Administrator.
● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.
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The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


The steps to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle on Windows depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server
or in a cluster.


Uninstalling on a stand-alone Windows server


Use the Windows uninstall feature to uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software.


Steps


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle by using Programs and Features.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


Uninstalling the cluster client


In a Windows cluster, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar cluster client. Then use the Windows uninstall
feature to uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle software from each node.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must be a member of the local Administrators
group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server 2012, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Avamar Backup Plug-in for Oracle and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and each node’s status.


5. Ensure that the status of all nodes is Up, and then click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select Remove the Oracle Virtual Client from all nodes in cluster and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the prerequisite has been met.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


8. Review the configuration settings and click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall operation. When the uninstall completes, the Results page appears.


9. Click Close.


10. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle from each node by using Programs and Features.


11. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows from each node by using Programs and Features.


Excluding Oracle directories from file system backups
You can optimize Oracle database backups and save storage space by creating a dataset that excludes the platform-specific file
system from the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle backup.


About this task


NOTE: Including Oracle database files with the file system backup consumes storage space in the Avamar system and


increases network traffic during the nightly backup window.


Create a dataset that excludes the entire root directory branch for each Oracle instance, and then assign the dataset to the
Avamar client. For example, if the full pathname of a database instance is /space/local/oracle/ora901, exclude this
directory in the Avamar dataset.
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Steps


1. Open the oratab file in a text editor and note the home directory for all Oracle database instances.


2. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Dataset.
The Manage All Datasets window appears.


3. Click New.
The New Dataset dialog box appears.


4. In the Name box, type a name for the dataset.
The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. Click the Source Data tab.


The Source Data tab is where you define a list of source data plug-ins that contribute data to this dataset.


a. Select Enter Explicitly and select the plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.
b. To remove a plug-in from the dataset, select the plug-in from the list in the bottom portion of the New Dataset dialog


box, and then click -. Repeat this step as necessary.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not support include or exclude lists in datasets.


6. Click the Options tab and select the plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.
The windows expands to display plug-in options.


7. Complete the following fields:


a. Leave the Oracle instance name field blank. The Oracle instance name is filled in when the Oracle server is assigned to
a group.


b. (Optional) For Oracle 12c and later, if the Oracle user has SYSBACKUP privileges (instead of SYSDBA), select
SYSBACKUP privilege.


c. Type the username to use to authenticate the Oracle database in the Username field. If you leave the Username field
blank, RMAN tries to log in with the same username and password that the Avamar client agent uses, and attempts to
assume SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


d. Type the password for the account in the Password field.
e. Click OK.


The New Dataset dialog box closes. The new dataset appears in the left pane of the Manage All Datasets window.


8. Click OK.
The Manage All Datasets window closes.


9. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link button.
The Policy window appears.


10. Click the Policy Management tab.


11. Click the Clients tab.
The left pane contains a list of domains.


12. Click the domain that contains the Oracle server.
A list of Avamar clients appears in a table to the right of the domains list.


13. Click the client that runs the Oracle server.


14. Select Actions > Client > Edit Client.
The Edit Client dialog box appears.


15. In the Edit Client dialog box, complete the following setting:


a. Click the Dataset tab.
b. From the Select An Existing Dataset list, select the dataset you created in step 4 on page 39.
c. Select Override group dataset.
d. Click OK.
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Oracle RAC Configuration


Topics:


• Managing Oracle RAC on Linux or UNIX
• Managing Oracle RAC on Windows Server 2008


Managing Oracle RAC on Linux or UNIX
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports Oracle RAC configurations on HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris systems. Before you
can back up Oracle RAC configurations, you must run the rac_config script and register the client with the Avamar server.


About this task


NOTE: We recommend that you configure a shared var directory. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports automatic


failover for the Avamar agent if the active node goes down, regardless of whether the var directory is a shared. However,


if there be configurations with non-shared var directories, the Avamar logs are saved only on local node.


Running the rac_config script


To configure Oracle RAC on HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, or Solaris, run the rac_config script on each RAC node. Specify the
same shared Avamar var directory for each node that you configure.


Steps


1. Log in to one of the Oracle RAC nodes as root.


2. Change the directory to /usr/local/avamar/bin by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/bin
3. Start the script by typing the following command:


./rac_config
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the path of Oracle Clusterware Home : /u01/app/11.2.0/grid
Using ORACLE_HOME : /u01/app/11.2.0/grid
Setting PATH set for Oracle commands
Oracle cluster version 11 R2
Do you want to configure on a cluster shared filesystem? [y/n] [y]: y
Enter the full path of var directory location[]:
Enter y if var is a shared directory. Enter n if var is a non-shared directory: [y] y


4. Type the directory path, and then press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the virtual hostname [vlrac1]:
where vlrac1 is the scan name for Oracle grid 11g R2.


5. Press Enter to accept the default virtual hostname.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Using vlrac1 as hostname
6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 on the other nodes.


3
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Next steps


To ensure that backups using the RMAN CLI backups are viewable in the Avamar Administrator Activity window, copy the
avoracle.cmd file from ../ora_rac/var/ to ../ora_rac/var/clientlogs/. The following options must be present
in avoracle.cmd:


● --rac_cluster
● --hostname = cluster scan name


Changing the listening port for RAC avagent


The rac_config script configures the system to use a fixed listening port number, 28003, for communication. Some RAC
configurations might have firewall limitations that do not allow the use of the default listening port, 28003. In these instances,
you can manually change the listening port to be a random port number by changing the value of the --acport option or by
replacing the --acport option in the avagent.cmd file.


Changing the value of the acport option in the avagent.cmd file


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle RAC system as root.


2. Add the Oracle Clusterware Home directory to the PATH environment variable.


3. Stop the avagent process for RAC by typing the following command:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent
4. Navigate to the var directory for RAC.


This directory contains the avagent.cmd file.


5. Open the avagent.cmd file in an editor.


6. Change the value for the --acport option to a number between 28003 and 28008.


7. Save and close the avagent.cmd file.


8. If the var directory is not shared, repeat steps 4 on page 41 through 7 on page 41 on all nodes.


9. Restart the avagent process for RAC by typing the following command:


crsctl start resource EMCagent


Replacing the acport option in the avagent.cmd file


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle RAC system as root.


2. Stop the avagent process for RAC by typing the following command:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent
3. Navigate to the var directory for RAC.


This directory contains the avagent.cmd file.


4. Open the avagent.cmd file in an editor.


5. Replace the --acport line with the following two lines:


--disable_nonlocal_listenport
--disablegui


6. If the var directory is not shared, repeat steps 4 on page 41 and 5 on page 41 for all nodes.


7. Restart the avagent process for RAC by typing the following command:


crsctl start resource EMCagent
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Registering the Avamar client


After you run the rac_config script on each RAC node, you run the avregister command on one cluster node. The
avregister command registers and activates the Avamar client with the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to one of the Oracle RAC nodes as root.


NOTE: Run avregister on one RAC node only.


2. Change the directory to /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/bin by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/bin
3. Start the registration script by typing the following command:


./avregister
The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the Administrator server.
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred):


4. Type the DNS hostname or IP address of the Administrator server, and then press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]:
5. Press Enter to accept the default domain (clients).


The following output appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Server stopped. [ OK ]
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully. [ OK ]
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 3385
avagent.d Info: Server started. [ OK ]
Registration Complete.


6. If the var directory is not being shared, copy the files /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/cid.bin and /usr/
local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.cfg from this node into the same directory on all the other nodes. You do not
need to do this step if the var directory is being shared.


Results


Once you register the Avamar client with the Avamar server, start.sh runs and starts EMCagent as an Oracle Clusterware
resource on the current node. Backups and restores connect to the RAC database instance on the active node. If the active
node goes down, EMCagent automatically restarts on one of the other RAC nodes. The new node then automatically notifies
Avamar server of the address change for the active node.


Changing the active node


You can make the inactive node the active node by restarting the EMCagent on the inactive node.


Steps


1. Log in to the inactive cluster node as root.


2. Change the directory to the shared installation_path/ora_rac/etc directory.


3. Restart EMCagent by typing the following command:


./start.sh
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Removing the Oracle RAC configuration


You can use rac_deconfig to remove the Oracle RAC configuration from one node only or both nodes. If the EMCagent
resource is online, you must first move it to a different node before running rac_deconfig.


Steps


1. Log in to the registered node as root.


2. Change the directory to /usr/local/avamar/bin by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/bin
3. Stop EMCagent and remove it from the Oracle Clusterware resources by typing the following command:


./rac_stop
The following output appears in the command shell:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/rac_stop
Enter the path of Oracle Clusterware Home:


4. Run the rac_deconfig script by typing the following command:


./rac_deconfig
The following output appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Client Agent not running.
[PASSED]


Results


The rac_deconfig script deletes the Avamar_install_dir/ora_rac directory.


Managing Oracle RAC on Windows Server 2008
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports Oracle RAC configurations on Windows Server 2008 systems. Before you can back up
Oracle RAC configurations on Windows Server 2008 systems, you must run AvamarRACConfiguration.exe on one Oracle
cluster node.


About this task


NOTE: We recommend that you configure a shared var directory. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports automatic


failover for the Avamar agent if the active node goes down, regardless of whether the var directory is a shared. However,


if there be configurations with non-shared var directories, the Avamar logs are saved only on local node.


Running AvamarRACConfiguration.exe


AvamarRACConfiguration.exe is installed as part of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle installation and is located in C:
\Program Files\avs\bin. To configure Oracle RAC on Windows Server 2008, run AvamarRACConfiguration.exe on
one Oracle cluster node.


Steps


1. Log in to one of the Oracle cluster nodes as an administrator.


2. Double-click C:\Program Files\avs\bin\AvamarRACConfiguration.exe.
The Setup Avamar RAC Configuration for Windows dialog box appears.
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3. Select the correct name from the Choose Oracle RAC Scan Name/Virtual list:
● For Oracle 11g R1, select the virtual hostname.
● For Oracle 11g R2, select the scan name.


4. Type the full pathname and folder name for the var folder in the Var folder field.


To browse the file system for the var folder, click Browse and select the var folder from the File Open dialog box.


5. Select the Shared checkbox if the var folder is a shared folder or disk.


NOTE: The Change Avamar Server Registration option is disabled if the Avamar server is not configured.


6. Type the DNS hostname or IP address for the Avamar server in the Administrator server hostname or IP field.


7. Type the port for the Avamar server in the Administrative server listen port field. The default value is 28001.


8. Type the domain name in the Backup domain for this client field. The default value is clients.


9. Select one or more nodes from the Available Nodes box.


To select multiple entries, press and hold the Ctrl key while you select entries with the mouse.


10. Click Configure.


Next steps


To ensure that backups using the RMAN CLI backups are viewable in the Avamar Administrator Activity window, copy the
avoracle.cmd file from ../ora_rac/var/ to ../ora_rac/var/clientlogs/. The following options must be present
in avoracle.cmd:


● --rac_cluster
● --hostname = cluster scan name


Starting the EMCagent clusterware resource


You start the EMCagent on one node only.


Steps


1. Log in to one of the Oracle cluster nodes as an administrator.


2. Start EMCagent from the Command Prompt by typing one of the following commands:
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● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_start EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type following command:


crsctl start resource EMCagent


Verifying the Oracle RAC configuration


After running AvamarRACConfiguration.exe and starting the EMCagent, verify the Oracle RAC configuration.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle cluster node as an administrator.


2. Ensure that the Avamar Oracle RAC Backup Agent appears in the Windows Services list.


3. Verify that the EMCagent resource was added to Oracle Clusterware by typing one of the following commands:


● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_stat EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl status resource EMCagent


Stopping the Oracle EMCagent


Stop the EMCagent from the Oracle cluster node.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle cluster node where EMCagent is running as an administrator.


2. Stop EMCagent from the Command Prompt by typing one of the following commands:


● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_stop EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent


Adding a new node to an Oracle RAC configuration


Add a node to an Oracle RAC configuration by running AvamarRACConfiguration.exe on any one node.


Steps


1. Stop EMCagent from the Command Prompt by typing one of the following commands:


● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_stop EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent


2. Use Avamar Administrator to deactivate the registered Oracle RAC client:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Policy launcher link button.
The Policy window appears.


b. Click the Policy Management tab.
c. Click the Clients tab.
d. Select the client from the table.
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e. Select Actions > Client > Edit Client.
The Edit Client dialog box appears.


f. Click the Properties tab.
g. Clear the Activated checkbox.


3. Run AvamarRACConfiguration.exe on any one node.
The Cluster Configured Node section displays all configured nodes.


The Oracle RAC Parameters, Logs/ Var Folder, and Registration group boxes are disabled when you add a new node to
a cluster configuration.


4. Select a node from the Available Nodes group box.


To select multiple entries, press and hold the Ctrl key while you select entries with the mouse.


5. After you add the node to the configuration, start the EMCagent on any Clusterware node:


● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_start EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl start resource EMCagent


Re-registering a node with a different Avamar server


Run to AvamarRACConfiguration.exe to re-register a RAC node with a different Avamar server.


Steps


1. Stop EMCagent from the Command Prompt by typing one of the following commands:


● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_stop EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent


2. Run AvamarRACConfiguration.exe.
The Cluster Configured Nodes group box display all configured nodes.


3. Select the Change Avamar Server Registration checkbox.
The Setup Avamar Oracle RAC Configuration for Windows dialog box appears.


Selecting the Change Avamar Server Registration option clears the nodes in the Available Nodes group box.


4. Type the DNS hostname or IP address for the Avamar server in the Administrator server hostname or IP field.


5. Type the port for the Avamar server in the Administrative server listen port field. The default value is 28001.


6. Type the domain name in the Backup domain for this client field. The default value is clients.


7. Click Register.


8. After the registration completes, start the EMCagent on any of the Clusterware nodes by typing one of the following
commands:
● For Oracle 11g R1, type the following command:


crs_start EMCagent
● For Oracle 11g R2, type the following command:


crsctl start resource EMCagent


Resetting the Oracle RAC configuration


You cannot perform a reset operation on a node that is not a member of the cluster configuration.


Steps


1. Log in to the Oracle cluster node as an administrator.
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2. On any cluster node, run AvamarRACConfiguration.exe.
The Setup Avamar RAC Configuration for Windows dialog box appears.


3. Click Reset.
All the nodes in Cluster Configured Nodes group box are deleted and unregistered from the Avamar server.
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High Availability Oracle Single-Instance
Database Configuration


Topics:


• Highly available Oracle single-instance databases


Highly available Oracle single-instance databases
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports the backup of Oracle single-instance databases that are configured as high availability
with failover support.


As part of the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle support for high availability Oracle single-instance databases, there must be one
resource which controls the failover of the single-instance databases. The Avamar service relies on this resource to initiate a
failover of the Avamar client. A shared Avamar var directory must be used by all nodes.


Configuring highly available single-instance databases on Linux or
UNIX


Before you can back up high availability Oracle single-instance database configurations, you must run the si_config script
and register a corresponding virtual client with the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in as root to any of the Oracle cluster nodes where the single-instance database has been configured.


2. Change to the /usr/local/avamar/bin:


cd /usr/local/avamar/bin


3. Run the si_config command:


./si_config -d database_name -r resource -p 28004 -h /u01/app/11.2.0/grid -v 
shared_directory -n "node_names"


where:
● database_name is the name of the single-instance database.
● resource is the resource which controls the failover of the single-instance database (for example, ora.dbsi1.db).
● shared_directory is a shared directory (for example, /cluster_share/).


● node_names is a space-separated list of the names of the nodes on which the single-instance database is configured.


Example command line:


./si_config -d DBSI1 -r ora.dbsi1.db -p 28004 -h /u01/app/11.2.0/grid -v /
cluster_share/dbsi1 -n "bu-lin-earth bu-lin-mars"


NOTE: Run the si_config command on one node only.


The script will prompt you for the client name.
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4. Enter the client name or press Enter to accept the default selection:


Enter the client name for database_name [Client_name]


5. If ssh autologin is not set up for the root user, you will be prompted to enter the root password for each remote node:


root@node_name's password:


Enter the root password for each node when prompted.


This will allow configuration on all other nodes.


Registering the highly available single-instance database client


After you run the si_config script, run the avregister command on any node where the single-instance database is
configured. The avregister command registers and activates the Avamar client with the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in as root to one of the cluster nodes where the single-instance database is configured.


NOTE: Run avregister on one node only.


2. Change the directory to /usr/local/avamar/ora_database_name/bin by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/ora_database_name/bin
where database_name is the name of the single-instance database.


3. Start the registration script by typing the following command:


./avregister
The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the Administrator server.
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred):


4. Type the DNS hostname or IP address of the Administrator server, and then press Enter.
The following output appears in the command shell:


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]:
5. Press Enter to accept the default domain (clients).


The following output appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Server stopped. [ OK ]
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully. [ OK ]
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 3385
avagent.d Info: Server started. [ OK ]
Registration Complete.


Results


Once you register the Avamar client with the Avamar server, start.sh runs and starts EMCagent as an Oracle cluster
resource.


NOTE: If the database instance is running on another node, EMCagent_database_name will automatically fail over to the


node on which the instance is running.


Management Console-initiated backups and restores are sent to the node where the EMCagent_database_name is running. If
the database instance fails over to another node, the EMCagent_database_name resource is failed over to that node as well.
The new node then automatically notifies the Avamar server of the address change for the active node.
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Removing the highly available single-instance database configuration


You can use si_deconfig to remove the configuration for Oracle Single Instance from all nodes.


Steps


1. Log in as root to one of the cluster nodes where the single-instance database is configured.


2. Change the directory to /usr/local/avamar/bin by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/bin
3. Run the si_deconfig script by typing the following command:


./si_deconfig -d database_name
where database_name is the name of the single-instance database.


4. If ssh autologin is not set up for the root user, you will be prompted to enter the root password for each remote node:


root@node_name's password:


Enter the root password for each node when prompted.


This step allows deconfiguration on all other nodes.


Results


The si_deconfig script removes the related EMCagent cluster resource (EMCagent_database_name) for the database
from the Oracle Clusterware resources and deletes the avamar_install_dir/ora_database_name directory.


Configuring highly available single-instance databases on Windows


Before you can back up high availability Oracle single-instance database configurations, you must run the
AvamarSDConfiguration.exe program as Administrator, which registers a corresponding virtual client with the Avamar
server.


Prerequisites


Each node to be configured must register and activate to the same Avamar server before this configuration, otherwise you may
get certification issues when performing browse, backup, and restore operations. There must be one resource which controls
the failover of the single-instance database. The Avamar service relies on this resource to a following failover of the Avamar
client


Steps


1. Log in to any of the Oracle cluster nodes where the single-instance database has been configured.


2. Right-click the file C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ AvamarSDConfiguration.exe and select Run as
Administrator.
The Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog box opens.
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Figure 6. Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog


3. Type the name of the single-instance database and click Lookup.


After a successful lookup, if the database has not been configured before, nodes are listed under Available Nodes.


a. For Var Folder, type a var directory or click Browse to select one.


NOTE: The var directory all nodes being configured.


b. For Administrator Server Hostname or IP, type the hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.
c. For Administrator Server Listen Port, type the port number of the Avamar server listen port.
d. For Backup Domain for this Client, type the client's backup domain on the Avamar server.
e. For Connection Port (acport), type the port number of the connection port.
f. Select the nodes to be configured in the Available Nodes list.
g. Click Configure.


NOTE: All fields must be completed before beginning the configuration.


A message indicates that the configuration was successful. Click OK clear the message. You can start another single-
instance database configuration by clicking Next Config.


After the configuration is complete, EMCagent_database_name is available and ready for failover.


4. Start the EMCagent_database_name by typing the following at the command line:


crsctl start res EMCagent_database_name


EMCagent_database_name then runs on the node on which the single-instance database instance is running.
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Results


Management Console-initiated backups and restores are sent to the node where the EMCagent cluster resource
(EMCagent_database_name) is running. If the database instance fails over to another node, the EMCagent_database_name
resource is failed over to that node as well. The new node then automatically notifies the Avamar server of the address change
for the active node.


Adding additional nodes to a single-instance database configuration


To add additional nodes to a single-instance database configuration, stop the EMCagent_database_name and run the
AvamarSDConfiguration.exe program as Administrator.


Steps


1. Log in to any of the Oracle cluster nodes where the single-instance database has been configured.


2. Stop the EMCagent cluster resource by typing the following at the command line:


crsctl stop resource EMCagent_database_name


3. Right-click the file C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ AvamarSDConfiguration.exe and select Run as
Administrator.
The Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog box opens.


Figure 7. Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog


4. Type the name of the single-instance database and click Lookup.


After a successful lookup, already-configured nodes are listed under Cluster Configuration Nodes and any additional
nodes that are available to be configured are listed under Available Nodes.
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5. In Available Nodes, select the nodes to be configured.


6. Click Configure.


7. Restart the EMCagent cluster resource by typing the following at the command line:


crsctl start res EMCagent_database_name


Re-registering a single-instance database with a different Avamar server


To register a current single-instance database to another Avamar server, run the AvamarSDConfiguration.exe program as
Administrator.


Prerequisites


Each node to be configured must register and activate to the same Avamar server before this configuration, otherwise you may
get certification issues when performing browse, backup, and restore operations.


Steps


1. Log in to any of the Oracle cluster nodes where the single-instance database has been configured.


2. Right-click the file C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ AvamarSDConfiguration.exe and select Run as
Administrator.
The Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog box opens.


Figure 8. Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog


3. Enter the name of the single-instance database and click Lookup.


4. Select the Change Avamar Server Configuration checkbox and complete the following information:
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a. For Administrator Server Hostname or IP, enter the hostname or IP address of the new Avamar server.
b. For Administrator Server Listen Port, enter the port number of the new Avamar server listen port.
c. For Backup Domain for this Client, enter the client's backup domain on the new Avamar server.
d. Click Register.


Removing a single-instance database configuration on Windows platforms


To remove a single-instance database configuration, run the AvamarSDConfiguration.exe program as Administrator.


Steps


1. Log in to any of the Oracle cluster nodes where the single-instance database has been configured.


2. Right-click the file C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ AvamarSDConfiguration.exe and select Run as
Administrator.
The Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog box opens.


Figure 9. Setup Avamar for Oracle Single-Instance Database dialog


3. Enter the name of the single-instance database and click Lookup.


4. Click Reset to remove the configuration.


Results


The EMCagent cluster resource (EMCagent_database_name) for the database is removed from the Oracle Clusterware
resources and the corresponding service Avamar Oracle database_name Backup Agent is deleted from all the configured nodes.
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Backup


Topics:


• Creating the Oracle user account
• Enabling Block Change Tracking
• Preparing the database for backup
• Performing an on-demand backup
• Scheduling backups
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Oracle RAC backup failures
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Creating the Oracle user account
If an Oracle user account with SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP) privileges does not exist, you must create one. The Avamar software
uses the Oracle account to perform database backups and restores.


Steps


● Specify the username and password in the Backup Command Line Options, Restore Command Line Options, and New
Dataset dialog boxes.


Oracle documentation provides instruction for creating an Oracle user account.


NOTE: To use an RMAN catalog, you must configure the catalog.


Enabling Block Change Tracking
The Block Change Tracking feature can improve level 1 (differential and cumulative) backup performance by recording
changed blocks in each datafile in a block change tracking file.


Steps


1. Determine whether Block Change Tracking is enabled by typing the following command from an SQL prompt:


select status from v$block_change_tracking;
The STATUS column shows whether Block Change Tracking is enabled. The FILENAME column contains the file name
of the block change tracking file. Oracle documentation provides more information about v$block_change_tracking.


2. Enable Block Change Tracking by typing the following command from an SQL prompt:


alter database enable block change tracking using file 'filename';
where filename is the absolute pathname of the file to be used for Block Change Tracking. Oracle uses this file to
track datafile changes. Oracle documentation provides more information about Block Change Tracking.


NOTE: To schedule level 0, level 1 differential, and level 1 cumulative backups, create three backup schedules: one for


level 0 backups, one for level 1 differential backups, and one for level 1 cumulative backups. Scheduling backups on page


59 provides more information.
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Preparing the database for backup
Before you back up an Oracle database, you must prepare the database. You must determine whether the database is in
ARCHIVELOG mode. If the database is not in ARCHIVELOG mode, you must use the alter database archivelog
command to set it.


Steps


1. Connect to the database by typing the following command:


sqlplus "/ as sysdba"
The command prompt changes to the SQL prompt.


2. Determine if the Oracle database is in ARCHIVELOG mode by typing the following command:


select log_mode from v$database;
If archiving is not set for the database, screen output similar to the following output appears:


LOG_MODE
----------
NOARCHIVELOG


3. Shut down the database by typing the following command:


shutdown immediate;
The following information appears in the command shell:


Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.


4. Start the database by typing the following command:


startup mount;
The following information appears in the command shell:


ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 171966464 bytes
Fixed Size 787988 bytes
Variable Size 144964076 bytes
Database Buffers 25165824 bytes
Redo Buffers 1048576 bytes
Database mounted.


5. Change the database archiving mode by typing the following command:


alter database archivelog;
The following information appears in the command shell:


Database altered.
6. Open the database for normal operations by typing the following command:


alter database open;
The following information appears in the command shell:


Database altered.
7. Disconnect from the database by typing the following command:


exit
8. Back up the database by following the instructions in Performing an on-demand backup on page 57.
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Performing an on-demand backup
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of Oracle data on a client. You can perform an on-demand backup for the first
backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform an on-demand backup before system
maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Oracle server.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the Oracle server.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed on the Oracle server is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Oracle RMAN plug-in for the platform.
b. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.
c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Leave the Oracle Instance Name field blank. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle determines the Oracle instance name when


you browse and select a target to back up.
c. (Optional) For Oracle 12c and later, if the Oracle user has SYSBACKUP privileges (instead of SYSDBA), select


SYSBACKUP privilege.


i. Type the username to use to authenticate the Oracle database. This is the user with SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP)
privileges.


ii. Type the password for the account.
iii. Select the number of channels to allocate during the backup from the Number of RMAN Channels list. The


maximum number is 10.


Backup options on page 90 provides more information about the Number of RMAN Channels option.


8. Select one or more backup options:


a. To back up the entire Oracle database, select Back up database.
b. To back up only the archive logs, select Back up archive logs. Archive backups are always full backups no matter which


backup level you choose.
c. To automatically delete archive logs after a successful database backup, select Delete archive logs after backup
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NOTE: The selection of multiple options is cumulative. To back up the entire database and the archive logs, select


Back up database and Back up archive logs.


d. (Linux and UNIX only) If the application bitness and operating system bitness are not the same, select the appropriate
setting from the Media Management Library Bitwidth list.


If the application bitness and operating system bitness are the same, leave the Media Management Library Bitwidth
set to Automatic, the default setting.


NOTE: The Management Library Bitwidth option does not apply to Windows platforms.


e. To prevent a multiple target backup from continuing after one of the backups fails, select Exit a multiple target
backup when any one backup fails.


f. Type the number of files that RMAN can open concurrently per channel in the Filesperset field. The default value is 1.
g. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option


creates very large log files.
h. (Advanced option) Leave the NLS_DATE_FORMAT field blank.
i. (Advanced option) Select the appropriate option from the Enhanced Data Deduplication list:


● To use the global enhanced data deduplication setting already set on the server, select Default. This is the default
setting.


● To back up the data files without using enhanced data deduplication, select Disabled.
● To use enhanced data deduplication for the backup, select Enabled.


9. Select a backup level:


● Full backup backs up all the data in the database data files when you select the Back up database option.
● Level 0 backup backs up all data files.


Perform a level 0 backup before you perform a level 1 (differential or cumulative) backup.


● Level 1 differential backup backs up only changed blocks of the database.
● Level 1 cumulative backup backs up all database blocks that have changed since the most recent level 0 backup.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports incremental (level 0 and level 1) backups for Oracle 11g and later.


To improve level 1 (differential or cumulative) backup performance, enable the Block Change Tracking feature.


Enabling Block Change Tracking on page 55 provides more information.


10. (Optional) If you use a recovery catalog, select the Use recovery catalog check box, and then complete the following
steps:


a. In the Recovery Catalog Server Name field, type the recovery catalog service entry.
b. In the Recovery Catalog User Name field, type the recovery catalog username.
c. In the Recovery Catalog Password field, type the recovery catalog password.


NOTE: The Use recovery catalog option uses the values in the Recovery Catalog Server Name, Recovery Catalog


User Name, and Recovery Catalog Password fields to form a recovery catalog server connection string for RMAN.


11. (Advanced option) Complete options in the Preprocessing Script group box:


a. In the Run user-defined script at beginning of backup field, type the name of a preprocessing script.


The preprocessing script must be in the /avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


b. To stop processing the script when the script returns a nonzero status code, select Exit backup if script fails.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts.


12. (Advanced option) Complete the Postprocessing Script options:


a. In the Run user-defined script at end of backup field, type the name of a postprocessing script.


The postprocessing script must be in the /avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


b. To exit the script with an exit code from the script rather than with the standard avoracle exit code, select the Exit
process with if script failure exitcode check box.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts.


c. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain
system, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


d. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer
between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


13. Click FINISH.
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The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups of the Oracle data occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule
backups to run daily, weekly, or monthly. The scheduled backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
groups, group policy, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Oracle RMAN plug-in for the platform.
The Oracle RMAN plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Leave the Oracle Instance Name field blank.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle determines the Oracle instance name when you browse and select a target to back up.


c. (Optional) For Oracle 12c and later, if the Oracle user has SYSBACKUP privileges (instead of SYSDBA), select
SYSBACKUP privilege.


i. In the Username field, type the username to use to authenticate the Oracle database.


This feature is the user with SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the username account.
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iii. In the Number of RMAN Channels list, select the number of channels to allocate during the backup. The maximum
number is 10.


Backup options on page 90 provides more information about the Number of RMAN Channels option.


d. Select one or more backup options:


● To back up the entire Oracle database, select Back up database.
● To back up only the archive logs, select Back up archive logs.


Archive backups are always full backups no matter what the backup level you choose.


● To automatically delete archive logs following a successful database backup, select Delete archive logs after
backup.


NOTE: The selection of multiple options is cumulative. To back up the entire database and the archive logs, for


example, select Back up database and Back up archive logs.


e. (Linux and UNIX only) If the application bitness and operating system bitness are not the same, select the appropriate
setting from the Media Management Library Bitwidth list. If the application bitness and operating system bitness are
the same, leave the Media Management Library Bitwidth set to the Automatic, the default setting.


NOTE: The Media Management Library Bitwidth option does not apply to Windows platforms.


f. (Optional) Select Exit a multiple target backup when any one backup fails to prevent a multiple target backup from
continuing after one of the backups fails.


g. In the Filesperset field, type the number of files that RMAN can open concurrently per channel. The default value is 1.
h. Select a backup level from the Incremental Backup group box:


● Full backup backs up all the data in the database data files when you select the Back up database option.
● Level 0 backup backs up all data files.


Perform a level 0 backup before you perform a level 1 (differential or cumulative) backup.


● Level 1 differential backup backs up only changed blocks of the database.
● Level 1 cumulative backup backs up all database blocks that have changed since the most recent level 0 backup.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle supports incremental (level 0 and level 1) backups for Oracle 11g and later.


To improve level 1 (differential or cumulative) backup performance, enable the Block Change Tracking feature.


Enabling Block Change Tracking on page 55 provides more information.


i. (Optional) If you use a recovery catalog, select Use recovery catalog, and complete the following fields:


● In the Recovery Catalog Server Name field, type the recovery catalog service entry.
● In the Recovery Catalog User Name field, type the recovery catalog username.
● In the Recovery Catalog Password field, type the recovery catalog password.


NOTE: If you select the Use recovery catalog option, the Recovery Catalog Server Name, Recovery Catalog


User Name, and Recovery Catalog Password settings are used to specify a recovery catalog server connection


string for RMAN.


j. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain
system, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


NOTE: Plug-in Options on page 90 provides more information about the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle plug-in options,


including information about advanced options.


k. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


7. Click the Source Data tab and set the following plug-in options:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.
b. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.
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Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.
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The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Oracle RAC backup failures
An Oracle RAC backup fails when the Oracle instance on the active node goes down or when a node goes down. For each type
of failure, you must restart the backup.


Restarting the backup after the active node’s instance goes down


Steps


1. Establish the active node by taking the appropriate action:
● Restarting the instance on the active node.
● Shutting down the current active node to enable one of the other nodes as the active node.


2. Start a new backup.


Restarting the backup after a node goes down


Steps


● If the var directory is located on a shared file system, another node automatically takes over as the active node. You can
then restart the backup.


NOTE: In this scenario, EMCagent is configured as an Oracle Clusterware resource.


● If EMCagent is not configured as an Oracle Clusterware resource and the var directory is not shared across all nodes:


1. Activate the Avamar agent on one of the available nodes.
2. Restart the backup.
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Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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Restore and Recovery


Topics:


• Preparing the database for recovery
• Preparing the database for restore
• Restore types
• Restoring a database to the original client
• Restoring a database to a different client
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores
• Performing a disaster recovery


Preparing the database for recovery
Before you can use Avamar Plug-in for Oracle to recover data blocks from the flash recovery area or recover corrupt data
blocks, you must configure the Oracle database.


Configuring Flashback Database recovery


Steps


1. Set the database to ARCHIVELOG mode.


2. Enable the flash recovery area.


The Oracle documentation provides instructions.


3. (For RAC configurations only) Configure the flash recovery area in a clustered file system or in ASM.


4. Start the database in mount state by using the STARTUP command with the MOUNT option.


After the restore completes successfully, Avamar issues the command to open the database.


Configuring the database for corrupt block recovery


To configure the database for corrupt block recovery, set the DB_BLOCK_CHECKSUM initialization parameter to TYPICAL for
the Oracle database. This parameter setting enables RMAN to detect both physical and logical corruption.


Preparing the database for restore
Before you restore an Oracle database, you must prepare the database depending on the types of activities you plan to perform.


About this task


Steps


1. (VCS clusters only) To restore the Oracle database to a Solaris VCS cluster, stop the listener and other dependent
processes. Otherwise, skip this step and go to step 3.


2. (Raw devices only) Before you restore datafiles on a raw device, back up the files in the flash recovery area. Otherwise, skip
this step and go to step 3.
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NOTE: For configurations in which you store the database on a raw file structure, Oracle recommends that you use a


normal file system as the flash recovery area.


3. Ensure that ORACLE_SID is set correctly by typing the following command:


echo $ORACLE_SID
$ORACLE-SID must point to the correct system identifier to restore the Oracle database.


4. To restore an Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) database, complete the following steps:


a. Shut down all database instances on all nodes by typing the following commands:


sqlplus “/ as sysdba”
shutdown immediate;
exit


b. Start an instance without mounting the database on the registered node by typing the following commands:


startup nomount;
exit


c. Skip step 5 and go to step 6.


5. To restore a nonclustered Oracle database, close the database and start an instance without mounting the database:


a. Connect to the database by typing the following command:


sqlplus "/ as sysdba"
The command prompt changes to the SQL prompt.


b. Shut down the database by typing the following command:


shutdown immediate;
The following information is displayed in the command shell:


Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.


c. Start the database by typing the following command:


startup nomount;
The following information is displayed in the command shell:


ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 171966464 bytes
Fixed Size 787988 bytes
Variable Size 144964076 bytes
Database Buffers 25165824 bytes
Redo Buffers 1048576 bytes
Database mounted.


d. Disconnect from the database by typing the following command:


exit
The following information is displayed in the command shell:


Disconnected from Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.7.0
6. Move the existing datafiles (*.dbf), control files (*.ctl), redo log files (*.log), archive log files (*.arc), and


autobackup files (*.bkp). The following commands move the existing database files to a convenient location:


mkdir $ORACLE_HOME/oradata/DB_NAME.saved
mv $ORACLE_HOME/oradata/DB_NAME/* \
$ORACLE_HOME/oradata/DB_NAME.saved
mkdir $ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/DB_NAME.saved
mv $ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/DB_NAME/* \
$ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/DB_NAME.saved


where DB_NAME is the database name in uppercase.


NOTE: The Oracle files can be in the default location or in a nondefault location. The default location of Oracle files


varies depending on the version of Oracle. The previous commands use the default values for the directories.
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For Oracle 11g R2, type the following additional commands:


mkdir $ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/db_name.saved
mv $ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/db_name/* \
$ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/db_name.saved


where db_name is the database name in lowercase.


NOTE: Starting with Oracle 11g R2, flash_recovery_area is referred to as fast_recovery_area.


The following directories are the default directories of the datafiles (*.dbf), control files (*.ctl), redo log files (*.log),
archive log files (*.arc), and autobackup files (*.bkp):


● $ORACLE_HOME/oradata/DB_NAME
● $ORACLE_HOME/flash_recovery_area/DB_NAME


7. Restore the database to the $ORACLE_HOME/oradata/DB_NAME directory.


NOTE: If the Oracle directories have been deleted or do not exist, create the directory structure before restoring the


database.


Restore types
Avamar Administrator supports the restore of a database backup from one system to another system or directory on the same
system. The restore uses the same Oracle system identifier (SID) and database identification number (DBID) of the original
database for the restored database.


NOTE: To perform a restore to a different client, prepare the target system by completing the instructions in Preparing the


database for restore on page 64.


After preparing the database, you can restore database files to the original client or to a different client.


Restoring a database to the original client
You can restore Oracle databases to the original directory on the original client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Oracle server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Oracle server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:
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a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Leave the Oracle Instance Name field blank. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle determines the Oracle instance name when


you browse and select a database to restore.
c. (Optional) For Oracle 12c and later, if the Oracle user has SYSBACKUP privileges (instead of SYSDBA), select


SYSBACKUP privilege.


i. In the User Name field, type the username to use to authenticate the Oracle database. This is the user with SYSDBA
(or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account.
iii. (Linux and UNIX only) If the application bitness and operating system bitness are not the same, select the appropriate


setting from the Media Management Library Bitwidth list.


If the application bitness and operating system bitness are the same, leave the Media Management Library
Bitwidth set to the Automatic (default).


The Management Library Bitwidth option does not apply to Windows platforms.


iv. In the Number of RMAN Channels list, select the number of channels to allocate during the restore. The maximum
number is 10.


d. (Optional) To prevent a multiple target restore from continuing after one of the restore operations fails, select Exit a
multiple target restore when any one restore fails .


e. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option
creates very large log files.


f. (Advanced option) In the NLS_DATE_FORMAT field, type a timestamp format for the target database.
g. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer


between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.
h. (Advanced option) If you selected Corrupt blocks from the Recovery Type group box, select Validate database.


The Validate database option is optional when you perform a corrupt block recovery. The restore operation is slower
when you use the Validate database option.


i. Select an option from the Recovery mode list for the selected recovery type.


Recovery modes and values on page 96 provides more information about the Recovery mode options.


j. In the Recovery value field, type the SCN, log sequence number, or timestamp. This value depends on the option you
select from the Recovery mode list.


k. To open the database after the recovery finishes, select Open the database with resetlogs after recovery.


This option is selected by default.


l. Clear the Open the database with resetlogs after recovery option. When you clear this option, the restore operation
does not open the database with resetlogs. You can apply archive logs to recover the database to the most current
point-in-time that is available.


10. Select a Recovery Type:


a. To recover the database to the present time or to a point-in-time in the past, select Point-in-Time (PIT).


Do not select multiple databases for a point-in-time recovery. Select only one database for the restore.


b. To recover data blocks from the flash recovery area, select Flashback Database (FRA).


Configure flash recovery area before you can use the Flashback Recovery (FRA) recovery type. Configuring Flashback
Database recovery on page 64 provides more information.


c. (Advanced option) To restore corrupt blocks only, and not the entire database, select Corrupt blocks.


To use the Corrupt blocks recovery option, you must set the DB_BLOCK_CHECKSUM initialization parameter to
TYPICAL for the Oracle database. The database must be in a mounted or open state.
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d. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer
between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


e. (Advanced option) If you selected Corrupt blocks from the Recovery Type group box, select Validate database.


The Validate database option is optional when you perform a corrupt block recovery. The restore operation is slower
when you use the Validate database option.


11. Specify Point-in-Time/Flashback Recovery options: :


a. Select an option from the Recovery mode list for the selected recovery type.


Recovery modes and values on page 96 provides more information about the Recovery mode options.


b. Specify the SCN, log sequence number, or timestamp in the Recovery value field. This value depends on the option you
select from the Recovery mode list.


c. To open the database after the recovery finishes, select Open the database with resetlogs after recovery.


This option is selected by default.


To disable this option, clear the Open the database with resetlogs after recovery check box. When you clear this
option, the restore operation does not open the database with resetlogs. You can apply archive logs to recover the
database to the most current point-in-time that is available.


12. Specify Preprocessing Script options:


a. To run a user-defined script at the beginning of the restore, type the script name in the Run user-defined script at
beginning of restore field.


The script must be in the avamar\etc\scripts directory on the client.


b. To stop the script from processing when the script returns a nonzero status code, select Exit restore if script fails.


This option is selected by default.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts and
specifying attributes.


13. Specify Postprocessing Script options:


a. To run a user-defined script at the end of the restore, type the script name in the Run user-defined script at end of
restore field.


The script must be in the avamar\etc\scripts directory on the client.


b. To exit the script when it fails with an exitcode from the script rather than an exitcode from the Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle, select Exit process with script failure exitcode.


This option is selected by default.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts and
specifying attributes.


14. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


15. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring a database to a different client
You can restore Oracle databases to a different client.


Prerequisites


Before you restore the Oracle database, ensure that the following items on the target client match the source client:


● ORACLE_HOME
● oradata
● flash_recovery_area pathnames


● Database SID


Prepare the target client by following the instructions in Preparing the database for restore on page 64.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Oracle server.
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You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Oracle server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Leave the Oracle Instance Name field blank. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle determines the Oracle instance name when


you browse and select a database to restore.
c. (Optional) For Oracle 12c and later, if the Oracle user has SYSBACKUP privileges (instead of SYSDBA), select


SYSBACKUP privilege.


i. In the User Name field, type the username to use to authenticate the Oracle database. This is the user with SYSDBA
(or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account.
iii. (Linux and UNIX only) If the application bitness and operating system bitness are not the same, select the appropriate


setting from the Media Management Library Bitwidth list.


If the application bitness and operating system bitness are the same, leave the Media Management Library
Bitwidth set to the Automatic (default).


The Management Library Bitwidth option does not apply to Windows platforms.


iv. In the Number of RMAN Channels list, select the number of channels to allocate during the restore. The maximum
number is 10.


d. (Optional) To prevent a multiple target restore from continuing after one of the restore operations fails, select Exit a
multiple target restore when any one restore fails .


e. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option
creates very large log files.


f. (Advanced option) In the NLS_DATE_FORMAT field, type a timestamp format for the target database.
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g. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer
between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


h. (Advanced option) If you selected Corrupt blocks from the Recovery Type group box, select Validate database.


The Validate database option is optional when you perform a corrupt block recovery. The restore operation is slower
when you use the Validate database option.


i. Select an option from the Recovery mode list for the selected recovery type.


Recovery modes and values on page 96 provides more information about the Recovery mode options.


j. In the Recovery value field, type the SCN, log sequence number, or timestamp. This value depends on the option you
select from the Recovery mode list.


k. To open the database after the recovery finishes, select Open the database with resetlogs after recovery.


This option is selected by default.


l. Clear the Open the database with resetlogs after recovery option. When you clear this option, the restore operation
does not open the database with resetlogs. You can apply archive logs to recover the database to the most current
point-in-time that is available.


10. Select a Recovery Type:


a. To recover the database to the present time or to a point-in-time in the past, select Point-in-Time (PIT).


Do not select multiple databases for a point-in-time recovery. Select only one database for the restore.


b. To recover data blocks from the flash recovery area, select Flashback Database (FRA).


Configure flash recovery area before you can use the Flashback Recovery (FRA) recovery type. Configuring Flashback
Database recovery on page 64 provides more information.


c. (Advanced option) To restore corrupt blocks only, and not the entire database, select Corrupt blocks.


To use the Corrupt blocks recovery option, you must set the DB_BLOCK_CHECKSUM initialization parameter to
TYPICAL for the Oracle database. The database must be in a mounted or open state.


d. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer
between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


e. (Advanced option) If you selected Corrupt blocks from the Recovery Type group box, select Validate database.


The Validate database option is optional when you perform a corrupt block recovery. The restore operation is slower
when you use the Validate database option.


11. Specify Point-in-Time/Flashback Recovery options: :


a. Select an option from the Recovery mode list for the selected recovery type.


Recovery modes and values on page 96 provides more information about the Recovery mode options.


b. Specify the SCN, log sequence number, or timestamp in the Recovery value field. This value depends on the option you
select from the Recovery mode list.


c. To open the database after the recovery finishes, select Open the database with resetlogs after recovery.


This option is selected by default.


To disable this option, clear the Open the database with resetlogs after recovery check box. When you clear this
option, the restore operation does not open the database with resetlogs. You can apply archive logs to recover the
database to the most current point-in-time that is available.


12. Specify Preprocessing Script options:


a. To run a user-defined script at the beginning of the restore, type the script name in the Run user-defined script at
beginning of restore field.


The script must be in the avamar\etc\scripts directory on the client.


b. To stop the script from processing when the script returns a nonzero status code, select Exit restore if script fails.


This option is selected by default.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts and
specifying attributes.


13. Specify Postprocessing Script options:


a. To run a user-defined script at the end of the restore, type the script name in the Run user-defined script at end of
restore field.


The script must be in the avamar\etc\scripts directory on the client.


b. To exit the script when it fails with an exitcode from the script rather than an exitcode from the Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle, select Exit process with script failure exitcode.


This option is selected by default.
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Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes on page 98 provides more information about using scripts and
specifying attributes.


14. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


15. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Performing a disaster recovery
With an effective data backup plan in place, you can successfully recover an Oracle server from a complete loss.


Steps


1. Replace hardware if required.


The hostname and IP address must be same as that of the original server.


2. Install the same version of the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. Installation on page 23 provides
instructions.


3. Register and activate the client with the same Avamar server.


NOTE: To resolve registration problems, retire the client and reregister it with the Avamar server.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides instructions for registering, retiring, and activating clients.


4. Install the same version of the Oracle software that was previously installed.


5. Set up the Oracle database:


a. Ensure that you set the ORACLE_HOME to the same location as it was set to previously.


b. Create the Oracle database with the same SID name that was used previously.


Ensure that the ORACLE_SID, oradata, and flash_recovery_area pathnames are exactly the same as in the
previous configuration.


6. Start the database in the nomount mode by typing the following command:


startup nomount
7. Restore the server parameter file (spfile) by using the following RMAN script:


connect target "/";
set dbid=DBID;
run{
restore spfile to '/HOME/ORACLE/spfiletestdb.ora' from autobackup
MAXSEQ=SEQ
until time = "TO_DATE('DATE','YYYYMMDD')";
}


where:
● DBID is the database ID.
● /HOME/ORACLE is the path for the spfile file.


● SEQ is the highest sequence number for the control file autobackup search.
● DATE, YYYYMMDD is the backup date.


8. Restore the Oracle database by completing the steps in Restoring a database to a different client on page 68.
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Backup and Restore with Oracle RMAN


Topics:


• Preparing the system for RMAN backups and restores
• Specifying RMAN parameters to improve performance
• Backing up Oracle data with RMAN
• Restoring Oracle data with RMAN
• Using advanced restore commands
• Managing backup retention
• Allocating multiple channels
• Managing RMAN backups and restores through Avamar Administrator


Preparing the system for RMAN backups and restores
Before you use RMAN scripts to back up and restore Oracle data, you must prepare the system. This preparation includes
creating an avtar flag file, defining backup channels, and specifying library path settings.


Prerequisites


All RMAN backup and restore scripts in this chapter require an avtar flag file. When you use RMAN to back up or restore
Oracle data, you must pass specific avtar options by using the send command. You include these avtar options in the
avtar flag file, which is a text file.


With Avamar version 7.3 and greater, information about command line backups and restores for Oracle appears in the Avamar
Administrator activity window in the same way as when these operations are started within the Administrator. This step requires
some modifications in the avtar flag file, and creation of a taskflag file.


Creating an avtar flag file


When you use RMAN to back up Oracle rather than Avamar Administrator, you must specify the backup expiration time.
Otherwise, backups that are stored on the Avamar server never expire. Specify the backup expiration by including the
--expires option for the avtar command in the avtar flag file. The avtar process reads the avtar flag file during
RMAN backups and restores.


About this task


NOTE: Do not include the avtar -c and -x options in the avtar flag file. The -c and -x options might conflict with other


avtar options that are specified for backup or restore operations that Avamar Administrator runs.


Steps


1. Create a plain text file with a text editor.


The remaining steps use my-avtar-flags.txt file as an example flag file.


2. Add the following entries to the text file:


--pidname=Oracle
--pidnum=pidnum
--logfile=install-dir/var/clientlogs/avtar.log
--vardir=install-dir/var/clientlogs
--id=user
--ap=password
--path=/clients/my-db-client
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--expires={num-days |timestamp}
--server=Avamar_server_name


where:
● pidnum is the correct PID number for the operating system:


○ For Linux, use PID 1002.
○ For Solaris, use 2002.
○ For Windows, use 3002.
○ For HP-UX, use 4002.
○ For AIX, use 5002.


● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on
Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.


● user is an Avamar administrative user account.
● password is the Avamar administrative password.
● my-db-client is the Oracle database hostname.
● {num-days |timestamp} specifies backup expiration as the number of days from today (num-days) or an absolute


timestamp.
● Avamar_server_name is the Avamar server hostname.


3. To use an RMAN script to back up Oracle to Data Domain systems, add the following Data Domain-specific entries:


--ddr=true
--ddr-index=ddr-index


where ddr-index is the index number (1, 2, 3, and so forth) that you assign to the Data Domain system when you add it to
the Avamar server configuration.


NOTE:


If the backup is not to a Data Domain System, then add the following entry:


--ddr=false


4. Save the file to /oracle or another convenient place in the search path.


Creating a taskflag file


With Avamar version 7.3 and greater, information about command line backups and restores for Oracle appears in the Avamar
Administrator activity window in the same way as when these operations are started within the Administrator. This action
requires the creation of a taskflag file. The taskflag file must then be invoked by the RMAN script using the --taskfile
parameter.


Steps


1. Create a plain text file with a text editor called taskflag.txt.


2. Add the following entries to the text file:


--no of channels=num
--operation=operation


where:
● num is the number of multiple channels that are run in parallel.
● operation is either backup or restore.


3. Save the file to /oracle or another convenient place in the search path.


NOTE: With a taskflag file, for most avtar processes the logfile name is generated using the workorder ID from


Management Console, and the --logfile parameter in the avtar flag file is ignored.
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Specifying the SBT_LIBRARY parameter


To use RMAN backup and restore scripts with the Avamar software requires you to define backup channels by using the
allocate channel command. The allocate channel command must include a PARMS clause, which specifies the
SBT_LIBRARY parameter.


Steps


1. Set the SBT_LIBRARY parameter to point to the directory that contains the libobk_avamar.so file for 32-bit
installations or the libobk_avamar64.so file for 64-bit installations:


SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so
where install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on
Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows.


For 64-bit Oracle installations, use libobk_avamar64.so in place of libobk_avamar.so. On Windows, the equivalent
libraries are libobk_avamar64.dll and libobk_avamar.dll.


2. Use the appropriate allocate channel command to define backup channels:


● For IBM AIX, type the following command:


allocate channel c1 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar.so";


● For 64-bit HP-UX, type the following command


allocate channel c1 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libobk_avamar64.so";


Specifying the library path settings


When RMAN loads libobk_avamar.so or libobk_avamar64.so, the path to the RMAN-dependent libraries must be
communicated to the dynamic loader. The dynamic loader exits with a failure when it is unable to locate the libraries that
libobk_avamar.so or libobk_avamar64.so requires. RMAN channel allocation fails.


About this task


Use an environment variable to specify the location of the libraries. Set the correct environment variable before an Avamar
backup or restore operation runs an RMAN script. The location and the environment variable vary with each operating system.
The following table lists the operating systems and the environment variables.


Table 3. Environment variables for libobk 


Operating system Environment variable


AIX LIBPATH
HP-UX SHLIB_PATH
Linux, Solaris LD_LIBRARY_PATH


The library path is typically install-dir/lib, where install-dir is the base installation directory for the system. For example:


● On Linux, the path is /usr/local/avamar.


● On Solaris, the path is /opt/AVMRclnt.


● On Windows, the path is C:\Progra~1\avs\bin.


Steps


1. Use the set and export commands (for the sh, ksh, or bash shell) or the setenv command (for the csh or bash shell) to
set the library path variable.


2. Set the appropriate environment variable on the system. For example, to set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable on Solaris,
use one of the following methods depending on the operating system shell:
● For the sh, ksh, or bash shell, type the following command:


set LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/AVMRclnt/lib export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
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● For the csh or bash shell, type the following command:


setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH /opt/AVMRclnt/lib


Specifying the SECTION SIZE parameter for multisection backups


The SECTION SIZE parameter enables RMAN to create a multisection backup.


Steps


● To set the SECTION SIZE parameter, add the following command to the RMAN backup script:


backup section size sizespec database;
where sizespec specifies the size of each backup section. For example: 250M.


Example


The following example command creates a multisection backup of the database where each backup piece is 250M:


backup section size 250M database;


RMAN substitution variables %d and %U


You can use RMAN substitution variables %d and %U in an RMAN backup or restore script to ensure that the name of each
backup piece is a unique name.


The name of a backup piece can be any name, as long as each backup piece has a unique name on the Avamar server.


● %d specifies the name of the database.


● %U specifies a unique Oracle system-generated file name.


Specify both the %d and %U together to obtain a unique name. For example: format '%d_%U'.


Specifying RMAN parameters to improve performance
To improve performance, you can set RMAN parameters, such as maxopenfiles and filesperset, configure the database
to skip certain file types, and use the --before and --after flags.


Specifying the maxopenfiles parameter


The maxopenfile parameter specifies the number of files that RMAN can open concurrently per channel.


Steps


● To set the maxopenfiles parameter in an RMAN backup script, use the allocate channel or configure channel
command. The following example uses the allocate channel command:


allocate channel c0 maxopenfiles = 1 device type sbt;
RMAN compares the value of the maxopenfiles parameter with the number of files in each backup set and uses the level
of multiplexing as a minimum of two.


Set the maxopenfiles parameter to 1 to disable multiplexing, which increases data deduplication performance. Disabling
RMAN multiplexing results in more time to back up Oracle data because RMAN reads a single file instead of multiple files
simultaneously.
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Specifying the filesperset parameter


The filesperset parameter specifies the number of files that RMAN can include in each backup set.


Steps


● To set the filesperset parameter in an RMAN backup script, use the backup command. The following example uses the
backup database command:


backup filesperset = n database ...;
where n is the number of files RMAN includes in a backup set. The default value is 8.


Results


RMAN compares the value of the filesperset parameter with number of files to be backed up divided by the number of
allocated channels, and then uses the lower of the two values. For example, if the total number of files to be backed up is 8, the
number of channels is 1, and filesperset is 4, RMAN creates two backup sets each with four files.


Enabling RMAN backup optimization


Backups that use RMAN backup optimization skip any file that has not changed and has already been backed up to the allocated
device type. A file can be a dbf file, an archived redo log, or an RMAN backup set.


Steps


● Set the CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY option:


CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY TO REDUNDANCY r
where r is the redundancy setting.


Results


RMAN skips backups of offline or read-only datafiles only when there are r +1 backups of the files to SBT.


Setting backup optimization


To reduce backup time, enable the RMAN backup optimization feature.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to back up.


4. Type the following command:


configure backup optimization on;


Guidelines for using RMAN backup optimization


About this task


The following guidelines apply to backups that use RMAN backup optimization:


Steps


● Allocate only one type of channel. Do not mix disk and SBT channels in the same RMAN backup command.


● Run the crosscheck command periodically to synchronize the RMAN backup catalog with Avamar backups.


Running the crosscheck command also ensures that RMAN does not skip a backup that has already expired in Avamar.
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● Override RMAN backup optimization by specifying the force option with the RMAN backup command.


The Oracle documents provide more information about the RMAN backup optimization feature.


Specifying before, after, and nobackuptag flags to increase index
lookup speed


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle uses the avtar --history command to perform index lookups. This command can sometimes
run slowly. To increase the index lookup speed, you can specify the --before, --after, and --nobackuptag flags with the
send command.


About this task


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle runs the avtar --history command for each CLI backup and for each backup a restore
retrieves. When a backup or restore includes hundreds of backups, the avtar --history command might take hours to run.


The avtar --history command supports two time-range CLI flags, as well as the --nobackuptag flag:


● The --before flag instructs the avtar process to search only for backups that were created before the time specified by
the --before flag.


● The --after flag instructs the avtar process to search only for backups that were created after the time specified by the
--after flag.


● The --nobackuptag flag can improve performance because the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle library, libobk_avamar.x,
automatically sets the --backuptag flag to search backups. This may cause slow restore performance due to avtar
--history failing and retrying. The --nobackuptag flag can be used to avoid failing history searches.


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle library, libobk_avamar.x, enables you to set the --before, --after, and --
nobackuptag flags for operations that perform an index lookup. The libobk_avamar.x uses these flags to increase index
lookup performance.


Steps


● Do not set the --before or --after flags for backups. The libobk_avamar.x automatically sets these flags to the
backup start time, which enables the backup index lookup to search only for backups that are created after the backup
began.


● Set the --before, --after, or --nobackuptag flags for restores with the send command in an RMAN script. The
following RMAN script shows how to set these flags:


connect target user/password@SID;
run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so";
send '"--after=2014-11-07 00:30:00" "--before=2014-11-11 01:00:00"
"--bindir=install-dir/avamar/bin" "--flagfile=my-avtar-flags.txt" "--taskfile=/oracle/
taskfile.txt" "--nobackuptag"';
restore datafile 4;
release channel c1;


Use the following time format for the --before and --after flags:


YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS
NOTE: The smaller the time range between the --before and --after flags, the faster the searches.


● In addition to the --before and --after flags, use the --nohist flag to disable all index lookups for all operations. Set
the --nohist flag with the send command in an RMAN script:


send '"--nohist" "--bindir=install-dir/avamar/bin"
"--flagfile=my-avtar-flags.txt"';


The --nohist flag does not require a value.


● Use the –noduplicatecheck flag, to disable index lookups only for backups to disable duplicate name checks. Set the
--noduplicatecheck flag with the send command in an RMAN script:
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send '"--noduplicatecheck" "--bindir=install-dir/avamar/bin" "--flagfile=my-avtar-
flags.txt"'
The --noduplicatecheck flag does not require a value and is only relevant for backups that are performed from RMAN
CLI without a taskfile. Because use of the --noduplicatecheck flag disables the check for duplicate names in the
Avamar server, best practices are to name backup pieces in the RMAN script, for example: %d_%U, to that ensure that
each backup piece is unique.


Results


When a backup or restore specifies all four flags, the --nohist flag takes precedence. The --before and --after flags are
ignored.


Backing up Oracle data with RMAN
You can use RMAN scripts to back up an Oracle database, a tablespace, or a single datafile. You can specify an Avamar server
or a Data Domain system as the target system for RMAN backup scripts.


Prerequisites


All RMAN backup scripts in the following topics require an avtar flag file. Creating an avtar flag file on page 73 provides more
information.


About this task


All Windows paths that you specify with the RMAN send command must use the 8.3 format.
NOTE: Avamar uses the RMAN interface to perform hot and cold backups. RMAN requires the Oracle database to be


running to perform a hot backup.


Backing up a database


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


NOTE: To back up the database by using a database control file instead of a recovery catalog, start RMAN by using the


nocatalog option.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to back up.


4. Back up the Oracle database by typing RMAN commands similar to the following commands:


run {
configure controlfile autobackup on;
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"\
format '%d_%U';
set controlfile autobackup format for device type sbt\
to "CONTROLFILE.%F";
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"' "--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt";
backup database plus archivelog;
release channel c1;
}


where install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on
Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows.
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Backing up a tablespace


About this task


The following procedure uses an RMAN script to back up a tablespace to an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


An avtar flag file for the RMAN script that is specified in this procedure contains the following entries:


--debug
--pidname=Oracle
--pidnum=3002
--logfile=install-dir/var/clientlogs/backupdb.log
--vardir=install-dir/var
--id=testuser@/clients/oraw2k864-mc2.bgl-avamar.emc
--password=testuser
--path=/clients/oraw2k864-mc2.bgl-avamar.emc
--server=avamar-1.emc.com


NOTE: To view the contents of a tablespace backup, use the list backup command. The list backup command lists


all the datafiles and the control file that are part of the tablespace backup.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to back up.


4. Back up the Oracle tablespace by typing commands similar to the following RMAN commands:


run {
configure controlfile autobackup on;
set controlfile autobackup format for device type sbt to
'CONTROLFILE.ANT.%F';
allocate channel c0 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=c:\PROGRA~1\avs\bin\orasbt64.dll"\
format '%d_%U';
send '"--prefix=11g/ANT/"
"--flagfile=c:\rman\avtar-flags.txt"
"--taskfile=c:\rman\taskfile.txt"
"--bindir=c:\PROGRA~1\avs\bin"';
backup tablespace ant_ts;
release channel c0;
}


In the sample script, the database name is ANT and the tablespace name is ant_ts. The script backs up the tablespace and
the database control file by using the autobackup option.


Backing up a datafile


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to back up.


4. Back up the Oracle datafile by typing RMAN commands similar to the following commands:


run {
configure controlfile autobackup on;
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
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PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"\
format '%d_%U';
set controlfile autobackup format for device type sbt\
to "CONTROLFILE.%F";
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
backup datafile "MyFile.dbf";
release channel c1;
}


where:
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on Linux,/opt/


AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.


● MyFile.dbf is the Oracle datafile to back up.


Restoring Oracle data with RMAN
You can use RMAN scripts to restore an Oracle database, a tablespace, or a single datafile.


Prerequisites


All RMAN backup scripts in the following topics require an avtar flag file. Creating an avtar flag file on page 73 provides more
information.


About this task


The Oracle database that you select to restore must be offline.
NOTE: RMAN command line backups can only be restored through command line restores. Restore of command line


backups from the Avamar Administrator are not supported.


Restoring a database


To restore a database backup, you must specify a value from the control file name. Backups you perform from RMAN use the
format, c.DBID-DATE-SEQ, for the control file name. Backups you perform with Avamar Administrator add a prefix to the
control file name.


About this task


You can modify the default RMAN format of the control file by passing directives to RMAN scripts.


Avamar Administrator generates scripts that contain the RMAN directive, %F:


set controlfile autobackup format for device type sbt\
to "CONTROLFILE.%F";
The %F directive combines the DBID, date, and sequence to form the following control file name:


CONTROLFILE.c.DBID-DATE-SEQ
The sample scripts in this guide assume this format for the control file name.


The control file name contains a prefix when you use a backup that you created with Avamar Administrator for the restore. You
must then add the prefix to the send command. The prefix must be the first directive. The following send command specifies
“11g/orcl” as the prefix for an Oracle 11g database with a SID of orcl:


send '"--prefix=11g/orcl/" "--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt" "--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
The path that you specify by the --prefix option must contain a trailing slash (/). The direction of the slash does not change
on Windows platforms.


The following procedure uses an RMAN script to restore an Oracle control file and database.
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Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to restore.


4. List all available backups by typing the list backup command:


list backup;
5. From the backup to be restored, retrieve the following information from the control file:


a. Examine the database backup control file name.
b. Note the values for the following variables:


● DATE
● DBID
● SEQ


Use the values of the DATE, DBID, and SEQ variables in the RMAN restore script.


6. Restore the Oracle control file by typing the following RMAN commands:


set dbid=DBID;
set controlfile autobackup format for device type sbt to\
'CONTROLFILE.%F';
run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"\
format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
restore controlfile from autobackup MAXSEQ=SEQ\
until time = "TO_DATE('DATE','YYYYMMDD')";
startup mount;
release channel c1;
list backup;
}


where:
● DBID is the database ID.
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on


Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows.


● YYYYMMDD is a date.


The restore process copies the control file and puts the database in a mount state. A list of available database backups and
corresponding system change numbers (SCN) appears in the command shell


7. Locate and note the SCN that corresponds to the backup to use for the recover process:
● To recover an archive log backup, locate and note the next SCN for the archive log.
● To recover from a database backup, locate and note the SCN for the database.


NOTE: In general, database control files are small and it is highly recommended a single channel is used for restoring the


control file for achieving better performance.


8. Log out of the RMAN session by typing the following command:


exit
9. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.


The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


10. Connect to the Oracle database to restore.


11. Restore the Oracle database by typing the following RMAN commands:


run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir\
/lib/libobk_avamar.so" format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
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"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
set until scn scn;
restore database;
recover database;
release channel c1;
}
alter database open resetlogs;


where:
● scn is the next SCN value (noted in step 7) for the archive log recovery or the SCN value for the database.
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on


Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows.


NOTE: If the restore process fails, you might need to perform manual recovery steps. ORA-19870: error while restoring


backup piece on page 106 provides more information.


Restoring a tablespace


You can use an RMAN script to restore a tablespace from an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to restore.


4. Restore the Oracle tablespace by typing the following RMAN commands:


run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"
format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
restore tablespace "USERS";
recover tablespace "USERS";
release channel c1;
}


where:
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on


Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.


● USERS is the tablespace to restore.


Restoring datafiles


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database to restore.


4. Restore the Oracle datafile by typing the following RMAN commands:


run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"\
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format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin" "--labelnum=num"';
restore datafile "MyFile.dbf";
recover datafile "MyFile.dbf";
release channel c1;
}


where:
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on


Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows.


● num is the backup number from which you want to restore.
● MyFile.dbf is the Oracle datafile you want to restore.


Using advanced restore commands
You can restore a database by using the recovery catalog. Restore the database to the original location or to a different client
system.


Prerequisites


All RMAN restore scripts in the following topics require an avtar flag file. Creating an avtar flag file on page 73 provides more
information.


Using the catalog for backup and restores


Prerequisites


To use a catalog for restore, add the connect catalog string after the connect target string. For example, you can specify the
following commands:


connect target user/password@mydb;
connect catalog catuser/catpassword@catalog;


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Restore the Oracle database by typing the following RMAN commands:


Connect catalog user/passwd@CATALOG;
run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt\
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so"\
format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--taskfile=/oracle/taskfile.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
restore database;
recover database;
release channel c1;
}


where:
● user and passwd are the credentials for the recovery catalog (CATALOG).
● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on


Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.
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Performing a redirected restore


You can use RMAN to restore Oracle to a different client system. This type of restore is known as a directed restore.


Prerequisites


The system environment must meet the following requirements to restore Oracle to a different client system:


● Both the source and target platforms must be similar types with the same configuration.
● The version of RMAN on the target platform must be compatible with the version of RMAN that was used to create the


backup.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. On the target system, create an avtar flag file.


This file is the same as the one described in Creating an avtar flag file on page 73, except for the --id, --ap, and --path
entries, which refer to the original client system (where the backup was originally performed), not the target system.


3. Save the changes.


4. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


5. Create an empty database on the target system with the same SID as the original database.


6. Shut down the database and delete all control files, datafiles, logs, and FRA contents corresponding to the database.


7. Restart the database with the nomount option.


8. Restore the database by using the flag file. Restoring a database on page 81 provides instructions.


Managing backup retention
RMAN supports two types of retention policies: recovery window and redundancy.


About this task


The recovery window policy specifies a period of time that begins with the current time and extends backward in time to the
point of recoverability. For example, a recovery window policy can be seven days. The redundancy policy specifies the number
of backups that are kept for the database. The default retention policy keeps one backup.


As backups accumulate, older backups become obsolete according to the retention policy. RMAN uses crosscheck and
delete operations to manage backups that are stored on the Avamar server:


● Crosscheck operations verify that backups on the Avamar server exist. Crosscheck operations also work for backups that
are created by Avamar Administrator.


● Delete operations remove expired backups from the Avamar server if the backups are marked as obsolete. Delete operations
do not work for backups that are created by Avamar Administrator.


Configuring retention policies


To use the crosscheck command to verify backups performed by Avamar Administrator, you must configure an Avamar
retention policy and an RMAN retention policy.


Configuring an Avamar retention policy


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Retention Policies.
The Manage All Retention Policies window appears.


2. Click New.
The New Retention Policy dialog box appears.
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3. Type a name in the Name field for the retention policy.
Do not use any of the following characters in the retention policy name: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


4. To configure a basic retention policy, select the appropriate option from the Basic Retention Policy group box:


● To automatically delete backups after a specific number of days, weeks, months, or years, select Retention period and
specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years.


● To automatically delete backups on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to that date on the calendar.
● To keep backups for as long as a client remains active, select No end date.


5. To configure advanced retention settings:


a. Select Override basic retention policy for scheduled backups.
b. Click Advanced.


The Edit Advanced Retention Policy dialog box appears.
c. Specify the maximum number of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly backups to retain.
d. Click OK.


The Edit Advanced Retention Policy dialog box closes.


6. Click OK.
The new retention policy appears in the Manage All Retention Policies dialog box.


Configuring an RMAN retention policy


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database.


4. Create a retention policy by using the appropriate command. The following commands are examples:
CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY TO REDUNDANCY 2;
CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY TO RECOVERY WINDOW OF 3 DAYS;
Ensure that the RMAN retention period and the Avamar retention policy are as close as possible to the same length of time.


Crosschecking backups


The crosscheck command verifies that backups on the Avamar server exist. RMAN marks the backup as available or expired
upon successful completion of this command. When the crosscheck command is unable to connect to the Avamar server, the
operation fails.


About this task


When you back up a database from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle adds a prefix to the name of the
backup file. To crosscheck this type of a backup, ensure that you add the prefix to the avtar flag file. The prefix that you
specify by the avtar flag file must match the prefix of the Avamar Administrator backup.


NOTE: The --taskflag option is not supported when crosschecking backups.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to and RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database.


4. Verify a backup by typing the following RMAN commands:


allocate channel for maintenance type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so";
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin"';
crosscheck backup device type sbt;
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where install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on
Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.


Deleting backups


To delete backups, the Avamar user account must have the delete privilege. This user account is the account that
corresponds to the --id value in the avtar flag file. When you run the delete command from an account that does not have
the delete privilege, the avtar program issues a warning, not an error.


Prerequisites


NOTE: The --taskflag option is not supported when crosschecking backups.


The following procedure requires an avtar flag file. Creating an avtar flag file on page 73 provides more information.


About this task


To add the delete privilege to the Avamar user account, use the avmgr command:


avmgr chgv --u=name --pv=delete
where name is the name of the user account.


NOTE: The delete command deletes expired backups from the Avamar server if the backups are marked as obsolete.


Use the delete command only to manage RMAN backups. The use of the delete command to manage backups that are


originally created by Avamar Administrator can cause unpredictable system behavior.


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
The command prompt changes to an RMAN prompt.


3. Connect to the Oracle database.


4. Delete an expired backup by typing the following RMAN commands:


run {
allocate channel c1 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/install-dir/lib/libobk_avamar.so";
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin"';
delete expired backupset;
}


where install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform. For example, specify /usr/local/avamar on
Linux, /opt/AVMRclnt on Solaris, C:\Progra~1\avs\bin on Windows, and so forth.


Mixing RMAN and Avamar Administrator backups


Do not back up Oracle by using both RMAN and Avamar Administrator. You can, however, recover backups you create with
Avamar Administrator by using RMAN.


Synchronizing the RMAN catalog


You can synchronize the RMAN catalog by using the report obsolete command or the crosscheck command.


About this task


To keep the RMAN catalog synchronized with the Avamar server, use either of the following methods.
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Steps


● Use the report obsolete command followed by the delete obsolete command.


RMAN determines which backups have fallen outside of the retention policy, and then deletes them from its catalog and the
Avamar server.


● Use the crosscheck command followed by the delete expired command.


RMAN determines which backups are available on the Avamar server, and then updates its catalog accordingly.


Allocating multiple channels
An RMAN backup script that specifies multiple channels runs multiple instances of the avtar program in parallel. The maximum
number of channels is 10.


About this task


To avoid cache file collisions, specify a separate cache file for each channel including cases where you only use one channel. The
cacheprefix directive determines the name of the cache file. Use a separate set of cache files for each database.


You might lock out processes by allocating too many channels, which can result in a time-out error. If a time-out error occurs,
retry the operation by using fewer channels.


Create an RMAN script to use multiple channels.


Steps


1. Disable the file cache by adding the following entry to the avtar flag file:


--enable-filecache=false
2. Create an RMAN script that includes allocate channel commands similar to the following commands:


allocate channel c0 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"
format '%d_%U';
allocate channel c1 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"
format '%d_%U';
allocate channel c2 type sbt
PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"
format '%d_%U'


3. Repeat the allocate channel command to allocate more channels, if required.


4. Add a send command to the RMAN script for each channel. For example, the following send commands correspond to the
channels specified in step 2.


send channel='c0' '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"
"--bindir=install-dir/bin" "--cacheprefix=orcl-c0"';
send channel='c1' '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"
"--bindir=install-dir/bin" "--cacheprefix=orcl-c1"';
send channel='c2' '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"
"--bindir=install-dir/bin" "--cacheprefix=orcl-c2"';


The script specifies a cacheprefix directive for each channel. If the send command is split into multiple instances,
specify the cacheprefix directive only once for each channel.


5. Before running an RMAN script that allocates multiple channels, ensure that the user account has permissions to create files
in the install-dir/var directory or the cache files exists and has the correct permissions.
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Managing RMAN backups and restores through
Avamar Administrator
To enable Avamar Administrator to monitor or cancel a backup or restore with RMAN, you must create a taskfile and modify the
sent statements in the RMAN script.


About this task


Follow the required steps to enable Avamar Administrator to monitor or cancel a backup or restore with RMAN.


Steps


1. Create a text file called a taskfile with the following entries:


--no_of_channels=<number of channels to be used in current operation>
--operation={backup | restore}


An example of a taskfile is as follows:


--no_of_channels=2
--operation=backup


2. Modify the send statements in the RMAN script by adding a taskfile parameter.


For example:


send channel='c1' '"--prefix=11g/MAYONE/" "--cacheprefix=MAYONE1" "--
bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin" "--taskfile=/software/taskflag.txt" "--flagfile=/software/
my_avtar_flags.txt"';
allocate channel c2 type sbt PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"
format '%d_%U';


3. Run the RMAN script according to the appropriate instructions in this chapter.


4. Locate the new entry for the current RMAN operation in the Activity window in Avamar Administrator.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Backup options
• Restore options
• Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and attributes


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The plug-in
options that are available depend on the operation type and client plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI for on-demand backup or restore operations, or when you create
a dataset for a scheduled backup.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Detailed instructions on how to access and set plug-in options during a backup or restore are available in Backup on page 55 and
Restore and Recovery on page 64.


Backup options
Backup plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. You can
specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you configure dataset for scheduled backups.


Table 4. Backup plug-in options 


Option Description


Oracle Instance Name Leave this field blank. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
determines the Oracle instance name when you browse and
select a target to back up.


Username Specifies the username that is used to authenticate the
Oracle database. Username and password comprise a
connection string to Oracle. The connection string must
specify a user that has backup privileges for the database.


If left blank, RMAN tries to log in with the same username and
password that the Avamar client agent uses and attempts to
assume SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


Typically, this field should contain the special account name
(backupuser). Creating the Oracle user account on page 55
provides more information.


Password Specifies the password for the username account.


Number of RMAN Channels Specifies the number of channels to allocate during a backup
or restore. The maximum number is 10. The default is 1. This


A
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Table 4. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


option impacts the number of streams that Data Domain
systems use. The formula that determines the number of
streams is:


NUMBER OF RMAN CHANNELS x NUMBER OF DATA
DOMAIN STREAMS.


NOTE: The number of Data Domain streams is set
when you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


NOTE: Allocating multiple channels for backups
and restores can improve performance. Performance
improvements for backups and restores, however, depend
on the Oracle server configuration.


In some instances, allocating too many channels can lock out
processes, which can result in a time-out error. This problem
does not occur when using RMAN scripts.


Back up database Backs up the Oracle database. You can use this option by
itself or with the Backup archive logs option.


Back up archive logs Backs up Oracle archive logs. You can use this option by itself
or with the Back up database option.


NOTE: The backup process does not use Incremental
Backup options if you select only the Back up archive
logs option.


Delete archive logs after backup Automatically deletes Oracle archive logs after a successful
database backup.


Media Management Library Bitwidth Specifies Media Management Library (MML) bitwidth. Select
an option:
● Automatic (default)
● 32-bit
● 64-bit
If the application bitness and OS bitness are not the same,
select the appropriate setting from the Media Management
Library Bitwidth list. If the application bitness and OS
bitness are the same, leave the Media Management Library
Bitwidth set to Automatic.


NOTE: The Media Management Library Bitwidth
option is available for Linux and UNIX Oracle RMAN plug-
ins. This option does not apply to Windows platforms.


Exit a multiple target backup when any one backup fails Prevents a multiple target backup from continuing after one
of the backups fails.


Enable debugging messages (advanced option) Writes maximum information to log files. Use with caution.


NLS_DATE_FORMAT (advanced option) Specifies a valid timestamp format for the target machine. For
example: mm/dd/yyyy.


Enhanced Data Deduplication (advanced option) Enables or disables data compression. During backups,
enhanced data deduplication can reduce the amount of client
data that is sent to the server, but might require additional
client CPU resources. Select an option:
● To back up the data files without using compression,


select Default.
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Table 4. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


● To use the global data compression setting that is already
set on the server, select Default. This is the default
setting.


● To use enhanced data deduplication for the backup, select
Enabled.


Full backup Backs up all data files. You can optionally choose to backup
the archive logs during a Level 0 (incremental) backup or at
a later time. Full backups do not use the Block Change
Tracking option. This option is the default.


Level 0 backup Performs a level 0 backup. Level 0 backups back up all data
files. You must perform a level 0 backup before you perform a
level 1 backup.


Level 1 differential backup Backs up all database blocks that have changed since the
most recent level 1 or level 0 backup. You must perform a
level 0 backup before you perform a level 1 backup. Selecting
the Level 1 backup option before you create a level 0 backup
results in a level 0 backup.


Level 1 cumulative backup Backs up all database blocks that have changed since the
most recent level 0 backup.


Use recovery catalog Select this option to use the values in the Recovery Catalog
Server Name, Recovery Catalog Username, and Recovery
Catalog Password fields to form a recovery catalog server
connection string for RMAN. Using a recovery catalog server
enables you to use specialized features of RMAN. A thorough
discussion of these features is beyond the scope of this guide.
The Oracle documentation provides more information.


Recovery Catalog Server Name Specifies the recovery catalog server name.


Recovery Catalog Username Specifies the recovery catalog username.


Recovery Catalog Password Specifies the recovery catalog password.


Run user-defined script at beginning of backup (advanced
option)


Specifies the name of a script that runs at the beginning
of the backup. The preprocessing script must be in the /
avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


Exit backup if script fails (advanced option) Stops processing the script when the script returns a non-
zero status code.


Run user-defined script at end of backup (advanced option) Specifies the name of a script that runs at the end
the backup. The postprocessing script must be in the /
avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


Exit process with script failure exitcode (advanced option) Exits the script with an exitcode from the script rather than
with the standard avoracle exitcode.


Filesperset Specifies the number of files that RMAN can include in each
backup set. The default is 1.


Store backup on Data Domain system Backs up the data to the Data Domain system rather than to
the Avamar server. Select the checkbox, and then choose a
Data Domain system from the list.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


Show Advanced Options Displays advanced options.
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Specifying the channel_maxopenfiles option as normal text


The MAXOPENFILES parameter defines the number of files that RMAN can read and write simultaneously in each backup
piece per channel. You can specify RMAN parameters for backups in Avamar Administrator by using avoracle flags in the
avoracle.cmd file.


About this task


To modify the MAXOPENFILES value, specify the --channel_maxopenfiles flag in the avoracle.cmd file:


--channel_maxopenfiles=value
Tune the MAXOPENFILES value appropriately for the databases and hardware configuration. Specify the MAXOPENFILES value
in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


Steps


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, click More.
The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the [avoracle]channel_maxopenfiles option in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type the number of files in the Enter Attribute Value field.


4. Click +.
The option and value appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


The sbtio_trace_level option


The trace parameter in RMAN defines the logging level for sbtio logs. You can specify RMAN parameters for backups and
restore by using avoracle flags in the avoracle.cmd file or in the Avamar Administrator via the Backup Command Line
Options dialog box or the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


To modify the trace level, specify the --sbtio_trace_level option in the avoracle.cmd file by using the format:


 --sbtio_trace_level=value


The acceptable values for --sbtio_trace_level are 0 or any integer greater than 0. A 0 indicates minimal logging and
reports only error conditions. Any value greater than 0 logs all messages.


By default, the trace level is set to 2, which logs all messages. You can minimize logging by setting --sbtio_trace_level to
0.


Specifying the sbtio_trace_level option in the Avamar Administrator.


To set the --sbtio_trace_level option in the Avamar Administrator:


Steps


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box or the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, click More.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the [avoracle]sbtio_trace_level option in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type the trace level in the Enter Attribute Value field.


The acceptable values for the trace level are 0 or any integer greater than 0. A 0 indicates minimal logging, and reports only
error conditions. Any value greater than 0 logs all messages.


By default, the trace level is set to 2, which logs all messages. You can minimize logging by setting --
sbtio_trace_level to 0.


4. Click +.


The option and value appear in the box that is below the + and - buttons.
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The libobk_timeout option


The libobk_timeout parameter defines the timeout interval for communication between avoracle and MML. You can
specify RMAN parameters for backups and restore by using avoracle flags in the avoracle.cmd file or in the Avamar
Administrator via the Backup Command Line Options dialog box or the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


To modify the timeout, specify the --libobk_timeout flag in the avoracle.cmd file by using the format:


 --libobk_timeout=value


The libobk_timeout parameter accepts values in minutes. The acceptable values for --libobk_timeout are between 1
and 35791. An input of 1 indicates timeout of 1 minute. If the flag is not set or is set outside the range, a default input of 1
minute is set.


Specifying the libobk_timeout option in the Avamar Administrator


To set the --libobk_timeout option in the Avamar Administrator:


Steps


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box or the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, click More.
The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the [avoracle]libobk_timeout option in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type the value in minutes in the Enter Attribute Value field.


The acceptable values are 1 or any integer greater than 1. A 1 indicates a timeout of 1 minute. A value of 0 or negative
integer will automatically set the timeout to 1 minute.


By default, the timeout is set to 1.


4. Click +.
The option and value appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


Restore options
Restore plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. You set
restore options from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists options for restore operations with the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


Table 5. Restore plug-in options 


Option Description


Oracle Instance Name Leave this field blank. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
determines the Oracle instance name when you browse and
select a target to restore.


Username Specifies the username that is used to authenticate the
Oracle database. Username and password comprise a
connection string to Oracle. The connection string must
specify a user that has backup privileges for the database.


If left blank, RMAN tries to log in with the same username and
password that the Avamar client agent is running under, and
attempts to assume SYSDBA (or SYSBACKUP) privileges.


Typically, this field should contain the special account name
(backupuser), Creating the Oracle user account on page 55
provides more information.


Password Specifies the password for the username account.
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Table 5. Restore plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


Media Management Library Bitwidth Specifies Media Management Library (MML) bitwidth.
Choices are:
● Automatic (default)
● 32-bit
● 64-bit
If the application bitness and OS bitness are not the same,
select the appropriate setting from the Media Management
Library Bitwidth list. If the application bitness and OS
bitness are the same, leave the Media Management Library
Bitwidth set to the Automatic.


NOTE: The Media Management Library Bitwidth
option is available for Linux and UNIX Oracle RMAN plug-
ins. This option does not apply to Windows platforms.


Number of RMAN Channels Specifies the number of channels to allocate during a backup
or restore. The maximum number is 10. The default is 1. This
option impacts the number of streams that Data Domain
systems use. The formula that determines the number of
streams is: NUMBER OF RMAN CHANNELS x NUMBER OF
DATA DOMAIN STREAMS.


NOTE: The number of Data Domain streams is set
when you add a Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration.


NOTE: Allocating multiple channels for backups
and restores can improve performance. Performance
improvements for backups and restores, however, depend
on the Oracle server configuration.


In some instances, allocating too many channels might lock
out processes, which can result in a time-out error. This
problem does not occur when using RMAN scripts.


Exit a multiple target restore when any one restore fails Prevents a multiple target restore from continuing after one
of the backups fails.


Enable debugging messages (advanced option) Writes maximum information to log files. Use with caution.


NLS_DATE_FORMAT (advanced option) Specifies a valid timestamp format for the target machine. For
example: mm/dd/yyyy.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


Point-in-Time (PIT) Enables a point-in-time recovery. Do not specify a point-in-
time option if you selected multiple databases for the restore.
Before using a point-in-time recovery option, ensure that
relevant backups are available on the Avamar server. The
recovery operation fails if a backup has expired or has been
deleted from the Avamar server.


Flashback Database (FRA) Enables a flashback restore.


Corrupt blocks (advanced option) Recovers corrupt blocks only, and not the entire database.
To use the Corrupt blocks only option, you must set the
DB_BLOCK_CHECKSUM initialization parameter to TYPICAL
for the Oracle database. The database must be in a mounted
or open state.


Validate database (advanced option) Validates the database only if the option is selected during a
corrupt blocks recovery
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Table 5. Restore plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


Recovery mode Lists recovery modes for the Point-in-Time (PIT) and
Flashback Database (FRA) recovery types. Select an option
from the Recovery mode list. Recovery modes and values on
page 96 provides more information.


Recovery value Specifies the SCN, log sequence number, or timestamp,
depending on which recovery mode is selected.


Open the database with resetlogs after recovery Select this option to open the database after the recovery.
Clear this option to enable a roll-forward operation to recover
the database with archive log transactions.


Run user-defined script at beginning of restore (advanced
option)


Specifies the name of a script that runs at the beginning
of the restore. The preprocessing script must be in the /
avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


Exit restore if script fails (advanced option) Stops processing the script when the script returns a non-
zero status code.


Run user-defined script at end of restore (advanced option) Specifies the name of a script that runs at the end of
the restore. The postprocessing script must be in the /
avamar/etc/scripts directory on the client.


Exit process with script failure exitcode (advanced option) Exits the script with an exitcode from the script rather than
with the standard avoracle exitcode.


Show Advanced Options Displays advanced options.


Recovery modes and values


The Point-in-Time (PIT) and Flashback Database (FRA) recovery types share recovery mode options.


The following table describes the recovery mode options and shows the relation that each option has to each recovery type.


Table 6. Recovery mode options 


Recovery mode options Recovery value Point-in-Time (PIT) Flashback Database (FRA)


Backup Time (PIT only) Recovers the database to
the most recent SCN. The
Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
automatically determines the
SCN from the control file.


X


SCN Recovers the database to the
specified SCN:
● To recover an archive log


backup, type the next
SCN for the archive log.


● To recover only from a
database backup, type the
SCN for the database.


Type the SCN in the
Recovery value field.


X X


Log Sequence Recovers the database to
the specified log sequence
number. Specify the log
sequence number in the
Recovery value field.


X X


Time Stamp Recovers the database to
the specified timestamp.


X X
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Table 6. Recovery mode options (continued)


Recovery mode options Recovery value Point-in-Time (PIT) Flashback Database (FRA)


The timestamp format must
conform to the localization
settings on the target
host and locale configuration
setting for the Oracle server.


Restore Point Recovers the database to
the SCN associated with
the specified restore point.
The restore point can be an
ordinary restore point or a
guaranteed restore point.


X X


Before SCN (FRA only) Recovers the database to its
state just before the specified
SCN. Any changes at an SCN
lower than the specified SCN
are applied. If there is a
change that is associated with
the specified SCN, it is not
applied.


X


Before Log Sequence (FRA
only)


Specifies a redo log sequence
number and thread as an
upper limit. RMAN applies
changes up to (but not
including) the last change in
the log with the specified
sequence and thread number.


X


Before Resetlogs (FRA only) Recovers the database to its
state including all changes
up to the SCN of the most
recent OPEN RESETLOGS.


X


Before Time Stamp (FRA
only)


Recovers the database to its
state including all changes up
to but not including changes
at the specified time.


X


Timestamp order of precedence rules


The timestamp order of precedence rules from highest to lowest are:


● Highest—A timestamp format that is specified by the NLS_DATE_FORMAT field (advanced option).
● Lower—A timestamp format that is specified by the NLS_DATE_FORMAT variable in environment settings.


● Lowest—The built-in default timestamp format uses american_america.us7asci.


The format is MM DD YYYY HH24:MI:SS:


● MM is a two-digit month.
● DD is a two-digit day of the month.
● YYYY is a four-digit year.
● HH24 is the hour using a 24-hour format.
● MI is minutes.
● SS is seconds.
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Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts and
attributes
Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts are user-written shell scripts that you can run from Avamar Administrator when
you perform backup and restore operations. Specify preprocessing or postprocessing scripts and attributes in the Backup
Command Line Options dialog box or the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


To specify preprocessing or postprocessing scripts, select Show Advanced Options in either of the two dialog boxes.


1. From the Backup Command Line Options or Restore Command Line Options dialog box, select Show Advanced
Options.


2. Click More.


The Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields appear.


The following table describes the attributes that you specify in the Enter Attribute and Enter Attributes Value fields.


Table 7. Preprocessing and postprocessing attributes 


Attribute Description


run_at_start=script_name Specifies a script to run before a backup or restore operation.
The user interface includes the Run user-defined script
at beginning of backup and Run user-defined script at
beginning of restore fields for this attribute.


run_at_start_clause=flags Specifies flags to use with the run_at_start script.


run_at_end=script_name Specifies a script to run after a backup or restore operation.
The user interface includes the Run user-defined script at
end of backup and Run user-defined script at end of
restore fields for this attribute.


run_at_end_clause=flags Specifies flags to use with the run_at_end script.


run_before_database=script_name Specifies a script to run before a database backup or restore
operation. When you specify multiple targets, the script runs
for each database operation.


run_before_database_clause=flags Specifies flags to use with the run_before_database
script.


run_after_database=script_name Specifies a script to run after a database backup or restore
operation. When you specify multiple targets, the script runs
for each database operation.


run_after_database_clause=flags Specifies flags to use with the run_after_database
script.


The following table describes flags that you specify for run_at_start_clause, run_at_end_clause,
run_before_database_clause, and run_after_database_clause attributes.


Table 8. Attribute flags 


Flag Description Usage Default value


desc Specifies a description for the script. desc=text string Type of script being
executed.


env Specifies an environment variable to
use.


env=variable_name=value None


exit_on_error Set to true to exit the process if the
preprocessing or postprocessing script
fails.


exit_on_error=true False


skip_on_error Set to true to skip the next
backup or restore component.


skip_on_error=true False
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Table 8. Attribute flags (continued)


Flag Description Usage Default value


The skip_on_error flag
clause is valid only with the
run_before_database attribute.


use_cscript
(Windows only)


Set to true to run the script with
Microsoft cscript.exe.


use_cscript=true False


use_cscript_raw
(Windows only)


Set to true to run the script with
Microsoft cscript.exe/nologo.


use_cscript_raw=true False


timeout_seconds Specifies the number of seconds a
script has to complete before the
plug-in considers the script as failed.
The plug-in then terminates the script.


timeout_seconds=num 1 hour (60 * 60
seconds)


create_stdout_pip
e


Creates a stdout pipe for the script
and sends output to the avoracle
log file.


create_stdout_pipe=true True


create_stderr_pip
e


Creates a stderr pipe for the script
and sends output to the avoracle
log file.


create_stderr_pipe=true True


stringlist_args Set to false (default value) to split
the specified argument’s string into
separate arguments. Set to true
to use each argument’s string as a
separate argument to the script.


Example of
stringlist_args=false:
[avoracle]run_at_start=scri
pt.bat First Second Third
The plug-in passes First, Second,
and Third as three command line
parameters to script.bat.


Example of
stringlist_args=true:
[avoracle]run_at_start=scri
pt.bat First Second Third
The plug-in considers the script as
a single file name. The arguments
are not split. To pass arguments the
correct way, use commas:


[avoracle]run_at_start=scri
pt.bat,First,Second,Third


stringlist_args=true False
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Preprocessing and postprocessing usage examples


The following examples show how to specify preprocessing and postprocessing attributes in Avamar Administrator.


Running a preprocessing script before the backup


The Run user-defined script at beginning of backup field specifies a script that runs before the backup. Specifying a script
in this field is equivalent to specifying a script with the run_at_start attribute.


About this task


To pass flags to a preprocessing script requires you to type attributes and values in the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields. For example, the following procedure specifies attributes and flags that provide a description for the preprocessing
script and a time-out of 60 seconds.


Steps


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, select Show Advanced Options.


2. Type the name of the script in the Run user-defined script at beginning of backup field. This example uses
Avamar.bat for the script:


Avamar.bat
3. Type the following text after the name of the script:


First Second
First and Second correspond to the attributes and flags you pass to the script.


The field now contains the following text:


Avamar.bat First Second


NOTE: To pass a third attribute and flag, you append Third to the text string.


4. Click More.
The Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields appear.


5. Type the run_at_start_clause attribute in the Enter Attribute field:


[avoracle]run_at_start_clause
You precede all attributes with [avoracle].


6. Type the desc flag and value in the Enter Attribute Value field:


desc=”Avamar Pre Script”
Enclose the text string in quotation marks.


7. Click +.


8. Type the run_at_start_clause attribute in the Enter Attribute field:


[avoracle]run_at_start_clause
9. Type the timeout_seconds flag and value in the Enter Attribute Value field:


timeout_seconds=60
10. Click +.


The run_at_start_clause attributes and flags appear in the box below the + and - buttons.
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Figure 10. Backup Command Line Options window


11. Clear the Exit backup if script fails option to enable the backup to proceed if the script fails.


Running a postprocessing script after the backup


The Run user-defined script at end of backup field specifies a script that runs after the backup. Specifying a script in this
field is equivalent to specifying a script with the run_at_end attribute.


About this task


The instructions for running a run_at_end script are the same as Running a preprocessing script before the backup on page
100.


Running a postprocessing script after each database backup


To run a postprocessing script after each backup requires you to type attributes and values in the Enter Attribute and Enter
Attribute Value fields. For this type of operation leave the Run user-defined script at end of backup field blank.


About this task


This procedure adds attributes and flags that run the dbpostscript.bat script after a database backup, sets the time-out to
200 seconds, specifies a description, and prevents the script’s output from being written to the log file.


Steps


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, select Show Advanced Options.


2. Click More.
The Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields appear.


3. Type the run_after_database attribute in the Enter Attribute field:


[avoracle]run_after_database
4. Type the script name, first, second, and third in the Enter Attribute Value field:


dbpostscript.bat first second third
5. Click +.


6. Type the run_after_database_clause attribute in the Enter Attribute field:
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[avoracle]run_after_database_clause
7. Type the desc flag and value in the Enter Attribute Value field:


desc=”Avamar post script after database”
8. Click +.


9. Type the run_after_database_clause attribute in the Enter Attribute field:


[avoracle]run_after_database_clause
10. Type the timeout_seconds flag and value in the Enter Attribute Value field:


timeout_seconds=200
11. Click +.


12. Type the run_after_database_clause attribute in the Enter Attribute field:


[avoracle]run_after_database_clause
13. Type the create_stdout_pipe flag and value in the Enter Attribute Value field:


create_stdout_pipe=false
14. Click +.


The attributes and flags appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


Figure 11. Backup Command Line Options window


NOTE: You do not need to specify the exit_on_error flag, because it is set to false by default.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Backup and restore problems and solutions
• Configuration problems and solutions


Backup and restore problems and solutions
You can resolve common backup and restore problems with the following troubleshooting information.


Avamar Administrator shows a completed RMAN backup or restore
as still running


When you enable Avamar Administrator to monitor or cancel an RMAN backup or restore and then run the RMAN operation,
Avamar Administrator displays an incorrect status when the operation completes.


When the RMAN backup or restore completes, the Activity window in Avamar Administrator shows the operation as still
running. This issue occurs because the v$rman_status does not report status. For example, the following sql query becomes
suspended:


select status from v$rman_status;
Contact Oracle for details about the solution to this issue.


avoracle Error <7936>: No valid targets found


A database restore fails with the following error:


avoracle Error <7936>: No valid targets found. Aborting the operation
To work around this problem, increase the snapupbrowsetimeoutsecs option in Avamar Administrator:


1. From the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, click the More button.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the [avoracle]snapupbrowsetimeoutsecs option in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type the number of seconds in the Enter Attribute Value field.
4. Click +.


The option and value appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


5. Restart the restore.


Activity monitor of RMAN backup shows an incorrect status of still
running.


Because of an issue with the Oracle database, the Activity monitor in the Avamar Administrator may incorrectly show RMAN
backups as still running.


To workaround this problem, run the follow in sqlplus when logged in as sysdba:


1. SQL> exec dbms_stats.DELETE_TABLE_STATS('SYS','X$KCCRSR');


B
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The PL/SQL procedure will be successfully completed


2. SQL> exec dbms_stats.LOCK_TABLE_STATS('SYS','X$KCCRSR');


The PL/SQL procedure will be successfully completed


3. SQL> set autotrace on
4. SQL> select * from x$kccrsr;
5. exit sqlplus and relogin sqlplus
6. select status from v$rman_status;


Backups fail when backup copies is set to more than 1


You can use the BACKUP ... COPIES command to make identical copies of backups in RMAN. Making copies is also known
as backup duplexing.


If you configure backup copies to be more than 1 in RMAN, the backups that you perform with the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle
fail. For example, the following RMAN command sets backup copies to 3:


CONFIGURE ARCHIVELOG BACKUP COPIES FOR DEVICE TYPE SBT_TAPE TO 3;
Backups that you run from Avamar Administrator or RMAN scripts that you run from the command line fail after setting backup
copies to 3:


● For backups from Avamar Administrator, an error message similar to the following error appears in the sbtio.log:


error 7501: Could not connect to avoracle
● For backups from the RMAN command line, an error message similar to the following error appears in the avtar log file:


avtar Error <5064>: Cannot open file cache_filename
The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle does not support the RMAN backup copies feature.


To prevent this backup failure, do not configure backup copies to be more than 1. The Oracle RMAN documentation provides
more information about the backup copies feature.


NOTE: To further protect the Oracle data beyond performing regular backups, consider using Avamar replication. The


Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about the Avamar replication feature.


Log files for RMAN operations cannot be viewed from the Avamar
Administrator if a custom var directory is used.


When you use a custom var directory for RMAN backups, all CLI operations complete normally and the log files can be viewed
from the custom directory. However, the log files cannot be viewed from the Avamar Administrator.


Backups unavailable after registering secondary RAC node


Backups are unavailable after the following occurs:


● The Avamar var directory is accidentally deleted.


● You registered the secondary RAC node with a virtual hostname other than the original virtual hostname.


This problem applies only to Oracle 11g R1.


To prevent this problem, register the secondary node by using the original virtual hostname.


Cannot open file f_cache.dat error


The Avamar activity.log file contains avtar errors similar to the following:


avtar Info <8650>: Opening cache file /usr/local/avamar/var/f_cache2.dat
avtar Error <5064>: Cannot open file "/usr/local/avamar/var/f_cache2.dat"
avtar Error <0000>: Invalid cache file header for /usr/local/avamar/var/f_cache2.dat,
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clearing the cache
avtar Info <5065>: Creating new paging cache file /usr/local/avamar/var/f_cache2.dat
avtar Error <5803>: Error writing 32-byte header to cache file /usr/local/avamar/var/
f_cache2.dat.
These errors occur if the specified var directory does not have sufficient permissions for the Oracle user. The Oracle user
requires read, write, and execute permissions for the var directory.


Specify the /var/avamar/clientlogs directory for backups that you perform from the RMAN CLI.


Backups with Avamar Administrator automatically access the cache files from the /var/clientlogs directory.


Cannot Sync error


If an RMAN session stops responding and a Cannot Sync message appears, try restarting RMAN by using svrmgr.


Failed RMAN restore of control file is reported as completed in
Avamar Administrator


An RMAN restore of an Oracle control file fails when the taskfile parameter is used and invalid client credentials are used in
Avamar Administrator. However, the Avamar Administrator displays the restore status as completed.


When you run an RMAN script with the taskfile parameter to restore an Oracle control file and the client username and
password have been deleted in Avamar Administrator, the restore fails with the following type of error message:


RMAN-00571: =======================================
RMAN-00569: ===== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS =====
RMAN-00571: =======================================
RMAN-03002: failure of restore command at 01/22/2016 02:48:16
ORA-19870: error while restoring backup piece CONTROLFILE.testdb.c-2652908924-20160122-00
ORA-19608: CONTROLFILE.testdb.c-2652908924-20160122-00 is not a backup piece
However, the Activity window in Avamar Administrator incorrectly displays the restore status as completed.


In this case, you can examine the activity logs to determine the cause of the restore failure.


Hot backup fails with Oracle not available error


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle uses Oracle RMAN for a hot backup. Oracle RMAN requires the Oracle database to be running
for a hot backup.


If the database is not running, a hot backup will fail. Oracle RMAN then returns the following error:


Oracle not available
To start the Oracle database before a hot backup, use SQL*Plus:


1. Connect to the Oracle database by typing the following command:


sqlplus "/as sysdba"
2. Start the Oracle database by typing the following command:


startup;
The startup process displays status information about the Oracle instance.


ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area1 023410176 bytes
Fixed Size 1223224 bytes
Variable Size 234882504 bytes
Database Buffers 784334848 bytes
Redo Buffers 2969600 bytes
Database mounted
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Level-1 backup of a large database fails with a snapview timeout


A level-1 backup of a large (300 GB) database that you perform from Avamar Administrator fails with a snapview timeout. This
issue is specific to Windows.


The log file contains the following error messages:


2014-04-03 16:04:26 avoracle Error <7011>: Unable to
successfully process snapview workorder because of timeout on
wait for snapview workorder MOD-1364973477725#0 (pid:3002-Oracle).
Please increase subprocess timeout using
--[avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs option and try again.
2014-04-03 16:04:26 avoracle Info <7271>: Final summary
generated subwork 1, cancelled/aborted 0, snapview 24,
exitcode 0
To work around this issue, set the --[avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs option to 350:


1. In the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, click More.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type --[avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type 350 in the Enter Attribute Value field.


4. Click +.
5. Click OK.


ORA-19870: error while restoring backup piece


The restore of a database that contains datafiles that uses the UTF-8 character set fails with the following error messages:


channel c0: ORA-19870: error while restoring backup piece


ORCL_0vnahoeh_1_1ORA-19504: failed to create file
"/home/oracle/app/oracle/oradata/orcl/home/oracle/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/dbhome_1/
home/oracle/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/dbhome_1/home/oracle/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/
dbhome_1.dbf"


ORA-27040: file create error, unable to create file


Solaris-AMD64 Error: 2: No such file or directory failover to
previous backup released channel: c0


RMAN-00571: =======================================
RMAN-00569: ===== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS =====
RMAN-00571: =======================================
RMAN-03002: failure of restore command at 05/09/2014 10:01:35
RMAN-06026: some targets not found - aborting restore
RMAN-06023: no backup or copy of datafile 3 found to restore
RMAN-06023: no backup or copy of datafile 2 found to restore
RMAN-06023: no backup or copy of datafile 1 found to restore
Oracle requires you to set the NLS_LANG environment variable to the correct language, territory, and character set when the
following configuration settings are true:


● The operating system is in a locale other than English.
● The database contains datafiles that use the UTF-8 character set.


ORA-25153: Temporary Tablespace is Empty


If you encounter a ORA-25153 Temporary Tablespace is Empty message, you must manually re-create the temporary
tablespace.


The Oracle Database Backup and Recovery Advanced User's Guide provides more information about creating tablespaces.
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ORA-27211: Failed to load Media Management Library


While backing up or restoring from either Avamar Administrator or the command line, RMAN fails to load the Media
Management Library. In both cases, RMAN writes output similar to the following in the log file:


RMAN-00571: ==================================================
RMAN-00569: ========== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS ===========
RMAN-00571: ==================================================
RMAN-03009: failure of allocate command on c1 channel at 2014-9-4 20:27:34
ORA-19554: error allocating device, device type: SBT_TAPE, device name: ORA-27211: Failed
to load Media Management Library
Additional information: 25
Recovery Manager complete.


Restore fails to complete successfully


In rare situations, the restore process for a full database fails to complete successfully because of the internal state of the
database when the backup occurred. When this happens, additional manual recovery steps can be necessary.


To restore a database after an unsuccessful restore attempt:


1. Restore the control file. Restoring Oracle data with RMAN on page 81 provides more information.
2. Note the system change number (SCN) that corresponds to the backups that you need to restore.
3. Log in to Oracle RMAN by using the Oracle user ID and password.
4. Connect to the Oracle database to restore.
5. Type the following commands:


allocate channel c1 type sbt PARMS="SBT_LIBRARY=install-dir\
/lib/libobk_avamar.so" format '%d_%U';
send '"--flagfile=/oracle/my-avtar-flags.txt"\
"--bindir=install-dir/bin"';
restore database;
restore archivelog until scn scn;
release channel c1;
}
where:


● install-dir is the base installation directory for the platform (for example, /usr/local/avamar on Linux, /opt/
AVMRclnt on Solaris, and C:\Program Files\avs\bin on Windows).


● scn is an SCN value noted in step 2 on page 107.
6. Use Oracle documentation to perform other necessary recovery steps.


RMAN backup script fails with media management errors


An RMAN script that you create from the Schedule Backup page in the Oracle Enterprise Manager does not include the RMAN
send command. For example, the following script was generated by using the Oracle Enterprise Manager user interface:


run {
allocate channel oem_sbt_bkup1 type 'SBT_TAPE' format '%U' parms
'"SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"';
backup incremental level 1 cumulative database;
backup archivelog all not backed up;
}
allocate channel for maintenance device type 'SBT_TAPE' parms
'"SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/local/avamar/lib/libobk_avamar64.so"';
delete noprompt obsolete recovery window of 31 days device type
'SBT_TAPE';
The script is missing the RMAN send command.
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To solve this issue, use the Edit RMAN Script button from the Oracle Enterprise Manager to add the appropriate RMAN send
command. Backup and Restore with Oracle RMAN on page 73 provides more information about creating RMAN scripts.


RMAN backup script fails with ORA-19511


An RMAN script that backs up Oracle fails with ORA-19511. RMAN writes output similar to the following to the log file:


RMAN-00571: ===================================================
RMAN-00569: =========== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS ===========
RMAN-00571: ===================================================
RMAN-03009: failure of backup command on ORA_SBT_TAPE_1 channel
at 2014-9-4 16:02:37
ORA-19506: failed to create sequential file,
name="06jtv7ks_1_1", parms=""
ORA-27028: skgfqcre: sbtbackup returned error
ORA-19511: Error received from media manager layer, error text:
sbtbackup: avtar exited, trying to create 06jtv7ks_1_1
The following problems might cause the RMAN backup script to fail with the ORA-19511 error:


● The /var/avamar directory does not have correct permissions to start a backup.


Use the /var/avamar/clientlogs directory instead of the /var/avamar directory.


● Either RMAN or libobk cannot locate avtar.


The allocate channel command in the RMAN backup or restore script must include Avamar-home/bin as the PATH
variable or include bindir="/usr/local/avamar/bin".


● An Oracle instance is running as a nonstandard user or group.


To determine if Oracle is installed as a nonstandard user or group, check the file permissions for the Oracle home directory.
For example, use the following commands:


cd /home/oracle/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/oradata
ls -l
The following output appears in the command shell:


total 28
drwxr-x--- 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Aug 26 2014 cataloged
drwxr-x--- 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Mar 9 18:05 db2
drwxr-xr-x 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Mar 30 17:21 orcl
drwxr-xr-x 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Mar 30 16:26 orcl.w
drwxr-xr-x 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Mar 10 15:50 plargedb
drwxr-xr-x 2 oracle oinstall 4096 Feb 6 16:20 plargedb.w
-rw-r--r-- 1 oracle oinstall 696 Dec 28 16:58 sqlnet.log


In the example, oracle is the user and oinstall is the group.


If a user other than oracle installs the Oracle database, the avoracle program must use the --
storageapp_username=username option. For example, if the user named test installs the Oracle database, username is
test.


RMAN-06056: could not access datafile n error on AIX


The avoracle program runs as root. If you encounter an RMAN-06056: could not access datafile n error, it means
avoracle was unable to open the file for processing.


This error on IBM AIX systems occurs when the default ulimit is set to 2097151. This default setting limits the maximum file
size that the root user can read to 1 GB.


To resolve this issue, change the ulimit setting for the root user to unlimited. This unlimited setting allows avoracle to
process large files.
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RMAN script fails with WriteFile failed error


When you specify C:\Program Files\avs\bin for the --bindir variable in an RMAN script, the script fails with the
following errors:


RMAN-03009: failure of backup command on c1 channel at 10/20/2014 13:56:49
ORA-19502: write error on file "sample_1_1", blockno 1 (blocksize=512)
ORA-27030: skgfwrt: sbtwrite2 returned error
ORA-19511: Error received from media manager layer, error text:
stream->WriteFile failed
To resolve this issue, ensure that all variables in the RMAN script that specify the Windows installation directory use
Progra~1, the short name for the Program Files folder. The parser cannot process spaces in folder names.


For example, the correct syntax for the --bindir variable is --bindir=C:\Progra~1\avs\bin.


Time-out errors when using multiple RMAN channels


Allocating too many channels from Avamar Administrator might lock out processes. The backup or restore can then fail with a
time-out error. If a time-out error occurs, retry the operation by using fewer channels.


This problem does not occur when using RMAN scripts.


Unable to process snapview workorder


The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle is unable to process the snapview workorder because the wait time for the snapview workorder
times out.


To work around this problem, increase the [avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs option in Avamar Administrator:


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, click the More button.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the [avoracle]subprocesstimeoutsecs option in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type the number of seconds in the Enter Attribute Value field.
4. Click +.


The option and value appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


5. Restart the backup.


Unable to send CTL message


A backup or restore fails with one of the following error messages:


avoracle Error <6629>: INTERNAL: Unable to send CTL message
(n=-1, retcode=1, errno=0)
avoracle Error <6629>: INTERNAL: Unable to send CTL message
(n=-1, retcode=3, errno=0)
These errors can occur when you allocate too many channels for a backup or restore from Avamar Administrator.


To resolve this issue, it is recommended to set the number of channels to no more than two times the number of processors. If
the problem still persists, reduce the number of channels.


The Number of RMAN Channels option is available from the Backup Command Line Options, Restore Command Line
Options, and New Dataset dialog boxes.


This problem does not apply to backups or restores started by an RMAN script.
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The no_of_channels parameter no longer supported


When upgrading to the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle release 7.3 or greater from earlier versions, the no_of_channels parameter
is no longer supported.


After upgrading to release 7.3, Oracle datasets must be manually modified to use new max-streams parameter to take effect.


Hidden backups


At the end of each database backup, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle performs a final step to group backup pieces into a
consolidated backup.


If a backup fails in the final consolidation step, the backup becomes a hidden backup, which cannot be searched for and restored
from Avamar Administrator. At the moment of this backup failure, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle displays the following error
message:


Failed to create the snapview. However, the database data has been successfully backed up
and is marked as a hidden backup. Restore is available through CLI only. See the plug-in
documentation for information about restoring hidden backups.
It is recommended that you perform an immediate full database backup after the backup failure.


Although the backup label does not display in the Avamar Administrator window, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle performs a
proper backup of the database data. To view information on hidden backups, you must use the following command:


avtar --backups --server=Avamar_server_name --id=Avamar_server_username --
password=Avamar_server_password --account=Avamar_domain
The following example shows the output from the command. Records that are associated with the Hidden Oracle RMAN backup
are the hidden backup pieces.


Date      Time    Seq       Label           Size     Plugin    Working directory         
Targets
 ---------- -------- ----- ----------------- ---------- -------- --------------------- 
-------------------
 2017-09-12 09:25:11   106 CONTROLFILE.ORCL.c-1463025941-20170912-00      12033K 
Hidden Oracle RMAN backup C:\app\Administrator\product\11.2.0\dbhome_2\DATABASE  11g/
ORCL/CONTROLFILE.ORCL.c-1463025941-20170912-00
 2017-09-12 09:24:57   105 ORCL_2gse8rmv_1_1        257K Hidden Oracle RMAN backup 
C:\app\Administrator\product\11.2.0\dbhome_2\DATABASE  11g/ORCL/ORCL_2gse8rmv_1_1
 2017-09-12 09:24:39   104 ORCL_2fse8rmf_1_1       3329K Hidden Oracle RMAN backup C:
\app\Administrator\product\11.2.0\dbhome_2\DATABASE  11g/ORCL/ORCL_2fse8rmf_1_1
 2017-09-12 09:24:28   103 ORCL_2ese8rm0_1_1      84993K Hidden Oracle RMAN backup C:
\app\Administrator\product\11.2.0\dbhome_2\DATABASE  11g/ORCL/ORCL_2ese8rm0_1_1


Completing a database recovery of a hidden backup


In the output from the avtar --backups command, the lines that have "Hidden Oracle RMAN backup" indicate the hidden
backups.


To perform a database recovery that involves the restore of a hidden backup, use the procedure described in Restoring Oracle
data with RMAN.


NOTE: You cannot restore the backup pieces from Avamar Administrator.
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Configuration problems and solutions
You can resolve common configuration problems with the following troubleshooting information.


Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle registration


To back up or restore Oracle by using the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, you must register the Avamar client with the Avamar
server. The registration process can fail for either of the following conditions:


● The Avamar plug-in_catalog.xml does not support the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle version.


● An administrator disabled the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


After you register the Avamar client, Avamar Administrator lists the client in the Oracle databases. In addition, the
avagent.log file (in the /var/avamar directory, by default) contains information that verifies a successful registration:


****** Current MCS name 'avamar-1.example.com' ******
2014-1-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7452>: Registration of client
/clients/Oracle-client.example.com with MCS
avamar-1.example.com:28001 successful.
2014-1-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin
1002 Oracle successful.
2014-1-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin
1001 Unix successful.
2014-1-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5619>: Registration of client
and plugins complete.
2014-1-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7150>: first work request
delayed for 180 seconds.
2014-1-1 15:11:37 avagent Info <7151>: first work request delay
finished.


Bitwidth of Avamar Plug-in for Oracle and Oracle


The bitwidth of the Oracle software, the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle, and the platform must match.


Ensure that you download the correct software packages for the platform and version of Oracle. System requirements on page
23 provides more information.


NOTE: 64-bit operating systems do not support the 32-bit versions of Oracle 10g and later versions. You can find additional


information about Oracle on the Oracle website.


To check the bitwidth of Oracle, change to the $ORACLE_HOME/bin directory and type the following command:


file ~/oracle/product/version/db-name/bin/rman
where:


● version is the version of Oracle.
● db-name is the name of the Oracle database.


The following output appears in the command shell:


/home/oracle/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/bin/rman: ELF 64-bit
LSB executable, AMD x86-64, version 1 (SYSV), for
GNU/Linux 2.4.0, dynamically linked (uses shared libs),
not stripped
To check the bitwidth of RMAN, change to the $ORACLE_HOME/bin directory and type the following command:


file ~/oracle/product/version/db-name/bin/sqlplus
where:


● version is the version of Oracle.
● db-name is the name of the Oracle database.


The following output appears in the command shell:
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/home/oracle/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/bin/sqlplus: ELF 64-bit
LSB executable, AMD x86-64, version 1 (SYSV), for
GNU/Linux 2.4.0, dynamically linked (uses shared libs),
not stripped
The text string ELF 64-bit LSB executable in the command output confirms that both Oracle and RMAN are 64-bit.


Cluster Configuration Tool fails to start


Starting the Cluster Configuration Tool fails with the following error if the Windows system does not have Microsoft . NET
Framework 4 installed:


To run this application, you must install one of the following
versions of the .NET Framework: v4.0.30319 Contact your
application publisher for instructions about obtaining the
appropriate version of the .NET Framework
The Cluster Configuration Tool requires Microsoft .NET Framework 4. You can download and install the .NET Framework 4 from
the Microsoft Download Center.


Determining the version of Oracle


Use SQL*Plus to determine the version of Oracle:


1. Log in to the Oracle server.
2. Start SQL*Plus:


sqlplus "/ as sysdba"
3. View version information by typing the following command:


select * from v$version;
Content similar to the following appears in the command shell:


Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.7.0 -
Prod PL/SQL Release 11.1.0.7.0 - Production CORE 11.1.0.7.0
Production TNS for Linux: Version 11.1.0.7.0 - Production
NLSRTL Version 11.1.0.7.0 - Production


Disk space for the /var/avamar directory


The /var/avamar directory must have sufficient disk space for RMAN scripts and log files. Backups and restores fail if
the /var/avamar directory does not have enough space.


Check the /var/avamar directory for free space by using the applicable method for the system. The following example shows
output from the df -h command on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux system:


Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-LogVol00 985G 310G 625G 34% /
The RMAN scripts, RMAN log files, and the avoracle log files require a minimum of 100 MB of disk space.


Oracle RAC database failover


If the registered Oracle RAC node fails over to another node, you must manually start the avagent program on the other
cluster nodes.


Run avagent.d restart to start the avagent program:


1. Log in to the failover node as root.
2. Change the directory by typing the following command:
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cd /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/etc
3. Start avagent by typing the following command:


./avagent.d restart
The following information appears in the command shell.


avagent Info <5241>: Logging to
/usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading /usr/local/avamar/ora_rac/var/avagent.cmd
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 15603
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
[OK]


Requirements for libobk_avamar.so and libobk_avamar.dll


The libobk_avamar.so file (on UNIX) and libobk_avamar.dll file (on Windows) implement the Oracle SBT interface
specification, which Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino and RMAN requires for successful backup and restore operations.


The following requirements apply to both files:


● They must provide read and execute access to the Oracle user.
● They must be in the Avamar-home/lib directory.


● They must be the same bitwidth as Oracle.


To verify that the correct libobk_avamar file is installed in the Avamar-home/lib directory on a UNIX platform, type the
following commands:


cd Avamar-home/lib
file *
The text strings ELF 64-bit LSB shared object and ELF 32-bit LSB shared object in the following command
output confirm that both 64-bit and 32-bit libraries are present:


libobk_avamar64.so: ELF 64-bit LSB shared object, AMD x86-64,
version 1 (SYSV), not stripped
libobk_avamar.so: ELF 32-bit LSB shared object, Intel 80386,
version 1 (SYSV), not stripped


RMAN executable file and Oracle versions


The RMAN executable file version must match the Oracle database version. For example, the ORACLE_HOME/bin directory
contains the RMAN executable file. Linux systems use the default RMAN file in the /usr/X11R6/bin directory. An RMAN
backup or restore script that uses the default RMAN executable file causes the backup or restore operation to fail.


For multiple versions of Oracle, RMAN executables must point to the correct ORACLE_HOME/bin directory.


To determine whether the default RMAN executable points to the correct RMAN executable in the ORACLE_HOME/bin
directory, type the following commands:


which rman
/usr/X11R6/bin/rman
rpm -qf /usr/X11R6/bin/rman
xorg-x11-devel-6.8.2-1.EL.33
xorg-x11-devel-6.8.2-1.EL.33
more oratab
catalogdb:/home/oracle/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1:N
largedb:/home/oracle/OraHome:N
orcl:/home/oracle/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1:N
The sample output from the oratab file includes a database that is named largedb. This database has both Oracle 9i and Oracle
10g homes. Because largedb is an Oracle 9i instance, the correct RMAN executable is in /home/oracle/OraHome/bin/
rman.
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Set the PATH variable to the ORACLE_HOME/bin directory to ensure that RMAN uses the correct executable file. Before
running RMAN scripts, run /usr/local/bin/oraenv.


Stopping Avamar Administrator processes


NOTE: Only administrators, who understand the consequences of stopping Avamar Administrator processes, should


perform the following procedure. Use this procedure for emergencies only.


The following procedure runs the UNIX kill command to stop avoracle processes, which were started by the Avamar
Administrator interface. The Avamar Administrator automatically starts the avoracle processes for browse, backup, and
restore operations. Stop these avoracle processes only when you determine that an issue occurs with a browse, backup, or
restore operation.


1. Log in to the Oracle server.
2. Show all Avamar processes by typing the following command:


ps -ef|grep avoracle
The command shell displays a list of active processes. Some of them are avoracle processes for the Avamar Plug-in for
Oracle.


3. Locate the avoracle processes in the list and note the process ID numbers (PIDs).


4. Terminate the process by typing the following command:


kill pid
where pid is a process ID displayed in step 2.


5. Repeat step 4 until all avoracle processes are stopped.


Unable to browse Oracle databases with Avamar Administrator


The Browse for Files, Folder, or Directories option in Avamar Administrator does not display any Oracle databases. To verify
the issue with the browse option, use the following command:


./avoracle --browse
When the browse problem exists, the output from the avoracle program contains the following message:


avoracle Info <7908>: browse returning with 0 items
The following circumstances can prevent you from browsing the Oracle databases:


● The Avamar client and Oracle databases use two separate NIC cards, each with different IP addresses and hostnames.
● The oratab file contains invalid entries.


Verifying the client and plug-in versions


For all supported platforms, install the Avamar client before installing the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle. The versions of the Avamar
client and Avamar Plug-in for Oracle must be the same.


The following table includes methods to verify the installation of the Avamar client.


Table 9. Avamar client installation verification 


Platform Method


Microsoft Windows Use the Windows Explorer to verify that the C:
\Program files\avs folder exists and contains
libobk_avamar.dll.


Oracle Linux, Red Hat Linux, or SUSE Linux Use the rpm command:


rpm -qa |grep -i avamar
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Table 9. Avamar client installation verification (continued)


Platform Method


HP-UX Use the swinstall command:


swinstall -list


IBM AIX Use the smitty command to list all software or to search for
the Avamar client software package.


Solaris Use the pkginfo command:


pkginfo|grep -i AVMRclnt
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A


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user
privileges.


archive logs
Log files that contain a copy of one of the filled members of an online redo log group. The archiving process requires that the
database be set to ARCHIVELOG mode. Oracle terminology refers to archive logs as archive redo logs.


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.


C


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.
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See also registration


cluster
Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same software and data, that operate and appear to
clients as if they are a single unit. A cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing high
availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware or software failures.


Cluster Configuration Tool
Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


cold backup
A backup of database objects that you perform while the corresponding database or instance is shut down and unavailable to
users. Also known as an offline backup.


D


database
A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by computer software.


database files
Oracle database files include datafiles, control files, and online redo logs.


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


DD Boost
The API that Avamar clients use to access a Data Domain system. The DD Boost API is installed automatically on the client
computer when you install the Avamar client. It is also installed automatically on the Avamar server when you install Avamar.


disaster recovery
Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption, in which ordinary data recovery
procedures are not sufficient to restore a system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a
bare metal recovery.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


F


file system
Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by providing directory structures, data transfer
methods, and file association.


G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.
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L


LAN
Local Area Network.


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


Media Management Library (MML)
A software library used by RMAN to back up data to tertiary storage. The MML for the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle is
libobk_avamar.


Media Management Library (MML)


Media Manager (MM)
A third-party networked backup system. MM works with Recovery Manager so that database backups can be written directly to
tertiary storage.


Media Manager (MM)


metadata
Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the backup types, the date and time of the
backup, and other information necessary for restore.


O


Oracle instance
A memory structure and a group of Oracle Server processes running on a node.


oratab file
A text file that contains the system identifier and home directory of the Oracle database. A typical oratab entry is similar to
the following: ora91:/space/local/oracle/ora901. The default location for the oratab file is /var/opt/oracle on
Solaris and /etc on other systems.


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


point-in-time restore
Restore of a backup to a specific point in time.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


R


Recovery Manager (RMAN)
A software application that provides a command line interface for hot and cold backups, as well as cold recovery of a supported
Oracle database.


Recovery Manager (RMAN)


redirected restore
The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location where the backup occurred.
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registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


System Backup to Tape
An Oracle architecture that supports directly writing backups to tape (and reading them) by using the Media Management
Library.


T


tablespace
A logical storage unit in a database, which groups related logical structures together.


transaction logs
A record of database transactions or list of changed files in a database, stored in a log file to execute quick restore and rollback
transactions.


U


User Account Control (UAC)
A Windows feature available in Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Vista. UAC helps prevent
unauthorized changes to your computer. When functions that could potentially affect a computer's operation are made, UAC
prompts the user for permission or for an administrator's password before continuing with the task.


User Account Control (UAC)
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install Avamar in a Microsoft SQL Server database environment, and how to back up and restore
SQL Server databases.


Audience
The information in this guide is primarily intended for:


● System administrators who are responsible for installing software and maintaining servers and clients on a network
● Microsoft SQL Server administrators who are responsible for backing up and maintaining Microsoft SQL Servers


Persons using this guide should have current practical experience with the following topics:


● Operating system shell commands on the SQL Server platform (root permission required)
● The specific version of Microsoft SQL Server currently deployed at the site


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Revision Date Description


04 July, 2021 Updated the following sections:
● Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server
● Silent installation of Itempoint for SQL


03 April, 2021 Updated the following sections:
● Copy-only backup
● Backups in AlwaysOn availability groups
● Requirements for the var directory
● Configuring the cluster client in a failover cluster
● Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group
● Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group Amazon Web


Services and Azure


02 November, 2019 Updated the "Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group"
section.


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1
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Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar for Hyper-V VSS User Guide
● Avamar for VMware User Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:
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● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
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● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• Restore
• Table level recovery
• Disaster recovery


Architecture
You can use Avamar to back up and restore data in a variety of Microsoft SQL Server environments.


Avamar components


Required Avamar software components in a SQL Server environment include the Avamar Client for Windows, the Avamar
Plug-in for SQL Server, and Avamar Administrator.


The following figure illustrates a basic system architecture, including required Avamar software components, when you use
Avamar to back up a SQL Server environment.


Figure 1. Avamar architecture with SQL Server


Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on the computer that is running SQL Server.
Install Avamar Administrator on either the computer that is running SQL Server or on a separate computer, as shown in the
figure.


Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows installation includes the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System and the Avamar agent, which
is required for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up operating system
and SQL Server binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


1
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Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


The SQL Server plug-in enables you to back up and restore SQL Server instances and databases.


Avamar Administrator


Avamar Administrator is a graphical management console software application for remote administration of an Avamar system
from a supported Windows or Linux client computer. You can configure, perform, monitor, and manage backups and restores
using Avamar Administrator. The Avamar Administration Guide provides complete instructions for installing and using Avamar
Administrator.


How Avamar connects to SQL Server


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server uses the SQL Server virtual device interface (VDI) to back up and restore databases and
transaction logs.


Backup process overview


1. The SQL Server plug-in creates one or more VDI devices, and then executes the necessary SQL commands to back up the
database to the VDI devices.


The number of VDI devices that the SQL Server plug-in creates depends on the number of data streams that you configure
for a backup. Each data stream corresponds to a VDI device.


2. The Avamar avtar program is spawned in a standard input/output (stdio) mode.


3. The SQL Server plug-in reads data read from the VDI device and writes data to avtar standard input.


4. The avtar program reads and sends the data to either the Avamar server or a configured Data Domain system.


Restore process overview


During a restore, the SQL Server plug-in reads data from standard output and writes the data to the VDI device, which
communicates with SQL Server to restore the databases.


Authentication


Avamar connects to SQL Server for backup or restore by using either Windows authentication or SQL Server authentication.


With Windows authentication, Avamar connects to SQL Server by using the Windows system service account (NT
AUTHORITY\SYSTEM), which has privileges in SQL Server. The account must have the sysadmin server-level role.


With SQL Server authentication, Avamar connects to SQL Server by using a SQL Server login account. The account must have
the sysadmin server-level role. You must select the mixed authentication mode for the Database Engine when you configure
SQL Server.


If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL Server plug-in uses NT authentication and logs in with the
Windows system service account. This account has the public and sysadmin server-level roles in SQL Server by default in SQL
Server 2008 and 2008 R2. In SQL Server 2012, 2014, and 2016, you must add the account to the SQL Server administrators
group.


Adding sysadmin server-level role in SQL Server Management Studio on page 37 provides more instructions on adding sysadmin
server-level role in SQL Server Management Studio.


Failover Cluster Instances


You can install SQL Server in a Windows Server Failover Clustering (WSFC) cluster with two or more nodes.


With Failover Cluster Instances (FCIs), SQL Server databases and log files are on storage that is shared between the nodes. If
one of the nodes fails, then the applications fail over to and run on another node. When the failed node comes back online, you
can fail back the applications from the other node.
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SQL Server can run as either active/passive or active/active in a cluster.


Active/passive cluster environments


In an active/passive configuration, SQL Server runs on the active node, which is the primary node. The passive node is a
standby node. SQL Server does not run on the passive node.


If a failure occurs on the primary active node, then SQL Server fails over to the passive node. The passive node becomes the
active node. When the primary active node comes back online, you can fail back SQL Server from the standby node to the
primary active node. The passive node returns to its standby role.


Avamar can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of SQL Server data while SQL Server is running on either the
primary active node or on a standby node.


The following figure illustrates an active/passive cluster environment with SQL Server and Avamar.


Figure 2. Avamar architecture with SQL Server in an active/passive cluster


Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on each node in the cluster. Then run the Cluster
Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client.


The Avamar server sends backup requests to the Avamar cluster client, which passes the request to the SQL Server plug-in on
the active node. The plug-in on the active node sends the backup data and metadata to the Avamar server.


On Windows Server 2012 R2, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server supports storage of SQL Server databases and log files in
an active/passive cluster on shared disks, clustered shared volumes (CSVs), and shared virtual hard disk (VHDX) files. Shared
VHDX files must be on either a CSV or on a Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file share.


NOTE: For a SQL cluster on CSV, the CSV disk does not display as part of the SQL Cluster in the Avamar Windows


Cluster Configuration wizard. This is because the powershell commands do not provide the associated disk for the SQL


cluster in a CSV environment. To configure a client for the SQL cluster, a non-csv disk needs to be assigned to the SQL


Server role.
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Active/active cluster environments


In an active/active configuration, SQL Server runs on both nodes. The SQL Server installation on each node manages its own
separate databases.


If a failure occurs on one of the nodes, then the SQL Server installation on the other node assumes responsibility for managing
the databases for both nodes. When the failed node comes back online, you can return the management responsibility for the
databases to the original SQL Server installation on each node.


Avamar can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of SQL Server data regardless of which active node is managing
the data at the time of the backup.


The following figure illustrates an active/active cluster environment with SQL Server and Avamar.


Figure 3. Avamar architecture with SQL Server in an active/active cluster


You install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on each node in the cluster. Then you run the
Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client. When you perform a backup or restore, you select the cluster
client as the client to back up or the target client for the restore.


The Avamar server sends backup requests to the Avamar cluster client, which passes the request to the SQL Server plug-in on
both active nodes. The plug-ins on the active nodes back up the SQL Server data that they are managing to the Avamar server.


AlwaysOn availability groups


You can configure high availability of groups of databases by using AlwaysOn availability groups (AGs) in SQL Server 2012, 2014,
and 2016.


With AGs, SQL Server is installed in a WSFC cluster, but the data is not stored on a shared drive. Instead, the data is stored on
each node, and SQL Server synchronizes the data from the primary version of the database to any secondary versions on other
nodes.
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You can group user databases together in an availability group. Databases in an availability group must use the full recovery
model. All databases in an availability group fail over together from one node to another.


A SQL Server instance on a cluster node that hosts an availability group is called an availability replica. Each availability replica
of an availability group must reside on a different node of the same cluster. There are two types of availability replicas: one
primary replica and one or more secondary replicas. The primary replica handles read/write activity from clients and sends
transaction log updates to the secondary replicas. Each secondary replica applies the transaction log updates to its databases.


During failover of an AG, the target secondary replica assumes the primary role and becomes the new primary replica. The
target secondary replica brings its databases online as the primary databases, and client applications can connect to them. When
the former primary replica is available, it assumes the secondary role and becomes a secondary replica.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support backups of AlwaysOn availability groups on an availability


replica that is hosted by a SQL Server Failover Cluster Instance (FCI). To back up databases in such an environment, you


must install the Avamar client software on the node with the primary replica as a stand-alone client, and then perform


backups on only that node.


Architecture and workflow of backups in AlwaysOn availability groups


Avamar can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of databases in either the primary replica or a secondary replica
for an availability group.


Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on each node in the cluster. Then run the Cluster
Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client for the availability group listener. When you perform a backup or
restore, select the cluster client for the availability group listener as the client to back up or the target client for the restore.


Backups on the primary replica


The following figure illustrates the data workflow of SQL Server plug-in backups on the primary replica.


Figure 4. Backup workflow on a primary replica in an AlwaysOn environment
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The Avamar server sends a backup request to the Avamar cluster client for the availability group listener, which passes the
request to the primary replica. The SQL Server plug-in on the node with the primary replica performs the backup and sends the
backup data and metadata to the Avamar server.


Backups on the secondary replica


The following figure illustrates the data workflow of SQL Server plug-in backups on a secondary replica.


Figure 5. Backup workflow on a secondary replica in an AlwaysOn environment


The Avamar server sends a backup request to the Avamar cluster client for the availability group listener, which passes the
request to the primary replica. The SQL Server plug-in on the node with the primary replica determines the secondary replica
on which to perform the backup, and forwards the backup request to the SQL Server plug-in on the node with the secondary
replica. The plug-in on the node with the secondary replica performs the backup and then sends the backup data to the Avamar
server. The plug-in on the secondary replica then sends the metadata to the Avamar server and notifies the plug-in on the
primary replica whether the backup completed successfully. The primary replica sends the final summary to the Avamar server.


Architecture and workflow of restores in AlwaysOn availability groups


You can use the backup from either the primary replica or a secondary replica to restore the databases in an AlwaysOn
availability group. You can restore to only the primary replica, or restore to both the primary and secondary replicas.


Restore to only the primary replica


The following figure illustrates the process to restore to only the primary replica in an AlwaysOn availability group.
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Figure 6. Restore workflow to only the primary replica in an AlwaysOn environment


The Avamar server sends a restore work order to the cluster client for the availability group listener, which passes the work
order to the SQL Server plug-in on the node with the primary replica. The plug-in on the primary replica removes the databases
that you are restoring from the availability group and restores the databases. After the restore completes, the plug-in on the
primary replica adds the restored databases to the availability group and sends information about the restore to the Avamar
server.


If there is a corresponding database on the secondary replicas when you restore a database only on the primary replica, then
the database on the secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary replicas as part of the
availability group, manually prepare and restore the databases, and join them to the availability group on the secondary replica.


You can also set the database on a secondary replica online without rejoining it to the availability group by restoring the
database with the RECOVERY recovery operation (RESTORE database WITH RECOVERY). The SQL Server documentation
on the Microsoft TechNet website provides details.


Restore to both the primary and secondary replicas


The following figure illustrates the process to restore to both the primary and secondary replicas.
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Figure 7. Restore workflow to the primary and secondary replicas in an AlwaysOn environment


During the restore, the Avamar server sends a restore work order to the SQL Server plug-in on the node with the primary
replica. The plug-in on the node with the primary replica then sends the restore work order to the plug-in on the nodes with the
secondary replicas. The plug-ins on the primary and secondary replicas remove the databases that you are restoring from the
availability group and restore the databases.


After the restore completes, the plug-in on the node with the primary replica adds the restored databases to the availability
group. Then the plug-ins on the nodes with the secondary replicas join the restored databases to the availability groups. When
the entire restore process completes on all replicas, the plug-in on the node with the primary replica sends information about the
restore to the Avamar server.


Hybrid IT environments with AlwaysOn availability groups and Microsoft
Azure


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of databases in AlwaysOn availability
groups in hybrid IT environments with Microsoft Azure.


The backup can occur on either the primary replica or the secondary replica of the availability group, but the replica on which
the backup occurs must be on-premise. Avamar cannot back up databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine.


The Avamar installation process is the same in a hybrid IT environment as in a traditional AlwaysOn availability group
environment. Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on each node in the cluster,
including the Microsoft Azure nodes. Then run the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client for the
availability group listener.


When you perform a backup or restore, select the availability group listener as the client to back up or the target client for the
restore. Ensure that backups occur on an on-premise replica by using SQL Server and Avamar settings.
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If the primary replica is on-premise, restore data to only the primary replica. Do not attempt to restore to both the primary and
secondary replicas. If there is a corresponding database on the secondary replicas when you restore a database only on the
primary replica, then the database on the secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary
replicas as part of the availability group, manually prepare and restore the databases, and join them to the availability group on
the secondary replica.


If the primary replica is on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine, then restore the database to operating system files and then use
SQL Server tools to restore the database to the availability group.


Database mirroring


Database mirroring maintains multiple copies of a single database that must reside on different SQL Server instances. Typically,
these server instances reside on computers in different locations.


The principal server serves the database to clients, while the mirror servers serve as standby servers.


Implement mirroring settings individually for each database.


Mirroring works only with databases that use the full recovery model. The simple and bulk-logged recovery models do not
support database mirroring, and you cannot mirror the master, msdb, tempdb, or model databases.


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up mirrored SQL Server databases. However, several conditions apply:


● The SQL Server version must be 2008 or greater.
● Perform backups of only the principal database, not the mirrors.
● Use only the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to perform backups. If you use other backup products in addition to the Avamar


Plug-in for SQL Server, then log chain breaks may occur.
● Backup and database administrators must use extra care. Some mirror operations cause log chain breaks that cannot be


detected.
● When database mirroring is established, either initially or as the result of failover and failback, then you must manually


perform a new full backup. Otherwise, incremental and differential backups that occur after the establishment of database
mirroring are not valid for restore. After you perform the full backup in this case, you cannot perform point-in-time
recoveries to a point in time before the full backup.


● To restore a database, you must break the SQL mirror.


Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Avamar also supports Data Domain Cloud Tier. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From the Avamar
Administrator, you can configure cloud tiering to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Server virtualization


You can install SQL Server in a server virtualization environment such as VMware or Microsoft Hyper-V. There are multiple ways
that you can install and use Avamar to back up and restore SQL Server data in a server virtualization environment.


The Avamar for Hyper-V VSS User Guide and Avamar for VMware User Guide provide details on additional system
requirements, as well as installation and configuration procedures.
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Backup
When you perform a backup with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, you can back up either all SQL Server data on a specific
server, one or more instances, or one or more databases.


You cannot use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up individual filegroups, files, or tables. To back up individual files,
use the Avamar Client for Windows.


The SQL Server plug-in can back up both user databases and system databases such as the master, msdb, and model
databases. Backup of system databases in a SQL Server replication environment, such as the publication, distribution, and
subscription databases, is also supported.


The SQL Server plug-in does not support backup of either the Resource or tempdb database because Microsoft SQL Server
does not support backup and restore of those system databases.


Avamar can back up databases that use any of the three recovery models: simple, full, or bulk-logged. However, the recovery
model may determine the type of backup that you can perform of the database.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Backup types


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server supports full, differential, transaction log (incremental), and copy-only database backups.


The following figure illustrates the different types of data that are included in each of the backup types.


Figure 8. Types of database backups
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Full backups


Full backups include the entire database, including all objects, system tables, and data. As the backup operation progresses, it
copies the transaction logs. The timing of the transaction log backup ensures that you can recover the complete database to
the state it was in when the backup finished.


Differential backups


Differential backups include data that changed after the last full backup. The backup operation also copies relevant portions of
the transaction logs.


When you select a differential backup to restore a database, the restore process restores the last full backup, followed by the
differential backups performed after the full backup. Because a differential backup only saves changes to data, the backup is
smaller and faster than a full backup. Therefore, you can perform a differential backup more often than a full backup.


Differential backups are used primarily in heavily utilized systems where you must bring a failed database back online as quickly
as possible. Differential backups are smaller than full backups, and so have less effect on the system where they run.


Transaction log (incremental) backups


By default, transaction log backups only back up the transaction logs. Transaction logs are serial records of all database
modifications.


The logs are used in recovery operations to update the database with complete transactions and roll back incomplete
transactions. When you back up a transaction log, the backup stores all changes after the last transaction log backup.
Transaction log backups record the state of the transaction log at the start of the backup (unlike full and differential backups,
which record the state of the data at the end of the backup).


When a transaction log backup is complete, the log truncates to remove any transactions that are committed to the database.
When restoring the database, restore the data to the state it was in at the end of the last full or differential backup, and then
sequentially restore the transaction log backups in order.


To fully restore data from a transaction log backup, at least one full backup must exist. To ensure data integrity, the Avamar
Plug-in for SQL Server software always checks for the presence of a full backup on the server. If there is a full backup, the
transaction log backup proceeds (that is, the backup includes only transaction logs). If there is no full backup and you select the
Force full backup option (the default setting), then the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server software forces a full backup to ensure
data integrity.


Copy-only backups


Copy-only backups are special-purpose full backups that are created independently of the sequence of full, differential, and
transaction log backups. After you perform a copy-only backup, the next differential or transaction log backup is based on the
last full backup, not the new copy-only backup.


Copy-only backups are supported for all recovery models, and for performing backups at the database, instance and stripe
levels. Restoring from a copy-only backup is the same as restoring from a full backup.


Copy-only backups cannot be used as a base for differential backups and do not truncate the transaction log. If you perform
a copy-only backup on a database without a current full backup, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server software promotes the
next differential or transaction log backup to a full backup. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity Window of the Avamar
Administrator with the status Completed with Promotion. When only some of the databases in the backup are promoted to
full, the status will still be indicated as Completed with Promotion.


Previous versions of Avamar identify copy-only backups as type Unknown. Copy-only backup is not supported in AlwaysOn
Availability environments.


Supported backup types for different recovery models


The type of database backup that you can perform depends on the recovery model of the database.


You can perform full backups of all databases, regardless of the recovery model (simple, full, or bulk-logged).
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If the database uses the simple recovery model, then you cannot perform a transaction log backup of the database. Databases
with the simple recovery model do not support transaction log backups. System databases such as the master and msdb
databases typically use the simple recovery model.


Microsoft SQL Server also does not allow differential backups of the master database. You can only create full backups of the
master database.


If a transaction log backup includes databases with the simple recovery model and databases with other recovery models, then
you can select how Avamar handles the databases with the simple recovery model. You can exclude the databases with the
simple recovery model and log either a warning or an error message in the log, or you can automatically perform a full backup of
the databases. When you perform the backup, the For simple recovery model databases option controls this behavior.


Databases in AlwaysOn availability groups must use the full recovery model.


If you change the recovery model of a database, perform a full backup before you try to perform a differential or transaction log
backup.


Backups in AlwaysOn availability groups


Avamar can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of databases in either the primary replica or a secondary replica
for an availability group. You can increase performance of the primary replica when you perform backups on a secondary replica.


Settings in SQL Server and in Avamar enable you to specify a preference for the replica on which the backup occurs:


● Always on the primary replica
● Always on a secondary replica
● On a secondary replica if possible, otherwise on the primary replica
● No preference defined


In a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability groups, use these settings to ensure that the backup
occurs on an on-premise replica. Avamar cannot back up databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine.


If you do not specify a preference, then other factors contribute to the selection of the replica for backup, including the backup
priority, operational status, and connection status of each replica.


If you perform the backup on a secondary replica, then the replica must meet the following requirements:


● The replica must be in a synchronized state.
● The replica role setting in SQL Server must allow either read-only connections or all connections.
● If there are multiple secondary replicas, then set the priority for which secondary replica to use for the backup.


If you select the option to perform the backup only on a secondary replica and no secondary replicas that meet the requirements
are available, then the backup fails with an error.


You can perform full, differential, and transaction log backups on the primary replica. You can perform only full and transaction
log backups on a secondary replica. If you try to perform a differential backup on a secondary replica, then the backup fails with
an error message.


SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group. To back up system databases with Avamar, you must
perform a separate backup. During the backup, select the server name of the physical node as the client to back up, and then
select the system databases.


NOTE: Copy-only backup is not supported in AlwaysOn Availability environments.


Mixed backup storage


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. However, the full backup for a client and all
subsequent transaction log (incremental) and differential backups must be stored on either the Avamar server or a single Data
Domain system.


Avamar does not support the following scenarios:


● Full backup on a Data Domain system, and transaction log or differential backups on the Avamar server
● Full backup on the Avamar server, and transaction log or differential backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backup on one Data Domain system, and transaction log or differential backups on another Data Domain system


NOTE: An exception to this restriction is if you perform a tail-log backup during a restore. The tail-log backup is stored on


the Avamar server even if the other backups for the client are stored on a Data Domain system.
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As a result, if you change the server on which backups for a client are stored, then you must perform a full backup before any
further transaction log or differential backups.


If you change the backup storage from one Data Domain system to another Data Domain system, you can restore to a point in
time between the two full backups.


Multistreaming


Multistreaming enables you to improve backup and restore performance by backing up and restoring SQL Server data by using
multiple parallel data streams.


You can either back up multiple databases in parallel with one stream per database, or back up a single database with multiple
parallel streams.


If you use multiple data streams to send backup data for a single database to the Avamar server or Data Domain system, then
the backup for the database is stored as multiple files. As a result, the restore uses the same number of streams that you use
for the backup.


You can specify a maximum of 10 streams for each backup, and the minimum size of a stream.


Database log truncation


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server truncates the database transaction log after an incremental (transaction log) backup of the
database.


You can truncate the database transaction log by performing an incremental backup automatically after a full backup in SQL
Server 2008 and later.


You also can prevent truncation of database transaction logs after backups.


The Truncate database log option controls whether truncation occurs. To automatically perform an incremental backup after a
full backup, select the Force incremental backup after full backup option.


When the backup process successfully truncates the log file, LOG_BACKUP appears in the header of the database.


NOTE: Truncation does not reduce the physical size of a log file. To reduce the physical size of a log file, shrink the log file.


The Microsoft TechNet website provides information on log shrinking in SQL Server.


Backups with other tools


Issues can occur when you perform backups with other tools in addition to backups with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


Backups with multiple tools can break the backup chain for all of the tools, especially if the backups are truncating the database
transaction log. Consider the following scenario:


1. You perform a transaction log backup of a database with the SQL Server plug-in. The backup process truncates the log.
2. The next day you perform transaction log backup with SQL Server management tools. The backup process truncates the log.
3. The next time that a transaction log backup with the SQL Server plug-in occurs, the backup is missing the transactions from


the last Avamar backup through the SQL Server backup.


Exclusive backups with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server are recommended to avoid breaks in the backup chain.


Restore
The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server supports a variety of restore options to accommodate a wide range of data recovery needs.


The SQL Server plug-in performs only offline restores of SQL Server data. Online restore is not supported.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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Restore to the original location


There are two options when you use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore a SQL Server instance, database, or filegroup
to its original location:


● Perform a standard restore with a tail-log backup and recovery.
● Use the SQL Server REPLACE option to completely overwrite the database.


A standard restore with a tail-log backup is perhaps the most common restore procedure. During this procedure, a tail-log
backup is created to capture transactions that are not in a backup. Then Avamar restores the database from the most recent
full backup and any differential or transaction log backups.


You may need to use the SQL Server REPLACE option for a restore, for example, if a previous database restore exited with the
following SQL Server error in the Avamar SQL restore log:


One or more devices or files already exist.
Reissue the statement using the WITH REPLACE
option to overwrite these files and devices.


NOTE: When you use the Avamar plug-in option for the SQL Server REPLACE option, it adds an SQL WITH REPLACE
clause statement to the restore Transact-SQL command. Use of this statement overrides a SQL Server safety check to


prevent you from accidentally overwriting a different database or file. The Microsoft Transact-SQL Reference Manual


provides more information about the safety check in the RESTORE command section.


Restore to a new database in the original instance


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore a backup of a database to its original instance, but with a new name
that creates a database in the instance.


When you restore to a new database in the original instance, you can perform a tail-log backup and recovery to recover
transactions that were not in the backup. You also can specify the path for the database and log files.


If the database uses the full recovery model, then you can restore to either a specific date and time or to a named mark in the
transaction log.


Restore to a different instance on the original server


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore an instance, database, filegroup, or file to a different instance on the
original server.


When you restore to a different instance on the original server, you cannot perform a tail-log backup. However, you can specify
the path for the database and log files.


If you are restoring a database, you can leave the original database name or restore the database with a new name. You can also
restore to either a specific date and time or to a named mark in the transaction log.


Restore to an instance on a different server


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore an instance, database, filegroup, or file to an instance on a different
server.


When you restore to an instance on a different server, you cannot perform a tail-log backup. However, you can specify the path
for the database and log files.


If you are restoring a database, you can leave the original database name or restore the database with a new name. You also can
restore to either a specific date and time or to a named mark in the transaction log.


Restore to a file


If the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server is not installed on the target server, or you want to use the standard SQL Server restore
tools for other features, then you can restore user or system databases to operating system files. You can then use SQL Server
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tools, such as SQL Server Management Studio, a Transact-SQL RESTORE command, or the Microsoft SQL Server sqlcmd
utility, to restore the databases.


The SQL Server plug-in restores the backup as one or more files to the specified destination in the following path:


destination\client\instance\database\file


where:


● destination is the destination for the files that you specified in the Set Destination dialog box.
● client is the name of the computer on which SQL Server is installed.
● instance is the name of the SQL Server instance from the backup.
● database is the name of the database from the backup.
● file is the name of the file.


A single backup may include multiple files, depending on the number of streams in the backup. The file name for each file is
composed of the backup type and the stream number:


○ f-0 indicates a full backup.
○ d-n indicates a differential backup.
○ i-n indicates a transaction log (incremental) backup.


where n is the sequential number of the differential or incremental backup after the preceding full backup.


For example, a full backup with two streams results in two files: f-0.stream0 and f-0.stream1.


Restore to an AlwaysOn availability group


When you back up a database in an AlwaysOn availability group, you can restore the database to the following locations:


● To the original availability group
● To a new database in the original availability group
● To a different availability group
● To a different instance that does not use availability groups
● To a file


You can restore an entire database, a filegroup, or a file. You also can perform point-in-time restore of databases that use the
full recovery model.


These restore options are available regardless of whether the backup was on the primary replica or a secondary replica.


Restore to the original availability group


When you restore to the original availability group, the restore process can automatically restore the databases on both the
primary replica and the secondary replicas.


You can also restore databases only on the primary replica. When you restore a database only on the primary replica, the
corresponding database on the secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary replicas
as part of the availability group, manually prepare and restore the databases, and join them to the availability group on the
secondary replicas.


You can also set the databases on a secondary replica online without rejoining them to the availability group by restoring the
databases with the RECOVERY recovery operation. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides
details.


Restore to a new database in the original availability group


You can restore a database to the original AlwaysOn availability group, but with a new name that creates database in the
availability group.


When you restore to a new database in the original instance, the restore process restores the database to only the primary
replica. You must then join the new database to the availability group.


To restore the database on the secondary replicas as part of the availability group, manually restore the database and join the
database to the availability group on each secondary replica.
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Restore to a different availability group


When you restore a database to an availability group on a different server, the restore process restores the database to only the
primary replica.


To restore the database on the secondary replicas as part of the availability group, manually restore the database and join the
database to the availability group on each secondary replica.


NOTE: You cannot restore a database to a different availability group in the same cluster. Restore fails with an error


message that indicates the existence of the database.


Restore to a different instance that does not use availability groups


You can restore a database to a different SQL Server instance that does not use AlwaysOn availability groups. The steps are the
same whether you restore from a backup of databases on a stand-alone server, in a cluster, or in an availability group.


Restore of a database from an availability group to a file


You can restore a database from a backup of an availability group to operating system files. This type of restore may be
necessary if the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server is not installed on the target server, or you want to use the standard SQL
Server restore tools for other features. The steps are the same whether you restore from a backup of databases on a
stand-alone server, in a cluster, or in an availability group.


Restore to hybrid IT environments with Microsoft Azure


In a hybrid IT environment with AlwaysOn availability groups and Microsoft Azure, the steps to restore a database depend on
the location of the primary replica.


If the primary replica is on-premise, restore data to only the primary replica. Do not attempt to restore to both the primary and
secondary replicas. If there is a corresponding database on the secondary replicas when you restore a database only on the
primary replica, then the database on the secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary
replicas as part of the availability group, manually prepare and restore the databases, and join them to the availability group on
the secondary replica.


If the primary replica is on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine, then restore the database to operating system files and then use
SQL Server tools to restore the database to the availability group.


Restore of a database with an intact log file


If a database becomes corrupt or is otherwise lost but an intact database log file is available, you can restore the database and
use the log file to recover transactions after the most recent Avamar backup.


To restore the database, perform a transaction log backup by using a Transact-SQL command. Then, restore the database
from the most recent Avamar backup by using Avamar Administrator. Finally, restore the transaction log backup by using
Transact-SQL commands.


Restore of system databases


Restore of only system databases is rare but may be necessary if one or more system databases are damaged. It is more likely
that you must restore system databases when you restore user databases. When you select both system and user databases for
restore, the system databases restore first.


When you restore system databases, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server can automatically restore the databases in the correct
order and manage SQL Server services. However, you can also restore individual system databases and manually manage the
services.


NOTE: The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server can back up and restore system databases in a SQL Server replication


environment, including the publication, distribution, and subscription databases. The SQL Server plug-in can automatically


restore the replication system databases in the correct order and manage SQL Server services. The "Back Up and Restore
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Replicated Databases" topic in the SQL Server documentation on the MSDN website provides details on backup strategies


and the steps to manually restore databases in different types of replication environments.


Automatic restore of system databases


When you restore multiple system databases, Avamar automatically restores the databases in the correct order: master, msdb,
and model.


Avamar can also automatically manage the stop and restart of the necessary SQL Server services during the restore. For
example:


● When you restore the master database, Avamar can automatically stop the SQL Server instance, including dependent
services such as the SQL Server agent service and the Analysis Service, and restart the instance in single-user mode before
the restore. After the restore, Avamar automatically restarts the instance.


● When you restore the msdb database, Avamar can automatically stop the SQL Server agent service, and then restart it when
the restore is complete.


Manual restore of system databases


When you restore system databases manually, you must manage the services and restore the databases in the correct order.
1. Shut down the SQL Server instance and then restart the instance in single-user mode.
2. Restore the master database.
3. Restart the SQL Server service.
4. Stop the SQL Server Agent service.
5. Restore the msdb and model databases.
6. Restart the SQL Server Agent service.


Tail-log backup


With a tail-log backup, Avamar backs up the tail of the transaction log during the restore process to capture the log records that
are not in a backup. After the database restore, Avamar uses the tail-log backup to recover the transactions that were not in
the backup.


To perform a tail-log backup, the database must be online and using either the full or bulk-logged recovery model. As a result,
you cannot perform a tail-log backup of system databases such as the master and msdb databases because those databases use
the simple recovery model.


When you are restoring a user-defined filegroup or secondary data file and you perform a tail-log backup, you must select the
most recent backup as the backup from which to restore. Otherwise, the restore fails and an error message is written to the log
file.


You can perform a tail-log backup when you are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location without
the SQL WITH REPLACE option.


You can also perform a tail-log backup when you are restoring a database to the original instance but with a new database name.


If you are performing a point-in-time restore and the point in time that you are restoring to is after the most recent transaction
log backup, then you must perform a tail-log backup.


A tail-log backup is also necessary if you restore a file from a user-defined filegroup to its original location.


Do not perform a tail-log backup if you are performing a redirected restore to a different SQL Server instance.


NOTE: If the tail-log backup fails to complete, then the restore cannot take place. Review the log file to determine the


cause of the failure. Correct the problem, and then restart the restore. Keep in mind that if you clear the Tail-log backup


checkbox to prevent the tail-log backup from occurring, then the restore includes only the transactions up to the selected


backup. Any transactions in the tail of the log are lost.
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Point-in-time restore


You can restore a database with the full recovery model to a specific date and time or to a named mark in the transaction log.


You cannot perform a point-in-time restore of system databases such as the master and msdb databases because those
databases use the simple recovery model.


To restore to a specific point in time, you must provide the transaction date and time or named mark to which to recover. This
information is available in the SQL Server transaction log. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website
provides details on how to access transaction log information.


The point in time to which you are restoring must be after the finish time for the most recent full backup. In addition, if the point
in time is before the start time of the most recent transaction log (incremental) backup, then a tail-log backup is not necessary.
However, a tail-log backup is required if the point in time is after the most recent transaction log backup.


When you specify the point in time for restore, do not specify the start time of the selected transaction log backup if it is not
the last backup in the backup sequence. Otherwise, the restore fails, and a tail-log backup does not occur even if you select the
Tail-log backup checkbox.


SQL Server recovery operations


You can control the recovery operation that occurs after the restore by using restore options in the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server.


Table 2. Recovery operation options 


Recovery operation Description


RECOVERY The database is fully recovered and online after the restore.
This operation is the default setting.


NORECOVERY The database remains in a restoring state after the restore.
This feature enables you to perform additional manual restore
tasks, such as applying additional SQL transaction log files.


STANDBY The database is in standby (read-only) mode after the restore.
This mode enables you to bring up a database for read-only
access between transaction log restores. You may need to
use this option with either warm standby server situations or
special recovery situations in which it is useful to inspect the
database between log restores.


This option also creates a file with recovery changes. You can
use the file to revert the recovery changes, if required.


You can specify the recovery operation in the following restore scenarios:


● You are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location.
● You are restoring a database to the original instance but with a new database name.
● You are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to a different instance on either the original server or a different


server.
● You are restoring one or more system databases. Keep in mind the following points, however:


○ If you are restoring the master or model database, then you must select the RECOVERY option. Do not use either the
NORECOVERY or STANDBY options.


○ If you are restoring the msdb database, then you can select any of the recovery operation options. However, if you select
NORECOVERY or STANDBY, then all databases become inaccessible until the restore of the msdb database is complete.


○ If you are restoring the system databases, then you must select the RECOVERY option. Do not use either the
NORECOVERY or STANDBY options.
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Table level recovery
You can restore individual tables from a backup of an SQL database by performing a table level recovery.


Table level recovery (TLR) from an SQL database uses the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR with ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL
Server, which is installed during installation of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR. Single-stream as well as multiple streams are
supported.


During a recovery operation when the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR is selected, the selected database backup is mounted as a
virtual mounted drive. Once the database backup is mounted, ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server is used to perform the table
level recovery.


Disaster recovery
To ensure sufficient preparation for disaster recovery of a SQL Server environment, you must perform ongoing backups of the
Windows server and all system and user databases. Disaster Recovery on page 96 provides high-level procedures for preparing
for and performing disaster recovery.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the SQL Server plug-in
• Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server
• Installing the Avamar client software
• Upgrading the Avamar client software
• Uninstalling the Avamar client software


Preparing to install the SQL Server plug-in
Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, and ensure that the environment meets the
requirements before you install Avamar client software. The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows provides an
additional automated verification of the environment. You also must download the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar
Plug-in for SQL Server installation packages from the Avamar server.


System requirements


The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install Avamar client software.


See the E-lab Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection for client compatibility
requirements and supported operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have the same version number.


Installation of SQL Server 2008 or SQL Server 2008 R2 in a Windows Server 2012 cluster requires SQL Server 2008 SP3 or
later, or SQL Server 2008 R2 SP1.


On Windows Server 2012, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support backup and restore of SQL Server data on
Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file shares. However, on Windows Server 2012 R2, the SQL Server plug-in supports storage
of SQL Server databases and log files in an active/passive cluster on shared virtual hard disk (VHDX) files on an SMB 3.0 file
share.


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support backup and restore of the Windows Internal Database, which is also
referred to as SQL Server Embedded Edition.


The environment must also meet other requirements, including hardware requirements, security requirements, and SQL Server
feature and configuration requirements.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists the hardware requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


Table 3. Minimum and recommended hardware requirements 


Requirement Minimum and recommended


RAM 512 MB (2 GB recommended).


Hard drive space 2 GB permanent hard drive space for software installation.


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server software also requires an
additional 12 MB of permanent hard drive space for each 64
MB of physical RAM. This space is necessary for local cache
files.


2
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Table 3. Minimum and recommended hardware requirements (continued)


Requirement Minimum and recommended


Network interface 10BaseT minimum; 100BaseT or higher recommended,
configured with the latest drivers for the environment.


Security requirements


When Avamar connects to SQL Server for backup or restore, you can use either Windows (NT) authentication or SQL Server
authentication.


With Windows authentication, Avamar connects to SQL Server by using the Windows system service account (NT
AUTHORITY\SYSTEM), which has privileges in SQL Server. The account must have the sysadmin server-level role.


NOTE: To use the Windows authentication method, select NT authentication in the plug-in options for the Avamar


Plug-in for SQL Server.


With SQL Server authentication, Avamar connects to SQL Server by using a SQL Server login account. The account must have
the sysadmin server-level role. You must select the mixed authentication mode for the Database Engine when you configure
SQL Server.


If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL Server plug-in uses NT authentication and logs in with the
Windows system service account. This account has the public and sysadmin server-level roles in SQL Server by default in SQL
Server 2008 and 2008 R2. In SQL Server 2012, 2014, and 2016, you must add the account to the SQL Server administrators
group.


Adding sysadmin server-level role in SQL Server Management Studio


Steps


1. In SQL Server Management Studio, expand the Security node and then the Logins node for the instance in the Object
Explorer.


2. Right-click the user to whom you want to assign the sysadmin server role and select Properties.
The Login Properties dialog box appears.


NOTE: For Windows authentication, select the NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM user account.


3. Select the Server Roles page from the list in the left pane.


4. In the right pane, select the checkbox next to the sysadmin server role.


5. Click OK.


SQL Server requirements


The SQL Server installation and environment must meet the requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


SQL Server feature installation requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server requires installation of SQL Server Management Objects (SMO). To install SMO, install the
Client Tools SDK when you install SQL Server. Alternatively, install SMO from the SQL Server feature pack.


You also must install Management Tools and the SQL Client Connectivity SDK when you install SQL Server.


Database name requirements


Use only valid file name characters in database names. Avoid any of the following characters, which are known to interfere with
proper operation of the SQL Server plug-in: asterisk (*), forward slash (/), backward slash (\), colon (:), semicolon (;), question
mark (?), right angle bracket (>), left angle bracket (<), vertical bar (|), or number (#).


Do not end the database name with a period (.). If you end a database name with a period and then you restore the database,
you receive an access violation when you try to open the folder for the restored database.
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Transaction log marking requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server cannot successfully back up and restore databases in which database transaction log marks
contain leading or trailing white space.


System database requirements


The SQL Server plug-in can back up both user databases and system databases such as the master, msdb, and model
databases.


The SQL Server Resource database is a read-only database that contains copies of all system objects that ship with SQL Server.
The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server cannot back up the Resource database, mssqlsystemresource.mdf, or its log file,
mssqlsystemresource.ldf, because SQL Server cannot back up the Resource database. To back up Resource database
files, use the Avamar Client for Windows.


The tempdb database is a temporary system database that is re-created every time you restart a SQL Server instance. The
SQL Server plug-in cannot back up the tempdb system database because SQL Server does not support backup of the tempdb
database.


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server can back up and restore system databases in a SQL Server replication environment,
including the publication, distribution, and subscription databases. The SQL Server plug-in can automatically restore the
replication system databases in the correct order and manage SQL Server services. The "Back Up and Restore Replicated
Databases" topic in the SQL Server documentation on the MSDN website provides details on backup strategies and the steps to
manually restore databases in different types of replication environments.


Alias requirements


A SQL Server alias is a name that you configure on the client computer that points to a server, instance, or database on either
the local server or on a different computer. You can use an alias to connect with a certain network protocol, such as TCP/IP,
Named Pipes, or Shared Memory.


An alias can improve the convenience and speed of connecting to SQL Server. However, improper use of an alias can result in
connectivity issues that are difficult to isolate and troubleshoot.


If you plan to use a SQL Server alias, review the requirements and configuration steps on the Microsoft website for setting up
an alias. Also, review best practices for using and troubleshooting aliases. These best practices are available in the blogs and
Support knowledgebase articles on the Microsoft website.


AlwaysOn availability group requirements


In a SQL Server AlwaysOn environment, you can back up databases on either the primary or secondary replica for an availability
group. There must be an availability group listener for each availability group. The following sections list additional requirements
in an AlwaysOn environment.


Requirements for backups on a secondary replica


If you perform the backup on a secondary replica, then the replica must meet the following requirements:


● The replica must be in a synchronized state.
● The replica role setting in SQL Server must allow either read-only connections or all connections:


○ When you create a replica in SQL Server Management Studio, select either Read-intent only or Yes from the Readable
secondary list on the Replicas tab in the Add Replica Wizard.


○ When you edit the configuration for an availability group in SQL Server Management Studio, select either Read-intent
only or Yes from the Readable secondary list on the Availability Replica Properties dialog box.


○ Specify either READ_ONLY or ALL for the SECONDARY_ROLE option when you issue the CREATE AVAILABILITY
GROUP or ALTER AVAILABILITY GROUP Transact-SQL command.


● If there are multiple secondary replicas, then set the priority for which secondary replica to use for the backup:


○ When you create a replica in SQL Server Management Studio, specify a value between 1 and 100 in the Backup Priority
field in the Add Replica Wizard.


○ When you edit the configuration for an availability group in SQL Server Management Studio, specify a value between 1
and 100 in the Backup Priority field on the Availability Replica Properties dialog box.
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○ Specify a numeric value for the BACKUP_PRIORITY option when you issue the CREATE AVAILABILITY GROUP or
ALTER AVAILABILITY GROUP Transact-SQL command.


A value of 1 indicates the lowest priority, and a value of 100 indicates the highest priority.


System databases in an availability group


SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group. To back up system databases with Avamar, you must
perform a separate backup. During the backup, select the server name of the physical node as the client to back up, and then
select the system databases.


Requirements for the var directory


The var directory for the SQL AlwaysOn Cluster Plug-in must meet the following requirements:


● Must have greater than 2 GB of available space.
● For a shared location:


○ The full path to the shared location must be available on all nodes in the cluster where the Availability group is selected.
○ During registration, the shared \var folder must be specified as a UNC path.
○ Mounted shared locations which are available only to the primary replica are not supported.
○ The account running the avagent service must have modify permission level (including read/write access) to the shared


var folder.


Hybrid IT environments with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability groups


In a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability groups, ensure that the backup occurs on an
on-premise replica. Avamar cannot back up databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine.


AlwaysOn availability groups and FCIs


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support backups of AlwaysOn availability groups on an availability replica that the
SQL Server Failover Cluster Instance (FCI) hosts. To back up databases in such an environment, you must install the Avamar
client software on the node with the primary replica as a stand-alone client, and then perform backups on only that node.


Database mirroring requirements


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up SQL Server databases that are mirrored.


The following conditions apply when you use the SQL Server plug-in in an environment with database mirroring:


● The SQL Server version must be 2008 or greater.
● Perform backups of only the principal database, not the mirrors.
● Use only the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to perform backups. If you use other backup products in addition to the Avamar


Plug-in for SQL Server, then log chain breaks may occur.
● Backup and database administrators must use extra care. Some mirror operations cause log chain breaks that cannot be


detected.
● When database mirroring is established, either initially or as the result of failover and failback, then you must manually


perform a new full backup. Otherwise, incremental and differential backups that occur after the establishment of database
mirroring are not valid for restore. After you perform the full backup in this case, you cannot perform point-in-time
recoveries to a point in time before the full backup.


● To restore a database, you must break the SQL mirror.


Transparent Data Encryption requirements


When you protect Avamar backups of SQL Server 2008 or later databases with Transparent Data Encryption (TDE), the
backups intentionally do not include the Database Encryption Key (DEK).


Including the DEK defeats one of the primary reasons for using TDE, which is to encrypt exported data such as backups.


When you perform an Avamar backup of TDE-protected databases, manually back up the DEK. The article “Understanding
Transparent Data Encryption (TDE),” available on the Microsoft TechNet website, provides additional details.
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FILESTREAM requirements


The SQL Server FILESTREAM feature enables you to configure a database to store binary large object (BLOB) data as files on
the file system instead of in the database. The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server supports backups of SQL Server databases with
FILESTREAM data for SQL Server 2008 and later.


Backing up and restoring a database with FILESTREAM data by using either Avamar Administrator or the avsql command line
interface (CLI) are the same as backing up and restoring other databases.


Known issues with FILESTREAM support


You might encounter the following issues when you back up or restore a SQL Server database with FILESTREAM data.


FILESTREAM data restores to the database folder during redirected restore


FILESTREAM data restores to the folder with the database files, even if the FILESTREAM data was originally in a different
folder than the database files, when the following conditions are true:


● You are restoring the database to a different location than the original location at the time of the backup.
● You specify the new location by using the Alternate database location box on the Restore Command Line Options


dialog box.


To avoid this issue, specify the restore location for both the database files and the FILESTREAM data in the Set Destination
dialog box.


Restore fails when the folder with FILESTREAM data is open


Restore of a database with FILESTREAM data fails when the folder with FILESTREAM data is open in a program such as
Windows Explorer.


To avoid this issue, close the program that is accessing the folder with the FILESTREAM before you perform the restore.
However, if the FILESTREAM folder is open and the restore fails, then perform the restore again and select the WITH REPLACE
option to force the restore and bring the database online.


FILESTREAM datafiles appear as Rows Data in Avamar Administrator


FILESTREAM datafiles appear with a description of Rows Data on the Restore tab of the Backup, Restore and Manage
window in Avamar Administrator. The description in Avamar Administrator is different than the Filestream data description
that appears in SQL Server Management Studio.


SQL Server Analysis Service (SSAS) requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server cannot back up SSAS databases. However, you can back up the SSAS databases by using
SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) or the XMLA Query Editor. Then use the Avamar Client for Windows to back up the
flat file that results from the SSMS or XMLA query backup.


The Microsoft website provides instructions on using SSMS or an XMLA query to back up SSAS databases.


Considerations for the number of databases


The Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) may not be able to display all databases when you browse for data to back up
or restore on a SQL Server installation with many databases.


When this issue occurs, a Browse Timeout message appears and enables you to either set a new time limit in seconds or to view
partial results. If you view partial results, no entries appear. The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support this option.


Preparing a stand-alone server


You must perform SQL Server installation and configuration steps before you install Avamar client software on a stand-alone
server.


Steps


1. Install and configure Microsoft SQL Server.
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2. Install Microsoft .NET Framework 4. This software is required to install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. Search the
Microsoft Download Center for “Microsoft .NET Framework 4" to find downloads and additional information.


3. If you are using Microsoft SQL Server 2012, 2014, or 2016, then add the Windows system service account to the SQL Server
administrators group. Adding sysadmin server-level role in SQL Server Management Studio on page 33 provides instructions.


Preparing a cluster


You must perform SQL Server installation and configuration steps before you install Avamar client software in a cluster.


Steps


1. Install and prepare the cluster.


2. If you are installing SQL Server 2008 or SQL Server 2008 R2 in a Windows Server 2012 cluster, enable the COM-based
MsClust.dll library on each node.


If you do not enable this library on the cluster node, then the SQL Server setup on the node fails with an error that cluster
service verification failed.


To enable the library, enable the Failover Cluster Automation Server feature by using one of the following methods on each
node in the cluster:


● In Server Manager, expand Remote Server Administration Tools > Feature Administration Tools > Failover
Clustering Tools, and then select the Failover Cluster Automation Server checkbox.


● Run the following Windows PowerShell cmdlet from an elevated command prompt:


add-windowsfeature RSAT-Clustering-AutomationServer


3. If you are installing SQL Server 2008 or SQL Server 2008 R2 in a Windows Server 2012 cluster, install SQL Server 2008 SP3
or later, or SQL Server 2008 R2 SP1 or later.


Otherwise, a “Windows Server 2003 FILESTREAM Hotfix Check” error appears when you install and configure SQL Server in
the cluster.


To ensure that you are installing the service pack version of SQL Server, you may need to perform one of the following
steps:


● Download the correct service pack package, and run the service pack setup on each of the cluster nodes to pre-patch
the nodes with setup binaries.


The setup process closes automatically after you install setup support files. You must reopen the setup wizard to perform
the SQL Server installation.


NOTE: If the SQL Support Files from SQL Server 2008 or SQL Server 2008 R2 are currently installed on the node,


uninstall SQL Server before you run the service pack setup to install latest SQL Support Files.


● Create a slipstream package that includes the service pack, and use that to install the service pack version of SQL Server
on each node. Microsoft knowledgebase article 955392, “How to update or slipstream an installation of SQL Server
2008,” which is available on the Microsoft website, provides instructions on creating a slipstream package.


4. Install and configure Microsoft SQL Server on each node.


5. Install Microsoft .NET Framework 4 on each node. This software is required to install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.
Search the Microsoft Download Center for “Microsoft .NET Framework 4" to find downloads and additional information.


Microsoft .NET Framework 4 is pre-installed on Windows Server 2012.


6. If you are using Microsoft SQL Server 2012, 2014, or 2016, then add the Windows system service account to the SQL Server
administrators group. Adding sysadmin server-level role in SQL Server Management Studio on page 33 provides instructions.


Downloading the software


Download the installation packages for the Avamar Client for Windows, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, and the Avamar
Config Checker from the Avamar server. Then save the installation packages to a temporary folder.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer that is running SQL Server as an administrator.
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2. Log in to the application_name server as an administrator.


3. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


4. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


5. Click + next to the operating system headings until the applicable software installation packages appear.


6. Click the Avamar Client for Windows installation package, AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


7. Click the link for the SQL Server plug-in installation package, AvamarSQL-windows-x86_64-version.exe.


where version is the SQL Server plug-in version.


NOTE: Ensure that you select the correct installation package for the operating system.


8. Save the SQL Server plug-in installation package to a temporary folder.


9. Click the Avamar Config Checker installation package, Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x64.zip.


Verifying the environment


Use the Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows to verify that you correctly configured the Windows environment for
Avamar backup and recovery. The Config Checker checks the configuration for problems that can lead to installation, backup, or
recovery failures. These failures can affect the operating system for the application host or the application itself.


About this task


You can run the Avamar Config Checker either before or after you install Avamar software on the client computer.


The Config Checker supports only English language operating systems.


Steps


1. Unzip the Avamar Config Checker installation package. To install the software, run the setup program.


2. Start the Config Checker:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Avamar Config Checker.


3. Click Next on the welcome page.
The Avamar Application and User Settings page appears.


4. Select the version number from the Avamar version list.


5. In the application list, select the checkbox next to the applications on the client computer. Specify credentials, if required.


6. Click Next.


7. Review the summary information.


8. Click Run Tests.
When the verification completes, the Config Check Results window appears.


9. Save or open the results in HTML format.


NOTE: The Config Checker does not automatically save the results. If you do not save the results, you must rerun the


Config Checker to view them.


10. Click Finish to exit the Config Checker.


11. Review the HTML result file, and correct all failed checks.


12. Rerun the Config Checker to ensure that all the checks are successful.
The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note, available on Online Support at https://
support.EMC.com, provides troubleshooting information and details about the results that appear for each application.
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Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server
The SQL Server plug-in enables you to back up and restore SQL Server data.


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the plug-in. If UAC is enabled on the client computer, then you must start
the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does not install correctly. This procedure provides
one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and additional information.


The plug-in automatically installs in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer that is running SQL Server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the setup wizard:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file (.exe) to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then run the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarSQL-windows-x86_64-<version>.msi
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


NOTE: Specify the .msi file extension when you use CLI.


The installation wizard opens at the welcome page.


4. (Optional) To enable support for table lever recovery (TLR) select TLR using ItemPoint for SQL. Click Next.


This step installs both the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR and the ItemPoint software.


NOTE: Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR will also automatically install ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server. TLR


using Itempoint for SQL is selected by default in Avamar 18.1. You can unselect the option if you do not wish to install


TLR using Itempoint for SQL.


The Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for SQL Server page appears.


5. Click Install.


NOTE: The SQL Server plug-in automatically installs to the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


6. When the installation completes, click Finish.
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Installing the Avamar client software
To install the Avamar client software, install the Avamar Client for Windows and the plug-in on the client computer. Then
register the client with the Avamar server. In a cluster environment, perform these steps on each node, and then configure the
cluster client.


Installation road maps


The steps to install the Avamar software on a client computer depend on whether the environment is a stand-alone server or a
cluster.


Stand-alone installation road map


To install the Avamar client software on a stand-alone server, install the Windows client and the plug-in on the server, and then
register the client with the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on the computer that is running SQL Server.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on the computer that is running SQL Server.


3. Register the computer that is running SQL Server as a client with the Avamar server.


Cluster installation road map


To install the Avamar client software in a cluster, install the Windows client and the plug-in on each node, register each node,
and then configure the Avamar cluster client.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on each node in the cluster.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server in the same folder on each node in the cluster.


3. Register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server.


4. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client.


In a failover cluster, run the tool on the active node in the cluster. In an AlwaysOn availability group environment, run the tool
on the node that is hosting the primary replica.


Installing the Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows includes the Avamar agent and the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System. The Avamar
agent is required for backups and restores with application plug-ins. You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up
operating system and application binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the Windows client. If the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled
on the client computer, then you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods
and additional information.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer that is running SQL Server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the setup wizard:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file to open it.
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● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation
package, and then type one of the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The End-User License Agreement page appears.


5. Review the license agreement.


6. Select the checkbox to accept the terms in the license agreement, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


7. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


8. (Optional) To specify a folder for the Avamar client installation, click Browse and select a location.


9. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Ready to Install Avamar for Windows page appears.


10. Click Install.


11. When the installation completes, click Finish.


12. In a cluster environment, repeat these steps to install the Windows client on each node.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


The SQL Server plug-in enables you to back up and restore SQL Server data.


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the plug-in. If UAC is enabled on the client computer, then you must start
the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does not install correctly. This procedure provides
one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and additional information.


The plug-in automatically installs in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer that is running SQL Server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the setup wizard:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file (.exe) to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then run the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarSQL-windows-x86_64-<version>.msi
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


NOTE: Specify the .msi file extension when you use CLI.


The installation wizard opens at the welcome page.


4. (Optional) To enable support for table lever recovery (TLR) select TLR using ItemPoint for SQL. Click Next.


This step installs both the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR and the ItemPoint software.


NOTE: Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR will also automatically install ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server. TLR


using Itempoint for SQL is selected by default in Avamar 18.1. You can unselect the option if you do not wish to install


TLR using Itempoint for SQL.


The Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for SQL Server page appears.


5. Click Install.


NOTE: The SQL Server plug-in automatically installs to the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


6. When the installation completes, click Finish.
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Silent installation of Itempoint for SQL


Steps


1. Open Command Prompt and run the commands in the next step.


2. You can select Itempoint to be installed or not installed depending on the parameter that is passed to the Avamar SQL
application during silent installation.
● To install Itempoint for SQL, run the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarSQL-windows-x86_64-<version>.msi /q
● If you do not want to install Itempoint for SQL, run the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarSQL-windows-x86_64-<version>.msi /q /ComponentArgs
"EMCItemPoint":"noipinstall"


NOTE: Specify the .msi file extension when you use CLI.


Registering the client


Before you can back up or restore data on a server, you must register the server as a client with the Avamar server. Specify
the name of the Avamar server, the Avamar domain for the client, and the port on the Avamar server for client/server
communication. Avamar domains enable you to group clients and limit backup, restore, and monitoring privileges for the group to
certain accounts.


About this task


In a cluster environment, register all nodes in the cluster as Avamar clients.


Steps


1. Log in to the server.


2. Right-click the Avamar client system tray icon, and select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In the Administrator Server Address box, type the DNS name for the Avamar server.


4. In the Administrator Server Port box, specify the port on the Avamar server for client/server communication.


5. In the Client Domain box, type the name of the Avamar domain for the client.


The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


6. Click Activate.
A confirmation message appears.


7. Click OK.


Configuring the cluster client in a failover cluster


The Avamar cluster client in a failover cluster enables you to back up and restore SQL Server data on shared storage in the
cluster, regardless of which node is managing the data at the time of the backup or restore. The Avamar Cluster Configuration
Tool provides the steps to configure the Avamar cluster client for the SQL Server plug-in in a failover cluster.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SQL and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.
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5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:
● The status for each SQL Server node is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
● The installation status of the SQL Server plug-in on each node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the IP version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The SQL Settings page appears.


10. Select the cluster role for the cluster client from the Cluster role for cluster client list.


11. Specify whether to automatically bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server by selecting or
clearing the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server check box.


12. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


13. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the domain name. To specify a subdomain,
type /domain/subdomain, where domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the Avamar server.


14. Click Next.
The Client Settings page appears.


15. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s var directory box, or click Browse to select
a folder.


The var directory should reside on the cluster disk, and is used to store the cluster client configuration and log files. All
nodes in the cluster must have write access to directory.


NOTE: Select Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV) that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


16. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to
select a folder.


The SYSDIR directory must have more than 2 GB of available space.


17. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


18. Click Close.


Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group


The Avamar cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group enables you to back up and restore SQL Server databases in an
availability group. The Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to configure the Avamar cluster client for
the SQL Server plug-in in an AlwaysOn availability group.


Steps


1. Log in to the node that is hosting the primary replica as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the
local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SQL AlwaysOn and click Next.
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The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:
● The status for each SQL Server node is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
● The installation status of the SQL Server plug-in on each node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the IP version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The SQL AlwaysOn Settings page appears.


10. Select the cluster role for the cluster client from the Cluster role for cluster client list.
The name of the cluster client appears in the Cluster client name box.


NOTE: Configure an availability group listener for each availability group. Do not configure a cluster client for an


availability group that does not have a listener.


11. Specify whether to automatically bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server by selecting or
clearing the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server check box.


12. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


13. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the domain name. To specify a subdomain,
type /domain/subdomain, where domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the Avamar server.


14. Click Next.
The Client Settings page appears.


15. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s var directory box, or click Browse to select
a folder.


The var directory should reside on the cluster disk, and is used to store the cluster client configuration and log files. All
nodes in the cluster must have write access to directory.


NOTE: Select Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV) that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


16. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to
select a folder.


The SYSDIR directory must have more than 2 GB of available space.


17. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


18. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


19. Click Close.


Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group on
Amazon Web Services and Azure


You can configure the Avamar cluster client for SQL Server in an AlwaysOn availability group, which resides on Amazon Web
Services or Microsoft Azure. The Avamar cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group enables you to back up and restore
SQL Server databases in an availability group. The Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to configure
the Avamar cluster client for the SQL Server plug-in in an AlwaysOn availability group.
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Steps


1. Log in to the node that is hosting the primary replica as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the
local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SQL AlwaysOn and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:
● The status for each SQL Server node is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
● The installation status of the SQL Server plug-in on each node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the IP version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The SQL AlwaysOn Settings page appears.


10. Select the cluster role for the cluster client from the Cluster role for cluster client list.
The name of the cluster client appears in the Cluster client name box.


NOTE: Configure an availability group listener for each availability group. Do not configure a cluster client for an


availability group that does not have a listener.


11. Clear the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server checkbox.


12. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


13. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.


To specify a domain at the root level, type /domain, where domain is the domain name. To specify a subdomain,
type /domain/subdomain, where domain is the domain name and subdomain is the subdomain name.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the Avamar server.


14. Click Next.
The Client Settings page appears.


15. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s var directory box, or click Browse to select
a folder.


The var directory should reside on the cluster disk, and is used to store the cluster client configuration and log files. All
nodes in the cluster must have write access to directory.


NOTE: Select Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV) that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


16. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client’s SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to
select a folder.


The SYSDIR directory must have more than 2 GB of available space.


17. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


18. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


19. Click Close.


20. On the primary node, launch Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager.


21. Select the Cluster instance > Roles > AAG group under Configuration.
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22. Under Resources, select EMC Avamar Backup Agent resource for XXX.


23. Right-click Properties and select Startup parameters.


24. Remove the flag --netbind=.


25. Edit the flag --sysdir=”C:\Program Files\avs\aag\etc” (or the existing local folder).


26. Click Save and Close.


27. On all the SQL nodes, create the SYSDIR folder, if it does not exist.


28. On each SQL AlwaysOn availability group node, create the avagent.cmd file in the var (C:\Program
Files\avs\AAG\var) folder with the --netbind=<localhostIP> option .


29. On the primary SQL node, bring the resource EMC Avamar Backup Agent resource for XXX online.


30. On all the SQL secondary nodes, copy the cid.bin file from the primary var folder (C:\Program
Files\avs\AAG\var) to all the secondary nodes var folder.


Upgrading the Avamar client software
Upgrading steps depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or in a cluster.


Upgrading on a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Uninstall the ItemPoint software, if it has been installed.
b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.
c. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


3. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


4. Perform a full backup of all SQL Server data with the Force Incremental After Full option cleared, to ensure that
you have a current full backup with the new version.


Restore of data from a backup with an earlier release may fail, especially when you restore from a differential or
incremental backup. The E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection provides
details on supported versions and any version compatibility issues.


Upgrading in a cluster


When you upgrade Avamar client and plug-in software in a cluster, you must uninstall the current Avamar clients and plug-ins
from each node, and then install the new version.


Prerequisites


● Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.
● Ensure that no backups are in progress or scheduled to take place during the upgrade. Otherwise, Avamar client software


files may be locked during the upgrade and you may need to restart the computer after the upgrade.


Steps


1. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Use the earlier version of the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar cluster client.
b. Uninstall the ItemPoint software, if it has been installed.
c. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.
d. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


The plug-in guide for the earlier version provides instructions for each of these steps.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on each node in the cluster.
b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server in the same folder on each node in the cluster.
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c. Register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server.
d. Configure the Avamar Cluster Client.


3. Perform a full backup of all SQL Server data with the Force Incremental After Full option cleared, to ensure that
you have a current full backup with the new version.


Restore of data from a backup with an earlier release may fail, especially when you restore from a differential or
incremental backup. The E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection provides
details on supported versions and any version compatibility issues.


Uninstalling the Avamar client software
When you uninstall Avamar plug-in and client software from a client computer, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client.
You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar client software, you can keep or delete the backups for the client:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


Retire or delete the client either before or after you uninstall the plug-in. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
information.


Uninstall road map


To uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software from a stand-alone server, uninstall the plug-in and Windows client by using
standard Windows uninstall features. In a cluster, first uninstall the Avamar cluster client. Then uninstall the plug-in and
Windows client on each node.


Steps


1. (Cluster only) Uninstall the Avamar cluster client.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server by using Programs and Features.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


4. (Cluster only) Repeat step 2 and step 3 on each node.


Uninstalling the cluster client in a failover cluster


To uninstall the Avamar cluster client in a failover cluster, run the Cluster Configuration Tool on an active node in the cluster,
and select the removal option.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must be a member of the local Administrators
group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and selecting Cluster Configuration Tool
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select SQL and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each SQL Server node is Up, and then click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select Remove the cluster client from all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and click Next.
The Uninstall SQL page appears.
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8. Select the cluster role, service, or group that contains the cluster client from the Cluster role/service/group for cluster
client list, and then click Next.


9. Select the cluster client from the Cluster client name list.


10. Select the shared volume for the cluster client from the Shared volume for the cluster client list.


11. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


12. Review the summary information, and then click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


13. Click Close.


Uninstalling the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group


To uninstall the Avamar cluster client from an AlwaysOn availability group, run the Cluster Configuration Tool on the primary
replica, and select the removal option.


Steps


1. Log in to the cluster node with the primary replica as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the
local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and selecting Cluster Configuration Tool
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select SQL AlwaysOn and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each SQL Server node is Up, and click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select Remove the cluster client from all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and click Next.
The Uninstall Settings page appears.


8. Select the cluster role or service that contains the cluster client from the Cluster role/service for cluster client list, and
then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


9. Review the summary information, and then click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


10. Click Close.
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Backup


Topics:


• Perform an on-demand SQL backup by using AUI
• Configure the SQL server policy
• Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Verifying backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Perform an on-demand SQL backup by using AUI
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of specific data that you select. Perform an on-demand backup for the
first backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software, and before system maintenance, software
installations, or software upgrades.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. Select the domain that contains the host of the SQL server.
A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the computer that is running the SQL Server.


Keep the following points in mind when you select a client:


● To back up databases in an AlwaysOn availability group, select the cluster client for the availability group listener.
● To back up databases on shared storage in a failover cluster, select the cluster client for the virtual server.
● You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Backup tab.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows SQL plug-in.
b. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.


Table 4. Steps to backup data 


Data to select for backup Selection steps


All data on the client In the Plugin pane, select Windows SQL.


Specific instances or databases on the
client


To browse to the instances or databases:


i. Expand the Windows SQL plug-in node.
ii. Select the SQL Server instance that contains the databases to back


up.


A list of the databases for that instance is displayed in the right pane.


iii. To back up all databases in the instance, select the instance.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. Select the backup retention policy settings:
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● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.
Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to
that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


8. From the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


9. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


10. Set the plug-in options.


SQL plug-in backup options provides more information about the basic backup options.


11. (Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


SQL plug-in backup options provides more information about the advanced backup options.


12. Click FINISH.


Configure the SQL server policy
A policy contains all the information necessary to perform backups of groups of instances.


About this task


Policy objects contain three child objects:


● Schedule—A policy that controls the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple policies.


● Retention—A policy that defines how long the backup is stored in the backup appliance.
● Dataset—A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or


excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple policies.


From the Overview page, perform the following steps.


To access the Source page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Advanced Policy , and
then click ADD to create a policy.


Steps


1. In the Advanced Policy Type field, select SQL Server .


2. To add a backup group, click , and then select a backup group type from the list.


3. In the Schedule column, select a schedule for each backup group.


To ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis, scheduled backups run automatically. You can schedule backups to run
daily, weekly, or monthly.


Alternatively, you can add a schedule by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Create Schedule wizard is displayed
and opens to the Basic Configuration page.


4. In the Dataset column, select a dataset for each backup group.


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one
dataset for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. To segregate client data, create multiple datasets.


Alternatively, you can add a dataset by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Create DataSet wizard is displayed.


5. In the Retention column, select a retention policy for each backup group.
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Retention is the time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for
backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.


Alternatively, you can add a retention policy by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Add Retention Policy wizard is
displayed.


6. Click NEXT.


Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Windows SQL plug-in.


6. Click the Options tab, and perform the following steps:


a. To view advanced options, select the Show Advanced Options check box.
b. Set the plug-in options. SQL plug-in backup options provides details on each option.


7. Click the Source Data tab and then select the data to include in the dataset:
● To include all SQL server data on a client, select SQL.
● To specify instances or databases on a client, perform the following steps:


a. Select Select Files and/or Folders.
b. In the File/Folder Path field, type the file path.
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c. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
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○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Verifying backups
You can use the VerifyOnly restore option to verify a backup without performing a restore.


About this task


The verify-only restore feature supports the following configurations:
● Database-level backup
● Multiple databases, using database-level backup
● Instance-level backup


○ Instance level restore validates the system database backups also, without performing the SQL Service restart in single
user mode.


● Availability Group (AG) database or level backup
○ Verify-only restore can be performed by using redirected restore. AG restores to the same client are not supported.


If the backup verification succeeds, the restore is marked as successful. If the backup verification is unsuccessful, the restore
is marked as failed, or if the backup being verified is an AG backup, and instance backup, or involves multiple databases, the
restore is marked as "partial success / failure."


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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Application Consistent SQL Virtual Machine
Image Backup


Topics:


• Managing advanced policies
• Prerequisites
• Add an advanced group policy
• Remove an advanced policy
• Edit an advanced policy
• View advanced policy details
• Migrate existing Backup Policy to an Advanced Policy
• View logs


Managing advanced policies
Configure an advanced policy to manage application-consistent SQL virtual machine backups, including automatic SQL
discovery, automatic backup policy management, and automatic client SQL plug-in installation and registration. In an advanced
policy, you can also enable the Cloud DR function for SQL virtual machine backups.


Prerequisites
Review the following prerequisites before setting up an advanced policy for application-consistent SQL virtual machine
protection.
● Both administrator users and local users with the administrator role can perform advanced application-consistent SQL virtual


machine backups. However, due to the introduction of User Account Control (UAC) in Microsoft Windows 7 and later
versions, a local user with the administrator role must additionally turn off Admin Approval Mode in the UAC settings for
the admin group on the guest operating system. Otherwise, the Advanced Policy Builder fails to install/upgrade/register
client agents on SQL virtual machines.


● If the vCenter inventory name of the Virtual Machine (VM) is same as the guest computer name, change the mcserver.xml
setting to <entry key="allow_duplicate_client_names" value="true" />. If you do not change the setting,
the registration might fail during Avamar client registration with MCS.


Add an advanced group policy


Steps


1. To start the Avamar Web User Interface, open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/aui
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


NOTE: If your environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements, the certificate validation fails and


an error message appears asking if you want to continue to download packages. Ignoring certificate validation might


cause security issues.


a. In the Avamar Username field, type a username with administrative privileges.
b. In the Avamar Password field, type the password for the administrative user.
c. Select Avamar as the Auth Type.
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d. Click Log In.


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


4. To add an advanced policy, click ADD.
The Advanced Policy wizard is displayed.


5. Name the advanced policy.


6. To enable the advanced policy, clear the Disable this Advanced Policy check box.


7. Click NEXT.


Configure a source


About this task


From the Source page, perform the following steps.


To access the Source page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Advanced Policy , click


, and then click Source.


Steps


1. In the vCenter field, select a target vCenter or add a target vCenter.


NOTE: If the vCenter is not in the list, ensure that the domain under which the policy is being created can access the


domain where the vCenter was originally added.


2. To create a vCenter, click :


The New vCenter Client wizard is displayed.


a. Complete the following information in the wizard.


● Client information, including client type and client name or IP address
● vCenter information, including username, password, and port number.
● Optional information


b. Review the summary.
c. Click ADD.


3. On the Advanced Policy Builder page, click NEXT.


Configure the SQL server policy


A policy contains all the information necessary to perform backups of groups of instances.


About this task


Policy objects contain three child objects:


● Schedule—A policy that controls the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple policies.


● Retention—A policy that defines how long the backup is stored in the backup appliance.
● Dataset—A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or


excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple policies.


From the Overview page, perform the following steps.


To access the Source page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , click Advanced Policy , and
then click ADD to create a policy.


Steps


1. In the Advanced Policy Type field, select SQL Server .
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2. To add a backup group, click , and then select a backup group type from the list.


3. In the Schedule column, select a schedule for each backup group.


To ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis, scheduled backups run automatically. You can schedule backups to run
daily, weekly, or monthly.


Alternatively, you can add a schedule by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Create Schedule wizard is displayed
and opens to the Basic Configuration page.


4. In the Dataset column, select a dataset for each backup group.


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one
dataset for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. To segregate client data, create multiple datasets.


Alternatively, you can add a dataset by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Create DataSet wizard is displayed.


5. In the Retention column, select a retention policy for each backup group.


Retention is the time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for
backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.


Alternatively, you can add a retention policy by selecting Create in the drop-down list. The Add Retention Policy wizard is
displayed.


6. Click NEXT.


Configure members


About this task


From the Members page, perform the following steps.


NOTE: Pushing clients to a group of target virtual machines simultaneously might cause a performance impact. To improve


performance, adjust the Avamar throttling settings for vCenter and Esxi.


Access the following Avamar throttling settings at /usr/local/avamar/bin/vabm/vabm.cfg:


● vabm_esxi_throttling allows the maximum number of installation jobs to run simultaneously for each Esxi.


● vabm_vcenter_throttling allows the maximum number of vCenter requests to run simultaneously for each


vCenter


● vabm_cache_timeout allows the maximum minutes of detection cache. The detection result of operating system and


plugin version is cached in Avamar for a specific time.


Steps


1. To automatically install, upgrade, or register client agents on these virtual machines:


a. Ensure that the UpgradeClientDownloads package has been installed on the Avamar server.
b. Select the Install/Upgrade/Register client agents on these VMs automatically check box.


2. To force register the client agent from the previous Avamar server to the target Avamar server, select Force register
client agents to this Avamar.


The target client is force registered to the current Avamar server.


3. In the Rule to apply field, select an option.


If no rule is listed in the drop-down list, ensure that the domain under which the policy is being created can access the
domain where the rule was originally created. One rule maps to one policy. Ensure that the rule is not already used for
another advanced policy.


4. Type the username for the virtual machine's guest operating system.


When selecting a username for the virtual machine, consider the following information:
● If the target virtual machine UAC is enabled, use the administrator account or the administrative account with Admin


Approval Mode turned off.
● If the target virtual machine UAC is disabled, use the administrator account or the administrative account.
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NOTE: If you have not added the object BUILTIN\users to the SQL login, the advanced policy cannot automatically add


the sysadmin role to the NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM object. To use NT authentication for SQL backup, manually add the


sysadmin role before proceeding. For more information, see the SQL server documentation.


5. Type the password of the virtual machine.


6. To manually push the client agents on these virtual machines, click RETRY INSTALLATION.


7. To display the list of members and view information for a virtual machine, click REFRESH.


This action scans all the virtual machines under the configured vCenter, evaluates the rule matched members, and then
detects the member information. This process might take some time to complete.


8. Click NEXT.


Configure a proxy for the image backup


About this task


From the Members page, perform the following steps. To access the Source page of the Policy wizard, in the AUI navigation


pane on the left, click , click Advanced Policy , click , and then click Proxies.


Steps


1. To enable Auto proxy mapping, select the checkbox.


2. Select a proxy from the list.


3. To start the plugin installation and registration, click SUBMIT.


Remove an advanced policy


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


3. Select the solution that you want to remove, and then click the Delete button.


Edit an advanced policy


About this task


Do not re-configure individual policies that were created as part of an advanced policy.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the client.


3. Select the policy that you want to edit, and then click the Edit button.


The Advanced Policy wizard appears.


NOTE: When editing an advanced policy, you cannot change the policy name or select a different vCenter.
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View advanced policy details


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears and lists the configured policies.


2. Review the policy details.


3. To view detailed information for advanced policy members, click the VIEW VM LIST button.


Migrate existing Backup Policy to an Advanced Policy


Steps


1. Ensure that the old policy contains SQL Server virtual machines.


Advanced policy is only for SQL Server virtual machines. If the old policy does not contain only SQL Server virtual machines,
split the policy.


2. Design the rule to match the virtual machines in the old policy.


For example, you can add new tag for these virtual machines and use tags in your rule.


3. Create an advanced policy with the rule that your created in the previous step.


4. Push the agent manually.


5. Move the client to the advanced policy directory.


6. If required, delete the old policy.


View logs


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Advanced Policy .
The Advanced Policy window appears and lists the configured policies.


2. To view the logs for a policy, select a policy from the list, and then click .
The VM list window appears.


3. Select a virtual machine from the list, and then click View Logs.


4. To view system logs, browse to /usr/local/avamar/var/vabm/log/daemon/.


5. To view a detailed log for each virtual machine, browse to /usr/local/avamar/var/vabm/log/<vm-uuid>/<vm-
uuid.log>.
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Restore


Topics:


• Restore requirements
• Determine the restore size for an SQL server database
• Restoring a database to the original client
• Restoring a database to a different client
• Restore features available by using Avamar Administrator
• Table Level restore
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores


Restore requirements
To ensure a successful restore, ensure that the environment meets the necessary requirements.


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server performs only offline restores of SQL Server data. Online restore is not supported. The
Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not support the restore of individual files, except by restoring partial files from an SQL
backup into the same instance and database when the database is online during the restore.


To perform table level recovery (TLR), the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR is required. When the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR is
installed, the ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server is also installed.


Software requirements for restore


To restore an instance, database, filegroup, or file to SQL Server by using the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, ensure that the
software in the environment meets the necessary requirements.


● The following software must be running on both the source and destination systems:


○ Microsoft SQL Server
○ Avamar Client for Windows
○ Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


If the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server is not installed on the target server, or you want to use the standard SQL Server
restore tools for features that the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not provide, then you can restore a SQL Server
database from an Avamar backup to operating system files. You can then use SQL Server tools to restore the database.


● To perform table level recovery, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR must be installed.
● To restore a system database, the target SQL Server installation for the restore must have the same SQL Server version and


service pack as the SQL Server installation on which the backup occurred. Otherwise, restore fails. The "You cannot restore
system database backups to a different build of SQL Server" article on the Microsoft Support website provides details.


● To restore a user database, the target SQL Server installation for the restore must have the same or a newer SQL Server
version and service pack as the SQL Server installation on which the backup occurred. Restore fails when you attempt to
restore from a newer SQL Server version to an earlier SQL Server version. For example, you can restore a backup of a SQL
Server 2008 user database to a SQL Server 2012 instance. However, restore of a SQL Server 2012 user database to a SQL
Server 2008 instance is not supported. This compatibility requirement is enforced by Microsoft SQL Server and is not an
Avamar limitation.


NOTE: Restore of a user database to a newer SQL Server version (for example, restore from SQL Server 2008 to SQL


Server 2012) should work in most cases that are based on SQL Server version compatibility guidelines. However, not all


restore scenarios with the SQL Server plug-in have been validated.


● The destination server must be registered with the same Avamar server as the source.
● If the SQL Server installation is in a failover cluster, then you configured the Avamar cluster client for all SQL Server cluster


nodes.
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● If you enabled AlwaysOn availability groups, then you configured the Avamar cluster client for the availability group listener.


Tail-log backup and point-in-time restore requirements


Review the requirements to perform a tail-log backup or point-in-time restore to ensure successful completion of the restore.


● To perform a tail-log backup during the restore process, the database must be online and using either the full or bulk-logged
recovery model. To perform a point-in-time restore, the database must be using the full recovery model. As a result, you
cannot perform either a tail-log backup or a point-in-time restore of system databases such as the master and msdb
databases because those databases use the simple recovery model.


● To restore to a specific point in time, you must provide the transaction date and time or named mark to which to recover
from the SQL Server transaction log. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft website provides details on how to
access transaction log information.


● The point in time that you are restoring to must be after the finish time for the most recent full backup. In addition, if the
point in time is before the start time of the most recent transaction log (incremental) backup, then a tail-log backup is not
required. However, a tail-log backup is required if the point in time is after the most recent transaction log backup.


● When you specify the point in time for restore, do not specify the start time of the selected transaction log backup if it is not
the last backup in the backup sequence. Otherwise, the restore fails and a tail-log backup does not occur even if you select
the Tail-log backup option.


Requirements for point-in-time restore after changing the backup storage


You can restore to a point in time between two full backups when you change the backup storage from one Data Domain system
to another Data Domain system.


To restore to a point in time between a full backup on the first Data Domain system and the first full backup to the new
Data Domain system, select the Force incremental backup checkbox when you perform the first full backup to the new Data
Domain system. Otherwise, clear the Force incremental backup checkbox.


When you select the Force incremental backup checkbox, a restore error appears because full backup on one Data Domain
system and incremental (transaction log) backup on another Data Domain system is not supported. As a result, the backup
process creates a single backup set that includes both the new full backup and the forced incremental backup.


To restore the database to a point in time between the full backup on the first Data Domain system and the full backup on the
second Data Domain system:


1. Restore the full backup from the Data Domain system to a file.
2. Restore the forced incremental (transaction log) backup from the second Data Domain system to a file.
3. Use those files to restore the database to the necessary point in time by using SQL Server tools such as SQL Server


Management Studio or the Microsoft SQL Server sqlcmd utility. The Microsoft website also provides full details on how to
use SQL Server Management Studio to restore a database backup to a specific point in time.


Requirements to restore secondary database files


When you restore the secondary data files of a database to the original location, the restore must meet the following
requirements.


● You must select the most recent backup of the database for the restore.
● You must perform a tail-log backup.
● You must perform the restore with a single restore operation.


You cannot restore additional secondary data files after you perform a restore with a tail-log backup.


To restore the secondary data files of a database with two different restore operations, restore the backup to a file and then
use SQL Server management tools to perform the restores.
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Requirements to restore the Report Server database


Stop the SQL Server Reporting Services before you restore the Report Server database. Otherwise, the Report Server database
does not restore correctly.


SQL Server write permission requirements


SQL Server must have write permissions to the location to which you restore data. Otherwise, the restore fails with an Access
is denied error.


Determine the restore size for an SQL server database
Use the following procedures to determine the disk space requirements of individual databases in the backup set as well as
the total space requirements. These procedures determine the restore size for a database without downloading the complete
backup content. The backup header is downloaded to fetch the sizing information.


NOTE: Performing this operation might result in a log entry that the operation was externally canceled and the Restore
interrupted warning message appears. This warning can be ignored.


Determine the space required to restore the system database


To determine the space required to restore the database, use the --print-restore-size flag.


About this task


NOTE: To determine the restore size for the system database, use the --restoresystem flag.


Determine the space required to restore a single SQL server
database


Before restoring a single SQL server database "DB1", determine the disk space requirements by using the CLI.


About this task


At a command prompt, type the following command:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password --path=/SQL/
SQLServer1 --print-restore-size --hostname-sql=SQLServer1 --labelnum=28 "(local)/DB1"
Output similar to the following appears:


==================================================
Size of the Database (local)\DB1: 3.000 MB
Size of the Database (local)\DB1_log: 1.000 MB
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total require restore size: 4.000 MB
==================================================
In this example, DB1 is the name of the database that is being restored.
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Determine the space required to restore multiple SQL server
databases


Before restoring multiple SQL server databases, determine the disk space requirements by using the CLI.


About this task


At a command prompt, type the following command:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password --path=/SQL/
SQLServer1 --print-restore-size --hostname-sql=SQLServer1 --labelnum=28 "(local)/DB2"
"(local)/DB3"
Output similar to the following appears:


==================================================
 Size of the Database (local)\DB2: 2.489 GB
 Size of the Database (local)\DB2_log: 984.4 MB
 Size of the Database (local)\DB3: 3.000 MB
 Size of the Database (local)\DB3_log: 1.000 MB
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Total require restore size: 3.454 GB
 ==================================================


Restoring a database to the original client
You can restore SQL databases to the original directory on the original client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SQL server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SQL server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:
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a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


(Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


SQL plug-in restore options provides more information about the basic restore options.


SQL Restore Options provides more information about the advanced restore options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring a database to a different client
You can restore SQL databases to a different client.


Prerequisites


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SQL server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SQL server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.
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For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


(Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


SQL plug-in restore options provides more information about the basic restore options.


SQL Restore Options provides more information about the advanced restore options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restore features available by using Avamar
Administrator
This section describes the restore features that are available by using Avamar Administrator.


Finding a backup


The first step to restore data is to find the backup with the data that you want to restore. You can find Avamar client backups
by searching either for a specific date or for specific content.


About this task


Locate backups by date when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You have saved all data for the client in a single backup set.
● The exact pathname or name of the data to restore is unknown.
● The backup that you want to restore is before a specific date or event. For example, you know the approximate date when


data was lost or corrupted. in which you can search for a backup before that date.
● The specific types of backups are known. For example, scheduled disaster recovery backups are running every Wednesday


and Saturday night and full volume backups daily. When rebuilding a server, select the disaster recovery backup with the
date closest to the event that caused the loss of data.


Locate backups by the content of the backup when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You have backed up data on the client in separate backup sets.
● You want to view multiple versions of the same file so that you can decide the version to restore.
● The date of the backup or the content of a backup is unknown, but you know the name of the data to restore.


NOTE: Avamar generally supports the use of specific supported international characters in directory, folder, and filenames.


However, proper display of international language characters is contingent on the client computer’s Java locale and installed


system fonts being compatible with the original language. If you browse backups that were created with international


characters and a compatible font is not installed, then any characters that the system cannot resolve appear as rectangles.


This action is a normal limitation of that particular situation and does not affect the ability to restore these directories,


folders, or files. The Avamar Release Notes provide additional international language support information.


Finding a backup by date


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The upper left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the client.
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You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.


4. From the list of clients, select the computer that is running SQL Server. Keep the following points in mind when you select a
client:
● If you are restoring databases in an AlwaysOn availability group, then select the cluster client for the availability group


listener.
● If you are restoring databases on shared storage in a failover cluster, then select the cluster client for the virtual server.
● You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


5. Click the Restore tab.


6. Click the By Date tab.


7. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.
A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.


If a backup is the second or later full backup and you selected the Force incremental backup after full backup checkbox
for the backup, then three backups appear in the Backups table:


● The first backup in the list is the forced incremental backup. You can use this backup to restore from the full backup
through the forced incremental backup.


● The backup with forced_incremental appended to the backup label is the forced incremental backup. You can use
this backup to restore from the previous full backup through the forced incremental backup.


● The backup with full_backup_only appended to the backup label is the full backup.


8. Select the backup to restore from the Backups table.


Figure 9. Backup, Restore and Manage window


Keep in mind the following points when you select the backup:


● In the Type column in the lower-right pane, f-0 indicates a full backup, d-n indicates a differential backup, and i-n
indicates a transaction log (incremental) backup.


● If you are restoring from a transaction log or differential backup, select the backup that corresponds to the date and time
to which you want to recover.


During the restore process, Avamar automatically restores any necessary data from the full backup, then restores and
applies the intervening backup files as necessary. In other words, you do not need to select the full backup in addition to
the transaction log or differential backup.


● Select the most recent backup if you plan to perform a tail-log backup and recover to a point in time since that last
backup. A tail-log backup includes only transactions that have not been included yet in a backup.


9. In the two bottom panes of the Backup, Restore and Manage window, select the data to restore:
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● To restore everything listed for the instance, select the checkbox next to the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left
pane.


● To restore a database and its logs, expand the node for the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left pane, and then
select the checkbox next to the database.


● To restore a filegroup, expand the node for the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left pane, select the database in
the lower-left pane, and then select the checkbox next to the files in the filegroup in the lower-right pane.


If there are multiple files in the filegroup, ensure that you select the checkbox next to each file to ensure that you restore
the entire filegroup.


The name of the filegroup to which a file belongs appears in the Filegroup column of the lower-right pane.


If you are restoring from a transaction log or differential backup and you plan to restore the files to a different instance,
ensure that you select the checkbox next to all files in all filegroups. You cannot restore individual files from a transaction
log or differential backup to a different instance.


NOTE: You cannot accurately determine the exact size of a restored database until after the restore operation


completes. As a result, database sizes that appear in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore may be smaller


than when you perform a backup.


10. Continue with the restore as described in the following topics:
● Restoring to the original location on page 69
● Restoring to a new database in the original instance on page 70
● Restoring to a different instance on page 71
● Restoring to a file on page 72
● Restoring system databases on page 78


Finding a backup by content


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.
The upper left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the client.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane under the domains list.


4. From the list of clients, select the computer that is running SQL Server. Keep the following points in mind when you select a
client:
● If you are restoring databases in an AlwaysOn availability group, then select the cluster client for the availability group


listener.
● If you are restoring databases on shared storage in a failover cluster, then select the cluster client for the virtual server.
● You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


5. Click the Restore tab.


6. Click the By File/Folder tab.


7. In the Enter path to retrieve history for text box, specify the path to the instance or database by using one of the
methods in the following table.


Table 5. Enter path to retrieve history for text box 


Method Steps to specify the path


Browse to the instance or database a. Click Browse.


The Select File or Folder dialog box appears.


b. Select the client from the Clients tree in the left pane.
c. In the middle pane, expand the Windows SQL plug-in


node.
d. Under the Windows SQL plug-in node, select the SQL


Server instance that contains the databases for restore.
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Table 5. Enter path to retrieve history for text box (continued)


Method Steps to specify the path


A list of the databases for that instance appears in the
right pane of the Select File or Folder dialog box.


e. To select all databases in an instance, select the
checkbox next to the instance in the middle pane. Or, to
select an individual database, select the checkbox next
to the database in the right pane.


f. Click OK.


Type the path to the instance or database Type the full path to the client folder or file in the Enter
path to retrieve history for text box using one of the
following formats:


● To restore the local instance, type (local).


● To restore a database in the local instance, type
(local)/database/.


● To restore a named instance, type
client\instance/.


● To restore a database in a named instance, type
client\instance/database/.


● To restore a database if there is only one instance on
the client and it is not the local instance, type client/
database/.


where client is the name of the computer that is running
SQL Server, instance is the name of the named instance,
and database is the name of the database.


8. Click Retrieve.
The Version History table lists all versions and sizes of the content in backups for the client.


9. Select the version in the Version History table.
All backups for the client that contain the version appear in the Backups table next to the Version History table.


10. Select the backup to restore from the Backups table.


Keep in mind the following points when you select the backup:
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Figure 10. Backup, Restore and Manage window


● In the Type column in the lower-right pane, f-0 indicates a full backup, d-n indicates a differential backup, and i-n
indicates a transaction log (incremental) backup.


● If you are restoring from a transaction log or differential backup, select the backup that corresponds to the date and time
to which you want to recover.


During the restore process, Avamar automatically restores any necessary data from the full backup, then restores and
applies the intervening backup files as necessary. In other words, you do not need to select the full backup in addition to
the transaction log or differential backup.


● Select the most recent backup if you plan to perform a tail-log backup and recover to a point in time since that last
backup. A tail-log backup includes only transactions that have not been included yet in a backup.


11. In the two bottom panes of the Backup, Restore and Manage window, select the data to restore:
● To restore everything listed for the instance, select the checkbox next to the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left


pane.
● To restore a database and its logs, expand the node for the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left pane, and then


select the checkbox next to the database.
● To restore a filegroup, expand the node for the instance in the folder tree in the lower-left pane, select the database in


the lower-left pane, and then select the checkbox next to the files in the filegroup in the lower-right pane.


If there are multiple files in the filegroup, ensure that you select the checkbox next to each file to ensure that you restore
the entire filegroup.


The name of the filegroup to which a file belongs appears in the Filegroup column of the lower-right pane.


If you are restoring from a transaction log or differential backup and you plan to restore the files to a different instance,
ensure that you select the checkbox next to all files in all filegroups. You cannot restore individual files from a transaction
log or differential backup to a different instance.


NOTE: You cannot accurately determine the exact size of a restored database until after the restore operation


completes. As a result, database sizes that appear in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore may be smaller


than when you perform a backup.


12. Continue with the restore as described in the following topics:
● Restoring to the original location on page 69
● Restoring to a new database in the original instance on page 70
● Restoring to a different instance on page 71
● Restoring to a file on page 72
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● Restoring system databases on page 78


Restoring to the original location


You can restore a SQL Server instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location.


About this task


NOTE: If you are restoring to the original location in an AlwaysOn availability group, use the instructions in Restoring to an


AlwaysOn availability group on page 83.


There are two restore options when you restore a SQL Server instance, database, or filegroup to its original location.


● A standard restore with a tail-log backup is the most common restore procedure. During this procedure, a tail-log backup
occurs to capture transactions that are not yet in a backup. Then the database is restored from the most recent full backup
and any differential or transaction log backups.


● A restore with the SQL Server REPLACE option that completely overwrites the database might be necessary, for example, if
a previous database restore exited with the following SQL Server error in the Avamar SQL restore log:


One or more devices or files already exist.
Reissue the statement using the WITH REPLACE
option to overwrite these files and devices.


NOTE: When you select the Avamar option to use the SQL Server REPLACE option, it adds an SQL WITH REPLACE
clause statement to the restore Transact-SQL command. This statement overrides a SQL Server safety check to


prevent you from accidentally overwriting a different database or file. The Microsoft Transact-SQL documentation


provides more information in the RESTORE command section.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66
The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


6. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


7. Leave the default selection of Restore to the original location.


8. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


9. Select the restore and recovery options:
● To create a tail-log backup and perform a direct restore with recovery, leave the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox


clear and the Tail-log backup checkbox selected.
● To perform a direct restore with REPLACE, select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox and clear the Tail-log


backup checkbox.


10. If you are restoring in an AlwaysOn availability group and you want to restore on only the primary replica, select the Restore
only on primary replica checkbox.


Leave the checkbox clear to automatically restore to both the primary replica and any secondary replicas.


11. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer during the
restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain system.


12. To restore system databases, set the plug-in options as discussed in System database restore options on page 90.


13. (Optional) Select Show Advanced Options, and set the advanced options as discussed in the following topics:
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● Recovery operation options on page 89
● Authentication options on page 91
● Point-in-time recovery options on page 91


14. Disregard the redirected restore options, which are only necessary when you restore to a different location.


15. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


16. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


17. Click OK.


Next steps


● If you perform a tail-log backup and the tail-log backup fails to complete, then the restore cannot take place. Review the log
file to determine the cause of the failure. Correct the problem, and then restart the restore.


Keep in mind that if you clear the Tail-log backup checkbox to prevent the tail-log backup from occurring, then the restore
includes only the transactions up to the selected backup. You may lose any transactions in the tail of the log.


● After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup
after full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs
after a restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring to a new database in the original instance


You can restore a database to the original SQL Server instance on the same SQL Server client but with a new database name.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66
The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


6. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


7. Leave the default selection of Restore to the original location.


8. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


9. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.
Several advanced options appear in red.


10. Leave the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox clear.


11. Specify whether to perform a tail-log backup during the restore by selecting or clearing the Tail-log backup checkbox.


12. If you are restoring in an AlwaysOn availability group and you want to restore the database with the new name on only the
primary replica, select the Restore only on primary replica checkbox.


13. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer during the
restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain system.


14. In the New database name box, specify the new database name.


15. In the Alternate database location box, specify the path to which to restore the database files, or leave the box blank to
restore the files to the original location.


16. Select the location to which to restore the log files for the database:
● To restore the log files to the same location as the database, select Same as alternate database location from the


Alternate log location list.
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● To restore the log files to a different location than the database, select Different location than database from the
Alternate log location list, and then specify the path for the log files in the Path to alternate log location box.


17. (Optional) Set other plug-in options as discussed in the following topics:
● Recovery operation options on page 89
● Authentication options on page 91
● Point-in-time recovery options on page 91


18. Disregard the system databases options, which are only necessary when you restore a system database.


19. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


20. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


21. Click OK.


Next steps


● If you perform a tail-log backup and the tail-log backup fails to complete, then the restore cannot take place. Review the log
file to determine the cause of the failure. Correct the problem, and then restart the restore.


Keep in mind that if you clear the Tail-log backup checkbox to prevent the tail-log backup from occurring, then the restore
includes only the transactions up to the selected backup. You may lose any transactions in the tail of the log.


● After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup
after full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs
after a restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring to a different instance


You can restore one or more instances, databases, filegroups, or files to a different SQL Server instance on either the same SQL
Server client or a different SQL Server client.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66
The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


6. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


7. Specify the destination client in the Restore Destination Client box:
● To restore to the original client, leave the default setting of the original client domain and name.
● To restore to a different client, click Browse and then browse to the client.


8. Select Restore to a different SQL Server instance or location.


9. Select the instance on the destination client for the restore:


a. Next to the Select the SQL instance on the destination client where the items should be restored box, click
Browse.
The Browse for Restore Destination dialog box appears.


b. Select Windows SQL.
c. In the right pane, select the checkbox next to the instance.
d. Click OK.


10. Set the destination file path for the database and log files to restore:


a. Click Set Destination.
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The Set Destination dialog box appears.
b. To specify a path for a single file, select the row in the table. Or, to specify the same path for multiple files in the list,


press Shift and select the rows.
c. Click Browse.


The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.
d. Select Windows File System.
e. In the right pane, browse to and select the checkbox for the folder to which to restore the selected files.
f. Click OK to return to the Set Destination dialog box.
g. Repeat step b through step f for the remaining rows in the Set Destination dialog box.
h. Click OK to return to the Restore Options dialog box.


11. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


12. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.
Several advanced options appear in red.


13. Leave the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox clear.


14. Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox to disable tail-log backup. Tail-log backup is not supported when you restore to a
different SQL Server instance.


15. If you are restoring to an AlwaysOn availability group in a different SQL Server instance, select the Restore only on
primary replica checkbox to restore the database on only the primary replica.


16. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer during the
restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain system.


17. Disregard the System Databases options. Do not restore system databases to a different instance.


18. (Optional) To restore the database with a new name, type the new name in the New database name box.


19. Disregard the remaining Redirected Restore settings (Alternate database location, Alternate log location, and Path to
alternate log location). You already specified these settings on the Set Destination dialog box.


20. (Optional) Set other plug-in options as discussed in the following topics:
● Recovery operation options on page 89
● Authentication options on page 91
● Point-in-time recovery options on page 91


21. If the target server for the restore has version 6.1 or earlier of the SQL Server plug-in, then you may need to decrease
the buffer size that SQL Server uses to read and write backup images. The buffer size increased in version 7.0 of the SQL
Server plug-in to improve backup and restore performance.


To decrease the buffer size to the size before version 7.0, set the --max-transfer-size attribute to 65536 (64 KB):


a. Click More on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
b. Type --max-transfer-size in the Enter Attribute box.


c. Type 65536 in the Enter Attribute Value box.


d. Click +.


22. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


23. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


24. Click OK.


Next steps


After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup after
full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs after a
restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring to a file


You can restore SQL Server user and system databases from an Avamar backup to operating system files.


About this task


You may want to perform this type of restore in the following situations:


● The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server is not installed on the target server.
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● You want to use the standard SQL Server restore tools for features that the SQL Server plug-in does not provide.


You can use either the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server or the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to restore a database
to a file. You can then use SQL Server tools to restore the data to SQL Server.


Restoring to a file with the SQL Server plug-in


You can restore an instance or database to operating system files by using the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66
The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


6. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


7. Specify the destination client in the Restore Destination Client box:
● To restore to the original client, leave the default setting of the original client domain and name.
● To restore to a different client, click Browse and then browse to the client.


8. Select Restore SQL Server backup as files to the file system.


9. Set the destination file path for the database and log files to restore:


a. Click Set Destination.
The Set Destination dialog box appears.


b. Click Browse.
The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.


c. Select Windows File System.
d. In the right pane, browse to and select the checkbox for the folder to which to restore the selected files.
e. Click OK to return to the Set Destination dialog box.
f. Click OK to return to the Restore Options dialog box.


10. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


11. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer during the
restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain system.


12. If the restore includes system databases, select the Restore system databases checkbox.


13. Disregard the remaining options, which do not apply when you restore to a file.


14. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


15. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


16. Click OK.


Results


The backup restores as one or more files to the specified destination in the path
destination\client\instance\database\file, where:


● destination is the destination for the files that you specified in the Set Destination dialog box.
● client is the name of the computer on which SQL Server is installed.
● instance is the name of the SQL Server instance from the backup.
● database is the name of the database from the backup.
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● file is the name of the file.


A single backup can include multiple files, depending on the number of streams in the backup. The file name for each file is
composed of the backup type and the stream number:


● f-0 for full backups


● d-n for differential backups


● i-n for transaction log (incremental) backups


where n is the sequential number of the differential or incremental backup since the preceding full backup. For example, a full
backup with two streams results in two files: f-0.stream0 and f-0.stream1.


Next steps


● Ensure that the SQL backup format files that you restored are accessible to SQL Server. You may need to make the data
visible to SQL Server or copy the data.


● Manually restore the database by using SQL Server tools.


Restoring to a file with the Windows File System plug-in


You can restore an instance or database to operating system files by using the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66
The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Select Windows File System from the Restore Plug-in list.


6. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


7. Specify the destination client in the Restore Destination Client box:
● To restore to the original client, leave the default setting of the original client domain and name.
● To restore to a different client, click Browse and then browse to the client.


8. Select Restore everything to a different location.


9. Set the destination file path for the database and log files to restore:


a. Click Set Destination.
The Set Destination dialog box appears.


b. Click Browse.
The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.


c. Select Windows File System.
d. In the right pane, browse to and select the checkbox for the folder to which to restore the selected files.
e. Click OK to return to the Set Destination dialog box.
f. Click OK to return to the Restore Options dialog box.


10. (Optional) Click More Options and set plug-in options for the restore. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides
details on the available plug-in options.


11. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


12. Click OK.
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Results


The backup restores as one or more files to the specified destination in the path
destination\client\instance\database\file, where:


● destination is the destination for the files that you specified in the Set Destination dialog box.
● client is the name of the computer on which SQL Server is installed.
● instance is the name of the SQL Server instance from the backup.
● database is the name of the database from the backup.
● file is the name of the file.


A single backup can include multiple files, depending on the number of streams in the backup. The file name for each file is
composed of the backup type and the stream number:


● f-0 for full backups


● d-n for differential backups


● i-n for transaction log (incremental) backups


where n is the sequential number of the differential or incremental backup since the preceding full backup. For example, a full
backup with two streams results in two files: f-0.stream0 and f-0.stream1.


Next steps


● Ensure that the SQL backup format files that you restored are accessible to SQL Server. You may need to make the data
visible to SQL Server or copy the data.


● Manually restore the database by using SQL Server tools.


Restoring a database with SQL Server tools


After you use either the SQL Server plug-in or the Windows file system plug-in to restore a SQL Server backup to a file, you
can use SQL Server tools to restore a database to SQL Server. Supported methods include SQL Server Management Studio, a
Transact-SQL RESTORE command, and the sqlcmd utility.


Restoring a database with SQL Server Management Studio


You can restore a database from a SQL formatted backup file to SQL Server by using the user interface in SQL Server
Management Studio. The Microsoft website provides full details on how to use SQL Server Management Studio to restore a
database backup.


About this task


This procedure provides details on using SQL Server Management Studio for SQL Server 2008 to restore a database from SQL
formatted backup files. The steps for other SQL Server versions may be different.


Steps


1. Restore the database backup to a file by using the instructions in one of the following topics:
● Restoring to a file with the SQL Server plug-in on page 73
● Restoring to a file with the Windows File System plug-in on page 74


2. Ensure that the SQL backup format files that you restored are accessible to SQL Server. You may need to make the data
visible to SQL Server or copy the data.


3. Restore the full backup (f-0 file) to SQL Server:


a. Open the Restore Database window.


● If the database already exists, then right-click the database in the Object Explorer and select Tasks > Restore >
Database.


● If the database has been lost, then right-click the Databases node in the Object Explorer and select Restore
Database.


b. On the General page of the Restore Database window, select From device.
c. Click the ... button.


The Specify Backup dialog box appears.
d. Click Add.


The Locate Backup File dialog box appears.
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e. Select the folder in which the full backup files are located.
f. From the Files of type list, select All files(*).
g. Select the full backup (f-0) file.


h. Click OK.
i. If there are multiple full backup files from multi-streaming (such as f-0.stream0, f-0.stream1, f-0.stream2, and


so on), then repeat step d through step h to add each file.
j. Click OK on the Specify Backup dialog box.
k. On the General page of the Restore Database window, select the checkboxes next to the backup files to restore.
l. In the left pane, click Options to open the Options page.
m. In the Restore the database files as list, select each file and click the ... button to specify the location to which to


restore the files.
n. For Recovery state, select RESTORE WITH NORECOVERY.
o. Click OK to begin the restore.


4. Restore the differential (d-n) or transaction log (i-n) files in order from the oldest to the most recent:


a. In the Object Explorer, right-click the database and select Tasks > Restore > Database.
b. On the General page of the Restore Database window, select From device.
c. Click the ... button.


The Specify Backup dialog box appears.
d. Click Add.


The Locate Backup File dialog box appears.
e. Select the folder in which the differential or transaction log backup files are located.
f. From the Files of type list, select All files(*).
g. Select the differential (d-n) or transaction log (i-n) backup file, where n is the sequential number of the differential or


incremental backup since the preceding full backup.
h. Click OK.
i. If there are multiple differential or transaction log backup files from multi-streaming (such as d-3.stream0,


d-3.stream1, d-3.stream2, or i-6.stream0, i-6.stream1, i-6.stream2, and i-6.stream3), then repeat
step d through step h to add each file.


j. Click OK on the Specify Backup dialog box.
k. On the General page of the Restore Database window, select the checkboxes next to the backup files to restore.
l. In the left pane, click Options to open the Options page.
m. In the Restore the database files as list, select each file and click the ... button to specify the location to which to


restore the files.
n. For Recovery state, select RESTORE WITH NORECOVERY for all except the most recent backup file. When you


restore the most recent backup file, select RESTORE WITH RECOVERY.
o. Click OK to begin the restore.


5. If the database is not already listed in SQL Server Management Studio, then refresh the list or connect to the database.


Next steps


After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup after
full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs after a
restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring a database with a Transact-SQL RESTORE command


You can issue a Transact-SQL RESTORE command to restore a database from a SQL formatted backup file to SQL Server. The
Microsoft website provides full details on how to issue a Transact-SQL command, including details on the available options for
the RESTORE command.


Steps


1. Restore the database backup to a file by using the instructions in one of the following topics:
● Restoring to a file with the SQL Server plug-in on page 73
● Restoring to a file with the Windows File System plug-in on page 74


2. Ensure that the SQL backup format files that you restored are accessible to SQL Server. You may need to make the data
visible to SQL Server or copy the data.


3. Restore the full backup (f-0 file) to SQL Server by using a Transact-SQL command similar to the following command:
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RESTORE DATABASE dbname
FROM DISK = 'drive:\folder\f-0.stream0'
WITH
MOVE 'dbname_data' TO 'drive:\folder\dbname.mdf',
MOVE 'dbname_logfile' TO 'drive:\folder\dbname.ldf',
NORECOVERY
where:


● dbname is the name of the database to restore.
● The FROM DISK clause specifies the backup file from which to restore, and drive:\folder\f-0.stream0 is the path and


file name of the full backup file.
● The MOVE clauses specify the path and file name for the restored files:


○ dbname_data is the name of the database data file in the backup.
○ drive:\folder\dbname.mdf is the path and file name for the restored database file.
○ dbname_logfile is the name of the database log file in the backup.
○ drive:\folder\dbname.ldf is the path and file name for the restored database log file.


● The NORECOVERY option specifies that the database will remain in the restoring state, which enables you to restore
additional backups before setting the database online.


4. Restore all but the most recent differential (d-n) or transaction log (i-n) backup files, starting with the oldest file, by using
a Transact-SQL command similar to the command in the previous step. However, replace the f-0.stream0 file name in the
FROM DISK clause with the file name for the differential or transaction log backup file.


5. Restore the most recent differential or transaction log backup file by using a Transact-SQL command similar to the following
command:


RESTORE DATABASE dbname
FROM DISK = 'drive:\folder\i-7.stream0'
WITH
MOVE 'dbname_data' TO 'drive:\folder\dbname.mdf',
MOVE 'dbname_logfile' TO 'drive:\folder\dbname.ldf',
RECOVERY


where:


● dbname is the name of the database to restore.
● The FROM DISK clause specifies the backup file from which to restore, and drive:\folder\i-7.stream0 is the path and file


name of the most recent transaction log backup file.
● The MOVE clauses specify the path and file name for the restored files:


○ dbname_data is the name of the database data file in the backup.
○ drive:\folder\dbname.mdf is the path and file name for the restored database file.
○ dbname_logfile is the name of the database log file in the backup.
○ drive:\folder\dbname.ldf is the path and file name for the restored database log file.


● The RECOVERY option sets the database online after the restore.


6. If the database is not already listed in SQL Server Management Studio, then refresh the list or connect to the database.


Next steps


After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup after
full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs after a
restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring a database with the sqlcmd utility


The sqlcmd utility is a command line utility for entering Transact-SQL statements and scripts. You can restore a database from
a backup file by specifying the Transact-SQL RESTORE statements with the sqlcmd utility. The Microsoft website provides full
details on using the sqlcmd utility.


NOTE: You can use the Microsoft SQL Server osql utility, but Microsoft recommends the sqlcmd utility.
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Restoring a single database from a single full backup file


sqlcmd -S server -E
1> restore database dbname
2> from disk = 'drive:\folder\f-0.stream0'
3> with recovery;
4> go
where:


● server is the server that is running SQL Server, and optionally, the instance, to which to restore the backup.
● dbname is the database to restore.
● drive:\folder\f-0.stream0 is the path and file name of the backup file from which to restore the database.


Determining the number and names of files in the database to restore


sqlcmd -S server -E
1> restore filelistonly
2> from disk = 'drive:\folder\f-0.stream0'
3> go
1> restore database dbname
2> from disk = 'drive:\folder\f-0.stream0'
3> with norecovery,
4> move 'dbname_data' to 'drive:\dbname.mdf',
5> move 'dbname_log' to 'drive:\dbname.ldf'
6> go


Restoring a database to a point in time by using STOPAT syntax


RESTORE DATABASE dbname
FROM disk= 'drive:\folder\f-0.stream0'
WITH NORECOVERY, STOPAT = 'Apr 25, 2014 12:00 AM’
go
RESTORE LOG dbname
FROM disk= 'drive:\folder\i-1.stream0'
WITH RECOVERY, STOPAT = 'Apr 25, 2013 12:00 AM'
go
where:


● dbname is the database to restore.
● drive:\folder\f-0.stream0 is the path and file name of the full backup file from which to restore the database.
● drive:\folder\i-1.stream0 is the path and file name of the transaction log backup file from which to restore.


Performing a full backup after the restore


After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup after
full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs after a
restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring system databases


It is rare that you need to restore only system databases. One possible scenario for restoring only system databases is if
damage occurs to one or more system databases. When you restore system databases, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server
can automatically restore the databases in the correct order and manage SQL Server services. If necessary, however, you can
restore individual system databases and manually manage the services.


About this task


NOTE: System databases in a replication environment include the publication, distribution, and subscription databases. The


steps to restore these databases and other system databases in a SQL Server replication environment depend on the


replication configuration. The SQL Server plug-in can automatically restore the databases in the correct order and manage


SQL Server services. The steps to manually restore databases in a replication environment are beyond the scope of this
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guide. Review the "Back Up and Restore Replicated Databases" topic in the SQL Server documentation on the MSDN


website for detailed steps to manually restore system databases in a replication environment.


Restoring system databases automatically to the original location


When you restore multiple system databases to the original location, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server automatically restores
the databases in the correct order. The SQL Server plug-in can also automatically manage the stop and restart of the necessary
SQL Server services during the restore.


Prerequisites


● Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.
● Close all instances of SQL Server Management Studio, and disable any other possible connections to the system databases.


If there are other connections to the system databases, then Avamar may not be able to restore the master database.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Find the backup and select the system databases to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


3. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


4. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


5. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar
server and the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


6. Leave the default selection of Restore to the original location.


If you plan to restore the system databases to a file, follow the steps in Restoring to a file on page 72 instead of the steps in
this procedure.


7. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


8. Select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox.


9. Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox.


10. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer during the
restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain system.


11. Select the Restore system databases checkbox.


12. Select the Manage SQL services automatically during restore checkbox.


13. (Optional) Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox, and set other plug-in options as discussed in the following topics:
● Recovery operation options on page 89
● Authentication options on page 91


14. Disregard the redirected restore options, which are only necessary when you are restoring to a different location.


15. Disregard the point-in-time recovery options, which are only supported for databases that use the full recovery model.


16. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


17. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The following status message appears: Restore initiated.


18. Click OK.
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Restoring system databases manually to the original location


When you restore system databases to the original location manually, you must manage the services and restore the databases
in the correct order.


About this task


NOTE: The steps to restore system databases in a SQL Server replication environment depend on the replication


configuration and are beyond the scope of this guide. Review the "Back Up and Restore Replicated Databases" topic in the


SQL Server documentation on the MSDN website for detailed steps to manually restore system databases in a replication


environment.


Steps


1. Shut down the SQL Server instance, and ensure that dependent services stop, such as the SQL Server Agent service and
the Analysis Service.


2. Close all instances of SQL Server Management Studio, and disable any other possible connections to the system databases.


If there are other connections to the system databases, then Avamar may not be able to restore the master database.


3. Start the SQL Server instance in single-user mode by running the sqlservr.exe application with the -m and -c options:


● To start the default instance in single-user mode, open a command prompt and type the following command:


cd \MSSQLPATH\Binn
sqlservr.exe -m -c


● To start a named instance in single-user mode, open a command prompt and type the following command:


cd \MSSQLPATH\Binn
sqlservr.exe instance -m -c


where \MSSQLPATH\Binn is the path to the Binn folder for the instance, and instance is the name of the instance to start.


4. Wait for the Recovery Complete message to appear on the console.


If you log in to the SQL Server computer as a local or domain administrator with the SQL services running under the Local
System account, then the sqlservr.exe command may fail to correctly start SQL services in single-user mode. If that
occurs, complete step 4.a on page 80 through step 4.e on page 80 instead of running sqlservr.exe from the command
line. Otherwise, go to step 5 on page 80.


Complete the following steps if SQL services do not start in single-user mode correctly:


a. Shut down the SQL service. If SQL Server is installed on a standalone server, then use the Windows Services console. If
SQL Server is installed in a cluster, use Cluster Manager.


b. Right-click the SQL service in the Windows Services console, and then click Properties.
c. In the Start parameters box, type -m -c.


d. Click Start to start the service.
e. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box.


5. Restore the master database to the original location:


a. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.
b. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.
c. Find the backup and select the master database to restore:


● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


d. Select Actions > Restore Now
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


e. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.
f. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer from the Avamar


server to the client during the restore.
The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


g. Leave the default selection of Restore to the original location.
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h. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


i. Select the checkbox next to the Use SQL REPLACE option and Restore system databases options.
j. Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox.
k. (Optional) Select Show Advanced Options, and set the authentication options as discussed in Authentication options


on page 91.
l. Disregard the remaining restore options, which do not apply when you restore the master database.
m. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
n. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears: Restore initiated.
o. Click OK.


After you restore the master database, the SQL Server service is stopped automatically.


6. Restart the SQL Server service:
● To start the default instance of SQL Server, open a command prompt and type net start MSSQLServer.


● To start a named instance of SQL Server, open a command prompt and type net start MSSQL$instance, where
instance is the name of the instance.


7. Restore the msdb and model databases:


a. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.
b. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.
c. Find the backup and select the msdb and model databases to restore:


● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


d. Select Actions > Restore Now
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


e. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.
f. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer from the Avamar


server to the client during the restore.
The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


g. Leave the default selection of Restore to the original location.
h. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.
i. Select the checkbox next to the Use SQL REPLACE option and Restore system databases options.
j. Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox.
k. (Optional) Select Show Advanced Options, and set the authentication options as discussed in Authentication options


on page 91.
l. Disregard the remaining restore options, which do not apply when you restore the msdb and model databases.
m. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
n. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.


The folowing status message appears: Restore initiated.
o. Click OK.


8. If required, restart the SQL Server Agent service:
● To start the default instance of SQL Server Agent, open a command prompt and type net start SQLSERVERAGENT.


● To start a named instance of SQL Server, open a command prompt and type net start SQLAGENT$instance,
where instance is the name of the instance.


Restoring system databases to a different instance


When you restore system databases to a different instance, the restore process overwrites the system databases in the target
instance. You must restore the master database before you restore other system databases. You can restore the model and
msdb databases either separately or at the same time.


Prerequisites


● The target SQL Server installation for the restore must have the same SQL Server version and service pack as the SQL
Server installation on which the backup occurred.


● The name of the target instance for the restore is the same as the original SQL Server instance for the backup.
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● The user account and domain for authentication is the same on the target SQL Server instance as the original SQL Server
instance for the backup.


● Close all instances of SQL Server Management Studio on the target SQL Server installation, and disable any other possible
connections to the system databases. If there are other connections to the system databases, then Avamar may not be able
to restore the master database.


● Ensure that there are no avsql or avtar processes running on the target SQL Server installation.


About this task


You must restore the master and model database files to the same file system path on the target server as the file system path
on the original server for the backup. You can restore the msdb database files to a different file system location. To restore the
msdb database files to a different file system location, restore the msdb database in a separate restore operation than the model
database, and select the target file system location for the restored files.


To change the file system location of the master and model database files, restore the database files to the same file system
location in the target instance, and then manually move the files by using the steps in the "Move System Databases" article on
the MSDN website at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms345408%28v=sql.110%29.aspx.


Steps


1. Restore the master database to the target instance:


a. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


b. Find the backup and select the master database to restore:


● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


c. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


d. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.
e. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the Avamar


server and the client during the restore.
f. Specify the destination client in the Restore Destination Client box, or click Browse to browse to the client.
g. Select Restore to a different SQL Server instance or location.
h. Next to the Select the SQL instance on the destination client where the items should be restored box, click


Browse, select Windows SQL, and then select the checkbox next to the target instance.
i. Click OK.
j. On the Restore Options dialog box, click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.
k. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Several advanced options appear in red.
l. Specify the options as described in the following table.


Table 6. Advanced options 


Option Selection


Use SQL REPLACE option Select the checkbox.


Tail-log backup Clear the checkbox to disable tail-log backup. Tail-log
backup is not supported when you restore to a different
instance.


Encryption method from Data Domain system Select the encryption method for data transfer during
the restore if the backup was stored on a Data Domain
system.


Restore system databases Select the checkbox.


Manage SQL services automatically during restore Select the checkbox.


m. Disregard the remaining options.
n. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
o. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears: Restore initiated.
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p. Click OK.


2. Restore the msdb database to the target instance by using the same steps and options that you used to restore the master
database.


NOTE: You can restore both the msdb and model databases at the same time if you restore them to the same file


system path on the target server as the path on the original server. If you want to restore the msdb database files to


a different file system path on the target server, then restore the msdb and model databases with separate restore


operations, and specify the file system location for the msdb database files by clicking Set Destination on the Restore


Options dialog box and selecting the location.


3. If you did not restore the model database in the previous step, then restore the model database by using the same steps and
options that you used to restore the master and msdb databases.


Restoring to an AlwaysOn availability group


When you back up databases in an AlwaysOn availability group, you can restore the databases to the following locations:


● The original location in the original availability group
● A new database in the original availability group
● A different availability group
● A SQL Server instance that does not use availability groups
● Operating system files


In a hybrid IT environment with AlwaysOn availability groups and Microsoft Azure, the steps to restore a database depend on
the location of the primary replica:


● If the primary replica is on-premise, restore data to only the primary replica. Do not attempt to restore to both the primary
and secondary replicas. If there is a corresponding database on the secondary replicas when you restore a database only
on the primary replica, then the database on the secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on
the secondary replicas as part of the availability group, manually prepare and restore the databases, and join them to the
availability group on the secondary replica.


● If the primary replica is on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine, then restore the database to operating system files and then
use SQL Server tools to restore the database to the availability group.


Restoring to the original availability group


When you restore to the original location in an AlwaysOn availability group, the restore process can automatically restore the
databases on both the primary replica and the secondary replicas. You can also restore databases only on the primary replica.


Restoring automatically to both primary and secondary replicas


About this task


To automatically restore the databases to both the primary replica and the secondary replicas, perform the steps in Restoring to
the original location on page 69. During the restore, set the following values:


● Select the client for the availability group listener when you search for a backup to restore.
● Set the plug-in options with the following values:


○ Clear the Restore only on primary replica checkbox.
○ Leave the System Databases options clear. SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group.
○ (Optional) Perform a tail-log backup or use SQL REPLACE to force a restore even if the database already exists.


○ Disregard the Redirected Restore options.
○ (Optional) Specify authentication information.
○ (Optional) Perform a point-in-time recovery.


Restoring to only the primary replica


Steps


1. Perform the steps in Restoring to the original location on page 69. During the restore, set the following values:
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● Select the client for the availability group listener when you search for a backup to restore.
● Leave the Restore only on primary replica checkbox selected in the plug-in options.
● Leave the System Databases options clear. SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group.
● (Optional) Perform a tail-log backup or use SQL REPLACE to force a restore even if the database already exists.


● Disregard the Redirected Restore options.
● (Optional) Specify authentication information.
● (Optional) Perform a point-in-time recovery.
After you restore a database on only the primary replica, the corresponding database on the secondary replicas is in a
restoring state.


2. (Optional) Restore the databases on the secondary replicas by manually preparing and restoring the databases, and then
joining them to the availability group on the secondary replicas.


Restoring to a new database in the original availability group


You can restore a database in an AlwaysOn availability group to its original instance but with a new name, creating a new
database in the instance.


About this task


To automatically restore the databases to both the primary replica and the secondary replicas, perform the steps in Restoring to
a new database in the original instance on page 70. During the restore, set the following values:


● Select the client for the availability group listener when you search for a backup to restore.
● Set the plug-in options with the following values:


○ Leave the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox clear.
○ (Optional) Perform a tail-log backup.
○ Clear the Restore only on primary replica checkbox.
○ (Optional) Specify recovery operation options.
○ Leave the System Databases options clear. SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group.
○ Specify a name for the new database in the New database name box.
○ (Optional) Specify a new path for the database files in the Alternate database location box.
○ (Optional) Select the location for the restored database log files.
○ (Optional) Specify authentication information.
○ (Optional) Perform a point-in-time recovery.


Restoring to a different availability group


You can restore databases from one availability group to an availability group in a different cluster.


Steps


1. Perform the steps in Restoring to a different instance on page 71. During the restore, set the following values:
● Select the client for the original availability group listener when you search for a backup to restore.
● Leave the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox clear in the plug-in options.
● Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox. This restore scenario does not support tail-log backup.
● Leave the Restore only on primary replica checkbox selected.
● (Optional) Specify recovery operation options.
● Leave the System Databases options clear. SQL Server does not support system databases in an availability group.
● Disregard the Redirected Restore options. You already specified these settings on the Set Destination dialog box.
● (Optional) Specify authentication information.
● (Optional) Perform a point-in-time recovery.


2. After the restore completes, join the new database to the availability group.


When you add the database to the availability group, the process automatically creates and synchronizes the databases on
the secondary replicas.
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Restoring to a SQL Server instance without availability groups


When you back up databases in an availability group, you can restore the databases to a different SQL Server instance that does
not use availability groups, either on the same server or on a different server.


About this task


The steps are the same whether you restore from a backup of databases on a stand-alone server, on shared storage in a failover
cluster, or in an availability group. Restoring to a different instance on page 71 provides details.


Restoring to operating system files


When you back up databases in an availability group, you can restore the databases to operating system files.


About this task


The steps are the same whether you restore from a backup of databases on a stand-alone server, on shared storage in a failover
cluster, or in an availability group. Restoring to a file on page 72 provides details.


Restoring a database with an intact log file


If a database becomes corrupt or is otherwise lost but an intact database log file is available, you can restore the database and
use the log file to recover transactions after the most recent backup.


Steps


1. Perform a transaction log backup of the intact database log by issuing the following Transact-SQL command:


BACKUP LOG dbname TO DISK = 'drive:\folder\filename' WITH NO_TRUNCATE
where dbname is the name of the database and drive:\folder\file is the path to the folder and file name to which to save the
backup.


2. In Avamar Administrator, find the most recent backup of the database by using the instructions in Finding a backup by
content on page 66.


3. In Avamar Administrator, restore the backup to its original location by using the instructions in Restoring to the original
location on page 69.


On the Restore Command Line Options dialog box during the restore, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox,
and then configure the settings as follows:


● Select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox.
● Clear the Tail-log backup checkbox.
● (Optional) If the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer from the


Data Domain system to the client during the restore by using the Encryption method from Data Domain system list.
● Select NORECOVERY from the Recovery operation list.
● Disregard the remaining options, which do not apply to this restore.


4. Restore the transaction log backup of the intact database log by issuing the following Transact-SQL command:


RESTORE LOG dbname FROM DISK = 'drive:\folder\filename' WITH RECOVERY
where dbname is the name of the database and drive:\folder\file is the path and file name for the transaction log backup
file.


5. If the database does not appear in SQL Server Management Studio, then refresh the list or connect to the database.


Next steps


After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental backup after
full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup occurs after a
restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.
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Setting restore options


You set plug-in options during the restore by using the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


To view all plug-in options, including advanced options, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox. The advanced options
appear in red.


Figure 11. Restore Command Line Options dialog box


General restore options


General options on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box include the Encyrption method from Data Domain
system option, Normal restore selection, which also allows you to select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox, the
Tail-log backup checkbox, and the Restore only on primary replica checkbox, VerifyOnly selection, and the Enable
debugging messages checkbox.
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Encryption method from Data Domain system


If the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, the Encryption method from Data Domain system option specifies the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


Normal restore


Performs a normal restore of the databases. Selecting this option allows you to also select the Use SQL REPLACE option
checkbox, the Tail-log backup checkbox, and the Restore only on primary replica checkbox.


Use SQL REPLACE option


When you select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, an SQL
WITH REPLACE clause statement is added to the restore Transact-SQL command. The statement specifies that SQL Server
will create any necessary database and related files even if another database or file exists with the same name.


NOTE: This option overrides a SQL Server safety check to prevent you from accidentally overwriting a different database


or file. The Microsoft Transact-SQL documentation provides more information in the RESTORE command section.


Select the checkbox only when you are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location and you need
to force the overwrite of the original data. You may need to force the overwrite if a previous database restore exited with the
following SQL Server error in the Avamar SQL restore log:


One or more devices or files already exist. Reissue the statement using the WITH REPLACE
option to overwrite these files and devices.
Use this option also when you restore system databases.


Tail-log backup


When you select the Tail-log backup checkbox on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, Avamar backs up the tail
of the transaction log during the restore to capture the log records that are not in a backup. The restore process then uses the
tail-log backup after the database restore to recover the transactions that were not in the backup.


To perform a tail-log backup, the database must be online and using either the full or bulk-logged recovery model. As a result,
you cannot perform a tail-log backup of system databases such as the master and msdb databases because those databases use
the simple recovery model.


When you are restoring a user-defined filegroup or secondary data file and you perform a tail-log backup, you must select the
most recent backup as the backup from which to restore. Otherwise, the restore fails and an error message is written to the log
file.


You can perform a tail-log backup when you are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location without
the SQL WITH REPLACE option. In other words, if you select the Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox when you are restoring
to the original location, then leave the Tail-log backup checkbox clear.


You can also perform a tail-log backup when you are restoring a database to the original instance but with a new database name.


If you are performing a point-in-time restore and the point in time to which you are restoring is after the most recent
transaction log backup, then you must perform a tail-log backup.


A tail-log backup is also required if you are restoring a file from a user-defined filegroup to its original location.


Do not perform a tail-log backup if you are performing a redirected restore to a different SQL Server instance.


NOTE: If the tail-log backup fails to complete, then the restore cannot take place. Review the log file to determine the


cause of the failure. Correct the problem, and then restart the restore. If you clear the Tail-log backup checkbox to


prevent the tail-log backup, then the restore includes only the transactions up to the selected backup. You may lose any


transactions in the tail of the log.


Restore only on primary replica


The Restore only on primary replica checkbox controls whether databases restore to only the primary replica or to the
primary replica and all secondary replicas in an AlwaysOn availability group.


When you clear the checkbox, the restore process automatically restores the databases to the original location on both the
primary replica and the secondary replicas. Clear the checkbox only when you restore to the original location in the original
availability group and you want to restore to all replicas.
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When you select the checkbox and restore the databases on only the primary replica, the corresponding database on the
secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary replicas as part of the availability group,
you can manually prepare and restore the databases, and then join them to the availability group on the secondary replica.


You can also set the database on a secondary replica online without rejoining it to the availability group by restoring the
database with the RECOVERY recovery operation. The SQL Server documentation available on the Microsoft website provides
details.


Select the checkbox in the following restore scenarios:


● You are restoring to a different location in the original availability group.
● You are restoring to a different availability group.
● You are restoring to an on-premise primary replica in a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure.


You can also select the checkbox if you want to restore to only the primary replica in the original availability group.


Individual restore of an incremental or differential backup


This feature is supported for standalone, cluster, and AG environments configured with single or multiple SQL databases.


Overwrite default recoveryplan checkbox in the Avamar Administrator.


Using the Avamar Administrator


To restore individual incremental or differential backup streams:


1. Ensure that the environment meets the guidelines in Restore requirements on page 59.
2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


The backup to restore is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Ensure that Windows SQL appears in the Restore Plug-in list.
6. In the Recovery operation field, select one of the following options:


● To determine the correct checkpoint up to restore during a restore operation, select WITH NO Recovery.
● To determine the correct checkpoint up to restore and view and read the data that recovered during a restore operation,


select WITH STANDBY.
● To place the database in normal mode and restore the individual backup stream, select WITH Recovery.
● To restore the last checkpoint and restore the individual backup stream, select WITH Recovery


7. If the WITH STANDBY option was selected, in the Standby file location field, type the file name location.
8. Select the Overwrite defaul recovery plan checkbox.
9. Click OK.


Using the CLI


To restore individual incremental or differential backup streams, use the --overwrite-default-recoveryplan flag.


When restoring individual streams of incremental or differential backups, consider the following options:


● To determine the correct checkpoint up to restore during a restore operation, use the WITH NORECOVERY flag.


● To determine the correct checkpoint up to restore and view and read the data that recovered during a restore operation, use
the WITH STANDBY flag.


● To place the database in normal mode, restore the individual backup stream by using the WITH RECOVERY flag.


● To restore the last checkpoint, use the restore the individual backup stream by using the WITH RECOVERY flag.


AG Considerations


For AG environments, individual restore operations can only be performed on the primary node.
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If the AG database is removed from AG while performing an individual restore operation:


1. On the primary node, search for the required checkpoint by performing an incremental or differential restore.
2. Manually join the database to the AG.


You can use either of the following methods:


● Use the SQL server.
● Perform a restore operation in the Avamar Administrator:


a. In the Recovery operation field, select RECOVERY.
b. Select the Overwrite defaul recovery plan checkbox.
c. Disable the Restore primary only checkbox.
d. Click OK.


VerifyOnly restore


This options performs a verify-only restore, which verifies the backup but does not restore it.


Enable debugging messages


When you select the Enable debugging messages option, maximum information is written to log files during the operation. If
you select the checkbox, the operation generates very large log files. Use this option only for debugging purposes.


Recovery operation options


The Recovery operation list and Standby file location box on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box enable you to
control the recovery operation that occurs after the restore.


Table 7. Recovery operation options  


Recovery operation Description


RECOVERY The database is fully recovered and online after the restore.
This feature is the default setting.


NORECOVERY The database remains in a restoring state after the restore.
This feature enables you to perform additional manual restore
tasks, such as applying additional SQL transaction log files.


STANDBY The database is in standby (read-only) mode after the restore.
This feature enables you to bring up a database for read-only
access between transaction log restores, and can be used
with either warm standby server situations or special recovery
situations in which it is useful to inspect the database
between log restores.


This option also creates a file with recovery changes. If
required, you can use the file to revert the recovery changes.
The size of the file depends on the volume of undo actions
from uncommitted transactions. Specify the path to this file in
the Standby file location box. Use the following format:


drive:\folder\subfolder


where drive is the drive letter on the destination client, and
folder\subfolder is the path on the drive letter in which to
create the file.


If a file with recovery changes exists in the specified location,
then SQL Server overwrites it. If you do not specify a
path, then Avamar creates the file in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the
Avamar installation folder.
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Table 7. Recovery operation options  (continued)


Recovery operation Description


Do not use STANDBY when a database upgrade is necessary.
You may need to perform a database upgrade when restoring
backup sets from an earlier version of SQL Server.


You can specify the recovery operation in the following restore scenarios:


● You are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to its original location.
● You are restoring a database to the original instance but with a new database name.
● You are restoring an instance, database, filegroup, or file to a different instance on either the original server or a different


server.
● You are restoring one or more system databases. Keep in mind the following points, however:


○ If you are restoring the master or model database, then you must select the RECOVERY option. Do not use either the
NORECOVERY or STANDBY options.


○ If you are restoring the msdb database, then you can select any of the recovery operation options. However, if you select
NORECOVERY or STANDBY, then all databases become inaccessible until the restore of the msdb database is complete.


○ If you are restoring the system databases, then you must select the RECOVERY option. Do not use either the
NORECOVERY or STANDBY options.


You do not need to specify the recovery operation when you are restoring to an operating system file.


If you specify either the NORECOVERY or STANDBY recovery operation, then you can bring the database back online after any
manual operations by using one of the following methods:


● Restore the database again by using the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, but select RECOVERY from the Recovery
operation list.


● Issue a RESTORE DATABASE dbname WITH RECOVERY command by using SQL Server Management Studio, where
dbname is the name of the database to restore.


System database restore options


The Restore system databases and Manage SQL services automatically during restore checkboxes on the Restore
Command Line Options dialog box enable you to correctly restore system databases, such as the master, msdb, and model
databases.


When you restore an entire instance, or if you specifically select system databases for restore, then select the Restore system
databases checkbox to ensure that the system databases restore. If you leave the checkbox clear, then the system databases
do not restore.


The Manage SQL services automatically during restore option automatically stops and restarts SQL services during the
restore:


● When you restore the master database, this option automatically stops the SQL Server instance, including dependent
services such as the SQL Server agent service and the Analysis Service. The option also restarts the instance in single-user
mode before the restore. After the restore, the instance automatically restarts.


● When you restore the msdb database, this option automatically stops the SQL Server agent service, and then restarts it
when the restore is complete.


When you select both system and user databases for restore, the system databases restore first. You must select the Manage
SQL services automatically during restore checkbox to ensure that all system databases restore in the proper order and
with the necessary service stops and restarts.
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Redirected restore options


The redirected restore options on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box enable you to control the database name
and file locations when you restore a database to the original instance but with a new name.


About this task


You also can specify the file locations by clicking Set Destination on the Restore Options dialog box. If you specify the file
locations in the Restore Options dialog box, then you do not need to specify them on the Restore Command Line Options
dialog box.


You can also specify a new database name when you are restoring a database to a different instance but with a new name.


Steps


1. In the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.
Several advanced options, including the point-in-time recovery options, appear in red.


2. (Optional) If you are restoring a single database with a new name, specify the new name in the New Database name box.


3. To restore the database files to a different path than the original path, type the full path of the new database file (*.mdf)
location on the client in the Alternate database location box. An example path is C:\temp.


4. Select the path to which to restore the database log file (*.ldf):


● To restore the database log file to the same location as the database files (as specified in the Alternate database
location box), select Same as alternate database location from the Alternate log location list.


● To restore the database log file to a different location than the database files, select Different location from the
Alternate log location list, and then type the path to the location on the client in the Path to alternate log location
box. An example path is C:\temp\logs.


Authentication options


Authentication options enable you to specify whether Avamar uses Windows (NT) authentication or SQL Server authentication
to connect to SQL Server when you restore an instance, database, filegroup, or file to either its original location or to a different
location.


About this task


If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL Server plug-in uses NT authentication and logs in with the NT
AUTHORITY\SYSTEM account.


You do not need to specify authentication options when you are restoring to an operating system file because it is not necessary
to connect to SQL Server during this type of restore.


Steps


1. In the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Several advanced options, including the authentication options, appear in red.


2. In the SQL server address box, specify the hostname or IP address of the server to connect to.


3. From the Authentication method list, select whether to use NT authentication or SQL Server authentication.


4. If you select SQL Server authentication, specify the login ID and password for the SQL Server account in the SQL login ID
and SQL password boxes, respectively.


Point-in-time recovery options


If you are restoring a database that uses the full recovery model to either its original location or to a different location, then you
can restore to either a specific date and time or to a named mark in the transaction log.


About this task


You cannot perform a point-in-time restore of system databases such as the master and msdb databases because those
databases use the simple recovery model.
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To restore to a specific point in time, you must provide the transaction date and time or named mark to which to recover from
the SQL Server transaction log. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft website provides details on how to access
transaction log information.


The point in time to which you are restoring must be after the finish time for the most recent full backup. In addition, if the point
in time is before the start time of the most recent transaction log (incremental) backup, then a tail-log backup is not required.
However, a tail-log backup is required if the point in time is after the most recent transaction log backup.


When you specify the point in time for restore, do not specify the start time of the selected transaction log backup if it is not
the last backup in the backup sequence. Otherwise, the restore fails and a tail-log backup does not occur even if you select the
Tail-log backup option.


Steps


1. In the Restore Command Line Options dialog box, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Several advanced options, including the point-in-time recovery options, appear in red.


2. From the Point-in-time recovery mode list, select whether to recover to a point in time or a named mark:


3. In the Point-in-time or mark name string box, specify either the point in time or the named mark to which to recover:
● To recover to a specific point in time, specify the date and time in yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss format. For example,


2013-10-15T14:15:45 is October 15, 2013 at 2:15:45 p.m.
● To recover to a named mark, specify the mark.


4. If you specified a mark, select whether to include the mark in the recovery:
● To specify that the log record immediately before the mark is the recovery point, select Before mark from the Mark


recovery point list. In other words, the recovery rolls forward to the mark and excludes the marked transaction.
● To specify that the marked transaction is the recovery point, select At mark from the Mark recovery point list. In other


words, the recovery rolls forward to the mark and includes the marked transaction.


5. If you specified a mark and named marks are not unique in the transaction log, then use the Mark is after date/time box
to locate the mark to which to recover. The recovery process stops at the first mark with the specified name, exactly at or
after the specified date and time. Specify the date and time in yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss format.


Performing table level recovery


You can restore individual tables from a backup of an SQL database by performing a table level recovery in conjunction with
ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore, and Manage window appears.


2. Find a full backup that contains the items to restore:
● Finding a backup by date on page 64
● Finding a backup by content on page 66


While selecting differential backups to perform table level recovery, select only the full backup and the required differential
backup. Selecting multiple differential backups is not supported.


3. Select the Browse for Granular Restore icon in the lower-left pane of the Restore tab.
The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.


4. Select the target machine onto which the database will be mounted for TLR.
● To mount the database on the original machine, select Restore everything to its original location.
● To mount the database on another machine, select Restore everything to a different location.


NOTE: TLR can be performed on physical nodes only. In the case of a failover of a cluster or an AlwaysOn availability


group, restore must be redirected to a physical nodes that has TLR installed.


5. Click OK.
A message will indicate that the mounting operation may take a long time to complete.


6. Click OK to proceed with the mount operation.
The Restore Browse Options dialog will open.


7. At the Restore Browse Options dialog, identify the following:


a. For Drive letter or mount path, enter the drive letter that will be used to mount the SQL backup data or enter a
forward slash (/) or backslash (\) to mount the drive using the first available drive letter, beginning with Z:.
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This option is not case sensitive. If the letter entered here has a drive already mounted on it and that drive is not
controlled by the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR, the mount operation will fail. If the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR has
already mounted a drive on this letter, the existing drive will be unmounted and the new one will be mounted.


b. For Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted, select when to automatically dismount the drive. If the amount of time
needs to be extended during the recovery, use the avsqltlr command.


8. On the target machine, open ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server from the Microsoft Windows Start menu:


a. Select Programs
b. Select the EMC ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server folder.


c. Select the EMC ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server program.


Following instructions in the ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server documentation to perform a table level recovery.


Restore only on primary replica


The Restore only on primary replica checkbox controls whether databases restore to only the primary replica or to the
primary replica and all secondary replicas in an AlwaysOn availability group.


When you clear the checkbox, the restore process automatically restores the databases to the original location on both the
primary replica and the secondary replicas. Clear the checkbox only when you restore to the original location in the original
availability group and you want to restore to all replicas.


When you select the checkbox and restore the databases on only the primary replica, the corresponding database on the
secondary replicas is in a restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary replicas as part of the availability group,
you can manually prepare and restore the databases, and then join them to the availability group on the secondary replica.


You can also set the database on a secondary replica online without rejoining it to the availability group by restoring the
database with the RECOVERY recovery operation. The SQL Server documentation available on the Microsoft website provides
details.


Select the checkbox in the following restore scenarios:


● You are restoring to a different location in the original availability group.
● You are restoring to a different availability group.
● You are restoring to an on-premise primary replica in a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure.


You can also select the checkbox if you want to restore to only the primary replica in the original availability group.


Table Level restore
The SQL plug-in supports table level restore (TLR) of full, transaction log, and differential backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window appears.


2. In the Domain pane, select clients, and then select the desired client.


3. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


4. In the Backup Content pane, move the TLR slider to the right.


5. In the left pane, select the drive letter on which to mount the backups, and then select the database in the right pane. Click
NEXT.


NOTE: TLR can be performed on physical nodes only. In the case of a failover of a cluster or an AlwaysOn availability


group, restore must beredirected to a physical node that has TLR installed.


6. In the More Options pane:
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a. For Drive letter or mount path, enter the drive letter that will be used to mount the SQL backup data or enter a
forward slash (/) or backslash (\) to mount the drive using the first available drive letter, beginning with Z:.


This option is not case sensitive. If there is already a drive mounted on the letter specified, and that drive is not
controlled by the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR, the mount operation will fail. If the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR has
already mounted a drive on this letter, the existing drive will be unmounted and the new one will be mounted.


b. For Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted, select when to automatically dismount the drive. If the amount of time
needs to be extended during the recovery, use the avsqltlr command.


c. Move the Show Advanced options slider to the right, and then select the Enable debugging messages check box in
order to obtain detailed logs.


7. Click NEXT, and then click FINISH.
The mount operation might take several minutes to complete. When the mount is complete, the message Retrieving
backup contents of client completed. The mount disk avaliable now on target client appears.


8. On the SQL server, open Itempoint for MS SQL Server.


9. For Source Type, select Folder, and then select the drive on which the backups are mounted.


10. Click NEXT.


11. Select the files that you want to restore:
● To restore full or incremental backups, select all files.
● To restore differential backups, remove the incremental files (\i-n files).


Figure 12. Select Source Data Wizard for Differential Restore


12. Click FINISH.


13. Select the target SQL instance.


14. Drag and drop, or copy and paste, the tables from the source database to the target database.


15. Close Itempoint for MS SQL Server.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.
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NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Disaster Recovery


Topics:


• Preparing for disaster recovery
• Performing disaster recovery


Preparing for disaster recovery


Steps


1. Ensure that you have onsite and offsite copies of the installation disks for the operating system, SQL Server, and any
software updates.


2. Perform full Windows server backups by using the Avamar Client for Windows. Include System State and all critical and
noncritical disks in the backups. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides full backup instructions.


3. Back up all system and user databases by using the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


If you use AlwaysOn availability groups, then you must perform a separate backup of the system databases. During the
backup, select the server name of the physical node as the client to back up, and then select the system databases. SQL
Server does not support system databases in an availability group.


NOTE: If you perform the full Windows server backup and the database backups at different times, then perform the


full Windows server backup first.


Performing disaster recovery


Steps


1. Restore the server from the Windows client backup as described in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


2. Complete the recommended Microsoft SQL Server disaster recovery procedure by using the steps in the “Recovering from a
Disaster” article on the MSDN website.


3. Use the SQL Server plug-in to restore the system databases as described in Restoring system databases on page 78.


4. Use the SQL Server plug-in to restore the user databases as described in Restoring to the original location on page 69.


5. When you are sure that the restore of the environment is correct and complete, perform a full backup of the newly restored
environment.


6
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SQL Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• SQL plug-in backup options
• Backup options
• SQL plug-in restore options
• SQL TLR plug-in options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


SQL plug-in backup options
Backup plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. You can
specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server when you perform an on-demand
backup or when you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.


An asterisk (*) indicates an advanced option, which only appears when you select Show Advanced Options on the Backup
Command Line Options dialog box.


Table 8. Backup plug-in options 


Setting Description


Backup label Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


Backup type Sets the backup level. One of the following values:


● Full — Backs up the entire database, including all objects, system tables, and
data.


● Differential — Backs up any data that changed after the last complete backup.
● Incremental — Backs up only the transaction logs.


NOTE: Microsoft SQL Server does not allow differential or transaction log
(incremental) backups of the master database. You can only create full
backups of the master database. If you try to perform a differential or
transaction log backup of the master database, a full backup occurs instead.


Copy-only Backup Instructs the SQL plug-in to perform a copy-only full backup.


Availability group replica for backup Controls the replica on which the backup occurs in an AlwaysOn environment. One
of the following values:


A
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Table 8. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Setting Description


● Primary — Specifies that the backup should occur on the primary replica.
● Prefer secondary — Specifies that the backup should occur on a secondary


replica except when the primary replica is the only available replica. This is the
default value.


● Secondary only — Specifies that the backup should occur on the secondary
replica. If no secondary replica is available, then the backup does not occur.


● SQL Server defined — Specifies that the backup should use the backup
preference specified in SQL Server settings.


You can increase performance of the primary replica when you perform backups
on a secondary replica. However, the secondary replica must meet the AlwaysON
availability group requirements.


In a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability groups,
ensure that the backup occurs on an on-premise replica. Avamar cannot back up
databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine.


Enhanced data deduplication Controls the type of compression for data in a backup by setting the --
compress option in avtar. Enhanced data deduplication typically reduces the
amount of client data that the backup process must send to the server, but
requires additional client CPU resources. Select one of the following values:


● Default — The avtar process evaluates some of the data in the backup
to determine whether the data supports compression. If the evaluated data
supports compression, then avtar compresses all data in the backup. If the
evaluated data does not support compression, then avtar does not compress
any data.


● Disabled — The avtar process does not compress data during the backup.


● Enabled — Forces avtar to compress data during the backup, even
if the data does not support compression. Select this value only when
you are certain that data in the backup supports compression. Otherwise,
avtar unnecessarily uses additional client CPU resources to try to perform
compression on data that does not support compression.


Force incremental backup after full
backup


If a full backup exists and then another full backup occurs, this option creates
a transaction log (incremental) backup. The transaction log backup contains
transactions from the end of the first full backup or the most recent transaction
log backup, whichever is later, until the time that the forced transaction log
backup occurs (after the first backup of the new backup cycle).


This ensures that a point-in-time recovery to a point in time between the two full
backups can occur, if required.


You cannot perform a transaction log backup on databases that use the simple
recovery model because those databases do not support transaction log backups.
This includes system databases such as the master and msdb databases. Use
the For simple recovery model databases list to control what Avamar does
when you try to perform transaction log backups of databases that use the simple
recovery model.


*Force full backup Performs a full backup in the following scenarios:


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log (incremental) backup and
a full backup does not exist on the server.


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you restore a
database.


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you restore
the msdb database.


● If log gaps are detected.


Effectively, this option automates taking a full backup when necessary.


As a best practice, perform a transaction log backup after the forced full backup.
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Table 8. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Setting Description


NOTE: If you perform transaction log and differential backups, it is strongly
recommended that you leave this option selected (the default setting) for all
backups. Otherwise, you might not be able to restore data if there are no full
backups on the Avamar server.


Enable consistency check Instructs the SQL plugin to perform a consistency check of the database prior to
performing a backup.


*Truncate database log Controls database transaction log truncation behavior. One of the following values:


● (Default) Only for incremental backup — The backup process truncates the
database transaction log if the backup type is incremental (transaction log). No
log truncation occurs if the backup type is full or differential.


● For all backup types — The backup process truncates the database
transaction log regardless of the backup type. This setting breaks the chain
of log backups. Do not use this setting unless the backup type is full.


This value is not supported for SQL Server 2008 R2 and later environments.


● Never — The backup process does not truncate the database transaction log
under any circumstances.


*For simple recovery model databases Specifies what Avamar does when you try to perform incremental (transaction
log) backups of databases that use the simple recovery model, which does not
support transaction log backups:


● Skip incremental with error — If you select databases with different recovery
models for the backup, then the backup does not include the databases with
the simple recovery model. The backup completes with exceptions, and an
error message is written to the log. If you select only databases with the simple
recovery model for the backup, then the backup fails.


● Skip incremental with warning — If you select databases with different
recovery models for the backup, then the backup does not include databases
with the simple recovery model. The backup completes successfully, and a
warning is written to the log for each database that uses the simple recovery
model. If you select only databases with the simple recovery model for the
backup, then the backup fails.


● Promote incremental to full — A full backup occurs automatically instead
of a transaction log backup for databases that use the simple recovery
model. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity Window of the Avamar
Administrator with the status Completed with Promotion. When only some
of the databases in the backup are promoted to full, the status still indicates as
Completed with Promotion.


*Enable debugging messages Specifies to write maximum information to log files for debugging purposes. The
backup process generates large log files.


*Skip log gap detection For transaction log backups, controls whether the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server
checks the full transaction log backups that are already saved for a database to
verify that there are no "log gaps." This log gap detection ensures that there is a
valid chain of SQL Server transaction logs so that point-in-time restore can occur.
If a log gap is detected, the backup is promoted to a full backup. Promotion to full
is indicated in the Activity Window of the Avamar Administrator with the status
Completed with Promotion. When only some of the databases in the backup are
promoted to full, the status still indicates as Completed with Promotion.


Log gap detection may require as many as 20 to 30 seconds to complete for
each database. Transaction log backups may take an excessive amount of time
to complete in environments with a significant number of databases. If the
performance issues outweigh the risk of possible log gaps, then you can disable
log gap detection by selecting this option to improve performance.
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Table 8. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Setting Description


Store backup on Data Domain system Stores the backup on a configured Data Domain system instead of on the Avamar
server.


To store the backup on a Data Domain system, select the checkbox and then
select the Data Domain system from the list.


Encryption method to Data Domain
system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


Multi-streaming options


Maximum number of streams Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for backup and restore. The
default is 2, and the maximum value is 10.


If you select a value of 1, then Avamar backs up one database at a time with one
stream.


Minimum stream size Specifies the minimum size of each data stream.


Authentication options


*SQL server address Connect to this hostname or IP address for the computer that is running SQL
Server.


*Authentication method Specifies whether to use Windows (NT) authentication or SQL Server
authentication to connect to SQL Server.


If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL Server plug-in uses
NT authentication and logs in with the NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM account.


*SQL login ID If you select SQL server authentication in the Authentication method list,
connect to the server with this login ID.


*SQL password If you select SQL server authentication in the Authentication method list, type
the password for the SQL login account.


Backup options
Backup options for the avsql command enable you to control backup behavior. Many of these options are the same as the
plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform an on-demand backup or create a dataset for
scheduled backups.


The following avsql options are available for the backup operation.


Table 9. Backup options for the avsql command 


Option Description


--clusternode=HOSTNAME(IP) Statically defines the node's IP address in a multi-NIC environment when
backups are failing due to a resolution error. HOSTNAME is the node's
hostname and IP is the node's network address.


NOTE: Include the parentheses around the IP address.


--consistency-check={true |
extendedlogicalchecks |
physicalonly}


Instructs the SQL plugin to perform a consistency check of the database
before performing a backup.
● true enables consistency checks using the default behavior.


● extendedlogicalchecks performs an extended logical consistency
check, which includes checks on indexed view, as well as XML and
spatial indexes.


● physicalonly performs a physical-only consistency check (column-
integrity checks are not performed).


--copy-only={true | false} true forces the backup to be a copy-only full backup.
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Table 9. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


--ddr-encrypt-strength={high |
medium | none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Data Domain system when you store the backup on a Data Domain
system. The default value is high. This option is an avtar option.


--ddr={true | false} Specifies whether to store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of
the Avamar server. To store the backup on a Data Domain system, specify
true. This option is an avtar option.


--ddr-index=n Specifies the index number (1, 2, 3, and so forth) of the Data Domain
system on which to store the backup. The index number is assigned to the
Data Domain system when it is added to the Avamar server configuration.
This option is an avtar option.


--encrypt=value Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup. One of the following values:


● proprietary
● tcp
● ssl
● sslverify
● tls
● tls-sa
Use this option with the --encrypt-strength option. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides details on how to correctly specify the --
encrypt and --encrypt-strength option values together to ensure
proper encryption settings.


This option is an avtar option.


--encrypt-strength=high Specifies the encryption strength for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup. The only allowed value is high.


Use this option with the --encrypt option. The Avamar Product Security
Guide provides details on how to correctly specify the --encrypt and --
encrypt-strength option values together to ensure proper encryption
settings.


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies backup expiration as a number of days from today (days) or an
absolute timestamp. This option is an avtar option.


--label=name Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


--retention-type=type
--retentiontype=type


Assigns advanced retention to the backup. One of the following values:


● none — Do not explicitly assign any retention type to this backup. That
is, treat the backup as a normal on-demand backup.


● daily — Explicitly designate this backup as a daily backup.


● weekly — Explicitly designate this backup as a weekly backup.


● monthly — Explicitly designate this backup as a monthly backup.


● yearly — Explicitly designate this backup as a yearly backup.


This option is an avtar option.


--after-date=date To improve the performance of incremental backups, this option specifies
the date at which a week-by-week search for a full backup stops and the
history of all backups is retrieved. Specify the date in mm/dd/yyyy format.


--backup-preference= {primary |
prefer_secondary | secondary_only |
SQL_server_defined}


Controls the replica on which the backup occurs in an AlwaysOn
environment. One of the following values:


● primary — Specifies that the backup should occur on the primary
replica.
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Table 9. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


● prefer_secondary — Specifies that the backup should occur on a
secondary replica except when the primary replica is the only available
replica. This is the default value.


● secondary_only — Specifies that the backup should occur on the
secondary replica. If no secondary replica is available, then the backup
does not occur.


● SQL_server_defined — Specifies that the backup should use the
backup preference specified in SQL Server settings.


You can increase performance of the primary replica when you perform
backups on a secondary replica. However, the secondary replica must meet
the requirements in AlwaysOn availability group requirements on page 34.


In a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability
groups, ensure that the backup occurs on an on-premise replica. Avamar
cannot back up databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual
machine.


--brtype={full | differential |
incremental}


Specifies the type of backup to perform:


● full — Backs up the entire database, including all objects, system
tables, and data.


● differential — Backs up any data that has changed since the last
complete backup.


● incremental — Backs up only the transaction logs.


The default value is full.


NOTE: Microsoft SQL Server does not allow differential or transaction
log (incremental) backups of the master database. You can only create
full backups of the master database. If you try to perform a differential
or transaction log backup of the master database, a full backup is
created instead.


--exclude=data Specifies an instance or database to exclude from the backup.


When specifying the local instance, use (local). For example:


● --exclude=(local)
● --exclude=(local)/DB1


--forcefull Performs a full backup in the following scenarios:


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log (incremental)
backup and a full backup does not exist on the server.


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you
restore a database.


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you
restore the msdb database.


● If log gaps are detected.


Effectively, this option automates taking a full backup when necessary.


NOTE: If you perform transaction log and differential backups, we
strongly recommend that you leave the default setting of enabled for
the --forcefull option for all backups. Otherwise, you might not be


able to restore data if no existing full backup is present on the Avamar
server.


--forceincremental= {true | false} If a full backup exists and another full backup occurs, this option creates
a transaction log (incremental) backup that contains transactions which
occur from the end of the first full backup or the most recent transaction
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Table 9. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


log backup, whichever is later. This action proceeds until the time that the
forced transaction log backup occurs (after the first backup of the new
backup cycle). This step ensures that a point-in-time recovery to a point in
time between the two full backups can occur, if required.


Three backup sessions occur when a forced transaction log backup occurs:


● The first session contains transactions that occur from the end of
the first full backup until the start time of the forced transaction log
backup.


● The second session contains transactions that occur from the end of
the second full backup until the time that the forced transaction log
backup occurs.


● The third session contains only the full backup.


To restore and recover the database to a point after the forced transaction
log backup, select the last backup from the last backup session that has
the most recent full backup, during the restore process.


NOTE: You cannot perform a transaction log backup on databases
that use the simple recovery model because those databases do
not support transaction log backups. This includes system databases
such as the master and msdb databases. As a result, set --
forceincremental=false when you back up a database that uses


the simple recovery model.


--include=data Specifies an instance or database to include in the backup that otherwise
would have been excluded based on the --exclude option.


When specifying the local instance, use (local). For example:


● --include=(local)
● --include=(local)/DB1


--max-streams=n Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for backup and restore.
The default is 1, and the maximum value is 10.


--min-snapup-size=MB Specifies the minimum size of each data stream in MB. The default value is
200.


--prefix=value Specifies a prefix for the log filename.


--skip-log-gap-detection For transaction log backups, controls whether the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server checks the full and transaction log backups that are already saved
for a database to verify that there are no "log gaps." This log gap detection
ensures that there is a valid chain of SQL Server transaction logs so that
point-in-time restore can occur. If a log gap is detected, the backup is
promoted to a full backup. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity
Window of the Avamar Administrator with the status Completed with
Promotion. When only some of the databases in the backup are promoted
to full, the status still indicates as Completed with Promotion.


Log gap detection may require as many as 20 to 30 seconds to complete
for each database. Transaction log backups may take an excessive
amount of time to complete in environments with a significant number
of databases. If the performance issues outweigh the risk of possible log
gaps, then you can disable log gap detection by specifying this option to
improve performance.


--skip_or_prom_sdm=
{skip_with_error |
skip_with_warning |
promote_to_full}


Specifies what Avamar does when you try to perform incremental
(transaction log) backups of databases that use the simple recovery model,
which does not support transaction log backups:
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Table 9. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


● skip_with_error — If you select databases with different recovery
models for the backup, then the backup does not include the databases
with the simple recovery model. The backup completes with exceptions,
and an error message is written to the log. If you select only databases
with the simple recovery model for the backup, then the backup fails.


● skip_with_warning — If you select databases with different
recovery models for the backup, then the backup does not include
databases with the simple recovery model. The backup completes
successfully, and a warning is written to the log for each database that
uses the simple recovery model. If you select only databases with the
simple recovery model for the backup, then the backup fails.


● promote_to_full — A full backup occurs automatically instead of
a transaction log backup for databases that use the simple recovery
model. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity Window of the
Avamar Administrator with the status Completed with Promotion.
When only some of the databases in the backup are promoted to full,
the status will still be indicated as Completed with Promotion.


The default value is skip_with_error.


--truncatelog_ts= {default | enable
| disable}


Specifies database transaction log truncation behavior. One of the
following values:


● default — The backup process truncates the database transaction
log if the backup type is set to incremental (transaction log). No log
truncation occurs if the backup type is full or differential.


● enable — The backup process truncates the database transaction
log regardless of the backup type. This setting breaks the chain of log
backups and should not be used unless the backup type is set to full.


This value is not supported for SQL Server 2008 R2 and later
environments.


● disable — The backup process does not truncate the database
transaction log under any circumstances.


SQL plug-in restore options
Restore plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. Set
restore options manually from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists options for restore operations with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


An asterisk (*) indicates an advanced option, which only appears when you select Show Advanced Options on the Restore
Command Line Options dialog box.


Table 10. Restore plug-in options 


Settings Description


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption for data transfer between the Data Domain system
and the client during the restore when the backup is stored on a Data Domain
system.


Restore options


Normal restore Performs a normal restore of databases.


Use SQL REPLACE option Adds an SQL WITH REPLACE clause statement to the restore Transact-
SQL command. The statement specifies that SQL Server should create any
necessary database and related files even if another database or file exists
with the same name.
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Table 10. Restore plug-in options (continued)


Settings Description


NOTE: This option overrides a SQL Server safety check to prevent
you from accidentally overwriting a different database or file. The
Microsoft Transact-SQL Reference Manual provides more information in
the RESTORE command section.


You may need to use this option if a previous database restore exited with the
following SQL Server error in the Avamar SQL restore log:


One or more devices or files already exist. Reissue the
statement using the WITH REPLACE option to overwrite
these files and devices.
You should also use this option when restoring system databases.


Tail-log backup Backs up the tail of the transaction log to capture the log records that have
not been backed up. The restore process uses the tail-log backup after the
database restore to recover the transactions that were not in the backup.


Tail-log backup is available only for databases that use the full and bulk-logged
recovery models. Perform a tail-log backup during a direct restore without the
SQL REPLACE option.


Clear the checkbox when you perform a redirected restore to a different SQL
Server instance.


Restore only on primary replica Restores the database on only the primary replica in an AlwaysOn availability
group. When you select this option, you must manually perform database
synchronization on the secondary replicas. Restoring to an AlwaysOn
availability group on page 83 provides details on restoring to an AlwaysOn
availability group.


VerifyOnly restore Performs a verify-only restore, which verifies the backup but does not restore
it.


*Recovery operation Specifies the recovery operation that occurs after the restore:


● RECOVERY — The database is fully recovered and online. This is the
default setting.


● NORECOVERY — The database remains in a restoring state. This enables
you to perform additional manual restore tasks, such as applying additional
SQL log files.


● STANDBY — The database is in standby (read-only) mode.


This option creates a file with recovery changes. You can use the file to
revert the recovery changes, if required. The size of the file depends on
the volume of undo actions from uncommitted transactions. Specify the
path to this file in the Standby file location box.


STANDBY enables you to bring up a database for read-only access
between transaction log restores. Use this setting with either warm
standby server situations or special recovery situations in which it is useful
to inspect the database between log restores.


Do not use STANDBY when a database upgrade is necessary. You may
need to perform a database upgrade when restoring backup sets from an
earlier version of SQL Server.


*Standby file location When you select STANDBY from the Recovery operation list, use this setting
to specify the path to the standby file with recovery changes.


The path must be in the following format:


drive:\folder\subfolder


where drive is the drive letter on the destination client, and folder\subfolder is
the path on the drive letter in which to create the file.
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Table 10. Restore plug-in options (continued)


Settings Description


If a file with recovery changes exists in the location, then SQL Server
overwrites it. If you do not specify a path, then Avamar creates the file in
the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is
the Avamar installation folder.


*Enable debugging messages Specifies to write maximum information to log files for debugging purposes.
The restore process generates very large log files.


System Databases options


Restore system databases Causes the plug-in to create an expanded list of databases to restore that
includes system databases and user databases. By default, the plug-in only
shows user databases.


Manage SQL services automatically during
restore


When you restore the master database, this option automatically stops the
SQL Server instance, including dependent services such as the SQL Server
agent service and the Analysis Service. This step then restarts the instance
in single-user mode before the restore. After the restore, the instance
automatically restarts.


When you restore the msdb database, this option automatically stops the SQL
Server agent service, and then restarts it when the restore is complete.


When you select both system and user databases for restore, you must select
this option to ensure that all system databases restore in the proper order and
with the necessary service stops and restarts.


Redirected Restore options


*New database name To give a database a different name when you restore it to either a different
instance on the same server or to a different server, type the new name here.


Only the name of the restored database is different. The source database in
the backup remains the same.


*Alternate database location If you are relocating the database, type the full path of the new database file
(*.mdf) location on the client, such as C:\temp.


You also can specify the file locations by clicking Set Destination on the
Restore Options dialog box. If you specify the file locations in the Restore
Options dialog box, then you do not need to specify them as plug-in options
on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box. If you are restoring a
database with multiple filegroups or files and you want to restore the files to
different locations, then you must use the redirected restore options on the
Restore Options dialog box.


*Alternate log location Specifies whether the database log file (*.ldf) restores to the same location
as the database or to a different location.


*Path to alternate log location If you are restoring the database log file to a different location than the
database, type the full path of the new database log file location on the client,
such as C:\temp\logs.


Authentication options


*SQL server address Connect to this hostname or IP address for the computer that is running SQL
Server.


*Authentication method Specifies whether to use Windows (NT) authentication or SQL Server
authentication to connect to SQL Server.


If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL Server plug-
in uses NT authentication and logs in with the NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM
account. Security requirements on page 33 provides more information.
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Table 10. Restore plug-in options (continued)


Settings Description


*SQL login ID If you select SQL server authentication in the Authentication method list,
connect to the server with this login ID.


*SQL password If you select SQL server authentication in the Authentication method list,
type the password for the SQL login account.


Point-in-Time Recovery options


*Point-in-time recovery mode Specifies whether to recover the database to a specific date and time or a
named mark in the transaction log. Available only if the database uses the full
recovery model.


*Point-in-time or mark name string If you select Point-in-time or Mark name from the Point-in-time recovery
mode list, then this option specifies the point in time or named mark to which
to recover:


● Point-in-time — To recover to a specific point in time, specify
the date and time in yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss format. For example,
2014-05-25T14:15:45 is May 25, 2014 at 2:15:45 p.m.


● Mark name — If named marks are inserted in the transaction log for
recovery purposes, then you can recover to a specific mark. Specify the
mark name.


*Mark recovery point Specifies whether to include the mark in the recovery:


● Before mark — Specifies that the log record immediately before the mark
is the recovery point. In other words, the recovery rolls forward to the
mark and excludes the marked transaction.


● At mark — Specifies that the marked transaction is the recovery point.
In other words, the recovery rolls forward to the mark and includes the
marked transaction.


*Mark is after date/time If named marks are not unique in the transaction log, then you can specify a
date and time to locate the mark to which it recovers. The recovery process
stops at the first mark with the specified name, exactly at or after the
specified date and time. Specify the date and time in yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss
format. For example, 2014-05-25T14:15:45 is May 25, 2014 at 2:15:45 p.m.


SQL TLR plug-in options
You can set plug-in options in Avamar Administrator for browse and restore operations for table level recovery with the SQL
TLR plug-in.


SQL TLR plug-in browse options


Plug-in options are available when you browse backups to perform a table level recovery with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR.


Table 11. Restore options for the SQL TLR plug-in 


Option Description


Drive letter or mount path Enter the drive letter that will be used to mount the SQL backup data. This
option is not case sensitive. If the letter entered here has a drive already
mounted on it and that drive is not controlled by the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
TLR, the mount operation will fail. If the the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR has
already mounted a drive on this letter, the existing drive will be unmounted
and the new one will be mounted.


Entering a forward slash (/) or backslash (\) will mount the drive using the
first available drive letter, beginning with Z:.
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Table 11. Restore options for the SQL TLR plug-in (continued)


Option Description


Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted Select when to automatically dismount the drive that is being mounted for
the SQL backup data:


● 2 hours
● 8 hours
● 16 hours
● 24 hours


The drive dismounts even if the drive is in use.


SQL TLR plug-in restore options


Plug-in options are available when you perform table level recovery with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR.


Table 12. Restore options for the SQL TLR plug-in 


Option Description


Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted Select when to automatically dismount the temporary file system from the
SQL server that you are using for TLR:


● 2 hours
● 8 hours
● 16 hours
● 24 hours


The drive dismounts even if the drive is in use.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for
debugging. Use caution when you select this option. The restore process
creates large log files.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the SQL Server plug-in CLI
• Command reference
• Specifying command line options
• Password encoding
• Performing command line operations in a failover cluster
• Performing command line operations in an AlwaysOn environment
• CLI examples
• avsqltlr command reference
• Monitoring CLI activities


Overview of the SQL Server plug-in CLI
The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the avsql command instead of
Avamar Administrator to back up and restore SQL Server data. You can use the CLI from all operating systems that the SQL
Server plug-in supports. Additionally, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL TLR includes a command line interface, avsqltlr, that
allows you to extend the amount of time that a database backup mounted for table level recovery which will remain mounted.


When you use the CLI to perform a backup or restore, specify the command options for the SQL Server plug-in binary at the
command prompt. The plug-in interacts with the avtar process to write backup data to or read backup data from the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system.


The avsql binary is available in the C:\Program Files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar client
installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt and change directory to the bin folder. Then type the command at the command
prompt.


Command reference
The avsql command enables you to browse for SQL Server plug-in data to back up or restore, perform the backup, or perform
the restore.


Synopsis


avsql --operation={browse | backup | restore} [options]


Operations


The operation that you specify with the avsql command controls the task that avsql performs. Available operations include
browse, backup, and restore.


Supply one of the operations in the following table for avsql by using the --operation option.


B
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Table 13. Operations for the avsql command 


Operation Description


browse Returns a list of data on the client that is available for backup.
You can browse all data on the client, a single instance, or a
single database.


You must specify only a single browse target on the command
line. If you specify more than one instance or database, then
avsql displays output for only the first target.


Example browse commands on page 124 provides the correct
syntax for different browse operation commands.


The command results appear as standard output in the
command window. The following information appears for each
entry:


● Name
● Date
● Size
● Type
● User


The data sorts alphabetically by name.


backup Performs an on-demand backup of the specified data.


Include options with the backup operation to specify the
data to back up, the Avamar server for the backup, Avamar
login credentials, a label for the backup, and other options to
control backup behavior.


Many of these plug-in options are the same options that you
specify when you perform an on-demand backup or configure
a scheduled backup in Avamar Administrator. The Enhanced
data deduplication plug-in option appears in the Backup
Command Line Options dialog box but is not available as an
option when you perform a backup with the CLI.


restore Restores the specified data.


Include options with the restore operation to specify the
data to restore, the Avamar server for the restore, Avamar
login credentials, the target location for the restore, and other
options to control restore behavior.


Many of these plug-in options are the same options that you
specify when you perform a restore in Avamar Administrator.
The Manage SQL services automatically during restore
option is the only plug-in option that appears in the Restore
Command Line Options dialog box but is not available when
you perform a restore with the CLI.


Options


The options that you specify with the avsql command control browse, backup, and restore behavior. Some options are
available for multiple operations, such as the account options for connecting to the Avamar server. Other options apply only to
backups or restores.


Common options


Common options for the avsql command are general options that are available for multiple operations.


The following common options are available for the avsql command.
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Table 14. Common avsql options 


Option Description


--backup-type=type Internal use only.


--exclude-pluginid-list=string
--excludepluginids=string


Internal use only. This option is an avtar option.


--pluginid-list=string
--pluginids=string


Internal use only. This option is an avtar option.


--version Displays the build version of the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server.


--sqltimeoutsecs=seconds The number of seconds after which the connection to SQL
Server times out. If not specified, then the timeout occurs
after 100 seconds.


Account options


Account options for the avsql command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for backups and
restores.


The following account options are available for the avsql command.


Table 15. Account options for the avsql command 


Option Description


--account=domain/client
--acnt=domain/client
--path=domain/client


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
client to back up or restore from using the following format:


domain/client


where domain is the Avamar domain to which the client
belongs and client is the name of the client computer or the
Avamar cluster client.


This option is an avtar option.


--hostname-sql=client Specifies the name of the client to browse, back up, or restore
from.


Required for browse, backup, and restore in an AlwaysOn
availability group or a failover cluster. Specify the Avamar
cluster client as the client.


--id=user@domain/client Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
Avamar username for authentication.


NOTE: You can specify the values for the --id and --
[avtar]account options simultaneously by specifying


--id=user@domain/client.


--password=password
--pswd=password
--ap=password


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
password for the Avamar account.


--server=Avamar_server
--hfsaddr=Avamar_server


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
hostname or IP address of the Avamar server. This option is
an avtar option.
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Table 15. Account options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


--ntorsqlauth= {ntauthentication |
sqlauthentication}


Specifies whether to use Windows (NT) authentication or
SQL Server authentication to connect to SQL Server. One of
the following values:


● ntauthentication
● sqlauthentication
If you do not specify an authentication method, then the SQL
Server plug-in uses NT authentication and logs in with the
NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM account. “Security requirements”
on page 39 provides more information.


--pluginport=port Specifies the port number on which to connect to the agent.
If not specified, then the default value of 28002 is used.


--sqllogin=name If you set --ntorsqlauth=sqlauthentication, then
this option specifies the login ID for the SQL login account.


--sqlpassword=password If you set --ntorsqlauth=sqlauthentication, then
this option specifies the password for the SQL login account.


--sqlserver=server Hostname or IP address of the computer with the SQL Server
installation that you want to browse, back up, or restore from.


This option is required when you use the CLI to browse, back
up, or restore data in the following environments:


● In the local instance when the server is in a failover
cluster. Specify the virtual server name.


● In an AlwaysOn availability group. Specify the availability
group listener.


In environments where SQL Server does not use the default
port, you can specify the port as part of the --sqlserver
option by using the format --sqlserver=server,port,
where server is the name of the instance in a stand-alone
environment, the virtual server name in a failover cluster, or
the availability group listener in an AlwaysOn environment; and
port is the port number.


Logging options


Logging options for the avsql command enable you to specify the path and file name for the avsql log file, and to control
how much information the plug-in writes to the log file.


The following logging options are available for the avsql command.


Table 16. Logging options for the avsql command 


Option Description


--informationals=n Sets the information level for status messages, where n is a
number such as 0, 1, 2, and so on. This option is an avtar
option.


--log=file
--logfile=file


Specifies the full path and file name of the avsql plug-in log
file.


NOTE: The Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator
displays only avtar logs for backups with the command


line interface. To create a plug-in log for CLI activities,
you must specify the --log or --logfile option on the


command line.
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Table 16. Logging options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


--noinformationals Disables all status messages. This option is an avtar option.


--nostdout Disables output to STDOUT. However, output still goes to the
log file if you use the --log or --logfile=file options. This
option is an avtar option.


--nowarnings Disables warning messages. This option is an avtar option.


--quiet Suppresses all debugging messages. This option is an avtar
option.


--verbose
--v


Enables all messages, including status and warning messages.
This option is an avtar option.


Browse options


In addition to the following browse option for the avsql command, you may want to use the --sqlserver or --hostname-
sql account options during certain browse operations.


The following browse option is available for the avsql command.


Table 17. Browse option for the avsql command 


Option Description


--sql-version-detection=value Determiners whether or not event messages will be included.
● If this option is not used with the --operation=browse


option, no event messages will be observed and
detection will be faster.


● If value is set to reg, no event messages will be observed
and detection will be faster.


● If value is set to wmi, SQL detection will be slower and the
event messages will be observed.


--usesmoversion = SMOVERSION Specifies the version of the SQL Server Management Objects
(SMO) that should be used when the node has multiple
SQL versions installed. The respective SMO version will then
determine the SQL server that is being used.


Allowed values are:


● For SQL server 2008, SMOVERSION = 8
● For SQL server 2012, SMOVERSION = 11
● For SQL server 2014, SMOVERSION = 12
● For SQL server 2016, SMOVERSION = 13


Backup options


Backup options for the avsql command enable you to control backup behavior. Many of these options are the same as the
plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform an on-demand backup or create a dataset for
scheduled backups.


The following avsql options are available for the backup operation.
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Table 18. Backup options for the avsql command 


Option Description


--clusternode=HOSTNAME(IP) Statically defines the node's IP address in a multi-NIC environment when
backups are failing due to a resolution error. HOSTNAME is the node's
hostname and IP is the node's network address.


NOTE: Include the parentheses around the IP address.


--consistency-check={true |
extendedlogicalchecks |
physicalonly}


Instructs the SQL plugin to perform a consistency check of the database
before performing a backup.
● true enables consistency checks using the default behavior.


● extendedlogicalchecks performs an extended logical consistency
check, which includes checks on indexed view, as well as XML and
spatial indexes.


● physicalonly performs a physical-only consistency check (column-
integrity checks are not performed).


--copy-only={true | false} true forces the backup to be a copy-only full backup.


--ddr-encrypt-strength={high |
medium | none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Data Domain system when you store the backup on a Data Domain
system. The default value is high. This option is an avtar option.


--ddr={true | false} Specifies whether to store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of
the Avamar server. To store the backup on a Data Domain system, specify
true. This option is an avtar option.


--ddr-index=n Specifies the index number (1, 2, 3, and so forth) of the Data Domain
system on which to store the backup. The index number is assigned to the
Data Domain system when it is added to the Avamar server configuration.
This option is an avtar option.


--encrypt=value Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup. One of the following values:


● proprietary
● tcp
● ssl
● sslverify
● tls
● tls-sa
Use this option with the --encrypt-strength option. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides details on how to correctly specify the --
encrypt and --encrypt-strength option values together to ensure
proper encryption settings.


This option is an avtar option.


--encrypt-strength=high Specifies the encryption strength for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup. The only allowed value is high.


Use this option with the --encrypt option. The Avamar Product Security
Guide provides details on how to correctly specify the --encrypt and --
encrypt-strength option values together to ensure proper encryption
settings.


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies backup expiration as a number of days from today (days) or an
absolute timestamp. This option is an avtar option.


--label=name Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


--retention-type=type
--retentiontype=type


Assigns advanced retention to the backup. One of the following values:
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Table 18. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


● none — Do not explicitly assign any retention type to this backup. That
is, treat the backup as a normal on-demand backup.


● daily — Explicitly designate this backup as a daily backup.


● weekly — Explicitly designate this backup as a weekly backup.


● monthly — Explicitly designate this backup as a monthly backup.


● yearly — Explicitly designate this backup as a yearly backup.


This option is an avtar option.


--after-date=date To improve the performance of incremental backups, this option specifies
the date at which a week-by-week search for a full backup stops and the
history of all backups is retrieved. Specify the date in mm/dd/yyyy format.


--backup-preference= {primary |
prefer_secondary | secondary_only |
SQL_server_defined}


Controls the replica on which the backup occurs in an AlwaysOn
environment. One of the following values:


● primary — Specifies that the backup should occur on the primary
replica.


● prefer_secondary — Specifies that the backup should occur on a
secondary replica except when the primary replica is the only available
replica. This is the default value.


● secondary_only — Specifies that the backup should occur on the
secondary replica. If no secondary replica is available, then the backup
does not occur.


● SQL_server_defined — Specifies that the backup should use the
backup preference specified in SQL Server settings.


You can increase performance of the primary replica when you perform
backups on a secondary replica. However, the secondary replica must meet
the requirements in AlwaysOn availability group requirements on page 34.


In a hybrid IT environment with Microsoft Azure and AlwaysOn availability
groups, ensure that the backup occurs on an on-premise replica. Avamar
cannot back up databases on a replica on a Microsoft Azure virtual
machine.


--brtype={full | differential |
incremental}


Specifies the type of backup to perform:


● full — Backs up the entire database, including all objects, system
tables, and data.


● differential — Backs up any data that has changed since the last
complete backup.


● incremental — Backs up only the transaction logs.


The default value is full.


NOTE: Microsoft SQL Server does not allow differential or transaction
log (incremental) backups of the master database. You can only create
full backups of the master database. If you try to perform a differential
or transaction log backup of the master database, a full backup is
created instead.


--exclude=data Specifies an instance or database to exclude from the backup.


When specifying the local instance, use (local). For example:


● --exclude=(local)
● --exclude=(local)/DB1


--forcefull Performs a full backup in the following scenarios:


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log (incremental)
backup and a full backup does not exist on the server.
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Table 18. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you
restore a database.


● If you try to perform a differential or transaction log backup after you
restore the msdb database.


● If log gaps are detected.


Effectively, this option automates taking a full backup when necessary.


NOTE: If you perform transaction log and differential backups, we
strongly recommend that you leave the default setting of enabled for
the --forcefull option for all backups. Otherwise, you might not be


able to restore data if no existing full backup is present on the Avamar
server.


--forceincremental= {true | false} If a full backup exists and another full backup occurs, this option creates
a transaction log (incremental) backup that contains transactions which
occur from the end of the first full backup or the most recent transaction
log backup, whichever is later. This action proceeds until the time that the
forced transaction log backup occurs (after the first backup of the new
backup cycle). This step ensures that a point-in-time recovery to a point in
time between the two full backups can occur, if required.


Three backup sessions occur when a forced transaction log backup occurs:


● The first session contains transactions that occur from the end of
the first full backup until the start time of the forced transaction log
backup.


● The second session contains transactions that occur from the end of
the second full backup until the time that the forced transaction log
backup occurs.


● The third session contains only the full backup.


To restore and recover the database to a point after the forced transaction
log backup, select the last backup from the last backup session that has
the most recent full backup, during the restore process.


NOTE: You cannot perform a transaction log backup on databases
that use the simple recovery model because those databases do
not support transaction log backups. This includes system databases
such as the master and msdb databases. As a result, set --
forceincremental=false when you back up a database that uses


the simple recovery model.


--include=data Specifies an instance or database to include in the backup that otherwise
would have been excluded based on the --exclude option.


When specifying the local instance, use (local). For example:


● --include=(local)
● --include=(local)/DB1


--max-streams=n Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for backup and restore.
The default is 1, and the maximum value is 10.


--min-snapup-size=MB Specifies the minimum size of each data stream in MB. The default value is
200.


--prefix=value Specifies a prefix for the log filename.


--skip-log-gap-detection For transaction log backups, controls whether the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server checks the full and transaction log backups that are already saved
for a database to verify that there are no "log gaps." This log gap detection
ensures that there is a valid chain of SQL Server transaction logs so that
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Table 18. Backup options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


point-in-time restore can occur. If a log gap is detected, the backup is
promoted to a full backup. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity
Window of the Avamar Administrator with the status Completed with
Promotion. When only some of the databases in the backup are promoted
to full, the status still indicates as Completed with Promotion.


Log gap detection may require as many as 20 to 30 seconds to complete
for each database. Transaction log backups may take an excessive
amount of time to complete in environments with a significant number
of databases. If the performance issues outweigh the risk of possible log
gaps, then you can disable log gap detection by specifying this option to
improve performance.


--skip_or_prom_sdm=
{skip_with_error |
skip_with_warning |
promote_to_full}


Specifies what Avamar does when you try to perform incremental
(transaction log) backups of databases that use the simple recovery model,
which does not support transaction log backups:


● skip_with_error — If you select databases with different recovery
models for the backup, then the backup does not include the databases
with the simple recovery model. The backup completes with exceptions,
and an error message is written to the log. If you select only databases
with the simple recovery model for the backup, then the backup fails.


● skip_with_warning — If you select databases with different
recovery models for the backup, then the backup does not include
databases with the simple recovery model. The backup completes
successfully, and a warning is written to the log for each database that
uses the simple recovery model. If you select only databases with the
simple recovery model for the backup, then the backup fails.


● promote_to_full — A full backup occurs automatically instead of
a transaction log backup for databases that use the simple recovery
model. Promotion to full is indicated in the Activity Window of the
Avamar Administrator with the status Completed with Promotion.
When only some of the databases in the backup are promoted to full,
the status will still be indicated as Completed with Promotion.


The default value is skip_with_error.


--truncatelog_ts= {default | enable
| disable}


Specifies database transaction log truncation behavior. One of the
following values:


● default — The backup process truncates the database transaction
log if the backup type is set to incremental (transaction log). No log
truncation occurs if the backup type is full or differential.


● enable — The backup process truncates the database transaction
log regardless of the backup type. This setting breaks the chain of log
backups and should not be used unless the backup type is set to full.


This value is not supported for SQL Server 2008 R2 and later
environments.


● disable — The backup process does not truncate the database
transaction log under any circumstances.


Restore options


Restore options for the avsql command enable you to control restore behavior. Many of these options are the same as the
plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore.


The following avsql options are available for the restore operation.
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Table 19. Restore options for the avsql command 


Option Description


--label=name Specifies the label of the backup to restore.


Use either this option or the --labelnum option during the restore.


--labelnum=number Specifies the label number of the backup to restore.


Use either this option or the --label option during the restore.


--after-date=date To improve the performance of the search for backups to restore,
this option specifies the date at which a week-by-week search for a
full backup stops and the history of all backups is retrieved. Specify
the date in mm/dd/yyyy format.


--aftertime=datetime If you are performing a point-in-time recovery to a named mark and
named marks are not unique in the transaction log, then you can
use this option to specify a date and time to locate the mark to
which to recover. The recovery process stops at the first mark with
the specified name, exactly at or after the specified date and time.
Specify the date and time in yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss format. For
example, 2014-10-25T14:15:45 is October 25, 2014 at 2:15:45 p.m.


--altlog={samelocat | difflocat} Specifies whether the database log file (*.ldf) is restored to the
same location as the database or to a different location. One of the
following values:


● samelocat
● difflocat
The default value is samelocat.


--app-instance=instance When restoring to a different instance, this option specifies the
target instance for the restore.


--ddr-encrypt-strength={high | medium |
none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the Data
Domain system and the client when the backup is stored on a Data
Domain system. The default value is high. This option is an avtar
option.


--dblocation=path If you are relocating the database, this option specifies the full path
of the new database file (*.mdf) location on the client, where path
is a value such as C:\temp.


--encrypt=value Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the
Avamar server and the client during the restore. One of the following
values:


● proprietary
● tcp
● ssl
● sslverify
● tls
● tls-sa
Use this option with the --encrypt-strength option. The
Avamar Product Security Guide provides details on how to correctly
specify the --encrypt and --encrypt-strength option values
together to ensure proper encryption settings.


This option is an avtar option.


--encrypt-strength=value Specifies the encryption strength for data transfer between the
Avamar server and the client during the restore. One of the following
values:
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Table 19. Restore options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


● cleartext
● medium
● high
Use this option with the --encrypt option. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides details on how to correctly specify the --
encrypt and --encrypt-strength option values together to
ensure proper encryption settings.


--handle-sql-services-automatically
--handlesqlservicesautomatically


When restoring system databases, this option stops and restarts
SQL services automatically as necessary.


When you restore both system and user databases, you must specify
this option to ensure that all system databases restore in the proper
order and with the necessary service stops and restarts.


--history-optimization={true | false} Enables or disables history search optimization, which you can
further refine by using the --after-date=date option. The
default setting is --history-optimization=true, which
enables history search optimization.


--loglocation=path If --altlog=difflocat, then this option specifies the path of
the new database log file location on the client, where path is a
value such as C:\temp\logs.


--logtail Backs up the tail of the transaction log to capture the log records
that are not in a backup. After the database restore, Avamar uses
the tail-log backup to recover the transactions that were not in the
backup.


Tail-log backup is available only for databases that use the full and
bulk-logged recovery models. Perform a tail-log backup during a
direct restore without the SQL REPLACE option.


Do not use this option when you restore to a different SQL Server
instance.


--metadata Retrieves the SQL metadata file from the backup and displays the
metadata as screen output. When you use this option, Avamar does
not restore any data.


--newdbname=name Restores the database with the specified name (instead of its
original name) when you are restoring it to either a different instance
on the same server or to a different server.


--overwrite-default-recoveryplan Specify this option to perform individual incremental or differential
backups of the SQL server database.


--pitormark={none | pointintime |
markname}


Whether to recover the database to a specific date and time or a
named mark in the transaction log. Available only if the database
uses the full recovery model. One of the following values:


● none — Do not recover to a specific point in time.


● pointintime — Recover to a specific date and time specified
by --pitormarkstr=value.


● markname — Recover to the named mark specified by --
pitormarkstr=value.


The default value is none.


--pitormarkstr={pit | mark} If --pitormark=pointintime or markname, then this option
specifies the pit (date and time) or named mark to recover to. To
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Table 19. Restore options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


recover to a date and time, use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss format. For
example, 2014-10-25T14:15:45 is October 25, 2014 at 2:15:45 p.m.


--prefix=value Prefix for the name of the logfiles.


--print-restore-size Prints the size required to restore SQL data. No actual restore takes
place when this option is used.


--recovery-primary-only={true | false} Specify true to restore the database on only the primary replica
in an AlwaysOn availability group. When you specify true, you
must manually perform database synchronization on the secondary
replicas.


Specify false to restore to both primary and secondary replicas.


--recoveryoperation={RECOVERY |
NORECOVERY | STANDBY}


Specifies the recovery operation that occurs after the restore. One
of the following values:


● RECOVERY — The database is fully recovered and online. This is
the default setting.


● NORECOVERY — The database remains in a restoring state. This
enables you to perform additional manual restore tasks, such as
applying additional SQL log files.


● STANDBY — The database is in standby (read-only) mode.


This option creates a file with recovery changes. You can
use the file to revert the recovery changes, if required. The
size of the file depends on the volume of undo actions from
uncommitted transactions. Specify the path to this file with the
--standbyfilelocation=path option.


STANDBY enables you to bring up a database for read-only
access between transaction log restores. Use this setting
with either warm standby server situations or special recovery
situations in which it is useful to inspect the database between
log restores.


Do not use STANDBY when a database upgrade is necessary.
You may need to perform a database upgrade when you restore
backup sets from an earlier version of SQL Server.


--recoverypoint={beforemark | atmark} When you perform a point-in-time restore to a named mark, this
option specifies whether to include the mark in the recovery. One of
the following values:


● beforemark — Specifies that the log record immediately
before the mark is the recovery point. In other words, the
recovery rolls forward to the mark and excludes the marked
transaction.


● atmark — Specifies that the marked transaction is the recovery
point. In other words, the recovery rolls forward to the mark and
includes the marked transaction.


The default value is atmark.


--redirect=string Restores database files to the specified location, where string
contains the original file name and the destination path and file
name:


--redirect=original_file= destination_path\new_file


To restore multiple files to multiple different locations, separate the
string values with commas:
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Table 19. Restore options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


--redirect=original_file1=
destination_path1\new_file1,original_file2=destination_path2\
new_file2,original_file3= destination_path3\new_file3


To restore a file to its original location, specify only the original
filename:


--redirect=original_file


--redirecttofile={true | false} Specifies whether to restore database files as operating system files
to the specified location.


--restore-destination={original |
multiple | single}


Specifies the restore destination for the data:


● original – Restore the data to its original location. This is the
default value.


● multiple – Restore the data to a different location. Use
the --target={path | client\instance} option to specify the
location.


● single – Restore the data to operating system files. Use
the --target={path | client\instance} option to specify the
location.


This option is an avtar option.


--restore-filegroup-list=filegroups Restores the specified filegroups, using the following format:


--restore-filegroup-list=instance/ database/
filegroup,instance/database/ filegroup


where instance/database/filegroup are the instance, database, and
filegroup to restore, with multiple entries separated by a comma.


--restoresystem Attempts to restore databases that have the system attribute set.


--standbyfilelocation=path If --recoveryoperation=STANDBY, then this option specifies
the path on the destination client to the standby file with recovery
changes.


Use the following format:


drive:\folder\subfolder


where drive is the drive letter on the destination client, and
folder\subfolder is the path on the drive letter in which to create
the file.


If a file with recovery changes already exists in the specified
location, then SQL Server overwrites it.


You can use the file to revert the recovery changes, if required.


--target={path | client\instance} Specifies the target location for the restored files:


● If --restore-destination=single, then specify the path
on the original client to which to restore the files, such as --
target=C:\sqldata.


● If --restore-destination=multiple, then specify the
instance on the destination client to which to restore the files.
Use the following format:


--target=client\instance


where client is the name of the destination client and instance is
the name of the instance on the client.
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Table 19. Restore options for the avsql command (continued)


Option Description


--use-sql-replace-option
--usesqlreplaceoption


Adds an SQL WITH REPLACE clause statement to the restore
Transact-SQL command. This statement specifies that SQL Server
should create any necessary database and related files even if
another database or file already exists with the same name.


NOTE: This option overrides a SQL Server safety check to
prevent you from accidentally overwriting a different database
or file. The Microsoft Transact-SQL Reference Manual provides
more information in the RESTORE command section.


You may need to use this option if a previous database restore
exited with the following SQL Server error in the Avamar SQL
restore log:


One or more devices or files already exist.
Reissue the statement using the WITH REPLACE
option to overwrite these files and devices.
Use this option when restoring system databases.


--validate Validates the integrity of a backup before performing the restore.
This option is an avtar option.


--verifyOnlyrestore={true | false} Specifies whether to perform a verify-only restore, which verifies
the backup but does not restore it.


Help option


The --help option displays a list of available operations and options for the avsql command. You can view all help output for
avsql, or only the options for a specific operation.


The following command displays all help output for the avsql command:


avsql --help
The following command provides a list of options for the backup operation:


avsql --help --operation=backup


Specifying command line options
The method that you use to specify options for the avsql command depends on the complexity of the command value and the
frequency with which you use the options.


About this task


Type options directly on the command line when you perform command line operations on an occasional basis or you are using
a limited set of simple options. Use a command file, option file, or environment variables when you frequently perform command
line operations or you are using a complex set of options.


The following methods are available for specifying options for the avsql command:


● Type the individual options on the command line.
● List the options in the avsql.cmd file, which is in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program


Files\avs is the Avamar client installation folder.


In a cluster environment, the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder is typically on a shared network folder or volume. You
specify the path for the var folder when you configure the cluster client with the Cluster Configuration Tool.
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List each option on its own line, as shown in the following example:


--debug
--logfile=avamarclient.log
--verbose=5


● Create an option file as a text file, and then specify the option file on the command line by using the --flagfile=path
option, where path is the full pathname of the option file.


● Pass options to the CLI as environment variables. For example, if you specify AvamarServer=12.34.56.78 in the
environment variables, then you can specify the environment variable instead of the IP address of the Avamar server in the
command, as shown in the following example:


avsql --operation=backup --server=%AvamarServer%
--id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password --brtype=full
--path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --label=SQL1Full
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log “ ”


Password encoding
You can use avtar to encode passwords that you type on the command line or store in script files, and then use the encoded
string with the --password, --ap, or --pswd option.


Steps


1. Type the following command on the command line on the SQL Server client:


avtar --encodepassword=password
where password is the password to encode.


An encoded string is returned on the command line.


2. Use the encoded string on the avsql command line as the password with the --password, --ap, or --pswd option.


Performing command line operations in a failover
cluster


About this task


The following steps are required to use the CLI to browse, back up, or restore SQL Server data on shared storage in a failover
cluster:


● Run the CLI on the on the active node that is managing the databases to back up.
● Specify the cluster client as the client to back up or restore from.
● Specify the --hostname-sql option with a value of the cluster client.


● To browse, back up, or restore the local instance, specify the --sqlserver option with a value of the cluster client.


Performing command line operations in an AlwaysOn
environment


About this task


The following steps are required to use the CLI to browse, back up, or restore SQL Server data in an AlwaysOn availability
group:


● Run the CLI on the cluster node with the primary replica.
● Specify the cluster client for the availability group listener as the client to back up or restore from.
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● During a backup, specify the following options:


○ Specify the availability group listener with the --sqlserver option.


○ Specify the Avamar cluster client with the --hostname-sql option.


○ Specify the availability group listener, the availability group, the instance, and the database in quotation marks using
the format “listener/group\instance\database”. To back up all databases in an availability group, specify “listener/
group\instance”.


● When you restore a backup to its original location, specify the following options:


○ Specify the availability group listener in the --sqlserver and --hostname-sql options.


○ Use the --recovery-primary-only option to control whether to restore to only the primary replica or to both the
primary and all secondary replicas.


● When you restore a backup to its original location but with a new name, specify the original database name at the end of the
command. Use the --newdbname option to specify the new database name.


CLI examples
Review the avsql command examples for details on how to use options to control browse, backup, and restore behavior.


Example browse commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to browse different types of data in client backups with the avsql
command.


Browsing all instances


The following command returns a list of all SQL Server instances on the client:


avsql --operation=browse


Browsing the local instance


The following command returns a list of all databases in the local instance on the client:


avsql --operation=browse (local)


Browsing a named instance


The following command returns a list of all databases in the named instance of Instance1 on the client:


avsql --operation=browse Instance1


Browsing a database


The following command returns detailed information about the database, including the creation date, size, and owner for the
database:


avsql --operation=browse (local)/DB1


Browsing a failover cluster


The following command returns a list of all databases in the local instance in a failover cluster with the SQLCluster1 cluster
client:


avsql --operation=browse --sqlserver=SQLCluster1 --hostname-sql=SQLCluser1
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Browsing an AlwaysOn availability group


The following command returns a list of all databases in the AlwaysOn availability group with the SQLGroupListener
availability group listener:


avsql --operation=browse --sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --hostname-sql=SQLGroupListener


Example backup commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of backups with the avsql command.


Backing up all SQL Server data


To back up all SQL Server data (all databases in all instances on the client), specify the domain and client name.


Performing a full backup of all SQL Server data


The following command performs a full backup of all SQL Server data on the SQLServer1 client in the SQL domain, labels the
backup SQL1Full, and stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --label=SQL1Full


Performing an incremental (transaction log) backup of all SQL Server data


The following command performs an incremental (transaction log) backup of all SQL Server data on the SQLServer2 client in
the SQL domain, labels the backup SQL2Logs, and stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that you added to the
Avamar configuration:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=incremental --path=/SQL/SQLServer2
--label=SQL2Logs --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--ddr=true --ddr-index=1


Backing up the local instance


To back up all databases in the local instance, specify (local) as the backup target between the quotation marks at the end
of the command.


The following command performs a differential backup of the local instance on the SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain and
stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=differential --path=/SQL/SQLServer3
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log "(local)"


Backing up a named instance


To back up a named instance, specify the client and instance as the backup target between the quotation marks at the end of
the command, using the format “client\instance”.


The following command performs a full backup of the sql02inst2 instance on the SQLServer2 client in the SQL domain and
stores the backup on the second Data Domain system that was added to the Avamar configuration:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer2
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--ddr=true --ddr-index=2 "SQLServer2\sql02inst2"
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Backing up multiple instances


To back up one or more instances on a client, but not all instances, specify the instances as separate backup targets between
quotation marks at the end of the command.


The following command performs an incremental backup of the local instance and the sql03inst2 instance on the
SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain and stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap="password" --brtype=incremental --path="/SQL/SQLServer3"
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
"SQLServer3\sql03inst2" "(local)"


Backing up a database


To back up a specific database on a client, specify the client, instance, and database as the backup target between the
quotation marks at the end of the command, using the format client\instance/database, or (local)/database if the database
is in the local instance.


Performing a differential backup of a database in the local instance


The following command performs a differential backup of the DB1 database in the local instance on the SQLServer1 client in
the SQL domain, labels the backup DB1Diff, and stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=differential --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log "(local)/DB1"
--label=DB1Diff


Performing a full backup of a database in a named instance


The following command performs a full backup of the DB3 database in the sql01inst2 instance on the SQLServer1 client in
the SQL domain and stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
"SQLServer1\sql01inst2/DB3"


Backing up multiple databases


To back up multiple databases on a client, but not all databases, specify the instances as separate backup targets between
quotation marks at the end of the command.


The following command performs a full backup of the DB3 database in the sql01inst2 instance and the DB1 database in the
local instance on the SQLServer1 client in the SQL domain, and stores the backup on a Data Domain system:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --ddr=true
--ddr-index=2 "SQLServer1\sql01inst2/DB3" "(local)/DB1"
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Backing up data in a failover cluster


To back up data in a failover cluster, run the CLI on the active node with the cluster client, and specify the cluster client as the
client to back up. If you are backing up the local instance, then you must use the --sqlserver option and specify the virtual
server for the SQL Server.


Performing a full backup of a database in the local instance in a cluster


The following command performs a full backup of the DB1 database in the local instance on the SQLCluster1 cluster client in
the SQL domain, labels the backup DB1Full, and stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLCluster1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--sqlserver=SQLCluster1 --hostname-sql=SQLCluster1
"(local)/DB1" --label=DB1Full


Performing a transaction log backup of a database in a named instance in a cluster


The following command performs a transaction log backup of the DB3 database in the sql01inst2 instance on the
SQLCluster1 cluster client in the SQL domain, and stores the backup on the Avamar server:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=incremental --path=/SQL/SQLCluster1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--sqlserver=SQLCluster1 --hostname-sql=SQLCluster1
"SQLCluster1\sql01inst2/DB3"


Backing up data in an AlwaysOn availability group


To back up data in an AlwaysOn availability group:


● Run the CLI on the primary replica.
● Specify the cluster client for the availability group listener as the client to back up.
● Specify the availability group listener with the --sqlserver and --hostname-sql options.


● Specify the availability group listener, the availability group, and the database in quotation marks using the format
“listener\group/database”. To back up all databases in an availability group, specify “listener\group”.


The following command performs a full backup of all databases on the primary replica using the SQLGroup2 cluster client for
the SQLGroup2 availability group and the SQLGroupListener availability group listener. The SQLGroup2 cluster client is in
the SQL domain on the Avamar server, and the backup is stored on the second Data Domain system that was added to the
Avamar configuration:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLGroupListener
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--backup-preference=primary --hostname-sql=SQLGroupListener
--sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --ddr=true --ddr-index=2
"SQLGroupListener\SQLGroup2"


Backing up to a Data Domain system


To store a backup on a Data Domain system instead of on the Avamar server, use the --ddr and --ddr-index options.


The following command performs an incremental backup of all SQL Server data on the SQLServer2 client in the SQL domain
and stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that you added to the Avamar configuration:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=MCUser1 --brtype=incremental --path=/SQL/SQLServer2
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --ddr=true
--ddr-index=1 " "
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Excluding data from a backup


To exclude an instance or database from a backup of an entire client, use the --exclude option. If you exclude an instance,
you can include an individual database from the instance in the backup using the --include option.


Excluding the local instance from a backup of all SQL Server data


The following command performs a full backup of all SQL Server data except for the local instance on the SQLServer1 client in
the SQL domain, and stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--exclude=(local) " "


Including a database from an excluded instance in a backup of all SQL Server data


The following command performs the same backup as the previous example, but includes the database named DB3 in the
backup:


avsql --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --brtype=full --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--exclude=(local) --include=(local)/DB3 " "


Example restore commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of restores with the avsql command.


NOTE: After the restore completes successfully, perform a full backup of the database and clear the Force incremental


backup after full backup checkbox in the plug-in options for the backup. If the checkbox is selected when a full backup


occurs after a restore, then the transaction log backup that occurs automatically after the full backup fails.


Restoring to the original location


To restore a backup to its original location, run the CLI on the original client, use the --path option to specify the domain and
client, and use the --labelnum or --label option to specify the backup to restore.


Restoring an entire backup to the original location


The following command performs a tail-log backup and restores the backup labeled 223 to its original location of the
SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --logtail --labelnum=223
--usesqlreplaceoption --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring the local instance to the original location


The following command performs a tail-log backup and restores the local instance from the backup labeled Backup6 to its
original location on the SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --logtail --label=Backup6
(local) --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
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Restoring a database to the original location


The following command performs a tail-log backup and restores the DB3 database from the Instance2 instance in the backup
labeled 842 to its original location on the SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --logtail
--usesqlreplaceoption --labelnum=842 Instance2/DB3
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring a filegroup or file to the original location


The following command performs a tail-log backup and restores the following items in the backup labeled 842 to the original
location on the SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain:


● FG1 filegroup for the DB1 database in the local instance


● File1 file in the FG2 filegroup for the DB2 database in the local instance


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --logtail
--labelnum=842 --restore-filegroup-list=(local)/DB1/FG1
(local)/DB2/DB2_FG2_File1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring to a new database in the original instance


To restore a backup to its original location but with a new name, run the CLI on the original client, specify the original database
name at the end of the command, and use the --newdbname option to specify the new database name.


The following command performs a tail-log backup and then restores the DB2 database in the local instance from the backup
labeled DB2Full to its original location of the SQLServer2 client in the SQL domain, but with a new name of DB6:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer2 --logtail --newdbname=DB6
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --label=DB2Full
(local)/DB2


Restoring to a different instance


To restore a backup to a different instance, run the CLI on the destination client, use the --path option to specify
the original domain and client, use the --target option to specify the new client and instance, and set --restore-
destination=multiple.


Restoring a database to a different instance on the same client


The following command restores the DB3 database from Instance2 in the backup labeled 239 to an instance named
Instance3 on the SQLServer1 client:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--target=SQLServer1\Instance3 --restore-destination=multiple
--labelnum=239 Instance2/DB3
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring multiple databases to a different instance on a different client


The following command restores the DB3 database from Instance2 and DB1 from Instance1 on the SQLServer1 client in
the SQL domain in the backup labeled SQL1Backup8 to Instance3 on the SQLServer2 client:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
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--target=SQLServer2\Instance3 --label=SQL1Backup8 Instance2/DB3
Instance1/DB1 --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
You must run the previous command from a command line on the SQLServer2 (destination) client.


Restoring files to a different location on a different client


The following command restores the File1 and File2 files in C:\SQLData from the (local)/DB3 database on the
SQLServer1 client to C:\SQL on the SQLServer2 client in the Instance2/DB8 database:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--target=SQLServer2\Instance2 --newdbname=DB8
--redirect=”C:\SQLData\File1”=”C:\SQL\File1”,
“C:\SQLData\File2”=”C:\SQL\File2” --labelnum=163 (local)/DB3
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring to a file


To restore a SQL Server database from an Avamar backup to operating system files, use the --redirecttofile=true
option and specify the target path for the files by using the --target option.


Restoring a database to a file on the original client


The following command restores the DB4 database in the local instance from the backup with a label number of 423 to the
temp directory on the C:\ drive of the original location of the SQLServer1 client in the SQL domain:


avsql --operation=restore --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password
--server=12.34.56.78 --logtail=false -path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--labelnum=423 --redirecttofile=true --target=C:\temp
(local)/DB4 --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
You must run the previous command from a command line on the original client.


Restoring a database to a file on a different client


The following command restores the DB2 database in Instance3 from the backup labeled Backup22 to the temp directory
on the C:\ drive of the WinServer3 client in the ITServers domain, when WinServer3 is not the original client on which
the backup was performed:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --label=Backup22 --target=C:\temp
--redirecttofile=true --path=/ITServers/WinServer3
Instance3/DB2 --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
You must run the previous command from a command line on the WinServer3 (destination) client.


Restoring system databases


To restore SQL Server system databases from an Avamar backup, run the CLI on the original client and use the following
options:


● --handle-sql-services-automatically
● --restoresystem
● --use-sql-replace-option
In addition, do not use the --logtail option.


The following command restores the backup labeled 395 to its original location of the SQLServer3 client in the SQL domain,
including the system databases in the backup:
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avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer3 --restoresystem
--handle-sql-services-automatically --logtail=false
--use-sql-replace-option --labelnum=395
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log


Restoring to an AlwaysOn availability group


To restore data to an AlwaysOn availability group, run the CLI on the primary replica. The options you use in the command
depend on whether you are restoring to the original availability group, a new database in the original availability group, or a
different availability group. The steps to restore to a different instance or to operating system files are the same whether you
restore from a backup of databases on a stand-alone server, in a cluster, or in an availability group.


Restoring to the original availability group


To restore a backup to its original location in an availability group:


● Use the --path option to specify the Avamar domain and the cluster client for the availability group listener.


● Use the --labelnum or --label option to specify the backup to restore.


● Specify the availability group listener in the --sqlserver and --hostname-sql options.


● Use the --recovery-primary-only option to control whether to restore to only the primary replica or to both the
primary and all secondary replicas.


Restoring to the original location on all replicas


The following command performs a tail-log backup and restores the DB3 database in the backup labeled 842 to its original
location on all replicas in the SQLGroup3 availability group client in the SQL domain:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLGroup3
--sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --hostname-sql=SQLGroupListener
--logtail --usesqlreplaceoption
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--recovery-primary-only=false --labelnum=842
SQLGroupListener\SQLGroup3/DB3


Restoring to the original location on only the primary replica


The following command performs the same restore as the previous command, but restores to only the primary replica:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLGroup3
--sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --hostname-sql=SQLGroupListener
--logtail --usesqlreplaceoption
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--recovery-primary-only=true --labelnum=842
SQLGroupListener\SQLGroup3/DB3
When you restore the databases on only the primary replica, the corresponding database on the secondary replicas is in a
restoring state. To restore the databases on the secondary replicas as part of the availability group, manually prepare and
restore the databases, and join them to the availability group on the secondary replica.


Restoring to a new database in the original availability group


To restore a backup to its original location but with a new name, specify the original database name at the end of the command,
and use the --newdbname option to specify the new database name.


The following command performs a tail-log backup and then restores the DB2 database in the SQLGroup2 availability group
from the backup labeled DB2Full to its original location, but with a new name of DB6:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLGroup2
--sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --hostname-sql=SQLGroup2Listener
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--logtail --newdbname=DB6
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --label=DB2Full
SQLGroupListener\SQLGroup2/DB2


Restoring to a different availability group


The following command restores the DB3 database from the SQLGroup2 availability group in the backup labeled 239 to an
availability group named SQLGroup3:


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLGroup3
--sqlserver=SQLGroupListener --hostname-sql=SQLGroupListener
--target=SQLGroup3Listener\SQLGroup3
--restore-destination=multiple --labelnum=239
SQLGroupListener\SQLGroup2/DB3
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
Run the previous command on the primary replica of the target cluster with the SQLGroup3 availability group.


Point-in-time restore


To restore to a specific point in time, set --pitormark=pointintime and specify the date and time with the --
pitormarkstr option.


To restore to a named mark, set --pitormark=markname, specify the named mark using the --pitormarkstr option, and
specify whether to include the mark in the recovery using the --recoverypoint option. If named marks are not unique in the
transaction log, then use the --aftertime option to specify a date and time to locate the mark.


Restoring to a specific date and time


The following command restores the DB3 database in the local instance from the backup that is labeled FullBackup2 to its
original location and a point in time of December 15, 2014 at 2:15:45 p.m.:


avsql --operation=restore --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password
--server=12.34.56.78 --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log
--pitormark=pointintime --pitormarkstr=2014-12-15T14:15:45
--label=FullBackup2 (local)/DB3


Restoring to a named mark


The following command restores the DB3 backup in Instance2 from the backup that is labeled 452 to its original location and
a named mark of M2, and the recovery includes the transaction at the named mark:


avsql --operation=restore --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password
--server=12.34.56.78 --path=/SQL/SQLServer1
--log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avsql.log --pitormark=markname
--pitormarkstr=M2 --recoverypoint=atmark --labelnum=452
Instance2/DB3


Restore an individual incremental or differential backup


The following command performs an individual restore of SampleDb.


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78
--id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password --path=/SQL/SQLServer1 --overwrite-default-recoveryplan
--hostname-sql=SQLServer1 --labelnum=9 "SQLServer1\sql01inst2/DB3"
--recoveryoperation=standby --standbyfilelocation="C:\Restordb" --usesqlreplaceoption
--restore-destination=original
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Discover disk space size requirements for a restore operation


The following command discovers disk space size requirements for DB2 and DB3.


avsql --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password --path=/SQL/
SQLServer1 --print-restore-size --hostname-sql=SQLServer1 --labelnum=28 "(local)/DB2"
"(local)/DB3"


Viewing backup metadata


To view the metadata for a backup as screen output, use the --metadata option with the restore operation.


The following command displays metadata for the backup with a label number of 22:


avsql --operation=restore --id=AvamarAdmin --ap=password
--server=12.34.56.78 --path=/SQL/SQLServer1 --metadata
--labelnum=22


avsqltlr command reference
The avsqltlr command enables you to extend the amount of time that a database backup mounted for table level recovery
will remain mounted. This operation is only supported when a database backups has already been mounted and the operation will
fail if the drive is unmounted.


avsqltlr synopsis


avsqltlr --extendmnttime=time


avsqltlr options


One option is supported by the avsqltlr command, to extend the amount of time that a database backup mounted for table
level recovery will remain mounted.


The following option is available for the avsqltlr command.


Table 20. avsqltlr option 


Option Description


-- extendmnttime=time Extends the amount of time that a database backup mounted
for table level recovery will remain mounted. Allowed values
are:
● "n hours"
● "n minutes"
● "n seconds"
The maximum period that period that the database mount can
be extended is 24 hours.


Monitoring CLI activities
The status of backups and restores that you perform by using the SQL Server plug-in CLI appears on the Session Monitor tab
in the Server window in Avamar Administrator.


About this task


CLI activities do not appear in the Activity Monitor tab in the Activity window. The Activity Monitor displays only backups
and restores that you perform by using Avamar Administrator.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Backup problems and solutions
• Restore problems and solutions
• Upgrade problems and solutions


Backup problems and solutions
The following topics provide details on how to troubleshoot problems that may occur during backups with the Avamar Plug-in
for SQL Server.


Log truncation error appears during a full backup


The following error may appear if you try to perform a full backup with log truncation enabled (by selecting For all backup
types from the Truncate database log list in the SQL Server plug-in options):


avsql Error <15754>: SQL TRUNCATE LOG is not supported in SQL Server 2008 or higher,
therefore skipping log truncation
To truncate logsr, perform an incremental (transaction log) backup after a full backup automatically by selecting the Force
incremental backup after full backup checkbox and leaving the default setting for the Truncate database log list.


When the backup process successfully truncates the log file, LOG_BACKUP appears in the header of the database.


Error appears for a forced incremental backup after a restore


The following error appears in the Avamar client log file if you perform a full backup with a forced incremental backup after you
restore a database:


avsql Error <15762>: Skipping incremental backup after full for dbname database. Error:
Last restore was performed after the last full backup.
The full backup completes successfully, but Avamar does not perform the incremental backup.


A forced incremental backup contains transactions that occur from the end of the first full backup or the most recent
transaction log backup, whichever is later. This action proceeds until the forced incremental backup occurs (after the first
backup of the new backup cycle). This step ensures that a point-in-time recovery to a point in time between the two full
backups can occur, if required.


If a restore occurs between the two full backups, then the log chain breaks. Avamar cannot create a transaction log backup
(forced incremental backup) for the transactions between the backups.


Avamar session security requires prior registration of all clients


Avamar session security requires that all clients be registered with the server. For SQL Always On cluster and SQL virtual
cluster, all nodes must be registered with the server.


SQL Auto Close feature not supported


If the SQL Auto Close feature is being used, databases may not be backed up and no error message will be displayed. Event ID
17137, with the message


C
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Starting up database database_name


will be generated repeatedly in the Event Monitor of the Avamar Administrator. This indicates that SQL Auto Close setting
is enabled for these databases, which closes the database when the last connection closes. The solution to this problem is to
disable the SQL Auto Close feature on the SQL server.


SQL cluster backups fail with no errors in AlwaysOn environment


In case of SQL backup with big databases, consistency check might take more time for which backup from secondary nodes
may fail with timeout. To resolve this issue, we should use the following flags in avagent.cmd file.


--remote-connection-alive-timeout=<timeout>


avagent.cmd file with above flag should be added to var folder as well as Cluster client's var directory on
the primary node and all the secondary nodes. The Cluster client's var folder for AlwaysOn group is created while
configuring wccw.


We should also add the following flag in avsql.cmd file in var folder as well as Cluster client's var directory on
all the nodes:


--secondary-replica-timeout=<timeout>


Restore problems and solutions
The following topics provide details on how to troubleshoot problems that may occur during restores with the Avamar Plug-in
for SQL Server.


Restore fails with an incorrect error that a log gap occurred


When you restore from an incremental backup of a database on a secondary replica in an AlwaysOn availability group
environment, and you select the option to perform a tail-log backup, the restore sometimes fails with an error that a log
gap occurred, even though a log gap does not exist. In addition, you cannot perform a point-in-time restore from the backup.


The issue occurs when system tables on the secondary replica are not yet synchronized with other availability replicas at the
exact moment when the incremental backup occurs. The synchronization delay may be due to slow network performance or
other environmental performance issues.


To work around this issue:


● Perform a full backup to capture the tail of the log.
● Restore the backup to a file, and then use SQL Server tools to restore the data to SQL Server to the required point in time.


Upgrade problems and solutions
The following topic provides details on how to troubleshoot problems that may occur when you upgrade the Avamar client
software.


Upgrade requires a reboot


The system may require a reboot after you upgrade the Avamar client software if a file was locked during the upgrade. This
issue typically occurs if a backup is in progress when the upgrade starts. Ensure that no backups are in progress when you start
the upgrade.
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Cluster Configuration Tool CLI


Topics:


• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
• Plugins
• Operations
• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
The Cluster Configuration Tool CLI enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the
av_cluster_config_console command instead of Windows Cluster Configuration Wizard to configure the cluster
environment for Avamar backups.


When you use the CLI to configure the cluster, you specify the command options for the av_cluster_config_console
binary at command prompt. The tool reads the input arguments and configures the cluster.


The av_cluster_config_console binary is available in the C:\Program files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program
files\avs\bin is the Avamar client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt, change the directory to the bin folder, and then type the command.


Command reference


The av_cluster_config_console command enables you to configure the cluster, remove the existing configuration, and
view the existing configuration for the SQL and SQLAlwayson plugins.


Synopsis


av_cluster_config_console - -plugin= {SQL | SQLAlwayson} - -operation= {configure | 
remove | view} [Options]


Plugins
The plugin that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the plugin that is used during the
configuration.


Supply one of the plugins specified in the following table by using the - - plugin option.


Table 21. Plugin descriptions 


Plugin Description


SQL Configures the SQL failover cluster environment for Avamar backups.


The list of supported operations for the SQL plugin includes the following:


● Configure — To configure a new cluster client on all nodes of a SQL fail over cluster.
● Remove — To remove the existing cluster client on all nodes of a SQL fail over cluster.
● View — To view all existing cluster client configuration of a SQL fail over cluster.
● Configure —To configure a new cluster client on all nodes of a SQL fail over cluster.


D
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Table 21. Plugin descriptions (continued)


Plugin Description


To get the list of supported operations for this plugin, use the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help
--plugin="SQL"


SQLAlwayson Configures the SQL Alwayson environment for Avamar backups.


The list of supported operations for the SQL Alwayson environment includes the following:


Configure — To configure a new cluster client on all nodes of a specified Alwayson group.


Remove — To remove the existing cluster client on all nodes of a specified Alwayson group.


View — To view all existing cluster client configuration of a specified Alwayson group.


To get the list of supported operations for this plugin, use the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help
--plugin="SQLAlwayson"


Operations
The operation and options that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the task that the tool
performs.


Supply one of the operations in the following table along with the listed options.


Table 22. Operations for the av_cluster_config_console command 


Operation Description


Configure Configures the new cluster client on all the nodes for the specified plugin.


Remove Removes the existing cluster client on all the nodes for the specified plugin.


View View all the existing cluster client on all the nodes for the specified plugin.


SQL plugin configure options


The configure option enables you to control the configure functionality for SQL fail over cluster instance for Avamar.


The following table lists all of the mandatory and optional options available for the SQL plugin and configure operation.


To get the list of options available for the SQL plugin and configure operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="SQL" --operation="configure"
All the options that are prefixed with [Optional] are optional for the specified plugin and operation. The options without the
[Optional] prefix are mandatory for the specified plugin and operation.


Table 23. SQL Configure Options 


Option Description


mcsaddr Avamar server address.


You can provide either the FQDN name of the server or the IP address. If the server
details are wrong then tool cannot configure the environment.


clusterservice Name of the SQL fail over instance cluster resource group name.


To get the list of available cluster resource group names use the view command.
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Table 23. SQL Configure Options (continued)


Option Description


[OPTIONAL]sharedvolume Shared volume for the cluster client. If the fail over instance has a single shared disk
then the tool automatically detects the disk and uses it as a shared volume for the
configuration. If multiple shared volumes are present, this field is mandatory.


[OPTIONAL]ipversion IP version that is used on the nodes. If this option is not specified, then IPV4 is used
as the default value. IPV4 is supported for the configurations. Only IPV4 is supported
for this release.


[OPTIONAL]mcsport Avamar port number. This is the port that is used to communicate with the Avamar
server.


If this option is not specified, then 28001 is used as the default port number.


[OPTIONAL]bringonline Whether to bring the Avamar cluster client online and register with Avamar server.


Valid values are "TRUE" or "FALSE".


The default value is "TRUE".


[OPTIONAL]clientdomain Specifies the Avamar domain that the cluster client is associated with.


The default value is /clients.


[OPTIONAL]vardir Avamar cluster client var directory.


This directory should only reside in the fail over instance shared disk.


If not provided by default, the directory is created under
SharedVolume:\Program Files\Backup Agents for Cluster
Groups\ClusterClient\var.


SQL plugin remove options


The SQL plugin remove option removes the existing SQL fail over Avamar cluster client configuration.


The following table lists all of the optional and mandatory options for the SQL plugin and the remove operation.


To get the list of options available for the SQL plugin and remove operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="SQL" --operation="remove"


Table 24. SQL remove option 


Option Description


[OPTIONAL]clusterservice SQL fail over instance cluster resource name.


This argument is optional if only a single SQL fail over instance is configured. The tool
automatically gets the name of the resource and removes the configuration.


If multiple SQL fail over instances are configured, this argument is mandatory.


To get the list of existing SQL fail over instance cluster resource names, type the following
command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="SQL" --operation="view"


SQLAlwayson plugin configure options


The configure option for the SQLAlwayson plugin enables you to configure SQLAlwayson groups for Avamar backups.


The following table lists the available optional and mandatory options for the SQLAlwayson plugin and configure operation.


To get the list of options available for the SQLAlwayson plugin and configure operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="SQLAlwayson" --operation="configure" --help
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Table 25. SQLAlwayson configure options 


Option Description


mcsaddr Avamar server address.


You can provide either the FQDN name of the server or the IP
address.


vardir Avamar cluster var directory. It can be a shared path or a local
path.


aongrpname Name of the alwayson group to be configured. To get the list
of alwayson groups available, use the view command.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --
plugin="SQLAlwayson" --operation="view"


[OPTIONAL]ipversion IP version that is being used on the nodes. If this option is
not specified, then IPV4 is used as the default value. IPV4 is
supported for the configurations.


[OPTIONAL]mcsport Avamar port number. This is the port that is used to
communicate with the Avamar server.


If this option is not specified, then 28001 is used as the
default port number.


[OPTIONAL]bringonline Whether to bring the Avamar cluster client online and register
with the Avamar server.


Valid values are "TRUE" or "FALSE".


If this option is not specified, then "TRUE" is used as the
default value.


[OPTIONAL]clientdomain Specifies the Avamar domain that the cluster client is
associated with.


If this option is not specified, then "/clients" is used as the
default value.


[OPTIONAL]sysdir Avamar cluster sys directory. This is an optional parameter. If
this option is not specified, then sysdir is created under the
parent directory of vardir.


SQLAlwayson plugin remove options


The remove option for the SQLAlwayson plugin enables you to remove existing SQL alwayson groups that are configured in the
Avamar cluster client environment.


The following table lists the available optional and mandatory options for the SQLAlwayson plugin and remove operation.


To get the list of options available for the SQLAlwayson plugin and remove operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="SQLAlwayson" --operation="remove" --help


Table 26. SQLAlwayson remove options 


Option Description


[OPTIONAL]aongrpname Name of the SQL Alwayson group to be removed. This is
optional if only a single SQL Alwayson group is configured in
the environment.


This option is mandatory if multiple SQL Alwayson groups are
configured.
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Table 26. SQLAlwayson remove options 


Option Description


av_cluster_config_console.exe --
plugin="SQLAlwayson" --operation="view"


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples
Review the av_cluster_config_console command examples for details on how to configure, remove, and view operations
for different plugins.


View list of supported plugins and operations


The following command returns a list of supported plugins and lists the commands and their usage.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help


View list of supported operations for the SQL plugin


The following command returns the list of supported operations for the SQL plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="SQL"


View list of available options for configure operation for SQL plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the configure operation for the SQL plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="SQL" --operation="configure


View list of available options for remove operation for SQL plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the remove operation for the SQL plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="SQL" --operation="remove"


Configure new cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance for
Avamar


The following command configures the new cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SQL --operation=configure --
mcsaddr="10.31.196.222" --sysdir="C:\avsys\etc" --clusterservice="SQL Server 
(FINSTANCE2)" --sharedvolume="H"


Remove existing cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance for
Avamar


The following command removes the existing cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance.
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av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SQL --operation=remove --clusterservice="SQL 
Server (FINSTANCE2)"


View the existing cluster client information for the SQL fail over
configuration


The following command displays the existing cluster client configuration for all the available SQL fail over instances.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SQL --operation=view


View list of supported operations for SQLAlwayson plugin


The following command returns the list of supported operations for the SQLAlwayson plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SQLAlwayson "


View list of available options for the configure operation for SQLAlwayson
plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the configure operation for the SQL plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SQLAlwayson " --operation="configure"


View list of available options for the remove operation for SQLAlwayson
plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the remove operation for the SQL plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SQLAlwayson " --operation="remove"


Configure new cluster client on all nodes for SQLAlwayson group Grp1 for
Avamar


The following command configures the new cluster client on all nodes for an SQLAlwayson group Grp1.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=sqlalwayson --operation=configure --
mcsaddr="10.31.197.22" --vardir="\\node1\sharevar" --aongrpname="Grp1" --clientdomain="/
AgGroups" --bringonline="false"


Remove the existing cluster client on all nodes for an SQLAlwayson fail
over instance for Avamar


The following command removes the existing cluster client on all nodes for an existing SQLAlwayson group.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SQLAlwayson --operation=remove
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View the existing cluster client information for the SQL Alwayson
configuration


The following command displays the existing cluster client configuration for all the available SQL Alwayson groups.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SQLAlwayson --operation=view
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ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server Notes


Topics:


• Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server
• Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server


Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft
SQL Server
The following table lists the supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server:


Table 27. Component requirements 


Component Requirement


Operating Systems The following operating systems are supported:


● Windows Server 2008
● Windows Server 2008 R2
● Windows Server 2012
● Windows Server 2012 R2
● Windows 7
● Windows 8


NOTE:


64-bit versions, virtual and physical, of the listed operating
systems are required.


ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server can only be run by
users with administrative privileges and in administrative
mode.


Microsoft SQL Server Source File Formats:


● Native SQL backup
○ Full, differential, and incremental (transaction log)


backups
○ Compressed and uncompressed


● Offline SQL database files (.MDF/.NDF/.LDF)


Source Data:


● SQL 2005
● SQL 2008
● SQL 2008 R2
● SQL 2012
● SQL 2014
● SQL 2016


Target Servers:


● SQL 2005
● SQL 2008
● SQL 2008 R2
● SQL 2012


E
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Table 27. Component requirements (continued)


Component Requirement


● SQL 2014
● SQL 2016


Remote Blob Stores (RBSs):


● FILESTREAM Provider
● Metalogix StoragePoint Provider (v4.2 1320 or higher)
● StorSimple SharePoint Database Optimizer


Microsoft Azure Source Data:


● Local backups of Microsoft Azure
● Downloaded copies of database files
● Downloaded copies of backup files


Virtual Environments Virtual operation of tape devices may have restrictions that
are imposed by virtual operating systems.


Additional Software Microsoft .NET Framework:
● 4.0


In order for ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server to operate
fully, you must ensure that the source database files are on
EMC storage. If not, attempts to open a source database
produces an error message.


Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server
The following are not supported in ItemPoint for SQL:


● Database encryption and compression
● Backup data encryption
● SQL Server database objects other than tables, rows, and columns (such as system tables, SQL Server database objects


other than tables, rows, and columns (such as system tables, stored procedures, triggers, primary and foreign keys, and
CLR) are not supported and do not appear in the ItemPoint for Microsoft SQL Server interface.


● Limited support column (data) types:


NOTE: These column types appear in the Source List as either <UNSUPPORTED> or binary and are copied as binary.


○ CLR UDT (User Defined Type)
○ Cursor
○ Date, DateTimeOffset, DateTime2, Time
○ Geography, Geometry
○ Hierarchyld
○ TimeStamp/RowVersion


● Unsupported column (data) types:
○ COLUMN_SET column


NOTE: While sparse columns defined by COLUMN_SET column appear in the Source List, tables containing this


column cannot be copied.


○ Filestream


NOTE: Tables containing Filestream columns cannot be accessed.


● Unsupported backup types:
○ Transaction Log
○ Files and filegroup


NOTE: Memory-Optimized tables cannot be accessed.


● Columnstore indexes


NOTE: Tables with a columnstore index cannot be accessed.
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● Restoring data
○ Referential integrity, indexes, and permissions are not restored.
○ When restoring tables with TimeStamp columns, the TimeStamp column is not preserved. The value is the time of the


restoration for that row. This is the normal behavior for TimeStamp columns.
○ Restoring tables with identity columns does not preserve the value of the identity column; it follows the rules of the


identity column on the target table.


If the source table has three rows with identity values of 1, 3, 5, once restored, the target will have values of 1, 2, 3. (This step is
the normal behavior of identity columns.)
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A


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user
privileges.


alias
A SQL Server feature that enables you to configure a name on a computer with SQL Server that points to a server, instance, or
database on either the local computer or on a different computer.


AlwaysOn availability group
In a cluster environment with SQL Server 2012, 2014, and 2016, a group of databases stored locally on each node that can fail
over from one node to another for high availability.


See also availability group


authentication
The method by which users and applications, such as Avamar client software, connect to SQL Server. Authentication methods
include Windows authentication and SQL Server authentication.


avagent
The name of the client agent process.


availability group
In a cluster environment with SQL Server 2012, 2014, or 2016, a group of databases stored locally on each node that can fail
over from one node to another for high availability.


See also AlwaysOn availability group


availability group listener
A virtual network name (VNN) to which clients can connect to access a database in an availability replica of an availability group.


availability replica
A SQL Server instance on a cluster node that hosts an AlwaysOn availability group.


See also replica


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


avsql
The application executable and command line interface for the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. You can use avsql to perform
on-demand backups and restores of SQL Server data.


avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.
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B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


bare metal recovery (BMR)
The process of restoring data from a backup to recover a computer system from “bare metal,” or without previously installed
software or operating system.


browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.


bulk-logged recovery model
A type of SQL Server recovery model that permits high-performance bulk copy operations and reduces log space usage by using
minimal logging for most bulk operations. This recovery model enables you to recover to the end of any backup. Point-in-time
restore is not supported.


C


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


cluster
Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same software and data, that operate and appear to
clients as if they are a single unit. A cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing high
availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware or software failures.


Cluster Configuration Tool
Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


D


database
A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by computer software.


database mirroring
A high availability strategy where SQL Server maintains two copies of a single database that must reside on different SQL
Server instances.


See also mirroring


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.
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dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


default instance
The default instance on a computer with SQL Server. The name of the default instance is the name of the local computer.


See also local instance


differential backup
A type of backup that includes only data that changed after the last full backup. The backup also copies relevant portions of the
transaction logs.


disaster recovery
Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption, in which ordinary data recovery
procedures are not sufficient to restore a system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a
bare metal recovery.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


F


Failover Cluster Instances (FCIs)
A single instance of SQL Server that is installed across Windows Server Failover Clustering (WSFC) nodes. On the network, an
FCI appears to be an instance of SQL Server running on a single computer, but the FCI provides failover from one WSFC node
to another if the current node becomes unavailable.


filegroup
Named collections of SQL Server files that are used to help with data placement and administrative tasks such as backup and
restore operations. The two types of filegroups are the primary filegroup and user-defined filegroups.


file system
Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by providing directory structures, data transfer
methods, and file association.


full backup
A type of backup that includes the entire database, including all objects, system tables, and data, as well as the transaction log.


full recovery model
A type of SQL Server recovery model that logs all database transactions in the transaction log. This type of recovery model
enables you to perform a point-in-time restore.


G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


H


hybrid IT environment
An information technology (IT) environment where an enterprise provides and manages some resources on-premise but uses
cloud-based services for other resources.
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I


incremental backup
A type of backup that includes only the transaction log. Also called a transaction log backup.


instance
A single occurrence of the SQL Server Database Engine. You can install multiple instances on a single computer. The two types
of instances are the local instance, also called the default instance, and named instances.


L


LAN
Local Area Network.


local instance
The default instance on a computer with SQL Server. The name of the local instance is the name of the local computer.


See also default instance


M


mark
The user-defined name for a starting point of a specific type of transaction in the transaction log. You can perform a point-in-
time restore for a database to a mark.


See also named mark


master database
The system database that records all of the system level information for a SQL Server system.


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


metadata
Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the backup types, the date and time of the
backup, and other information necessary for restore.


Microsoft Azure
The Microsoft cloud computing platform and infrastructure. Formerly known as Windows Azure.


mirroring
A high availability strategy where SQL Server maintains two copies of a single database that must reside on different SQL
Server instances.


See also database mirroring


model database
The system database that provides the template for all databases that you create on a SQL Server instance.


msdb database
The system database for scheduling alerts and jobs, and for recording operators. The msdb database also contains history
tables, such as the backup and restore history tables.


multi-streaming
The process of backing up or restoring data using multiple parallel data streams. Multi-streaming enables you to improve backup
and restore performance in most environments.


N


named instance
All instances of the database engine other than the local instance. You specify the name of the instance when you install the
instance.
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named mark
The user-defined name for a starting point of a specific type of transaction in the transaction log. You can perform a point-in-
time restore for a database to a named mark.


See also mark


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


point-in-time restore
The process of restoring a database with the full recovery model to a specific date and time or to a named mark in the
transaction log.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


primary data file
The data file that is the starting point of the database and points to the other files in the database. Every database has one
primary data file. The recommended filename extension for primary data files is .mdf.


primary filegroup
The filegroup that contains the primary data file and any other files that are not specifically assigned to another filegroup. All
pages for the system tables are allocated in the primary filegroup.


primary replica
The availability replica that handles read/write activity from clients and sends transaction log updates to the secondary replicas.


R


recovery model
A database property that controls how transactions are logged, whether the transaction log requires and allows backups, and
the available restore operations. Three recovery models exist: simple, full, and bulk-logged.


recovery operation
The type of recovery to perform when you restore SQL Server data. The recovery operation controls the status of restored
databases after the restore. The three recovery models are RECOVERY, NORECOVERY, and STANDBY.


redirected restore
The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location where the backup occurred.


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


replica
A SQL Server instance on a cluster node that hosts an AlwaysOn availability group.


See also availability replica


Resource database
A read-only system database that contains copies of all system objects that ship with SQL Server. The Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server cannot back up the Resource database because SQL Server cannot back up the Resource database.


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.
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retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


secondary data files
The data files other than the primary data file for a database. Some databases may not have any secondary data files, while
others have several secondary data files. The recommended filename extension for secondary data files is .ndf.


secondary replica
An availability replica that contains a copy of the databases for the availability group. The database copies synchronize with the
databases on the primary replica through transaction log updates from the primary replica.


simple recovery model
A type of SQL Server recovery model that permits high-performance bulk copy operations and reclaims log space to minimize
space requirements. This recovery model enables you to recover to the end of any backup. Databases with the simple recovery
model do not support transaction log backups or point-in-time restore.


sqlcmd utility
A command line utility for entering Transact-SQL statements and scripts.


SQL Server authentication
An authentication method by which users and applications, such as Avamar client software, connect to SQL Server using a login
account defined in SQL Server.


SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS)
A software application with script editors and graphical tools to configure, manage, and administer SQL Server components.


system databases
Databases that store system-level information, objects, and templates for a SQL Server instance. The master, msdb, model, and
Resource databases are system databases.


T


tail-log backup
A transaction log backup of log records that have not yet been backed up (the “tail of the log”). A tail-log backup occurs before
you restore data from a backup. The backup prevents work loss and keeps the log chain intact.


transaction log
A log file that contains a history of database transactions.


transaction log backup
A type of backup that includes only the transaction log. Also called an incremental backup.


Transact-SQL
An extension of Structured Query Language (SQL). You can use Transact-SQL statements to back up and restore SQL Server
data.


U


user-defined filegroup
Any filegroup that you define in SQL Server. Log files are never part of a filegroup.
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V


virtual device interface (VDI)
The Microsoft application programming interface (API) that the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server uses to back up and restore SQL
Server data.


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.


W


Windows authentication
An authentication method by which users and applications, such as Avamar client software, connect to SQL Server using a
Windows user account that has privileges in SQL Server.
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Preface


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases revisions of its
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product release
notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact a technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose


This guide describes how to install Avamar in an IBM DB2 environment and how to back up and
restore DB2 databases.


Audience


The audience for this guide includes DB2 system and database administrators.


Revision history


The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision history


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


03 April, 2020 Removed the following invalid sections from the
Backup chapter:


l High Availability and Clustering Solutions


l Backup and Restore with DB2 CLP


02 November 15, 2019 Updates to the destination client and location
instructions in the section "Restoring the database
to a different client."


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.3


Related documentation


The following publications provide additional information:


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide


l Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide


l Avamar Product Security Guide


l Avamar Release Notes
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Special notice conventions used in this document


These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note: Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions


These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help


The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation,
advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information
may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model,
or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product
Support page loads automatically.
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4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in
the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Documentation


The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational
task, and technical reference information. To supplement the information in product administration
and user guides, review the following documents:


l Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.


l Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-
step tasks, where necessary.


l White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to
critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase


The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution
number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.


3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the
search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the
product from the list that appears.


Online communities


Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community for peer contacts, conversations,
and content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers,
partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat


To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Service Requests


For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service
Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Note: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an
account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and
then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support


It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer
Support.


Comments and suggestions


Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall
quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about this document to 
DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.
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Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Architecture...........................................................................................................................16
l Backup................................................................................................................................... 17
l Restore and recovery.............................................................................................................18
l Concurrent backups and restores..........................................................................................20
l DB2 CLP support.................................................................................................................. 20
l Database Partition Feature (DPF) backup and restore.......................................................... 20
l DB2 HADR backup and restore.............................................................................................. 21
l Archived log backup and restore........................................................................................... 22
l Multi-streaming.....................................................................................................................22
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Architecture
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 provides a complete deduplication backup and recovery solution for
IBM DB2 servers. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 works with the Avamar server, the Avamar client,
and the DB2 API to back up DB2 databases and logs.


You can back up DB2 data to and restore DB2 data from an Avamar server or a Data Domain
system. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 serves as a backup module and the Avamar server or Data
Domain system as a storage device.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups and restores of DB2 single or multiple instance
configurations and DB2 configurations that implement DB2 Database Partitioning Feature (DPF).


Each DB2 server host requires the installation of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and an Avamar file
system client. You can back up and restore DB2 databases by using Avamar Administrator, the
AUI, or the DB2 Command Line Processor (CLP).


The following figure shows a configuration in which the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backs up or
restores DB2 databases to or from an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


Figure 1 Avamar Plug-in for DB2 configuration


Note: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Data Domain system support
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups to and restores from Data Domain systems.


You can back up DB2 data to a Data Domain system by using Avamar Administrator or by using the
DB2 CLP. Metadata for the backup is stored on the Avamar server.
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You can restore backups from a Data Domain system the same way you restore backups from the
Avamar server. There are no extra steps. You can follow the same restore procedure whether the
data is on the Avamar server or on a Data Domain system.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about configuring
Data Domain systems for use with Avamar systems.


Multiple DB2 versions on a single host
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports multiple versions of the DB2 software. For example, the
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 can support DB2 10.1 and DB2 9.7 on the same host. The Avamar Plug-in
for DB2 also supports multiple DB2 instances within a single DB2 software installation.


DPF support
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups and restores in configurations which use DPF. A
DPF configuration allows you to partition a database across multiple servers or within a large
Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) server.


The catalog node or partition is where you run the CREATE DATABASE command and where the
backup process runs. All other partitions are called noncatalog nodes or partitions.


Log files
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 creates log files during backup and restore operations. These log files
are for debugging purposes.


Backup and restore operations from Avamar Administrator or AUI create log files in the install-
directory/var/clientlogs directory. Backup and restore operations from the DB2 CLP
create log files in the directory you specify with the --logfile option in the flag file.


Note: If the --logfile option is not specified in the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file, the logs
are generated under the install-dir/var/clientlogs directory.


Backup
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 allows you to perform backups from Avamar Administrator, the AUI,
or from the DB2 Command Line Processor (CLP).


Note: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Backup types
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 allows you to use Avamar Administrator, the AUI, and the DB2 CLP to
perform full and incremental backups.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the following types of backups:


l Full backups from Avamar Administrator or the AUI


l Full, incremental, and delta backups from the DB2 CLP


l Tablespace backups from the DB2 CLP


l Online backups


You can perform an online backup while the database is active. When using this type of
backup, users and applications can connect to the database and perform transactions. Online
backups can either include or exclude archived logs.
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l Offline backups


You can perform an offline backup while the database is inactive. Offline backups do not allow
connections to the database.


l On-demand or scheduled backups from Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


You can perform either on-demand or scheduled backups while the database is online or
offline.


l Backups of load copy images that are created by db2 load operations with the copy yes
option


Data deduplication optimization
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the dedup_device option.


The dedup_device option for the db2 backup database command is available in the latest
DB2 versions and fixpacks. Refer to the vendor documentation for the availability of
dedup_device option.


The dedup_device option optimizes the format of data that is backed up to a deduplication
device. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 includes support for the dedup_device option for backups
that are run from Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or the DB2 CLP.


l From Avamar Administrator or the AUI, specify the Optimize backup images option.


l From the DB2 CLP, specify the dedup_device option with the db2 backup db command.


Restore and recovery
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports DB2 database restores from both online and offline backups.


You can restore and recover a database only while the database is offline. You cannot restore and
recover a database that is online with connections. The restore and recovery operation
automatically establishes a connection to the specified database. The connection terminates after
the restore operation completes.


You can identify whether the backup is an online or offline backup by its backup label name. The
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 uses a naming convention that specifies the type of backup. Backup
naming conventions provide more information.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 restores and recovers databases and table spaces. The Avamar Plug-
in for DB2 supports the following restore and recovery options from Avamar Administrator or the
AUI:


l Restore and roll forward database


l Restore only


l Restore only archive logs from an online backup


l Recover


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 includes the following recovery type options:


l End of logs


l Point in Time


l End of Backup


Restore options provides more information about restore and recover options available from
Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


Note: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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Redirected restores
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports redirected restores. A redirected restore enables you to
restore a database to a different location on the original client or to a different client altogether.
You can restore data from one instance to a different instance.


When you restore a database to a different location, you can only select one database for the
restore operation. When performing a redirected restore, the restore target can be the same client
from which the backup was originally taken or a different client. A redirected restore to the same
client creates a clone of the original database. The new database contains the same contents of
the original database. A redirected restore to a different client requires that the operating system
version and DB2 version on the target client to be the same version as on the source client.


A non-automatic storage database (ASM) redirected restore that you perform with Avamar
Administrator or the AUI sets the tablespace container pathname to the DB2 defaults. If the
database contains a user-defined container pathname to a tablespace, the redirected restore
redefines the default pathname. This process requires adequate space on the partition.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports redirected restores of automatic storage table spaces. To
perform redirected restores of automatic storage table spaces requires you to change the storage
and database pathnames by passing attributes to the restore operation. Restore and Recovery on
page 49 provides more information about setting attributes to restore automatic storage
tablespaces.


You cannot restore automatic storage table spaces and non-automatic storage table spaces in the
same restore operation.


Tablespace restore and recovery from Avamar Administrator
The granular recovery feature enables you to restore one or more table spaces from a full database
backup. During a full database backup from Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or the Avamar Plug-in
for DB2 runs the db2 list history command, which compiles a list of backed-up table spaces.
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 then uses this list of table spaces for granular recovery operations.


You can perform a tablespace restore and recovery while the database is online or offline. The
exception is the SYSCATSPACE tablespace. Perform a SYSCATSPACE tablespace restore and
recovery while the database is offline.


Use the DB2 rollforward command to manually roll forward the tablespace after you restore a
tablespace from an offline backup or a DPF environment.


An end of backup or point-in-time recovery of a tablespace leaves the tablespace in a backup
pending state. When a table is in a backup pending state, the database is read-only. Do not modify
the tablespace. After performing an end of backup or point-in-time recovery of a tablespace, you
must perform an online or offline backup to reset the tablespace state.


You can restore a renamed tablespace by using the renamed_tablespace_list option.


Granular recovery


The following restrictions apply to the granular recovery:


l The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 does not support the end of logs, point-in-time, or end of backup
recovery types for a tablespace in a DPF environment.


l DB2 does not support restores of a tablespace to a database other than the one from which
the backup was taken. You cannot restore a tablespace to a different location on the same
host or to a different host.


l The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 does not support restores of dropped table spaces.
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Restore and recovery from the Cloud
For Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), when backups are in the Cloud and absent on Active tier, direct
read from ECS for DB2 enables common restore scenarios by using the plugin restore operations
with DD 6.1 and later. When the user performs restores of backups in the ECS, Avamar plug-in for
DB2 transparently restores data from ECS without performing a recall operation first.


For other Cloud providers, a two step process is in place for restoring and recovering data:


l Recall data from the Cloud


l Restore and recover data


Refer to Restore operations for cloud tier in the Avamar Data Domain System Integration Guide for
more information.


Concurrent backups and restores
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports a maximum of six concurrent backups or restore operations.
Each backup or restore operation can run multiple data sessions to or from the Avamar server or
the Data Domain system.


All backup images that you create by specifying multiple sessions use a sequence number as an
extension. The sequence number identifies the backup piece. After a successful backup, the
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 represents all backup pieces from all backup sessions as one backup image
or label.


You can restore backups that you create with multiple sessions in a single restore session. The
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 restores the entire backup image even when you select only one backup
piece. To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of restore sessions
that you used for the backup.


Multi-streaming on page 22 provides more information about running multiple data sessions.


DB2 CLP support
You can use the DB2 CLP for backup, restore, recovery, and roll forward operations.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the db2 backup, db2 restore, db2 recover, and db2
rollforward commands. The plugin also supports db2 load command with copy yes option. 
Backup and Restore with DB2 CLP on page 93 provides more information.


Database Partition Feature (DPF) backup and restore
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups and restores of DB2 database partitions.


DPF backup
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backs up database partitions that are local to the catalog node or
remote (found on remote nodes).


To back up database partitions, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backup process first connects to the
database that you select for backup and runs a query to determine configuration details:


l If the query determines that database partition is local, the backup process continues on the
DB2 server.
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l If the query determines that the database partition is on a remote node, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 forwards the backup request to the remote node's host. The host then acts with the DB2
backup request at the remote host.


DPF restore and recovery
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports database partition restores in configurations which use the
DPF.


Unlike the backup process, which must run only from the catalog partition, the restore operation
runs on each partition:


l To restore partitions from the catalog partition, you perform a restore to the original location. 
Restoring database partitions to the original location on page 75 provides instructions.


l To restore partitions from non-catalog partitions, you perform a restore to a different location. 
Restoring database partitions to a different location on page 77 provides instructions.


Avamar Administrator lists all backed up partitions for the selected client. The Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 restores each partition backup separately. You cannot restore all partition backups in a single
restore operation. However, the limitation of one DPF node and one database at a time on a host
also applies to restore operations from the DB2 CLP. DB2 CLP limitations on page 105 provides
more information.


The roll-forward and recovery operations of DPF nodes from either Avamar Administrator, the AUI,
or the DB2 CLP must be run in DPF mode and must be run at the catalog node.


DB2 HADR backup and restore
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backup and restore of DB2 High Availability Disaster
Recovery (HADR) databases by using the Avamar client for DB2 HADR. The Avamar client for DB2
HADR is provided as part of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


The Avamar client for DB2 HADR is installed along the base Avamar client. The Avamar agent for
the HADR client also runs in parallel with the agent of the base Avamar client. The HADR client is
not tied to any specific client host. At any point in time, the HADR client is only active on the
primary node, and can be moved from one host to another when its role changes.


All operations on the HADR client, including backups, restores and log archiving, require that the
DB2 HADR client process (avagent) is active on one of the HADR nodes. All work orders are
directed to this node. Database backup images and archive log files from all HADR nodes are
stored under the same common account in Avamar.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 includes a utility to configure the Avamar client for DB2 HADR that
performs the following configuration steps:


l Creates the required directories and installs required files.


l Adjusts scripts and configuration files.


l Creates the service/daemon for HADR avagent client process.


l Registers the common account with the Management Console server.


A deconfiguration utility removes files and stops the HADR avagent client process, but retains
logs and configuration files.


Backups and restores of the file system or stand-alone DB2 databases on the same node should
not be performed by the Avamar client for DB2 HADR. These activities must be performed by
using the base Avamar client that is configured and registered during the Avamar client software
installation.
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Archived log backup and restore
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups of archived transaction logs, which you can later
use for roll-forward operations.


Circular and archive logging


DB2 transaction logs keep records of database changes. DB2 software provides circular and
archive logging:


l Circular logging supports full offline database backups.


l Archive logging supports online database backups and roll-forward recovery.


The IBM DB2 documentation provides more information about circular and archive logging.


Transaction logs


Consider the following:


l You can configure the DB2 server to back up a transaction log as soon as it is archived.


l During a recovery or roll-forward operation, the DB2 server requests the restore of archived
logs that are not available on the system from the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To skip the overhead process of searching for the available saved archived logs, the Avamar
File System plug-in can be used to restore missing archived logs before you restore the
database. Specify the location of the log files when you perform a database roll-forward
operation.


Multi-streaming
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 enables you to use multiple data streams for backups and restores.
DB2 supports the use of multiple data streams (or sessions) to back up or restore database
objects. You can specify multiple sessions for backups and restores from Avamar Administrator
and the DB2 CLP.


The use of multiple data sessions for a backup or restore increases system performance when you
back up or restore a large database. However, multi-streaming can place additional demands on
computer hardware and resources beyond the base requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.
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CHAPTER 2


Installation


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.................................................................... 24
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on HP-UX................................................................... 25
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on IBM AIX.................................................................. 27
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Linux...................................................................... 29
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Solaris.....................................................................31
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Windows................................................................ 34
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Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
Review the system requirements for Avamar Plug-in for DB2 to ensure that the environment
meets these requirements before its installation. Download the Avamar file system client and
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 packages from the Avamar server.


System requirements
Before you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, ensure that the environment meets all software and
hardware requirements.


Client compatibility requirements are available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection. The requirements in the E-LAB
Navigator include supported operating systems and application versions. The Avamar file system
client and the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 that you install on the host must be the same version
number.


DB2 server requirements
Ensure that the environment meets the DB2 requirements. You must have the operating system
root privileges on the computer that hosts the DB2 server.


The Avamar server must be operational and accessible to the DB2 server on a network. To verify
network connectivity, open a command shell on the DB2 server and type the following command:


ping Avamar_server


where Avamar_server is the network hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


Downloading the software
Download the installation package for the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 from the Avamar server. Then
save the package to a temporary directory.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server with the necessary privileges for an installation to be performed.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server


where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.


The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the platform heading for the DB2 server.


5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the DB2 server.


6. Click the link for the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package.


7. Save the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package to a temporary directory.
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Installing the Avamar file system client
Install the appropriate Avamar file system client before you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


Procedure


l For HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide.


l For Windows systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on HP-UX
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX
You can use the swinstall command to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default var
directory or in a new location. You can specify a new location for the var directory during the
Avamar Client for HP-UX installation by using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall
command.


About this task


When you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 after installing the Avamar Client for HP-UX, the
plug-in installation does not automatically use the same location for the var directory that you
specified during the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation. Install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 by
using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall command.


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the same directory as Avamar Client for HP-
UX.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default directory, type the following command:


swinstall -s AvamarDB2-platform-version.depot \*


where:


l platform is the HP-UX platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.


4. To install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in an alternate directory:


a. Type the swinstall command:


swinstall -x ask=true -s /tmp/AvamarDB2-platform-version.depot
hpuxavdb2,l=/install_path


where:


l platform is the HP-UX platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.
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l install_path is the installation directory.


b. Type the name of the directory for the installation.


The following output appears in the command shell:


Confirm ‘/install_path/’ is the desired location. [n]
c. Type y to confirm the location.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX
Complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX. The version of the
Avamar Client for HP-UX and Avamar Plug-in for DB2 must be the same version.


About this task


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX on
page 26 provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for HP-UX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides
instructions.


3. Download and install the new version of the Avamar Client for HP-UX. The Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide provides instructions.


4. Download the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package. Downloading the software on
page 24 provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
on HP-UX on page 25 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on HP-UX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 from an HP-UX system by using the swremove
command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and the Avamar Client for HP-UX from the host
system, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client
after uninstalling the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client,
retire the client by using Avamar Administrator.


l To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Note: If High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) clients are being used, before uninstalling
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you must first unconfigure all HADR clients by following the
procedures at Removing the DB2 HADR client from UNIX and Linux on page 90.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 by typing the following command:


swremove hpuxavdb2
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Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on IBM AIX
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on IBM AIX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on IBM AIX
You can install the Avamar Client for AIX software in either the default installation directory or an
alternate directory. Use the geninstall command to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the
default var directory or use the installp command to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in a
new location.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the same directory as Avamar Client for AIX.
The installation returns an error if you try to install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default
directory after installing the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate directory.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all


where version is the Avamar software version.


4. To install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in an alternate directory, type the following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all


where:


l install_path is the directory for the installation files.


l version is the Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on IBM AIX
Use the geninstall command to upgrade the software in the default directory or use the
installp command to upgrade the software in an alternate directory. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-
in for DB2 before upgrading the Avamar Client for AIX. The versions of the Avamar Client for AIX
and Avamar Plug-in for DB2 must be the same.


Procedure


1. Download the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package. Downloading the software on
page 24 provides instructions.


2. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


3. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


where tmp is the temporary install directory.


4. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default directory, type the following
command:
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geninstall -d AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all


where version is the Avamar software version.


5. To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in an alternate directory, type the following
command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all


where:


l install_path is the directory for the installation files.


l version is the Avamar software version.


6. Download the Avamar Client for AIX. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides
instructions.


7. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in the default directory, type the following command:


geninstall -d AvamarClient-aix6-ppc-version.bff all


where version is the Avamar software version.


8. To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX in an alternate installation directory, type the
following command:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarClient-aix6-ppc-version.bff all


where:


l install_path is the directory for the installation files.


l version is the Avamar software version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on IBM AIX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 from an IBM AIX system by using the geninstall
or installp command. Use the geninstall command to uninstall the software in the default
directory or use the installp command to uninstall the software in an alternate directory.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and the Avamar Client for AIX from the host
system, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client
after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client,
retire the client by using Avamar Administrator.


l To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Note: If High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) clients are being used, before uninstalling
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you must first unconfigure all HADR clients by following the
procedures at Removing the DB2 HADR client from UNIX and Linux on page 90.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server host as root.


2. View all Avamar packages that are installed on the system by typing the following command:


lslpp -l | grep Avamar


The following output appears in the command shell:
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AvamarClient-aix6-ppc VERSION COMMITTED Avamar client VERSION
AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64 VERSION COMMITTED Avamar client VERSION


3. To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 software in the default directory, type the following
command:


geninstall -u AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64


4. To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 software in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


installp –R /install_path –u AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc


where install_path is the directory for the installation files.


5. Uninstall the Avamar Client for AIX software by typing the following command:


geninstall -u AvamarClient-aix6-ppc


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Linux
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Linux.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Linux
You can install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 software in either the default installation directory or an
alternate directory by using the rpm command.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the same directory as the Avamar Client for
Linux.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. To install the software in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarDB2-linux-platform-version.rpm


where:


l platform is the Linux platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.


4. To install the software in an alternate directory, type the following command:


rpm --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/install_path -ivh AvamarDB2-linux-
platform-version.rpm


where:


l install_path is the directory where you installed the Avamar Client for Linux.
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l platform is the Linux platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Linux
Use the rpm command to upgrade the software in the default directory or the rpm command with
the --relocate option to upgrade the software in an alternate directory. The versions of the
Avamar Client for Linux and Avamar Plug-in for DB2 must be the same.


Procedure


1. To upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux, use the instructions in the Avamar Backup Clients
User Guide.


2. To upgrade the software in the default directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh AvamarDB2-linux-platform-version.rpm


where:


l platform is the Linux platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.


3. To upgrade the software in an alternate directory, type the following command:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=install_path AvamarDB2-linux-
platform-version.rpm


where:


l install_path is the directory where you installed the Avamar Client for Linux.


l platform is the Linux platform type.


l version is the Avamar software version.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Linux
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 from a Linux system by using the rpm -e command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and the Avamar Client for Linux from the host
system, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client
after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client,
retire the client by using Avamar Administrator.


l To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Note: If High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) clients are being used, before uninstalling
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you must first unconfigure all HADR clients by following the
procedures at Removing the DB2 HADR client from UNIX and Linux on page 90.
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Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server host as root.


2. List the Avamar software that is installed on the system by typing the following command:


rpm -qa | grep Av


A list of Avamar software appears in the command shell:


AvamarClient-version
AvamarDB2-version


3. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 by typing the following command:


rpm -e AvamarDB2-version


where AvamarDB2-version is the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package.


4. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Linux by typing the following command:


rpm -e AvamarClient-version


where AvamarClient-version is the Avamar software installation package.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Solaris
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Solaris.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Solaris
You can install the Avamar Client for Solaris software by using the pkgadd command.


About this task


Ensure that you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the same directory as the Avamar Client for
Solaris.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as root.


2. Change the directory to the temporary directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


where tmp is the temporary install directory.


3. Install the software by typing the following command:


pkgadd -d AvamarDB2-solaris10-platform-version.pkg


where platform-version is the platform type and Avamar version number.


The following output appears in the command shell:


The following packages are available:
1 AVMRdb2 Avamar Client Plugin for DB2
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]:


4. Type 1 and press Enter.


The following output appears in the command shell:


Processing package instance <AVMRdb2> from
</tmp/AvamarDB2-solaris10-sparc-7.2.100-nnn.pkg>
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Avamar Client Plugin for DB2(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
Relocate install from /opt/AVMRclnt? [n]


5. Press Enter to accept the default install location.


The following output appears in the command shell:


## Executing checkinstall script.
Using as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.
This package contains scripts which will be executed with
super-user permission during the process of installing this
package.
Do you want to continue with the installation of <AVMRdb2> [y,n,?]


6. Type y and press Enter.


The following output appears in the command shell:


## Executing checkinstall script.
Using as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
3 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
The following files are already installed on the system and
are being used by another package: /opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libgcc_s.so.1
Do you want to install these conflicting files [y,n,?,q]


7. Type y and press Enter.


The following output appears in the command shell:


## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.
This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-
user
permission during the process of installing this package.
Do you want to continue with the installation of <AVMRdb2> [y,n,?]


8. Type y and press Enter.


The installation runs to completion.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Solaris
To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on a Solaris system, complete the required steps. The
versions of the Avamar Client for Solaris and Avamar Plug-in for DB2 must be the same.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Solaris on
page 33 provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Solaris. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides
instructions.
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3. Download the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation package. Downloading the software on
page 24 provides instructions.


4. Download and install the new version of the Avamar Client for Solaris. The Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
on Solaris on page 31 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Solaris
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 from a Solaris system by using the pkgrm command.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and the Avamar Client for Solaris from the host
system, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client
after you uninstall the software.


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client,
retire the client by using Avamar Administrator.


l To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Note: If High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) clients are being used, before uninstalling
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you must first unconfigure all HADR clients by following the
procedures at Removing the DB2 HADR client from UNIX and Linux on page 90.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server host as root.


2. Display all Avamar packages that are installed on the system by typing the following
command:


pkginfo | grep AVMR


Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


The following packages are currently installed:
1 AVMRclnt Avamar Client
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn
2 AVMRdb2 Avamar Client Plugin for DB2
(sparc) 7.2.100-nnn


3. Note the package names.


4. Uninstall the software by typing the following command:


pkgrm package_name


where package_name is the Avamar plug-in package.


The following output appears in the command shell:


The following package is currently installed:
package_name
Do you want to remove this package?


5. Type y and press Enter.


The following output appears in the command shell:
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Removal of package_name was successful.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling on Windows
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Windows.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Windows
You can install the Avamar Client for Windows software in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. The installation process automatically installs the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
in the same directory as the Avamar Client for Windows.


About this task


If UAC is enabled on the client computer, you must start the setup wizard by using administrator
privileges. Otherwise, the software does not install correctly. This procedure provides one method
to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and additional information.


Procedure


1. Log in to the DB2 server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary directory that contains the installation package that you downloaded in 
Downloading the software.


3. Start the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 installation by using the correct method:


l If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation package.


l If UAC is enabled, right-click the Command Prompt icon and select Run as
administrator. Change to the directory that contains the installation package and type
the following command:


msiexec /I AvamarDB2-windows-platform-version.msi
where:


n platform is the Windows platform type.


n version is the Avamar software version.


The welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.


The Ready to Install Avamar Plug-in for DB2 page appears.


5. Click Install.


The Installing Avamar Backup Plug-in for DB2 page appears. A status bar shows the
installation’s progress. After the installation completes, the Completed the Avamar Backup
Plug-in for DB2 Setup Wizard page appears.


6. Click Finish.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Windows
When you upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you do not need to uninstall earlier versions before
you install a new version. The installation determines that an earlier version is installed, and then
prompts you to upgrade to the new version or remove the current version.


Procedure


1. Ensure that you meet all system requirements for the new version. Preparing to install the
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on page 24 provides information.
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2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client installation wizard
for the new version on the client computer. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 by running the plug-in installation wizard for the new
version on the Windows server. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Windows on page
34 provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 on Windows
When you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and the Avamar Client for Windows from the host
system, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client. You cannot restore backups to the client
after you uninstall the software.


About this task


You can retire or delete a client either before or after you uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client,
retire the client by using Avamar Administrator.


l To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Note: If High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) clients are being used, before uninstalling
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2, you must first unconfigure all HADR clients by following the
procedures at Removing the DB2 HADR client from Microsoft Windows on page 90.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 by using Programs and Features.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.
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CHAPTER 3


Backup


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Architecture.......................................................................................................................... 38
l Archived log backup and restore........................................................................................... 39
l Backup.................................................................................................................................. 39
l Preparing the database for backup........................................................................................39
l Performing on-demand backups............................................................................................ 41
l Scheduling backups...............................................................................................................45
l Monitoring backups............................................................................................................... 47
l Cancel backups..................................................................................................................... 48
l Enforcement of backups to Data Domain.............................................................................. 48
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Architecture
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 provides a complete deduplication backup and recovery solution for
IBM DB2 servers. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 works with the Avamar server, the Avamar client,
and the DB2 API to back up DB2 databases and logs.


You can back up DB2 data to and restore DB2 data from an Avamar server or a Data Domain
system. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 serves as a backup module and the Avamar server or Data
Domain system as a storage device.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups and restores of DB2 single or multiple instance
configurations and DB2 configurations that implement DB2 Database Partitioning Feature (DPF).


Each DB2 server host requires the installation of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and an Avamar file
system client. You can back up and restore DB2 databases by using Avamar Administrator, the
AUI, or the DB2 Command Line Processor (CLP).


The following figure shows a configuration in which the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backs up or
restores DB2 databases to or from an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


Figure 2 Avamar Plug-in for DB2 configuration


Note: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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Archived log backup and restore
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups of archived transaction logs, which you can later
use for roll-forward operations.


Circular and archive logging


DB2 transaction logs keep records of database changes. DB2 software provides circular and
archive logging:


l Circular logging supports full offline database backups.


l Archive logging supports online database backups and roll-forward recovery.


The IBM DB2 documentation provides more information about circular and archive logging.


Transaction logs


Consider the following:


l You can configure the DB2 server to back up a transaction log as soon as it is archived.


l During a recovery or roll-forward operation, the DB2 server requests the restore of archived
logs that are not available on the system from the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l To skip the overhead process of searching for the available saved archived logs, the Avamar
File System plug-in can be used to restore missing archived logs before you restore the
database. Specify the location of the log files when you perform a database roll-forward
operation.


Backup
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 allows you to perform backups from Avamar Administrator, the AUI,
or from the DB2 Command Line Processor (CLP).


Note: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Preparing the database for backup
Before you use the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 to perform backups, you must configure the database
appropriately.


Configuring automatic backups for DB2 transaction logs
You can configure the DB2 database to enable automatic backups of transaction logs.


About this task


DB2 uses the LOGARCHMETH1 and LOGARCHOPT1 parameters to enable automatic backups of a
transaction log as soon as it is archived. DB2 10.1 includes a new parameter, LOGARCHCOMPR1, to
enable archive log compression. Leave this parameter set to its default value since Avamar
performs its own compression.


Procedure


1. Create the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file. Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file on
page 40 provides instructions.


2. Configure the database for log backups by typing the following command:
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db2 update db cfg for database_name using logarchmeth1
VENDOR:vendor_library logarchopt1 @pathname


where:


l database_name is the name of the database to back up.


l vendor_library is the full pathname to the shared library of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l pathname is the absolute pathname to the flag file that you created in step 1.


Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file
Before you back up a DB2 data, create a flag file. You can choose any name for the flag file. For
example, avdb2.flg. Specify the Avamar server user credentials and other parameters in the flag
file. To perform log backups, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 requires you to set Avamar server user
credentials in the flag file.


Procedure


1. Create a text file.


2. Type the required information in the text file. The following file is an example flag file:


--id=user-1@/clients/hostA.avamar.emc
--password=obfuscated password
--sysdir=c:\Progra~1\avs\etc
--dbpartitionnums=0,1,2,3
--catnode=0
--logfile=e:\avdb2-cli.log
--labelnum=256
--ddr=true
--ddr-index=1
--avtar-before-after-days-search=1
where:


l --id, --password, and --sysdir are mandatory.


l --dbpartitionnums specifies the list of partitions for a single-system view.


The --dbpartitionnums flag is mandatory for DPF configurations.


l --catnode specifies the partition number of the catalog node.


The --catnode flag is mandatory for DPF configurations.


l --logfile is optional.


l --labelnum is mandatory to restore backups from Avamar releases before 7.0.


l --ddr and --ddr-index are mandatory for backups to Data Domain systems.


l --avtar-before-after-days-search is an optional flag that provides a range for
searching and retrieving the DB2 database backup image. This option helps to reduce the
search time. The range is internally constructed by avtar as:


n --before is the DB2 backup timestamp plus the number of specified days.


n --after is the DB2 backup timestamp minus the number of specified days.


Note: The --id and --password parameters are not necessary for database backups
when you include them in the avdb2.cmd file.
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3. Save the text file and ensure that the mode of the file is set correctly for DB2-user read
permission.


Performing offline backups
DB2 databases must not have any application connections when you perform an offline backup.


Procedure


1. Ensure that no clients are connected to the database during the backup operation.


2. Ensure that no changes to the database are taking place during the backup window.


A database modification during a backup can cause the backup to fail.


Performing online backups
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports setting up log archiving only with the LOGRETAIN and
VENDOR parameters. Before you perform the first online backup, enable archiving logging by
configuring the LOGRETAIN and VENDOR parameters.


Procedure


1. For DB2 version 9.1 and earlier, to use the LOGRETAIN parameter, type the following
command:


db2 update db cfg for database_name using LOGRETAIN ON


where database_name is the name of the database to back up.


2. For DB2 version 9.5 and later, to use the LOGRETAIN parameter, type the following
commands:


update db cfg for database_name using LOGARCHMETH1 LOGRETAIN
update db cfg for database-name using LOGARCHMETH1 DISK


where database_name is the name of the database to back up.


3. To use the VENDOR parameter, use the db2 update db cfg command in Configuring
automatic backups for DB2 transaction logs.


4. Select the Create an online backup option for the dataset or for an on-demand backup.


Performing on-demand backups
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of specific data that you select. Perform an on-
demand backup for the first backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client
software, and before system maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the host of the DB2 server.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the host of the DB2 server, the host of a DPF node, or the DPF
catalog node.


In a DPF environment, select the host of a DPF node to back up individual partitions in a
database, or select the catalog node to back up a combination of partitions or all partitions.
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You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the
root domain.


4. Click Backup.


The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed on
the DB2 server are displayed.


5. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the DB2 plug-in for the platform.


b. In the DB2 Instance Name field, type the name of the DB2 instance to browse.


c. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


d. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username


e. Click SUBMIT.


f. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration window, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount
of time, select Retention period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or
years for the retention period.


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar
date, select End date and browse to that date on the calendar.


l To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server,
select No end date.


b. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data
transfer between the client and the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on
several factors, including the client operating system and Avamar server version. The
Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. From the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best
proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.


Plug-in Options provides more information about the advanced backup options.


8. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging
message. Selecting this option creates very large log files.


9. Set the plug-in options:


a. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select the
Store backup on Data Domain system check box and then select the Data Domain
system from the list.
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b. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to
use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


c. In the Backup label list menu, type a name for the backup label.


d. In the List backup contents field, select a method to list the backups.


e. In the Informational message level field, select the level of messaging.


f. To review advanced statistics, select the Report advanced statistics check box.


g. To set the file system traversal, select Do not traverse any mounts.


10. Click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
11. Select Actions > View Activity to view status details for the backup.


Backup types
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 allows you to use Avamar Administrator, the AUI, and the DB2 CLP to
perform full and incremental backups.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the following types of backups:


l Full backups from Avamar Administrator or the AUI


l Full, incremental, and delta backups from the DB2 CLP


l Tablespace backups from the DB2 CLP


l Online backups


You can perform an online backup while the database is active. When using this type of
backup, users and applications can connect to the database and perform transactions. Online
backups can either include or exclude archived logs.


l Offline backups


You can perform an offline backup while the database is inactive. Offline backups do not allow
connections to the database.


l On-demand or scheduled backups from Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


You can perform either on-demand or scheduled backups while the database is online or
offline.


l Backups of load copy images that are created by db2 load operations with the copy yes
option


Data deduplication optimization
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the dedup_device option.


The dedup_device option for the db2 backup database command is available in the latest
DB2 versions and fixpacks. Refer to the vendor documentation for the availability of
dedup_device option.


The dedup_device option optimizes the format of data that is backed up to a deduplication
device. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 includes support for the dedup_device option for backups
that are run from Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or the DB2 CLP.


l From Avamar Administrator or the AUI, specify the Optimize backup images option.
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l From the DB2 CLP, specify the dedup_device option with the db2 backup db command.


Data Domain system support
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups to and restores from Data Domain systems.


You can back up DB2 data to a Data Domain system by using Avamar Administrator or by using the
DB2 CLP. Metadata for the backup is stored on the Avamar server.


You can restore backups from a Data Domain system the same way you restore backups from the
Avamar server. There are no extra steps. You can follow the same restore procedure whether the
data is on the Avamar server or on a Data Domain system.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about configuring
Data Domain systems for use with Avamar systems.


DB2 CLP support
You can use the DB2 CLP for backup, restore, recovery, and roll forward operations.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the db2 backup, db2 restore, db2 recover, and db2
rollforward commands. The plugin also supports db2 load command with copy yes option. 
Backup and Restore with DB2 CLP on page 93 provides more information.


DPF restore and recovery
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports database partition restores in configurations which use the
DPF.


Unlike the backup process, which must run only from the catalog partition, the restore operation
runs on each partition:


l To restore partitions from the catalog partition, you perform a restore to the original location. 
Restoring database partitions to the original location on page 75 provides instructions.


l To restore partitions from non-catalog partitions, you perform a restore to a different location. 
Restoring database partitions to a different location on page 77 provides instructions.


Avamar Administrator lists all backed up partitions for the selected client. The Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 restores each partition backup separately. You cannot restore all partition backups in a single
restore operation. However, the limitation of one DPF node and one database at a time on a host
also applies to restore operations from the DB2 CLP. DB2 CLP limitations on page 105 provides
more information.


The roll-forward and recovery operations of DPF nodes from either Avamar Administrator, the AUI,
or the DB2 CLP must be run in DPF mode and must be run at the catalog node.


HADR backups
This section describes how to perform DB2 HADR backups using the Avamar client for DB2 HADR.


Management Console-initiated on-demand backups of an HADR database are performed the same
way as with the stand-alone databases. Management Console-initiated on-demand backups
require that the Avamar client for DB2 HADR is started on the Primary node.


To configure the scheduled backups, replace the base Avamar client with the Avamar client for
DB2 HADR by following instructions in Scheduling backups on page 45.


CLP-backups of an HADR database can be performed the same way as on a stand-alone database. 
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file configuration on page 95 contains details on how to prepare the
flag file. The --account option must contain the path to the Avamar client for DB2 HADR, and
the --sysdir option must contain the path to the etc directory of the Avamar client for DB2
HADR.
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For Microsoft Windows clients, the following options must also be set:


l --vardir must contain the path to the var directory of the Avamar client for DB2 HADR
defined during the HADR client configuration.


l --logfile must contain the path to the logs and the prefix.


For example:


--sysdir=C:\Progra~1\avs\etc
--account=/clients/db2_hadr_win
--vardir=C:\Progra~1\avs\var\db2_hadr_win_var\
--logfile=C:\Progra~1\avs\var\db2_hadr_win_var\clientlogs\avdb2-log


Note: For Microsoft Windows clients, the etc directory for the HADR client is shared with the
base client. For UNIX and Linux client, the etc directory is created separately from the base
client.


Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups of the DB2 data occur on an ongoing
basis. You can schedule backups to run daily, weekly, or monthly. The scheduled backup can
include multiple clients or a single server.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides
more information about policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Procedure


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset
A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the
backup. Create at least one dataset for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create
multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.
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4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special
characters: period (.), hyphen (-), and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or
the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } | \ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the DB2 plug-in for the platform.


The DB2 plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab and set the following plug-in options:


a. To perform an online backup, select Create an online backup.


b. To exclude archive logs from an online backup, select Exclude archive logs in online
backup.


c. To enable the DB2 dedup_device option for this backup, select Optimize backup
deduplication.


Note: Only specific DB2 versions support the dedup_device option. To determine
if the DB2 version supports the dedup_device option, check the vendor
documentation. If you select the Optimized backup deduplication option for a
backup of a DB2 database that does not support the dedup_device option, a
backup might fail.


d. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


e. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


f. In the Database Partition Numbers field, specify the partitions to include in the backup:


l To specify all database partitions, type ALL or all.
Note: Specifying all partitions numerically is not the same as using ALL or all.


l To specify a list of partitions, type the partition numbers in a comma-separated list.
For a single partition setup, leave this field blank.


g. In the Number of sessions during backup list, select the number of sessions to use for
the backup.


Concurrent backups and restores on page 20 provides more information about how
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 handles multiple backup sessions.


h. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store
backup on Data Domain system.


i. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging
message. Selecting this option creates very large log files.


j. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to
use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


7. Click the Source Data tab and set the following plug-in options:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.


b. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.
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Creating a backup policy
A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and
retention settings to implement scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you
define the dataset, schedule, and retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These
settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior for all members of the
backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies,
schedules, or retention settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy
Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default
unless you select the Enabled check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not
enable the backup policy when you created it, use the menu options in the Policy window to
enable backups.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the
Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity
Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure
that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000
client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down
list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless
of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by
domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of
status.
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To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one
of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of
bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or
longer. The backup might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects
backups that are not destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you
configure through the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces
and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data
Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the
related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is disabled by default.
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CHAPTER 4


Restore and Recovery


This chapter includes the following topics:
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Backup naming conventions
The naming convention that the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 uses is based on the standard naming
convention that DB2 uses.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window in Avamar Administrator displays backup label and
backup image names for backups available to restore. Backup labels appear to the right of the
calendar in the Backups table. Backup image names appear below the Backups table in the
Contents of Backup table.


The following figure shows the label name and image name for a backup that a user selects for
restore.


Figure 3 Backup label and image names


Backup labels and image names for a database backup
Backup labels for database backups contain specific elements. For example, a backup label
contains an element that shows you whether the CLI or GUI was used to create the backup.


Backup labels for database backups use the following naming convention:


interface-database_status-backup_type


where:


l interface is CLI or GUI.


l database_status is C for an offline database backup and H for an online database backup.


l backup_type is DB2 Database(s) backup or DB2 LOAD_COPY image.


CLI-C-DB2 Databases(s) backup, for example, is the backup label that is selected in Figure
3 on page 50.


Backup image names for database backups are specific to the version of DB2. Versions 9.5 and 9.7
use the following naming convention:


db_name.DB2_backup_type.instance_name.node_id.catalognode_id.
DB2_backup_timestamp.stream_sequence_number


where the value of DB2_backup_type is 0, 3, or 4:
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l 0 represents a full backup of a database.


l 3 represents a backup of a table space.


l 4 represents a backup image the LOAD ... COPY TO command creates.


Backup image names in DB2 10 use a different naming convention. The node_id.catalognode_id
format changes to part_id.


Note: The Avamar image format for DB2 10 is the same as DB2 versions 9.7 and 9.5. The DB2
10 native format is different than DB2 9.7.


AVAMAR1.0.db2inst1.NODE0000.CATN0000.20121129175842.001, for example, is a
backup image name. The 0 (zero) value for DB2_backup_type in this backup image name indicates
that the image backup is a full backup of a database.


Backup labels and image names for log backups
Backup labels for log backups contain specific elements. A backup label, for example, contains an
element that shows you the sequence number of the log backup.


Backup labels for log backups use the following naming convention:


db_name-chain-number_sequence-number.LOG
AVAMAR1-C0000042_S0000038.LOG is an example backup label name for a log backup.


Backup image names for log backups use the following naming convention:


chain-number_sequence-number.LOG
C0000042_S0000038.LOG is an example backup image name for a log backup.


The display for the directory structure that contains the log files shows the instance, the database,
and the node for the log files.


The backup image name is the same for backups from Avamar Administrator and from the DB2
CLP.


Restoring DB2 databases to the original location
You can restore DB2 databases to the original directory on the original client. The Avamar Plug-in
for DB2 can restore offline backups, online backups that include archive log, online backups that
do not include archive logs, and backups of archive logs.


Restoring offline backups
You can restore an offline backup to the original directory. A backup label, for example, GUI-C-
DB2 Database(s) backup contains a “C” in its name. The “C” indicates that the backup is for
an offline database.


Before you begin


Ensure that the DB2 database is inactive. During the restore operation, do not connect to the
database.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.
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A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, select one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select Restore only.


Note: Leave the Recovery Type panel as is. The Recovery Type options apply only
to the Restore and roll forward database option and the Recover option.
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c. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


d. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


e. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


f. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank. This field only applies to DPF
environments.


g. Leave the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field blank. This field only applies to
online backups that include archive logs.


If the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field contains a pathname, a restore of
an offline backup fails. The error message for this type of failure is similar to the
following message:


restore: Invalid option for archive logs. Backup image
db2inst1/c-AVAMAR1-1-sles10-32-db2-95-dpf does not contain
archive logs


h. Leave Database Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


i. In the Instance Name field, type the name of the instance. This field only applies to
redirected restores.


j. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restoring online backups that include archive logs
You can restore an online backup that includes archive logs to the original directory by specifying
the End of logs, Point In Time, or End of Backup recovery types. The End of Backup recovery
type is available only for database backups of DB2 9.5 and later.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:
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a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, select one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select Restore and roll forward database.


c. Select a recovery type from the Type of Recovery list:


l End of logs recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to the end
of the logs.


l Point In Time recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to a
specific point-in-time.
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Note: Using the Point In Time recovery type requires you to type a date and time
in the Date and Time field. Use the yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss format. The time must
be in the time zone of the client system.


l End of Backup recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to the
end of the backup. The End of Backup option is valid for DB2 versions 9.5 and later.


d. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


f. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank. This field only applies to DPF
environments.


h. In the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field, type the fully qualified pathname
of an existing top-level directory.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Leave the Database Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


j. Leave the Instance Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


k. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restoring online backups that do not include archive logs
You can restore an online backup that does not include archive logs. Afterwards, you can use the
rollforward command to roll the database forward to a desired point-in-time.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:
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a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, select one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select the Restore only option.


c. Leave Type of Recovery blank.


d. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.
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e. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


f. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank. This field only applies to DPF
environments.


h. Leave the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field blank.


i. Leave the Database Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


j. Leave the Instance Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


k. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
12. After the restore completes, roll the database forward:


a. If archived logs are not enabled for backup, restore the archive logs from a file system
backup to the SQLOGDIR directory.


The DB2 SQLOGDIR variable stores the location of the SQLOGDIR directory.


Note: To skip the overhead process of searching for the available saved archived
logs, you can use the Avamar file system plug-in instead of the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 to restore missing archived logs before you restore the database. Then specify
the location of the log files when you perform a database rollforward operation.


b. Use the rollforward command on the DB2 server to roll the database forward to the
desired point-in-time.


The following commands performs a rollforward operation on the database to the end of
the archive logs:


db2 rollforward db db_name to end of logs and complete
db2 rollforward db db_name to end of logs and complete overflow log
path(/tmp/alogs)


where db_name is the database name.


Note: If a database is in a rollforward pending state and you do not run the
rollforward command, the next Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backup of this database
fails with an error message. The error message recommends that you roll the
database forward. You can perform one more restore operation on a database that is
in a rollforward pending state.
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Restoring only the archive logs
You can restore an online backup that includes only archive logs from an online backup.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, select one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.
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9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select Restore only archive logs from an online backup.


c. Leave Type of Recovery blank.


d. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


f. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank. This field only applies to DPF
environments.


h. In the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field, type the fully qualified pathname
of an existing top-level directory.


Note: The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname
you specify and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Leave the Database Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


j. Leave the Instance Name field blank. This field only applies to redirected restores.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Recovering a database
Before you recover a database, you create an Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file and configure the
VENDOROPT configuration parameter, and then recover the database.


About this task


You must recover one database at a time. Recovery of multiple databases in a single recovery
operation is not supported.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.
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A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, select the database that you want to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


b. Select the Recover option.


c. In the Type of Recovery list, select End of Logs or Point in Time .


Note: The End of Logs and Point in Time options are valid only for the Recover
option.
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d. Leave the Number of sessions during restore list set to 1.


e. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


f. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


Note: The Recover option supports only a recovery of a single database at a time.


h. In the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field, type the fully qualified pathname
of an existing top-level directory.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Leave the Database Name field and the Instance Name field blank.


j. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restoring DB2 databases to a different client
You can restore DB2 databases, including automatic storage databases, to a client other than the
original client. This type of restore is known as a redirected restore.


Setting flags for automatic storage databases


To perform a redirected restore of an automatic storage database, you must set the asm-
restore-set-storagepaths flag, the restore-set-dbpath flag, or both.


l The asm-restore-set-storagepaths flag set to true corresponds to the DB2’s ON
path-list parameter. A comma-separated list of directories that you select appears in the
Destination column in the Restore Options dialog box. The ON path-list parameter
redefines the storage paths associated with automatic storage databases.


l The restore-set-dbpath flag set to 1 corresponds to the new DBPATH as the first entry
that you specify in a comma-separated list of directories in the Destination column in the
Restore Options dialog box. The new storage path list does not use this DBPATH. The
restore-set-dbpath flag is only relevant for automatic storage database restores.


Rollforward after a redirected restore to a different host
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 backup process does not save vendor configuration files during a
database or log backup. A manual rollforward after a redirected restore requires these
configuration files. Otherwise, the rollforward fails because it cannot find the log files.


1. Before you perform a manual rollforward after a redirected restore, ensure that all database
vendor configuration files are available on the target system.
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Database configuration files include the file with the logarchopt1 parameter setting. You
can set up these configuration settings for the target database after the redirected restore
completes.


2. Configure the --logdest-id and --logdest-ap parameters.
A manual rollforward after a redirected restore to a different host requires these parameters.
Add these parameters to the DB2 flag file. You can also configure the optional parameter, --
logdest-account. DB2 vendor parameters on page 112 provides more information about
these parameters. Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file on page 40 provides more
information about parameters in the flag file.


Note: The use of the --logdest-id, --logdest-ap, and --logdest-account
parameters is specific to an archived log backup of the destination database. An archived
log backup of the destination database can happen if a rollback occurs when a rollforward
completes. These parameters replace the --id, --account, and --ap parameters that
you set for the source client and use for archived log retrieval during a rollforward.


3. After the rollforward completes, you must remove the --logdest-id, --logdest-ap, and
--logdest-account parameters from the DB2 flag file and replace the --id, --account,
and --ap parameters. The values for the --id, --account, and --ap parameters
correspond to the destination client.


4. After a restore or a change to database configuration settings, perform a full database backup
to create a new baseline for the database backup and recovery history.


Restoring the database to a different client


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.


b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
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c. From the list of clients, select the destination client for the redirected restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.


b. In the Restore Location field, specify the target location where you want to restore the
data:


l On Windows platforms, specify the target location manually. For example,
E:\DATABASE\BACKUPS\.


l On other platforms, click CHOOSE and select the target location. Or you can specify
the target location manually. For example, /database/backups.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. Select the Restore only option.


c. Leave the Recovery Type panel blank. The Recovery Type options apply only to the
Recover option.


d. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. Type the instance owner or system admin username in the Instance Admin Username
field and the instance owner’s password in the Instance Admin Password field.


f. In the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field, type the fully qualified pathname
of an existing top-level directory.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.
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g. In the Database Name field, type the name of the database.


h. In the Instance Name field, type the name of the instance.


i. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


j. (Automatic storage databases only) To display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields, click More.


k. In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]asm-restore-set-storagepaths.


Note: You must precede the attribute with --[avdb2].


l. In the Enter Attribute Value filed, type true.


m. Click +.


n. In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]restore-set-dbpath.


o. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type 1.


p. To set NEWLOGPATH, in the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]new-log-path. In
the Enter Attribute Value field, type the absolute path for log files after restore.


q. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type the absolute path for log files after restore.


The new-log-path flag allows you to specify a string representing the path to be used for
logging after the restore has completed. This flag is optional.


r. Click +, and then click OK .


The asm-restore-set-storagepaths and restore-set-dbpath flags appear in
the box below the + and - buttons.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
12. Roll the database forward. Rolling forward the database on page 64 provides instructions.


Rolling forward the database
Roll forward the database if you used the Restore only option to restore an online backup. A
rollforward operation does not apply to restores of offline backups.


Procedure


l To manually roll forward the database to the desired point-in-time, use the rollforward
command on the DB2 server. The following command is an example:


db2 rollforward db db_name to end of logs and complete
where db_name is the database name.


This example command rolls forward the database to the end of the archive logs.


Note: If you do not run the rollforward command, subsequent Avamar Plug-in for DB2
backups and restores fail with an error message, which recommends that you roll forward
the database.
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Restoring table spaces in a stand-alone DB2 environment
You can restore one or more table spaces from a backup.


About this task


To restore the SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later databases, you must
specify the tbs-offline-restore-mode=true option in the Enter Attribute and Enter
Attribute Value fields. The following procedure includes instructions.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that runs the DB2 server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


Note: You cannot perform a redirected restore of a DB2 table space to a DB2 stand-
alone environment.


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. To perform a granular level recovery, select the GLR switch.


b. In the left pane, select the top-level folder to select the entire plug-in, or select one or
more databases for the granular browse operation.


Note: You cannot use the Granular level browse feature for database backups that
you create by using the DB2 CLP.


c. In the right pane, perform the following steps:
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a. Select a full backup to restore.


b. To view table spaces available for restore, expand the folders in the directory tree.


c. Select one or more table spaces.


Note: For DPF restore operations from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 limits the selection of DPF nodes to one node and one database.


d. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. To restore table spaces other than the SYSCATSPACE table space, select Restore only.


c. To restore the SYSCATSPACE table space:


a. Select Restore and roll forward database.


b. In the Type of Recovery list, select End of logs.


d. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


f. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


h. Leave the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field blank.


i. Leave the Database Name field blank.


10. (Renamed table spaces only) Complete the following steps to restore renamed table spaces:


a. To display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields, click More.


b. In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]renamed_tablespace_list.


c. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type the name of the renamed table space.


d. Click +.


The attribute and value is displayed in the box below the + and - buttons.


11. (SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later) Complete the following steps to
restore the SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later databases:


a. To display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value field, click More.
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b. In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]tbs-offline-restore-mode.


c. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type true.


d. Click +.


12. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


13. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Recovering retired clients
The Avamar system maintains backups for retired clients for the length of time that is determined
by the retention policy. You can restore a backup from a retired client.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the MC_RETIRED domain.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the target client.


Note: The target client name has the same name as the MC_RETIRED client name.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


Note: You cannot perform a redirected restore of a DB2 table space to a DB2 stand-
alone environment.


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.
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7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the DB2 instance folder.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within that
folder.


b. In the right pane, one or more database backups to restore.


Note: For DPF restore operations, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 limits the selection of
DPF nodes to one node and one database.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.


b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to
restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. Type the DB2 instance credentials:


a. In the DB2 Instance Name field, type the name of the DB2 instance to browse.


b. In the Instance Admin Username, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


c. In the Instance Admin Password , type the password for the username.


b. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select an encryption method
to use for client/server data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar
Product Security Guide provides more information.


c. Select the Restore and roll forward database option.


Note: Alternately, you can select the Restore only option and perform a manual
rollforward operation after the restore completes.
To perform a manual rollforward operation, use the overflow log path option
with the rollforward command, and then recover the database to the end of logs
or to a point-in-time. DB2 documentation provides more information about the
rollforward command.


d. In the Type of Recovery list, select one of the following recovery types:


l End of logs recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to the end
of logs.


l Point In Time recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to a
specific point-in-time. To use the Point In Time recovery type requires you to type a
date and time in the Date and Time field. Use theyyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss format. The
time must be in the time zone of the client system.
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l End of Backup recovers the database by performing a rollforward operation to the
end of the backup. The End of Backup option is valid for DB2 versions 9.5 and later.


e. In the Number of sessions during restore list, select the number of sessions to use for
the restore.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


f. In the Instance Admin Username field, type the instance owner or system admin
username.


g. In the Instance Admin Password field, type the password for the username.


h. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


i. In the Directory Path to Restore Archive Logs field, type the fully qualified pathname
of an existing top-level directory.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


j. In the Database Name field, type the name of the database from which the backup was
originally taken.


k. In the Instance Name field, type the name of the DB2 instance.


l. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database check box.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Disaster recovery
With an effective data backup plan in place, you can successfully recover a DB2 server after the
loss of the DB2 application or server hardware.


Note: To perform a manual rollforward after you restore the DB2 server and DB2 applications,
follow the guidelines in Rollforward after a redirected restore to a different host on page 61.


Recovering the DB2 application


About this task


As long as Avamar components on a DB2 server are intact, you can recover only the DB2
application.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the current installation of the DB2 application.


2. Delete all DB2 application files and directories.


3. Install the same version of the DB2 application that was previously installed.


4. Re-create the DB2 instance (UNIX) or DB2 copy (Windows) with the same name that was
previously used.
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5. Restore a full backup of the DB2 database to the original location by completing the
appropriate instructions in Restoring DB2 databases to the original location.


Recovering the DB2 server


About this task


In the event of the loss of the DB2 server hardware, you then need a replacement host computer.
The DB2 server is restored to the replacement host computer.


Procedure


1. Install the same version and release of the operating system on the replacement computer.


2. Log in to the computer.


3. Configure the computer with the IP address and hostname from the old computer.


4. Install the same version of the DB2 application.


5. Re-create the DB2 instance (UNIX) or DB2 copy (Windows) with the same name that was
previously used.


Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions.


6. Install and register the Avamar file system client. Installing the Avamar file system client on
page 25 provides instructions.


7. Install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Installation on page 23 provides instructions.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity
Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity
Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure
that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000
client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down
list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless
of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by
domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of
status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one
of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed
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n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of
bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or
longer. The restore might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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CHAPTER 5


High Availability and Clustering Solutions


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Database Partition Feature (DPF) backup and restore.......................................................... 74
l DB2 High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) backup and recovery.................................84
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Database Partition Feature (DPF) backup and restore
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports backups and restores of DB2 database partitions.


Preparing for DPF backups
In a DPF environment, you can back up individual partitions in a database or select the catalog
node to back up a combination of partitions or all partitions.


Configuring the backup agent for DPF backups
Before you back up a DB2 database partition, you must configure the Backup agent service on all
Windows systems in the DPF environment to use the domain administrator account.


Procedure


1. From the Windows Start menu, select Run.


The Run dialog box appears.


2. Type services.msc in the Open field.


The Services window appears.


3. Configure the Backup agent service:


a. Right-click Backup agent, and then select Properties.


The Backup agent Properties dialog box appears.


b. Click the Log On tab, and then select This account.


c. Click Browse.


The Select User dialog box appears.


d. Select the domain administrator account, and then click OK.


e. Click OK to close the Backup agent Properties dialog box.


4. In the Services window, right-click Backup agent and select Restart.


DPF backup limitations
You cannot perform a database partition backup from a non-catalog node. Doing so returns the
following error:


Cannot perform multi-partition backup.
The catalog node for the database is not present on this server.
You cannot back up a node in a multi-partition configuration unless all nodes are online. A multi-
partition backup fails if one or more nodes is offline. The backup returns the following error
messages for this type of failure:


2012/4/1-13:14:07.21048 [avdb2ctlplugin_assist] snapup: return
from db2 API
2012-4-1 18:44:07 avdb2 Error <0000>: snapup: failed to create
backup of database [db2inst1/AVAMAR2]. db2 errcode -1170
2012-4-1 18:44:07 avdb2 Error <9018>: DB2 returned error -1170
2012/4/1-13:14:07.21122 [avdb2ctlplugin_assist] retire_manager:
force terminate
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Restoring and recovering DPF
You can restore DB2 database partitions to the original location or to a different location by using
Avamar Administrator.


Whether you restore the partition to the original location or to a different location depends on the
location of the partition:


l If the partition is on the catalog partition, restore the partition to the original location. 
Restoring database partitions to the original location on page 75 provides instructions.


l If the partition is on a non-catalog partition, perform a redirected restore. Restore the partition
to a different location from the viewpoint of the catalog node. Restoring database partitions to
a different location on page 77 provides instructions.


Avamar Administrator lists all partition backups under the client that contains the catalog partition.
Restore database partitions from the catalog partition only. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 restores
each partition backup separately. You cannot restore all partition backups in a single restore
operation.


Select the Restore only option in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box for all database
partition restore operations. The Restore and roll forward option is not supported for database
partition restore operations.


Note: For an ASM redirected restore of a DPF database, pass the ON path-list option from the
CLP to change the storage paths. Perform this operation from the catalog node only.
Afterwards, the redirected restore continues to restore the non-catalog node without the need
to pass the ON path-list option from the CLP. When you pass an ON path-list option during a
redirected restore on an ASM non-catalog node, the restore fails.


Restoring database partitions to the original location
Restore the partition to the original location when the partition is located on the catalog partition.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.


The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the host of the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane below the domains list.


4. Select the host of the DB2 server.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow
highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the
calendar.


7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear in the Contents for Backup pane.


8. Expand the DB2 instance folder.
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9. Select a partition to restore.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


11. In the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server
data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides more information.


12. Select Restore everything to its original location.


13. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


14. Set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. Select the Restore only option.


Note: The Restore and roll forward database option is not supported for database
partition restore operations. Restore options on page 110 provides more information
about restore plug-in options.


c. Leave the Type of Recovery list blank.


d. Select the number of sessions to use for the restore from the Number of sessions
during restore list.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. Type the instance owner or system admin username in the Instance Admin Username
field.


f. Type the password for the username in the Instance Admin Password field.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


h. Type the fully qualified pathname of an existing top-level directory in the Directory Path
to Restore Archive Logs field.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Leave the Database Name field blank.


j. Leave the Instance Name field blank.


k. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database checkbox.


l. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


15. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


16. Click OK.
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Restoring database partitions to a different location
Restore the partition to a different location when the partition is located on a non-catalog
partition. This type of restore is called a redirected restore.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.


The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the host of the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane below the domains list.


4. Select the host of the DB2 server.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow
highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the
calendar.


7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear in the Contents of Backup pane.


8. Expand the DB2 instance folder.


9. Select a partition to restore.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


11. In the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server
data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides more information.


12. Select Restore everything to a different location.


13. Click Browse.


The Browse for Restore Client dialog box appears.


14. Select the target client from the client tree, and then click OK.


The client name appears in the Restore Destination Client text box.


15. Click Set Destination.


The Set Destination dialog box appears.


16. Type the destination for the restore in the Save Target(s) in Directory field. For an ASM
restore, type a list of directories for storage paths. Separate entries in the list with a
comma.


17. Click OK.


The destination appears in the Destination column.
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18. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


19. Set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. Select the Restore only option.


Note: The Restore and roll forward database option is not supported for database
partition restore operations. Restore options on page 110 provides more information
about restore plug-in options.


c. Leave Type of Recovery blank.


d. Select the number of sessions to use for the restore from the Number of sessions
during restore list.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. Type the instance owner or system admin username in the Instance Admin Username
field.


f. Type the password for the username in the Instance Admin Password field.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


h. Type the fully qualified pathname of an existing top-level directory in the Directory Path
to Restore Archive Logs field.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Type the name of the database in the Database Name field.


j. Type the name of the DB2 instance in the Instance Name field.


k. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database checkbox.


l. Click More to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


20. (ASM database restores only) Type the appropriate attributes and values to direct the
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 to use storage redefinition options for ASM database restores:


l To use a value from the Destination field as the storage paths for the new database, set
asm-restore-set-storagepaths to true:


--[avdb2]asm-restore-set-storagepaths=true


Note: When you enable ASM mode for a restore, you can specify multiple values in
the Destination field. Separate values for multiple storage paths with commas.


l To use a value from the Destination field as the new target database pathname for the
new database, set restore-set-dbpath to 1:


--[avdb2]restore-set-dbpath=1


Note: The value 1 enables the DBPATH ON option. When the new db_path is the first
pathname listed in the Destination field, the db_path is then not used in the new
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storage pathname list. You must set the restore_set-storagepaths flag, the
restore-set-dbpath flag, or both flags to enable ASM mode for the restore.


l To use values from the Destination field as the storage paths and the
redirect_restore_target_path values for the new target database pathname for
the new database, set both of the following attributes:


--[avdb2]asm-restore-set-storagepaths=true
--[avdb2]restore-set-dbpath=1


Note: To comply with DB2 guidelines, call out the ON path-list from only the catalog
node. For a catalog node, specify a list of locations for the storage paths in the
Destination field. For a non-catalog nodes, specify only a single location in the
Destination field with the effective db_path value that you used for restoring the
catalog node.


After you set the options and attributes appear in the box below the + and - buttons.


21. To set NEWLOGPATH: In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]new-log-path. In the
Enter Attribute Value field, type the absolute path for log files after restore.


a. In the Enter Attribute field, type --[avdb2]new-log-path. In the Enter Attribute Value
field, type the absolute path for log files after restore.


b. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type the absolute path for log files after restore.


The new-log-path flag allows you to specify a string representing the path to be used for
logging after the restore has completed. This flag is optional.


22. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


23. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
24. Click OK.


After you finish


Perform a rollforward operation from the catalog node. Rolling forward the database on page 64
provides more information.


Recovering partitions
You can recover partitions, one at a time, by using Avamar Administrator. Before you perform a
recovery operation from Avamar Administrator, create an Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file. The
recovery operation requires you to configure the VENDOROPT configuration parameter. The IBM
DB2 documentation provides more information about the VENDOROPT parameter.


About this task


Note: You must recover one partition at a time. Recovery of multiple partitions in a single
recovery operation is not supported.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.


The top-left pane contains a list of domains.
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3. Select the domain that contains the host of the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane below the domains list.


4. Select the host of the DB2 server.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow
highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the
calendar.


7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear in the Contents of Backup pane.


8. Expand the DB2 instance folder.


9. Select a partition to restore.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


11. In the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server
data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides more information.


12. Select Restore everything to its original location.


13. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


14. Set the plug-in options:


a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. Select the Recover option.


c. Select End of Logs or Point in Time from the Type of Recovery list.


Note: The End of Logs and Point in Time options are valid only for the Recover
option.


d. Leave the Number of sessions during restore list set to 1.


e. Type the instance owner or system admin username in the Instance Admin Username
field.


f. Type the password for the username In the Instance Admin Password field.


g. Specify a single partition number in the Database Partition Numbers field.


Note: The Recover option supports only a recovery of a single partition at a time.


h. Type the fully qualified pathname of an existing top-level directory in the Directory Path
to Restore Archive Logs field.
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The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Leave the Database Name field and the Instance Name field blank.


j. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database checkbox.


k. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


15. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
16. Click OK.


Restoring table spaces in a DB2 DPF environment
You can use Avamar Administrator to restore a table space that is not local to the catalog partition
by performing a redirected restore from the catalog node to the target node.


About this task


To restore the SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later databases, you must
specify the tbs-offline-restore-mode=true option in the Enter Attribute and Enter
Attribute Value fields. The following procedure includes instructions.


Note: You cannot specify a recovery type for a table space restore in a DPF environment.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Click the Restore tab.


The top-left pane contains a list of domains.


3. Select the domain that contains the host of the DB2 server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in
to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients appears in the pane below the domains list.


4. Select the host of the DB2 server.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow
highlight.


A list of backups that were performed on that date appears in the Backups table next to the
calendar.


7. Select a full backup from the Backups table.


The backup contents appear in the Contents of Backup pane.


The Browse for Image Restore and Browse for Granular Restore buttons appear above
the directory tree in the Contents of Backup pane.


8. Select the top-level folder to select the entire plug-in, or select one or more databases for
the granular browse operation.


9. Click the Browse for Granular Restore button ( ).


The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.
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Figure 4 Select Destination Client


10. Set the options:


a. Click Restore everything to a different location.


b. Click Browse.


The Browse for Restore Client dialog box appears.


c. Click the domain that contains the target DPF node.


d. Select the DPF node that contains the target partition for the table space restore.


e. Click OK to close the Browse for Restore Client dialog box.


f. Click OK again to close the Set Destination Client dialog box.


11. Expand the folders in the directory tree to view table spaces available for restore.


12. Select one or more table spaces.


Note: The Backup, Restore and Manage window does not display the table space size
correctly in the Size column. We plan to fix this issue in a future release.


13. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


14. In the Avamar encryption method list, select an encryption method to use for client/server
data transfer during this restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on
several factors, including the client platform and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product
Security Guide provides more information.


15. Select Restore everything to a different location.


16. Click Browse.


The Browse for Restore Client dialog box appears.


17. Select the same DPF node that you previously selected.


18. In the Destination field, type the pathname to the database.


19. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


20. Set the plug-in options:
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a. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method
to use for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the client during the
restore.


b. Select Restore only to restore table spaces other than the SYSCATSPACE table space.


c. To restore the SYSCATSPACE table space, select Restore and roll forward database,
and then select End of logs from the Type of Recovery list.


d. Select the number of sessions to use for the restore from the Number of sessions
during restore list.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of
restore sessions that you used for the backup.


e. Type the instance owner or system admin username in the Instance Admin Username
field.


f. Type the password for the username in the Instance Admin Password field.


g. Leave the Database Partition Numbers field blank.


h. Type the fully qualified pathname of an existing top-level directory in the Directory Path
to Restore Archive Logs field.


Note: If the backup for this restore operation is an online backup and you intend to
restore archive log files, you must complete the Directory Path to Restore Archive
Logs field.


The restore operation creates a subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


i. Type the name of the database from which the backup was originally taken in the
Database Name field.


j. Type the name of the DB2 instance in the Instance Name field.


k. If the target database exists and you want to overwrite it, select the Replace existing
database checkbox.


l. (SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later) Complete the following
steps to restore the SYSCATSPACE table space from DB2 version 10.1 or later
databases:


a. Click More to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Values fields.


b. Type --[avdb2]tbs-offline-restore-mode in the Enter Attribute field.


c. Type true in the Enter Attribute Value field.


d. Click +.


m. Click OK to close the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


21. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


The following status message appears:


Restore initiated.
22. Click OK.


23. Manually roll the table space forward to the desired point-in-time by using the DB2
rollforward command on the DB2 server.
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Disaster Recovery of the DB2 server in a DPF environment
Follow this procedure to recover the DB2 server in a DPF environment in the event of a disaster.


Procedure


1. Install the DB2 application on the catalog node and other participating nodes.


2. Re-create the DB2 instance (UNIX) or DB2 copy (Windows) with the same name that was
previously used.


3. Restore the catalog node backup by performing a restore from the catalog node. Restoring
and recovering DPF on page 75 provides more information.


4. Restore all other node backups by performing a redirected restore. Restoring and
recovering DPF on page 75 provides more information.


DB2 High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) backup and
recovery


The following sections detail configuration of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 for the High Availability
Disaster Recovery (HADR) feature, as well as backup, recovery, and disaster recovery procedures.


Preparing for HADR backups
To backup, restore, and roll forward the database in the HADR environment, you must configure
the Avamar client for DB2 HADR as described in the following sections.


Configuring the DB2 HADR client for Microsoft Windows
This section describes how to configure the Avamar client for DB2 HADR for backups in Microsoft
Windows environments.


About this task


Each node of a DB2 HADR system has to be configured and registered with the same Avamar
server using the same client name before any backup or restore operations can be performed.


Procedure


1. Log in to one of the DB2 HADR nodes where the Avamar client for DB2 HADR should be
configured.


2. Locate the AvamarHADRConfiguration.exe file that is located in the installpath
\bin\ directory. Right-click and select Run as Administrator.


The Setup Avamar for DB2 HADR Database window opens.
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Figure 5 Setup Avamar for DB2 HADR Database


a. In the Avamar Client Name text box, type the name of the HADR client and click
Lookup.


Information about the client is populated in the window.
Note: The HADR client name is a user-defined short descriptive Avamar account
name for this HADR system. This name must be unique and shows how that HADR
client appears in Avamar Administrator.


b. Verify or complete the following fields:


l Var Folder — The path to the Avamar var directory for the Avamar client for DB2
HADR.


l Avamar Server Hostname or IP — The hostname or IP address of the Avamar
server.


l Avamar Server Listen Port — The port on which the Avamar server listens for client
requests.


l Backup Domain for this Client — The backup domain to which this client is
configured.


l Connection Port (acport) — The port number to be used by Avamar agent for DB2
HADR. If not specified, the default value of 28003 is used.


c. Click Configure.


A message indicates that the configuration was successful. To clear the message, click OK.
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3. Repeat the previous steps on all DB2 HADR nodes.


4. Once all HADR nodes have been configured, start the DB2 HADR client agent on the primary
node.


Note: Do not start the DB2 HADR client agent until all HADR nodes have been
configured. Starting the DB2 HADR client agent before all nodes have been configured
may cause failures during the configuration of the other nodes or during backup.


Configuring the DB2 HADR client on UNIX and Linux
This section describes how to configure the Avamar client for DB2 HADR for backups in UNIX and
Linux environments.


Procedure


1. Log in as root to the primary HADR node.


2. Run the hadr_config script from the Avamar bin directory:


 /avamar_install_dir/bin/hadr_config [-s MCSAddr] [-d Domain] [-c 
Client] [-p ACPort] [-n Nodes] [-h]


where:


l avamar_install_dir is the path of the Avamar client for DB2 HADR installation.


l MCSAddr is the IP address or host name of the Avamar server. If this option is not
specified, the script prompts you to enter it.


l Domain is the backup domain to which this client is configured. If this option is not
specified, the script then prompts you to enter it.


l Client is the user-defined short descriptive Avamar account name for this HADR Client.
This name is how that HADR system appears in Avamar Administrator. If this option is
not specified, the script then prompts you to enter it.


l ACPort is the port number of the connection port of the DB2 server. If this option is not
specified, the default value of 28003 is used.


l Nodes is a comma-separated list (with no spaces) of the DB2 HADR nodes that the
script should configure. The specified nodes are added to the .HADR_Nodes file, which
is used afterwards for the automatic configuration removal. If this option is not used,
only the local node is configured.
Notes:


n Remote node configuration requires ssh to be correctly configured on all nodes.


n If the password is requested, provide the root password for the node that is being
configured. This action allows the script to configure remote HADR nodes.


n If remote execution as root via ssh cannot be performed, you must configure each
node separately by running this command locally on all nodes without the -n Nodes
option. All options must be the same when the script is run on each node.


l -h echoes the complete list of supported option for the command.


Results


After configuration is complete, the hadr_config script automatically starts the Avamar client
for DB2 HADR agent on the current node.
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The following is a command line example for running the hadr_config script:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/hadr_config –s AvamarSrvr -n hadr1,hadr2


Starting and stopping the Avamar client for DB2 HADR and changing HADR
roles


This section provides procedures for starting and stopping the Avamar client for DB2 HADR and
for changing the client's HADR role.


Starting and stopping HADR requires the sequence of operation to be performed in the order that
is specified in these sections. Takeover requires stopping the DB2 HADR client's agent on the
previous primary node and starting it on the new primary.


Starting the Avamar client for DB2 HADR
This procedure describes how to start the Avamar client for DB2 HADR on Microsoft Windows and
UNIX/Linux systems.


Procedure


1. Log in to the node and start HADR as Standby. Refer to the vendor documentation for
detailed DB2 HADR instructions.


2. Start the Avamar client for DB2 HADR agent on the Primary node by doing one of the
following:


l On Microsoft Windows, log in to the Primary Node and start the HADR client backup
service:


a. In the Start menu, select All Programs > Administrative Tools > Services.


b. Right-click Avamar Client_name Backup Agent and select Start.


l On UNIX or Linux, log in to the Primary Node as root and start the Avamar client for DB2
HADR agent by using the following command:


/avamar_installation_path/db2_hadr/etc/start.sh


where:


n avamar_installation_path is the path to the Avamar client installation.


n db2_hadr is the name of the DB2 HADR client.


3. Start HADR as Primary. Refer to the vendor documentation for detailed DB2 HADR
instructions.


Stopping the Avamar client for DB2 HADR
To stop HADR system, stop HADR on Primary node first, then stop HADR on Standby nodes.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Primary node and stop HADR. Refer to the vendor documentation for detailed
DB2 HADR instructions.


2. Stop the Avamar client for DB2 HADR agent on the Primary node by doing one of the
following:
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l On Microsoft Windows, log in to the Primary node and stop the HADR client backup
service:


a. In the Start menu, select All Programs > Administrative Tools > Services.


b. Right-click Avamar Client_name Backup Agent and select Stop.


l On UNIX or Linux, log in to the Primary Node as root and stop the Avamar client for DB2
HADR agent by using the following command:


/avamar_installation_path/db2_hadr/etc/stop.sh


where:


n avamar_installation_path is the path to the Avamar client installation.


n db2_hadr is the name of the DB2 HADR client.


Changing HADR roles
This section describes how to change the HADR Primary node on when using the Avamar client for
DB2 HADR.


Procedure


1. Log in to the current Primary node and stop the Avamar client for DB2 HADR as described in 
Stopping the Avamar client for DB2 HADR on page 87.


2. Log in to the node that becomes the Primary node and start the Avamar client for DB2
HADR as described in Starting the Avamar client for DB2 HADR on page 87.


3. Use the db2 takeover command on the node that becomes the new Primary node to
perform the takeover. Refer to the vendor documentation for detailed DB2 HADR
instructions.


HADR backups
This section describes how to perform DB2 HADR backups using the Avamar client for DB2 HADR.


Management Console-initiated on-demand backups of an HADR database are performed the same
way as with the stand-alone databases. Management Console-initiated on-demand backups
require that the Avamar client for DB2 HADR is started on the Primary node.


To configure the scheduled backups, replace the base Avamar client with the Avamar client for
DB2 HADR by following instructions in Scheduling backups on page 45.


CLP-backups of an HADR database can be performed the same way as on a stand-alone database. 
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file configuration on page 95 contains details on how to prepare the
flag file. The --account option must contain the path to the Avamar client for DB2 HADR, and
the --sysdir option must contain the path to the etc directory of the Avamar client for DB2
HADR.


For Microsoft Windows clients, the following options must also be set:


l --vardir must contain the path to the var directory of the Avamar client for DB2 HADR
defined during the HADR client configuration.


l --logfile must contain the path to the logs and the prefix.


For example:


--sysdir=C:\Progra~1\avs\etc
--account=/clients/db2_hadr_win
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--vardir=C:\Progra~1\avs\var\db2_hadr_win_var\
--logfile=C:\Progra~1\avs\var\db2_hadr_win_var\clientlogs\avdb2-log


Note: For Microsoft Windows clients, the etc directory for the HADR client is shared with the
base client. For UNIX and Linux client, the etc directory is created separately from the base
client.


Archive log backups with DB2 HADR
This section describes issues that are related to archive log backups with the Avamar client for
DB2 HADR.


With DB2 HADR, only the Primary database generates archive logs while Standby databases do
not. All archive log backups are initiated by DB2 while the Avamar server does not directly initiate
log backups.


To configure the archive log backups, follow instructions in Configuring automatic backups for
DB2 transaction logs on page 39. The --account option must contain the path to the Avamar
client for DB2 HADR, and the --sysdir option must contain the path to the etc directory of the
Avamar client for DB2 HADR. The logs are stored under the client specified by the --account
option. For Microsoft Windows clients, the --vardir and --logfile options must also be set,
as described in HADR backups on page 44.


HADR restore and recovery
This section describes how to perform DB2 HADR restores and recovery using the Avamar client
for DB2 HADR.


Management Console-initiated restore or recovery can be performed in two ways:


l If the HADR client is active on the current node, use the Restore to the original location
option.


l If the HADR client is active on another HADR node, perform a Redirected database restore to
the base (physical) client.


CLP-initiated restore or recover of HADR database can be performed the same way as for the
stand-alone database. The --account option must contain the path to the Avamar client for DB2
HADR, and the --sysdir option must contain the path to the etc directory of the Avamar client
for DB2 HADR. For Microsoft Windows clients, the --vardir and --logfile options must also
be set.


HADR disaster recovery
This section describes how to perform DB2 HADR disaster recovery using the Avamar client for
DB2 HADR. This procedure must be performed on all HADR nodes.


Procedure


1. Install the same version and release of the operating system and the DB2 application on all
servers. Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions.


2. Re-create the DB2 instance (UNIX) or DB2 copy (Windows) with the same name that was
previously used. Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions.


3. Install and register the Avamar file system client. Installing the Avamar file system client on
page 25 provides instructions.


4. Install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. Installation on page 23 provides instructions.


5. Create the HADR client for Avamar configuration. Configuring the DB2 HADR client for
Microsoft Windows on page 84 and Configuring the DB2 HADR client on UNIX and Linux on
page 86 provide instructions.
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6. Restore the latest good database backup and roll forward to the last good archive log. 
Restoring DB2 databases to the original location on page 51 provides instructions.


7. Perform a full backup of the database. Preparing the database for backup on page 39
provides further information.


8. Configure the second HADR node by repeating the previous steps.


9. Restore the backup that is taken in step 7 on page 90 to the second node. Keep the
database in the Rollforward Pending state.


10. If applicable, repeat steps 8 on page 90 and 9 on page 90 on all other HADR nodes.


11. Start HADR on all Standby nodes, then on Primary node. Starting the Avamar client for DB2
HADR on page 87provides instructions.


Removing the DB2 HADR client from Microsoft Windows
This section describes how to remove the Avamar client for DB2 HADR from Microsoft Windows
environments.


Procedure


1. Log in to one of the DB2 HADR nodes where the Avamar client for DB2 HADR should be
removed.


2. Locate the AvamarHADRConfiguration.exe file that is found in the installpath
\bin\ directory. Right-click and select Run as Administrator.


The Setup Avamar for DB2 HADR Database window opens.


a. In the Avamar Client Name text box, enter the name of the HADR client and click
Lookup.


Information about the client is then populated in the window.


b. Click Reset.


A message indicates that the configuration was removed. Click OK. The client agent is also
stopped and the client software is removed.


3. Repeat the previous steps on all DB2 HADR nodes.


Results


This procedure removes files and stops the Avamar Client Backup Agent for HADR, but retains
logs and configuration files.


Removing the DB2 HADR client from UNIX and Linux
This section describes how to remove the Avamar client for DB2 HADR from UNIX and Linux
environments.


Procedure


1. Log in as root to the HADR node that you used for the HADR client configuration.


2. Run the hadr_deconfig script from the Avamar bin directory:


 /avamar_install_dir/bin/hadr_deconfig [AccountName]


where:


l avamar_install_dir is the path of the Avamar client for DB2 HADR installation.
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l AccountName is the name of the Avamar client for DB2 HADR. If this option is not
specified, the script prompts you to enter it.


Results


The hadr_deconfig script automatically removes the Avamar client for DB2 HADR from all
HADR nodes that were configured by using the -n Nodes option with the hadr_config script.
If the -n Nodes option was not used to configure multiple nodes, then you will need to run the
hadr_deconfig script on each node to remove the Avamar client for DB2 HADR. Configuring the
DB2 HADR client on UNIX and Linux on page 86 contains more information about using the -n
Nodes option with the hadr_config script.
The hadr_deconfig script removes files and stops the HADR avagent client process, but
retains logs and configuration files.
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CHAPTER 6


Backup and Restore with DB2 CLP


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Using DB2 CLP for backups and restores.............................................................................. 94
l Backing up databases from the DB2 CLP.............................................................................. 97
l Restoring databases and table spaces from the DB2 CLP....................................................100
l Performing redirected restores from the DB2 CLP...............................................................101
l Rolling forward the database from the DB2 CLP..................................................................103
l Restoring backup images from Avamar versions before 7.0................................................. 103
l Recovering DB2 with the DB2 CLP...................................................................................... 103
l Setting the expiration and retention for backups................................................................. 104
l Monitoring CLP-initiated backups and restores................................................................... 105
l Canceling CLP-initiated backups and restores..................................................................... 105
l DB2 CLP limitations............................................................................................................. 105
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Using DB2 CLP for backups and restores
The DB2 CLP works with the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 to provide on-demand backups, restores,
and database recoveries. You can perform these operations from the command line on the client
system that hosts the DB2 server.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports the following DB2 CLP commands:


l db2 backup database
l db2 restore database
l db2 recover database
l db2 rollforward database
l db2 archive log
l db2 load with copy yes option


The following figure shows the process flow between the Avamar software and the DB2 software.


Figure 6 Avamar software and DB2 CLP process flow


The following steps describe the process flow that occurs when you use the DB2 CLP to perform
on-demand backup or restore operations.


1. DB2 starts one or more fenced vendor processes on UNIX or one or more threads on Windows.
The number of fenced vendor processes or threads depends on the number of sessions that
are requested during the backup or restore operation.


2. Each of the processes or threads invokes the vendor APIs.


3. The vendor APIs start the avdb2 process, which in turn starts avtar processes and other
miscellaneous operations.


Note: The avdb2 process requires exclusive access to some of the system resources.
After a backup or restore operation, the avdb2 process requires approximately 1 to 2
minutes to release the system resources. Allow sufficient time before you start another
CLP operation.


4. The vendor APIs start an avtar process for each stream that you specify in the Avamar Plug-
in for DB2 flag file.
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a. The DB2 data blocks pass from the vendor APIs to avtar during a backup operation.


b. Vendor APIs read data from avtar during a restore operation.


Note: To obtain the best performance during a restore, use the same number of restore
sessions that you used for the backup.


All backup images that you create by specifying multiple sessions use a sequence number as an
extension. The sequence number identifies the backup piece.


After a successful backup, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 represents all backup pieces from all
backup sessions as one backup image or label.


You can restore backups that you create with multiple session in a single restore session. The
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 restores the entire backup image even when you select only one
backup piece.


5. The avtar process stores the data to either the Avamar server or a Data Domain system
depending on what back-end device you specify.


6. The vendor library communicates a success or failure status to the DB2 server.


Backup label and image names
Backup label names and image names identify the type of backup and whether the backup was
created from Avamar Plug-in for DB2 or from the command line.


Backup label and image names use the same naming convention whether you create a backup from
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 or from the DB2 CLP. Backup label names include the prefix “CLI” when
you create a backup by using the db2 backup command. Backup naming conventions on page 50
provides more information.


Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file configuration
Before you use the DB2 CLP, create an Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file. The DB2 CLP requires
you to configure the configuration parameter for a DB2 recovery operation and configure
LOGARCHOPT1 for a DB2 rollforward operation.


Specifying DB2 vendor parameters on page 95 provides information about parameters you can
use with db2 commands.


Specifying DB2 vendor parameters
Include only parameters in the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file that are relevant to the backup or
restore operation.


Remove all parameters from the flag file that are not relevant to the backup or restore operation.
The DB2 CLP does not recognize comment symbols, such as the hash symbol (#), when you
include them in a flag file. For example, the DB2 CLP uses the following parameter despite the #
symbol:


#--logfile=/abc
DB2 vendor parameters on page 112 provides more information about parameters that you can
specify in the flag file for DB2 CLP backups and restores.
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Using the Load command with the Copy Yes option
You can use the db2 load utility to store a copy of data that is loaded with the db2 load utility
to the Avamar server.


About this task


The LOGARCHMETH1, LOGARCHOPT1, and VENDOROPT parameters are required for backing up and
recovering copy images that are created with the Load command.


Procedure


1. Create the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


2. Configure the database for backup and recovery of copy images by typing the following
commands:


db2 update db cfg for database_name using logarchmeth1
VENDOR:vendor_library


db2 update db cfg for database_name using logarchopt1 pathname


db2 update db cfg for database_name using vendoropt pathname


where:


l database_name is the name of the database to back up.


l vendor_library is the full pathname to the shared library of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


l pathname is the absolute pathname to the flag file that you created.


3. Copy the database being loaded by using the copy yes option and indicating that the copy
should be loaded to the Avamar plug-in:


db2 load from input_file of file_type insert into table_name copy yes load
vendor_library


where:


l input_file is the file, pipe, or device that contains the data being loaded.


l file_type is the format of the data in the input file.


l table_name is the database table into which the data is to be loaded.


l vendor_library is the full pathname to the shared library of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


Results


This operation produces archive logs and the copied image with type 4 in the image name. As a
result, the Backup, Restore, and Manage window in the Avamar Administrator will show two new
images: an archive log that contains details of the operation and the location of the image, and the
image itself.


Restoring the LOAD_COPY image
The LOAD_COPY image cannot be restored alone. It can only be restored during a rollforward or
recover operation. During the log retrieval, when a log contains a reference to a LOAD_COPY
image, DB2 requests the image from the vendor. Then DB2 applies the change to the database and
continues the rollforward.


Both recover and rollforward operations can be launched from DB2 CLP. The Avamar
Administrator has Recover and Restore and roll forward database options for those operations. 
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Restore options on page 110 contains more information on the database recovery and rolling
forward options.


Backing up databases from the DB2 CLP
The DB2 CLP enables you to perform on-demand backups to either the Avamar server or a Data
Domain system. Use the DB2 CLP to back up an entire database in offline or online mode, or to
back up a single table space from an online database. The IBM website provides more information
about the DB2 CLP.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 client with DB2 instance owner’s credentials.


2. Create an Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file that includes all necessary parameters for the
backup. Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file on page 40 provides more information.


3. To use a Data Domain system for the backup, add the following parameters to the flag file:


--ddr=true
--ddr-index=index_number


where index_number is the identification number of the Data Domain system to use for the
backup. Contact the Avamar administrator to determine the index number of the Data
Domain system.


4. To back up data from a DPF node, add the following parameters to the flag file:


--dbpartitionnums=partition_numbers
--catnode=catnode_number


where:


l partition_numbers is a list of partitions for a single-system view backup. Separate each
partition number by a comma.


l catnode_number specifies the partition number of the catalog node.


5. (Optional) To back up data from an HADR node, ensure that the following parameters in the
flag file are defined for the Avamar Client for DB2 HADR:


--sysdir=/HADR-Client/etc
--account=/clients/account


where:


l HADR-Client is the path to the Avamar client for DB2 HADR.


l clients is the Avamar Domain of the HADR client.


l account is the client name of the HADR configuration.


Additionally, on Windows, add the following parameters to the flag file:


--vardir=HADR-VarDir
--logfile=HADR-VarDir\clientlogs\avdb2-log


where HADR-VarDir is the path to the var directory of the HADR client.
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Note: The Avamar Client for DB2 HADR must be configured to backup and restore
HADR database. Preparing for HADR backups on page 84 contains more information.


6. Type the db2 backup command with appropriate parameters. The following topics include
the example backup commands:


l Example command to back up a database in offline mode on page 98


l Example command to back up a database in online mode on page 98


l Example command to back up a table space in online mode on page 99


Example command to back up a database in offline mode
You can use the db2 backup db command to back up a database in offline mode.


The following table provides an example command to back up an entire database in offline mode.


Table 3 Command to back up a database in offline mode


Operating system Command


Windows db2 backup db sample load
Avamar_client_installation_dir
\bin\libavdb2.dll options
@pathname\avdb2.flg
where:


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


UNIX db2 backup db sample load
Avamar_client_installation_dir/li
b/libdb2_avamarloader.so options
@pathname/avdb2.flg
where:


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


Example command to back up a database in online mode
You can use the db2 backup db command to back up a database in online mode.


The following table provides an example command to back up an entire database in online mode.
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Table 4  Command to back up a database in online mode


Operating system Command


Windows db2 backup db sample online load
Avamar_client_installation_dir
\bin\libavdb2.dll open 5 sessions
options @pathname\avdb2.flg
where:


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


UNIX db2 backup db sample online load
Avamar_client_installation_dir/li
b/libdb2_avamarloader.so open 5
sessions options @pathname/
avdb2.flg
where:


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


Note: The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports a maximum of 10 sessions.


Example command to back up a table space in online mode
You can use the db2 backup db command to back up a single table space in online mode.


The following table provides an example command to back up a single table space in online mode
from the sample database. The example command also shows how to use the dedup_device
option.


Table 5  Command to back up a table space in online mode


Operating system Command


Windows db2 backup db sample
tablespace(TBSPACE1) online load
Avamar_client_installation_dir
\bin\libavdb2.dll open 5 sessions
options @pathname\avdb2.flg
dedup_device
where:
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Table 5  Command to back up a table space in online mode (continued)


Operating system Command


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


UNIX db2 backup db sample
tablespace(TBSPACE1) online load
Avamar_client_installation_dir/li
b/libdb2_avamarloader.so open 5
sessions options @pathname/
avdb2.flg dedup_device
where:


l Avamar_client_installation_dir is the
installation directory pathname of the
Avamar client software.


l pathname is the complete directory
pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
flag file.


Restoring databases and table spaces from the DB2 CLP
You can perform various restore operations from the DB2 CLP. For example, you can restore the
most recent backup or you can specify a timestamp to restore a specific backup. You can restore
the entire database or restore individual table spaces.


Note: After a successful restore from DB2 CLP, roll forward the database to bring the
database to a certain point in time before you start another restore operation from CLP.


To restore DB2 databases in a DPF environment, use the DB2 documentation. This guide does not
provide instructions for performing restores in a DPF environment from the DB2 CLP.


Specifying multiple sessions for a restore from the DB2 CLP
Add the --timeout-new-connection option to the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file when you
specify multiple sessions for a restore.


About this task


Procedure


l Before you specify multiple sessions for a restore you perform from the DB2 CLP, add --
timeout-new-connection=40 to the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file on page 40 provides more information.
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Note: A restore that specifies multiple session might fail if you do not include --timeout-
new-connection=40 in the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


Performing redirected restores from the DB2 CLP
You can perform redirected restores from the DB2 CLP. A redirected restore enables you to
restore a backup to a target other than the original one. You can restore backups to a different
system, instance, or database.


To restore one instance to another instance, include the --db2-source-instance parameter in
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file. The value of the --db2-source-instance parameter is
the name of the source instance.


Example procedure to restore an instance to a different instance
You can redirect a restore of an instance to a different instance by using DB2 commands.


Procedure


1. Create the flag file and include the following parameters:


--id=user-1@/clients/hostA.avamar.emc
--password=obfuscated password
--sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc
--db2-source-instance=db2inst1
--redirected_restore_target=db2inst2


Creating the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file on page 40 provides more information.


2. Attach to the target instance by typing the following command:


db2 attach to db2inst2


3. Set the DB2INSTANCE environment variable to the target instance, db2inst2.


4. Type the appropriate restore command for the system type:


l For Windows, type the following command:


db2 restore db sample load Avamar_client_installation_dir\bin
\libavdb2.dll options @pathname\avdb2.flg redirect
where:


n Avamar_client_installation_dir is the installation directory pathname of the Avamar
client software.


n pathname is the complete directory pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


l For UNIX, type the following command:


db2 restore db sample load Avamar_client_installation_dir/lib/
libdb2_avamarloader.so options @pathname/avdb2.flg redirect
where:


n Avamar_client_installation_dir is the installation directory pathname of the Avamar
client software.


n pathname is the complete directory pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


5. Run the set table space containers command for each table space whose
containers you want to redefine. The DB2 documentation provides more information.
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6. After you successfully complete all previous steps, type the following db2 restore db
command with the continue option:


db2 restore db sample continue


Example restore that uses an automatically generated script
You can redirect a restore of an instance to a different instance by using an automatically
generated script. The DB2 documentation provides complete details about performing redirected
restore to a different DB2 instance.


Procedure


1. Log in as the target instance, db2inst1, and then generate a redirected restore script:


l For Windows, type the following command:


db2 restore db sample load Avamar_client_installation_dir\bin
\libavdb2.dll options @pathname\avdb2.flg generate script script_path
\my_redirect.clp
where:


n Avamar_client_installation_dir is the installation directory pathname of the Avamar
client software.


n pathname is the complete directory pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


n script_path is the complete pathname where the script is saved.


l For UNIX, type the following command:


db2 restore db sample load Avamar_client_installation_dir/lib/
libdb2_avamarloader.so options @pathname/avdb2.flg generate script
script_path/my_redirect.clp
where:


n Avamar_client_installation_dir is the installation directory pathname of the Avamar
client software.


n pathname is the complete directory pathname of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


n script_path is the complete pathname where the script is saved.


2. Open the script in an editor and define the following parameters:


l ON
Note: For Windows operating systems, you must specify a drive letter as the first
entry if the database does not exist and you do not specify the DBPATH ON
parameter. If you specify a pathname, the script returns an error.


l DBPATH
l NEWLOGPATH
l INTO
l TAKEN AT
l REPLACE EXISTING REDIRECT
l WITHOUT ROLLING FORWARD


For example:


ON '/home/db2inst2'
INTO sample1
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where /home/db2inst2 is the home directory of the new instance.
Note: If the backup created table spaces, set the set tablespace containers
parameter to the appropriate value, if necessary.


3. Change the directory to the script_path directory, and then type the following command:


db2 -tvf my_redirect.clp


Rolling forward the database from the DB2 CLP
After restoring a tablespace or database, you can roll forward the database to apply the archived
transaction logs, which bring the data to a certain point in time.


The DB2 software checks the database history to obtain all the information about available
archived logs, including the storage and method to retrieve the log. Then it requests that the
Avamar software checks for log availability. The DB2 rollforward operation does not require
any additional configuration steps to retrieve the logs from the Avamar server.


Note: Due to a DB2 restriction, when the DB2 configuration parameter AUTO_DEL_REC_OBJ
is turned on, LOGARCHOPTn should be configured with a value of less than 30 character long.
This action allows the log pruning to work correctly. DB2 documentation provides more
information.


Restoring backup images from Avamar versions before 7.0
Backups from the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 before release 7.0 do not include a timestamp in the
backup image name. The naming convention for backup image names changes in release 7.0 to
include a timestamp.


Backup naming conventions provide more information.


To restore a backup from a release of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 before 7.0, provide the label
number of the backup. Specify the label number by including the --labelnum parameter in the
Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


The following flag file includes the --labelnum parameter, which enables you to restore DB2
from a previous version of the Avamar Plug-in for DB2:


--id=user-1@/clients/hostA.avamar.emc
--password=obfuscated password
--sysdir=/usr/local/avamar/etc
--labelnum=136


Recovering DB2 with the DB2 CLP
You can use the db2 recover db command to recover a database in a stand-alone DB2
installation.


About this task


The database name in the following commands is a sample.


To run the db2 recover db command by using the plug-in vendor library, set the VENDOROPT
parameter to the flag file:


update db cfg for database_name using VENDOROPT @/pathname/avdb2.flg
where database_name is the name of the database and pathname is the directory that contains
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.
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Procedure


l To recover the database, type the following command:


db2 recover db sample
l To recover partition 1 of the database, type the following command:


db2 recover db sample on dbpartitionnum(1)
DB2 CLP limitations on page 105 provides more information.


Note: In a DPF environment, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports only single-partition
recoveries.


l To roll forward the database to the end of backup, and then run a complete operation, type
the following command:


db2 rollforward db sample to end of backup and complete
l To roll forward the database to the end of logs, and then run a complete operation, type the


following command:


db2 rollforward db sample to end of logs and complete
l To roll forward the database on all nodes in a DPF environment, type the following command:


db2 rollforward db sample to end of logs on all dbpartitionnums
l To roll forward the database on partitions 1 and 3 to the end of backup, type the following


command:


db2 rollforward db sample to end of backup on dbpartitionnums(1,3)


Setting the expiration and retention for backups
You can specify the --expires and --retention parameters to set an expiration time for a
backup.


About this task


You can specify a timestamp value or a calendar day, month, or year for the --expires
parameter. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about the --expires and
--retention parameters.


You can manually adjust the expiration time and retention policy after a backup completes by using
the mccli backup edit command. The Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface
(MCCLI) Programmer Guide provides more information.


To ensure that all backup pieces are available for an incremental restore and rollforward operation,
set the --expires parameter to the same timestamp for all related backups.


Procedure


l If you should change an expiration date, manually adjust the expiration date for all related
backups.


l If you specify a count for the --expires parameter, ensure that all expiration dates for all
backup pieces are synchronized.
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Monitoring CLP-initiated backups and restores
You can monitor CLP-initiated backups and restores from the Avamar Administrator to ensure that
the operations complete successfully and troubleshoot issues.


Monitoring backups on page 47 and Monitor restores on page 70 contain information about using
the Avamar Administrator to monitor backups and restores.


Canceling CLP-initiated backups and restores
You can cancel CLP-initiated backups and restores from the Avamar Administrator.


Note: Cancelling CLP-initiated operations from the command line (for example, by using Ctrl +
C) is not supported.


DB2 CLP limitations
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 limits the use of some operations from the DB2 CLP:


l You cannot restore incremental or delta backups that you create from the DB2 CLP by using
Avamar Administrator.


Note: DB2 CLP incremental and delta backup images are not linked. If the base backup
expires, Avamar removes it, which results in data loss. Subsequently, there is no snapview
available for all the required pieces. Adjust the expiry so that all required full, incremental,
and delta pieces are available for restore.


l The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 supports one restore operation of a partition at a time. This
limitation applies to restores by using the db2 restore and db2 recover commands.


l The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 does not support the db2 recover db command for dropped
databases.


Note: To recover a dropped database, use the db2 restore command followed by the
db2 rollforward command. Recovery of a dropped database fails with error code 30
on page 123 provides more information.


l You cannot use the Point-in-Time (PIT) recovery type in a DPF environment.


l You cannot recover multiple partitions from the DB2 CLP. A recovery operation can only be
performed on one partition at a time.


l Archived logs must have an appropriate expiry date that corresponds to the backup image.
Archived logs are not linked to a backup. Avamar purges backup logs that expire if you restore
the most recent backup in which the archive logs have been deleted due to the expiry date.
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Plug-in options
Plug-in options allow you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and
scheduled backups. The plug-in options that are available depend on the operation type and client
plug-in type.


You can specify plug-in options in Avamar Administrator for on-demand backup or restore
operations, or when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. Plug-in options are set using the
graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, checkboxes, radio buttons, and so forth). In
addition to using the GUI controls, you can type an option and its value in the Enter Attribute and
Enter Attribute Value fields for special circumstances. Specifying backup and restore options as
normal text on page 125 provides more information.


Note: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that you type in the
Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields. In addition, the values in the Enter
Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields override settings that you specify with the GUI
controls.


Detailed instructions on how to access and set plug-in options during a backup or restore are
available in Chapter 3, Backup and Chapter 4, Restore and Recovery.


Performance options
DB2 includes options that affect backup and restore performance. You can specify these options
with CLP operations or from Avamar Administrator.


The following table lists DB2 performance options.


Table 6 Performance options


Option name Description


buffersize DB2 backup/restore buffer size in page units.


num-buffers The number of backup/restore buffers that are used by DB2.


parallelism The number of table spaces read in parallel in a backup or the
number of DB2 buffer manipulators that are used in a restore.


Note: To set performance options with Avamar Administrator, use the instructions in 
Specifying backup and restore options as normal text on page 125. Precede the option name
with the prefix, [avdb2].


The DB2 database system automatically uses optimal values for these options. Some system
configurations, however, might require custom tuning, especially when you use the
dedup_device option with a CLP operation or the Optimize backup deduplication option with
Avamar Administrator. The DB2 documentation provides guidelines for the range of values that
you can use for these options.


Backup options
Backup options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in
for DB2. You can specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 when you
perform an on-demand backup or when you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.
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Table 7 Backup plug-in options


Option Description


Create an online backup Backs up the database while it is operational.
This type of backup is a hot backup.


Note: Enable DB2 Archive Logging to
successfully perform online backups.


Exclude archive logs in online backup Excludes the archive logs from the backup. If
you exclude the archive logs from a database
backup, ensure that you include the archive
logs in file system backups. Failure to do so
can result in loss of data.


Optimize backup deduplication Enables the DB2 dedup_device option for


the backup.
Note: Only specific DB2 versions support
the dedup_device option. Check the


vendor documentation to determine if the
DB2 version supports the dedup_device
option. A backup fails if you select the
Optimized backup deduplication option
for a backup of a DB2 database that does
not support the dedup_device option.


Instance Admin Username Specifies the instance owner or system admin
username.


Instance Admin Password Specifies the password for the username.


Database Partition Numbers Specifies database partition numbers to use
for the backup:


l To specify all database partitions, type
ALL or all.


l To specify a list of partitions, for example,
partitions 1, 2, and 3, type 1,2,3.


l For a single partition setup, leave this
field blank.


Number of sessions during backup Specifies the number of sessions to use for
the backup. You can back up database objects
to the Avamar server or the Data Domain
system in parallel by specifying 1 to 6
sessions. The use of multiple data streams for
a backup can increase system performance
when you back up a large database.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to log files. This
option can create large log files.


Store backup on Data Domain system Uses a Data Domain system that you select
from the list to store the Avamar Plug-in for
DB2 backup.
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Table 7 Backup plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data
transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


Restore options
Restore plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Avamar
Plug-in for DB2. Restore options are set from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists options for restore operations with the Avamar Plug-in for DB2.


Table 8 Restore plug-in options


Option Description


Encryption method from Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer
between the Data Domain system and the client during
the restore.


Recover Performs a db2 recover operation for the database.


Restore and roll forward database For online backups that include archive logs, restore both
the database and the archive logs, then roll forward the
database. If you select the Restore and roll forward
database option, you must also complete the following
steps:


1. Select an option from the Type of Recovery list
other than the End of backup option. DB2 recover
operations do not support the End of backup
options.


2. Specify a value in the Directory Path to Restore
Archive Logs field.


Note: The Restore and roll forward database option
is not supported for database partition restore
operations.


Restore only Performs only a restore of the backups. Select this
option to restore a backup without recovery, offline
backups, or online backups that do not have archive logs.


Restore only archive logs from an
online backup


Restores only the archive logs from the backup.


Type of Recovery When you select the Restore and roll forward database
option, select a recovery option from the list:


l End of logs—Rolls forward the database until the
end of the archive logs.


l Point In Time—Rolls forward the database until a
certain point-in-time, which you specify in the Date
and Time field.
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Table 8 Restore plug-in options (continued)


Option Description


l End of Backup—Rolls forward the database until
the end of the backup. This option is available only
for DB2 version 9.5 and later. Do not specify this
option with the Recover option.


Date and Time When you select Point In Time from the Type of
Recovery list, specify the recovery date and the time by
using the following format:
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss


Specify the time that corresponds to the time zone of
the client system.


Number of sessions during restore Specifies the number of sessions to use for the restore.
You can restore database objects in parallel by specifying
one to ten sessions. The use of multiple data streams for
a restore increases system performance when you back
up a large amount a data. To obtain the best performance
during a restore, use the same number of restore
sessions that you used for the backup.


Instance Admin Username Specifies the instance owner or system admin username.


Instance Admin Password Specifies the instance owner’s password.


Database Partition Numbers Specifies a single-value database partition to use for the
restore:


l To specify a partition, type the database partition
number.


l To recover a single partition setup, leave this field
blank.


Directory Path to Restore Archive
Logs


Specifies the fully qualified pathname of an existing top-
level directory. The restore operation creates a
subdirectory below the directory pathname you specify
and restores the archive logs to this subdirectory.


Database Name Specifies the new name for the database when you
perform a directed restore. DB2 supports database
names that include up to eight characters.


Instance Name Specifies the password for the username.


Replace existing database Enables overwriting of the target database if it exists.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to log files. This option can
create large log files.


Table space restore option
You can restore a table space in offline mode. By default, a table space restore uses online mode.
You can, however, restore a table space in offline mode by using the tbs-offline-restore-
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mode option. Set the tbs-offline-restore-mode option to true to perform a granular
restore in offline mode.


DB2 vendor parameters


You can use DB2 vendor parameters with db2 commands by including them in a flag file. 
Specifying DB2 vendor parameters on page 95 provides more information.


The following table lists parameters that you can specify in the flag file.


Table 9 DB2 vendor parameters


Parameter name Description Examples


--account Optional for all operations. Specifies the
Avamar domain of the client. This domain is
usually /domain_name/client_hostname.


--account=/clients/user_pc


--avtar-before-
after-days-search


Optional for restore operations. Specifies a
search range (in number of days) for a
backup image which is based on DB2
timestamp. The option is used to construct
the time range in avtar history search for


db2 backup image availability:


Begin on (timestamp - days)


end at (timestamp + days)


--avtar-before-after-days-
search=3


--catnode Mandatory for all operations in a DPF
environment. Specifies the partition number
of the catalog node.


--catnode=0


--db2-source-
instance


Mandatory for a redirected restore to a
different instance. Specifies the name of the
source instance.


--db2-source-
instance=db2inst1


--dbpartitionnums Mandatory for all operations in a DPF
environment. Specifies the list of partitions
for a single-system view. This parameter’s
setting must match the value of the on
dbpartitionnums list option that you


use with the db2 command.


--dbpartitionnums=0, 1, 2, 3
--dbpartitionnums=all


--ddr Optional. Specifies that an Avamar backup is
to be saved to a Data Domain system.


--ddr=true


--ddr-index Mandatory when --ddr is set. Index number


(1, 2, 3, or so forth) of the Data Domain
system on which the backup is to be saved.
An index number is assigned to the Data
Domain system when it is added to the
Avamar server configuration.
Contact the Avamar Administrator to
determine the required index number. If you
do not set this option when the --ddr
parameter is set, then the backup is not
reported correctly.


--ddr-index=1
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Table 9 DB2 vendor parameters (continued)


Parameter name Description Examples


--debug Optional. Turns on debugging messages. Do
not set this option for normal operations
because this setting can create large log files.


--debug=true


--encrypt Optional. Specifies the type of encryption to
be used by avtar for a backup. The values


that are supported for this parameter are
proprietary, ssl, sslverify, tcp, tls,


and tls-sa.


The default value for all backups is tls.


The Avamar Product Security Guide provides
more details about encryption.


--encrypt=ssl


--encrypt-strength Optional. Specifies the level of encryption to
be used by avtar for a backup. The values


that are supported for this parameter are
high, medium, and cleartext.


The default value for all backups is high.


--encrypt-strength=high


--expires Optional. Specifies the backup expiration time
in number of days. A backup with Avamar
Administrator ignores this parameter if it is
set in the flag file. The End User On Demand
Retention policy defines the default value of
60 days.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides
more details about expiration.


--expires=120


--id Mandatory for all operations. Specifies an
Avamar server username that has Avamar
Administrator privileges.


--id=user-1@/clients/
hostA.avamar.emc


--labelnum Mandatory for restore operations only, when
you restore backups from Avamar releases
before 7.0. Specifies backup label number.
Not supported by Avamar 7.0 and later
releases.


--labelnum=100


--logdest-account Optional parameter for rollforward operations
following a redirected restore to a new host
and for log backups on the new host.
Specifies the account on the destination host
that was used for a log backup.


--logdest-account=/clients/
hostA.avamar.emc.com


--logdest-ap Mandatory for rollforward operations
following a redirected restore to a new host
and for log backups on the new host.
Specifies the password on the destination
host for the user id that was used for a log
backup. You can run the following avtar
command on the command line to encode a
password:


--logdest-ap=encoded_
password


The 80-character encoded value is the
value
returned by the avtar --
encodepassword=password
command.
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Table 9 DB2 vendor parameters (continued)


Parameter name Description Examples


avtar --encodepassword=password


where password is the password that you
type in clear text on the command line.


The avtar command returns an encoded


password that you can then use with the
--logdest-apparameter in the flag file.


--logdest-id Mandatory for rollforward operations
following a redirected restore to a new host
and for log backups on the new host.
Specifies the user id on the destination host
that was used for a log backup.


--logdest-id=MCUser


--logfile Optional parameter for all operations.
Specifies the log file’s location and prefix. If
you do not specify the --logile parameter,


the log file’s default location is
install_path/var/clientlogs.


--logfile=/usr/avamar/var/
clientlogs/avdb2.log


--password, pswd,


or --ap
Mandatory for all operations. Specifies the
password for the username you specify with
the --id parameter. You can run the


following avtar command on the command


line to encode a password:


avtar --encodepassword=password


where password is the password that you
type in clear text on the command line.


The avtar command returns an encoded


password that you can then use with the
--password parameter in the flag file.


--password=encoded_ password


The 80-character encoded value is the
value
returned by the avtar --
encodepassword=password
command.


--retention-type Optional. Specifies the backup retention type
for a backup. This parameter defines the
retention type only and does not override the
expiration. A backup with Avamar
Administrator ignores this parameter if it is
set in the flag file. The default value is none.
The Avamar Administration Guide provides
more information.


--retention-type=daily,
weekly, monthly


--server or
--hfsaddr


Optional for all operations. Specifies the DNS
hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


--
server=server_name.example.co
m


--sysdir Mandatory for all operations. Specifies the
location of the Avamar etc directory.


On AIX and Linux:
--sysdir=/usr/local/
avamar/etc
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Table 9 DB2 vendor parameters (continued)


Parameter name Description Examples


On HP-UX and Solaris:
--sysdir=/opt/AVMRClnt/etc


On Windows:
--sysdir=”C:\Program Files
\avs\etc”
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Troubleshooting installation and configuration problems
You can resolve some installation and configuration problems with the troubleshooting information
in this appendix.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default directory fails
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 must be installed in the same directory as the Avamar client software.
Otherwise, the installation fails.


If you install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the default directory on an AIX system, which has the
Avamar client software that is installed in a nondefault directory, the installation fails with the
following error:


The Avamar Client is located in '/usr/local/INSTALLPATH'.
Please re-run the DB2 plugin installer with the '-R /usr/local/
INSTALLPATH' flag
install: Failed while executing the AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64.pre_i script.
To resolve this problem, install the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 in the same directory as the Avamar
Client for AIX:


installp -R /install_path -d AvamarDB2-aix6-ppc64-version.bff all
where:


l install_path is the directory for the installation files.


l version is the Avamar software version.


Resolving a network hostname might result in a time-out error
You might receive a time-out error while the system tries to resolve the hostname of the client
system that runs the DB2 server and Avamar Plug-in for DB2. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 requires
an unimpeded network connection to the Avamar server.


To establish a communication resource, it is required to have a hostname resolution either through
DNS or by using the /etc/hosts file. A system’s network configuration determines what method
to use for hostname resolution. For example, a system might resolve a hostname by using
the /etc/hosts file as the last method. In this case, the communication process might appear to
be slow.


Ensure that the hostname resolution configuration is optimal on the host that runs the DB2 server
and Avamar Plug-in for DB2. The documentation for the operation system provides more
information about configuring hostname resolution.


Troubleshooting backup problems
You can resolve some backup problems with the troubleshooting information in this appendix.


Backup fails with error SQL1776N


IBM DB2 does not support the backup of Standby databases in an HADR environment. During the
backup operation, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 may fail with the following error message:


SQL1776N. The command cannot be issued on
an HADR database. Reason code = 1.
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To avoid such failures, configure the HADR Client for Avamar on all HADR nodes. Details of the
configuration are provided in the section Preparing for HADR Backups.


Backup fails at snapview creation stage


When a backup operation fails with the following message, perform the following steps:


  avdb2 Error <0000>: Failed to create the snapview. However, the database 
data has been successfully backed up and is marked as a hidden backup. 
Restore is available through CLI only. See the plug-in documentation for 
information about restoring hidden backups.


1. Run a FULL backup.


2. Verify that the backup was successful by using DB2 CLP command:


DB2 LIST HISTORY BACKUP SINCE <DATE> FOR DB <DBNAME>


The message might mean that although you cannot see the backup label in the Avamar
Administrator window, the database data has backed up, but does not display as normal.


3. Record the last and largest sequence number of the timestamp, which is the backup start time.
For one backup operation, you might see multiple entries in the result with timestamp
+sequence format. For example, timestamp+001, timestamp+002


4. To restore the backup with that specific timestamp, follow the CLP restore procedure.


5. Add the following flag to the restore command:—num-hidden-piecies=X
Where X is the number that you record from the result of DB2 LIST HISTORY for that specific
timestamp.


Troubleshooting restore problems
You can resolve some restore problems with the troubleshooting information in this appendix.


Adjusting the base timeline for a log restore
During a rollforward operation, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 uses the DB2 history backup time with
a fallback of 10 minutes as the default base timeline when searching for the available logs. A 10-
minute period might not allow enough search time for archived logs.


If there be an online backup, the default fallback time includes the logs that were archived and
saved before the database image is saved. The amount of fallback time that the search requires
can vary depending on the size of the logs.


The --fallback-mins-search flag impacts the search time for a restore operation of archived
logs. A database rollforward operation uses this flag when retrieving the archived logs to apply to
the database after the restore and recovery of a database backup image completes.


Use the --fallback-mins-search flag to add more fallback time to the default fallback time
of 10 minutes. You can specify a negative value to fall forward from the default base timeline.


Recover fails if LOGARCHOPT1 is more than 30 characters
A database recovery operation records an entry for the archived log backup in the COMMENT
field of db2 recovery history. This entry is the value of the LOGARCHOPT1 parameter.


The COMMENT field can contain 30 characters. If the value of the LOGARCHOPT1 parameter is
greater than 30 characters, the rollforward operation might fail with an error similar to the
following error:
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SQL1268N Roll-forward recovery stopped due to error "SQL1042" while
retrieving log file "S0000001.LOG" for database "TEST" on node "0"
To work around this issue, ensure that the LOGARCHOPT1 parameter does not exceed 30
characters:


1. Configure the LOGARCHOPT1 parameter by using the following command:


db2 update db cfg for database_name using logarchopt1 @pathname


where database_name is the name of the database and pathname is the absolute pathname,
which comprises no more than 30 characters.


This step reconfigures the LOGARCHOPT1 parameter.


2. Recover the database. For example:


db2 recover db database_name
3. Back up the database after the recover successfully completes. For example:


db2 backup db pathname load
/usr/local/avamar/lib/libdb2_avamarloader.so options @pathname


The step ensures that future recovery operations use the new setting for the LOGARCHOPT1
parameter.


Restore fails with a “Failed to initiate the restore operation” error
The default setting of 30 s for the --subprocesstimeoutsecs option might not allow enough
time for a restore to complete.


A restore operation fails and writes the following error to the log file:


Failed to initiate the restore operation
Complete the following steps to resolve this problem:


1. Set the --subprocesstimeoutsecs option and value for the restore operation. Specifying
backup and restore options as normal text on page 125 provides instructions.


2. Type --[avdb2]subprocesstimeoutsecs in the Enter Attribute field.


3. Type a value from 40 to 60 in the Enter Attribute Value field.


The default value is 30 s.


4. Retry the restore operation.


Restore fails while retrieving snapview and metadata
A restore operation from Avamar Administrator might fail when the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
retrieves snapview and metadata.


Adjusting the snapupbrowsetimeoutsecs flag


During a restore operation from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 retrieves the
snapview of the backup. Because the performance and connection speed of the client and the
Avamar server vary from system to system, this retrieval process might require a shorter or longer
period to complete. For a busy system, the retrieval process might require up to 90 s. The --
snapupbrowsetimeoutsecs flag, which is set to 30 s by default, determines the time-out value
for the retrieval of the snapview. If the retrieval of the snapview does not have enough time to
complete, the restore fails with the following error messages:


2013-01-30 19:28:43 avdb2 Info <6686>: Process 31757
(/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar) for workorder
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MOD-1359537051265#11#browse_avtar0 started
2013-01-30 19:28:52 avdb2 Info <10684>: Setting ctl message
version to 3 (from 1)
2013-01-30 19:28:52 avdb2 Info <16136>: Setting ctl max message
size to 268435456
2013-01-30 19:29:15 avdb2 Info <7932>: Processing db2inst1
/NODE0000/AVAMAR1
2013-01-30 19:29:21 avdb2 Error <9006>: DB2 returned database
alias parameter error -2040
2013-01-30 19:29:21 avdb2 Error <8965>: Restore of
db2inst1/NODE0000/AVAMAR1 aborted
...
2013-01-30 19:30:45 avdb2 Info <6688>: Process 31757
(/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar) finished (code 158: cannot
establish connection with server (possible network or
DNS failure))
Adjust the --snapupbrowsetimeoutsecs flag, as necessary, to allow enough time for the
retrieval of the snapview to complete.


Adjusting the subprocesstimeoutsecs flag


During a restore operation from Avamar Administrator, the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 retrieves the
metadata for the backup. For a busy system, this retrieval process might require up to 90 s. The
--subprocesstimeoutsecs flag, which is set to 30 s by default, determines the time-out value
for the retrieval of the metadata. If the retrieval of the metadata does not have enough time to
complete, the restore fails with the following error messages:


2013-01-30 19:41:05 avdb2 Info <6686>: Process 31845
(/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar) for workorder
MOD-1359537708751#meta_avtar1 started
2013-01-30 19:41:13 avdb2 Info <10684>: Setting ctl message
version to 3 (from 1)
2013-01-30 19:41:13 avdb2 Info <16136>: Setting ctl max message
size to 268435456
2013-01-30 19:41:35 avdb2 Error <12714>: Failed to initiate the
restore operation


Restore fails when search for backup images takes too long
A restore operation from either Avamar Administrator or command line might fail if Avamar queries
looking for backup images are taking too long because the search is based on the image name only.
To optimize the search, you can specify the search time range.


To resolve this problem, complete the following steps:


1. Set the --avtar-before-after-days-search option and value (in days) for the restore
operation.
Specifying backup and restore options as normal text provides instructions.


2. Retry the restore operation.


Troubleshooting DB2 CLP backup and restore problems
You can resolve some CLP backup and restore problems with the troubleshooting information in
this appendix.
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Adjusting the time gap between DB2 CLP operations
Set --timeout-new-connection option to allow enough time for CLP operations to complete.


After all data is successfully read, written, and processed for a CLP operation, the vendor call
sequence completes. After the vendor call completes and the control of the CLP interface returns
to the user, the avdb2 process requires time to shut down and clean up resources before another
CLP operation can begin. The time gap between CLP operations is approximately 1 to 2 minutes.
This time gap can vary, but it must be large enough for the --timeout-new-connection
option to include the time value.


Backup does not complete in DPF configuration
In a DPF configuration, which uses a SLES system as the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 client system,
insufficient RAM on the client system might prevent backups from completing.


A backup in a DPF configuration fails to complete on a SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 64-bit
system.


To work around this issue, use the following command from the DB2 CLP:


db2 backup db dbname on all DBPARTITIONNUMS TO /path
If the backup command from the CLP does not complete, IBM recommends increasing RAM on the
SLES system to 6 GB or more.


Cleaning up processes and resources after a DB2 CLP operation
The 1 to 2 minute period in which the avdb2 process has to terminate and clean up resources
might not be enough time before a subsequent CLP operation begins.


The components that a DB2 CLP operation uses typically includes one avdb2 process, allocated
resources such as global named semaphores, and a semaphore-key port file for communication
control management. Regardless of whether the CLP operation completes successfully or fails, the
avdb2 process must terminate and the operation must release allocated resources. Otherwise, the
vendor plug-in communication and workflow are not synchronized for subsequent CLP operations.


After each CLP operation completes, there is a 1 to 2 minute period to terminate processes and
clean up resources. In some instances, you might need to manually clean up the processes and
allocated resources.


DB2 CLP fails due to time-out in communication response
An operation from the DB2 CLP might fail if the communication response between the Avamar
Plug-in for DB2 and the vendor times out. The connection and performance speed, or heavy task
loads on the system might cause the timeout.


Adjusting the avdb2-response-time-for-library flag


The --avdb2-response-time-for-library flag, which is set to 200 by default, determines
the amount of time the vendor library waits for a response from the Avamar Plug-in for DB2. When
the amount of time exceeds the time set by the --avdb2-response-time-for-library flag,
a timeout occurs. The --avdb2-response-time-for-library flag also determines the
amount of time the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 takes to start a DB2 CLP operation.


When the timeout setting is insufficient, vendor-plug-in communication errors might occur. The
following error messages occur while waiting for the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 to start in response
to a backup call:
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2012-11-04 22:09:40 Error :File open failed
/usr/local/avamar/var/clientlogs/db2inst1-AVAMAR3-backup-sem
2012-11-04 22:09:40 Error :Could not get port number
Adjust the --avdb2-response-time-for-library flag, as necessary, to accommodate the
performance and connection speed of the system and the task load on the system.


Adjusting the timeout-new-connection flag


The --timeout-new-connection flag is useful for DB2 CLP database-image and log restore
operations. By default, the --timeout-new-connection flag is set to 5 seconds for database
image operations and 60 seconds for log operations.


The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 terminates when it assumes that there are no more requests or
queries from the vendor library. For a DB2 backup or restore operation, there are multiple queries
and requests from the vendor to the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 process. During a rollforward
operation, for example, the DB2 software requires some time after it retrieves an archive log to
apply the log. After the log is applied, the DB2 software can query for another log. The rollforward
process, including the query and retrieval of logs, then continues.


The --timeout-new-connection flag controls the length of time the Avamar Plug-in for DB2
waits for new requests or queries from the vendor library until the operation is complete.


During an ongoing operation, when the time gap between the requests or queries exceeds the --
time-new-connection value, the following error messages appear:


2013-02-21 10:23:01 Debug :AvLibCommThread::initComm()
2013-02-21 10:23:01 Error : Socket connection failed to host
[localhost] to port [53275] Error [239]
2013-02-21 10:23:01 Debug :initComm thows exception
2013-02-21 10:23:01 Debug :AvCommunicator failed with
[exception in AvLibCommThread::AvLibCommThread ]
Adjust the --timeout-new-connection flag, as necessary, to allow the connection between
the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and vendor library to have enough time to complete the CLP
operation.


Recovery of a dropped database fails with error code 30
You cannot use the recover db command to recover a dropped database.


The following recover db command fails to recover a dropped database:


recover db avamar1 to end of logs using history file (/tmp/)
The recovery failure returns the following error message:


SQL2079N An error was reported by the shared library
"/opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libdb2_avamarloader.so". Return code: "30".
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 does not support the recover db command for dropped databases.


To recover a dropped database, use the restore command, followed by the rollforward
command:


1. Set the VENDOROPT parameter to the flag file:
update db cfg for database_name using VENDOROPT @/pathname/avdb2.flg
where:


l database_name is the name of the database.
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l pathname is the directory that contains the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


2. Restore the database by using the restore command.


3. Perform a rollforward operation.


Using an invalid Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file returns an error
An invalid or missing Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file causes backup operations to fail.


A DB2 CLP operation fails with a SQL2062N error message when the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag
file is invalid or missing. For example, the following backup operation fails:


db2 backup db cover01 load
/usr/local/avamar/lib/libdb2_avamarloader.so options
@/tmp/cli_test/wrong_file.cfg


This db2 backup db command returns the following error message:


SQL2062N An error occurred while accessing media
"/usr/local/avamar/lib/libdb2_avamarloader.so". Reason code: "115".
You can obtain the description of the SQL message ID (SQL2062N) from the DB2 documentation
or by using the following command:


db2 ? SQL2062N


Use of signal handles does not cleanly stop DB2 CLP operations
The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 and vendor do not implement signal handlers. When a CLP operation
receives an interrupt signal from a user or from a DB2 exception, the termination of the operation
is not clean.


The avdb2 process can stop responding and resources such as the global named semaphores and
the semaphore-key port file might still be allocated to the CLP operation.


To resolve this issue, you must manually stop the avdb2 process and clean up the allocated
resources. You might also need to restart the database manager.


l The semaphore-key port file is in the Avamar_ install_dir/var/clientlogs directory.


l The semaphore-key-name file name is instance_name-DB_name-operation-sem, where
operation is backup, restore, or log-restore.


On Linux, global named semaphores are created in a virtual file system and are normally mounted
under /dev/shm with the name format: sem.semaphore-key-name. To avoid such issues,
cancel the operation from the Avamar Administrator. Canceling CLP-initiated backups and
restores on page 105 provides details.


Database configuration for the DB2 load command
The db2 load command with copy yes option might fail with the following messages:


SQL2062N An error occurred while
accessing media"/usr/local/avamar/lib/libdb2_avamarloader.so". Reason
code: "115".
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An improperly configured DB2 parameter VENDOROPT can cause the error messages. Resolve this
problem with the following command:


db2 update db cfg for database_name using VENDOROPT pathname


Where database_name is the name of the database to back up and pathname is the absolute
pathname to the Avamar Plug-in for DB2 flag file.


Specifying backup and restore options as normal text
Resolving certain backup or restore problems can require the use of special options that you must
type in the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields. These fields are available by clicking
the More button in the Backup Command Line Options or the Restore Command Line Options
dialog box.


About this task


You can specify options from either the Backup Command Line Options dialog box or the
Restore Command Line Options dialog box. Precede an option name that you specify in the
Enter Attribute field with the prefix, [avdb2].


Note: The Avamar software does not validate the text that you type in the Enter Attribute
and Enter Attribute Value fields. Ensure that you type the options and values correctly.


Procedure


1. From the Backup Command Line Options or the Restore Command Line Options dialog
box, click the More button.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields.


2. Type the option name in the Enter Attribute field and the value for the option in the Enter
Attribute Value field.


3. Click +.


The option and value appear in the area below the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields.


4. To add more options for the backup or restore operation, repeat steps 2 and 3.


The following figure shows the dialog box after adding two options.
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Figure 7 Restore Command Line Options
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GLOSSARY


 


A


activation The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an
encrypted file on the client file system.
 
See also client activation


administrator Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network
computers, and who adds users and defines user privileges.


archive logs Files that DB2 uses for rollforward recovery.


Automatic storage
management


A DB2 storage feature that enables storage management at the database level. The
database manager is responsible for creating, extending, and adding containers as
needed. The user specifies a group of storage devices for the database manager to
control.


avagent The name of the client agent process.


Avamar Administrator A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely
administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software comprises a client agent and one or
more plug-ins.


Avamar server The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-
tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently stores the backups from all protected
clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores,
client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed
application across multiple networked storage nodes.


avtar The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


 


B


backup A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected
data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that
are applied to a client or a group of clients. A backup policy must contain at least one
Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the
client level.


browse The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore
from the Avamar server.
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C


client activation The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an
encrypted file on the client file system.
 
See also activation


client agent A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with
the Management Console Server (MCS) and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also registration


cold backup A backup performed while the database is offline.


 


D


database A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by
computer software.


database partition An independent part of a partitioned database with its own data, configuration files,
indexes, and transaction logs.


Data Domain system Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and
disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise environment.


Data Partition Feature
(DPF)


A feature that enables the distribution of a DB2 UDB database across multiple servers
in a cluster or on multiple nodes on massively parallel processors (MPP). You can
distribute a DB2 database across several database partitions.


dataset A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported
platform that are included or excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset
is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple
groups.


DB2 instance An independent environment where you create database objects and run applications
run against the database objects.


DD Boost The API that Avamar clients use to access a Data Domain system. The Avamar client
installation automatically installs the DD Boost API on the client computer. The Avamar
server installation automatically installs the DD Boost API on the Avamar server.


disaster recovery Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software
corruption, in which ordinary data recovery procedures are not sufficient to restore a
system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a bare
metal recovery.


DNS Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain
names to specific IP addresses.
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domain A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into
named areas of control and management.


 


F


file system Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by
providing directory structures, data transfer methods, and file association.


 


G


granular recovery An Avamar feature that enables you to restore a part of a backup rather than the entire
backup. The Avamar Plug-in for DB2 enables you to restore table spaces from a
backup.


group A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All
clients in an Avamar group use the same group policies, which include the dataset,
schedule, and retention policy.


group policy In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and
retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


 


H


High Availability Disaster
Recovery (HADR)


A high availability DB2 server that can be backed up and recovered using the DB2
HADR client for Avamar.


hot backup A backup that you run while users are online and have access to the data that is being
backed up.


 


L


LAN Local Area Network.


 


M


MCS Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized
administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


metadata Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the
backup types, the date and time of the backup, and other information necessary for
restore.


 


P


plug-in Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.
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plug-in options Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore
functionality.


policy A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups.
Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention policies.


 


R


recover To restore data from a backup to a client disk and apply transaction logs to the data to
make it consistent with a specific point-in-time.


redirected restore The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location
where the backup occurred.


registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also client registration


restore An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects
from a backup and writes the data to a designated location.


retention The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can
be set to permanent for backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.
Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached
to multiple groups.


rollforward The process of updating a database or a table space by applying changes recorded in
the database log files. You perform a rollforward operation after you restore a database
backup.


 


S


schedule The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of
clients in a group. A schedule is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be
named and attached to multiple groups.


snapview A list of table spaces that are available for a granular restore. To view a snapview from
Avamar Administrator, select the Browse for Granular Restore button.


 


T


table spaces Containers within a database that store specific data. DB2 includes five table spaces,
which DB2 names according to their usage: catalog, regular, large, system temporary,
and user temporary. IBM DB2 documentation provides more information.


transaction logs Files that provide a history of updates that you make to a database. You use
transaction logs to roll back a database to a previous state.
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U


User Account Control
(UAC)


A Windows feature available in Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Vista. UAC
helps prevent unauthorized changes to the computer. When functions that could
potentially affect a computer's operation are made, UAC prompts the user for
permission or for an administrator's password before continuing with the task.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install Avamar™ in a Microsoft™ Hyper-V™ environment, and how to back up and restore virtual
machines using Avamar with Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology.


Audience
This document is intended for the system administrators who manage Microsoft Hyper-V environments and are responsible for
backing up and restoring Hyper-V Servers.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Revision Date Description


02 November, 2020 Updated the "Granular level recovery" and "Image-level backup and
restore" sections.


01 May, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide
● Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide
● Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide
● Avamar for Oracle User Guide
● Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide
● Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
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Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
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3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by
typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• Restore


Architecture
You can use Avamar to back up and restore virtual machines and other Microsoft Hyper-V data in a variety of environments.


Hyper-V is a hypervisor-based server virtualization product for Microsoft Windows. Hyper-V enables you to create multiple
virtual machines on a single physical server to consolidate workloads.


A Hyper-V Server is separated into individual partitions that the hypervisor supports. The parent partition performs all virtual
machine and hardware management. From the parent partition, you create a child partition for each virtual machine.


A child partition can run one of the many operating systems that Hyper-V supports, including Windows server and client
operating systems, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, and CentOS. The Microsoft Hyper-V
documentation provides a complete list of system requirements and supported guest operating system versions.


How Avamar works with Hyper-V


There are two ways to back up and restore Hyper-V data with Avamar software:


● Guest backup and restore
● Image-level backup and restore


NOTE: Avamar AUI procedures are only supported for stand-alone environments.


Guest backup and restore


With guest backup and restore, you install an Avamar file system client on each virtual machine on the Hyper-V Server. Avamar
considers each virtual machine to be a separate client. You can perform individual backups of each virtual machine.


If there are databases or specific applications, such as Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft SharePoint, that run on the virtual
machine, then you can use an Avamar plug-in to protect the application data.


The following figure illustrates Hyper-V guest backup with Avamar.


1
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Figure 1. Guest backup environment


Image-level backup and restore


With image-level backup and restore, you install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on the
Hyper-V management OS (parent partition).


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology to perform backups. VSS
is a framework that enables volume backups while applications on a system continue to write to the volumes. The VSS writer
enables the creation of image backups for virtual machines by quiescing the Windows operating system and applications within
the guest for operating system and application consistency.


The following figure illustrates an Avamar and Hyper-V configuration that uses image-level backup.
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Figure 2. Image-level backup environment


NOTE: As part of the VSS Incremental backup feature, a checkpoint (recovery snapshot) is created and the backup is 


taken. At the end of the backup, the checkpoint is not deleted. When the next backup is taken, the existing checkpoint is 


merged and a new checkpoint is created. If you do not want the recovery snapshot to be retained on the host machine, set


the --enable-incremental flag to false in the avhypervvss.cmd of primary var directory. This flag always promotes 


backups to Full Backup.


You can perform full image-level backups of individual virtual machines or the Host Component, which contains the role-based
security configuration for Hyper-V. Image-level backups occur from the Hyper-V management OS instead of the individual
virtual machines.


Comparing guest and image-level backup and restore


The following table provides a comparison of guest and image-level backup and restore of Hyper-V data.
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Table 2. Comparison of guest and image-level backup and restore 


Criterion Guest backup and restore Image-level backup and restore


Guest operating system support Supports all guest operating systems
that Hyper-V supports by using Avamar
file system clients


Supports all guest operating systems
that Hyper-V supports


Avamar software installation Requires installation of the Avamar file
system client and optional application
plug-in on each virtual machine


Requires installation of the Avamar
Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in
for Hyper-V VSS on only the
management OS


Avamar server network connection Required for each virtual machine Required only for the management OS


Deduplication Data within each virtual machine Data at image level


Support for iSCSI/pass-through SCSI Yes No


Virtual hard disk sharing Yes No


Support for individual backup of each
virtual machine


Yes Yes


OS consistent Yes Yes


Application-consistent Yes ● Yes, if the guest OS is Microsoft
Windows and Hyper-V Integration
Components are installed in the
guest OS.


● No, if the guest OS does not support
VSS or if the guest OS is Microsoft
Windows and Integration
Components are not installed in the
guest OS.


Application-aware backup and restore Yes, through Avamar plug-ins for
applications such as:


● DB2
● Microsoft Exchange
● Oracle
● Microsoft SharePoint
● Microsoft SQL Server
● And more


No


Application backup type Depends on the Avamar application plug-
in


Full or copy backups for Hyper-V.


Virtual machine status for backup Virtual machine must be running Virtual machine does not need to be
running


Backup consumption of CPU, RAM, and
disk resources


On the virtual machine On the management OS


Backup customization, including
exclusion of certain files or file types


Yes No


Backup of unused file system space No Yes


Restore of individual files and folders Yes Yes, through granular level recovery
(GLR)


Disaster recovery requirements Two-step recovery:


1. Load a known good operating system
image on the virtual machine.


2. Restore backup data from Avamar.


One-step restore of backup data from
Avamar. However, backups may be a
"crash-consistent" snapshot of the full
virtual machine image, which might not
reliably support a full system restore
without data loss.
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How Avamar works with Hyper-V in a cluster


To prevent a Hyper-V Server from becoming a single point of failure, you can create a failover cluster. In a failover cluster, all
servers (nodes) run Hyper-V and can host one or more virtual machines. A virtual machine can run on multiple nodes in the
cluster, but can only be active on one node at a time.


You can use Avamar to perform image-level backups of Hyper-V in a failover cluster environment. The following topics provide
details on supported cluster environments.


Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with CSV and a single proxy


Avamar uses a proxy architecture to back up and restore virtual machines on a Clustered Shared Volume (CSV) in a Windows
Hyper-V Server cluster.


In single proxy configuration, install client and plugin on any one physical node, which is acting as the single proxy.


Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on one physical node in the cluster, which acts
as the single proxy. To configure the Avamar proxy cluster client, turn the Cluster Configuration Tool


The Avamar server communicates with the Avamar proxy cluster client to perform backups and restores of virtual machines on
CSV. This action is performed regardless of which node is managing the virtual machines at the time of the operation.


The following figure illustrates a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machines on CSV where the Avamar proxy cluster
client facilitates image-level backups.


Figure 3. Image-level backups with a single proxy in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV


In the Avamar Administrator, select the cluster client with the Avamar single-proxy cluster client as the client for backups and
restores, and use the Hyper-V VSS plug-in. You can back up any of the virtual machines on CSV, but you cannot back up virtual
machines on local volumes or on SMB file shares.


For restores, the Avamar proxy cluster client uses Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) remote management to
restore a virtual machine on behalf of a cluster node.


NOTE: If the node with the Avamar proxy cluster client fails, then backups and restores do not occur. Bring the node back


online to continue backup and restore activity.
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Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with CSV and multiple proxies


In Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with multiple CSVs, you can improve backup performance by 60 to 70 percent by deploying
multiple proxy nodes.


Install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on each physical node in the cluster that acts as
a proxy. On the node that serves as the primary proxy node, run the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar proxy
cluster client, which manages the backup process in the cluster.


The following figure illustrates a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machines on CSV where the Avamar proxy cluster
client on the primary proxy node facilitates image-level backups with multiple proxy nodes.


Figure 4. Image-level backups with multiple proxies in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV


Select the Avamar primary proxy cluster client as the client for backups and restores, and use the Hyper-V VSS plug-in. You can
back up any of the virtual machines on CSV, but you cannot back up virtual machines on local volumes or on SMB file shares.


For restores, the Avamar proxy cluster client uses Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) remote management to
restore a virtual machine on behalf of a cluster node.


NOTE: If the primary proxy node with the Avamar proxy cluster client fails, then backups and restores do not occur. Bring


the node back online to continue backup and restore activity.


Balancing the backup load with the Avamar CSV algorithm


The proxy cluster client on the primary proxy node uses an Avamar CSV algorithm to divide the backup load evenly among the
proxy nodes.


The CSV algorithm creates a list of all CSVs in the backup and sorts the list that is based on the amount of data to back up on
each CSV. The list of CSVs and the amount of backup data from each CSV are derived from the size and location of the VHDs
in the target list of virtual machines.


Best practices for environments with multiple proxies


To maximize performance in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with multiple proxies, implement the following best practices:


● To minimize the need for CSV ownership changes, divide virtual machine data as evenly as possible among CSVs.
● Increase the number of proxy nodes.
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● To prevent backups from impacting production activities, proxy nodes should have the maximum number of resources
available and minimal live data movement.


Consider using a dedicated cluster node that does not actively host and manage virtual machines as the primary proxy node.
You can also use dedicated nodes for the secondary proxy nodes.


● The proxy cluster client on the primary proxy node uses an Avamar CSV algorithm to divide the backup load evenly among
the proxy nodes. If the Change CSV Ownership option is selected while configuring a multi-proxy setup, ownership of the
CSVs is automatically reassigned to the proxy nodes that perform the backups. The proxy nodes perform backups of the
CSVs in parallel. After the backup is complete, CSV ownership is reverted to the original ownership.


The backup process must stream backup data from the owner node to the proxy node when the following actions occur:


○ When the Change CSV ownership option is not selected.
○ When a proxy node is not the owner node of the CSV that it is backing up.


The process should be performed before sending the backup to the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. As a result,
backup performance depends on network performance between cluster nodes. Backups are faster and more efficient when a
proxy node owns the CSV and backup data streams directly from the proxy node to backup storage.


Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with SMB file shares


If you store virtual machines on SMB 3.0 file shares in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster, then Avamar uses a federated
architecture to back up and restore the virtual machines. The SMB file shares can be on either a Scale-Out File Server (SOFS)
or on a clustered file server for general use.


To perform image-level backups of virtual machines on SMB file shares, install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar
Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on each node in the cluster. Then use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar
federated cluster client.


The federated cluster client receives backup and restore requests from the Avamar server, and forwards the requests to the
Hyper-V plug-in on the cluster nodes. The plug-in on the node performs the backup and sends the backup data and metadata to
the Avamar server. The federated cluster client manages requests for all Hyper-V plug-ins in the cluster and ensures that you
can back up all virtual machines on SMB file shares in the cluster.


The following figure illustrates a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machines on SMB file shares where the federated
cluster client facilitates image-level backups.


Figure 5. Image-level backups in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB
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Select the Avamar federated cluster client as the client for backups and restores. You can back up any of the virtual machines
on SMB file shares in the cluster, but you cannot back up virtual machines on local volumes or on CSV.


Avamar plugin service for Windows


The Avamar plug-in service for Windows, Winclustersvc, is the plug-in service that the Avamar cluster client uses for
backup and restore operations.


In case of proxy or multi-proxy configurations, the account that runs the Avamar plug-in service for Windows must be a domain
administrator or an account. These options should perform WMI queries and copy files to the CSVs during a restore. This service
is also used for Windows proxy cluster backups.


Configuring a proxy client without using the domain administrator account


You can configure a proxy client to perform backup and restores without using the domain administrator account.


Steps


1. Create a domain user for Hyper-V backups and recoveries.


Follow Microsoft documentation for instructions.


2. Configure the domain user to be a member of the following Active Directory security groups:


● Domain Users
● Group Policy Creator Owners
● Hyper-V Administrators
● Remote Desktop Users
● Users
● Windows Authorization Access Group


3. On each cluster node of Hyper-V CSV environment, log in and add the new domain user account to the following groups on
the local nodes:


● Administrators
● Backup Operators
● Hyper-V Administrators
● Remote Desktop Users
● Remote WMI Users


4. On each cluster node, open PowerShell and type the following command:


PS C:\Users\...>Grant-ClusterAccess -User domain\username -Full
where domain is the domain of the new domain user and username is the name of the new domain user.


Differences between single proxy, multiple proxies, and federated
configurations


The following table describes the differences between single proxy, multiple proxy, and federated configurations.


Table 3. Differences between single proxy, multiple proxy, and federated configurations 


Configuration
Type


VSS Writer(s)
Involved


Snapshot Type Rollover Comments


Single Proxy ● CSV writer: For
remote highly
available VMs.


● Hyper-V writer:
For local highly
available VMs.


Single snapshot, for
all involved CSVs.


From the single (primary) proxy. For smaller environments
where the CSV writer is
stable.
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Table 3. Differences between single proxy, multiple proxy, and federated configurations (continued)


Configuration
Type


VSS Writer(s)
Involved


Snapshot Type Rollover Comments


Multiple Proxies ● CSV writer: For
remote highly
available VMs.


● Hyper-V writer:
For local highly
available VMs.


Single snapshot on
primary proxy, for all
involved CSVs


From the proxy nodes.


The Change CSV Ownership
checkbox in the Windows
Cluster Configuration Wizard
determines behavior during
rollover:


● If set, distributes CSV
ownership among the proxy
nodes for rollover. After
backup, ownership changes
back to original.


● If unset, for remote CSVs,
data is read via the LAN by
the proxy nodes.


For smaller environments
where the CSV writer is
stable.


Federated Hyper-V writer:
Covers all highly
available VMs on all
cluster nodes.


Multiple snapshots in
sequential order on
all involved cluster
nodes, for all
involved CSVs or
SMB share


Parallel rollover from all involved
cluster nodes.


For larger environments
where the CSV writer
may become unstable.


Scheduling considerations in a cluster


Ensure that backups and restores in a cluster for the following Avamar plug-ins do not overlap:


● Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS
● Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System
● Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS
● Avamar Plug-in for Windows Cluster File Server
● Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


When the backups or restores overlap, failures occur.


How Avamar works in an SCVMM environment


System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) and Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) provide centralized administration and
management of a virtual environment. You can use Avamar to back up the components in an SCVMM or VMM environment,
including virtual machines on a Hyper-V host.


Granular level recovery


Granular level recovery (GLR) enables you to mount an image backup to a temporary file system, and then browse and restore
individual files and folders. You can also use the GLR feature to perform granular level recoveries of application databases for
Microsoft Exchange servers, SQL servers, and SharePoint farms.


NOTE: Avamar does not support GLR restore operations on dynamic disks in Hyper-V environments.


Granular level recovery for filesystems


The temporary file system mounts in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program Files\avs\ is the Avamar
installation folder.


You can mount the temporary file system on the management OS of the Hyper-V Server. However, the best practice is to use a
separate (non-Hyper-V) Windows computer or a virtual machine to host the temporary file system. Using a separate computer
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or virtual machine offloads the GLR activities from the Hyper-V host. The separate Windows computer or virtual machine must
use a supported operating system.


NOTE: Performance problems and other issues can occur if you install the Hyper-V GLR feature on the management OS of


the Hyper-V Server.


To prepare the virtual machine or Windows client computer for GLR, install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar
Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS. When you install the Hyper-V VSS plug-in, select the option to install the Hyper-V GLR feature.


The following figure illustrates a GLR environment.


Figure 6. Granular level recovery environment


In the previous figure, the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on Hyper-V Server 1 backs up Virtual machine 1 and Virtual machine
2.


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature is installed on Virtual machine 2 on Hyper-V Server 2.


During GLR, restore the backup to the temporary file system that mounts on Virtual machine 2 on Hyper-V Server 2. Then
restore the files to Virtual machine 1 on Hyper-V Server 1 by copying the files from the temporary file system and pasting them
to the target location.


Granular level recovery of application databases


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature can be used with the ItemPoint software to provide GLR for
Microsoft Exchange, SQL, and SharePoint databases.


The following configuration issues apply to GLR of application databases in a Hyper-V environment:


● The supported Microsoft application (Exchange, SQL, or SharePoint) must be installed and configured in a guest VM on a
Hyper-V node or cluster.


● The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature must be installed on the Hyper-V node or cluster.
● ItemPoint and the Avamar plug-in for the application itself must be installed on the node that is used for GLR.
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Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Avamar also supports Data Domain Cloud Tier. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From the Avamar
Administrator, you can configure cloud tiering to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Backup
You can perform full and incremental image-level backups of individual virtual machines or the Host Component, which contains
the role-based security configuration for Hyper-V. Perform these backups regularly on either an on-demand or scheduled basis.


NOTE: Avamar image-level backups do not protect the Hyper-V management OS. To protect the Hyper-V management


OS, perform a bare metal recovery (BMR) backup with the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS. The Avamar for Windows


Server User Guide provides details.


The following topics provide details on image-level backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


For details on performing guest backups with an Avamar file system or application plug-in, review the backup instructions in the
user guide for the Avamar plug-in that you install on the virtual machine.


Backup methods


You can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS:


● Use the Avamar AUI to perform both on-demand and scheduled backups. "Image Level Backups" provides more information.
● Use the avhypervvss command line interface on the Hyper-V Server to perform on-demand backups. "Command Line


Interface" provides more information.


Backup types


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS performs both application-consistent and crash-consistent image-level backups.


The Hyper-V VSS Writer in the management OS determines if the backup image is application-consistent or crash-consistent.
You do not need to select the backup type when you perform on-demand or scheduled backups.


Application-consistent backups


An application-consistent backup requires the virtual machine to be online and VSS capable, and to have Microsoft Integration
Components (IC) installed. VSS runs in the guest operating system and freezes the operating system and the state of all
applications.


You can specify whether to promote the backup type from copy to full for the in-guest shadow copy for Windows Hyper-V
Server. The Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full checkbox in the Hyper-V VSS plug-in options enables
you to control whether to perform a copy or full backup. A copy backup does not update the backup history of each file.


Windows Hyper-V Server does not support live migration and storage migration during an application-consistent backup.
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Crash-consistent backups


Crash-consistent backups do not communicate with the Hyper-V VSS Writer in the virtual machine. As a result, the backups
ensure crash consistency, not application consistency, of the writers running in the virtual machine.


Crash-consistent backups occur when a virtual machine meets one or more of the following criteria:


● The virtual machine is offline.
● IC is not installed in the guest OS.
● The guest operating system does not support VSS. For example, Linux does not support VSS.


A crash-consistent backup puts the virtual machine into a Saved State before shadow copy creation, and resumes the virtual
machine after shadow copy creation.


Files included in backups


The following table lists the files that the Hyper-V VSS Writer reports for backup for each virtual machine during image-level
backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


Table 4. Virtual machine files supported by the VSS Hyper-V Writer 


File type File name or extension Description


Virtual hard disk (VHD) files .vhd, .vhdx Hyper-V uses the Microsoft Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) specification
for storing virtual hard disks for virtual machines. A virtual
machine can have one or more virtual disks.


Virtual machine configuration ● Windows 2016
Hyper-V
Server: .vmcx


● Previous versions of
Hyper-V
Server: .xml


Virtual machine settings (for example, CPU, memory, VHDs) are
stored in VMCX format (Windows 2016 Hyper-V Server) or XML
format (previous versions) in the virtual machine configuration
file.


Virtual machine running state
files


● Windows 2016
Hyper-V
Server: .vmrs


● Previous versions of
Hyper-V
Server: .bin, .vsv


Virtual machine running state (memory) files are stored in a folder
as .vmrs (Windows 2016 Hyper-V Server) or .bin and .vsv
files (previous versions).


Virtual hard disk differencing
files


.avhd, .avhdx A virtual machine snapshot creates one differencing VHD file per
virtual machine VHD.


Virtual machine configuration
snapshots


● Windows 2016
Hyper-V
Server: .vmcx


● Previous versions of
Hyper-V
Server: .xml


A virtual machine snapshot creates a copy of the current virtual
machine configuration and saves it to enable rollback.


Host Component InitialStore.xml,
ResourceType.xml


Description files that contain the authorization store for Hyper-V.
The files also contain a description of the host resource type XML
files.


Multi-streaming


Multi-streaming enables parallel processing of backup jobs by using multiple processors. You can use as many as 10 streams for
backups and four streams for restores.


Each stream requires a separate processor. If you have multiple processors, multi-streaming enables you to improve backup
performance when you store backups on either the Avamar server or on a Data Domain system.
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Restore
Avamar supports the following restore types when you perform image-level backups in a Hyper-V environment.


● Restore of virtual machine files and the Host Components to the original location on the original Hyper-V Server.
● Restore of virtual machine files to a different file system location on the original Hyper-V Server.
● Restore of virtual machine files to a different Hyper-V Server to create a new virtual machine.
● Restore of virtual machine files for manual provisioning.
● Granular level recovery of individual files and folders.


Details on performing guest restore using an Avamar file system or application plug-in are available in the restore instructions in
the user guide for the plug-in.


Restore to the original Hyper-V Server


You can restore a virtual machine to its original location on the original Hyper-V Server if one of the following scenarios occurs:


● You need to roll back the virtual machine because a patching or virus issue occurred.
● You need to perform disaster recovery of the virtual machine after a disk failure.
● The virtual machine was accidentally deleted.


The restore process deletes or overwrites the original virtual machine files if the files remain in the original location. In addition,
you cannot move or rename the virtual machine during the restore if any of the original files remain.


When you restore a virtual machine in a cluster, the restore makes the virtual machine highly available and sets the owner node
for the virtual machine to the owner node at the time of the backup.


You can also restore Host Components to the original location. You might need to restore the Host Components if the files are
corrupt or if you need to roll back the Hyper-V authorization settings.


NOTE: Avamar System State backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS include Host Components. You might


need to restore the Host Components from a Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup after a bare metal restore of the Hyper-V Server


when the Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup is more recent than the Windows VSS plug-in backup.


Restore to a different location on the original Hyper-V Server


You can restore a virtual machine to the original Hyper-V Server but change the file system location of the virtual machine files.
This type of restore is necessary if the virtual machine files moved after the selected backup time and you want to preserve the
new locations.


When you restore a virtual machine in a cluster, the restore makes the virtual machine highly available and sets the owner node
for the virtual machine to the owner node at the time of the backup.


If the original virtual machine is present, then the restore process overwrites the virtual machine.


Restore to create a virtual machine on a different Hyper-V Server


You can restore a virtual machine to a different Hyper-V Server and create a new virtual machine. During the restore, you select
the file system location for the virtual machine files.


Hyper-V recognizes each virtual machine by an internal GUID. If a virtual machine with the same GUID already exists on the
system, then the restore overwrites the virtual machine. However, it is unlikely that the same GUID is assigned to virtual
machines on different Hyper-V Servers in the same environment.


When you restore a virtual machine to a cluster from a backup of a cluster, the restore makes the virtual machine highly
available and sets the owner node for the virtual machine to the first node in the list of nodes for the cluster.


When you restore a virtual machine to a cluster from a backup of a stand-alone server, you must use the Microsoft Cluster
Manager to make the virtual machine highly available after the restore.
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Restrictions for redirected restore in mixed environments


You might not be able to perform a redirected restore of a virtual machine from one type of environment to another when the
environment includes clustered Hyper-V Servers with different operating systems and types of virtual machine storage (CSV
and SMB file shares).


Restore of virtual machine files for manual provisioning


You can restore virtual machine files to a file system location without restoring them to Hyper-V. You can either restore
individual virtual hard disks, or you can restore all files for the selected virtual machine, including the virtual machine
configuration files, virtual hard disks, and virtual machine snapshots.


After the restore, you can use the virtual machine files in one of the following ways:


● Import the virtual machine.
● Attach the virtual hard disk file to an existing virtual machine for inspection.
● Manually create a virtual machine that points to the restored virtual hard disk files.


These manual steps for the virtual machine files in Hyper-V after the restore are called manual provisioning.


When you restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning, the restore process does not remove the original virtual machine
files, if the files exist.


Restoring virtual machine files for manual provisioning enables you to avoid overwriting an existing virtual machine on the
original Hyper-V Server during the restore.


Granular level recovery


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS enables you to perform granular level recovery (GLR) of files and folders from image-level
backups. You can also use the GLR feature to perform granular level recoveries of application databases for Microsoft Exchange
servers, SQL servers, and SharePoint farms.


With filesystem GLR, you can restore an image backup to a temporary file system on a different client, and then browse and
restore files and folders. You can restore individual files and folders to any folder on the Hyper-V Server from the following
action:


● If you installed the Hyper-V VSS plug-in with the GLR feature on the Hyper-V Server that you are backing up, you can
restore individual files and folders to any folder on the Hyper-V Server,.


● If you installed the Hyper-V VSS plug-in with the GLR feature on a separate virtual machine or Windows client computer
than the Hyper-V Server that you are backing up, you can restore individual files and folders to any folder on the virtual
machine or Windows client.


With application database GLR, mount a temporary version of the database and use ItemPoint with the Avamar plug-in for the
application to perform the GLR.


NOTE: You cannot perform GLR in the Linux based Virtual Machines.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar client software
• Installing the Avamar client software
• Upgrading the Avamar client software
• Uninstalling the Avamar client software


Preparing to install the Avamar client software
Review the system requirements for the Avamar client software, and ensure that the environment meets the requirements
before you install Avamar client software. The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows provides an additional automated
verification of the environment. You also must download the Avamar Client for Windows and application plug-in installation
package from the Avamar server.


System requirements


The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install Avamar client software.


See the E-lab Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection for client compatibility
requirements and supported operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have the same version number.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists the hardware requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS and the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-
V VSS with the GLR feature.


Table 5. Hardware requirements 


Plug-in Minimum amount of RAM Minimum amount of hard drive space


Hyper-V VSS 2 GB 8 MB


Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature 2 GB 22 MB


Hyper-V requirements


For image-level backups of a virtual machine with a Microsoft Windows guest OS, the Integration Components version for the
backup Hyper-V Server and the guest virtual machine must match. If the versions do not match, then the virtual machine might
not start when you restore it to a different Hyper-V Server.


Virtual machine requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS supports image-level backup and restore of data on virtual machines with all guest
operating systems that Hyper-V supports.


The guest operating system must have a valid license. Otherwise, the virtual machines shut down automatically.


When you perform image-level backups and restores of Hyper-V data, the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS supports the
following types of storage for virtual machine files:


2
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● Local volumes on a stand-alone server with Windows Hyper-V Server
● Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV) on a Windows Hyper-V Server
● Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file shares on the following file servers:


○ Stand-alone file server
○ Scale-Out File Server (SOFS)
○ Clustered file server for general use


You can create a virtual machine by restoring a System State backup of a physical machine to a virtual machine. This type of
restore is called a physical to virtual (P2V) restore. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions on how to
perform a System State restore as part of bare metal recovery (BMR).


SMB file share requirements


When you store Hyper-V virtual machines on SMB file shares, you must configure the environment before you install the Avamar
Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


Steps


1. If the SMB file shares are on a clustered file server for general use, then install the File Server VSS Agent Service server role
on all cluster nodes. Otherwise, backups fail when the Avamar federated cluster client is not the owner node of the virtual
machines.


The Windows Hyper-V Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides instructions to install the File
Server VSS Agent Service server role.


2. Configure the permissions for each SMB file share to add full permissions for each Hyper-V Server. The “Deploy Hyper-V
over SMB” article on the Microsoft TechNet website provides instructions on how to configure the file share using either
Server Manager or Windows PowerShell commands.


3. Add the Hyper-V Server to the Backup Operators group on the SMB file server:


a. In the Administrative Tools for the SMB file server, open the Computer Management window.
b. Expand the Local Users and Groups node in the left pane, and select Groups.
c. Right-click Backup Operators in the right pane, and select Properties.


The Backup Operators Properties dialog box appears.
d. Click Add.


The Select Users, Service Accounts, or Groups dialog box appears.
e. Click Object Types.


The Object Types dialog box appears.
f. Select the Computers checkbox and click OK.
g. Type the name of the Hyper-V Server and click OK.
h. Click OK on the Backup Operators Properties dialog box.
i. In a cluster, repeat these steps for each node.
j. Restart the SMB server or the Server service for the changes to take effect.


4. When you configure a virtual machine to store files on the SMB file share, use only one of the following formats to specify
the path to the share for each file:


\\fileserver\fileshare\
\\fileserver.emc.com\fileshare\
\\10.25.10.255\fileshare\
\\fc00-aaaa-bbbb-0000-0000-0000-0000-0001.emc.com\fileshare\
Do not use multiple formats for the path for the same virtual machine. Otherwise, issues can occur during restore.


Cluster requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS supports the use of CSV and SMB for clustered virtual machine storage.


The Hyper-V VSS plug-in does not support storage of virtual machines on local volumes of a cluster node.


"How Avamar works with Hyper-V in a cluster" provides more information on Avamar system architecture with Hyper-V in a
cluster.


Do not perform backups or restores for multiple plug-ins in a cluster simultaneously. When the backups or restores overlap,
failures occur.
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VSS requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology to perform backups. VSS
is a framework that enables volume backups to be performed while applications on a system continue to write to the volumes.


The VSS writer enables the creation of image backups for virtual machines by quiescing the Windows operating system and
applications within the guest for operating system and application consistency.


Supported VSS providers and writers


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS uses the VSS providers and writers in the following table to perform backups, depending
on the environment.


Table 6. Supported VSS providers and writers 


Environment Virtual machine storage VSS provider VSS writer


Stand-alone server Local volumes Microsoft Software Shadow
Copy Provider


Hyper-V VSS Writer


Cluster SMB file shares Microsoft File Share Shadow
Copy Provider


Hyper-V VSS Writer


CSV Microsoft CSV Shadow Copy
Provider


● Hyper-V VSS Writer for
virtual machines that the
primary proxy node owns


● Cluster VSS Writer for
virtual machines that all
other nodes own


SMB file shares Microsoft File Share Shadow
Copy Provider


Hyper-V VSS Writer


If you manually install the iSCSI Target VDS or VSS hardware provider, then perform the credential configuration steps in the
“iSCSI Target Storage (VDS/VSS) Provider” blog post on Microsoft TechNet at http://blogs.technet.com/b/filecab/
archive/2012/10/08/iscsi-target-storage-vds-vss-provider.aspx.


VSS snapshot volume requirements


Microsoft VSS framework allows up to 64 volumes in a VSS snapshot. When creating a dataset, do not include more than 64
volumes. If a snapshot includes more than 64 volumes, then the backup fails and the Microsoft event log lists a
VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_VOLUMES_REACHED error.


The VSS framework also limits the number of shadow copies to 64 per volume. If the number of shadow copies in a volume
exceeds 64, then the backup fails and the Microsoft event log lists a VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_SNAPSHOTS_REACHED
error.
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GLR requirements


Do not use encryption on files and folders that you might need to restore with GLR. The GLR restore fails when you select
encrypted files and folders for restore.


Support for symbolic links


Backups with the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS fail if the path to virtual machine files includes symbolic links (symlinks) or
directory junctions. Exclude virtual machines available through symlinks or directory junctions from backups with the Hyper-V
VSS plug-in.


Downloading the software


Download the installation packages for the Avamar Client for Windows, the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS, and the Avamar
Config Checker from the Avamar server. Then save the installation packages to a temporary folder.


Steps


1. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


If Hyper-V is on a Windows Server Core installation, then log in to a computer that can connect to the Avamar server by
using a web browser.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the operating system headings until the applicable software installation packages appear.


5. Click the Avamar Client for Windows installation package:


AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


6. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


7. Click the Hyper-V installation package:


AvamarHypervVSS-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


8. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


9. Click the Avamar Config Checker installation package:


Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x64.zip (64-bit)


10. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


Verifying the environment


Use the Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows to verify that you correctly configured the Windows environment for
Avamar backup and recovery. The Config Checker checks the configuration for problems that can lead to installation, backup, or
recovery failures. These failures can affect the operating system for the application host or the application itself.


About this task


You can run the Avamar Config Checker either before or after you install Avamar software on the client computer.


The Config Checker supports only English language operating systems.


Steps


1. Unzip the Avamar Config Checker installation package. To install the software, run the setup program.
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2. Start the Config Checker:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Avamar Config Checker.


3. Click Next on the welcome page.
The Avamar Application and User Settings page appears.


4. Select the version number from the Avamar version list.


5. In the application list, select the checkbox next to the applications on the client computer. Specify credentials, if required.


6. Click Next.


7. Review the summary information.


8. Click Run Tests.
When the verification completes, the Config Check Results window appears.


9. Save or open the results in HTML format.


NOTE: The Config Checker does not automatically save the results. If you do not save the results, you must rerun the


Config Checker to view them.


10. Click Finish to exit the Config Checker.


11. Review the HTML result file, and correct all failed checks.


12. Rerun the Config Checker to ensure that all the checks are successful.
The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note, available on Online Support at https://
support.EMC.com, provides troubleshooting information and details about the results that appear for each application.


Installing the Avamar client software
You can install the Avamar client software on a stand-alone server or in a cluster environment.


Installation road maps


The steps to install the Avamar software for image-level backups of Hyper-V depend on whether the Hyper-V Server is on a
stand-alone server or in a cluster environment.


Installation road map for a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Install and configure Hyper-V according to Microsoft guidelines.


2. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the Hyper-V management OS.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS in the Hyper-V management OS.


4. Register the Hyper-V Server as a client with the Avamar server.


5. If you plan to perform file-level restores with GLR, then prepare a virtual machine or a separate Windows computer for GLR:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows.
b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS, and select the Hyper-V GLR feature during the installation.
c. Register the virtual machine or Windows computer for GLR as a client with the Avamar server.


Installation road map for a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB


Steps


1. Install and configure the cluster according to Microsoft guidelines.


2. Install and configure Hyper-V according to Microsoft guidelines.


3. Enable the Remote Management feature on each cluster node.


4. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder in the Hyper-V management OS on each cluster node.


5. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS in the Hyper-V management OS on each cluster node.


6. Register each node as a client with the Avamar server.
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7. On an active node, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the federated cluster client for the Hyper-V VSS plug-in.


8. If you plan to perform GLR, which is used for file-level restores, then prepare a virtual machine or a separate Windows
computer for GLR:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows.
b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS, and select the Hyper-V GLR feature during the installation.
c. Register the virtual machine or Windows computer for GLR as a client with the Avamar server.


Installation road map for a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV


Steps


1. Install and configure the cluster according to Microsoft guidelines.


2. Install and configure Hyper-V according to Microsoft guidelines.


3. (Optional; not necessary for proxy cluster configuration) Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder in the
Hyper-V management OS on each cluster node.


4. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS in the Hyper-V management OS on each cluster node.


5. Register each node as a client with the Avamar server.


6. On an active node, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the federated cluster client or proxy cluster client for the
Hyper-V VSS plug-in.


7. If you plan to perform GLR, which is used for file-level restores, then prepare a virtual machine or a separate Windows
computer for GLR:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows.
b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS, and select the Hyper-V GLR feature during the installation.
c. Register the virtual machine or Windows computer for GLR as a client with the Avamar server.


Installing the Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows includes the Avamar agent and the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System. The Avamar agent
is required for backups and restores with application plug-ins. You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up
operating system and application binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


The steps to install the Avamar Client for Windows depend on whether the client has a full Windows Server installation or a
Windows Server Core installation.


Installing the Windows client on full Windows Server installations


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the Windows client. If the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled
on the client computer, then you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods
and more information.


Steps


1. Log in as administrator:


● On a Hyper-V Server, log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.
● On a separate Windows computer or virtual machine for GLR, log in as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the installer:


● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The welcome page appears.
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4. Click Next.
The End-User License Agreement page appears.


5. Review the license agreement.


6. Select the checkbox to accept the terms in the license agreement, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


7. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


8. (Optional) To specify a folder for the Avamar client installation, click Browse and select a location.


9. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Ready to Install Avamar for Windows page appears.


10. Click Install.


11. When the installation completes, click Finish.


Installing the Windows client on Windows Server Core installations


Steps


1. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


2. Use WinSCP or FTP to copy the Windows client install package from the download temporary folder to a temporary folder
on the Windows Server Core computer.


Alternatively, use the net use command from the Server Core computer to connect to a shared folder with the client
install package file.


3. Use the cd command to browse to the temporary folder with the client install package.


4. Start the software installation by typing the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The installation wizard appears.


5. Follow the instructions in "Installing the Windows client on full Windows Server installations" .


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS


The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS enables you to back up and restore Hyper-V data. The steps to install the Avamar Plug-in
for Hyper-V VSS depend on whether the client has a full Windows Server installation or a Windows Server Core installation. The
installation steps also depend on whether you install the GLR feature for file-level restores.


Installing the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on full Windows Server installations


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the plug-in. If UAC is enabled on the client computer, then you must start
the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does not install correctly. This procedure provides
one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and additional information.


About this task


The plug-in automatically installs in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


Steps


1. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the Hyper-V VSS plug-in installation:


● If UAC is disabled, double-click the file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarHypervVSS-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.
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The welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS Setup page appears.


5. Select Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.
The Hyper-V GLR feature is typically installed on a separate computer and is not selected for installation.


6. Click Next.
The Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS page appears.


7. Click Install.


8. When the installation completes, click Finish.


Installing the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on Windows Server Core installations


Steps


1. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


2. Use WinSCP or FTP to copy the Hyper-V VSS plug-in install package from the download temporary folder to a temporary
folder on the Windows Server Core computer.


Alternatively, use the net use command from the Server Core computer to connect to a shared folder with the Hyper-V
VSS plug-in install package file.


3. Use the cd command to navigate to the temporary folder with the Hyper-V VSS plug-in install package.


4. Start the software installation by typing the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarHypervVSS-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Hyper-V VSS plug-in version.


The installation wizard appears.


5. Follow the instructions in "Installing the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on full Windows Server installations".


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS plug-in with the GLR feature


Installing the Hyper-V VSS plug-in with the GLR feature enables you to perform granular level recovery (GLR) of individual files
and folders. The computer that you use for GLR should be a separate computer or virtual machine from the Hyper-V
management OS. You can also use the GLR feature to perform granular level recoveries of application databases for Microsoft
Exchange servers, SQL servers, and SharePoint farms.


Steps


1. Log in as an administrator on the virtual machine or Windows computer that you use for GLR.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the Hyper-V VSS and GLR plug-in installation:


● If UAC is disabled, double-click the file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarHypervVSS-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


The welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS Setup page appears.


5. Select Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS and Hyper-V GLR, and then click Next.
The Hyper-V GLR WriteCache Folder page appears.


6. Type or browse to the location for the WriteCache folder. The folder must be on an NTFS partition. Do not specify the
target location as a folder on a ReFS volume.


7. Click Next.
The Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS page appears.


8. Click Next.
The Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS page appears.
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9. Click Install.
If this action is the first time that you are installing the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with GLR, a Windows Security
dialog box prompts whether to install the device software for GLR.


10. Click Install.
The Completed the Avamar Backup Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS Setup Wizard page appears.


11. Click Finish.
A message prompts you to restart the computer.


12. Click Yes to restart the computer.


Registering the client


Before you can back up or restore Hyper-V data, you must register the Hyper-V Server as a client with the Avamar server.


About this task


Specify the name of the Avamar server, the Avamar domain for the client, and the port on the Avamar server for client/server
communication. Avamar domains enable you to group clients and limit backup, restore, and monitoring privileges for the group to
certain accounts.


In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV, register the primary proxy node. In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with
SMB, register each node in the cluster.


The steps to register a client depend on whether the client is a full Windows Server installation or a Windows Server Core
installation.


Registering a full Windows Server client


Steps


1. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


2. Right-click the Avamar client system tray icon, and select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In the Administrator Server Address box, type the DNS name for the Avamar server.


4. In the Administrator Server Port box, specify the port on the Avamar server for client/server communication.


5. In the Client Domain box, type the name of the Avamar domain for the client.


The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


6. Click Activate.
A confirmation message appears.


7. Click OK.


Registering a Windows Server Core client


Steps


1. Open a DOS prompt on the client computer.


2. Type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\avregister.bat MCS_name domain
where:


● C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.
● MCS_name is the network hostname defined in DNS for the Avamar server.
● domain is the Avamar domain for the client.


Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash, an error occurs and you
cannot register the client.
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Configuring the cluster client


The steps to configure the cluster client depend on the cluster operating system and whether you store virtual machines on
CSV or SMB file shares.


NOTE: Using RCT, you can perform backup of all highly available virtual machines (CSV, SMB, or both) together.


Configuring the Avamar proxy cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server
installations with CSV


Steps


1. Log in to the primary proxy node as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local Administrators
group.


2. Open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select Hyper-V VSS and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● All Hyper-V nodes are in an Up status.
● The installation status of the Windows client on the proxy node is Installed.
● The installation status of the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on the proxy node is Installed.


NOTE: In the case of Microsoft Windows Server 2016, the Configuration Selection page appears. Select Traditional


Configuration.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a proxy cluster client(s) over CSV, and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


10. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Configure.
A dialog box prompts you for credentials.


11. Type the username and password for the service account for the Avamar Plug-in Service for Windows, which is the plug-in
service that the Avamar proxy cluster client uses for backup and restore. The account must be a domain administrator or an
account that can perform WMI queries and copy files to the CSV during a restore.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


12. Click Close.


Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server
installations with SMB


Steps


1. Log in to an active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select Hyper-V VSS and click Next.
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The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● All Hyper-V nodes are in an Up status.
● The installation status of the Windows client on each of the Hyper-V nodes is Installed.
● The installation status of the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on each of the Hyper-V nodes is Installed.


NOTE: In the case of Microsoft Windows Server 2016, the Configuration Selection page appears. Select Traditional


Configuration.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client over SMB/CSV for all nodes.


8. Select SMB for the Storage Type and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


9. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


10. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Cluster Client Settings page appears.


11. Type the group name in the Group name for the cluster client box.


12. Type the cluster client name in the Cluster client name box.


13. Specify whether to automatically bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server by selecting or
clearing the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server checkbox.


14. Specify the IP address and network mask for the network to use:


a. Select the network in the network list.
b. Type the IP address for the cluster client in the Cluster client IPv4/IPv6 address box.
c. Type the network mask for the cluster client in the Cluster client IP subnet mask box.


15. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


16. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.
c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: If you change the port number from the default of 28001, then you must change the port number on the


Avamar server.


d. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to
select a shared network folder or volume.


The shared network folder or volume stores the cluster client configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must
have write access to this folder or volume. Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the
network.


e. Type the name of the client's SYSDIR directory in the Cluster client's SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to
select a shared network folder or volume.


17. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


18. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


19. Click Close.


20. Specify the SMB file shares on which the virtual machines are stored:


a. Open the avtar.cmd file for the cluster client in a text editor. The avtar.cmd file is located in the cluster client var
folder that you specified in the Cluster Configuration Tool.


b. Add the following flag to the avtar.cmd file:


--browse-smb-shares-list=\\SMB-file-server\share1,\\SMB-file-server\share2
where \\SMB-file-server\share1 and \\SMB-file-server\share2 are the UNC paths to two SMB shares. Separate the
UNC paths for the shares with a comma.
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c. (Optional) Configure the cluster client so that the Hyper-V VSS plug-in restores virtual machine files with their original
access control list (ACL) permissions instead of the ACL permissions of the destination folder for the restore. Restoring
virtual machines to SMB file shares on page 49 provides instructions.


d. Save and close the file.


Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server
installations with CSV


Steps


1. Log in to an active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select Hyper-V VSS and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● All Hyper-V nodes are in an Up status.
● The installation status of the Windows client on each Hyper-V node is Installed.
● The installation status of the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on each Hyper-V node is Installed.


NOTE: In the case of Microsoft Windows Server 2016, the Configuration Selection page appears. Select Traditional


Configuration.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client over SMB/CSV for all nodes.


8. Select CSV for Storage Type and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


9. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


10. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Cluster Client Settings page appears.


11. Type the group name in the Group name for the cluster client box.


12. Type the cluster client name in the Cluster client name box.


13. Specify whether to automatically bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server by selecting or
clearing the Bring the cluster client online and activate it with the Avamar server checkbox.


14. Specify the IP address and network mask for the network to use:


a. Select the network in the network list.
b. Type the IP address for the cluster client in the Cluster client IPv4/IP6 address box.
c. Type the network mask for the cluster client in the Cluster client IP subnet mask box.


15. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


16. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.
c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: If you change the port number from the default of 28001, then you must change the port number on the


Avamar server.


d. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to
select a shared network folder or volume.
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The shared network folder or volume stores the cluster client configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must
have write access to this folder or volume. Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the
network.


e. Type the name of the client's SYSDIR directory in the Cluster client's SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to
select a shared network folder or volume.


17. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


18. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


19. Click Close.


Configuring the Avamar cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server 2016
installations with RCT


Steps


1. Log in to an active node in the cluster as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-ins page appears.


4. Select Hyper-V VSS and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● All Hyper-V nodes are in an Up status.
● The proxy node has the Windows client and the Hyper-V VSS plug-in installed.


6. Click Next.
The Configuration Selection page appears.


7. Select Resilient Change Tracking (RCT) Configuration to use RCT during backup operations.


● Select Configure a new cluster client to configure a new cluster.
● Select Modify the existing cluster client configuration to make changes to an existing configuration.
● Select Remove the cluster client configuration from all nodes to remove an existing configuration.


8. Select Traditional Configuration, if you do not want to use RCT during backup operations.


Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server installations with SMB and Configuring the federated
cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server installations with CSV provides additional information.


9. Click Next.
The Proxy Nodes page appears.


10. Select the additional proxy nodes that are required for data rollover. By default, the node on which the Windows Cluster
Configuration Wizard is run, is selected as the proxy node.


11. Click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


12. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


13. Click Next.
The Cluster Client Settings page appears.


14. Type the cluster client name in the Cluster client name box.


15. Type the IP address that must be used in the IP that has to be used for Cluster client box.


16. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


17. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Avamar client domain for the cluster client box.
c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.
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NOTE: If you change the port number from the default of 28001, then you must change the port number on the


Avamar server.


18. Click Next.
The Client Settings page appears.


19. Type the name of the shared network folder or volume in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to select
a shared network folder or volume.


The shared network folder or volume stores the cluster client configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must have
write access to this folder or volume. Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


20. Type the name of the client's SYSDIR directory in the Cluster client's SYSDIR directory box, or click Browse to select a
shared network folder or volume.


21. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


22. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Configure.
A dialog box prompts you for credentials.


23. Type the username and password for the service account for the Avamar Plug-in Service for Windows, which is the plug-in
service that the Avamar cluster client uses for backup and restore. The account must be a domain administrator or an
account that can perform WMI queries.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


24. Click Close.


Configuring the cluster client on Windows Server Core installations


Steps


1. Open a DOS prompt:


● In a Windows Hyper-V Server environment with CSV, open a DOS prompt on the primary proxy node.
● In a Windows Hyper-V Server environment with SMB, open a DOS prompt on an active node.


2. Type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\av_cluster_config_wizard.exe
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.


The Cluster Configuration Tool appears.


3. Follow the instructions in the previous topics to configure the cluster client by using the Cluster Configuration Tool.


Adding nodes for the cluster client


If you already configured the cluster client in a cluster, you can add nodes to the configuration. The nodes that you add might be
new nodes in the cluster, or they might have been offline when you configured the cluster client.


About this task


You can add nodes in a Windows Hyper-V Server environment with SMB or with CSV.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on the new node.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on the new node.


3. Log in to the node with the cluster client as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


4. Open the Cluster Configuration Tool:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Cluster Configuration Tool.


The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


5. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.
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6. Select Hyper-V VSS, and then click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


7. Ensure that all nodes are in an Up status, and then click Next.
The Operations page appears.


8. Select Configure new nodes with the existing cluster client configuration and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


9. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


10. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Summary Page appears.


11. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


12. Click Close.


Upgrading the Avamar client software
Upgrading steps depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server or in a cluster.


Upgrading on a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.


2. Log in to the Hyper-V management OS as an administrator.


3. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS by using Programs and Features.


When you uninstall the plug-in with the GLR feature, you must restart the computer.


4. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client installation wizard for the new version on the
Windows server.


5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS by running the plug-in installation wizard for the new version
on the Hyper-V Server.


Upgrading in a cluster


Steps


1. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Use the earlier version of the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Avamar cluster client.
b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS from each node by using Programs and Features.


When you uninstall the plug-in with the GLR feature, you must restart the computer.


c. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows from each node by using Programs and Features.


The user guides for the earlier versions of the software provides instructions for each of these steps.


2. Install the new version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on each node in the cluster.
b. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS in the same folder on each node in the cluster.
c. Configure the Avamar cluster client.
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Uninstalling the Avamar client software
When you uninstall Avamar plug-in and client software from a client computer, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client.
You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


About this task


When you uninstall the Avamar client software, you can keep or delete the backups for the client:


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


Retire or delete the client either before or after you uninstall the plug-in. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
information.


Uninstall roadmap


Steps


1. (Cluster only) Uninstall the Avamar cluster client using the Cluster Configuration Tool.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows.


4. (Cluster only) Repeat the previous two steps on each node in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB or CSV.


Uninstalling the cluster client


The steps to uninstall the Avamar cluster client depend on whether the server is a full Windows Server installation or a Windows
Server Core installation.


Uninstalling the cluster client from a Windows Server installation


Steps


1. Log in as a domain administrator:


● In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV proxy or multi-proxy configuration, log in to the primary proxy node as a
domain administrator.


● In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB/CVS federated configuration, log in to the active node as a domain
administrator.


The domain administrator account must also be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Open the Cluster Configuration Tool:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Cluster Configuration Tool.


The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Hyper-V VSS, and then click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each Hyper-V node is Up, and then click Next.


NOTE: In the case of Microsoft Windows Server 2016, the Configuration Selection page appears. Do the following:


a. Select Remove the cluster client configuration from all nodes to remove an existing RCT cluster client


configuration.


b. Select Traditional Configuration to remove CSV proxy, SMB/CSV federated client configuration, and click Next.


The Operations page appears.
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6. Select the option to remove the cluster client:


● On a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV proxy or multi-proxy configuration, select Remove the proxy cluster
client over CSV.


● On a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB/CSV federated configuration, select Remove the cluster SMB/CSV
client from all nodes.


7. Click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


9. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and then click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


10. Click Close.


Uninstalling the cluster client from a Windows Server Core installation


Steps


1. Open a DOS prompt:


● In a Windows Hyper-V Server environment with CSV with proxy or multi-proxy configuration, open a DOS prompt on the
primary proxy node.


● In a Windows Hyper-V Server environment with SMB/CSV federated configuration, open a DOS prompt on the node
with the cluster client.


2. Type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\av_cluster_config_wizard.exe --uninstall
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation folder.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS


Steps


● On a full Windows Hyper-V Server installation, use Programs and Features.
● On a Windows Server Core installation, open a command prompt, browse to the folder with the installation file, and type the


following command:


msiexec /uninstall AvamarHypervVSS-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the version number of the installation package.


If you do not have the installation file, follow the steps in "Downloading the software" and "Installing the Windows client on
Windows Server Core installations". These steps are to download the file and copy it to the client computer.


NOTE: When you uninstall the plug-in with the GLR feature, you must restart the computer.


Uninstalling the Avamar Client for Windows


Steps


● On a full Windows Hyper-V Server installation, use Programs and Features.
● On a Windows Server Core installation, open a command prompt, browse to the folder with the installation file, and type the


following command:


msiexec /uninstall AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the version number of the installation package.


If you do not have the installation file, follow the steps in “Downloading the software” and “Installing the Windows client on
Windows Server Core installations”. These actions are performed to download the file and copy it to the client computer.
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Image-Level Backups


Topics:


• Perform an on-demand Hyper-V backup by using AUI
• Backup of virtual machines using RCT
• Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
• Synthetic full backups
• Excluding virtual machines from backups
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups


Perform an on-demand Hyper-V backup by using AUI
You can perform a client backup that is independent of existing schedules and policies.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to back up.


4. Click the Backup tab.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows Hyper-V VSS plug-in.


NOTE: The Host Component is not available for backup when you use a cluster client in a Windows Hyper-V Server


cluster with SMB or CSV.


A list of virtual machines and the Host Component is displayed in the right pane.
b. Browse to and select the check box next to the items that you want to back up.


● To back up all virtual machines and the Host Components for a Hyper-V Server, select the Windows Hyper-V VSS
plug-in check box.


● To back up individual virtual machines, select the check boxes for the virtual machines in the right pane.
● To back up the Host Components on Windows Hyper-V Server, select the Host Component check box.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.
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The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup options provides more information about the basic backup options.


a. (Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.
b. Select whether you want to perform incremental backups.
c. Select whether to promote the backup from copy to full for the in-guest shadow copy that occurs during an image-level


backup:


● To perform a full backup, select the Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full checkbox. During a
full backup, the backup history of each file on the virtual machine updates. The update process causes log truncation
in some applications, such as Microsoft Exchange.


● To perform a copy backup, clear the Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full checkbox. A copy
backup does not update the backup history of each file.


d. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain
system checkbox, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


e. To store the backup on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the
Data Domain system during the backup from the Encryption method to Data Domain system list.


f. (Optional) Enable multi-streaming and specify multi-streaming settings:


i. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
ii. Select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup from the Maximum number of streams list. Specify a


maximum of one stream for each virtual machine in the backup set.
iii. Select the method by which Avamar groups data for multi-streaming from the Group by list:


● To create one stream for each virtual machine, select Virtual machine.
● To create one stream for each CSV or SMB file share, select Volume.


g. Specify whether to exclude offline virtual machines from the backup by selecting or clearing the Exclude offline virtual
machines from backup checkbox.


h. (Optional) Specify whether to write maximum information to log files by selecting or clearing the Enable debugging
messages check box. If selected, the backup process creates large log files.


i. (Optional) Specify the number of minutes to wait for an application-consistent snapshot to complete on nodes where the
federated cluster client is not running in the Minutes to wait for application-consistent snapshot to complete box.


The default value is 20 minutes. An application-consistent snapshot of approximately 15 virtual machines on a node can
complete in 20 minutes.


If the snapshot does not complete in the specified amount of time, the backup operation proceeds on the remaining
cluster nodes and the backup completes with exceptions.


j. (Enable synthetic full backups by selecting the Perform Synthetic Full Backups checkbox. This checkbox is cleared by
default. Synthetic full backups on page 46 contains further information about synthetic full backups.


8. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup request initiated.


Backup of virtual machines using RCT
You can use the resilient change tracking (RCT) feature to back up virtual machines on Microsoft Windows Server 2016 and
later.


A virtual disk consists of blocks. When you perform a full backup, all these blocks are copied to a repository. For the next
backup, you only require the changed blocks. However, if there is no option to track changes that occur in between backups,
the source virtual machine must be scanned, a hash calculated for each block, and then the changes between the virtual
machine in your backup repository and the original virtual machine must be verified. The backup solution has to process an
entire virtual machine and rescan each block's hash. This requires a significant amount of resources and time.


An efficient backup solution uses very limited resources during backup operations. One such mechanism is the use of change
block tracking (CBT). Change block tracking creates a bitmap of all the blocks on a virtual hard drive. After you have changed
the data in a certain block, it is marked as changed. During backup, the backup solution checks the bitmap for all the changed
blocks since the last backup, and only copies the changed blocks.
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RCT is a feature that provides integrated change block tracking capability for Hyper-V virtual machines. Hyper-V uses RCT to
track changes to virtual machines that occur in between backups. Only blocks that have changed since the last backup are
considered for the next incremental backup.


Configuring the Avamar cluster client on Windows Hyper-V Server 2016 installations with RCT provides additional information
about configuring the cluster client with RCT.


NOTE: For a Microsoft Windows Server 2016 stand-alone host, the default backup type is RCT. If you want to backup using


VSS, add the flag --target-rct-server="" to the avhypervvss.cmd file in the var folder. The Host Component is


not available for backup when the Backup type is RCT.


Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Windows Hyper-V VSS plug-in.
The Windows Hyper-V VSS plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. In the Backup level field, select whether you want to perform incremental backup or full backups.
c. In the Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full field, select whether to promote the backup from


copy to full for the in-guest shadow copy that occurs during an image-level backup:
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● To perform a full backup, select the Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full check box.


During a full backup, the backup history of each file on the virtual machine updates. The update process causes log
truncation in some applications, such as Microsoft Exchange.


● To perform a copy backup, clear the Promote backup within virtual machine from copy to full check box.


A copy backup does not update the backup history of each file.


d. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain
system check box, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


e. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


f. To enable multi-streaming, select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
g. If you enable multi-streaming:


i. In the Maximum number of streams list, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup.
ii. Specify whether to enable multi-streaming by selecting or clearing.


h. If you enable multi-streaming, select the method by which Avamar groups data for multi-streaming from the Group by
list:


● To create one stream for each virtual machine, select Virtual Machine.
● To create one stream for each CSV or SMB file share, select Volume.


i. Specify whether to exclude offline virtual machines from the backup by selecting or clearing the Exclude offline virtual
machines from backup checkbox.


j. Specify whether to write maximum information to log files by selecting or clearing the Enable debugging messages
checkbox. If selected, the backup process creates large log files.


k. In the Minutes to wait for application-consistent snapshot to complete filed, specify the number of minutes to
wait for an application-consistent snapshot to complete on nodes where the federated cluster client is not running.


The default value is 20 minutes. An application-consistent snapshot of approximately 15 virtual machines on a node can
complete in 20 minutes.


If the snapshot does not complete in the specified amount of time, the backup operation proceeds on the remaining
cluster nodes and the backup completes with exceptions.


l. Enable synthetic full backups by selecting the Perform Synthetic Full Backups checkbox. This checkbox is unselected
by default.


Synthetic full backups on page 46 contains further information about synthetic full backups.


7. Click the Source Data tab and set the following plug-in options:


● To include all virtual machines and the Host Components, select All Hyper-V Data.
● To limit the dataset to specific items, perform the following steps:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.
b. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.
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Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Synthetic full backups
Synthetic full backups use the incremental backup data to synthesize a full backup on the server.


With nonsynthetic full backups, backups are file-based, where each incremental backup backs up the appropriate files to the
Avamar server, and these files are linked to the backup data already present on the Avamar server.


With synthetic full backups, data is backed up as streams. As a result, data from each backup is present on the server in the
form of a single disk, instead of a chain of parent and child disks.


Synthetic full backups provide many inherent benefits, such as:


● Faster recovery of guest VMs: A Synthetic full Backup can be restored in a single step, which results in faster recovery.
● Faster Granular Level Recovery (GLR): GLR operations take less time with synthetic full backups.


Excluding virtual machines from backups


Steps


● To exclude specific virtual machines from both on-demand and scheduled image-level backups of a Hyper-V Server, use a
text editor to add the following flag to the avhypervvss.cmd file before the backup:


--excludelist=vm1, vm2, vm3
where vm1, vm2, and vm3 are the names of the virtual machines to exclude. To specify a unique virtual machine, use the
format vm<guid>, where vm is the virtual machine name and guid is the unique GUID for the virtual machine.


NOTE: Because the value for excludelist is a comma-separated list, VMs with commas in their names fail. Other


special characters in VM names may also cause the names to fail. To resolve this issue, encapsulate each vm<guid>


value in quote marks.


The avhypervvss.cmd file is located in the var folder of the Avamar installation folder, which is usually C:\Program
Files\avs\. To exclude virtual machines in a cluster, edit the avhypervvss.cmd file in the var folder for the cluster
client, such as C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1\var. You specify the cluster client var folder when you configure the
cluster client.


If you specify a virtual machine name with non-ASCII characters in the exclude list in the avhypervvss.cmd file, then the
backup includes the virtual machine. To exclude a virtual machine with non-ASCII characters in the name, use the command
line interface for the backup.
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Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity window.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity window is displayed with a list of activities.


2. To filter the results to display only backups activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.
b. Type All Backups.


c. Press Enter.


3. View the status of the backup job:


● The job completes with success if all items are backed up.
● The job completes with exceptions if some items were successfully backed up but other items failed or were skipped for


valid reasons.
● The job completes with an error if failures occur, but items still might have been backed up.


If the job completes with exceptions or fails with an error, review the activity log to determine the cause of the error.


If the backup client is a federated cluster client, the activity log only displays the workflow messages for the primary
process. Review the activity report to determine if the failure occurred in the primary process or to identify the secondary
clients where the failure occurred. Failures typically occur in the secondary clients, so manually review the logs on each
secondary client that failed. The logs are in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder of the cluster node, where
C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Image-Level Restores


Topics:


• Restore requirements
• Restoring to the original client
• Restoring to a different location on the original Hyper-V Server
• Restoring to create a virtual machine on a different Hyper-V server
• Restoring virtual machine files for manual provisioning
• Restoring the Host Components
• Monitoring restores
• Cancel restores


Restore requirements
Review the requirements in the following topics before you perform an image-level restore of Hyper-V data.


Software requirements for restore


Ensure that the software in the environment meets the following requirements:


● The following software must be running on both the source and target systems:


○ Avamar Client for Windows
○ Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS


● The target must be registered with the same Avamar server as the source.
● If the environment is a cluster, then configure the Avamar cluster client.


Requirements to restore to the original location


When you restore virtual machines to the original location, ensure that you configured the original drive letters, mount points, or
directory junctions for the virtual machines. It is not necessary to create the folder paths. The restore process re-creates the
folders, if necessary.


Redirected restore requirements


Perform the following tasks before you perform a redirected restore to create a virtual machine on a different Hyper-V Server:


● Ensure that the original Hyper-V Server and the target Hyper-V Server use the same version of Integration Services.


If the versions do not match, then errors can appear when you restart the virtual machine after the restore.


● If the environment includes SCVMM, then ensure that both the source and target servers are SCVMM hosts.


The Initial Store file name is different on an SCVMM host than on a Hyper-V Server that is not an SCVMM host.


● To replicate the authorization configuration of the original Hyper-V Server, prepare the Host Components on the target
Hyper-V Server by using one of the following methods:


○ Overwrite the authorization settings on the target Hyper-V Server by restoring the Host Components from the Avamar
backup of the source Hyper-V Server. Restore the Host Components first, and then restore the virtual machines
separately.


○ To avoid overwriting any customized authorization settings on the target Hyper-V Server, re-create the customized
authorization settings from the source Hyper-V Server.


4
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The best practice is to perform a redirected restore of virtual machines to Hyper-V Servers of the same or later release as the
Hyper-V Server where the virtual machine was created. Although you can restore a virtual machine to an earlier release of a
Hyper-V Server, it may not fully function on that server.


Restoring virtual machines to SMB file shares


When you restore virtual machines to SMB file shares, the virtual machine files automatically inherit file and folder ACL
permissions from the restore destination folder. You can configure the Hyper-V client so that the Hyper-V VSS plug-in restores
virtual machine files with their original ACL permissions.


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create or open the avtar.cmd file in the Avamar var folder:


● On a stand-alone server, the var folder is located in the Avamar installation folder on the Hyper-V management OS. The
default Avamar installation folder is C:\Program Files\avs\.


● In a cluster, specify the var folder for the cluster client when you configure the cluster client with the Avamar Cluster
Configuration Tool.


2. Add the following flag to theavtar.cmd file:


--ignoreacls=false
3. Save and close the file.


Restoring to the original client


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


7. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


8. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the VMs from the backup that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays the list of backed up files that are contained within the selected backup for the
restore.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.
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9. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to the original Hyper-V Server.
b. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


10. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. If the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer between the Data
Domain system and the client from the Encryption method from Data Domain system list.


b. Select the Allow virtual machine overwrite check box.


NOTE: If you leave this option clear and a virtual machine with the same GUID exists on the Hyper-V Server, the


restore completes with errors or fails, and does not restore any virtual machines.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


11. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


12. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Restoring to a different location on the original
Hyper-V Server


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


7. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


8. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical domain tree, select the VMs from the backup that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of backed up files that are contained within the selected backup for the
restore.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


9. In the Destination Location pane, select Restore to a different Hyper-V Server or location.
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Specify the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data:


● To type the file path, in the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore
the data and then click NEXT. For example: E:/vmrestore_dir/


● To select a location, perform the following steps:


a. In the Restore Location field, click CHOOSE.


The Choose restore location window is displayed.


b. In the Browse pane, select a location.


The chosen location is displayed in the Restore Location field.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


10. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. Select the Allow virtual machine overwrite checkbox.


NOTE: If you leave this option clear and a virtual machine with the same GUID exists on the target Hyper-V Server,


the restore completes with errors or fails and does not restore any virtual machines.


b. If the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer between the Data
Domain system and the client from the Encryption method from Data Domain system list.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


11. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


12. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
13. After the restore completes, validate that the virtual machine is visible in Hyper-V Manager. Review the Hyper-V logs for


errors if the virtual machine is not present.


14. In Microsoft Hyper-V Manager, repair the virtual device settings of the virtual machine with the new Hyper-V Server virtual
devices, if necessary.


Restoring to create a virtual machine on a different
Hyper-V server


About this task


When restoring Virtual Machines to a different Hyper-V server in clustered environments in a proxy/multi-proxy configuration:


● If a virtual machine is restored as a highly available virtual machine, it should be restored to the primary proxy node.
Ownership is assigned to the same node as the one on which it was running at the time of backup. If that node owner is not
available, ownership is assigned to the primary proxy node.


● If restore is done on a secondary node, the virtual machine must be made highly available manually.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
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c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


7. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the target client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


8. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the VMs from the backup that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of backed up files that are contained within the selected backup for the
restore.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


9. In the Destination Location pane, select Restore to a different Hyper-V Server or location.


Specify the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data:


● To type the file path, in the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore
the data and then click NEXT. For example: E:/vmrestore_dir/


● To select a location, perform the following steps:


a. In the Restore Location field, click CHOOSE.


The Choose restore location window is displayed.


b. In the Browse pane, select a location.


The chosen location is displayed in the Restore Location field.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


10. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. Select the Allow virtual machine overwrite check box.


NOTE: If you leave this option clear and a virtual machine with the same GUID exists on the target Hyper-V Server,


the restore completes with errors or fails and does not restore any virtual machines.


b. If the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer between the Data
Domain system and the client from the Encryption method from Data Domain system list.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


11. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


12. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
13. After the restore completes, validate that the virtual machine is visible in Hyper-V Manager. Review the Hyper-V logs for


errors if the virtual machine is not present.


14. In Microsoft Hyper-V Manager, repair the virtual device settings of the virtual machine with the new Hyper-V Server virtual
devices, if necessary.
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Restoring virtual machine files for manual
provisioning
You can restore virtual machine files as files to a file system location without restoring them to Hyper-V. After the restore, you
can import the virtual machine or attach the virtual hard disk file to an existing virtual machine for inspection. You can also
manually create a virtual machine and point that machine at the restored virtual hard disk files. These manual steps for the
virtual machine files in Hyper-V after the restore are called manual provisioning.


About this task


NOTE: When you restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning, the restore process does not remove the original


virtual machines, if the files exist.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. Verify that the target folder for the restore exists. You cannot create folders during the restore.


3. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


4. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


5. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


6. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


7. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


8. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


● To restore to the original location, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


● To restore to a different client, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the target client.


○ To restore to shared storage in a cluster, specify the cluster client.
○ To restore to a local disk on a cluster node, specify the hostname of the physical node.


The client appears in the Destination Client field.


d. Click NEXT.


9. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select the VMs from the backup that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of backed-up files that are contained within the selected backup for the
restore.


b. In the right pane, select the virtual machine backup or the VHD files that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.
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10. In the Destination Location pane, select Restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning.


Specify the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data:


● To type the file path, in the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore
the data and then click NEXT. For example: E:/vmrestore_dir/
a. To restore to an SMB file share, type the UNC path to the share.
b. To restore to a CSV on a Windows Hyper-V Server, type the path of the CSV.


● To select a location, perform the following steps:


a. In the Restore Location field, click CHOOSE.


The Choose restore location window is displayed.


b. In the Browse pane, select a location.


The chosen location is displayed in the Restore Location field.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


11. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the Avamar server and the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


12. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


13. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.


Results


The restore process creates a folder for the restored files in the target folder that you specified during the restore. The folder
name comprises the date and time of the restore, such as 20140317_103711. The restore preserves the original folder structure
of the virtual machine or individual VHD file. The restore also converts drive letters to folders. For example, if the original virtual
machine location is D:\MyVM and you specify E:\CopyOfMyVM as the target folder, the restore creates a folder that is called
E:\CopyOfMyVM\20140317_103711\D\MyVM.


Restoring the Host Components
The Host Components contain the role-based security configuration for Hyper-V. These components normally do not need
restoring, except in the event of Hyper-V host data corruption or a disaster recovery scenario. You can restore the Host
Components to the original location on a stand-alone Hyper-V Server or to a different stand-alone Hyper-V Server.


In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV, you can use the proxy cluster client to back up and restore the Host
Components on the proxy node.


You cannot use the federated cluster client to back up or restore the Host Components in a Windows Hyper-V Server. To back
up or restore Host Components on cluster nodes, use the Hyper-V VSS plug-in on the individual nodes to perform stand-alone
backup or restore of Host Components.


You can also use Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS on each node to perform a bare metal recovery backup and restore, which
re-images the system and includes Hyper-V Host Components.


During a redirected restore, re-create the customized authorization settings from the source Hyper-V Server instead of
restoring the Host Components from a backup. Re-creating the customized authorization settings enables you to avoid
overwriting settings on the target Hyper-V Server.
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Restoring Host Components on a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Stop the Virtual Machine Management Service (VMMS) for the Hyper-V Server:


a. In Hyper-V Manager, right-click the server and select Stop Service.
b. Click Turn Off on the confirmation message.


2. Follow the steps in Restoring to the original client on page 49 or Restoring a virtual machine to a different server on page
77. Select only the Host Components for restore. Do not restore virtual machines at the same time as the Host
Components.


3. Restart the VMMS service after the restore by right-clicking the server in Hyper-V Manager and selecting Start Service.


Restoring Host Components on a cluster proxy node


To restore the Host Components on the proxy node in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV:


1. Use one of the following procedures to restore the Host Components:


● “Restoring to the original location”
● “Restoring to create a virtual machine on a different Hyper-V Server”


2. Select the proxy cluster client as the source client for the restore operation.


To restore the backup to a different Hyper-V Server:


1. Restore only the Host Components.
2. Restore the virtual machines separately.


Monitoring restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity window.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity window is displayed with a list of activities.


2. To filter the results to display only restore activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.
b. Type Restore.


c. Press Enter.


3. Select the Activity Monitor tab.


A list of all activities is displayed.


NOTE: The Proxy column on the Activity Monitor tab displays N/A for all Hyper-V VSS plug-in activities. The column


is used only for VMware proxy activities.


4. View the status of the restore.


If the job completes with exceptions or the job fails with error, review the activity log to determine the cause of the error.


If you are restoring to shared storage in a cluster by using a federated cluster client, the activity log only displays the
workflow messages for the cluster node where the cluster client is running. To determine if the failure occurred on the node
with the cluster client or on a different node, review the activity report.


If the failure occurred on a different node or the activity log is not conclusive as to the cause of failure, each failed cluster
node should manually review the logs. The logs are in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder of each node, where
C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder. You cannot use Notepad to open the log file when the file is on a
CSV. Copy the log file to a non-CSV to open it with Notepad.
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Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Granular level recovery


Topics:


• Granular level recovery to the original location
• Granular level recovery to a different location
• Setting a custom GLR timeout value
• Performing granular level recovery of application databases


Granular level recovery to the original location
If you installed the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature on the Hyper-V Server that you are backing up, you
can restore individual files and folders to any folder on the Hyper-V Server for granular level recovery.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. To perform a granular level recovery, toggle the GLR switch to ON.
Avamar mounts the image. Mounting the image might take some time.


b. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select VMs in the backup and browse to the files that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within the VMs inside the selected backup for
the restore.


c. In the right pane, select the files or folders to restore.


If you browse to a folder that contains more than 40,000 objects, only the first 40,000 objects are displayed. To access
all objects in the folder, restore the entire folder and its contents.


Do not select encrypted files and folders. The GLR restore fails when you select encrypted files and folders for restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:
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a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


a. In the Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted list, select when to dismount the temporary file system:


● Dismount after restore completes
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity


b. In the Restore folder where files will be restored field, type the target folder. This folder must exist.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


The restore writes the data to the target location in a folder named Recovered Items datetime, where datetime is the
day of the week, month, date, time, and year of the restore. For example, data that you restore on Tuesday March 11, 2014
at 3:13:56 p.m. restores to a folder named Recovered Items Tue Mar 11 03:13:56 2014.


11. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
12. Copy and paste the restored files and folders from the folder in the temporary file system to the target location.


Granular level recovery to a different location
If you installed the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature on a separate virtual machine or Windows client
computer than the Hyper-V Server that you are backing up, you can restore individual files and folders to any folder on the
virtual machine or Windows client for granular level recovery.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


7. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the target client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


8. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:
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a. To perform a granular level recovery, toggle the GLR switch to ON.
Avamar mounts the image. Mounting the image might take some time.


b. In the hierarchical Domain tree, select VMs in the backup and browse to the files that you want to restore.


The Contents of Backup pane displays a list of files that are contained within the VMs inside the selected backup for
the restore.


c. In the right pane, select the files or folders to restore.


If you browse to a folder that contains more than 40,000 objects, only the first 40,000 objects are displayed. To access
all objects in the folder, restore the entire folder and its contents.


Do not select encrypted files and folders. The GLR restore fails when you select encrypted files and folders for restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


9. In the Destination Location pane, select Restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning.


Specify the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data:


● To type the file path, in the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore
the data and then click NEXT. For example: E:/vmrestore_dir/


● To select a location, perform the following steps:


a. In the Restore Location field, click CHOOSE.


The Choose restore location window is displayed.


b. In the Browse pane, select a location.


The chosen location is displayed in the Restore Location field.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


10. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


In the Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted list, select when to dismount the temporary file system:


● Dismount after restore completes
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options provides the complete list of plug-in options.


11. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


The restore writes the data to the target location in a folder named Recovered Items datetime, where datetime is the
day of the week, month, date, time, and year of the restore. For example, data that you restore on Tuesday March 11, 2014
at 3:13:56 p.m. restores to a folder named Recovered Items Tue Mar 11 03:13:56 2014.


12. In the Summay pane, review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Restore request initiated.
13. Copy and paste the restored files and folders from the folder in the temporary file system to the target location.


Setting a custom GLR timeout value
You can control how long the temporary file system for GLR remains mounted by setting a custom GLR timeout value. Set the
timeout value before you perform the GLR restore.


Steps


● To set the timeout value, log in as an administrator on the virtual machine or Windows computer that you use for GLR, and
then type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\avhypervglr --set-glr-timeout=n
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation folder and n is the timeout value in minutes. The minimum
value is 5, and the maximum value is 1440, which is equivalent to 24 hours.
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● To view the current timeout value, type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\avhypervglr --get-glr-timeout


Performing granular level recovery of application
databases
The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature can be used with the ItemPoint software to provide GLR for
Microsoft Exchange, SQL, and SharePoint databases.


Prerequisites


To perform this procedure:


● The supported Microsoft application (Exchange, SQL, or SharePoint) must be installed and configured in a guest VM on a
Hyper-V node or cluster.


● The Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS with the GLR feature must be installed on the Hyper-V node or cluster.
● ItemPoint and the Avamar plug-in for the application itself must be installed on the node that is used for GLR of the


application (Microsoft Exchange, SQL, or SharePoint) data. The Avamar plug-in documentation for the appropriate
application contains plug-in installation information.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets the requirements in "Restore requirements".


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows Hyper-V VSS server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the client that you want to restore.


5. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


6. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


7. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


● To restore to the original location, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


● To restore to a different client, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the target client.


○ To restore to shared storage in a cluster, specify the cluster client.
○ To restore to a local disk on a cluster node, specify the hostname of the physical node.


The client appears in the Destination Client field.


d. Click NEXT.


8. In the Backup Content pane, toggle the GLR switch to ON.


Avamar mounts the image. Mounting the image might take some time.
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9. On the target application VM for Microsoft Exchange, SQL, or SharePoint, open ItemPoint from the Microsoft Windows
Start menu:


a. Select Programs.
b. Select the ItemPoint folder appropriate for the application (for example, the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange


folder).
c. Select the ItemPoint program appropriate for the application (for example, the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange


program).


The Data Wizard opens at the Source Selection window.


10. In the Source Selection window:


a. Browse to the mount location of the VHD which was created by using the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS for GLR.


For example: C:\Program Files\avs\var\vmsql\
b. Browse to and select one of the following:


● For Microsoft SQL and SharePoint, select the .mdf and .ldf files.


For example:


○ C:\Program Files\avs\var\vmsql\Disk 0\Partition 1\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL12.HVSQL
\MSSQL\DATA\charan.mdf


○ C:\Program Files\avs\var\vmsql\Disk 0\Partition 1\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL12.HVSQL
\MSSQL\DATA\charan_log.ldf


● For Microsoft Exchange, select the .ebd file.


11. Proceed to complete the granular level recovery as described in the ItemPoint documentation for the appropriate application
plug-in.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup options
• Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options
• Hyper-V GLR plug-in options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup options
The following options are available for the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS when you perform an on-demand backup or when
you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.


Table 7. Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup options 


Option Description


Backup Level To perform incremental backups, select the Incremental. If Full is selected,
only full backups are performed. If Incremental is selected and no full backup
exists, a full backup is then performed.


Promote backup within virtual machine from
copy to full


Select the checkbox to promote the backup type from copy to full for the in-
guest shadow copy that occurs during an image-level backup.


During a full backup, the backup history of each file on the virtual machine
updates. The update process causes log truncation in some applications, such
as Microsoft Exchange.


A copy backup does not update the backup history of each file. The default
setting is to leave the checkbox clear and set the in-guest backup type to
copy. This setting prevents truncation of application logs on the virtual
machine.


Store backup on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server,
select the checkbox, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the
Data Domain system during the backup.


A
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Table 7. Hyper-V VSS plug-in backup options (continued)


Option Description


Enable multi-streaming To enable multi-streaming, which is parallel processing of backup jobs by using
multiple processors, select the checkbox, and then select the maximum
number of streams from the Maximum number of streams list.


Multi-streaming can improve system performance in environments with
multiple processors.


Maximum number of streams If you enable multi-streaming, select the maximum number of streams from
the list. Each stream requires a separate processor.


Group by If you enable multi-streaming, select the method that Avamar uses to group
data for multi-streaming:


● Select Virtual machine to create one stream for each virtual machine.
● Select Volume to create one stream for each CSV or SMB file share.


Exclude offline virtual machines from backup Select the checkbox to exclude offline virtual machines from the backup.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for
debugging.


Use caution when you select this option. The backup process creates large log
files.


Minutes to wait for application-consistent
snapshot to complete


Specify the number of minutes to wait for an application-consistent snapshot
to complete on nodes where the federated cluster client is not running.


The default value is 20 minutes. An application-consistent snapshot of
approximately 15 virtual machines on a node can complete in 20 minutes.


If the snapshot does not complete in the specified amount of time, then the
backup operation proceeds on the remaining cluster nodes and the backup
completes with exceptions.


This option only applies to the following cluster environments:


● Windows Hyper-V Server with virtual machine storage on SMB file shares
● Windows Hyper-V Server with virtual machine storage on CSV


Backup Targets Select one of the following virtual machines for RCT backups:


● All Virtual Machines
● Only CSV Virtual Machines
● Only SMB Virtual Machines


The default backup target is All Virtual Machines.


Snapshot Consistency Level The consistency level for snapshots in RCT backups can be Application
Consistent or Crash Consistent. The default is Application Consistent.


Perform Synthetic Full Backups Enables synthetic full backups. This checkbox is unselected by default.


Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options
The following options are available when you perform an image-level restore with the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.


Table 8. Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options 


Option Description


Allow virtual machine overwrite Select the checkbox to overwrite the virtual machine if an existing virtual
machine on the Hyper-V Server has the same GUID as the virtual machine that
you are restoring.
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Table 8. Hyper-V VSS plug-in restore options (continued)


Option Description


Encryption method from Data Domain
system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the Data DOmain
system and the client during the restore.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for
debugging.


Use caution when you select this option. The restore process creates large log
files.


Restore virtual machine with new GUID Select this option to restore a virtual machine with a new GUID. This is
applicable only for redirected restores from RCT backups. This option is not
selected by default.


Hyper-V GLR plug-in options
The following plug-in options are available when you perform granular level recovery for Hyper-V.


Table 9. Hyper-V GLR plug-in options 


Option Description


Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted Select when to automatically dismount the temporary file system from the virtual
machine or Windows client for GLR:


● Dismount after restore completes
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity


Restore folder where files are to be
restored


Type the path to the target folder for the folders and files for GLR.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the Hyper-V VSS plug-in CLI
• Command reference
• Specifying command line options
• CLI examples


Overview of the Hyper-V VSS plug-in CLI
The Hyper-V VSS plug-in enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the avhypervvss command instead of
Avamar Administrator to back up and restore Hyper-V data.


When you use the CLI to perform a backup or restore, specify the command options for the Hyper-V VSS plug-in binary at the
command prompt. The plug-in interacts with the avtar process to write backup data to or read backup data from the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system.


The avhypervvss binary is available in the C:\Program Files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the
Avamar client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt and change directory to the bin folder. Then type the command at the command
prompt.


Command reference
The avhypervvss command enables you to browse for Hyper-V data to back up or restore, perform the backup, or perform
the restore.


Synopsis


avhypervvss --operation={browse | backup | restore} [options]


Operations


The operation that you specify with the avhypervvss command controls the task that avhypervvss performs. Available
operations include browse, backup, and restore.


Supply one of the operations in the following table for the avhypervvss command by using the --operation option.


Table 10. Operations for the avhypervvss command 


Operation Description


browse Returns an alphabetic list of virtual machines on the Hyper-V Server that are
available for backup.


On a stand-alone server, the list includes only the virtual machine names. In a cluster,
the list includes the virtual machine names, resource names, and the current owner
node of the virtual machine.


The command results appear as standard output in the command window.


backup Performs an on-demand backup of the specified data.


B
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Table 10. Operations for the avhypervvss command (continued)


Operation Description


Include options with the backup operation to specify the data to back up, the
Avamar server for the backup, Avamar login credentials, a label for the backup, and
other options to control backup behavior.


restore Restores the specified data.


Include options with the restore operation to specify the data to restore, the
Avamar server for the restore, Avamar login credentials, the target location for the
restore, and other options to control restore behavior.


Options


The options that you specify with the avhypervvss command control browse, backup, and restore behavior. Some options are
available for multiple operations, such as the account options for connecting to the Avamar server. Other options apply only to
backups or restores.


Common options


Common options for the avhypervvss command are general options that are available for multiple operations.


The following common options are available for the avhypervvss command.


Table 11. Common avhypervvss options 


Option Description


--backup-type=type Internal use only.


--exclude-pluginid-list=string
--excludepluginids=string


Internal use only.


--version Displays the build version of the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V
VSS.


Account options


Account options for the avhypervvss command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for
backups and restores.


The following account options are available for the avhypervvss command.


Table 12. Account options for the avhypervvss command 


Option Description


--account=domain/client
--path=domain/client
--acnt=domain/client


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
client to back up or restore from by using the format domain/
client, where domain is the Avamar domain for the client, and
client is the name of the client computer.


--id=user Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
Avamar username for authentication.


NOTE: You can specify the values for the --id and --
account options simultaneously by specifying --
id=user@domain/client.
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Table 12. Account options for the avhypervvss command (continued)


Option Description


--password=password
--ap=password
--pswd=password


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
password for the Avamar account.


--server=Avamar_server
--hfsaddr=Avamar_server


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


Logging options


Logging options for the avhypervvss command enable you to specify the path and file name for the avhypervvss log file,
and to control how much information the plug-in writes to the log file.


The following logging options are available for the avhypervvss command.


Table 13. Logging options for the avhypervvss command 


Option Description


--informationals=n Sets the information level for status messages, where n is a
number such as 0, 1, 2.


--log Redirects and appends output to an alternative log file
specified by the --logfile option


--logfile=file Used with the --log option to specify the full path and file
name of the alternative log file.


--noinformationals Disables all status messages.


--nostdout Disables output to STDOUT. However, if you supply --log
and --logfile, then output still goes to the log file.


--nowarnings Disables warning messages.


--quiet Suppresses all debugging messages.


--verbose
--v


Enables all messages, including status and warning messages.


Browse options


There are no browse options for the avhypervvss command.


Backup options


Backup options for the avhypervvss command enable you to control backup behavior. Many of these options are the same as
the plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform an on-demand backup or create a dataset for
scheduled backups.


The following avhypervvss options are available for the backup operation.


Table 14. Backup options for the avhypervvss command 


Option Description


--[avtar]ddr-encrypt-strength={high | medium
| none}


When you store the backup on a Data Domain system, specify
the encryption method for data transfer between the client
and the Data Domain system during the backup.
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Table 14. Backup options for the avhypervvss command (continued)


Option Description


--brtype={full | incremental} Specifies whether the backup level should be full or
incremental.


--clusternode={node1(node1 IP address)} Specifies the node information in a federated cluster backup
flow. node1 IP address is the IP address being used for
running federated backup or recovery.


--ddr={true | false} Specifies whether to store the backup on a Data Domain
system instead of the Avamar server. To store the backup on
a Data Domain system, specify true, and then specify the
Data Domain system by using --ddr-index.


--ddr-index=n Specifies the index number (1, 2, 3, and so forth) of the Data
Domain system on which to store the backup. The index
number is assigned to the Data Domain system when you add
it to the Avamar server configuration.


--enable-incremental={true | false} Specifies whether incremental backups should be performed.
By default, incremental backups are enabled.


--exclude-offline-vms={true | false} Specifies whether to exclude offline virtual machines during
backup. To exclude offline virtual machines, specify true.


--excludelist=vm1,vm2,vm3 Excludes the specified virtual machines from the backup,
where vm1, vm2, and vm3 are the names of the virtual
machines to exclude.


To specify a unique virtual machine, use the format vm<guid>,
where vm is the virtual machine name and guid is the unique
GUID for the virtual machine.


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies backup expiration as a number of days from today or
an absolute timestamp.


--federated={true | false} Specify true to back up a high-availability virtual machine in
a federated cluster environment (Windows Hyper-V Server
CSV or Windows Hyper-V Server with SMB).


--incr-chain-threshold=n Specifies the number of incremental backups that will occur,
after which the backup is promoted to full. By default, after
38 incremental backups, the backup is promoted to full. To
specify that backups should be incremental forever, set this
option to 0.


--max-streams=n Specifies the maximum number of streams, where n is a value
between 2 and 10.


--multi-proxy=proxy_node1, proxy_node2 Specifies the short names of the proxy nodes to use in
Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with CSV and multiple
proxies. You can optionally specify the IP address for the node
after the short name of the node.


--parallel-type={by-target | by-volume} Specifies how to group streams:


● Specify by-target to group by virtual machine


● Specify by-volume to group by CSV or SMB share


--parallel={true | false} Specifies whether to use multi-streaming. To use multi-
streaming, specify true, and then specify values for the --
max-streams and --parallel-type options.


--promote-child-copy-to-full={true | false} Specifies whether to promote the backup type from copy to
full for the in-guest shadow copy that occurs during an image-
level backup:
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Table 14. Backup options for the avhypervvss command (continued)


Option Description


● Specify true to perform a full backup. During a full
backup, the backup history of each file on the virtual
machine updates. The update causes log truncation for
some applications, such as Microsoft Exchange.


● Specify false to perform a copy backup. The backup
history of each file does not update during a copy backup.
This value prevents truncation of application logs on the
virtual machine.


--retention-type=type
--retentiontype=type


Assigns advanced retention to the backup. Specify one of the
following values:


● none — Do not assign any retention type to this backup.
Treat the backup as a normal on-demand backup.


● daily — Designate this backup as a daily backup.


● weekly — Designate this backup as a weekly backup.


● monthly — Designate this backup as a monthly backup.


● yearly — Designate this backup as a yearly backup.


--vss-snapshot-timeout=minutes Specify the number of minutes to wait for an application-
consistent snapshot to complete on nodes where the
federated cluster client is not running.


The default value is 20 minutes. An application-consistent
snapshot of approximately 15 virtual machines on a node can
complete in 20 minutes.


If the snapshot does not complete in the specified amount of
time, then the backup operation proceeds on the remaining
cluster nodes and the backup completes with exceptions.


This option only applies to the following cluster environments:


● Windows Hyper-V Server with virtual machine storage on
SMB file shares


● Windows Hyper-V Server with virtual machine storage on
CSV


Restore options


Restore options for the avhypervvss command enable you to control restore behavior. Many of these options are the same as
the plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore.


The following avhypervvss options are available for the restore operation.


Table 15. Restore options for the avhypervvss command 


Option Description


--[avtar]ddr-encryption-strength={high |
medium | none}


When the backup is stored on a Data Domain system, specify
the encryption method for data transfer between the Data
Domain system and the client during the restore.


--allowoverwrite={true | false} Specify true to overwrite a virtual machine with the same
GUID during restore, if one exists on the target Hyper-V
Server.


A restore fails if you omit this option or if you specify --
allowoverwrite=false, in which there is a virtual
machine with the same GUID as a virtual machine that you are
restoring.
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Table 15. Restore options for the avhypervvss command (continued)


Option Description


--clusternode={node1(node1 IP address)} Specifies the node information in a federated cluster backup
flow. node1 IP address is the IP address being used for
running federated backup or recovery.


--federated={true | false} Specify true to restore a high availability virtual machine in a
federated cluster environment (Windows Hyper-V Server CSV
or Windows Hyper-V Server with SMB). The virtual machine
must be from a backup of a high availability virtual machine.


When you omit this option or set it to false, the virtual
machine is restored as a non-high availability machine to local
storage on the node where you run the command.


--labelnum=n Specifies the label number of the backup to restore.


--restore-destination={original | multiple |
single}


Specifies the target restore location using one of the following
values:


● original — The original Hyper-V Server.


● multiple — A different location. Specify the location by
using the --redirect option.


● single — Virtual machine files for manual provisioning.
Specify the location by using the --target option.


--redirect=string Specifies the new file system location for virtual machine files
when --restore-destination=multiple. The string
value contains the original file name and the target path and
file name:


--redirect=original_file=target_path\new_file


To restore multiple files to multiple different locations,
separate the string values with commas:


--redirect=original_file1= target_path1\new_file1,
original_file2=target_path2\ new_file2,original_file3=
target_path3\new_file3


To restore a file to its original location, specify only the original
file name:


--redirect=original_file


This option is not supported with the --federated option.


--target=path Specifies the path for the restored virtual machine files when
--restore-destination=single.


Help option


The --help option displays a list of available operations and options for the avhypervvss command. You can view all help
output for avhypervvss, or only the options for a specific operation.


The following command displays all help output for the avhypervvss command:


avhypervvss --help
The following command provides a list of options for the backup operation:


avhypervvss --help --operation=backup
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Specifying command line options
The method that you use to specify options for the avhypervvss command depends on the complexity of the command value
and the frequency with which you use the options.


Type options directly on the command line when you perform command line operations on an occasional basis or use a limited
set of simple options. Use a command file, option file, or environment variables when you frequently perform command line
operations or use a complex set of options.


The following methods are available for specifying options for the avhypervvss command:


● Type the individual options on the command line.
● List the options in the avhypervvss.cmd file, which is located in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where


C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar client installation folder. List each option on its own line, as shown in the following
example:


--debug
--logfile=avamarclient.log
--verbose=5


● Create an option file as a text file, and then specify the option file on the command line by using the --flagfile=path
option, where path is the full path and file name of the option file.


● Pass options to the CLI as environment variables. For example, if you specify AvamarServer=12.34.56.78 in the
environment variables, then you can specify the environment variable instead of the IP address of the Avamar server in the
command. This step is shown in the following example:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=%AvamarServer%
--id=AvamarAdmin --password=password
--path=/clients/hyperv-server


CLI examples
Review the avhypervvss command examples for details on how to use options to control browse, backup, and restore
behavior.


Example browse commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to browse different types of data in backups with the avhypervvss
command.


The following command returns a list of all local data that is available for backup on a stand-alone Hyper-V Server:


avhypervvss --operation=browse
Type the following command on the proxy node to return a list of all Hyper-V data that is available for backup on CSV in a
Windows Hyper-V Server cluster:


avhypervvss --operation=browse
Type the following command on the cluster node with the federated cluster client to return a list of all Hyper-V data that is
available for backup:


avhypervvss --operation=browse --federated=true
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Example backup commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of backups with the avhypervvss
command.


Backing up all Hyper-V data


To back up all Hyper-V data, specify the name of the Hyper-V Server by using the --path option.


Type the following command on the stand-alone Hyper-V Server named hyperv-server to back up all Hyper-V data and
store the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server


Backing up specific virtual machines


To back up specific virtual machines, run the command on the Hyper-V Server that owns the virtual machines. Specify the
virtual machine name and GUID in quotation marks (“ ”) in the command by using the format “name<guid>”. To specify multiple
virtual machines in a single backup, enclose each virtual machine name and GUID in a separate set of quotation marks.


In the examples in the following topics, run the commands on a stand-alone Hyper-V Server named hyperv-server. The
backup process stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78.


NOTE: The command to back up specific virtual machines is the same regardless of the operating system or type of virtual


machine storage. If the virtual machines are on shared storage in a cluster, then include the options that are described in


“Backing up Hyper-V data in a cluster”.


Backing up a single virtual machine


To back up the Windows-1 virtual machine, type the following command:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"


Backing up multiple virtual machines


To back up the Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines, type the following command:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Backing up Host Components


To back up Host Components, specify "Host Component". You cannot use the cluster client to back up Host Components in
a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB or CSV.


In the following examples, the backup process stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78.


Backing up Host Components on a stand-alone server


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to back up the Host Components:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server "Host Component"
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Backing up Host Components in a cluster with CSV


In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster, you can only back up the Host Components on the proxy node. Specify the physical node
name in the --path option, and specify “Host Component”.


Type the following command on the proxy node that is named hyperv-proxynode to back up Host Components on the node:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-proxynode "Host Component"


Backing up specific virtual machines and Host Components


To back up specific virtual machines and Host Components in a single backup on a stand-alone server, specify the virtual
machine name and GUID in quotation marks, and then specify “Host Component”. You cannot use a single backup set to
back up Host Components and virtual machines on shared storage in a cluster.


In the following examples, run the commands on a stand-alone Hyper-V Server named hyperv-server. The backup process
stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78.


Backing up specific virtual machines and Host Components


To back up the Host Components and the virtual machines named Windows-1 and Windows-2, type the following command:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server "Host Component"
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Backing up Hyper-V data in a cluster


To back up Hyper-V data in a cluster, specify the cluster client name by using the --path option. In a Windows Hyper-V Server
cluster with SMB or CSV, you must also specify --federated=true.


In the examples in the following topics, the backup process stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of
12.34.56.78.


Backing up Hyper-V data on a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB


To back up Hyper-V data on SMB file shares in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster, specify the federated cluster client as the
client to back up, and add the --federated=true option to the command.


Type the following command on the cluster node with the hyperv-SMBcluster federated cluster client to back up the
Windows-1 virtual machine on an SMB file share:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-SMBcluster --federated=true
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"


Backing up all Hyper-V data on a Windows Hyper-V Server with CSV


To back up Hyper-V data on CSV in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster, specify the federated cluster client as the client to back
up, and add the --federated=true option to the command.


Type the following command on the cluster node with the hyperv-CSVcluster federated cluster client to back up the
Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines on CSV in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-CSVcluster --federated=true
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"
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Backing up virtual machines with multi-streaming


To back up virtual machines with multi-streaming, specify the --parallel=true, --max-streams=n, and --parallel-
type={by-target | by-volume} options.


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to back up the Windows-1, Windows-2,
and Windows-3 virtual machines. This action is done by using a maximum of three streams, with one stream for each virtual
machine:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --parallel=true
--max-streams=3 --parallel-type=by-target
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"
"Windows-3<AFF22366-41A0-4AA7-A9A1-57618C79BCBC>"
Type the following command on the proxy node to back up the Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines, which are on
two separate CSVs in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster. This action is done by using the proxy cluster client that is named
hyperv-CSVcluster, with a maximum of two streams and one stream for each CSV:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-CSVcluster --parallel=true
--max-streams=2 --parallel-type=by-volume
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Backing up Hyper-V data to a Data Domain system


To store a backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, use the --ddr=true and --ddr-index=n options.
The value for --ddr-index is assigned to a Data Domain system when you add the Data Domain system to the Avamar
configuration by using Avamar Administrator.


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to back up the Windows-1 and
Windows-2 virtual machines. Store the backup on the Data Domain system with an index number of 1:


avhypervvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --ddr=true
--ddr-index=1 "Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Example restore commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of restores with the avhypervvss
command.


Restoring to the original location


To restore Hyper-V data to the original location on a Hyper-V Server, specify the name of the Hyper-V Server by using the --
path option and the label number of the backup by using the --labelnum option.


Specify also the --allowoverwrite=true option to overwrite any existing virtual machines with the restored virtual
machines. Otherwise, the restore fails.


Restoring all Hyper-V data to the original location


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to restore all Hyper-V data, including all
virtual machines and Host Components, to the original location. The backup label number is 33.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=33
-–allowoverwrite=true
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Restoring specific virtual machines to the original location


To restore specific virtual machines, specify the virtual machine name and GUID in quotation marks (“ ”) in the command by
using the format “name<guid>”. To specify multiple virtual machines in a single backup, enclose each virtual machine name and
GUID in a separate set of quotation marks.


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to restore the Windows-1 virtual
machine to the original location. The backup label number is 15.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=15
--allowoverwrite=true "Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server that is named hyperv-server to restore the Windows-1 and
Windows-2 virtual machines to the original location. The backup label number is 55.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=55
--allowoverwrite=true "Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Restoring Host Components to the original location


To restore Host Components, specify “Host Component”.


Type the following command on the Hyper-V Server named hyperv-server with Windows Hyper-V Server to restore the
Host Components to the original location. The backup label number is 85.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=85
"Host Component"


Restoring to the original location on a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB


To restore virtual machines to the original location on a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with SMB, specify the federated
cluster client as the client from which to restore. Specify the --federated=true option to restore the virtual machine as
highly available.


To restore the Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines to the original location, type the following command on the
cluster node with the hyperv-SMBcluster federated cluster client. The backup label number is 154.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-SMBcluster --labelnum=154
--allowoverwrite=true --federated=true
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Restoring to the original location on a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV


To restore virtual machines to the original location on a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with CSV, specify the federated
cluster client as the client from which to restore. Specify the --federated=true option to restore the virtual machine as
highly available.


To restore the Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines to the original location, type the following command on the
cluster node with the hyperv-CSVcluster federated cluster client. The backup label number is 109.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-CSVcluster --labelnum=109
--allowoverwrite=true --federated=true
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"
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Restoring to a different location


When you restore virtual machines to a different location, you can restore only one virtual machine at a time with a single
command. To restore multiple virtual machines, use multiple commands. Do not use special characters in the target path for the
restore. Do not restore the same source file to two different locations.


You can restore to a different location on the original Hyper-V Server or on a different Hyper-V Server. Run the restore
command on the target server for the restore.


Determining the original locations and file names


When you restore a virtual machine to a different location, you must specify the original location and file name of each file, as
well as the target folder and file name.


To view the source locations for files in a backup, type the following command:


avtar --hfsaddr=Avamar_server --id=user@domain/client
--password=password --path=/domain/client
--list --labelnum=n --view=redirect
where:


● Avamar_server is the hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.
● user@domain/client is the Avamar username for authentication.
● password is the password for the Avamar user account.
● /domain/client is the Avamar domain and name of the client.
● n is the label number of the backup.


Format for source and target locations and file names


To specify the original location and file name of each file, as well as the target folder and file name, use the following option
when you restore a virtual machine to a different location:


--redirect=original_file=target_path\new_file


For example:


--redirect=“C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks\W2K8R2.vhd=C:\Users\Public
\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks”
To restore multiple files to a different location, separate the values with commas, as shown in the following example:


--redirect="C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1\Windows-1=C:\ClusterStorage\Volume2\Alternate
\Windows-1,C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1\Windows-1\W2K8R2.vhd=C:\ClusterStorage
\Volume2\Alternate\Windows-1"


Requirements to restore to a different location in a cluster


You might not be able to perform a redirected restore of a virtual machine from one type of environment to another in the
following scenarios:


● An environment includes both stand-alone and clustered Hyper-V Servers.
● An environment includes clustered Hyper-V Servers with different operating systems and types of virtual machine storage


(CSV and SMB file shares).


Redirected restore requirements on page 48 provides details on supported scenarios.


To restore a virtual machine from a backup with a federated cluster client to a different location on shared storage in the
original cluster, add the --federated=true option to make the virtual machine highly available during the restore. The
federated cluster client applies to Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with SMB and Windows Hyper-V Server clusters with CSV.


After you restore a virtual machine to shared storage in a cluster from a backup of a stand-alone server, use Microsoft Cluster
Manager to make the virtual machine highly available.
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Restoring a virtual machine to a different location on the original server


To restore a virtual machine to a different location on the original Hyper-V Server, run the CLI on the original Hyper-V Server.


Type the following command to restore the Windows-1 virtual machine to the target locations in the table below. The backup
label number is 39.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=39
--allowoverwrite=true --restore-destination=multiple
--redirect="C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V\Windows-1=
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V\alternate\Windows-1,
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks\W2K8R2.vhd=
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks"
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"


Table 16. Source and target locations for redirected restore on the original server 


Source location on the original server Target location on the original server


C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\ Hyper-V
\Windows-1


C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V
\alternate\Windows-1


C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual
Hard Disks\W2K8R2.vhd


C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual
Hard Disks


Restoring a virtual machine to a different server


To restore a virtual machine to a different Hyper-V Server, run the CLI on the target Hyper-V Server.


Type the following command to restore the Windows-1 virtual machine to the target locations in the following table. The
backup label number is 39.


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=39
--allowoverwrite=true --restore-destination=multiple
--redirect="C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V\Windows-1=
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V\alternate\Windows-1,
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks\ W2K8R2.vhd=
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual Hard Disks"
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"


Table 17. Source and target locations for redirected restore to a different server 


Source location on the original server Target location on a different server


C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V
\Windows-1


C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Hyper-V
\alternate\Windows-1


C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual
Hard Disks\W2K8R2.vhd


C:\Users\Public\Documents\Hyper-V\Virtual
Hard Disks


Restoring virtual machine files for manual provisioning


To restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning, specify the --restore-destination=single and --target
options.


To restore from a backup on shared storage in a cluster, specify the cluster client in the --path option, even if you are
restoring to a stand-alone server.


To restore from a backup on a stand-alone server, specify the client name of the stand-alone server in the --path option, even
if you are restoring to a cluster.


NOTE: You do not need to specify the --federated=true option when you restore to or from a cluster. The --
federated=true option does not apply when you restore virtual machine files for manual provisioning.
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Restoring a virtual machine for manual provisioning


Type the following command on the target Hyper-V Server to restore the Windows-1 virtual machine to the L:\Windows-1
folder for manual provisioning on the target Hyper-V Server:


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=39
--restore-destination=single --target="L:\Windows-1"
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"


Restoring multiple virtual machines to the same folder for manual provisioning


Type the following command on the target Hyper-V Server to restore the Windows-1 and Windows-2 virtual machines to the
L:\Windows-1 folder for manual provisioning on the target Hyper-V Server:


avhypervvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--password=password --path=/clients/hyperv-server --labelnum=39
--restore-destination=single --target="L:\Windows-1"
"Windows-1<D0A1863D-A25C-4FE7-B383-3D78A9901208>"
"Windows-2<E0322387-67A0-4BF8-A9A1-57618C791DF6>"


Restoring multiple virtual machines to different folders for manual provisioning


On the target Hyper-V Server, type a separate command to restore each virtual machine for manual provisioning. Specify the
target path by using the --target option. Specify the --restore-destination=single option.


Restoring from a Data Domain system


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. You do not
need to specify the --ddr or -ddr-index options.
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Backup and Restore in SCVMM Environments


Topics:


• Overview of Avamar in SCVMM environments
• Backing up and restoring a VMM server
• Backing up and restoring a VMM host
• Backing up and restoring a VMM library server
• Backing up and restoring a VMM database server
• Disaster recovery of a VMM environment


Overview of Avamar in SCVMM environments
You can use Avamar to back up and restore components in an environment with Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine
Manager (SCVMM) or Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), including the VMM server, host, library server, and database server.


NOTE: The term VMM in this appendix refers to both SCVMM and VMM environments.


Backing up and restoring a VMM server
The VMM server is the hub of a VMM implementation through which all other VMM components interact.


Use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to back up and restore file system data on the VMM server. Use the
Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS to back up System State and critical disks. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
provides details.


If you install other VMM components, including the library server or the database server, on the VMM server, use the
instructions for those components for backups and restores.


Backing up and restoring a VMM host
The VMM host is a physical computer that hosts one or more virtual machines. VMM supports several types of virtualization
software, including Hyper-V and VMware, on a VMM host.


The Avamar plug-in that you use to back up a VMM host depends on the virtualization software:


● To back up and restore virtual machines on a VMM host with Hyper-V, use the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.
● To back up and restore virtual machines on a VMM host with VMware, implement one of the backup strategies that are


described in the Avamar for VMware User Guide.
● To back up and restore virtual machines on a VMM host with other supported virtualization software, use the Avamar Plug-


in for the Windows File System for file system data, and the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS for backups of System State
and critical disks. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides details.


Backing up and restoring a VMM library server
A VMM library is a catalog of resources that are not running or associated with a host. The library contains files that are stored
on library shares, as well as templates, operating system profiles, and hardware profiles stored in a VMM database.


The VMM server is the default library server. However, you also can configure separate VMM library servers. The VMM library
server can be a stand-alone server or a server in a cluster.
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Use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System or the Avamar Windows Cluster File Server plug-in, depending on the
environment, to perform file system backups of data on a VMM library server. To back up System State and critical disks, use
the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides details.


Backing up and restoring a VMM database server
A VMM database is a SQL Server database that contains VMM configuration information.


The VMM server is the default database server. However, you also can configure separate database servers. The VMM
database server can be a stand-alone server or a server in a cluster.


Use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up and restore the VMM database on either a stand-alone server or a server in
a cluster. Ensure that you back up the SCVMM database. The default name of the SCVMM database is MICROSOFT$VMM$. The
Avamar for SQL Server User Guide provides details on using the SQL Server plug-in for backups and restores of databases.


If the VMM database server is on a Hyper-V virtual machine, then use the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS to back up the
virtual machine. You do not need to install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on the guest
operating system.


Disaster recovery of a VMM environment


Steps


1. Recover the VMM server by using the bare metal recovery (BMR) steps in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


2. Recover the VMM library server:


a. Restore System State and critical disks by using the BMR steps in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
b. If necessary, install the Avamar Client for Windows.
c. Use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to restore the file system that is shared as the VMM library. The


Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


3. Recover the VMM database server:


a. Restore System State and critical disks by using the BMR steps in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
b. If necessary, install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.
c. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore the VMM database.


4. Recover VMM hosts:


a. Restore System State and critical disks by using the BMR steps in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.
b. Recover the rest of the VMM host files:


● To restore virtual machines on a VMM host with Hyper-V, use the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS.
● To restore virtual machines on a VMM host with VMware, use the steps in the Avamar for VMware User Guide.
● To restore virtual machines on a VMM host with other supported virtualization software, use the Avamar Plug-in for


the Windows File System for file system data. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides details.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Backup problems and solutions
• Restore problems and solutions


Backup problems and solutions
The following topics provide troubleshooting information for issues that can occur during backups with the Hyper-V VSS plug-in.


Browse request fails for cluster client


A Client refused browse request error might appear if you try to browse a cluster client for data to back up.


The error appears in the following situations:


● The Avamar cluster client is not functioning. Start the cluster client, and then continue with the backup.
● The Avamar cluster client is migrating from one cluster node to another. If this step is the case, then wait for the migration


to complete. Try to browse for data again.
● Another client is using the same IP address as the Avamar cluster client. This issue can occur if you specify the incorrect IP


address for the cluster client during configuration. The issue can also occur if you change the cluster client name without
first correctly deleting the registration for the client on the Avamar server. To resolve this issue, delete the client with the
incorrect IP address from the Avamar server.


Paused virtual machine is in a Saved State after backup


If a virtual machine is paused when a backup occurs, then the state changes to a Saved State after the backup. You can reset
the state of the virtual machine after the backup.


Virtual machines are skipped during backup


If a virtual machine is in a Cannot connect to virtual machine configuration storage state, then the virtual
machine is skipped during the backup. Resolve the issue that prevents the virtual machine from connecting to virtual machine
configuration storage, and then retry the backup.


Improving backup performance in Windows Hyper-V Server
clusters with CSV


Use the following strategies to improve performance when you use an Avamar proxy cluster client for image-level backups of
Hyper-V data on CSVs in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster:


● Maximize network bandwidth between the cluster nodes.
● Add one or more secondary proxy nodes to perform parallel backups and balance the backup load. Then allow the backup


process to automatically change CSV ownership during the backup to the proxy node that is performing the backup.
● Consider using a dedicated cluster node that does not actively host and manage virtual machines as the primary proxy node.


You can also use dedicated nodes for the secondary proxy nodes.
● When a proxy node is not the owner node of the CSV that it is backing up, the backup process must stream backup data


from the owner node to the proxy node before sending the backup to the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. As a
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result, backup performance depends on network performance between cluster nodes. Backups are faster and more efficient
when a proxy node owns the CSV and backup data streams directly from the proxy node to backup storage.


If the environment includes a single proxy node and you cannot add proxy nodes, you can manually move CSV ownership to the
proxy node. However, review the following considerations:


● Changing the ownership of a CSV to a single cluster node may negatively impact the performance of all virtual machines on
the CSV.


● The proxy node should be a robust physical node.
● The CSV owner node is responsible for file system metadata updates to the NTFS partition. The proxy node must have the


capacity to accommodate these updates for the CSVs.
● Ensure that the CSV is in a healthy state before you move ownership.
● The CSV must be online and in full access mode when you move ownership.


The Microsoft cluster documentation provides instructions for moving ownership of CSVs.


Avamar virtual client is registered to a different Avamar server and
backups fail


Standard Avamar plug-ins can be re-activated to a different server without uninstalling the clients first. To re-register the virtual
cluster client to a different server, uninstall the virtual client. Then rerun the Cluster Configuration Tool and select the new
server name.


Backup of Windows Hyper-V Server with SMB and non-SMB target
VMs is not supported


Due to an known issue with Microsoft Hyper-V, backup of SMB and non-SMB VMs fails. Microsoft KB article 2853422 contains
information about a hotfix for this problem.


Hyper-V federated backup and recovery in a multiple IP or multiple
NIC environment


When running a federated (CSV or SMB) backup or recovery in a multiple IP or multi-NIC environment, specify the node
information for the Hyper-V cluster:


1. Open the avhypervvss.cmd file for the cluster client in a text editor. The avhypervvss.cmd file is located in the
cluster client var folder that you specified in the Cluster Configuration Tool.


2. Add the following flags to the avhypervvss.cmd file:


--clusternode=Clusternode1(IP address)
--clusternode=Clusternode2(IP address) 


3. Save and close the file.


Virtual machine file path or name with special characters


● If the path of a virtual machine file contains an ampersand (&) or semi-colon (;), backup of the virtual machine fails
● If the name of a virtual machine contains a less than (< ), greater than (>), colon (:), double quote (""), forward slash (/),


back slash (\), pipe (|), question mark (?), or an asterisk (*), backup of the virtual machine fails


In the case of a failure, the following message is displayed:


Virtual machine 'spl_chars?*.,^$#@!%(){}[]';<F38BEE0A-1E3C-4127-8DCE-0B1D73444E82>' 
has one or more unsupported characters '<>:"/\|?*' in the Virtual Machine name or 
'&;' in the Virtual Machine file paths and will not be backed up with image level 
backup
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● If the name of a virtual machine ends with .., GLR browse fails with the following error:


Failed to browse the directory '\\?\Volume{c90bf39d-984a-11e7-80fd-3c08f66088b1}\*', 
no file were found


Mixed cluster environments not supported


Mixed environments of clustered Hyper-V server 2016 and 2012 R2 are not supported.


Backups with mixed absolute and relative paths will fail


Backups that contain VMs that have both absolute and relative paths will fail.


When selecting VMs for backups, if one or more VM uses an absolute path, and one or more VM uses a relative path (for
example, one VM uses the absolute path C:\VM-Data-01\Fixed-VM1 and another VM uses the relative path Fixed-VM2),
the backup will fail with an error similar to the following:


avtar Error <8012>: Error in path list: Path arguments must all be absolute or all 
relative (as indicated by first argument), but not both. 


To workaround this issue, make sure you always use absolute paths for VMs, or always use relative paths.


Incremental backups


If you use the flag --enable-incremental=false after running few incremental backups, then you must manually merge
the recovery checkpoints that were created during the previous incremental backups before starting a new backup with this
flag.


Backups failing when Data Domains are switched between
consecutive backups


When you switch to another Data Domain during a subsequent backup, avtar is not able to locate backup history and gives an
error avtar Error <5195>: Path ".system_info\HyperVBackupHistoryInfo.xml" not found in
backup. (Exception looking up '.system_info\HyperVBackupHistoryInfo.xml'). To mitigate this error
add the following flag to avhypervvss.cmd file in primary var folder:


--force-backup-history-reset=true


Once the current backup passes after addition of this flag, remove the flag and proceed normally.


Restore problems and solutions
The following topics provide troubleshooting information for issues that can occur during image-level restores with the Hyper-V
VSS plug-in.


Browse request fails for a cluster client


A Client refused browse request error might appear if you try to browse a cluster client for data to restore.


The error appears in the following situations:


● The Avamar cluster client is not functioning. Start the cluster client, and then continue with the backup.
● The Avamar cluster client is migrating from one cluster node to another. If this is the case, then wait for the migration to


complete. Try to browse for data again.
● Another client is using the same IP address as the Avamar cluster client. This issue can occur if you specify the incorrect IP


address for the cluster client during configuration. This issue can also occur if you change the cluster client name without
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first correctly deleting the registration for the client on the Avamar server. To resolve this issue, delete the client with the
incorrect IP address from the Avamar server.


Access denied error when restoring a cluster


If a cluster backup is being restored to the same or a different cluster, and an access denied error is seen in the log file, ensure
that the HyperV server that is initiating the restore has been added to the Backup Operator group on all the HyperV servers of
the cluster.


SMB file share requirements on page 26 contains further information about the Backup Operator group.


Virtual machine fails to start after redirected restore


If you restore a virtual machine to a different Hyper-V Server and you cannot start the virtual machine because it remains in a
Saved State, delete the Saved State files and restart the virtual machine.


This issue can occur when the Integration Components (IC) version for the backup Hyper-V Server and the guest virtual
machine do not match. To prevent this issue, ensure that the IC versions on the Hyper-V Server and virtual machine match.


Virtual machine configuration file is hidden after restore


If you specify the default location when you create a virtual machine, and then you restore the virtual machine as files for
manual provisioning, the configuration XML file for the virtual machine restores as a hidden file.


To view the file, select the option in Windows Explorer to show hidden files.


Restored virtual machine fails to start after live migration


After you restore a virtual machine with a snapshot to a different Hyper-V Server on a CSV, you can start the virtual machine by
applying the snapshot from the CSV node that runs the master agent. The virtual machine does not start if you apply the
snapshot after a live migration of the virtual machine to another CSV node.


In the virtual machine settings, update the network adapter to a valid adapter in the host, and restart the virtual machine.


If you cannot perform the live migration after restoring the virtual machine to a different Hyper-V Server on a CSV, turn off the
virtual machine before you perform the live migration.


Conflict between Hyper-V host and guest backup application


If you install backup applications on a Hyper-V virtual machine and perform image-level backups with the Hyper-V VSS plug-in,
then the two backups may conflict.


To work around this issue, exclude virtual machines with backup applications from image-level backups.


Restore takes a long time when restoring virtual machines on
multiple CSVs in an environment with multiple proxies


When you restore multiple virtual machines on multiple CSVs in an environment with multiple proxies, the restore might take a
long time.


To improve restore performance, ensure that the primary proxy node is the owner of the CSV to which you restore the virtual
machines.
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Redirected restore of VMs shown as failed in Avamar Administrator


When a backup is attempted immediately after one or more VHDs attached to the VM are removed from the VM configuration,
redirected restore of VMs will be shown as failed in Avamar Administrator. However, the restore will then be successful.


When one or more VHDs are removed from the VM configuration, the VHD file list corresponding to the removed VHDs is not
immediately excluded from the Hyper-V VSS Writer metadata after the removal operation. Because of this option, the VHD files
for the removed disk are still being backed up by the Hyper-V plug-in. These VHD files are not part of any active VHD chain that
is attached to the VM at the time of backup, resulting in subsequent restores being reported as failed.


The solution to this problem is to ignore the reported assertions, verify that the VM starts correctly after the restore operation,
and restart Hyper-V VSS Writer before next backup
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A


application-consistent backup
A type of backup where the virtual machine is online and is VSS capable. Microsoft Integration Components must be installed on
the guest operating system. VSS runs in the guest operating system and freezes the operating system and the state of all
applications for the backup.


avagent
The name of the client agent process.


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


avhypervvss
The command-line interface for the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS. You can use avhypervvss to perform on-demand
image-level backups and restores of Hyper-V data.


avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


B


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


bare metal recovery (BMR)
The process of restoring data from a backup to recover a computer system from “bare metal,” or without previously installed
software or operating system.


C


child partition


A logical hard drive division in the Microsoft Hyper-V environment that runs an isolated operating system.


The VMware equivalent of child partition is guest OS.


See also guest operating system, virtual machine


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.
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client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


cluster
Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same software and data, that operate and appear to
clients as if they are a single unit. A cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing high
availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware or software failures.


Cluster Configuration Tool
Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


clustered disk failover model


The original Hyper-V failover model uses clustered disks. Each virtual machine is configured as a failover resource. VHD and
configuration files are stored on clustered disks. The clustered disks are in the failover group for the virtual machine.


The VMware equivalent of clustered disk failover model is VMware File System (VMFS).


cluster shared volumes (CSV)


A shared disk that contains an NTFS volume that is accessible for read and write operations by all nodes within the cluster. A
virtual machine stored on CSV can change ownership from one node to another.


The VMware equivalent of CSV is clustered disk.


Cluster VSS Writer
In a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machine storage on CSV, the Cluster VSS Writer reports components for
backup for virtual machines that are owned by nodes other than the proxy node.


crash-consistent backup


A type of backup where the virtual machine is offline or where Integration Components are not installed. The virtual machine is
paused before shadow copy creation and resumed after shadow copy creation.


This type of backup is also called an image-level Saved State or offline backup.


CSV Shadow Copy Provider
The VSS provider that performs the snapshot for virtual machines that are owned by nodes other than the proxy node in a
Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machine storage on CSV.


D


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


dynamic VHD (DVHD)


A virtual hard disk that grows in size as needed. This type of virtual hard disk starts as a 3 KB .vhd file and can grow as large as
the maximum size specified when the file was created.


The VMware equivalent of DVHD is dynamic disk (thin provisioned disk).
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F


federated cluster client
A virtual client that runs on a cluster node in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machine storage on SMB file shares
or a Windows Hyper-V Server with virtual machine storage on CSV. The federated cluster client communicates with the Avamar
server to perform backups and restores of virtual machines in the cluster, regardless of which node is managing the virtual
machine at the time of the operation.


File Server for general use
A type of clustered file server where the file server, and therefore all shares associated with the file server, are online on one
node at a time. A cluster configuration with this type of storage is sometimes referred to as active-passive or dual-active. File
shares associated with this type of clustered file server are called clustered file shares.


fixed-size virtual hard disk


A virtual hard disk with a fixed size. The disk space for the specified fixed size is allocated when the disk is created. The size of
the disk does not change when you add or delete data.


The VMware equivalent of fixed-size virtual hard disk is fixed disk (thick provisioned disk).


G


granular level recovery (GLR)
The ability to restore individual mailboxes, mail folders, or messages from a database backup.


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


guest backup and restore
A backup and restore architecture where an Avamar file system client and optionally, an Avamar application plug-in, run on the
guest operating system of a virtual machine. You perform individual backups of each virtual machine.


guest operating system


The operating system on a virtual machine.


The VMware equivalent of guest operating system is guest OS.


GUID
The globally unique identifier of a virtual machine.


H


Host Components
Description files that contain the authorization store for Hyper-V. The files also contain a description of the host resource type
XML files.


Hyper-V (hypervisor)
A layer of software that exists above the hardware and below one or more operating systems. The Hyper-V software creates
partitions to provide isolated execution environments. The Hyper-V software also manages access to hardware resources for
each partition.


Hyper-V Manager


An MMC snap-in for managing the Hyper-V role on both local and remote Hyper-V Servers. Management functions include
virtual network management, virtual machine provisioning and management, and virtual hard disk provisioning and management.


The VMware equivalent of Hyper-V Manager is vCenter.


Hyper-V VSS Writer


The VSS writer that enables creation of image-level backups of virtual machines by using Integration Components.
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The VMware equivalent of the Hyper-V VSS Writer is VADP (VMware API for Data Protection).


I


image-level backup and restore
A backup and restore architecture where you install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Hyper-V VSS on
the management operating system of the Hyper-V Server. You can perform backups of multiple virtual machines and the Host
Components simultaneously.


Initial Store


An XML file on the management operating system that contains role-based security configuration details for Hyper-V.


Integration Components
A collection of services and software drivers that maximize performance and provide a better user experience within a virtual
machine. Integration services are only available through Integration Components for supported guest operating systems.


L


live migration


A Hyper-V feature that enables you to transparently move running virtual machines from one node of a failover cluster to
another node in the same cluster without a dropped network connection or perceived downtime.


The VMware equivalent of live migration is VMotion.


M


Management Console Server (MCS)
The MCS provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also
runs the server-side processes that the Avamar Administrator graphical management console uses.


management operating system (management OS)


The operating system on the physical machine when the Hyper-V role is enabled. After installing the Hyper-V role, this operating
system is moved into the parent partition. The management operating system automatically starts when you reboot the physical
machine.


The management operating system runs in a special kind of virtual machine that can create and manage the virtual machines
that are used to run workloads and different operating systems.


The management operating system provides management access to the virtual machines and an execution environment for the
Hyper-V services. The management operating system also provides the virtual machines with access to the hardware resources
that it owns.


The VMware equivalent of the management OS is ESX server.


manual provisioning
The process of importing restored virtual machine files to create a virtual machine in Hyper-V Manager, or of attaching restored
virtual machine files to an existing virtual machine.


metadata
Hash information that identifies stored subfile information for deduplication, and is required to revert deduplicated client backup
data to the normal nondeduplicated format.


multi-streaming
The process of backing up or restoring data using multiple parallel data streams. Multi-streaming enables you to improve backup
and restore performance in most environments.


N


Natively Attached iSCSI
Natively Attached iSCSI enables guest operating systems to attach iSCSI devices without knowledge of the parent operating
system.
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P


parent partition


The partition for the management operating system on a Hyper-V Server.


The VMware equivalent of the parent partition is Service Console (ESX Server).


partition
A logical unit of isolation, supported by the hypervisor, in which operating systems execute. A hypervisor instance must have at
least one parent partition. The virtualization stack runs in the parent partition and has direct access to the hardware devices.
The parent partition then creates the child partitions, which host the guest operating systems.


pass-through SCSI


Pass-through SCSI enables the guest OS to directly attach to physical SCSI disks. The physical SCSI disks that can be attached
are visible to the SCSI controller in the management OS.


The VMware equivalent of pass-through SCSI is raw device mapping (RDM).


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


proxy cluster client
A virtual client that runs on a single node (the proxy node) in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machine storage on
CSV. The proxy cluster client communicates with the Avamar server to perform backups and restores of virtual machines on
CSV, regardless of which node is managing the virtual machine at the time of the operation.


proxy node
The node with the proxy cluster client in a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster with virtual machine storage on CSV.


See also proxy cluster client


R


redirected restore
The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location where the backup occurred.


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


Saved State


A manner of storing a virtual machine so that it can resume quickly (similar to a hibernated laptop). When you place a running
virtual machine in a Saved State, Virtual Server and Hyper-V stop the virtual machine, write the data that exists in memory to
temporary files, and stop the consumption of system resources. Restoring a virtual machine from a Saved State returns it to the
same condition it was in when its state was saved.


The VMware equivalent of Saved State is virtual machine working location.
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Scale-Out File Server (SOFS)
A type of clustered file server in Windows Hyper-V Server that lets you store server application data, such as Hyper-V virtual
machine files, on file shares. All file shares are online on all nodes simultaneously. File shares associated with this type of
clustered file server are called scale-out file shares. A cluster configuration with this type of storage is sometimes referred to as
active-active.


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


Server Core
A scaled back version of a Microsoft Windows server, where no Windows Explorer shell is installed. You perform all configuration
and maintenance entirely through a command line interface, or by connecting to the machine remotely using Microsoft
Management Console.


Server Manager
A Windows tool for installing, configuring, and managing server roles and features. You can enable and configure the Hyper-V
role by using Server Manager.


Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file shares
File shares that use the SMB 3.0 protocol. You can store virtual machines on SMB 3.0 file shares for a stand-alone Windows
Hyper-V Server or for a Windows Hyper-V Server cluster.


shadow copy volume


A backup volume created through VSS.


The VMware equivalent for shadow copy volume is VMware API for Data Protection (VADP).


System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM)


A Microsoft tool for managing large numbers of virtual servers.


The VMware equivalent for SCVMM is vSphere.


V


virtual hard disk (VHD) files


The file format for a virtual hard disk, which is the storage medium for a virtual machine. A VHD file can reside on any storage
topology that the management operating system can access, including external devices, storage area networks, and network-
attached storage. The file extension is .vhd.


The VMware equivalent for VHD files is VMDK files.


virtualization server


A physical computer with the Hyper-V role installed. This server contains the management operating system and provides the
environment for creating and running virtual machines. Sometimes referred to as a server running Hyper-V.


The VMware equivalent for virtualization server is ESX server.


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.


virtual machine configuration
The virtual machine configuration is the hardware configuration for the virtual machine, including number of CPUs, memory size,
network adapter, disk controller, and virtual disks.


virtual machine snapshot
A file-based snapshot of the state, disk data, and configuration of a virtual machine at a specific point in time. A virtual machine
snapshot is not the same as a shadow copy volume.


Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)
A technology in Microsoft Windows that enables manual or automatic backup copies or snapshots of data, even if there is a lock
on the data, on a specific volume at a specific point in time over consistent intervals. VSS is implemented as a Windows service
called the Volume Shadow Copy service.
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VSS requestor
A backup application that uses the VSS API to request the services of VSS to create and manage shadow copy volumes. The
Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS is a VSS requestor.


VSS writer
A process that provides metadata about application data for backup, and specific methods for correctly handling components
and applications during backup and restore. A VSS writer also identifies the type of application or service in the backup, such as
System Boot or System Services. A VSS writer does not play a role in backing up the file system.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install Avamar in a Sybase environment, and how to back
up and restore Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE) databases.


Audience
This document is intended for the following users:


l System administrators who are responsible for installing software and maintaining
servers and clients on a network


l Sybase database administrators (DBAs) who are responsible for backing up and
maintaining Sybase databases


Readers of this document must be familiar with the following topics:


l Sybase terminology and concepts, especially those related to Sybase database
backup and recovery


l Backup and recovery procedures


l Disaster recovery procedures


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following Dell EMC publications provide additional information:


l E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide


l Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


l Avamar for Windows Server User Guide


l Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide


l Avamar Product Security Guide
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l Avamar Release Notes


The following additional documentation may be useful:


l Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE) documentation


l Sybase ASE backup and recovery documentation


Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”
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Table 1 Typographical conventions (continued)


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Architecture....................................................................................................... 16
l Backup................................................................................................................19
l Restore and recovery.........................................................................................25
l Concurrent backups and restores...................................................................... 28
l Password-protected database backups and restores.........................................29
l Database backup and restore verification.......................................................... 29
l Database consistency checks............................................................................ 30
l Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts......................................................... 30
l Internationalization (I18N).................................................................................. 31
l Multi-streaming.................................................................................................. 31
l Multi-striping..................................................................................................... 32
l Client logs and caches........................................................................................32
l Sybase ASE 15.7.x support.................................................................................33
l Cumulative dump/load support.......................................................................... 33
l Sybase ASE network password encryption........................................................ 33
l Software processes........................................................................................... 33
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Architecture
The Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE (Sybase plug-in) is software that works with the
Avamar server and client software. The Sybase plug-in provides deduplication backup
and recovery for Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE) data. A Sybase ASE server
is the only type of Sybase database server that the Sybase plug-in supports.


You must install the Sybase plug-in on an Avamar client host that is a Sybase ASE
server. The Sybase plug-in works with Sybase ASE server software and the
components of an Avamar system to back up and restore Sybase databases and
transaction logs. The Sybase plug-in serves as a backup module. An Avamar server or
(optionally) Data Domain system serves as a backup storage device.


You must deploy the Sybase plug-in in an Avamar client or server system in a network
environment. The Avamar server stores and manages client backups in a deduplicated
format. The Sybase server host is an Avamar client that accesses the Avamar server
for backup and restore services.


An Avamar server can optionally use a Data Domain system as a storage device for
backup and restore operations. Data Domain system support on page 18 provides
details.


You can use the Avamar Administrator or the AUI to remotely administer an Avamar
system from a supported Windows or Linux computer.


Note


The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Stand-alone configuration
You can deploy the Sybase plug-in in a stand-alone configuration on one of the
supported operating systems.


Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase provides details on system
requirements, including supported operating systems.


You must install the following software on the Sybase server host:


l Platform-specific Avamar client


l Sybase ASE server


l Avamar Plug-in for Sybase


The following figure shows a stand-alone configuration that uses the Sybase plug-in to
back up or restore Sybase data to or from an Avamar server or a Data Domain system.
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Figure 1 Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in a stand-alone configuration
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High-availability cluster configurations
You can also deploy the Sybase plug-in in a high-availability active/passive cluster
configuration on a Solaris operating system. This type of cluster comprises multiple
hosts (nodes) connected by a SCSI bus attached to a shared storage system. If a
failure occurs on the primary node, the cluster software can automatically switch the
failed application service to a surviving host in the cluster.


You configure the backup or restore operations for the virtual cluster host. The
operations run on the active node in an active/passive cluster environment.


NOTICE


If a backup or restore operation is running during a failover, the operation fails. You
must restart a failed backup or restore manually on the new active node.


The E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome provides details
about the supported cluster versions.


Solaris Cluster configurations
The Sybase plug-in supports two-node active/passive Solaris Cluster configurations
on Solaris.


In an active/passive Solaris Cluster configuration, the resource group is online on the
active node until a failover occurs. Then the resource group comes online on the
passive node. You can run backups and restores from the active node.
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Veritas Cluster Server configurations
The Sybase plug-in supports two-node active/passive Veritas Cluster Server (VCS)
configurations on Solaris. In an active/passive VCS configuration, the service group is
online on the active node until a failover occurs. Then the service group comes online
on the passive node. You can run backups and restores from the active node.


Data Domain system support
The Sybase plug-in supports backups to and restores from a Data Domain system. The
Sybase plug-in stores the backup data on the Data Domain system, and stores backup
metadata on the Avamar server. The Avamar server manages the backups.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, you must add the Data
Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using Avamar Administrator or the
AUI. Then you select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform
an on-demand backup or when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can
also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a Data Domain
system.


If you specify a Data Domain system as the backup destination, then the Sybase plug-
in backs up all the Sybase data to that destination. You cannot back up part of the
data to a Data Domain system and another part of the data to an Avamar server during
a single backup.


You must store the full backup for a client and all subsequent incremental and
cumulative backups on either the Avamar server or a single Data Domain system. The
Sybase plug-in does not support the following scenarios:


l Full backup on a Data Domain system and incremental/cumulative backups on an
Avamar server


l Full backup on the Avamar server and incremental/cumulative backups on a Data
Domain system


l Full backup on one Data Domain system and incremental/cumulative backups on
another Data Domain system


If you change the device on which backups for a client are stored, you must perform a
full backup before you perform any further incremental or cumulative backups.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar
server or a Data Domain system. The restore process determines the location of the
backup and restores the backup.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about
Data Domain systems in an Avamar environment, including detailed steps to add a
Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Multiple Sybase versions and instances on the same host
The Sybase plug-in supports the use of other Avamar plug-in software on the same
host.


The Sybase plug-in supports multiple Sybase versions on the same Sybase server
host. The plug-in also supports multiple Sybase instances as long as the Sybase
instances use different names. For example, the Sybase plug-in does not support the
following scenario on the same host:


l Sybase ASE 15.5 has an instance named TESTSYBASE1.


l Sybase ASE 15.7 has an instance named TESTSYBASE1.
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Note


The Sybase plug-in supports the scenario where both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of
Sybase are installed on the same host on 64-bit Linux or 64-bit Windows. You must
install the 32-bit Sybase plug-in package on the 64-bit Linux or the 64-bit Sybase
plug-in installer on 64-bit Windows.


Backup
The Sybase plug-in supports specific features for Sybase backups:


l Backup processes describes the processes in Sybase plug-in backups to an
Avamar server.


l The Sybase plug-in also supports backups to a Data Domain system as described
in Data Domain system support on page 18.


l Multi-streaming describes how to backup or restore multiple databases in parallel
to improve performance.


l Multi-striping describes how to backup multiple parts of each database in parallel
to improve backup and restore performance.


Complete backup protection
For the complete protection of a Sybase ASE server system, a viable backup strategy
must include regular backups of the Sybase database data, transaction logs, and
database configuration files.


You require the backups for the following reasons:


l Without database backups, you cannot restore a database at all.


l Without transaction logs, you can restore a database only to the time of the last
consistent backup, but you cannot recover the database to an arbitrary point-in-
time after that backup.


l Without the configuration files, you cannot recover the database setup.


To prepare a Sybase server environment for disaster recovery, perform regular
scheduled backups of Sybase server instances, databases, and transaction logs.


Perform the following additional tasks to prepare for disaster recovery:


l Keep up-to-date printouts of the Sybase system tables.


l Keep up-to-date printouts of the scripts for disk init and create databases.


l Do not store user databases or any databases other than master, tempdb, model,
and sybsystemdb on the master device.


l Back up the master database after performing actions such as initializing database
devices, creating or altering databases, or adding a new server login.


The appropriate Sybase documentation provides more details.


Basic backup features
The Sybase plug-in supports online backups, scheduled and on-demand backups, full,
cumulative, and incremental backups, and truncation backups.


The details of the supported backup types are as follows:


l Online backups—The Sybase plug-in backs up an online Sybase ASE database
without requiring any down time.
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NOTICE


The Sybase plug-in does not perform offline backups of Sybase data.


l Scheduled and on-demand backups—The Sybase plug-in supports both scheduled
backups that run automatically and on-demand backups that you initiate.


l Full, cumulative, and incremental backups—The Sybase plug-in can back up all the
Sybase databases on a server, specific databases, or specific transaction logs,
with truncation of the logs.


l Truncation backups—The Sybase plug-in can truncate the logs of one or more
Sybase databases. A truncation backup is a tool for ad-hoc database management
only.


NOTICE


The Sybase plug-in does not back up any type of temporary Sybase database.


Scheduled backups compared with on-demand backups
The Sybase plug-in supports scheduled backups and on-demand (manual) backups.


The Avamar server automatically runs a scheduled backup according to Avamar policy
settings that you configure for a group of one or more Avamar clients.


You can run an on-demand backup by using one of the following methods:


l You can use the Avamar Administrator or the AUI to specify the required backup
options and start the backup.


l You can manually run the avsybase command with the required command line
options on the Sybase server host.


Full, cumulative, and incremental backups
The Sybase plug-in performs Sybase full-level, cumulative-level, and incremental-level
backups. A single backup process can back up databases or logs on only one Sybase
server at a time.


Full backups
A full backup backs up all the data in one or more databases on a Sybase server:


l A full backup can back up all the databases on the Sybase server, including the
transaction logs for each database.


l A full backup can back up one or more databases on the Sybase server, including
the transaction logs for each database.


With a regular type of Sybase database, the database data and log data are stored in
separate Sybase devices.


The Sybase plug-in supports full backups of the following non-regular types of Sybase
databases in the same way as full backups of a regular Sybase database:


l In-memory database—A database that only exists in memory and never writes
data to a disk.


l Relaxed-durability database—A database that only commits transactions when the
database is shut down.


l Mixed log and data database—A database that stores the database data and log
data in the same Sybase device.
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l Read-only database—A database that can only be read. You cannot commit new
data to a read-only database.


Sybase documentation provides details on all the supported types of databases.


By default, the Sybase plug-in truncates the logs of mixed log and data databases
after a full backup to prevent the logs from becoming completely full. The Sybase
plug-in does not truncate the logs of regular databases after a full backup but
truncates the logs after an incremental backup. Incremental backups provides details.


Full backups of different types of Sybase databases


The following table shows the default result of a full backup performed through either
the CLI or Avamar Administrator for the different types of Sybase databases.


Table 2 Default result of full backup for different database types


Type of Sybase database Default result of full backup


Regular database (separate data and log files) Backs up database, does not truncate logs


In-memory database Backs up database, truncates logs


Relaxed-durability database Backs up database, truncates logs


Mixed log and data database Backs up database, truncates logs


Read-only database Backs up database, does not truncate logs


Cumulative backups
A cumulative backup is a backup of a database that backs up all pages in a database
that have changed since the last full backup.


During a cumulative backup, the Sybase plug-in can back up:


l All changed pages for all databases on the Sybase server, including both data
pages and log pages.


l All changed pages for one or more databases on the Sybase server, including both
data pages and log pages.


With regular Sybase databases, the database data and log data are stored on separate
Sybase devices. The Sybase plug-in supports cumulative backups of the following
non-regular types of Sybase databases in the same way that cumulative backups of
regular Sybase databases are supported:


l In-memory databases — Databases that only exist in memory and never write data
to a disk.


l Relaxed-durability databases — Databases that only commit transactions when
the database is shut down.


l Mixed log and data databases — Databases that store the database data and log
data on the same Sybase device.


l Read-only databases — Databases that can only be read. You cannot commit new
data to a read-only database.


Sybase documentation provides details on all the supported types of databases.


The Sybase plug-in does not truncate the logs of any databases after a cumulative
backup. A cumulative backup cannot be performed on the master database.
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Cumulative backups of different types of Sybase databases


The following table shows the default result of a cumulative backup performed
through either the CLI or Avamar Administrator for the different types of Sybase
databases.


Table 3 Default result of cumulative backup for different database types


Type of Sybase database Default result of incremental backup


Regular database (data and log are in
separate Sybase devices)


Backs up changed pages, does not truncate
logs


In-memory database Backs up changed pages, does not truncate
logs


Relaxed-durability database Backs up changed pages, does not truncate
logs


Mixed log and data database Backs up changed pages, does not truncate
logs


Read-only database Backs up changed pages, does not truncate
logs


Incremental backups
During an incremental backup, the Sybase plug-in backs up one or more transaction
logs, not the Sybase databases. An incremental backup backs up the transaction log in
a single database and, by default, truncates the inactive portion of the log after the
backup.


NOTICE


If a full backup of the database has not been performed previously, the Sybase plug-in
performs a full backup of the database instead of an incremental backup.


The Sybase plug-in does not support an incremental backup in the following cases:


l A full backup of the database has not been performed previously.


l The database is an in-memory, relaxed-durability, mixed log and data, or read-only
database.


l The first page of the database is in the bounds of a data-only disk fragment.


l The truncate log on checkpoint option is selected.


l Unlogged writes have occurred on the database.


l A truncation backup (truncate_only or no_log) was performed on the database.


Sybase documentation provides details on all the supported database types and the
cases where an incremental (log) backup is not supported.


NOTICE


If the Sybase plug-in does not support an incremental backup, then the Sybase plug-in
promotes the incremental backup to a full backup.
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Incremental backups of different types of Sybase databases


The following table shows the default result of an incremental backup performed
through either the CLI or Avamar Administrator for the different types of Sybase
databases.


Table 4 Default result of incremental backup for different database types


Type of Sybase database Default result of incremental backup


Regular database (data and log are in
separate Sybase devices)


Backs up logs, truncates logs


In-memory database Backs up database, truncates logs


Relaxed-durability database Backs up database, truncates logs


Mixed log and data database Backs up database, truncates logs


Read-only database Backs up database, does not truncate logs


Truncation backups
The Sybase plug-in can perform a truncation backup to truncate the logs of one or
more databases without performing a log backup.


By default, the Sybase plug-in performs a full database backup after a truncation
backup because the truncated portion of the logs might not have been backed up. If
the truncated database was lost before the next regular backup, those log
transactions would not be recoverable. To skip the full backup after a log truncation,
you can use the CLI option --no-backup.


Note


Do not include a truncation backup as part of a regular on-demand backup or
scheduled backup that is performed through Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or
through cron jobs. A truncation backup is a tool for ad-hoc database management
only.


The Sybase plug-in supports two types of truncation backups, truncate_only and
no_log:


l A truncate_only backup or regular truncation backup truncates the log without
performing a log backup. Use a truncate_only backup for mixed log and data
databases where the data and transaction logs are stored in the same file. You
cannot perform transaction log backups on mixed log and data databases.
However, the logs of such databases must be truncated before the logs become
full.


l A no_log backup is similar to a regular truncation backup except the no_log
backup does not log the truncation. By default, truncation operations are logged. If
the log is full, a regular truncation backup or truncate_only backup fails. Use a
no_log backup only as a last resort when the transaction log is full.


Backup names
The following sections describe the naming conventions for backups created by the
Sybase plug-in.
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Full backups


For a full backup, the Sybase plug-in creates a backup file on the Avamar server with
the following naming convention:


Sybase_server_name/db_name/f-0
where:


l Sybase_server_name is the Sybase server instance name.


l db_name is the name of the backed-up database.


A full backup file name always ends in f-0, where the letter f indicates a full backup
and the sequence number 0 indicates the first in a sequence of backups of the
database. A backup cycle or sequence consists of a full backup, followed by one or
more cumulative or incremental backups.


For example, the first full backup in a sequence of backups of database db1 on Sybase
server server1 creates the following backup file:


server1/db1/f-0


Cumulative backups


For a cumulative backup, the Sybase plug-in creates a backup file on the Avamar
server with the following naming convention:


Sybase_server_name/db_name/c-n
where c-n indicates an cumulative backup with the sequence number n, starting from
1.


For example, the first cumulative backup in a sequence of backups of database db1 on
Sybase server server1 creates the following backup file:


server1/db1/c-1
The sequence number 1 indicates the first cumulative backup after a full backup of the
database. Subsequent cumulative backups of the database create the following
backup files:


server1/db1/c-2
server1/db1/c-3
When the next full backup of database db1 is performed, the file sequence is reset to
f-0. Subsequent cumulative backups are then performed against the new full backup.


Incremental backups


For an incremental backup, the Sybase plug-in creates a backup file on the Avamar
server with the following naming convention:


Sybase_server_name/db_name/i-n
where i-n indicates an incremental backup with the sequence number n, starting from
1.


For example, the first incremental backup in a sequence of backups of database db1 on
Sybase server server1 creates the following backup file:


server1/db1/i-1
The sequence number 1 indicates the first incremental backup after a full backup of
the database. Subsequent incremental backups of the database create the following
backup files:
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server1/db1/i-2
server1/db1/i-3
When the next full backup of database db1 is performed, the file sequence is reset to
f-0. Subsequent incremental backups are then performed against the new full backup.


Exclusion of temporary databases from backups
A Sybase server can have one or more system-defined or user-defined temporary
databases. The data in the temporary databases comprises intermediate results and is
not necessarily persistent data. There is no need to back up temporary databases.


NOTICE


The Sybase plug-in does not back up or restore any temporary databases. The Sybase
plug-in excludes both user-defined temporary databases and system-defined
temporary databases during a backup.


During a backup, the Sybase plug-in automatically detects any temporary databases
and excludes them from the backup.


Restore and recovery
The Sybase plug-in supports specific features for Sybase restore and recovery.


Data backed up by the Sybase plug-in is always online and available for recovery. You
can quickly restore and recover data from Sybase backups by using the Sybase plug-
in.


l Restore processes describes the processes in Sybase plug-in restores from an
Avamar server.


l The Sybase plug-in also supports restores from a Data Domain system as
described in Data Domain system support on page 18.


l Multi-streaming describes how to use multiple sessions to improve the restore
performance.


Basic restore and recovery features
The Sybase plug-in restores data into an existing database. The Sybase plug-in does
not create a Sybase server or database that does not exist.


The Sybase plug-in restores a database only if the database exists on the destination
Sybase server with the same storage layout as the backed-up database. If a database
does not exist on the server, you must manually create the database before starting
the restore. A database restore completely overwrites the current contents of a
database.


In this guide, restore and recovery of a Sybase database have the following meanings:


l Restore is the process of retrieving individual data files from a backup and copying
the files to a disk.


l Recovery is the process of applying transaction logs to the restored data to make
the data consistent with a given point-in-time.


The Sybase plug-in supports the following basic restore and recovery features:


l Automatic restore to a specified time—The Sybase plug-in can restore a Sybase
database to the latest backup time or to a specified point-in-time.
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l Restore to a specified database—The Sybase plug-in can restore a Sybase
database to the original database or to an alternate database:


n A restore to the original database completely overwrites the database
contents.


n If required, a restore can be performed to an alternate database. The data and
log allocation for the alternate database must be at least as large as for the
original database.


l Granular restore—The Sybase plug-in can restore individual databases on the
Sybase server. A single restore operation can restore databases on only one
Sybase server at a time. The Sybase plug-in cannot restore more than one Sybase
server during a single restore.


l Sybase server restore—The Sybase plug-in can restore an entire Sybase server.
The restore of an entire server includes all the databases that are backed up from
the server except the master database.


For example, a Sybase server has databases A, B, and C. The Sybase plug-in backs
up the databases during a full backup of the server. If database D is created on the
server after the backup, the subsequent restore of the Sybase server does not
restore database D because the database was not included in the backup.


l Disaster recovery—The Sybase plug-in can perform disaster recovery of the
entire Sybase server. Disaster recovery provides details.


You must restore the Sybase master database separately in Sybase server master-
recovery mode.


NOTICE


The Sybase plug-in does not restore any type of temporary Sybase database.


Restore methods
When you perform restore browsing, search the previously created backups for
specific backups to be restored.


You can run a restore as an on-demand restore by using one of the following methods:


l You can use Avamar Administrator or the AUI to specify the required restore
options and restore either one or more Sybase databases or the whole Sybase
server.


l You can manually run the avsybase command with the required command line
options to restore one Sybase database or the whole Sybase server.


With a regular type of Sybase database, the database data and log data are stored in
separate Sybase devices.


The Sybase plug-in supports restores of the following nonregular types of Sybase
databases in the same way as restores of a regular Sybase database:


l In-memory database—A database that only exists in memory and never writes
data to a disk.


l Relaxed-durability database—A database that only commits transactions when the
database is shut down.


l Mixed log and data database—A database that stores the database data and log
data in the same Sybase device.


l Read-only database—A database that can only be read. You cannot commit new
data to a read-only database.
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Sybase documentation provides details on all the supported types of databases.


Restore to a specified time
By default, the Sybase plug-in restores a database to the time of the latest backup by
using the most recent database, cumulative, and transaction log backups. You do not
need to specify the transaction log backups for the restore because the Sybase plug-
in locates and applies the log backups automatically.


After a database restore is complete, the Sybase plug-in brings the database online.


For example, if you performed a database backup and three log backups for the db1
database on the Sybase server named server1, the following backups would exist for
the database:


l server1/db1/i-3


l server1/db1/i-2


l server1/db1/i-1


l server1/db1/f-0


In this case, when you restore the db1 database, the Sybase plug-in first restores the
database backup, server1/db1/f-0, and then restores the log backups in order from
the oldest log backup to the most recent log backup:


1. server1/db1/i-1


2. server1/db1/i-2


3. server1/db1/i-3


By default, the Sybase plug-in restores a database to the latest time contained in the
last transaction log backup, which might not be the current time. To restore a
database to the current time, perform a transaction log backup of the database (if
possible) prior to performing the database restore. The log backup contains the most
recent logs, and can be used during the database restore.


NOTICE


If the Sybase plug-in does not support transaction log backups for a specific type of
database, such as a mixed log and data database, you can only restore the database to
the time of the last backup.


As another example, if you performed a database backup, a cumulative backup, and
two log backups for the db1 database on the Sybase server named server1, the
following backups may exist for the database:


l server1/db1/i-2


l server1/db1/c-1


l server1/db1/i-1


l server1/db1/f-0


In this case, when you restore the db1 database, the Sybase plug-in first restores the
full database backup server1/db1/f-0, and then restores the cumulative and log
backups in the following order:


1. server1/db1/c-1


2. server1/db1/i-2


To restore a database to a point-in-time between the last log (incremental) backup of
one backup cycle (cycle #1) and the first full backup of the next backup cycle (cycle
#2), you must perform a point-in-time recovery by using the first log backup created
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after the full backup of cycle #2. If such a log backup does not yet exist, you must run
the log backup before you can perform the point-in-time recovery. The first log
backup of cycle #2 contains all the transaction logs since the last log backup of cycle
#1.


Unless you specify a point-in-time recovery when you restore a log backup, the
Sybase plug-in automatically applies the log backup to the preceding full backup only.


For example, two consecutive backup cycles of database db1 contain the following
sequence of backups:


l Backup cycle #1:


n Full backup, f-0, performed at time t1


n Log backup, i-1, performed at time t2


n Log backup, i-2, performed at time t3


l Backup cycle #2:


n Full backup, f-0, performed at time t4


n Log backup, i-1, performed at time t5


You cannot use the Sybase plug-in to automatically restore to a point-in-time between
t3 and t4. You must use special procedures. You also cannot restore to the point-in-
time unless the backup i-1 of cycle #2 exists. (Create the i-1 backup of cycle #2 if it
does not yet exist.)


To restore the database db1 to a point-in-time between times t3 and t4:


1. Restore backups f-0, i-1, and i-2 of cycle #1. Leave the database offline.


2. Perform a point-in-time recovery by using backup i-1 of cycle #2 with the --
postfix and --postfix-only options.


Restoring the database db1 to a point-in-time between t3 and t4 on page 120
provides details.


Restore and recovery from the Cloud
For Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), when backups are in the Cloud and absent on Active
tier, direct read from ECS for Sybase enables common restore scenarios by using the
plugin restore operations with DD 6.1 and above. When the user performs restores of
backups in the ECS, Avamar plug-in for Sybase transparently restores data from ECS
without performing a recall operation first.


For other Cloud providers, a two step process is in place for restoring and recovering
data:


l Recall data from the Cloud


l Restore and recover data


Refer to Restore operations for cloud tier in the Avamar Data Domain System Integration
Guide for more information.


Concurrent backups and restores
The Sybase plug-in supports a maximum of six concurrent backups or restores. You
can start each backup or restore from either Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or the
CLI.


The Sybase plug-in supports concurrent backups or restores for the following
configurations:
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l Multiple Sybase server instances of the same Sybase version on the same Sybase
server host


Note


If concurrent backups or restores are launched for databases on the same Sybase
server instance, an operation started after the first one might fail because the
Sybase plug-in does not support such concurrent database operations.


l Multiple Sybase versions on the same Sybase server host


Each concurrent backup or restore can run multiple data sessions to or from the
Avamar server or the Data Domain system.


Note


The recommended maximum number of concurrent data sessions is 10.


Multi-streaming provides details about running multiple data sessions.


You can specify multiple database names in the same avsybase command for a
backup or restore initiated from the CLI as described in Command options.


Password-protected database backups and restores
The Sybase plug-in supports password-protected Sybase database backups and
restores of those backups. You can specify a password that the Sybase server uses
with the Sybase dump or load command option with passwd= to implement a
password-protected backup or restore the backup.


If you specify a password for a Sybase database backup, you must specify the same
password to restore the backup. If the password does not match the one used for the
backup, the restore fails with an error message.


Backup describes how to use the AUI to specify the password for a password-
protected database backup.


Restore and Recovery describes how to use the AUI to specify the password for the
restore of a password-protected database backup.


Command options describes how to use the avsybase command options to specify
the password for a password-protected database backup or restore.


Database backup and restore verification
The Sybase plug-in supports database backup and restore verification at the header or
a full verification.


You can specify the following types of database backup or restore verification:


l No verification—Specifies to not perform verification during the backup or
restore. By default, the Sybase plug-in does not perform verification if you do not
specify a verification level.


l No verification—Specifies to use the Sybase dump or load command option
with verify=full to verify both the header information and rows structure for
full verification of the backup data.


l Header verification—Specifies to use the Sybase dump or load command option
with verify=header to verify the page header information only.
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l Verifyonly verification—(Restore from the CLI only) Specifies to use the Sybase
load command option with verify=verifyonly to verify minimal header
information without restoring the database as described in Common options on
page 99.


Backup describes how to use Avamar Administrator to specify the verification level for
a backup.


Restore and Recovery describes how to use Avamar Administrator to specify the
verification level for a restore.


Command options describes how to use the avsybase command options to specify
the verification level for a backup or restore.


Database consistency checks
The Sybase plug-in supports the following types of Sybase database consistency
checks for a backup or restore operation:


l dbcc checkalloc
l dbcc checkcatalog
l dbcc checkdb
l dbcc checkdb skip ncindex
l dbcc checkstorage
The Sybase documentation provides details about database consistency checks.


The Sybase plug-in performs the Sybase database consistency check before starting
the backup or after completing the restore. You can specify the type of database
consistency check to perform by using either the AUI settings or the appropriate
option in the avsybase command. If you do not specify the type of consistency
check, the Sybase plug-in does not perform a database consistency check during a
backup or restore.


Note


If the consistency check of a database fails before a backup, the Sybase plug-in does
not back up the database.


Backup describes how to use the AUI to specify database consistency checks for a
backup.


Restore and Recovery describes how to use the AUI to specify database consistency
checks for a restore.


Command options describes how to use the avsybase command options to specify
database consistency checks for a backup or restore.


You can also perform a database consistency check as a separate manual operation
outside of a backup or restore by running the avsybase command with the
appropriate option as described in Command options.


Preprocessing and postprocessing scripts
The Sybase plug-in supports the following scripts:


l A preprocessing script that is run at the start of a backup or restore.


l A postprocessing script that is run at the end of a backup or restore.
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You must store the scripts in a directory that is named scripts, which are located
under the directory that is specified by the --sysdir option.


If you do not specify --sysdir, you must store scripts in the following default
directory:


l On AIX and Linux: /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts
l On HP-UX and Solaris: /opt/AVMRclnt/etc/scripts
l On Windows: C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts
When you run a backup or restore, you can specify either script or both scripts for the
operation. The backup or restore does not fail if either script fails.


NOTICE


You cannot specify more than one preprocessing script and one postprocessing script
for a single backup or restore operation.


Backup describes how to use the AUI to specify a preprocessing or postprocessing
script for a backup.


Restore and Recovery describes how to use the AUI to specify a preprocessing or
postprocessing script for a restore.


Command options describes how to use the avsybase command options to specify a
preprocessing or postprocessing script.


Internationalization (I18N)
The Sybase plug-in provides I18N capability to operate in a non-English environment
or locale without the Sybase plug-in itself being localized. After you configure the I18N
support as described in Configuring internationalization (I18N) support on page 56,
the Sybase plug-in can process and display in Avamar Administrator the non-ASCII
data passed to it from the operating system, Avamar server, and Sybase software.


Multi-streaming
Multi-streaming is a feature that enables a single backup or restore to use multiple
sessions (data streams) to the Avamar server or Data Domain system to improve the
backup or restore performance.


The multi-streaming setting specifies the maximum number of backup or restore
sessions to run concurrently. The default value is 1, and the Sybase plug-in backs up or
restores only one database at a time.


You can specify a greater multi-streaming value (for example, with the --max-
streams option of the avsybase command) to back up or restore multiple
databases concurrently. The Sybase plug-in enforces a maximum multi-streaming
value of 10 for backups and restores only when you specify multi-streaming in the AUI.


NOTICE


If you set the multi-streaming value too high, the system might not have sufficient
resources to perform the backup or restore. The Sybase plug-in always tries to run a
backup or restore at the specified multi-streaming value.


The Sybase plug-in starts database backups or restores until the number of running
backups or restores equals the specified multi-streaming value. When a database
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backup or restore completes, the Sybase plug-in starts another operation in its place
and continues performing the maximum number of operations until all the databases
on the server are backed up or restored.


If the multi-streaming value is greater than the number of databases on the server:


l A backup of the whole Sybase server backs up all the databases on the server
concurrently.


l A restore of the whole Sybase server restores all the databases on the server
concurrently, except for the master database.


Despite the multi-streaming option setting during a backup or restore, the Sybase
plug-in creates two cache files for each database: a file cache and a hash cache.


Backup describes how to specify backup multi-streaming.


Restore and Recovery describes how to specify restore multi-streaming.


Multi-striping
Multi-striping is a feature that enables the backup or restore of each database to be
broken up into multiple stripes (data streams) to the Avamar server or Data Domain
system. Multi-striping improves the backup and restore performance of large
databases.


Multi-streaming does not handle large databases optimally. A single large database
occupies and holds onto one stream (assuming that it is a single-stripe), even if other
streams are available. However, with multi-striping, large databases can be broken into
stripes that backup in parallel. This ensures performance advantages similar to multi-
streaming, even if it is for a single database.


Both multi-streaming and multi-striping use multiple avtar processes. Therefore,
they are not allowed to be used together, otherwise far too many avtar processes
are generated, and can impact performance.


The multi-striping setting specifies the fixed number of backup stripe sessions to run
concurrently for each database in the backup. The default value is 1, and the Sybase
plug-in backs up or restores each database as a single stripe. You can specify a
greater multi-striping value (for example, with the --stripes option of the
avsybase command) to back up or restore multiple stripes concurrently. The Sybase
plug-in enforces a maximum multi-striping value of 10 for backups and restores. The
number of stripes is specified only during backup. During restore, the plugin
automatically looks up and uses the same number of stripes.


If you set the multi-striping value too high, the system might not have sufficient
resources to perform the backup or restore. The Sybase plug-in always uses the
specified number of stripes, for each database.


Backup describes how to specify backup multi-striping.


Restore and Recovery describes how restore multi-striping works.


Client logs and caches
The default location of the client logs and cache files is the var/clientlogs
directory. The var/clientlogs directory provides full access to nonroot users.


To use existing caches created by a previous Sybase plug-in release, manually move
the caches from the var directory to the var/clientlogs directory.


Consider the following:
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l If you do not move the old cache files, the Sybase plug-in creates cache files in the
var/clientlogs directory, which might have some performance impact on the
initial backups after an upgrade to this Sybase plug-in release.


l If you do not remove or move the old cache files, the avagent process deletes
the old cache files in six months.


Sybase ASE 15.7.x support
The Sybase plug-in supports the features of Sybase ASE release 15.7.x, including
Sybase database compression, the shrink log feature, and the threaded kernel option.
The Sybase documentation describes the Sybase ASE 15.7.x features.


If you enable Sybase database compression or the threaded kernel option with Sybase
ASE 15.7.x, you do not need to perform any additional configurations or procedures
for the Sybase plug-in backups and restores.


You can have the Sybase plug-in perform a shrink log operation during a Sybase 15.7.x
database backup by specifying the --shrink-log option of the avsybase backup
command as described in Backup options on page 103.


Cumulative dump/load support
The Sybase plug-in supports cumulative dump/load commands for backup/restore
when the underlying Sybase ASE version supports it. This feature is supported
starting with 15.7 SP100, and in all versions of SAP ASE 16.0.


The Sybase plug-in cannot perform cumulative dumps in a shared-disk cluster system.
However, the plug-in can load a cumulative dump that has been taken in a non-cluster
environment and into a database in a shared-disk cluster.


Sybase ASE network password encryption
The Sybase plug-in supports proprietary, RSA, and EPEP password encryption for
Sybase login passwords on all supported platforms.


Software processes
The Sybase plug-in uses specific processes during the supported backup and restore
operations.


Backup processes
The following illustration and steps describe how the Sybase server, Avamar server,
and Sybase plug-in processes interact during a scheduled backup or on-demand
backup that is initiated from the Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


NOTICE


When you start an on-demand backup from the CLI with the avsybase command, the
backup has a similar workflow but does not include the avagent process. The CLI
backup obtains information from the avsybase command options, not from an
Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) workorder.
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Figure 2 Backup workflow
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A scheduled backup or on-demand backup that is initiated from the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI includes specific process interactions.


1. The avagent process on the Sybase server (Avamar client) performs the
following actions:


a. Polls the Avamar Administrator MCS service, which gives avagent a backup
workorder:


l The backup workorder is an XML message with details about the backup to
perform, including a list of Sybase databases or transaction logs to back up
and information that is required to connect to the Sybase server.


l For an on-demand backup, after you browse and provide the backup options
in Avamar Administrator, the MCS creates and queues the workorder for
processing.


l A scheduled backup creates the workorder by using the dataset that is
specified in the backup policy. Scheduling backups on page 66 provides
details.


b. Starts the Sybase plug-in binary, avsybase, and passes the workorder to the
avsybase process.


2. For each database to be backed up, the avsybase process uses the Sybase Open
Client/Server (OCS) API to issue a dump command to the Sybase server.
The number of dump commands issued concurrently depends on the multi-
streaming configuration. Each dump command specifies the database to be
backed up. In addition, the avsybase process keeps track of the multi-striping
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value specified, and extends each dump (or load) command to specify multiple
stripes for each database.


3. For each received dump command, the Sybase server starts a process to load the
libsybase_avamar.x library.


4. For each issued dump command, the avsybase process starts an avtar process.
If multi-striping is enabled, the avsybase process starts an avtar process for
each stripe instead.


5. Each process started by the Sybase server connects to a single avtar processes
and passes the backup data to the avtar process through the libsybase_avamar.x
library interface.


6. Depending on the backup destination, the avtar process writes the backup data
to the Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


The first backup to the Avamar server or Data Domain system backs up all the
specified data, which achieves the least data deduplication. Subsequent backups
achieve improved deduplication rates as more and more redundant data blocks are
identified.


Restore processes
The following figure and steps describe how the Sybase server, Avamar server, and
Sybase plug-in processes interact during a restore initiated from the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI.


NOTICE


When you start a restore from the CLI with the avsybase command, the restore has
a similar workflow but does not include the avagent process. The CLI restore obtains
information from the avsybase command options, not from an MCS workorder.
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Figure 3 Restore workflow
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A restore initiated from the Avamar Administrator or the AUI includes specific process
interactions.


1. The avagent process on the Sybase server (Avamar client) performs the
following actions:


a. Polls the Avamar Administrator MCS service, which gives avagent a restore
workorder:


l The restore workorder is an XML message with details about the restore to
perform, including a list of Sybase databases to restore and information that
is required to connect to the Sybase server.


l After you browse and provide the restore options in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI, the MCS creates and queues the workorder for
processing.


b. Starts the Sybase plug-in binary, avsybase, and passes the workorder to the
avsybase process.


2. For each backup to be restored, the avsybase process uses the Sybase OCS API
to issue a load command to the Sybase server.


The number of load commands issued concurrently depends on the multi-
streaming configuration. Each load command specifies the backup (database and
transaction log) to be restored and places the database in offline mode if it is not
already offline.
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In addition, the avsybase process keeps track of whether multi-striping was
enabled for the backup, and automatically re-uses the striping configuration used
during backup. This results in each load command specifying multiple stripes.


Note


More than one load command can be issued per database because each database
can have multiple backups (database and transaction log) to be restored.


3. For each received load command, the Sybase server starts a process that loads
the libsybase_avamar.x library.


4. For each issued load command, the avsybase process starts an avtar process.
If multi-striping was enabled, the avsybase process starts an avtar process for
each stripe instead.


5. The avtar process reads the backup data from the Avamar server or a Data
Domain system.


6. Each process started by the Sybase server connects to a single avtar process
and reads the backup data from the avtar process through the
libsybase_avamar.x library interface.


NOTICE


The Sybase server cannot create a database during a restore. If a database was lost,
you must first create the database before you start the database restore. Keep
records of all the databases and their sizes on the Sybase system. Sybase
documentation describes how to restore lost databases.
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CHAPTER 2


Installation and Configuration


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase............................................ 40
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on HP-UX........................... 43
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on IBM AIX......................... 45
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Linux.............................. 48
l Installing upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Solaris.............................52
l Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Windows........................ 54
l Performing post-installation tasks..................................................................... 56
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Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE, and ensure
that the environment meets the requirements before you install the plug-in. You also
must download the Avamar file system client and plug-in installation package from the
Avamar server, install the file system client, and register the client with the Avamar
server.


System requirements
The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install
Avamar client software.


See the E-lab Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection for client compatibility requirements and supported
operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have
the same version number.


Sybase server requirements
Ensure that you meet the following requirements on the Sybase server host:


l You have operating system root privileges on the Sybase server host.


l Sybase server (both database server and backup server) software is installed and
functioning correctly.


l All the backup patches required by Sybase are installed.


On a Sybase ASE 15.5 system with Sybase SDK installed, the Sybase SDK 15.5
ESD#11 or later has been installed as required for Sybase SDK bug 589847.


l The Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the Sybase
server. To verify the network connectivity, you can open a command shell and
type the following command:


ping Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address
of the Avamar server.


Cluster system requirements
In a cluster system on Solaris, ensure that you meet the pre-installation requirements
for a Solaris Cluster or Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) as described in the Avamar
Backup Clients User Guide. Sybase must also be configured for the particular type of
cluster.


User Account Control setting on Microsoft Windows
The User Account Control (UAC) feature limits application software to standard user
privileges. You must provide administrator privileges for certain tasks, such as
installing software. UAC is enabled by default.


If you start an Avamar client or plug-in installer without administrator privileges on a
Windows computer with UAC enabled, then the software does not install correctly.
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You can disable or bypass UAC. The installation procedures in this chapter provide one
method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods and
additional information.


Downloading the software
In a supported cluster, you must download the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE
installation package to each node that requires the software to be installed.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host with the necessary privileges to perform an
installation.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server


where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.


The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the platform heading for the Sybase server.


5. Click + next to the operating system heading for the Sybase server.


6. Click the link for the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation package as
listed in the following table.


Table 5 Sybase plug-in installation packages


Operating system Package name


HP-UX AvamarSybase-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot
For example: AvamarSybase-hpux11iv3-itan-7.2.100-218.depot


IBM AIX AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-version.bff
For example: AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-7.2.100-218.bff


Red Hat Enterprise Linux,
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server1


AvamarSybase-linux-type-x86-version.rpm (32-bit) or


AvamarSybase-linux-type-x86_64-version.rpm (64-bit)


where type is rhel4 or sles11


For example: AvamarSybase-linux-rhel4-x86_64-7.2.100-218.rpm


Oracle Solaris AvamarSybase-solaris10-type-version.pkg
where type is sparc or x86_64


For example: AvamarSybase-solaris10-x86_64-7.2.100-218.pkg


Microsoft Windows2 AvamarSybase-windows-x86-version.msi (32-bit) or AvamarSybase-
windows-x86_64-version.msi (64-bit)


For example: AvamarSybase-windows-x86_64-7.2.100-218.msi
1On Linux, the install package bitness must match the bitness of the Sybase server that is supported by Sybase and will be used for
backups and restores. Obtain the package from the download link for “Linux for x86 (32 bit)” or “Linux for x86 (64 bit)”. For 32-bit
Sybase on 64-bit Linux, obtain the 32-bit package from either download link.
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Table 5 Sybase plug-in installation packages (continued)


2On Windows, the install package bitness must match the bitness of the Windows operating system. The 64-bit installer contains 32-
bit and 64-bit libraries to match Sybase server installations of either bitness. Obtain the package from the download link for
“Windows (32 bit)” or “Windows (64 bit)”. Each only runs on the corresponding bitness of Windows system.


7. Download the correct installation package for a 64-bit operating system:


l To support a 32-bit Sybase backup server on a 64-bit operating system,
download and install the 32-bit Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation
package for Linux, and the 64-bit package for Windows.


l To support a 64-bit Sybase backup server on a 64-bit operating system,
download and install the 64-bit Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation
package.


l To support the coexistence of 32-bit and 64-bit Sybase backup servers on
the same 64-bit Linux or 64-bit Windows system, download and install the
32-bit Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation package for 64-bit Linux
and the 64-bit package for 64-bit Windows.


Note


The 32-bit Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation package for 64-bit Linux
contains both the 32-bit and 64-bit Sybase libraries. The 64-bit Avamar Plug-in
for Sybase ASE installation package for 64-bit Windows contains both the 32-
bit and 64-bit Sybase libraries.


8. Save the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation package to a temporary
directory.


Note


On a Solaris VCS cluster node only, download the correct Avamar Cluster Client
for Solaris package to the same directory as the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE
installation package. Follow the download instructions in the VCS cluster
chapter of the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


Installing the Avamar file system client
Avamar file system clients include the Avamar agent and an Avamar file system plug-
in. The Avamar agent is required for backups and restores with the Sybase plug-in.
You can use the file system plug-in to back up operating system and application binary
files, which are required for disaster recovery.


Install and register the Avamar file system client on each Sybase host computer:


l For HP-UX, IBM AIX, Linux, and Solaris systems, follow the instructions in the
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


l For Windows systems, follow the instructions in the Avamar for Windows Server
User Guide.


l In a cluster environment, install the client software in the same directory on each
node in the cluster, and register each node in the cluster with the Avamar server.


You must install the 64-bit Avamar client package on a 64-bit operating system.
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Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on HP-
UX


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-UX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-UX
You can install the Avamar Client for HP-UX in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. After you have installed the Avamar Client for HP-UX, you
must install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the same directory as the Avamar client.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for HP-UX installation by using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall
command as described in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you install the
Sybase plug-in, the plug-in installation automatically uses the same location for the
var directory that you specified during the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp


where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory, type the
following command:


swinstall -s /tmp/AvamarSybase-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot \*
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


swinstall -s /tmp/AvamarSybase-hpux11iv3-itan-version.depot
hpuxsybase,2=/alternate_path
where:


n version is the Avamar software version.


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for HP-UX.


4. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the correct
Avamar Plug-in for Sybase library file in the
Avamar_installation_dir/lib directory:


l For Sybase ASE 15.0.x, points to 32-bit library file
libsybase_avamar32.so


l For Sybase ASE 15.5 or later, points to 64-bit library file
libsybase_avamar.so
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5. Register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


a. Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in the default directory:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister


The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the 
Administrator server.


Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or 
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred): server_name


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain/client
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 18347
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.


b. Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in an alternate directory:


alternate_path/bin/avregister


where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-UX
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on
HP-UX.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Sybase plug-in. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-
UX on page 45 provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Download and install the new version of the Avamar file system client. The
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides instructions.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and Sybase plug-in must be the
same.


4. Download the Sybase plug-in installation package. Downloading the software on
page 41 provides instructions.


5. Install the new version of the Sybase plug-in. Installing the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase on HP-UX on page 43 provides instructions.
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Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-UX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on HP-UX by using the swremove
command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


swremove hpuxsybase


3. Delete the symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on IBM
AIX


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on IBM AIX.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on IBM AIX
You can install the Avamar Client for AIX in either the default installation directory or
an alternate directory. After you have installed the Avamar Client for AIX, you must
install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the same directory as the Avamar client.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for AIX installation by setting the VARDIR environment variable as described in the
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you install the Sybase plug-in, the plug-in
installation automatically uses the same location for the var directory that you
specified during the Avamar Client for AIX installation.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp


where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory, type the
following command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-version.bff all
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-
version.bff all
where:
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n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for AIX.


n version is the Avamar software version.


4. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase library file in the Avamar_installation_dir/lib
directory.


l For 32-bit Sybase backup servers, the symbolic link should point to the 32-
bit library file libsybase_avamar.so.


l For 64-bit Sybase backup servesr, the symbolic link should point to the 64-
bit library file libsybase_avamar64.so.


5. Register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in the default directory:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister
The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the 
Administrator server.


Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or 
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred): server_name


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain/client
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 18347
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.


l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in an alternate directory:
alternate_path/bin/avregister
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on IBM AIX
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on
IBM AIX.


You must upgrade the Sybase plug-in before you upgrade the Avamar file system
client.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and Sybase plug-in must be the same.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.
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2. Download the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package. Downloading the
software on page 41 provides instructions.


3. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


4. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory, type the
following command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-version.bff all
where version is the Avamar software version.


l To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc-
version.bff all
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


n version is the Avamar software version.


5. Download the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


6. Upgrade the Avamar file system client in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To upgrade the Avamar file system client in the default directory, type the
following command:


installp -d /tmp/AvamarClient-platform-version.bff all
where:


n platform is the AIX system type.


n version is the Avamar software version.


l To upgrade the Avamar file system client in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


installp -R alternate_path -d /tmp/AvamarClient-platform-
version.bff all
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


n platform is the AIX system type.


n version is the Avamar software version.


7. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase library file in the Avamar_installation_dir/lib
directory.


l For 32-bit Sybase backup servers, the symbolic link should point to the 32-
bit library file libsybase_avamar.so.
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l For 64-bit Sybase backup servesr, the symbolic link should point to the 64-
bit library file libsybase_avamar64.so.


8. Register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in the default directory:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister
l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase


installed in an alternate directory:


alternate_path/bin/avregister
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on IBM AIX
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on IBM AIX by using the installp
command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. View all the Avamar packages installed on the system.


l To view the Avamar packages installed in the default directory, type the
following command:


lslpp -la | grep Avamar
l To view the Avamar packages installed in an alternate directory, type the


following command:


lslpp -R alternate_path -la | grep Avamar
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase from the default directory or an
alternate directory:


l To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase from the default directory, type
the following command:


installp -u AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc
l To uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase from an alternate directory, type


the following command:


installp -R /alternate_path -u AvamarSybase-aix6-ppc
wherealternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


4. Delete the symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on Linux
You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux.
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Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux
You can install the Avamar Client for Linux in either the default installation directory or
an alternate directory. After you have installed the Avamar Client for Linux, you must
install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the same directory as the Avamar client.


You can specify an alternate location for the var directory during the Avamar Client
for Linux installation as described in the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. When you
install the Sybase plug-in, the plug-in installation automatically uses the same location
for the var directory that you specified during the Avamar Client for Linux installation.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp


where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory or an alternate
directory:


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the default directory, type the
following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarSybase-linux-package-version.rpm
where package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


l To install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in an alternate directory, type the
following command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/alternate_path
AvamarSybase-linux-package-version.rpm
where:


n alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory where you
installed the Avamar Client for Linux.


n package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


4. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase library file, libsybase_avamar.so, in the
Avamar_installation_dir/lib directory.


If both 32-bit and 64-bit Sybase backup servers are running on the same 64-bit
Linux system, create separate symbolic links that point to the correct library file
in the Avamar_installation_dir/lib directory:


l For a 32-bit backup server, create a link that points to the 32-bit library file
libsybase_avamar.so.


l For a 64-bit backup server, create a link that points to the 64-bit library file
libsybase_avamar64.so.


5. Register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in the default directory:
/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister
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The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the 
Administrator server.


Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or 
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred): server_name


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain/client
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 18347
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.


l Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in an alternate directory:
alternate_path/bin/avregister
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux
You can upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux by using the rpm-Uvh
command.


Before you begin


The versions of the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase must be
the same. You cannot relocate the Sybase plug-in or var directory to a different
directory during the upgrade.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp


where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


4. Type the following command to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the
default directory:


rpm -Uvh AvamarSybase-linux-package-version.rpm


where package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


The rpm -Uvh command automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the
Avamar Plug-in for Sybase and then installs the new version.


5. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase library file, libsybase_avamar.so, in the
Avamar_installation_dir/lib directory.
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If both 32-bit and 64-bit Sybase backup servers are running on the same 64-bit
Linux system, create separate symbolic links that point to the correct library file
in the Avamar_installation_dir/lib directory:


l For a 32-bit backup server, create a link that points to the 32-bit library file
libsybase_avamar.so.


l For a 64-bit backup server, create a link that points to the 64-bit library file
libsybase_avamar64.so.


6. Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister


The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the 
Administrator server.


Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or 
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred): server_name


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain/client
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /usr/local/avamar/var/
avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 18347
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux
You can uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Linux by using the rpm -e
command.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to view all the Avamar packages installed on the
system:


rpm -qa | grep Av


For example, the following output appears in the command shell:


AvamarSybase-version
AvamarClient-version
where version is the Avamar software version.


3. Type the following command to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


rpm -e AvamarSybase-version


4. Delete the symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib.
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Installing upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Solaris


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Solaris.


Note


When using Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris on VCS, Avamar Client and Avamar
Sybase plugin packages should be installed before doing cluster configurations. If they
are not, Solaris Sybase ASE plugin will not be visible in the Avamar Administrator
backup window.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Solaris
You can install the Avamar Client for Solaris in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. After you have installed the Avamar Client for Solaris, you
can install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase. The Sybase plug-in installation process
automatically installs the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase in the same directory as the
Avamar Client for Solaris.


You can use the following instructions to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on a
stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. Type the following command to change to the temporary directory that
contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package:


cd tmp
where tmp is the pathname of the temporary directory.


3. Type the following command to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


pkgadd -d AvamarSybase-solarisversion-package-version.pkg
where AvamarSybase-solarisversion-package-version.pkg is the
file name of the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase installation package that you
downloaded.


The command displays installation activity.


4. Perform the following additional procedures in a cluster system on Solaris:


l In a Solaris Cluster system, configure the resource groups on each node
according to instructions in the Solaris Cluster chapter of the Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide.


l In a VCS system, install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris on each node,
starting with the active VCS node first, according to instructions in the VCS
chapter of the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide. Depending on the Solaris
operating system, use the correct installation package.


5. Create a symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, that points to the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase library file in the Avamar_installation_dir/lib
directory.
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l For 32-bit Sybase backup servers, the symbolic link should point to the 32-
bit library file libsybase_avamar.so.


l For 64-bit Sybase backup servesr, the symbolic link should point to the 64-
bit library file libsybase_avamar64.so.


6. Register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase:


a. Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in the default directory:


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avregister


The following output appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the 
Administrator server.


Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or 
numeric IP address, DNS name preferred): server_name


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain/client
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /opt/AVMRclnt/var/
avagent.log
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <0000>: Logging to /opt/AVMRclnt/var/
avagent.log
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 11269
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.


b. Type the following command to register the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installed in an alternate directory:


alternate_path/bin/avregister
where alternate_path is the pathname of the alternate directory.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Solaris
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on a
stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase. Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase on Solaris provides instructions.


2. Uninstall the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
provides instructions.


3. Download the Avamar file system client and the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
installation packages. Downloading the software provides instructions.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
must be the same.


4. Install the new version of the Avamar file system client. The Avamar Backup
Clients User Guide provides instructions.
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5. Install the new version of the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase. Installing the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase on Solaris provides instructions.


Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Solaris
You must complete the required instructions to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase on a stand-alone Solaris system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as root.


2. If you are uninstalling in a cluster configuration, run the correct cluster
configuration script:


l For a Solaris Cluster configuration, run the suncluster-configure.sh
script to remove the Avamar agent resource from the Solaris Cluster
resource group.


l For a VCS configuration, run the avclusuninstall script.


The Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides details.


3. Type the following command to view all the Avamar packages installed on the
system:


pkginfo | grep AVMR


A list of all the Avamar packages installed on the system appears, including the
AVMRsybase package that is the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase package.


4. Note the package names.


5. Type the following command to uninstall a software package:


pkgrm package_name


where package_name is one of the Avamar software packages.


6. Type y and press Enter when prompted to remove the package.


7. Repeat steps as required to remove the Avamar software packages.


8. Delete the symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib.


9. In a VCS system, uninstall the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris according to
instructions in the VCS chapter of the Avamar Backup Clients User Guide.


Installing, upgrading, and uninstalling the software on
Windows


You can install, upgrade, and uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Windows.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Windows
You can install the Avamar Client for Solaris in either the default installation directory
or an alternate directory. After you have installed the Avamar Client for Solaris, you
can install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE. The Sybase plug-in installation process
automatically installs the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE in the same directory as the
Avamar client.
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You can use the following instructions to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE on
a stand-alone Windows system or on each node in a cluster.


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server host as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary directory that contains the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE
installation package that you downloaded in Downloading the software.


3. Start the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation by using the correct
method:


l If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation package to open it.


l If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change
directory to the location of the installation package, and then type the
following command:
msiexec /i AvamarSybase-windows-package-version.msi
where package-version is the package type and Avamar software version.


The welcome page appears.


4. Follow the instructions in the wizard to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
ASE.


5. Click Finish when the installation completes.


6. Copy the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE library file,
libsybase_avamar.dll, from the Avamar_installation_dir\bin
directory to the Sybase ASE library directory, %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE%
\lib.


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Windows
You must complete the required steps to upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on
Windows.


Procedure


1. Ensure that the environment meets all the system requirements for the new
version. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase provides details.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client
installation wizard for the new version on the client computer. The Avamar for
Windows Server User Guide provides instructions.


Note


The versions of the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
must be the same.


3. Upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase by running the plug-in installation
wizard for the new version on the client computer. Installing the Avamar Plug-in
for Sybase on Windows on page 54 provides instructions.
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Uninstalling the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on Windows
You must complete the required steps to uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase on
Windows.


Procedure


1. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase by using Programs and Features.


2. Remove the library file libsybase_avamar.dll from the Sybase ASE library
directory, %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE%\lib.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


Performing post-installation tasks
You must perform the required post-installation tasks that apply to your particular
system after a successful installation of the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase.


Excluding Sybase device files from file system backups
To optimize the performance of file system backups and save storage space on your
system, you can exclude the Sybase device files or directories (containing the Sybase
database data and logs) from the file system backups.


NOTICE


To ensure that the Sybase database data and logs are adequately protected, set up
regular Sybase plug-in backups, as described in the remainder of this guide.


You can determine the files or directories of the Sybase devices by using the
sp_helpdevice command or Sybase Central GUI.


To exclude the files or directories of the Sybase devices from a file system backup,
create a dataset that excludes the required files or directories, and then assign the
dataset to the appropriate Avamar client or group. The Avamar Administration Guide
provides details on how to create and use a dataset in a backup.


Configuring internationalization (I18N) support
I18N support provides the Sybase plug-in capability to process non-ASCII data in a
non-English locale.


The extent of the I18N support is dependent on the following support:


l I18N support provided by the operating system on the Sybase host


l I18N support provided by the Avamar client and server software


l I18N support provided by the Sybase server software


For example, if the Avamar software does not support non-ASCII data in a specific
parameter, the Sybase plug-in cannot support non-ASCII data in that parameter. The
Avamar client and server documentation and Sybase ASE documentation provide
more details on I18N support.


NOTICE


On UNIX and Linux, this Sybase plug-in release supports UTF-8 encoding only.
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In an I18N environment, the Sybase plug-in supports non-ASCII data in the following
parameters for backup, restore, and browse operations:


l Sybase username and password


l Sybase ASE protected password


l Sybase database name


NOTICE


Due to an Avamar limitation, you cannot specify non-ASCII values for these
parameters in the avsybase.cmd file or option file for either CLI or GUI operations. 
Command Line Interface on page 91 provides details about the avsybase.cmd file
and option file. Non-ASCII characters might not be rendered correctly in the Sybase
plug-in log files and the standard output from CLI operations.


Requirements for I18N support
Ensure that all the following I18N requirements are met:


l The Sybase host runs a supported internationalized version of the operating
system, properly confiugred to operate in the non-English locale.


l The Sybase ASE server software provides the required I18N support. The Sybase
database is configured with the required non-ASCII character set. The Sybase ASE
documentation provides more details.


l Supported internationalized Avamar client and server software is installed.


The Avamar Release Notes provides details on I18N support limitations of the Avamar
client and server software.


Configuring I18N support
Complete the required settings to configure I18N support for backup, restore, and
browse operations with the Sybase plug-in:


l You can set both the LC_ALL and LANG environment variables to the proper
locale value for the Sybase Open Client Library (OCL) session and for the file
system operating system. The variable value must match a vendor_locale value in
the locales.dat file on the Sybase host:


n $SYBASE/locales/locales.dat on UNIX or Linux


n %SYBASE%\locales\locales.dat on Windows


Each entry in the locales.dat file has the following format:


locale = vendor_locale, syb_language, syb_charset
where vendor_locale, syb_language, and sybcharset are the local, language, and
character set values supported by the Sybase ASE server software.


Example 1 shows an environment variable setting to configure I18N support in a
Japanese locale on Linux.


On UNIX or Linux, you can optionally set the LC_ALL and LANG environment
variables in the avsybase script file. On these platforms, if LC_ALL and LANG are
set to a default value of POSIX that is invalid for the I18N environment as defined
in the Sybase I18N classification, Sybase plug-in operations might fail with an error
stating that the language or locale is not supported.


On Windows, the LC_ALL and LANG environment variables are not set by default.
Before you run CLI operations with the avsybase command on Windows, you can
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set the environment variables with the set command on the operating system
command line:


set LANG=value
set LC_ALL=value
Before you run GUI operations with Avamar Administrator on Windows, set the --
syb-language option instead of the LC_ALL and LANG environment variables.


l Instead of setting the LC_ALL and LANG environment variables, you can optionally
set the --syb-language option of the avsybase command to specify the
proper locale for the Sybase OCL session. Set the --sybase_language option
to the proper vendor_locale value from the locales.dat file entry. The Sybase
plug-in uses the --syb-language option value to set the LC_ALL and LANG
variables during its operations.


Setting the --syb-language option is especially recommended on Windows,
where LC_ALL and LANG are not set when the Sybase plug-in runs. You can set
the --syb-language option value in the avsybase.cmd file, described in Using
an option file or by using the More button in one of the following dialog boxes in
Avamar Administrator:


n Backup Command Line Options


n Restore Command Line Options


Backup and Restore and Recovery describe how to use the More button in the
dialog boxes for browse, backup, and restore operations.


Example 2 shows the --syb-language option setting to configure I18N support
in a Japanese locale on Windows.


Example 1  I18N configuration in a Japanese locale on Linux


A Linux system with a Japanese locale includes the following entry in the $SYBASE/
locales/locales.dat file:


[linux]
locale = ja_JP.UTF-8, japanese, utf8


To configure the I18N support for Sybase plug-in operations in this Japanese locale,
the LC_ALL and LANG environment variables are set to ja_JP.eucJP as the proper
locale value for the Sybase OCL session.


Example 2  I18N configuration in a Japanese locale on Windows


A Windows system with a Japanese locale includes the following entry in the %SYBASE
%\locales\locales.dat file:


[NT]
locale = japanese, japanese, sjis


To configure the I18N support for Sybase plug-in operations in this Japanese locale,
the syb-language option of the avsybase command is set to japanese as the
proper locale value for the Sybase OCL session. The following avsybase command is
used for full backups with the Sybase plug-in:
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Example 2  I18N configuration in a Japanese locale on Windows (continued)


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=full --syb-language=japanese --
flagfile=”C:\Program Files\var\sybflags.txt”
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CHAPTER 3


Backup


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Backup feature support......................................................................................62
l Performing on-demand backups........................................................................ 62
l Scheduling backups........................................................................................... 66
l Monitoring backups........................................................................................... 69
l Cancel backups..................................................................................................69
l Reviewing backups.............................................................................................70
l Enforcement of backups to Data Domain............................................................71
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Backup feature support


Backup on page 19 describes the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase (Sybase plug-in) backup
features, including the supported types of backups and the backup limitations. You
can use the Sybase plug-in to perform online backups of Sybase databases and
transaction logs in both stand-alone systems and cluster systems.


The Avamar Plug-in for Sybase (Sybase plug-in) allows you to perform backups from
Avamar Administrator, the AUI, or from the CLI by using the avsybase command.


l Performing on-demand backups


l Scheduling backups


You can also perform on-demand backups from the CLI by using the avsybase
command as described in On-demand backups with the avsybase command on page
107.


Performing on-demand backups
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of specific data that you select.
Perform an on-demand backup for the first backup of the client immediately after you
install the Avamar client software, and before system maintenance, software
installations, or software upgrades.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Sybase server host.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list.


3. Select the Sybase server host. If the Sybase server is installed in a cluster,
select the virtual server host.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


4. Click Backup.


The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are
installed on the Sybase server are displayed.


5. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Sybase plug-in for the platform.


b. In the Sybase installation directory field, type the full pathname of the
Sybase installation directory for the server that you want to back up. For
example, /sybase.


c. In the Sybase server name field, type the Sybase server name, which is not
the hostname. For example, SERVER1.


d. In the OCS library directory field, type the full pathname of the Sybase
OCS library directory. For example, /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.


e. In the Sybase username field, type the Sybase username.
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f. In the Sybase user password field, type the Sybase user password.


g. Click SUBMIT.


h. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.


l To back up all the databases on the server or the logs of all the
databases, select the checkbox next to the Sybase server name.


l To back up specific databases or the logs of specific databases:


a. Double-click the Sybase server name. All the databases of the Sybase
server is displayed in the right pane.


b. Select the check boxes next to the databases that you want to
include in the backup.


i. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration window, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a
specific amount of time, select Retention Period. Specify the number of
days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


l To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific
calendar date, select End date and browse to that date on the calendar.


l To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the
Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use
for data transfer between the client and the Avamar server during the
backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection
depends on several factors, including the client operating system and
Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides
additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to
choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced
Options.


Plug-in Options provides more information about the advanced backup options.


8. Complete the settings in the Sybase Information section:


a. In the Sybase installation directory field, type the full pathname of the
Sybase installation directory for the server that you want to back up. For
example, /sybase.


b. In the OCS library directory field, type the full pathname of the Sybase
OCS library directory. For example, /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.
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c. In the Sybase user name field, type the Sybase username.


d. In the Sybase user password field, type the Sybase user password.


e. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain
system during the backup.


9. Complete the settings in the Backup Type section:


l To create a full copy of the selected databases, including both the data and
transaction logs, select Full backup.


l To back up the transaction logs of the selected databases, select
Incremental backup.


l To back up database pages that were changed since the last full backup,
select Cumulative backup. This includes both data pages and log pages.


l To run a Sybase dump transaction command with the no_truncate
option, which performs an incremental backup that does not truncate the
logs afterwards, select Incremental backup with no_truncate.


Note


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation only. Do not use this option in
a regular on-demand backup.


l To run a Sybase dump transaction command with the truncate_only
option, which truncates the logs, select Log truncation with truncate_only
option followed by full backup. After the logs are truncated, the Sybase
plug-in also performs a full backup of the database.


Note


Do not use this option for a regular on-demand backup.


l To run a Sybase dump transaction command with the no_log option,
which truncates the logs without logging the truncation, select Log
truncation with no_log option followed by full backup. After the logs are
truncated, the Sybase plug-in performs a full backup of the database.


Note


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation only. Do not use this option
for a regular on-demand backup.


10. Complete the setting in the General Backup Options section:


a. In the Maximum number of streams menu, select the backup
multistreaming value as the maximum number of databases to back up
simultaneously. The default multistreaming value is 1. Multi-streaming
provides details.


Note


A maximum multistreaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI on-demand
backups.


b. In the Number of stripes per db menu, select the multistriping value to be
used for all databases in the current backup.


The default multistriping value is 1 and the maximum is 10 per database.
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c. To disable verification during the backup, in the Backup data verification
field, select No verification (default value).


d. To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=full to verify
both the header information and rows structure, for full verification of the
backup, in the Backup data verification field, select Full verification.


e. To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=header to verify
the page header information only, in the Backup data verification field,
select Header verification.


Database backup and restore verification on page 29 provides details.


f. If required, in the Protected backup password field, type the password
that the Sybase server uses with the Sybase dump command option with
passwd= to implement a password-protected database backup. Password-
protected database backups and restores provides details.


g. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable
debugging message. Selecting this option creates very large log files.


11. Complete the setting in the Promotion section:


a. To promote an incremental backup to full backup, select If incr not allowed
promote to full.


b. To promote an incremental backup to a cumulative backup, select If incr not
allowed promote to cumulative.


12. If required, select one or more choices in the Perform consistency checks
before backup group checkbox.


You can select one or more types of database consistency checks to perform
before the backup. Database consistency checks on page 30 provides more
information about the database consistency checks.


13. If required, complete the settings in the Pre and Postprocessing Options
group box:


l In the Preprocessing script field, type the name of a preprocessing that
runs immediately before the backup.


l In the Postprocessing script field, type the name of a postprocessing that
runs immediately after the backup.


14. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following
steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.


b. Click +.


c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.


For example, [avsybase]syb-language.


d. In the Value field, type a value.


e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


Command Line Interface on page 91 provides details on the avsybase
command options that the Sybase plug-in supports.
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NOTICE


The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in
the Key and Value fields.


15. Click FINISH.


The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
16. To view status details for the backup, select Actions > View Activity.


Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing
basis. You can schedule backups to run daily, weekly, or monthly. The scheduled
backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide
provides more information about groups, group policy, datasets, schedules, and
retention settings.


Procedure


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule >
Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings >
Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset
A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use
for the backup. Create at least one dataset for scheduled backups on a client or group
of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.


The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the
following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-), and underscore (_). Do not
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use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & *
( ) = + [ ] { } | \ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Sybase plug-in for the platform.


The Sybase plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set the plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


b. In the Sybase Information section, perform the following steps:


a. In the Sybase installation directory field, type the full pathname of the
Sybase installation directory for the server to be backed up. For
example, /sybase.


b. In the OCS library directory field, type the full pathname of the Sybase
OCS library directory. For example, /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.


c. In the Sybase username field, type the Sybase username.


d. In the Sybase user password field, type the Sybase user password.


e. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


c. Select one or more General Backup Options backup options:


l In the Maximum number of streams menu, select the backup
multistreaming value as the maximum number of databases to back up
simultaneously. The default multistreaming value is 1. Multi-streaming
provides details.


Note


A maximum multistreaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI on-demand
backups.


l In the Number of stripes per db menu, select the multistriping value to
be used for all databases in the current backup. The default multistriping
value is 1 and the maximum is 10 per database.


l To disable verification during the backup, in the Backup data
verification field, select No verification (default value).


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=full to verify
both the header information and rows structure, for full verification of
the backup, in the Backup data verification field, select Full
verification.


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=header to
verify the page header information only, in the Backup data verification
field, select Header verification. Database backup and restore
verification on page 29 provides details.


l If required, in the Protected backup password field, type the password
that the Sybase server uses with the Sybase dump command option
with passwd= to implement a password-protected database backup. 
Password-protected database backups and restores provides details.


l (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select
Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates very large log
files.
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d. Complete the setting in the Promotion section:


l To promote an incremental backup to full backup, select If incr not
allowed promote to full.


l To promote an incremental backup to a cumulative backup, select If incr
not allowed promote to cumulative.


e. If required, select one or more choices in the Perform consistency checks
before backup group checkbox. You can select one or more types of
database consistency checks to perform before the backup. Database
consistency checks on page 30 provides more information about the
database consistency checks.


f.


g. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the backup.


7. Click the Source Data tab and set the following plug-in options:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.


b. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy
A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule,
and retention settings to implement scheduled backups.


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup
policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and retention settings that apply for
scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup
behavior for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the
client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing
backup policies, schedules, or retention settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy
Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are
disabled by default unless you select the Enabled check box on the first page of the
New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use
the menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.


The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain
switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.
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Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by
using the Activity Monitor.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The backup might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
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A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Reviewing backups
Sybase backups are named according to their sequence, as described in Backup
names.


At the end of each database backup, the Sybase plug-in software groups together the
current backup with any previous backups required to restore the current database
backup, creating a consolidated backup.


The consolidated backup always contains all of the backups required to restore a
database to the time of the last backup.


You can use the avtar --backups command with the appropriate options to view
all the backups of a client. The following example command displays all the backups:


# avtar --backups --server=Avamar_server_name --id=Avamar_server_username
--password=Avamar_server_password --account=Avamar_domain


Date       Time     Seq Label         Size  Plugin Working directory Targets
---------- -------- --- ------------- ----- ------ ----------------- -------
2014-10-21 11:51:02 65  MOD-1243672#0 1087K Sybase /var/avamar
2014-10-19 11:32:43 62  MOD-1259643#0 1057K Sybase /var/avamar
2014-10-19 11:32:04 60  MOD-1219815#0 1033K Sybase /var/avamar


where the columns are as follows:


l Date—Date of the backup.


l Time—Time of the backup.


l Seq—Sequence number of the backup, which is an integer assigned by the
Avamar server that uniquely identifies the backup.


l Label—Optional string that describes the backup.


l Size—Amount of data that was backed up.


l Plugin—Type of Avamar plug-in that created the backup.


l Working directory—Current working directory of the avtar process that created
the backup.


l Targets—Backup path, which is not set for Sybase plug-in backups.


You can also use the avtar --list command with the appropriate options to view
the contents of a client backup. By default, the command displays the contents of the
most recent backup.


The following example avtar --list command displays details on the databases
included in the most recent full backup of a Sybase server named SERVER1. (Lines
have been omitted for clarity.) Each set of lines that starts with <dir
type=”database” and ends with </dir> provides the details on a separate
database in the backup, including the database name, size, ID, old time, and new time
values:


# avtar --list --server=Avamar_server_name --id=Avamar_server_username
--password=Avamar_server_password --account=Avamar_domain


avtar Info <8745>: Backup from Linux host "/clients/SERVER1" (SERVER1) with plugin 1029 - 
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Linux Sybase
avtar Info <5538>: Backup #37 label "#0" timestamp 2014-01-17 11:18:27 EST, 0 files, 278.9 
MB
avtar Info <12604>: Displaying alternate view
<browse_contents pid="Sybase" ack="false" msgver="5" pidnum="1029" maxelems="1" 
incomplete="0" path="" mid="7005/7005/67" inprogress="false" wid="Browse">
:
<dir type="instance" name="SERVER1" selectable="true">
:
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:11 (1326817871)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="1" name="master" size="26" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:11 (1326817871)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="1" name="f-0" size="26" selectable="true" />
</dir>


<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:21 (1326817881)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="3" name="model" size="6" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:21 (1326817881)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="3" name="f-0" size="6" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:31 (1326817891)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31513" name="sybsystemdb" size="12" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:31 (1326817891)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31513" name="f-0" size="12" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:39 (1326817899)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31514" name="sybsystemprocs" size="152" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:39 (1326817899)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31514" name="f-0" size="152" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:51 (1326817911)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31515" name="sybmgmtdb" size="75" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:31:51 (1326817911)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="31515" name="f-0" size="75" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:00 (1326817920)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="4" name="db1" size="400" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:00 (1326817920)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="4" name="f-0" size="400" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:16 (1326817936)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="5" name="db2" size="400" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:16 (1326817936)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="5" name="f-0" size="400" selectable="true" />
</dir>
<dir type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:29 (1326817949)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="6" name="db3" size="6" selectable="true">
:
<file type="database" newtime="2014-01-17 11:32:29 (1326817949)" oldtime="1969-12-31 
19:00:00 (0)" dbid="6" name="f-0" size="6" selectable="true" />
</dir>


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the
server rejects backups that are not destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement
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covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the AUI, as
well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar
and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about backup
enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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CHAPTER 4


Restore and Recovery


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Restore and recovery requirements................................................................... 74
l Restoring a database to the original client..........................................................76
l Restoring a database to a different client...........................................................78
l Monitor restores.................................................................................................81
l Cancel restores.................................................................................................. 82
l Disaster recovery............................................................................................... 82
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Restore and recovery requirements
You can use the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase to perform restore and recovery of Sybase
databases and transaction logs on both stand-alone systems and cluster systems.


The “destination” is the location to which the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase (Sybase
plug-in) restores and recovers the Sybase data.


A backed-up (source) database is restored and recovered to a destination database,
located on the destination Sybase server and destination host. The source database
was backed up from the source Sybase server on the source host.


Any of the following objects can have the same or different names:


l Source and destination databases


l Source and destination servers


l Source and destination hosts


The restore operation restores the specified data from either an Avamar server or a
Data Domain system. The Sybase plug-in automatically detects whether the backup is
stored on the Avamar server or Data Domain system.


Review the following sections to ensure that you meet all the requirements before you
perform a restore and recovery with the Sybase plug-in.


Software requirements for restore and recovery
To restore an instance or database to a Sybase server with the Sybase plug-in, the
following software must be installed and running on the destination Sybase system:


l Sybase ASE server


l Avamar Client


l Avamar Plug-in for Sybase


If the destination host is different from the source host, then the destination host
must be registered with the same Avamar server as the source host.


Requirements for recovery to same or alternate destination
The Sybase plug-in can restore a database only if it already exists on the destination
Sybase server with the same storage layout as the source database. The Sybase plug-
in can restore a Sybase server instance only if the instance already exists on the
destination host.


For example, if a destination database does not yet exist on the destination server, you
must manually create the database before starting the restore. Otherwise, the restore
operation does not restore the database.


NOTICE


A database recovery with the Sybase plug-in completely overwrites all the data in the
destination database, whether or not the destination database is the same as the
source database. Before you start a recovery, ensure that none of the data in the
destination database is needed.


In a recovery to the same destination, all of the following conditions are true:


l The source and destination databases have the same names.
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l The source and destination servers are the same.


l The source and destination hosts are the same.


In a relocated recovery to an alternate destination, any of the following conditions can
be true:


l The source database is restored to a destination database with a different name.


l The destination server is a different server than the source server.


l The destination host is a different host than the source host where the backup
occurred.


For example, you can perform a relocated recovery to recover a database to a
different-named destination database on a different Sybase server on a different host.
The destination database must already exist on the destination server and must have
the same storage layout as the source database.


When you plan for a relocated recovery to an alternate destination, choose the host
and database destinations that will be required for the recovery:


l For the host destination choice, determine if the source and destination hosts will
be the same or different.


l For the database destination choice:


n Determine if the source and destination databases will have the same or
different names.


n Determine if the source and destination servers will be the same or different.


Requirements for recovery to current time
To recover a database, the Sybase plug-in restores the last database backup and then
restores the transaction log backups of that database, from the oldest to the newest
log backup. Cumulative backups will also be automatically used during the recovery if
they exist in the backup sequence.


The Sybase plug-in software recovers a database to the time of the most recent
transaction log backup.


NOTICE


If you want to recover a database to the current time, you must first perform a
transaction log backup of the database before you start the database recovery
operation.


Requirements for point-in-time recovery
You can perform a point-in-time recovery for a single database or all the databases on
a Sybase server.


To recover the data to a specific point-in-time, you must specify the following items:


l Timestamp in Avamar format,yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss (enclosed in quotes when
specified with the --pointintime option), as the date and time to which the
data will be recovered


l Label number of the backup to use for the recovery (required only for a CLI
recovery with the avsybase command, not for a GUI recovery)


Point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command describes how you can determine
the label number of a backup to use for a point-in-time recovery with the avsybase
command.
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Restoring a database to the original client
You can restore Sybase databases to the original directory on the original client.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Sybase server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all
clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Sybase server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.


b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


6. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


7. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. To restore databases to the same server and database names that are used
in the source databases, select Restore databases to original destinations
(same server and database).


b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


8. In the More Options pane, set the following plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
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b. In the Sybase Information section, perform the following steps:


a. In the Sybase installation directory field, type the full pathname of the
Sybase installation directory for the server to be backed up. For
example, /sybase.


b. In the OCS library directory field, type the full pathname of the Sybase
OCS library directory. For example, /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.


c. In the Sybase username field, type the Sybase username.


d. In the Sybase user password field, type the Sybase user password.


e. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the recovery.


c. Select one or more General Restore Options:


l In the Maximum number of streams menu, select the backup
multistreaming value as the maximum number of databases to back up
simultaneously. The default multistreaming value is 1. Multi-streaming
provides details.


Note


A maximum multistreaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI on-demand
backups.


l To disable verification during the restore, in the Restore data
verification field, select No verification (default value).


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=full to verify
both the header information and rows structure, for full verification of
the restore, in the Restore data verification field, select Full
verification.


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=header to
verify the page header information only, in the Restore data verification
field, select Header verification. Database backup and restore
verification on page 29 provides details.


l If required, in the Protected backup password field, type the password
that the Sybase server uses with the Sybase dump command option
with passwd= to implement a password-protected database backup. 
Password-protected database backups and restores provides details.


l (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select
Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates very large log
files.


l For a point-in-time recovery, select the date and time from the graphical
date picker in the Point-in-time recovery timestamp field as described
in Requirements for point-in-time recovery.


d. If required, select one or more choices in the Perform consistency checks
before backup group check box. You can select one or more types of
database consistency checks to perform before the backup. Database
consistency checks on page 30 provides more information about the
database consistency checks.


e. If required, complete the settings in the Pre and Postprocessing Options
group box:
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l In the Preprocessing script field, type the name of a preprocessing
script to be run immediately before the restore.


l In the Postprocessing script field, type the name of a postprocessing
script to be run immediately after the restore.


f. To manually add other plug-in options as free text, perform the following
steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form switch to on.


b. Click .
This step adds a row to the list of plug-in options.


c. In the Key field, type the name of the configuration plug-in option.


d. In the Value field, type the value of the configuration plug-in option.


To delete a plug-in option, select the option and then click Delete in the
Action column.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in
the Show Free Form section of the More Options pane. The values in the Key
and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls for
the options.


9. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring a database to a different client
You can restore Sybase databases to a different client.


NOTICE


No error checking or validation is performed on free text entries in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI. In addition, free text entries override settings that are made
by using the GUI controls (text boxes, check boxes, and radio buttons).


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset
Management.


The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Sybase server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all
clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Sybase server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:
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a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.


b. Click SEARCH.


c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.


d. Click RETRIEVE.


e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.


b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.


d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


6. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


7. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. To perform a relocated restore of databases to different server or database
names than used for the source databases, select Restore databases to
different destinations (different server and database).


All the databases must be restored to the same destination server, either the
source server or a different-named server.


For example, if you have a host that runs a Sybase production server with
several production databases and you have backed up all the databases, you
must select the proper restore destination choice based on the type of
restore to be performed:


To perform any of the following restores of the production database backup,
select Restore databases to different destinations (different server and
database):


l Restore to a testing database on the same production server on the same
production host.


l Restore to a testing database on a testing server on the same production
host.


l Restore to a testing database on a testing server on a testing host. In this
case, you must also select the testing host through the Restore
Destination Client box as described in step a.


b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where
you want to restore the data.
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For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


8. In the More Options pane, set the following plug-in options:


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


b. In the Sybase Information section, perform the following steps:


a. In the Sybase installation directory field, type the full pathname of the
Sybase installation directory for the server to be backed up. For
example, /sybase.


b. In the OCS library directory field, type the full pathname of the Sybase
OCS library directory. For example, /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.


c. In the Sybase username field, type the Sybase username.


d. In the Sybase user password field, type the Sybase user password.


e. In the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data
Domain system during the recovery.


c. Select one or more General Restore Options:


l In the Maximum number of streams menu, select the backup
multistreaming value as the maximum number of databases to back up
simultaneously. The default multistreaming value is 1. Multi-streaming
provides details.


Note


A maximum multistreaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI on-demand
backups.


l To disable verification during the restore, in the Restore data
verification field, select No verification (default value).


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=full to verify
both the header information and rows structure, for full verification of
the restore, in the Restore data verification field, select Full
verification.


l To use the Sybase dump command option with verify=header to
verify the page header information only, in the Restore data verification
field, select Header verification. Database backup and restore
verification on page 29 provides details.


l If required, in the Protected backup password field, type the password
that the Sybase server uses with the Sybase dump command option
with passwd= to implement a password-protected database backup. 
Password-protected database backups and restores provides details.


l (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select
Enable debugging message. Selecting this option creates very large log
files.


l For a point-in-time recovery, select the date and time from the graphical
date picker in the Point-in-time recovery timestamp field as described
in Requirements for point-in-time recovery.
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d. If required, select one or more choices in the Perform consistency checks
before backup group check box. You can select one or more types of
database consistency checks to perform before the backup. Database
consistency checks on page 30 provides more information about the
database consistency checks.


e. If required, complete the settings in the Pre and Postprocessing Options
group box:


l In the Preprocessing script field, type the name of a preprocessing
script to be run immediately before the restore.


l In the Postprocessing script field, type the name of a postprocessing
script to be run immediately after the restore.


f. To manually add other plug-in options as free text, perform the following
steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form switch to on.


b. Click .
This step adds a row to the list of plug-in options.


c. In the Key field, type the name of the configuration plug-in option.


d. In the Value field, type the value of the configuration plug-in option.


To delete a plug-in option, select the option and then click Delete in the
Action column.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in
the Show Free Form section of the More Options pane. The values in the Key
and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls for
the options.


9. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the
Activity Monitor.


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


Note


The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide
screens. Display issues might occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI,
ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:
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l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most
recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the Filter activities
by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific domain, in the
Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities
regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor,
select one of the following options:


n Canceled


n Completed


n Completed with Exceptions


n Failed


n Running


n Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective
column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total
number of bytes examined during an activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The restore might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Disaster recovery
Disaster recovery involves the recovery of the entire Sybase server to the original
host or an alternate host.


Complete backup protection provides information on how to prepare a Sybase server
environment for disaster recovery.


Each Sybase server has a master database that stores the system schema for the
server. During a disaster recovery, you must ensure that the Sybase server is in
master-recover mode and then you must restore the master database before all other
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databases. After you restore the master database, you must restart the Sybase server
and then re-create and restore all the other databases on the Sybase server system.


Recovery of the master database
The master database might be lost or corrupted in the event of a disaster. The master
database controls the operation of the Sybase server and stores information about all
user databases and their associated database devices.


You must perform the following steps to recover only the Sybase master database
when it is corrupted and cannot be repaired.


Procedure


1. Start the Sybase server in master-recover mode. The Sybase documentation
provides details.


2. Perform a recovery of the master database by using the Sybase plug-in as you
would for a regular database restore.


After the master database is brought online during the recovery, errors from
CT-LIBRARY are reported because the Sybase server is shut down
automatically. However, the Sybase plug-in command avsybase should return
the exit code 0, which indicates the success of the recovery.


Example 3  Master database recovery


The following example shows the output displayed during the master database
recovery:


2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Info <0000>: Database 'master' is now online.
2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Info <0000>: Error in layer name: 'CT-LIBRARY'.
2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Info <14423>: ct_results(): network packet layer: internal 
net library error: Net-Library operation terminated due to disconnect
2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Info <0000>: Error in layer name: 'CT-LIBRARY'.
2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Info <14423>: ct_cmd_drop(): user api layer: external error: 
The connection has been marked dead.
2012-01-05 21:48:57 avsybase Warning <0000>: Sybase OCS function call 'ct_cmd_drop()' 
failed.
2012-01-05 21:48:59 avsybase Info <0000>: Leaving the 'master' database offline.
2012-01-05 21:49:00 avsybase Info <0000>: Final summary: number of subworks - 1, number of 
cancelled/aborted subworks - 0, number of entries in the snapview - 0, exit code - 0.
2012-01-05 21:49:06 avsybase Info <0000>: Command 'avsybase' returned the exit code 0.


Recovery of the Sybase server
You must perform the following steps to recover the Sybase server after a disaster in
which the whole Sybase system is completely lost.


Procedure


1. Reinstall the same operating system on the same host or a different host.


2. Reinstall the same Sybase ASE software into the same directory.


3. Re-create the Sybase ASE database server by using the same configuration
(Sybase database server name and full path for all system database devices)
and Sybase backup server.


4. Reinstall the same Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase software.
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5. Re-register with the same Avamar server and configure the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase software.


6. Use the Sybase plug-in to recover the Sybase master database, according to 
Recovery of the master database.


7. Restart the Sybase database server in the normal way. Ignore errors for user
databases that have not been recovered.


8. Use the printout of database device allocations to re-create the user databases.
The Sybase documentation provides details on the information that should be
tracked for disaster recovery.


9. Use the Sybase plug-in to recover all of the other Sybase system and user
databases, according to the information in the preceding sections of this
chapter.
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APPENDIX A


Plug-in Options


This appendix includes the following topics:


l How to set plug-in options................................................................................. 86
l Plug-in options...................................................................................................86
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How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups,
restores, and scheduled backups. The plug-in options that are available depend on the
operation type and client plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI for on-demand backup
or restore operations, or when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup.


Command Line Interface on page 91 describes all the supported command line
options for the avsybase command.


NOTICE


No error checking or validation is performed on free text entries in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI. In addition, free text entries override settings that are made
by using the GUI controls (text boxes, check boxes, and radio buttons).


Plug-in options
You can set plug-in options in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI for browse,
backup, and restore operations with the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase (Sybase plug-in).


Browse options
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI, as required to prepare for Sybase plug-in backups and
restores.


Table 6 Sybase browse options


Browse option How to set the option value


OCS library directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase OCS library directory, represented by $SYBASE/
$SYBASE_OCS/lib on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_OCS%\dll on Windows.


Do not type any environment variable but type the actual text of the full pathname. For
example, type /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib instead of /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib.


Sybase installation directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase installation directory for the server to be backed up or
the destination server, represented by $SYBASE on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE% on
Windows.


Do not type the environment variable $SYBASE or %SYBASE% but type the actual text of
the full pathname. For example, type /sybase instead of $SYBASE.


Sybase server name Type the Sybase server name, which is not the hostname. For example, type SERVER1.


Sybase username Type the Sybase username.


Sybase user password Type the Sybase user password.
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Backup options
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in either the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI


Note


You can view an option marked “(Advanced option)” in the following table only by
selecting the Show Advanced Options check box.


Table 7 Sybase backup options


Backup option How to set the option value


Backup data verification Select the type of backup data verification from the menu:


l No verification—(Default value) Do not perform verification during the backup.


l Full verification—Use the Sybase dump command option with verify=full to verify


both the header information and rows structure, for full verification of the backup.


l Header verification—Use the Sybase dump command option with verify=header to


verify the page header information only.


dbcc checalloc (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkalloc database
consistency check before the backup.


dbcc checkcatalog (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkcatalog database
consistency check before the backup.


dbcc checkdb (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkdb database consistency
check before the backup.


dbcc checkdb skip ncindex (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkdb skip ncindex
database consistency check before the backup.


dbcc checkstorage (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkstorage database
consistency check before the backup.


Enable debugging messages (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to enable the logging of debug messages.


Encryption method to Data
Domain system


If you store the backup on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data
transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


Full backup Select this option to create a full copy of the selected databases, including both the data and
transaction logs.


Cumulative backup Select this option to backup database pages that were changed since the last full backup. This
option includes both data pages and log pages.


Incremental backup Select this option to back up the transaction logs of the selected databases.


Incremental backup with
no_truncate option


(Advanced option) Select this option to run a Sybase dump transaction command with


the no_truncate option, which performs an incremental backup that does not truncate the


logs afterwards.


NOTICE


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation only. Do not use this option in a regular on-
demand or scheduled backup.
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Table 7 Sybase backup options (continued)


Backup option How to set the option value


Log truncation with no_log
option followed by full backup


(Advanced option) Select this option to run a Sybase dump transaction command with


the no_log option, which truncates the logs without logging the truncation. After the logs


are truncated, the Sybase plug-in also performs a full backup of the database.


NOTICE


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation only. Do not use this option in a regular on-
demand or scheduled backup.


Log truncation with
truncate_only option followed
by full backup


(Advanced option) Select this option to run a Sybase dump transaction command with


the truncate_only option, which truncates the logs. After the logs are truncated, the


Sybase plug-in also performs a full backup of the database.


NOTICE


Do not use this option in a regular on-demand or scheduled backup.


Promotion Select whether incremental backups that are not allowed should be promoted to full or
cumulative backups.


Maximum number of streams Select the backup multi-streaming value from the menu, as the maximum number of
databases to back up simultaneously.


NOTICE


A maximum multi-streaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI on-demand backups and
scheduled backups.


Number of stripes per db Select the backup multi-striping value from the menu, as the number of stripes to break up
each database in the backup into.


Note


The maximum multi-striping value is 10. You can either use multi-streaming or multi-striping,
but not both.


OCS library directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase OCS library directory, represented by $SYBASE/
$SYBASE_OCS/lib on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_OCS%\dll on Windows.


Do not type any environment variable but type the actual text of the full pathname. For
example, type /sybase/OCS-15_0/lib instead of $SYBASE/$SYBASE_OCS/lib.


Postprocessing script (Advanced option) Type the name of a postprocessing script to be run immediately after the
backup.


Preprocessing script (Advanced option) Type the name of a preprocessing script to be run immediately before the
backup.


Protected backup password (Advanced option) Type the password that the Sybase server uses with the Sybase dump
command option with passwd= to implement a password-protected database backup.


Store backup on Data Domain
system


Select the checkbox, and from the drop-down list, select the Data Domain system to use for
backup through the DD Boost library.
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Table 7 Sybase backup options (continued)


Backup option How to set the option value


NOTICE


This option is disabled if the Data Domain system has not been added on the Avamar server.


Sybase installation directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase installation directory for the server to be backed up,
represented by $SYBASE on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE% on Windows.


Do not type the environment variable $SYBASE or %SYBASE% but type the actual text of
the full pathname. For example, type /sybase instead of $SYBASE.


Sybase username Type the Sybase username.


Sybase user password Type the Sybase user password.


Restore options
The following table describes the plug-in options that you can set in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI for Sybase plug-in restore and recovery operations.


Note


You can view an option marked “(Advanced option)” in the following table only by
selecting the Show Advanced Options check box.


Table 8 Sybase restore options


Restore option How to set the option value


dbcc checkalloc (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkalloc database
consistency check after the restore.


dbcc checkcatalog (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkcatalog database
consistency check after the restore.


dbcc checkdb (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkdb database consistency
check after the restore.


dbcc checkdb skip ncindex (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkdb skip ncindex
database consistency check after the restore.


dbcc checkstorage (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to perform the dbcc checkstorage database
consistency check after the restore.


Enable debugging messages (Advanced option) Select the checkbox to enable the logging of debug messages.


Encryption method from Data
Domain system


Select the encryption method for data transfer between the Data Domain system and the
client during the restore.


Maximum number of streams Select the restore multi-streaming value from the menu, as the maximum number of
databases to restore simultaneously.


NOTICE


A maximum multi-streaming value of 10 is enforced for GUI restores.
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Table 8 Sybase restore options (continued)


Restore option How to set the option value


OCS library directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase OCS library directory, represented by $SYBASE/
$SYBASE_OCS/lib on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_OCS%\dll on Windows.


Do not type any environment variable but type the actual text of the full pathname. For
example, type/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib instead of $SYBASE/$SYBASE_OCS/lib.


Point-in-time recovery
timestamp


(Advanced option) For a point-in-time recovery, type the timestamp as described in 
Requirements for point-in-time recovery on page 75.


Postprocessing script (Advanced option) Type the name of a postprocessing script to be run immediately after the
restore.


Preprocessing script (Advanced option) Type the name of a preprocessing script to be run immediately before the
restore.


Protected backup password (Advanced option) Type the same password that was used for a password-protected backup,
which the Sybase server uses with the Sybase load command option with passwd= to


restore the backup.


Restore data verification Select the type of restore data verification from the menu:


l No verification-(Default value) Do not perform verification during the restore.


l Full verification-Use the Sybase load command option with verify=full to verify


both the header information and rows structure for full verification of the backup data.


l Header verification-Use the Sybase load command option with verify=header to


verify the page header information only.


Sybase installation directory Type the full pathname of the Sybase installation directory for the destination server,
represented by $SYBASE on Linux or UNIX and %SYBASE% on Windows.


Do not type the environment variable $SYBASE or %SYBASE% but type the actual text of
the full pathname. For example, type /sybase instead of $SYBASE.


Sybase username Type the Sybase username.


Sybase user password Type the Sybase user password.
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Command Line Interface
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Overview of CLI operations
You can use the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase (Sybase plug-in) command, avsybase,
and its options to perform the supported command line interface (CLI) operations.


NOTICE


On Microsoft windows, use the command name avsybase.exe.


If the value of an avsybase command option contains any spaces, enclose the value
in double quotation marks, for example, --flagfile="C:\Program Files\var
\sybflags.txt". Otherwise, the operation might fail.


You can browse for Sybase data to back up and perform backup and restore
operations with the Sybase plug-in software by using the avsybase command with
the --operation option and other supported options. Operation option provides
details on the command options to use for each supported operation.


You can specify the avsybase command options for a backup or restore by typing
the options after the avsybase command. Alternatively, you can list the command
options in an option file, as described in Using an option file.


Launching the CLI
The avsybase binary is located in the bin subdirectory in the Avamar client
installation directory.


Procedure


1. Open a command prompt.


2. Change to the appropriate directory to run the avsybase command.


The default directory locations of the avsybase binary on the supported
operating systems are as follows:


l On AIX and Linux: /usr/local/avamar/bin
l On HP-UX and Solaris: /opt/AVMRclnt/bin
l On Windows: C:\Program Files\avs\bin


Command options on page 94 includes a complete list of all the avsybase
command options.


Using an option file
As an alternative to typing the command options after the avsybase command, you
can set the command options in one of the following option files:


l The avsybase.cmd file that must be located in either of the following directories:


n The Avamar var directory under the Avamar client installation directory. The
default var directories are as follows:


– On AIX and Linux: /usr/local/avamar/var
– On HP-UX and Solaris: /opt/AVMRclnt/var
– On Windows: C:\Program Files\avs\var
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n The directory specified with the --vardir option.


NOTICE


Use the avsybase.cmd file with caution. An option set in the avsybase.cmd
file is applied to every avsybase process that runs on the system, including all
the browse, backup, and restore processes started through the CLI or Avamar
Administrator.


l An option file that you create as a text file. Specify the option file pathname with
the --flagfile option.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


You must list each option on a separate line in the option file as shown in the following
example:


--debug
--logfile=/sybase/logs/sybase.log


NOTICE


Due to an Avamar limitation, you cannot specify non-ASCII values for any options in
the avsybase.cmd file or option file.


You can use the same option file for both backup and restore options, as required. You
can also specify the command options after the avsybase command on the operating
system command line, instead of listing the options in an option file.


If you set options in an option file, do not type the options after the avsybase
command used for backups or restores. Command options provides details about any
command options that you should and should not set in an option file.


For example, you can include all the following mandatory options for a backup or
restore in the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path instead of
specifying the options with the avsybase command:


--account=domain/client 
--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--id=Avamar_server_username 
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--password=Avamar_server_password
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path
--syblogin=Sybase_username
--sybpassword=Sybase_user_password
[--sybserver=]Sybase_server_name


Password encoding
You can use avtar to encode passwords that are entered through the command line
or stored in script files, and then use the encoded string with the --password or --
sybpassword option.


You must perform the required steps to encode passwords.
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Procedure


1. Type the following command on the command line on the Avamar client
(Sybase host):


avtar --encodepassword=password
where password is the password to encode.


The command returns an encoded string on the command line.


NOTICE


Each time you run the avtar --encodepassword=password command, the
command returns a different encoded string. For example, running the same
command twice yields different encoded strings, and you can use either string
as a valid encoded password for a backup or restore.


2. Use the encoded string on the avsybase command line as the password with
the --password or --sybpassword option.


Help
The --help option enables you to view the descriptive version of command line help.


Use the --help option to display a complete list of supported options with a
description of each option:


avsybase --help
Use the --usage option to view a basic list of available options without a description
of each option:


avsybase --usage


Version information
Use the --version option to view the build version information for the Sybase plug-
in:


avsybase --version


Command options
The Sybase plug-in supports specific options with the avsybase command for
Sybase backup and restore operations.


For operations performed with Avamar Administrator, you can optionally specify the
avsybase command options in Avamar Administrator:


Procedure


1. Click More in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box for an on-demand
backup, in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box for a restore, or on
the Options tab when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup.


2. For each option, type [avsybase]option_name in the Enter Attribute field and
the option value in the Enter Attribute Value field. Click + to add the option,
and click - to remove the option from the list.


Specific options, such as --ddr or --debug, do not include an equal sign when
you specify the options on the command line. When you specify one of these
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options in Avamar Administrator, set the option value to True in the Enter
Attribute Value field.
Use the More button to set only additional options that you cannot specify with
the GUI controls.


NOTICE


The Avamar software does not validate the option information you type in the
Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields. In addition, the values in
these fields override settings that you specify for the options with GUI controls
(text boxes, checkboxes, radio buttons, and so forth) in Avamar Administrator.


Synopsis


Consider the following guidelines when you type the avsybase command and the
command options:


l Replace a variable value in italicized font with an actual valid value.


l Required options are not enclosed in any brackets.


l Optional options are enclosed in square brackets [].


l Either/or choices are enclosed in curly brackets {}.


l If an option value contains any spaces, then enclose the value in double quotation
marks, for example, --flagfile="C:\Program Files\var
\sybflags.txt".


l Specify the Sybase server name either as a separate item on the command line
(without the --sybserver option) or as the --sybserver option value.


l Specify a database name either as a separate item on the command line (without
the --sybdb option) or as the --sybdb option value. A database name specified
as a separate item must also include the Sybase server name, for example,
Sybase_server_name/database_name.


l Specify only one Sybase server name with the --sybserver option and only one
database name with the --sybdb option.


l You can specify multiple database names as separate items (without the --sybdb
option) in the avsybase command for a backup, restore, or print-headers
operation.


l You can specify only one database name in the avsybase command for a check-
db or list-times operation.


Note


When possible, specify the Sybase server name and any database names as separate
items on the command line, without the --sybserver and --sybdb options. The --
sybserver and --sybdb options will be deprecated in a future release. All the
database names specified in the same avsybase command must include the same
Sybase server name.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.
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l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


The following synopsis describes the avsybase commands and options used for
browse, backup, restore and recovery, and other miscellaneous operations with the
Sybase plug-in.


avsybase --operation=browse
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path --password=Avamar_server_password
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path --syblogin=Sybase_username
--sybpassword=Sybase_user_password {--sybserver=Sybase_server_name
| Sybase_server_name}


All the listed options are mandatory for a browse operation.


avsybase [--operation=backup]
--account=domain/client [--ase-password=backup_password]
[--ase-verify=verification_level] [--brtype=backup_type]
--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir [--dbcc-checkalloc | --dbcc-checkcatalog
| --dbcc-checkdb | --dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex | --dbcc-
checkstorage]
[--ddr [--ddr-index=index_number]] [--debug]
[--expires=number_of_days_or_timestamp] --flagfile=option_file_path
--id=Avamar_server_username [--logfile=log_file_path]
[--max-streams=multi-streaming_value] [--stripes=multi-
striping_value][--no-backup] [--no-log]
[--no-truncate] [--no-truncate-mixed] --
ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path 
--password=Avamar_server_password [--promotetofull | --
promotetocumu] 
[--retention-type=type] [--run-at-end=script_path]
[--run-at-start=script_path] 
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address 
[--shrink-log] --sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path 
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name1]
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name2] ...]]
[--sybdb=Sybase_database_name] [--sybdebug=syblogs_debug_level]
[--syblanguage=vendor_locale] --syblogin=Sybase_username
[--syblogs=syblogs_dir_path] --sybpassword=Sybase_user_password
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}
[--truncate-all] [--vardir=var_dir_path]


The default value of the --operation option is backup.


avsybase --operation=restore
--account=domain/client [--ase-password=backup_password]
[--ase-verify=verification_level] --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
[--dbcc-checkalloc | --dbcc-checkcatalog | --dbcc-checkdb |
--dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex | --dbcc-checkstorage] [--debug]
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
[--labelnum=label_number] [--leave-offline]
[--logfile=log_file_path] [--max-streams=multi-streaming_value]
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path --password=Avamar_server_password
[--pointintime=date_and_time] [--postfix=backup_name
[--postfix_only]] [--restore-destination=restore_type]
[--run-at-end=script_path] [--run-at-start=script_path]
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name1]
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name2] ...]]
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[--sybdb=Sybase_database_name] [--sybdebug=syblogs_debug_level]
[--syblanguage=vendor_locale] --syblogin=Sybase_username
[--syblogs=syblogs_dir_path] --sybpassword=Sybase_user_password
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}
[--target=destination_Sybase_server_name[/database_name]]
[--vardir=var_dir_path]


avsybase --operation=check-db
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
[--dbcc-checkalloc | --dbcc-checkcatalog | --dbcc-checkdb |
--dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex | --dbcc-checkstorage]
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path --password=Avamar_server_password
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name]] [--sybdb=Sybase_database_name]
--syblogin=Sybase_username --sybpassword=Sybase_user_password
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}


avsybase --operation=list-times
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
[--labelnum=label_number] --password=Avamar_server_password
[--pointintime=date_and_time]
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
[--sybdb=Sybase_database_name | Sybase_server_name/database_name]
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}


avsybase --operation=print-headers
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
[--labelnum=label_number] --ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--password=Avamar_server_password
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name1]
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name2] ...]]
--syblogin=Sybase_username --sybpassword=Sybase_user_password
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}


Operation option
Except for a backup operation, you must always use the --operation option with
the avsybase command to specify one of the supported operations listed in the
following table.


Note


If you use the --operation option without specifying an operation, a backup is
performed without error.


Table 9 Operations supported with avsybase command


Operation option Description


--operation=browse Returns information on all the databases on the Sybase server that are available for backup.
With this option, use only certain other options, as described in Synopsis.
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Table 9 Operations supported with avsybase command (continued)


Operation option Description


--operation=backup Default value of the --operation option. Performs an on-demand backup of the specified


Sybase database or server.


With this option, use any of the options described in Common options on and Backup options
on page 103.


--operation=check-db Performs a database consistency check as a manual operation, separate from any backup or
restore operation. With this option, use only certain other options, as described in Synopsis.


You can optionally include any of the following options to specify the type of consistency
checks to perform:


l --dbcc-checkalloc—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkalloc check.


l --dbcc-checkcatalog—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkcatalog check.


l --dbcc-checkdb—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkdb check.


l --dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkdb check


with the skip_ncindex option.


l --dbcc-checkstorage—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkstorage check.


If you do not include any of these five options, then the database consistency check performs
a Sybase checkdb check by default. The Sybase documentation provides more details about


database consistency checks.


You can optionally specify a particular database for the consistency check. If you do not
specify a database, then the consistency check occurs on every database of the Sybase
server.


--operation=list-times Performs an operation to list the label numbers and the “old time” and “new time” values of a
backup as used to verify the backup and provide details about the backup available for
restore.
The “old time” and “new time” values are obtained by doing a partial restore of the backup
data. The list time values are based on when the backup was performed and might vary
slightly from the actual times.


Point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command describes how to use this option.


NOTICE


You must specify the Sybase server name in the avsybase command for the list-times


operation. If you do not specify the server name, the list-times operation fails.


--operation=print-
headers


Performs an operation to restore the header information of a backup and print this
information, which includes (in Sybase native format) the sequence dates covered by a
transaction log backup. The following example shows the header information:


avsybase Info <0000>: Log begins on page 76804; checkpoint RID=Rid pageid 
= 0x14f65; row num = 0x2d; previous BEGIN XACT RID=(Rid pageid = 0x12c04; 
row num = 0x1); sequence dates: (old=Mar 9 2013 8:10:50:963AM, new=Mar 9 
2013 8:16:45:650AM); truncation page=85861; 10 pages deallocated; 
requires database with 102400 pages.


The highlighted “old” and “new” sequence dates indicate the exact time range covered by a
transaction log backup and enable you to determine which log backup to use for a point-in-
time recovery.
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Table 9 Operations supported with avsybase command (continued)


Operation option Description


Use this operation only if the list-times operation fails to provide an exact enough time range
for a point-in-time recovery.


--operation=restore Performs a restore or recovery of the specified Sybase database or server. With this option,
use any of the options described in Common options and Restore and recovery options.


Common options
Common options are used for multiple operations with avsybase command . You can
use specific options for backup, restore, browse, check-db, list-times, and
print-headers operations as described in Synopsis.


The following common options are available for the avsybase command.


Table 10 Common options for both backups and restores with avsybase command


Common option Description


--account=domain|client Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the Avamar client to back
up or restore from, with the following format:


domain/client


where domain is the Avamar domain to which the client belongs and client
is the client computer name registered on the Avamar server.


--ase-password=backup_password Optional. Specifies the password that the Sybase server uses with the
Sybase dump or load command option with passwd= to implement a


password-protected backup or restore. The same password used during a
password-protected backup must be specified for the restore of the
backup.


--ase-verify=verification_level Optional. Specifies the level of backup data verification. The
verification_level value can be one of the following values:


l full—Specifies to use the Sybase dump or load command option


with verify=full to verify both the header information and rows


structure for full verification of the backup data.


l header—Specifies to use the Sybase dump or load command option


with verify=header option to verify the page header information


only.


l verifyonly—(CLI restore only) Specifies to use the Sybase load
command option with verify=verifyonly to verify minimal


header information without restoring the database.


--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the full pathname of the
directory location of the Avamar binaries.


--dbcc-checkalloc | --dbcc-
checkcatalog |


--dbcc-checkdb |


Optional. Specifies the type of database consistency check to perform
before the start of a backup or after the end of a restore:


l dbcc-checkalloc—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkalloc
check.
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Table 10 Common options for both backups and restores with avsybase command (continued)


Common option Description


--dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex | --
dbcc-checkstorage


l dbcc-checkcatalog—Specifies to perform a Sybase


checkcatalog check.


l -dbcc-checkdb—Specifies to perform a Sybase checkdb check.


l dbcc-checkdb-skip-ncindex—Specifies to perform a Sybase


checkdb check with the skip_ncindex option.


l dbcc-checkstorage—Specifies to perform a Sybase


checkstorage check.


If you do not include any of these five options, then the Sybase plug-in does
not perform a database consistency check during the backup or restore.
The Sybase documentation provides more details about database
consistency checks.


--debug Optional. Enables debugging messages to be printed for a browse, backup,
or restore operation.


--flagfile=option_file_path Recommended for backups and restores. Specifies the full pathname of an
option file on the Avamar client that contains avsybase command options.


You can optionally include any of the avsybase command options in the


file. Each option must appear on a separate line.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


1. Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


2. Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin,


and --sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the


Sybase operating system user that performs the operation.


--id=Avamar_server_username Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the Avamar server
username for authentication.


You can specify the values for the --id and --account options at the


same time by specifying --id=user@domain/client.


NOTICE


For security reasons, set this option in an option file specified with the --
flagfile option and accessible only to the Sybase operating system user


that performs the operation.


--logfile=log_file_path Optional. Specifies the full pathname of the alternative log file to contain all
messages that the Sybase plug-in and its spawned processes print to
stdout and stderr:


l If the log file does not already exist, the log file is created.


l If the log file already exists, logging information is appended to the file.


l If this option is not specified, CLI operations do not create a log file and
logging is disabled.


Logging information provides details about log files created for operations
performed with Avamar Administrator.
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Table 10 Common options for both backups and restores with avsybase command (continued)


Common option Description


Note


To enable debugging messages, you must also specify the --debug option.


Debugging is not enabled by default.


--max-streams=multi_streaming_value Optional. Specifies the multi-streaming value, as the maximum number of
databases that can be backed up or restored at the same time. The default
value is 1. There is no enforced maximum value for CLI operations with the
avsybase command. Software processes provides details.


--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the full pathname of the
directory location of the OCS libraries on the Sybase server.


--password=Avamar_server_password Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the password of the Avamar
server account, which can be a password that was encoded with the avtar
--encodepassword command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


1. Encode the password that you specify with this option according to 
Password encoding.


2. Set this option in an option file specified with the --flagfile option


and accessible only to the Sybase operating system user that performs
the operation.


--run-at-end=script_path Optional. Specifies the name of a postprocessing script to be run
immediately after a backup or restore.


--run-at-start=script_path Optional. Specifies the name of a preprocessing script to be run
immediately before a backup or restore.


--
server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address


Mandatory for backup, restore, list-times, and print-headers operations.
Specifies the DNS hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the full pathname of the
Sybase installation root directory.


Sybase_server_name[/database_name1]
[Sybase_server_name[/database_name2]...]


Mandatory for all operations with the avsybase command if you do not


use the --sybserver option. Specifies the Sybase instance name of the


Sybase server, which is not the Sybase hostname, and (except for a list-
times operation) optionally a database name. If the Sybase server is in a
cluster, specify the virtual server name.


Instead of or in addition to using the --sybserver option, you can specify


the Sybase server name separately (without the --sybserver option) in


the command. For a backup or restore, you can optionally include a
database name instead of using the --sybdb option, for example,


Sybase_server_name/database_name. You can specify one or more
database names in this format in the same backup or restore command.
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Table 10 Common options for both backups and restores with avsybase command (continued)


Common option Description


Note


When possible, specify the Sybase server name and any database names
separately in the command instead of using the --sybserver and --
sybdb options. You must separate multiple names with a space.


--sybdb=Sybase_database_name Optional. Specifies a Sybase database name for the backup or restore. If
you do not specify a database name, the whole Sybase server instance is
backed up or restored. You can specify only one database name with the --
sybdb option.


Instead of or in addition to using the--sybdb option , you can specify one


or more database names separately (without the --sybdb option) in the


same backup or restore command. You must include the Sybase server
name with each database name, for example, Sybase_server_name/
database_name.


--sybdebug=syblogs_debug_level Optional. Specifies the debug level for the libsybase_avamar.x logs,


which takes effect only if --syblogs is specified. The level can be either


of the following levels:


l 0—Default value. Specifies that entry and exit messages of read and
write functions are not printed.


l Positive number—Specifies that entry and exit messages of read and
write functions are printed.


--syb-language=vendor_locale Optional. Specifies the locale for the Sybase OCL session in an I18N
environment. The locale must be a proper vendor_locale value from the
locales.dat file entry, as described in Configuring I18N support.


--syblogin=Sybase_username Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the Sybase username of the
Sybase server account.


Store this option in an option file.


--syblogs=syblogs_dir_path Optional. Specifies the full pathname of a directory for the
libsybase_avamar.x logs. If you do not specify this option, the


libsybase_avamar.x logs are not written.


--sybpassword=Sybase_user_password Mandatory for backups and restores. Specifies the Sybase user password
of the Sybase server account, which can be a password that was encoded
with the avtar --encodepassword command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


1. Encode the password that you specify with this option according to 
Password encoding.


2. Set this option in an option file specified with the --flagfile option


and accessible only to the Sybase operating system user that performs
the operation.


--sybserver=Sybase_server_name Mandatory for all operations with the avsybase command unless you


specify the Sybase server name separately (without the --sybserver
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Table 10 Common options for both backups and restores with avsybase command (continued)


Common option Description


option) in the command. Specifies the Sybase instance name of the Sybase
server, which is not the Sybase hostname. If the Sybase server is in a
cluster, specify the virtual server name.


Instead of using the --sybserver option, you can specify the Sybase


server name separately in the command and optionally include a database
name, for example, Sybase_server_name[/database_name].


--vardir=var_dir_path Optional. Specifies the full pathname of the Avamar var directory. If this


option is not set, the default location is the Avamar data directory in the
home directory of the user that runs the avsybase command.


Note


You cannot specify this option in the avsybase.cmd file, which must be


stored in the directory specified by the --vardir option.


Backup options
Backup options for the avsybase command enable you to control the backup
operations. Many of these options are the same as the plug-in options that you specify
in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI when you perform an on-demand backup or
create a dataset for scheduled backups.


The following avsybase options are available for backup operations. With these
backup options, use the --operation=backup option from Operation option and
any additional common options from Common options.


Table 11 Options for backups with avsybase command


Backup option Description


--brtype=backup_type Optional. Specifies the type of backup to perform. The backup_type value
must be one of the following values:


l full—Default value. Backs up the entire database, including the


transaction log in the database.


l cumulative—Backs up pages changed since the last full backup.


l incremental—Backs up only the transaction logs.


l truncate—Performs a truncation backup.


NOTICE


You can create only a full backup for a database that does not support
incremental (transaction log) backups, such as the master database with its
data and log on the same device. If you try to perform an incremental
backup of such a database, a full backup is performed instead.


--ddr Optional. Specifies that the backup is performed by using the DD Boost
library to save the data directly on a Data Domain system instead of an
Avamar server.
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Table 11 Options for backups with avsybase command (continued)


Backup option Description


--ddr-index=index_number Optional. Specifies the index number (1, 2, 3, or so on) of the Data Domain
system on which the backup is stored. An index number is assigned to the
Data Domain system when the system is added to the Avamar server
configuration. If you do not use this option or you specify --ddr-
index=0, then the Avamar server assigns a Data Domain system for the


backup.


--expires=number_of_days_or_timestamp Optional. Specifies the backup expiration as a number of days from today or
as an absolute timestamp.


--label=name Specifies a label name for the backup.


--no-backup Optional. Specifies to disable a database backup after a log truncation
operation.


--no-log Optional. Specifies to disable logging of a log truncation operation.


NOTICE


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation only.


--no-truncate Optional. Specifies to disable log truncation after an incremental (log)
backup.


NOTICE


Use this option in a disaster recovery situation.


--no truncate-mixed Optional. Specifies to disable log truncation after a full backup for all
database types. Log truncation after full backup on page 109 provides
details.


--promotetofull If incremental backups are not allowed, promote them to full.


--promotetocumu If incremental backups are not allowed, promote them to cumulative.


--retention-type=type Optional. Specifies the type of advanced retention to assign to the backup.
The type value is a quoted string that can be either (a) one of the


following values or (b) a combination of any of the final four values as
follows:


l none—Do not explicitly assign any retention type to the backup. Treat


the backup as a normal on-demand backup.


l daily—Designate the backup as a daily backup.


l weekly—Designate the backup as a weekly backup.


l monthly—Designate the backup as a monthly backup.


l yearly—Designate the backup as a yearly backup.


For example, specify daily,yearly as the value for the type of advanced


retention.


--shrink-log Optional for a Sybase 15.7.x database backup only. Specifies to perform a
shrink log operation during a database backup, which removes any hole that
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Table 11 Options for backups with avsybase command (continued)


Backup option Description


exists at the end of the database. Such a hole is created when the Sybase
15.7.x parameter log off is used to remove portions of a database log.


The --shrink-log option is ignored for backups with Sybase 15.5 or


earlier.


--truncate-all Optional. Specifies to enable log truncation after a full backup for all
database types except read-only databases. Log truncation after full
backup on page 109 provides details.


--stripes=multi-striping_value Optional. Specifies the multi-striping value, as the number of stripes to
break up each database in the backup into. The default value is 1. There is
no enforced maximum value for CLI operations with the avsybase
command.


Restore and recovery options
Restore and recovery options for the avsybase command enable you to control
restore operations. Many of these options are the same as the plug-in options that you
specify in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI when you perform a restore.


The following avsybase options are available for the restore operation. With these
restore and recovery options, use the --operation=restore option from
"Operation option" and any additional common options from "Common options."


Table 12 Options for restore and recovery with avsybase command


Restore and recovery option Description


--label=name Specifies a label name for the backup to restore.


--labelnum=label_number Mandatory for a point-in-time recovery only. Specifies the label number of
the backup to restore for the point-in-time recovery.


--leave-offline Optional. Specifies to not bring databases online after a restore.


--pointintime=date_and_time Mandatory for a point-in-time recovery only. Specifies a date and time for a
point-in-time recovery. The recovery process stops at the first date and
time that is exactly at or after the specified date and time.


Specify the date and time as a quoted string in the format “yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss”. For example, specify “2013-02-25 14:15:45” for the date
February 25, 2013 and time 2:15:45 p.m.


--postfix=backup_name Optional. Specifies the quoted name of the backup for recovery, such as
“f-0” or “i-2”:


l If used with the --postfix-only option, then only the named


backup is restored.


l If used without the --postfix-only option, then all the backups in a


sequence are stored, ending with the named backup, for example,
ending with the i-2 backup.
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Table 12 Options for restore and recovery with avsybase command (continued)


Restore and recovery option Description


NOTICE


Use the --postfix option only in special cases, such as when the regular


point-in-time recovery fails or you need to restore a particular backup
individually.


--postfix-only Optional. Specifies to restore only the backup specified by the --postfix
option.


--target=destination_Sybase_server_name
[/database_name]


Optional. Specifies the Sybase instance and (optionally) database on the
destination host to which the data is restored in a relocated recovery,
where destination_Sybase_server_name is the name of the destination
instance and, if specified, database_name is the name of the destination
database.


If the --target option is not specified, the backup is restored to the


original source instance.


Browse operations with the avsybase command
You can perform an on-demand browse operation by running the avsybase command
(or avsybase.exe on Microsoft Windows) with the --operation= browse option
and other supported options on the operating system command line.


Overview of CLI operations provides details on the avsybase command options and
how to launch a browse operation with the avsybase command.


The browse operation returns a list of data on the Sybase host client that is available
for backup. The command results appear as standard output in the command window.
The following information appears for each entry:


l Name


l Date


l Size


l Type


l User


The data is sorted alphabetically by name.


Use the following browse command to return a list of all the databases on the Sybase
host:


avsybase --operation=browse --flagfile=option_file_path


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.
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l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


If the other mandatory options are included with the avsybase command line, the
browse command becomes as follows:


avsybase --operation=browse --flagfile=option_file_path
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path --sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path
Sybase_server_name


On-demand backups with the avsybase command
You can initiate an on-demand backup of Sybase data by running the avsybase
command (or avsybase.exe on Microsoft Windows) with the --operation=
backup option and other supported options on the operating system command line.


Overview of CLI operations provides details on the avsybase command options for
Sybase backups and how to launch an on-demand backup with the avsybase
command.


Instead of setting command options on the avsybase command line, you can use an
option file to set the options as described in Using an option file.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation


A backup with the avsybase command can back up one or more specified databases
or all the databases on a Sybase server.


A backup with the Avamar Administrator or the AUI can also back up one or more
databases on a Sybase server. The following sections describe how to use the AUI to
perform a backup:


l Performing on-demand backups


l Scheduling backups


Full backups with the avsybase command
A full backup backs up all the data in one or all of the databases on a Sybase server.


Full backups provides more information on Sybase full backups.


Full backup of Sybase server
You can perform a full backup with the avsybase command to back up all the
databases on the Sybase server, including the transaction logs of each database.


The following example avsybase command performs a full backup of the whole
Sybase server:


avsybase [--operation=backup] [--brtype=full]
--flagfile=option_file_path
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The options --operation and --brtype are optional for a full backup. In this
example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all the
mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


If the other mandatory options are included with the avsybase command, the
command for the full backup becomes as follows:


avsybase [--operation=backup] [--brtype=full]
--flagfile=option_file_path --account=domain/client
--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir --ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path Sybase_server_name


For example, the following command performs a full backup of all the Sybase
databases on the Sybase server named SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain and
stores the backup on the Avamar server with the hostname avamar-1.example.com:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=full
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1


For example, the following command performs a full backup of all the Sybase
databases on the Sybase server named SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain and
stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that was added to the Avamar
configuration. Use the --ddr option and (optional) --ddr-index option to specify
a backup to a Data Domain system:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=full
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1 --ddr
--ddr-index=1


Full backup of specified databases
You can perform a full backup with the avsybase command to back up one or more
specified databases on the Sybase server, including the transaction logs of the
databases.


Note


You can specify only one database name with the --sybdb option. You can use only
one --sybdb option per avsybase command. However, you can specify multiple
database names separately in the command without using the --sybdb option.


The following example avsybase command performs a full backup of two specified
databases:
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avsybase [--operation=backup] [--brtype=full]
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name1
Sybase_server_name/database_name2


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


The options --operation and --brtype are optional for a full backup.


For example, the following command performs a full backup of the Sybase databases
db1, db2, and db3 on the Sybase server SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain. The
command stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that was added to the
Avamar configuration:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=full
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1
SYBASE_SERVER1/db2 SYBASE_SERVER1/db3 --ddr --ddr-index=1


Log truncation after full backup
By default, the Sybase plug-in does not truncate the logs of regular databases (with
database and log data stored in separate Sybase devices) after a full backup with the
avsybase command. However, the software truncates the logs of non-regular
databases (except read-only databases) after a full backup with the avsybase
command to prevent the logs from becoming completely full.


The avsybase command options --no-truncate-mixed and --truncate-all
are supported for full backups only, not for incremental backups:


l --no-truncate-mixed—Disables log truncation after a full backup for all
database types.


l --truncate-all—Enables log truncation after a full backup for all database
types except read-only databases.


These command options affect whether the logs are truncated after a full backup with
the avsybase command:


l After a full backup of a regular database, the Sybase plug-in truncates the logs
only if you use the --truncate-all option.


l After a full backup of an in-memory database, mixed log and data database, or
relaxed-durability database, the Sybase plug-in always truncates the logs unless
you use the --no-truncate-mixed option.


l After a full backup of a read-only database, the Sybase plug-in never truncates the
logs, even if you use the --truncate-all option.


Cumulative backups with the avsybase command
A cumulative backup backs up all pages changed since the last full backup.


Cumulative backups on page 21 provides more information on Sybase cumulative
backups.
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Cumulative backup of Sybase server
You can perform a cumulative backup with the avsybase command that applies to all
the databases on the Sybase server.


The following example avsybase command performs a cumulative backup of the
whole Sybase server:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=option_file_path


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


If the other mandatory options are included with the avsybase command, the
command for the cumulative backup becomes as follows:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=option_file_path --account=domain/client
--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir --ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path Sybase_server_name


For example, the following command performs a cumulative backup of all the Sybase
databases on the Sybase server named SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain and
stores the backup on the Avamar server with the hostname avamar-1.example.com:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1


For example, the following command performs a cumulative backup of all the Sybase
databases on the Sybase server named SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain and
stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that was added to the Avamar
configuration. Use the --ddr option and (optional) --ddr-index option to specify
a backup to a Data Domain system:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1 --ddr
--ddr-index=1
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Cumulative backup of specified databases
You can perform a cumulative backup with the avsybase command that applies to
one or more specified databases on the Sybase server.


Note


You can specify only one database name with the --sybdb option. You can use only
one --sybdb option per avsybase command. However, you can specify multiple
database names separately in the command without using the --sybdb option.


The following example avsybase command performs a cumulative backup of two
specified databases:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name1
Sybase_server_name/database_name2


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


For example, the following command performs a cumulative backup of the Sybase
databases db1, db2, and db3 on the Sybase server SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase
domain. The command stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that was
added to the Avamar configuration:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=cumulative
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1
SYBASE_SERVER1/db2 SYBASE_SERVER1/db3 --ddr --ddr-index=1


Log truncation not performed after cumulative backup
The Sybase plug-in does not truncate the logs of any databases after a cumulative
backup.


Incremental backups with the avsybase command
An incremental backup backs up the transaction logs of one or more databases on a
Sybase server, not the whole databases.


Incremental backups provides more information about Sybase incremental backups.


The Sybase plug-in automatically promotes an incremental (log) backup to a full
(database) backup in the following cases. The user can specify whether incremental
backups are promoted to full or cumulative backups, through either the Avamar
Administrator graphical interface or the avsybase CLI command.


l A full backup of a Sybase database has not been performed previously.


l An incremental backup is not supported for a particular type of database.


l The Sybase plug-in cannot determine the type of database, for example, if the
database is offline.
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Incremental backup of Sybase server
You can perform an incremental backup with the avsybase command to back up the
transaction logs of all the databases on the Sybase server.


The following example avsybase command performs an incremental backup of the
entire Sybase server:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=incremental
--flagfile=option_file_path


The --operation option is optional for an incremental backup.


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


If the other mandatory options are included with the avsybase command, the
command for the incremental backup becomes as follows:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=incremental
--flagfile=option_file_path --account=domain/client
--bindir=Avamar_binary_dir --ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path Sybase_server_name


For example, the following command performs an incremental backup of the Sybase
server named SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain by backing up the transaction
logs of all the databases. The command stores the backup on the Avamar server with
the hostname avamar-1.example.com:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=incremental
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1


Incremental backup of specified databases
You can perform an incremental backup with the avsybase command to back up the
transaction logs of one or more specified databases on the Sybase server.


Note


You can specify only one database name with the --sybdb option. You can use only
one --sybdb option per avsybase command. However, to back up the logs of more
than one database at a time, you can specify multiple database names separately in
the command without using the --sybdb option.


The following example avsybase command performs an incremental backup of two
specified databases:
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avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=incremental
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name1
Sybase_server_name/database_name2


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


The --operation option is optional for an incremental backup.


For example, the following command performs an incremental backup of the
databases db1 and db2 on the Sybase server SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain
and stores the backup on the first Data Domain system that was added to the Avamar
configuration:


avsybase --operation=backup --brtype=incremental
--flagfile=/secure/options.txt --account=/sybase/host1
--bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
--server=avamar-1.example.com --sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1
SYBASE_SERVER1/db2 --ddr --ddr-index=1


Log truncation after incremental backup
By default, the Sybase plug-in software truncates the logs of regular databases (with
database and log data stored in separate Sybase devices) after an incremental backup
with the avsybase command.


The avsybase command option --no-truncate is supported for incremental
backups only, not for full backups. When you specify the --no-truncate option, the
Sybase dump transaction command uses the no_truncate option. The
transaction logs are backed up, but they are not truncated.


NOTICE


Use the --no-truncate option only in a disaster recovery situation, not for a regular
incremental backup. If the Sybase data device has been lost, you can use the --no-
truncate option with a regular database to back up the transaction logs without
truncating them. Then you can proceed to restore the lost data.


The Sybase plug-in software supports the --no-truncate option for regular Sybase
databases only. Non-regular databases do not support transaction log backups.


Incremental and cumulative sequences
The Sybase plug-in allows incremental and cumulative backups to be mixed in any
order in a backup sequence. Generally, incremental backups should be used more than
cumulative backups, because only incremental backups support point-in-time
recovery. If cumulative backups are present in a backup sequence, the Sybase plug-in
determines the optimal set of backups to use when performing a recovery. This
process is automatic. If there are no cumulative backups in a backup sequence, only
incremental backups are used in addition to the full backup.


Truncation backups with the avsybase command
A truncation backup truncates the logs of one or more databases on a Sybase server
without performing a log backup.


Truncation backups provides more information about truncation backups.
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truncate_only truncation backup
You can perform a truncate_only truncation backup or regular truncation backup with
the avsybase command to truncate the log of a database without performing a log
backup.


Use a truncate_only backup for a mixed log and data database where the data and
transaction log are stored in the same file. You cannot perform log backups on this
type of database but you must still truncate the log before the log becomes full.


The following example avsybase command performs a truncate_only backup for the
specified database and then performs a full database backup by default:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=truncate
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name


The --operation option is optional for a truncation backup. In this example, the
option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all the mandatory
options that are not included with the avsybase command.


Log truncation with truncate_only option followed by full backup describes the
equivalent backup option for a truncate_only backup with the AUI.


The following example avsybase command performs a truncate_only backup for the
specified database without performing a full database backup afterwards:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=truncate --no-backup
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name


no_log truncation backup
You can perform a no_log truncation backup with the avsybase command to
truncate the log of a database without performing a log backup and without logging
the truncation. Use a no_log backup only as a last resort when the transaction log is
full.


The following example avsybase command performs a no_log backup for the
specified database and then performs a full database backup by default:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=truncate --no-log
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name


The --operation option is optional for a truncation backup. In this example, the
option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all the mandatory
options that are not included with the avsybase command.


Log truncation with no_log option followed by full backup describes the equivalent
backup option for a no_log backup with the AUI.


The following example avsybase command performs a no_log backup for the
specified database without performing a full database backup afterwards:


avsybase [--operation=backup] --brtype=truncate --no-log --no-backup
--flagfile=option_file_path Sybase_server_name/database_name
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Cumulative backups with the avsybase command
A cumulative backup backs up all pages changed since the last full backup.


Cumulative backups on page 21 provides more information on Sybase cumulative
backups.


Restore and recovery with the avsybase command
You can initiate a restore of Sybase data by running the avsybase command (or
avsybase.exe on Microsoft Windows) with the --operation= restore option
and other supported options on the operating system command line.


Overview of CLI operations provides details about the avsybase command options
for restores and how to launch a restore with the avsybase command.


Instead of setting command options on the avsybase command line, you can use an
option file to set the options as described in Using an option file.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


A restore with the avsybase command can restore one or more specified databases
or all the databases on a Sybase server.


A restore with the AUI can also restore one or more databases on a Sybase server.


Restore to same destination with the avsybase command
You can use the avsybase command to restore either of the following types of data
to the same destination:


l One or more source databases to the same-named destination databases on the
source Sybase server and host.


l A source Sybase server to the source host.


Restore of specified databases to same destination
You can use the avsybase command to restore one or more specified databases to
the source Sybase server.


Note


You can specify only one database name with the --sybdb option. You can use only
one --sybdb option per avsybase command. However, to restore more than one
database at a time, you can specify multiple database names separately in the
command without using the --sybdb option.


The following example avsybase command restores two specified databases:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=option_file_path
Sybase_server_name/database_name1 Sybase_server_name/database_name2
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In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the passwords that you specify with the --password and --
sybpassword options. Password encoding provides details.


l Set the credential-related options --id, --password, --syblogin, and --
sybpassword in an option file that is accessible only to the Sybase operating
system user that performs the operation.


If the other mandatory options are included with the avsybase command line, the
command to restore the databases becomes as follows:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=option_file_path
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--ocslibpath=OCS_libraries_path
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
--sybase=Sybase_install_dir_path Sybase_server_name/database_name1
Sybase_server_name/database_name2


For example, the following command restores the databases db1, db2, and db3 on the
Sybase server SYBASE_SERVER1 in the sybase domain by connecting to the Avamar
server with the hostname avamar-1.example.com:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1 SYBASE_SERVER1/db2
SYBASE_SERVER1/db3


Restore of server instance to same destination
You can use the avsybase command to restore a source Sybase server to the source
host.


The following example avsybase command restores the whole Sybase server:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=option_file_path


To restore the whole Sybase server, you must not specify any databases in the
command.


In this example, the option file specified by --flagfile=option_file_path contains all
the mandatory options, which are not included with the avsybase command.


For example, the following command restores the Sybase server instance,
SYBASE_SERVER1, in the sybase domain. The Avamar server that stores the backup
data (or just the metadata) has the hostname avamar-1.example.com:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1


Relocated recovery with the avsybase command
You can use the avsybase command to perform a relocated recovery.


Any of the following conditions can be true when you use the avsybase command to
perform a relocated recovery:
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l The source database is restored to a destination database with a different name.


l The destination server is different than the source server.


l The destination host is different than the source host where the backup occurred.


Before you start a relocated recovery, ensure that the destination database and server
already exist and the destination database has the same storage layout as the source
database.


For a relocated recovery to a different Sybase host, you must run the recovery on the
destination host.


The command options must specify the proper values for the relocated recovery:


l The --account option must specify the source host.


l The --sybdb option or separate database name in the command must specify the
source database for a database restore.


l The --syblogin and --sybpassword options must specify the Sybase
username and password of the destination server.


l The --sybserver option or separate server name in the command must specify
the source server.


l The --target option must specify the destination server and (if required)
destination database. The --target option must have a single value only.


For a relocated recovery of multiple databases, you can only specify a single
destination server name (not multiple database names) with the --target
option. For a relocated recovery of a single database, you can specify the
destination server name and destination database name with the --target
option, for example, --target=destination_server_name/
destination_database_name.


NOTICE


Perform the following actions for security reasons:


l Encode the password that you specify with the --sybpassword option
according to Password encoding.


l Set the --syblogin and --sybpassword options in an option file that is
accessible only to the Sybase operating system user that performs the operation.


Note


If the destination server is on a different host, you must run the avsybase command
on the destination host, but you do not need to add any command options to specify
the destination host.


For example, the following command restores the Sybase database named db1 to the
original Sybase server instance, SYBASE_SERVER1, but with a new database name,
db2:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1 --target=SYBASE_SERVER1/db2


For example, the following command restores the Sybase database named db1 from
the source Sybase server, SYBASE_SERVER1, to the same-named database on the
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destination Sybase server, SYBASE_SERVER2. Both servers are on the same host,
host1:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1 --target=SYBASE_SERVER2/db1


To perform a relocated recovery of a whole Sybase server instance, omit all the
source and destination database names from the avsybase command. For example,
the following command restores the whole server, SYBASE_SERVER1, to a different-
named server, SYBASE_SERVER2:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1 --target=SYBASE_SERVER2


To perform a relocated recovery of multiple databases, you can specify only a server
name with the --target option. For example, the following command restores the
databases db1 and db2 from the Sybase server SYBASE_SERVER1 to the same-
named databases on the destination Sybase server, SYBASE_SERVER2:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1/db1 SYBASE_SERVER1/db2
--target=SYBASE_SERVER2


Point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command
You can run a point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command for one or more
databases on a Sybase server.


To recover Sybase data to a specific point-in-time, use the --labelnum and --
pointintime options with the avsybase --operation=restore command:


l Use the option --labelnum=label_number to specify the label number of the
backup to use for the point-in-time recovery.


l Use the option --label=name to specify the backup label to use for the
recovery.


l Use the option --pointintime=date_and_time to specify a timestamp in
Avamar format, yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss, enclosed in quotes, as the date and time
to which the data will be recovered.


Command options provides details about the avsybase command options.


Determine the label number of the backup to use for the point-in-time recovery
To determine the label number of the backup to use for the point-in-time recovery,
you can use the avsybase --operation=list-times command:


avsybase --operation=list-times
--account=domain/client --bindir=Avamar_binary_dir
--flagfile=option_file_path --id=Avamar_server_username
[--labelnum=label_number] --password=Avamar_server_password
[--pointintime=date_and_time]
--server=Avamar_server_name_or_IP_address
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[--sybdb=Sybase_database_name | Sybase_server_name/database_name]
{--sybserver=Sybase_server_name | Sybase_server_name}


Note


The list-times operation creates a temporary file named avsybase-tmp-time-
pid in the var directory, for example, avsybase-tmp-1350320641-2134. The file
contains avtar login information, such as hfsadd, hfsport, id, and other sensitive
data. If the list-times operation does not automatically remove the file, delete the
file manually after the operation is complete.


The avsybase --operation=list-times command produces the following type
of output:


avsybase Info <0000>: Labelnum: 208
avsybase Info <0000>: Server: BUWINISK
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: master
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:44:34 
(1297773874)
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: model
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:44:50 
(1297773890)
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: sybsystemdb
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:45:02 
(1297773902)
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: sybsystemprocs
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:49:48 
(1297774188)
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: sybmgmtdb
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:50:52 
(1297774252)
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: owensk
avsybase Info <0000>: i-1 old time: 2013-02-15 07:50:53 (1297774253) new time: 2015-02-15 
07:51:00 (1297774260)
avsybase Info <0000>: Labelnum: 201
avsybase Info <0000>: Server: BUWINISK
avsybase Info <0000>: Database: master
avsybase Info <0000>: f-0 old time: 1969-12-31 19:00:00 (0) new time: 2015-02-15 07:36:31 
(1297773391)


You can use the Sybase_server_name/database_name option with the command to
obtain the old time and new time values for a specific database backup. Alternatively,
you can use the --labelnum=label_number option with the command to obtain the
old time and new time values for a specific backup label. You can also use the --
pointintime option to obtain the old time and new time values for only the backups
since a specific time, rather than for all the backups that exist on the Avamar server.


From the avsybase --operation=list-times command output, you can
determine the backup label number that includes backups that contain the required
point-in-time. For an incremental backup to qualify as a suitable backup for the point-
in-time recovery, the old time listed for the incremental backup must not be later than
the point-in-time for recovery and the point-in-time for recovery must be earlier than
the new time for the incremental backup.


For example, the following command restores a database backup labeled 582 to its
original location and a point-in-time of March 15, 2013 at 2:15:45 p.m.:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=/secure/options.txt
--account=/sybase/host1 --bindir=/usr/local/avamar/bin
--labelnum=582 --ocslibpath=/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib
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--pointintime=”2013-03-15 14:15:45” --server=avamar-1.example.com
--sybase=/sybase SYBASE_SERVER1


To restore a database to a point-in-time between the last log (incremental) backup of
one backup cycle (cycle #1) and the first full backup of the next backup cycle (cycle
#2), you must perform a point-in-time recovery by using the first log backup created
after the full backup of cycle #2. If such a log backup does not yet exist, you must run
the log backup before you can perform the point-in-time recovery. The first log
backup of cycle #2 contains all the transaction logs since the last log backup of cycle
#1.


Unless you specify a point-in-time recovery when you restore a log backup, the
Sybase plug-in automatically applies the log backup to the preceding full backup only.


For example, two consecutive backup cycles of database db1 contain the following
sequence of backups:


1. Backup cycle #1:


l Full backup, f-0, performed at time t1


l Log backup, i-1, performed at time t2


l Log backup, i-2, performed at time t3


2. Backup cycle #2:


l Full backup, f-0, performed at time t4


l Log backup, i-1, performed at time t5


You cannot use the Sybase plug-in to automatically restore to a point-in-time between
t3 and t4. You must use special procedures. You also cannot restore to the point-in-
time unless the backup i-1 of cycle #2 exists. (Create the i-1 backup of cycle #2 if it
does not yet exist.)


Restoring the database db1 to a point-in-time between t3 and t4
You must complete the required steps to restore the database db1 to a point-in-time
between times t3 and t4.


Procedure


1. Restore backups f-0, i-1, and i-2 of cycle #1 by using the --leave-offline
option that leaves the database offline and ready for the application of
additional logs. For example, use the following command:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=file_path server1/db1 
--labelnum=label_number --leave-offline


where:


l file_path is the full path of the Sybase plug-in options file for the restore.


l label_number is the label number of the backup that includes f-0, i-1, and i-2
of cycle #1.
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2. Perform a point-in-time recovery by using backup i-1 of cycle #2 with the --
postfix and --postfix-only options. For example, use the following
command:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=file_path server1/db1 
--labelnum=label_number --pointintime=date_and_time --
postfix=”i-1” --postfix-only


where:


l file_path is the full path of the Sybase plug-in options file for the recovery.


l label_number is the label number of backup i-1 of cycle #2.


l date_and_time is the timestamp in Avamar format, yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss,
enclosed in quotes, as the date and time to which the data will be recovered.


Database restore verification with the avsybase command
You can use the avsybase command option --ase_verify=verification_level to
specify the level of backup data verification during a restore, where verification_level
can be one of the following values:


l full—Specifies to use the Sybase load command option with verify=full
to verify both the header information and rows structure for full verification of the
backup.


l header—Specifies to use the Sybase load command option with
verify=header to verify the page header information only.


l verifyonly—Specifies to use the Sybase load command option with
verify=verifyonly to verify minimal header information without restoring the
database. This verification level applies only to CLI restores with the avsybase
command.
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Logging information
An Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE (Sybase plug-in) operation started in the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI writes its logging information to a file named MOD-wid-
pidnum-sybase.log in the var directory (for example, /var/avamar), where wid
is a unique number assigned by the avagent process and pidnum is the plug-in ID
number. The first avtar process started by the operation creates a separate log file
named progress-MOD-wid-pidnum-sybase.log. The avagent process also
creates a separate log file named MOD-wid-pidnum-sybase.alg.


The Sybase plug-in logging for a Sybase backup or restore is not enabled
automatically. To enable this logging, perform either of the following actions:


l Specify the Enable debugging messages option in Avamar Administrator for GUI
on-demand backups and scheduled backups, as described in Performing on-
demand backups.


l Specify the --logfile option with the avsybase command, as described in 
Command Line Interface.


You must enable debugging of Sybase plug-in backups or restores by specifying the
debugging option, as described in Plug-In Options or Command Line Interface. For
example, you can specify the --debug option with the avsybase command.


When debugging is enabled, the XML text of backup or restore workorders can be
viewed in the logs and on the screen:


l A backup workorder is an XML message with details about the backup, including a
list of Sybase databases or transaction logs for backup and information that is
required to connect to the Sybase server.


l A restore workorder is an XML message with details about the restore, including a
list of Sybase databases for restore and information that is required to connect to
the Sybase server.


The first tag in a backup workorder is always the snapup tag. The following example
is an abbreviated sample workorder for a Sybase plug-in backup:


<snapup pid="Sybase" time="1286978619" ack="false" type="work"
   msgver="4" pidnum="1029" work="backup" ticket="encrypted_value"
   key="1029-Sybase-MOD-1286978619164" sync="bg"
   sessionid="adb91da37081ac3f546c593a63ad59e1963d1a74"
   cid="b08955af212057a7408f5aefb36ae79252372206" 
mid="10472/10472/32"
   wid="MOD-1286978619164">
<targets>SYBSERVER/db1
</targets>
   <directives>
   <flag type="string" value="bu-sybserver.com" name="hfsaddr" />
   <flag type="string" value="27000" name="hfsport" />
   <flag type="string" value="backuponly" name="id" />
   <flag type="string" value="backuponly1" name="ap" />
   <flag type="string" value="/clients/sybserver.com" name="path" />
   </directives>
   <catalog>
   <flag type="pulldown" pidnum="1029" value="full" name="brtype" />
   <flag type="string" pidnum="1029"
   value="/space2/sybase/OCS-15_0/lib" name="ocslibpath" />
   <flag type="string" pidnum="1029" value="/space2/sybase"
   name="sybase" />
   <flag type="string" pidnum="1029" value="sa" name="syblogin" />
   </catalog>
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   <free-form />
   </snapup>


The meanings of tags and values in the preceding example are as follows:


l pid—The plug-in name (not a process ID)


l pidnum—The plug-in ID number (not a process ID). Each Avamar plug-in has a
unique ID number.


l ticket—A security ticket that enables the avtar process started by the plug-in to
connect to the Avamar server GSAN. The ticket is always printed in an encrypted
form.


l cid—The client ID of the backup client.


l mid—The message ID of the workorder.


l wid—A unique number assigned to the workorder by the avagent process.


l targets—The data to be backed up. In this example, the database db1 on the
Sybase server SYBSERVER is to be backed up.


l directives—The options that are common to both the avtar process and the
Sybase plug-in process. During backups with the avsybase command you specify
these options on the command line.


l catalog—The options that are specific to the Sybase plug-in. During backups with
the avsybase command, you specify these options on the command line.


NOTICE


The catalog section in this example is abbreviated for display purposes.


Configuration checklist
The following sections describe common configuration problems and their solutions.


Determining the Sybase ASE server version
Complete the required steps to determine the Sybase ASE server version and bitness.


The Avamar Plug-in for Sybase supports the Sybase versions that are described in the
E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection


Procedure


1. Log in to the Sybase server as the Sybase operating system user.


2. Run the appropriate Sybase operating system command:


l On UNIX or Linux, run the following command:


sybusr::-> dataserver -v
The following type of output is displayed in the command shell:


Adaptive Server Enterprise/15.5/EBF 17211 SMP/P/
Sun_svr4/ OS 5.8/ase155/2391/32-bit/FBO/Mon Nov 9
20:54:05 2009


l On Windows, run the following command:


C:\Users\Administrator> sqlsrvr -v
The following type of output is displayed in the command shell:
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Adaptive Server Enterprise/15.5/EBF 18374 SMP ESD#3/P/
X64/ Windows Server/asear155/2531/64-bit/OPT/Fri Jan 14
02:06:35


Bitness of Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE and Sybase
The bitness of the Sybase software, Avamar software, and operating system must
match.


Ensure that you download the correct software package for the platform and version
of Sybase. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase provides more
information.


To determine the bitness of the Sybase ASE server, use the procedure described in 
Determining the Sybase ASE server version on page 125.


Requirements for libsybase_avamar.so and libsybase_avamar.dll
The library file libsybase_avamar.so (on Linux or Solaris) or
libsybase_avamar.dll (on Windows) implements the Sybase stream device that
Avamar requires for successful backup and restore operations.


The following requirements apply to the library file:


l The file must provide read and execute access to the Sybase user.


l The file must be located in the correct directory:


n On UNIX or Linux, create a symbolic link in the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib
directory to point to the library file in the Avamar binary directory, which
is /usr/local/avamar/bin on AIX or Linux and /opt/AVMRclnt/bin on
HP-UX or Solaris SPARC.


n On Windows, copy the library file to the %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE%\lib
directory from the Avamar binary directory, which is C:\Program Files
\avs\bin by default.


l The file must have the same bitness as the Sybase backup server. For example, a
64-bit Sybase ASE server for Solaris SPARC has a 32-bit backup server.


To verify the bitness of the Sybase backup server, run the appropriate Sybase
operating system command:


n On Windows, run the following command:


C:\Users\Administrator> bcksrvr -v
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


Backup Server/15.5/EBF 18374 ESD#3/P/X64/Windows Server/
asear155/3231/64-bit/OPT/Fri Jan 14 00:07:25 2013


n On UNIX or Linux, run the following command:


sybusr::-> backupserver -v
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


Backup Server/15.5/EBF 17335/P/Sun_svr4/OS 5.8/ase155/
2895/32-bit/OPT/Mon Nov 9 12:34:17 2009
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Verifying the bitness of the library file
You can run the file command on both the symbolic link and actual library file to
verify the bitness of the library file. For example, you can use the following procedure
to verify the bitness on 64-bit RedHat Linux.


Procedure


1. Run the file command on the symbolic link:


sybusr@bu-niu:~> file $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib/
libsybase_avamar.so
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


/bigspace/avamar/sybase/15.0.3/opt/sybase/ASE-15_0/lib/
libsybase_avamar.so: symbolic link to '/usr/local/
avamar/lib/libsybase_avamar.so'


2. Run the file command on the actual library file:


sybusr@bu-niu:~> file /usr/local/avamar/lib/libsybase_avamar.so
The following type of output appears in the command shell:


/usr/local/avamar/lib/libsybase_avamar.so: ELF 64-bit LSB
shared object, x86-64, version 1 (SYSV), dynamically
linked, not stripped


Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE installation
For all supported platforms, install the Avamar client before installing the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase ASE.


The versions of the Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE must be the
same. Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase provides more information.


The following table includes the methods and commands to verify the installation of
the Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE.


Table 13 Commands to verify the Avamar client and Sybase plug-in installation


For this platform Perform the following actions


HP-UX Use the swlist command:
swlist | grep -i avamar


IBM AIX Use the lslpp command:
lslpp [-R relocated_directory] -L all | grep -i
avamar


Note


You must use the -R relocated_directory option if the Avamar


software is installed in a relocated directory.


Microsoft Windows Use the Add/Remove Programs application in the Windows
Control Panel (or the equivalent application on newer Windows
versions) to verify that the following software is installed:
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Table 13 Commands to verify the Avamar client and Sybase plug-in installation (continued)


For this platform Perform the following actions


l Avamar for Windows (This is the Avamar client)


l Avamar Backup Plug-in for Sybase (This is the Sybase plug-in)


Red Hat or SUSE
Linux


Use the rpm command:
rpm -qa | grep -i avamar


Sun Solaris Use the pkginfo command:
pkginfo | grep -i avamar


Ensure that you meet the following requirements on a 64-bit operating system:


l The 64-bit Avamar client package is installed before the Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase ASE.


l The appropriate Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE package is installed:


n To support a 32-bit Sybase server on a 64-bit operating system, either the 32-
bit or 64-bit Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE package is installed.


n To support a 64-bit Sybase server on the 64-bit operating system, the 64-bit
Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE package is installed. Copy the
libsybase_avamar.dll file to the %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE%\lib
directory.


Avamar client and Avamar Plug-in for Sybase registration
To back up or restore Sybase data with the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE software,
the Avamar client must be registered with the Avamar server.


If one of the following conditions occurs, the registration process might fail:


l The Avamar MCS plug-in catalog does not support the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase
ASE version.


l An administrator disables the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE.


If the Avamar client is successfully registered, the Avamar Administrator or the AUI
lists it in the Sybase databases. In addition, the avagent.log file contains
information that verifies a successful registration. By default, the avagent.log file is
located in /var/avamar on UNIX or Linux and in C:\Program Files\avs\var on
Windows.


For example, the following information is displayed in the avagent.log file:


****** Current MCS name 'avamar-1.example.com' ******
2015-3-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7452>: Registration of client
/clients/example.avamar.emc with MCS avamar-1.example.com:28001 
successful.
2015-3-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin 1002 
Sybase successful.
2015-3-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5928>: Registration of plugin 1001 
Unix successful.
2015-3-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <5619>: Registration of client and 
plugins complete.
2015-3-1 15:08:37 avagent Info <7150>: first work request delayed 
for 180 seconds.
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2015-3-1 15:11:37 avagent Info <7151>: first work request delay 
finished.


Disk space for the Avamar var directory
The Avamar var directory must have sufficient disk space for log and other files.
Backups and restores will fail if the var directory does not have enough space. Check
the free space in the Avamar var directory by using the applicable method for the
system.


The following example shows output from the df -h command on a Red Hat Linux
system:


Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00 985G 310G 625G 34% /
A minimum of 100 MB of disk space is recommended for avsybase log files and other
files.


Common problems and solutions
The following topics describe the most common problems and solutions for the Sybase
plug-in.


Backup or restore failure with Sybase ASE15.5
On a Sybase ASE 15.5 system with Sybase SDK installed, a Sybase plug-in backup or
restore might fail with a fatal signal due to Sybase bug 589847. If the required Sybase
patch is not installed on the system, the fatal signal occurs at the end of the backup or
restore when the software unloads the Sybase OCS libraries.


If you encounter this problem on a Sybase ASE 15.5 system with Sybase SDK
installed, ensure that the Sybase SDK 15.5 ESD#11 or later is installed on the Sybase
system.


"Cannot open file f_cache.dat" error
If the user that runs a Sybase plug-in backup or restore does not have the required
permissions for the Avamar var directory, the Avamar activity.log file contains
avtar errors similar to the following errors:


2015-3-1 17:30:27 avtar Error <5064>: Cannot open file "/usr/local/
avamar/var/f_cache.dat"
2015-3-1 17:30:27 avtar Info <5065>: Creating new cache file /usr/
local/avamar/var/f_cache.dat (2,884,128 bytes)
2015-3-1-12:00:27.36745 [avtar] setslice64 failed requested 32, but 
wrote -1
2015-3-1-12:00:27.36800 [avtar] cache::clear_cache: Caught 
exception 12:Cannot allocate memory
2015-3-1 17:30:27 avtar Error <5803>: Error writing 32-byte header 
to cache file /usr/local/avamar/var/f_cache.dat. Possibly out of 
disk space


For a backup or restore with the avsybase command, the user that initiates the
avsybase command requires read, write, and execution permissions for the var
directory. You can specify the var directory with the --vardir option. By default,
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the var directory is /var/avamar on UNIX or Linux and C:\Program Files\avs
\var on Windows.


For a scheduled backup, an on-demand backup or restore with the Avamar
Administrator or the AUI, the root user (UNIX or Linux), or SYSTEM user (Windows)
requires access to the var directory. Typically, the root or SYSTEM user already has
read and write access to the Avamar var directory.


You might encounter the permissions problem with the first backup after a new
installation. Perform at least one backup with the avsybase program to ensure that
the necessary files are created and have the proper permissions.


Failure of list-times operation
Point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command describes how you can use the
avsybase --operation=list-times command to determine an incremental
backup to use for a point-in-time recovery.


If the avsybase --operation=list-times command fails for any reason to
provide the required “old time” and “new time” information for an incremental, you
can use the avsybase --operation=print-headers --
labelnum=label_number command to obtain the old time and new time values of
specific backups.


You can also use the avsybase --operation=print-headers --
labelnum=label_number command if the “old time” and “new time” information
displayed in the GUI is determined to be inaccurate for any reason.


Hidden backups
At the end of each database backup, the Sybase plug-in performs a final step to group
the current backup with any previous backups that are required to restore the current
database backup, creating a consolidated backup, described in Reviewing backups.


If a backup fails in that final consolidation step, the backup becomes a hidden backup,
which cannot be searched for and restored by standard methods. At the moment of
this backup failure, the Sybase plug-in displays the following error message:


Backup failed. If transaction log truncation was performed
during an
incremental backup of any Sybase database with data and log on
separate devices, the transaction log is now at risk of being
lost.
Perform an immediate full backup of the impacted database to
protect
the data. Consult the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase documentation
for
more information.
If the failure occurs during a log backup, the original log on disk might be deleted by
the Sybase server as part of the backup process. In that case, perform an immediate
full database backup after the backup failure.


When the next backup is performed after a backup failure that created a hidden
backup, the Sybase plug-in recognizes that the last backup failed in the consolidation
step and promotes an incremental backup to a full backup.


You cannot view a hidden backup in the Avamar Administrator or the AUI or by using
the standard avtar --backups command.
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To view information about hidden backups, you must use the avtar --backups --
incpartials command:


avtar –backups –incpartials --server=Avamar_server_name
--id=Avamar_server_username --password=Avamar_server_password
--account=Avamar_domain


The following example shows the output from the command:


Date      Time     Seq Label                   Size   Plugin Working dir Targets
--------- -------- --- ----------------------- ------ ------ ----------- -----------------
2012-02-1 08:29:15 55  SYBASE-MOD-129312530260 2525K  Sybase /var/avamar BWINK/owesk/i-1
2012-02-1 08:29:10 54  SYBASE-MOD-129312530260 24489K Sybase /var/avamar BWINK/symgtdb/f-0
2012-02-1 08:29:01 52  SYBASE-MOD-129312530260 969K   Sybase /var/avamar BWINK/sysysdb/f-0
2012-02-1 08:28:57 51  SYBASE-MOD-129312530260 925K   Sybase /var/avamar BWINK/model/f-0
2012-02-1 08:28:53 50  SYBASE-MOD-129312530260 7973K  Sybase /var/avamar BWINK/master/f-0


Completing a database recovery of a hidden backup
In the output from the avtar --backups --incpartials command, the lines
that start with an asterisk (*) indicate hidden backups. You can use the command
output to determine the label number (in the Seq column) of a hidden backup that you
want to restore.


Use the following procedure to complete a database recovery that involves the restore
of a hidden backup named i-2:


Procedure


1. Restore the required full and incremental backups that completed successfully
for the database by using the --leave-offline option that leaves the
database offline and ready for the application of additional logs. For example,
use the following command:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=file_path
--labelnum=label_number --leave-offline


where:


l file_path is the full path of the Sybase plug-in options file for the restore.


l label_number is the label number of the backup that includes the required
full and incremental backups.


2. Restore the hidden backup by using the --incpartials, --postfix, and --
postfix-only options. For example, use the following command:


avsybase --operation=restore --flagfile=file_path
--labelnum=label_number --postfix=”i-2” --postfix-only


where:


l file_path is the full path of the Sybase plug-in options file for the restore.


l label_number is the label number of the hidden backup.


Failure of point-in-time recovery
If you cannot perform the required point-in-time recovery by using the backup
metadata obtained through methods that are outlined in Point-in-time recovery with
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the avsybase command, you can specify a particular incremental backup and time for
the point-in-time recovery by using the --postfix=backup_name option, as
described in Restore and recovery options.


For example, to determine the backup to use for a point-in-time recovery, you can
obtain “old time” and “new time” values for specific backups by using the avsybase
--operation=list-times command, the Avamar Administrator, or the AUI.
However, the “old time” and “new time” values that you obtain with these methods
are not accurate and might vary from the actual list times by a few minutes. As a
result, the backup that you decide to use for a point-in-time recovery, based on these
methods, might not include the required point-in-time. This could lead to a failure of
the point-in-time recovery.


As an alternative method, you can use the avsybase --operation=print-
headers command to obtain the actual “old time” and “new time” values of backups
and determine the log backup that contains a specific point-in-time. Then you can run
a point-in-time recovery with the avsybase command and --
postfix=backup_name option to recover to the point-in-time in the particular
backup. For example, the --postfix=”i-3” option specifies that the log backups
are recovered up to the i-3 backup.


Failure of cumulative backups after enabling incremental dumps on the
Sybase server


For cumulative backups, the Sybase server requires that each database must be
configured by using the allow incremental dumps parameter with the
sp_dboption command. The Sybase plug-in verifies that this parameter is set and
will print a warning to the log if the parameter is not set. However, if a full backup of a
database has been performed without this parameter set and the parameter is
subsequently enabled, cumulative backups will fail due to the way cumulative backups
are processed internally by Sybase.


After the allow incremental dumps parameter is set for a database, a full
backup must performed on the database before any cumulative backups are
performed.


Unable to browse databases with Avamar Administrator
The Browse for Files, Folder, or Directories option in Avamar Administrator does not
display Sybase databases.


To investigate the browse problem, use the following command to browse the Sybase
server:


avsybase --operation=browse --flagfile=option_file_path
Browse operations with the avsybase command provides details about this command.


If a browse problem also exists with the CLI, the output from the avsybase command
will contain the following message:


avsybase Info <7908>: browse returning with 0 items
A browse problem can exist for one of the following reasons:


l An avsybase command option is missing or used incorrectly, for example, --
ocslibpath, --sybase, --syblogin, or --sybpassword. Command Line
Interface provides details on the supported command options.


l The Sybase server is not up and running.
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l The libsybase_avamar.x library is not copied or linked properly.


Restore with parallelism greater than one fails
With a Sybase ASE release earlier than 15.0.2, a Sybase plug-in restore with a
parallelism value greater than 1 might fail with the following error:


Error from server server_name: Msg 937, Level 14, State 1
Database 'database_name' is unavailable. It is undergoing LOAD
DATABASE. This issue is due to a Sybase ASE defect (CR 467447) that is fixed in
Sybase ASE release 15.0.2 ESD 1 and later. To work around this issue, perform one of
the following tasks:


l Ensure that the parallelism value is set to 1 during a Sybase restore.


l Upgrade the Sybase ASE server to release 15.0.2 ESD 1 or later.


Using Sybase ASE release 16.0 Service Pack 2 with 32-bit backup servers
By default, the 16.0 Service Pack 2 release of Sybase ASE supports 64-bit backup
servers on Solaris SPARC and AIX platforms. If you wish to use the 32-bit backup
server, you must configure Sybase appropriately. See the Sybase Adaptive Server
Enterprise configuration guide for instructions.


Additionally, you must also guarantee that Sybase loads the 32 bit versions of the
Avamar plug-in shared library. During installation of the Avamar plug-in, a symbolic link
named libsybase_avamar.so is created in the Sybase ASE library directory,
$SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib. If this link points to the 64-bit version of the library
file, libsybase_avamar64.so, do the following:


1. Shut down the Sybase backup server.


2. Modify the symbolic link named libsybase_avamar.so in the Sybase ASE
library directory, $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/lib, so that it points to the 32-bit
version of the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase library file,
Avamar_installation_dir/lib/libsybase_avamar.so.


3. Restart the Sybase backup server.
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GLOSSARY


 


A


active/active application
cluster


Type of cluster configuration where a group of linked virtual or physical hosts with
shared storage, called cluster nodes, can access the database data from multiple nodes
concurrently.


active/passive cluster Type of cluster configuration where the data server runs on the active physical node
and other nodes are passive nodes that maintain data updates and wait to take over if
the active node fails.


Adaptive Server
Enterprise (ASE) server


Only type of Sybase database server that the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase software
supports for backups and restores.


administrator Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network
computers, and who adds users and defines user privileges.


Avamar Administrator A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely
administer an Avamar system from a supported Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar client A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server
over a network connection. Avamar client software comprises a client agent and one or
more plug-ins.


Avamar Plug-in for
Sybase


Avamar software that resides on a Sybase server and works with Avamar server
software to back up and restore Sybase databases and transaction logs.
 
See also Sybase plug-in


Avamar server The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-
tolerant, high-availability system that efficiently stores the backups from all protected
clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data restores,
client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed
application across multiple networked storage nodes.


 


B


backup (noun) 1. Duplicate of database or application data or an entire computer system stored
separately from the original, which can be used to recover the original if it is lost or
damaged.


2. Operation that saves data to backup storage for use during a recovery.


back up (verb) Make backup copies of data to the Avamar server for later restore in the case of data
loss.


backup browsing Type of browsing that generates a list of objects to be backed up.
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backup cycle Full backup and all the subsequent incremental (transaction log) backups that are
dependent on that backup.


backup group See "group."


backup level See "level."


 


C


CLI backup On-demand backup that a user initiates through the operating system command line
interface (CLI).
 
See also on-demand backup


client Sybase database server whose data can be backed up and restored with the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase software. This is equivalent to the "Avamar client."


client agent A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the
Management Console Server (MCS) and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also registration


CLI restore Restore that a user initiates through the operating system command line interface.


cluster nodes A group of linked virtual or physical hosts with shared storage in a cluster, which work
together and represent themselves as a single host called a virtual cluster host.


 


D


database 1. A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by
computer software.


2. An instance of a database management system (DBMS), which in a simple case
might be a single file containing many records, each of which contains the same set
of fields.


database administrator
(DBA)


Person who is typically responsible for installing, configuring, and maintaining database
systems.


Data Domain system Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and
disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise environment.


dataset A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported
platform that are included or excluded in backups across a group of clients. A dataset is
a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple
groups.
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DD Boost API that Avamar clients use to access a Data Domain system. The DD Boost API is
installed automatically on the client computer when you install the Avamar client. It is
also installed automatically on the Avamar server when you install Avamar.


disaster recovery 1. Restore and recovery of business operations and data in the event of hardware
failure or software corruption.


2. Recovery of the entire Sybase server to the original host and a remote host.


DNS Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain
names to specific IP addresses.


domain A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into
named areas of control and management.


 


F


full backup Type of backup that backs up all the data in one or more Sybase databases, including
the transaction logs for the databases.


 


G


granular restore Restore of one or more databases of a Sybase server.


group A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All
clients in an Avamar group use the same group policies, which include the dataset,
schedule, and retention policy.


group policy In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention
policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


GUI backup On-demand backup that a user initiates through the Avamar Administrator GUI.
 
See also on-demand backup


GUI restore Restore that a user initiates through the Avamar Administrator GUI.


 


H


high-availability system System of multiple computers configured as cluster nodes on a network that ensures
the application services continue despite a hardware or software failure.


host Computer on a network.


 


I


incremental backup Type of backup that backs up Sybase transaction logs only, not the Sybase databases.
 
See also transaction log backup
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internationalization
(I18N)


Adaptation of software to accept the input and output of the linguistic characters and
data formats for various locales.


 


L


level Backup configuration option that specifies how much data is saved during a scheduled
or manual backup:


l A full backup backs up one or more Sybase databases and the associated
transaction logs.


l An incremental backup backs up only Sybase transaction logs.


log backup See "transaction log backup."


 


M


manual backup See "on-demand backup."


MCS Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized
administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


multiple session backup
or restore


Method of backing up or restoring multiple Sybase databases simultaneously.


multi-streaming Feature that enables a single backup or restore to use multiple sessions (data stream)
to the Avamar server of Data Domain system. Multi-streaming enables you to improve
backup and restore performance in most environments.


 


O


on-demand backup Type of backup that a user initiates from the client, also known as a manual or
unscheduled backup.


online backup Backup of database objects performed while the corresponding database or instance is
running and available to users. Also known as a hot backup.


 


P


pathname Set of instructions to the operating system for accessing a file:


l An absolute pathname indicates how to find a file by starting from the root directory
and working down the directory tree.


l A relative pathname indicates how to find a file by starting from the current
location.


physical host Node or host that forms part of a cluster.


plug-in Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.
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point-in-time restore Restore of a backup to a specific point-in-time.


policy A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups.
Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention policies.


 


R


recovery Application of transaction logs to restored data to make the data consistent with a
given point-in-time.
 
See also restore


registration The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar
recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID (CID), which it passes back to the
client during client activation.
 
See also client registration


relocated restore Restore of data from a backup to a different location on the same host or an alternate
host.


restore To retrieve data from a backup and pass the data to a Sybase database.
 
See also recovery


restore browsing Type of browsing that searches the previously created backups for specific backups to
be restored.


retention The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be
set to permanent for backups that should not be deleted from an Avamar server.
Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


 


S


schedule The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of
clients in a group. A schedule is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be
named and attached to multiple groups.


scheduled backup Type of backup that is configured to start automatically through an Avamar policy for a
group of one or more Avamar clients.


shared storage Storage that is connected to multiple nodes in the cluster.


Sybase plug-in Alternative term for the Avamar Plug-in for Sybase software.
 
See also Avamar Plug-in for Sybase


Sybase server Sybase ASE server, which is the only type of Sybase database server that the Avamar
Plug-in for Sybase software supports for backups and restores.
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T


target database Database that the Avamar server backs up as a safeguard against data loss.


transaction log System table in each Sybase database that keeps track of the changes to the database.


transaction log backup Backup of the transaction log of a Sybase database, not the entire database.
 
See also incremental backup


 


U


unscheduled backup See "on-demand backup."


 


V


virtual cluster client Client that is not permanently bound to one physical host but is managed by a cluster
manager. It is also referred to as a logical cluster client or a virtual client.
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As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases revisions of its software and hardware.
Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or
hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact a technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and how to back up and restore data on a Microsoft
SharePoint server in stand-alone and cluster environments.


Audience
This document is primarily intended for:


● System administrators, who are responsible for installing software and maintaining servers and clients on a network.
● SharePoint administrators, who are responsible for backing up and maintaining SharePoint servers.


Persons using this document should have current practical experience with the following:


● Operating system shell commands on the SharePoint platform. Root permission is required.
● The specific version of SharePoint currently deployed at the site.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


03 June, 2021 Added a note in the "Avamar
configurations for SharePoint farms"
section.


02 August 28, 2019 Updates to the topic "Required account
privileges."


01 May 20, 2019 First release of this document for 
Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
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● Avamar Release Notes


Typographical conventions
Table 2. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
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3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by
typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• Restore
• Granular level recovery
• Disaster recovery


Architecture
Architecture describes how Avamar works with various versions of SharePoint in stand-alone and distributed farms.


You can use Avamar backup and restore data from supported versions of the SharePoint Server. See the E-LAB Navigator
at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection for information about supported versions of SharePoint
Server.


SharePoint topology


SharePoint servers are organized as farms. The topology of the farm determines which Avamar components are installed on
each server.


In a stand-alone farm, all SharePoint roles and components reside on one server. In a distributed farm, these components
and roles are spread across multiple servers. Avamar SharePoint backup and recovery capabilities scale to all farm sizes. The
following figure shows the topologies of small, medium, and large distributed farms and the Avamar components installed on
each server by SharePoint server roles.


1
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Figure 1. SharePoint topologies for small, medium, and large farms


SharePoint server roles


Each server in a SharePoint farm can assume one or more roles. Roles are not assigned directly to a server. A server assumes a
specific role, depending on the components that are installed and the services it runs.


The following table describes the different types of SharePoint server roles.


Table 3. SharePoint server roles 


Server type Role


Web server Hosts all web pages, web parts, and web services required by
the server farm. Also called a Web front-end (WFE).


Application server Hosts the service applications running in the farm, such as
Visio services, Forms service, Excel calculations services, and
more.


Query server Responsible for querying the index, finding the matching
content, and returning content back to the Web servers for
presentation to users.


Crawl or index server Crawls the content sources, writes the results to the
database, and then propagates the database to the query
servers. The crawl server uses a crawl database in a Microsoft
SQL Server to store the URLs of all sources crawled.


Database server An SQL Server that stores most of the data that is associated
with a SharePoint implementation, including configuration
settings, administration information, service applications data,
and user content.
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SQL Server in SharePoint


Microsoft SQL Server provides storage for all content, data, and configuration information in a SharePoint environment.


The following table lists the SQL Server databases in a SharePoint environment.


Table 4. Microsoft SQL Server databases in a SharePoint environment 


Database Functions


Configuration Stores all configuration information for the farm, including
topology information and content database information.


Content Stores:


● Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) site details
● Structure details
● User content
● Files
● Security information


Search Stores:


● Search data
● History log
● Search log
● Calculation tables for crawl statistics
● Links tables
● Statistical tables


Custom Separate databases that store third-party application data.


Search indexes Stores search indexes on the file system.


How Avamar works in a SharePoint environment


Avamar provides complete protection for a SharePoint farm using several plug-ins: Avamar Client for Windows, Avamar Plug-in
for SharePoint VSS, and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR.
● Avamar Client for Windows protects the operating system, system state, and Windows Server.
● Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS protects the SharePoint farm structure and content.
● Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR provides granular level recovery when used with ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint.


NOTE: You can also use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to independently back up the SQL Server databases in the


farm. Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server (optional) on page 14 describes the limitations and disadvantages of this approach.


Avamar provides protection for all scales of SharePoint deployment, from stand-alone farms that contain all SharePoint roles on
a single server, to small, medium, or large enterprise distributed farms.


Overview of the AUI


The Avamar Web User Interface is a web management application that is used to administer an Avamar server.


You can use the AUI to monitor and configure the Avamar server. Use the AUI to monitor backups, restore operations, and
system maintenance activities, and to configure backup policies, manage clients and user accounts, and configure other system
settings.


You can administer one Avamar server at a time from the AUI.


The AUI dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar. The dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status. A
navigation pane provides access to all functionality.
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Avamar clients and plug-ins


All servers in a SharePoint farm require both the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


The configuration on each server varies, depending on the SharePoint farm role and whether you are setting up the farm for
granular level recovery. You can optionally use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up only the SQL databases, and the
Avamar Plug-in for the following features:


● SharePoint GLR with Itempoint for Microsoft SharePoint
● Granular level recovery of SharePoint items


Avamar Client for Windows


Install the Avamar Client for Windows on every server in the SharePoint environment.


The SharePoint VSS plug-in requires the Windows client. You can use the Windows client to back up operating system and
SharePoint binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS provides Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) backup of SharePoint at the SharePoint
farm level, and recovery at the farm level. This level is at the discovered components level, or at the web application level.


The plug-in uses the SharePoint Foundation VSS Writer (SPF-VSS Writer), to determine what content and information from
the SharePoint farm to back up. Microsoft describes the features and capabilities of the SPF-VSS Writer in the MSDN article
“SharePoint Foundation VSS Writer.”


The VSS-based backup is the foundation for scheduled full backups, which are used to perform disaster recovery or recovery of
entire databases, components, or applications.


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS can back up and restore a SharePoint farm, or WSS 3.0 components including:


● Website collections
● Content databases
● Web applications
● Content publishing web services
● Search Windows service, including databases and indexes


Some listed components cannot be selected for backup or restore but are automatically included by Avamar, which is based on
their dependency on other components that you select.


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS includes in backups and restores, any third-party databases built on a SharePoint
foundation registered within the configuration database.


Install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on all machines in the farm. During installation, select whether the server is a
front-end or back-end server:


● Front-end server — A front-end server is the main WFE server in a distributed farm or the sole SharePoint server in a
stand-alone farm. The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS coordinates the farm backups through the WFE server. If there is
no SharePoint data on a WFE server, then the SharePoint VSS writer skips that WFE server during backups. However, you
still must install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on the WFE server.


● Back-end server — Back-end servers are all other servers in the SharePoint farm. On a sole SharePoint server in a
stand-alone farm, do not configure any back-end servers. SQL Server 2012 AlwaysOn nodes are configured as back-end
servers, and only the primary node can be used for backup and restore with the Avamar SharePoint plug-in.


Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server (optional)


You can optionally use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up SQL Server databases on a SharePoint database server
separate from the SharePoint backups. The search database is not included in the backup.


The Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server can back up and restore databases on either the primary replica or a secondary replica in
SQL Server AlwaysOn availability groups.


To use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, install the plug-in on the SharePoint farm database servers with SQL Server. You
can perform full, differential, and incremental backups of the databases, and restore individual databases. The Avamar for SQL
Server User Guide provides details on installing the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server and performing backups and restores.
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NOTE: A backup with the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server does not include the search index file. Synchronize the backup


with the search index file in the search database backup, and restore the backups together.


Microsoft does not recommend using any separate SQL backup tool for SharePoint data protection.


Benefits of using a separate SQL Server backup tool


The benefits of using a separate SQL Server backup tool include:


● You can reuse existing SQL Server disaster recovery strategies.
● You can configure full and differential backups with added verification.
● The backup tool provides a complete data backup.
● Backups with the tool can be faster than Office SharePoint Server backups.


Disadvantages of using a separate SQL Server backup tool


The disadvantages of using a separate SQL Server backup tool include:


● The backup tool does not replace the need for a full backup with the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.
● You cannot use the backup tool for a full farm restore.
● Microsoft does not formally support the backup tool.
● The backup tool does not include front-end web server custom solutions.
● The backup tool can back up the configuration database and Central Administration content database, but does not support


restore. The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS supports restoring of the configuration and Central administration content
database as part of a full farm restore.


● The backup tool does not back up Internet Information Services (IIS) settings set outside of Office SharePoint Server,
including host headers, dedicated IP addresses, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates.


● When using search, you must re-crawl after restoring content because SQL Server does not back up indexes.
● Backups of the search database that is made with the backup tool cannot be synchronized with the search database.
● You must manually attach the databases to the web applications after a recovery.


In an environment with Avamar, the following disadvantages also apply:


● You cannot use backups with the SQL Server plug-in for granular level recovery or SharePoint disaster recovery. You must
have the full backup that is provided by the SharePoint VSS plug-in.


● Backups with the SQL Server plug-in require extra storage and resources because the databases are included in backups for
both the SQL Server and SharePoint VSS plug-in.


● You cannot use SQL Server plug-in backups for restore of the configuration database and Central Administration content
database.


● You cannot include the SQL Server databases that are used by SharePoint in an existing backup schedule for other SQL
Server databases outside of SharePoint.


Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR (optional)


You can optionally use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR for granular level recovery of SharePoint items when used with
ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint.


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR can display SharePoint content and database backups in the Avamar Virtual Drive,
which allows browsing and selecting items for recovery with ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Avamar. ItemPoint is installed
as part of the Plug-in for SharePoint VSS installation package. The ItemPoint Agent for Content Transfer Service must be
installed on the SharePoint server.


Installing ItemPoint for Microsoft Sharepoint on page 37 provides more detailed information about the requirement,
components, and settings of the software.


If you intend to perform granular level recovery, install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR and ItemPoint for Microsoft
SharePoint software on the SharePoint Administrator console computer. The console computer is the computer to which you
initially restore data before you browse and select data for granular level recovery.
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Avamar configurations for SharePoint farms


You must install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on all servers in the SharePoint
farm. The installation process depends on the roles of each server, the scale of the farm, and whether you plan to perform
granular level recovery.


NOTE: Distributed farms can contain multiple web front end (WFE) servers. WFE servers provide access to SharePoint


content on the other SharePoint farm servers, but the WFE servers do not always contain SharePoint content of their own.


When you run a backup of a SharePoint farm, Avamar skips WFE servers that do not contain SharePoint data. As part of


a SharePoint farm backup plan, back up all SharePoint servers with the Avamar Client for Windows. This step protects the


server file system, noncritical volumes, and System State. The Avamar Client for Windows backups are required for disaster


recovery of each Windows server.


NOTE: Avamar does not support SharePoint configurations, in which a single IP address resolves to multiple hostnames or


multiple DNS. For example, SharePoint Alternate Access Mapping (SP AAM), SharePoint configured to SQL DNS alias, and


so on.


Stand-alone SharePoint farm


In a stand-alone SharePoint farm, one server handles all SharePoint roles, including the WFE, Search data, and all SharePoint
databases.


The following figure illustrates the relationship of the Avamar server, Avamar Administrator console or the AUI, and the Avamar
software installed on the SharePoint stand-alone server.


Figure 2. Architecture of a stand-alone farm with Avamar


Stand-alone SharePoint farm with optional granular level recovery


In a stand-alone SharePoint farm, one server handles all SharePoint roles, including the WFE, Search data, and all SharePoint
databases. For GLR, additional GLR and ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint components should be installed.


The following figure illustrates the additional installation requirements for GLR support.
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Figure 3. Architecture of a stand-alone farm with Avamar and optional GLR


Distributed SharePoint farm


In a distributed SharePoint farm, the SharePoint roles reside on multiple servers.


The following figure illustrates the Avamar software that is installed on multiple SharePoint servers in a distributed farm.
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Figure 4. Architecture of a distributed farm with Avamar


Distributed SharePoint farm with optional granular level recovery


For GLR, additional GLR and ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint must be installed.


The following figure illustrates the additional computers and software that is required to support granular level recovery in a
distributed farm.


Figure 5. Architecture of a distributed farm with Avamar and optional GLR
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Data Domain system support


You can store backups with the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS or the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on either the Avamar
server or on a Data Domain system. Avamar stores backups on the Avamar server by default.


To store backups on a Data Domain system, use the AUI to configure the Data Domain system for use. Then select the
Data Domain system during an on-demand backup or when configuring the dataset for a scheduled backup. The Avamar
Administration Guide provides details on how to configure the Data Domain system in the AUI. The individual backup procedures
in this guide provide the steps for selecting the Data Domain system to use.


NOTE: The Data Domain system must have Data Domain Operating System (DDOS) 5.3 or later to support Remote BLOB


Storage.


Backup
A SharePoint farm backup strategy must include the backup of the entire farm and the backup of the operating system.


The SharePoint VSS plug-in discovers the topology of the entire farm. This step enables you to perform a unified or federated
backup and recovery through the main WFE server.


Backup workflow for stand-alone farms


In a stand-alone farm, the SharePoint server is also the WFE server.


The backup workflow is shown in the following figure.


Figure 6. Backup workflow for stand-alone farms


Backup workflow for distributed farms


In a distributed farm, the WFE server can reside on one computer, or several computers.


The SharePoint administrator designates one computer as the main WFE server.


Use the main WFE server for backups and recoveries, as illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 7. Backup workflow for distributed farms


Backup of SharePoint databases in an AlwaysOn availability group


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS supports backup of SharePoint databases in a SQL Server AlwaysOn availability group.


You must install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on each node in the cluster. Install
the SharePoint VSS plug-in with the Back-end plug-in option. To configure the AlwaysOn availability group, run the Cluster
Configuration Tool on the primary replica.


When you back up SharePoint data with the SharePoint VSS plug-in, the backup of the databases in the availability group runs
on the primary replica.


Operating system backups


Prepare for disaster recovery by using the Avamar Client for Windows to back up each Windows server in the farm, including
System State, critical volumes, and Active Directory.


In a farm with more than one WFE, use the Avamar Client for Windows to protect IIS on each WFE.


The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides details on performing backups and restores with Avamar Client for
Windows.
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Multi-streaming


Multi-streaming enables parallel processing of backup jobs by using multiple processors.


You can use as many as 10 streams for backups and four streams for restores. Each stream requires a separate processor.
By taking advantage of multi-processors and multi-core processors, you can improve performance when storing backups on an
Avamar server or on a Data Domain system.


Configure multi-streaming for group backups by volume or by database. When volumes have varying database sizes, it takes
longer for the streams to release the volumes with bigger sizes. For example, consider an environment with 500 GB on
volume G:\, 100 GB on volume H:\, and 100 GB on volume Z:\. To balance multi-stream backup performance, configure
multi-streaming by volumes when all volumes are similar in overall size, or configure multi-streaming by database when all
databases are similar in size.


NOTE: Do not use multi-streaming for the first full backup of a SharePoint farm. The first full backup ingests all data for


the first time, and then scans it for deduplication. Because the process is resource intensive, multi-streaming can adversely


impact performance. After the first full backup is complete, subsequent backups can take advantage of multi-streaming


because those backups include only new data and incremental changes that have not been deduplicated.


Multi-streaming places demands on computer hardware and resources beyond the base requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint VSS. Multi-streaming requirements on page 28 provides details.


Restore
When you perform backups with the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, you can restore the entire SharePoint farm or
individual components to the original location or a different location. You can also perform granular level recovery.


Restore to the original location


You can restore an entire SharePoint farm, or one or more components, directly to the original location.


After backing up a SharePoint farm using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, you can restore the entire farm, or one or
more of its components, directly to the original location.


The following figure illustrates the restore of a stand-alone SharePoint farm.


Figure 8. Restore workflow for stand-alone farms


The following figure illustrates a federated restore of a distributed SharePoint farm.
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Figure 9. Restore workflow for distributed farms


Restore to a different location


You can restore an entire SharePoint farm, or one or more components, to a different server, or a different directory on the
original server.


Restoring to a different location enables you to use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore content without
overwriting existing content in the production SharePoint server databases.


You can restore an entire SharePoint farm, or one or more of its components, to another server, or to a different directory on
the same server, as shown in the following figure.


Figure 10. Workflow for restore to a different location


Restore of SharePoint databases in an AlwaysOn availability group


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore SharePoint databases in a SQL Server AlwaysOn availability
group.


Before the restore, ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The Avamar Client for Windows is installed on each node in the cluster.
● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS is installed with the Back-end plug-in option on each cluster node with an


availability group replica.
● The AlwaysOn availability group is configured in Avamar with the Cluster Configuration Tool.


When you perform the restore with the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, the restore process automatically removes all
SharePoint databases from the availability group. After the restore completes, the SharePoint VSS plug-in rejoins the databases
to the availability group on the primary replica only.


The databases on the secondary replicas remain in an unsynchronized state. You must manually join the databases to the
availability group on each secondary replica by using SQL Server Management Studio, Transact-SQL, or PowerShell. The SQL
Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides instructions.
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Granular level recovery
Granular level recovery (GLR) enables you to browse to and recover individual SharePoint items to avoid the additional time,
network bandwidth, and disk space requirements of restoring an entire farm or database.


When you perform GLR, use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR to mount a backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive. Then use
Itempoint for SharePoint to locate and select the items to restore. ItemPoint sends the restore request to the Avamar server,
and then the Avamar server restores the data to the specified location.


The Avamar Virtual Drive is created specifically for GLR and is temporary. The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR unmounts the
drive after a time limit that you specify, when you stop the GLR service, or when the computer restarts.


Sharing the virtual drive is not supported. When you perform GLR and mount the Avamar Virtual Drive, do not mount the drive
to a public share, or share the folder publicly. The virtual drive may appear in the file system, but you can only access it from the
computer that controls the mount point. You cannot map to the virtual drive from other machines.


The following figure illustrates the granular level recovery process.
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Figure 11. Granular level recovery workflow
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Disaster recovery
Disaster recovery is required when a catastrophic physical or software event damages a SharePoint farm.


A SharePoint disaster recovery requires the following tasks:


● Rebuild servers
● Reinstall SharePoint
● Configure each server for its farm role
● Restore the SharePoint data, configuration, or databases on each server


The recommendations in the following topics are intended to enhance a good disaster recovery plan.


NOTE: SharePoint disaster recovery requires extensive knowledge of SharePoint installation and configuration.


SharePoint updates


Keep up-to-date with SharePoint technology, and the software versions, the service packs, and the update levels installed on
the SharePoint farms. SharePoint backup and recovery require adherence to specific sequences and synchronization.


Comprehensive backup plan


Ensure that you have the necessary backups, and the information that is needed to perform a complete disaster recovery of
a SharePoint environment. Develop a comprehensive backup strategy to protect each component in the environment and the
entire farm structure. A disaster plan can include:


● Plans for alternate physical sites, and equipment for rebuilding the servers, farms, or sites
● Identification of key people, with the required skills and knowledge, and sufficient permissions to complete all recovery tasks
● Documentation of physical hardware requirements, network configurations, and software versions
● A location to protect all installation media that are required for reinstalling the operating systems and applications


Standard full operating system and SharePoint farm backups


The Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS play an integral part in disaster recovery. The client and
plug-in provide backups of:


● Operating system
● System State
● System volumes
● Applications


Preparing for disaster recovery on page 58 describes how to use Avamar software as part of a comprehensive backup
strategy.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS
• Installing the Avamar client software
• Changing the SharePoint mode
• Installing ItemPoint for Microsoft Sharepoint
• Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS
• Uninstalling the Avamar client software


Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint
VSS
Preparation includes reviewing system and environment requirements, and downloading, installing, and registering the file
system client.


Review the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and ensure that the environment meets the
requirements before you install the plug-in. You also must download the Avamar file system client and Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint VSS installation package from the Avamar server, install the file system client, and register the client with the
Avamar server.


System requirements


The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install Avamar client software.


See the E-lab Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection for client compatibility
requirements and supported operating systems and application versions.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have the same version number.


NOTE: Unless specified otherwise, the use of the term Windows in this document refers to all supported versions of


Microsoft Windows, and SharePoint in this document refers to all supported versions of Microsoft SharePoint.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists the hardware requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


Table 5. Hardware requirements 


Requirement Minimum


Memory (RAM) 2 GB


File systems NTFS


Network interface 10BaseT minimum; 100BaseT or higher recommended,
configured with latest drivers for the operating system.


2
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Unsupported configurations


Avamar does not support the following configurations in a SharePoint environment.


Windows Small Business Server


The Avamar software does not support backup and recovery of Windows Small Business Server.


Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft SharePoint Server installations on the same computer


The Avamar software does not support Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft SharePoint Server that is installed on the
same computer. Microsoft does not support this configuration and Microsoft best practices advise to install these roles on
separate computers.


Hardware providers


All Avamar VSS-based backup operations use the Microsoft Software Shadow Copy provider, also known as the Microsoft
system provider. Hardware providers are not supported.


Search Service Application requirements


When Search Service Applications in the farm are hosted on separate physical servers, each Search Service Application must
include an index component from every other Search Service Application in the farm. Otherwise, backups fail to complete. This
issue is a known SharePoint VSS Writer limitation. Search Services are supported by the SharePoint plug-in with SharePoint
2013 and above.


Granular level recovery requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR places additional demands on computer hardware and resources beyond the
requirements of the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


Memory


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR may require additional memory (RAM). The amount of additional memory that is
required depends on the current system performance with the existing memory:


● When performance is slow during normal operations of the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, add significantly more
memory to support SharePoint granular level recovery operations.


● When performance is adequate during normal operations of the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, SharePoint granular
level recovery operations may not require additional memory.


● Third-party recovery tools may require additional memory. Consult the documentation for the tool for specific memory
requirements.


Database size


The Avamar software supports databases up to the maximum size allowed by SharePoint.


ItemPoint for SharePoint


ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint is required to browse and restore individual items from the data that the Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint GLR mounts to the Avamar Virtual Drive.


Installing ItemPoint for Microsoft Sharepoint on page 37 provides more detailed information about requirements, components,
and settings of the software.
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Mapped network drive


Granular level recovery requires the creation of an Avamar Virtual Drive, which appears as a local drive in folder windows,
such as Windows Explorer. During granular level recovery, do not select a drive letter for the Avamar Virtual Drive that is also
assigned to a mapped network drive. When the Avamar Virtual Drive is assigned the same drive letter as a mapped network
drive, the Avamar Virtual Drive is hidden in folder windows.


To prevent thisissue, use an unused drive letter when you specify the drive letter for the Avamar Virtual Drive. If the Z:\ drive
is already mapped to a network drive, do not use the default value of slash (/) because this step causes the Avamar Virtual
Drive to map to the Z:\ drive.


If you notice the drive mapping issue, disconnect the conflicting network mapping during the granular level recovery sessions.


Multi-streaming requirements


Multi-streaming places additional demands on computer hardware and resources beyond the base requirements for the Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint VSS. In addition, there are several configuration requirements for multi-streaming.


Multi-streaming hardware and software recommendations


The following table lists the hardware and software recommendations for multi-streaming.


Table 6. Multi-streaming hardware and software recommendations 


Hardware and software Recommendations


CPU At least one processor core per stream


Memory (RAM) 48 GB or more


Hard disks ● 1 disk drive for operating system/SharePoint common files
● Separate disk drive or RAID drive group for each large


SharePoint content database
● 7200 RPM or faster disk drives


Network adapter 1 GB


Operating system Windows Server 2012 R2 or later (SharePoint requirement)


SharePoint database Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 SP3 or later (SharePoint
requirement)


Multi-streaming SharePoint configuration requirements


When you configure multi-streaming for a backup, you can group by database or by volume.
NOTE: Regardless of whether you group by database or by volume, do not use multi-streaming for the first full backup of a


SharePoint farm.


Multi-streaming requirements when grouping by database


When you group by database, adhere to the following guidelines to optimize the SharePoint configuration for multi-streaming:


● Split large databases so that all databases are relatively close in size. For example, if you have a 200 GB database, move
some site collections to new databases, and create four 50 GB databases instead.


● Distribute larger databases to separate disks. For example, if there are six 50 GB databases on the same disk drive, then
redistribute each database to a separate disk drive.


Multi-streaming requirements when grouping by volume


When you group by volume, adhere to the following guidelines to optimize the SharePoint configuration for multi-streaming:


● Ensure that each volume is on its own disk drive spindle.
● Balance the total database size on each volume to be as equal as possible. In the following example the total database sizes


on each drive are similar in size and balanced:
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○ Drive 1 is 110 GB and holds Application and Administrative databases.
○ Drive 2 is 105 GB and holds Content_Database_01.
○ Drive 3 is 115 GB and holds Content_Database_02a.
○ Drive 4 is 108 GB and holds Content_Database_02b.


Multi-streaming Avamar configuration requirements


For multi-streaming options for a backup, specify a maximum of one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example:


● If you back up two databases with each database on its own disk, you can specify a maximum of two streams.
● If you back up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks), you can specify a maximum


of four streams.


Database requirements


There are additional requirements and recommendations for backing up the SQL Server databases when using the Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint VSS or Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.


The Microsoft SharePoint documentation provides a list of SQL Server versions that SharePoint supports. The Avamar Plug-in
for SharePoint VSS supports all SQL Server versions that SharePoint supports.


Full farm recovery and disaster recovery require a full backup from the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS. You cannot use
a backup from the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server (optional) on page 14 provides more
information about the advantages and disadvantages of using the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server for SharePoint database
backups.


You can use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up all databases in the environment except the search database. The
Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server backup does not include the search index file, which must be synchronized with the search
database backup so that they can both be restored together. The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS only performs full backups
of SharePoint content databases. A full backup does not manage SQL log file truncation. To work around this limitation, set the
SQL databases to Simple Recovery Model so that log truncation is not necessary.


SQL Server AlwaysOn availability group requirements


To back up and restore SharePoint databases on the primary replica in a SQL Server AlwaysOn availability group, Windows
PowerShell version 3.0 is required on the database server.


Version 3.0 is included in Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2.


Required account privileges


Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS requires specific administrator rights, and the Avamar Backup Agent Service must run as
LocalSystem.


Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS agent service account privilege requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS agent service and the SharePoint administrator must run with the same domain
account.


The domain-level administrator rights are required to perform a backup or federated farm restore (a full farm restore of a
distributed farm). The SharePoint administrator account for installation and configuration of the SharePoint farm is typically a
member of the Administrators group on each server, and can be used for the federated restore.


When connecting SharePoint with SQL, it is considered best practice to use Windows authentication for SQL. Windows
authentication uses domain user accounts. During an Avamar SharePoint backup with Windows authentication, Avamar
connects to the SQL Server by using the Windows system service account (NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM), which has privileges in
the SQL Server. The account must have the sysadmin server-level role added, as described in the following steps, otherwise
the Avamar SharePoint backup fails.
1. In SQL Server Management Studio, expand the Security node, and then expand the Logins node to display the instance


in the Object Explorer.
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2. Right-click the user to whom you want to assign the sysadmin server role and select Properties. The Login Properties
dialog box appears.


NOTE: For Windows authentication, select the NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM user account.


3. Select Server Roles from the list in the left pane.
4. In the right pane, select the checkbox next to the sysadmin server role, and then click OK.


To use an administrator account other than the one used to install SharePoint:


● Add the SharePoint administrator account to the domain administrators group.
● Assign the “Log on as a service” right to the SharePoint administrator account on each server that runs any of the


SharePoint services.


Specify this setting in Local Computer Policy > Computer Configuration > Windows Settings > Security Settings >
Local Policies > User Rights Assignment > Log on as a service.


SharePoint 2013 and above administrator account requirements


Backup and restore of a SharePoint 2013 and above require that the specified farm administrator account has Shell Admin
Privileges. Use the Add-SPShellAdmin PowerShell command to provide these credentials. Consult Microsoft documentation
for information about using PowerShell commands.


Avamar Backup Agent service requirements


The Avamar Backup Agent service must be running as LocalSystem on all machines.


VSS snapshot volume requirements


The Microsoft VSS framework limits the number of volumes in a VSS snapshot, and number of shadow copies in a volume.


Microsoft VSS framework allows up to 64 volumes in a VSS snapshot. When creating a dataset, do not include more than 64
volumes. If the number of volumes in a snapshot exceeds 64, backup fails and the Avamar event log lists the following error:


VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_VOLUMES_REACHED.
The VSS framework also limits the number of shadow copies to 64 per volume. If the number of shadow copies in a volume
exceeds 64, the backup fails and the Avamar event log lists the following error:


VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_SNAPSHOTS_REACHED.


Services and writers


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS relies on several services and writers to complete backup and recovery operations.


When the SharePoint farm works on the normal operations, all services and writers are running. However, if a required writer
or service is not running, backup or recovery operations may fail. The writer or service may have stopped because a server is
offline, failed, or is undergoing maintenance operations.


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS requires the services and writers that are shown in the following table. In a federated
environment, each of these options may be on a different computer.


Table 7. Required services and writers 


Microsoft application Service or writer name


SharePoint 2019 ● OSearch16 VSS Writer (OSearch16)


There is no separate installer for the OSearch16 writer. This service or writer should
be running at time of backup and restore. No user actions are required in normal
scenarios. To check the status about this writer use vssadmin list writer command.


● SharePoint Services Writer (SPWriterV4)


SharePoint 2016 ● OSearch16 VSS Writer (OSearch16)
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Table 7. Required services and writers (continued)


Microsoft application Service or writer name


There is no separate installer for the OSearch16 writer. This service or writer should
be running at time of backup and restore. No user actions are required in normal
scenarios. To check the status about this writer use vssadmin list writer command.


● SharePoint Services Writer (SPWriterV4)


SharePoint 2013 ● OSearch15 VSS Writer (OSearch15)


There is no separate installer for the OSearch15 writer. This writer should be running
at time of backup and restore. No user actions are required in normal scenarios. To
check the status about the writer use vssadmin list writer command.


● SharePoint Services Writer (SPWriterV4)


SQL Server ● SQL Server (MSSQLSERVER)
● SQL Server VSS Writer (SQLWriter)


Downloading the software


Download the installation packages for the Avamar Client for Windows, the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and the Config
Checker from the Avamar server. Then save the packages to a temporary directory.


Steps


1. Log in to the server where the plug-in is installed as an administrator.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home.html
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the operating system headings until the applicable software installation packages appear.


5. Click the Avamar Client for Windows installation package:


AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


6. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


7. Click the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS package:


AvamarMossVSS-windows-x86_64-version.exe
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


8. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


9. Click the Avamar Config Checker installation package:


Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x64.zip (64-bit)


10. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


Verifying the environment


Use the Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows to verify that you correctly configured the Windows environment for
Avamar backup and recovery.


About this task


The Config Checker checks the configuration for problems that can lead to installation, backup, or recovery failures. These
failures can affect the operating system for the application host or SharePoint. The Config Checker supports only English
language operating systems.
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Steps


1. Unzip the Config Checker installation package, and run the setup program to install the software.


2. Open the Config Checker by opening the Start screen and selecting Avamar Config Checker.


3. Click Next.
The Avamar Application and User Settings page appears.


4. Select the version number from the Avamar version list.


5. In the application list, select the checkbox next to the applications on the client computer, and specify credentials, if
required.


6. Click Next.


7. Review the summary information.


8. Click Run Tests.
When the verification completes, the Config Check Results window appears.


9. Save or open the results in HTML format.


NOTE: Save the test results before exiting the wizard. The wizard does not automatically save the results. If you do not


save the results, you must rerun the Config Checker to view them.


10. Click Finish to exit the wizard.


11. Review the HTML result file, and correct all the checks that appear under Failure.


12. Rerun the Config Checker to ensure that all the checks are successful.


You can also run the Avamar Config Checker after you install Avamar software on the client computer.


The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note, available on Online Support, provides troubleshooting
information and details about the results that appear for each application.


Installing the Avamar client software
You can install the Avamar client software on a stand-alone SharePoint farm or on a distributed SharePoint farm.


Installation road map


The installation and configuration of Avamar software in a SharePoint environment depends on the type of farm, and whether
the ItemPoint for SharePoint is installed.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on every server in the SharePoint farm.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on every server in the SharePoint farm.


If you intend to perform granular level recovery, install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on the SharePoint
Administrator Console, and select the option to install the GLR using ItemPoint for SharePoint.


NOTE: You must install the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on each computer that


is the target of a restore.


3. Register the SharePoint server as a client with the Avamar server.


4. (Optional) Install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server on the database servers to back up SQL Server databases in the
SharePoint farm.
Installation instructions are provided in the Avamar for SQL Server User Guide.


5. If the database servers are in a cluster, use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar cluster client.


6. If you intend to perform granular level recovery, install the ItemPoint for SharePoint on the Administrator Console.


Next steps


In some stand-alone installations, the SQL Server VSS Writer service might be in a disabled or stopped state after you install
the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server. Without this service running, backups and recoveries can fail. Before you perform a backup,
check Services.msc to verify that the SQL Server VSS Writer service is enabled and set to automatic.
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Installing the Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows includes the Avamar agent and the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System. The Avamar
agent is required for backups and restores with application plug-ins. You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up
operating system and application binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the Windows client. If the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled
on the client computer, then you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods
and additional information.


Steps


1. Log in to the SharePoint server as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the installer:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The installation wizard welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The End-User License Agreement page appears.


5. Review the license agreement.


6. Select the checkbox to accept the terms in the license agreement, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


7. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


8. (Optional) To specify a folder for the Avamar client installation, click Browse and select a location.


9. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Ready to Install Avamar for Windows page appears.


10. Click Install.


11. When the installation completes, click Finish.


12. Review the license agreement.


13. Select the checkbox to accept the terms in the license agreement, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


14. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


15. (Optional) To specify a folder for the Avamar client installation, click Browse and select a location.


16. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Ready to Install Avamar for Windows page appears.


17. Click Install.


Installing the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the plug-in. If UAC is enabled on the client computer, then you must
start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does not install correctly. The Microsoft
documentation provides methods to bypass UAC and additional information.


The plug-in automatically installs in the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


Steps


1. Log in to the client computer with the SharePoint administrator domain account.
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This account is used for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS agent service and must be the same domain account as the
SharePoint administrator account.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarMossVSS-windows-x86_64-version.exe
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


The Select components to install page appears.


3. (Optional) For granular level recovery, and only when installing on the Administrator Console, you have the following option:


a. Select GLR using ItemPoint for SharePoint - powered by Kroll OnTrack.
This step installs ItemPoint. A Windows security dialog box might appear during installation, indicating a possible security
risk because of an unsigned driver or device. The exact message can vary, depending on the Windows version. If this
message appears, click Install or Install this driver software anyway.


NOTE: GLR using Itempoint for Sharepoint is selected by default in Avamar 18.1. You can unselect the option if you


do not wish to install GLR using Itempoint for Sharepoint.


b. When the ItemPoint install complete window appears, select OK.
Avamar VSS setup wizard welcome page appears.


c. Click Next.
d. Click Next again.


4. When the Select the type of installation page appears, select the type of SharePoint server on which you are installing
the plug-in:
● When the server is the main WFE server in a distributed farm, or the sole SharePoint server in a stand-alone farm, select


Front-end plug-in. Select this option for only one WFE in the farm.
● When the server is an application server, database server, or another WFE, select Back-end plug-in.


5. Click Finish.


Microsoft SharePoint VSS Writer error


During the installation of the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, an error message may appear to notify you that the Microsoft
SharePoint VSS Writer failed to register.


This error can occur when a computer has been unregistered from the farm before the installation. After you install the Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, use the Microsoft Stsadm tool to fix this error. The tool is located on the drive where SharePoint is
installed.


The default location for the tool depends on the SharePoint version:


● SharePoint 2013


%COMMONPROGRAMFILES%\microsoft shared\web server extensions\15\bin
● SharePoint 2016


%COMMONPROGRAMFILES%\microsoft shared\web server extensions\16\bin
● SharePoint 2019


%COMMONPROGRAMFILES%\microsoft shared\web server extensions\16\bin


To use the tool, log in as an administrator on the local computer, and type the following command at the command prompt:


stsadm.exe -o registerwsswriter
Microsoft TechNet provides details on using this tool in “Stsadm command-line tool (Office SharePoint Server).”


Registering the client


Steps


1. Log in to the SharePoint server.


2. Right-click the Avamar client system tray icon and Select Manage > Activate Client.
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The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In the Administrator Server Address box, type the DNS name of the Avamar server.


4. In the Administrator Server Port box, specify the port on the Avamar server for client/server communication.


5. In the Client Domain box, type the name of the Avamar domain for the client.


The default location is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


6. Click Activate.
A confirmation message appears.


7. Click OK.


Configuring the cluster client for the SharePoint VSS plug-in


The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore SharePoint data on shared storage in a cluster, regardless of
which node is managing the data at the time of the backup or restore.


About this task


The Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to configure the Avamar cluster client for the Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint VSS.


Steps


1. Log in to the host of the SQL Instance Shared Volume as a domain administrator.


The account must also be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and selecting Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SharePoint, and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The status for each SharePoint node is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS installation status on each SQL Server node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the prerequisite is not met, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Attach to Service page appears.


10. Select the cluster service for the plug-in, and then click Next.
The SharePoint Settings page appears.


11. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Client domain for cluster box.


The default domain is “clients.” Consult the Avamar system administrator for the appropriate domain or subdomain to
use.


Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash, an error occurs and you
cannot register the client.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.
d. Type the path to the var folder for the cluster client in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to select


a location.
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The shared network directory or volume stores the cluster client configuration and log files. All nodes in the cluster must
have write permission for this directory or volume.


NOTE: Select a volume that the cluster owns instead of a remote pathname on the network.


12. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


13. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


14. Click Close.


Configuring the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group


To use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to back up and restore databases in AlwaysOn availability groups, you must
configure the Avamar cluster client on the cluster node with the primary replica.


About this task


The Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to configure the cluster client.


Steps


1. Log in to the cluster node with the primary replica as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the
local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and selecting Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SharePoint AlwaysOn, and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The status for each cluster node is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each node is Installed.
● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS installation status on each SQL Server node is Installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new cluster client for all nodes and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the prerequisite is not met, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The SQL AlwaysOn Settings page appears.


10. In the Select service for cluster client, select the availability group name, and then click Next.
The SharePoint Settings page appears.


11. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the cluster client in the Client domain for cluster box.


The default domain is “clients.” Consult the Avamar system administrator for the appropriate domain or subdomain to
use.


Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash, an error occurs and you
cannot register the client.


c. Type the data port for Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.


NOTE: Port 28001 is the default port that the Avamar client uses to communicate with the Avamar server.


d. Type the path to the \var directory for the cluster client in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to
select a location.
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The \var directory stores the cluster client configuration and log files. If you select a location on the node with the
primary replica, ensure that the folder is shared with other nodes.


12. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


13. Review the configuration settings, and then click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


14. Click Close.


Changing the SharePoint mode
After you install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, you can change the mode of a SharePoint computer from front-end
to back-end or back-end to front-end. You might need to change the mode if you change which server is the main WFE or you
specified the wrong mode for a server during installation.


Steps


1. On the server for which you want to change the installation type, open the Windows Control Panel.


2. Click Programs and Features.


3. Select the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and then click Change.
The setup wizard appears.


4. Click Next.
The Change, repair, or remove installation page appears.


5. Click Change.


6. Select Front-end plug-in or Back-end plug-in, and click Next.


7. Complete the remaining steps in the wizard.


Installing ItemPoint for Microsoft Sharepoint
The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR enables you to recover a backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive using ItemPoint for
Microsoft SharePoint.


ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint enables you to browse the Avamar Virtual Drive to select items and restore them to any of
the following target computers:


● A server in the farm where the backup was performed.
● A server outside of the farm where the backup was performed.
● A server that does not host SharePoint or SQL services.


NOTE: The Avamar Client for Windows, the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR


must be installed on the target computer.


ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint installation requirements


The computer on which you install ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint must meet the following requirements:


● Windows Server 2012 R2 or later (required by the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR)
● Compatible with Hyper-V or VMware environments
● Intel Pentium compatible processor, 64-bit (required by theAvamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR)
● 1,024 MB of RAM
● Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5


The ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint computer must have twice the amount of space as the data that you restore. The space
is temporary space for the file data and all associated metadata fields.


For the most up-to-date requirements and instructions for installing ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint software, see the
ItemPoint software documentation on https://support.EMC.com.
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ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint components


Before you perform GLR, install ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint and the ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Agent for
Content Transfer Services (ACTS) on servers.


The following table describes installation requirements depending on the type of SharePoint farm.


Table 8. ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint component installation by farm type 


On this type of farm Perform these installations


Stand-alone farm ● Install the ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint software on
a server outside of the stand-alone farm.


● Install ItemPoint_SetupACTS on the stand-alone server.


Stand-alone SharePoint farm with optional granular level
recovery on page 16 illustrates a stand-alone SharePoint farm
with the ItemPoint installed.


Distributed farm ● Install the ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint software on
a server outside of distributed farm.


● Install ItemPoint_SetupACTS on the SharePoint server,
typically on a central administration computer


Distributed SharePoint farm with optional granular level
recovery on page 18 illustrates a small distributed farm with
the ItemPoint installed.


The ACTS installation process verifies that the installation is occurring on the correct computer.


ItemPoint installation settings


Specify the correct port, firewall exceptions, path, and configuration file name for ItemPoint before you perform GLR.


The following settings are required:


● The default port is 49175. You can change the port if the default port is already in use.
● An exception within the firewall is allowed, no matter which port you choose.
● The install path is C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ItemPoint\ItemPoint_Version_SetupACTS.


● The configuration file name is EMCIPSP.exe.config.


● The location for the temporary path is <appSettings> <add key="TempPath" value="C:\Windows\Temp\PC" .


Upgrading the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS
To upgrade the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, run the installation wizard for the version you are upgrading to. You do not
need to uninstall earlier versions of the plug-in before you install a new version.


Restore from backups created with previous versions of Avamar


We recommend performing a new backup immediately after upgrading an Avamar server or an Avamar client. In some cases,
restoring backups that are created with previous versions of Avamar may fail.


Performing a new backup immediately after upgrading an Avamar server or an Avamar client provides a new baseline backup
and reduces incompatibility issues that may occur from significant version changes between the backup software and restore
software.


Restore of SharePoint 2013 backups created with Avamar 6.1 may fail


You can perform full restores of most SharePoint 2013 backups that are created with Avamar 6.1. However, sometimes a
restore fails. Avamar 6.1 does not support backup and restore of Search Service Applications (SSA). Avamar 7.1 supports
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backup and restore of SSA but cannot restore SSA from an Avamar 6.1 backup. Restore fails with the warning Failed
to open SSA meta datafile ‘….\ssa_topology.xml’ for reading., the error Failed to parse Search
Service Applications metadata file., and Vss exception code 0x19930520 has been thrown by
PostRestore()….


If this error occurs, follow the steps in Restoring the SharePoint farm from the Avamar backup on page 60.


Uninstalling the Avamar client software
The following topics explain how to uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software from a SharePoint client.


Uninstall road map


About this task


To uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software from a SharePoint client on either a stand-alone server or in a cluster:


Steps


1. (Cluster only) Uninstall the Avamar Cluster Client.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS by using Programs and Features.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


4. (Cluster only) Repeat step 2 and step 3 on each node.


Next steps


If the ItemPoint software was installed for GLR support, it must be uninstalled separately from the Avamar software.


Uninstalling the cluster client for an AlwaysOn availability group


About this task


To uninstall the Avamar cluster client from an AlwaysOn availability group with SharePoint databases, run the Cluster
Configuration Tool on the primary replica, and select the removal option.


Steps


1. Log in to the cluster node with the primary replica as a domain administrator.


The account must also be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and selecting Cluster Configuration Tool
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select SharePoint AlwaysOn and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each node is Up, and click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select the option to remove the cluster client from all nodes, and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the prerequisite has been met.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and then click Next.
The Uninstall Settings page appears.


8. Select the cluster role or service that contains the cluster client from the Cluster role/service for cluster client list, and
then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


9. Review the settings, and then click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


10. Click Close.
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Backup


Topics:


• Performing on-demand backups
• Scheduling backups
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Performing on-demand backups
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of an entire SharePoint farm, including the web front-end (WFE) server and
all back-end servers. You can perform an on-demand backup for the first backup of the SharePoint farm immediately after
you install the Avamar client software. You should also perform an on-demand backup before system maintenance, software
installations, or software upgrades. If the SharePoint databases are in an AlwaysOn availability group, then the backup occurs on
the primary replica.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the "Log on as a service" right is assigned to the SharePoint administrator account on each server that runs any of
the SharePoint services.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. Select the domain that contains the host of the SharePoint server.
A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list. The clients tree shows only the clients in the same
domain as the account used to log in. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


3. In the list of clients, select the computer that is running the SharePoint server.


4. Click the Backup tab.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


5. In the Plugin pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the SharePoint VSS plug-in for the platform.
b. Complete the Farm Administrator Credentials:


i. In the Username field, type the username for an account that has administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the
farm.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you will not be able to browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account that has SharePoint administrator rights.
iii. Click SUBMIT.


c. Browse to and select one or more farms that you want to back up.


NOTE: Do not select individual components of the farm. You must back up the entire farm, or the backup fails.


d. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration window, perform the following steps:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
Period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
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● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.


Backup options provides more information about the advanced backup options.


8. In the More Options pane, perform the following steps:


a. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option
creates very large log files.


b. Complete the SharePoint farm administrator credentials:


i. In the Username field, type the username for an account that has administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the
farm.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you cannot browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account that has SharePoint administrator rights.


c. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, perform the following steps:


i. Select Store backup on Data Domain system.
ii. In the Data Domain field, select the Data Domain system from the list.


d. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


9. To use multi-streaming:


a. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
b. In the Maximum number of streams field, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a


maximum of one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example, if you are backing up two databases with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two
streams. If you are backing up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks), specify a
maximum of four streams.


c. In the Group by field, select Database, or Volume.


NOTE: When grouping by volume, performance degrades when the number of streams does not match the number


of volumes.


10. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.
b. Click +.
c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.
d. In the Value field, type a value.
e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in the Key and Value fields.


11. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
12. To view status details for the backup, select Actions > View Activity.
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Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly. The scheduled backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
groups, group policy, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in.


6. Click the Options tab, and perform the following steps:


a. To view advanced options, select the Show Advanced Options check box.
b. Complete the Farm Administrator Credentials.


i. In the Username field, type the SharePoint administrator username.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you will not be able to browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the SharePoint administrator user password.


c. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, perform the following steps:


i. Select Store backup on Data Domain system.
ii. In the Data Domain field, select the Data Domain system from the list.


d. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


e. Set the plug-in options. Backup options provides details on each option.
f. To use multi-streaming:


i. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
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ii. In Maximum number of streams, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a maximum
of one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example, if you are backing up two databases with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two
streams. If you are backing up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks),
specify a maximum of four streams.


iii. In Group by, select Database, or Volume.
NOTE: When grouping by volume, performance degrades when the number of streams does not match the


number of volumes.


7. Click the Source Data tab and then select the data to include in the dataset:
● To include all SharePoint VSS server data on a client, select All SharePoint VSS Data.
● To specify instances or databases on a client, perform the following steps:


a. Select Select Files and/or Folders.
b. In the File/Folder Path field, type the file path.
c. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.


9. Select Enter Explicitly, and then select the Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.
If you select the Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in, then the All SharePoint VSS Data option is selected by default and
cannot be changed. This option indicates that all SharePoint data in the farm is included in the backup with this plug-in.


10. Customize the dataset as needed by including a subset of the installed plug-ins:
● To remove a plug-in from the dataset, select the plug-in from the list in the bottom portion of the New Dataset dialog


box, and then click - (Remove From List). Repeat this step as necessary.
● To add a plug-in to the dataset, select the plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list, and then click + (Add to List).


Repeat this step as necessary.


11. Click the Options tab and set the plug-in options.


12. Select the Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.
The Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in options appear on the Options tab.


13. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system
and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


14. If you store the backups on a Data Domain system, select the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server from the Encryption method to Data Domain system list.


15. (Optional) Specify multi-streaming settings to use multiple processors to back up multiple targets in parallel:


a. Select Enable multi-streaming.
b. In Maximum number of streams, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a maximum of


one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


16. To specify advanced backup options, select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Additional options appear in red.


a. To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging messages. Selecting this option creates large log
files.


b. If you enabled multi-streaming, choose whether to group the backups by Database or by Volume using the Group by
list.


NOTE: When using multi-streams by volume, performance degrades when backing up with a stream number that


does not match the volume number.


17. Click OK.
The New Dataset dialog box closes.


18. Click OK.
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Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.
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The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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Restore


Topics:


• Tasks required to restore specific components
• Finding a backup
• Restoring to the original location
• Restoring to a different location
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores


Tasks required to restore specific components
When you restore certain individual SharePoint components, additional steps are required to prepare the environment before the
restore. The following topics explain how to prepare to restore a deleted web application or search database.


Restore of a deleted web application


The tasks to restore a deleted web application depend on whether to restore the web application data, the data and the web
application configuration, or the entire web application and other components.


NOTE: To correctly restore a search component, the search index flat files and associated search databases must be


restored together.


If you are restoring only selected web applications or other components, then shut down the web applications or components
during the restore.


The following table describes the tasks that are required to restore a deleted web application.


Table 9. Tasks required when restoring a deleted web application 


Web application and other SharePoint component status Restore tasks


The web application with attributes still exists, and you want
to restore only the web application data.


Restore the deleted web application database using the steps
in Restoring a content database to its original location.


You do not need to stop SharePoint or any services.


The web application has been deleted, but the IIS website and
content database still exist.


Perform the steps in Restoring a deleted web application to an
existing IIS website and content database .


The web application, the IIS website, and the content
database were all deleted.


Perform the steps in Restoring the SharePoint farm from the
Avamar backup.


Restoring a deleted web application to an existing IIS website and content
database


Prerequisites


Re-create the deleted web application and attach it to the content database.


Steps


1. Open the SharePoint Central Administration page.


2. On the Applications Management tab, manually re-create the deleted web application.
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Ensure that all configuration attributes match the original web application environment. You can only restore data to an
environment that matches the environment in which the backup was performed.


3. Attach the re-created web application to the content database.


4. Restore the deleted web application using the steps in Restoring a content database to its original location on page 50.


Restore of a deleted search database


The tasks to restore a deleted search database depend on whether to restore the database, the database and the Search Web
application, or the database and other components.


If you are restoring only selected web applications or other components, then shut down the web applications or components
during the restore.


The following table describes the processes to restore a deleted search database.


Table 10. Tasks required when restoring a deleted search database 


Search database and other SharePoint component
status


Restore tasks


The Search web application with attributes still exists, and you
want to restore only the search database.


Restore the deleted Search Web application database using
the steps in Restoring a content database to its original
location.


You do not need to stop SharePoint or any services.


The Search Web application has been deleted, but the IIS
website and search database still exist.


Perform the steps in Restoring a deleted web application to an
existing IIS website and content database.


The Search Web application, the IIS website, and the search
database were all deleted.


Perform the steps in Restoring the SharePoint farm from the
Avamar backup.


Restoring a deleted Search Web application to an existing IIS
website and content database


Prerequisites


Re-create the deleted Search Web application and attach it to the content database.


Steps


1. Open the SharePoint Central Administration page.


2. On the Applications Management tab, create the Search Service in Manage Search Services.


Ensure that all configuration attributes match the original search database environment. You can only restore data to an
environment that matches the environment in which the backup was performed.


3. On the Applications Management tab, verify that the Office SharePoint Server Search service is running in Manage
Search Services.


4. Restore the deleted search database using the steps in Restoring a content database to its original location on page 50.


Restoring databases in an AlwaysOn availability group


When you restore SharePoint databases in an AlwaysOn availability group with the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, the
restore process automatically removes all SharePoint databases from the availability group. After the restore completes, the
SharePoint VSS plug-in rejoins the databases to the availability group on only the primary replica.


The databases on the secondary replicas remain in an unsynchronized state. You must manually join the databases to the
availability group on each secondary replica by using SQL Server Management Studio, Transact-SQL, or PowerShell. The SQL
Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides instructions.
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Finding a backup
The first step to restore data is to find the backup with the data that you want to restore. You can find Avamar client backups
by searching either for a specific date or for specific content.


Locate backups by date when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You save all data for the client in a single backup set.
● The exact pathname or name of the data to restore is unknown.
● The backup that you want to restore is before a specific date or event. For example, you know the approximate date when


data was lost or corrupted. You can search for a backup before that date.
● The specific types of backups are known. For example, you run scheduled disaster recovery backups every Wednesday and


Saturday night, and you run full volume backups daily. When you must rebuild a server, select the disaster recovery backup
with the date closest to the event that caused the loss of data.


Locate backups by the content of the backup when one or more of the following situations apply:


● You back up data on the client in separate backup sets.
● You want to view multiple versions of the same file so that you can decide the version to restore.
● The date of the backup or the content of a backup is unknown, but you know the name of the data to restore.
● You must restore a SharePoint database that is no longer in the SharePoint farm, but you know the farm path to the SQL


server, computer name, or database to recover.


Restoring to the original location
When you perform backups of a SharePoint farm using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, you can restore the entire farm
or the content database to the original location.


About this task


NOTE: The following restore options available in the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS are supported only through the


AUI web front-end client:


● In the Destination Client pane of the Restore wizard, select Restore to a different client


● In theDestination Location pane of the Restore wizard, select Restore everything to its original location


The restore operation restores data to the original location on the SQL server. These restore options are not supported when a
SharePoint back-end client is selected.


Restoring an entire farm to its original location


Use a backup that is created with Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore all of the SharePoint servers and data to the
original location.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the “Log on as a service” right is assigned to the SharePoint administrator account on each server that runs any of
the SharePoint services.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SharePoint server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SharePoint server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
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c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the farm that you want to restore.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, perform the following steps:


a. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.
b. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the


client and the Data Domain system during the backup.
c. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option


creates very large log files.
d. Complete the SharePoint farm administrator credentials section:


Specify an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the farm.


i. In the User name field, type the username for an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all
SharePoint clients in the farm.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you will not be able to browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account that has SharePoint administrator rights.


e. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, perform the following steps:


i. Select Store backup on Data Domain system.
ii. In the Data Domain field, select the Data Domain system from the list.


f. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


10. To use multi-streaming:


a. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
b. In Maximum number of streams, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a maximum of


one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example, if you are backing up two databases with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two
streams. If you are backing up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks), specify a
maximum of four streams.


c. In Group by, select Database, or Volume.


NOTE: When grouping by volume, performance degrades when the number of streams does not match the number


of volumes.


11. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.
b. Click +.
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c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.
d. In the Value field, type a value.
e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in the Key and Value fields.


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS provides a list of the restore options


12. Click OK.


13. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


14. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Next steps


● Restart IIS.
● If the restore included databases in an AlwaysOn availability group, the databases on the secondary replicas remain in an


unsynchronized state. Manually join the databases to the availability group on each secondary replica by using SQL Server
Management Studio, Transact-SQL, or PowerShell. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website
provides instructions.


Restoring a content database to its original location


Use a backup created with Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore a SharePoint content database to its original location.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SharePoint Server farm.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SharePoint Server farm host.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the SharePoint instance folder or databases that you want to restore.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the content database that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.
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The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, perform the following steps:


a. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.
b. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the


client and the Data Domain system during the backup.
c. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option


creates very large log files.
d. Complete the SharePoint farm administrator credentials section:


Specify an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the farm.


i. In the User name field, type the username for an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all
SharePoint clients in the farm.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you cannot browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account that has SharePoint administrator rights.


e. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, perform the following steps:


i. Select Store backup on Data Domain system.
ii. In the Data Domain field, select the Data Domain system from the list.


f. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


10. To use multi-streaming:


a. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
b. In Maximum number of streams, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a maximum of


one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example, if you are backing up two databases with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two
streams. If you are backing up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks), specify a
maximum of four streams.


c. In Group by, select Database, or Volume.


NOTE: When grouping by volume, performance degrades when the number of streams does not match the number


of volumes.


11. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.
b. Click +.
c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.
d. In the Value field, type a value.
e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in the Key and Value fields.


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS provides a list of the restore options


12. Click OK.


13. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


14. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Next steps


If the content database is in an AlwaysOn availability group, the database on the secondary replicas remains in an
unsynchronized state. Manually join the database to the availability group on each secondary replica by using SQL Server
Management Studio, Transact-SQL, or PowerShell. The SQL Server documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides
instructions.
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Restoring to a different location
Use a backup that is created with Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore an entire farm or just a content database to a
new location. Restoring to a different location enables you to restore content without directly overwriting existing content in the
production SharePoint server databases.


Prerequisites


● Ensure that the “Log on as a service” right is assigned to the SharePoint administrator account on each server that runs any
of the SharePoint services.


● Install the Avamar Client for Windows and Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on the destination servers, and register.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SharePoint Server farm.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SharePoint Server farm host.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the target client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the SharePoint farm that you want to restore.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the data that you want to restore


Table 11. Steps to restore data 


Data to restore Selection steps


Entire farm Select the farm that you want to restore.


Content database i. Select the node for the farm.
ii. Select the SQL Server farm host to display either the


SQL instance folder or databases.
iii. Select the content database to restore.


c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
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b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, perform the following steps:


a. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.
b. (Advanced option) To write maximum information to log files, select Enable debugging message. Selecting this option


creates very large log files.
c. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the


client and the Data Domain system during the backup.
d. Complete the SharePoint farm administrator credentials section:


Specify an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the farm.


i. In the User name field, type the username for an account for the restore that has administrator rights on all
SharePoint clients in the farm.


Use the format domain\username for credentials in a domain, or computer\username for credentials on a computer.
If you do not specify correct credentials, you cannot browse.


ii. In the Password field, type the password for the account that has SharePoint administrator rights.


e. To store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, perform the following steps:


i. Select Store backup on Data Domain system.
ii. In the Data Domain field, select the Data Domain system from the list.


f. In the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


10. To use multi-streaming:


a. Select the Enable multi-streaming check box.
b. In Maximum number of streams, select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. Specify a maximum of


one backup stream for each disk in the backup set.


For example, if you are backing up two databases with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two
streams. If you are backing up two databases with each database and its logs on two disks (totaling four disks), specify a
maximum of four streams.


c. In Group by, select Database, or Volume.


NOTE: When grouping by volume, performance degrades when the number of streams does not match the number


of volumes.


11. To manually enter additional plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


a. Toggle the Show Free Form field to ON.
b. Click +.
c. In the Key field, type the plug-in option name.
d. In the Value field, type a value.
e. To remove an option from the list, click Delete.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not validate the option information that you type in the Key and Value fields.


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS provides a list of the restore options


12. Click OK.


13. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


14. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.
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Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Granular Level Recovery


Topics:


• Performing granular level recovery
• Mounting a backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive
• Restoring items from the Avamar Virtual Drive


Performing granular level recovery
Granular level recovery (GLR) enables you to browse and recover individual SharePoint items to avoid the additional time,
network bandwidth, and disk space requirements of restoring an entire farm or database.


Steps


1. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR to mount a backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive. Restoring the Avamar backup
and mounting the Avamar Virtual Drive provides instructions.


2. Use ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint to locate and select the items to restore. Restoring items from the Avamar Virtual
Drive.
ItemPoint sends the restore request to the Avamar server, and then the Avamar server restores the data to the specified
location.


Mounting a backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive
Use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR to mount a backup the Avamar Virtual Drive for granular level recovery.


Prerequisites


● Ensure that the “Log on as a service” right is assigned to the SharePoint Administrator account on each server that runs any
of the SharePoint services.


● Ensure that the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS are installed on the target computer.


About this task


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the SharePoint Server farm.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the SharePoint Server farm host.


4. (Optional) To locate a full backup that contains the items to restore by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.
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5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. From the list of clients, select the target client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. To enable granular level recovery, perform the following steps:


a. In the Backup Content pane, toggle the GLR switch to ON.
b. In the left pane, select the SharePoint farm that you want to restore.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


c. In the right pane, select the data that you want to restore


Table 12. Steps to restore data 


Data to restore Selection steps


Entire farm Select the farm that you want to restore.


Content database i. Select the node for the farm.
ii. Select the SQL Server farm host to display either the


SQL instance folder or databases.
iii. Select the content database to restore.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


8. In the More Options pane, perform the following steps:


a. (Optional) To view advanced configuration options, click Show Advanced Options.
b. In the Drive letter or mount path field, specify the drive to mount the Avamar virtual drive to for browsing:


● Type a forward (/) or backward (\) slash to let the Avamar software detect and select an available drive.


The system starts with the letter Z and works its way backward until an available drive is located. If you specify a
drive letter, ensure that the drive letter is not already in use on the target server.


● Type a valid pathname to a folder, such as F:\folder_name.


If another user or user session has mapped a network drive within a user session on the client computer, the Avamar
software cannot detect those drive mappings when assigning a drive letter for the Avamar Virtual Drive. If you regularly
use network drive mapping, specify a drive letter that you know is not in use instead of specifying a forward or backward
slash.


c. In Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted, select the amount of time to leave the Avamar Virtual Drive mounted.


The drive disconnects when the specified time has passed, even if the drive is in use. Select a length of time that enables
you to complete the granular level recovery.


9. Click FINISH.


The following status message appears: Retrieving content of backup to client in the Backup pane and then
the backups are displayed in the Backup pane.


NOTE: It might take a long time to mount the Avamar virtual drive in the destination client.
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Restoring items from the Avamar Virtual Drive
After you mount the backup to the Avamar Virtual Drive, use ItemPoint for SharePoint to recover specific items to the
SharePoint farm.


Prerequisites


Ensure that the ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Agent For Content Transfer service (ACTS) is running.


Steps


1. On the target computer where the Avamar Virtual Drive is mounted, open the recovery program by clicking Start > All
Programs > ItemPoint > ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server .
The ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server software appears, and displays the Data Wizard to gather information about
the source and target locations.


2. When prompted, provide the following information:


● The full local path to the Avamar Virtual Drive, such as Z:\.


● The site collection URL in SharePoint Server Site URL.
● The default value of 49175 in Agent for Content Transfer Service Port Number.
● The credentials that are required to access the site collection URL in Authentication Information. The ItemPoint


administrator must have full access control permissions.


3. Click Finish.
ItemPoint connects to the source and the target. The ItemPoint window appears as a split directory window.


4. Browse the source directory tree and select the items to restore.


5. Initiate the restore by using one of the following methods:
● Drag and drop from the source to the target.
● Right-click to copy items in the source tree, and then right-click to paste the items to the destination.


The Copy Progress window displays the details of the file transfer. When the copy is complete, you can print or save a file
copy of the completion report.
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Disaster Recovery


Topics:


• Preparing for disaster recovery
• Performing disaster recovery


Preparing for disaster recovery
Avamar enables you to back up all of the data, settings, and roles in a SharePoint farm to prepare for disaster recovery. This
chapter describes the overall process for using the tools. However, you may need to modify the steps for an environment.


About this task


Common reasons to perform disaster recovery of a SharePoint farm include:


● To move an entire farm from a physical environment to a virtual environment.
● To move the farm to new or upgraded hardware.
● To replace an entire farm that is destroyed by a disaster such as a fire, flood, earthquake.


If the farm is intact and you are replacing or restoring a machine, Bare Metal Recovery (BMR) enables you to restore a server
offline without having to rebuild from the operating system on a bare machine.


Steps


1. Create a formal plan that includes the following information:


● Machine names
● IP addresses
● Network settings
● Backup server locations
● Mirror site server names and settings
● Hardware and configuration


2. Ensure that you have onsite and offsite copies of the installation disks for the following items:


● Operating system
● SharePoint software
● SQL Server software
● Any updates for the software
● Hardware drivers, including NICs.


3. Review Microsoft disaster recovery and backup guidelines for SharePoint.


4. Review disaster recovery and BMR information in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide. All disaster recoveries for any
member of the SharePoint farm must start with a BMR of the operating system with the Avamar Client for Windows.


5. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS plug-in to perform regular backups of the entire SharePoint farm.


The backups include the main WFE server and all back-end servers, such as application servers, other WFE servers, the
search server, and database servers.


NOTE: The SharePoint VSS plug-in backs up only SharePoint farm databases. Other databases on the same server,


such as SQL Server system databases, are not included in backups with the SharePoint VSS plug-in.


6. On the main WFE server and each back-end server, use the Windows File System plug-in to perform file system backups and
the Windows VSS plug-in to perform BMR backups as described in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


7. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to perform regular backups of databases that are not included in SharePoint VSS
plug-in backups, such as SQL Server system databases. The Avamar for SQL Server User Guide provides details.


8. (Optional) Practice disaster recovery of the farm to a virtual environment.
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If the SharePoint farm is too large for the amount of extra storage that is required for the test environment, practice with a
small farm or stand-alone farm. Starting small also enables you to test proof of concept if you are considering migrating from
a physical to a virtual environment.


Performing disaster recovery


Steps


1. Rebuild the SharePoint environment.


2. Reinstall the Avamar software in the SharePoint environment.


3. Restore the SharePoint farm from the Avamar backups.


4. Bring the restored SharePoint servers back online or into production.


Rebuilding the SharePoint environment


Rebuild the SharePoint environment as part of disaster recovery by rebuilding the SharePoint servers that comprise the farm.


Steps


1. Rebuild the database servers:


a. Perform BMR to recover the operating system, System State, and critical volumes. BMR does not recover noncritical
volumes.


If the SQL Server software is not installed to the critical volume (typically C:\), databases may not be restored. Ensure
that the Windows File System plug-in has backed up all SQL Server system databases.


b. Re-create the original volume hierarchy where SQL Server files and databases are installed.
c. Reinstall the Avamar software on the new machine if any of the following apply:


● Avamar was installed on a non-critical volume
● The BMR backup was performed with an older version of Avamar than you are currently using
● The BMR backup was performed with an older version of Windows than you are currently using


To reinstall the Avamar software, complete the steps in Reinstalling the Avamar software on page 59 to install the
Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


d. If the SQL System databases were installed on a non-critical volume, you must use the Windows File System plug-in to
restore SQL Server installation directories, and system databases to their original volumes. Use the option to overwrite all
existing files.


e. Complete the steps in Restoring the SharePoint farm from the Avamar backup on page 60.


2. Ensure that all SQL Servers with SharePoint databases are up and running.


3. Rebuild the SharePoint application and WFE servers:


a. Perform BMR to recover the operating system, System State, and critical volumes. BMR does not recover noncritical
volumes.


If SharePoint or index files are not installed on the critical C:\ volume, the files are not restored. Ensure that the
Windows File System plug-in has backed up all SharePoint directories that are not installed on the critical C:\ volume.


b. Complete the steps in Reinstalling the Avamar software on page 59 to install theAvamar Client for Windows and the
Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


c. Restore the file system and volumes with the Windows File System plug-in.
d. Restore SharePoint installation and index files that are on the critical and noncritical volumes.
e. Complete the steps in Restoring the SharePoint farm from the Avamar backup on page 60.


Reinstalling the Avamar software


Reinstall the Avamar software in the SharePoint environment after you rebuild the farm.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on every server in the SharePoint farm.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on every server in the SharePoint farm.
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If you intend to perform granular level recovery from the SharePoint Administrator Console, then select the option to install
the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR as well as the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS on the SharePoint Administrator
Console.


NOTE: Performing granular level recovery from any other machine prevents you from having to reboot the SharePoint


Administrator Console after installation.


3. If you perform granular level recovery, then install ItemPoint software on the Administrator Console or another computer you
plan to use for GLR.


4. If you use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to back up SQL Server databases in the environment, then install the plug-in
on the database servers.


5. Check Services.msc to verify that the SQL Server VSS Writer service is enabled and set to automatic. In some stand-
alone installations, the SQL Server VSS Writer service might be in a disabled or stopped state after you install the Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint VSS. Without this service running, backups and recoveries can fail.


6. Deactivate the Avamar clients on each server in the SharePoint farm by clearing the Activate it checkbox on the Client
Properties dialog box, and then invite the clients. The Avamar Administration Guide provides details.


Restoring the SharePoint farm from the Avamar backup


Steps


1. Ensure that the following services are running:


● Volume Shadow Copy
● SharePoint VSS Writer
● SharePoint Timer


2. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to restore the entire farm from a backup.


The restore process automatically stops the following services:


● SharePoint Administration
● SharePoint Search
● SharePoint Search Services
● SharePoint Timer
● SharePoint Server Search (If SharePoint Server is installed)


Bringing restored servers back online


Bring the SharePoint servers back online after you restore the farm.


Steps


1. Reconfigure IIS settings to accommodate any changes made between the time of the backup and the disaster. Otherwise,
IIS settings should not need to be changed.


2. (Optional) Reconfigure alternate access mappings.


3. (Optional) On all WFE servers, redeploy solutions and reactivate features.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Backup options
• Restore options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Backup options
Backup plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS. You
can specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


Table 13. Backup options for the SharePoint VSS plug-in 


Option Description


Store backup on Data Domain Specifies to store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar
server. Select the checkbox and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


Encryption method to Data Domain
system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer from the client to the Data Domain
system during the backup.


Multi-streaming


Enable multi-streaming Select the checkbox to enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously
back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup time.


Maximum number of streams Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for the backup. The default is 2,
and the maximum value is 10. Each stream requires a separate processor.


Advanced options


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to log files. This option creates large log files.


Group by For multi-streaming, this option specifies whether to group the backups by
Database or by Volume.


Command line flags


--clusternode=


hostname_of_SQL_Node1(IP_of_SQL
_Node1)


--clusternode=


Statically defines the network addresses of the back-end SQL nodes.


A
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Table 13. Backup options for the SharePoint VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


hostname_of_SQL_Noden(IP_of_SQL
_Noden)


--debugvss Enables VSS debug messages within avvsslib. This option must be used with the
--debug flag.


exclude_non_critical_disks Excludes noncritical dynamic disks from backup. According to Microsoft best
practices, if any dynamic disk is critical, then the entire dynamic disk pack should
be treated as critical and included in the backup. Set this flag to true to exclude
noncritical dynamic disks from the backup. If you use this option, it may be necessary
to use –exclude_non_critical_disks during the offline disaster recovery.


You can specify this option in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, in a
scheduled backup dataset definition, or in the avvss.cmd file.


--vss-ignore-missing-
windows-files


When set to true, allows the backup to ignore any missing VSS writer files. The
backup fails if VSS writers contain files that do not exist on the computer.


You can specify this option in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, in a
scheduled backup dataset definition, or in the avvss.cmd file.


Restore options
Restore plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality specific to performing a standard restore by using the Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint VSS or a granular level recovery by using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR.


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS


The following options are available when you perform a restore using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS.


Table 14. Restore options for the SharePoint VSS plug-in 


Option Description


Farm administrator credentials


Username Username for an account for the restore that has
administrator rights on all SharePoint clients in the farm.


Password Password for the account that has SharePoint administrator
rights.


Multi-Streaming


Enable multi-streaming Specifies to simultaneously restore multiple databases or
volumes to reduce restore time.


Maximum number of streams Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for the
restore. The default is 2, and the maximum value is 4.


Each stream requires a separate processor.


Advanced options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log
files for debugging. Use caution when you select this option.
The backup process creates large log files.


Group by Specifies the method to group data for multi-streaming:


● Select Database to create one stream for each database.
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Table 14. Restore options for the SharePoint VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


● Select Volume to create one stream for each volume.


Command line flags


target=name Specifies the restore target. Required for directed restores.


farm-password=password Specifies the farm administrator password. Required for
restores.


farm-username=domain\username Specifies the farm administrator domain and username.
Required for restores.


Restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR


The following options are available when you perform granular level recovery by using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR.


Table 15. Options for the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR 


Option Description


Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted Select when to automatically dismount the temporary file
system from the SharePoint server that you are using for
GLR:


● Dismount after restore completes
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity


The drive dismounts even if the drive is in use. Select a
length of time that enables you to perform the granular level
recovery.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the SharePoint VSS plug-in CLI
• Command reference
• Specifying command line options
• CLI examples


Overview of the SharePoint VSS plug-in CLI
The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the avmossvss command
instead of Avamar Administrator or the AUI to back up and restore SharePoint data.


When you use the CLI command to perform a backup or restore, specify the command options for the SharePoint VSS plug-in
binary at the command prompt. The plug-in interacts with the avtar process to write backup data to or read backup data from
the Avamar server or Data Domain system.


The avmossvss binary is available in the Avamar client installation directory, which is typically C:\Program
Files\avs\bin.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt and change directory to the bin folder. Then type the command at the command
prompt.


Command reference
The avmossvss command enables you to browse the SharePoint VSS plug-in data to backup or restore, perform the backup,
or perform the restore.


Synopsis


avmossvss [--operation={browse | backup | restore}] [options]


Operations


The operation that you specify with the avmossvss command controls the task that avmossvss performs. Available
operations include browse, backup, and restore.


Supply one of the operations in the following table for avmossvss by using the --operation option.


NOTE: Granular level recovery through the CLI is not presently supported. Directed restore can only be performed to the


computer the command is being run on.


Table 16. Operations for the avmossvss command 


Operation Description


browse Returns a list of information about the farm available for
backup.


The command results appear as standard output in the
command window. The following information is displayed:


● Farm name


B
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Table 16. Operations for the avmossvss command (continued)


Operation Description


● Date
● Size
● Type


backup Performs an on-demand backup of the specified data.


Include options with the backup operation to specify the
data to back up, the Avamar server for the backup, Avamar
login credentials, a label for the backup, and other options to
control backup behavior.


restore Restores the specified data.


Include options with the restore operation to specify the data
to restore, the Avamar server for the restore, Avamar login
credentials, the target location for the restore, and other
options to control restore behavior.


To check whether an operation was successful, echo the error level:


echo %ERRORLEVEL%
For example, if the echo returns a value of 0, it indicates success. Any other value indicates a failure.


Options


The options that you specify with the avmossvss command control browse, backup, and restore behavior. Some options are
available for multiple operations, such as the account options for connecting to the Avamar server. Other options apply only to
backups or restores.


Common options


Common options for the avmossvss command are general options that are available for multiple operations.


The following option is available for the avmossvss command.


Table 17. Common avmossvss option 


Option Description


--version Displays the version number of the Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint VSS.


Account options


Account options for the avmossvss command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for backups
and restores.


The following account options are available for the avmossvss command.


Table 18. Account options for the avmossvss command 


Option Description


--account=destination
--path=destination
--acnt=destination


Specifies the Avamar server account path.


--id=user@domain,hostname Specifies the client user name for authentication where:
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Table 18. Account options for the avmossvss command (continued)


Option Description


● user is the username of the registered client.
● domain is the Avamar domain.
● hostname is the hostname of the Avamar Plug-in for


SharePoint VSS host.


--password=password
--ap=password
--pswd=password


Specifies the password for --id.


--server=IP_address
--hfsaddr=IP_address


Specifies the Avamar server IP address.


Logging options


Logging options enable you to create a log file for avmossvss operations and specify options.


The following logging options are available for the avmossvss command.


Table 19. Logging options for the avmossvss command 


Option Description


--informationals Sets the information level for status messages.


--logfile Creates log files in the Avamar var directory. On Windows,
the directory path is C:\Program Files\avs\var.


--logfile=file
--log


Specifies the full path and file name of the avmossvss plug-
in log file.


NOTE: The Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator
displays only avtar logs for backups with the command


line interface. To create a plug-in log for CLI activities,
you must specify the --log or --logfile option at the


command prompt.


--noinformationals Disables informational messages.


--nostdout Disables output to standard output (stdout).


--nowarnings Disables warning messages.


--quiet Disables both warnings and status messages.


--verbose
--verbose=n
--v


Enables all status and warning messages.


Use --verbose to specify a verbosity level, where n is a
number from 1 through 6, with 6 being the highest level of
verbosity.


Browse options


Browse options for the avmossvss command enable you to specify credentials for an account that is authorized to browse
available backups.


Table 20. Browse option for the avmossvss command 


Option Description


--farm-username=domain/username Specifies the farm administrator username.
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Table 20. Browse option for the avmossvss command (continued)


Option Description


When the farm administrator's username and password are
specified, the actual components and names are displayed. If
the credentials are not specified, long numerical GUIDs are
displayed.


--farm-password=password Specifies the farm administrator password.


When the farm administrator's username and password are
specified, the actual components and names are displayed. If
the credentials are not specified, long numerical GUIDs are
displayed.


--initialbrowse-timeout=seconds Seconds waiting for an initial browse response before the
timeout pop-up appears and command execution terminates.
The default value is 60.


Backup options


Backup options for the avmossvss command enable you to control backup behavior. Many of these options are the same as
the plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform an on-demand backup or create a dataset for
scheduled backups.


The following avmossvss command options are available for the backup operation.


Table 21. Backup options for the avmossvss command  


Option Description


--clusternode=


hostname_of_SQL_Node1(IP_of_SQL_Node1)


--clusternode=


hostname_of_SQL_Noden(IP_of_SQL_Noden)


Statically defines the network addresses of the back-end
SQL nodes.


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies the backup expiration date as a number of days
from the day of the backup or an absolute timestamp.


Specify timestamp by using 24-hour local time zone values
conforming to the following syntax:


yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss


You can specify partial date strings. For example, 2014-06
is equivalent to 2014-06-01 00:00:00.


--path=Avamar_domain/SharePoint_WFE_server Specifies the Avamar (MCS) domain name, and the
SharePoint WFE name.


--retention-type=type Specifies one of the following retention types:


● none
● daily
● weekly
● monthly


--send-adhoc-request Notifies the server that a CLI backup will occur. The
backup operation appears in the Avamar activity log. This
flag is not required for CLI operations, and is not enabled
by default.
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Restore options


Restore options for the avmossvss command enable you to control restore behavior. Many of these options are the same as
the plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore.


The following avmossvss command options are available for the restore operation.


Table 22. Restore options for the avmossvss command 


Option Description


--farm-username=domain/username Specifies the farm administrator username.


--farm-password=password Specifies the farm administrator password.


--initialbrowse-timeout=seconds Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a browse
response before timing out. The default value is 60 seconds.
This value can be increased in slow environments to avoid
browse timeouts.


--overwrite-existing Allows overwriting of the existing farm components during
restore.


--target=path Specifies the target directory path. Required for directed
restores.


--send-adhoc-request Notifies the server that a CLI restore will occur. The restore
operation appears in the Avamar activity log. This flag is not
required for CLI operations, and the flag is not enabled by
default.


Help options


The --help option displays a list of available operations available for the avmossvss command. You can view all help output
available for avmossvss, or only the help for a specific operation.


The following command displays all help for the avmossvss command:


avmossvss --helpx
To view only the options for a specific operation, use the --helpx and --operation=operation options together.


The following example provides a list of options for the backup operation:


avmossvss --helpx --operation=backup


Password encoding


To encrypt a password:


avtar --encodepassword=password
where password is the password for the Avamar server.


The system output displays an encrypted password, such as:


d3a6d7959e46d1b40b4e61b9a4eb7045eb3ec08a86f382c0cb1384e15e1b34ecf1be2510be1795df
You can use the encrypted password on the command line instead of the regular password to avoid including the password as
plain text in a script that automates backups.


Specifying command line options


About this task


The following methods are available for specifying options for the avmossvss command:


● Type the individual options at the command prompt.
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● List the options in the avmossvss.cmd file, which is located in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder. List each
option on its own line, as shown in the following example:


--debug
--logfile=avamarclient.log
--verbose=5


● Create an option file as a text file, and then specify the option file at the command prompt using the --flagfile=path
option, where path is the full path and file name of the option file.


● Pass options to the CLI as environment variables. For example, if you set Instance1=NamedInstance1 in the
environment variables, then you can browse the instance by typing the following command:


avmossvss --operation=browse %Instance1%


CLI examples
Review the avmossvss command examples for details on how to use options to control browse, backup, and restore behavior.


Example avtar commands


Use the avtar --backups command to view a list of available backups and their label numbers for a SharePoint client. For
example:


avtar --id=MCS_username --ap=MCS_user_password --path=/Keith/149ca.dc148.example.com --
backups


Example browse commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to browse different types of data in client backups with the avmossvss
command.


The following command specifies the farm name and displays the components and names in the farm as long GUID numbers.


avmossvss --operation=browse farm_name


The following command specifies the farm administrator credentials with the --farm-username and --farm-password
options to display the SharePoint components and names instead of the GUID numbers.


avmossvss --operation=browse --farm-username=username --farm-password=farm


Example backup commands


For a backup, the MCS user credentials must be supplied by using the --id, --ap, --server, and --path options. When backing up
distributed farms (not stand-alone), specify the SharePoint farm credentials using the --farm-username and --farm-password
options. The server should not be specified when running the command on the Avamar server that is associated with the client.
The ad-hoc functionality is also required for both backup and browse operations.


Performing a full farm backup


About this task


The following command example performs a full backup of a SharePoint farm.


avmossvss --operation=backup --id=MCS_USERNAME


--ap=MCS_USER_PASSWORD --server=MCS_ADDRESS


--farm-username= SHAREPOINT_ADMINISTRATOR


--farm-password=SHAREPOINT_ADMINISTRATOR_PASSWORD


--path=AVAMAR_DOMAIN_NAME/SHAREPOINT_SERVER_NAME
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--send-adhoc-request


Backing up to a Data Domain system


About this task


The following command specifies to back up to a DDR server by adding the --ddr and -ddr-index=1 options.


NOTE: The number in the -ddr-index=1 option represents the number of addedDDRs. If there is only one DDR attached to


the Avamar server, the index value is always 1.


avmossvss --operation=backup --id=MCS_USERNAME -ap=MCS_USER_PASSWORD


--server=MCS_ADDRESS --farm--username=SHAREPOINT_ADMINISTRATOR


--farm-password=SHAREPOINT_ADMINISTRATOR_PASSWORD
--path=AVAMAR_DOMAIN_NAME/SHAREPOINT_SERVER_NAME


--send-adhoc-request --ddr=true --ddr-index=1


Example restore commands


To restore a SharePoint farm with the avmossvss command, specify the following options:


● Use the --id and --ap options to supply the MCS user credentials.


● Use the --server option to specify the Avamar server.


● Use the --path to specify the SharePoint server.


● Specify the SharePoint farm credentials using the --farm-username and --farm-password options.


● The --send-adhoc-request option is also required for both backup and browse operations.


Restoring a SharePoint database


About this task


The following example command restores the Sales_EMEA database:


avmossvss --operation=restore Farm/154QC/sql/Sales_EMEA
--id=MCS_username --ap=MCS_user_password
--server=MCS_IP_address
--path=/CorpMoss/149ca.dc148.example.com
--target=C:\Restore
When you perform a restore with the avmossvss command, note the following:


● You do not need to specify the file name extension when you specify the database to restore. For example, avmossvss
--operation=restore Farm/154QC/sql/Sales_EMEA restores Sales_EMEA.mdf and Sales_EME.ldf.


● To restore a database in a SQL Server cluster, include the instance name in the path: Farm/MACHINE/INSTANCE/
DATABASE.


● Path names are case-sensitive. If the specified case does not match, the backup is not located and restore fails.


Restoring a SharePoint database


About this task


The following example command restores a SharePoint farm:


avmossvss --operation=restore --id=MCS_username
--ap=MCS_user_password --server=MCS_IP_address
--path=farm_path/account
--farm-username=SharePoint_administrator
--farm-password=SharePoint_administrator_password
--send-adhoc-request --target=path
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Cluster Configuration Tool CLI


Topics:


• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
• Plugins
• Operations
• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
The Cluster Configuration Tool CLI enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the
av_cluster_config_console command instead of Windows Cluster Configuration Wizard to configure the cluster
environment for Avamar backups.


When you use the CLI to configure the cluster, you specify the command options for av_cluster_config_console binary
at command prompt. The tool reads the input arguments and configures the cluster.


The av_cluster_config_console binary is available in the C:\Program files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program
files\avs\bin is the Avamar client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt, change the directory to the bin folder, and then type the command.


Command reference


The av_cluster_config_console command enables you to configure the cluster, remove the existing configuration and
view the existing configuration for the Sharepoint and SharepointAlwayson plugins.


Synopsis


av_cluster_config_console - -plugin= {Sharepoint|SharepointAlwayson} - -operation= 
{configure | remove | view} [Options]


Plugins
The plugin that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the plugin used during the
configuration.


Use the plugin specified in the following table to configure SharepointAlwayson.


Table 23. SharepointAlwayson Plugin 


Plugin Description


Sharepoint Configures the SQL failover cluster environment for Avamar Sharepoint backups. The list of
supported operations for the Sharepoint plugin includes the following:
● Configure — To configure a new cluster client on all SQL fail over back-end nodes of


Sharepoint.
● Remove — To remove the existing cluster client on all SQL fail over back-end nodes of


Sharepoint.
● View — To view all existing cluster client configuration of a SQL fail over back-end nodes of


Sharepoint.


C
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Table 23. SharepointAlwayson Plugin (continued)


Plugin Description


To get the list of supported operations for this plugin, use the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="Sharepoint"  


SharepointAlwayson Configures the back-end SQL Alwayson environment for Avamar Sharepoint backups. The list of
supported operations for the SharepointAlwayson plugin includes the following:
● Configure — To configure a new cluster client on all SQL alwayson back-end nodes of


Sharepoint.
● Remove — To remove the existing cluster client on all SQL alwayson back-end nodes of


Sharepoint.
● View — To view all existing cluster client configuration of a SQL alwayson back-end nodes


of Sharepoint.


To get the list of supported operations for this plugin, use the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="SharepointAlwayson"  


Operations
The operation and options that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the task that the tool
performs.


Provide one of the operations in the following table along with the listed options.


Table 24. Operations for the av_cluster_config_console command 


Operation Description


Configure Configures the new cluster client on all the nodes for the
specified plugin.


Remove Removes the existing cluster client on all the nodes for the
specified plugin.


View View all the existing cluster client on all the nodes for the
specified plugin.


Sharepoint plugin configure options


The configure option enables you to control the configure functionality for SQL fail over cluster instance for Avamar backups.


The following table lists all of the mandatory and optional options available for the Sharepoint plugin and configure operation.


To get the list of options available for the Sharepoint plugin and configure operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="Sharepoint" --operation="configure"
All the options that are prefixed with [Optional] are optional for the specified plugin and operation. The options without the
[Optional] prefix are mandatory for the specified plugin and operation.


Table 25. Sharepoint Configure Options 


Option Description


mcsaddr Avamar server address.


You can provide either the FQDN name of the server or the IP address. If the server
details are wrong then tool cannot configure the environment.


clusterservice Name of the SQL fail over instance cluster resource group name.


To get the list of available cluster resource group names use the view command.
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Table 25. Sharepoint Configure Options (continued)


Option Description


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="Sharepoint" --
operation="view"


[OPTIONAL]sharedvolume Shared volume for the cluster client. If the fail over instance has a single shared disk
then the tool automatically detects the disk and uses it as a shared volume for the
configuration. If multiple shared volumes are present, this field is mandatory.


[OPTIONAL]ipversion IP version that is used on the nodes. If this option is not specified, then IPV4 is used
as the default value. IPV4 is supported for the configurations. Only IPV4 is supported
for this release.


[OPTIONAL]mcsport Avamar port number. This is the port that is used to communicate with the Avamar
server.


If this option is not specified, then 28001 is used as the default port number.


[OPTIONAL]bringonline Whether to bring the Avamar cluster client online and register with Avamar server.


Valid values are "TRUE" or "FALSE".


The default value is "TRUE".


[OPTIONAL]clientdomain Specifies the Avamar domain that the cluster client is associated with.


The default value is /clients.


[OPTIONAL]vardir Avamar cluster client var directory.


This directory should only reside in the fail over instance shared disk.


If not provided by default, the directory is created under
SharedVolume:\Program Files\Backup Agents for Cluster
Groups\ClusterClient\var.


Sharepoint plugin remove options


The Sharepoint plugin remove option removes the existing SQL fail over Avamar cluster client configuration.


The following table lists all of the optional and mandatory options for the Sharepoint plugin and the remove operation.


To get the list of options available for the Sharepoint plugin and remove operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="Sharepoint" --operation="remove"


Table 26. Sharepoint remove option 


Option Description


[OPTIONAL]clusterservice SQL fail over instance cluster resource name.


This argument is optional if only a single SQL fail over instance is configured. The tool
automatically gets the name of the resource and removes the configuration.


If multiple SQL fail over instances are configured, this argument is mandatory.


To get the list of existing SQL fail over instance cluster resource names, type the following
command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="Sharepoint" --
operation="view"
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SharepointAlwayson plugin configure options


The configure option for the SharepointAlwayson plugin enables you to configure SQLAlwayson groups for Avamar backups.


The following table lists the available optional and mandatory options for the SharepointAlwayson plugin and configure operation.


To get the list of options available for the SharepointAlwayson plugin and configure operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="SharepointAlwayson" --operation="configure" --help


Table 27. SharepointAlwayson configure options 


Option Description


mcsaddr Avamar server address.


You can provide either the FQDN name of the server or the IP
address.


vardir Avamar cluster var directory. It can be a shared path or a local
path.


aongrpname Name of the alwayson group to be configured. To get the list
of alwayson groups available, use the view command.


av_cluster_config_console.exe 
--plugin="SharepointAlwayson" --
operation="view"


[OPTIONAL]ipversion IP version that is being used on the nodes. If this option is
not specified, then IPV4 is used as the default value. IPV4 is
supported for the configurations.


[OPTIONAL]mcsport Avamar port number. This is the port that is used to
communicate with the Avamar server.


If this option is not specified, then 28001 is used as the
default port number.


[OPTIONAL]bringonline Whether to bring the Avamar cluster client online and register
with the Avamar server.


Valid values are "TRUE" or "FALSE".


If this option is not specified, then "TRUE" is used as the
default value.


[OPTIONAL]clientdomain Specifies the Avamar domain that the cluster client is
associated with.


If this option is not specified, then "/clients" is used as the
default value.


[OPTIONAL]sysdir Avamar cluster sys directory. This is an optional parameter. If
this option is not specified, then sysdir is created under the
parent directory of vardir.


SharepointAlwayson plugin remove options


The remove option for the SharepointAlwayson plugin enables you to remove existing SQL alwayson groups that are configured
in the Avamar cluster client environment.


The following table lists the available optional and mandatory options for the SharepointAlwayson plugin and remove operation.


To get the list of options available for the SharepointAlwayson plugin and remove operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="SharepointAlwayson" --operation="remove" --help
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Table 28. SharepointAlwayson remove options 


Option Description


[OPTIONAL]aongrpname Name of the SQL Alwayson group to be removed. This is
optional if only a single SQL Alwayson group is configured in
the environment.


This option is mandatory if multiple SQL Alwayson groups are
configured.


av_cluster_config_console.exe 
--plugin="SharepointAlwayson" --
operation="view"


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples
Review the av_cluster_config_console command examples for details on how to configure, remove, and view operations
for different plugins.


View list of supported plugins and operations


The following command returns a list of supported plugins and lists the commands and their usage.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help


View list of supported operations for the Sharepoint plugin


The following command returns the list of supported operations for the Sharepoint plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="Sharepoint"


View list of available options for configure operation for Sharepoint plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the configure operation for the Sharepoint plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="Sharepoint" --operation="configure


View list of available options for remove operation for Sharepoint plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the remove operation for the Sharepoint plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="Sharepoint" --operation="remove"


Configure new cluster client on all back-end SQL fail over instances nodes
of Sharepoint for Avamar


The following command configures the new cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance back-end nodes of
Sharepoint.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=Sharepoint --operation=configure --
mcsaddr="10.31.196.222" --sysdir="C:\avsys\etc" --clusterservice="SQL Server 
(FINSTANCE2)" --sharedvolume="H"
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Remove existing cluster client on all back-end SQL fail over instance
nodes of Sharepoint for Avamar


The following command removes the existing cluster client on all nodes for a SQL fail over instance nodes of Sharepoint.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=Sharepoint --operation=remove --
clusterservice="SQL Server (FINSTANCE2)"


View the existing cluster client information for the Sharepoint fail over
configuration


The following command displays the existing cluster client configuration for all the available SQL fail over instances of
Sharepoint.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=Sharepoint --operation=view


View list of supported operations for SharepointAlwayson plugin


The following command returns the list of supported operations for the SharepointAlwayson plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SharepointAlwayson "


View list of available options for the configure operation for
SharepointAlwayson plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the configure operation for the Sharepoint plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SharepointAlwayson " --
operation="configure"


View list of available options for the remove operation for
SharepointAlwayson plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the remove operation for the Sharepoint plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" SharepointAlwayson " --operation="remove"


Configure new cluster client on all back-end always on group nodes of
Sharepoint for Avamar


The following command configures the new cluster client on all back-end SQLAlwayson group nodes of Sharepoint. The tool
does not try to bring the resources online because bringonline is false. Hence, you have to manually start the created
resources and the cluster client will be registered under "/AgGroups" domain in Avmar server.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=sharepointalwayson --operation=configure --
mcsaddr="10.31.197.22" --vardir="\\node1\sharevar" --aongrpname="Grp1" --clientdomain="/
AgGroups" --bringonline="false"
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Remove the existing cluster client on all nodes for an SharepointAlwayson
fail over instance for Avamar


The following command removes the existing cluster client on all nodes for an existing SharepointAlwayson group.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SharepointAlwayson --operation=remove


View the existing cluster client information for the Sharepoint Alwayson
configuration


The following command displays the existing cluster client configuration for all the available Sharepoint Alwayson groups.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=SharepointAlwayson --operation=view
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Log files
• SharePoint command line interfaces
• Configuration problems and solutions
• Backup problems and solutions
• Restore problems and solutions


Log files
Both Avamar and Windows log files can be useful for troubleshooting any problems that occur.


The Windows Application Event Log is a Windows log file for monitoring Windows-related activities.


Avamar log files capture Avamar, GLR, and service events. The files are located in the var directory, typically C:\Program
Files\avs\var.


To generate Avamar log files, add a command file with the flags in the var directory, typically C:\Program Files\avs\var
before you perform an operation. In the command file, add debugging flags.


The following table describes each Avamar log file, the associated command file, and debugging flags.


Table 29. Avamar log files 


Log file Description Command file Debugging flags


av_cluster_config_w
izard.log


Cluster Configuration
Wizard log for SQL clusters


av_cluster_config_w
izard.cmd


--debug


avagent.log Avamar agent log avagent.cmd --debug
avmossglr.log GLR log that contains trace


and debugging information
for GLR creation, mount,
browse, and restore.


avmossglr.cmd --debug


avmossglrsvc.log GLR service log that
contains trace and
debugging information for
GLR creation, mount,
browse, and restore.


avmossglrsvc.cmd --debug


avmossvss.log SharePoint VSS plug-in log avmoss.cmd --debug
--debugvss
--
logfile="c:\somefile.txt"
--
subprocesstimeoutsecs=300
--subworkorder-timeout=5
--remotebrowse-timeout=300
--writerid={Writer_GUID}


D
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Table 29. Avamar log files (continued)


Log file Description Command file Debugging flags


axionfs.log Contains trace and debug
information for AvFS file
system calls.


Axionfs.cmd --x19=65536, used with --debug
to trace AvFS I/O calls


--x19=262144 , used with --
debug to trace AvFS I/O calls


--x19=327680, used with --
debug to trace AvFS I/O and
directory enumeration calls


SharePoint command line interfaces
Command line interfaces are available for some SharePoint features and operations. These tools and features may be useful
for troubleshooting SharePoint interactions with Avamar. MSDN, TechNet, and SharePoint online help provide extensive
documentation for these tools.


The references that are listed in the following table are suggested starting points and are subject to change by Microsoft.


Table 30. Microsoft SharePoint command line tools 


SharePoint tool Description Keywords for Microsoft TechNet
search


stsadm SharePoint command line tool available
in SharePoint 2013, 2016, and 2019


Stsadm command line tool


Windows PowerShell Command line tool available in
SharePoint 2013 and later


Windows PowerShell for SharePoint


Configuration problems and solutions
The following section describes a common configuration problem and its solution.


Issues after upgrade to Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 SP2


When you upgrade from Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 or 3.0 SP1 to 3.0 SP2 on a system with the Avamar Plug-in for
SharePoint VSS, the SharePoint topology does not display correctly in Avamar Administrator. This issue may prevent you from
backing up a SharePoint farm.


Microsoft knowledgebase article 913384 on the Microsoft website provides detailed instructions for resolving these issues,
which might include the following actions:


● Removing .NET frameworks later than 2.0
● Applying the patch that is discussed in the article before reapplying updated framework software


Cluster Shared Volumes not supported


The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS does not support SQL Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV).


Backup problems and solutions
The following topics describe common backup problems and solutions.
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Backup of multiple Search Service Applications fails


SharePoint supports configurations that have multiple Search Service Applications, with some components hosted on separate
web front ends.


However, backup of a farm with this configuration may cause an error of not running the following writers:


● OSearch16(SharePoint 2019)
● OSearch16 (SharePoint 2016)
● OSearch15 (SharePoint 2013)


When this error occurs, follow the Microsoft guidelines for search topology and configuration that is described in the following
Microsoft TechNet articles:


● Change the default search topology:
○ SharePoint Server 2013 - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj862356.aspx
○ SharePoint Server 2013 - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg502597(v=office.16).aspx


● Create and configure a Search service application:
○ SharePoint Server 2019 - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg502597(v=office.16).aspx
○ SharePoint Server 2016 - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg502597(v=office.16).aspx
○ SharePoint Server 2013 - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg502597.aspx


Backup limitations


The following limitations apply when using the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS to back up a SharePoint environment:


● Backups and restores of individual websites, lists, or list items must be a part of the backup or restore of the parent Content
Database.


● The configuration database or the Central Administration content database of a SharePoint farm can only be backed up as
part of the backup or restore of the entire farm.


These databases are special databases that must be backed up or restored with everything (all content databases). A
backup of these components provides a snapshot that can be useful for troubleshooting. For instance, the backup can be
used with SQL Server tools to compare the present state of the components.


● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS cannot be used to back up a SharePoint farm to tape.
● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS cannot be used to back up an IIS metabase.
● The Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS cannot be used to back up Registry keys or files on front-end servers.


This content includes files that are located outside any content database, such as certain master pages, .ascx files,
web.config files, and other configuration files. However, this content can be backed up with the Avamar Client for Windows,
which includes them in a full Windows Server backup, or with the WSS development kit.


Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR is for recovery only


The installed Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint GLR appears in the list of plug-ins when you browse for backups. The Avamar
Plug-in for SharePoint GLR cannot be selected because this option is for recovery only, and uses backups that are created with
the Windows SharePoint VSS plug-in to enable granular level recovery.


Backup can fail when farm servers have multiple NICs or IP addresses


A backup can fail when WFE servers or back-end servers have multiple NICs, multiple IP addresses, or both. Network load
balancing can cause the back-end client to see the WFE server's secondary IP address instead of the primary IP address. In this
case, Avamar might report an error similar to the following:


Client refused browse request. 10007 Unable to connect to the back-end client
'<MACHINENAME>', error code: 2 Please ensure that the Back-end backup agent is running.
To resolve this issue, use the Windows command line to add an avagent.cmd file and persistent routes to both clients:


1. Add an avagent.cmd file with --netbind=<IP address of primary NIC interface> on both clients.


2. On both clients, use the Windows command line to add persistent routes that use only the primary NIC for outgoing traffic
that is routed to the Avamar system.
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Backups fail when files are available through symbolic links or directory
junctions


Backups with the SharePoint VSS plug-in fail if the path to SharePoint files includes symbolic links (symlinks) or directory
junctions. Do not store SharePoint configuration or database files where you have access through a symlink or directory
junction.


SharePoint VSS backup fails due to Data Domain token authentication
issue


When backing up for SharePoint Farm environment where the back-end SQL nodes are in Always-On or Cluster configuration
and the Data Domain is enabled with token authentication, the following error may occur:


DDR result code: 5075, desc: the user has insufficient access rights
To resolve this issue, include the clusternode option in the avmossvss.cmd file:


1. Create a file named avmossvss.cmd under the SharePoint Node (WFE) directory C:\Program Files\avs\var.


2. Using a text editor, include the following lines in the file:


--clusternode=hostname_of_SQL_Node1(IP_of_SQL_Node1)
--clusternode=hostname_of_SQL_Node2(IP_of_SQL_Node2)


3. Save and close the file.


Restore problems and solutions
You can use the appropriate troubleshooting guidelines to resolve restore issues.


Problem when selecting only SharePoint Content Index Catalog database
for restore


Restore fails in SharePoint 2013 and later when you select only one SharePoint Content Index Catalog database for restore and
you use all default restore options.


To work around this issue, select additional databases for restore when selecting the Content Index Catalog database.


Restore of SQL databases from multiple SQL cluster groups instances on
the same physical computer


Restore fails when you try to restore a SharePoint farm with a SQL Server failover cluster back-end, and more than one cluster
group is actively running on a single physical machine. Only one cluster group instance is successfully restored, regardless of
whether databases in the other instances are restored. Web navigation or requests for content in those databases result in
File Not Found or Forbidden errors.


To resolve the issues, configure the cluster with no more than one cluster group actively running one single physical machine at
a time.


Restore over locked files incorrectly appears to be successful


When you try to perform a redirected restore over locked files, such as restoring over database files, the restore shows that it
has completed successfully. However, the files are not restored.
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Directed recovery to flat files with an IPv4 backend fail


Redirected restores to flat files with an IPv4 backend fail with a "Writer- file map is empty! No data to parse!" error. NOTE: IPv4
backend or alias configured for browse/backup/Full Farm DR restores work correctly. Suggested workaround: Use SQL aliases
in which the IP addresses point to real hostnames.


Directed recovery of Sharepoint components


Directed recovery is only supported for SQL databases that have been configured on the Sharepoint application. Directed
recovery for other components is not supported.
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ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server
Notes


Topics:


• Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server
• Installing ItemPoint Agent for Content Transfer Service
• Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server


Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft
SharePoint Server
The following table lists the supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server:


Table 31. ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server components 


Component Requirement


Operating Systems The following operating systems are supported:


● Windows Server 2008 R2
● Windows Server 2012
● Windows Server 2012 R2
● Windows Server 2016
● Windows Server 2019
● Windows 7
● Windows 8


NOTE: 32-bit and 64-bit versions, virtual, and physical, of
the listed operating systems are supported.


ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server can only
be run by users with administrative privileges and in
administrative mode.


Microsoft Office SharePoint Server/Microsoft SQL Server Source Data: ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server can
open:


● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2013 up to SP1 data
stored on:
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 up to SP2
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2012 up to SP1
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2014


● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2016 data that is
stored on:
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2014
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2016
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2017


● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2019 data that is
stored on:
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2016
○ Microsoft SQL Server 2017


E
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Table 31. ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server components (continued)


Component Requirement


Target Servers: ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server
can connect to the following target servers:


● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2013 through SP1
● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2016
● Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2019


Remote Blob Stores (RBSs):


● FILESTREAM Provider
● Metalogix StoragePoint Provider (v4.2 1320 or higher)
● StorSimple SharePoint Database Optimizer


Virtual Environments Virtual operation of tape devices may have restrictions that
are imposed by virtual operating systems.


Additional Software Microsoft .NET Framework:
● 3.5 SP1
● 4.0


To fully operate ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server,
you must ensure that the source files are on storage.
Otherwise, tries to open a source database produces an error
message.


Installing ItemPoint Agent for Content Transfer
Service
To restore content using ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server, you must first install the ItemPoint Agent for Content
Transfer Service (ACTS) on each Microsoft SharePoint Server you intend to use as a target.


Prerequisites


To install ItemPoint Agent for Content Transfer Service (ACTS), use the following features:


● Administrative privileges
● SharePoint Farm Administrator credentials


Steps


1. Log on to the Microsoft SharePoint server using Administrative privileges.


2. Run the ItemPoint Agent for Content Transfer Service installation wizard, SetupACTS.exe.


3. Once you reach the Logon Information page, enter the User Name and Password for the SharePoint Farm Administrator
User who runs ACTS. The User Name should be in the format DOMAIN\Username.


4. Once you reach the Agent for Content Service Setting page, enter the following:


● In the Port Number field, use the default value or enter a different available port number.
NOTE: To ensure correct operation of ACTS and any ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server clients, firewall


solutions must be configured to allow communication on the TCP port that ACTS is configured to use.


NOTE: The Temporary File Location path is used during the copy process. To perform this task, ensure that there is


sufficient space to the amount of data being restored in a single operation.


For further information about operating the ACTS, refer to the ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server User Guide.
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Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint
Server
ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server can copy Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2013 (2013 Experience) data to a
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2013 with the 2013 Experience only. Items and Folders only are supported when copying
SharePoint 2013 (2010 Experience) data to SharePoint 2013 system with the 2013 Experience. Copying lists, sites, and site
collections are not supported.


ItemPoint for Microsoft SharePoint Server can copy Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2016 data to a Microsoft Office
SharePoint Server 2016 only.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Site with a 2010 Experience to a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Site with a 2013
Experience, the resulting Site on the target Server displays errors. Upgrading the 2010 Experience Site on the Source to a 2013
Experience before attempting the copy to the 2013 Experience target avoids the errors. Copying from a Microsoft SharePoint
2013 Site with a 2010 Experience source to a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Site with a 2010 Experience target, and then upgrading
the target to a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Experience also avoids the errors.


After restoring content from a source location, it is recommended that you use the Copy Progress dialog box to verify the links,
security settings, and Web Parts on the target server.


The following Microsoft SharePoint 2013 site collection templates are not supported:


● eDiscovery Case Site Template
● Developer Site Template
● Project Site Template
● Community Site Template
● Community Portal Template
● Product Catalog Template


The following Microsoft SharePoint 2016 site collection templates are not supported:


● eDiscovery Portal Site Template
● In Place Hold Policy Center
● Point Publishing Hub
● Point Publishing Topic
● Microsoft Project Site


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 site collection with the Enterprise Search Center, Enterprise Wiki, Business
Intelligence Center, or Publishing Portal site collection templates to a new site collection, the site displays an error in the
web page after the copy is completed.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 site or site collection with the Project Functionality feature, the feature is not
enabled on the target.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 site or site collection with the Site Notebook feature, the feature is not enabled on
the target.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 blog site to the target, the posts list may switch from like ratings to star ratings.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint 2013 site or site collection with the BICenterSampleData hidden feature, the feature is
not enabled on the target.


When copying a Microsoft SharePoint site or site collection with the GBWProvision hidden feature, the feature is not enabled on
the target.


When copying a site collection with the community feature that is enabled as the SharePoint farm account, an extra System
Account user may appear in the Community Members list. To resolve this issue, edit the list and remove the extra entry.


When copying a site or site collection, any inactive users become active users in the target.


When copying Tasks with multiple versions, the Predecessors property that is displayed in the version history may be incorrect.


When copying an Image list, picture thumbnails are not displayed.


When the Record Center feature is on, thumbnails for some copied items may not be displayed.


The Attachment icon is not displayed for the default view when copying a project tasks item or list.


Fast site collection creation is not supported. Sites masters are hidden in the tree view.


Fields from list templates must exist on both the source and target to be copied.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases
revisions of its software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this
document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install, configure, and upgrade the Dell EMC vCloud
Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE).


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1 Revision History


Revisi
on


Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 First release of vCloud Director Data Protection
Extension 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Release Notes


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension REST API Reference Guide


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Message Bus Specification Reference
Guide


l Avamar for VMware User Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
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Table 2 Typographical conventions (continued)


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Installation Prerequisites


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Installation overview........................................................................................... 10
l Naming conventions........................................................................................... 10
l Checklist for installation prerequisites................................................................ 10
l Checklist for general prerequisites...................................................................... 11
l Installation assumptions...................................................................................... 11
l vCloud Director prerequisites.............................................................................. 11
l Networking prerequisites....................................................................................12
l Avamar prerequisites.......................................................................................... 12
l Security prerequisites.........................................................................................13
l Monitoring prerequisites..................................................................................... 13
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Installation overview
The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE) requires deployment of
multiple VMs in the cloud infrastructure where a VM or a group of VMs are configured
with a specific application payload (cell, backup gateway, utility node (RabbitMQ and
PostgreSQL), UI server, reporting server, and FLR UI server). The number of Avamar
servers under management by the vCD DPE determines the scale of the number of
VMs to deploy, based on the customer environment.


Since the vCD DPE is targeted for the service provider market, the installation
process supports a wide-scale scripted and automated deployment and configuration
of the vCD DPE VMs. To fulfill this requirement, the vCD DPE installation process
uses Puppet, which is an open source configuration management tool along with other
utilities and libraries (ovftool, VIX API).


Virtual Provisioning Appliance (vPA)
Instead of delivering specific OVAs for each application, the vCD DPE comes as a
single OVA (the vPA) which acts as a Puppet Master. This VM hosts a baseline SLES
11 SP3 OVA template, as well as a yum repository which carries the application
payload.


About installation
Before beginning the installation process, validate that all of the prerequisites have
been met. The install process begins with the deployment of the vPA. After you deploy
the vPA, the management tool deploys, upgrades, migrates, and configures the VMs
from the vPA. The management tool reads a deployment plan with the name
deploy_plan.conf. The deployment plan contains the information that is required
to deploy the VMs.


Naming conventions
Consider the following naming conventions:


The fully qualified domain name (FQDN) must be lowercase.


Checklist for installation prerequisites
The following installation information is required:


Table 3 Checklist for installation prerequisites


vCD address


vCD admin account username


vCD admin account username


RabbitMQ server addressa


RabbitMQ server management account usernamea


RabbitMQ server management passworda


a. Only required if you have configured your own RabbitMQ server.
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Checklist for general prerequisites
Record the following information about the vCloud Director backup environment:


Table 4 vCloud Director checklist


Number of Avamar Data Stores (Physical Avamar servers)


Number of AVE servers


Total number of Avamar servers (Add previous values)


Number of backup gateways
(The ratio of backup gateways to Avamar
servers is 1:1)


Number of cells


Number of management vCenters


Number of resource vCenters


Using the information in the previous table, calculate the number and type of nodes to
install:


Table 5 Node quantity checklist


Number of backup gateway VMs
(The same as the number of backup
gateways)


Number of cell VMs (The same as the number of cells)


Optional components


UI server 1 per vCD DPE instance


Reporting server 1 per vCD DPE instance


FLR UI server 1 per vCD DPE instance


Installation assumptions
The following assumptions about the installation apply:


l All inter-component connections use SSL.


l The default installation is not configured for centralized logging. This topic is
covered in the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User
Guide as a separate post-installation procedure.


vCloud Director prerequisites
Complete the following prerequisites before you install the software:
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l Configure public IP addresses.


l Configure the public REST API base URL:


1. Select vCloud Director UI > Administration > Public Addresses.


2. Enable "Customer Public Endpoints," and configure the "HTTPS REST API
base URL" as "https://<FQDN>."


3. Enable "Tenant Portal: "Copy API URL Settings." Then you can log in to the
vCloud Director Tenant Portal with the base URL.


l Collect the cloud deployment details, including the management vCenters and
resource vCenters.


l Verify that the vCenters are registered in vCloud Director by their fully qualified
domain names and not by IP addresses.


l Provision a vCloud Director service account with provider-level access for use by
the vCD DPE.


Networking prerequisites
Complete the following networking prerequisites before you install the software:


l Collect network deployment details, such as VLANs, network segments, and
firewall rules.


l Open the required firewall ports.


l Provision DNS records and IP addresses for the nodes, based on the calculated
configuration. Configure DNS to resolve all IP addresses and corresponding fully
qualified domain names for the nodes.


l Configure DNS records for all vCenters that are configured in vCloud Director and
configure all vCenters to use DNS.


Avamar prerequisites
Complete the following Avamar prerequisites before you install the software:


l Register the management and resource vCenters with the Avamar servers by
using fully qualified domain names.


l Install or deploy Avamar or AVE servers and any corresponding Data Domain
systems are installed, with supported software versions.


l Deploy image proxies within the resource vCenters that are compliant with the
Avamar server software version.


l Register the image proxies with the associated Avamar servers.


Before you install the vCD DPE, perform the following steps:


1. Log in to the Avamar server as admin.


2. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/
server_data/prefs/mcserver.xml.


3. Change the following line:


<entry key="allow_duplicate_client_names" value="false" />
to:
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<entry key="allow_duplicate_client_names" value="true" />
4. Restart the Avamar MCS by typing the following commands:


dpnctl stop mcs
dpnctl start mcs


Security prerequisites
Complete the following security prerequisites before you install the software:


l Configure vCloud Director for SSL.


l Ensure that the CN field in the SSL certificates points to the fully qualified domain
name of the server.


The CN should correspond to the vCloud Director public address, which is also the
fully qualified domain name of the load balancer.


Monitoring prerequisites
The vCD DPE provides JMX monitoring for the backup gateway and the cells. To
monitor the system, configure a JMX client.


Different types of JMX clients can connect to a JMX agent (MBean server). For
example, a simple JMX client such as jconsole, which is part of the Java SDK, or a
full featured management application, such as Hyperic. Typically, operations personnel
use a remote full featured JMX compliant management application to create alerts or
notifications that are based on reading MBean attributes from the backup gateway
and the cells.
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CHAPTER 2


vCD DPE Architecture


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Architecture....................................................................................................... 16
l vSphere configuration requirements...................................................................18
l Licensing requirements.......................................................................................19
l Supported node operating systems.................................................................... 19
l Supported databases.......................................................................................... 19
l Supported Java versions.................................................................................... 20
l Supported TLS and SSL protocol versions and cipher suites............................. 20
l DNS and time sync requirements....................................................................... 20
l Network security recommendations...................................................................20
l Network connection and port usage summary................................................... 20
l Cell network usage overview..............................................................................23
l Backup gateway network usage overview.......................................................... 24
l Deployment example with network segregation................................................. 24
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Architecture
The vCD DPE consists of one or more cell nodes. These nodes share a common
database, and are linked to a single vCloud, and an arbitrary number of vCenter
servers, ESXi host clusters, and backup appliances.


A typical installation creates a group of nodes. Each node in the group runs a
collection of services. All members of the group share a single database. Each cell in
the group connects to the VMware vCloud Director through a common RabbitMQ
server. The RabbitMQ message queue acts as a load balancer, holding requests for a
scale out "farm" of cells. The available throughput is expandable by adding cells and
backup appliances.


List of components


Table 6 List of components


Component Description Source


vCloud Director Implements service to provision and manage s software defined virtual
data centers as part of a public, private, or hybrid cloud solution.
Incorporates vSphere vCenters and ESXi clusters.


VMware


vCD DPE UI plug-in
extension


Helps you manage data protection from the vCloud Director web page. Dell EMC


vPA Maintains the configuration of other nodes through the open source
Puppet tool.


Dell EMC


Utility node Hosts instances of the RabbitMQ server and PostgreSQL database
server.


Dell EMC


RabbitMQ server Implements a scalable message bus service to provide publish/
subscribe event notification and data delivery.


Installation deploys an
instance on the utility
node.


PostgreSQL database
server


Implements the SQL database that holds backup policies and backup
policy mapping to vCloud objects. Also implements the SQL database
which stores notification messages that are persisted by the reporting
server.


Installation deploys an
instance on the utility
node.


Cell nodes Implements an embedded extension to the vCloud Director REST API
to provide policy-based backup service for virtual data centers and
vApps.


Dell EMC


Avamar server Initiates scheduled backups and maintains a catalog of retained
backups. Also manages ad-hoc backup and restore requests. An
Avamar server is vSphere-aware, but maintains no awareness or
connections to the vCloud.


Dell EMC


Backup gateway Implements a "façade" web service which adds cloud awareness to an
Avamar server. Resides on the same VM as the vApp proxy.


Dell EMC


Data Domain system Provides scalable storage for backups, with features that include
source data deduplication and replication.


Dell EMC


VM image proxy Conducts a VM backup or restore when triggered by an Avamar server. Dell EMC
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Table 6 List of components (continued)


Component Description Source


vApp proxy Conducts a vCloud vApp backup or restore when triggered by an
Avamar server with a backup gateway. Resides on the same VM as the
backup gateway.


Dell EMC


UI server This component provides a user interface for basic backup and restore
configuration and operations.


Dell EMC


Reporting server This optional component listens for RabbitMQ event messages, as
described in the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Message Bus
Specification Reference Guide. Remaps and persists the event messages
into a dedicated PostgreSQL relational database for purposes of report
generation and chargeback.


Dell EMC


FLR UI server This optional component provides a user interface for file level restore
operations.


Dell EMC


Component deployment summary


Table 7 Component deployment summary


Component Where installed (management or
tenant environment)


Number deployed (min–max)


vCloud Director Components straddle both 1–1


vCD DPE UI plug-in extension Tenant 1–1


vPA Management 1 per physical site


Utility node Management 1–1


RabbitMQ server Management 1–1


PostgreSQL database server Management 1–1


Cell nodes Management 1–n, 2 min for production, typically 1+#
of Avamar servers


Avamar server Management 1–n, 1 typical


Backup gateway with vApp proxy server Management 1 per Avamar server


Data Domain system Management 0–n, 1 typical


VM image proxy Tenant 1–n, 1 per resource cluster is minimum
and typical


UI server Management 1–1


Reporting server Management 0–1 (optional)


FLR UI server Management 0–1 (optional)


All components are hosted on VMs except for the Avamar server and Data Domain
system, which are also available in physical options for very large clouds.
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Hardware and software requirements
Each vCD DPE node must meet certain hardware and software requirements.


A supported database must be accessible to all members of the group. The vCD DPE
typically deploys a RabbitMQ server and a PostgreSQL database during installation.


The vCD DPE requires access to vCloud Director and one or more Dell EMC backup
appliances.


Resource requirements
AVE and DDVE instances have their own separate resource requirements that depend,
in part, on licensed capacity. The Avamar Virtual Edition Installation and Upgrade Guide
and Data Domain Virtual Edition Installation and Administration Guide provide more
information.


All components use the SLES 11 SP3 operating system.


Table 8 Resource requirements


Node Virtual CPUs Virtual disk Virtual RAM


vPA 2 20 GB thin 2 GB


Backup gateway with
vApp proxy server


4 20 GB 6 GB


Utility node with
RabbitMQ server and
PostgreSQL database
server


2 per node 20 GB per node 2 GB per node


Cell nodes


UI server


Reporting server


FLR UI server


vSphere configuration requirements
Servers and hosts that are intended for use with the vCD DPE must meet specific
configuration requirements.


A vCloud Director installation should segregate management VMs into a management
vCenter, and resource clusters running tenant workloads into a second resource
vCenter.


l Deploy Avamar VM image proxies in the resource vCenter, with one (or optionally
more) per ESX host cluster. Deploy these proxies from vCenter, and not from
vCloud Director.


l Deploy all other vCD DPE nodes in the management vCenter.


l Register the resource vCenter with the Avamar server that protects vApps
running on the vCenter.
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l The best practice is to create a dedicated vSphere account for use by the Avamar
server, so that activities that the Avamar server initiates can be identified in
vSphere events and logs.


l Register the management vCenter that hosts a backup gateway with the Avamar
server that is associated with the backup gateway.


l Configure and verify operation of forward and reverse DNS for all nodes with a
hostname.


Licensing requirements
Licensing is installed and managed at the backup appliance level. The vCD DPE does
not require license configuration.


Supported node operating systems
The vCD DPE deploys nodes as complete VMs with pre-installed operating systems.


Dell EMC does not support replacement of the standard operation system distribution
or version, or extraction of RPMs and redeployment to a custom customer-configured
VM.


Supported databases
The vCD DPE requires a PostgreSQL database. Versions 9.1 through 9.6 are
supported. PostgreSQL 10.x is not supported.


The optional reporting server also requires a PostgreSQL database. The vFabric
PostgreSQL database meets this requirement. The version included in SLES 11.3 also
meets this requirement.
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Supported Java versions
Some nodes must have Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or later installed and
enabled. The preflight tool also requires JRE 1.8 or later. Only the 64-bit version of
JRE is supported.


Supported TLS and SSL protocol versions and cipher suites
The vCD DPE requires clients to use TLS 1.2. Supported cipher suites include those
with ECDHE key exchange algorithm, RSA signatures and AES-128 or AES-256
ciphers.


DNS and time sync requirements
Secure, reliable operation depends on a secure, reliable network that supports forward
and reverse lookup of hostnames, a network time service, and other services. Your
network must meet these requirements before you begin the installation.


Network security recommendations
Secure operation requires a secure network environment. Configure and test this
network environment before you begin the installation.


Connect all nodes to a network that is secured and monitored.


vCD DPE network connections have several additional requirements:


l Do not connect the vCD DPE directly to the public Internet. Always protect vCD
DPE network connections with a firewall.


n Open to incoming connections only the ports that are documented in the port
usage table.


n Open port 22 (SSH) for incoming connections, if needed.


n The firewall must reject all other incoming traffic from a public network.


l Change the default passwords and use strong passwords.


l Route traffic between nodes over a dedicated private network, if possible.


l Virtual switches and distributed virtual switches that support provider networks
must be isolated from each other. They cannot share the same level 2 physical
network segment.


Network connection and port usage summary


Table 9 Network connection and port usage summary


Initiator Target Protocol Port Notes


Cells vCloud Director TCP (HTTPS) 443 vCloud REST API


Cells RabbitMQ server AMQP (TLS) 5671a Message queue
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Table 9 Network connection and port usage summary (continued)


Initiator Target Protocol Port Notes


Cells PostgreSQL database
server


TCP (SSL) 5432 PostgreSQL frontend/
backend protocol v3.0


Cells Backup gateway TCP (HTTPS) 8443 Backup gateway REST
API


JMX client Cells TCP (RMI SSL) 7010b MBean server


JMX client Cells TCP (RMI SSL) 7011b MBean server client rmi
port


Backup gateway vCenter(s) TCP (HTTPS) 443 vSphere SOAP API


Backup gateway vCloud Director TCP (HTTPS) 443 vCloud REST API


Backup gateway RabbitMQ server AMQP (TLS) 5671a Message queue


JMX client Backup gateway TCP (RMI SSL) 7010b Avamar MBean server


JMX client Backup gateway TCP (RMI SSL) 7011b Avamar MBean server
client rmi port


JMX client Backup gateway TCP (RMI SSL) 7020b Plugin MBean server


JMX client Backup gateway TCP (RMI SSL) 7021b Plugin MBean server
client rmi port


Avamar server Data Domain (optional) TCP (NFS) 2049 nfsd


Avamar server Data Domain (optional) TCP (NFS) 2052 mountd


Avamar server Data Domain (optional) TCP (NFS) 111 portmapper


Avamar server Data Domain (optional) ICMP (ping) 7


Avamar server Data Domain (optional) UDP 161 SNMP


VM image proxies vCenter TCP (HTTPS) 443 Vmfs datastore browse.
Upload and download


VM image proxies AVE TCP 28001 Avamar management
protocol


Backup gateway AVE TCP 28001 Avamar management
protocol


Avamar server VM image proxies TCP 28002-28033 Avamar management
protocol


Avamar server Backup gateway TCP 28002-28033 Avamar management
protocol


VM image proxies Avamar server TCP 27000, 29000 Avamar storage
protocol


Backup gateway Avamar server TCP 27000, 29000 Avamar storage
protocol


Backup gateway Avamar server TCP (HTTPS) 9443 Avamar SOAP web
service
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Table 9 Network connection and port usage summary (continued)


Initiator Target Protocol Port Notes


VM image proxies Data Domain TCP 111 DDBoost-NFS protocol:
RPC portmapper


VM image proxies Data Domain TCP 2049 DDBoost, NFS protocol


VM image proxies Data Domain TCP 2052b DDBoost-NFS protocol:
mountd


Newly deployed Backup
gateway and cells


vPA TCP (HTTPS) 8140 Puppet API


Newly deployed Backup
gateway and cells


vPA TCP (HTTP) 80 Yum repository


vPA vCenter(s) TCP (HTTPS) 443 vSphere SOAP API


Reporting server RabbitMQ server AMQP (TLS) 5671b Message queue.


Reporting PostgreSQL
database server


PostgreSQL database
server


TCP (SSL) 5432 PostgreSQL frontend/
backend protocol v3.0.


Web browser FLR UI server TCP (HTTPS) 5481


FLR UI server vCloud Director TCP (HTTPS) 443 vCloud REST API


Web browser UI server TCP (HTTPS) 443


UI server vCloud Director TCP (HTTPS) 443 vCloud REST API


a. Assuming use of TLS, unencrypted AMQP (not recommended) uses 5672 instead.
b. Default, can be reconfigured.
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Cell network usage overview
Figure 1 Cell network usage overview
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Backup gateway network usage overview
Figure 2 Backup gateway network usage overview


Deployment example with network segregation
In a service provider environment, network segregation for security and congestion
control is typical. The following diagram is one example of how a service provider
might choose to segregate a network. The diagram shows the placement of both
vCloud Director and vCD DPE components. The degree to which a network is
segregated is flexible and need not match the suggested configuration.
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Figure 3 Network segregation
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CHAPTER 3


Prepare the vPA


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Deploy the vPA on the management vCenter.....................................................28
l Install VMware components............................................................................... 28
l About the deployment plan................................................................................ 29
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Deploy the vPA on the management vCenter
Before you begin


Deployment requires the following network settings for the vPA:


l The fully qualified domain name.


l The IP address.


l The default gateway.


l The network mask.


l The DNS server IP address.


l The vSphere network ID.


Procedure


1. Use the installation prerequisites and the vSphere Web Client deployment
wizard to deploy the vPA in the management vCenter.


Ensure that the network settings are correct. All nodes copy network settings
from the vPA during deployment.


2. During the vPA deployment, the vCD DPE presents the End User License
Agreement (EULA). Read and accept the EULA.


When you accept the EULA, the vPA deployment proceeds. Wait for the vPA to
complete.


3. After vPA deployment completes, log in to the vPA as the root user.


4. Check the network settings by typing the following command:


hostname


This command prints the hostname.


5. Verify that the hostname is the same as the fully qualified domain name.


If the hostname is not the same as the fully qualified domain name, the network
settings are incorrect. Check the network settings and redeploy the vPA.


Install VMware components
After you deploy the vPA, install the VMware OVF tool and the VMware vSphere CLI
on the vPA.


Before you begin


The following packages can be found in the /root directory on the vPA:


l VMware-ovftool-4.1.0-2459827-lin.x86_64.bundle
l VMware-vSphere-CLI-6.7.0-8156551.x86_64.tar.gz
Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root


3. Install the VMware OVF tool by typing the following command:


./VMware-ovftool-4.1.0-2459827-lin.x86_64.bundle
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Review and accept the terms in the EULA for the VMware OVF tool.


4. Install the VMware vSphere CLI:


a. Extract the tar file:


tar -xzvf VMware-vSphere-CLI-6.7.0-8156551.x86_64.tar.gz


b. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd vmware-vsphere-cli-distrib


c. Start the installer by typing the following command:


./vmware-install.pl


d. Review and accept the terms in the EULA for the VMware vSphere CLI.


About the deployment plan
deploy_plan.conf is a configuration file that contains information about the
vCloud Director backup environment, including credentials for vCloud Director,
vCenter, vCD DPE nodes, and other components.


The management tool uses these credentials to generate the property files,
truststores, and SSL certificates for deployment. Complete the deployment plan
before deploying VMs.


The reporting server and the FLR UI server nodes are optional. If you do not plan to
deploy these nodes, comment out the corresponding sections in the deployment plan. 
Prepare the deployment plan on page 33 provides more information.


Deployment plan parameters
The following table describes the fields in deploy_plan.conf. This topic also
contains general rules for most password fields.


Table 10 Deployment plan parameters


Section Parameter Description


Vcenter fqdn Required. The FQDN that corresponds to the
management vCenter.


admin Required. The admin role account that corresponds
to the management vCenter.


vct_password Required. The password for the admin role account.


Vcloud fqdn Required. The FQDN that corresponds to vCloud
Director.


user Required. A vCloud Director administrative account
to be used for backup related activities.
The account must be in the form of
username@SYSTEM.


vcd_password Required. The password for the vCloud Director
administrative account.
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Table 10 Deployment plan parameters (continued)


Section Parameter Description


Credentials truststore_passw
orda


A password for the truststore that holds SSL
certificates. The value for this field follows the
general password rules.


lockbox_password
a


The value for this field follows the general password
rules.


vm_password Required. The root password for all nodes.
The value for this field follows the general password
rules.


shared_secret A shared 256 bit, Base64-encoded secret key to be
set to the same value for all cells within a vCloud.
The shared secret value encrypts elements in the
PostgreSQL database for cells.
For new deployments, the shared secret key is
optionala.


For upgrades, the shared secret key is required.
Supply the shared secret key that was configured
during deployment. Prerequisites for migrating and
upgrading nodes on page 50 provides more
information.


Postgresql ip Required. The IP address and FQDN for the utility
node. For new deployments, you must deploy
PostgreSQL and RabbitMQ on the same node.


fqdn


user Required. The user account for PostgreSQL.


db_password Required. The password for the PostgreSQL user
account. The value for this field follows the general
password rules.


vm_userb The user account and password for the VM that
hosts the PostgreSQL node.vm_passwordb


Rabbitmq ip Required. The IP address and FQDN for the utility
node. For new deployments, you must deploy
PostgreSQL and RabbitMQ on the same node.


fqdn


user Required. The user account for RabbitMQ.


mq_password Required. The password for the RabbitMQ user
account. The value for this field follows the general
password rules.


vm_userb The user account and password for the VM that
hosts the RabbitMQ node.vm_passwordb


Vcpcell-xc ipd Required. The IP address and FQDN for the cell.


fqdnd


db_name Required. The database name for the cell. The
database name must be the same among cells.
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Table 10 Deployment plan parameters (continued)


Section Parameter Description


db_userb The database user account for the cell.


db_passwordb The database user password for the cell.


Vcpbg-xc ipd Required. The IP address and FQDN for the backup
gateway.fqdnd


ave_addr Required. The FQDN of the Avamar server.


ave_user Required. The administrative account on the
Avamar server.


ave_password Required. The password for the administrative
account on the Avamar server.


Vcprpte ipd Required. The IP address and FQDN for the
reporting server.fqdnd


db_name Required. The database name for the reporting
server.


db_userb The database user account for the reporting server.


db_passwordb The database user password of the reporting server.


Vcpui ipd Required. The IP address and FQDN for the UI
server.fqdnd


Vcpflre ipd Required. The IP address and FQDN for the FLR UI
server.fqdnd


Advancedf vm_clusterg The cluster within the management vCenter which
contains the backup gateway VM.


vm_datacenterg The datacenter within the management vCenter
which contains the backup gateway VM.


vm_datastoreg The datastore that holds virtual disks that are
associated with the backup gateway VM.


vm_resourcepoolg The resource pool within the Cluster which contains
the backup gateway VM.


vm_DNSg The DNS server address.


vm_networkg The label on the vSphere network to connect to the
cell VM.


vm_netmaskg The cell VM subnet mask.


vm_gatewayg The cell VM gateway.


vm_diskmodeg The disk provisioning type. For example, thin
provisioning.


vm_folderg The folder that stores vCD DPE nodes.
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Table 10 Deployment plan parameters (continued)


Section Parameter Description


gateway.port.jmx
_port_1


These fields are required for Java JMX monitoring.


Note


Only advanced users should modify these fields.
gateway.port.jmx
_rmi_port_1


gateway.port.jmx
_port_2


gateway.port.jmx
_rmi_port_2


vcpcell.port.jmx
_port_1


vcpcell.port.jmx
_rmi_port_1


a. If this value is not set, the management tool automatically generates it. Dell EMC
recommends that you do not set this value.


b. This field is only required for upgrades from versions before 18.2, when RabbitMQ and
PostgreSQL reside on different VMs and have separate credentials.


c. x is a placeholder that represents the component number (for example, Vcpcell-1 or
Vcpbg-1).


d. The IP address and FQDN must match the DNS record.
e. This node is optional.
f. The fields in the Advanced section of the configuration file are optional, however, you


cannot remove or omit this section.
g. If you do not set this value, the management tool uses the corresponding value from the


vPA VM.


General password rules
Passwords must meet the following requirements:


l Be at least 8 characters long


l Contain at least one numeric character


l Contain at least one uppercase alphabetic character


l Contain at least one lowercase alphabetic character


l Contain at least one of the following non-alphanumeric characters:


!@#%&*_-=+~


The password cannot contain characters such as a period (.) or a space, and cannot
start with @vcp@.
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Prepare the deployment plan
The vPA contains a sample deployment plan for you to copy and complete. The sample
deployment plan contains sections that correspond to a default deployment, but some
nodes are optional.


Before you begin


Note


In general, do not modify or delete the deploy_plan.conf.sample file. However,
if you do not plan to deploy the optional reporting server or FLR UI server nodes in the
future, you must also comment out the corresponding sections in the sample
deployment plan.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan/


3. Make a copy of the sample deployment plan by typing the following command:


cp deploy_plan.conf.sample deploy_plan.conf


4. Provide write access to the deployment plan by typing the following command:


chmod a+w deploy_plan.conf


5. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open the deployment plan and provide
configuration values for all required fields.


Deployment plan parameters on page 29 provides additional information about
parameter values.


6. If you do not want to deploy the optional reporting server or FLR UI server
nodes, comment out all lines in the [Vcprpt] or [Vcpflr] sections by adding
# to the beginning of each line in the section.


For example:


#[Vcpflr]
#ip=
#fqdn=


The management tool does not deploy nodes that you comment out.


7. Save and close the deployment plan.


8. If you chose not to deploy the optional reporting server or FLR UI server nodes,
modify the sample deployment plan:


a. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open the sample deployment plan.


b. Comment out the same lines in the [Vcprpt] or [Vcpflr] sections that
you commented in the deployment plan by adding # to the beginning of each
line in the section.


For example:


#[Vcpflr]
#ip=
#fqdn=
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c. Save and close the sample deployment plan.


After you finish


The deployment plan contains plain-text credentials. To protect these credentials,
encrypt the deployment plan.


Encrypt and decrypt the deployment plan
After you complete the deployment plan, protect the stored credentials by encrypting
the deployment plan.


Two management tool parameters control encryption and decryption: --encrypt and
--show-pwd.


Procedure


1. To encrypt the deploy_plan.conf file:


a. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


b. Change directory to /root/deploy_plan/.


c. Type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --encrypt
The management tool prompts you for a master password to protect the
deployment plan. The management tool encrypts all passwords in the
deployment plan with this master password.


2. To decrypt the deploy_plan.conf file:


a. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


b. Change directory to /root/deploy_plan/.


c. Type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --show-pwd
The management tool decrypts all passwords in the configuration file.


Note


Ensure that you keep the master password secure.


Reset the password fields in the deployment plan
After you encrypt the deploy_plan.conf file, the passwords in the configuration
file appear as encoded text. You can change the password by replacing the encoded
text with the new password.


To reset the password fields, complete the following steps:


Procedure


1. Use a Linux text editor to open the deploy_plan.conf file, which is located
in the /root/deploy_plan/ directory.


2. In the password field that you want to change, replace the value with the new
password:


For example:


vct_password=MyNewPassword


where:
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MyNewPassword is the new password for the management vCenter admin role
account.


3. Save and close the configuration file.


After you finish


To protect these credentials, encrypt the configuration file.


Reset the master password for the deployment plan


To reset the deploy_plan.conf master password, complete the following steps.


Procedure


1. Use a Linux text editor to open the deploy_plan.conf file, which is located
in the /root/deploy_plan/ directory.


2. Replace all encoded passwords in the deploy_plan.conf file by typing each
password value in clear text.


3. To reset the master password, encrypt the configuration file:


a. Type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --encrypt
The management tool prompts you to specify a master password to protect
the deploy_plan.conf file.


b. Type a password value for the master password.


4. Save and close the configuration file.
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CHAPTER 4


Deployment


This chapter includes the following topics:


l About deployment..............................................................................................38
l Perform an all-in-one deployment...................................................................... 38
l Deploy a single node...........................................................................................39
l Install the UI plug-in on vCloud Director ............................................................40
l Deployment scenarios.........................................................................................41
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About deployment
This chapter explains how to deploy vCD DPE nodes in your environment. Before
deploying nodes, verify the configuration fields in the deployment plan.


The management tool (vcp-management-tool) enables you to deploy multiple VMs
(all-in-one deployment) or a single VM (single-node deployment) based on the
requirements of your backup environment.


An all-in-one deployment provides a simple and integrated way to deploy all vCD DPE
nodes.


A single-node deployment provides a flexible method to deploy one node in scenarios
such as:


l Scaling-out a cell.


l Scaling-out a backup gateway.


l Redeploying a VM after a failure.


Perform an all-in-one deployment
All-in-one deployment enables you to deploy all vCD DPE nodes together.


Before you begin


The management tool deploys the RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL servers on the same
VM. Ensure that the deployment plan contains the same IP address and fully qualified
domain name for the RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL servers.


By default, the all-in-one deployment process targets installation of the following vCD
DPE nodes:


l Cell


l Backup gateway


l Utility node (RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL)


l UI server


l Reporting server


l FLR UI server


The reporting server and FLR UI server nodes are optional. If you do not want to
deploy either of these nodes, Prepare the deployment plan on page 33 provides more
information.


The management tool deploys the VMs individually. If deployment of a single VM fails,
the entire deployment process terminates. In this case, to re-deploy the VMs, delete
all deployed vCD DPE VMs in the vCenter.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan
3. To start the deployment process, type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --deploy


The management tool encrypts the configuration file to protect your
credentials. When you run the management tool for the first time, set a master
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password. This password is required for performing other operations, such as
upgrading the software.


After deploying each VM, the management tool displays the path to the
deployment log file.


4. Configure the AMQP settings for the RabbitMQ server in the vCloud Director
UI:


a. In the vCloud Director UI, browse to System > Administration > System
Settings > Extensibility.


b. Configure the AMQP settings.


To use an existing AMQP configuration, see Deploy nodes with an existing
RabbitMQ (AMQP) configuration on page 41.


5. Restart the services:


a. Log in to the cell node as the root user.


b. Type the following commands:


service vcpsrv stop
service vcpsrv start


c. Log in to the UI server node as the root user.


d. Type the following commands:


service vcpui stop
service vcpui start


Results


The deployment process creates a folder with the name truststore within the /
root/deploy_plan directory. Do not delete this folder or any files within this folder.


For vCloud Director 9.1, the all-in-one deployment method automatically installs the
vCD DPE UI plug-in on vCloud Director.


Deploy a single node
Perform these steps to deploy a single node from the deployment plan. For example,
when you need to scale-out a cell or backup gateway, or when you need to re-deploy a
node because of a failure.


Before you begin


Complete the following prerequisites:


l Deploy the utility node (RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL) first.


l Fully configure the node, including the fully qualified domain name, in the
deployment plan.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. To start the deployment process, type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --deploy --vm=host.mydomain.com
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where host.mydomain.com is the fully qualified domain name of the node to
deploy.


After deploying the node, the management tool displays the path to the
deployment log file.


Note


The management tool encrypts the deployment plan to protect your credentials.
When you run the management tool for the first time, set a master password.
This password is required for performing other operations, such as upgrading
the software.


Results


The deployment process creates a folder with the name truststore within the /
root/deploy_plan directory. Do not delete this folder or any files within this folder.


After you finish


For single-node deployment, vCloud Director 9.1 does not automatically install the vCD
DPE UI plug-in. To manually install the UI plug-in, see Install the UI plug-in on vCloud
Director on page 40.


Install the UI plug-in on vCloud Director
The vCD DPE UI plug-in helps you manage data protection from the vCloud Director
web page. Use the following steps to install the UI plug-in.


Note


This task applies only to vCloud Director 9.1. The all-in-one deployment method
automatically installs the UI plug-in on the vPA.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root


3. Create a directory by typing the following command:


mkdir plugin_temp


4. Change to the new directory by typing the following command:


cd plugin_temp


5. Copy the UI installer to the new directory by typing the following command on
one line:


cp /srv/www/htdocs/emcvpa/tools/cpsh/vcd-ui-installer-*.jar ./


6. Copy the UI extension to the new directory by typing the following command on
one line:


cp /srv/www/htdocs/emcvpa/yum/sles11/vcp/x86_64/vcd-uiextension-
*.zip ./


7. Install the UI plug-in by typing the following command on one line:
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java -jar vcd-ui-installer-version.jar -u vCD_admin_user –p
vCD_admin_password -s vCD_cell_FQDN -f vcd-ui-extension-
version.zip
where:


l version is the UI installer or UI extension version string for the packages that
you copied in previous steps.


l vCD_admin_user is the username for the vCloud Director administrative
user.


l vCD_admin_password is the password for the vCloud Director
administrative user.


l vCD_cell_FQDN is the fully qualified domain name or IP address for the cell.


Wait for the installation to complete.


8. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd ..


9. Remove the new folder and its contents by typing the following command:


rm –rf plugin_temp


Results


After installation completes, Data Protection appears as an additional item in the
vCloud Director navigation panel.


Deployment scenarios
Consider the following scenarios when deploying nodes in your environment.


Deploy nodes with an existing RabbitMQ (AMQP) configuration
vCloud Director supports various extensions. The presence of another extension
means that there is an existing RabbitMQ instance. In this case, deploy the vCD DPE
and then change the deployment plan to reference the existing RabbitMQ
configuration.


Before you begin


l Ensure that the deployment plan contains the same IP address and fully qualified
domain name for new RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL servers.


l Ensure that SSL certificates are installed for your existing RabbitMQ instance.


The all-in-one deployment installs a new instance of RabbitMQ, but the remainder of
this task reconfigures the vCD DPE to use the existing RabbitMQ configuration.


Although the all-in-one deployment installs RabbitMQ on the utility node, you cannot
use this node for RabbitMQ. Only use the utility node for PostgreSQL.


Procedure


1. Perform an all-in-one deployment to deploy all nodes.


The management tool deploys new RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL servers on the
same VM.


2. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


3. Change directory by typing the following command:
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cd /root/deploy_plan


4. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open deploy_plan.conf.


5. In the Rabbitmq section, edit the following fields to reflect the settings for the
existing RabbitMQ instance:


Field Description


ipa Specifies the IP address of the RabbitMQ
instance.


fqdna Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the
RabbitMQ instance.


user Specifies the username of the RabbitMQ
instance.


mq_password Specifies the password of the RabbitMQ
instance.


vm_user Specifies the username of the VM that hosts
the RabbitMQ instance.


vm_password Specifies the password of the VM that hosts
the RabbitMQ instance.


a. Supply the IP address and fully qualified domain name of the VM that hosts the
RabbitMQ server, not those of the load balancer.


For example:


[Rabbitmq]
ip=1.2.3.4
fqdn=vcdrabbitmq1.vcd.example.com
user=vcdmq
mq_password=P@ssw0rd1
vm_user=root
vm_password=P@ssw0rd2


6. Save and close the deployment plan.


7. Upgrade all nodes by typing the following command:


vcp-management-tool --upgrade
You must upgrade the nodes to establish the RabbitMQ SSL certificate.


Scale out the cell or backup gateway
Depending on the environment, you might be required to deploy more than one cell or
backup gateway. Use the single-node deployment method to fulfill this requirement.


Scale out the cell
Perform these steps to configure and deploy an additional cell.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open deploy_plan.conf.
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4. Locate the Vcpcell-1 section.


5. Create a section for the new cell.


6. In the following fields, provide configuration values for the new cell:


Field Description


ip Specifies the IP address of the cell.


fqdn Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the cell.


db_name Specifies the database name for the cell.


db_user Specifies the database user account for the cell.


db_password Specifies the database user account password for the cell.


For example:


[Vcpcell-1]
ip=1.2.3.4
fqdn=vcpcell1.vcd.example.com
db_name=vcpsrv
db_user=vcpsrv
db_password=P@ssw0rd


[Vcpcell-2]
ip=1.2.3.5
fqdn=vcpcell2.vcd.example.com
db_name=vcpsrv
db_user=vcpsrv
db_password=P@ssw0rd


Note


The db_user and db_password fields are optional. Specify these values if you
manage PostgreSQL and have your own credentials. This occurs when you
upgrade from a version of vCD DPE earlier than 18.2, where you deployed your
own instance of PostgreSQL.


Ensure that the database credentials (db_name, db_user, db_password) are
the same credentials that were configured for Vcpcell-1.


7. Save and close the deployment plan.


8. To deploy the new cell, type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --deploy --vm=vcpcell2.vcd.example.com
where vcpcell2.vcd.example.com is the fully qualified domain name of the cell
that you configured as Vcpcell-2.


Scale out the backup gateway
Perform these steps to configure and deploy an additional backup gateway.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, open deploy_plan.conf.
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4. Locate the Vcpbg-1 section.


5. Create a section for the new backup gateway.


6. In the following fields, provide configuration values for the backup gateway:


Field Description


ip Specifies the IP address of the backup gateway.


fqdn Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the backup
gateway.


ave_addr Specifies the IP address of the Avamar server.


ave_user Specifies the administrative user account on the Avamar
server.


ave_password Specifies the password for the administrative user account
on the Avamar server.


For example:


[Vcpbg-1]
ip=1.2.3.4
fqdn=backupgateway1.vcd.example.com
ave_addr=ave1.vcd.example.com
ave_user=MCUser
ave_password=P@ssw0rd


[Vcpbg-2]
ip=1.2.3.5
fqdn=backupgateway2.vcd.example.com
ave_addr=ave2.vcd.example.com
ave_user=MCUser
ave_password=P@ssw0rd2


Note


Ensure that the Avamar server information is different for each backup
gateway.


7. Save and close the deployment plan.


8. To deploy the new backup gateway, type the following command:


vcp-management-tool --deploy --vm=backupgateway2.vcd.example.com
where backupgateway2.vcd.example.com is the fully qualified domain name of
the backup gateway that you configured as Vcpbg-2.


Deploy the UI server and FLR UI server with a user-provided certificate
To increase security and prevent browser warnings, you can use your own certificate
to deploy the UI server or FLR UI server web service. Before deployment, import the
private key into a truststore.


Before you begin


l Create a truststore in the /root/deploy_plan/truststore directory. Create
this directory if it does not exist.


The truststore name must be in the format fqdn.truststore with alias name
tomcat.


where fqdn is the fully qualified domain name of the UI server or FLR UI server.
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For example: xyz.mydomain.com.truststore
l Ensure that the password for fqdn.truststore matches the password value


for truststore_password in the deployment plan.


l The steps in this procedure are for new deployments. If you need to update the
certificates for an existing UI server or FLR UI server, complete the following
tasks:


1. Remove the truststore for the UI server or FLR UI server.


2. To recreate the truststore, perform steps 1-4 in the following procedure.


3. Perform an all-in-one upgrade.
Perform an all-in-one upgrade on page 52 provides more information.


Procedure


1. If the private key is encrypted, complete the following substeps:


a. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


b. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan/truststore


c. To import privatekey.key into the truststore, type the following command on
one line:


openssl pkcs12 -passin pass:private.key.password -passout
pass:truststore.password -inkey privatekey.key -in
publiccert.cer -export -out fqdn.truststore -name tomcat
where:


l private.key.password is the password of the private key.


l truststore.password is the password of the truststore.


l fqdn is the fully qualified domain name of the UI server or FLR UI server.


l privatekey.key represents the private key.


l publiccert.cer represents the public certificate.


2. If the private key is not encrypted, complete the following substeps:


a. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


b. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan/truststore


c. To import privatekey.key into the truststore, type the following command on
one line:


openssl pkcs12 -passout pass:truststore.password -inkey
privatekey.key -in publiccert.cer -export -out fqdn.truststore
-name tomcat
where:


l truststore.password is the password of the truststore.


l fqdn is the fully qualified domain name of the UI server or FLR UI server.


l privatekey.key represents the private key.


l publiccert.cer represents the public certificate.


3. Verify the contents of the truststore by using the keytool utility:
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keytool -list -v -keystore fqdn.truststore -alias tomcat -
storepass truststore.password
where:


l truststore.password is the password of the truststore.


l fqdn is the fully qualified domain name of theUI server.


4. Ensure that the private key and certificate information is correct.


5. Perform an all-in-one deployment.


Perform an all-in-one deployment on page 38 provides more information.
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CHAPTER 5


Upgrade
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Introduction
This chapter describes how to upgrade the vCD DPE.


Before starting the upgrade, back up the vCD DPE PostgreSQL database. Dell EMC
also recommends that you back up the individual vCD DPE VMs, or take vSphere
snapshots, so that you can roll them back in the event of an error.


Note


Upgrades from/to specific versions may have specific detailed additional steps. This
chapter defines the basic process and the minimum necessary steps.


The upgrade preserves the following artifacts:


l The contents of the vCD DPE database and all objects that are defined therein.


l The configuration of each vCD DPE VM.


Best practice
Reserve a portion of each day, week, or month as a maintenance window during which
scheduled backups are not run. Perform the upgrade during this maintenance window.


Upgrade prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before upgrading from a previous release:


l The upgrade procedure supports vCD DPE releases 2.0.6, 3.0.1, and later.


l Copy the sample deployment plan file (deploy_plan.conf.sample) to /
root/deploy_plan/deploy_plan.conf and complete all required fields to
create a deployment plan.


l Complete the shared_secret field in the Credentials section of the
deployment plan.


The shared_secret field represents a secret value that encrypts elements in
the PostgreSQL database for cells. Ensure that the shared secret is the same as
the secret that you used for the previous release.
When migrating from a release before 18.2, ensure that the value for
shared_secret matches the value from vcloud.sharedsecret in the
vmdefaults.properties file on the vMA from the previous release.


Road maps
This chapter presents two possible upgrade paths:


l Upgrading nodes on page 49
This path describes a straightforward upgrade, where the Virtual Provisioning
Appliance (vPA) has the management tool (vcp-management-tool) installed.
The management tool simplifies and automates the upgrade procedure.


l Migrating and upgrading nodes on page 49
This path describes an upgrade under more complicated circumstances, such as:


n Where the existing vPA does not have the management tool installed.


n Where you want to deploy a new vPA OVA file.


n Where another vPA deployed the VMs.
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In these circumstances, you must perform an additional migration step.


Upgrading nodes
After you download the upgrade RPM (emcvpa-version.rpm), the following path
describes the normal upgrade procedure:


Before you begin


Review and complete all prerequisites in Upgrade prerequisites on page 48.


Procedure


1. Upgrade the vPA. Upgrade the vPA on page 52 provides more information.


2. Upgrade the remaining components:


Method Description


All-in-one
upgrade


Uses the management tool to automatically upgrade each
node in turn. Perform an all-in-one upgrade on page 52
provides more information.


Single-node
upgrade


Uses the management tool to update one node at a time. 
Perform an upgrade on a single node on page 53 provides
more information.


3. Verify completion of the upgrade. Verify completion of the upgrade on page
55 provides more information.


Migrating and upgrading nodes
The following path describes an upgrade procedure which migrates nodes from one
vPA to another.


Before you begin


Review and complete all prerequisites in Upgrade prerequisites on page 48 and 
Prerequisites for migrating and upgrading nodes on page 50.


Use this road map in the following cases:


l You have an existing vPA that does not have the management tool installed and
you want to use the management tool for an easier upgrade. This circumstance is
usually because the installed release predates the introduction of the management
tool. In this case, the procedure migrates the existing vPA to the current vPA so
that you can take advantage of the management tool functionality.


l You do not want to upgrade your existing vPA by installing the latest RPM. In this
case, the procedure enables you to deploy the latest vPA OVA file, which comes
with the latest RPM. You then migrate the existing vPA to the current vPA and
perform the rest of the upgrade from the current vPA.


Procedure


1. Complete the fields in the deployment plan.


2. Deploy a current vPA.


3. Migrate the truststores to the current vPA. Migrate trust stores from previous
vPA on page 53 provides more information.


4. Perform an all-in-one upgrade. Perform an all-in-one upgrade on page 52
provides more information.
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This process rebuilds the connections between the vPA and the other nodes,
and then upgrades all components.


5. Verify completion of the upgrade. Verify completion of the upgrade on page
55 provides more information.


Prerequisites for migrating and upgrading nodes
These prerequisites are in addition to the common prerequisites for performing any
upgrade. Use the following points to configure the deployment plan
(deploy_plan.conf):


l The truststore_password field in the Credentials section represents the
password for all truststores in the /root/deploy_plan/truststore/
directory. Ensure that all truststores use the same password.


After you migrate the node, but before you upgrade the node, you must test the
password on each truststore, and change the password as necessary. Test and
change the truststore passwords on page 51 provides more information.


When migrating from a release before 18.2, ensure that the value for
truststore_password matches the value of trust.pword for each
fqdn.properties file on the vMA.


l The lockbox_password field in the Credentials section represents the
password for all lockboxes. Set this value to the same value as on the previous
vPA.


When migrating from a release before 18.2, ensure that the value for
lockbox_password matches the value of vm.cstpword for each
fqdn.properties file on the vMA.


l The vm_password field in the Credentials section represents the VM
password for all nodes. Set this value to the root login password for all nodes, and
ensure that the root login passwords match. The value for vm_password must
comply with the password policy.


l The shared_secret field in the Credentials section represents a secret value
that encrypts elements in the PostgreSQL database for cells.


When migrating from a release before 18.2, ensure that the value for
shared_secret matches the value from vcloud.sharedsecret in the
vmdefaults.properties file on the vMA from the previous release.


l If you deployed the PostgreSQL database and RabbitMQ service on different VMs,
complete the indicated fields in the following table before migrating nodes. Note
the relationships between fields.


Table 11 PostgreSQL and RabbitMQ deployment plan configuration fields


Section Field Explanation


PostgreSQL ip The IP address of the PostgreSQL server.


fqdn The fully qualified domain name of the PostgreSQL
server.


user The username for the PostgreSQL database.


db_password The password for the PostgreSQL database.


vm_user The username for the VM that hosts the PostgreSQL
server.
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Table 11 PostgreSQL and RabbitMQ deployment plan configuration fields (continued)


Section Field Explanation


vm_password The password for the VM that hosts the PostgreSQL
server.


RabbitMQ ip The IP address of the RabbitMQ server.


fqdn The fully qualified domain name of the RabbitMQ server.


user The username for the RabbitMQ service.


mq_password The password for the RabbitMQ service.


vm_user The username for the VM that hosts the RabbitMQ
server.


vm_password The password for the VM that hosts the RabbitMQ
server.


Vcpcell-x db_name The name of the PostgreSQL database that is used for
cells.


db_user Set this value to match the user field in the


Postgresql section of this table.


db_password Set this value to match the db_password field in the


Postgresql section of this table.


Vcprpt db_name The name of the PostgreSQL database that is used for
reporting.


db_user Set this value to match the user field in the


Postgresql section of this table.


db_password Set this value to match the db_password field in the


Postgresql section of this table.


Test and change the truststore passwords
Perform this task as directed from the upgrade prerequisites.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan/truststore/


3. Test the truststore password by typing the following command:


keytool -list -keystore fqdn.truststore -storepass password
where:


l fqdn is the fully qualified domain name that is associated with the node.


l password is the expected password for the truststore.


4. Change the truststore password, as required, by typing the following command:


keytool -storepasswd -keystore fqdn.truststore
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where fqdn is the fully qualified domain name that is associated with the node.
Type a password when prompted.


Upgrade the vPA
This task upgrades the vPA, including all the Puppet scripts, RPMs, and associated
files and processes. The vPA drives upgrades to the other nodes.


For all of the following steps, build represents the build number that is associated with
the release.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Stop the Puppet master and the Apache httpd services by typing the following
commands:


service puppetmasterd stop
service apache2 stop


3. Ensure that the vPA has at least 5 GB of free space available.


4. Using a secure file transfer tool such as scp, copy the vPA upgrade RPM
(emcvpa-build.rpm) to the vPA.


5. Install the vPA upgrade RPM by typing the following command:


rpm -Uvh --force emcvpa-build.rpm
This step might install new Puppet files.


6. Start the Puppet master and the Apache httpd services by typing the
following commands:


service apache2 start
service puppetmasterd start


Perform an all-in-one upgrade
Perform this task to upgrade all vCD DPE nodes together (cells, backup gateway,
utility node, UI server, reporting server, and FLR UI server). The management tool
upgrades each node in turn.


Before you begin


l The reporting server and FLR UI server nodes are optional. The deployment plan
may not contain these nodes. Prepare the deployment plan on page 33 provides
more information.


l This task only upgrades nodes that were deployed by the host vPA. If another vPA
deployed the nodes, you must follow the migration roadmap.


l If the management tool deployed RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL on the same VM, the
management tool upgrades the utility node. Otherwise, the management tool does
not upgrade the utility node.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.
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2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. Launch the management tool by typing the following command:


vcp-management-tool --upgrade


When prompted, type the master password that you set during deployment.


Perform an upgrade on a single node
Perform this task to upgrade a single node that you have configured in the deployment
plan. For example, when you need to upgrade nodes one at a time, or when you need
to upgrade a single node because of a failure condition.


Before you begin


Upgrade the utility node before you upgrade any other nodes.


Note


If you specify the utility node and the management tool deployed RabbitMQ and
PostgreSQL on the same VM, the management tool upgrades the utility node.
Otherwise, if you specify the utility node, the management tool returns an error and
does not upgrade the utility node.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. Launch the management tool by typing the following command:


vcp-management-tool --upgrade --vm=host.mydomain.com
where host.mydomain.com is the fully qualified domain name of the node to
upgrade. The node must be configured in the deployment plan.


When prompted, type the master password that you set during deployment.


Migrate trust stores from previous vPA
Perform this task to copy all of the node truststores to the current vPA as part of
rebuilding the connections between the current vPA and the nodes.


Procedure


1. Log in to the current vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root/deploy_plan


3. Launch the management tool by typing the following command on one line:


vcp-management-tool --migrate --sourceVpa=previous_vpa --
vpaUser=vpa_user --vpaPwd=vpa_password
where:
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l previous_vpa is the fully qualified domain name of the previous vPA.


l vpa_user is the VM username for the previous vPA.


l vpa_password is the VM password for the previous vPA.


When prompted, type the master password that you set during deployment.


Results


The management tool copies the truststores to the /root/deploy_plan/
truststore directory on the current vPA. The remaining tasks on the road map use
the upgrade process to finish rebuilding the connections between the current vPA and
the nodes.


Manually upgrade the UI plug-in extension on vCloud
Director


For vCloud Director 9.1, the all-in-one upgrade method automatically upgrades the
vCD DPE UI plug-in extension. For other methods, perform this task to manually
upgrade the vCD DPE UI plug-in extension.


This task applies only to vCloud Director 9.1.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vPA as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /root


3. Make a directory by typing the following command:


mkdir plugin_temp


4. Change to the new directory by typing the following command:


cd plugin_temp


5. Copy the UI installer to the new directory by typing the following command on
one line:


cp /srv/www/htdocs/emcvpa/tools/cpsh/vcd-ui-installer-*.jar ./


6. Copy the UI extension to the new directory by typing the following command on
one line:


cp /srv/www/htdocs/emcvpa/yum/sles11/vcp/x86_64/vcd-ui-
extension-*.zip ./


7. Install the UI plug-in extension by typing the following command on one line:


java -jar vcd-ui-installer-version.jar -u vCD_admin_user –p
vCD_admin_password -s vCD_cell_FQDN -f vcd-ui-extension-
version.zip
where:


l version is the UI installer or UI extension version string for the packages that
you copied in previous steps.


l vCD_admin_user is the username for the vCloud Director administrative
user.
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l vCD_admin_password is the password for the vCloud Director
administrative user.


l vCD_cell_FQDN is the fully qualified domain name or IP address for the vCD
DPE cell.


Wait for installation to complete.


8. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd ..


9. Remove the new folder and its contents by typing the following command:


rm –rf plugin_temp


Results


Once the upgrade completes, Data Protection appears as an additional item in the
vCloud Director navigation panel.


Upgrade the backup gateway virtual hardware
This task is only required for upgrades from vCD DPE 2.0.6 and 3.0.1. Repeat this task
for each backup gateway VM.


Previous versions of the vCD DPE had different virtual hardware requirements. To
support more concurrent vApp jobs, the backup gateway VM requires additional virtual
CPUs and memory. The following steps verify and, if necessary, upgrade the virtual
hardware:


Procedure


1. Use the vSphere web client to log in to the management vCenter as an
administrator.


2. Locate the backup gateway VM.


3. Right-click the backup gateway VM and select Power > Power Off.


4. Right-click the backup gateway VM and select Edit Settings.


The Edit Settings window opens to the Virtual Hardware tab.


5. Configure the CPU and Memory fields for 4 and 6 GB, respectively.


6. Click OK.


7. Right-click the backup gateway VM and select Power > Power On.


Verify completion of the upgrade
Verification of a successful upgrade ensures that the vCD DPE software was installed
on the backup gateway, the cell, the reporting server, the UI server, and the FLR UI
server. Verification also ensures that the services are running.
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Verify the backup gateway upgrade
On the backup gateway node, verify the successful installation of the vCD DPE
backup gateway and Avamar software, that the backup gateway service is running,
and that the backup gateway can connect to Avamar.


Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the backup gateway node.


2. Verify the presence of the backup gateway software by typing the following
command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-backup-gateway-build


where build represents the current release.


3. Verify the presence of the Avamar software by typing the following command:


rpm –qa | grep Avamar


The console displays output similar to the following:


AvamarVMwareCombined-vApp-build
AvamarVMwareCombined-build
AvamarVMwareFLR-Config-build


where build represents the current release.


4. Verify that the vcpbg service has started by typing the following command:


service vcpbg status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcpbg running
5. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/vcpbg.log and verify that the log does


not contain any failure messages.


6. Check the log file for indications of a successful connection.


If the backup gateway can establish a connection with Avamar, the log file
contains the following message:


Open connection: 1 connections


Verify the cell upgrade
On the cell, verify the successful installation of the vCD DPE software, and that the
service is running.


Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the cell.


2. Verify the presence of the cell software by typing the following command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-server-build


where build represents the current release.
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3. Verify that the vcpsrv service has started by typing the following command:


service vcpsrv status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcpsrv running
4. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/vcpserver.log and verify that the log


does not contain any failure messages.


Verify the reporting server upgrade
On the reporting server node, verify the successful installation of the reporting server
software, and that the service is running.


Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the reporting server node.


2. Verify the presence of the reporting server software by typing the following
command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcprpt-build


where build represents the current release.


3. Verify that the vcprpt service has started by typing the following command:


service vcprpt status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcprpt running
4. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/vcpreporting.log and verify that


the log does not contain any failure messages.


Verify the UI server upgrade
On the UI server node, verify the successful installation of the UI server software, and
that the service is running.


Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the UI server node.


2. Verify the presence of the UI server software by typing the following command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-ui-server-build


where build represents the current release.


3. Verify that the vcpsrv service has started by typing the following command:


service vcpui status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcpsrv running
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4. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/vcpui.log and verify that the log does
not contain any failure messages.


Verify the FLR UI server upgrade
On the FLR UI server node, verify the successful installation of the FLR UI server
software, and that the service is running.


Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the FLR UI server node.


2. Verify the presence of the FLR UI server software by typing the following
command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-flr-ui-server-build


where build represents the current release.


3. Verify that the vcpsrv service has started by typing the following command:


service flrui status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service flrui running
4. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/flrui.log and verify that the log does


not contain any failure messages.


Log in to the vCD DPE
After you verify completion of the upgrade, log in to the UI server and continue using
the vCD DPE as described in the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension
Administration and User Guide.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or fully qualified domain name of the UI
server.


2. Log in using a system or Org administrator credential.


Logging in as a user other than the system administrator only displays the
information that is relevant for that user. For example, one Org administrator
cannot see vApps from another Org.
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CHAPTER 6


Troubleshooting


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Logfile locations.................................................................................................60
l Partial updates to the deployment plan..............................................................60
l Master password encryption and decryption errors........................................... 60
l Deployment plan validation errors...................................................................... 60
l Shared secret errors...........................................................................................61
l Property file errors............................................................................................. 61
l Unable to obtain vCenter information from the vPA........................................... 61
l If TLS 1.0 support is not enabled, deployment fails on vCenter/ESXi 6.7........... 62
l Verify that all services are running..................................................................... 62
l SSL certificate errors.........................................................................................66
l Partial updates to the bootstrap.properties file..................................................66
l Cannot add a private key for a node...................................................................68
l Nodes do not successfully upgrade....................................................................68
l Cannot log in using plaintext authentication.......................................................69
l The vPA OVA template certificate has expired.................................................. 69
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Logfile locations
Logs from the management tool reside on the vPA at /root/deploy_plan/log/
and use the naming convention node-FQDN.timestamp.log.


For example, vcpcell1.vcd.example.com.2018-12-31-12_00_00.log.


Review the logfiles for detailed error information and correct any problems with the
deployment plan.


Partial updates to the deployment plan
The vCD DPE supports partial updates to the deployment plan, even after encryption.


After you encrypt the deployment plan, add additional fields as necessary. The next
time that you run the management tool, the management tool checks the deployment
plan, prompts for the previous master password, and then encrypts the entire
deployment plan.


Master password encryption and decryption errors
The vCD DPE uses a master password to encrypt the credentials in the deployment
plan. Store the master password in a secure manner.


If a deployment or upgrade fails with the message Decrypt With
MasterPassword fail, the most likely cause is that the supplied master password
was incorrect. Verify that you correctly typed the master password.


Encrypt and decrypt the deployment plan on page 34 provides more information about
encryption and decryption, including how to decrypt the deployment plan to verify
credentials.


Deployment plan validation errors
The management tool performs several checks on the deployment plan to verify the
information inside.


The most common causes of validation errors are:


l An IP address or fully qualified domain name does not match the DNS records.


l An IP address or fully qualified domain name is already occupied by an existing VM
in the vCenter.


l For new deployments, the IP address or fully qualified domain name of the
RabbitMQ service must match that of the PostgreSQL service. (These services
must reside on the same VM.)


l A password does not obey the general rules for passwords. Deployment plan
parameters on page 29 provides more information.


l Incorrect information exists in one of the following fields:
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Table 12 Common sources of validation errors


Section Field Required?


Credentials truststore_passwor
d


Optional.


lockbox_password Optional.


vm_password Required.


RabbitMQ mq_password Required.


PostgreSQL db_password Required.


Shared secret errors
For new deployments, the management tool automatically generates a shared secret
to populate the shared_secret field in the Credentials section of the
deployment plan. Specifying a value for deployment is optional.


For upgrades, completion of the shared_secret field in the Credentials section
of the deployment plan is mandatory.


If you receive the error This field is mandatory, verify that the
shared_secret value matches the shared secret that was generated or specified
during deployment.


Property file errors
The message Cannot find property file means that a temporary file was
deleted while the management tool was active.


The most likely cause is that two instances of the management tool are active at the
same time. When the management tool starts, it deletes any temporary files that may
exist from the previous operation. If one management tool instance deletes the
temporary files that belong to another instance, the result is property file errors.


Run only one instance of the management tool at a time, and wait for the operation to
complete before starting another.


Unable to obtain vCenter information from the vPA
Some circumstances prevent the management tool from obtaining the necessary
vCenter information from the vPA. One or more of the following mandatory fields in
the Advanced section of the deployment plan may be empty:


l vm_cluster
l vm_datacenter
l vm_datastore
l vm_resourcepool
l vm_network
l vm_diskmode
l vm_folder
If these mandatory fields are empty, all management tool operations fail.
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Perform the following corrective actions:


l Verify the vCenter credentials in the deployment plan and retry the operation.


l Manually type values in the empty fields.


If TLS 1.0 support is not enabled, deployment fails on
vCenter/ESXi 6.7


Deployment on vCenter and ESXi version 6.7 requires that you manually enable TLS
1.0 support. The VMware Knowledgebase article KB 2145796 at https://
kb.vmware.com/s/article/2145796 provides detailed instructions.


Note


After successful deployment, Dell EMC recommends that you disable TLS 1.0 support
on the vCenter/ESXi server to prevent security vulnerabilities.


Verify that all services are running
Continue troubleshooting by verifying that the vCD DPE services are running on all
nodes:


Verify the UI server
If you deployed a UI server, perform the following steps.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or fully qualified domain name of the UI
server.


If the UI is running, accept the self-signed certificate.


2. Log in with the vCloud Director administrator credentials.


3. Create a backup appliance for each gateway or Avamar server that you
deployed.


The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide
provides detailed information.


After you finish


If you encounter problems, perform the following tasks to confirm the correct
operation of the other nodes, and to resolve any issues.


Verify the FLR UI server
If you deployed an FLR UI server, perform the following steps.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://FLR_UI_server:5481/vcp-flr-ui
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where FLR_UI_server is the IP address or fully qualified domain name of the
FLR UI server.


If the UI is running, accept the self-signed certificate.


2. Log in by using the vCloud Director administrator credentials.


Verify the cells
The cells implement an extension to the vCloud Director REST API. If the cells are
operating correctly, log in to the vCD REST API and call the vCD DPE with the curl
utility or a REST client application.


Procedure


1. Log in to the vCD REST API and obtain an authorization token with the
following command:


curl -k -f –c cookie.txt \
 -H "Accept: application/*+xml;version=5.5" \
 --user administrator@system:vmware \
 -X GET https://vcloud.example.com/api/login


The vCD REST API returns an XML object that contains all of the organizations
in the vCloud instance.


2. Using the authorization token, issue a request to retrieve the
EmcBackupService with the following command:


curl –k –b cookie.txt \
 -H "Accept: application/*+xml;version=5.5" \
 -X GET https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService


The vCD REST API returns an XML object that identifies the
EmcBackupService as enabled. For example:


<BackupServiceReferences>
<BackupService type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupService+xml" 
cloudUUID="78d2734f-0f95-4f82-95b1-d00ba8a16c95" 
id="1234dead-5678-beaf-0cde-34567890abcd">
<IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliances" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupAppliance+xml" />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.orgRegistration+xml" />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs" rel="down" 
type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplateCatalog
+xml" />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedules" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupSchedule+xml" />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetentions" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupRetention+xml" />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSets" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp." />
<Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplates" rel="down" 
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type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
<Product>vCloud Director Data Protection Extension 
         - Backup Service</Product>
<Version>build</Version>
</BackupService>
</BackupServiceReferences>


3. In the output from the previous command, verify that the value for build
matches the expected value.


4. If the REST API command fails, establish an SSH connection to the cell.


5. Verify the presence of the cell software by typing the following command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-server-build


where build represents the current release.


6. Verify that the vcpsrv service has started by typing the following command:


service vcpsrv status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcpsrv running
7. If the service is not running, or the cell software is not installed, perform the


following substeps:


a. Run puppet agent --test and determine if any there are any failed tasks.


b. Review the logfile at /var/log/messages and verify that the log does not
contain any Puppet or installation error messages.


c. Review the logfiles at /var/log/vcp/vcpserver.log
and /var/log/vcp/vcpsrv.log. Verify that the logs do not contain any
failure or error messages.


8. Verify that the cell can be monitored.


The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide
provides more information.


Verify the backup gateway
The backup gateway has a REST API, but it is not part of vCloud Director's REST API.
You can perform a basic check on a backup gateway by using a browser.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://backup_gateway:8443/vcp-ba-ads-ws/login
where backup_gateway is the IP address or fully qualified domain name of the
backup gateway.


2. Log in with the Avamar credentials from the gateway properties file.


The UI lists the Avamar and backup gateway software versions, and the Avamar
and Data Domain back-end storage units.


3. If the UI login fails, establish an SSH connection to the backup gateway.


4. Verify the presence of the backup gateway software by typing the following
command:
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rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcp-backup-gateway-build


where build represents the current release.


5. Verify that the vcpbg service has started by typing the following command:


service vcpbg status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcpbg running
6. If the service is not running, or the backup gateway software is not installed,


perform the following substeps:


a. Run puppet agent --test and determine if any there are any failed tasks.


b. Review the logfile at /var/log/messages and verify that the log does not
contain any Puppet or installation error messages.


c. Review the logfiles at /var/log/vcp/vcpbg.log and /var/log/vcp/
vcpbg-plugin.log. Verify that the logs do not contain any failure or error
messages.


7. Verify that the cell can be monitored.


The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide
provides more information.


Verify the reporting server
Procedure


1. Establish an SSH connection to the reporting server.


2. Verify the presence of the reporting server software by typing the following
command:


rpm –qa | grep vcp


The console displays output similar to the following:


vcprpt-build


where build represents the current release.


3. Verify that the vcprpt service has started by typing the following command:


service vcprpt status


The console displays output similar to the following:


Checking for service vcprpt running
4. If the service is not running, or the reporting server software is not installed,


perform the following substeps:


a. Run puppet agent --test and determine if any there are any failed tasks.


b. Review the logfile at /var/log/messages and verify that the log does not
contain any Puppet or installation error messages.


c. Review the log file at /var/log/vcp/vcpreporting.log and verify that
the log does not contain any failure messages.
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SSL certificate errors
If the error peer not authenticated appears in the logs, then the server's public
certificate cannot be authenticated.


For example:


GET https://vcp.example.com:8443/vcp-ba-ads-ws/BackupServer
The command returns output similar to the following:


Jun 20 22:20:03 vcp.example.com 2014-06-20 22:20:03,864 ERROR 
[service-worker-3] ( com.emc.vcp.ads.client.RestTemplateFactory: 228) 
- SSL Error: org.springframework.web.client.ResourceAccessException: 
I/O error: peer not authenticated; nested exception is 
javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: peer not authenticated
Jun 20 22:20:03 vcp.example.com 2014-06-20 22:20:03,865 ERROR 
[service-worker-3] 
( com.emc.vcp.service.appliance.ApplianceAdmService: 196) - Create 
Backup Appliance
Jun 20 22:20:03 vcp.example.com 
com.emc.vcp.service.exceptions.AdsClientException: 01105: SSL Error - 
peer not authenticated


Procedure


1. Verify that the client's truststore contains a copy of the server's public
certificate.


2. Verify that the CN field in the certificate matches the fully qualified domain
name of the server.


Partial updates to the bootstrap.properties file
Nodes such as the backup gateway, the cell, and the reporting server use
the /etc/vcp/bootstrap.properties file for initial configuration. Normally, the
deployment generates a bootstrap.properties file with all of the required
information and you do not need to edit the file.


On startup, the service reads the contents of bootstrap.properties and stores
them in a secure file that is called a lockbox. The service erases the original contents
of bootstrap.properties because the file might contain security-sensitive
information, such as usernames and passwords.


To modify the contents of the lockbox after initial deployment, for example, if you
made a mistake or changed a password, it is not necessary to re-create the entire
contents of bootstrap.properties. You can create a subset of the full file that
contains only the updated information. When the service restarts, it reads the partial
data and overwrites or adds to the lockbox contents. The original contents of
bootstrap.properties are again erased for security reasons.


Composing a partial bootstrap.properties file
There are three types of entries in the bootstrap.properties file:


1. Directives such as cst.* entries, component.keys, and hide.keys. These
directives affect the operation of bootstrap.properties for lockbox
processing.


2. Credential keys that are referenced by the component.keys directive.


These keys are always in three parts:
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l .username
l .password
l .url


3. Independent keys, which are not part of component.keys, but may be
referenced by the hide.keys directive.


cst.* directives
There are several keys that start with cst. that control the lockbox itself. These keys
are:


cst.overWrite  #set to true to trigger update of lockbox.
cst.pw         #the current password of the lockbox.
cst.changePw   #the new password for the lockbox.
cst.resetLb    #reset the lockbox if the VM configuration changes 
w.r.to CPU, memory


Generally, only cst.overWrite is required. To have the service read and process the
contents of bootstrap.properties, and update the lockbox, you must add the
following directive to the partial bootstrap.properties:


cst.overWrite=true


component.keys directive
The component.keys directive indicates which keys are part of a credential and
should be processed as such. These keys are always removed from
bootstrap.properties for security reasons.


If a component.keys directive refers to a set of keys that do not exist in
bootstrap.properties. These keys are erased from the lockbox when the service
starts. Therefore the partial bootstrap.properties should only reference the
credentials that are being updated.


For example, the standard component.keys directive for a cell is:


component.keys=db,vcloud,rabbitmq,avamar,trust


If you compose a partial bootstrap.properties to update only the vCloud
credentials, use the following component.keys directive:


component.keys=vcloud


hide.keys directive
The hide.keys directive indicates which independent, non-credential keys should be
removed from bootstrap.properties on startup of the service. If you update
these independent keys and they are sensitive in nature, such as a password, ensure
that hide.keys contains these keys.


Credentials
Any set of keys that are referenced by component.keys must be entered as a set of
up to three keys. Any keys that are not present are erased from the lockbox when the
service starts.


For example, to update the vCloud credentials you would compose a
bootstrap.properties file that contains the following:


cst.overWrite=true
component.keys=vcloud
vcloud.username=administrator@system
vcloud.password=changeme
vcloud.url=https://www.mycloud.com
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Independent keys
Some keys in bootstrap.properties are independent and not part of a credential
set. These values may be referenced in the hide.keys directive, but a reference is
not necessary if the keys are not sensitive in nature.


The following example bootstrap.properties overwrites only the independent
key SharedVcpNode256BitKey:


cst.overWrite=true
hide.keys=SharedVcpNode256BitKey
SharedVcpNode256BitKey=WJG1tSLV3whtD/CxEPvZ0hu0/HFjrzTQgoai6Eb2vgM=


Reset the lockbox
Conditions such as the following may prevent reading of the lockbox:


l Using VMware vSphere vMotion to move a VM onto another host with different
original host characteristics. For example, a different CPU type.


l Cloning a VM and changing the VM configuration. For example, changing the CPU
type and memory allocation.


l Changes to the operating system values. For example, the hostname.


Workaround


Note


Resetting the lockbox requires the original passphrase.


1. Modify bootstrap.properties by providing the following two key/value pairs:


l cst.pw=ORIGINAL_PASSPHRASE
l cst.resetLb=true


2. Save and close bootstrap.properties.


3. Restart the application.


Cannot add a private key for a node
The vCD DPE displays a message such as addprivatekey for [fqdn] failed
during deployment or upgrade.


The most likely cause is that the value of the truststore_password field in the
deployment plan does not match the password that is set for the truststore file in /
root/deploy_plan/truststore.


The corrective action is to test and, if necessary, change the password on the
truststore file, or correct the password in the deployment plan. Test and change the
truststore passwords on page 51 provides more information.


Nodes do not successfully upgrade
The most likely cause is that the Puppet versions on the vPA and the nodes do not
match.


Verify the version of the Puppet master software on the vPA and the Puppet client
software on each node.
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To check the Puppet version on a node, establish an SSH connection to that node and
type the following command:


puppet --version
A version mismatch may cause Puppet to fail to execute some tasks. This typically
happens if the OS security patch rollup is installed on some nodes but not others, as
the OS security patch rollup may upgrade the Puppet software.


Cannot log in using plaintext authentication
The vCD DPE error logs contain the message Login was refused using
authentication mechanism PLAIN when you log in to a cell or the UI server.


Node type Log location


UI server /var/log/vcp/vcpui.log
Cell /var/log/vcp/vcpserver.log


The most likely cause is that the RabbitMQ credentials are incorrect. Verify the
credentials in the deployment plan and make any necessary changes. If you change
the credentials, perform an upgrade on the cell and UI server. Perform an upgrade on
a single node on page 53 provides more information.


To restart the RabbitMQ service after the upgrade, log in to each node and restart the
corresponding service by typing one of the following commands:


Node type Command


UI server service vcpui restart


Cell service vcpsrv restart


The vPA OVA template certificate has expired
If the vPA OVA template certificate has expired, you receive a certificate error during
vPA deployment.


The corrective action is to deploy the vPA without the security certificate and then
ignore the certificate error. The following steps provide more information:


1. Download the vPA OVA template file.


2. Use an archive utility, such as 7-Zip, to unzip the contents of the OVA template
file.


The contents include the following files:


l The VM disk (VMDK) file


l The manifest file


l The OVF virtual appliance file


l The certificate file


3. Using the vSphere web client, deploy the OVA template from the unzipped files.
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Select only the VMDK file, the manifest file, and the OVF file. Exclude the
certificate file.


4. When vSphere prompts with a certificate warning, ignore the warning and
continue.
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APPENDIX A


RabbitMQ Server


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Generate public/private key pairs for SSL servers............................................. 72
l Installing and configuring a RabbitMQ server..................................................... 75
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Generate public/private key pairs for SSL servers
This task creates a private CA, and then issues and signs a set of certificates for a
server and a client. These certificates can be used for the backup gateway, the UI
server, the FLR UI server, RabbitMQ, PostgreSQL, or any other server that requires
SSL support.


This task creates the following files:


l cacert.pem (the root CA certificate)


l server/cert.pem (the server public certificate)


l server/key.pem (the server private key)


l client/cert.pem (the client public certificate)


l client/key.pem (the client private key)


Procedure


1. Log in to a suitable Linux host.


You can use the vPA, but almost any Linux system is acceptable.


2. Set up the environment by typing the following commands:


mkdir testca
cd testca
mkdir certs private
chmod 700 private
echo 01 > serial
touch index.txt


3. Within the new testca directory, create a file named openssl.cnf.


Paste the following text into the file:


[ca]
default_ca = testca


[testca]
dir = .
certificate = $dir/cacert.pem
database = $dir/index.txt
new_certs_dir = $dir/certs
private_key = $dir/private/cakey.pem
serial = $dir/serial


default_crl_days = 7
default_days = 365
default_md = sha256


policy = testca_policy
x509_extensions = certificate_extensions


[testca_policy]
commonName = supplied
stateOrProvinceName = optional
countryName = optional
emailAddress = optional
organizationName = optional
organizationalUnitName = optional                          
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[certificate_extensions]
basicConstraints = CA:false


[req]
default_bits = 2048
default_keyfile = ./private/cakey.pem
default_md = sha256
prompt = yes
distinguished_name = root_ca_distinguished_name
x509_extensions = root_ca_extensions


[root_ca_distinguished_name]                             
commonName = hostname


[root_ca_extensions]
basicConstraints = CA:true
keyUsage = keyCertSign, cRLSign


[client_ca_extensions]
basicConstraints = CA:false
keyUsage = digitalSignature
extendedKeyUsage = 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2


[server_ca_extensions]
basicConstraints = CA:false
keyUsage = keyEncipherment
extendedKeyUsage = 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1


4. Generate a Certificate Authority (CA) certificate by typing the following
command on one line:


openssl req -x509 -config openssl.cnf -newkey rsa:2048 -days 365
-out cacert.pem -outform PEM -subj /CN=MyTestCA/ -nodes
where MyTestCA is the name of the CA that you want to use. This value does
not need to be the fully qualified domain name of a server.


Note


You can specify more than 365 days.


5. Transform the certificate by typing the following command:


openssl x509 -in cacert.pem -out cacert.cer -outform DER


The files testca/cacert.pem and testca/cacert.cer now contain the
root certificate, but in different formats.


6. Generate a key and certificate for the server by performing the following
substeps:


a. Create a directory for the server key and certificate by typing the following
command:


mkdir server


b. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd server


c. Generate a server key by typing the following command:


openssl genrsa -out key.pem 2048


d. Generate a signing request by typing the following command on one line:


openssl req -new -key key.pem -out req.pem -outform PEM -
subj /CN=FQDN/O=Your-Organization/ -nodes
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where:


l FQDN is the fully qualified domain name of the server for which you are
generating the key and certificate.


l Your-Organization is the name of your organization.


e. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd ..


f. Sign the request with the CA certificate by typing the following command on
one line:


openssl ca -config openssl.cnf -in server/req.pem -out server/
cert.pem -notext -batch -extensions server_ca_extensions


g. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd server


h. Generate a server certificate by typing the following command on one line:


openssl pkcs12 -export -out keycert.p12 -in cert.pem -inkey
key.pem -passout pass:MySecretPassword


7. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd ..


8. Generate a key and certificate for the client by performing the following
substeps:


Note


The process for creating server and client certificates is very similar. The
differences are the keyUsage and extendedKeyUsage fields in the SSL
configuration file.


a. Create a directory for the client key and certificate by typing the following
command:


mkdir client


b. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd client


c. Generate a client key by typing the following command:


openssl genrsa -out key.pem 2048


d. Generate a signing request by typing the following command on one line:


openssl req -new -key key.pem -out req.pem -outform PEM -
subj /CN=FQDN/O=Your-Organization/ -nodes
where:


l FQDN is the fully qualified domain name of the client for which you are
generating the key and certificate.


l Your-Organization is the name of your organization.
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e. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd ..


f. Sign the request with the CA certificate by typing the following command on
one line:


openssl ca -config openssl.cnf -in client/req.pem -out client/
cert.pem -notext -batch -extensions client_ca_extensions


g. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd client


h. Generate a client certificate by typing the following command on one line:


openssl pkcs12 -export -out keycert.p12 -in cert.pem -inkey
key.pem -passout pass:MySecretPassword


Results


The server and client keys and certificates reside in the server/ and client/
directories, respectively.


Installing and configuring a RabbitMQ server
The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is an open standard for message
queuing that supports flexible messaging for enterprise systems. RabbitMQ is a
message bus product that implements AMQP.


vCloud Director can be configured to use a RabbitMQ message broker to provide
event and chargeback notifications. The message broker is also a mandatory interface
mechanism for REST API extensions.


The vCD DPE requires the installation and configuration of a RabbitMQ server, with
specific exchange and queue configuration settings in both vCloud Director and the
RabbitMQ server.


Deploying RabbitMQ
Install the RabbitMQ server as described in the vCloud Director documentation. You
do this while logged on as a system administrator, by going to Administration >
System Settings > Blocking Tasks, and then enabling notifications.


When this setting is enabled, vCloud Director publishes notification messages on the
configured RabbitMQ (AMQP) message bus. These messages are published into a
single exchange that is shared by all consumers of these notifications. Each consumer
must create and bind a QUEUE to the exchange. You can apply a filter between the
connection between the exchange and the queue to limit this queue to only to certain
classes of notifications.


vCloud Director publishes notifications on a specific exchange. vCloud Director itself
does not create this exchange, it must be created as part of the setup of RabbitMQ.
The default exchange name is called systemExchange. Configure the exchange as
type=Topic and Durable=true. Refer to the RabbitMQ server documentation for
instructions.
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Note


For informational purposes, there is an additional exchange that is called
vcd.notifications20, which also receives notifications. There are two observed
differences between this exchange and systemExchange. First, the payload of the
notifications is in JSON format, rather than XML. Second, this exchange contains
notifications which are generated by extensions while the systemExchange only
appears to receive system-generated notifications.


Notifications of system events are sent to the AMQP message broker that you
configured in the system AMQP settings.


Notifications are always generated in two formats:


l An XML document, which is sent to the AMQP exchange specified in the system
AmqpSettings.


l A JSON object, which is sent to an AMQP exchange whose name has the form
prefix.notifications20, where prefix is the value of the AmqpPrefix element
in the system AmqpSettings.


During the RabbitMQ installation, note the values that you must supply when
configuring the vCD DPE to work with the RabbitMQ installation:


l The fully qualified domain name of the RabbitMQ server host. For example:
amqp.example.com.


l A username and password that are valid for authenticating with RabbitMQ.


l The port at which the broker listens for messages. The default is 5672.


l The RabbitMQ virtual host. The default is /. If a single RabbitMQ server supports
multiple extensions, or other workloads, a virtual host can be deployed with an
alternate name such as emc.vcp.129.


Monitor RabbitMQ
The RabbitMQ server is a critical component of the vCD DPE and the vCloud Director
notification mechanism. The REST API backup extension cannot operate without a
functional RabbitMQ server.


In a production environment, you should consider various high availability options,
such as running a cluster, for the RabbitMQ deployment.


RabbitMQ logs abrupt TCP connection failures, timeouts, protocol version
mismatches. If you are running RabbitMQ, the logfile location depends on the
operating systems and installation method. Often, the log is found in the /var/log/
rabbitmq directory.


rabbitmqctl is the standard integrated management and monitoring tool. Refer to
the RabbitMQ documentation for details.


RabbitMQ can run an optional web browser UI based monitor. See http://
www.rabbitmq.com/management.html


A RabbitMQ server can throttle message rates or suspend publication of new
messages, based on memory consumption and low disk space. These aspects of the
RabbitMQ server should be periodically monitored.


RabbitMQ message publication latencies greater than about 5 s are likely to cause
issues with the vCloud Director REST API extension mechanism. There is a mechanism
for increasing this timeout in vCloud Director, but you should investigate and correct
the root cause of high latencies, rather than increasing the vCloud Director timeout
setting.
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Procedure


1. Generate a server status report for support purposes by typing the following
command:


rabbitmqctl report > server_report.txt


2. Display message broker status information by typing the following command:


rabbitmqctl status


3. List vhosts to determine if RabbitMQ server is supporting multiple applications
by typing the following command:


rabbitmqctl list_vhosts


4. List queues by typing the following command:


rabbitmqctl list_queues -p / name messages memory consumers


5. List exchanges by typing the following command:


rabbitmqctl list_exchanges -p / name type


6. List bindings of exchanges to queues by typing the following command:


rabbitmqctl list_bindings -p /


Install an SSL certificate on a RabbitMQ server
Procedure


1. Generate a set of server SSL certificates for the RabbitMQ server.


Generate public/private key pairs for SSL servers on page 72 provides more
information.


2. Copy the following three files to the /tmp directory on the RabbitMQ server:


l cacert.pem
l cert.pem
l key.pem


3. Establish an SSH connection to the RabbitMQ server.


4. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp


Publish an SSL certificate on a RabbitMQ server
If you installed the Pivotal version of RabbitMQ, it creates a group that is called
pivotal. If you are using a different version, use the group that is associated with
RabbitMQ.


Procedure


1. Create a directory for the SSL certificates by typing the following command:


mkdir -p /etc/rabbitmq/ssl


2. Copy the SSL certificates and key to the new directory by typing the following
command:


cp *.pem /etc/rabbitmq/ssl
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3. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /etc/rabbitmq


4. Change the ownership of the new folder by typing the following command:


chown -R rabbitmq:pivotal ssl


5. List the contents of the RabbitMQ directory by typing the following command:


ls –lR


6. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, edit rabbitmq.config.


7. Update the path names for the SSL certificates and key.


The contents of the file are similar to the following:


[
  {rabbit, [
     {ssl_listeners, [5671]},
     {ssl_options, [{cacertfile,"/etc/rabbitmq/ssl/cacert.pem"},
                    {certfile,"/etc/rabbitmq/ssl/cert.pem"},
                    {keyfile,"/etc/rabbitmq/ssl/key.pem"},
                    {verify,verify_peer},
                    {fail_if_no_peer_cert,false}]}
   ]}
].


Note


The trailing . (period) is required.


8. Restart the RabbitMQ service by typing the following command:


service rabbitmq-server restart
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As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases revisions of its software and hardware.
Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or
hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact a technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install the Avamar Client for Microsoft Windows, and how to back up and restore data on a
Windows server in both stand-alone and cluster environments.


Audience
The information in this document is primarily intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing software and
maintaining servers and clients on a network.


Persons using this document should have administrator permissions in the environment, and current practical experience with
administrator functionality on Microsoft Windows servers.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


02 June, 2021 Updated 'Restoring the computer to its
original System State' section.


01 May 20, 2019 First release of this document for 
Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
● Avamar Release Notes


The Avamar Client for Windows described in this guide is required for Avamar operations and operating system protection on
Windows servers. Avamar offers plug-ins to provide protection for the application data, databases, and settings. The following
guides provide information on installing and using the application-specific plug-ins:


● Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide
● Avamar for Hyper-V VSS User Guide
● Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide
● Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide
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● Avamar for Oracle User Guide
● Avamar for SAP with Oracle User Guide
● Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide
● Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
● Avamar for Sybase ASE User Guide


NOTE: Some applications are available on multiple platforms and require the client for the specific operating system. The


Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides information about installing and using other operating system clients, such as


AIX, HP-UX, Linux, MacOS X, and Solaris.


Typographical conventions
Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.
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Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• File system restore
• Disaster recovery


Architecture
Avamar components integrate into the architecture of Microsoft Windows server environments to provide backup and restore
on stand-alone computers and clusters.


Avamar components


The following figure illustrates a basic system architecture when you use Avamar to back up a stand-alone Windows server.


Figure 1. Avamar architecture on a stand-alone Windows server


Avamar components in the environment include the Avamar server, the Avamar Client for Windows, and Avamar Administrator.
Additional components are required in cluster environments.


Avamar server


The Avamar server is the server component of the Avamar client/server system. The Avamar server is a fault-tolerant,
high-availability system that provides the following services:


● Efficient storage of backups from all protected clients
● Global deduplication across all client computers
● Essential processes and services required for data restores, client access, and remote system administration


1
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Avamar Client for Windows


When you install the Avamar Client for Windows, the installation includes the Avamar agent, the Windows File System plug-in,
and the Windows VSS plug-in. In a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster, the installation also includes
the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in.


Avamar agent


The Avamar agent is a Windows service that runs on the client computer and communicates with the Avamar server and any
plug-ins installed on the client.


Windows File System plug-in


The Windows File System plug-in enables you to back up and restore file system data on a stand-alone Windows computer or on
shared storage in a Windows Server cluster.


Windows VSS plug-in


The Windows VSS plug-in enables you to back up the system state and critical disks for bare metal recovery (BMR) of a
Windows computer.


The Windows VSS plug-in uses the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology to create a point-in-time
snapshot of a volume, including all open files. Avamar then backs up data from the snapshot instead of directly from the file
system. VSS also enables you to back up a single, point-in-time capture of the system state of a Windows computer.


The time required to create a snapshot depends on several factors, including the writer activity during the backup. Once the
backup is complete, VSS deletes the snapshot.


Windows Cluster File Server plug-in


The Windows Cluster File Server plug-in enables you to back up and restore file system data on shared storage in a Windows
Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster.


You must manually select the option to install the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in when you install the Avamar Client for
Windows on a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 computer in a cluster.


Install the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in on only the proxy node in the cluster.


Avamar Administrator


Avamar Administrator is a graphical management console software application for remote administration of an Avamar server
from a supported Windows or Linux client computer. You can configure, perform, monitor, and manage backups and restores
by using Avamar Administrator. The Avamar Administration Guide provides complete instructions for installing and using Avamar
Administrator.


Application plug-ins


You can install an Avamar application plug-in on a Windows server to protect a specific application, such as Microsoft Exchange,
SharePoint, or SQL Server. The application plug-in backs up and restores the specific configuration settings and data types used
by that application.


A complete list of supported Windows application plug-ins is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Details on how to install each application plug-in and perform backups and restores of application data are available in the user
guide for each plug-in.
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How Avamar works in a Windows Server cluster


Avamar uses a federated architecture to back up and restore file system data on shared storage in Windows failover cluster or
server cluster environments. This is supported on all supported Windows Server platforms.


Avamar supports both active/passive and active/active cluster configurations with two or more nodes.


The following figure illustrates a Windows Server cluster environment with Avamar.


Figure 2. Avamar architecture in a Windows Server cluster


You install the Avamar Client for Windows on each node in the cluster. Then you run the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool to
configure the Avamar federated cluster client. The Avamar federated cluster client serves as a client for the virtual server that
provides access to the file system data on the shared failover cluster disk.


When you perform a backup, you select the Avamar federated cluster client as the client to back up. The federated cluster
client ensures that Avamar can access the data regardless of which node is managing the data.


You use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to perform the backup. The Windows File System plug-in is installed
when you install the Avamar Client for Windows.


How Avamar works in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 cluster
with SOFS or SMB


Avamar uses a proxy architecture to back up and restore file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster. The shared storage can be a Scale-Out File Server (SOFS) or a clustered file server for general
use, or Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file shares on a file server.


NOTE: This topic describes a specialized implementation of a Windows Server cluster. How Avamar works in a Windows


Server cluster on page 11 describes the support of a standard Windows Server cluster.


The following figure illustrates a Windows Server for SOFS or SMB cluster environment with Avamar.
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Figure 3. Avamar architecture in a Windows Server for SOFS or SMB cluster


You install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in on a single node in the cluster. Then you
run the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Avamar proxy cluster client on the node.


When you back up or restore file system data on shared storage, you select the Avamar proxy cluster client as the client to back
up or restore from. You use the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in to perform the backup or restore.


The Avamar server communicates with the proxy cluster client on the proxy node to back up and restore file system data on
shared storage in the cluster, regardless of which node is managing the data.


When you back up data with the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in, you can restore the data either with the Windows Cluster
File Server plug-in or the Windows File System plug-in.


Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Avamar also supports Data Domain Cloud Tier. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From the Avamar
Administrator, you can configure cloud tiering to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.


Server virtualization


You can install Microsoft Windows in a server virtualization environment, such as a VMware or Microsoft Hyper-V environment.
There are multiple ways that you can install and use Avamar to back up and restore data in a server virtualization environment.


The following guides provide details on additional system requirements, as well as installation and configuration procedures:
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● Avamar for Hyper-V VSS User Guide
● Avamar for VMware User Guide


Backup
A comprehensive backup strategy includes regular backups of all data in the environment. Avamar provides multiple ways to
back up different types of data on a Windows server at different granularity levels, either on-demand or on a scheduled basis.
The following topics provide details on how Avamar backs up data on a Windows server.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Available backup methods


You can perform both on-demand backups and scheduled backups of file system data or the system state and critical disks.


There are three ways to perform Avamar backups:


● Use Avamar Administrator to perform on-demand backups and scheduled backups of file system data or System State and
critical disks. Backup on page 38 provides detailed steps to perform backups with Avamar Administrator.


● Use the Avamar client interface on a Windows client computer to perform on-demand backups of file system data. The
Avamar Backup Clients User Guide provides details on how to use the Avamar client interface to perform on-demand
backups.


● Use the avvss command line interface on the Windows client computer to perform an on-demand system state backup.
Command Line Interface on page 74 provides details on performing backups with the avvss command.


File system backups


You can either back up all file system data on a Windows client computer at one time or you can select individual volumes,
folders, and files for backup.


The Avamar plug-in that you use for file system backups depends on the operating system and environment as described in the
following table.


Table 2. Avamar plug-ins for file system backups 


Environment Plug-in for file system backups


Stand-alone computer Windows File System plug-in


Shared storage in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster


Windows Cluster File Server plug-in


Shared storage in a Windows Server cluster Windows File System plug-in


Local volumes on a cluster node Windows File System plug-in


Supported file systems


The Avamar Client for Windows can back up and restore data on the following file systems:


● FAT16
● FAT32
● NTFS
● ReFS
● exFAT
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International characters


Avamar generally supports the use of specific international characters in folder names and file names. However, proper display
of international language characters depends on the client computer locale and the compatibility of installed system fonts with
the original language. Support for international characters on page 20 provides additional details.


Skipped files


The Windows File System plug-in uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service to perform backups. The backups include open
files because Avamar backs up the data from the Shadow Copy volume instead of the original volume. However, according to
Microsoft best practices, Avamar skips the files in the following table by default.


Table 3. Files skipped in Windows file system backups 


Operating system Files skipped by default Comments


All Windows Files listed in the FilesNotToBackup
registry for the system and current user


The skipped files include operating system files that
are necessary to restore the system.


All Windows Temporary Internet Files You can enable backup of these files through special
flags.


All Windows Outlook 2003 temporary cache files You can enable backup of these files through special
flags.


Windows 7 or later All Syscache.hve* files under System
Volume information


These additional files do not appear in the
FilesNotToBackup registry, but Microsoft
indicates that backups should skip them.


Windows 7 or later All .vhd and .vhdx files for a mounted
Virtual Hard Disk (VHD)


Back up the VHD file system, not the .vhd file.


Windows Server 2019,
2016, or 2012


All .vhd and .vhdx files on file shares
on clustered file servers


Explicitly select the VHD file for backup, and use the
Windows Cluster File Server plug-in. If you select only
the parent folder or the file server for the VHD file,
then the backup skips the VHD file.


Developing a backup strategy


A comprehensive backup strategy includes ongoing backups of all data in the environment. The Avamar Client for Windows
provides multiple ways to back up different types of data at different granularity levels either on-demand or on a scheduled
basis.


When to perform backups


You can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups of file system data or the System State and critical disks.


A best practice is to perform an on-demand backup before a system upgrade, installation, or any major change to the server.
You may also want to perform an on-demand backup immediately after you install and register the Avamar Client for Windows.


Perform scheduled backups to ensure that there are backups of data on an ongoing basis. You can perform scheduled backups
on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. The Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide, available in Online Support at https://
support.EMC.com, provides guidance on scheduling backups with other system activities.
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File system backups


The Avamar plug-in that you use to back up file system data depends on the operating system and environment.


File system backups on a stand-alone server


Use the Windows File System plug-in to back up file system data on a stand-alone server. You can back up all file system data
on a stand-alone Windows client computer at one time, or you can select individual volumes, folders, and files for backup.


File system backups in a Windows Server cluster


Use the Windows File System plug-in to back up file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server cluster. You can back
up all file system data at one time, or you can back up individual cluster disks, folders, and files.


To back up data on a local volume of a cluster node, select the physical node as the client to back up, and use the Windows File
System plug-in.


Back up shared cluster data separately from file system data on local volumes. You may not be able to restore data from a
backup that includes file system data from both shared storage and local volumes. A best practice is to exclude shared cluster
data when you back up local file system data, and to exclude local file system data when you back up shared cluster data.
Specify the exclusion on the Exclusions tab when you create a dataset for scheduled backups.


Do not include the cluster quorum drive in file system backups. According to Microsoft guidelines, this cluster resource must
always remain under exclusive control of the cluster. A best practice is to exclude the quorum drive from backups. To exclude
the quorum drive, specify the drive on the Exclusions tab when you create a dataset for scheduled backups of the cluster.


File system backups in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster


Use the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in to back up file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server 2019, 2016,
or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster. You can back up all file system data at one time, or you can back up individual clustered file
servers, folders, and files.


You can back up both Scale-Out File Servers and clustered file servers for general use in a single on-demand or scheduled
backup. However, the backup process creates two different shadow copy sets in the same backup, one for Scale-Out File
Servers and one for the general file servers.


To back up data on a local volume of a cluster node, select the physical node as the client to back up, and use the Windows File
System plug-in.


File system backups of deduplicated and SIS volumes


Use the Windows File System plug-in to back up Windows deduplicated volumes on Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012. You
can select to back up optimized files in either an optimized or unoptimized state. This step is done by using the Perform a
Windows Optimized Backup of a Windows Deduplicated volume checkbox in the Backup Command Line Options. If you back up
files in an optimized state, then you can restore the files in either an optimized or unoptimized state. You must select the entire
Windows deduplicated volume for backup. However, you can restore individual folders and files from the volume backup. You
can only restore files from a Windows deduplicated volume to the original location or to another Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 computer with Windows deduplicated volumes.


Use the Windows File System plug-in to back up SIS volumes on Windows Storage Server 2008 and Windows Storage Server
2008 R2. Similar to Windows deduplicated volumes, you must select the entire SIS volume for backup. However, you can restore
individual folders and files from the volume backup.


VHD file backups


You can use the Avamar Client for Windows to back up and restore Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) files on a Windows server. You also
can exclude attached VHDs when you back up a volume on a Windows server.


The Avamar Client for Windows does not support the backup of a VHD configured for native boot.


NOTE: A VHD does not automatically attach when you restart, and is not available after restart until you reattach the VHD.


When you reattach the VHD, the previous drive letter mappings reset automatically, unless other drives are using the drive
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letters. Because Windows does not automatically reattach VHDs, you must manually check the VHDs on the system, and


use consistent drive letter mappings in all subsequent attach and detach operations for backup data consistency.


Bare metal recovery backups


A backup for bare metal recovery (BMR) includes the system state and critical disks. BMR enables you to restore a server
without having to rebuild the operating system, and to perform the restore offline. Use the Windows VSS plug-in to back up the
system state and critical disks for BMR. For information about BMR support for various versions of Windows, see the E-LAB
Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


NOTE: BMR of Windows Vista computers is not supported. You can back up and restore only file system data for Windows


Vista computers.


To prepare for a full disaster recovery of a computer, perform regular backups of all file system data, noncritical disks, and
application data.


Maintain a database or spreadsheet of computer names, FQDNs, and IP addresses for each Windows client computer that
Avamar backs up. The client information is an important reference in any environment.


If any volume of a dynamic disk pack is critical, then all volumes in the dynamic disk pack become critical. To avoid
unnecessarily large System State backups, exclude noncritical dynamic disks by using the --exclude-non-critical-
dynamic-disks=true option during the backup.


The Windows VSS plug-in does not back up critical disks on shared storage in a cluster. If a shared volume is a critical disk, then
use the Windows File System plug-in for the backup.


When a Windows Server role uses SQL Server instances instead of the Windows Internal Database (WID), use the Avamar
Plug-in for SQL Server to back up the SQL Server instances for disaster recovery. The Avamar for SQL Server User Guide
explains how to back up the SQL Server instances.


Active Directory data backups


To back up Active Directory data in preparation for disaster recovery, perform regular System State backups of the domain
controllers.


On Windows Server 2008 or newer computer, use the Windows VSS plug-in to perform the backup. When you perform the
backup, clear the Create Disaster Recovery Backup checkbox on the Options tab. When you clear the checkbox, you can
only use the backup for online restore, not BMR.


The data that is backed up will differ based on the selection of the Create Disaster Recovery Backup checkbox. If this option
is selected, the backup will be created for BMR; if the option is not selected, the backup will be created for online restore.
Because the backups are for different restore purposes, the two backups may vary.


These backups enable you to perform either authoritative or nonauthoritative restores.


Application data backups


To back up application data, such as Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft SQL Server, or Microsoft Hyper-V,
use an application-specific plug-in.


For example, back up Microsoft Exchange with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS. The user guide for each plug-in provides
details on backup or restore of application data.


File system restore
You can restore file system data from an Avamar backup to the original location or to a different location. If there are multiple
items in the backup, you also can restore the items to different locations in the same restore operation.


In most cases, the Avamar plug-in that you use to restore file system data is the same plug-in that you used to perform the
backup. However, when you back up data with the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in, you can restore the data with either the
Windows Cluster File Server plug-in or the Windows File System plug-in.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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File overwrites during restore


If a file with the same name already exists in the restore path, then you can specify whether the restore overwrites the
file, even when the file is open. Use the Overwrite Existing Files and Restoration of open files options on the Restore
Command Line Options dialog box to control this behavior.


Parent folder restore scenarios


When you restore a single folder to a different location, Avamar restores only the contents of the folder. Avamar does not
restore the original parent folder. However, if you restore two or more folders to a different location, then Avamar restores the
original parent folders along with the contents of those folders.


Disaster recovery
The process for disaster recovery of a Windows computer from Avamar backups depends on the operating system.


BMR of Windows to physical and virtual machines


Avamar supports BMR of various versions of Windows to physical and virtual machines: For supported versions, see the E-LAB
Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


● Physical machine to physical machine
● Virtual machine to virtual machine
● Physical machine to virtual machine (P2V): Windows Server only


When a disaster occurs, ensure that the hardware on the target computer is operational, and that the target computer is similar
in make, model, and hardware configuration as the source computer to be recovered. You should also review the additional
requirements in BMR requirements on page 53.


After you prepare the target computer, download the customized WinPE ISO image for BMR from the Avamar server to a
functional Windows computer. The image that you download depends on the operating system and hardware.


The customized WinPE ISO image enables you to recover to the target computer without installing an operating system.
Because the local disks are not in use by the booted operating system, you can replace files without conflict.


WinPE enables you to boot with a minimal subset of Windows features. This functionality includes access to network resources,
disks, and other features through a command prompt.


You can burn the WinPE ISO image to a CD, DVD, or USB flash drive, and then boot the target computer locally from the media.
You also can copy the WinPE ISO image to a Windows Deployment Services (WDS) server, which enables you to perform a
network boot of the target computer.


WinPE ISO image preparation on page 54 provides details on downloading and preparing the image.


When you boot with the customized WinPE ISO image, the boot process automatically starts the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery
Wizard. The Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard provides a VSS recovery solution that uses the Automated System Recovery
(ASR) writer and the customized WinPE ISO image to restore critical volumes and other components of the bootable System
State. Restoring the computer to its original System State on page 57 provides details on using the wizard to perform the
restore.


Additional steps to recover the computer may be necessary, depending on the environment. Perform the steps in Performing
post-BMR tasks on page 60 to complete the restore.


Active Directory recovery


About this task


You can perform system recovery of Active Directory of Windows Server.


Steps


1. Configure the client to boot into Directory Services Restore Mode (DSRM).
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2. Boot the computer in DSRM.


3. Restore Active Directory from the System State backup on the Avamar server from the non-disaster recovery System State
backup.


4. (Optional) Perform an authoritative restore of Active Directory.


Authoritative and nonauthoritative restores


You can perform either a nonauthoritative or an authoritative restore of Active Directory:


● Use a nonauthoritative restore when Active Directory replication partners can return a domain controller to a known state.
You restore the domain controller from a backup. When you restart the domain controller after the restore, other domain
controllers replicate changes made after the backup.


● Use an authoritative restore to return a domain controller to a known state as the master copy. The data from the restored
domain controller replicates to other domain controllers.


An authoritative restore also enables you to mark specific organizational units (OUs) so that Active Directory objects
replicate to other domain controllers. In addition, replication partners do not overwrite the replicated objects.


The following Microsoft TechNet articles provide details on an authoritative restore:


● “Performing Authoritative Restore of Active Directory Objects” provides general details on an authoritative restore.
● “Mark an Object or Objects as Authoritative” provides details on the command syntax for marking items for an authoritative


restore.


NOTE: Microsoft recommends using a nonauthoritative restore or reinstallation to restore a domain controller. The


Microsoft TechNet article “Performing Nonauthoritative Restore of Active Directory Domain Services” provides information


about reinstating a domain controller with a nonauthoritative restore.


Disaster recovery in a cluster


You can restore an individual cluster node or an entire cluster from a system state backup. BMR of Windows clusters on page
64 provides details.


Application restores after BMR


If you use the Windows VSS plug-in to perform the system state backups, then the backups include binaries for applications
that use a Windows service, such as Microsoft Exchange. However, the backups typically exclude application configuration,
databases, and files.


When you restore the system state during BMR, these applications are restored to a functional state. If the application binaries
are not in the backup, then you must reinstall the application.


If you install an application on a noncritical volume and the volume is destroyed, then you must either restore the noncritical
volume from a Windows File System plug-in backup or reinstall the application.


To restore application data, use the application plug-in.


Considerations for critical disks and dynamic disks


A critical disk or volume can contain operating system files and application services.


If a disk contains a mount point for a critical disk, then the disk with the mount point is also a critical disk. For example, if F:\
is a critical disk and is mounted on P:\MountPoint_For_F, then P:\ becomes a critical disk. Mount critical disks to C:\, or
another disk that is critical.


If any volume of a dynamic disk pack is critical, then all volumes in the dynamic disk pack become critical. You can exclude
noncritical dynamic disks from the system state backups to avoid unnecessarily large the system state backups.


On Windows Server 2019, 2016, 2012, and Windows 8, an application or service may cause a noncritical disk to become critical
if you install the application or service on the disk. You can exclude noncritical disks from the backup if the disks become critical
from these applications or services.
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The BMR process restores all critical disks except for critical disks on shared storage in a cluster. Each critical disk is formatted
during BMR, which destroys any existing data. Store application data, such as Exchange or SQL databases, on noncritical disks
whenever possible.


Generally, when you restore to the original system, the BMR process does not format noncritical disks. However, when you
restore to a different system, BMR sometimes fails if the recovery process cannot format the noncritical disks.


Considerations for HP ProLiant Systems


You cannot use an Avamar BMR backup of an HP ProLiant system for recovery when the system is configured with the HP
Intelligent Provisioning Tool (IPT). Configure the tool to use an entire disk for a critical volume, such as the system partition
(drive).


Do not use the entire disk for critical volumes when using IPT version 1.4 or 1.5 to configure an HP blade system.


This issue applies to BMR backups and recovery for various versions of Windows. For detailed information about BMR on
Windows, see the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


HP Support advisory ID c03927759, which is available on the HP Support website, addresses IPT, using a full disk for the system
partition, and Windows Bare Metal Restore with Windows Server Backup. The advisory also applies to Avamar BMR of critical
volumes. Follow the resolution steps that are described in the HP advisory, which are simple and do not require reconfiguration
of existing systems except to shrink logical volumes. After you complete the steps, you can use Avamar and the Windows VSS
plug-in to perform System State backups.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar client software
• Installing the Avamar client software
• Upgrading the Avamar client software
• Uninstalling the Avamar client software


Preparing to install the Avamar client software
Review the system requirements for the Avamar client software, and ensure that the environment meets the requirements
before you install Avamar client software. The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows provides an additional automated
verification of the environment. You also must download the Avamar Client for Windows installation package from the Avamar
server.


System requirements


The environment must meet client compatibility requirements before you install Avamar client software.


Client compatibility requirements are available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection. The requirements in the matrix include supported operating systems and application versions.
The Avamar Client for Windows supports most editions of Microsoft Windows.


The Avamar Client for Windows supports backup and restore of only file system data for Windows Vista computers. BMR of
Windows Vista computers is not supported.


The Avamar file system client and the plug-ins that you install on the host must have the same version number.


The environment must also meet other requirements, such as file system requirements, cluster requirements, hardware
requirements, VSS requirements, networking requirements, Microsoft .NET Framework 4 requirements, and anti-virus
requirements.


Supported file systems


The Avamar Client for Windows can back up and restore data on the following file systems:


● FAT16
● FAT32
● NTFS
● ReFS
● exFAT


Support for international characters


Avamar generally supports the use of specific international characters in folder names and file names. However, correct display
of international language characters depends on the client computer locale and compatibility of installed system fonts with the
original language. If you browse backups with international characters and a compatible font is not installed on the system,
then any characters that the system cannot resolve appear as rectangles. The appearance of the rectangle characters does not
affect the ability to restore the folders or files. The Avamar Release Notes provide additional information about international
language support.
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Windows Server cluster requirements


The Avamar Client for Windows supports failover cluster or server cluster environments on Windows Server and Windows
Storage Server. Avamar can back up and restore shared data on failover cluster disks.


Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster
requirements


In Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB clusters, Avamar can back up and restore file system data on both a
Scale-Out File Server (SOFS) and a clustered file server for general use.


If a cluster includes file system data on both a SOFS and a clustered file server for general use, then you can include both types
of file servers in a single on-demand or scheduled backup. However, the backup process creates two different shadow copy
sets in the same backup, one for the SOFS data and one for the general file server data.


NOTE: Backup fails when there are encrypted files and folders on shares on a clustered file server for general use and


the proxy node is not the owner node for the file server. Non-encrypted files and folders on the file server are backed up


successfully. You can restore the non-encrypted files and folders from the failed backup.


Multi-homed cluster requirements


Plug-ins connect to Avamar services by using the IP address to which the plug-in is bound. If a service is not configured to listen
on that IP address, then the plug-in cannot connect.


For example, if the Avamar backup agent on a multi-homed cluster is bound to one IP address, and Exchange or SQL Server is
bound to a different IP address, then key Avamar features like browsing, backup, and restore do not work.


Therefore, to correctly configure multi-homed cluster environments for use with Avamar, edit the primary network name to
depend on both IP addresses.


VSS requirements


The VSS provider and writer that creates the snapshot for a backup depends on the Avamar plug-in and environment.


Supported VSS providers


The following table lists the VSS providers that Avamar plug-ins use to perform backups of file system data.


Table 4. Supported VSS providers for backups of file system data 


Environment Avamar plug-in VSS provider


Stand-alone Windows computer,
all supported operating system
versions


Windows File System Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider


Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 cluster with Scale-Out File
Server


Windows Cluster File Server Microsoft CSV Shadow Copy Provider


Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 with clustered file servers for
general use


Windows Cluster File Server ● Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider for
file servers that the proxy node owns


● Microsoft File Share Shadow Copy Provider for
file servers that other nodes own


Windows Server Windows File System Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider


The Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS uses the Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider to perform snapshots for BMR
backups in all supported environments.


Hardware providers are not supported.
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If you manually install the iSCSI Target VDS or VSS hardware provider, then perform the credential configuration steps in the
“iSCSI Target Storage (VDS/VSS) Provider” blog post on the Microsoft TechNet website.


Supported VSS writers


The Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS uses the following Windows System Component VSS writers for BMR backups:


● Active Directory Domain Services (NTDS) Writer
● Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) Writer
● Active Directory Rights Management Services (AD RMS) Writer
● Automated System Recovery (ASR) Writer
● Background Intelligent Transfer Service (BITS) Writer
● Certificate Authority Writer
● Cluster Database Writer
● COM+ Class Registration Database Writer
● Distributed File System Replication (DFSR) Writer
● Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Writer
● File Replication Server (FRS) Writer
● File Server Resource Manager (FSRM) Writer
● IIS Configuration Writer
● IIS Metabase Writer
● MSSearch Service Writer
● Network Policy and Access Service (NPS) Writer
● Performance Counter Writer
● Registry Writer
● Remote Desktop Services (Terminal Services) Gateway VSS Writer
● Remote Desktop Services (Terminal Services) Licensing VSS Writer
● Removable Storage Manager (RSM) Writer
● System Writer
● Task Scheduler Writer
● VSS Metadata Store Writer
● WID Writer
● Windows Deployment Services (WDS) Writer
● WINS (Windows Internet Name Service) Writer


Backups of file system data do not require a VSS writer.


How Avamar works with supported VSS writers


VSS writers provide metadata about what data to back up, and specific methods for correctly handling components and
applications during backup and restore. VSS writers also identify the type of application or service in the backup, such as
System Boot or System Services.


Writers are only available for active services or applications. If a service or application is present but is not active, then
information from its writer is not available. Consequently, a writer can appear or disappear from backup to backup.


During a backup, Avamar checks the following conditions:


● Whether the writer for the application is present and active.
● Whether the writer appears in the list of supported writers.
● Whether a user has disabled the writer.


If the writer is present, active, supported, and enabled, then Avamar backs up the data by using VSS technology. Otherwise, the
backup does not include the data that the writer serves.


VSS snapshot volume requirements


The Microsoft VSS framework supports as many as 64 volumes in a VSS snapshot. When you create a dataset or perform an
on-demand backup, do not include more than 64 volumes. If you include more than 64 volumes in a snapshot, then the backup
fails and the Avamar event log lists the following error:
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VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_VOLUMES_REACHED.
The VSS framework also limits the number of shadow copies to 64 per volume. If the number of shadow copies in a volume
exceeds 64, then the backup fails and the Avamar event log lists the following error:


VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_SNAPSHOTS_REACHED.


Installing Windows updates for VSS issues


About this task


Backup files from VSS snapshots sometimes contain corrupted files when the size of the volume in the backup is a multiple of 8
GB on one of the following operating systems:
● Windows Server 2008
● Windows Server 2008 R2
● Windows 7
● Windows Vista


Steps


1. Install the Microsoft hotfix at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2748349.


2. Rename the file cache from C:\Program Files\avs\var\f_cache.dat to C:\Program
Files\avs\var\backup_f_cache.dat.


3. Run the next scheduled backup so that you have a good VSS snapshot.
The backup may take longer to complete because you removed the file cache and the backup must process all files on the
system.


Supported Windows features


Some Windows features supported by Avamar have additional requirements or conditions.


Deduplication and Single Instance Storage support


The Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System supports backup and restore of both optimized and unoptimized files on
Windows deduplicated volumes on Microsoft Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012. You can select whether to back up optimized
files in either an optimized or unoptimized state. If you back up files in an optimized state, then you can restore the files in
either an optimized or unoptimized state. You must select the entire Windows deduplicated volume for backup. However, you
can restore individual folders and files from the volume backup. You can only restore files from a Windows deduplicated volume
to the original location or to another Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 computer with Windows deduplicated volumes.


Do not perform a System State backup of Windows deduplicated volumes if the volumes are critical volumes. Microsoft does
not recommend making a deduplicated volume a critical volume, and Avamar excludes deduplicated volumes from VSS backups.


The Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System also supports Single Instance Storage (SIS) volumes on Windows Storage
Server 2008 and Windows Storage Server 2008 R2. Similar to Windows deduplicated volumes, you must select the entire SIS
volume for backup. However, you can restore individual folders and files from the volume backup.


Windows Server Core installation


If you deploy Windows Server by using the Core Installation feature, you do not have access to the traditional full graphical user
interface (GUI). Therefore, you must install and maintain the Avamar Client for Windows software from a DOS prompt by using
the msiexec utility. The installation and registration procedures later in this chapter provide detailed instructions.


User Account Control


The User Account Control (UAC) feature limits application software to standard user privileges. You must provide administrator
privileges for certain tasks, such as installing software. UAC is enabled by default.


If you start an Avamar client or plug-in installer without administrator privileges on a computer with UAC enabled, then the
software does not install correctly.
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You can disable or bypass UAC. The installation procedures in this chapter provide one method to bypass UAC. Other methods
and additional information are available in the Microsoft documentation.


NTFS Last Access Time


To correctly back up Windows access control list (ACL) changes, you must leave the NTFS Last Access Time feature enabled.
The NTFS Last Access Time feature is enabled by default, but is sometimes disabled for performance purposes.


About this task


If you disable the NTFS Last Access Time feature on a Windows backup client and you have already performed backups, then
the Avamar Client for Windows software cannot detect any further ACL changes. This action means that the ACL setting for
the file during the original file backup is the ACL setting that applies on all future restores.


Complete the following steps to reestablish proper ACL backup behavior.


Steps


1. Enable the NTFS Last Access Time feature by using one of the following methods:
● Specify a value of 0 in the following registry entry:


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\FileSystem\NtfsDisableLastAccessUp
date.
A value of 0 enables Last Access Time, while a value of 1 disables Last Access Time.


● On Windows 7, Windows Storage Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Storage Server 2008 R2, Windows
Server 2008, and Vista platforms, type the following command from a command prompt:


fsutil behavior set disablelastaccess 0


2. Delete the following local Avamar Client for Windows cache files:


● C:\Program Files\avs\var\f_cache.dat
● C:\Program Files\avs\var\p_cache.dat
The next backup process for the client re-creates the files.


Symbolic links and directory junctions


File system backups with the Windows File System plug-in or the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in include file system data
available through NTFS symbolic links (symlinks), mount points, and directory junctions.


System state backups with the Windows VSS plug-in fail if the path to the system state files includes symbolic links (symlinks)
or directory junctions.


Hardware requirements


The client computer on which you install the Avamar Client for Windows software must meet the minimum hardware
requirements in the following table.


Table 5. Minimum hardware requirements 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 512 MB


Hard drive space 250 MB permanent hard drive space is required for software installation. 1 GB is
recommended.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB of permanent hard drive
space for each 64 MB of physical RAM.


Additional disk space might be required by snapshot technology. Backing up the Windows
System State requires an additional 1 GB of free disk space.
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Up-to-date client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Networking requirements


Ensure that the environment meets the following networking requirements:


● The network interface must be 10BaseT or later, coax or optical cable, and configured with the latest drivers for the
operating system.


● The Avamar server must be operational and present on the same network as the client computer:


○ To verify that the Avamar server is operational, log in to the Avamar server as admin and run the dpnctl status
command.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides details on using dpnctl commands.


○ To verify that the Avamar server is present on the same network as the client computer, open a command prompt on the
client computer and type the following command:


ping Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


Note the DNS names of the Avamar server and Avamar utility node.


Additional software requirements


Ensure that the environment meets the following additional software requirements for Avamar client software on Windows.


.Net Framework 4


Install Microsoft .NET Framework 4 if you plan to install the Windows client in a cluster or you plan to use the Windows VSS
plug-in either on a stand-alone computer or in a cluster.


Microsoft .NET Framework 4 is preinstalled on Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012.


For other operating system versions, you can download .NET Framework 4 from the Microsoft Download Center.


Antivirus applications


Some antivirus applications may reduce the performance of Avamar backup operations. Most antivirus applications scan a file
for viruses when you open the file. If the antivirus application scans each file during a backup, then the disk and backup program
performance is slow.


To reduce backup times and prevent the antivirus application from scanning each file as Avamar backs it up, add the avtar.exe
file to the exclusion or safe list for the antivirus application. The settings and steps to do this depend on the antivirus
application. For example, McAfee refers to these exceptions as low-risk processes.


Unsupported configurations and features


The following table lists configurations that the Avamar Client for Windows does not support.


Table 6. Unsupported configurations 


Unsupported configuration Description


Microsoft Exchange Server and
Microsoft SharePoint Server on the same
server


Avamar does not support installation of Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft
SharePoint Server on the same server. Microsoft does not support this
configuration, and Microsoft best practices advise to install these roles on separate
servers.


Windows XP Mode on Windows 7 The Avamar Client for Windows does not support backup and recovery of Windows
XP Mode components on Windows 7.
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Preparing a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB
cluster


To ensure successful backup and restore in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster, you must correctly
configure roles and permissions in the cluster before you install Avamar client software.


Steps


1. Enable the Remote Management feature on each cluster node.


2. Install the File Server VSS Agent Service server role on each cluster node. Otherwise, backups of clustered file servers for
general use fail when the proxy node is not the owner node.


3. To prevent access permissions errors during backup and restore, add the machine accounts for each cluster node to the
Backup Operators group on all nodes, and then restart all nodes.


If the cluster disks use a Scale-Out File Server, then do not manually edit the permissions for a folder or file to remove the
machine accounts. If you remove the machine accounts for a folder or file, then Access Denied errors occur for that folder or
file during the backup or restore.


4. If you create SMB file shares, then configure the shares so that the machine accounts for each cluster node have access
privileges for the shares.


5. Create an account for the Avamar Plug-in Service for Windows, which is the plug-in service that the proxy cluster client
uses for backup and restore. The account must have the following privileges:


● Domain administrator privileges.
● Access privileges for all file servers and file shares that you plan to back up.


NOTE: You can use the account for both the Avamar Plug-in Service for Windows and the Backup Agent service, or you


can create separate accounts for each service.


6. (Optional) Create a separate account for the Backup Agent service, which is the service for the Avamar agent. The account
must have the following privileges:


● Domain administrator privileges, or privileges to perform WMI queries and copy files to the shared cluster storage during
a restore.


If you do not give domain administrator privileges to the account, then backups include ACL and file attribute information
only for file system data on file servers that the proxy node owns. You cannot back up ACL and file attribute information
for file system data on file servers that other nodes own.


● Access privileges for all file servers and file shares that you plan to back up.


Downloading the software


Download the installation packages for the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Config Checker from the Avamar server.
Then save the installation packages to a temporary folder.


Steps


1. Log in to the Windows computer as an administrator.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the operating system headings until the applicable software installation packages appear.


5. Click the appropriate Avamar Client for Windows installation package:


● AvamarClient-windows-x86-version.msi (32-bit)
● AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi (64-bit)
where version is the Avamar client version.
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6. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


7. Click the appropriate Avamar Config Checker installation package:


● Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x86.zip (32-bit)
● Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x64.zip (64-bit)


8. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.


Verifying the environment


Use the Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows to verify that you correctly configured the Windows environment for
Avamar backup and recovery. The Config Checker checks the configuration for problems that can lead to installation, backup, or
recovery failures. These failures can affect the operating system for the application host or the application itself.


About this task


You can run the Avamar Config Checker either before or after you install Avamar software on the client computer.


The Config Checker supports only English language operating systems.


Steps


1. Unzip the Avamar Config Checker installation package. To install the software, run the setup program.


2. Start the Config Checker:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Avamar Config Checker.


3. Click Next on the welcome page.
The Avamar Application and User Settings page appears.


4. Select the version number from the Avamar version list.


5. In the application list, select the checkbox next to the applications on the client computer. Specify credentials, if required.


6. Click Next.


7. Review the summary information.


8. Click Run Tests.
When the verification completes, the Config Check Results window appears.


9. Save or open the results in HTML format.


NOTE: The Config Checker does not automatically save the results. If you do not save the results, you must rerun the


Config Checker to view them.


10. Click Finish to exit the Config Checker.


11. Review the HTML result file, and correct all failed checks.


12. Rerun the Config Checker to ensure that all the checks are successful.
The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note, available on Online Support at https://
support.EMC.com, provides troubleshooting information and details about the results that appear for each application.


Installing the Avamar client software
To install the Avamar client software, install the Avamar Client for Windows on the client computer. Then register the client with
the Avamar server. In a cluster environment, perform these steps on each node, and then configure the cluster client.
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Installation road maps


The steps to install the Avamar Client for Windows depend on whether the environment is a stand-alone server or a cluster.


Stand-alone installation road map


About this task


To install the Avamar Client for Windows on a stand-alone server, install the Windows client and then register the client with the
Avamar server.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows. Installing the Avamar Client for Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


2. Register the Windows server as a client with the Avamar server. Registering the client on page 31 provides instructions.


Installation road map for Windows Server clusters


About this task


To install the Avamar client software in a cluster, install the Windows client on each node, register each node, and then
configure the Avamar cluster client.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on each node in the cluster. Installing the Avamar Client for
Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


2. Register each node in the cluster as a client with the Avamar server. Registering the client on page 31 provides
instructions.


3. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the federated cluster client. Configuring the federated cluster client on
Windows Server on page 31 provides instructions.


Installation road map for Windows Server active/active clusters


This road map describes how to configure Windows Server active/active clusters.


Prerequisites


In this setup, two cluster groups (for example, G1 and G2) each have a cluster node (for example, N1 and N2).


Steps


1. Create more than one cluster group (for example, G1 and G2).


2. (Optional) Create file shares on the cluster groups.


3. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on the cluster nodes, N1 and N2.Installing the Avamar Client for
Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


NOTE: The cluster groups should be owned by a different cluster node. For example, G1 is owned by N1, and G2 is


owned by N2.


4. Register each node as a client with the Avamar server. Registering the client on page 31 provides instructions.


5. Run the Cluster Configuration Wizard on the first cluster node N1 to configure the cluster client on the cluster group that is
owned by Node 1, G1. Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Server on page 31 provides instructions.


6. Run the Cluster Configuration Wizard on the second cluster node N2 to configure the cluster client on the cluster group that
is owned by Node 2, G2. Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Server on page 31 provides instructions.


Results


After running the Cluster Configuration Wizard, the network names of the cluster groups should be available in the client list in
Avamar Administrator.
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Select the names of the cluster groups in the Avamar Administrator client list to perform backups and restores.


Installation road map for Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 clusters with
SOFS or SMB


About this task


To install the Avamar client software in a cluster, install the Windows client on the proxy node, register the proxy node, and then
configure the Avamar cluster client.


Steps


1. Perform the steps in Preparing a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster on page 26.


2. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on only the proxy node. Installing the Avamar Client for Windows on page
29 provides instructions.


3. Register the proxy node as a client with the Avamar server. Registering the client on page 31 provides instructions.


4. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the proxy cluster client. Configuring the proxy cluster client on Windows
Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB clusters on page 32 provides instructions.


Installation road map for Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 active/active
clusters with SOFS or SMB


This road map describes how to configure Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 or 2012 R2 active/active clusters with SOFS or
SMB.


Prerequisites


In this setup, two cluster roles (for example, R1 and R2) each have a cluster node (for example, N1 and N2).


Steps


1. Create more than one cluster role (for example, R1 and R2).


2. Create file shares on those cluster roles.


3. Install the Avamar Client for Windows in the same folder on the cluster nodes, N1 and N2. Installing the Avamar Client for
Windows on page 29 provides instructions.


NOTE: The cluster roles can be owned by the same cluster node (N1 or N2), or by a different cluster node (for example,


R1 is owned by N1, and R2 is owned by N2.


4. Register each node as a client with the Avamar server. Registering the client on page 31 provides instructions.


5. Run the Cluster Configuration Wizard on the two cluster nodes to create two cluster Proxy nodes (N1 and N2). Configuring
the proxy cluster client on Windows Server 2012 provides instructions.


Results


Select the names of the proxy nodes in the Avamar Administrator client list to perform backups on different cluster servers
(roles).


Installing the Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows includes the Avamar agent and the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System. The Avamar
agent is required for backups and restores with application plug-ins. You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up
operating system and application binary files, which are required for disaster recovery.


In a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster, install the Windows client on only the proxy node. In a
Windows Server cluster, install the Windows client on each node in the cluster.
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Installing the Windows client on full Windows Server installations


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the Windows client. If the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled
on the client computer, then you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods
and additional information.


Steps


1. Log in to the Windows computer as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the setup wizard:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type one of the following commands:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86-version.msi
msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The Welcome page appears.


4. Click Next.
The End-User License Agreement page appears.


5. Review the license agreement.


6. Select the checkbox to accept the terms in the license agreement, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


7. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


8. If you are installing on a proxy node for a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster, enable the Cluster
File Server Plugin option for installation.


9. (Optional) To specify a folder for the Avamar client installation, click Browse and select a location.


NOTE: Do not rename client installation packages. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with


renamed packages.


10. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Ready to Install Avamar for Windows page appears.


11. Click Install.


12. When the installation completes, click Finish.


Installing the Windows client on Windows Server Core installations


About this task


A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the plug-in. For Windows Server Core installations start the installation
wizard at the command line.


Steps


1. Log in to the server as an administrator.


2. Use WinSCP or FTP to copy the Avamar Client for Windows installation package from the download temporary folder to a
temporary folder on the Windows Server Core computer.


Alternatively, use the net use command from the Server Core computer to connect to a shared folder with the client
install package file.


3. Use the cd command to browse to the temporary folder with the client installation package.


4. Start the software installation by typing the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.
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The installation wizard appears.


5. Follow the instructions in Installing the Windows client on full Windows Server installations on page 30.


Registering the client


Before you can back up or restore files on a client computer, you must register the server as a client with the Avamar server.
You specify the name of the Avamar server, the Avamar domain for the client, and the port on the Avamar server for client/
server communication. Avamar domains enable you to group clients and limit backup, restore, and monitoring privileges for the
group to certain accounts.


In a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster, register only the proxy node. In a Windows Server cluster,
register each node in the cluster.


Registering a full Windows Server client


Steps


1. Log in to the Windows server.


2. Right-click the Avamar client system tray icon and Select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In the Administrator Server Address box, type the DNS name of the Avamar server.


4. In the Administrator Server Port box, specify the port on the Avamar server for client/server communication.


5. In the Client Domain box, type the name of the Avamar domain for the client.


The default location is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


6. Click Activate.
A confirmation message appears.


7. Click OK.


Registering a Windows Server Core client


Steps


1. Open a command prompt on the client computer.


2. Type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\avregister.bat MCS_name domain
where:


● C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.


● MCS_name is the DNS name of the Avamar Management Console Server.
● domain is the Avamar domain for the client. The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character


when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash, an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


Configuring the federated cluster client on Windows Server


About this task


The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore Windows data on shared storage in a cluster, regardless of which
node is managing the data at the time of the backup or restore. The Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to
configure the Avamar cluster client for the Windows client.


Steps


1. Log in to an active node as a domain administrator.


a. Ensure that the account is also a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.
b. Ensure that the node on which you logged in, is the owner of the share storage that you want to configure.
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NOTE: The account must also be a member of the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Open the Cluster Configuration Tool, by opening a command prompt and typing the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\AvamarClusterConfiguration.exe
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.


The wizard opens.


3. Perform the following steps by using the Cluster Configuration Tool:


a. In the Choose a group for Install or Update: field, select the shared storage that you would like to configure.
b. Click Configure.
c. Ignore the following error message and then click OK.


No pin files found on local installation path C:\Program Files\avs\bin\. Aborting 
installation!


d. Ignore the following error message and then click OK.


Could not find cid.bin in var folder path(H:\Program Files \Backup Agents for Cluster 
Groups\vm-share16NTFS\var
\cid.bin). Please check avagent.log file to see if there are problems with client 
registration! Tip: This error can occur
if provided details for Avamar server are incorrect.


e. Ignore the following error message and then click OK.


Configure of Avamar Cluster Client for cluster group: "vmshare16NTFS" is finished. 
Configured plug-ins:


f. Click Done.


4. Open the Failover Cluster Manager and perform the following steps:


a. Select <Cluster Name> > Roles > <Shared Storage Name>..
b. Click Resources at the bottom on the window.
c. Right-click the Backup Agent service that you just configured.
d. Click Properties.
e. Add the following text to the end of the Startup parameters.


For example:


"--service --mcsaddr=a4dpn212d6.asl.lab.emc.com --mcsport=28001 --dpndomain=clients
--vardir="H:\Program Files\Backup Agents for Cluster Groups\vm-share16NTFS\var"
--logfile="H:\Program Files\Backup Agents for Cluster Groups\vm-
share16NTFS\var\avagent.log" --netbind=. --disablegui=true --pin_include=windows.pin


5. Click OK.


Configuring the proxy cluster client on Windows Server 2019, 2016,
or 2012 for SOFS or SMB clusters


About this task


The Avamar cluster client enables you to back up and restore Windows data on shared storage in a cluster, regardless of which
node is managing the data at the time of the backup or restore. The Cluster Configuration Tool walks you through the steps to
configure the Avamar cluster client for the Windows client.


Steps


1. Log in to the proxy node as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local Administrators group on
each cluster node.


2. Open the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On a full Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 installation, from the Windows Desktop open the Avamar Windows


Cluster Configuration Tool.
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● On a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 Server Core installation, open a command prompt on the proxy node, and then
type the following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\av_cluster_config_wizard.exe
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.


The Welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Windows Proxy Cluster, and click Next.
The Operations page appears.


5. Select Configure a new proxy cluster client for the proxy node, and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


6. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


7. Select the IP version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


8. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Configure.
A dialog box prompts you for credentials.


9. Type the username and password for the service account for the Avamar Plug-in Service for Windows, which is the plug-in
service that the proxy cluster client uses for backup and restore.


The account must be a domain administrator or an account that can perform WMI queries and copy files to the shared
cluster storage during a restore. The account must also have access privileges for all file servers and file shares that you
back up.


10. Click OK.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


11. Click Close.


Adding permissions for hidden file access in a cluster


To browse, back up, or restore hidden file shares, the machine accounts in a cluster must belong to each other's Backup
Operators group. For remote access, the machine accounts must belong to each other's Local Administrator's group.


Steps


1. Add the M2 machine account to the Backup Operators group of machine M1.


2. Add the M1 machine account to the Backup Operators group of machine M2.


3. For remote access to the machines:


a. Add the M2 machine account to the Local Administrators group of machine M1.
b. Add the M1 machine account to the Local Administrators group of machine M2.


4. After adding the machine accounts, reboot the machines.


Results


If you get an error similar to the following during restore, add the flag --ignoreacls to the plug-in command file,
avwinclusterfs.cmd. This command file is located in the \var directory for the cluster client, in the location specified
in the Cluster client's var directory when configuring the cluster. You can create this command file with a text editor if it does
not already exist.


Error message:


File '\\vm-fshv2k12SOHI\restore$\file2.txt' is unable to be restored due to Avamar having
improper permissions to restore the security information for that file. If you wish to
restore the file, either provide proper rights to Avamar or use the --ignoreacls flag.
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Adding permissions for non-administrator user access in a cluster


To browse, back up, or restore cluster file shares, the user must be added to the Backup Operators and Administrators groups
on each cluster node in the same cluster system. For remote access, add the user to the Remote Desktop User group.


Prerequisites


The new user must be in the list of Users of the machine's Domain Controller.


Steps


1. Log into a cluster node as a Domain Administrator.


2. Start Server Manager.


3. Select Tools > Computer Management.


4. Select Backup Operators > Properties > Add.


5. Add the new user.


6. Select Administrators > Properties > Add.


7. Add the new user.


8. To allow the new user remote access to the machine:


a. Select Remote Desktop User > Properties > Add.
b. Add the user.


9. Reboot the machine.


10. Repeat the steps for adding the new user to Backup Operators, Administrators, and Remote Desktop User groups on
each cluster node in the same cluster.


11. Log in the cluster node using the new user's login account.


12. Uninstall the Avamar base client if it exists.


13. Install the Avamar base client.


14. Run the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the cluster. Enter the new user name and its password in the Windows
Security dialog box.


15. Reactivate the client to the server.


Results


Once these permissions are set up, the user can do the following:


● Browse, back up, and restore the cluster machine with Avamar Administrator.
● Perform backups and restores from the command line, by right-clicking on the PowerShell icon and selecting Run as


Administrator to open the PowerShell command prompt.


Next steps


Non-administrator users must be added to the permissions list of the avs folder in the Avamar client's installation path. This is
required to access the bin and var directories.


Viewing the cluster client configuration


Steps


1. Log in to the node with the cluster client as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of the local
Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. From the Windows Desktop open the Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Windows Cluster or Windows Proxy Cluster, and click Next.
● If you select Windows Proxy Cluster, then the Operations page appears. Skip the next step and proceed to the


following step.
● If you select Windows Cluster, then the Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.
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5. On the Cluster Nodes page, ensure that all nodes are in an Up status, and click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. On the Operations page, select View the existing cluster client configuration, and click Next.
The Summary page appears with the cluster client configuration.


7. When you finish viewing the configuration, click Close.


Upgrading the Avamar client software
The steps to upgrade Avamar client software on a Windows client depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone server
or in a cluster.


Upgrading on a stand-alone server


When you upgrade Avamar client and plug-in software on a stand-alone server, you do not need to uninstall earlier versions
before you install a new version. The installation determines that an earlier version is installed, and then prompts you to upgrade
to the new version or remove the current version.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Windows by running the Windows client installation wizard for the new version on the
Windows server.


Upgrading in a Windows Server cluster


About this task


When you upgrade Avamar client and plug-in software in a cluster, you must uninstall the current Avamar clients and plug-ins
from each node, and then install the new versions.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version. Preparing to install the Avamar client
software on page 20 provides information.


2. Use the earlier version of the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar cluster client.


The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide for the earlier version provides instructions.


3. Follow the steps in Installation road map for Windows Server clusters on page 28.


Upgrading in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or
SMB cluster


About this task


When you upgrade Avamar client and plug-in software in a cluster, you must uninstall the current Avamar clients and plug-ins,
and then install the new versions.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.


2. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


NOTE: You do not need to use the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the proxy cluster client in a Windows Server


2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster. The proxy cluster client uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the


Avamar Client for Windows.


3. Follow the steps in Installation road map for Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 clusters with SOFS or SMB on page 29.
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Uninstalling the Avamar client software
When you uninstall Avamar plug-in and client software from a client computer, scheduled backups no longer occur for the client.
You cannot restore backups to the client after you uninstall the software.


When you uninstall the Avamar client software, you can keep or delete the backups for the client.


● To keep the backups for the client so that you can restore the backups to a different client, retire the client by using Avamar
Administrator.


● To delete the backups for the client, delete the client by using Avamar Administrator.


Retire or delete the client either before or after you uninstall the plug-in. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
information.


The steps to uninstall Avamar client software from a Windows client depend on whether the installation is on a stand-alone
server or in a cluster, and on a full Windows Server installation or a Windows Server Core installation.


Uninstall road map


About this task


To uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software from a stand-alone server, uninstall the plug-in and Windows client by using
standard Windows uninstall features. In a cluster, first uninstall the Avamar cluster client.


Steps


1. (Windows Server cluster only) Uninstall the Avamar cluster client.


NOTE: You do not need to uninstall the proxy cluster client in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB


cluster. The proxy cluster client uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows by using Programs and Features.


Uninstalling the federated cluster client in a Windows Server
cluster


About this task


To uninstall the Avamar cluster client from a full Windows Server installation, run the Cluster Configuration Tool on an active
node in the cluster, and select the removal option.


Steps


1. Log in to the active node with the federated cluster client as a domain administrator. The account must also be a member of
the local Administrators group on each cluster node.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server, on the Windows Desktop open the Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server Core, open a command prompt on the node with the federated cluster client, and then type the


following command:


C:\Program Files\avs\bin\AvamarClusterConfiguration.exe
where C:\Program Files\avs\bin\ is the Avamar client installation path.


The welcome page apears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Windows Cluster, and click Next.
The Cluster Nodes page appears with a list of nodes and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each node is Up, and click Next.
The Operations page appears.


6. Select Remove the cluster client from all nodes, and click Next.
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The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


7. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and click Next.
The Select Service page appears.


8. Select the cluster service from which to detach the cluster plug-in, and click Next.
The Summary page appears.


9. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


10. Click Close.


Uninstalling the Avamar Client for Windows


About this task


Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows using Programs and Features for full servers, or with the command line for Windows
Server Core.


Steps


1. On Windows Server, use Programs and Features.


2. On Windows Server Core, open a command prompt, browse to the folder with the installation file, and type one of the
following commands:


msiexec /uninstall AvamarClient-windows-x86-version.msi
msiexec /uninstall AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the version number of the installation package.


If you do not have the installation file, then complete the following steps:


a. Download the installation file. Downloading the software on page 26 provides instructions.
b. Copy the installation file to the client computer. Installing the Windows client on Windows Server Core installations on


page 30 to download the file and copy it to the client computer.
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Backup


Topics:


• Performing on-demand backups
• Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Performing on-demand backups
You can use AUI to perform an on-demand file system backup or a BMR backup. The steps to perform an on-demand file system
backup or a BMR backup depend on the operating system and whether the environment is a stand-alone server or a cluster.


Performing file system backups on a stand-alone server


About this task


Complete the following procedure to perform an on-demand backup of volumes, folders, and files on a stand-alone Windows
server.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the Windows computer.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows File System plug-in for the platform.
A list of volumes on the selected client is displayed.


b. Browse to and select one or more folder and files for the backup.


NOTE: If you are backing up SIS-enabled volumes on Windows Storage Server 2008 or 2008 R2, or deduplicated


volumes on Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012, select the entire volume for backup. However, you can restore


individual folders and files from the volume backup.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.
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b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in backup options on page 66 provides details on each of the options.


The Backup Command Line Options dialog box is displayed.


8. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Performing file system backups in a Windows Server cluster


About this task


Complete the following procedure to perform an on-demand backup of file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server
cluster.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the federated cluster client.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the federated cluster client.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows File System plug-in for the platform.
A list of shared disks on the selected cluster is displayed.


b. Browse to and select one or more disks, folders, and files for the backup.


Keep the following points in mind when you select the data for backup:
● If you are backing up SIS-enabled volumes on Microsoft Windows Storage Server 2008 or 2008 R2, you must select


the entire volume for backup. However, you can restore individual folders and files from the volume backup.
● Do not select the quorum drive. According to Microsoft guidelines, this cluster resource must always remain under


exclusive control of the cluster.
● Do not select both shared and local file system data. You may not be able to restore data from a backup that includes


file system data from both shared storage and local volumes.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.
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b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in backup options on page 66 provides details on each of the options.


The Backup Command Line Options dialog box is displayed.


8. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Performing file system backups in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or
2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster


About this task


Complete the following procedure to perform an on-demand backup of file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server
2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster.


Steps


1. Ensure that you performed the steps to prepare the cluster in Preparing a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or
SMB cluster on page 26.


2. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


3. In the domain tree, select the domain for the proxy cluster client.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


4. In the list of clients, select the proxy cluster client.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


5. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed is displayed.


6. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in for the platform.
A list of clustered file servers on the selected cluster is displayed.


b. Browse to and select one or more clustered file servers, file shares, folders, or files for the backup.


NOTE: If you are backing up deduplicated volumes, select the entire volume for backup. However, you can restore


individual folders and files from the volume backup.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


7. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.
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b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


8. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in backup options on page 66 provides details on each of the options.


The Backup Command Line Options dialog box is displayed.


9. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Backing up VHDs with the Windows File System plug-in


Use the Windows File System plug-in to back up attached or detached VHDs in the following environments:


● Stand-alone server, all operating system versions
● Windows Server cluster


You must attach the VHD file in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster to back up the VHD file with
the Windows File System plug-in.


If the VHD file is attached as a volume and you want to include the VHD in the backup, then select the Back up Natively
Attached Virtual Hard Disks checkbox in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box when you set the options for the
backup.


To exclude an attached VHD file from the backup of a volume, clear the Back up Natively Attached Virtual Hard Disks
checkbox.


The Windows File System plug-in backs up the detached VHD file as a file in the file system with a .vhd file name extension.
You must select the volume on which the VHD file is located for the backup.


Performing BMR backups


You can perform an on-demand BMR backup of various versions of Windows Server and Windows client computers, including
the System State, critical disks, and Active Directory data on a domain controller.


Prerequisites


For details about BMR support, see the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the Windows computer. To back up Active Directory data, select the domain controller.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Windows VSS plug-in plug-in for the platform.
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Do not select individual items in the Windows VSS plug-in, or the backup fails with an error message that you must select
all items in the Windows VSS plug-in.


b. Browse to and select one or more folders and files for the backup.


NOTE: If you are backing up SIS-enabled volumes on Windows Storage Server 2008 or 2008 R2, or deduplicated


volumes on Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012, select the entire volume for backup. However, you can restore


individual folders and files from the volume backup.


c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration pane is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. In the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. (Optional) Type a descriptive label for the backup in the Snapup label box.
c. To perform a BMR backup, select the Create Disaster Recovery Backup checkbox.
d. To perform a nondisaster recovery backup on a domain controller so that you can restore Active Directory data, clear the


Create Disaster Recovery Backup checkbox.
e. Specify whether to ignore missing Windows System State files during the backup by selecting or clearing the When


backup detects missing Windows System State files, complete the backup successfully without exceptions
checkbox. When you select the checkbox, warnings appear for the missing files and the backup completes successfully.
When you clear the checkbox, errors appear for the missing files and the backup completes with exceptions. On Windows
Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 or Windows 8, specify whether to include or exclude a non-critical disk when a service or
application is installed on the disk and causes the disk to become critical.


f. Select the Ignore third-party services when identifying critical volumes. Applies to Windows 8 (or later)
checkbox to exclude the noncritical disk from the backup, or clear the checkbox to include the noncritical disk in the
backup.


g. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select the Store backup on Data Domain
system checkbox, and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


h. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


Windows VSS plug-in backup options on page 70 provides details on each of the options.


8. To exclude noncritical dynamic disks from the backup, add the following attribute:


a. Click More.
b. In the Enter Attribute box, type --exclude-non-critical-dynamic-disks.


c. In the Enter Attribute Value box, type true.


d. Click +.


9. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.
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BMR backup limitations


Consider the following requirements and limitations of BMR backups:


● BMR backups do not include critical disks on shared storage in a cluster. Perform file system backups of these disks.
● BMR of a UEFI system requires one available drive letter.


Volumes that are considered critical and are included in a Windows BMR
backup


Certain volumes are considered critical and are included in a Windows BMR backup.


The following volumes are included in a Windows BMR backup:


● Any volume that contains operating system files.
● Any volume that contains a third-party service.
● A non-critical volume that has a critical volume mounted on it, or a non-critical volume that serves as a parent to a critical


volume. In either case, both the parent volume and mounted volume are treated as critical.
● If one of the volumes on a dynamic disk is critical, all volumes on a dynamic disk are critical. Microsoft requires all dynamic


disks to be included in the BMR backup if anyone of the dynamic disks is critical.


Excluding a volume from a Windows BMR backup


There are several ways to exclude a volume from a Windows BMR backup depending on the operating system, disk types,
configuration, and installation practices.
● Install applications with third-party services on the system disk, or a disk that already has other services installed. Use the


diskshadow utility command list writers detailed to identify the disks that contain third-party services.


● Do not install services on a dynamic disk. This causes all the dynamic disks to be classified as critical volumes, and increases
the number of disks included in the BMR backup.


● If a dynamic disk is critical, you can exclude the noncritical dynamic disks by using --exclude-non-critical-
dynamic-disks=true in avvss.cmd or in the dataset definition. When you perform BMR, you must use –-exclude-
non-critical-disks=false in avvss.cmd. Create the avvss.cmd file in the var directory, C:\Program
Files\avs\var.


● Do not create a mount point on a noncritical disk that points to a critical disk.
● For Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 use the ExcludedBinaryPaths registry key to exclude third-party services from


the System Writer. This prevents the disk where the service is installed from being classified as critical. The System state
backup error in Windows Server 2008, in Windows Vista, in Windows 7 and in Windows Server 2008 R2: "Enumeration of
the files failed” support document on the Microsoft website describes the use of this registry key.


● For Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 and later, use –-dr-exclude-win32-services-files=true in avvss.cmd
to exclude disks containing third-party services. The default value is false to maintain consistency with older versions of
the Windows VSS plug-in. Create the avvss.cmd file in the var directory, C:\Program Files\avs\var.


● For Windows Server 2012 R2, use –-dr-exclude-sync-shares=true in avvss.cmd to ignore Sync Share (Work
Folders) data when identifying critical disks. The default value is false.


Perform file system backups of any excluded disk so that you can restore files if you need to restore the disk.


Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.
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Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Windows File System plug-in appropriate for your operating system.
The Windows File System plug-in options are displayed.


6. Click the Options tab, and then set the plug-in options.


To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in backup options on page 66 provides details on each of the options.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and then set the plug-in options:


● To include all local Windows file system, select All local Windows filesystems. All local Windows filesystems are
selected by default. This backs up all file system data.


● To limit the dataset to specific items, perform the following steps:


a. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.
b. Click ADD.


If you are backing up SIS-enabled volumes on Windows Storage Server 2008 or 2008 R2, or deduplicated volumes on
Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012, type the entire volume for backup. However, you can restore individual folders and files
from the volume backup.


8. Click SUBMIT.


Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.
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The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .
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Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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File System Restore


Topics:


• Restore requirements
• Restoring to the original location
• Restoring to a different location
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores


Restore requirements
Review the requirements for your environment before you restore Windows file system data from an Avamar backup.


Restoring in a cluster


When you restore data from a backup of file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server cluster, select the federated
cluster client as the client from which to restore. Use the Windows File System plug-in for the restore.


When you restore data from a backup of file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS
or SMB cluster, select the proxy cluster client as the client from which to restore. Use the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in
for the restore.


When you restore data from a backup of file system data on a local volume of a node, select the node as the client from which
to restore. Use the Windows File System plug-in for the restore.


Restoring VHD files


When you restore VHDs from an Avamar backup, ensure that you meet the following additional requirements:


● When you restore the parent partition and VHDs on a client computer, you must restore the parent partition before you can
restore the VHDs on the parent partition.


● When you restore both VHDs and other file types simultaneously, Avamar restores the other file types before the VHDs.
● After you restore the VHDs, reattach the VHDs. Use the same drive letter settings to ensure backup data consistency.


Restoring SIS volumes on Windows Server 2008


When you restore an SIS volume on Windows Server 2008, the SIS Groveler service activity may prevent the restore process
from correctly restoring or overwriting some files. Restore problems and solutions on page 81 provides more information about
this error and how to correct it.


Restoring from backups of DFS shares


When you restore data from backups of DFS shares, the replication process automatically replicates the restored data to the
central DFS hub if the restored data has a newer timestamp.


About this task


NOTE: File system backups include only DFS shares on local volumes on the client computer.


Perform the appropriate steps to prevent automatic replication after a restore:
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● Restore specific folders or files from a backup of DFS shares by using the steps in Restoring to a different location on page
49 to restore the data to a location outside of the DFS shared folders.


● Restore all data from a backup of DFS shares:
1. Disable DFS replication.


The “Managing DFS Replication” article on the Microsoft TechNet website provides several methods to disable
replication.


2. Follow the steps in Restoring to the original location on page 48 to restore the backup.
3. Manually run replication to synchronize data with the replication server.


The “Managing DFS Replication” article on the Microsoft TechNet website provides several methods to synchronize data.


Restoring to the original location
The steps to restore file system data to the original location depend on whether the environment is a stand-alone server or a
cluster.


Restoring to the original client


About this task


You can restore a volume, folder, or file to the original location on a stand-alone server. You can also restore file system data to
the original location on shared storage in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Windows server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.
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The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


Windows File System plug-in restore options on page 69 provides additional information about the plug-in options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring to the original location in a Windows Server cluster


When you restore volumes, folders, or files to shared storage in a Windows Server cluster, select the federated cluster client as
the client from which to restore. Use the Windows File System plug-in to perform the restore. Restoring to the original client on
page 48 provides instructions.


Restoring to a different location
The steps to restore file system data to a different location either on the same client or on a different client depend on the
environment:


● Stand-alone server
● Windows Server cluster
● Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster


Restoring to a different location on a stand-alone server


You can restore file system data to a single different location on the same stand-alone server, or to a single location on a
different client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Windows server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.
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b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


If you type a pathname and the folder does not exist, the restore process creates the folder.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in restore options on page 69 provides additional information about the plug-in options.


NOTE: If a file with the same name exists in the directory to which you are restoring a file, use the Overwrite


Existing Files option to control whether the restore process overwrites the file.


b. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring to a different location in a Windows Server cluster


When you restore file system data to a single different location on the same Windows Server cluster, or to a single location on a
different client, select the federated cluster client as the client from which to restore. Use the Windows File System plug-in to
perform the restore. Restoring to a different location on a stand-alone server provides instructions.


Restoring to a different location in a Windows Server 2019, 2016,
or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster


You can restore file system data to a single different location on shared storage in the same Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012
for SOFS or SMB cluster, or to a single location on a different client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Windows server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Windows server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
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b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the clustered file servers, folders, or files to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


● To restore to shared storage in a cluster, type the path of the Windows Cluster File Server.
● To restore to a stand-alone computer, type the path of the Windows File System.


If you type a pathname and the folder does not already exist, the restore process creates the folder.


NOTE: When you restore to a different location, Avamar restores only the contents of the folder. Avamar does not


restore the original parent folder.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Windows File System plug-in restore options on page 69 provides additional information about the plug-in options.


NOTE: If a file with the same name exists in the directory to which you are restoring a file, use the Overwrite


Existing Files option to control whether the restore process overwrites the file.


b. Click NEXT.
c. In the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the


Avamar server during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:
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○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Bare Metal Recovery


Topics:


• BMR of Windows clients
• Active Directory recovery
• BMR of Windows clusters


BMR of Windows clients


About this task


You can perform BMR of client computers with a variety of Windows operating systems. For details, see E-LAB Navigator at
https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Steps


1. Review the BMR requirements in BMR requirements on page 53.


2. Download and prepare the custom Avamar WinPE ISO image for BMR. WinPE ISO image preparation on page 54 provides
details.


3. Test the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard to ensure that the wizard can run successfully and you have the required
drivers:


a. Complete the steps in Restoring the computer to its original System State on page 57.


Verify the following requirements as you go through the wizard pages:


● You can see the network interface that is required to communicate with the Avamar server. If you cannot see the
network interface, use the wizard to load the required NIC driver.


● If DNS is not available, the host can resolve the Avamar server name by some method, such as using a local hosts file.
● You can see the critical and non-critical local disks for the target host. If you cannot see all of the disks, use the


wizard to load the required disk drivers.


b. When you reach the Summary page, click Exit to exit the wizard without performing the restore.
The system automatically restarts.


4. Use the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard to restore the Windows computer to its original System State. Restoring the
computer to its original System State on page 57 provides details.


5. Perform the post-BMR steps in Performing post-BMR tasks on page 60.


BMR requirements


Avamar supports BMR to physical and virtual machines:


● Physical machine to physical machine
● Virtual machine to virtual machine
● Physical to virtual machine (P2V)


The following table lists the Windows versions and virtual machine environments that are supported for P2V BMR.


Table 7. Windows versions and virtual machine environments supported for P2V BMR 


Windows versions Virtual machine environments


● Windows Server 2008 or later
● Windows 7 or later


● Microsoft Hyper-V
● VMware ESX 5.0, 5.1, and 5.5
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NOTE: BMR of a physical Hyper-V server to a VMware virtual machine is not supported. VMware does not support running


a nested hypervisor. That means you cannot run a Hyper-V server inside of a VMware virtual machine, and you cannot


perform a P2V BMR of a Hyper-V server to a VMware virtual machine. Contact Customer Support for alternatives.


Avamar performs P2V BMR operations on a best-effort basis, and cannot guarantee that all possible combinations of physical
hardware can be successfully converted to a virtual machine.


Verify that the environment meets the following requirements before you perform a BMR:


● A valid BMR backup exists. Find the Windows VSS plug-in backup on the Avamar server. If the BootableSystemState
column in the Backups table displays an entry for the ASR writer, then the backup is valid for BMR.


● The hardware on the target host is operational.
● The hardware configuration on the target host is similar to the hardware configuration on the host for which the Windows


BMR backup was done (source host). Any hardware, driver, or firmware differences between the source and target host
computers might cause the recovery to fail. For example, restore of a 64-bit host to 32-bit hardware is not supported.


The Microsoft Support article “How to move a Windows installation to different hardware” on the Microsoft website states
that Microsoft does not support restoring a System State backup from one computer to a target computer with a different
make, model, or hardware configuration.


● The target host has at least 512 MB of RAM.
● The size of the disks on the target host is equal to or greater than the size of the disks on the source host.


BMR fails to initialize and format the disk when the disk size on the target host is less than the disk size on the source host,
even if the target system disk size is sufficient for the BMR backup data.


After BMR, some unallocated space may remain. You can extend the partition after the recovery to use this extra space.


● There are at least as many disks on the target host as there were on the source host. The disk LUN numbering on the target
host must match the disk LUN numbering on the source host.


● If the target host is a Windows 7 computer, then the computer does not use Windows XP Mode components. The Avamar
Client for Windows does not support backup and recovery of Windows XP Mode components in Windows 7.


● You have the following information available:


○ The IP address and network name of the target host, and the accounting system pathname of the client computer, for
example, /clients/mycomputer.mycompany.com.


○ The network name or IP address of the Avamar server to use for the recovery.
○ Account credentials for an Avamar Administrator account on the Avamar server. The credentials enable successful


backup of BMR log files.


NOTE: Avamar Windows BMR has not been tested with third-party drive encryption products other than Microsoft's


BitLocker. If you use third-party drive encryption products, you should perform a Windows BMR backup and recovery to


ensure that a good working system is available. Do the test using the original hardware and new hardware to confirm both


scenarios. You will need to determine if any steps are required to reencrypt the drives after a successful restore.


WinPE ISO image preparation


Avamar provides customized WinPE ISO images that enable you to recover the target computer without installing an operating
system. Because the local disks are not in use by the booted operating system, the recovery process can replace files without
conflict.


NOTE: The Microsoft Windows® Preinstallation Environment software included with this computer or software may be


used for boot, diagnostic, setup, restoration, installation, configuration, test, or disaster recovery purposes only. NOTE:


THIS SOFTWARE CONTAINS A SECURITY FEATURE THAT WILL CAUSE YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM TO REBOOT


WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION AFTER 72 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS USE.


NOTE: FOR AUSTRALIA ONLY. References to "Limited Warranty" are references to the warranty provided by the


manufacturer or installer. This warranty is given in addition to other rights and remedies you may have under law, including


your rights and remedies in accordance with the statutory guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law. Our goods


include guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or


refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled


to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a


major failure. Goods that are presented for repair may be replaced by refurbished goods of the same type rather than being


replaced. Refurbished parts may be used to repair the goods. For further information regarding this warranty and to claim
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expenses in relation to the warranty (if applicable), please contact the manufacturer or installer; see the contact information


provided in the system packaging.


WinPE supports a minimal subset of Windows features. This functionality includes access to network resources, disks, and other
features through a command prompt.


The custom Avamar WinPE ISO image contains the NIC and disk drivers from Microsoft for the Windows versions that the
WinPE ISO supports. The custom Avamar WinPE ISO image is based on Windows PE 10.0.


If the WinPE ISO image does not contain the drivers for the NIC or disk devices on the client computer that you are recovering,
you can perform one of the following tasks:


● Copy the drivers to a USB flash drive, and then attach the drive after booting with the custom Avamar WinPE ISO image.
● Create a WinPE ISO image that includes the drivers, and reboot from that image. (Optional) Adding NIC or disk drivers to the


WinPE ISO file on page 56 provides instructions.


The drivers must meet the following requirements:


● Use 32-bit drivers with 32-bit ISO images and 64-bit drivers with 64-bit ISO images.
● Use drivers that do not require a restart during installation. The WinPE environment loads only in memory, and changes are


not persistent across a restart. If a restart prompt appears, you may be able to ignore the prompt. Most NIC drivers are
generally plug-and-play.


Preparing the WinPE ISO image for BMR


Download and prepare the WinPE ISO image for BMR of a Windows client computer.


Steps


1. Download the customized WinPE ISO image from the Avamar server. Downloading the custom WinPE ISO image from the
Avamar server on page 55 provides instructions.


2. (Optional) If the WinPE ISO image does not contain the drivers for the NIC or disk devices on the client computer that you
are recovering, and you do not want to load the drivers from a separate disk during the BMR process, then add the drivers
to the WinPE ISO file.


(Optional) Adding NIC or disk drivers to the WinPE ISO file on page 56 provides instructions.


3. Use one of the following methods to create bootable media from the ISO image:


● To boot the target computer locally, burn the WinPE ISO image to a CD, DVD, or USB flash drive.
● To enable a network boot of the target computer, copy the image to a Windows Deployment Services (WDS) server.


(Optional) Adding the WinPE ISO boot image to a Windows Deployment Services server on page 56 provides detailed
steps.


Downloading the custom WinPE ISO image from the Avamar server


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


2. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


3. Click + next to the correct operating system heading, click + next to the Windows Bare Metal Recovery (BMR) Wizard
heading, and then click the .iso file link:


● Windows (32 bit) > Windows Bare Metal Recovery (BMR) Wizard >
Avamar_Windows_BMR_Wizard_x86_WinPE10-version.iso


This .iso file is for computers with a 32-bit version of Windows Server 2008, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, or Windows 7,
and supports only BIOS-based systems.


● Windows (64 bit) > Windows Bare Metal Recovery (BMR) Wizard >
Avamar_Windows_BMR_Wizard_x64_WinPE10-version.iso
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This .iso file is for computers with a 64-bit version of Windows operating systems, and supports both BIOS-based and
UEFI-based systems.


4. Download the file to a temporary folder.


(Optional) Adding NIC or disk drivers to the WinPE ISO file


Customize the Avamar WinPE ISO image to add NIC or disk device drivers if you do not want to load the drivers from a separate
disk during the BMR process.


About this task


NOTE: In general, we do not support changes to the custom Avamar WinPE ISO image. Modify the image at your own risk.


One exception, however, is the addition of NIC or disk device drivers that the image does not include.


Steps


1. Open the Avamar WinPE ISO file with a utility like UltraISO or MagicISO.


2. Create a folder for the drivers at the top level of the ISO image, such as Drivers in the following example figure.


Figure 4. Folders


3. Copy the NIC or disk device drivers to the folder.


If you have several models of servers that require different NIC or disk device drivers, you can create subfolders for each
device, model, or brand.


4. Save the ISO image with a different name.


(Optional) Adding the WinPE ISO boot image to a Windows Deployment
Services server


About this task


You can add the WinPE ISO boot image to a Windows Deployment Services (WDS) server to enable a network boot of the
target computer. The Microsoft TechNet website provides detailed steps to configure and use WDS.


NOTE: WDS is described here as a known example of how to boot from an ISO boot image over a network. Other network


boot technologies may also work.


Steps


1. Configure the WDS server.


2. Add the WinPE ISO boot image to the boot menu.


3. Ensure that PXE booting is enabled on the WDS client.


4. To use the image, perform a network boot of the WinPE ISO boot image, Windows System Recovery, on the WDS client.
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Restoring the computer to its original System State


Use the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard to restore the Windows computer to its original System State.


About this task


For a detailed list of the supported Windows operating systems that are supported, see the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Steps


1. Boot the target computer with the WinPE boot disk, or perform a network boot of the WinPE ISO image.


The Windows Deployment Services documentation on the Microsoft TechNet website provides detailed steps to perform a
network boot on the client.


The Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard opens at the Welcome page.


Figure 5. Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard


2. Specify the date, time, and time zone for the computer. The default value is the system date and time of the local computer.
You may need to change the date and time if the system date and time are incorrect, or if you are restoring to a computer in
a different time zone.


NOTE: If you specify an invalid date or time, then the wizard attempts to correct the date or time. For example, if you


incorrectly specify November 31, then the wizard corrects the date to December 1. Verify that the date and time are


correct before you go to the next page of the wizard.


3. If a DNS server is not available on the network, manually edit the hosts file for the WinPE ISO to include the Avamar server:


a. Return to the WinPE command line.
b. Open the hosts file, for example X:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts, and add the IP address and


hostname for the Avamar server.
c. If you exit the wizard, restart the wizard from the drive:\Program Files\avs\wizard folder. For example:


X:\Program Files\avs\wizard> javaw -jar WinPEWizard.jar
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d. When the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard appears, click Next.


4. On the Select Network Interface page, select the network interface for communication with the Avamar server during the
restore.


If the required NIC driver is not in the list, click Load Driver to browse to the required driver.
NOTE: The driver must not require a restart. The WinPE environment loads only in memory, and changes are not


persistent across a restart. If a restart prompt appears, you may be able to ignore the prompt. Most NIC drivers are


plug-and-play.


5. Click Next.
The Configure Hostname and Network page appears.


6. Type the hostname of the target computer in the Host name box.


7. Type the domain name for the host in the DNS domain box.


If the host resides in a workgroup instead of a domain, leave the box blank.


8. Select the tab for IPv4 or IPv6 to configure the network to communicate with the Avamar server during BMR.


9. In the TCP/IP Address section, specify the IP address information using one of the following methods:
● If host IP addresses are assigned automatically, then select Obtain an IP address automatically (DHCP). The network


must be configured to support DHCP.
● If the IP address of the target host is static, select Use the following IP address, and then specify the IP address and


subnet mask (IPv4) or subnet prefix length (IPv6).
● If the Avamar server is on a different subnet, then type the default gateway in the Default gateway box. Otherwise,


leave the box blank.


10. In the DNS Server section, specify the DNS server information:
● If you added the Avamar server hostname and IP address to the hosts file, then leave the default values in the DNS


Server section.
● If the DNS server name is assigned automatically, select Obtain DNS server address automatically.
● If the DNS server IP address is static, select Use the following DNS server addresses, and then specify the IP


address of the DNS server and the alternate DNS server, if the environment includes an alternate DNS server.


11. Click Next.
The Available Disks page appears with a list of all detected local disks. The list contains all physical disks, but not all
physical disks in the list may be critical disks.


NOTE: If SAN disks appear twice in the list, then WinPE can see multiple paths to the LUN. Temporarily modify the


switch configuration so there is only one path to the LUN. You can restore the multi-path configuration after the BMR.


12. If the wizard fails to detect a disk, click Load Driver to browse to the driver for the disk, and then click Refresh List to
update the list of disks.


13. Click Next.


14. On the Select Avamar Server page, specify the Avamar server settings:


a. In the Avamar Server box, type the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP address for the Avamar server.
b. In the Avamar User Name box, type the name of an Avamar Administrator or Backup/Restore Operator account.


NOTE: The Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard does not support Legacy LDAP/LDAP map.


c. In the Avamar Password box, type the password for the Avamar administrator account.
d. In the Avamar Domain box, type the domain for the Avamar administrator account. The default value of a forward slash


(/) specifies the root domain.
e. In the Avamar Account box, type the pathname of the client on the Avamar server, including the domain and client


name.


For example, if the hostname.example.com client is in the /clients/MyGroup domain, then type:


/clients/MyGroup/hostname.example.com
If you are recovering from a computer in a replication domain, then specify the full client path in the /REPLICATE
domain, such as:


/REPLICATE/orig_server/clients/hostname.example.com
15. Click Next.


16. On the Select System Recovery Backup page, select the system backup to restore to the host. System backups appear in
the list in descending order from the most recent to the oldest.


17. Click Next.


The Critical Volumes to Restore page lists volumes to restore to the host.
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Figure 6. Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard


NOTE: Not all critical volumes appear with a drive letter. For example, the System Reserved partition on Windows


Server 2008 R2 and UEFI partitions do not appear with a drive letter. In the preceding figure of the Critical Volumes to


Restore page, the second volume name, \\?\VOLUME..., indicates that a drive letter is not assigned to the volume.


18. (Optional) To perform a quick format of the volumes instead of a full format, select Perform a quick format of disks.


The restore process reformats critical volumes. This process formats non-critical volumes only if the disk signature is
different, for example, if you replaced the disk. A quick format is faster than a full format, but a quick format does not verify
each sector on the volume.


NOTE: The BMR process does not recover data on a non-critical volume even if the non-critical volume is reformatted.


To recover non-critical volumes, use Avamar Administrator to restore the file system after the wizard completes and the


host restarts.


19. Click Next.
The System Recovery Summary page lists the selected recovery options.


20. If the original computer was a physical machine and you are restoring to a virtual machine, select the Physical to Virtual
(P2V) checkbox.


NOTE: After the P2V restore completes and the machine restarts, you must manually reconfigure networking on the


restored machine. The networking reconfiguration is necessary because NIC cards on the new virtual machine are


different than the NIC cards on the original physical machine.


21. (Optional) Specify non-default recovery options, which are generally used for troubleshooting with assistance from
Customer Support:


a. Click Options.
The Non-Default Recover Options page appears.


b. Type the options and values in the Additional Options box.
c. Click OK.


22. Complete the wizard pages:
● If you are testing the wizard and do not want to perform a restore, click Exit on the System Recovery Summary page.


The wizard closes, and a command prompt appears. You can shut down the computer.


● To continue with the restore, click Restore on the System Recovery Summary page.


A confirmation message appears.
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NOTE: All data is lost on volumes that are reformatted.


When the recovery completes, the System Recovery Results page appears.


23. (Optional) To view the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard log files for troubleshooting, click View Logs.


The log files are also stored on the Avamar server. If required, you can restore the log files from the Avamar server after you
close the wizard. Viewing Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard log files on page 61 provides instructions.


24. Perform one of the following tasks:
● If this option is an authoritative restore of Active Directory, click Exit to exit the wizard, and then perform the steps in


Active Directory recovery on page 61.
● If you are restoring a Windows Server 2008 or Windows 7 client computer, restart the computer to return to normal


operation, and then review Performing post-BMR tasks on page 60.


Performing post-BMR tasks


About this task


After the BMR completes and the system restarts, perform these required tasks:


● If a critical volume was compressed, then reenable compression.
● If you performed a P2V restore, then perform the following steps:


1. Install VMware tools.
2. Remove disabled devices.
3. Configure the virtual NIC.


● Check the disk and volume configuration of the host. All disks and volumes likely appear as they did on the original system.
However, if disk signatures do not match the original disks, then non-critical disks may be offline or not mounted. Use
Microsoft Disk Manager to bring the disks online or mount the disks. After the disks are online, restart the host to reassign
disk drive letters, or assign drive letters to non-critical disks as necessary. Non-critical volumes that are accessed by mount
points may have similar issues.


● If required, import disks so that they are known by Windows Storage Manager.
● If required, use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to restore application data or non-critical disks. If you use


an application plug-in, such as the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS or the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server, then use the
application plug-in to restore the application data.


● When a Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 role uses SQL Server instances instead of the WID,
then perform the SQL Server disaster recovery steps:


1. Complete the SQL Server disaster recovery procedure that Microsoft recommends in the MSDN article “Recovering from
a Disaster.”


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server.
3. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore the system databases.
4. Use the Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server to restore the SQL Server instances.


The Avamar for SQL Server User Guide provides instructions for installing and using the SQL Server plug-in.


● The Active Directory RMS service depends on the Microsoft Message Queuing Service (MSMQ). If an Active Directory
service does not restart after BMR, verify whether MSMQ is a service on the system and determine if the service restarted
correctly. You can also check the Windows Event Application Log to see if MSMQ recorded Event 2078, The Message
Queuing service cannot start.


If MSMQ is enabled but did not start on reboot, then restart the service, as described is the “Event ID 2078 -- Message
Queuing Logging and Checkpoint Events” article on the Microsoft TechNet website.


● When you mount a volume on a parent volume and the mounted volume becomes a critical volume, then the BMR restores
only the critical volume. Use the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System to restore the parent volume after the BMR of
the critical volume. File System Restore on page 47 provides instructions.
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Recovering encrypted files, folders, and volumes


Avamar supports the backup, recovery, and BMR of files and folders encrypted with Windows Encrypting File System (EFS),
and volumes encrypted with BitLocker.


BMR restores EFS encryption attributes on files, but not encryption attributes on folders. After BMR, additional steps are
required to fully enable encryption:


● BitLocker services may be running but the BitLocker volumes must be re-encrypted
● EFS encryption attributes on folders must be re-enabled


Consult Microsoft documentation for steps to encrypt with EFS and BitLocker. For EFS, search Help and Support for “Encrypt
or decrypt a folder or file.” For BitLocker, search Microsoft TechNet for “Windows BitLocker Drive Encryption Step-by-Step
Guide.” Check with your IT department or Windows administrator for corporate policies governing the use of encryption
features on your computer.


Viewing Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard log files


The Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard log files are stored on the Avamar server. You can view the log files when you run the
wizard. If required, you also can restore the log files from the Avamar server after you close the wizard.


About this task


Complete the following procedure to restore the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard log files.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore tab.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. In the clients tree, select the client that you used for the recovery.


4. Click the Restore tab.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the recovery date from the calendar. This recovery process saved the logs to the Avamar server on that date.


7. In the Backups table, select Offline Restore Logs.


8. In the Contents of Backup pane, expand the WinPE system drive to the location of the Offline Restore Logs backup,
drive:\Program Files\avs\var.


9. Select the checkboxes next to the avvss.log, winpe_av_support.log, and WinPE_Wizard.log files.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


11. Follow the steps in Restoring to a different location on page 49 to restore the log files to a location from which you can open
them.


Active Directory recovery
Complete the following procedure to perform system recovery of Windows Server Active Directory.


About this task


NOTE: If the last System State backup of the Windows Server 2008 client is more recent than the last Active Directory


backup, then you may want to use the System State backup for the BMR. Using the System State backup to restore Active


Directory on page 64 provides details.


Steps


1. Configure the client to boot into Directory Services Restore Mode (DSRM). Booting the client into Directory Services
Restore Mode on page 62 provides instructions.


2. Restore Active Directory from the System State backup. Restoring Active Directory on page 63 provides instructions.
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Booting the client into Directory Services Restore Mode


Use one of the following methods to boot the client into Directory Services Restore Mode (DSRM) so that you can restore the
Active Directory backup.


Manually booting into DSRM with System Configuration


You can use Microsoft Windows System Configuration to manually set the computer to boot directly into DSRM the next time
that the computer boots.


Steps


1. From the Start Menu, select Administrative Tools > System Configuration.


The System Configuration dialog box appears.


Figure 7. System Configuration window


2. Click the Boot tab.


3. Select the Safe boot checkbox, and then select Active Directory repair.


4. Click OK.


5. Reboot the computer into DSRM.


Adding a Windows bootloader entry for DSRM


About this task


You can add an entry to the Windows bootloader so that the option to boot into DSRM is always available when you start the
computer.


Steps


1. Open a command prompt.


2. Copy the DSRM entry from the Boot Configuration Data (BCD) to a GUID by typing the following command:


bcdedit /copy {default} /d “Directory Services Restore Mode”
A message similar to the following example appears:


The entry was successfully copied to {00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}
where 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000 is the GUID of the new entry.


3. Set the safeboot option for the bootloader entry in the BCD by typing the following command:
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bcdedit /set {00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000} safeboot dsrepair
where 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000 is the GUID.


4. Reboot the computer, and select the option to boot into DSRM.


Restoring Active Directory


About this task


NOTE: If you perform a non-disaster-recovery backup to recover Active Directory data, clear the Create Disaster


Recovery Backup checkbox before you perform the backup. If you do not clear the checkbox, Avamar cannot recover


the individual Active Directory file.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore tab.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the original client.


4. Click the Restore tab.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. In the calendar, select the date on which the backup occurred.


7. Select the backup from the Backups table to the right of the calendar.


8. In the lower-left pane, expand the tree and select System State > BootableSystemState.


9. In the lower-right pane, select the checkbox next to Active Directory.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


11. If you are restoring from a replicate server, select the client for the restore:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Destination Client dialog box, select Browse.
c. In the Browse for Restore Client dialog box, select the client and click OK.
d. In the Items Marked for Restore dialog box, click Set Destination.


The Set Destination dialog box appears.
e. Click Browse.
f. In the Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box, expand Windows VSS and select System State as shown in


the following figure.
g. Click OK to return to the Restore Options dialog box.


12. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


13. Click More to view the attribute data entry fields.


14. In the Enter Attribute box, type the following value:


--[avvss]allow_partial_system_state
15. In the Enter Attribute Value box, type the following value:


true
NOTE: Use the --[avvss]allow_partial_system_state option only for an online restore of Active Directory.


Never use this option for an online restore of other System State components.


16. Click + to add the attribute.


17. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


18. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


19. Click Close.


20. Wait for the restore to complete.


21. Select whether to perform a nonauthoritative restore or an authoritative restore:
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● To perform a nonauthoritative restore, restart the client normally after the Active Directory restore completes. Other
domain controllers replicate changes to the client after the restart.


● To perform an authoritative restore, continue to the next step. In the authoritative restore, the data from the restored
domain controller replicates to other domain controllers.


22. For an authoritative restore only, open a command prompt window and use the ntdsutil utility to mark objects for the
authoritative restore.


The objects replicate to other domain controllers during the authoritative restore. In addition, replication partners do not
overwrite the replicated objects.


You can mark a single user object, an entire user subtree, containers, or the entire database.


You can use Microsoft ADSIEdit to display Distinguished Names for AD objects.


For example, the following series of commands marks a user with an OU of CN=Test
User,CN=Users,DC=svr1,DC=mydomain,DC=com for an authoritative restore:


ntdsutil
activate instance NTDS
authoritative restore
restore object
“CN=Test User,CN=Users,DC=svr1,DC=mydomain,DC=com”
quit
quit
The Microsoft documentation provides details on using the ntdsutil utility for an authoritative restore.


23. If you used Windows System Configuration to configure the system to boot into DSRM, use Windows System Configuration
again and clear the Safe boot checkbox to enable the system to return to normal booting.


24. Restart the client.


Using the System State backup to restore Active Directory


If the last System State backup of the Windows Server client is more recent than the last Active Directory backup, then you
may want to use the System State backup for the BMR.


Steps


1. Perform the steps in BMR of Windows clients on page 53 to perform the BMR.
After you exit the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard, the WinPE command prompt appears.


2. Perform the steps in Booting the client into Directory Services Restore Mode on page 62 to boot into DSRM.


3. Open a command prompt window and use the ntdsutil utility to mark objects for an authoritative restore. Restoring Active
Directory on page 63 provides instructions.


4. If you used Windows System Configuration to configure the system to boot into DSRM, use Windows System Configuration
again to configure the system to return to normal booting.


5. Restart the client.


BMR of Windows clusters
You can restore individual nodes in a Windows Server cluster, if the cluster is otherwise functional. This type of restore is a
nonauthoritative restore, because cluster replication updates the nodes with existing cluster settings when the nodes rejoin the
cluster. Restoring a cluster node on page 64 provides instructions.


To perform BMR of the full cluster, use the steps in Restoring an entire cluster on page 65. This type of restore may be
necessary if the entire cluster is down, or if there is a problem with the cluster database.


Restoring a cluster node


Steps


1. Ensure that at least one node in the cluster is still functioning.


2. Shut down the damaged node.
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3. Perform an offline BMR of the node. BMR of Windows clients on page 53 provides instructions.


4. Reboot the node.


5. If you applied any Windows service packs or hotfixes to the cluster node after the backup, then reapply the service packs or
hotfixes to the restored cluster node to bring the node to the same service pack level as the other nodes in the cluster.


6. If required, rejoin the node to the cluster.


NOTE: BMR restores the System State and critical disks on cluster nodes. After BMR, use the Windows File System


plug-in to restore file system data, non-critical disks, and critical disks on shared storage. Also, use application plug-ins


to restore application data.


Restoring an entire cluster


Steps


1. Shut down all cluster nodes.


2. Restore one node in the cluster:


a. Perform an offline BMR of the node. BMR of Windows clients on page 53 provides instructions.
b. Reboot the node.
c. If required, restart the cluster service.


3. Restore the remaining nodes in the cluster:


NOTE: You must perform an offline BMR of all nodes. If you reboot a node by using the old system disk before you


restore the node, then the cluster information from that node replaces the information on all nodes.


a. Perform an offline BMR of each node. BMR of Windows clients on page 53 provides instructions.
b. Reboot each node.
c. If you applied any Windows service packs or hotfixes to the cluster nodes after the backup, then reapply the service


packs or hotfixes to the restored cluster nodes to bring them to the same service pack level.
d. If required, rejoin the nodes to the cluster.


NOTE: BMR restores the System State and critical disks on the cluster nodes. After BMR, use the Windows File System


plug-in to restore file system data, non-critical disks, and critical disks on shared storage. Also, use application plug-ins


to restore application data.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Windows File System plug-in backup options
• Windows File System plug-in restore options
• Windows VSS plug-in backup options
• Windows VSS plug-in restore options
• Windows Cluster File Server plug-in backup options
• Windows Cluster File Server plug-in restore options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Windows File System plug-in backup options
Plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System.
You can specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Windows File System plug-in when you perform an on-demand backup
or when you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.


Table 8. Windows File System plug-in backup options 


Option Description


Back up Natively Attached
Virtual Hard Disks


Backs up natively attached virtual hard disks.


Perform a Windows
Optimized Backup of
a Windows Deduplicated
volume


Specifies whether to back up files in either optimized or unoptimized state on Windows
deduplicated volumes on Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012.


If you back up files in an optimized state, then you can restore the files in either an optimized or
unoptimized state.


You can only restore files from a Windows deduplicated volume to the original location or to
another Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 computer with Windows deduplicated volumes.


Store backup on Data
Domain system


To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select the
checkbox and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration. The
Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions.


A
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Table 8. Windows File System plug-in backup options (continued)


Option Description


Encryption method to Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain
system during the backup.


Backup label Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


Logging Options


List backup contents Specifies how much information about the backup contents to include in the log files. Select
one of the following values:


● No file listing
● List file names
● List files and dates


Informational message level Specifies how many informational messages to include in the log files. Select one of the
following values:


● No informationals — Suppress all informational messages but include errors and warnings.
● Some informationals — Include some informational messages.
● Many informationals — Include additional status information.
● All informationals — Include all informational messages, errors, and warnings.


Report advanced statistics Includes advanced timing and deduplication statistics in the log files.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The backup process generates very large log files.


File System Traversal


Do not traverse any mounts Prevents traversal of mount points during the backup.


Traverse fixed-disk mounts The backup traverses only fixed-disk file system mount points.


Traverse fixed-disk and
remote network mounts


The backup traverses both fixed-disk and NFS network mount points.


File System Traversal Overrides


Force traversal of specified
file system type(s)


Specifies the file system types to traverse during the backup. Use a comma-separated list to
specify multiple file system types, for example, nfs, ext2, jfs, xfs.


Force non-traversal of
specified file system type(s)


Specifies the file system types that the backup does not traverse. Use a comma-separated list
to specify multiple file system types, for example, nfs, ext2, jfs, xfs.


Pre-Script


Run user-defined script at
beginning of backup


Runs a script at the beginning of the backup.


The script must be located in the C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts folder and must
have a .bat, .js, or .vbs file name extension.


Abort backup if script fails Stops the backup if the script returns a non-zero status code.


Script After Freeze


Run user-defined script after
volumes have been frozen


Runs a script after volumes have been frozen.


The script must be located in the C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts folder and must
have a .bat, .js, or .vbs file name extension.


Abort backup if script fails Stops the backup if the script returns a non-zero status code.


Post-script


Run user-defined script at
end of backup


Runs a script at the end of the backup.


The script must be located in the C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts folder and must
have a .bat, .js, or .vbs file name extension.
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Table 8. Windows File System plug-in backup options (continued)


Option Description


Exit process with script
failure exitcode


If selected, avtar exits with the exit code of the script instead of a standard avtar exit code.


Volume Freezing Options


Method to freeze volumes Uses one of the following values:


● Best
● Microsoft VSS
● OTM
● None


OTM freezewait: File activity
quiescent time


OTM only: Number of seconds that volumes must be quiescent to establish a freeze.


OTM freezetimeout:
Maximum time to wait when
trying to freeze volume(s)


OTM only: Maximum number of seconds to wait for volumes to freeze.


OTM freezecachesize: Size
in MBs of OTM transaction
cache


OTM only: Size of the disk transaction cache. A negative value is a fraction of used disk space.
For example, -50 is 1/50th or 2% of used disk space.


OTM freezecachedir: Folder
to use for the OTM
transaction cache


OTM only: Pathname of the folder for the OTM transaction cache. The default pathname is
C:\Program Files\avs\var.


Freeze exclude devices Comma-separated list of devices to exclude from volume freezing, for example,
\Device\mydevice\*.


Freeze exclude volumes Comma-separated list of volume names to exclude from freezing, for example, C:.


Client Cache Options


Check client-side caches and
report inconsistencies


Performs a validation check of the client-side cache with the Avamar server instead of a
backup.


Check and repair client-side
caches


Performs a validation check and repairs inconsistences with the client-side cache instead of
performing a backup.


Maximum client file cache
size (MBs)


Specifies the maximum client file cache size in MB. A negative value indicates a fraction of
RAM. For example, -8 specifies that no more than 1/8th of the physical RAM will be allocated
to the client file cache.


Maximum client hash cache
size (MBs)


Specifies the maximum client hash cache size in MB. A negative value indicates a fraction of
RAM. For example, -8 specifies that no more than 1/8th of the physical RAM will be allocated
to the client hash cache.


Advanced Options


Client-side flag file Specifies the pathname of an option file on the client that contains additional option settings.


Network rate throttle
(Mbps)


Reduces network usage to a rate in megabits/second, for example, 0 = unrestricted, 50% of a
T1 = 0.772.


Directly connect to all server
nodes


Establishes multiple connections to the server, which can improve backup performance in
certain circumstances.


Use Last Access Time to
detect ACL-only changes


Forces a rescan of any files in which the Access Time changed since the previous backup.


Run as user name Specifies the username for running the plug-in on the client you are backing up.


Quota limit per backup


Hard limit size (MBs) Specify the hard limit size of a backup. If the size of the backup source exceeds the hard limit,
the backup fails.
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Table 8. Windows File System plug-in backup options (continued)


Option Description


Soft limit size (MBs) Specify the soft limit size of a backup. If the size of the backup source exceeds the soft limit,
the backup succeeds with a warning.


If you specify both the soft and hard limit size, ensure that the soft limit size is smaller than the
hard limit size.


Windows File System plug-in restore options
Plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System.
You set restore options manually from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists restore options for the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows File System.


Table 9. Windows File System plug-in restore options 


Option Description


Overwrite existing files If the file you are restoring already exists, this option specifies whether the restore overwrites
the file. Select one of the following values:


● Never — Do not overwrite the file.
● Always — Overwrite the file.
● Generate New Name — Restore the file with a different name.
● If Modified — Restore the file if the existing file has a different timestamp.
● If Newer — Restore the file if the existing file is newer.


Restoration of open files If the file you are restoring already exists and is open, this option specifies whether the restore
overwrites the file. Select one of the following values:


● Never — Never restore.
● Defer until reboot — Replace the open file after a restart.
● Generate New Name — Restore the file with a different name.
● If newer defer until reboot — Replace the open file after a restart if the restored file is


newer than the open file.


Restore the system profile Restores the Windows system profile.


Restore Reparse Points as Specifies how to restore reparse points. Select one of the following values:


● Links and targets—Restore both the links and the targets for the links.
● Links only—Restore only the links, not the targets.
● Links as files and folders (don't create links)—Restore the links as files or folders,


depending on the type of reparse point. If the reparse point points to a folder, then the
reparse point restores as a folder. If the reparse point points to a file, then the reparse point
restores as a file


Encryption method from
Data Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer from the Data Domain system to the client
during the restore.


Logging


List backup contents Specifies how much information about the backup contents to include in the log files. Select
one of the following values:


● No file listing
● List file names
● List files and dates


Informational message level Specifies how many informational messages to include in the log files. Select one of the
following values:


● No informationals — Suppress all informational messages but include errors and warnings.
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Table 9. Windows File System plug-in restore options (continued)


Option Description


● Some informationals — Include some informational messages.
● Many informationals — Include additional status information.
● All informationals — Include all informational messages, errors, and warnings.


Report advanced statistics Includes advanced timing and deduplication statistics in the log files.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The restore process generates very large log files.


Pre-Script


Run user-defined script at
beginning of restore


Runs a script at the beginning of the restore.


The script must be located in the C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts folder and must
have a .bat, .js, or .vbs file name extension.


Abort restore if script fails Stops the restore if the script returns a non-zero status code.


Post-Script


Run user-defined script at
end of restore


Runs a script at the end of the restore.


The script must be located in the C:\Program Files\avs\etc\scripts folder and must
have a .bat, .js, or .vbs file name extension.


Exit process with script
failure exitcode


If selected, avtar exits with the exit code of the script instead of a standard avtar exit code.


Client Cache and Repair Options


Check client-side caches and
report inconsistencies


Performs a validation check of the client-side cache with the Avamar server instead of a
restore.


Check and repair client-side
caches


Performs a validation check and repairs inconsistences with the client-side cache instead of
performing a restore.


Rebuild client-side caches
from most recent backup


Re-creates the client-side file cache by using the contents of the last backup, but does not
restore data.


Advanced Options


Do not descend into
subdirectories


Restores only the top-level folder, not any subfolders.


Recreate original path
beneath target directory


Re-creates the original path names of files and folders in the target folder.


For example, if you restore F:\Temp\MyFile.txt to C:\Temp and you select this option,
then the full path name of the restored file is C:\Temp\F\Temp\MyFile.txt.


Restore hidden folders and
files


Restores folders and files with the HIDDEN attribute.


Restore folders and files with
SYSTEM attribute


Restores folders and files with the SYSTEM attribute.


Directly connect to all server
nodes


Establishes multiple connections to the server, which can improve restore performance in
certain circumstances.


Run as user name Specifies the username for running the plug-in on the client to which you are restoring.


Windows VSS plug-in backup options
Plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for the Windows VSS. You can
specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS when you perform an on-demand
backup in Avamar Administrator or when you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.
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Table 10. Windows VSS plug-in backup options 


Option Description


Backup type Sets the backup level. Full is the only supported backup level for the Avamar Plug-in for
Windows VSS.


Backup label Assigns this descriptive label to the backup.


Create Disaster Recovery
Backup


Specifies whether to perform a BMR backup with the System State backup.


Select the checkbox to perform a BMR backup except when you are backing up Active
Directory data. If you clear the checkbox, the backup is not valid for BMR.


When backup detects missing
Windows System State
files, complete the backup
successfully without exceptions


Specifies whether to ignore missing Windows System State files during the backup.


Select the checkbox to report the missing files as warnings and allow the backup to
complete successfully.


Clear the checkbox to report the missing files as errors and to allow the backup to complete
with exceptions.


Ignore third-party services when
identifying critical volumes.
Applies to Windows 8 (or later).


Specifies whether to include or exclude a noncritical disk on Windows Server 2012 or
Windows 8 when a service or application is installed on the disk and causes the disk to
become critical.


Select the checkbox to exclude the noncritical disk from the backup.


Clear the checkbox to include the noncritical disk in the backup.


Store backup on Data Domain
system


To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select the
checkbox and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.
The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain
system during the backup.


Advanced Options


Temporary directory for the
plug-in


Temporary folder.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The backup process generates very large log
files.


Command line flagsa


--exclude-non-critical-
dynamic-disks={true |
false}


Set this option to true to exclude noncritical disks from system restore preparation to avoid
reformatting the disks. The default value is true.


According to Microsoft Best Practices, if any dynamic disk is critical, then the entire
dynamic disk pack should be treated as critical and included in the backup.


If you specify this option, then you may need to use the --
exclude_non_critical_disks option during the offline disaster recovery.


--vss-ignore-missing-
windows- files={true |
false}


Set this option to true to ignore any missing VSS writer files during the backup. Backups
may fail if VSS writers contain files that do not exist on the computer.


a. Specify command line flags using the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields on the Backup Command Line
Options dialog box or the Options tab for a dataset. You can also specify command line flags in the avvss.cmd file in
the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder.
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Windows VSS plug-in restore options
Plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS. You set
restore options manually from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists options are available when you perform a restore using the Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS.


Table 11. Windows VSS plug-in restore options 


Option Description


Encryption method from Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer from the Data Domain system to the client
during the restore.


Advanced Options


Temporary directory for the
plug-in


Temporary folder.


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The restore process generates very large log
files.


Command line flags


--
allow_partial_system_s
tate


Allows partial System State to be restored online. Supported only for Active Directory.


Specify this option by using the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields on the
Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


--exclude-non-
critical-disks= {true
| false}


Excludes noncritical disks from disaster recovery preparation so that the disks do not
reformat.


Set this flag to false to work around a disaster recovery failure from configuration
changes, such as changes to the dynamic disk configuration.


Use this flag only during offline disaster recovery.


You can specify this option in the Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard by clicking Options
on the System Recovery Summary page.


Windows Cluster File Server plug-in backup options
Plug-in options enable you to control backup functionality that is specific to the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in. You can
specify plug-in options for on-demand and scheduled backups.


The following table lists options that are available for the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in when you perform an on-demand
backup or when you configure a dataset for scheduled backups.


Table 12. Windows Cluster File Server plug-in backup options 


Option Description


Store backup on Data Domain
system


To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select the
checkbox and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


NOTE: To enable this option, add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.
The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain
system during the backup.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The backup process generates very large log
files.
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Windows Cluster File Server plug-in restore options
Plug-in options enable you to control restore functionality that is specific to the Windows Cluster File Server plug-in. You set
restore options manually from the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


The following table lists the options that are available when you perform a restore by using the Windows Cluster File Server
plug-in.


Table 13. Windows Cluster File Server plug-in restore options 


Option Description


Encryption method from Data
Domain system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer from the Data Domain system to the
client during the restore.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Writes maximum information to the log files. The restore process generates very large log
files.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the Windows VSS plug-in CLI
• Command reference
• CLI examples


Overview of the Windows VSS plug-in CLI
The Windows VSS plug-in enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the avvss command instead of Avamar
Administrator to back up and restore Windows VSS data. You can use the CLI from all operating systems that the plug-in_name
supports.


When you use the CLI to perform a backup, you specify the options for the Windows VSS plug-in binary on the command line.
The plug-in interacts with the avtar process to write backup data to or read backup data from the Avamar server or a Data
Domain system.


The avvss binary is available in the C:\Program Files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar
client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt and change directory to the bin folder of the Avamar client installation folder. Then
type the command at the command prompt.


Command reference
The avvss command enables you to perform a System State backup. You can specify command options to control the backup
behavior.


Synopsis


avvss --operation=backup [options]


Operations


The only available operation for the avvss command is backup. The backup operation performs an on-demand System State
backup. To specify the operation, use the --operation=backup option on the avvss command line.


Options


The options that you specify with the avvss command control the backup behavior.


Common options


The following common options are available for the avvss command.


B
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Table 14. Common options for the avvss command 


Option Description


--label=label Specifies a label for the backup.


--version Displays the build version of the Windows VSS plug-in.


Account options


The following account options are available for the avvss command.


Table 15. Account options for the avvss command 


Option Description


--account=domain/client
–-path=domain/client
--acnt=domain/client


Specifies the Avamar domain and the client computer for the
backup.


--ap=password
--password=password
--pswd=password


Specifies the password for the account that you specify with
the --id option.


--id=user@domain/client Required. Specifies the Avamar username for authentication,
where:


● user is the username.
● domain is the Avamar domain for the user.
● client is the name of the client computer.


--server=Avamar_server Required. Specifies the hostname or IP address of the Avamar
server.


Logging options


The following logging options are available for the avvss command.


Table 16. Logging options for the avvss command 


Option Description


--informationals=n Sets the informational level for status messages, where n is a
number, such as 0, 1, 2, and so on.


--log
--logfile=file


Specifies the full path name and file name of the avvss plug-
in log file.


NOTE: The Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator
displays only avtar logs for backups with the command


line interface. To create a plug-in log for CLI activities,
you must specify the --log or --logfile option on the


command line.


--noinformationals Disables all status messages.


--nostdout Disables output to standard output (stdout). However, if you
supply --log or --logfile=file, then output still goes to
the log file.


--nowarnings Disables warning messages.


--quiet Suppresses all debugging messages.
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Table 16. Logging options for the avvss command (continued)


Option Description


--verbose=n
--v


Enables all messages, including status and warning messages.
To set the level of verbosity, specify --verbose=n, where n
is the level of verbosity.


Backup options


The following avvss options are available for the backup operation.


Table 17. Backup options for the avvss command 


Option Description


--ddr={true | false} Specify true to store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the
Avamar server.


--ddr-index=n Specifies the index number of the Data Domain system. The index is the
order in which the Data Domain systems were added to the Avamar server
configuration.


--dr-cluster-disk-warning={true |
false}


Specify true to complete the backup with exceptions if components are on
cluster disks.


Specify false to disable the warning. The default value is true.


--dr-exclude-win32-services-files=
{true | false}


Specify true to ignore third-party services when identifying critical
volumes. This feature is supported if the System Writer contains the Win32
Services Files component.


--exclude-non-critical-dynamic-
disks={true | false}


Specify true to exclude noncritical disks from system restore preparation
to avoid reformatting the disks. The default value is true.


According to Microsoft Best Practices, if any dynamic disk is critical, then
the entire dynamic disk pack should be treated as critical and included in the
backup.


If you specify this option, then you may need to use the --
exclude_non_critical_disks option during the offline disaster
recovery.


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies backup expiration as a number of days from today or an absolute
timestamp.


--perform_dr_backup={true | false} Specifies whether to create a BMR backup. The default value is true.


--retention-type=type
--retentiontype=type


Assigns advanced retention to the backup. Specify one of the following
values:


● none — Do not explicitly assign any retention type to this backup. That
is, treat the backup as a normal on-demand backup.


● daily — Explicitly designate this backup as a daily backup.


● weekly — Explicitly designate this backup as a weekly backup.


● monthly — Explicitly designate this backup as a monthly backup.


● yearly — Explicitly designate this backup as a yearly backup.


--vss-ignore-missing-windows-
files={true | false}


Set this option to true to ignore any missing VSS writer files during the
backup. Backups fail if VSS writers contain files that do not exist on the
computer.
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Help option


To view command line help output, use the --help option. The --help option displays a list of available operations and
options for the avvss command. You can view all help output for avvss, or only the options for a specific operation.


The following command displays all help output for the avvss command:


avvss --help


Specifying command line options


The method that you use to specify options for the avvss command depends on the complexity of the command value and the
frequency with which you use the options.


Type options directly on the command line when you perform command line operations on an occasional basis or you are using
a limited set of simple options. Use a command file, option file, or environment variables when you frequently perform command
line operations or you are using a complex set of options.


The following methods are available for specifying options for the avvss command:


● Type the individual options on the command line.
● List the options in the avvss.cmd file, which is located in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:


\Program Files\avs is the Avamar client installation folder. List each option on its own line, as shown in the following
example:


--debug
--logfile=avamarclient.log
--verbose=5


CLI examples
These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of backups with the avvss command.


The following command performs a backup of System State and critical disks for BMR of the computer named Windows1 in
the Clients domain, stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78, and writes avvss logging
information to the avvss.log file in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder:


avvss --operation=backup –-server=12.34.56.78 –-id=AvamarAdmin
–-password=password –path=/Clients/Windows1
–-perform_dr_backup=true --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avvss.log
The following command performs a non-BMR backup for restoring Active Directory online of the computer named Windows1 in
the Clients domain, stores the backup on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78, and writes avvss logging
information to the avvss.log file in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder:


avvss --operation=backup –-server=12.34.56.78 –-id=AvamarAdmin
–-password=password –path=/Clients/Windows1
–-perform_dr_backup=false --log=C:\Program Files\avs\var\avvss.log
The following command performs a Windows VSS backup of the computer named Windows1 in the Clients
domain, and stores the backup on the Data Domain system indexed as 1 on the Avamar server with the path red-
avsn100.corp.example.com:


avvss --server=red-avsn100.corp.example.com --id=MCUser@/ --ap=pwd
--path=/clients/Windows1 --ddr=true --ddr-index=1
--operation=backup
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Log files
• Backup problems and solutions
• Restore problems and solutions
• Bare metal recovery problems and solutions


Log files
During backup and restore operations, log files are created for troubleshooting problems.


There are log files in both Avamar and Windows that can be useful in troubleshooting restores. An example of a useful Windows
log file for monitoring Windows-related activities is the Windows Application Event log. Check Windows documentation for
information about viewing the Windows Application Event log.


Avamar log files


Avamar log files capture Avamar, VSS, and service events and are available in the var directory, whic h is typically C:
\Program Files\avs\var. The following table describes each log file.


Table 18. Avamar log files 


Log file Description Command file Debugging flags


avagent.log Avamar agent log avagent.cmd --debug


MOD-timestamp-3001-
Windows.log
MOD-1379109227779-300
1-Windows.log


Contains information about
the Windows File System
plug-in backup.


● On demand backups
run from Avamar
Administrator are prefixed
with MOD.


● Command line backups are
prefixed with COD.


● Scheduled backups are
prefixed with the group
name.


● 3001-Windows at the
end of the file name
identifies it as a Windows
VSS plug-in log file.


avtar.cmd --debug
--verbose


COD-timestamp-3015-
VSS.log
MOD-timestamp-3015-
VSS.log
group-timestamp-3015-
VSS.log


Contains information about
the Windows VSS plug-in
backup.


● On demand backups
run from Avamar
Administrator are prefixed
with MOD.


● Command line backups are
prefixed with COD.


avvss.cmd --debug
--verbose


C
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Table 18. Avamar log files (continued)


Log file Description Command file Debugging flags


● Scheduled backups are
prefixed with the group
name.


● 3015-VSS at the end of
the file name identifies it
as a Windows VSS plug-in
log file.


COD-group-3036-
winclusterfs.log
MOD-group-3036-
winclusterfs.log
group-group-3036-
winclusterfs.log


Contains information about
the Windows Cluster File
Server backup.


● On demand backups
run from Avamar
Administrator are prefixed
with MOD.


● Command line backups are
prefixed with COD.


● Scheduled backups are
prefixed with the group
name.


● 3036-winclusterfs at
the end of the file name
identifies it as a Windows
Cluster File Server plug-in
log file.


avwinclusterfs.cmd
avtar.cmd


--debug
--verbose


WinPEWizard.log Contains information about
the pages loaded or displayed
by the wizard.


None


avvss.log Contains information about
BMR operations.


avvss.cmd --debug
--verbose


winpe_av_support.log Contains information about
Avamar-related data displayed
in the wizard. For example,
the list of BMR backups.


None


winpe_os_support.log Contains information about
the WinPE environment.
For example, NIC settings,
available disks, or registry
values.


None


Generating log files


You can generate log files by creating a command file with debugging flags before you perform a backup or restore operation.


1. Create the .cmd file in the var directory, which is typically C:\Program Files\avs\var.


2. In the .cmd file, add debugging flags as listed in Avamar log files on page 78.
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Backup problems and solutions
The following sections describe common backup problems and solutions.


System State backups of offline dynamic critical disks fail in Windows
Server 2008


A known problem with the ASR writer on Windows Server 2008 may cause System State backups of offline dynamic critical
disks to fail. The failure may occur with an ASR writer error code (0x800423f4). If this error occurs, set the dynamic critical
disks online, and rerun the backup. The error does not occur on Windows Server 2008 R2, or Windows Server 2012 or later.


Backup fails when Windows deletes the Shadow Volume during backup


Windows sometimes deletes the Shadow Volume although Avamar is running the backup service. This is a known Microsoft
issue that affects all backup products. When this backup failure occurs, the Windows Event Viewer System log may contain an
error similar to the following:


The shadow copies of volume H: were deleted because the shadow copy storage could not grow
in time. Consider reducing the IO load on the system or choose a shadow copy storage volume
that is not being shadow copied.
If this issue occurs, try one or both of the following workarounds:


● Leave more space on the drive.
● Perform the backup when the drive is less busy.


System State backups of dynamic critical volumes on storage spaces are
not supported


System State backups of dynamic critical volumes on storage spaces in Windows Server 2012 fail. When storage spaces are on
a dynamic critical disk, a System State backup cannot detect the storage spaces because of API incompatibility. The backup
includes the storage spaces because they contain critical volumes, but you cannot restore the configuration for the storage
spaces during BMR.


Use the following guidelines to ensure that backups protect both storage spaces and dynamic critical volumes:


● Do not create storage spaces on dynamic disks.
● Place dynamic critical volumes on basic disks.


Windows Server Core 2012 backup completes with exceptions


An exception may occur when backing up Windows Server Core 2012, with an error similar to the following:


Unable to open directory "c:\Users\Default\PrintHood" (code 3: The system cannot find the
path specified).
To avoid the exception, add an exclude attribute and value in the plug-in options for the backup.


System State backups exclude Windows Server 2012 deduplicated
volumes


Do not perform a System State backup of Windows Server 2012 deduplicated volumes if the volumes are critical volumes.
Microsoft does not recommend making a deduplicated volume a critical volume, and Avamar excludes deduplicated volumes
from VSS backups.
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Restore problems and solutions
The following topics describe common restore problems and solutions.


Restoring over corrupted SIS links


An SIS volume restore may fail because the SIS Groveler service is running and prevents the restore process from correctly
restoring some files. In the log file for the restore, the error for the failed restore appears similar to the following example, and
the size of the restored file is set to zero:


Error "avtar Error <5737>: I/O error: Unable to write(4) "path to file" (code 38: Reached
the end of the file)."
To correct this error, delete the corrupted SIS links from the restored server, and then use Avamar to select and restore the
links from the backup set.


Restore of folders or files with many Access Control Entries may fail


Restore of folders or files with 1,820 Access Control Entries ( ACEs ) may fail with one of the following error messages:


● File '%s' is unable to be restored due to Avamar having improper permissions to restore
the security information for that file. If you wish to restore the file, either provide
proper rights to Avamar or use the --ignoreacls flag.


● I/O error: Unable to BackupWrite(4) ...(code 87: The parameter is incorrect).
Perform one of the following steps to resolve this issue:


● Add the --ignoreacls attribute to the Restore Command Line Options dialog box before you restore.


● Remove ACEs from the folders and the files so that there are fewer than 1,820 entries.


Office XML files may need special flag to restore correctly


If you back up an Office XML file (.docx, .xlsx), then an error message similar to the following may appear when you restore the
file and open it:


Excel cannot open the file 'Spreadsheet.xlsx' because the file format or file extension 
is not valid...


or


The Office Open XML file filename.docx cannot be opened because there are problems with 
the contents, Word found unreadable content in documentfile.docx. Do you want to recover 
the contents of this document? If you trust the source, click Yes.


If you open the file anyway, the file may be empty or unusable. When this occurs, rerun the restore using the --
deflateofficexml=false flag in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box. After restore, when you open the
file you may get the same MS Office error message, but if you click OK to open the file anyway, the file should open correctly.


Bare metal recovery problems and solutions
The following topics describe common BMR problems and solutions.


UEFI machine fails to boot after BMR


After a successful BMR, a UEFI machine may fail to boot. This can occur if the EFI boot manager does not have a valid Boot
Order entry. For example, if the Boot Order was deleted or the BMR was performed to different hardware. In those situations
the operating system recreates the Boot Order entry when the machine is rebooted, and it may not use the same path.
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To correct this issue, use the computer manufacturer instructions to set the EFI boot order. Follow the instructions for setting
the Boot from a file option. The target file path is EFI\Microsoft\Boot\bootmgfw.efi.


Re-creating 8dot3 file names after BMR may fail


During BMR, 8dot3 names are temporarily enabled for all volumes. This allows 8dot3 names to be created when files are
restored. After the machine is rebooted, the system uses the following registry value to determine where 8dot3 names are
created:


HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\FileSystem\NtfsDisable8dot3NameCreation
The default value of NtfsDisable8dot3NameCreation is per-volume for volumes that have 8dot3 names enabled by
fsutil. The “NtfsDisable8dot3NameCreation” article on the Microsoft TechNet website provides details.


After BMR, decide how to manage 8dot3 names.


Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, and later do not automatically create 8dot3 file names. This is because it is increasingly
unlikely that 8dot3 names are actually needed. The use of 8dot3 names also has significant performance penalties for the file
system. Microsoft recommends using the fsutil program to strip 8dot3 names from the file system if they are not needed.


You can enable 8dot3 file names on all volumes or on a per volume basis using the fsutil program. The values to enable or
disable 8dot3 for all volumes or on a per volume basis are described in the “Fsutil 8dot3name” article on the Microsoft TechNet
website.
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Special Terms


A


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


Active Directory
A directory service for network administration and security in Microsoft Windows domain networks.


administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user
privileges.


avagent
The name of the client agent process.


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar Bare Metal Recovery Wizard
A wizard that uses the Automated System Recovery (ASR) writer and the customized WinPE ISO image to restore critical
volumes and other components of the bootable System State as part of BMR for Windows computers.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


bare metal recovery (BMR)
The process of restoring data from a backup to recover a computer system from “bare metal,” or without previously installed
software or operating system.


browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.


C


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


Glossary
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client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


cluster
Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same software and data, that operate and appear to
clients as if they are a single unit. A cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing high
availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware or software failures.


Cluster Configuration Tool
Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


clustered file server for general use
A type of clustered file server where the file server, and therefore all shares associated with the file server, are online on one
node at a time. File shares associated with this type of clustered file server are called clustered file shares.


cluster shared volumes (CSV)
A shared disk that contains an NTFS volume that is accessible for read and write operations by all nodes in the cluster.


critical disk
A volume on a Windows computer that stores system components. Also called a critical volume.


D


database
A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by computer software.


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


Directory Services Restore Mode (DSRM)
A mode on a Microsoft Windows domain controller to take the Active Directory on that computer offline so that you can restore
Active Directory data.


disaster recovery
Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption, in which ordinary data recovery
procedures are not sufficient to restore a system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a
bare metal recovery.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


F


federated cluster client
A virtual client that runs on a cluster node in a Windows Server cluster. The federated cluster client communicates with the
Avamar server to perform backups and restores of file system data in the cluster, regardless of which node is managing the data
at the time of the operation.
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file system
Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by providing directory structures, data transfer
methods, and file association.


G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


L


LAN
Local Area Network.


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


metadata
Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the backup types, the date and time of the
backup, and other information necessary for restore.


N


nonauthoritative restore
A type of Active Directory restore where Active Directory replication partners can return a domain controller to a known state.
When you restart the domain controller after you restore the computer from a backup, other domain controllers replicate
changes made after the backup.


noncritical disk
A volume on a Windows computer that stores only file system data. System components are not installed on the volume. Also
called a noncritical volume.


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


proxy cluster client
A virtual client that runs on a single node (the proxy node) in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster.
The proxy cluster client communicates with the Avamar server to perform backups and restores of file system data on shared
storage in the cluster, regardless of which node is managing the file system data at the time of the operation.


proxy node
The node with the proxy cluster client in a Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 for SOFS or SMB cluster.
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R


redirected restore
The process of restoring a backup to a different location than the original location where the backup occurred.


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


Scale-Out File Server (SOFS)
A type of clustered file server in Windows Server 2019, 2016, or 2012 that allows you to store server application data, such as
Hyper-V virtual machine files, on file shares. All file shares are online on all nodes simultaneously. File shares associated with this
type of clustered file server are called scale-out file shares.


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


Server Core
A scaled-back version of Windows Server, where no Windows Explorer shell is installed. All configuration and maintenance
occurs by using a command prompt, or by connecting to the computer remotely through Microsoft Management Console.


Server Message Block (SMB) 3.0 file shares
File shares that use the SMB 3.0 protocol. You can store shared file system data on SMB 3.0 file shares in a Windows Server
2019, 2016, or 2012 cluster.


shadow copy volume
A backup volume that VSS creates.


System State
A term that refers to key configuration files for the Windows operating system, such as boot files and the Windows Registry.


V


virtual hard disk (VHD) files


The file format for a virtual hard disk, the storage medium for a virtual machine. VHD files can reside on any storage topology
that the management operating system can access, including external devices, storage area networks, and network-attached
storage. The file name extension is .vhd.


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.


Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)


A technology in Microsoft Windows that enables manual or automatic backup copies or snapshots of data, even if there is a lock
on the data, on a specific volume at a specific point-in-time over regular intervals. VSS is implemented as a Windows service
called the Volume Shadow Copy service.
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VSS provider
A software or hardware-based process that links the VSS service to the storage hardware and creates a snapshot for backup on
the storage hardware. Avamar supports only software providers.


VSS requestor
A backup application that uses the VSS API to request the services of VSS to create and manage shadow copy volumes. The
Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS is a VSS requestor.


VSS writer
A process that provides metadata about application data for backup, and specific methods for correctly handling components
and applications during backup and restore. A VSS writer also identifies the type of application or service in the backup, such as
System Boot or System Services. A VSS writer does not play a role in backing up the file system.


W


Windows Deployment Services (WDS)
A Microsoft technology for network-based installation of Windows operating systems.


WinPE ISO image
A Windows Preinstallation Environment (WinPE) package with a lightweight version of Windows used for the deployment of
workstations and servers or troubleshooting an operating system while it is offline. The Avamar WinPE ISO images are used for
BMR.
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Introduction
A consumer such as a user interface could obtain much of this information by polling
the vCloud Director at certain intervals. However, this information would be
inefficient, and subject to issues if you restart or have intermittent communications.


vCloud Director features a notification which is mechanism based on a message bus.
The vCloud Protector backup extension publishes its notifications using the same
message bus.


A consumer of backup services simply subscribes to the notifications that are of
interest. In some cases, the notification itself provides all needed information. In other
cases, the consumer may elect to call the vCloud Director REST API to gather
additional information, when triggered by a notification that an event has occurred, or
an object has changed state.


A publisher directs messages to a message exchange. A subscriber consumes
messages from a message queue. As a configuration step, exchanges are connected
to queues, with optional filters to restrict the messages that are delivered to each
queue. A single exchange can be connected to multiple queues. The association of an
exchange to a queue is called binding. Optionally, a routing key pattern can be
specified to filter (reduce) the messages that are delivered from an exchange to a
particular queue.


Each notification message that is published by vCloud Director corresponds to a
vCloud Director event. These events are generated by vCloud Director, or by an
extension. vCloud Director Protector is an extension.


vCloud Director maintains objects that are called tasks to represent long running
activities. Many events are associated with tasks, but events are generated by isolated
activities such as logins.


About RabbitMQ Messaging
Notifications are implemented as messages that are published on a RabbitMQ
message bus. Depending on the message, the vCloud Director initiates the message,
or business logic with the vCloud Protector.


RabbitMQ separates message publication from consumption. A publisher does not
manage subscribers, you can manage the subscribers with RabbitMQ. A message or
message type can be subscribed to and consumed by zero, or many clients. A
RabbitMQ bus message is scalable to support many subscribers.


vCloud Director Tasks and Events
vCloud Director provides two types of objects for identifying activities which happen
within and related to the operation of the vCloud Director system.


Tasks
Tasks identify operations which take place over time. Tasks remain available in the
vCloud Director system as long as they have not been canceled or completed in some
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way (either success or failure), after which they are removed from the system after a
system-specified period.


Tasks are associated with objects within vCloud Director, a user who initiated the
operation and an Organization within the vCloud Director. Tasks support a status field
which supports the following settings: queued, preRunning, running, success,
error, cancelled. They also have a Progress element which is an integer that is
intended to express the percent completeness of the Task.


vCloud Director tasks which are created when certain long-running activities are
initiated, and are updated during these activities to reflect the status and progress of
the activity. They are very useful for seeing what is happening within a vCloud
Director system. However there is no method for external applications/clients to be
notified when tasks are created, completed, or change status, so they cannot be used
for notifications.


vCloud Director defines the XML for a task as follows.
<Task xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" href="xs:anyURI" 
type="xs:string" id="xs:string" operationKey="xs:string" 
name="xs:string" endTime="xs:dateTime" expiryTime="xs:dateTime" 
operation="xs:string" 
operationName="xs:string" serviceNamespace="xs:string" 
startTime="xs:dateTime" status="xs:string">
    <Link href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string" rel="xs:string"/>
    <Description> xs:string </Description>
    <Tasks>
      <Task> TaskType </Task>
    </Tasks>
    <Owner href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string"/>
    <Error majorErrorCode="xs:int" message="xs:string" 
minorErrorCode="xs:string" stackTrace="xs:string"  
vendorSpecificErrorCode="xs:string"/>
    <User href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string"/>
    <Organization href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string"/>
    <Progress> xs:int </Progress>
    <Params> ... </Params>
    <Details> xs:string </Details>
</Task>


For an adhoc backup, vCloud Protector Extension returns a task like:
Task xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
   status="queued" 
   serviceNamespace="com.emc.backup" 
   operationName="adhocBackup" 
   operation="Backup Started by User"     
   name="task"  
   type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" 
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
{vcloud-host}/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
   <Description>...</Description> 
   <Owner 
       type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vapp+xml"  
       name="{vapp-name}"  
        href="https://{vcloud-host}/api/org/{vapp-id}"/>
   <User  
      type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"  
      name="{username}"  
      href="https://{vcloud-host}/api/admin/user/{user-id}"/> 
   <Progress>20</Progress> 
   <Details>...</Details>
</Task>
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During the lifetime of the task, the vCloud Protector updates the contents of the
Task. Specifically, the status attribute and the Progress element are updated to
show the status of the backup operation.


Events
Events are used to record operation milestones and changes in state or status. They
may be used to indicate things that happened within a task, or any isolated event
within the system. For example, each user login is registered as an event.


vCloud Director defines many internal events which are generated and logged for all
the various operations which occur within vCloud Director. It also provides an
extension API for external applications to generate their own custom Events and add
them to the vCloud Director log.


vCloud Director defines the XML for an Event (EventType) as follows.
<Event xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
serviceNamespace="xs:string" success="xs:boolean" type="xs:string" 
typeFull="xs:string">
  <Owner href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string"/>
  <User href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string"/>
</Event>


An example of a completed Event might look like the following:
<Event success="true" serviceNamespace="com.emc.backup" type="com/emc/
event/backup/complete"> 
   <Owner  
      type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vapp+xml"  
      name="{vapp-name}"  
      href="https://{vcloud-host}/api/vApp/{vapp-id}"/> 
   <User 
      type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"  
      name="{username}" 
      href="https://{vcloud-host}/api/admin/user/{user-id}" />
</Event>


vCloud Director automatically generates events that are related to tasks. The vCloud
Director events that are generated for the lifecycle of a task are:


l task/create


l task/start


l task/complete (or task/fail, or task/abort)


vCloud Director notifications
Each event generates a corresponding notification when the Enable
Notifications setting in the global settings of the vCloud Director is enabled. This
setting can be set manually using the vCloud Director web UI, or programmatically via
calls to the vCloud Director REST services.


When this setting is enabledvCloud Director publishes the Notification messages on a
configured RabbitMQ (AMQP) message bus. These messages are published into a
single exchange that all consumers of these Notifications share. Each consumer may
create and bind a Queue to this exchange in RabbitMQ and filter the Notifications by
defining a Routing Key pattern. See the section on RabbitMQ that follows for more
details.


The notification that is received on the message bus:
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<Notification xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/extension/v1.5" 
xmlns:vcloud_v1.5="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
eventId="xs:string" type="xs:string">
    <vcloud_v1.5:Link href="xs:anyURI" id="xs:string" 
name="xs:string" type="xs:string"
            rel="xs:string"/>
    <vcloud_v1.5:EntityLink id="xs:string" name="xs:string" 
type="xs:string" rel="xs:string"/>
    <Timestamp> xs:dateTime </Timestamp>
    <OperationSuccess> xs:boolean </OperationSuccess>
</Notification>


Note


There is no method for the event or notification to carry additional information about
the event details. The only method to communicate any additional information is to
attach that data to the entity object with which the event is associated with (For
example, Task/Details).


RabbitMQ (AMQP)
To support notifications, vCloud Director must be configured (via web or REST
interfaces) to connect to a RabbitMQ server. These settings are also required to be
configured in order to use the REST Extension services, so this is not an additional
requirement for notifications.


For the web UI, go to System > Administration > System Settings > Extensibility


For the REST interface use the following to configure AMQP settings:


PUT https://{vcloud-host}/api/admin/extension/settings/amqp
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.admin.amqpSettings+xml
    
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<AmqpSettings xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/extension/v1.5"> 
            <AmqpHost> ... </AmqpHost> 
            <AmqpPort> ... </AmqpPort> 
            <AmqpUsername> ... </AmqpUsername>     
            <AmqpPassword> ... </AmqpPassword> 
            <AmqpExchange> ... </AmqpExchange>     
            <AmqpVHost> ... </AmqpVHost> 
            <AmqpUseSSL> ... </AmqpUseSSL> 
</AmqpSettings>


To enable notifications:


PUT https://{vcloud-host}/api/admin/extension/settings/
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.admin.notificationSettings+xml


<NotificationsSettings xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/extension/
v1.5"> 
   <EnableNotifications>true</EnableNotifications>
</NotificationsSettings>


A GET operation can also be used to retrieve the currently configured AMQP settings
so that a client may utilize the existing configuration, rather than supply a new one.


vCloud Director publishes notifications on a specific exchange. vCloud Director itself
does not create this exchange; it must be created as part of the setup of RabbitMQ.
The default is called "systemExchange". It should be configured as type = topic and
Durable= true.
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Note


There is an additional exchange, called "vCloud Director.notifications20" which also
receives notifications. There are two observed differences between this exchange and
systemExchange. First, the payload of the Notifications is in JSON format rather than
XML. Second, this exchange contains Notifications which are generated by
"extensions" while the systemExchange only appears to receive system-generated
Notifications. This additional exchange is currently undocumented by VMWare.


Routing key format
This section provides information on the format of the routing key for vCloud Director
AMQP message.


The routing key for a vCloud Director AMQP message has the following form:
operationSuccess.entity.org.user.subType1.subType2...subTypeN.
[taskName]


The following is an example from "VMWare vCloud API Programming Guide - vCloud
Director 5.1", which defines the Routing Key format. The routing key components
include:


Table 1 Routing Key Format


Key Description


operationSuccess A Boolean value denoting whether the operation that triggered the
notification succeeded or failed.


entity The object identifier of the object which triggered the notification.


org The object identifier of the organization that owns the affected object.


user The object identifier of the user who made the request.


subType—
1subTypeN


Each subType is a single component of the event type name.


taskName If entity is a task or blocking task, the task name is appended to the
routing key.


Routing key patterns
This section provides information on the patterns of the routing key for vCloud
Director AMQP message.


To receive messages on the RabbitMQ bus, a client must create a queue and bind it to
the notification exchange. The binding specifies a routing pattern to match with the
routing key that vCloud Director uses when publishing messages to the exchange. A
specified queue may bind to the same exchange multiple times, using different
patterns.


The routing key pattern supports the following wildcard characters: "*" matches a
single word and '#' matches zero or more words.
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Table 2 Routing Key Patterns


Key Description


"#" Match all notifications


"false.#" Match all failed operations


"*.*.*.*.com.vmware.vcloud.event.tas
k.*.*"


Match all task related notifications


"*.
{objectId}.*.*.com.vmware.vcloud.eve
nt.task.create.*"


Match all tasks that are created to operate on a
specific object


"*.*.*.*.com.vmware.vcloud.event.tas
k.*.{taskName}"


Match all operations on a specific task


Captured sequence of Events and Routing Keys generated by vCloud Director
when stopping a running vApp


This section provides information on the captured sequence of events and routing
keys that vCloud Director generates when stopping a running vApp.


Table 3 Events and Routing Keys generated by vCloud Director when stopping a running vApp


Events Description


task/create true.b1992c04-c115-4576-95f0-fd16a9b18d23.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.task.create.vappUndeployPo
werOff


vapp/
undeploy_request


true.fba5cc8d-000c-463a-a0f4-8b80d756e95e.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.vapp.undeploy_request


task/start true.b1992c04-c115-4576-95f0-fd16a9b18d23.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.task.start.vappUndeployPow
erOff


vm/change_state true.c7c1590f-7080-4aa4-99ef-c353567c9f62.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.vm.change_state


vapp/undeploy true.fba5cc8d-000c-463a-a0f4-8b80d756e95e.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.vapp.undeploy


vapp/undeploy true.c7c1590f-7080-4aa4-99ef-c353567c9f62.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.vm.undeploy


task/complete true.b1992c04-c115-4576-95f0-fd16a9b18d23.2854db3e-4f74-4f7b-
ab5f-8db60a12e6df.35135e6e-58ac-4fca-b28d-
a48e30a10602.com.vmware.vcloud.event.task.complete.vappUndeploy
PowerOff
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vCloud Protector extension and backup appliance usage of
events and tasks


Tasks are created to support any operation that may take longer than a few seconds
to complete. Some examples of these operations include the creation of internal
resources. Creation of internal resources requires many steps and/or communication
with external resources (Backup Repository, Backup Appliance, and so on),
performing Backups, Restores, and Queries of lists of resources.


The value of Service Namespace in both task and event pages is defined as
"com.emc.vcp" (for Mater release 1, they remain "com.emc.vcp.backup" and
"com.emc.vcp.event" respectively).


vCloud Protector Generated Tasks
This section provides information on the protector generated tasks.


Table 4 vCloud Protector Generated Tasks


Task Source Operation Display Name


ADHOC_VAPP_BACKUP Ext adhocBackup Adhoc Backup Processing for Virtual
Application %name (%uuid)


SCHEDULED_VAPP_BACKUP BG scheduledBackup Backup Processing for Virtual Application
%name (%uuid)


ADHOC_VAPP_RESTORE Ext adhocRestore Adhoc Restore Processing for Virtual
Application %name (%uuid)


ADHOC_FLR_VAPP_RESTORE Ext restoreFiles FLR: Restore files to Virtual Machine (%uuid)


FLR_BROWSE Ext connectVM FLR: Connecting Virtual Machine (%uuid)


ADHOC_REPLICATION Ext adhocReplications Adhoc Replication Processing for Replication
Policy %name (%uuid)


ADHOC_VAPP_REPLICATION BG adhocReplication Adhoc Replication Processing for Virtual
Application %name (%uuid)


SCHEDULED_VAPP_REPLICATI
ON


BG scheduledReplication Replication Processing for Virtual Application
%name (%uuid)


CREATE_BACKUP_APPLIANCE Ext createBackupAppliance Create a new Backup Appliance (%uuid)


MODIFY_BACKUP Ext modifyBackup Modify Backup for Virtual Application
%name(%uuid)


DELETE_ BACKUP_APPLIANCE Ext deleteBackupAppliance Delete a Backup Appliance (%uuid)


CREATE_BACKUP_REPO Ext createBackupRepo Create a new Backup Repository (%uuid)


RESTORE_TO_NEW_VAPP Ext restoreToNewVApp Restore a Backup to a New VApp (%uuid)


REGISTER_ORG Ext registerOrg Registering an Organization with vCP (%uuid)


REGISTER_VCENTER Ext registerVCenter Register a new vCenter (%uuid)
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vCloud Protector Generated Events
This section provides information on the custom events which the vCloud Protector
Extension and Backup Appliance generates to support Notifications for activities that
are related to all supported features and functions.


l vCloud Director generated events are shown in red and have the prefix com/
vmware/vcloud/event/


l vCloud Protector generated events are shown in black and have the prefix
com/emc/vCloud Protector/event/


l The Source column indicates which component generates the Event.


n Ext. means the extension from the VCLOUD PRO-TECTOR to VCLOUD
DIRECTOR.


n BA means the Backup Appliance.


Adhoc Backup
The following sections define the custom events of an adhoc backup.


Table 5 Adhoc backup


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


task/create/
[taskName]


Ext queued Task vCloud Protector REST API Client
issues an ad-hoc backup request
to the vCloud Protector
Extension, and returns a vCloud
Protector Task to the caller.
Task/Owner element is set to the
vApp.


vapp/backup/
adhoc_request


Ext queued vApp The ad hoc backup request was
processed by the vCloud
Protector Extension and sent to
the Backup Appliance


task/start/
[taskName]


BA running Task The Backup Appliance reports
that the backup has started.


vapp/backup/
progress


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance updates
the Task/Progress (%) field.


vm/backup/
start


BA running VM The Backup Appliance starts VM
backup


vm/backup/
queued


BA running VM VM backup is in queue


vm/backup/
complete


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup complete


vm/backup/
aborted


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup aborted
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Table 5 Adhoc backup (continued)


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


vm/backup/
failed


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup failed


task/complete/
[taskName]


BA success Task The Backup Appliance reports
that the vApp backup completed
successfully.


vapp/backup/
complete_with_
errors


BA success vApp The Backup Appliance reports
that some VMs could not be
backed up and it resulted in a
valid but partial vApp backup. The
Backup Appliance generates this
event to distinguish between
complete success or complete
failure. The Backup Appliance
may update the Task/Details
element with success/failure
information.


vapp/backup/
success


BA vApp The vApp backup completed
successfully


vapp/backup/
fail


BA vApp The vApp backup failed


task/fail/
[taskName]


Ext, BA error Task The vCloud Protector Extension
fails to submit the request to the
Backup Appliance. The Backup
Appliance fails to queue the
request or reports any error. The
Task/Error element contains
information about the cause of
the error.


vapp/backup/
excluded


BA preRunning vApp The vApp is excluded from being
backed up


vm/backup/
excluded


BA preRunning vApp The vm is excluded from being
backed up


vapp/backup/
applyDiskExclusi
on


BA preRunning vApp The Backup Appliance applies disk
exclusion before a backup; the
status is success if the exclusion
is up-to-date, otherwise the
status is failure and the exclusion
is ignored.
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Scheduled Backup
The following sections define the custom events of an scheduled backup.


Table 6 Scheduled backup


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


task/create/
[taskName]


BA queued Task The Backup Appliance initiates
the start of a scheduled backup.


vapp/backup/
scheduled


BA preRunning vApp The Backup Appliance queues the
backup for execution.


task/start/
[taskName]


BA running Task The Backup Appliance reports
that the backup has started.


vapp/backup/
progress


BA running vApp and the Backup Appliance
updates the Task/Progress (%)
field.


vm/backup/
start


BA running VM The Backup Appliance starts VM
backup


vm/backup/
queued


BA running VM VM backup is in queue


vm/backup/
complete


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup complete


vm/backup/
aborted


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup aborted


vm/backup/
failed


BA running VM The Backup Appliance detects
VM backup failed


task/complete/
[taskName]


BA success Task The Backup Appliance reports
that the vApp backup completed
successfully.


vapp/backup/
complete_with_
errors


BA success vApp The Backup Appliance may report
that some VMs could not be
backed up and it resulted in a
valid but partial vApp backup. The
Backup Appliance generates this
event to distinguish between
complete success or complete
failure. The Backup Appliance
may update the Task/Details
element with success/failure
information.


vapp/backup/
success


BA vApp The vApp backup completed
successfully


vapp/backup/
fail


BA vApp The vApp backup failed
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Table 6 Scheduled backup (continued)


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


task/fail/
[taskName]


BA error Task The Backup Appliance fails to
queue the request or reports any
error. The Task/Error element
contains information about the
cause of the error.


vapp/backup/
excluded


BA preRunning vApp The vApp is excluded from being
backed up


vm/backup/
excluded


BA preRunning vApp The vm is excluded from being
backed up


vapp/backup/
applyDiskExclusi
on


BA preRunning vApp The Backup Appliance applies disk
exclusion before a backup; the
status is success if the exclusion
is up-to-date, otherwise the
status is failure and the exclusion
is ignored.


Cancel Backup
The following sections define the custom events of a cancel backup.


Table 7 Cancel backup


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


vapp/backup/
cancel_request


Ext queued
preRunning
running


Task The backup cancel request is
processed by the vCloud
Protector Extension and sent to
the Backup Appliance. The Task
exists.


vapp/backup/
aborted


BA queued
preRunning
running


vApp The Backup Appliance initiates
the cancel operation for the
vAppbackup that is running.


vm/backup/
aborted


BA queued
preRunning
running


vApp The Backup Appliance initiates
the cancel operation for each VM
backup that is running.


task/abort/
[taskName]


BA aborted Task The Backup Appliance reports
successful abort of backup.
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Quota Usage
The following sections define the custom events of a quota usage.


Table 8 Quota Usage


Event Source Object Reason/Trigger


vapp/backup/
consume_adhoc_quota
/[vAppId]/[bytes]


BA vApp The ad hoc quota was consumed
on (partially) successful vApp
backup.


backupPolicyQuotaExc
eeded/PolicyStillEnable


Ext Policy Notify that the backup policy's
quota usage exceeds its quota
value, while policy is still enabled
because "quotaEnforced" is false


backupPolicyQuotaExc
eeded/PolicyDisabled


Ext Policy Notify that the backup policy's
quota usage exceeds its quota
value, and policy is disabled


backupPolicyResume Ext Policy Notify that one backup policy is
resumed after its quota value
updated


Restore
The following sections define the custom events of a restore.


Table 9 Restore


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


task/create/
[taskName]


Ext queued Task vCloud Protector REST API Client
issues restore request to the
vCloud Protector Extension, and
returns a vCloud Director Task to
the caller. Task/Owner element is
set to the vApp.


vapp/restore/
restore_request


Ext queued Task The restore request is processed
by the vCloud Protector
Extension and sent to the Backup
Appliance.


vapp/restore/
scheduled a


BA preRunning vApp The Backup Appliance queues the
restore for execution.


task/start/
[taskName]


BA running Task The Backup Appliance reports
that the restore has started.


vapp/restore/
progress


BA running vApp At various stages of restore, the
Backup Appliance updates the
Task/Progress (%) field.


vm/restore/
start


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance starts a
rollback on the VM.
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Table 9 Restore (continued)


Event Source vCloud
Director Task
status


Object Reason/Trigger


vm/restore/
queued


BA running VM VM restore is in queue


vm/restore/
complete


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance detects
completion of VM rollback
operation, in case VM was deleted
this event is thrown after the
import is complete


vm/restore/
aborted


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance detects
VM restore aborted


vm/restore/
failed


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance detects
VM restore failed


vm/restore/
delete


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance deleted a
VM during the restore


vapp/restore/
wrapup/start b


BA running vApp Private event for vCloud
Protector Server to begin
wrapping up the restore process


vapp/restore/
wrapup/
complete c


BA running vApp Private event for RESTClient to
begin restoring the vApp
configuration, the platform has
finished its end of the restore
processing.


vapp/restore/
wrapup/failed d


BA running vApp The Backup Appliance failed to
finished the restore process,
perhaps a VM could not be
imported


task/complete/
[taskName]


RESTCli
ent


success Task The RESTClient listens for vapp/
restore/wrapup/complete event
and after the configuration has
been restored the task can be
marked as 100% done


a. not found in BG
b. service namespace is "com.emc.vcp.event.vapp.restore.wrapup.start";
c. service namespace is "com.emc.vcp.event.vapp.restore.wrapup.complete";
d. service namespace is "com.emc.vcp.event.vapp.restore.wrapup.failed";
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Auditing: Create, Delete, or Modify vCloud Protector Extension internal objects and
relationships


The following sections define the custom events to create, delete, or modify vCloud
Protector extension internal objects and relationships.


Table 10 Auditing: Create, Delete, or Modify vCloud Protector Extension internal objects and
relationships


Event Source Reason/Trigger


appliance/create Ext Create a Backup Appliance


appliance/modify Ext Modify a Backup Appliance


appliance/delete Ext Delete a Backup Appliance


repository/create Ext Create a Backup Repository in an Org
Vdc


repository/modify Ext Modify a Backup Repository in an Org
Vdc


repository/delete Ext Delete a Backup Repository from an
Org Vdc


schedule/create Ext Create a Backup Schedule


schedule/modify Ext Modify a Backup Schedule


schedule/delete Ext Delete a Backup Schedule


retention/create Ext Create a Backup Retention


retention/modify Ext Modify a Backup Retention


retention/delete Ext Delete a Backup Retention


optionSet/create Ext Create a Backup Option Set


optionSet/modify Ext Modify a Backup Option Set


optionSet/delete Ext Delete a Backup Option Set


policyTemplate/create Ext Create a Backup Policy Template


policyTemplate/modify Ext Modify a Backup Policy Template


policyTemplate/delete Ext Delete a Backup Policy Template


policyTemplateCatalog/
create


Ext Create a Backup Policy Template
Catalog


policyTemplateCatalog /
modify


Ext Modify a Backup Policy Template
Catalog


policyTemplateCatalog /
delete


Ext Delete a Backup Policy Template
Catalog


vcenterRegistration/create Ext Register a vCenter into a Backup
Appliance


vcenterRegistration/
modify


Ext Modify a vCenter into a Backup
Appliance
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Table 10 Auditing: Create, Delete, or Modify vCloud Protector Extension internal objects and
relationships (continued)


Event Source Reason/Trigger


vcenterRegistration/delete Ext Delete a vCenter into a Backup
Appliance


proxyRegistration/create Ext Register a Backup Proxy on a vCenter


proxyRegistration /modify Ext Modify a Backup Proxy Registration


proxyRegistration /delete Ext Delete a Backup Proxy Registration


orgRegistration/create Ext Register an Organization and enclosed
Virtual Data Centers


orgRegistration /delete Ext Delete an Org Registration


backupPolicy/create Ext Create a Backup Policy


backupPolicy /modify Ext Modify a Backup Policy


backupPolicy /delete Ext Delete a Backup Policy


backupPolicy/attach Ext Attach one or more vApps to a Backup
Policy


replicationPolicy/create Ext Create a Replication Policy in a Backup
Repository.


replicationPolicy /modify Ext Modify a Replication Policy of a Backup
Repository.


replicationPolicy /delete Ext Delete a Replication Policy from a
Backup Repository.


defaultBackupPolicy /
modify


Ext Change the Default Backup Policy of an
Org Vdc


defaultBackupPolicy/
attach


Ext Attach one or more vApps to the
Default Backup Policy of an Org Vdc.


backupConfiguration/
modify


Ext Change the Backup Configuration
parameters of an Org Vdc.


activeRepository /modify Ext Change the Active Backup Repository
of an Org Vdc.


replicationPolicy/attach Ext Attach one or more vApps to a
Replication Policy of a Backup
Repository.


defaultReplicationPolicy/
modify


Ext Change the default Replication Policy
of a Backup Repository.


defaultReplicationPolicy/
attach


Ext Attach one or more vApps to a default
Replication Policy of a Backup
Repository.


adhocReplication/create Ext


backup/modify Ext Modify a Backup (Retention)


backup/delete Ext Delete a Backup
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Table 10 Auditing: Create, Delete, or Modify vCloud Protector Extension internal objects and
relationships (continued)


Event Source Reason/Trigger


backupExcludeList/modify Ext Modify the include/exclude list of VMs
and Disks for a vApp backup.


backupExcludeList/delete Ext Remove the include/exclude list of a
vApp


backupRepositoryPrimaryB
ytesExceeded


Ext


backupRepositoryDailyNew
BytesExceeded


Ext


Notifications to RabbitMQ
All events from BG to RabbitMQ are listed in the table. Some of them can be used for
chargeback purpose. The pattern of routing keys follows VMware's convention except
the use of operationName or taskName:
operationSuccess.entity.org.user.subType1.subType2...subTypeN.
[operationName]


Table 11 RabbitMQ Notifications


Event Source Routing Key Chargeback Reason/Trigger


vAppBackupEvent BG true.entity.org.user.com.emc.vcp.
event.vapp.backup


Yes A vApp is backed up
successfully.


vAppDeleteBackupEve
nt


BG true.entity.org.user.com.emc.vcp.
event.vapp.delete_backup


A vApp backup is deleted
successfully.


vAppRetentionUpdateE
vent


BG true.entity.org.user.com.emc.vcp.
event.vapp.update_backup_retenti
on


The retention of a vApp
backup is updated
successfully.


vAppRestoreEvent BG true.entity.org.user.com.emc.vcp.
event.vapp.restore


Yes A vApp backup is restored
successfully.


vAppReplicationEvent BG true.entity.org.user .com.emc.vcp.
event.vapp.replicate


Yes A vApp backup on source
side is replicated
successfully.


vAppBackupEvent
<vAppBackupEvent eventVersion="1.0" taskId="daljdaldja" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z" back-upType="adhoc|scheduled">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
     <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
     <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
     <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
     <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
     <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
     <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
     <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
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   </vAppInfo>
   <vAppBackupInfo vAppBackupId="23" backupVmCount="3" 
vmsSelected="2" actualVMs="1">
     <BackupHost>ave370.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupHost>
     <BackupStoreName>vdd670a.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupStoreName>
     <BackupStoreId>83F73B79687F2FC06902E778A6C9147F5F19A3C4</
BackupStoreId>
     <BytesModified>1332</BytesModified><!-- from the VM's 
perspective -->
     <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
     <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
     <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
     <EffectiveRetention>2013-10-15T18:16:02.000Z</EffectiveRetention>
     <VmBackupInfoList>
<VmBackupInfo vmId="VM cloud guid1" vmName="vCloud Name" 
includeVm="true" vmBackup-Status="success" vmBackupId="20">
     <BytesModified>99241</BytesModified>
     <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
     </VmBackupInfo>
     <VmBackupInfo vmId="VM cloud guid2" vmName="" includeVm="true" 
vmBackupStatus="failed"/>
     <VmBackupInfo vmId="VM cloud guid3" vmName="" includeVm="false"/>
   </VmBackupInfoList>
   </vAppBackupInfo>
</vAppBackupEvent>


vAppDeleteBackupEvent
<vAppDeleteBackupEvent eventVersion="1.0" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z">
  <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
   <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
   <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
   <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
   <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
   <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
   <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
   <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
  </vAppInfo>
  <vAppBackupInfo vAppBackupId="23"/>
</vAppDeleteBackupEvent>


vAppRetentionUpdateEvent
<vAppRetentionUpdateEvent eventVersion="1.0" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
     <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
     <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
     <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
     <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
     <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
     <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
     <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
   </vAppInfo>
   <vAppBackupInfo vAppBackupId="23">
     <EffectiveRetention>2013-10-15T18:16:02.000Z</EffectiveRetention>
   </vAppBackupInfo>
</vAppRetentionUpdateEvent>
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vAppRestoreEvent
This section provides information on the types of restore events.


Rollback
<vAppRestoreEvent eventVersion="1.0" taskId="abc123def" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z" re-storeType="rollback">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
      <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
      <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
      <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
      <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
      <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
      <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
      <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
   </vAppInfo>
   <vAppRestoreInfo source="local" vAppBackupId="23" 
backupvmcount="3" vmsSelected="2">
      <BackupHost>ave370.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupHost>
      <BackupStoreName>vdd670a.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupStoreName>
      <BackupStoreId>83F73B79687F2FC06902E778A6C9147F5F19A3C4</
BackupStoreId>
      <BytesRestored>1332</BytesRestored><!-- Need definition - Bytes 
written -->
      <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
      <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
      <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
     <VmRestoreInfoList>
<VmRestoreInfo vmId="guid-from-backup" vmName="Vm1FromBackup" 
includeVm="true" vmRe-storeStatus="success" vmBackupId="20">
   <BytesRestored>13241</BytesRestored>
   <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
   <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
   <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
   </VmRestoreInfo>
<VmRestoreInfo vmId="VM cloud guid2" vmName="Vm2FromBackup" 
includeVm="true" vmRe-storeStatus="success" vmBackupId="20">
   <BytesRestored>13241</BytesRestored>
   <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
   <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
   <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
</VmRestoreInfo>
<VmRestoreInfo vmId="VM cloud guid3" vmName="Vm3FromBackup" 
includeVm="false"/>
    </VmRestoreInfoList>
  </vAppRestoreInfo>
</vAppRestoreEvent>


Single VM Rollback
<vAppRestoreEvent eventVersion="1.0" taskId="abc123def" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z" re-storeType="singlevmrollback">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
      <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
      <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
      <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
      <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
      <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
      <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
      <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
   </vAppInfo>
   <vAppRestoreInfo source="local|remote" vAppBackupId="23" 
backupVmCount="3" vmsSelected="1">
      <BackupHost>ave370.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupHost>
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      <BackupStoreName>vdd670a.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupStoreName>
      <BackupStoreId>83F73B79687F2FC06902E778A6C9147F5F19A3C4</
BackupStoreId>
      <BytesModified>1332</BytesModified>
      <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
      <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
      <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
      <VmRestoreInfoList>
<VmRestoreInfo vAppId="VM cloud guid1" vmName="" includeVm="true" 
vmRestoreStatus="success" vmBackupId="20">
      <BytesModified>13241</BytesModified>
      <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
      <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
      <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
                     </VmRestoreInfo>
      </VmRestoreInfoList>
   </vAppRestoreInfo>
</vAppRestoreEvent>


Restore to New
<vAppRestoreEvent eventVersion="1.0" taskId="abc123def" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z" re-storeType="new">
<vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
   <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
   <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
   <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
   <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
   <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
   <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
   <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
  </vAppInfoSrc>
  <vAppInfoDst vAppIdDst="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppNameDst="Accounting">
   <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudIdDst>
   <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgNameDst>
   <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgIdDst>
   <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCNameDst>
   <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCIdDst>
   <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerIdDst>
   <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerNameDst>
  </vAppInfoDst>
  <vAppRestoreInfo source="local" vAppBackupId="23" backupVmCount="3" 
vmsRestored="2">
   <BackupHost>ave370.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupHost>
   <BackupStoreName>vdd670a.asl.lab.emc.com</BackupStoreName>
   <BackupStoreId>83F73B79687F2FC06902E778A6C9147F5F19A3C4</
BackupStoreId>
   <BytesModified>1332</BytesModified>
   <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
   <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
   <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
   <VmRestoreInfoList>
<VmRestoreInfo vmId="VM cloud guid1" vmName="" includeVm="true" 
vmRestoreStatus="success" vmBackupId="20">
   <BytesModified>13241</BytesModified>
   <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
   <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
   <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
  </VmRestoreInfo>
<VmRestoreInfo vmId="VM cloud guid2" vmName="" includeVm="true" 
vmRestoreStatus="success" vmBackupId="20">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
      <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
      <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
      <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
      <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
      <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
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      <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
      <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
   </vAppInfo>
   <BytesModified>13241</BytesModified>
   <BytesProcessed>2342324</BytesProcessed>
   <StartTime>2013-08-16T18:16:30.092Z</StartTime>
   <EndTime>2013-08-16T18:22:23.801Z</EndTime>
  </VmRestoreInfo>
  <VmRestoreInfo vmId="VM cloud guid3" vmName="" includeVm="false"/>
  </VmRestoreInfoList>
  </vAppRestoreInfo>
</vAppRestoreEvent>


vAppReplicationEvent
<vAppReplicationEvent eventVersion="1.0" adhocReplTaskid="skjssljs" 
adhocReplUserid="SYSTEM" taskId="daljdaldja" userId="xyz" 
eventTime="2013-08-16T18:25:23.801Z" replicationType="adhoc|
scheduled">
   <vAppInfo vAppId="2928ca6b-efb9-482e-b7cc-47432fb0a918" 
vAppName="Accounting">
     <vCloudId>5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29</vCloudId>
     <OrgName>Stone_Brewery</OrgName>
     <OrgId>681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59</OrgId>
     <OrgvDCName>Stone_Org_vDC</OrgvDCName>
     <OrgvDCId>ee18a662-a128-4a94-b992-62d8d361063e</OrgvDCId>
     <OwnerId>3b5cc907-ca8c-477b-99c4-10229751acce</OwnerId>
     <OwnerName>SYSTEM</OwnerName>
  </vAppInfo>
  <vAppReplInfo destinationHost="hostname">
     <BytesProcessed>10628809</BytesProcessed>
     <BytesModified>95681</BytesModified>
     <StartTime>2013-11-21T22:18:27.856Z</StartTime>
     <EndTime>2013-11-21T22:18:27.857Z</EndTime>
     </vAppReplInfo>
</vAppReplicationEvent>


Notifications and Event Types
This section provides information on the complete listing of Notification/Event Types
that vCloud Director generates.


Table 12 Notifications and Event Types


Type (com/vmware/
vcloud/event/…)


Description


session/login A login session was created.


user/import A user was imported from LDAP.


user/remove An imported user was removed from the organization.


user/modify One or more properties of a user were modified.


user/lockout An account was locked based on the organization's password
policy settings.


user/unlock A locked account was unlocked.


user/lock_expired The lock on an account has expired.


user/create A local user was created in an organization.


org/create An organization was created.
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Table 12 Notifications and Event Types (continued)


Type (com/vmware/
vcloud/event/…)


Description


org/modify An organization was modified.


org/delete An organization was deleted.


network/create A network was created.


network/modify A network was modified.


network/delete A network was deleted.


network/deploy A network was deployed.


network/undeploy A network was undeployed.


catalog/create A catalog was created.


catalog/delete A catalog was deleted.


catalog/modify One or more properties of a catalog were modified


catalog/publish A catalog was published.


catalogItem/create An item was added to a catalog.


catalogItem/delete An item was removed from a catalog.


vdc/create_request A request to create a vDC was blocked pending administrative
action.


vdc/create A vDC was created.


vdc/modify One or more properties of a vDC was modified.


vdc/delete_request A request to delete a vDC was blocked pending administrative
action.


vdc/delete A vDC was deleted.


vdc/fast_provisioning/
modify


The UsesFastProvisioningvalue of a vDC was modified.


vdc/thin_provisioning/
modify


The IsThinProvisionvalue of a vDC was modified.


vappTemplate/create A vApp template was created.


vappTemplate/import A virtual machine was imported from vSphere as a vApp
template.


vappTemplate/modify One or more properties of a vApp template were modified.


vappTemplate/delete A vApp template was deleted.


vappTemplate/
create_request


A request to create a vApp template was blocked pending
administrative action.


vappTemplate/
import_request


A request to import a vApp template was blocked pending
administrative action.


vappTemplate/
modify_request


A request to modify a vApp template was blocked pending
administrative action.
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Table 12 Notifications and Event Types (continued)


Type (com/vmware/
vcloud/event/…)


Description


vappTemplate/
delete_request


A request to delete a vApp template was blocked pending
administrative action.


vapp/create A vApp was created (instantiated)


vapp/import A virtual machine was imported from vSphere as a vApp.


vapp/modify One or more properties of a vApp were modified.


vapp/delete A vApp was deleted.


vapp/deploy A vApp was deployed.


vapp/undeploy A vApp was undeployed.


vapp/
runtime_lease_expiry


The runtime lease of a vApp has expired.


vapp/create_request A request to instantiate a vApp template was blocked pending
administrative action.


vapp/import_request A request to import a vApp was blocked pending administrative
action.


vapp/modify_request A request to modify a vApp was blocked pending administrative
action.


vapp/delete_request A request to delete a vApp was blocked pending administrative
action.


vapp/deploy_request A request to deploy a vApp was blocked pending administrative
action.


vapp/undeploy_request A request to undeploy a vApp was blocked pending
administrative action.


vm/create_request A request to create a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.


vapp/quarantine_reject An uploaded OVF was rejected after quarantine.


vapp/upload_timeout An OVF upload has timed out.


vm/create A virtual machine was created by instantiating a vApp.


vm/modify_request A request to modify a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.


vm/modify One or more properties of a virtual machine were modified.


vm/delete A virtual machine was deleted.


vm/change_state The power state of a virtual machine has changed.


vm/deploy_request A request to deploy a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.


vm/deploy A virtual machine was deployed.


vm/undeploy_request A request to undeploy a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.
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Table 12 Notifications and Event Types (continued)


Type (com/vmware/
vcloud/event/…)


Description


vm/undeploy A virtual machine was undeployed.


vm/consolidate_request A request to consolidate a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.


vm/consolidate A virtual machine was consolidated.


vm/relocate_request A request to relocate a virtual machine was blocked pending
administrative action.


vm/relocate A virtual machine was relocated.


media/create A media object created by upload or import.


media/import A media object was imported.


media/modify One or more properties of a media object were modified.


media/delete A media object was deleted.


media/create_request A request to create a media object was blocked pending
administrative action.


media/import_request A request to import a media object was blocked pending
administrative action.


media/modify_request A request to modify a media object was blocked pending
administrative action.


media/delete_request A request to delete a media object was blocked pending
administrative action.


media/upload_timeout A media upload has timed out.


media/quarantine_reject An uploaded media object was rejected after quarantine.


providerVdc/
create_request


A request to create a provider vDC was blocked pending
administrative action.


providerVdc/create A provider vDC was created.


providerVdc/modify One or more properties of a provider vDC were modified.


providerVdc/
delete_request


A request to delete a provider vDC was blocked pending
administrative action.


providerVdc/delete A provider vDC was deleted.


vc/create A vCenter server was registered.


vc/modify One or more properties of a registered vCenter server were
modified.


vc/delete A registered vCenter server was registered.


task/create A task was created.


task/start A non-blocking task has started or a blocking task has resumed.


task/abort A task was aborted.


task/complete A task has completed.
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Table 12 Notifications and Event Types (continued)


Type (com/vmware/
vcloud/event/…)


Description


task/fail A task has failed.


blockingtask/create A task was blocked and a notification created.


blockingtask/resume A blocking task was resumed.


blockingtask/abort A blocking task was aborted.


blockingtask/fail A blocking task was failed.


datastore/modify One or more properties of a datastore object were modified.


datastore/delete A Datastore object was deleted.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases
revisions of its software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this
document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This document describes the backup REST API extensions that have been made
available in the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE). These
extensions are in addition to the standard VMware vCloud Director API.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 First release of vCloud Director Data Protection
Extension 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Release Notes


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Installation and Upgrade Guide


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide


l vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Message Bus Specification Reference
Guide


l Avamar for VMware User Guide
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Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example
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Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Backup Service


This section includes the following topics:


l Backup service................................................................................................... 18
l Conventions........................................................................................................19
l Backup policy overview...................................................................................... 19
l API versioning.................................................................................................... 20
l Resources available on a Backup Service........................................................... 22
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Backup service
The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE) exposes a direct
integrated extension to the standard VMware vCloud Director API. The vCD DPE
REST API extension adds a number of new operations to the existing vApp and Org
vDC objects. The vCD DPE REST API extension also adds a collection of policy and
configuration related objects under a new backup service root object.


A backup service represents a product that manages vApp backups in the context of a
vCloud. An example would be the Dell EMC Backup and Recovery Suite, which
encapsulates Avamar and Data Domain backup appliances.


All vCloud REST API extensions under /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService are accessible to SYSTEM (provider) admin accounts only.


The backup service extension is injected at the root level of the vCloud REST API. All
vCloud REST API extensions under /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService
are accessible to SYSTEM (provider) admin accounts only.


This document includes examples of many, but not all, supported operations. The table
at the end of this document contains the complete list of supported operations on
newly exposed and existing vCloud REST API objects.


Figure 1 Backup service


The following are some of the supported operations on a Backup Service:


l CRUD on Org Registrations


l CRUD on backup appliances


l CRUD on backup repositories


l CRUD on backup schedules


l CRUD on backup retention policies


l CRUD on backup option sets


l CRUD on BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogs
l CRUD on BackupPolicyTemplates


Note


CRUD = create, read, update, and delete.


Most objects have a revision attribute which is automatically initialized on object
creation, and automatically altered on object updates. During an update operation, the
previous version should be specified in any input parameter. The REST API uses this
as a check for conflicting update attempts. If the revision does not match the
parameter on an update operation, the operation returns an error indication. A
consumer of the REST API should treat this revision strings as an opaque object and
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not make any assumptions as to it being convertible to a time, or as to it always being
an incrementing value.


Conventions
In this document the request URLs are presented as "GET /api/…" as they are
represented in the actual request bytes sent across the network. Where the full URL
might be "https://vcloud.example.com/api/..." the actual request omits the
protocol and host, as presented in this document.


Note also that common request and response headers are also omitted, for clarity, in
the examples. URLs in the examples are abbreviated as-needed to prevent line wrap.


In keeping with the style of the VMWare vCloud API Programming Guide, most of the
XML objects or entities described in this document, including entities which fall under
the class of a ReferenceType, meaning a reference to another entity, will include the
following common attributes: name, id, href and type. Not all examples of these
entities are shown with all of these attributes, and in many cases it is not required for
each of these attributes to be present. Typically only the href and type attributes are
required in most circumstances. Therefore it should not be considered an error of the
specification or the implementation if the examples and the implementation do not
always match perfectly.


Uses of response codes in this API follow the same conventions as the vCloud Director
API.


Backup policy overview
Schedules, retention policies, and backup option sets are configured at the cloud level.
These are exposed under the backup service. These are visible globally across the
cloud, but only to provider admins.


Figure 2 Avamar Backup Service


A backup policy template consists of a reference to a schedule, a retention policy, and
a backup option set. These are configured and visible only to provider admins.


Backup Service
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Figure 3 Avamar Backup Service Backup Policy Template


A backup policy template catalog is a container that can hold multiple backup policy
templates. Multiple catalogs can be composed. These catalogs have names, for
example Gold, Silver and Bronze. These are configured and visible only to provider
admins.


Figure 4 Avamar Backup Service Backup Policy Template Catalog


API versioning
Starting with release 2.0.4, the vCD DPE REST APIs are versioned. Versioning gives
the clients flexibility to use new features as they are ready to consume them, and to
continue to use the older APIs even after upgrading to later software versions. The
plan is to support two concurrent API versions in every release.


The versioning scheme uses a content negotiation approach, where the Accept
header of a request specifies the requested version of the vCD DPE REST API.


Specify a version in the accept-header as follows:


(tag "vcp-version") : application/*+xml;version=5.1;vcp-version=3.0
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Request headers
Figure 5 Request headers


l All APIs that were released before version 2.0.4 are tagged as vcp-
version=1.0.


l The APIs that were released in versions 2.0.4 and 2.0.5 are tagged as vcp-
version=2.0.


l The APIs that were released in version 3.0 and later are tagged as vcp-
version=3.0.


l The APIs that were released in version 4.0 and later are tagged as vcp-
version=4.0.


Specifying a vcp-version in the Accept header is optional. If you do not specify a
vcp-version, the request defaults to version 1.0. If you specify a vcp-version,
the vCD DPE resolves the API to the specified version, or to the closest known version
released.


For example: If you specify vcp-version=2.3, the vCD DPE uses the version 2.0
API. Similarly, if you specify vcp-version=1.5, the vCD DPE uses the version 1.0
API.


If an API that was implemented in a later version, is requested for an earlier version,
the call returns the response METHOD_NOT_ALLOWED.


For example:


Header
Accept : application/*+xml;version=5.1;vcp-version=1.0


Request
GET /api/admin/vApp/22/backupPolicies


Response
200 OK


<Error xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" majorErrorCode="405" 
              minorErrorCode="METHOD_NOT_ALLOWED" 
vendorSpecificErrorCode="01700" 
              message="01700: Method not allowed." />
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Note


For some APIs, the request body, or response body varies across versions. Any such
differences are documented here. Note the API version for commands that have
changed between releases, or for new commands. If a command does not specify an
API version, the behavior is unchanged from version 1.0.


Resources available on a Backup Service
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService


Description
Retrieve the representation of a registered backup service.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupService+xml


Output type:
BackupServiceType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupService+xml


<BackupServiceReferences>
    <BackupService href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/EmcBackupService" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupService+xml">
        <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliances" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupAppliance+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepositories" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.orgRegistration+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs" rel="down" 
type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedules" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupSchedule+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetentions" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupRetention+xml"/>
        <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSets" rel="down" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupOptionSet+xml"/>
        <Product>vCloud Director Data Protection Extension 
         - Backup Service</Product>
        <Version>18.2</Version>
        <Url>https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService</Url>
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    </BackupService>
</BackupServiceReferences>


Backup Service
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CHAPTER 2


Getting Started


This section describes the workflow for using the vCD Data Protection Extension
REST APIs to set up and configure the system and use the functionality that is
provided by data protection and recovery APIs.


l Login.................................................................................................................. 26
l Register Organization........................................................................................ 26
l Add one or more backup appliances................................................................... 26
l Register vCenter................................................................................................26
l Create a Backup Policy Template Catalog..........................................................26
l Create Policy Templates.................................................................................... 27
l Add Policy Template to Catalog......................................................................... 27
l Create Backup Repository..................................................................................27
l Create Backup Policy......................................................................................... 27
l Set Default Backup Policy.................................................................................. 27
l Backup and Restore........................................................................................... 28
l Replication......................................................................................................... 28
l Workflow at a glance..........................................................................................28
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Login
This is a standard login to the vCloud Director with HTTP GET request. It creates a
session with the vCD. It is the very first step that needs to be done in order to start a
new session with the vCD. You may need to repeat this step when the session expires.
Please refer to the vCloud Director REST API documentation for more details.


Request
GET /api/login


Response
GET /api/login


Returns a list of organizations in the vCloud Director.


The output response also contains an authorization token in this format: x-vcloud-
authorization:


This header should be specified in every other API operation requests, to certify that
you are authorized.


Register Organization
You must first register your organizations with Avamar Plug-in for vCloud Director.


Registering an organization allows you to associate any of its virtual datacenters with
a backup appliance, and to assign backup and replication policies to it.


Add one or more backup appliances
Backup appliances allow you to associate the vCenters that are managed by your
vCloud Director to an Avamar system. This association allows Avamar to connect
directly to your vCenter to provide backup and restore operations. You can add
multiple backup appliances if needed, and use them simultaneously to extend backup
capacity based on the size of your cloud.


Register vCenter
The vCD Data Protection Extension requires Administrative privileges to communicate
with the vCenter(s) that provide the virtual infrastructure and resources for the cloud.
This step provides vCenter identification information and credentials to the backup
appliance.


Create a Backup Policy Template Catalog
A backup policy template catalog represents a named collection of
BackupPolicyTemplates. This is intended to allow a provider to assign a group of
BackupPolicyTemplates to a virtual datacenter.


Each Backup Policy Template defines a schedule, retention information and an option
set, which will be used by the data protection system for backups.
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Create Policy Templates
Now that the catalog has been created, the next step is to configure policy templates
that can be used for the Organization. A policy template contains a schedule, retention
information, and an option set that you define based on customer needs. Following are
the steps to create a policy template with the necessary components of a template.


You can assign a single policy template to an organization virtual datacenter to protect
all of the vApps that is contains. You can also assign an alternate policy to a vApp
within the virtual datacenter to override any parent datacenter default policy that
exists.


Create Schedule
This step creates a backup schedule that can be used in the policy template. The
schedule is used by the underlying data protection system to trigger normal backups
of the entities that are attached to the backup policy.


Create Retention
This step configures the retention period for which backups are to be retained. It can
be attached to one or more policy templates.


Create Optionset
This step configures options that are used by the underlying data protection system. It
can be attached to one or more policy templates.


Create Policy Template
Now that the individual components of the template have been created, they can be
bundled together in a policy template. This template can be used by Org Admins to
configure backup policies for virtual datacenters.


Add Policy Template to Catalog
This step adds the policy template created above, to the catalog. The templates added
to the catalog can now be accessed by Org Administrators to instantiate backup
policies for their virtual datacenters.


Create Backup Repository
This step configures a backup appliance created above with a virtual datacenter. The
backup repository needs to be configured in order to do backups and/or restores.


Create Backup Policy
We now need to configure a backup policy that can be used for backing up entities in
the virtual datacenter.


Set Default Backup Policy
You can designate one policy as the default policy for the virtual datacenter. The
default policy will automatically protect all existing and future vApps in the virtual
datacenter.
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Backup and Restore
At this point, the system has been configured to proceed with adhoc and/or
scheduled backups; and restores of those backups.


Replication
If it is desired to set up replication between two appliances, please see section below
on replication.


Workflow at a glance
Figure 6 Workflow
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CHAPTER 3


Backup Schedule


A backup schedule represents a definition of a repeating time period during which a
backup will be attempted. A backup schedule is tied to a specific time zone.


l Add a backup schedule to a backup service....................................................... 30
l Update a backup schedule.................................................................................. 31
l Delete a backup schedule associated with a backup service...............................32
l Get list of backup schedules associated with a backup service.......................... 32
l Backup Schedule types...................................................................................... 33
l Backup Schedule Object Taxonomy................................................................... 34
l BackupSchedule elements................................................................................. 34
l Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with DailyRepeat


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................35
l Elements unique to BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType


...........................................................................................................................35
l Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOM


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................36
l Elements unique to BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOW


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................36
l Backup Schedule Object Taxonomy................................................................... 37
l BackupSchedule elements..................................................................................37
l Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with DailyRepeat


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................38
l Elements unique to BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType


...........................................................................................................................38
l Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOM


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................39
l Elements unique to BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOW


BackupScheduleType.........................................................................................39
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Add a backup schedule to a backup service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedules


Description
Create a new backup schedule that can be referenced cloud-wide.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupSchedule+xml


Input type:
BackupScheduleType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupScheduleParams+xml


Output type:
BackupScheduleParamsType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedules
Content-Type: backupScheduleParams+xml


<BackupScheduleParams>
                <BackupSchedule name="Daily Schedule-1AM-6AM-5PM">
                                <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</
NativeTimezone>
                                
<ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
                                <Description>Pacific Gold service 
daily schedule</Description>
                                <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
                                <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</
BackupScheduleType>
                                <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
                                <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</
BackupWindowDuration>
                </BackupSchedule>
</BackupScheduleParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupSchedule+xml


<BackupSchedule 
    id="221" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/221" 
    name="Daily Schedule-1AM-6AM-5PM" 
    revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
    
<ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000/2014-05-11T15:30:00.000</
ActivationInterval>
    <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
    <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
    <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
                <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
</BackupSchedule>
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Update a backup schedule
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/{id}


Description
Update a backup schedule. If the revision attribute that is passed in the input
parameters does not match the current state of the backup schedule, the operation
fails (response = 409 Conflict). The revision attribute in the backup schedule is
automatically incremented and returned in the output parameters after a successful
update.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupSchedule+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyScheduleType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupSchedule+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyScheduleType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55
Content-Type: backupSchedule+xml


<BackupSchedule
    name="Daily Schedule-1AM-6AM-5PM"
    type="backupSchedule+xml"
    revision=”1”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55">
    <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
    <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
    <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
    <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
    <BackupWindowDuration>PT4H</BackupWindowDuration>
</BackupSchedule>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupSchedule+xml


<BackupSchedule 
    id="221" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/221" 
    name="Daily Schedule-1AM-6AM-5PM" 
    revision="2">
    <Description>New Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
    
<ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000/2014-05-11T15:30:00.000</
ActivationInterval>
    <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
    <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
    <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
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    <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
</BackupSchedule>


Delete a backup schedule associated with a backup service
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/{id}


Description
Delete a backup schedule that is associated with a backup service. If the backup
schedule is referenced by a backup policy template, the delete operation fails
(response = 409 Conflict).


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/125


Example response


204 No Content


Get list of backup schedules associated with a backup
service


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedules


Description
Retrieve backup schedules that are associated with a backup service.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupScheduleRefListType+xml


Output type:
BackupScheduleRefListType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedules


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupScheduleRefListType+xml


<BackupScheduleRefList 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedules">
    <BackupScheduleRef 
        id="aa5" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/aa5" 
        name="DailySchedule"/>
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    <BackupScheduleRef 
        id="2bb" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/2bb" 
        name="DailySchedule"/>
    <BackupScheduleRef 
        id="7cf" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/7cf" 
        name="MonthlySchedule"/>
    <BackupScheduleRef 
        id="7a3" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/7a3" 
        name="MonthlySchedule"/>
</BackupScheduleRefList>


Backup Schedule types
This section provides you information on the backup schedule types.


Table 3 Backup Schedule Types


Element Description


DailyRepeat Repeats every day at specific times


WeeklyRepeat Repeats Weekly on specific days, at same time each day


MonthlyRepeatDOM Repeats monthly on a single specific day of month (For example, 1st of
month)


MonthlyRepeatDOW Repeats monthly on a single specific day in a specific week (For
example, 1st Monday of 1st week)


OnDemand Used to provide ad-hoc backup only. There is no schedule
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Backup Schedule Object Taxonomy
This section provides you information on the backup schedule object taxonomy.


Figure 7 Backup Schedule Object taxonomy


BackupSchedule elements
This section provides you information on the BackupSchedule elements.


Table 4  BackupSchedule elements


Element Type


NativeTimezone String (Java TZ)


ActivationInterval String (ISO 8601 interval with start end)


Description String


BackupScheduleType String
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Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with
DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType.


Table 5 BackupSchedule with DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


StartHours List of up to
24 integers


Start-hour (0-23) entries where 0=midnight. A
backup is attempted every day at this time, or a
subsequent time within the "backup window"
extending from this time to the time calculated by
adding the maximum duration to this time. Start-
hour entries are assumed to be based on the
NativeTimezone of the schedule.


BackupWindowDuration String (ISO
8601 duration
format)


Maximum run duration. This single duration applies
to all chosen start times in the list.


Elements unique to BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat
BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType.


Table 6 BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


StartDOWs List of up to 7
integers


Day-of-week entries indicating the days to try a
backup (1-7 where 1=Monday)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. The NativeTimezone
element specifies the time zone and is assumed, so
time zone should not be specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. Time zone should not be
specified in this element.
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Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with
MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType.


Table 7 BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


DayOfMonth Integer (signed) A single entry indicating the day to try a backup
each month (1 to 28, -1 where 1=first day of month,
-1=last day of month, etc.)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies on the specified
day of month. The NativeTimezone element
specifies the time zone and is assumed, so time
zone should not be specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies on the specified day
of month. Time zone should not be specified in this
element.


Elements unique to BackupSchedule with
MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType.


Table 8 BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


WeekOfMonth Integer (signed) A single entry indicating the day to try a backup
each month (1 to 28, -1 where 1=first day of
month, -1=last day of month, etc.)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies to every
chosen day-of-week in the list. The
NativeTimezone element specifies the time zone
and is assumed, so time zone should not be
specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. Time zone should not be
specified in this element.


DayofWeek Integer Indicates the day of week to attempt a backup
(1-7 where 1=Monday)
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Backup Schedule Object Taxonomy
This section provides you information on the backup schedule object taxonomy.


Figure 8 Backup Schedule Object taxonomy


BackupSchedule elements
This section provides you information on the BackupSchedule elements.


Table 9  BackupSchedule elements


Element Type


NativeTimezone String (Java TZ)


ActivationInterval String (ISO 8601 interval with start end)


Description String


BackupScheduleType String


Backup Schedule
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Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with
DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType.


Table 10 BackupSchedule with DailyRepeat BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


StartHours List of up to
24 integers


Start-hour (0-23) entries where 0=midnight. A
backup is attempted every day at this time, or a
subsequent time within the "backup window"
extending from this time to the time calculated by
adding the maximum duration to this time. Start-
hour entries are assumed to be based on the
NativeTimezone of the schedule.


BackupWindowDuration String (ISO
8601 duration
format)


Maximum run duration. This single duration applies
to all chosen start times in the list.


Elements unique to BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat
BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType.


Table 11 BackupSchedule with WeeklyRepeat BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


StartDOWs List of up to 7
integers


Day-of-week entries indicating the days to try a
backup (1-7 where 1=Monday)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. The NativeTimezone
element specifies the time zone and is assumed, so
time zone should not be specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. Time zone should not be
specified in this element.
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Elements that are unique to BackupSchedule with
MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType.


Table 12 BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOM BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


DayOfMonth Integer (signed) A single entry indicating the day to try a backup
each month (1 to 28, -1 where 1=first day of month,
-1=last day of month, etc.)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies on the specified
day of month. The NativeTimezone element
specifies the time zone and is assumed, so time
zone should not be specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies on the specified day
of month. Time zone should not be specified in this
element.


Elements unique to BackupSchedule with
MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType


This section provides you information on the elements unique to the backup schedule
with MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType.


Table 13 BackupSchedule with MonthlyRepeatDOW BackupScheduleType


Element Type Description


WeekOfMonth Integer (signed) A single entry indicating the day to try a backup
each month (1 to 28, -1 where 1=first day of
month, -1=last day of month, etc.)


StartTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Start time. This start time applies to every
chosen day-of-week in the list. The
NativeTimezone element specifies the time zone
and is assumed, so time zone should not be
specified in this element.


EndTime String (ISO 8601 time
format)


End time. This end time applies to every chosen
day-of-week in the list. Time zone should not be
specified in this element.


DayofWeek Integer Indicates the day of week to attempt a backup
(1-7 where 1=Monday)
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CHAPTER 4


Backup Retention


This section includes the following topics:


l Backup Retention...............................................................................................42
l Add a backup retention to a backup service....................................................... 42
l Update backup retention....................................................................................43
l Get a backup retention associated with a backup service.................................. 44
l Delete a backup retention associated with a backup service.............................. 45
l Get list of backup retentions associated with a backup service..........................45
l BackupRetentionTypes...................................................................................... 46
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Backup Retention
A backup retention represents a definition of an elapsed time period after which a
backup will automatically deleted, or a fixed calendar date on which a backup will be
deleted. When a backup is deleted, the formerly occupied storage space becomes
available for new backups.


Add a backup retention to a backup service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions


Description
Create a backup retention that can be referenced cloud-wide.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupRetentionParams+xml


Output type:
BackupRetentionParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRetention+xml


Output type:
BackupRetentionType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions
Content-Type: backupRetentionParams+xml


<BackupRetentionParams>
    <BackupRetention name="Gold Retention">
        <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 20 days</
Description>
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P20D</Duration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
    </BackupRetention>
</BackupRetentionParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupRetention+xml


<BackupRetention
    name="Gold Retention"
    type="backupRetention+xml"
    revision=”1.0000”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/56">
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    <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 20 days</
Description>
    <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
    <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
    <Duration>P20D</Duration>
    <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
</BackupRetention>


Update backup retention
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/{id}


Description
Update a backup retention. The revision attribute is mandatory. Other elements are
optional if they are not changed. If the revision attribute passed in the input
parameters does not match the current state of the backup retention, the operation
fails (response = 409 Conflict). The revision attribute in the backup retention is
automatically incremented and returned in the output parameters after a successful
update.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vmwbackupRetention+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyRetentionType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vmwbackupRetention+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyRetentionType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55
Content-Type: backupRetention+xml


<BackupRetention
    name="Gold Retention"
    type="backupRetention+xml"
    revision=”1.0000”
    id=”55”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55">
    <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 21 days</
Description>
    <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
    <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
    <Duration>P21D</Duration>
    <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
</BackupRetention>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRetention+xml
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<BackupRetention
    name="Gold Retention"
    type="backupRetention+xml"
    revision=”1.0001”
    id=”55”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55">
    <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 21 days</
Description>
    <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
    <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
    <Duration>P21D</Duration>
    <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
</BackupRetention>


Get a backup retention associated with a backup service
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/{id}


Description
Get a backup retention associated with a backup service.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRetention+xml


Output type:
BackupRetentionType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRetention+xml


<BackupRetention
    name="Gold Retention"
    type="backupRetention+xml"
    revision=”1.0001”
    id=”55”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55">
    <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 21 days</
Description>
    <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
    <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
    <Duration>P21D</Duration>
    <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
</BackupRetention>
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Delete a backup retention associated with a backup service
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/{id}


Description
Delete a backup retention that is associated with a backup service. If the backup
retention is referenced by a backup policy template, the delete operation fails
(response = 409 Conflict).


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/55


Example response


204 No Content


Get list of backup retentions associated with a backup
service


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions


Description
Retrieve backup retentions that are associated with a backup service.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
BackupRetentionRefListType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRetentionRefListType+xml


<BackupRetentionRefList href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions">
    <BackupRetentionRef
        id="243" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/243"
        name="Bronze Retention – 10 days"/>
    <BackupRetentionRef
        id="119" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/119"
        name="Silver Retention – 14 months"/>
    <BackupRetentionRef
        id="963" 
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        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/963"
        name="Gold Retention – 3 years"/>
</BackupRetentionRefList>


BackupRetentionTypes


Table 14 BackupRetentionTypes


Element Description


FixedEndDate Delete all backups on or after this fixed calendar date


Duration Delete a backup after this much time has elapsed since day the backup was
initiated


NoExpiration Backups are not deleted automatically


BackupRetention Object Taxonomy
This section outlines the BackupRetention object taxonomy.


Figure 9 BackupRetention Object Taxonomy
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Common BackupRetention elements


Table 15 Common BackupRetention elements


Element String Description


AdaptiveRetentionEnabled Bool If AdaptiveRetentionEnabled is set
to true (the most commonly used
setting is expected to be false), the
retention of certain automatically
selected scheduled backups is over-
ridden. Ad-hoc backups are not
affected by this setting. Selection
criteria for over-ride, the first
scheduled backup of any year,
month, week, and day. This
determination is based on the
NativeTimezone of the
BackupSchedule which is over-
ridden with a fixed, configurable
duration based retention. If a backup
would be selected under multiple
criteria, the over-ride that is
associated with the longer period is
applied. For example, a backup is
first of year, and first of month, and
first of day so the
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration is
applied to the backup.


FirstYearlyRetentionDuration String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Significant only if
AdaptiveRetentionEnabled is true


FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Significant only if
AdaptiveRetentionEnabled is true


FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Significant only if
AdaptiveRetentionEnabled is true


FirstDailyRetentionDuration String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Significant only if
AdaptiveRetentionEnabled is true


Elements unique to BackupRetention with FixedEndDate
BackupRetentionType


Table 16 Elements unique to BackupRetention with FixedEndDate BackupRetentionType


Element Type Description


EndDate String (ISO 8601 time
format)


Date with no time. 12 AM in NativeTimezone of
BackupSchedule is presumed. Do not specify a time
zone in this element. All backups will be deleted on or
after this date.
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Elements unique to BackupRetention with Duration BackupRetentionType


Table 17 Elements unique to BackupRetention with Duration BackupRetentionTypescription


Element Type Description


Duration String (ISO 8601
duration)


Elapsed day count, which is measured from 12 AM on the
day the backup commenced in the native time zone of the
backup appliance. A backup will be deleted after this
elapsed period.
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CHAPTER 5


Backup OptionSet


A backup option set represents a collection of options to be invoked during the backup
process.


l Add a backup retention to a backup service.......................................................50
l Update a backup option set................................................................................ 51
l Get a backup option set associated with a backup service.................................52
l Delete a backup option set associated with a backup service.............................52
l Update a backup option set................................................................................53
l BackupOptionSet elements................................................................................54
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Add a backup retention to a backup service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions


Description
Create a backup retention that can be referenced cloud-wide.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupRetentionParams+xml


Input type:
BackupRetentionParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRetention+xml


Output type:
BackupRetentionType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetentions
Content-Type: backupRetentionParams+xml


<BackupRetentionParams>
    <BackupRetention name="Gold Retention">
        <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 20 days</
Description>
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P20D</Duration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
    </BackupRetention>
</BackupRetentionParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupRetention+xml


<BackupRetention
    name="Gold Retention"
    type="backupRetention+xml"
    revision=”1.0000”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/56">
    <Description>Pacific Gold service retention - 20 days</
Description>
    <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
    <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
    <Duration>P20D</Duration>
    <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
    <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
</BackupRetention>
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Update a backup option set
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/{id}


Description
Update a backup option set. The revision attribute is mandatory. Other elements are
optional if they are not changed. If the revision attribute that is passed in the input
parameters does not match the current state of the backup option set, the operation
fails (response = 409 Conflict). The revision attribute in the backup option set is
automatically incremented and returned in the output parameters after a successful
update.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vmwbackupOptionSet+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyOptionSetType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vmwbackupOptionSet+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyOptionSetType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55
Content-Type: backupOptionSet+xml


<BackupOptionSet
    name="OptionSet Gold"
    type="backupOptionSet+xml"
    revision=”1”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55">
    <Description>New Gold service options</Description>
    <vAppBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
    <VmBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</VmBackupOptionFlags>
</BackupOptionSet>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupOptionSet+xml


<BackupOptionSet 
    id="55" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55" 
    name="OptionSet Gold" 
    revision="2">
    <Description>New Gold service options</Description>
    <vAppBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
    <VmBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</VmBackupOptionFlags>
</BackupOptionSet>
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Get a backup option set associated with a backup service
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/{id}


Description
Get a backup option set associated with a backup service.


Input parameters
BackupOptionSetType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupOptionSet+xml


Output type:
BackupOptionSetType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupOptionSet+xml


<BackupOptionSet 
    id="55" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55" 
    name="OptionSet Gold" 
    revision="2">
    <Description>New Gold service options</Description>
    <vAppBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
    <VmBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</VmBackupOptionFlags>
</BackupOptionSet>


Delete a backup option set associated with a backup service
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/{id}


Description
Delete a backup option set associated with a backup service. If the backup option set
is referenced by a backup policy template, the delete operation fails (response = 409
Conflict).


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55


Example response


204 No Content
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Update a backup option set
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/{id}


Description
Update a backup option set. The revision attribute is mandatory. Other elements are
optional if they are not changed. If the revision attribute that is passed in the input
parameters does not match the current state of the backup option set, the operation
fails (response = 409 Conflict). The revision attribute in the backup option set is
automatically incremented and returned in the output parameters after a successful
update.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vmwbackupOptionSet+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyOptionSetType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vmwbackupOptionSet+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyOptionSetType


Example request


Content-Type: backupOptionSet+xml


<BackupOptionSet
    name="OptionSet Gold"
    type="backupOptionSet+xml"
    revision=”1”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55">
    <Description>New Gold service options</Description>
    <vAppBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
    <VmBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</VmBackupOptionFlags>
</BackupOptionSet>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupOptionSet+xml


<BackupOptionSet 
    id="55" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/55" 
    name="OptionSet Gold" 
    revision="2">
    <Description>New Gold service options</Description>
    <vAppBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
    <VmBackupOptionFlags>"debug=true"</VmBackupOptionFlags>
</BackupOptionSet>
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BackupOptionSet elements


Table 18 BackupOptionSet elements


Element Type Description


vAppBackupOptionFlags String Options passed to vApp
plugin, normally empty


VmBackupOptionFlags String Options passed to VM image
plugin, normally empty
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CHAPTER 6


Backup Policy Template Catalog


This section includes the following topics:


l Backup Policy Template Catalog........................................................................56
l Add a backup policy template catalog to a backup service.................................56
l Resources available on a BackupPolicyTemplate Catalog...................................57
l Update a backup policy template catalog...........................................................58
l Delete a backup policy template catalog............................................................ 58
l Get backup policy template catalogs..................................................................59
l BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog Object Taxonomy.............................................. 60
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Backup Policy Template Catalog
A backup policy template catalog represents a named collection of
BackupPolicyTemplates. This is intended to allow a provider to assign a group of
BackupPolicyTemplates to an Org vDC. For example, a provider might wish to create
three BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogs named "gold", "silver" and "bronze". Each
would catalog contains a collection of BackupPolicyTemplates. The "gold" catalog
might have more frequent backups and with longer retention and would be associated
with higher cost service. The "silver" and "bronze" would have lower cost service
levels.


The provider would "publish" the content of complete or partial
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogs to each Org vDC. This "publication" of policy(ies)
would be in the form of a cloned copy of the content of the BackupPolicyTemplate to
a newly created BackupPolicy.


A BackupPolicy is exposed inside a single Org vDC, but is not visible across Org vDC
boundaries. A BackupPolicy can be edited to meet the needs of the vApps within its
parent Org vDC, without affecting any vApps in other Org vDCs that may have
originally derived a policy from the same source.


Add a backup policy template catalog to a backup service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs


Description
Create a backup policy template catalog that can be referenced cloud-wide.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogParams+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogParams>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog name="Gold level production backup 
policy catalog ">
        <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production 
catalog</Description>
    </BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml
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<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog 
    id="970" 
    name="Gold level production backup policy catalog"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58">
    revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production catalog</
Description>
    <Link 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplateCatalog
+xml" 
        rel="up"/>
    <Link 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/970/
backupPolicyTemplates" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplate+xml" 
        rel="down"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog>


Resources available on a BackupPolicyTemplate Catalog
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/{id}


Description
Retrieve the representation of a backup policy template catalog.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
58"


Example response


Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalogParams+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog 
    id="58" 
    name="Gold level production backup policy catalog" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58">
    type="backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml"
    revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production catalog</
Description>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs" 
    type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml" 
    rel="up"/>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58/
backupPolicyTemplates" 
    type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplate+xml" 
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    rel="down"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog>


Update a backup policy template catalog
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/{id}


Description
Update a backup policy template catalog.


Input parameters
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/55
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog id="11" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/11" name="Gold Catalog" 
type="backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml" revision="1">
    <Description>Gold Catalog</Description>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog id="11" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/11" name="Gold Catalog" 
type="backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml" revision="2">
    <Description>Gold Catalog</Description>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml" rel="up"/>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/11/
backupPolicyTemplates" type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyTemplate+xml" rel="down"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog>


Delete a backup policy template catalog
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}


Description
Delete a backup policy template catalog.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
None


Output type:
None
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Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/54


Example response


204 No Content


Get backup policy template catalogs
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs


Description
Get all backup policy template catalogs.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogRefList+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateCatalogRefList+xml
 


<BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRefList href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs">
    <BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRef id="11" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/11" name="Gold level production backup 
policy catalog "/>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRef id="22" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/22" name="Silver level production backup 
policy catalog"/>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRef id="33" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/33" name="Bronze level production backup 
policy catalog"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplateCatalogRefList>
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BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog Object Taxonomy
Figure 10 BackupPolicyTemplateCatalog Object Taxonomy
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CHAPTER 7


Backup Policy Template


This section includes the following topics:


l Backup Policy Template.....................................................................................62
l Create a backup policy template in a backup policy template catalog................ 62
l Update a backup policy template....................................................................... 63
l Delete a backup policy template.........................................................................66
l Get list of backup policy templates in a backupPolicyTemplateCatalog..............66
l Get list of backup policy templates in a backupPolicyTemplateCatalog, with


optional filter......................................................................................................67
l Get a backup policy template.............................................................................69
l BackupPolicyTemplate object taxonomy............................................................70
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Backup Policy Template
A backup policy template represents a reusable tuple of a schedule, a retention policy,
and a backup option set. This is intended to allow publication of a standardized set of
backup policies. For example, a BackupPolicyTemplate might be named "Gold Level
production vApps". Another policy might be named "Silver level web production
vApps" and would have less frequent scheduled backups and shorter retention of
backups as a lower cost offering by the provider.


A backup policy template is always a member of exactly one backup policy template
catalog.


Updating a backup policy template does not alter backup policies that were previously
derived from the template. However, if propagation of a change to derivative policies
is desired, a query operation is available to find the derivative policies. Any change can
be applied to derived policies using REST API calls to update the content.


Create a backup policy template in a backup policy template
catalog


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{catalog uuid}/backupPolicyTemplates


Description
Create a new backup policy template that can be referenced cloud-wide.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateParams+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyTemplateParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplate+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58/backupPolicyTemplates
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateParams+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateParams>
    <BackupPolicyTemplate name="Gold level production vApps ">
        <Description>Pacific time zone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
        <BackupScheduleRef
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55" />
        <BackupRetentionRef
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/2" />
        <BackupOptionSetRef
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/56" />
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    </BackupPolicyTemplate>
</BackupPolicyTemplateParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplate+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplate 
    id="d2f" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/d2f" 
    name="Gold level production vApps " 
    revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <BackupScheduleRef 
        id="5ee" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55"/>
    <BackupRetentionRef 
        id="6f1" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/2"/>
    <BackupOptionSetRef 
        id="8a5" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/56"/>
    <Link 
       id="1a8" 
       href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58" 
       rel="up"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplate>


Update a backup policy template
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{catalog uuid}/backupPolicyTemplates


Description
Update a backup policy template.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplate+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyTemplateType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplate+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/19
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplate+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplate
    name="Gold level production vApps "
    type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml"
    revision=”1.2345”
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    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/19">
    <Description>Pacific time zone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <BackupScheduleRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55" />
    <BackupRetentionRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/2" />
    <BackupOptionSetRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/56" />
    <vCloud:Link
        rel="up"
        type="backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs/58" />
</BackupPolicyTemplate>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplate+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplate
    name="Gold level production vApps "
    type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml"
    revision=”1.2346”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/19">
    <Description>Pacific time zone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <BackupScheduleRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55" />
    <BackupRetentionRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRetention/2" />
    <BackupOptionSetRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/56" />
    <vCloud:Link
        rel="up"
        type="backupPolicyTemplateCatalog+xml"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs/58" />
</BackupPolicyTemplate>


Create or modify an ad-hoc backup policy quota


Operation
PUT /api/admin/org/{org-id}/AdhocConfig


Description
Setup or update specific organization's adhoc backup configurations.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
AdhocConfig +xml


Input type:
AdhocConfigType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
AdhocConfig +xml
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Output type:
AdhocConfigType


Example request


PUT api/admin/org/f68a6dd9-3383-46c0-a95a-f19822942108/AdhocConfig
Content-Type: AdhocConfig+xml
<AdhocConfig AdhocQuotaValue="80737418240"  AdhocRetentionDays="1" />


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: AdhocConfig+xml
<AdhocConfig AdhocQuotaValue="80737418240" AdhocRetentionDays="1"/>


Create or modify a scheduled backup policy quota


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/quota


Description
Create or modify a scheduled backup policy quota, set the quota value and enforce
the quota.


l If the QuotaEnforced option is set to true, scheduled backup that is stopped if the
quota usage grows more than quota value. A warning is displayed in the tenant UI.
You can choose to dismiss the warning message in the UI.


l If the QuotaEnforced option is set to false, scheduled backup will not be impacted.
A warning message displays on the tenant UI, and you can choose to dismiss it in
the UI.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
PolicyQuota+xml


Output type:
PolicyQuotaType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
PolicyQuota+xml


Output type:
PolicyQuota


Example request


POST api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicy/c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3/quota
Content-Type: PolicyQuota+xml
<PolicyQuota> 
<QuotaValue>107374182400</QuotaValue> 
<QuotaEnforced>true</QuotaEnforced> 
</PolicyQuota>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<PolicyQuota>     <Quota-Value>107374182400</QuotaValue>     
<QuotaEnforced>true</QuotaEnforced> </PolicyQuota>
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Dismiss a backup policy quota warning message


Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/quota/
warning


Description
Set to not display the quota warning for a particular policy if the quota usage is bigger
than quota value.


Input parameters
Delete


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicy/c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3/quota/warning


Example response


200 OK


Delete a backup policy template
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/{id}


Description
Delete a backup policy template.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/
5e61538f-5aa1-4f43-8665-24a6a2f6337c


Example response


204 No content


Get list of backup policy templates in a
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/ backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/{id}/
backupPolicyTemplates


Description
Get list of backup policy templates.


Input parameters
None
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Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/BackupPolicyTemplateRefList+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58/backupPolicyTemplates"


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/QueryResultRefList+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplateRefList>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/1"
        name="Gold level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/2"
        name="Silver level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/3"
        name="Bronze level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
</BackupPolicyTemplateRefList>


Get list of backup policy templates in a
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog, with optional filter


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/ backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/{id}/
backupPolicyTemplates /query


Description
Get list of backup policy templates using a query handler with an optional filter.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/QueryResultRefList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/58/backupPolicyTemplates/query?
BackupScheduleH-ref=”https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/2"
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Example response
The query example returns only those backup policy templates that incorporate the
specified BackupSchedule by reference. The "?BackupScheduleHref=" filter suffix is
optional. If the filter suffix was omitted, all backup policy templates would be returned.
BackupRetentionHref and BackupOptionSetHref are also supported. All filter
categories can be applied simultaneously if desired.


Query filter support is intended to allow determination of:


l Whether a backup policy element, such as a schedule, is in use at all.


l Where a backup policy element is referenced.


l What derived backup policy resources might have to be altered if "trickle down"
parent/child inheritance of a change to a policy element is desired.
Implementation of "trickle down" alteration require a subsequent query on the
active backup repository in each Org vDC to identify any derived backup policies.


200 OK
Content-Type: application/QueryResultRefList+xml


<QueryResultRefList>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/1"
        name="Gold level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/2"
        name="Silver level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
    <BackupPolicyTemplateRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/3"
        name="Bronze level production vApps "
        type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" />
</QueryResultRefList>


Query Pagination and Caching
All queries support pagination of results through the standard page and pageSize
parameters. They also support index parameters i and n. The default page (i) is 0.
The default pageSize (n) is 10.


Some queries always run quickly and return the requested results in a single call.
Others exceed the standard timeout of the vCloud Director REST Extension API and
cannot return the requested results in a single call. In this case, the query returns with
the HTTP status code 202 Accepted, and returns a QueryResultList that indicates
an incomplete result.


Use the href in this result to poll the query results periodically and obtain the
requested results. The results that are identified by the q={id} are cached in the
background and kept for up to 1 day. When you run a new query, if there are results in
the cache which are less than 3 minutes old, these cached results are used.
Otherwise, a new query is created.


The sync parameter is provided to disable the cache. When you specify sync=true,
the REST API waits for the query result. However, depending on the workload of the
backup server, the request may exceed the standard timeout for the vCloud Director
REST Extension API.


When the query results are available, they return with the content as described for
each supported query, and with additional attributes as shown:
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<QueryResultList id="2a795ad4-135b-4669-ac12-170c552b3aa8" 
href=https://example.vcloud.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/26/query?type=q&q=2a795ad4-135b-4669-
ac12-170c552b3aa8&i=0&n=10
when="2013-10-25T21:45:47Z"
total="12"
next=https://example.vcloud.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/26/query?type=q&q=2a795ad4-135b-4669-
ac12-170c552b3aa8&i=10&n=10
final="https://example.vcloud.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/26/query?
type=q&q=2a795ad4-135b-4669-ac12-170c552b3aa8&i=2&n=10">


...


</QueryResultList>


Table 19  Attributes in QueryResultList


Attribute Description


id Uniquely identifies the current result set. Cached results are currently scrubbed
after 24 hours. Within that time, the cached results are constant so that paging
within the set is consistent.


total The total number of results that match this query. This attribute is only present
when the BG query is complete. If missing, the query has not yet completed.


when The time when the original query completed. Can be presented in the user
interface as a tip to the age of the results.


href A request against this href returns the current slice of the result set.


first A request against this href returns the first slice of the result set (only present


if the current slice is not the first).


final A request against this href returns the final slice of the result set (only


present if the current slice is not the final).


back A request against this href returns the prior slice of the result set (only


present if there is a prior slice).


next A request against this href will return the next slice of the result set (only


present if there is a next slice).


Get a backup policy template
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/{id}


Description
Get a backup policy template.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplate+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyTemplateType
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/11


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplate+xml


<BackupPolicyTemplate id="11" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/11" name="Gold 
level vApps" type="backupPolicyTemplate+xml" revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific time zone Gold Service vApps</Description>
    <BackupScheduleRef id="22" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/22"/>
    <BackupRetentionRef id="21" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRetention/21"/>
    <BackupOptionSetRef id="c25236ed-2cf5-4f7d-96e0-781d0d276443" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSet/23"/>
    <Link id="26" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/26" rel="up"/>
</BackupPolicyTemplate>


BackupPolicyTemplate object taxonomy
This section provides the taxonomy for the BackupPolicyTemplate object.


Figure 11 BackupPolicyTemplate object taxonomy
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CHAPTER 8


Backup Appliance


This section includes the following topics:
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Backup Appliance
A backup appliance represents a physical entity that holds vApp backups. vApp
backups are conducted as a series of one or more VM backups using the VMware
VADP. Since the VM backup process requires an interface to the underlying vCenter
hosting the VM, the backup appliances must be associated with a vCenter (several
vCenters is also OK), and must hold vCenter credentials. If the backup appliance
performs hotadd based VADP backups and restores, the backup appliance must be
associated with proxy VMs in the vSphere environment. The proxy VMs have an
affinity to specific vmfs datastores, based on the storage connectivity of the host
running the proxy VM.


A backup appliance is considered to be a resource of a backup service. A backup
service can use more than one backup appliance.


A backup appliance provides two distinct functions: backups and restores. It is
possible to have an attached backup appliance that provides one function but not the
other.


A backup appliance supports the cloud concept of co-tenancy though sub-units called
backup repositories. A backup repository represents a logical entity that holds
backups that are associated with a single tenant Org vDC. A backup appliance hosts
the storage for one, or many, backup repositories.


VADP = VMware vStorage API for Data Protection: http://kb.vmware.com/kb/
1021175
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Figure 12 Backup Appliance overview


Add a backup appliance to a backup service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliances


Description
Register a backup appliance. This operation returns a vCloud Director task, and the
ultimate staus of the task's success is contigent on validation of the supplied backup
appliance.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
RegisterBackupApplianceParams +xml


Input type:
RegisterBackupApplianceParams


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType
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Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliances
Content-Type: RegisterBackupApplianceParams+xml


<RegisterBackupApplianceParams>
    <BackupAppliance name="Avamar-Backup-Appliance-19">
        <Description/>
        <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
        <Username>administrator</Username>
        <Password>secretPw123</Password>
        <Url>https://10.115.124.37:443</Url>
    </BackupAppliance>
</RegisterBackupApplianceParams>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="backupAppliance+xml"
        name="Internet"
        href="urn:vcloud:backupAppliance:54" />
</Task>


Get list of registered backup appliances
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliances


Description
Retrieve a list of references to backup appliances attached to a backup service.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
BackupApplianceReferencesType= a list of BackupApplianceReference: (Name, href,
type)


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliances


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupApplianceReferences+xml


<BackupApplianceReferences>
    <vmext:BackupApplianceReference
        name="Avamar ADS 54"
        type="backupappliance+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54" />
</BackupApplianceReferences>


Resources available on a Backup Appliance
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}
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Description
Retrieve the representation of a registered backup appliance.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupAppliance +xml


Output type:
BackupApplianceType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupAppliance+xml


<BackupAppliance
    name="Avamar-54"
    id="urn:vcloud:backupapliance:54"
    type="backupAppliance+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54">
    <vCloud:Link
        rel="down"
        type="vcenterRegistrations+xml"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54/
vcenterRegistrations" />
    <Description/>
    <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
    <Username>administrator</Username>
    <Url>https://10.115.124.37:443</Url>
    <AvamarServerVersion>1.2.3</AvamarServerVersion>
    <BackupGatewayVersion>3.4.5</BackupGatewayVersion>
    <BackupStores>
        <BackupStore>
            <backupStoreName>dpn04.asl.lab.emc.com</backupStoreName>
            <backupStoreID>DPN:1263491608@00:11:43:E7:A2:98</
backupStoreID>
            <backupStoreType virtual="yes">Avamar - GSAN</
backupStoreType>
            <totalCapacityGB>8192</totalCapacityGB>
            <usedCapacityPercent>50</usedCapacityPercent>
        </BackupStore>
        ...
    </BackupStores>
</BackupAppliance>


Update a Backup Appliance
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}


Description
Update the representation of a registered backup appliance. This operation does not
validate the supplied settings for the backup appliance. This design aspect is
intentional, to allow the option of recording an account credential change, before the
corresponding change is made in the backup appliance.
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Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupAppliance +xml


Input type:
BackupApplianceType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupAppliance +xml


Output type:
BackupApplianceType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54


Content-Type: backupAppliance+xml


<BackupAppliance
    name="Avamar-54"
    id="urn:vcloud:backupapliance:54"
        ...
    revision=”1”>
    <Description/>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <Username>administrator</Username>
    <Url>https://10.115.124.37:443</Url>
        ...
</BackupAppliance>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupAppliance+xml


<BackupAppliance
    name="Avamar-54"
    id="urn:vcloud:backupapliance:54"
    type="backupAppliance+xml"
    href=https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54
    revision=”2”>
    <vCloud:Link
        rel="down"
        type="vcenterRegistrations+xml"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54/
vcenterRegistrations" />
    <Description/>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <Username>administrator</Username>
    <Url>https://10.115.124.37:443</Url>
    <AvamarServerVersion>1.2.3</AvamarServerVersion>
    <BackupGatewayVersion>3.4.5</BackupGatewayVersion>
    <BackupStores>
        <BackupStore>
            <backupStoreName>dpn04.asl.lab.emc.com</backupStoreName>
            <backupStoreID>DPN:1263491608@00:11:43:E7:A2:98</
backupStoreID>
            <backupStoreType virtual="yes">Avamar - GSAN</
backupStoreType>
            <totalCapacityGB>8192</totalCapacityGB>
            <usedCapacityPercent>50</usedCapacityPercent>
        </BackupStore>
        ...
    </BackupStores>
</BackupAppliance>
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Delete a backup appliance
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}


Description
Delete a backup appliance. The backup appliance must not be in use - no virtual
centers or proxies can be registered under the backup appliance. This operation is
asynchronous and returns a task that you can monitor to track the progress of the
request.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml


<Task
    status="running"
    operation="Deleting backup appliance Avamar-54 (54)">
    <Owner
        name="Internet"
        type="backupAppliance+xml"
        href="urn:vcloud:backupAppliance:54 " />
</Task>


BackupAppliance elements


Table 20 BackupAppliance elements


Element Type Description


Name String User-configurable


Description String User-configurable


AvamarServerVersio
n


String Read-only indication of the backup appliance version


BackupGatewayVersi
on


String Read-only indication of the backup gateway software
version


IsEnabled Bool Must be true to conduct backups and restores with


the backup appliance. Set to false to disable the


backi[ appliance for maintenance activity.


UserName String Appliance account used by the vCD DPE service
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Table 20 BackupAppliance elements (continued)


Element Type Description


Password String Password associated with the appliance account,
write-only


Address String Network address of the backup gateway


vCenter Registration
This section includes the following topics.


vCenterRegistration elements


Table 21 vCenterRegistration elements


Element Type Description


vCenterHref String Reference to an existing vCenter in vCloud
Director


UserName String Appliance account that is used by the vCD DPE
service


Password String Password associated with the appliance account,
write-only


EnableSslCertEnforcem
ent


Bool


Revision String


Add a vCenter registration to a Backup Appliance


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/
vCenterRegistrations


Description
A vCenter Registration under a Backup Appliance represents a registration of a
vCenter account associate with the backup appliance. To perform VM backup activity,
using the VADP API, a backup appliance needs vCenter identification and credentials.
The vCenter account requires Administrative privileges.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
registerVCenterParams+xml


Input type:
RegistrationVCenterParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vCenterRegistration+xml


Output type:
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VCenterRegistrationType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54/
vCenterRegistrations
Content-Type: registerVCenterParams+xml


<RegisterVCenterParams>
    <VCenterReference>
        <Name>vCloud51-Resource1</Name>
        <vimServer href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vimServer/607" />
        <Username>administrator</Username>
        <Password>secretPw123</Password>
        <EnableSslCertEnforcement>true</EnableSslCertEnforcement>
    </VCenterReference>
</RegisterVCenterParams>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: vCenterRegistration+xml


<VCenterRegistration
    name="vCloud51-Resource1"
    type="vCenterRegistration+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/1">
    <Link
        rel="up"
        type="backupAppliance+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/54" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="backupProxyRegistration+xml"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/1/
backupProxyRegistrations" />
    <VimServer href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
vimServer/607" />
    <Username>administrator</Username>
    <Password>*123*</Password>
    <EnableSslCertEnforcement>true</EnableSslCertEnforcement>
    <Tasks>
        <Task
            status="running"
            operation="Creating vCenter Registration (1)">
        </Task>
    </Tasks>
</VCenterRegistration >


Get list of registered vCenters on a backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/ extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/
vCenterRegistrations


Description
Retrieve a list of references to vCenters registered to a backup appliance.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VCenterReferences+xml
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Output type:
VCenterReferencesList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/
vCenterRegistrations


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VCenterReferences+xml


<VCenterReferences>
    <VCenterReference name=”” type=”” href=”” id=”” />
    ...


Get a registered vCenter


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/{id}


Description
Get a registered vCenter.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vCenterRegistration+xml


Output type:
VCenterRegistrationType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/15


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: vCenterRegistration+xml


<VCenterRegistration type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.vcenterRegistration
+xml" id="11" revision="3" name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com">
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/22" rel="down" type="backupAppliance
+xml"/>
    <EnableSslCertEnforcement>true</EnableSslCertEnforcement>
    <Username>root</Username>
    <VimServer name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com" id="33" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/33"/>
</VCenterRegistration>


Update registered vCenter


Operation
PUT /api/admin/ extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/{id}


Description
Update a vCenter registration.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
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VCenterRegistration+xml


Input type:
vCenterRegistrationType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vCenterRegistration+xml


Output type:
VCenterRegistrationType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/11
Content-Type: vcenterRegistration+xml


<VCenterRegistration type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.vcenterRegistration
+xml" id="11" revision="2" name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com">
    <EnableSslCertEnforcement>true</EnableSslCertEnforcement>
    <Username>root</Username>
    <Password>password123</Password>
    <VimServer name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com" id="11" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/11"/>
</VCenterRegistration>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: vCenterRegistration+xml


<VCenterRegistration type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.vcenterRegistration
+xml" id="11" revision="3" name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com">
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/22" rel="down" type="backupAppliance
+xml"/>
    <EnableSslCertEnforcement>true</EnableSslCertEnforcement>
    <Username>root</Username>
    <VimServer name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com" id="33" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/33"/>
</VCenterRegistration>


Delete a registered vCenter


Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/{id}


Description
Delete a registered vCenter.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/15


Example response


204 No Content
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Get Proxy Registrations under vCenter Registration
A backup proxy is a VM that is an essential component of the VM backup process.
Backup of a vCloud vApp requires backup of the VMs that compose the vApp. To
conduct efficient VM backups in a vCloud environment, each storage datastore that
backs a provider vDC should have a backup proxy that is deployed on a vSphere host
or cluster that is connected to the storage via a storage network path. Generally,
deploying a proxy on each vSphere cluster that backs a provider vDC meets this
requirement.


In a large vCloud, multiple backup proxy VMs per cluster might be desirable to achieve
larger numbers of concurrent backups to improve backup/restore throughput.


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistration/{id}/
backupProxyRegistrations


Description
Get proxy registrations under a registered vCenter.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
proxyInformation+xml


Output type:
ProxyInformationType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/vCenterRegistrations/15/
backupProxyRegistrations


Example response


200 OK


Content-Type: ProxyInformationType


<ProxyInformation>
    <vCenters>
        <vCenter name="resource-vcenter-1.brsvirtdev.com">
            <ImageProxies>
                <ImageProxy name="vmproxy-1.brsvirtdev.com">
                    <Datastores>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="VNX55B_LUN1"/>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="Datastore 1"/>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" 
name="NfsRepository"/>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="Datastore 2"/
>                    
                    </Datastores>
                
                </ImageProxy>
                <ImageProxy name="vmproxy-2.brsvirtdev.com">
                    <Datastores>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="Datastore 1"/>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="Datastore 2"/>
                        <Datastore enabled="true" name="Datastore 3"/>
                    </Datastores>
                
                </ImageProxy>
            
            </ImageProxies>        
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        </vCenter>
    
    </vCenters>
</ProxyInformation>


Backup appliance queries
A backup appliance has a hierarchical tree of accounts which retain backups. Various
levels in this account hierarchy retain key/value metadata which is intended to allow
browse or search of backup inventory in use cases where the vCloud Director is not
available (such as at a replication target site) or where a vCloud entity has been
deleted. A query facility is available to return lists of vCloud related accounts and
backup inventory.


The query facility also returns lists of recent and current activity on the backup
appliance.


The query facility also returns a summary of basic health and capacity of the backup
appliance.


The query facility on the backup appliance is restricted to use by SYSTEM (provider).
A limited subset of these queries is also available on a backup repository, and the
reason this is duplicated on the repository is to allow access by Org admins.


Backup Appliance available query types


Table 22 Backup Appliance available query types


Query Type REQ Filter Optional
Filters


Returns


vCloud vcloudname vClouds registered in backup
appliance


Org vcloudguid orgname Orgs that are registered in
backup appliance


Vdc vcloudguid+ orgguid vdcname vDCs associated with vApp
accounts in backup appliance


Vapp vcloudguid+ orgguid vappname vApp accounts in backup
appliance


Backup vcloudguid+ orgguid+
vappguid


backupdateran
ge


Backups for a specific vApp


Owner vcloudguid+ orgguid ownername Most recent owner that is
associated with a vApp
account


Activity Running and recent jobs in
backup appliance


appliancestate Backup appliance health and
capacity status
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Get a list of vCloud accounts in a backup appliance, with optional cloud name
filter


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=vCloud


Description
Get list of all vCloud accounts held in the backup appliance. This is a read only list and
is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it will be applied to the
corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vCloud
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vcloud&vcloudName=”MegaNap-Denver*”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <VcloudRef
        guid="d5443f6b-85e"
        name=" MegaNap-Denver vCloud Primary" />
    <VcloudRef
        guid="3f79780c-6b0"
        name=" MegaNap-Denver vCloud DR Standby" />
</QueryResultList>


Get list of Org accounts within a backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=org&vcloudguid={guid}


Description
Get list of Org accounts held in the backup appliance. List can be limited to a single
Org with the optional filter. This is a read only list and is not bound to specific states.
If filter is provided it will be applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
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QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=org&vcloudguid=123
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query? ↵
type=org,vcloudguid=123&orgName=”Dinoco”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?type=org&vcloudguid=123">>
    <OrgRef
        guid="d54"
        name="Dinoco" />
    <OrgRef
        guid="3f7"
        name="Monsters Inc." />
</QueryResultList>


Get list of virtual datacenters (vDCs) in backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=vdc&vcloudguid={guid}&orgguid={guid}


Description
Get list of all Org virtual datacenters associated with vApp accounts held in the
backup appliance under a specific vCloud and Org in the backup appliance account
system. This is a read only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it
will be applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vdc&vcloudguid=123&orgguid=5f6
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vdc&vcloudguid=123&orgguid=5f6&vdcname=”Dinoco Accounting”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vdc&vcloudguid=123&orgguid=5f6">
    <VdcRef
        guid="d54"
        name="Dinoco Production datacenter" />
    <VdcRef
        guid="3f7"
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        name="Dinoco test datacenter" />
</QueryResultList>


Get list of vApps accounts in backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=vapp&vcloudguid={guid}&orgguid={guid}


Description
Get list of all vApp accounts held in the backup appliance under a specific vCloud and
Org in the backup appliance account system. This is a read only list and is not bound to
specific states. If the filter is provided it is applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vapp&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type==vapp&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&vdcguid=“341”&vappname=“Test 
Web Server*”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=vapp&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6">
    <VappRef
        guid="d5443f6b-85e"
        name="Ecommerce web farm" />
    <VappRef
        guid="3f79780c-6b0"
        name="HR database" />
</QueryResultList>


Get list of vApps backups in backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query? ↵
type=backup&vcloudguid={guid}&orgguid={guid}&vdcguid={guid}&vappguid={guid}


Description
Get list of all backups held a specific vCloud, Org, vDC and vApp account in the
backup appliance. This is a read only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is
provided it is applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None
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Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query? ↵
type=backup&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&vdcguid=2d4&vappguid=1e7


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query? ↵
type=backup&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&vdcguid=2d4&vappguid=1e7">
    <BackupRef 
        date="2013-09-09T14:10:40 GMT" 
        size="55834759168" 
        seqnum="53" 
        retention="2013-11-08T15:00:00 GMT"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query? ↵
type=backup&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&vdcguid=2d4&vappguid=1e7&seqnum
=53">
    <BackupRef 
        date="2013-09-09T10:10:26 GMT" 
        size="55834759168" 
        seqnum="50" 
        retention="2013-11-08T11:00:00 GMT"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query? ↵
type=backup&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&vdcguid=2d4&vappguid=1e7&seqnum
=50">
</QueryResultList>


Get list of vApp backups in backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=owner&vcloudguid={guid}&orgguid={guid}


Description
Get list of all owners associated with vApps under a specific vCloud and Org in the
backup appliance account system. This is a read only list and is not bound to specific
states. If filter is provided it will be applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=owner&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6
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GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=owner&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6&ownername=”John*”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=owner&vcloudguid=3f7&orgguid=5f6>
    <OwnerRef 
        guid="030”
        name="Emily Mortimer" />
    <OwnerRef 
        guid="678”
        name="John Ratzenberger" />
</QueryResultList>


Get an activity summary for a backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=activity


Description
Get list of recent and current backup and restore jobs in the backup appliance. This is
a read only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it is applied to
the corresponding result set. This query would typically be utilized to compose a
"dashboard" display or report.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=activity


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?type=activity">
    <ActivityRef 
        type="scheduleBackup" 
        state="Failed" 
        status="Failed" 
        startedby="" 
        schedulename="Daily 6AM Pacific" 
        retentionname="Bronze Service 3 month retention" 
        progress="0" 
        bytesprocessed="0" 
        newbytesprocessed="0" 
        primarybytesprocessed="0" 
        errors="1" 
        warnings="0" 
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        starttime="2013-09-09T14:00:09 GMT" 
        endtime="2013-09-09T14:00:27 GMT" 
        effectiveretention="2013-11-08T22:47:22 GMT" 
        vcloudguid="5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29" 
        vcloudname="vcloud-west" 
        orgguid="681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59" 
        orgname="Stone_Brewery" 
        vappguid="d8b06400-6887-4d96-b2e8-4c880511deb9" 
        vappname="Shipping" 
        vappownername="Clyde S Dale"/>
    <ActivityRef 
        type="scheduleBackup" 
        state="Completed" 
        status="Completed" 
        startedby="" 
        schedulename="Daily 2PM Pacific" 
        retentionname="Bronze Service 3 month retention" 
        progress="100" 
        bytesprocessed="53448" 
        newbytesprocessed="38603" 
        primarybytesprocessed="162033" 
        errors="0" 
        warnings="0" 
        starttime="2013-09-08T10:00:06 GMT" 
        endtime="2013-09-08T10:09:55 GMT" 
        effectiveretention="2013-11-08T22:47:22 GMT" 
        vcloudguid="5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29" 
        vcloudname="vcloud-west" 
        orgguid="681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59" 
        orgname="Stone_Brewery" 
        vappguid="6245e42a-9e0c-4a4b-8c79-f81b8d22c2af" 
        vappname="Accounting" 
        vappownername="Clyde S Dale"/>
    <ActivityRef 
        type="restore" 
        state="Completed" 
        status="Completed" 
        startedby="root" 
        schedulename="Admin On-Demand Schedule" 
        progress="100" 
        bytesprocessed="1272" 
        newbytesprocessed="1272" 
        primarybytesprocessed="3135" 
        errors="0" 
        warnings="0" 
        starttime="2013-09-06T23:41:24 GMT" 
        endtime="2013-09-06T23:47:19 GMT" 
        vcloudguid="5d022727-5921-4793-9458-03d5af80be29" 
        vcloudname="vcloud-west" 
        orgguid="681f8907-f0cb-4372-a481-6b113f220a59" 
        orgname="Stone_Brewery" 
        vappguid="6245e42a-9e0c-4a4b-8c79-f81b8d22c2af" 
        vappname="Accounting" 
        vappownername="Clyde S Dale"/>
    <ActivityRef
        type="backup"
        state="running"
        startedby="schedule"
        schedulename="Gold SLA Pacific timezone"
        retentionname="Gold SLA"
        progress="70"
        primarybytesprocessed="123000000"
        newbytesprocessed="7402847"
        errors="0"
        warnings="1"
        starttime="2012-011-02T13:09:00"
        effectiveretention="2019-011-03T13:00:00"
        vcloudguid="1272728-939"
        vcloudname="Los Angeles vCloud"
        orgguid="8383831-931"
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        orgname="Dinoco"
        vappguid="d5443f6b-85e"
        vappname="HR database"
        vappownername="John Doe" />
</QueryResultList>


Get a health and capacity summary for a backup appliance
This operation returns the capacity and current utilization of a backup appliance. If
attached Data Domain appliances are present, the capacity and utilization of these
Data Domain appliances is included in the output.


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/query?
type=appliancestate


Description
Get list of all health and capacity metrics for the backup appliance. This is a read only
list.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/15/query?
type=appliancestate


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <ApplianceStateRef
        hostname="Avamar15.denver.dinoco.com"
        size="15000000000"
        usedbytes="1"
        nodecount="7"
        version="7.000"
        state="Full Access"
        maintwindow="T07:00-T9:00"
        lastcheckpoint="2012-011-02T13:09:00"
        license="123-456" />
    <ApplianceStateRef
        hostname="DataDomain1.denver.dinoco.com"
        size="25000000000"
        usedbytes="2"
        version="5.000"
        state="Full Access"
        dedupeeffectiveness="85"
        maintwindow="T07:00-T9:00"
        license="123-456" />
</QueryResultList>
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Get the list of orphaned VMs found during the migration process


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{{appliance-id}}/
orphanedVms?show=all&page={{pagenumber}}&pageSize={{pagesize}}


Header: vcp-version=3.0
Authorization: vCD SA


Description
Get the list of orphaned VMs found during the migration process. A VM is marked as
orphaned if the VDC UUID is null during the migration process, and this flag is
immutable. The parameter show requires the server to filter the results (defaults to
all, values are all and unassigned). The page and page size parameters optionally
allow the inventory to be retrieved in blocks. The default page size is 20, the default
page is 1.


Input parameters
GET filter: string page: int (page is 1-base ) pageSize: int


Output parameters
Produce media type(s): application/xml


Output type: OrphanedVmList<OrphanedVm>


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/
954e5e6e-68dc-4b25-8b00-8ee7d97e325b/orphanedVms?
show=all&page=1&pageSize=50


Example response


200 OK


Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>


<OrphanedVMs total="2">
    <OrphanedVm id="02b872ae-1c90-4d17-b0e6-87f3d95822c1" 
name="vm1-1">
        <VmInstanceUuid>503943fc-ff05-33d7-c209-0b3de39c16a7</
VmInstanceUuid>
        <NameOnDatastore>[datastore1] vm1-1/vm1-1.vmx</
NameOnDatastore>
        <AvamarPath>/clients/client1.example.com/vCD/
a03ed316-4eab-41da-b685-a3b6506f1497/4b126623-
cbe4-45f6-8d65-2ecec5b6b8e6/vApps/590d389e-328d-4b52-be24-
bb81bee13809</AvamarPath>
        <vCenterPath>/system/org1-phoenix (4b126623-
cbe4-45f6-8d65-2ecec5b6b8e6)/vdc1-phoenix 
(33e29902-32be-452e-97fe-039fea5400d8)/vm1-1-11168ac7-347a-4c90-8bdd-
dc87e8dc7c6 (590d389e-328d-4b52-be24-bb81bee13809)</vCenterPath>
        <vCenterClient>client1.example.com</vCenterClient>
        <Organization id="4b126623-cbe4-45f6-8d65-2ecec5b6b8e6" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/4b126623-
cbe4-45f6-8d65-2ecec5b6b8e6" name="org1-phoenix"/>
        <Datacenter id="33e29902-32be-452e-97fe-039fea5400d8" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/
33e29902-32be-452e-97fe-039fea5400d8" name="vdc1-phoenix"/>
    </OrphanedVm>
    <OrphanedVm id="67bfff2d-0916-46a9-bbd3-b4fc1d096616" name="vm-
migrate-11">
        <VmInstanceUuid>50394054-e9fe-4fc3-873f-c9ea25c37849</
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VmInstanceUuid>
        <NameOnDatastore>[datastore1] vm-migrate-11/vm-
migrate-11.vmx</NameOnDatastore>
        <AvamarPath>/clients/client1.example.com</AvamarPath>
        <vCenterPath></vCenterPath>
        <vCenterClient>client1.example.com</vCenterClient>
    </OrphanedVm>
</OrphanedVMs>


Backup operations on a BackupAppliance
This section includes the following topics:


Get a backup from a backup appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Description
Retrieve a backup from a backup appliance that is filtered by the query parameters.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vAppBackupDetail+xml


Output type:
VAppBackupDetail


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/1/backups?
vcloudguid=11&orgguid=22&vdcguid=23&vappguid=12&seqnum=104


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<vAppBackupDetail type="vappbackup+xml" name="sample cloud vapp" 
bytesprocessed="137438967730" newbytes="2855" state="completed" 
status="success" startedby="adhoc" 
starttime="2016-02-05T20:19:32.523Z" 
endtime="2016-02-05T20:31:13.191Z" 
effectiveretention="2016-06-04T20:19:20.000Z">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup include="true" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-1" name="ubuntu10-x86" status="success">
            <Disk include="true" controllerinstanceid="1" 
capacity="131072" diskname="Hard disk 1" diskinstanceid="2000" 
addressofparent="0" addressonparent="0"/>
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>


Update a backup on a backup appliance


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Description
Update the retention period of a backup, which is filtered by the query parameters.
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Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/1/backups?
vcloudguid=11&orgguid=22&vdcguid=23&vappguid=12&seqnum=104
    
Content-Type: vAppBackupDetail+xml
    
<vAppBackupDetail type="vappbackup+xml" name="sample cloud vapp" 
effectiveretention="2018-06-04"/>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml
<Task 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/3f7" 
    id="urn:vcloud:task:3f7" 
    name="task" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" 
    status="running" 
    operation=" Modify Backup for Virtual Application (12)" 
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup">
    <Details></Details>
    <Organization 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/22" 
        name="System" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"/>
    <Owner 
        href="urn:vcloud:backupAppliance:1" 
        id="1" 
        name="Avamar-Backup-Appliance-1" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupAppliance+xml"/>
    <User 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/c2f" 
        name="administrator" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <StartTime>2016-02-04T14:12:43.913-07:00</StartTime>
</Task>


Delete a backup from a backup appliance


Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Description
Delete a backup from a backup appliance that is filtered by the query parameters.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
None


Output type:
None
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Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/1/
backups?vcloudguid=11&orgguid=22&vdcguid=23&vappguid=12&seqnum=104


Example response


202 Accepted


BackupAppliance object taxonomy
Figure 13 BackupAppliance object taxonomy


Assign orphaned VMs to a VDC
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{{appliance-id}}/
orphanedVms


Header: vcp-version=3.0
Authorization: vCD SA


Description
This operation assigns or unassigns the orphaned VMs of a specific appliance to an
Org or VDC.


Input parameters
Body: application/xml
InputBody
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<UpdateOrphanedVmParam>
    <Operation>unassign</Operation>   
    <VdcUuid>03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f</VdcUuid>   
    <OrphanedVmsUuids>       
        <OrphanedVmUuid>283ba42f-d9b1-4203-a9e7-3cbcd8434ecb</
OrphanedVmUuid>       
        <OrphanedVmUuid>ea54d7ac-aacf-45d2-b258-f3f7420a44ae</
OrphanedVmUuid>   
    </OrphanedVmsUuids>
</UpdateOrphanedVmParam>


Output parameters


Success: 200


Failed:


Example request
none


Example response
none


Get the list of migrated VDCs associated with the backup
appliance


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/{{appliance-id}}/
migratedVdcs


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
After you migrate an organization, this operation lists the migrated VDCs that are
associated with the backup appliance through a backup repository. You can assign
orphan VMs to the listed VDCs.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
VdcRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/
54e5e6e-68dc-4b25-8b00-8ee7d97e325b/migratedVdcs
Accept: application/*+xml;version=20.0;vcp-version=3.0


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<VdcRefList>
    <VdcRef
        id="63b2f05e-5993-4aca-9d0d-e6b1c937c5de"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/
63b2f05e-5993-4aca-9d0d-e6b1c937c5de"
        name="orgVDC-canny">
        <OrgRef id="044f485e-6ecd-4859-93b1-384fa2d33e7f"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/
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044f485e-6ecd-4859-93b1-384fa2d33e7f"
            name="org-canny"/>
    </VdcRef>
</VdcRefList>
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CHAPTER 9


Org Registrations


This section contains the following topics:


l Introduction to Org Registrations.......................................................................98
l Organization reference elements....................................................................... 98
l Add an Org reference to Backup Service........................................................... 98
l Get Org Registration references........................................................................ 99
l Get Org Registration summary......................................................................... 100
l Migrate VMs to the vCD DPE............................................................................101
l Update customized content for the Advanced Backup and Recovery tab.........102
l Retrieve customized content for the Advanced Backup and Recovery tab....... 104
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Introduction to Org Registrations
An Org must be associated with a Backup Service before any Org vDC can engage in
backup/restore activities, and before any Org vDC specific backup policies can be
defined.


Orgs references are added to a Backup service as an OrgRegistration.


Organization reference elements


Table 23 Organization reference elements


Element Type Description


Name String


Description String


Revision String


OrgHref String vCloud Director Href for an existing vCloud Org


Add an Org reference to Backup Service
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations


Description
Register an Org with the backup service.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
RegisterOrgParams+xml


Name attribute is allowed for convenience but is ignored. Only the href attribute is
used to identify the Org.


Input type(s):
RegisterOrgParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations
Content-Type: RegisterOrgParams +xml


<RegisterOrgParams>
    <OrgReference 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.admin.organization+xml" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/1" 
        id=1 
        name=”Dinoco”/>
</RegisterOrgParams>
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Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/d4b" 
    id="urn:vcloud:task:d4b" 
    name="task" 
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" 
    status="running" 
    operation="Registering an Organization with vCloud Director Data 
Protection Extension 
         (1)" 
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup">
    <Details></Details>
    <Organization 
        ...
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"/>
    <Owner 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/1" 
        name="Dinoco" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.organization+xml"/>
    <User 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/243" 
        name="Admin" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <StartTime>2013-09-10T04:29:54.217-07:00</StartTime>
</Task>


Get Org Registration references
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations


Description
List Org registrations.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
orgRegistrationReferences+xml


Output type:
OrgRegistrationReferences


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/orgRegistrations


Example response


200 Accepted
Content-Type: orgRegistrationReferences+xml


<OrgRegistrationReferences>
    <OrgRegistrationReference 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/orgRegistration/bb7" 
        id="bb7" 
        name="Pepsi" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.orgRegistration+xml"/>
    <OrgRegistrationReference 
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        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/orgRegistration/e13" 
        id="e13" 
        name="Coke" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.orgRegistration+xml"/>
</OrgRegistrationReferences>


Get Org Registration summary
Operation
GET /api/admin/org/{{org-id}}/protectionOverview


Header: vcp-version=4.0


Description
Get all policies with ad hoc quota informational and warning messages.


Consider the following notes:


l This operation returns information about the ad hoc backup configuration for the
specified organization:


Parameter or object Description


quotaValue The ad hoc backup quota value.


quotaUsage The ad hoc backup quota usage.


adhocRetentionDays The ad hoc backup retention period.


migrationDone Whether the Org was migrated to the vCD DPE.


PolicyRef A series of objects that identify the applicable policies.


RepoVdcRefs A series of objects that identify the applicable Org
VDCs.


l If the backup repository has no referenced VDCs, the response does not include
the RepoVdcRefs element.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
OrgOverview


Example request


GET /api/admin/org/faf4dc69-38b7-4d66-baa1-f29e61b75980/
protectionOverview


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<OrgOverview
    quotaValue="53687091200"
    quotaUsage="0"
    adhocRetentionDays="60"
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    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/faf4dc69-38b7-4d66-
baa1-f29e61b75980"
    name="company"
    migrationDone="true">
    <PolicyRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/
03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/bd1a9d32-ce0d-4316-
b404-20d5c501c4de"
        name="policy-monthly"
        quotaValue="53687091200"
        quotaUsage="12884901888"
        quotaEnforced="false"
        vdcName="company-tech"
        quotaWarning="false"
        enabled="true"/>
    <PolicyRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/
03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/96b97e12-
f064-4646-8af4-965923e2a7ee"
        name="policy-weekly"
        quotaValue="53687091200"
        quotaUsage="38654705664"
        quotaEnforced="false"
        vdcName="company-tech"
        quotaWarning="false"
        enabled="true"/>
    <PolicyRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/
03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/
5cf4c1c7-2ab8-4736-9ce6-ecd7edd2400f"
        name="policy-ondemand"
        quotaValue="53687091200"
        quotaUsage="0"
        quotaEnforced="false"
        vdcName="company-tech"
        quotaWarning="false"
        enabled="true"/>
    <RepoVdcRefs>
        <VdcRef
            id="d1e58679-ceab-4952-aea9-d423a74f6275"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/d1e58679-
ceab-4952-aea9-d423a74f6275"
            name="company-fin01"/>
        <VdcRef
            id="9b10ab50-c81b-4bba-803a-a04bda9bfdd8"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/9b10ab50-
c81b-4bba-803a-a04bda9bfdd8"
            name="company-hr"/>
        <VdcRef
            id="03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/
03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f"
            name="company-tech"/>
    </RepoVdcRefs>
</OrgOverview>


Migrate VMs to the vCD DPE
Operation
POST /api/admin/org/{{org-id}}/Migrate


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Migrate all the VMs under {{org-id}} to the vCD DPE. This requires administrator
permission.
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Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
None (status code:200)


Example request


POST /api/admin/org/369de5ae-a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04/Migrate


Example response


POST


202 ACCEPTED


Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<Task
    xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/ae530e19-1182-42c6-9e42-
fdeb40459df9"
    id="urn:vcloud:task:ae530e19-1182-42c6-9e42-fdeb40459df9"
    name="task"
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml"
    status="queued"
    operation="Migrate Organization avamar(Id: 369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04)"
    operationName="startMigration"
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup"
    startTime="2018-07-31T03:05:49.645-04:00"
    expiryTime="2018-10-29T03:05:49.645-04:00"
    cancelRequested="false">
    <Owner
        name="avamar"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.organization+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04"/>
    <User
        name="administrator"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/d95b641c-
be2a-4ca2-9032-0d89adc9c3a6"/>
    <Organization
        name="avamar"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <Details/>
</Task>


Update customized content for the Advanced Backup and
Recovery tab


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/org/{{org-id}}/infoPage


Header: vcp-version=3.0
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Authorization: vCD SA


Description
Replaces the customized content on the Advanced Backup and Recovery tab.
Specify the descriptive text for the page header, the section names, and the relevant
items within each section.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):


application/xml


InfoPage:


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<InfoPage version="{{SoftwareVersion}}">
    <Description>{{PageDescription}}</Description>
    <Section name="{{Section1_Name}}">
        <Item name="{{Item1_Name}}">
            <URL>http://{{FQDN}}</URL>
            <Description>{{URLToolTipText}}</Description>
        </Item>
        <Item name="{{Item2_Name}}">
            <URL>http://{{FQDN}}</URL>
            <Description>{{URLToolTipText}}</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>


    <Section name="{{SectionN_Name}}">
        <Item name="{{ItemN_Name}}">
            <URL>http://{{FQDN}}</URL>
            <Description>{{URLToolTipText}}</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
</InfoPage>


For the InfoPage:


l The version attribute for the InfoPage element is reserved for future
expansion purposes. Set {{SoftwareVersion}} to the vCD DPE release number.


For example, 18.2.


l {{PageDescription}} represents the descriptive text to display at the top of the
Advanced Backup and Recovery tab.


l {{Section_Name}} represents the names the sections that group individual items.


For each item:


l {{Item_Name}} represents the link display text.


l {{FQDN}} represents the link target.


l {{URLToolTipText}} represents the descriptive text to display on mouse-over.


If the InfoPage is empty (<InfoPage/> or <InfoPage></InfoPage>), the vCD
DPE hides the Advanced Backup and Recovery tab.


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
InfoPage


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/org/1234/infoPage
Accept: application/*+xml;version=20.0;vcp-version=3.0
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<InfoPage version="18.2">
    <Description>The following services are available from the 
service provider:</Description>
    <Section name="DPAgent Service">
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 1">
            <URL>http://backupappliance1.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
1</Description>
        </Item>
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 2">
            <URL>http://backupappliance2.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
2</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="File Level Restore (FLR) Service">
        <Item name="FLR Server">
            <URL>http://flrserver.example.com/login.html</URL>
            <Description>The FLR UI portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="Email Service">
        <Item name="Email Server">
            <URL>http://email.example.com</URL>
            <Description>Email server portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
</InfoPage>


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<InfoPage version="18.2">
    <Description>The following services are available from the 
service provider:</Description>
    <Section name="DPAgent Service">
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 1">
            <URL>http://backupappliance1.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
1</Description>
        </Item>
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 2">
            <URL>http://backupappliance2.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
2</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="File Level Restore (FLR) Service">
        <Item name="FLR Server">
            <URL>http://flrserver.example.com/login.html</URL>
            <Description>The FLR UI portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="Email Service">
        <Item name="Email Server">
            <URL>http://email.example.com</URL>
            <Description>Email server portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
</InfoPage>


Retrieve customized content for the Advanced Backup and
Recovery tab


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/org/{{org-id}}/infoPage
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Header: vcp-version=3.0
Authorization: vCD SA


Description
Retrieves the current customized content on the Advanced Backup and Recovery
tab for review.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
InfoPage


If the output InfoPage is empty (<InfoPage/> or <InfoPage></InfoPage>), the
vCD DPE hides the Advanced Backup and Recovery tab.


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/org/1234/infoPage
Accept: application/*+xml;version=20.0;vcp-version=3.0


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<InfoPage version="18.2">
    <Description>The following services are available from the 
service provider:</Description>
    <Section name="DPAgent Service">
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 1">
            <URL>http://backupappliance1.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
1</Description>
        </Item>
        <Item name="BackupAppliance 2">
            <URL>http://backupappliance2.example.com/dtlt.html</URL>
            <Description>The management portal for backup appliance 
2</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="File Level Restore (FLR) Service">
        <Item name="FLR Server">
            <URL>http://flrserver.example.com/login.html</URL>
            <Description>The FLR UI portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
    <Section name="Email Service">
        <Item name="Email Server">
            <URL>http://email.example.com</URL>
            <Description>Email server portal</Description>
        </Item>
    </Section>
</InfoPage>
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CHAPTER 10


Backup extensions to vCloud Org vDC objects


This section contains the following topics:


l Backup extensions to vCloud Org vDC objects................................................. 108
l New backup related resources available on an Org vDC after a completed Org


Registration...................................................................................................... 108
l Add a backup policy to an Org vDC................................................................... 110
l Update a backup policy..................................................................................... 112
l Delete a backup policy in an Org vDC................................................................ 115
l Set the default backup policy for vApps in an Org VDC.....................................115
l Get the default backup policy for vApps in an Org vDC..................................... 116
l Set the backup policy for a vApp to an explicit non-default policy.....................117
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Backup extensions to vCloud Org vDC objects
On registration of an Org with the backup service, the Org vDC's associated with that
Org have access to various backup related extensions. All backup extensions are
available to provider admins. Selected extensions are also available to Org admins.


Figure 14 Org vDC extension Overview


New backup related resources available on an Org vDC after
a completed Org Registration


Operation
GET /api/admin/vdc/{id}


Description
Retrieve the Admin view of an organization vDC.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml


Output type:
AdminVdcType


Example request


GET /api/admin/vdc/44


Example response
Org vDC REST API backup extensions are in italics:


200 OK
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml


<AdminVdc
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    xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5"
    xmlns:vmext="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/extension/v1.5"
    status="1"
    name="org26vdc1"
    id="urn:vcloud:vdc:44"
    type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/44">
    <VCloudExtension required="false">
        <vmext:VimObjectRef>
            <vmext:VimServerRef
                type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter
+xml"
                name="vc1"
                href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
vimServer/9" />
            <vmext:MoRef>resgroup-949</vmext:MoRef>
            <vmext:VimObjectType>RESOURCE_POOL</vmext:VimObjectType>
        </vmext:VimObjectRef>
    </VCloudExtension>
    <!-- standard VDC Links omitted -->
    <Link 
        rel="edit" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupConfiguration+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupConfiguration"/>
    <Link 
        rel="down" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupConfiguration+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupConfiguration"/>
    <Link 
        rel="down" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
ActiveBackupRepository"/>
    <Link 
        rel="add" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupRepositories"/>
    <Link 
        rel="edit" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
ActiveBackupRepository"/>
    <Link 
        rel="down" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicy+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
DefaultBackupPolicy"/>
    <Link 
        rel="edit" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicy+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
DefaultBackupPolicy"/>
    <Link 
        rel="down" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepositoryRefList+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupRepositories"/>
    <Link 
        rel="add" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicy+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupPolicies"/>
    <Link 
        rel="down" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupPolicyRefList+xml" 
        href="http://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupPolicies"/>
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    <Description>Example vDC</Description>
    <AllocationModel>AllocationVApp</AllocationModel>
    <ResourceEntities />
    <AvailableNetworks />
    <VdcStorageProfiles name="Silver">
        <Units>MB</Units>
        <Limit>20480</Limit>
        <Default>false</Default>
    </VdcStorageProfiles>
</AdminVdc>


Add a backup policy to an Org vDC
A backup policy is generated from a backup policy template. The backup policy is
initialized as a copy of the configuration in the backup policy template.


Figure 15 Org VDC BackupPolicy configuration by provider admin


The backup policy includes a read only reference to the "parent" backup policy
template. This is designed to allow the option of selective inheritance of changes that
are made in the backup policy template catalogs at the root level. Changes to a root
level backup policy template are not propagated automatically, but if this behavior is
desired, a query facility is available to find the "child" backup policies that have been
derived from a backup policy template. After any derived backup policies have been
located, the backup policy update operation can be used to copy the configuration in
the updated backup policy template to the child backup policy.


The reason that selective static inheritance was chosen, over the alternative
(automatic dynamic inheritance of policy changes that are made in a parent catalog
entry), is to support public service provider use cases. For example, suppose that a
public service provider initially offers a "gold" level service level agreement (SLA) that
includes backup service with a 5 year retention of all backups. And, further suppose
that many customers agree to long term contracts for service. Subsequently, the
provider decides to reduce the "gold" offering's backup retention to 4 years to reduce
the prices. If the change to the catalog for gold service was automatically propagated,
the legacy customers might be surprised by the result. The implementation of static
inheritance (based on copy) allows a provider to exercise control over propagation of
changes that are made at the parent catalog level.


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicies
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Description
Create a new backup policy by copying a specified entry from the backup policy
template catalog. The backup policy can be referenced by vApps Org vDC-wide.


Input parameters
backupPolicyTemplateReferenceParams+xml


Consume media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateReferenceParams+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyTemplateReferenceParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicy+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicy


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupPolicies
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateReferenceParams+xml


<BackupPolicyParams>
    <BackupPolicyTemplateReference href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/19" />
</BackupPolicyParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


<BackupPolicy
    name="Gold level production vApps"
    revision=”1”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/
BackupPolicy/99">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <vCloud:Link
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupPolicies"
        rel="up"
        type="backupPolicy+xml" />
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <BackupScheduleSection>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
        <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
        <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
        <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
    </BackupScheduleSection>
    <BackupRetentionSection>
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P20D</Duration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
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    </BackupRetentionSection>
    <BackupOptionSetSection>
        <vAppBackupOptionFlags>””</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
        <VmBackupOptionFlags>””</VmBackupOptionFlags>
    </BackupOptionSetSection>
    <ParentBackupPolicyTemplate
        name="Gold level production vApps"
        href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupPolicyTemplate/19">
        <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
        <BackupSchedule
            name="Daily Schedule-1AM-6AM-5PM"
            revision=”1.0000”
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/55">
            <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
            
<ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
            <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</
Description>
            <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
            <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
            <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
        </BackupSchedule>
        <BackupRetention
            name="Gold Retention"
            type="backupRetention+xml"
            revision=”1.0000”
            href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupRetention/56">
            <Description>Gold service retention – 20 days</
Description>
            <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
            <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
            <Duration>P20D</Duration>
            <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
        </BackupRetention>
        <BackupOptionSet
            name="OptionSet Gold"
            revision=”1.0000”
            href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupOptionSet/56">
            <Description>Gold service options</Description>
            <vAppBackupOptionFlags>””</vAppBackupOptionFlags>
            <VmBackupOptionFlags>””</VmBackupOptionFlags>
        </BackupOptionSet>
    </ParentBackupPolicyTemplate>
</BackupPolicy>


Update a backup policy
The following example shows only the PUT operation on the backup policy. This is
normally preceded by a REST API GET operation (not shown), followed by a change
of the result returned from the GET.


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}


Description
Update a backup policy.
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Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupPolicyTemplateReference+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyTemplateReferenceType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicy+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/99
Content-Type: backupPolicyTemplateReference+xml


<BackupPolicy id="99" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/99" name="Gold level production 
vApps" type="backupPolicy+xml" revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <Link id="73387754-60e5-4498-8a5c-64d600a02197" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupPolicies" 
rel="up"/>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
        <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
        <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
    
    </BackupOptionSetSection>
    <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P20D</Duration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    
    </BackupRetentionSection>
    <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000Z/
2008-05-11T15:30:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
        <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
        <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <StartHours>1,19</StartHours>
    
    </BackupScheduleSection>
    <ParentBackupPolicyTemplate id="19" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/19" name=" Gold level production vApps Template" 
type="backupPolicy+xml">
        <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
            <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
            <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
        
        </BackupOptionSetSection>
        <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
            <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
            <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
            <Duration>P20D</Duration>
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            <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        
        </BackupRetentionSection>
        <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
            <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000Z/
2008-05-11T15:30:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
            <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
            <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
            <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
            <StartHours>1,19</StartHours>
        
        </BackupScheduleSection>
    
    </ParentBackupPolicyTemplate>
</BackupPolicy>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


<BackupPolicy id="99" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/99" name="Gold level production 
vApps" type="backupPolicy+xml" revision="1">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
    <Link id="73387754-60e5-4498-8a5c-64d600a02197" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupPolicies" 
rel="up"/>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
        <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
        <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
    
    </BackupOptionSetSection>
    <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P20D</Duration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    
    </BackupRetentionSection>
    <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000Z/
2008-05-11T15:30:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
        <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
        <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <StartHours>1,19</StartHours>
    
    </BackupScheduleSection>
    <ParentBackupPolicyTemplate id="19" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/19" name=" Gold level production vApps Template" 
type="backupPolicy+xml">
        <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
            <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
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            <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
        
        </BackupOptionSetSection>
        <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
            <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>false</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
            <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
            <Duration>P20D</Duration>
            <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P3M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P9W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P5Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        
        </BackupRetentionSection>
        <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
            <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00.000Z/
2008-05-11T15:30:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
            <BackupScheduleType>DailyRepeat</BackupScheduleType>
            <BackupWindowDuration>PT3H</BackupWindowDuration>
            <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
            <StartHours>1,19</StartHours>
        
        </BackupScheduleSection>
    
    </ParentBackupPolicyTemplate>
</BackupPolicy>


Delete a backup policy in an Org vDC
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}


Description
Delete a backup policy.


The delete operation fails (response = 409 Conflict), under the following conditions:


l If the backup policy is the default backup policy for the Org vDC.


l If the backup policy is explicitly selected as an over-ride backup policy for any
vApp in the Org vDC,


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/99


Example response


204 No Content


Set the default backup policy for vApps in an Org VDC
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{id}}/DefaultBackupPolicy
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Description
Change the default backup policy that gets applied to any vApps in an Org VDC which
have not been explicitly configured with a backup policy.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupPolicy+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReferenceType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/DefaultBackupPolicy


Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="backupPolicy+xml"
    name="Gold level production vApps"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/
BackupPolicy/99" />


Example response


200 Ok
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


<ReferenceType 
    id="99" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/
BackupPolicy/99" 
    name="Gold level production vApps">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
</ReferenceType>


Get the default backup policy for vApps in an Org vDC
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy


Description
Retrieve a reference to the default backup policy for an Org vDC.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReferenceType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/DefaultBackupPolicy
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Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


<ReferenceType 
    id="99" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupPolicy/99" 
    name="Gold level production vApps">
    <Description>Pacific timezone Gold service production vApps</
Description>
</ReferenceType>


Set the backup policy for a vApp to an explicit non-default
policy


Operation


1. GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/
attachedVapps?
standalone=[true,false]&page={{pagenumber}}&pageSize={{pagesize}}


l If the standaloneVM attribute is true, the VM name is also returned.


l Supports pagination and the standalone VM query filter.


2. PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/
attachedVapps


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Note


For vCD DPE version 3.0, the PUT operation does not set a specific policy as the vApp
default policy, and sets the fullyprotected attribute to true


Description


1. GET


Return the attached vApps of a policy that has a fully protected flag, total VMs,
protected VMs, and unprotected VMs.


2. PUT


Replace a vApp's existing backup policy, which could be either an explicit or
default backup policy, with a different policy


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
ReferenceType+xml


Output type:
VappReflist
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicy/b96ac7e7-9426-4e6b-9d3d-b93ac21a4c20/attachedVapps?
format=idrecords&page=1&pageSize=20&standalone=false


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupPolicy/99/attachedVapps
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml
<ReferenceType 
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7" />


Example response


GET
200 OK
Content-Type: 
application/xml
<VappRefList total="3">
    <VappRecord
        id="049b9a74-cd71-40bf-8bf3-e24f111c3003"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-049b9a74-
cd71-40bf-8bf3-e24f111c3003"
        name="centOS7-temp"
        fullyProtected="false"
        standaloneVM="false"
        totalVMs="3"
        protect-edVms="2"
        unprotectedVms="1"/>
    <VappRecord
        id="edd77af7-7182-49fe-953d-22a0b7b75922"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-
edd77af7-7182-49fe-953d-22a0b7b75922"
        name="new standalone VM-e748df52-9850-435e-b8b0-8e426768d17d"
        fullyProtected="true"
        standaloneVM="true"
        vmName="new standalone VM"
        totalVMs="1"
        protectedVms="1"
        unprotect-edVms="0"/>
    <VappRecord
        id="c1b9f681-1c62-458d-967e-1b057b8611e3"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-
c1b9f681-1c62-458d-967e-1b057b8611e3"
        name="vApp_system_16"
        fullyProtected="true"
        standaloneVM="true"
        vmName="centOS7-template-0002"
        totalVMs="1"
        protectedVms="1"
        unprotectedVms="0"/>
</VappRefList>


PUT
204 No Content


Get the vApps attached to a backup policy
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/
attachedVapps


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Get the list of vApps that are attached to the backup policy.
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Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappRefList+xml


Output type:
VappRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/11/BackupPolicy/22/attachedVapps


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VappRefList+xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<VappRefList>
    <VappRef id="22" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-22" name="My VApp 1"/>
    <VappRef id="23" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-23" name="My VApp 2"/>
    <VappRef id="24" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-23" name="My VApp 3"/>
</VappRefList>


Get the list of vApps for backup or restore
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{repo-id}/vapps?
show=[restore,backup]&page={{pagenumber}}&pageSize={{pagesize}}


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Get the list of vApps for backup or restore. The page and pageSize parameters
optionally allow the inventory to be retrieved in blocks.


Note


API version 3.0 adds the expired attribute to VappDetail. This attribute is a
boolean value that matches the isExpired property from vCloud Director.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-
bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vapps?page=1&pageSize=20&show=backup


Example response


GET
200 OK
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Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<QueryResultList
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-bf7f-40b9-beb6-
c86290b170ed/vapps?page=1&pageSize=20&show=backup"
    total="3">
    <VappDetail
        numberOfVMs="0"
        vAppguid="ddc8a15b-e3ae-423e-a28a-485fbf81ccfb"
        vAppName="vAppABC"
        status="POWERED_OFF"
        vdcName="coke"
        expired="false"
        eligible="true">
        <policy guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90"
                name="Policy-daily"/>
        <policy guid="c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3"
                name="11-policy-monthly-d"/>
    </VappDetail>
    <VappDetail
        numberOfVMs="2"
        vAppguid="4444947c-6e8a-45ac-946f-f9c566082f01"
        vAppName="vApp_Fully_Configured_0457"
        status="POWERED_OFF"
        vdcName="coke"
        expired="false"
        eligible="true">
        <policy guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90"
                name="Policy-daily"/>
    </VappDetail>
</QueryResultList>


Get the list of standalone VMs for backup or restore
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{repo-id}/vms?
show=[restore,backup]&page={{pagenumber}}&pageSize={{pagesize}}


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Get the list of VMs for backup or restore. The page and pageSize parameters
optionally allow the inventory to be retrieved in blocks.


Note


API version 3.0 adds the expired attribute to VMDetail. This attribute is a boolean
value that matches the isExpired property from vCloud Director.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappRefList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-
bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vms?show=backup&page=1&pageSize=20


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<QueryResultList
     href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-bf7f-40b9-beb6-
c86290b170ed/vms?show=backup&page=1&pageSize=20"
     total="4">
     <VMDetail
          vAppguid="489fb51b-7b37-4291-916a-db2177f16507"
          vmguid="30e0dba8-f79d-4faa-804d-82c574572d13"
          vAppName="test-disk_new-ab8002a7-29cc-437d-afcf-
abdb6db88e4f"
          vmName="test-disk_new"
          status="POWERED_OFF"
          vdcName="coke"
          expired="false"
          eligible="true">
          <policy
               guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90"
               name="Policy-daily"/>
     </VMDetail>
     <VMDetail
          vAppguid="c08ddbe8-0150-4df9-b8a5-265d401f4de0"
          vmguid="12ace533-6e8e-4e02-9590-0a1828097d1d"
          vAppName="test-disk-90c8f5f4-75dd-4d48-939a-1e13a6ffea47"
          vmName="test-disk"
          status="POWERED_OFF"
          vdcName="coke"
          expired="false"
          eligible="true">
          <policy
               guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90"
               name="Policy-daily"/>
     </VMDetail>
</QueryResultList>


Get the list of migrated VMs for restore
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{repo-id}/vms?
show=migrate&page={{pagenumber}}&pageSize={{pagesize}}


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Get the list of migrated VMs for restore.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList


Output type:
QueryResultList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/
7eb733cdbf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vms?show=migrate&page=1&pageSize=5


Example response


<QueryResultList
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/
f429058c-556c-4359-9b2c-270a18e2b679/vms?
show=migrate&page=1&pageSize=5"
    total="5">
    <VMDetail
        vmInstanceUuid="50041778-308b-9630-566c-2b05c8e6e871"
        vAppguid="69eedeb7-b4d2-4d63-b7a9-fecd40e03f1b"
        vmguid="35b6b25e-3ea7-4555-9fe6-3741621c0766"
        vAppName="vApp-1-coke"
        vmName="VM-2-centos"
        status="POWERED_OFF"
        vdcName="coke-vdc-1"
        eligible="false"/>
    <VMDetail
        vmInstanceUuid="5004790c-9e75-a6f0-ea57-7810a8ebce52"
        vAppguid="69eedeb7-b4d2-4d63-b7a9-fecd40e03f1b"
        vmguid="5c540c11-c2d6-4c65-960d-75b194ec9edf"
        vAppName="vApp-1-coke"
        vmName="VM-1-centos"
        status="POWERED_OFF"
        vdcName="coke-vdc-1"
        eligible="false"/>
    <VMDetail
        vmInstanceUuid="5004156e-e286-42c8-8957-0b752f74a688"
        vAppguid="69eedeb7-b4d2-4d63-b7a9-fecd40e03f1b"
        vmguid="46957ef4-1fb3-4863-a85e-cb08e90d5510"
        vAppName="vApp-1-coke"
        vmName="VM-3-centos"
        status="POWERED_OFF"
        vdcName="coke-vdc-1"
        eligible="false"/>
    <VMDetail
        vmInstanceUuid="5004cae6-3407-d7ef-11f3-d5d47eda589b"
        vAppguid="81b58583-994f-4180-a866-7b26f6fa9cc5"
        vmguid="64c93ba7-aa15-430e-92b1-db02f162ef7a"
        vAppName="Standalone-coke-d51ccf74-2dcc-4cb5-9a70-
e1d0f9b4241c"
        vmName="Standalone-coke"
        status="SUSPENDED"
        vdcName="coke-vdc-1"
        eligible="false"/>
    <VMDetail
        vmInstanceUuid="50045604-10c3-a4de-bbcb-fb178eed643a"
        vmName="vm1 (75489762-0cbe-4226-a91c-6f8215e56d69)"
        status="DELETED"/>
</QueryResultList>


Set VMs attached to a vApp under one policy
API version
2.0


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/attachedVms


Description
Attach the VMs associated with a vAPP to a policy.


Consider the following notes:
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l If the FullyProtected attribute of one vApp is set to true for one vApp, the
attached VMs are ignored since all the VMs are automatically protected.


l Currently the PUT operation only handles one vApp and the associated VMs in the
input body.


l Both the vApp ID and VM ID are mandatory for input body.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-
bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vms?show=backup&page=1&pageSize=20 


Example response


GET
200 OK
Content-Type: 
application/xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<QueryResultList href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-bf7f-40b9-beb6-
c86290b170ed/vms?show=backup&page=1&pageSize=20" total="4">
    <VMDetail vAppguid="489fb51b-7b37-4291-916a-db2177f16507" 
vmguid="30e0dba8-f79d-4faa-804d-82c574572d13" vAppName="test-disk_new-
ab8002a7-29cc-437d-afcf-abdb6db88e4f" vmName="test-disk_new" 
status="POWERED_OFF" vdcName="coke" eligible="true">
        <policy guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90" 
name="Policy-daily"/>
    </VMDetail>
    <VMDetail vAppguid="c08ddbe8-0150-4df9-b8a5-265d401f4de0" 
vmguid="12ace533-6e8e-4e02-9590-0a1828097d1d" vAppName="test-
disk-90c8f5f4-75dd-4d48-939a-1e13a6ffea47" vmName="test-disk" 
status="POWERED_OFF" vdcName="coke" eligible="true">
        <policy guid="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90" 
name="Policy-daily"/>
    </VMDetail>
</QueryResultList>


Get VMs attached to a vApp under one policy
API version
2.0


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupPolicy/{{policy-id}}/
attachedVms?vappguid={vAPPid}


Description
Get attached VMs of a vApp to a single policy


Consider the following notes:


l The vApp ID filter is optional. If the vApp ID filter is set, the response only includes
the matched vApp and its child VMs.


l If the FullyProtected attribute of the vApp is set to false, the response includes all
protected child VMs.
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l If the FullyProtected attribute of one vApp is set to true, the response includes all
its child VMs.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
ProtectedVappRefList


Example request


GET 
api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicy/c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3/attachedVms?
vappguid=5c07e829-1401-4590-b953-c34fc3cec3bf


Example response


GET


200 OK


Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xmlversion="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<ProtectedVappRefList><ProtectedVappRef FullyProtected="false" 
id="5c07e829-1401-4590-b953-c34fc3cec3bf"><ChildrenVms><ChildrenVm 
id="0b51073e-0348-4b9b-9cab-182bddc00470" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vm-0b51073e-0348-4b9b-9cab-182bddc00470"/></ChildrenVms></
ProtectedVappRef> </ProtectedVappRefList>


Set multiple backup policies for a vApp
With API Version 2.0 and later, a vApp can be associated with multiple backup policies,
with one of the backup policies being a default.


The purpose of this feature is to allow the consumer to configure VMs and VM Disks
for a vApp to be backed up on different schedules, and configure different retention
periods on the backups. This is done using exclusion criteria on policies to configure
which VMs and/or VM Disks are backed up on a particular policy. In addition, ad-hoc
vApp Backups can now be run specifying a backup policy to be used.


Figure 16 Set multiple backup policies for a vApp
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API version
2.0


Operation
PUT /api/admin/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupPolicies


Description
Set multiple backup policies for one vApp.


Consider the following notes:


1. In API version 2.0, there must be one default policy for each vApp. In API version
3.0, it is not mandatory to apply a default policy for each vApp. Therefore, vApps
may not have a default policy.


2. API version 3.0 automatically sets the fullyprotected attribute to true for each
policy for the specific vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
BackupPolicyRefList+xml


Input type:
BackupPolicyRefList


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
None


Example request


PUT /api/admin/vApp/vapp-5c07e829-1401-4590-b953-c34fc3cec3bf/
backupPolicies
Content-Type: BackupPolicyRefList +xml
<BackupPolicyRefList>     
<BackupPolicyRef id="155cdb31-90b3-4638-acf3-ac68fa38d285" 
name="policy-weekly"/>     
<BackupPolicyRef default="true" id="4f47a9e0-70aa-4dcf-a723-
b8e470d18e6a" name="policy-ondemand"/> </BackupPolicyRefList>


Example response


Content-Type: BackupPolicyRefList +xml


Get backup policies for a vApp
API version
2.0


Operation
GET /api/admin/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupPolicies


Description
Get the list of backup policies applied for this vApp. Also indicates which policy is the
default for the vApp. The default policy is the one that is used for an ad-hoc backup,
when no explicit policy is specified.


Input parameters
None
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Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupPolicyRefList+xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/vApp/22/BackupPolicies


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicyRefList+xml


<BackupPolicyRefList>
    <BackupPolicyRef
    default=”true”
        id="9"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/22/
BackupPolicy/9"
        name="Gold level production vApps"
    <BackupPolicyRef
    default=”false”
        id="10"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/22/
BackupPolicy/10"
        name="Silver level production vApps"
    <BackupPolicyRef
    default=”false”
        id="11"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/22/
BackupPolicy/11"
        name="Bronze level production vApps"
</BackupPolicyRefList>


Reset the backup policy for a vApp to the default policy
Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy/attachedVapps


Description
Remove a vApp's existing backup policy, resulting in reversion to the default backup
policy for the vDC which hosts the vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/DefaultBackupPolicy/attachedVapps
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7" />
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Example response


204 No Content


Get the list of vApps attached to the Default Backup Policy
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy/attachedVapps


Description
Get the list of vApps attached to the default backup policy.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappRefList+xml


Output type:
VappRefList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/11/DefaultBackupPolicy/attachedVapps


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VappRefList+xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<VappRefList>
    <VappRef id="22" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-22" name="My VApp 1"/>
    <VappRef id="23" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-23" name="My VApp 2"/>
    <VappRef id="24" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-23" name="My VApp 3"/>
</VappRefList>


Get list of backup policies in vDC
API version
3.0


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{vdc-id}/BackupPolicies


Description
Get Return policies of the current VDC including policy quota detail, VM number, vApp
number, policy status, and the default flag status.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
BackupPolicyRefList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicies


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml


Content-Type: 
application/xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<BackupPolicyRefList>
    <BackupPolicyRef id="c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/
1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/BackupPolicy/c68250ed-
ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3" name="11-policy-monthly-d"/>
    <BackupPolicyRef id="8f3d39ff-b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/
1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/BackupPolicy/8f3d39ff-
b801-4785-92f0-d8328fff8d90" name="Policy-daily"/>
</BackupPolicyRefList>


Get policy details in vDC
API version
3.0


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{vdc-id}/BackupPolicy/{policy-id}


Description
Get policy details.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
BackupPolicy


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
BackupPolicy/c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupPolicy+xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<BackupPolicy id="c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-
a8a8-395c77e56b73/BackupPolicy/c68250ed-ec35-4e44-8649-90704ae997a3" 
name="11-policy-monthly-d" type="backupPolicy+xml" revision="19">
    <Description>policy-monthlyd</Description>
    <Link id="1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-
a8a8-395c77e56b73/BackupPolicies" rel="up"/>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <quotaValue>0</quotaValue>
    <quotaUsage>13283360768</quotaUsage>
    <quotaEnforced>false</quotaEnforced>
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    <quotaShowWarning>true</quotaShowWarning>
    <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
        <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
        <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
    </BackupOptionSetSection>
    <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
        <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>true</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
        <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
        <Duration>P60D</Duration>
        <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P1M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P2W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
        <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P1Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
    </BackupRetentionSection>
    <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
        <ActivationInterval>2018-03-26T12:00:00.000Z/
2068-03-26T11:59:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
        <BackupScheduleType>MonthlyRepeatDOM</BackupScheduleType>
        <DayOfMonth>1</DayOfMonth>
        <EndTime>07:00</EndTime>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <StartTime>20:00</StartTime>
    </BackupScheduleSection>
    <ParentBackupPolicyTemplate name="policy-monthly-day-template" 
type="backupPolicy+xml">
        <quotaEnforced>false</quotaEnforced>
        <quotaShowWarning>false</quotaShowWarning>
        <BackupOptionSetSection type="backupOptionSet+xml">
            <vAppBackupOptionFlags></vAppBackupOptionFlags>
            <VmBackupOptionFlags></VmBackupOptionFlags>
        </BackupOptionSetSection>
        <BackupRetentionSection type="backupRetention+xml">
            <AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>true</AdaptiveRetentionEnabled>
            <BackupRetentionType>Duration</BackupRetentionType>
            <Duration>P60D</Duration>
            <FirstDailyRetentionDuration>P60D</
FirstDailyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>P1M</
FirstMonthlyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>P2W</
FirstWeeklyRetentionDuration>
            <FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>P1Y</
FirstYearlyRetentionDuration>
        </BackupRetentionSection>
        <BackupScheduleSection type="backupSchedule+xml">
            <ActivationInterval>2018-03-26T12:00:00.000Z/
2068-03-26T11:59:00.000Z</ActivationInterval>
            <BackupScheduleType>MonthlyRepeatDOM</BackupScheduleType>
            <BackupWindowDuration></BackupWindowDuration>
            <DayOfMonth>1</DayOfMonth>
            <DayOfWeek>0</DayOfWeek>
            <EndTime>07:00</EndTime>
            <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
            <StartDOWs></StartDOWs>
            <StartHours></StartHours>
            <StartTime>20:00</StartTime>
            <WeekOfMonth>0</WeekOfMonth>
        </BackupScheduleSection>
    </ParentBackupPolicyTemplate>
    </BackupPolicy>
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Delete the default vDC policy
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/DefaultBackupPolicy


Description
Delete the default vDC policy.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
application/xml


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
DefaultBackupPolicy


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml


Org vDC backup operation customization and configuration
Backup policies are initially assigned and configured by a provider Admin. By default,
org admins are not allowed to modify the backup policies that are exposed to an Org
vDC. A provider Admin can selectively allow org admins to customize certain aspects
of backup policy that is configured within an Org vDC.


The purpose of these controls over customization is to support a public provider use
case. Aspects of backup policy such as frequency and retention period incur costs to
the provider. If the underlying resources that are associated with backup operations
are shared across tenants, enforcement of resource consumption constraints allows
predictable service for all tenants. A provider Admin can choose to delegate authority
over backup policy at a granular level within each Org vDC.


Org vDC backup configuration options related to delegation of authority to
Org Admins


Table 24 Org vDC backup configuration options related to delegation of authority to Org Admins


Element Default Description


enableBackupPolicyCustomization False Allow Org admins to alter backup policies


enableCustomBackupWindow False Allow Org admins to change the time of day
that backups occur


enableBackupFrequencyUpgrade False Allow Org admins to alter backup schedules
to allow more frequent backups


enableBackupRetentionUpgrade False Allow Org admins to alter backup retention
policy to allow longer backup retention


enableAdhocBackup False Allow Org admins to trigger an ad-hoc
backup request for a vApp
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Org vDC backup configuration options related to delegation of authority to
vApp owners


Table 25 Org vDC backup configuration options related to delegation of authority to vApp
owners


Element Default Description


enableAdhocBackup False Allow vApp owners to trigger an ad-hoc backup
request for a vApp


enableAdhocRestore False Allow vApp owners to trigger an ad-hoc restore
(rollback of an existing vApp)


Note that Org admins are never allowed to configure replication policy. Since
replication consumes external network bandwidth, this is under the exclusive control
of provider admins.


Set Org vDC backup configuration
The following example shows the PUT operation on the Org vDC backup
configuration. This would normally be preceded by a REST API GET operation. A
POST operation is not needed, or supported, since the initial backup configuration is
put in place by default, with settings initialized to the defaults.


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupConfiguration


Description
Change the current backup configuration for the org vDC to the new replacement
configuration. All available settings must be specified, which is best insured by using a
GET operation to get the current configuration, altering the configuration settings as
desired, and submitting the result in this PUT operation.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
orgVdcBackupConfiguration+xml


Input type:
OrgVdcBackupConfigurationType


Output parameters
None


Example request
This example shows a setting that would allow an Org Admin to roll back retention and
backup frequency, but not upgrade retention or backup frequency.


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupConfiguration
Content-Type: orgVdcBackupConfiguration+xml


<OrgVdcBackupConfiguration id="11" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupConfiguration">
    <OrgAdminAuthorizations 
        enableBackupPolicyCustomization=”true" 
        enableCustomBackupWindow="true" 
        enableBackupFrequencyUpgrade="true" 
        enableBackupRetentionUpgrade="true" 
        enableAdhocBackup="true"/>
    <VappOwnerAuthorizations 
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        enableAdhocBackup="false" 
        enableAdhocRestore="false"/>
</OrgVdcBackupConfiguration>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: orgVdcBackupConfiguration+xml


<OrgVdcBackupConfiguration id="11" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupConfiguration">
    <OrgAdminAuthorizations 
        enableBackupPolicyCustomization=”true" 
        enableCustomBackupWindow="true" 
        enableBackupFrequencyUpgrade="true" 
        enableBackupRetentionUpgrade="true" 
        enableAdhocBackup="true"/>
    <VappOwnerAuthorizations 
        enableAdhocBackup="false" 
        enableAdhocRestore="false"/>
</OrgVdcBackupConfiguration>


Get Org VDC backup configuration


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/BackupConfiguration


Description
Get the current backup configuration for the Org VDC.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
orgVdcBackupConfiguration+xml


Output type:
OrgVdcBackupConfigurationType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupConfiguration


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: orgVdcBackupConfiguration+xml


<OrgVdcBackupConfiguration
    id="11"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vdc/44/
BackupConfiguration">
    <OrgAdminAuthorizations
        enableBackupPolicyCustomization="false" 
        enableCustomBackupWindow="false" 
        enableBackupFrequencyUpgrade="false" 
        enableBackupRetentionUpgrade="false" 
        enableAdhocBackup="false"/>
    <VappOwnerAuthorizations 
        enableAdhocBackup="false" 
        enableAdhocRestore="false"/>
</OrgVdcBackupConfiguration>
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Trigger the restore for migrated VMs
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/MigratedVM/{{migrated-vm-id}}


Header: vcp-version=3.0
Authorization: org-admin


Note


{{migrated-vm-id}} is the value for vmMigratedId that was returned from the REST
API call to list the migrated VMs.


Example of request body:
<RestoreMigratedVmParam
    name="new centos7 vm test"
    description="restore from migrated virtual machine">
    <VmInstanceUuid>503943fc-ff05-33d7-c209-0b3de39c16a7</
VmInstanceUuid>
    <BackupNumber>1</BackupNumber>
    <ApplianceUuid>5f90f45d-3995-4493-a536-6dbe74b6a305</
ApplianceUuid> 
</RestoreMigratedVmParam>


Description
Triggers the restore for the migrated VM as a standalone VM


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/33e29902-32be-452e-97fe-039fea5400d8/
MigratedVM/396cef73-e69e-473d-8354-6c5b4b2cbb3c


Example response


<Task xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/
1caa06ed-0f99-4116-89c4-1ff8f1858e60"
    id="urn:vcloud:task:1caa06ed-0f99-4116-89c4-1ff8f1858e60"
    name="task"
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml"
    status="running"
    operation="Restore VM from VDC vdc1-phoenix"
    operationName="restoreMigratedVM"
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup"
    startTime="2018-08-06T23:36:23.388-04:00"
    expiryTime="2018-11-04T23:36:23.388-05:00"
    cancelRequested="false">
    <Owner
        name="vdc1-phoenix"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/
33e29902-32be-452e-97fe-039fea5400d8"/>
    <User
        name="org-admin"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/bcf8b27f-
c5ea-4f05-90e8-7a11d8feaff8"/>
    <Organization name="org1-phoenix"
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        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/4b126623-
cbe4-45f6-8d65-2ecec5b6b8e6"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <Details></Details>
</Task>


Get a policy summary for an Org VDC
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{{vdc-id}}/protectionOverview


Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
Get a summary of policies for an Org VDC that includes the size and number of
protected VMs for each policy.


Consider the following notes:


l This operation also returns similar information about unprotected VMs within an
Org VDC.


l The output contains the names of the default policy and the associated backup
repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
VdcOverview


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73/
protectionOverview


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: 
application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<VdcOverview
        name="company-tech"
        totalVms="5"
        totalStorage="45097156608"
        unprotectedVms="0"
        unprotectedStorage="0"
        defaultPolicy="policy-ondemand"
        activeBackupRepository="ave-102">
        <PolicyRef
                href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vdc/03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/
5cf4c1c7-2ab8-4736-9ce6-ecd7edd2400f"
                name="policy-ondemand"
                quotaValue="53687091200"
                quotaUsage="0"
                protectedVms="0"
                protectedStorage="0"/>
        <PolicyRef
                href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vdc/03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/
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96b97e12-f064-4646-8af4-965923e2a7ee"
                name="policy-weekly"
                quotaValue="53687091200"
                quotaUsage="38654705664"
                protectedVms="4"
                protectedStorage="38654705664"/>
        <PolicyRef
                href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/vdc/03c611e8-8390-4e3d-9990-f5bc61b1fb6f/BackupPolicy/
bd1a9d32-ce0d-4316-b404-20d5c501c4de"
                name="policy-monthly"
                quotaValue="53687091200"
                quotaUsage="12884901888"
                protectedVms="2"
                protectedStorage="12884901888"/>
</VdcOverview>
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Backup repository
A backup repository represents a specific configured relationship of a backup
appliance with an Org vDC, such that the backup appliance can offer backup and/or
restore with relation to the storage in the Org vDC. It is possible to have a backup
repository that provides one service (backup or restore) but not the other.


For example, a disk based backup appliance, such as an EMC Avamar appliance, can
be configured to replicate backups to a distant physical location. The goal of this
replication is generally to provide disaster recovery (DR) for the "smoking crater" use
case where the origination site is completely lost. In this scenario, it makes sense to
allow the inventory of replicated backups to be visible at the remote (recovery site)
cloud for purposes of restore only.


Correct a failed backup repository migration
API version
3.1


Operation
GET, PUT, DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/
repo-id/vAppKeyValue?vappguid=111


Description
3 API operations used to correct a failed backup repository migration.


Input parameters
GET


None


PUT


Consume media type(s):
KeyValues +xml


Output type:
KeyValues


DELETE


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
KeyValues +xml


Output type:
KeyValues


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-
bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vAppKeyValue?vappguid=60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/7eb733cd-
bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vAppKeyValue?vappguid=60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8 


Content-Type: KeyValues +xml
<KeyValues> 
<KeyValue key="BackupStats.1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68" 
value="1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68"/>    
</KeyValues>
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DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/
7eb733cd-bf7f-40b9-beb6-c86290b170ed/vAppKeyValue?vappguid=60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8


Content-Type: KeyValues +xml


<KeyValues> 
<KeyValue key="BackupStats.1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68" 
value="1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68"/>    
</KeyValues>


Example response


GET
202 Accepted


Content-Type: application/xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> <KeyValues 
vCloudLocator="*" vCloudGuid="1da8d546-f656-428d-a892-38bd3bd84724" 
orgGuid="f68a6dd9-3383-46c0-a95a-f19822942108" vAppGuid="60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8">     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68" value="1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68"/
>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.BackupCreationDate" 
value="2018-04-10T15:35:58.337Z"/>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.BackupMaxTotalBytes" value="4693777409"/
>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.BackupNewBytes" value="17658"/>     
<KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.BackupTotalBytes" val-ue="4693573270"/
>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.BackupTotalNewBytes" value="33312427"/
>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.LastCreationDate" 
value="2018-04-10T15:33:05.449Z"/>     <KeyValue key="BackupStats.
1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68.NumOfBackups" value="2"/>     <KeyValue 
key="BackupStorageIds" value="1519977254@00:50:56:A2:22:68"/>     
<KeyValue key="OrgGuid" value="f68a6dd9-3383-46c0-a95a-f19822942108"/
>     <KeyValue key="OrgGuid+OrgName" val-ue="f68a6dd9-3383-46c0-a95a-
f19822942108#avamar"/>     <KeyValue key="OrgName" val-ue="avamar"/
>     <KeyValue key="OrgvDCGuid" value="1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-
a8a8-395c77e56b73"/>     <KeyValue key="OrgvDCGuid+OrgvDCName" 
value="1190bfe8-4b65-4fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73#coke"/>     <KeyValue 
key="OrgvDCName" value="coke"/>     <KeyValue key="OwnerGuid" 
value="03970817-2e94-46ba-97f5-1754203c6d77"/>     <KeyValue 
key="OwnerGuid+OwnerName" 
value="03970817-2e94-46ba-97f5-1754203c6d77#bing"/>     <Key-Value 
key="OwnerName" value="bing"/>     <KeyValue key="Standalone" 
value="false"/>     <KeyValue key="lastUpdated" 
value="2018-04-10T15:33:44.979Z"/>     <KeyValue key="vAppGuid" 
value="60e35311-bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8"/>     <KeyValue 
key="vAppGuid+vAppName" value="60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8#vApp_Fully_Configured_Jing"/>     
<KeyValue key="vAppGuid+vAppName+OrgvDCGuid" value="60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8#vApp_Fully_Configured_Jing#1190bfe8-4b65-4
fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73"/>     <Key-Value key="vAppGuid+vAppName
+OrgvDCGuid+Standalone" value="60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8#vApp_Fully_Configured_Jing#1190bfe8-4b65-4
fa7-a8a8-395c77e56b73#false"/>     <KeyValue key="vAppName" 
value="vApp_Fully_Configured_Jing"/>     <KeyValue key="vCloudGuid" 
value="1da8d546-f656-428d-a892-38bd3bd84724"/>     <KeyValue 
key="vCloudGuid+vCloudName" value="1da8d546-f656-428d-
a892-38bd3bd84724#VMware+vCloud+Director"/>     <KeyValue 
key="vCloudName" value="VMware vCloud Director"/> </KeyValues>
PUT
200 OK


Content-Type: application/xml
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None


DELETE
200 OK


Content-Type: application/xml


None


Add a backup repository to an org vDC
Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupRepositories


Description
Register a backup repository


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
RegisterBackupRepositoryParams +xml


Output type:
RegisterBackupRepositoryParams


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupRepositories
Content-Type: RegisterBackupRepositoryParams +xml


<RegisterBackupRepositoryParams>
    <BackupRepositoryParams name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-19">
        <Description>EMC Avamar Repo for Dinoco Production vDC</
Description>
        <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
        <IsBackupAllowed>false</IsBackupAllowed>
        <IsRestoreAllowed>true</IsRestoreAllowed>
        <PrimaryBytesAllowed>12000000000</PrimaryBytesAllowed>
        <NewBytesAllowedPerDay>2000000000</NewBytesAllowedPerDay>
        <BackupStoreId></BackupStoreId>
        <CloudIdFilter></CloudIdFilter>
        <OrgIdFilter></OrgIdFilter>
        <OrgVdcIdFilter></OrgVdcIdFilter>
        <BackupApplianceReference
            href="https:// ... /EmcBackupService/backupAppliance/1" />
    </BackupRepositoryParams>
</RegisterBackupRepositoryParams>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/3f7" 
    id="urn:vcloud:task:3f7" 
    name="task" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" 
    status="running" 
    operation="Create a new Backup Repository (c99)" 
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup">
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    <Details></Details>
    <Organization 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/a93" 
        name="System" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"/>
    <Owner 
        href="urn:vcloud:backupRepository:c99" 
        id="c99" 
        name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-19" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml"/>
    <User 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/c2f" 
        name="administrator" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <StartTime>2013-09-04T14:12:43.913-07:00</StartTime>
</Task>


Get all backup repositories on an org vDC
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/BackupRepositories


Description
Get all backup repositories on an org vDC


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
BackupRepositoryReferences +xml


Output type:
BackupRepositoryReferences


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/BackupRepositories


Example response


200 OK
Content-type: BackupRepositoryReferences


<BackupRepositoryReferences type="application/
vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepositoryRefList+xml">
    <BackupRepositoryReference name="Restore-Only Repo for Avamar-2" 
id="11" type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/33"/>
    <BackupRepositoryReference name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-
Primary" id="22" type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/55"/>


Update a backup repository
Operation
UPDATE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}


Description
Update a backup repository.
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Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Input type:
BackupRepository


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Output type:
BackupRepositoryType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/45
Content-Type: BackupRepository +xml
<BackupRepository type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
id="45" revision="2" name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-Primary">
    <Description>EMC Avamar Repo for Constellation Org vDC</
Description>
    <BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
        <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
        <IsBackupAllowed>true</IsBackupAllowed>
        <IsRestoreAllowed>false</IsRestoreAllowed>
        <PrimaryBytesAllowed>99000000000</PrimaryBytesAllowed>
        <NewBytesAllowedPerDay>9900000000</NewBytesAllowedPerDay>
    </BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
    <CloudIdFilter></CloudIdFilter>
    <OrgIdFilter></OrgIdFilter>
    <OrgVdcIdFilter></OrgVdcIdFilter>
</BackupRepository>


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRepository+xml


<BackupRepository type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml" 
id="45" revision="3" name=" Avamar-Backup-Repository-Primary">
    <Description>EMC Avamar Repo for Constellation Org vDC</
Description>
    <BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
        <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
        <IsBackupAllowed>true</IsBackupAllowed>
        <IsRestoreAllowed>false</IsRestoreAllowed>
        <PrimaryBytesAllowed>99000000000</PrimaryBytesAllowed>
        <NewBytesAllowedPerDay>9900000000</NewBytesAllowedPerDay>
    
    </BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
    <BackupStoreId>1447379232@00:50:56:90:44:F0</BackupStoreId>
    <CloudIdFilter></CloudIdFilter>
    <OrgIdFilter></OrgIdFilter>
    <OrgVdcIdFilter></OrgVdcIdFilter>
    <BackupApplianceReference
    type="backupappliance+xml"
    name="Avamar 2TB - unit A"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupappliance/22" />
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/vdc/12" 
rel="down" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml"/>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/45/ReplicationPolicies" rel="down" 
type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"/>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/45/DefaultReplicationPolicy" 
rel="down" type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"/>
    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/45/query" rel="down" 
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type="QueryResultList+xml"/>
</BackupRepository>


Get a backup repository
Operation
Get /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}


Description
Get a backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Output type:
BackupRepositoryType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRepository+xml


<BackupRepository 
    name="Avamar-22"
    id="urn:vcloud:backuprepository:22"
        revision=”1.0000”
    type="backuprepository+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22">
    <Description>backup repo for Dinoco Production vDC</Description>
    <BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
            <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
          <IsBackupAllowed>false</IsBackupAllowed>
            <IsRestoreAllowed>true</IsRestoreAllowed>
            <PrimaryBytesAllowed>12000000000</PrimaryBytesAllowed>
            <NewBytesAllowedPerDay>2000000000</NewBytesAllowedPerDay>
    </BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
        <BackupStoreId></BackupStoreId>
        <CloudIdFilter></CloudIdFilter>
        <OrgIdFilter></OrgIdFilter>
        <OrgVdcIdFilter></OrgVdcIdFilter>
    <BackupApplianceReference
        type="backupappliance+xml"
        name="Avamar 2TB - unit A"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupappliance/22" />
    <Link
        rel="up"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml"
        name="Dinoco Production vdc"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/vdcRegistration/efc" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/ReplicationPolicies" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
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        type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/DefaultReplicationPolicy" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="QueryResultList+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query" />
</BackupRepository>


Delete a backup repository
Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}


Description
Delete a backup repository. If the backup repository is the active backup repository
for the Org vDC, the delete operation fails (response = 409 Conflict).


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22


Example response


204 No Content


Set the active backup repository for an Org vDC
The active backup repository is the backup repository that performs all backups within
the Org vDC. Multiple backup repositories can be attached to an Org vDC, but only
the active backup repository can engage in a backup. The other backup repositories
are restricted to a restore only role with the Org vDC. If no active backup repository is
configured, no backups can take place in the Org vDC.


Since the replication policy for vApp backups is associated with the backup repository
which holds the backups, it may be appropriate to update the replication policy for
vApps needing a non-default replication policy after this operation is performed.


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/ActiveBackupRepository


Description
Change the active backup repository which performs scheduled and ad-hoc backups
within an Org vDC.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None
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Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/ActiveBackupRepository
Content-Type: backupRepository+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="backupRepository+xml"
    name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-19"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22" />


Example response


204 No Content


Get the active backup repository for an Org vDC
Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/{id}/ActiveBackupRepository


Description
Retrieve a reference to the active backup repository for an Org vDC.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Output type:
ReferenceType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/44/ActiveBackupRepository


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRepository+xml


<ReferenceType
    name=" Avamar-Backup-Repository-19"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22" />


Resources available on a Backup Repository
This GET operation return at structure that can be re-submitted in a PUT operation to
modify selected aspects of a backup repository's configuration. The items in the
BackupRepositorySection are modifiable via a GET PUT cycle. Generally the other
content is read-only and fixed at the time of backup repository creation.
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Elements of Backup Repository configuration that are fixed at creation of the
repository


Table 26 Elements of Backup Repository configuration that are fixed at creation of the
repository


Element Type Description


BackupStoreId String Identifies the storage unit (GSAN or Data Domain) on the
appliance that is used to hold all backup inventory in this
repository. The allowed BackupStoreIds are returned by the
BackupAppliance.


CloudIdFilter String This element is specified on a restore only repository that is
mounted to allow restores of backup inventory that was
originally captured during backup activity that is related to a
different cloud than the one associated with the REST API.
This typically happens only when backups inventory has been
replicated to a remote DR site for purposes of restore to a
different cloud. A repository with this element specified can
only be used for restores -backups are not allowed.


OrgIdFilter String This element is specified on a restore only repository that is
mounted to allow restores of backup inventory that was
originally captured during backup activity that is related to a
different Org than the one associated with the parent Org vDC
of the backup repository. This can happen when backups
inventory has been replicated to a remote DR site for purposes
of restore to a different cloud. This can also happen when an
Org is deleted, and it is desired to allow restore of the original
Org's backup inventory into a new replacement Org or a
different Org. A repository with this element specified can only
be used for restores -backups are not allowed.


OrgVdcFilter String This element is specified on a restore only repository that is
mounted to allow restores of backup inventory that was
originally captured during backup activity that is related to a
different Org vDC than the one that is the parent Org vDC of
the backup repository. This can happen when backup inventory
has been replicated to a remote DR site for purposes of restore
to a different cloud. This can also happen when an Org vDC is
deleted, and it is desired to allow restore of the original Org
vDC's backup inventory into a new replacement Org vDC. A
repository with this element specified can only be used for
restores -backups are not allowed.
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Elements of Backup Repository configuration that can be modified after
creation


Table 27 Elements of Backup Repository configuration that can be modified after creation


Element Type Description


IsEnabled Boolean Normally true. Setting to false disables backups,
restores, and queries


IsBackupAllowed Boolean Normally true. Setting to false disables backups.


IsRestoreAllowed Boolean Normally true. Setting to false disables restores.


PrimaryBytesAllowed Integer Upper limit on total size (bytes) of all VMs in all
vApps, within the Org vDC, that are protected by a
backup policy. This value is checked at the
completion of each Backup and reported in the
Event/Notification stream once per day per Org
vDC.


NewBytesAllowedPerDay Integer New (after de-duplication) bytes written to a backup
appliance during backups are monitored. This
configuration setting defines the maximum upper
limit of new bytes that are accepted per day. This
value is checked at the completion of each Backup
and reported in the Event/Notification stream once
per day per Org vDC.


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}


Description
Retrieve the representation of a registered backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupRepository+xml


Output type:
BackupRepositoryType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupRepository+xml


<BackupRepository 
    name="Avamar-22"
    id="urn:vcloud:backuprepository:22"
        revision=”1.0000”
    type="backuprepository+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22">
    <Description>backup repo for Dinoco Production vDC</Description>
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    <BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
            <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled>
          <IsBackupAllowed>false</IsBackupAllowed>
            <IsRestoreAllowed>true</IsRestoreAllowed>
            <PrimaryBytesAllowed>12000000000</PrimaryBytesAllowed>
            <NewBytesAllowedPerDay>2000000000</NewBytesAllowedPerDay>
    </BackupRepositoryConfigurationSection>
        <BackupStoreId></BackupStoreId>
        <CloudIdFilter></CloudIdFilter>
        <OrgIdFilter></OrgIdFilter>
        <OrgVdcIdFilter></OrgVdcIdFilter>
    <BackupApplianceReference
        type="backupappliance+xml"
        name="Avamar 2TB - unit A"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupappliance/22" />
    <Link
        rel="up"
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vdc+xml"
        name="Dinoco Production vdc"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/vdcRegistration/efc" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/ReplicationPolicies" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="ReplicationPolicy+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/DefaultReplicationPolicy" />
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="QueryResultList+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query" />
</BackupRepository>


Backup repository queries
This section includes the following topics.


Get list of virtual datacenters (vDCs) in backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=vdc


Description
Get list of all org virtual datacenters associated with vApp accounts held in the backup
repository. This is a read only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is
provided it is applied to the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=vdc
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=vdc&vdcname=”Dinoco Accounting”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <VdcRef
        guid="d5443f6b-85e"
        name="Dinoco Production virtual datacenter" />
    <VdcRef
        guid="3f79780c-6b0"
        name="Dinoco Test and Dev virtual datacenter" />
</QueryResultList>


Get list of vApp accounts in a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=vapp&vcloudguid


Description
Get list of all vApp accounts held in the backup repository. This is a read only list and is
not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it is applied to the corresponding
result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=vapp
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=vapp&vcloudguid
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type==vapp&vdcguid=”3419780e-1b3”&ownername=”John Doe”&vappname=”Test 
Web Server*”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <VappRef
        guid="d5443f6b-85e"
        name="Ecommerce web farm" />
    <VappRef
        guid="3f79780c-6b0"
        name="HR database" />
</QueryResultList>
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Get list of vApp backups in a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=backup&vappguid={guid}


Description
Get list of all backups held a specific vApp account in the backup repository. This is a
read only list. Links are included for each backup to enable retrieval of vApp
configuration and vApp Metadata.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=backup&vappguid=4be


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?type=backup&vappguid=4be">
    <BackupRef 
        date="2013-09-04T08:28:01 GMT" 
        size="10737521664" 
        seqnum="80" 
        retention="2013-11-03T08:00:00 GMT"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=backup&vappguid=4be&seqnum=80">
    <BackupRef 
        date="2013-09-03T08:18:41 GMT" 
        size="10737521664" 
        seqnum="77" 
        retention="2013-11-02T08:00:00 GMT" 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=backup&vappguid=4be&seqnum=77">
    <BackupRef 
        date="2013-09-02T08:05:05 GMT" 
        size="10737521664" 
        seqnum="74" 
        retention="2013-11-01T08:00:00 GMT"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=backup&vappguid=4be&seqnum=74">
</QueryResultList>


Get list of all backups of the orphaned VMs


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{repo-id}/query?
type=backup&sync=true&vminstanceuuid={{vminstanceuuid}}
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Header: vcp-version=3.0


Description
This operation previously accepted the parameter vappuuid. It now also accepts the
parameter vminstanceuuid, which lists all backups of that VM instance.


Input parameters
vminstanceuuid
Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
application/xml


Output type:
List of QueryResultList<BackupRef>(status code: 200)


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/
eecc6b80-51d4-4b9b-ae90-6e2432c96fe8/query?
type=backup&sync=true&vminstanceuuid=5019bb46-7272-33b2-7d1c-
c919c1e363ae


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<QueryResultList
    id="f184a9d0-3ca8-4e95-844c-9db83f3515be"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/eecc6b80-51d4-4b9b-
ae90-6e2432c96fe8/query?
type=q&q=f184a9d0-3ca8-4e95-844c-9db83f3515be&i=0&n=2147483647"
    when="2018-08-10T15:36:11Z"
    expires="2018-08-11T15:36:11Z"
    total="12">
    <BackupRef
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/eecc6b80-51d4-4b9b-
ae90-6e2432c96fe8/backups?
vcloudguid=5ecc4f53-81c4-4974-97e5-321849bc0a50&orgguid=369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04&vdcguid=ad975717-
cbd1-445a-8bb6-764d2781d7a6&seqnum=12"
        date="2018-08-03T09:53:18.000Z"
        size="17182095360"
        type="adhoc"
        seqnum="12"
        retention="2018-10-02T09:51:43.000Z">
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="vappconfigcollection+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/eecc6b80-51d4-4b9b-
ae90-6e2432c96fe8/backups?
vcloudguid=5ecc4f53-81c4-4974-97e5-321849bc0a50&orgguid=369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04&vdcguid=ad975717-
cbd1-445a-8bb6-764d2781d7a6&seqnum=12&content=vappconfigcollection"
        name="VappConfigCollection"/>
    <Link
        rel="down"
        type="backupmetadatacollection+xml"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/backupRepository/eecc6b80-51d4-4b9b-
ae90-6e2432c96fe8/backups?
vcloudguid=5ecc4f53-81c4-4974-97e5-321849bc0a50&orgguid=369de5ae-
a1f9-4c75-9281-3b48332d2d04&vdcguid=ad975717-
cbd1-445a-8bb6-764d2781d7a6&seqnum=12&content=backupmetadatacollection
"
        name="BackupMetadataCollection"/>
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    </BackupRef>
</QueryResultList>


Get the historical vApp configuration from a specified vApp
backup in the backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/ EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={guid}&orgguid={guid}&vappguid={guid}&seqnum={id}&content=vappco
nfigcollection


Description
vCloud Director maintains detailed configuration settings for a vApp and the VMs it
contains. These configurations settings are captured during the backup process. This
operation gets a list of the vApp configuration settings that were recorded in a vApp
backup during the backup process. The VMware vCloud REST API is used to capture
this information during the backup process, and the information is retained in the
same format as published in the vCloud API.


During a Vapp's lifecycle, a vApp's configuration is editable using the standard vCloud
REST API. If the vApp still exists, it is possible that the configuration recorded in the
backup is different from the current configuration.


The information returned in this call can be used for purposes including:


l Reporting whether a vApp configuration has changed.


l Reporting a list of the differences between the configuration at the time of
backup, and the current configuration. (This requires use of the vCloud API to
collect the current configuration, and a "diff" process that must be implemented
by the calling process.)


l Reporting the vApp configuration at the time of backup, for a vApp that has been
deleted.


l Collecting the original vApp configuration for use in post processing after a restore
of the backup to a newly created vApp. In a restore to a newly created vApp,
certain configuration aspects such as MAC addresses and network connections
could be problematic if restored. The restore process does not restore any
configuration aspects that could create network conflicts. An administrator can
utilze this operation to examine the original configuration in order to intelligently
derive alternate configuration settings.


The reference for this operation would be obtained by using the operation:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=backup&vappguid={guid}
This operation is restricted to SYSTEM administrators.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection


Example response


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/125


Get the historical vApp Metadata from a specified vApp backup in the backup
repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/ EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/backups?
GET /api/admin/extension/ EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/backups?


Description
The vCloud Director API provides a general-purpose facility for associating user-
defined metadata with vApps and the VMs it contains. This metadata is captured
during the backup process. This operation gets a list of the vApp and VM metadata
that was recorded in a vApp backup during the backup process. The VMware vCloud
REST API is used to capture this information during the backup process, and the
information is retained in the same format as published in the vCloud API.


During a Vapp's lifecycle, a vApp's metadata is editable using the standard vCloud
REST API. If the vApp still exists, it is possible that the metadata recorded in the
backup is different from the current configuration.


The metadata returned by this operation includes PRIVATE SYSTEM metadata that is
not accessible to those other that SYSTEM administrators, via the vCloud REST API.
The recovery process continues to respect this restriction and, as a result, this
operation is supported on for SYSTEM administrators.


Metadata will be automatically restored during the vApp restore process, so use of
this operation is not required to recover metadata during a vApp restore.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupmetadatacollection+xml


Output type:
BackupMetadataCollection


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/ EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=backupmetadatacollection


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupmetadatacollection+xml


<BackupMetadataCollection>
    <BackupMetadataItem
        source="vApp/vapp-3a79c320-ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69"
        type="vappmetadata">
        <Metadata 
            xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
            type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml" 
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            href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata" 
            xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
            xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 
http://10.25.85.50/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
            <Link rel="up" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp
+xml" 
                href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69"/>
            <Link rel="add" 
                type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml" 
                href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata"/>
            <MetadataEntry 
                type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml" 
                href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata/foo2">
                <Link rel="up" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml" 
                    href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata"/>
                <Link rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" 
                    href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata/foo2"/>
                <Link rel="remove" 
                    href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-
ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata/foo2"/>
                <Key>foo2</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
                    <Value>bar2</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry 
                type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml"                 href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vapp-3a79c320-ec75-4894-a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata/
foo">                ...
                <Key>foo</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
                    <Value>bar</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
        </Metadata>
    </BackupMetadataItem>
    <BackupMetadataItem
        source="vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127"
        type="vmmetadata">
        
        <Metadata xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"
             href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata" 
            xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 
http://10.25.85.50/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
            ...
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/text">
                ...
                <Key>text</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
                    <Value>text</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/readonly">
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                ...
                <Key>readonly</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
                    <Value>readonly</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/SYSTEM/hidden">
                ...
                <Domain visibility="PRIVATE">SYSTEM</Domain>
                <Key>hidden</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
                    <Value>hidden</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/fortytwo">
                ...
                <Key>fortytwo</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataNumberValue">
                    <Value>42</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/datetime">
                ...
                <Key>datetime</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataDateTimeValue">
                    <Value>2013-04-30T16:18:59.000-04:00</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
            <MetadataEntry type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/
vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127/metadata/yesno">
                ...
                <Key>yesno</Key>
                <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataBooleanValue">
                    <Value>true</Value>
                </TypedValue>
            </MetadataEntry>
        </Metadata>
    </BackupMetadataItem>
</BackupMetadataCollection>


Get list of vApp owners in backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=owner


Description
Get list of all owners associated with vApps in the backup repository. This is a read
only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it is applied to the
corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=owner
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=owner&ownername=”John*”


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <OwnerRef name="Emily Mortimer" />
    <OwnerRef name="John Ratzenberger" />
</QueryResultList>


Get an activity summary for a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/query?
type=activit


Description
Get list of recent and current backup and restore jobs in the backup repository. This is
a read only list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it is applied to
the corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=activity


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <ActivityRef
        type="backup"
        state="running"
        startedby="schedule"
        schedulename="Gold SLA Pacific timezone"
        retentionname="Gold SLA"
        progress="70"
        primarybytesprocessed="123000000"
        newbytes="7402847"
        errors="0"
        warnings="1"
        starttime="2012-011-02T13:09:00"
        effectiveretention="2019-011-03T13:00:00"
        vcloudguid="1272728-939"
        vcloudname="Los Angeles vCloud"
        orgguid="8383831-931"
        orgname="Dinoco"
        vappguid="d5443f6b-85e"
        vappname="HR database"
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        vappownername="John Doe" />
    <ActivityRef
        type="backup"
        state="completed"
        status="success"
        startedby="adhoc"
        schedulename=""
        retentionname="Gold SLA"
        progress="100"
        primarybytesprocessed="123000000"
        newbytes="7402847"
        errors="0"
        warnings="0"
        starttime="2012-011-02T13:09:00"
        endtime="2012-011-02T13:09:02"
        effectiveretention="2019-011-03T13:00:00"
        vcloudguid="1272728-939"
        vcloudname="Los Angeles vCloud"
        orgguid="8383831-931"
        orgname="Dinoco"
        vappguid="d5313f6b-15a"
        vappname="QA web server" />
</QueryResultList>


Get a health and capacity summary for a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{id}}/query?
type=repositorystate


Description
Get list of all health and capacity metrics for the backup repository. This is a read only
list and is not bound to specific states. If filter is provided it is applied to the
corresponding result set.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/query?
type=repositorystate


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList
    id="1084b57d-1661-444c-a061-0122a2c62d0f"
    href="https://10.6.246.107/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/122cb51c-c63d-422f-baf4-93701541b43e/query?
type=q&q=1084b57d-1661-444c-a061-0122a2c62d0f&i=0&n=10" 
    when="2013-11-07T00:18:09Z" 
    total="1">
    <RepositoryStateRef
        allocatedsize="15000000000"
        usedbytes="12000000000"
        state="Full Access"
        
maintwindow="1970-01-02T04:00:00.000Z-1970-01-02T04:00:00.000Z" 
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       lastcheckpoint="2013-10-30T22:45:02.000Z" />
</QueryResultList>


Replication Policy
A replication policy represents a specific configuration controlling the replication of
backups from a backup repository to an alternate local or remote backup appliance.


A replication policy is optional. It is possible to have a backup repository that has no
replication policy, in which case no backups are replicated.


It is possible to have a backup repository with multiple replication policies which can
be useful to configure multiple replication destinations, or multiple replication
schedules.


A single replication policy can be configured as the default replication policy for the
backup repository. If a default replication policy is configured, this default replication
policy applies at any vApps that do not explicitly specify a policy. If no default
replication policy is specified, any vApp that does not explicitly specify a replication
policy will not be replicated.


Replication Policy elements


Table 28 Replication Policy elements


Element Type Description


DestinationAccountName String Account name at destination


DestinationAddress String Hostname or IP of destination.


DestinationPassword String Password that is associated with
DestinationAccountName


Description String


ByteCountCap Integer Maximum bytes allowed per replication


BandwidthLimit Integer Maximum bandwidth to be used during
a single replication (bytes/sec)


IsReplicationEncrypted Bool


RetentionOverrideEnabled Bool If false, retention at destination is
same as source


RetentionOverride String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Set retention period to this value if
RetentionOverrideEnabled is true


IsEnabled Bool True to enable replication policy


ReplicationSchedule See schedule definition for backup
policies


MaximumBackupsPerAccount Integer If 0, all backups in inventory are
replicated, otherwise only the most
recent (number indicated) backups are
replicated


MaximumAgeOfBackup String (ISO 8610
format duration)


Backups older than this duration is not
replicated, if filter is enabled,
otherwise ignored and can be omitted
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Table 28 Replication Policy elements (continued)


Element Type Description


IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilte
rEnabled


Bool If true, older backups are not
replicated, based on the
MaximumAgeOfBackup setting


Add a replication policy to a backup repository


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
ReplicationPolicies


Description
Create a replication policy.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
replicationPolicyParams+xml


Input type:
ReplicationPolicyParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReplicationPolicyType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
ReplicationPolicies
Content-Type: replicationPolicyParams+xml


<ReplicationPolicyParams>
    <ReplicationPolicy name="Los Angeles to Dallas backup replication 
policy">
        <DestinationAccountName>LA-Avamar-Replicator</
DestinationAccountName>
        <DestinationAddress>avamar5.dalls.dinoco.com</
DestinationAddress>
        <DestinationPassword>MyPassword123</DestinationPassword>
        <Description>Pacific Gold service replication</Description>
        <ByteCountCap>1000000</ByteCountCap>
        <BandwidthLimit>768000</BandwidthLimit>
        <IsReplicationEncrypted> false</IsReplicationEncrypted>
        <RetentionOverrideEnabled>true</RetentionOverrideEnabled>
        <RetentionOverride>P7D</RetentionOverride>
        <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
        <ReplicationSchedule>
            <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
            
<ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
            <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</
Description>
            <ReplicationScheduleType>DailyRepeat</
ReplicationScheduleType>
            <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
            <ReplicationWindowDuration>PT4H</
ReplicationWindowDuration>
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        </ReplicationSchedule>
             <MaximumBackupsPerAccount>0</MaximumBackupsPerAccount>
             <MaximumAgeOfBackup>P7D</MaximumAgeOfBackup>
             <IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>true</
IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>
       </ReplicationPolicy>
</ReplicationPolicyParams>


Example response


201 Created
Content-Type: replicationPolicy+xml


<ReplicationPolicy
    name="Los Angeles to Dallas backup replication policy"
    revision=”1.0000”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56">
    <DestinationAccountName>LA-Avamar-Replicator</
DestinationAccountName>
    <DestinationAddress>avamar5.dalls.dinoco.com</DestinationAddress>
    <DestinationPassword>MyPassword123</DestinationPassword>
    <Description>Pacific Gold service replication</Description>
    <ByteCountCap>1000000</ByteCountCap>
    <BandwidthLimit>768000</BandwidthLimit>
    <IsReplicationEncrypted>false</IsReplicationEncrypted>
    <RetentionOverrideEnabled>true</RetentionOverrideEnabled>
    <RetentionOverride>P7D</RetentionOverride>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled>
    <ReplicationSchedule>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
        <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
        <ReplicationScheduleType>DailyRepeat</ReplicationScheduleType>
        <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
        <ReplicationWindowDuration>PT4H</ReplicationWindowDuration>
    </ReplicationSchedule>
    <MaximumBackupsPerAccount>0</MaximumBackupsPerAccount>
    <MaximumAgeOfBackup>P7D</MaximumAgeOfBackup>
    <IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>true</
IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>
</ReplicationPolicy>


Get all replication policies in a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
ReplicationPolicies


Description
Get all replication policies.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
replicationPolicyRefList+xml


Output type:
ReplicationPolicyRefListType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
ReplicationPolicies
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Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: ReplicationPolicyRefListType


<ReplicationPolicyRefList>
    <ReplicationPolicyRef id="1f" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/1f" name=" Replication from AVE-CA to AVE-AZ"/>
    <ReplicationPolicyRef id="50" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/50" name="Replication from AVE-CA to AVE-NY"/>
</ReplicationPolicyRefList>


Update a replication policy


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}


Description
Update a replication policy. The revision attribute is mandatory. Other elements are
optional if they are not changed. If the revision attribute that is passed in the input
parameters does not match the current state of the replication policy, the operation
fails (response = 409 Conflict). The revision attribute in the replication policy is
automatically incremented and returned in the output parameters after a successful
update.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Input type:
ReplicationPolicyType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReplicationPolicyType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56
Content-Type: replicationPolicy+xml


<ReplicationPolicy
    name="Los Angeles to Dallas backup replication policy"
    revision=”1.0000”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56">
    <DestinationAccountName>LA-Avamar-Replicator</
DestinationAccountName>
    <DestinationAddress>avamar5.dalls.dinoco.com</DestinationAddress>
    <DestinationPassword>MyPassword123</DestinationPassword>
    <Description>Pacific Gold service replication</Description>
    <ByteCountCap>1000000</ByteCountCap>
    <BandwidthLimit>900000</BandwidthLimit>
    <IsReplicationEncrypted>Hi</IsReplicationEncrypted>
    <RetentionOverrideEnabled>true</RetentionOverrideEnabled>
    <RetentionOverride>P7D</RetentionOverride>
    <IsScheduleEnabled>true</IsScheduleEnabled>
    <ReplicationSchedule>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
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        <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
        <ReplicationScheduleType>DailyRepeat</ReplicationScheduleType>
        <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
        <ReplicationWindowDuration>PT4H</ReplicationWindowDuration>
    </ReplicationSchedule>
    <MaximumBackupsPerAccount>0</MaximumBackupsPerAccount>
    <MaximumAgeOfBackup>P7D</MaximumAgeOfBackup>
    <IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>true</
IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>
</ReplicationPolicy>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: replicationPolicy+xml


<ReplicationPolicy
    name="Los Angeles to Dallas backup replication policy"
    revision=”1.0000”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56">
    <DestinationAccountName>LA-Avamar-Replicator</
DestinationAccountName>
    <DestinationAddress>avamar5.dalls.dinoco.com</DestinationAddress>
    <Description>Pacific Gold service replication</Description>
    <ByteCountCap>1000000</ByteCountCap>
    <BandwidthLimit>900000</BandwidthLimit>
    <IsReplicationEncrypted>Hi</IsReplicationEncrypted>
    <RetentionOverrideEnabled>true</RetentionOverrideEnabled>
    <RetentionOverride>P7D</RetentionOverride>
    <IsScheduleEnabled>true</IsScheduleEnabled>
    <ReplicationSchedule>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
        <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
        <ReplicationScheduleType>DailyRepeat</ReplicationScheduleType>
        <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
        <ReplicationWindowDuration>PT4H</ReplicationWindowDuration>
    </ReplicationSchedule>
    <MaximumBackupsPerAccount>0</MaximumBackupsPerAccount>
    <MaximumAgeOfBackup>P7D</MaximumAgeOfBackup>
    <IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>true</
IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>
</ReplicationPolicy>


Get a replication policy


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}


Description
Get a replication policy.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReplicationPolicyType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56
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Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: replicationPolicy+xml


<ReplicationPolicy
    id=56
    name="Los Angeles to Dallas backup replication policy"
    revision=”1”
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56">
    <DestinationAccountName>replUser</DestinationAccountName>
    <DestinationAddress>avamar5.dalls.dinoco.com</DestinationAddress>
    <Description>Pacific Gold service replication</Description>
    <ByteCountCap>1000000</ByteCountCap>
    <BandwidthLimit>900000</BandwidthLimit>
    <IsReplicationEncrypted>true</IsReplicationEncrypted>
    <RetentionOverrideEnabled>true</RetentionOverrideEnabled>
    <RetentionOverride>P7D</RetentionOverride>
    <IsEnabled>true</IsScheduleEnabled>
    <ReplicationSchedule>
        <NativeTimezone>America/Los_Angeles</NativeTimezone>
        <ActivationInterval>2007-03-01T13:00:00/2008-05-11T15:30:00</
ActivationInterval>
        <Description>Pacific Gold service daily schedule</Description>
        <ReplicationScheduleType>DailyRepeat</ReplicationScheduleType>
        <StartHours>1,6,17</StartHours>
        <ReplicationWindowDuration>PT4H</ReplicationWindowDuration>
        <StartDOWs></StartDOWs>
        <StartTime></StartTime>
        <EndTime></EndTime>
        <WeekOfMonth>0</WeekOfMonth>
        <DayOfWeek>0</DayOfWeek>
        <DayOfMonth>0</DayOfMonth>
    </ReplicationSchedule>
    <MaximumBackupsPerAccount>0</MaximumBackupsPerAccount>
    <MaximumAgeOfBackup>P7D</MaximumAgeOfBackup>
    <IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>true</
IsMaximumAgeOfBackupFilterEnabled>
</ReplicationPolicy>


Delete a replication policy


Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}


Description
Delete a replication policy. If the replication policy is the default backup policy for a
backup repository, or if the replication policy is explicitly selected as an over-ride
replication policy for any vApp in the Org vDC, the delete operation fails (response =
409 Conflict).


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56


Example response


204 No Content
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Set the default replication policy for vApps in a backup repository


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy


Description
Change the default replication policy for all vApp accounts in a backup repository. The
replication policy is specified by reference. If an empty ReferenceType is specified,
the default replication policy is removed, which means that no replication of vApp
backups is the default policy for the backup repository.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
DefaultReplicationPolicy
Content-Type: replicationPolicy+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="replicationPolicy+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/56" />


Example response


204 No Content


Get the default replication policy for vApps in a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy


Description
Get the default replication policy for all vApp accounts in a backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
replicationPolicy+xml


Output type:
ReferenceType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
DefaultReplicationPolicy
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Example response


<ReferenceType id="11" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/
extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/11" name="Replication 
from AVAMAR-1 to AVAMAR-2"/>


Select an explicit non-default replication policy for a vApp


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}/attachedVapps


Description
Replace a vApp's existing replication policy, which could be either an explicit or default
replication policy, with a different replication policy. This operation is only valid when
applied to a replication policy associated with the active backup repository. If this
operation is tried on a replication policy that is associated with a backup repository
other than the active backup repository for the Org vDC holding the vApp, the
operation fails (400 Bad Request).


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/22/
attachedVapps
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7" />


Example response


204 No Content


Get vApps attached to a replication policy


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}/attachedVapps


Description
Get vApps attached to a replication policy.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
vAppefList+xml


Output type:
VappRefListType


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/22/
attachedVapps
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Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VAppRefListType


<VappRefList>
    <VappRef id="32" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-32" name="vApp-1"/>
    <VappRef id="33" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-33" name="vApp-2"/>
</VappRefList>


Reset replication policy for vApp to repository default


Operation
PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/attachedVapps


Description
Remove a vApp's existing replication policy, resulting in reversion to the default
replication policy for the active backup repository for the vDC which hosts the vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


Output type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/attachedVapps
Content-Type: application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml


<ReferenceType
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7" />


Example response


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupSchedule/125


Get vApps attached to a repository default replication policy


Operation
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/attachedVapps


Description
Get vApps attached to the default replication policy for the active backup repository
for the vDC which hosts the vApps.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Consume media type(s):
vAppefList+xml


Output type:
VappRefListType
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Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/attachedVapps


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VAppRefListType


<VappRefList href="/api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/12/DefaultReplicationPoicy/attachedVapps">
   <VappRef id="32" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-32" name="vApp-1"/>
    <VappRef id="33" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-33" name="vApp-2"/>
</VappRefList>


Queue a request for an ad-hoc replication


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}


Description
Initiate a request for an ad-hoc replication of one or more vApp accounts, based on
the policy definition of a pre-existing replication policy. This operation takes a list of
vApps. The listed vApps must be associated with same Org vDC associated with the
replication policy.


The schedule portion of the replication policy is ignored by this operation, and the
replication is queued for immediate initiation as resources allow.


A replication is usually a long running activity. This operation returns a vCloud task
reference which can be used to monitor or cancel the replication.


If the objective is to replicate all vApps associated with a replication policy, a GET
on ../EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/DefaultReplicationPolicy/
attachedVapps returns a list of vApps which can be submitted to the POST operation.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vAppRefList+xml


Input type:
ReferenceType


Output parameters
None


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}
Content-Type: vAppRefList+xml


<VappRefList>
    <VappRef href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7"/>
    <VappRef href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-8"/>
</VappRefList>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="replicationpolicy+xml"
        name="Internet"
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        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp ad-min/extension/
EmcBackupService/replicationPolicy/{id}" />
</Task>


Backup Operations on a BackupRepository
This section contains the following topics.


Get a backup from a backup repository


Operation
GET /api/admin/ extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Description
Retrieve a backup from a backup appliance that is filtered by the query parameters.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vAppBackupDetail+xml


Output type:
VAppBackupDetail


Example request


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/45/
backups?        vcloudguid=11&orgguid=22&vappguid=33&seqnum=17


Example response


200 OK
<vAppBackupDetail type="vappbackup+xml" name="cloud vapp" 
bytesprocessed="2147519674" new-bytes="11053" state="completed" 
status="success" startedby="scheduled" schedulename="Gold Schedule" 
retentionname="Gold Retention" starttime="2015-12-10T23:02:31.142Z" 
end-time="2015-12-10T23:03:53.567Z" 
effectiveretention="2016-04-08T23:02:12.000Z">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup include="true" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-38" name="vm-mater-1" status="success">
            <Disk include="true" controllerinstanceid="1" 
capacity="1024" diskname="Hard disk 1" diskinstanceid="2000" 
addressofparent="0" addressonparent="0"/>
        
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup include="true" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-39" name="vm-mater-2" status="success">
            <Disk include="true" controllerinstanceid="1" 
capacity="1024" diskname="Hard disk 1" diskinstanceid="2000" 
addressofparent="0" addressonparent="0"/>        
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>


Update a backup on a backup repository


Operation
PUT /api/admin/ extension/EmcBackupService/ backupRepository /{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}
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Description
Update a backup on a backup repository that is filtered by the query parameters.


Input parameters
VAppBackupDetailType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


PUT /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/ backupRepository /{id}/
backups? vcloudguid=11&orgguid=22&vappguid=33&seqnum=17


Content-Type: vAppBackupDetailType+xml


<vAppBackupDetail type="vappbackup+xml" name="cloud vapp" 
bytesprocessed="2147519674" new-bytes="11053" state="completed" 
status="success" startedby="scheduled" schedulename="Gold Schedule" 
retentionname="Gold Retention" starttime="2015-12-10T23:02:31.142Z" 
end-time="2015-12-10T23:03:53.567Z" 
effectiveretention="2016-04-30T23:02:12.000Z">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup include="true" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-38" name="vm-mater-1" status="success">
            <Disk include="true" controllerinstanceid="1" 
capacity="1024" diskname="Hard disk 1" diskinstanceid="2000" 
addressofparent="0" addressonparent="0"/>
        
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup include="true" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-39" name="vm-mater-2" status="success">
            <Disk include="true" controllerinstanceid="1" 
capacity="1024" diskname="Hard disk 1" diskinstanceid="2000" 
addressofparent="0" addressonparent="0"/>        
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>


Example response


200 OK


<Task 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/3f7" 
    id="urn:vcloud:task:3f7" 
    name="task" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" 
    status="running" 
    operation="Create a new Backup Repository (c99)" 
    serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup">
    <Details></Details>
    <Organization 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/a93" 
        name="System" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml"/>
    <Owner 
        href="urn:vcloud:backupRepository:c99" 
        id="c99" 
        name="Avamar-Backup-Repository-19" 
        type="application/vnd.emc.vcp.backupRepository+xml"/>
    <User 
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/c2f" 
        name="administrator" 
        type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
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    <StartTime>2013-09-04T14:12:43.913-07:00</StartTime>
</Task>


Delete a backup from a backup repository


Operation
DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/ backupRepository /{id}/
backups ? vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Description
Delete a backup from a backup repository that is filtered by the query parameters.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/ backupRepository /{id}/
backups?        vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


Example response


202 Accepted
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Org vDC — BackupRepository Object Taxonomy
Figure 17 Org vDC — BackupRepository Object Taxonomy
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Cancel a running scheduled backup
Operation
POST /api/task/{id}/action/cancel


Description
Cancel a running backup job.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
None


Example request


POST /api/task/457/action/cancel


Example response


204 No Content


Cancel a running ad-hoc backup or restore
Operation
POST /api/task/{id}/action/cancel


Description
Cancel a running backup or restore. The REST API operation which initiates an ad-hoc
backup or a restore returns a standard vCloud task identifier. The operation for
getting an activity summary returns a task identifier for any running backup or restore
activity. Invoking this operation on the vCloud task cancels the backup.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


POST /api/task/457/action/cancel


Example response


204 No Content


Trigger an ad-hoc backup of a vApp
API version
1.0


Operation
POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups


Description
Trigger ad-hoc backup with selected VMs.


Consider the following notes:
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l You can select any child VM of the vApp for an ad-hoc backup and the vApp is
fully protected by at least one policy.


l The retention duration of an ad-hoc backup is not from the policy that is
associated with the vApp. It is set by PUT /api/admin/org/{org-id}/AdhocConfig
and can be retrieved by GET /api/admin/org/{org-id}/protectionOverview.


l API version 3.0 does not support include/exclude of specific disks. If one VM is
included, all of its disks are included in the backup.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
AdhocBackupParams+xml


Input type:
AdhocBackupParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
Task


Example request


POST /api/vApp/vapp-7/backups


Content-Type: adhocBackupParams+xml
<AdhocBackupParams name="adhoc backup with selected VMs">
<VappBackupIncludeList>
<VmInclude vmid="fa3471a4-3fbe-4718-9278-2a2908e89838" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-fa3471a4-3fbe-4718-9278-2a2908e89838"/>
<VmInclude vmid="444b4f05-3bc5-46b3-98ea-089724b15ce3" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-444b4f05-3bc5-46b3-98ea-089724b15ce3"/>
</VappBackupIncludeList>
</AdhocBackupParams>


Example response


POST


202


Accepted


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<Task xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/task/ea519721-6ec2-4de1-bc85-08a25ac56140" 
id="urn:vcloud:task:ea519721-6ec2-4de1-bc85-08a25ac56140" name="task" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" status="queued" 
operation="Adhoc Backup for Virtual Application 
vApp_Fully_Configured_Jing(60e35311-bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8)" op-
erationName="adhocBackup" serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup" 
startTime="2018-04-10T11:32:53.779-04:00" 
expiryTime="2018-07-09T11:32:53.779-04:00" cancelRequested="false">
    <Owner type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-60e35311-
bb94-43ac-8e74-975787d903d8"/>
    <User name="bing" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/
03970817-2e94-46ba-97f5-1754203c6d77"/>
    <Organization name="avamar" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/org/
f68a6dd9-3383-46c0-a95a-f19822942108"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <Details></Details>
</Task>
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Note


The addressofparent attribute is derived from the VM's XML data. To obtain this
value, first find the Disk to be excluded in the ovf data in the VM's xml. From that
object, take the rasd:Parent value. Use this value to find the Disk Controller whose
rasd:InstanceID matches the rasd:Parent value. The addressofparent value is the
rasd:Address value of that controller. See the following example.


<ovf:Item>
    <rasd:Address>0</rasd:Address>
    <rasd:Description>SCSI Controller</rasd:Description>
    <rasd:ElementName>SCSI Controller 0</rasd:ElementName>
    <rasd:InstanceID>2</rasd:InstanceID>
    <rasd:ResourceSubType>lsilogicsas</rasd:ResourceSubType>
    <rasd:ResourceType>6</rasd:ResourceType>
</ovf:Item>
<ovf:Item>
    <rasd:AddressOnParent>0</rasd:AddressOnParent>
    <rasd:Description>Hard disk</rasd:Description>
    <rasd:ElementName>Hard disk 1</rasd:ElementName>
    <rasd:HostResource ns12:capacity="40960" 
ns12:busSubType="lsilogicsas" ns12:busType="6"/>
    <rasd:InstanceID>2000</rasd:InstanceID>
    <rasd:Parent>2</rasd:Parent>
    <rasd:ResourceType>17</rasd:ResourceType>
</ovf:Item>


Description
Triggers an ad-hoc backup of a vApp. The caller may optionally specify a policy to be
used for the ad-hoc backup. Additionally, the policy must be associated with the vApp,
in order that an ad-hoc backup can be run using the policy. This policy is used to
derive configuration to be used for the backup, for example, retention period for the
backup. This gives the user more control of ad-hoc backup, such as the retention
period. For example, if a vApp has two backup policies, one with 20 days retention,
another with 40 days retention, the user can define the retention period for this
backup by passing in the corresponding backup policy Id. In addition, an optional
exclusion list may be specified, for listing which components (VM or Disks) of the
vApp need to be excluded from the backup.


Depending on which optional parameters are specified in this call, there are a few
different backup configurations that may result:


1. Ad-hoc Backup with no additional parameters:


a. Retention and Group Encryption that are used from vApp Default Policy.


b. Exclusions from default policy that is used if set in policy definition.


2. Ad-hoc Backup with Policy specified:


a. Retention and Group Encryption used policy that is specified.


b. Exclusions from policy that is used if set in policy definition.


3. Ad-hoc Backup with Exclusions specified:


a. Retention and Group Encryption that are used from default policy that is
configured for vApp.


b. Exclusions that are specified in parameters that are used.


4. Ad-hoc Backup with Policy and Exclusions specified:


a. Retention and Group Encryption that are used from policy that is specified.


b. Exclusions that are specified in parameters take precedence over Policy
exclusions. In essence, Policy exclusions not used.
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Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
AdhocBackupParams+xml


Input type:
AdhocBackupParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/vApp/vapp-7/backups
Content-Type: adhocBackupParams+xml


<AdhocBackupParams name="Supplemental backup before patching OS” 
policyId=“44” > 
    <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" >
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-1"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-2">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="0" diskinstanceid="2000"/
>            
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
</AdhocBackupParams>


Note


The policyId can only be set as a backup policy currently assigned to the vApp.


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/57"
    ...>
    <vCloud:Owner
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/org/f00edb3b-99a5-41fc-
a2c6-d61c7f9575ec"
    name="Default"
    type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.organization+xml"/>
</Task>


List backup inventory for a vApp
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups


GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups?page={pagenumber}&pageSize={pagesize}


Description
Get list of backups of a vApp from the active backup repository. The page and
pageSize parameters optionally allow the inventory to be retrieved in blocks.


Input parameters
None
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Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
backupAppliance+xml


Output type:
BackupApplianceType


Example request


GET /api/vApp/vapp-7/backups


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupAppliance+xml


<vAppBackupList>
    <vAppBackup
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123"
        bytesprocessed="10000000000"
        state="completed"
        status="success" <!-- or “partial” -->
        startedby="adhoc"
        schedulename="" <!-- blank for adhoc -->
        created="2012-010-02T13:09:00Z"
        expiration="2012-010-02T13:09:02Z" />
    <vAppBackup ... />
    <vAppBackup ... />
</vAppBackupList>


Get detailed information related to a specific vApp backup
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Description
Get list of detailed information about a completed backup. The information includes a
list of the VMs included in the vApp backup, and a list of the disks that are
recoverable. Since it is possible to exclude individual VMs and disks by policy, a vApp
backup may contain only a subset of the original content at the time of the backup.
The output of this operation is typically used in a subsequent invocation to change a
backup retention period or to initiate an ad-hoc restore.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vappBackupDetail+xml


Output type:
vAppBackupDetailType


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backup/123


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: vappBackupDetail+xml


<vAppBackupDetail
    type="vappbackupdetail+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123"
    bytesprocessed="10000000000"
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    newbytes="34000000"
    state="completed"
    status="success" <!-- or “partial” -->
    startedby="adhoc"
    schedulename=""
    retentionname="Gold SLA"
    starttime="2012-010-02T13:09:00Z"
    endtime="2012-010-02T13:09:02Z"
    effectiveretention="2019-010-03T13:00:00">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86"
            status=”success”>
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5"
            name="ubuntu10-x64"
            status=success>
            <Disk
                include="false"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="20480"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 2"
                diskinstanceid="2001"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”1” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="false"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-6"
            name="windows2008-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>
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Get metadata collection of a specific vApp backup
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/backupmetadatacollection


Description
Get metadata collection of a vApp backup.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
backupMetadataCollection


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backup/123/backupmetadatacollection


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: backupMetadataCollection+xml


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<BackupMetadataCollection xmlns:ns6="http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/
wscim/1/cim-schema/2/CIM_ResourceAllocationSettingData" 
xmlns:ns5="http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/common" 
xmlns:ns7="http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/environment/1" 
xmlns:ns2="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" xmlns:ns4="http://
schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/cim-schema/2/
CIM_VirtualSystemSettingData" xmlns:ns3="http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/
envelope/1">
    <BackupMetadataItem source="vApp/vapp-1" type="vappmetadata">
        <ns2:Metadata href="https://vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/
vapp-1/metadata" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml">
            <ns2:Link rel="up" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml"/>
            <ns2:Link rel="add" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"/>
            <ns2:MetadataEntry href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.id" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml">
                <ns2:Link rel="up" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="edit" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.id" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="remove" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/metadata/SYSTEM/vapp.origin.id"/>
                <ns2:Domain visibility="READONLY">SYSTEM</ns2:Domain>
                <ns2:Key>vapp.origin.id</ns2:Key>
                <ns2:TypedValue xsi:type="ns2:MetadataStringValue" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
                    <ns2:Value>99</ns2:Value>


                </ns2:TypedValue>


            </ns2:MetadataEntry>
            <ns2:MetadataEntry href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.name" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml">
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                <ns2:Link rel="up" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="edit" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.name" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="remove" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.name"/>
                <ns2:Domain visibility="READONLY">SYSTEM</ns2:Domain>
                <ns2:Key>vapp.origin.name</ns2:Key>
                <ns2:TypedValue xsi:type="ns2:MetadataStringValue" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
                    <ns2:Value>vApp_sample</ns2:Value>


                </ns2:TypedValue>


            </ns2:MetadataEntry>
            <ns2:MetadataEntry href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.type" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml">
                <ns2:Link rel="up" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="edit" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.type" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml"/>
                <ns2:Link rel="remove" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vapp-1/metadata/SYSTEM/
vapp.origin.type"/>
                <ns2:Domain visibility="READONLY">SYSTEM</ns2:Domain>
                <ns2:Key>vapp.origin.type</ns2:Key>
                <ns2:TypedValue xsi:type="ns2:MetadataStringValue" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
                    <ns2:Value>com.vmware.vcloud.entity.vapp</
ns2:Value>


                </ns2:TypedValue>


            </ns2:MetadataEntry>


        </ns2:Metadata>


    </BackupMetadataItem>
    <BackupMetadataItem source="vApp/vm-2" type="vmmetadata">
        <ns2:Metadata href="https://vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/
vm-2/metadata" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml">
            <ns2:Link rel="up" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vm-2" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml"/>
            <ns2:Link rel="add" href="https://
vcloud.example.com.com/api/vApp/vm-2/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml"/>


        </ns2:Metadata>


    </BackupMetadataItem>
</BackupMetadataCollection>


Get configuration collection of a specific vApp backup
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/ vappconfigcollection
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Description
Get configuration collection of a vApp backup.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappConfigCollection+xml


Output type:
vappConfigCollection


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backup/123/vappconfigcollection


Example response


200 OK


Content-Type: vappConfigCollection+xml


<VappConfigCollection>
    <VApp xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" xmlns:ovf="http://
schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/envelope/1" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vapp-7" name="vApp_demo_2" ovfDescriptorUpload-ed="true" 
status="8" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp+xml" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/extension/v1.5 
http://10.110.205.49/api/v1.5/schema/vmwextensions.xsd http://
schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/cim-schema/2/
CIM_VirtualSystemSettingData http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/cim-
schema/2.22.0/CIM_VirtualSystemSettingData.xsd http://www.vmware.com/
schema/ovf http://www.vmware.com/schema/ovf http://
schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/envelope/1 http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/
envelope/1/dsp8023_1.1.0.xsd http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
10.110.205.49/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/
wscim/1/cim-schema/2/CIM_ResourceAllocationSettingData http://
schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/cim-schema/2.22.0/
CIM_ResourceAllocationSettingData.xsd">
        
        ...deleted for brevity...
        
        <Description> Sample VApp </Description>
        <ovf:StartupSection xmlns:vCloud="http://www.vmware.com/
vcloud/v1.5" vCloud:href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/
startupSection/" vCloud:type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection+xml">
            <ovf:Info>VApp startup section</ovf:Info>
            <ovf:Item ovf:id="Vm-128gb" ovf:order="0" 
ovf:startAction="powerOn" ovf:startDelay="0" 
ovf:stopAction="powerOff" ovf:stopDelay="0"/>
            <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/
startupSection/" rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection+xml"/>
        </ovf:StartupSection>
        <ovf:NetworkSection xmlns:vCloud="http://www.vmware.com/
vcloud/v1.5" vCloud:href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/
networkSection/" vCloud:type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.networkSection+xml">
            <ovf:Info>The list of logical networks</ovf:Info>
            <ovf:Network ovf:name="VLAN3026">
                <ovf:Description>VLAN3026</ovf:Description>
            </ovf:Network>
        </ovf:NetworkSection>
        
        ...deleted for brevity...
        
        <SnapshotSection href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
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vapp-7/snapshotSection" ovf:required="false" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.snapshotSection+xml">
            <ovf:Info>Snapshot information section</ovf:Info>
        </SnapshotSection>
        <Owner type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.owner+xml">
            <User href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/
11364060-b405-457f-a429-7394def6e8b6" name="system" type="application/
vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
        </Owner>
        <InMaintenanceMode>true</InMaintenanceMode>
        <Children>
            <Vm deployed="false" href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/
vApp/vm-22" name="Vm-128gb" needsCustomization="true" status="8" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml">
                <VCloudExtension required="false">
                    <vmext:VmVimInfo>
                        <vmext:VmVimObjectRef>
                            <vmext:VimServerRef   href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/77" name="resource-
vcenter-1" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml"/>
                            <vmext:MoRef>vm-4369</vmext:MoRef>
                            <vmext:VimObjectType>VIRTUAL_MACHINE</
vmext:VimObjectType>
                        </vmext:VmVimObjectRef>
                        <vmext:DatastoreVimObjectRef>
                            <vmext:VimServerRef href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/77" name="resource-
vcenter-1" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml"/>
                            <vmext:MoRef>datastore-21</vmext:MoRef>
                            <vmext:VimObjectType>DATASTORE</
vmext:VimObjectType>
                        </vmext:DatastoreVimObjectRef>
                        <vmext:HostVimObjectRef>
                            <vmext:VimServerRef href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/admin/extension/vimServer/77" name="resource-
vcenter-1" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.vmwvirtualcenter+xml"/>
                            <vmext:MoRef>host-13</vmext:MoRef>
                            <vmext:VimObjectType>HOST</
vmext:VimObjectType>
                        </vmext:HostVimObjectRef>
                        <vmext:VirtualDisksMaxChainLength>1</
vmext:VirtualDisksMaxChainLength>
                    </vmext:VmVimInfo>
                </VCloudExtension>


                ...deleted for brevity ...


            </Vm>
        </Children>
    </VApp>
    <VappReconfigurationCollection>
        <ovf:StartupSection xmlns:ovf="http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/
envelope/1" xmlns:vCloud="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
vCloud:href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/
startupSection/" vCloud:type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection+xml" xsi:schemaLocation="http://
schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/envelope/1 http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/
envelope/1/dsp8023_1.1.0.xsd http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
10.110.205.49/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
            <ovf:Info>VApp startup section</ovf:Info>
            <ovf:Item ovf:id="Vm-128gb" ovf:order="0" 
ovf:startAction="powerOn" ovf:startDelay="0" 
ovf:stopAction="powerOff" ovf:stopDelay="0"/>
            <vCloud:Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vapp-7/startupSection/" rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection+xml"/>
        </ovf:StartupSection>


        ...deleted for brevity ...
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        <Owner xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.owner+xml" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
10.110.205.49/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
            <User href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/11" 
name="system" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"/>
        </Owner>
        <Metadata xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml" xsi:schemaLocation="http://
www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://10.10.25.49/api/v1.5/schema/
master.xsd">
                ...deleted for brevity ...
        </Metadata>
        <ProductSectionList xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/productSections/" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.productSections+xml" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
10.10.25.49/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
            <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/
productSections/" rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.productSections+xml"/>
        </ProductSectionList>
    </VappReconfigurationCollection>
    <VMConfigCollection>
        <VMConfig>
            <Vm xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:ovf="http://schemas.dmtf.org/ovf/envelope/1" xmlns:rasd="http://
schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wscim/1/cim-schema/2/
CIM_ResourceAllocationSettingData" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-22" name="Vm-128gb" 
needsCustomization="true" status="8" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" sche-ma/2.22.0/
CIM_ResourceAllocationSettingData.xsd">


                ...deleted for brevity ...
            </Vm>


            <VMReconfigurationCollection>


                        ...deleted for brevity ...


                    <Enabled>false</Enabled>
                    <ChangeSid>false</ChangeSid>
                    <VirtualMachineId>77</VirtualMachineId>
                    <ComputerName>vApp-templa-001</ComputerName>
                    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vm-22/guestCustomizationSection/" rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.guestCustomizationSection+xml"/>
                </GuestCustomizationSection>
                <Metadata xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-22/metadata" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata+xml" xsi:schemaLocation="http://
www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://10.10.25.49/api/v1.5/schema/
master.xsd">
                    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vm-22" rel="up" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml"/>
                    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vm-22/metadata" rel="add" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata
+xml"/>
                </Metadata>
                <ProductSectionList xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/
vcloud/v1.5" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-22/productSections/" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.productSections+xml" 
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xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5 http://
10.10.25.49/api/v1.5/schema/master.xsd">
                    <Link href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/
vm-22/productSections/" rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.productSections+xml"/>
                </ProductSectionList>
            </VMReconfigurationCollection>
        </VMConfig>
    </VMConfigCollection>
</VappConfigCollection>


Query whether disk configuration changes have occurred
since a specific vApp backup


Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/queryDiskReconfigured


Description
Many types of VM disk configuration changes prevent a simple VM "rollback" based
on changed block recovery during a restore. For example: deleting a disk might make it
impossible to remap disks at time of backup to surviving disks. Instead, a restore
results in a VM delete, followed by recomposition of the VM.


VM deletion and recomposition results in generation of a new VM identifier and
requires the same time as recovering the VM in a restore to new vApp.


Since a vApp must be powered off during a restore, when VM recomposition is
required, a user might want to consider a restore to new instead of a rollback restore.


This operation identifies the VMs included in a backup, and compares the disk
configuration of these VMs at the time of backup to the disk configuration now. A
Boolean attribute is returned for each VM, indicating whether a restore requires VM
deletion and recomposition.


If a VM was excluded from the backup, a recomposition is required.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
vappBackupDetail+xml


Output type:
vAppBackupDetailType


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backup/123


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: vappBackupDetail+xml


<vAppBackupDetail
    type="vappbackupdetail+xml"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123"
    bytesprocessed="10000000000"
    newbytes="34000000"
    state="completed"
    status="success" <!-- or “partial” -->
    startedby="adhoc"
    schedulename=""
    retentionname="Gold SLA"
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    starttime="2012-010-02T13:09:00Z"
    endtime="2012-010-02T13:09:02Z"
    effectiveretention="2019-010-03T13:00:00">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86"
            status=”success”
            VmReconstructRequired=false>
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5"
            name="ubuntu10-x64"
            status=success
            VmReconstructRequired=false >
            <Disk
                include="false"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="20480"
                diskname="Hard disk 2"
                diskinstanceid="2001"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”1” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="false"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-6"
            name="windows2008-x86"
            VmReconstructRequired=true >
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>


Change the retention period of a specific vApp backup
Operation
PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}
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Description
Change the retention period of a completed backup.


The output of a GET operation should be edited and submitted in this PUT operation
to alter the effective retention date of a backup. Changes to elements and attributes
other than retention date are ignored, but it recommended that they be returned
unaltered to ensure validation of the input.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vappBackupDetail+xml


Output type:
vAppBackupDetailType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


PUT /api/vApp/7/backup/123
Content-Type: vappBackup+xml


<vAppBackupDetail
    type="vappbackupdetail+xml"
    name="pre aug 2012 patch"
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123"
    bytesprocessed="10000000000"
    newbytes="34000000"
    state="completed"
    status="success"
    startedby="adhoc"
    schedulename=""
    retentionname="Gold SLA"
    errors="0"
    warnings="0"
    starttime="2012-010-02T13:09:00"
    endtime="2012-010-02T13:09:02"
    effectiveretention="2020-010-03T13:00:00">
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5"
            name="ubuntu10-x64">
            <Disk
                include="false"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
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                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="20480"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 2"
                diskinstanceid="2001"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”1” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="false"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-6"
            name="windows2008-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</vAppBackupDetail>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="backup+xml"
        name="Internet"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123" />
</Task>


Delete a specific vApp backup
Operation
DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Description
Delete a completed backup in the active backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/vApp/7/backup/123


Example response


204 No Content
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Configure list of excluded VMs and disks, inside a vApp
Exclude lists are used to exclude VMs and disks from backups. An exclude list can be
configured on a per vApp basis. By default, all vApps have an empty exclude list. When
a vApp has an empty exclude list, all VMs, and all non-independent disks are included
in backups. At the vApp level, it is possible to over-ride this default behavior and
provide a list of specific VMs, or specific disks, within a specific VM, that is excluded
from all backups.


In API Version 2.0, exclude list can only be configured at the backup policy level on a
vApp. For example, if a vApp contains three backup policies, a different exclude list
can be applied to each of the three backup policies. The exclude list from API Version
1.0 remains at the vApp level; however it will not be used. All other exclude lists are
marked with the corresponding backup policy id.


A PUT operation completely replaces the previous backup exclude list for a vApp. A
GET operation returns the existing exclude list, if one has been defined. A DELETE
operation removes the exclude, if one is present, resulting in an empty exclude list.


Consider the following notes:


l VMs that are excluded, in their entirety, will not be snap shotted. All other VMs are
snap shotted during a vApp backup.


l Non-independent disks are included in snapshots if the associated parent VM is
snap shotted.


l If a VM is added to a vApp, it is included in backups by default, unless
subsequently excluded by explicit configuration of the exclude list.


l If a disk is added to a VM, it is included in backups by default, unless the parent
VM is excluded in its entirety by the exclude list configuration.


l The internal implementation of the exclude list holds the exclude list configuration
in the system administrator restricted area of the vCloud Director's vApp
metadata. This means that any vCloud Director operation (migration, etc.) that
preserves vApp metadata will also preserve the exclude list configuration. This also
means that any vCloud Director operation which might "roll back" metadata, such
as an offline recovery of the vCloud Director database, or a recovery of a vApp
from backup, could alter the exclude list.


API version 1.0


API version
1.0


Operation
PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupexcludelist


Description
Configure one of more backup exclude list(s) for a vApp. Each exclude list is
configured for the combination of a vApp and a policy attached to the vApp. For
example, if there are four policies attached to a vApp, there may be four exclude lists
for the vApp, one for each policy attached. Exclusions can be used to segregate VMs
and/or VM disks between policies, for supporting different schedules and retentions
across these. They are used when backup is run with the specified policy.


Consider the following notes:
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l API version 2.0 does not support exclusions at vApp level. All exclusions that were
configured at the vApp level prior to version 2.0 must be manually ported/
distributed at the policy level by the user.


l Policies must be associated with the vApp in order to set up exclusions at the
policy level for this vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vappBackupExcludeList+xml


Input type:
VappBackupExcludeList


Output parameters
VappBackupExcludeList+xml


PUT /api/vApp/7/backupexcludelist


Example request


<VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" >
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2001"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>


Example response


200 OK


<VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" >
    <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
    <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
        <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
        <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2001"/>
    </VmExclude>
</VappBackupExcludeList>


API version 2.0


API version
2.0


Operation
PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupexcludelist


Description
Configure one of more backup exclude lists for a vApp. Each exclude list is configured
for the combination of a vApp and a policy that is attached to the vApp. For example,
if there are four policies that are attached to a vApp, there may be four exclude lists
for the vApp, one for each policy attached. Exclusions can be used to segregate VMs
and/or VM disks between policies, for supporting different schedules and retentions
across these. They are used when backup is run with the specified policy.


Consider the following notes:


l This version does not support exclusions at vApp level. All exclusions that were
configured at the vApp level prior to this version, must be manually ported/
distributed at the policy level by the user.
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l Policies must be associated with the vApp to set up exclusions at the policy level
for this vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
vappBackupExcludeLists+xml


Input type:
VappBackupExcludeLists


Output parameters
VappBackupExcludeLists+xml


Example
PUT /api/vApp/7/backupexcludelist


Example request


<VappBackupExcludeLists>    
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”33”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2001"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”99”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
</VappBackupExcludeLists>


Example response


200 OK


<VappBackupExcludeLists>    
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”33”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2001"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”99”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
</VappBackupExcludeLists>


Get a Backup Exclude List for a vApp
API version
1.0
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Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupexcludelist


Description
Get exclude list for a vApp. The exclude list is a list of excluded VMs and disks for a
vApp. This list is used for ad-hoc backup on the vApp.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappBackupExcludeList+xml


Output type:
VappBackupExcludeListType


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backupexcludelist


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VappBackupExcludeList+xml


<VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false">
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-1"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-2">        
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="0" diskinstanceid="2000"/
>            
        </VmExclude>
</VappBackupExcludeList>


Get Backup Exclude Lists for a vApp
API version
2.0


Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupexcludelist


Description
Get list of backup exclude lists for a vApp. Each exclude list within the list, is a list of
excluded VMs and disks for a particular policy that is attached to the vApp. This list is
used for ad-hoc or scheduled backup on the vApp, when run with the specified policy.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
VappBackupExcludeLists+xml


Output type:
VappBackupExcludeListsType


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backupexcludelist
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Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: VappBackupExcludeList+xml


<VappBackupExcludeLists>    
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”33”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="true" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2001"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
     <VappBackupExcludeList excludeallvms="false" policyId=”99”>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"/>
        <VmExclude excludealldisks="false" href="https://
vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5">
            <DiskExclude addressofparent="2" diskinstanceid="2000"/>
        </VmExclude>
    </VappBackupExcludeList>
</VappBackupExcludeLists>


Delete Backup Exclude Lists for a vApp
API version
2.0


Operation
DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backupexcludelist


Description
Delete the backup exclude list for a vApp.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/vApp/7/backupexcludelist


Example response


204 No Content


Trigger ad hoc restore to a newly created vApp
This function is used to restore a vApp backup to a newly created vApp. Use the
function in these circumstances:


l The original vApp has been deleted.


l The original vApp is still present, but you want to create a second vApp, based on
a vApp backup.


Only a vCD SA or a vCD OA can run this operation.


The input to this operation requires a reference to a particular backup to restore.


Consider the following:
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l If the backup is associated with a vApp that still exists in the cloud, this reference
is typically obtained by using this operation, which lists the available backups that
are associated with an existing vApp, in the active backup repository:


GET /api/vApp/vapp-{{id}}/backups
l If the backup is associated with a vApp that has been deleted from the cloud,


obtain this reference by using this operation, which queries the backups available
in a backup repository, with various available search filters:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{id}}/query?
type=backup&vappguid={{guid}}


The newly created vApp automatically inherits the default lease settings of the
containing organization. After the restore completes, these settings can be
changed through the standard vCloud Director API, if necessary.


l If the RestoreMetadata element in the RestoreToNewVappParams is true,
this operation automatically restores the vApp metadata. However, the operation
does not automatically restore vApp configuration. Automatic restore of vApp
network configuration from a backup could cause undesirable side effects that
include: duplicate MAC addresses, duplicate IP addresses, and VMs with
"orphaned" network connections to vCloud networks that are no longer present.


The restored vApp is configured with the same policies that were attached to the
original or source vApp, if those policies are still available and valid. If there were
VM and/or disk exclusions that are configured with policies of the original vApp,
they are also ported over to the new vApp Policies.


Operation
POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{{id}}


Description
Triggers an ad hoc creation of a new vApp from a backup.


Input parameters
Consume media types:
restoreToNewVappParams+xml


Output type:
RestoreToNewVappParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media types:
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22
Content-Type: restoreToNewVappParams+xml


<RestoreToNewVappParams
    name=”MyNewVappsName”>
    <Description>”Description of my new vApp”</Description>
    <Owner type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.owner+xml">
    <User type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml" name="owner 
name" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/admin/user/
242ce760-0cc7-4cd0-86f7-add4523c770b"/>
    </Owner>
    <LeaseSettingsSection type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.leaseSettingsSection+xml" >
    <DeploymentLeaseInSeconds>0</DeploymentLeaseInSeconds>
    <StorageLeaseInSeconds>0</StorageLeaseInSeconds>
    </LeaseSettingsSection>
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    <RestoreMetadata>true</RestoreMetadata>
    <Source 
        href=https://vcloud.example.com/EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29/>
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5"
            name="ubuntu10-x64">
            <Disk
                include="false"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="20480"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 2"
                diskinstanceid="2001"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”1” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="false"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-6"
            name="windows2008-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44” diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</RestoreToNewVappParams>


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="backup+xml"
        name="Internet"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123" />
</Task>
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Trigger an ad-hoc restore of an existing vApp from specific
backup


This operation triggers a restore of an existing, powered off, vApp, overwriting the
current state of the vApp (rollback).


VMs could have been excluded from the original backup, and the caller has the option
to exclude additional VMs. If a VM is excluded, either because it was not in the original
backup, or because the caller to this restore operation opted to exclude the VM, the
VM is deleted from the vApp during the restore process.


The process of restoring a VM destroy and recreate the VM if the current VM disk
configuration does not match the disk configuration at the time of backup. If a virtual
disk is excluded from the restore, the virtual disk content will not be recovered, but
after the restore, the disk will be present, with undetermined content.


It is expected that the required parameter which specifies the VMs and virtual disks to
be restored (or excluded from restore), would be based on the output (or edited
output) of a prior call to the operation:


GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Operation
POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Description
Triggers an ad-hoc restore of a vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
restoreToOriginalParams+xml


Input type:
RestoreToOriginalParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/vApp/7/backup/123
Content-Type: restoreToOriginalParams+xml


<RestorevAppToOriginalParams
”
    RetainExcludedVms=”false” 
    DelayVMDeletion=”false”>
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
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                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-5"
            name="ubuntu10-x64">
            <Disk
                include="false"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="20480"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 2"
                diskinstanceid="2001"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”1” />
        </VmBackup>
        <VmBackup
            include="false"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-6"
            name="windows2008-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</RestorevAppToOriginalParams >


Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="backup+xml"
        name="Internet"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123" />
</Task>


Trigger an ad-hoc restore of a single VM within a vApp
backup into the original, and still existing vApp


This operation triggers a restore of a single VM into an existing, powered off, vApp.
The vApp must be the same vApp that contained the VM at the time of the backup.


This operation is intended to simply "roll back" the disk content of an existing VM, or
to recreate a deleted VM. This operation does not restore any vApp configuration.


When rolling back an existing VM, or recreating a deleted VM, there can be no
assurance that the VM is compatible with the existing network configuration in the
vApp and the vDC.
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It is not required that the vApp still contains the VM at the time of this operation is
invoked. However, if the vApp does still contain the VM, and the VM's disk
configuration has changed since the time of backup, this operation is not supported. If
the number of disks, or size of any disk is different, whether the disk is being restored,
or not, this constitutes a disk configuration change. To recover a VM with a disk
configuration change, the VM can be deleted prior to invoking this operation.


The process of restoring a VM results in a disk configuration that matches the VM's
disk configuration at the time of backup. If a virtual disk is excluded from the restore,
the virtual disk content will not be recovered, but after the restore, the disk will be
present, with undetermined content.


It is expected that the required parameter which specifies the VM and virtual disks to
be restored, would be based on the output (with optional modifications) of a prior call
to the operation: GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Only a single VM at a time may be selected for restoration by this operation. Selecting
multiple VMs in a single call to this operation is invalid.


Operation
POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}


Description
Triggers an ad-hoc restore of a vApp.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
restoreToOriginalParams+xml


Input type:
RestoreToOriginalParamsType


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
task+xml


Output type:
TaskType


Example request


POST /api/vApp/7/backup/123
Content-Type: restoreToOriginalParams+xml


<RestoreVmToOriginalvAppParams
    RecoverVmToVsphereOnly=”false” 
    RecoverVmConfiguration=”true” >
    <VmBackupList>
        <VmBackup
            include="true"
            href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vm-4"
            name="ubuntu10-x86">
            <Disk
                include="true"
                controllerinstanceid="2"
                capacity="10240"
                storageprofile=”44”
                diskname="Hard disk 1"
                diskinstanceid="2000"
                addressofparent=”0”
                addressonparent=”0” />
        </VmBackup>
    </VmBackupList>
</RestoreVmToOriginalvAppParams >
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Example response


202 Accepted
Content-Type: task+xml


<Task status="running">
    <Owner
        type="backup+xml"
        name="Internet"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123" />
</Task>


List vApp related backup activities in past 48 hours
This is intended to be an end user (vApp owner) enabled resource, so some aspects of
activity related information are intentionally excluded, such as identification of backing
resources. The alternate interfaces on backup appliances and backup repositories can
be used by administrators to get more visibility.


Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups/query?type=activity


Description
Get list of recent and current backup and restore jobs in the backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backups/query?type=activity


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <ActivityRef
        type="backup"
        state="running"
        status=""
        startedby="schedule"
        schedulename="Gold SLA Pacific timezone"
        retentionname="Gold SLA"
        errors="0"
        warnings="1"
        starttime="2012-011-02T13:09:00"
        endtime=""
        effectiveretention="2019-011-03T13:00:00"
        bytesprocessed="12000000000"
        newbytesprocessed="50000"
        vApp-href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7"
        backup-href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/124"
        task-href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/task/196" />
    <ActivityRef
        type="backup"
        state="completed"
        status="success"
        startedby="adhoc"
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        schedulename=""
        retentionname="Gold SLA"
        errors="0"
        warnings="0"
        starttime="2012-010-02T13:09:00"
        endtime="2012-010-02T13:09:02"
        effectiveretention="2019-010-03T13:00:00"
        bytesprocessed="12000000000"
        newbytesprocessed="50000"
        vApp-href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7"
        backup-href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7/backup/123"
        task-href="" />
</QueryResultList>


List backup storage/new bytes for a vApp
This is intended to be an end user (vApp owner) enabled resource, so some aspects of
vApp statistics are intentionally excluded, such as those that might identify backing
resources. The alternate interfaces on backup appliances and backup repositories can
be used by administrators to get more visibility.


Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups/query?type=stats


Description
Get statistics related to backup activity for a vApp in the active backup repository.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
QueryResultList+xml


Output type:
QueryResultList


Example request


GET /api/vApp/7/backups/query?type=stats


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: QueryResultList+xml


<QueryResultList>
    <vAppStats
        type="vApp"
        href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/7"
        backupcount="26"
        defaultbackuppolicyengaged="true"
        defaultreplicationpolicyengaged="true"
        lastsuccessfulbackup="2012-11-01T13:09:00"
        nextscheduledbackup="2012-11-02T13:09:00"
        nextscheduledreplication=""
        primarybytesprotected="12000000000"
        lastbackupnewbytes="50000"
        adhocbackupenabled="true" />
</QueryResultList>
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Cancel a running vApp initiated ad-hoc backup
Operation
POST /api/task/{id}/action/cancel


Description
Cancel a running vApp initiated ad-hoc backup. The REST API operation which
initiates an ad-hoc backup returns a standard vCloud task identifier. Invoking this
operation on the task cancels the backup.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


POST /api/task/457/action/cancel


Example response


204 No Content
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CHAPTER 12


File level restore extensions to vCloud VM
objects


This section includes the following topics.


l File level restore extensions to vCloud VM objects.......................................... 202
l Connect source VM......................................................................................... 202
l Disconnect source VM..................................................................................... 203
l Browse folders and files in source VM..............................................................203
l Connect destination VM...................................................................................204
l Disconnect destination VM.............................................................................. 205
l Browse folders in destination VM.....................................................................205
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File level restore extensions to vCloud VM objects
The following extensions are available for restoring folders and files from a source VM
of a vApp backup to a destination VM. The destination VM could be the same VM as
the source. The destination VM must be powered on and has VMware Tools that are
installed. Also sufficient credentials is required to restore files to the destination VM.


The process of file level restore consists of three steps:


1. Browse folders in the source VM and select folders and files.


2. Browse folders in the destination VM and select on.


3. Restore selected folders and files from the source VM to selected folder in the
destination VM.


Connect source VM
Operation
POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections


Description
This method is used to create a connection to source VM for browsing purpose. The
connection is pre-requisite for browsing folders and files in source VM, disconnecting
from source VM, and restoring folders and files to destination VM.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
flrVmConnectionParams+xml


Input type:
flrVmConnectionParams


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
flrVmConnection+xml


Output type:
FlrVmConnection


Example request


POST /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/backup/12/vm/
vm-7a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/connections


<FlrVmConnectionParams vCloudLocator=’'/>


Example response


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<FlrVmConnection id=’3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4- b6897799387e’>
<Task xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" href="https://vc-
vcd1.brsvirtdev.com/api/task/c19c64bd-9157-4e14-a832-f87ffcdafabc" 
id="urn:vcloud:task:c19c64bd-9157-4e14-a832-f87ffcdafabc" name="task" 
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.task+xml" status="queued" 
operation="Connecting source VM for Virtual Machine 
(5a63b9d5-507d-4566-92e6-93d521b0438b)" operationName="connectVM" 
serviceNamespace="com.emc.vcp.backup" 
startTime="2015-07-29T16:52:08.952-04:00" ex-
piryTime="2015-10-27T16:52:08.952-04:00" cancelRequested="false">
    <Owner name="Mixed2" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.vApp
+xml" href="https://vc-vcd1.brsvirtdev.com/api/vApp/
vapp-8203382f-76c1-4970-b8f6-b6897799387e"/>
    <User name="administrator" type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user
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+xml" href="https://vc-vcd1.brsvirtdev.com/api/admin/user/
24d712e3-7fa7-4105-98f2-683117bcf873"/>
    <Organization name="Heroes" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.org+xml" href="https://vc-
vcd1.brsvirtdev.com/api/org/3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4-f257e2438271"/>
    <Progress>0</Progress>
    <Details></Details>
</Task>
</FlrVmConnection>


Disconnect source VM
Operation
DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections/{id}


Description
This method is used to disconnect from source VM, which should be called after the
connection is no longer needed.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/
backup/12/vm/vm-7a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/
connections/’3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4- b6897799387e


Example response


200 OK


Browse folders and files in source VM
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/{id}/vm/vm-{id}/files?
path={path}&connectionId={connectionId}


Description
Get a list of folders and a list of files, which are direct children of the specified parent
path. Path is UTF-8 URL encoded and should be set as empty when this call is used to
get disk list of source VM.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
flrSourceBrowseResult+xml


Output type:
FlrSourceBrowseResult


Example request


GET /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/backup/12/vm/
7vm-a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/files?path=%5BDisk
%231%5D&connectionId=3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4- b6897799387e
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Example response


<FlrBrowseResult path=’[Disk#1]’>
     <Folders>
        <Folder date="2015-08-06 00:33:11" name="$Recycle.Bin" 
size="0"/>
        <Folder date="2009-07-14 03:20:08" name="PerfLogs" size="0"/>
        <Folder date="2015-07-20 23:46:30" name="Program Files" 
size="4096"/>
        <Folder date="2015-02-11 00:32:27" name="Program Files (x86)" 
size="4096"/>
        <Folder date="2015-02-11 00:23:23" name="ProgramData" 
size="4096"/>
        <Folder date="2014-03-12 16:39:55" name="Recovery" size="0"/>
        <Folder date="2014-03-13 07:31:28" name="System Volume 
Information" size="4096"/>
        <Folder date="2015-08-06 00:33:10" name="Users" size="4096"/>
        <Folder date="2015-07-23 21:51:35" name="Windows" 
size="16384"/>
    </Folders>
    <Files>
        <File date="2015-07-27 18:20:14" name="pagefile.sys" 
size="34359271424"/>
    </Files>
</FlrBrowseResult>


Connect destination VM
Operation
POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections


Description
This method is used to create a connection to destination VM for browsing. The
connection is pre-requisite for browsing folders in destination VM, disconnecting from
destination VM, and restoring folders and files to destination VM.


Input parameters
Consume media type(s):
flrVmConnectionParams+xml


Input type:
FlrVmConnectionParams


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
flrVmConnection+xml


Output type:
FlrVmConnection


Example request


POST /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/backup/12/vm/
vm-7a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/connections


<FlrVmConnectionParams vCloudLocator=’' userName=’Administrator’ 
password=’VMware1!’ />


Example response


200 OK
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<FlrVmConnection id=’3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4-b6897799387e’/>
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Disconnect destination VM
Operation
DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections/{id}


Description
This method is used to disconnect from destination VM, which should be called after
the connection is no longer needed.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
None


Example request


DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/
backup/12/vm/vm-7a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/connections/
3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4-b6897799387e


Example response


204 No Content


Browse folders in destination VM
Operation
GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-{id}/files?
path={path}&connectionId={connectionId}


Description
Get a list of folders, which are direct children of given parent path. The path is UTF-8
URL encoded and should be set as empty when this call is used to get disk list of
destination VM. The connectionId is obtained from connecting destination VM.


Input parameters
None


Output parameters
Produce media type(s):
flrDestinationBrowseResult+xml


Output type:
FlrDestinationBrowseResult


Example request


POST /api/vApp/vapp-e75dd933-02e7-42aa-9289-03f72e6828f8/backup/12/vm/
vm-7a8b5c8b-b3b4-4ab8-a0d1-ffc7bd879cf/connections


<FlrVmConnectionParams vCloudLocator=’' userName=’Administrator’ 
password=’VMware1!’ />


Example response


200 OK
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<FlrVmConnection id=’3b9c01ee-442d-49d7-90c4-b6897799387e’/>
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CHAPTER 13


Recovering vApps and VMs


This section includes the following topics:


l Recover vApps and VMs.................................................................................. 208
l vApp characteristics captured in a backup.......................................................208
l VM characteristics captured in a backup.......................................................... 217
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Recover vApps and VMs
Examples of retrieving backup content in this document demonstrate doing this from a
backup repository in this general form:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/{repo-id}/
backups?vcloudguid={cloud-id}&orgguid={org-id}&vappguid={vapp-
id}&seqnum={backup-id}&content={content-type}
If the vApp is still present in the vCloud, this same content can also be retrieved
through the vApp object. This is done using this form:


GET /api/vApp/{vapp-id}/backup/{backup-id}/{content-type}


vApp characteristics captured in a backup
A deployed vApp has various characteristics and configurable settings that are
captured during a backup.


Table 29 vApp characteristics captured in a backup


Item Recorded In
backup


Recoverable Automatically
restored


Lease settings Yes Yes Noa


Startup Section Yes Yes No


Network Config Section Yes Yes No


Owner Yes Yes No b


ControlAccess Yes Yes No


Metadata Yes Yes Yes/Noc


Snapshot Description Yes No No


Date Created Yes No No


vApp Name Yes Possiblyd Noe


vApp Description Yes Yes No


ProductSection Yesf Yes No


a. A LeaseSettingSection is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This can be the original
setting or a completely new lease setting.


b. An Owner is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This setting can be the original
owner or a completely new owner


c. Yes on restore to new, no on restore to original (rollback).
d. In a vApp restore to new, recovering the original vApp name is possible only if the name is


no longer in use.
e. A vApp name is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This can be set to the original


vApp name, if the name is not in use.
f. ProductSection is not present in all vApps, but is captured if it is present.
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LeaseSettingsSection
Defines the terms of storage and deployment leases for the vApp.


If this section is omitted, the vApp inherits the default lease settings of the containing
organization. The vApp backup process records the lease setting to allow recovery of
the original configuration. This recovery is not performed automatically because it is
likely that the current value of the lease setting is either identical to the original, or has
been modified for a reason that still pertains at the time of recovery. It is also entirely
possible that the historical lease setting is set to a value that expired in the past.


l Captured in backup. Available for recovery by a provider or Org Admin using the
procedure described below, which includes using two additional REST API calls
when a LeaseSetting recovery is desired.


l Not automatically restored in rollback.


l Not automatically restored in restore to new. During a restore to new, a
LeaseSettingsSection is passed as a parameter. This can be a copy of the original
setting that is contained in the backup, or a newly created value.


If lease setting recovery is desired in a rollback restore, an optional two step
procedure is available to accomplish this. For a restore to new, only the first of the
two steps would be used.


Optional LeaseSettings recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to set a vApp's lease. It takes a
LeaseSettingsSection element, as a parameter passed in the request body.


The original LeaseSettingSection element can be recovered from a backup using a
GET operation:


1. Retrieve original from a specific backup with:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a LeaseSettingsSection, similar to this example:


<LeaseSettingsSection
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.leaseSettingsSection+xml"
href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-bb17-
e254cc0550e8/leaseSettingsSection/"
ovf:required="false">
<ovf:Info>Lease settings section</ovf:Info>
<Link rel="edit"
type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.leaseSettingsSection+xml"
href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-bb17-
e254cc0550e8/leaseSettingsSection/"/>


<DeploymentLeaseInSeconds>604800</DeploymentLeaseInSeconds>


<StorageLeaseInSeconds>2592000</StorageLeaseInSeconds>


<StorageLeaseExpiration>2013-05-21T15:01:25.927-07:00</
StorageLeaseExpiration>


</LeaseSettingsSection>
2. Validate and manipulate as required.
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3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /vApp/vapp-{id}/leaseSettingsSection


With LeaseSettings XML in request body, returns a task.


Detailed vCloud Director documentation for updating lease settings is available here:


http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-51/index.jsp?topic=
%2Fcom.vmware.vcloud.api.reference.doc_51%2Fdoc%2Foperations%2FPUT-
LeaseSettingsSection-vApp.html


StartupSection
This element, if present, specifies a start order and related properties for each
member of a vApp. If the element is not present, all members are started up at the
same time. The same logic applies to shutdown, reboot, and similar operations.


l Captured in backup. Available for recovery by a provider or Org Admin.


l Not automatically restored in rollback.


l Not automatically restored in restore to new.


If startup order recovery is desired, an optional two step procedure is provided to
accomplish this.


Optional LeaseSettings recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to set a vApp's internal startup order. It
takes a StartupSection element, as a parameter passed in the request body.


The original StartupSection element can be recovered from a backup using a GET
operation.


1. Retrieve original from a specific backup with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a LeaseSettingsSection, similar to this example:


ovf:StartupSection xmlns:ns12="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
ns12:href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-
bb17-e254cc0550e8/startupSection/" ns12:type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection+xml">
<ovf:Info>VApp startup section</ovf:Info>
<ovf:Item ovf:stopDelay="20" ovf:stopAction="guestShutdown" 
ovf:startDelay="10" ovf:startAction="none" ovf:order="2" 
ovf:id="SLES11"/>
<ovf:Item ovf:stopDelay="10" ovf:stopAction="powerOff" 
ovf:startDelay="5" ovf:startAction="powerOn" ovf:order="1" 
ovf:id="SLES11-1"/>
<Link rel="edit" type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.startupSection
+xml" href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-
bb17-e254cc0550e8/startupSection/"/>
</ovf:StartupSection>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{vappid}/startupSection/
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With StartupSection XML in request body, returns a task.


NetworkConfigSection
Defines the properties of the vApp network and specifies how it is connected to a
network in the VDC. When a vApp is recovered to a prior state, or when a vApp is
restored to a new vApp, there is a possibility of network address collisions, as well as
"orphaned" connection definitions that reference networks that no longer exist.
Because of these issues, the NetworkConfigSection is not automatically restored. The
NetworkConfigSection is recorded in the backup in a form directly usable by the
vCloud Director REST API. This allows for examination and manipulation of the vApp's
network settings before re-application.


Unless a vApp has no virtual machines are connected to a network, the vApp definition
must include at least one NetworkConfigSection that defines a vApp network. That
section must include a NetworkConfig element whose networkName attribute value
matches the value of the network attribute of the NetworkConnection of each VM in
the vApp. If this attribute has the value none or is missing, VMs can connect to any
network. If the vApp contains VM elements that specify different names for their
network connections, the vApp must have a vApp network for each.


l Captured in backup. Available for recovery by a provider or Org Admin.


l Not automatically restored in rollback. The original vApp network is preserved.
This procedures can be used for optional recovery.


l Not automatically restored in restore to new. The vApp is created with no vApp
network definition. This procedures can be used for optional recovery.


When a vApp is recovered to a prior state, or when a vApp is restored to a new vApp,
there is a possibility of network address collisions, as well as "orphaned" connection
definitions, that reference networks that no longer exist. Because of these issues, the
NetworkConfigSection is not automatically restored. The NetworkConfigSection is
recorded in the backup in a form directly usable by the vCloud Director REST API. This
allows for examination and manipulation of the vApp's network settings before re-
application. On a vApp rollback restore, this also allows the flexibility of retaining the
current network settings, if this is more suitable than a network configuration rollback.


Optional NetworkConfigSection recovery procedure


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a NetworkConfigSection, similar to this example:


<NetworkConfigSection type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.networkConfigSection+xml" href="https://
10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-bb17-e254cc0550e8/
networkConfigSection/" ovf:required="false">
<ovf:Info>The configuration parameters for logical networks</
ovf:Info>
<Link rel="edit" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.networkConfigSection+xml" href="https://
10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vapp-61c11bbb-ecac-40e7-bb17-e254cc0550e8/
networkConfigSection/"/>
<NetworkConfig networkName="none">
<Description>This is a special place-holder used for disconnected 
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network interfac-es.</Description>
<Configuration>
<IpScopes>
<IpScope>
<IsInherited>false</IsInherited>
<Gateway>196.254.254.254</Gateway>
<Netmask>255.255.0.0</Netmask>
<Dns1>196.254.254.254</Dns1>
</IpScope>
</IpScopes>
<FenceMode>isolated</FenceMode>
</Configuration>
<IsDeployed>false</IsDeployed>
</NetworkConfig>
</NetworkConfigSection>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/vApp-{vappid}/networkConfigSection/


With NetworkConfigSection XML in request body, returns a task.


Detailed documentation of the vCloud Director API for updating network
configuration is available here:


http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-51/topic/com.vmware.vcloud.api.doc_51/
GUID-92622A15-E588-4FA1-92DA-A22A4757F2A0.html


Owner
The initial owner of a VApp is the user who created it. Ownership is expressed in an
Owner element that the object representation contains. This element includes a User
element that references the owner.


The vCloud Director API allows altering the ownership of a vApp. A rollback restore
will not automatically restore the owner that was recorded at the time of backup. If
the owner has changed, it is likely that the ownership modification was performed for
a reason that still pertains. It is also possible that the historical owner account no
longer exists.


l Captured in backup. Available for recovery by a provider or Org Admin using the
procedure described below, which includes using two additional REST API calls
when an ownership recovery is desired.


l Not automatically restored in rollback.


l During a restore to new, an Owner is passed as a parameter. This can be a copy of
the original setting that is contained in the backup, or a newly created value.


If ownership recovery is desired in a rollback restore, an optional two step procedure is
provided to accomplish this. The first of these two steps can be used during a restore
to new to recover the original owner setting.


Optional Owner recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to set a vApp's owner. It takes an Owner
element, as a parameter passed in the request body. The original Owner element can
be recovered from a backup using a GET operation.


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
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vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including an Owner element like this example, similar to this
example:


<Owner
xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5">
<User
type="application/vnd.vmware.admin.user+xml"
href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/admin/user/120" />
</Owner>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/owner>


With Owner XML in request body.


vApp Metadata
The vCloud API provides a general-purpose facility for associating user-defined
metadata with a vApp, and with individual VMs contained within a vApp.


vCloud Director maintains two classes of metadata: GENERAL and SYSTEM. A vApp
owner can access GENERAL metadata. Only a provider Admin can access SYSTEM
metadata. Both classes of metadata are recorded in a vApp backup.


The REST API operations that initiate a restore to new vApp allow opting out of
metadata restore, but it is expected that in almost all restore to new vApp scenarios, a
caller would opt to restore metadata. The metadata restore election applies to all
metadata, SYSTEM and GENERAL, as well as both vApp and VM metadata. There is
no mechanism to select granular control over metadata recovery.


Metadata recovery is performed by the end of the restore process, but no assumption
should be made as to any specific timing or order within the restore process for a
vApp.


l Always captured in backup.


l Normally recovered in restore to new. (Option available to decline all metadata
restore.)


l Not automatically restored in a vApp "rollback" restore (restore to original)


Optional metadata examination procedure
A provider Admin can examine an XML representation of vApp and VM metadata using
a REST operation. This facility is not functional for Org admins or vApp owners
because metadata can contain security sensitive information. By design, the backup
API will not expose this information, to a class of users that is restricted by the vCloud
Director API.


1. Using a provider Admin account, retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=backupmetadatacollection
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Returns content including MetaDataEntry element like this example, similar to this
example:


<MetadataEntry type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.metadata.value
+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/vapp-3a79c320-ec75-4894-
a64c-647aa06e1b69/metadata/foo">
<Key>foo</Key>
<TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
<Value>bar</Value>
</TypedValue>
</MetadataEntry>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


ControlAccess
On creation, vApps grant full access to their owners and no access to other users. The
vCloud API access control mechanism enables vApp owners to expand or update these
access controls if needed. The vApp backup process records the access setting to
allow recovery of the original access configuration. This recovery is not performed
automatically because it is possible that a historical access list could refer to user or
group accounts that are no longer valid.


A rollback restore will not automatically restore the access control list to that
recorded at the time of backup because if the access control list has changed, it is
likely that the modification was performed for a reason that still pertains. It is also
possible that the accounts in the list are no longer valid.


l Captured in backup. Available for recovery by a provider or Org Admin using the
procedure described below, which includes using two additional REST API calls
when an ControlAccess recovery is desired.


l Not automatically restored in rollback.


l Not automatically restored in restore to new. Instead, the vCloud Director default
access rule is applied which results granting full access to the vApp owner and no
access to others.


If access control recovery is desired, an optional two step procedure is provided to
accomplish this.


Optional ControlAccess recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to set access controls. It takes a
ControlAccessParams element, as a parameter passed in the request body. The
original ControlAccessParams element can be recovered from a backup using a GET
operation.


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
cloudguid=123&orgguid=456&vappguid=789&seqnum=29&content=vappconfig
collection
Returns content including a ControlAccessParams element, similar to this
example:


<ControlAccessParams
xmlns="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5">
<IsSharedToEveryone>true</IsSharedToEveryone>
<EveryoneAccessLevel>ReadOnly</EveryoneAccessLevel>
</ControlAccessParams>
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2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


POST https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/action/
controlAccess


With ControlAccessParams XML in request body.


Note


This step uses a POST rather than a PUT operation, which is unusual when
compared to other vApp configuration items


SnapshotSection
SnapshotSection is a read-only attribute of a vApp. It is recorded in a vApp backup but
it is not restorable. It can be examined.


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=backupconfigcollection
Returns content including a SnapshotSection element like this example, similar to
this example:


<SnapshotSection 
    type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.snapshotSection+xml" 
    href="https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-4/
snapshotSection" 
    ovf:required="false">
    <ovf:Info>Snapshot information section</ovf:Info>
</SnapshotSection>


2. Validate as required.


Date Created
DateCreated is a read-only attribute of a vApp. It is recorded in a vApp backup but it is
not restorable. It can be examined.


A rollback restore leaves the DateCreated set to its current value. A restore to new,
sets the DateCreated to the time that the restore process creates the vApp.


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a DateCreated element, similar to this example:


<DateCreated>2012-10-29T10:32:57.976-04:00</DateCreated>
2. Validate as required.
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vApp name
The vApp name is not altered during a rollback restore. The current name is recorded
in a vApp backup and can be examined.


During a restore to new, a mandatory vApp name must be provided. If the original
vApp name is no longer in use, the name that is provided can be the original name.


Retrieve original from backup repository with:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a name attribute, similar to this example:


name="vAppSample"


vApp Description
The vApp description is not altered during a rollback restore. The current description
is recorded in a vApp backup and can be examined. During a restore to new, a
mandatory vApp description must be provided


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seqnum=29&cont
ent=vappconfigcollection


Returns content including a Description element, similar to this example:


<Description>Example FTP Server vApp</Description>


ProductSection (vApp)
ProductSection elements allow you to pass runtime information to vApps. The
key=value pairs in this section are made available in the OVF Environment of a
powered-on virtual machine. ProductSection is not present in all vApps.


Note


All ProductSection elements in a vApp are returned as members of a
ProductSectionList. You cannot retrieve or update an individual ProductSection.
Retrieve the ProductSectionList and update the list of individual ProductSection
elements as a whole list.


The vCloud Director REST API provides a mechanism to change a vApp's
ProductSectionList.


In the event that vApp ProductSection recovery is desired, an optional two step
procedure is provided to accomplish this.


Optional vApp ProductSection recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to update the ProductSectionList of a
vApp. It takes a ProductSectionList element, as a parameter passed in the request
body. The original ProductSectionList element can be recovered from a backup using
a GET operation.


1. Retrieve original ProductSectionList from the backup with:
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GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a ProductSectionList, similar to this example:


<ProductSectionList
...
<ovf:ProductSection required="true">
  <ovf:Info>Information about the installed software</ovf:Info>
  <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" ovf:key="CRM_Database_Host" 
ovf:value="CRM.example.com">
    <ovf:Label>CRM Database Host</ovf:Label>
  </ovf:Property>
  <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" ovf:key="CRM_Database_Username" 
ovf:value="dbuser">
    <ovf:Label>CRM Database Usernname</ovf:Label>
  </ovf:Property>
  <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" ovf:key="CRM_Password" 
ovf:value="Pa55w0rd">
    <ovf:Label>CRM Database User Password</ovf:Label>
  </ovf:Property>
</ovf:ProductSection>
</ProductSectionList>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


POST https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/vapp-7/action/
controlAccess


With ControlAccessParams XML in request body.


Note


This step uses a POST rather than a PUT operation, which is unusual when
compared to other vApp configuration items


VM characteristics captured in a backup
A deployed vApps has various characteristics and configurable settings that are
captured during a backup.


Table 30 VM characteristics captured in a backup


Item Recorded in
backup


Recoverable Automatically
restored


NetworkConnectionS
ection


Yes Yes No


GuestCustomization Yes Yes No


RuntimeInfoSection Yes No No


Snapshot Section Yes No No


DateCreated Yes No No


StorageProfile Yes Yes No
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Table 30 VM characteristics captured in a backup (continued)


Item Recorded in
backup


Recoverable Automatically
restored


ProductSection Yesa Yes No


VM Name Yes Yes Yes


VM Description Yes Yes No


Metadata Yes Yes Yes / Nob


a. ProductSection is not present in all VMs. If it is present it will be captured in the VM
backup.


b. Yes on restore to new. No on restore to original (rollback).


NetworkConnectionSection (VM)
A VM vNIC can be connected to:


l An Organization Network


l A vApp network


l Nothing (not connected)


If the vNIC is connected to a network, there are three possible configuration choices
on how to get an IP:


l Automatic assignment of an IP from a Static IP pool


l DHCP


l Static manual assignment


The NetworkConnectionSection specifies how the virtual NIC devices on a virtual
machine are connected to the vApp networks.


If the VM is running a supported OS, with VMware Tools installed, vCloud Director
attempts to configure network settings in the guest OS to match the vCloud
configuration definition. For all vNICs, vCloud Director attempts to push subnet mask
and IP settings to the guest OS. For the single vNIC designated as primary the primary
vNIC, vCloud Director also attempt to push DNS and gateway settings, if these are
defined.


Various issues can arise when restoring a vApp and/or vCloud VM from a backup:


l A previously connected External network may be gone.


l A previously connected Organization Network may be gone.


l A Static IP pool may no longer exist, or may be out of capacity.


l A previously deployed DHCP server may no longer be deployed.


l A formerly used static IP address may have been re-issued for another use.


l DNS servers may have been retired.


l Hostname entries in DNS may have been retired.


l Gateway addresses and subnet mask definitions may have changed.


Because of the issues that can occur when restoring a vApp and /or a vCloud VM, the
NetworkConnectionSection associated with a VM is not automatically restored. This
allows the option of retaining current network settings, restoring old network settings,
or defining completely new network settings.


In a restore to new vApp, or in a vApp rollback restore that results in VM recreation:
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l The resulting VM has the identical number and type of vNICs that existed at the
time of backup


l If vNICs are disconnected at the vSphere level.


l No NetworkConnectionSection is defined for the VM.


In a vApp rollback restore, or a single VM rollback restore, where the VM disk
configuration is unchanged:


l The vNIC connection state remains unchanged at the vSphere level.


l The NetworkConnectionSection remains unchanged at the vCloud Director level.


If VM network connection recovery is desired, an optional two step procedure is
provided to accomplish this.


Optional VM network connection recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to update the NetworkConnectionSection
of a virtual machine. It takes a NetworkConnectionSection element, as a parameter
passed in the request body. The original StartupSection element can be recovered
from a backup using a GET operation.


1. Retrieve original ProductSectionList from the backup with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a NetworkConnectionSection, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm needsCustomization="true" deployed="false" status="8" 
name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<NetworkConnectionSection
...
<PrimaryNetworkConnectionIndex>0</PrimaryNetworkConnectionIndex>
<NetworkConnection
network="vAppNetwork">
<NetworkConnectionIndex>0</NetworkConnectionIndex>
<IpAddress>10.147.115.1</IpAddress>
<IsConnected>true</IsConnected>
<MACAddress>00:50:56:01:01:49</MACAddress>
<IpAddressAllocationMode>STATIC</IpAddressAllocationMode>
</NetworkConnection>
</NetworkConnectionSection>
</Vm>
</Children>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.
Modified sections must contain all required elements, even if you are not changing
their values. Because optional elements revert to default values if they are omitted
or empty, it is a best practice to retain optional elements in updates. Link elements
and href attributes from responses do not need to be included in modified
sections, but is ignored if included. Some elements and attributes might be read-
only, and ignored for purposes of update. See the VMware vCloud Director
schema reference for details.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/vapp/{vmid}/networkConnectionSection/
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With NetworkConnectionSection XML in request body, returns a task.


GuestCustomizationSection (VM)
The GuestCustomizationSection includes predefined property names that VMware
guest customization tools recognize. Certain values in this element, if omitted or left
empty, are inherited from the OrgGuestPersonalizationSettings of the organization
that owns the virtual machine.


Various issues can arise when restoring a vApp or vCloud VM from a backup:


l A Domain that is associated with a Windows VM may be gone.


l An LDAP or Active Directory Admin account defined in Guest Customization may
no longer exist.


l A user may no longer remember the password that is associated with an old guest
customization.


Because of the issues that can occur when restoring a vApp and /or a vCloud VM, the
GuestCustomizationSection associated with a VM is not automatically restored. This
allows the option of retaining current settings, restoring old settings, or defining
completely new guest customization settings.


In the event that VM guest customization recovery is desired, an optional two step
procedure is provided to accomplish this.


Optional VM guest customization recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to update the GuestCustomizationSection
of a virtual machine. It takes a GuestCustomizationSection element, as a parameter
passed in the request body. The original GuestCustomizationSection element can be
recovered from a backup using a GET operation.


1. Retrieve original from backup repository with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a GuestCustomizationSection, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm needsCustomization="true" deployed="false" status="8" 
name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<GuestCustomizationSection
...
<Enabled>true</Enabled>
<ChangeSid>true</ChangeSid>
<VirtualMachineId>12</VirtualMachineId>
<JoinDomainEnabled>false</JoinDomainEnabled>
<UseOrgSettings>false</UseOrgSettings>
<DomainName>example</DomainName>
<DomainUserName>Admin</DomainUserName>
<DomainUserPassword>Pa55w0rd</DomainUserPassword>
<AdminPasswordEnabled>true</AdminPasswordEnabled>
<AdminPasswordAuto>true</AdminPasswordAuto>
<AdminPassword />
<ResetPasswordRequired>false</ResetPasswordRequired>
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<CustomizationScript />
<ComputerName>Win2K3</ComputerName>
</GuestCustomizationSection>
</Vm>
</Children>


2. Validate and manipulate as required.


3. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/{vmid}/guestCustomizationSection/


With GuestCustomizationSection XML in request body, returns a task.


RuntimeInfoSection (VM)
The RuntimeInfoSection indicates the version of VMware Tools that are installed in a
VM. It is a read-only item. The VMware vCloud Director API does not allow updating
this item - and it should only change if the version of VMware Tools changes inside the
guest OS.


A full restoration of a VM results in recovery of the same version of VMware Tools
that was in place at the time of backup.


It is possible to retrieve the historical value of this item from a backup, though doing
so is probably of limited value.


The following REST call can be used to accomplish this:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a RuntimeInfoSection, similar to this example:


<Vm name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<RuntimeInfoSection xmlns:ns12="http://www.vmware.com/vcloud/v1.5" 
ns12:href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vm-82973b72-2685-4c0a-884a-
d17d1c0ffebe/runtimeInfoSection" ns12:type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.virtualHardwareSection+xml">
 <ovf:Info>Specifies Runtime info</ovf:Info>
 <VMWareTools version="8389"/>
</RuntimeInfoSection>
</Vm>
</Children>


RuntimeInfoSection (VM)
The SnapshotSection indicates information about any vApp snapshot that was in place
at the time of the backup of a VM. It is a read-only item. The VMware vCloud Director
API does not allow updating this item.


The VMware vCloud Director API does not allow updating this item. The VM backup
records only the current state of the VM at the time of the backup. If any snapshots
of the VM are in place at the time of the backup, these snapshots are not captured in
the backup process, and are thus not recoverable. Although such snapshots are not
recoverable, this item can be used as an indicator that a vCloud Director vApp
snapshot existed at the time of VM backup.


It is possible to retrieve the historical value of this item from a backup, though doing
so is probably of limited value.
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The following REST call can be used to accomplish this:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a SnapshotSection, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<SnapshotSection type="application/vnd.vmware.vcloud.snapshotSection
+xml" href="https://10.6.246.107/api/vApp/vm-82973b72-2685-4c0a-884a-
d17d1c0ffebe/snapshotSection" ovf:required="false">
  <ovf:Info>Snapshot information section</ovf:Info>
</SnapshotSection>
</Vm>
</Children>


DateCreated (VM)
The DateCreated indicates the date a VM was created. It is a read-only item. The
VMware vCloud Director API does not allow updating this item. If a restore can
recover a VM without (re)creating a VM, this value will not be modified. If a restore
creates a new VM, generally a scenario where the VM's disk configuration has
changed, a restore of a deleted VM, or a restore to new, this item is set to the time of
the restore.


It is possible to retrieve the historical value of this item from a backup, though doing
so is probably of limited value.


The following REST call can be used to accomplish this:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a DateChanged, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<DateCreated>2013-04-04T11:28:04.423-07:00</DateCreated>
</Vm>
</Children>


VAppScopedLocalId (VM)
The VAppScopedLocalId provides a unique identifier for the virtual machine in the
scope of the composed vApp. It is a read-only item.


The VMware vCloud Director API does not allow updating this item. If a restore can
recover a VM without (re)creating a VM, this value will not be modified. If a restore
creates a VM, generally a scenario where the VM's disk configuration has changed, a
restore of a deleted VM, or a restore to new, vCloud Director sets this to a new unique
identifier, which is unlikely to match the original identifier.


It is possible to retrieve the historical value of this item from a backup, though doing
so is probably of limited value.
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The following REST call can be used to accomplish this:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a VAppScopedLocalId, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<VAppScopedLocalId>1733801c-98e4-4d69-97c0-c7e9bb024b49</
VAppScopedLocalId>
</Vm>
</Children>


StorageProfile (VM)
Every VM element includes a StorageProfile element. The value of the href attribute
of that element is a reference to a storage profile associated with the vDC hosting the
parent vApp. The initial value of this attribute is inherited from the VDC that contains
the vApp unless a different value is specified when the virtual machine is created. The
vCloud Director REST API provides a mechanism to change a VM's storage profile.


When restoring a vCloud VM from a backup, it is possible that the storage profile that
is recorded in the backup no longer exists in the vDC. Because of this issue, the
storage profile that is associated with a VM is not automatically restored. This allows
the option of retaining current settings, restoring old settings, or utilizing a completely
new storage profile.


In the event that VM storage profile recovery is desired, an optional three step
procedure is provided to accomplish this.


Optional VM storage profile recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to update the storage profile of a virtual
machine. It takes a StorageProfile element, as a parameter passed in the request
body. The original StorageProfile element can be recovered from a backup using a
GET operation.


1. Retrieve original StorageProfile from the backup with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a StorageProfile, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm needsCustomization="true" deployed="false" status="8" 
name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
<StorageProfile type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vdcStorageProfile+xml" name="*" href="https://
10.6.246.107/api/vdcStorageProfile/14315350-27ac-4622-977d-
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ab5449795894"/>
</Vm>
</Children>


2. Validate that the original storage profile is still valid.


3. Retrieve the VM element from the vApp:
GET https://vcloud.example.com/api/vApp/{vmid}


4. Modify the VM element by replacing the StorageProfile.
Modified sections must contain all required elements, even if you are not changing
their values. Because optional elements revert to default values if they are omitted
or empty, it is a best practice to include optional elements in updates.


5. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/vapp/{vmid}


ProductSection (VM)
ProductSection elements allow you to pass runtime information to virtual machines.
The key=value pairs in this section are made available in the OVF Environment of a
powered on virtual machine.


Note


All ProductSection elements in a virtual machine are returned as members of a
ProductSectionList. You cannot retrieve or update an individual ProductSection. You
must retrieve the ProductSectionList and update whole list of individual
ProductSection elements.


The vCloud Director REST API provides a mechanism to change a VM's
ProductSectionList.


In the event that VM ProductSection recovery is desired, an optional two step
procedure is provided to accomplish this.


Optional VM ProductSection recovery procedure
A vCloud Director REST API call is provided to update the ProductSectionList of a
virtual machine. It takes a ProductSectionList element, as a parameter passed in the
request body. The original ProductSectionList element can be recovered from a
backup using a GET operation.


1. Retrieve the original ProductSectionList from the backup with:
GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/
backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&
seqnum=29&content=vappconfigcollection
Returns content including a ProductSectionList, similar to this example:


<Children>
<Vm needsCustomization="true" deployed="false" status="8" 
name="DEV Win2008 R2 SP2-SQLSERV" id="urn:vcloud:vm:
4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede" type="application/
vnd.vmware.vcloud.vm+xml" href="https://10.25.85.50/api/vApp/
vm-4caef976-2f52-48aa-bf65-9bfb51211ede">
...
  <ProductSectionList
  ...
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  <ovf:ProductSection required="true">
    <ovf:Info>Information about the installed software</ovf:Info>
    <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" ovf:key="CRM_Database_Host" 
ovf:value="CRM.example.com">
      <ovf:Label>CRM Database Host</ovf:Label>
    </ovf:Property>
    <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" 
ovf:key="CRM_Database_Username" ovf:value="dbuser">
      <ovf:Label>CRM Database Usernname</ovf:Label>
    </ovf:Property>
    <ovf:Property ovf:type="string" ovf:key="CRM_Password" 
ovf:value="Pa55w0rd">
      <ovf:Label>CRM Database User Password</ovf:Label>
    </ovf:Property>
  </ovf:ProductSection>
  </ProductSectionList>
</Vm>
</Children>


2. Reapply with vCloud Director API like this example:


PUT /api/vApp/vapp/{vmid}/ProductSections


With ProductSectionList XML in request body, returns a task.


Metadata (VM)
The vCloud API provides a general-purpose facility for associating user-defined
metadata with individual VMs contained within a vApp.


vCloud Director maintains two classes of metadata: GENERAL and SYSTEM. A vApp
owner can access GENERAL metadata. Only a provider Admin can access SYSTEM
metadata. Both classes of metadata are recorded in a vApp backup.


The REST API operations that initiate a restore to new vApp allow opting out of
metadata restore, but it is expected that in almost all restore to new vApp scenarios, a
caller would opt to restore metadata. The metadata restore election applies to all
metadata, SYSTEM and GENERAL, as well as both vApp and VM metadata.


Metadata recovery will be performed by the end of the restore process, but no
assumption should be made as to any specific timing or order within the restore
process for a vApp.


l Always captured in backup.


l Normally recovered in restore to new. (Option available to decline all metadata
restore.)


l Not automatically recovered in a vApp "rollback" restore (restore to original)


Optional metadata examination procedure
A provider Admin can examine an XML representation of VM metadata using a REST
operation. This facility is not functional for Org admins or vApp owners because
metadata can contain security sensitive information. By design, the backup API will
not expose this information, to a class of users that is restricted by the vCloud
Director API.


Using a provider Admin account, retrieve original from backup repository with:


GET /api/admin/extension/EmcBackupService/backupRepository/22/backups?
vcloudguid=3f79780c-6b0&orgguid=5f69730d-640&vappguid=1e797301-78a&seq
num=29&content=backupmetadatacollection
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Returns content including MetaDataEntry elements, similar to this example:


<BackupMetadataItem
  source="vApp/vm-208dead4-69af-44b8-8bd4-6123b61af127"
  type="vmmetadata">
  <Metadata 
    <MetadataEntry 
      ...
      <Key>foo</Key>
      <TypedValue xsi:type="MetadataStringValue">
        <Value>bar</Value>
      </TypedValue>
    </MetadataEntry>
  </Metadata>
</BackupMetadataItem>
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CHAPTER 14


Summary of Resources, Methods, and Users


This section lists the resources, methods and users.
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Resource, Users, and Methods


Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&se
qnum={id}


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&se
qnum={id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vdcguid={id}&vappguid={id}&se
qnum={id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/query


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/
vCenterRegistrations


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliance/{id}/
vCenterRegistrations
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliances


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupAppliances


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSet/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSet/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSet/{id}


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSets


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupOptionSets


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplate/{id}


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}/backupPolicyTemplates


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}/backupPolicyTemplates


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalog/
{id}/backupPolicyTemplates/
query


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupPolicyTemplateCatalogs


x x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}


x x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
backups?
vcloudguid={id}&orgguid={id}&
vappguid={id}&seqnum={id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy


x x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/
attachedVapps


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
DefaultReplicationPolicy/
attachedVapps


x x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/query


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
ReplicationPolicies


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRepository/{id}/
ReplicationPolicies


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRetention/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRetention/{id}
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRetention/{id}


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRetentions


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupRetentions


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupSchedule/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupSchedule/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupSchedule/{id}


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupSchedules


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
backupSchedules


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
orgRegistrations


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
orgRegistrations


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}


x x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x POST /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}


x x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}/
attachedVapps


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
replicationPolicy/{id}/
attachedVapps


x PUT /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
vCenterRegistration/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
vCenterRegistration/{id}


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
vCenterRegistration/{id}


x GET /api/admin/extension/
EmcBackupService/
vCenterRegistration/{id}/
backupProxyRegistrations


x PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/ActiveBackupRepository


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/ActiveBackupRepository


x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupConfiguration


x PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupConfiguration


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicies


x POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicies


x DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x xa PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}/
attachedVapps


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupPolicy/{id}/
attachedVapps


x POST /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupRepositories


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/BackupRepositories


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy


x x GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy/
attachedVapps


x x PUT /api/admin/extension/vdc/
{id}/DefaultBackupPolicy/
attachedVapps


x x GET /api/admin/vApp/vapp-{id}/
backupPolicies


x x PUT /api/admin/vApp/vapp-{id}/
backupPolicies


x PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}


x DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}


x x xa POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/backupmetadatacollection


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/queryDiskReconfigured
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Table 31 Resources, Methods, and User (continued)


Role Method URL


System
Admin


Org
Admin


vApp
Owner


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/vappconfigcollection


x x x POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections


x x x DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/vm/vm-{id}/connections/
{id}


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backup/
{id}/vm/vm-{id}/files


x x x PUT /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/
backupexcludelist


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/
backupexcludelist


x x x DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/
backupexcludelist


x xa xa POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/backups/
query


x x x POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-
{id}/connections


x x x DELETE /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-
{id}/connections/{id}


x x x GET /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-
{id}/files


x x x POST /api/vApp/vapp-{id}/vm/vm-
{id}/files


a. If enabled by system admin in BackupConfiguration.
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As part of an effort to improve its product lines, Dell EMC periodically releases revisions of its software and hardware.
Therefore, some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or
hardware currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact a technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install Avamar in a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019, 2016, 2013, or 2010 environment, and how to
back up and restore data by using Avamar with Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology.


Audience
The information in this document is primarily intended for:


● System administrators who are responsible for installing software and maintaining servers and clients on a network.
● Microsoft Exchange Administrators who are responsible for backing up and maintaining Microsoft Exchange servers.


Persons using this document should have current practical experience with the following:


● Operating system shell commands on the Exchange platform. Root permission is required.
● The specific version of Microsoft Exchange currently deployed at the site.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Revision Date Description


04 June, 2021 Updated the "Backup fails due to case sensitivity" section in the
"Troubleshooting" chapter.


03 August, 2020 Updated the "Restoring a database to the original client" and
"Restoring a database to a different client" sections.


02 November, 2019 Updated the "Requirements to perform GLR" section.


01 May 20, 2019 First release of this document for Avamar 19.1.


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar for Windows Server User Guide
● Avamar Backup Clients User Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note
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Typographical conventions
Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.
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Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Overview of the AUI
• Architecture
• Backup
• Exchange database restore
• Granular level recovery
• Disaster recovery
• Overview of the AUI


Overview of the AUI
The Avamar Web User Interface is a web management application that is used to administer an Avamar server.


You can use the AUI to monitor and configure the Avamar server. Use the AUI to monitor backups, restore operations, and
system maintenance activities, and to configure backup policies, manage clients and user accounts, and configure other system
settings.


You can administer one Avamar server at a time from the AUI.


The AUI dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar. The dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status. A
navigation pane provides access to all functionality.


Architecture
You can use Avamar to back up and restore Microsoft Exchange Server data in a variety of environments.


Stand-alone environments


In a stand-alone Exchange server environment, all mailbox databases, log files, and checkpoint files reside on one server.


The following figure illustrates a basic system architecture when you use Avamar to back up a stand-alone Exchange server.


Figure 1. Stand-alone Exchange server environment with Avamar


1
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Avamar Client for Windows


You can use the Windows File System plug-in to back up operating system and Exchange Server binary files, which are required
for disaster recovery.


When you install the Avamar Client for Windows, the installation includes the Avamar Plug-in for Windows File System and the
Avamar agent, which is required for the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS


The Exchange VSS plug-in enables you to back up and restore Exchange Server databases.


The Exchange VSS plug-in uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology to perform backups. VSS is a
framework that enables performance of volume backups while applications on a system continue to write to the volumes.


Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR


The Exchange GLR plug-in enables you to perform GLR of individual mailboxes, mail folders, or messages from full backups of
Exchange Server database.


GLR can be performed in two ways:


● From the Avamar Administrator using native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO support.
● By using ItemPoint for Exchange. This option is the only version of GLR supported with Exchange 2016 and Exchange 2019.


For other versions of Exchange, it is the recommended method for performing GLR.


Exchange Server DAG environments


There are two mechanisms to configure an Exchange Server Database Availability Group (DAG) environment:
● The standard IP based DAG implementation, applicable for IP based DAG only.
● Proxy for DAG implementation, applicable for both IP based and IP less DAG.


IP based DAG environments without a proxy client


In an IP based Exchange Server Database Availability Group (DAG) environment without a proxy client, install the Avamar Client
for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS on each Exchange server with the Mailbox server role. Then use the
Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Exchange DAG client.


You can also configure an IP based DAG environment using a proxy client, as described inProxy-based DAG implementation on
page 14.


The following figure illustrates an IP based Exchange Server DAG environment with Avamar without a proxy client.
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Figure 2. IP based Exchange Server DAG environment with Avamar without a proxy client


During configuration of an IP based DAG without a proxy client with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool, select Configure
a new DAG client for all nodes. The Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool creates the DAG backup agent on each server in the
DAG. The tool also creates a cluster group that contains the IP address, hostname, and service resources for the Exchange DAG
client.


The Exchange DAG client enables you to perform federated backups of the databases in the DAG. During a federated backup,
the Exchange DAG client passes backup requests to one or more servers in the DAG based on the specified backup settings.
You can back up passive or active database copies, or a combination of both.


During a restore, the Exchange DAG client automatically determines the server with the active copy of the database, and
restores to the active copy.


You can also back up and restore Exchange data on a specific server in a DAG.


Proxy-based DAG implementation


A proxy-based DAG implementation is required when configuring an IP less Exchange Server Database Availability Group (DAG)
environment, and can also be used for IP based DAG implementations. With a proxy-based DAG implementation, install the
Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS on each Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.
Then use the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool to select a node to serve as a proxy for the DAG.


The proxy-based DAG approach:


● Is required for IP less DAG implementations.
● Is optional for IP based DAG implementations.
● Shared var directory is not required.


● No additional cluster client is created on the Avamar server.
● No additional IP address is required for this client.
● There is no additional backup agent running on the client.
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The following figure illustrates an IP less Exchange Server DAG environment with Avamar.


Figure 3. IP less Exchange Server DAG environment with Avamar


From this figure, the IP Less DAG consists of two nodes, node1 and node2, which are hostnames of two physical machines
that have the same domain controller. All physical machines have their own IP addresses and hostnames, and all have to be
registered on the same Avamar server.


During configuration of a proxy-based DAG implementation with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool, select Configure new
node as proxy for DAG and then identify the node to be configured as the proxy. The Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool
configures the proxy node. The node is then used as the Avamar client to backup, browse, and recovery files to all databases
that are part of the DAG.


Local databases that are not part of the DAG but are present on the host that is configured as the proxy node cannot be backed
up. Otherwise it is backed up when the ownership of the proxy node is transferred to another node in the DAG. To backup these
local databases, rerun the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool and select an alternate node to serve as the proxy node for the
DAG.


Similarly, if you want to change proxy node ownership, you can rerun the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool and select an
alternate node to serve as the proxy node for the DAG. When a new node is selected to serve as the proxy, all subsequent
backups are indexed to this client. All previous backups were indexed to the Avamar client for the previous proxy node. Also, the
initial backup of the DAG with the new node serving as proxy is a full backup.


Avamar architecture for GLR


GLR can be performed in two ways:
● From the Avamar Administrator using native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO support.
● By using ItemPoint for Exchange. This option is the only version of GLR supported with Exchange 2016 and Exchange 2019.


For other versions of Exchange, it is the recommended method for performing GLR.


GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange


ItemPoint is a tool that allows for granular email recovery. ItemPoint is simple to install and requires no changes or
reconfiguration to your existing Exchange or Avamar environments.


To perform GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange, you must have ItemPoint software that is installed. This software is available as
a part of the Avamar Plugin for Exchange installation. If you plan to perform GLR of public folder databases, you must use the
GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange solution.
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GLR on a proxy server


The recommended configuration for GLR in most environments is to use a proxy server. The proxy server can be any host (with
or without Exchange mailbox server role) for EMC ItemPoint, or a separate Exchange mailbox server for Microsoft Exchange
MAPI CDO. This server should be in the same Active Directory forest as the servers to which you back up and restore. Before
you install the Exchange GLR plug-in on the proxy server, ensure that the proxy server meets the requirements.


You install both the Exchange VSS plug-in and the Exchange GLR plug-in on the proxy server. On Exchange servers with the
active database copies, you install only the Exchange VSS plug-in.


NOTE: If you use EMC ItemPoint to perform GLR, you can install Exchange VSS plug-in and Exchange GLR plug-in (with


EMC ItemPoint) on a host that does not have the Exchange server role installed. It is not required to configure an Avamar


Backup User on this host. This method of performing GLR reduces the impact to the production server load that may


increase while performing GLR.


When you perform GLR, the Exchange GLR plug-in on the proxy server mounts the temporary virtual drive on the proxy server.
You can browse Exchange data on the proxy server and restore the data to the Exchange server with the active database
copies.


The following figure illustrates an environment with a proxy server for GLR.


Figure 4. Exchange server environment with proxy server for Avamar GLR


Using a proxy server for GLR enables you to minimize the performance impact of GLR on the server with the active database
copies. Offload system intensive GLR activities, such as mounting the virtual drive and browsing data, to the proxy server.


GLR on a stand-alone server


In an environment with a single stand-alone Microsoft Exchange server, you must install both the Exchange VSS plug-in and the
Exchange GLR plug-in on the server to perform GLR.


When you perform GLR, the Exchange GLR plug-in mounts the temporary virtual drive on the stand-alone server. You can
browse Exchange data on the virtual drive and restore the data to the Exchange server.


The following figure illustrates an environment with a stand-alone Exchange server for GLR.
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Figure 5. Stand-alone Exchange server environment with GLR


The GLR process places additional demands on computer hardware and resources beyond the base requirements for backup and
restore. Ensure that the server meets the requirements.


GLR in a DAG environment


You can use any server in a DAG as the target server for GLR. You may want to use a DAG server that hosts primarily passive
database copies. Alternatively, you may want to install the Exchange GLR plug-in on all servers in the DAG so that you can
decide which server to use at the time that you perform GLR.


When you perform GLR, the Exchange GLR plug-in on the target server mounts the temporary virtual drive on the target server.
You can browse Exchange data on the target server and restore the data to the Exchange server with the active database
copies.


The GLR process of mounting and browsing an RDB when performing GLR by using the native MAPI CDO approach requires
additional computer hardware and resources. Use a server that hosts passive database copies to minimize the performance
impact on mail users. The servers that you use for GLR must meet the requirements to ensure sufficient performance.


The following figure illustrates a DAG environment where the Exchange GLR plug-in is installed on all servers in the DAG, but
the DAG server with only passive database copies is the target server for GLR.
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Figure 6. Exchange DAG environment with GLR


Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Avamar also supports Data Domain Cloud Tier. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From the Avamar
Administrator, you can configure cloud tiering to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.
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Backup
When you perform a backup with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS, you can back up the entire Exchange Information Store
or specific databases. You cannot back up individual mailboxes, folders, or messages with the Exchange VSS plug-in. You also
cannot back up an RDB.


Exchange data included in backups


Backups of a specific database include the database file and the transaction log and checkpoint files for the database.


When you back up the Exchange Information Store with the Exchange VSS plug-in, the backup includes the following data:


● All Exchange database (.edb) files for mailbox databases and public folder databases.


● The transaction log (.log) files for each database, which store operations such as a message creation and modification.
Committed operations are written to the .edb file.


● The checkpoint (.chk) files for each database, which store information about successful operations when they are
committed to the database.


Backup types


Perform a full backup of all databases after you upgrade Exchange Server or install service packs. Also perform a full backup
when the proxy for a node had been changed when using proxy-based IP-less DAG.


The Exchange VSS plug-in can perform either full or incremental online backups of Exchange data:


● Full backups include the database files, transaction log files, and checkpoint files. Full backups are also called normal
backups.


● Incremental backups include only the transaction log files and checkpoint files for a database.


The Exchange VSS plug-in does not support copy, differential, or offline backups.


NOTE: Restore from a full backup when you perform granular level recovery with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR.


Circular logging and incremental backups


Avamar does not support incremental backups of databases with circular logging enabled. When you enable circular logging for a
database, Exchange overwrites transaction log files after the data in the log files is committed to the database. Circular logging
enables you to save disk space by reducing the number of log files, but you can recover data only up until the last full backup.


If there are databases with circular logging that is enabled in the backup set and you perform an incremental backup, you can
choose how the Exchange VSS plug-in handles the databases in the backup:


● Back up all databases but promote the backup to a full backup.
● Perform a full backup of only databases with circular logging enabled, and skip databases where circular logging is not


enabled.
● Perform an incremental backup of only databases where circular logging is not enabled, and skip databases where circular


logging is enabled.


Backup methods


You can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


Use one of the following methods to perform backups with the Exchange VSS plug-in:


● Use Avamar Administrator, or the AUI to perform both on-demand and scheduled backups.
● Use the avexvss command line interface on the Exchange server to perform on-demand backups.
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Backup of a stand-alone server


When you back up a stand-alone Exchange server, you can back up the entire Exchange Information Store or specific databases.


Backups in a DAG environment


You can perform either federated backups or backups of a specific server in an Exchange Server DAG environment.


Federated backups with the Exchange DAG client


With a federated backup, select the Exchange DAG client (see IP based DAG environments without a proxy client on page
13 for further information) or the proxy node (see Proxy-based DAG implementation on page 14 for further information) that
you configure with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool as the client to back up. The Exchange DAG client passes backup
requests to the servers in the DAG.


You can choose whether to back up active or passive database copies, or a combination of both. The Exchange VSS plug-in
provides the following options for selecting the type of database for a federated backup of a DAG:


● Back up a preferred passive copy of each database, if a healthy passive copy is available. If a healthy passive copy is not
available, then back up the active copy.


● Back up only the passive copy of each database.
● Back up only the active copy of each database.


Backups of the passive database copies are recommended in most environments because the backups have less impact on
Exchange server performance and mail users.


You also can specify the priority of the servers to which the Exchange DAG client passes backup requests. The prioritized list
of servers is called the preferred server order list (PSOL). If you do not specify a list, then the Exchange VSS plug-in adds all
servers in the DAG to the list in alphabetical order.


To optimize backup performance, specify servers with passive copies first in the PSOL if you are backing up passive database
copies. Specify the server with the active copy first in the PSOL if you are backing up active database copies.


NOTE: DAGs configured without a cluster administrative access point (IP less DAG) are supported. Proxy-based DAG


implementation on page 14 contains further information about IP less DAG implementations.


Backups of a specific server in a DAG environment


You can back up databases on a specific server in a DAG environment by selecting the server name as the client to back up.
You can specify whether the Exchange VSS plug-in backs up only active database copies, only passive database copies, or all
databases on the server.


NOTE: When a proxy node implementation is used, the node that is configured as the proxy for the DAG cannot be used for


backup of databases that are not part of the DAG.
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Backup performance optimization


You can optimize backup performance by storing backups on a Data Domain system, implementing an efficient backup
scheduling strategy, enabling multi-streaming, and managing consistency checks.


Backup storage


Performance is typically faster when you store backups on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server.


Backup scheduling


Schedule backups occur at times of minimal user activity, and avoid backups during memory intensive system maintenance
activities.


Back up the passive copy of a database in a DAG or cluster environment to minimize the impact on Exchange server
performance and mail users.


Multi-streaming


Multi-streaming enables parallel processing of backup jobs by using multiple processors.


You can use a maximum of 10 streams for each server for backups and four streams for each server for restores. In a DAG
environment, you can use a maximum of 10 streams for each DAG server for backups and four streams for each DAG server for
restores.


Each stream requires a separate processor. If you have multiple processors, multi-streaming enables you to improve backup
performance when you store backups on either the Avamar server or on a Data Domain system.


Avamar consumes significantly more CPU during backups with multi-streaming. This additional CPU consumption on an active
Exchange server can impact performance and affect end users. As a result, multi-streaming is recommended in DAG and cluster
environments when you are backing up passive databases and nodes.


You can configure multi-streaming to create streams which are based on the number of volumes or on the number of databases.
Balanced multi-stream backup performance occurs when all volumes are similar in overall size or when all databases are similar
in size. Creating streams which are based on the number of volumes is recommended in most environments. If you balance
databases across volumes so that each database is about the same size and each volume contains about the same number of
databases, then there is little difference between creating streams by database or volume.


Consistency check management


A consistency check with the Exchange eseutil utility can cause severe performance issues or failure during a backup,
especially in environments with many transaction logs.


If performance issues occur, you can throttle the consistency check by pausing the consistency check after a specific number
of I/Os during the backup. The duration of the pause can be between 100 and 10,000 milliseconds.


You also can completely disable the consistency check during the backup. However, disabling the consistency check is
recommended only in DAG environments with more than two servers. A consistency check verifies the integrity of a database.
Disabling the consistency check increases the risk of backups of databases that are corrupt or missing files.


To throttle or disable the consistency check, specify the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or create a
dataset for scheduled backups.


Exchange database restore
You can restore an entire Exchange Information Store or database from a backup with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


Exchange database restore is most useful when an entire Exchange server or database has been lost or corrupted, or as part of
a disaster recovery.


You can restore the Exchange Information Store or database by using either Avamar Administrator or the avexvss command
line interface.
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When performing restore operations, please note:


● Databases that are backed up in previous Exchange versions cannot be restored in new Exchange versions (for example,
databases backed up in Exchange 2010 cannot be restored in Exchange 2013).


● Restoring databases from backups with lower Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is supported.
● Restoring databases from backups with higher Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is not supported.


After restoring data into the recovery database (RDB), the restored database may be in "dirty shutdown" state. To bring the
restored database into a clean shutdown state, use the eseutil /R command. The “Eseutil” article on the Microsoft TechNet
website describes how to use this tool.


Restoring to a stand-alone server


When you restore the Exchange Information Store or database to a stand-alone server from an Exchange VSS plug-in backup,
the restore process overwrites the current databases at that location with the restored databases.


You can choose whether to replay transaction logs and automatically mount the databases after a successful restore. If you
restore but do not replay the transaction logs, then you can manually copy additional logs before you manually mount the
database.


Restore to a DAG


You can restore databases in a DAG from the following types of backups:


● Federated backup with the Exchange DAG client of either an active copy or a passive copy of the database.
● Backup of either an active copy or a passive copy of the database on a specific server in a DAG.


When you restore databases from a federated backup in a DAG, select the Exchange DAG client as the target client for the
restore. The Exchange DAG client automatically determines the server with the active copy of the database, and restores to the
active copy.


When you restore databases from a backup of a specific server in a DAG, select the DAG server with the active database copies
as the target client for the restore.


Database restore to a file


With Exchange 2013 or 2010, you can restore databases from an Exchange VSS plug-in backup to a file either on the original
server or on a different server. Specify the file system location for the restored files.


After the restore, you can configure the Exchange server to use the databases at the new location. You can also use third party
tools such as Kroll OnTrack PowerControls to perform data mining and advanced data recovery.


This action is not supported for Exchange 2016 recoveries.


Database restore to an RDB


You can restore a database from a backup to an RDB, and then perform GLR from the RDB.


Granular level recovery
You can restore individual mailboxes, mail folders, and messages by performing granular level recovery (GLR) from a backup of
an Exchange database.


Avamar supports three methods to perform GLR:


● GLR using Native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO.
● GLR from a recovery database (RDB).
● GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange. This is the only version of GLR supported with Exchange 2016 and 2019; for other


versions of Exchange, it is the recommended method for performing GLR.
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GLR using Native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO


The Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR mounts a temporary virtual drive on the target server and restores an Exchange
database from a backup to an RDB on the virtual drive. The drive mounts to the C:\Program Files\avs\var\avfscache
folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder. The backup must be a full backup with the Exchange
VSS plug-in.


You can then browse and extract individual mailboxes, folders, or messages from the database to restore. The selected items
restore from the Avamar server to a Recovered Items folder in the original mailbox or in a target mailbox that you specify. A user
can browse and select the items to keep.


The virtual drive automatically dismounts and the RDB is deleted from the target server for GLR after one of the following
specified periods:


● The restore completes.
● The folder is inactive for 1 hour.
● The folder is inactive for 2 hours.


NOTE: You cannot perform GLR of items in public folder databases. Microsoft does not support public folder databases in


RDBs. You also cannot restore individual items from archive and disconnected mailboxes. Restore the entire mailbox to a


different live mailbox.


Delete all RDBs on the target server before the restore. You cannot browse a backup for mailboxes, folders, or messages to
restore when there is an RDB on the server.


The following figure illustrates the GLR process with the Exchange GLR plug-in.
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Figure 7. GLR process when you restore with the Exchange GLR plug-in


GLR from an existing RDB


You can restore a database from a backup to an RDB, and then perform GLR from the RDB. You can only restore to a single
RDB at a time. The backup can be either a full or incremental backup with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


If an RDB is mounted on the target server, you must unmount or delete the RDB before the restore.


After you restore to an RDB, you can perform GLR by using one of the following methods:


● Restore specific mailboxes by using Exchange Management Shell commands.
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● Browse the RDB by using the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR, and restore specific mailboxes, folders, or messages. The
selected items restore from the RDB to a Recovered Items folder in the original mailbox or in a target mailbox that you
specify. A user can browse and select the items to keep.


NOTE: You cannot perform GLR of items in public folder databases. Microsoft does not support public folder databases


in RDBs. You also cannot restore individual items from archive and disconnected mailboxes. You must restore the entire


mailbox to a different live mailbox. This method of GLR is not supported for Exchange 2016 and 2019.


The following figure illustrates the GLR process when you restore to an RDB.


Figure 8. GLR process when you restore to an RDB
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GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange


ItemPoint is a tool that allows for granular email recovery. ItemPoint is simple to install and requires no changes or
reconfiguration to your existing Exchange or Avamar environments.


To perform GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange, you must have ItemPoint software that is installed. This software is available as
a part of the Avamar Plugin for Exchange installation. If you plan to perform GLR of public folder databases, you must use the
GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange solution.


Disaster recovery


The redundancy and replication of a clustered environment reduces the need for full disaster recovery, or at least the urgency of
an emergency. Often if one server in the cluster fails, the cluster fails over to another server and there is little or no noticeable
disruption to users or service. This result may give you some time to rebuild or bring replacement backup servers or cluster
nodes online.


However, catastrophic events such as storms, power outages, earthquakes, fire, or intentional sabotage of physical equipment
can take multiple machines or entire sites out of service. Even with remote mirror sites or other offsite backup servers, you may
need to rebuild entire Exchange servers.


To ensure that you can perform a complete disaster recovery of a Microsoft Exchange environment when necessary, you must
develop a comprehensive backup strategy to protect each component in the environment. Disaster recovery requires good
planning, expertise in Exchange server installation, and regular scheduled full backups of the databases and servers.


Overview of the AUI
The Avamar Web User Interface is a web management application that is used to administer an Avamar server.


You can use the AUI to monitor and configure the Avamar server. Use the AUI to monitor backups, restore operations, and
system maintenance activities, and to configure backup policies, manage clients and user accounts, and configure other system
settings.


You can administer one Avamar server at a time from the AUI.


The AUI dashboard appears when you log in to Avamar. The dashboard provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar system status. A
navigation pane provides access to all functionality.
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Installation


Topics:


• Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS
• Installing the Avamar client software
• Upgrading the Avamar client software
• Uninstalling the Avamar client software


Preparing to install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange
VSS
Review the system requirements for the Avamar client software, and ensure that the environment meets the requirements
before performing the installation.


The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows provides an additional automated verification of the environment. You also
must download the Windows client and plug-in installation package from the Avamar server.


System requirements


Ensure that the environment meets the client compatibility requirements in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection. The requirements in the E-LAB Navigator include supported operating
systems and application versions, and supported high availability configurations.


The Avamar Client for Windows and the Exchange VSS plug-in that you install on the host must be the same version number.


Configuration recommendations


Perform a full backup of all databases after you upgrade Exchange server or install service packs.


When performing restore operations, please note:


● Databases that are backed up in previous Exchange versions cannot be restored in new Exchange versions (for example,
databases backed up in Exchange 2010 cannot be restored in Exchange 2013).


● Restoring databases from backups with lower Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is supported.
● Restoring databases from backups with higher Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is not supported.


The Exchange VSS plug-in does not support the following configurations:


● Microsoft Exchange Server on Windows Small Business Server.
● Installation of Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft SharePoint Server on the same server.
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2003. For backup and recovery for Exchange Server 2003, use the Avamar 6.0 Exchange


Database plug-in and the Exchange Message plug-ins.
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2007. For backup and recovery for Exchange Server 2007, use the Avamar 7.2 Service Pack 1


Exchange Database plug-in and the Exchange Message plug-ins.


Microsoft .NET Framework 4 requirement


The Exchange VSS plug-in requires installation of Microsoft .NET Framework 4 on each server in the Exchange forest. Search
the Microsoft Download Center for “Microsoft .NET Framework 4” to find downloads and additional information.
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High availability configuration recommendations


The Microsoft documentation for Exchange Server 2019, 2016, 2013 and 2010 recommends separate networks for public traffic
and replication traffic. Using only one network connection can lead to unstable operations, such as databases that fail over to
other systems when they experience network connection timeouts.


Hardware requirements


The following table lists the hardware requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


Table 2. Hardware requirements 


Requirement Minimum


Memory (RAM) 64 MB


Hard drive space Software installation requires at least 100 MB of permanent hard drive space.


Local cache files require an additional 12 MB of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of
physical RAM.


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the operating system.


Exchange transaction log and database file storage location requirements


Microsoft best practices recommend that you store transaction log files and database files on separate volumes. Backup failures
can occur when the database and system path are in a subfolder of the transaction logs folder.


The Microsoft TechNet articles in the following table describe Microsoft best practices for transaction log and database file
storage locations.


Table 3. Best practices for transaction log and database file locations  


Exchange Server version Microsoft TechNet article title


2016, 2019 "Exchange Server 2016 Planning and Deployment"


2013 “Exchange 2013 Storage Configuration Options"


2010 “Understanding Storage Configuration”


Backups with the Exchange VSS plug-in fail if the path to database, transaction log, or checkpoint files includes symbolic links
(symlinks) or directory junctions. Exclude databases with files available through symlinks or directory junctions from backups
with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


Granular level recovery requirements


The requirements for granular level recovery (GLR) depend on whether you use a proxy server for GLR or a production
Exchange server.


GLR proxy server requirements


The proxy server can be any host (with or without Exchange mailbox server role) for EMC ItemPoint, or a separate Exchange
mailbox server for Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO. This server should be in the same Active Directory forest as the servers to
which you back up and restore.


If possible, use an Exchange proxy server for Exchange GLR operations. Using a proxy server enables you to install the
Exchange GLR plug-in on only the proxy server instead of on all Exchange servers in the forest. You also do not need to
restart the production Exchange Server during the Exchange GLR plug-in installation when Avamar upgrades the drivers for
GLR operations.
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ItemPoint for Exchange


Support for GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange requires that ItemPoint for Exchange is installed on the same host as the
Exchange GLR plug-in. ItemPoint requires a minimum of Microsoft Outlook 2007 and cannot have MAPI installed. This is
required for Exchange 2016 and 2019 GLR, and is supported for Exchange 2010 and 2013.


Granular level recovery system requirements


The GLR process with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR places additional demands on computer hardware and resources
beyond the base requirements for backup and restore.


The following table describes the system requirements for the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR.


Table 4. Exchange GLR plug-in system requirements 


Requirement Description


Memory (RAM) The Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR requires additional
memory (RAM). Start with1 GB of RAM. The required amount
of additional or total memory depends on current system
performance with existing memory:
● If resources are already strained and performance is


slow with regular operations of the Avamar Plug-in for
Exchange VSS, then add significantly more memory to
support Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR operations.


● If performance is adequate with regular operations of
the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS, then additional
memory may not be required to support Avamar Plug-in
for Exchange GLR operations.


Disk staging area Additional disk space is required to provide a disk staging area
to hold writes to the Exchange database and log files.


For versions of Exchange before 2016, you must also download the MAPI client libraries and CDO 1.2.1 from the Microsoft
website. Then install the libraries and CDO on each Exchange server with the Exchange GLR plug-in. While performing GLR by
using the MAPI CDO approach, you must install the MAPI client. If Exchange 2016 or 2019 is being used with ItemPoint, you
cannot have the MAPI libraries, MAPI client, and CDO installed.


Backup requirements for GLR


The Exchange database backup that you use to perform GLR must meet the following requirements:


● Must be a full backup.
● To perform backups of public folder databases, you must use the GLR with ItemPoint solution.


Multi-streaming requirements


Multi-streaming places additional demands on computer hardware and resources beyond the base requirements for the Avamar
Plug-in for Exchange VSS. In addition, there are several configuration recommendations for multi-streaming.


Multi-streaming hardware and software recommendations


The following table lists hardware and software recommendations for multi-streaming.


Table 5. Multi-streaming hardware and software recommendations 


Hardware and Software Recommendations


CPU At least one processor core per stream


Memory (RAM) 48 GB or more
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Table 5. Multi-streaming hardware and software recommendations (continued)


Hardware and Software Recommendations


Hard disk ● 1 disk drive for operating system/Exchange installation
● 1 to 2 disk drives or RAID drive group for each Exchange


database
● 7200 RPM or faster disk drives


Network adapter 1 GB


Operating system Windows Server 2008 R2 or later


Multi-streaming Exchange configuration requirements


Avamar consumes significantly more CPU during backups with multi-streaming. This additional CPU consumption on an active
Exchange server can impact performance and affect end users. As a result, multi-streaming is recommended in DAG and cluster
environments when you are backing up passive databases and nodes.


Ensure that the Exchange environment meets the following requirements for multi-streaming:


● Locate each database on a separate physical disk. If possible, locate the database file on one disk.
● For each database, locate the transaction logs on a separate disk.
● Best results occur when each database is approximately the same size.


When you specify multi-streaming options for a backup, specify a maximum of one backup stream for each disk in the backup
set. For example:


● If you are backing up two databases, with each database on its own disk, specify a maximum of two streams.
● If you are backing up two databases where each database includes its logs on two disks (for a total of four disks), specify a


maximum of four streams.


VSS requirements


The Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) technology to perform backups.
VSS is a framework that enables performance of volume backups while applications on a system continue to write to the
volumes.


The Exchange VSS plug-in uses the Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider and the following VSS writers:


● Microsoft Exchange Store VSS Writer
● Microsoft Exchange Replication VSS Writer


The Exchange VSS plug-in does not support hardware providers.


The Microsoft VSS framework supports as many as 64 volumes in a VSS snapshot. When you create a dataset or perform an
on-demand backup, do not include more than 64 volumes. If you include more than 64 volumes in a snapshot, the backup fails
and the Avamar event log lists the following error:


VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_VOLUMES_REACHED.
The VSS framework also limits the number of shadow copies to 64 per volume. If the number of shadow copies in a volume
exceeds 64, the backup fails and the Avamar event log lists the following error:


VSS_E_MAXIMUM_NUMBER_OF_SNAPSHOTS_REACHED.


Downloading the software


Download the installation packages for the Avamar for Windows Client, the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS, and the Avamar
Config Checker from the Avamar server. Then save the installation packages to a temporary folder.


Prerequisites


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the repository
to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages to be
available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the repository in the Avamar Administration
Guide to download and install the client installation packages to the server.
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Steps


1. Log in to the Exchange server as an administrator.


2. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamar_server/dtlt/home
where Avamar_server is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar server.


The Avamar Web Restore page appears.


3. Click Downloads.
The Downloads list appears.


4. Click + next to the operating system headings until the applicable software installation packages appear.


5. Click the Avamar Client for Windows installation package, AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi (64-bit),
where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


6. Save the Windows client installation package to a temporary folder.


7. Click the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS installation package, AvamarExchangeVss-windows-x86_64-
version.exe, where version is the Avamar plug-in version.


8. Save the Exchange VSS plug-in installation package to a temporary folder.


9. Click the Avamar Config Checker installation package, Avamar_ConfigChecker_win_x64.zip (64-bit).


10. Save the Config Checker installation package to a temporary folder.


Verifying the environment


Use the Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows to verify that you correctly configured the Windows environment for
Avamar backup and recovery. The Config Checker checks the configuration for problems that can lead to installation, backup, or
recovery failures. These failures can affect the operating system for the application host or the application itself.


About this task


You can run the Avamar Config Checker either before or after you install Avamar software on the client computer.


The Config Checker supports only English language operating systems.


Steps


1. Unzip the Avamar Config Checker installation package. To install the software, run the setup program.


2. Start the Config Checker:


a. Open the Start screen.
b. Select Avamar Config Checker.


3. Click Next on the welcome page.
The Avamar Application and User Settings page appears.


4. Select the version number from the Avamar version list.


5. In the application list, select the checkbox next to the applications on the client computer. Specify credentials, if required.


6. Click Next.


7. Review the summary information.


8. Click Run Tests.
When the verification completes, the Config Check Results window appears.


9. Save or open the results in HTML format.


NOTE: The Config Checker does not automatically save the results. If you do not save the results, you must rerun the


Config Checker to view them.


10. Click Finish to exit the Config Checker.


11. Review the HTML result file, and correct all failed checks.


12. Rerun the Config Checker to ensure that all the checks are successful.
The Avamar Config Checker for Microsoft Windows Technical Note, available on Online Support at https://
support.EMC.com, provides troubleshooting information and details about the results that appear for each application.
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Installing the Avamar client software
To install the Avamar client software, install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Exchange VSS plug-in on the client
computer. Then register the client with the Avamar server. In a cluster environment, perform these steps on each node, and
then configure the cluster client.


Installation road map


The steps to install the Avamar software for Microsoft Exchange depend on whether the Exchange server is on a stand-alone
server or in a DAG or cluster environment.


Installing Avamar client software on a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on the Microsoft Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS on the Microsoft Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.


If you intend to use a server for granular level recovery, two installation options are available:
● GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange
● GLR using Native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO
With either of these options, also install the Exchange VSS plug-in. For Exchange 2016 or 2019 with GLR, ItemPoint software
is required.


3. Register the Exchange server as a client with the Avamar server.


4. Create and configure the AvamarBackupUser account.


Installing the Avamar software in a DAG or cluster environment


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on each Microsoft Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.


2. Install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS on each Microsoft Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.


If you intend to use a server for granular level recovery, two installation options are available:


● GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange
● GLR using Native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO


With either of these options, also install the Exchange VSS plug-in. For Exchange 2016 or 2019 with GLR, ItemPoint software
is required. In a DAG environment, you should configure at least one server for GLR.


3. Register each Exchange server as a client with the Avamar server.


4. Create and configure the AvamarBackupUser account.


5. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Exchange DAG client, proxy client, or the Avamar cluster client.


Installing the Avamar Client for Windows


The Avamar Client for Windows includes the Avamar agent, the Windows File System plug-in, Windows VSS plug-in, and
Windows Cluster File Server plug-in.


About this task


The Avamar agent is required for backups and restores with application plug-ins. The Windows File System plug-in enables you
to back up and restore the file system, application binary files, and non-critical volumes. The Windows VSS plug-in enables you
to back up and restore the system state and critical disks for bare metal recovery (BMR) of a Windows computer. Backups
with the Windows File System, Windows VSS, and the Exchange VSS plug-ins are required for disaster recovery. The Windows
Cluster File Server plug-in enables you to back up and restore file system data on shared storage in a Windows Server 2012
cluster.
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A setup wizard leads you through the steps to install the Windows client. If the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled
on the client computer, then you must start the setup wizard by using administrator privileges. Otherwise, the software does
not install correctly. This procedure provides one method to bypass UAC. The Microsoft documentation provides other methods
and additional information.


NOTE: When the client installer does not detect the cluster on Windows Server 2012 R2, the Avamar Cluster


Configuration Tool is then not being installed. You can force installation of the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool by adding


WIN_CLUSTER_DETECTED=1 for msiexec command installation of the Avamar Client.


Steps


1. Log in to the Exchange server with the Mailbox server role as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. Start the installer by using the appropriate method:
● If UAC is disabled, double-click the installation file to open it.
● If UAC is enabled, open a command prompt as an administrator, change directory to the location of the installation


package, and then type the following command:


msiexec /i AvamarClient-windows-x86_64-version.msi
where version is the Avamar client version.


The installation wizard opens at the welcome page.


4. Click Next.
The End-User License Agreement page appears.


5. Review the license agreement.


6. To accept the terms in the license agreement, select the checkbox, and click Next.
The Custom Setup page appears.


7. Ensure that Avamar Client User Interface is selected for installation.


8. (Optional) Specify a folder for the Avamar client installation by clicking Browse and selecting a location.


9. Click Next on the Custom Setup page.
The Please enter server information page appears.


10. Complete the information about the Avamar server and click Next on the Please enter server information page.
The Ready to Install for Windows page appears.


11. Click Install.


12. When the installation completes, click Finish.


Installing the Exchange VSS plug-in


Steps


1. Log in to the Exchange server with the Mailbox server role as an administrator.


2. Go to the temporary folder that contains the Avamar installation files that you downloaded.


3. To open the installation file, start the installer by double-clicking the file.


The installation wizard opens at the welcome page with the Avamar Exchange VSS Plugin selected by default. This option
cannot be unselected.


NOTE: If a Windows Security dialog box appears during installation and indicates a possible security risk because of


an unsigned driver or device, then click Install or Install this driver software anyway. The exact message varies,


depending on the operating system, and may identify the software publisher EldoS Corporation.


4. (Optional) For GLR support, you have two options to select from the following:


● GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange
● GLR using Native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO
For Exchange 2016 and 2019 GLR, ItemPoint for Exchange must be selected.


NOTE: GLR using Itempoint for Exchange is selected by default in Avamar 18.1. You can unselect the option if you do


not wish to install GLR using Itempoint for Exchange.


5. Click Install.
● If ItemPoint for Exchange was kept selected in the previous step, the ItemPoint software is then installed:
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a. If the machine on which ItemPoint for Exchange is being installed does not have the Exchange role, a message
indicates that the no Exchange role has been found. To continue the installation, click Yes.


NOTE: This option is applicable only for GLR operations using ItemPoint for Exchange. In this new feature of


Avamar 7.5.1, machines with no Exchange role can also perform GLR operations using ItemPoint for Exchange.


b. A message indicates that the installation was successful. After clearing the message, the Avamar Backup Plug-in
for Exchange VSS Setup page appears.


● If ItemPoint for Exchange was not selected in the previous step, the Avamar Backup Plug-in for Exchange VSS
Setup page appears.


NOTE: The Exchange VSS plug-in automatically installs to the same folder as the Avamar Client for Windows.


6. Click Next.


If you selected the option to install the Exchange GLR plug-in, then the Exchange GLR WriteCache Folder page appears.
Go to the next step.


Otherwise, the Ready to Install Avamar Backup Plug-in for Exchange VSS page appears.


7. Specify the location for the WriteCache folder. The folder contains a log of changes that the Exchange server makes to a
dataset when it mounts the dataset for granular level recovery.


The WriteCache acts as a filter to store and interpret those changes. This feature applies to the changes in the viewing
and use of the mounted dataset without changing the original recovery dataset on the Avamar server. Generally, these log
files are not large. They are temporary for the current granular level recovery session.


NOTE: Do not specify a location on a Resilient File System (ReFS) volume on Windows Server 2012, 2016, and 2019.


Avamar does not support writing to the WriteCache folder on ReFS volumes.


8. Select the Launch Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool checkbox to set up the AvamarBackupUser
account after the plug-in installation.


The account must have sufficient privileges on the Exchange server and domain to perform backup and recovery tasks.


9. Click Install.
A message appears to confirm the installation of EldoS.


10. Click Install.


The EldoS components are required for granular and message level recovery.


11. When the installation completes, click Finish.


12. If you selected the option to install the Exchange GLR plug-in, then you do not need to restart the server after installation.


Registering the client


Before you can back up or restore data on a server, you must register the server as a client with the Avamar server. Specify
the name of the Avamar server, the Avamar domain for the client, and the port on the Avamar server for client/server
communication. Avamar domains enable you to group clients and limit backup, restore, and monitoring privileges for the group to
certain accounts.


Prerequisites


In a DAG or cluster environment, register each Microsoft Exchange server with the Mailbox server role as Avamar clients.


Steps


1. Log in to the Microsoft Exchange server.


2. Right-click the Avamar client system tray icon.
A menu appears.


3. Select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


4. In the Administrator Address box, type the DNS name or IP address for the Avamar server.


5. In the Administrator Server Port box, specify the port on the Avamar server for client/server communication.


6. In the Client Domain box, type the name of the Avamar domain for the client.


The default name is clients.


7. Click Activate.
A confirmation message appears.
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8. Click OK.


AvamarBackupUser account


The AvamarBackupUser account provides Avamar services access to and privileges on Active Directory and Exchange servers
with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS. In earlier versions, the AvamarBackupUser account was necessary only for GLR.
However, all Exchange VSS plug-in installations now require this account.


After you install the Avamar Client for Windows and the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS, you must create the
AvamarBackupUser account once on the Exchange domain. Then configure the Avamar services on each Exchange server
to log in as the AvamarBackupUser account.


NOTE: AvamarBackupUser account configuration is not required only on the machines that does not have Exchange role.


You can still install ItemPoint for Exchange and perform GLR operations using ItemPoint for Exchange on such machines.


In most environments, you can use the Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool to automatically create the account
with the required permissions and configure Avamar services. You can also manually create the account and configure services
in the following situations:


● You want to use an existing mailbox for the AvamarBackupUser account.
● Automatic creation of the account with the Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool failed.


Creating and configuring the account with the Avamar Exchange Backup
User Configuration Tool


Run the Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool on one Exchange server. This action is performed to create the
AvamarBackupUser account and configure the Avamar Backup Agent and Exchange GLR services on the Exchange server to log
in as the account.


About this task


In an environment with multiple Exchange servers, a DAG environment, or a cluster environment, run the tool on the remaining
Exchange servers and select the Existing user option to configure the services on each server.


Steps


1. If you plan to use an existing account for the AvamarBackupUser account, ensure that the account is a member of the
following Active Directory groups:
● Avamar Roles


Avamar Roles is a customized role group that is created by the Avamar Backup User Configuration Tool. The following
roles are assigned to the Avamar Roles group: Database Copies, Databases, Disaster Recovery, Mail Recipient Creation,
Mail Recipients, View-Only Configuration, and View-Only Recipients.


● Domain Users
● Exchange Servers
● Exchange Trusted Subsystem


2. Log in to the Exchange server as a domain administrator. In an Exchange Server 2019, 2016, 2013 or 2010 DAG, log in to any
server.


3. Start the Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016, and 2019 open the Start screen and select Backup User Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Backup User


Configuration Tool.


The Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool appears.
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Figure 9. Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool


4. Specify whether to create an account or use an existing account:
● Select New user to create an account.
● Select Existing user to configure an existing account.


5. Specify the name for the account in the Username box.


6. In the Password box, type a password for the account.


7. Retype the password in the Confirm Password box.


The password must comply with domain password policy settings. Otherwise, activation of the mailbox fails. Typically the
domain administrator sets the password policy by using Group Policy at the domain level.


8. Select the Exchange server for the account from the Exchange Server list.


9. Select the mailbox store for the account from the Mailbox store lists.


10. Leave the Configure Backup Agent checkbox selected.


This option automatically configures the Avamar Backup Agent service to log in as the AvamarBackupUser account.


NOTE: Leave the checkbox selected unless you are configuring the account on a server where you perform backups


with multiple Avamar plug-ins and one of the plug-ins requires that the Backup Agent service that is run as the local


system account. When you perform backups of the server, you must specify the username and password for the


AvamarBackupUser account in the plug-in options.


11. Click Configure Services.


The tool performs the following tasks:


● Creates, enables, and adds the AvamarBackupUser account to the necessary domain groups.
● Creates a mailbox for the user.
● Configures the Backup Agent service to run as the AvamarBackupUser account (when you select the Configure Backup


Agent checkbox).
● On servers with the Exchange GLR plug-in, configures the GLR service to run as the AvamarBackupUser account.
● Verifies that the user can successfully log in.


12. Click Check to test the user settings.
The message log lists the test results.


13. If all of the tests are successful, click Close.


If any of the tests fail, then you may need to manually configure the AvamarBackupUser account.


14. In an environment with multiple Exchange servers, a DAG environment, or a cluster environment, run the tool on each of the
remaining servers to configure the Avamar Backup Agent and Exchange GLR services:


a. Log in to one of the other Exchange servers as a domain administrator.
b. Start the Avamar Exchange Backup User Configuration Tool.
c. Select Existing user to configure an existing account.
d. Specify the name of the AvamarBackupUser account in the Username box.
e. In the Password box, type the password for the account.
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f. Retype the password in the Confirm Password box.
g. Leave the Configure Backup Agent checkbox selected.
h. Click Configure Services.


The tool configures the Backup Agent and Exchange GLR services to log in as the AvamarBackupUser account.


i. Click Check to test the user settings.
The message log lists the test results.


j. If all of the tests are successful, click Close.


If any of the tests fail, then you may need to manually configure the services to log in as the AvamarBackupUser account.


k. Repeat these steps on each of the remaining Exchange servers in the environment.


Manually creating and configuring the AvamarBackupUser account


Steps


1. Log in to the domain controller as an administrator, and create a user account with the following settings:


● The recommended name for the account is AvamarBackupUser.
● The password for the account must comply with domain password policy settings. Otherwise, activation of the mailbox


fails. Typically the domain administrator sets the password policy by using Group Policy at the domain level.
● The password for the account should never expire.


2. Add the account as a member of the following groups:
● Avamar Roles


Avamar Roles is a customized role group that is created by the Avamar Backup User Configuration Tool. The following
roles are assigned to the Avamar Roles group: Database Copies, Databases, Disaster Recovery, Mail Recipient Creation,
Mail Recipients, View-Only Configuration, and View-Only Recipients.


● Domain Users
● Exchange Servers
● Exchange Trusted Subsystem


3. Log in to the Exchange server as an administrator. In an Exchange Server 2019, 2016, 2013 or 2010 DAG, log in to any server.


4. From the Exchange Management Console, create an AvamarBackupUser mailbox that uses the default settings.


Do not hide the mailbox from Exchange address lists.


5. Add FullAccess permission to the AvamarBackupUser account in the Exchange Management Shell by typing the following
command on a single command line:


get-exchangeserver -identity 'Exchange-server'|add-adpermission-user avamarbackupuser
-ExtendedRights Receive-As,Send-As
where Exchange-server is the name of the Exchange server.


6. Activate the AvamarBackupUser Exchange server mailbox by using one of the following methods:
● Access the AvamarBackupUser mailbox with an Outlook email client.
● Send a test email message to the AvamarBackupUser email account.


7. On all servers in the environment with the Exchange VSS plug-in, configure the Backup Agent service to run as
AvamarBackupUser:


a. Log in to the Exchange server as AvamarBackupUser.
b. Open the Windows Services console.
c. Right-click the Backup Agent service and select Properties.


The Backup Agent Properties dialog box appears.


d. Click the Logon tab.
e. Select This account.
f. Type the AvamarBackupUser account name in the This account box.


If there is more than one Active Directory domain, then type the username with the syntax domain\account, where
domain is the Active Directory domain for the AvamarBackupUser user account, and account is the name of the
AvamarBackupUser account.


g. Type the password for the AvamarBackupUser account in the Password and Confirm Password text boxes.
h. Click OK.
i. Restart the Backup Agent service by right-clicking the service and selecting Restart.
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8. On all servers in the environment with the Exchange GLR plug-in, configure the Avamar Exchange GLR service to run as
AvamarBackupUser:


a. Log in to the Exchange server as AvamarBackupUser.
b. Open the Windows Services console.
c. Right-click the Avamar Exchange GLR service and select Properties.


The Avamar Exchange GLR Properties dialog box appears.


d. Click the Logon tab.
e. Select This account.
f. Type the AvamarBackupUser account name in the This account box.


If there is more than one Active Directory domain, then type the username with the syntax domain\account,
where domain is the Active Directory domain for the AvamarBackupUser account, and account is the name of the
AvamarBackupUser account.


g. Type the password for the AvamarBackupUser account in the Password and Confirm Password text boxes.
h. Click OK.
i. If the Avamar Exchange GLR service is started, then right-click the service and select Stop.


If the service is already stopped, then do not start the service.


Specifying an Exchange Legacy Distinguished Name


You can specify an Exchange Legacy Distinguished Name for the AvamarBackupUser account.


Steps


1. Find the Exchange Legacy Distinguished Name by typing the following command in the Exchange Management Shell:


Get-Mailbox "AvamarBackupUser" | f1 LegacyExchangeDN
2. Use a text editor to create a command file that is named avmapi.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder,


where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


3. Add the following line to the avmapi.cmd file:


--legacy_exch_dn=name


where name is the Exchange Legacy Distinguished Name for the AvamarBackupUser acount.


For example:


--legacy_exch_dn='/o=First Organization /ou=Exchange Administrative Group
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT) /cn=Recipients /cn=Administrator"


4. Save and close the file.


Configuration of Exchange DAG environments


Using the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool, you can configure DAG environments either for standard IP based DAG or to use a
proxy client, which is supported for both IP based and IP less DAG environments.


Configuring a standard IP based Exchange DAG client


Configuring an IP based Exchange DAG client allows you to perform federated backups of databases in an Exchange Server
2019, 2016, 2013 or 2010 DAG.


Steps


1. Log in to an Exchange server that is a member of the DAG with the AvamarBackupUser account.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.
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4. Select Exchange DAG and click Next.
The DAG Nodes page appears with a list of DAG servers and their status.


5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The status for each Exchange server is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each server is installed.
● The installation status of the Exchange VSS plug-in on each server is installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure a new DAG client for all nodes and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.
If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


9. Select the Internet Protocol version that the environment uses, and then click Next.
The DAG Client Settings page appears.


10. Specify the IP address and network mask for the cluster group for the DAG client:


a. Select the network in the network list.
b. Type the IP address for the DAG client cluster group in the Exchange DAG client IPv4/IPv6 address box. The IP


address must be a unique, unused IP address. Do not use the IP address for the DAG.
c. Type the network mask for the DAG client cluster group in the Exchange DAG client IP subnet mask box.


11. Click Next.
The User Settings page appears.


12. Select one of the following to specify which account to use for log in:
● Local System account


You are required to enter the AvamarBackupUser credentials each time you perform backup or restore. Select this option
if you plan to use other Avamar solutions on the system which require the Backup Agent service to run under the Local
System account.


● Locate This account, and specify the Account Name and Password for the AvamarBackupUser account.


The service runs under the AvamarBackupUser account, so you are not required to enter credentials each time you
perform backup or restore.


13. Click Next.
The Server Settings page appears.


14. Specify the settings for the Avamar server:


a. Type either the DNS name of the Avamar server in the Name box or the IP address in the IPv4/IPv6 address box.
b. Type the name of the Avamar domain for the Exchange DAG client in the Avamar client domain for the DAG client


box.
c. Type the data port for the Avamar client/server communication in the Port number box.
d. Type the path to the var folder for the cluster client in the Cluster client's var directory box, or click Browse to


select a location.


The var folder stores the Exchange DAG client configuration and log files. The AvamarBackupUser account and all nodes
in the cluster must have write access to this location.


NOTE: Select a volume that each server in the DAG can access.


15. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


16. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


17. Click Close.
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Adding servers to an IP based DAG configuration


You can add servers to the IP based Exchange DAG client configuration after you configure the client with the Cluster
Configuration Tool. The servers that you add might be new servers in the DAG, or they might have been offline when you
configured the Exchange DAG client.


Steps


1. Log in to the new server with the AvamarBackupUser account.


2. Install the Avamar Client for Windows on the new server.


3. Install the Avamar Plug-In for Exchange VSS on the new server.


4. Set the Backup Agent service to run as the AvamarBackupUser account.


5. If you install the Exchange GLR plug-in on the server, then set the Exchange GLR service to run as the AvamarBackupUser
account.


6. Open the Cluster Configuration Tool:
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration


Tool.
The wizard opens at the Welcome to Avamar Windows Cluster Configuration page.


7. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


8. Select Exchange DAG and click Next.
The DAG Nodes page appears with a list of servers and their status.


9. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The status for each Exchange server is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each server is Installed.
● The installation status of the Exchange VSS plug-in on each server is Installed.


10. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


11. Select Configure new nodes with the existing DAG client configuration and click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears. A check mark next to a prerequisite indicates that the environment meets the prerequisite.


12. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the Prerequisites page.


If the environment does not meet a prerequisite, then exit the wizard, resolve the issue, and restart the wizard.


13. Click Next.
The Summary page appears.


14. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Configure.
The Progress page provides the status of the configuration. When the configuration is complete, the Results page appears.


15. Click Close.


Configuring an Exchange DAG proxy client


About this task


Configuring an IP Less Exchange DAG client allows you to perform federated backups of databases in the following
environments:


● IP based DAGs in an Exchange Server 2010, 2013, 2016 or 2019 environment.
● IP less DAGs in an Exchange Server 2013 or Service Pack 1 2016 or 2019 environments.


Steps


1. Log in to an Exchange server that is a member of the DAG with the AvamarBackupUser account.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool by opening the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Exchange DAG and click Next.
The DAG Nodes page appears with a list of DAG servers and their status.
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5. Ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The status for each Exchange server is Up.
● The installation status of the Windows client software for each server is installed.
● The installation status of the Exchange VSS plug-in on each server is installed.


6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Configure new node as proxy for DAG and click Next.
The Proxy for DAG page appears.


8. Select the node that serves as the proxy for this DAG from the Available nodes list and move it to the Proxy For DAG list
and click Next.
The Summary page appears.


9. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Close


Upgrading the Avamar client software
The following sections contains information about upgrading the Avamar client and Exchange VSS plug-in software.


Upgrading on a stand-alone server


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.


2. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Uninstall the earlier version of the Exchange VSS plug-in.


The Exchange GLR plug-in uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in. If a dialog box prompts
you to restart the computer after you uninstall the Exchange GLR plug-in, then restart it.


b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


The plug-in guide for the earlier version provides instructions for each of these steps.


3. Install and configure the new version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows.
b. Install the new version of the Exchange VSS plug-in, and optionally the Exchange GLR plug-in. If you install the Exchange


GLR plug-in, then you do not need to restart the server after installation.
c. Register the Exchange server as a client with the Avamar server.
d. Create the AvamarBackupUser account, if the account does not exist.


If the account exists, ensure that the Backup Agent service on each server with the Exchange VSS plug-in and the
Exchange GLR service on each server with the Exchange GLR plug-in use the AvamarBackupUser account.


Using push upgrade on a stand-alone server


You can also "push" upgrades to stand-alone exchange servers using the Avamar push installation feature.


Push upgrades are supported for stand-alone computers only and are not supported for the GLR plug-in. Avamar Administration
Guide contains information about using push installation.


Upgrading in a DAG or cluster


When you upgrade Avamar client and plug-in software in a cluster, you must uninstall the current Avamar clients and plug-ins
from each node, and then install the new versions.


Steps


1. Ensure that the environment meets all system requirements for the new version.


2. Uninstall the current version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall the Exchange DAG client or the Avamar cluster client.
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b. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


The Exchange GLR plug-in uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in.


c. Uninstall ItemPoint, if it was installed. It is not uninstalled automatically when the plug-in is uninstalled.
d. Uninstall the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Windows.


The user guide for the earlier version provides instructions for each of these steps.


3. Install and configure the new version of the Avamar client and plug-in:


a. Install the new version of the Avamar Client for Windows on each Exchange server with the Mailbox server role.
b. Install the new version of the Exchange VSS plug-in, and optionally the Exchange GLR plug-in, on each Exchange server


with the Mailbox server role. If you install the Exchange GLR plug-in, then you do not need to restart the server after
installation.


c. Register each Exchange server as a client with the Avamar server.
d. Create the AvamarBackupUser account, if the account does not exist.


If the account exists, ensure that the Backup Agent service on each server with the Exchange VSS plug-in and the
Exchange GLR service on each server with the Exchange GLR plug-in use the AvamarBackupUser account.


e. Use the Cluster Configuration Tool to configure the Exchange DAG client or Avamar cluster client.


Uninstalling the Avamar client software
You can uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software on a stand-alone server, a DAG environment, or a cluster environment.


Uninstall road map


To uninstall Avamar client and plug-in software from a stand-alone server, uninstall the plug-in and Windows client by using
standard Windows uninstall features. In a DAG or cluster, first uninstall the Avamar cluster client. Then uninstall the plug-in and
Windows client on each node.


Steps


1. (DAG or cluster only) Uninstall the Exchange DAG client or the Avamar cluster client.


2. Uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in.


The Exchange GLR plug-in uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in. If a dialog box prompts you
to restart the computer after you uninstall the Exchange GLR plug-in, then restart it.


3. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows.


4. (DAG and cluster only) Repeat the steps on each server or node.


Uninstalling the Exchange DAG client, proxy for DAG, or Avamar
cluster client


Steps


1. Log in to a DAG server or an active cluster node with the AvamarBackupUser account.


2. Start the Cluster Configuration Tool:


● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, open the Start screen and select Cluster Configuration Tool.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, open the Start menu and select Program Files > Avamar > Cluster Configuration


Tool.


The welcome page appears.


3. Click Next.
The Plug-Ins page appears.


4. Select Exchange DAG and click Next.


The DAG Nodes page appears with a list of servers and their status.


5. Ensure that the status of each server or node is Up. Otherwise, the Cluster Configuration Tool cannot uninstall the Exchange
DAG client from the server.
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6. Click Next.
The Operations page appears.


7. Select Remove the DAG client from all nodes, Remove Proxy for DAG, or Remove the cluster client from all nodes,
and then click Next.
The Prerequisites page appears.


8. Ensure that the environment meets all prerequisites on the page, and click Next.
The Select Service page appears.


9. Select the service that you want to remove the DAG or cluster client from, and then click Next.
The Summary page appears.


10. Review the settings that you specified in the wizard, and click Uninstall.
The Progress page provides the status of the uninstall. When the uninstall is complete, the Results page appears.


11. Click Close.


Manually uninstalling the DAG client by Failover Cluster Manager


If the Cluster Configuration Tool to uninstall is not an option, you can manually remove the DAG client using the Failover Cluster
Manager.


Steps


1. Log in to an Exchange server in the DAG with the Domain Administrator account and open Windows Failover Cluster
Manager.
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, open the Start screen and select Failover Cluster Manager.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, open the Start menu and select All Programs > Administrative Tools > Failover


Cluster Manager.


2. In Failover Cluster Manager list all cluster groups.
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, in Failover Cluster Manager select Roles.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, in Failover Cluster Manager select Services and applications.


3. Stop the Avamar cluster group for DAG client.
● On Windows Server 2012 or 2016, right-click the Avamar cluster group for the DAG client and select Stop Role.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, right-click the Avamar cluster group for the DAG client and select Take this service or


application offline.


4. Delete the Avamar cluster group for DAG client.
● On Windows Server 2012, 2016 or 2019, right-click the Avamar cluster group for the DAG client and select Remove.
● On Windows Server 2008 R2, right-click the Avamar cluster group for the DAG client and select Delete.
This action deletes the service's resource and the Avamar DAG client network resource.


5. Delete the Avamar DAG client's computer name from the Active Directory.


a. Log in to a domain controller with Domain Administrator credentials and open Active Directory Users and Groups.
b. Select Computers to list all computers in the domain.
c. Right-click the Avamar DAG client's computer name and select Delete.


6. On each member of the DAG group, perform the following steps:


a. Open the Windows Command Prompt as Administrator.
b. Delete the Avamar Backup Agent for DAG client services with the following command:


sc delete SERVICENAME
Where SERVICENAME is the name of the backup service for Avamar DAG client.


7. If you do not intend to configure the DAG client again, remove the cid.bin file from the DAG client's var folder.
After removing the cid.bin file, the DAG client is not able to re-register on the Avamar server with another DAG client
configuration.


In Windows File Explorer, open the DAG client's var folder and remove the cid.bin file.


The DAG client's var folder was specified in the Cluster Configuration Tool during previous configuration.
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Uninstalling the Exchange VSS plug-in


To uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in, use Programs and Features.


The Exchange GLR plug-in uninstalls automatically when you uninstall the Exchange VSS plug-in. ItemPoint for Exchange
software does not uninstall automatically and must be uninstalled separately.


Uninstalling the Avamar Client for Windows


To uninstall the Avamar Client for Windows, use Programs and Features.
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Backup


Topics:


• Perform an on-demand Exchange backup by using AUI
• Performing on-demand backups by using Avamar Administrator
• Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


Perform an on-demand Exchange backup by using AUI
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of Exchange data on a client. You can perform an on-demand backup for the
first backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform also an on-demand backup before
system maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


About this task


You can perform a client backup that is independent of existing schedules and policies.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. Select the domain that contains the host of the Exchange server.
A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane under the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the client computer to back up.


4. Click the Backup tab.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins on the client is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the Exchange plug-in for the platform.
b. Browse to and select one or more databases for the backup.
c. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.
Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to
that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


8. From the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


9. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


10. Set the plug-in options. Exchange VSS plug-in backup options provides more information about the basic backup options.


3
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11. (Optional) Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration options.


Exchange VSS plug-in backup options provides more information about the advanced backup options.


12. Click FINISH.


Performing on-demand backups by using Avamar
Administrator
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of Exchange data on a client. You can perform an on-demand backup for the
first backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform also an on-demand backup before
system maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


Backing up a stand-alone environment


You can back up the entire Exchange server, or a specific database.


About this task


The following steps explain how to perform an on-demand backup in a stand-alone Exchange environment.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the Exchange server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Backup tab.
A list of plug-ins on the client appears in the left pane of the Backup tab.


NOTE: When you install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR, Windows Exchange GLR appears in the list of plug-ins


when you browse for backups. However, the Exchange GLR plug-in is for recovery only. When you perform granular


level recovery, it uses backups that are created with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


5. Select the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in.


6. Select the data to back up:
● To back up the entire Exchange server, select the checkbox next to Exchange Information Store.


Figure 10. Select the data to back up illustration


● To back up specific databases, select Exchange Information Store in the left pane and then select the checkbox next
to the databases in the right pane.


7. Select Actions > Back Up Now.
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The On Demand Backup Options dialog box appears.


8. Select the backup retention setting:
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.


Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to


that date on the calendar.
● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


9. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


10. Click More Options.
The Backup Command Line Options dialog box appears.


11. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Additional options appear in red.


12. From the Select type of backup to perform list, select whether to perform a full or incremental backup.


NOTE: You can use only full backups for granular level recovery.


13. Disregard the following options, which do not apply to backups of a stand-alone server:


● Set when backup occurs on clustered or DAG systems
● Preferred server order list
● Set the preference for what types of databases to back up


14. If you are performing an incremental backup and you enable circular logging on any of the selected databases, select the
backup behavior:


● To perform a full backup of all databases if any of the databases use circular logging, select Promote - Back up all,
promote all to full.


● To perform a full backup of databases with circular logging and skip other databases, select Circular - Only back up
circular logging-enabled databases, promote all to full.


● To skip databases with circular logging and perform an incremental backup of other databases, select Skip - Skip
circular logging-enabled databases, allow incremental.


15. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system
and select the Data Domain system from the list.


16. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the client
to the Data Domain system during the backup.


17. To enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup
time, select the Enable multi-streaming checkbox and then set the following options:


● Select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup.
● From the Group by list, select how to group the streams. Select Database to create one stream for each database, or


Volume to create one stream for each volume.


18. If you did not configure an AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an account that has
sufficient permissions to perform the backup.


19. To write maximum information to log files for debugging, select Enable debugging messages. Selecting this option creates
large log files.


20. Disregard the consistency check options unless Customer Support instructs otherwise.


21. Click OK on the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


22. Click OK on the On Demand Backup Options dialog box.
The On Demand Backup Request dialog box indicates that the backup started.


23. Click Close.
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Performing a federated backup in a DAG environment


You can perform an on-demand federated backup of databases in an Exchange Server DAG environment. This procedure is the
same for IP based DAG environments and IP less DAG environments.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the Exchange DAG client that you configured with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Backup tab.
A list of plug-ins on the client appears in the left pane of the Backup tab.


5. Select the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in.


6. Select the data to back up:
● To back up all databases in the DAG, select the checkbox next to Exchange Information Store. You can select whether


to back up only active or passive copies of the databases later in this procedure.
● To back up specific databases, select Exchange Information Store in the left pane. Then select the checkbox next to


the databases in the right pane.


Figure 11. Back up specific databases


7. Select Actions > Back Up Now.
The On Demand Backup Options dialog box appears.


8. Select the backup retention setting:
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.


Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to


that date on the calendar.
● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


9. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


10. Click More Options.
The Backup Command Line Options dialog box appears.


11. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.
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Additional options appear in red.


12. From the Select type of backup to perform list, select whether to perform a full or incremental backup.


NOTE: You can use only full backups for granular level recovery.


13. Disregard the Set when backup occurs on clustered or DAG systems list. This option does not apply to federated
backups.


14. In the Preferred server order list box, specify the priority of servers to use to back up the Exchange databases. Specify
the server name, not the FQDN. Separate multiple entries with commas.


If you do not specify a list, the Exchange VSS plug-in adds all servers in the DAG to the list in alphabetical order. When you
specify a list, but a node is missing from the preferred server order list, the backup does not perform from that node. Any
databases that can only be backed up from specific node are not being backed up.


15. From the Set the preference for what types of database to back up list, select the type of database to back up:
● Select Prefer passive to back up a passive copy of each database, if a healthy passive copy is available. If a healthy


passive copy is not available, then Avamar backs up the active copy.
● Select Active only to back up only the active copy of each database.
● Select Passive only to back up only the passive copy of each database. If a healthy passive copy is not available, then


the backup does not include the database.


16. If you are performing an incremental backup and you enable circular logging on any of the selected databases, select the
backup behavior:


● To perform a full backup of all databases if any of the databases use circular logging, select Promote - Back up all,
promote all to full.


● To perform a full backup of databases with circular logging and skip other databases, select Circular - Only back up
circular logging-enabled databases, promote all to full.


● To skip databases with circular logging and perform an incremental backup of other databases, select Skip - Skip
circular logging-enabled databases, allow incremental.


17. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system
and select the Data Domain system from the list.


18. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the client
to the Data Domain system during the backup.


19. To enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup
time, select the Enable multi-streaming checkbox and then set the following options:


● Select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup.
● From the Group by list, select how to group the streams. Select Database to create one stream for each database, or


Volume to create one stream for each volume.


20. Specify the Username and Password for the AvamarBackupUser account.


21. To write maximum information to log files for debugging, select Enable debugging messages. Selecting this option creates
large log files.


22. Select whether to disable the consistency check by selecting or clearing the Disable consistency check (recommended
only if 2+ members in DAG) checkbox.


A consistency check can cause severe performance issues or failure during a backup, especially in environments with many
transaction logs.


23. (Optional) If you leave consistency check enabled, throttle the utility by pausing the consistency check after a specified
number of I/Os:


● Select the Enable consistency check throttling checkbox.
● Specify the number of I/Os between pauses when throttling in the #I/Os between pauses box. The value must be


between 100 and 10000.
● Specify the duration of the pause in milliseconds in the Duration of pauses (ms) box. The value must be between 1000


and 60000.


24. Click OK on the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


25. Click OK on the On Demand Backup Options dialog box.
The On Demand Backup Options dialog box closes and the following status message appears: Backup initiated.


26. Click OK.
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Backing up a specific server in a DAG environment


You can perform an on-demand backup of a specific server in an Exchange Server DAG environment.


About this task


NOTE: This procedure does not apply to the proxy node of an IP less DAG configuration. To back up this host, you need to


change the proxy ownership of the DAG by running the Avamar Configuration Tool again.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the Exchange server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Backup tab.
A list of plug-ins on the client appears in the left pane of the Backup tab.


NOTE: When you install the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR, Windows Exchange GLR appears in the list of plug-ins


when you browse for backups. However, the Exchange GLR plug-in is for recovery only. When you perform granular


level recovery, it uses backups that are created with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


5. Select the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in.


6. Select the data to back up:
● To back up all databases, select the checkbox next to Exchange Information Store. You can select whether to back up


only active databases, passive databases, or both later in this procedure.


Figure 12. Back up all databases


● To back up specific databases, select Exchange Information Store in the left pane and then select the checkbox next
to the databases in the right pane.


7. Select Actions > Back Up Now.


The On Demand Backup Options dialog box appears.


8. Select the backup retention setting:
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.


Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to


that date on the calendar.
● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


9. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.
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10. Click More Options.
The Backup Command Line Options dialog box appears.


11. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.


Additional options appear in red.


12. From the Select type of backup to perform list, select whether to perform a full or incremental backup.


NOTE: You can use only full backups for granular level recovery.


13. From the Set when backup occurs on clustered or DAG systems list, select whether to back up passive databases,
active databases, or both:
● Select Replica (passive) writer only to back up only passive databases.
● Select Store (active) writer only to back up only active databases.
● Select Always to back up both passive and active databases.


14. Disregard the Preferred server order list and Set the preference for what types of databases to back up options.
These options do not apply when you back up a single server in a DAG environment.


15. If you are performing an incremental backup and you enable circular logging on any of the selected databases, select the
backup behavior:


● To perform a full backup of all databases if any of the databases use circular logging, select Promote - Back up all,
promote all to full.


● To perform a full backup of databases with circular logging and skip other databases, select Circular - Only back up
circular logging-enabled databases, promote all to full.


● To skip databases with circular logging and perform an incremental backup of other databases, select Skip - Skip
circular logging-enabled databases, allow incremental.


16. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system
and select the Data Domain system from the list.


17. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the client
to the Data Domain system during the backup.


18. To enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup
time, select the Enable multi-streaming checkbox and then set the following options:


● Select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup.
● From the Group by list, select how to group the streams. Select Database to create one stream for each database, or


Volume to create one stream for each volume.


19. If you did not configure an AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an account that has
sufficient permissions to perform the backup.


20. To write maximum information to log files for debugging, select Enable debugging messages. Selecting this option creates
large log files.


21. Select whether to disable the consistency check by selecting or clearing the Disable consistency check (recommended
only if 2+ members in DAG) checkbox.


A consistency check can cause severe performance issues or fail during a backup, especially in environments with many
transaction logs.


22. (Optional) If you leave consistency check enabled, throttle the utility by pausing the consistency check after a specified
number of I/Os:
● Select the Enable consistency check throttling checkbox.
● Specify the number of I/Os between pauses when throttling in the #I/Os between pauses box. The value must be


between 100 and 10000.
● Specify the duration of the pause in milliseconds in the Duration of pauses (ms) box. The value must be between 1000


and 60000.


23. Click OK on the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


24. Click OK on the On Demand Backup Options dialog box.
The On Demand Backup Options dialog box closes and the following status message appears: Backup initiated.


25. Click OK.
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Scheduling backups using the AUI Policy wizard
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule backups to run daily,
weekly, or monthly.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a backup policy.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.


Creating datasets


A dataset defines the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup.


You should define a dataset for scheduled backups of specific Exchange data on a client or group of clients. You may want to
create multiple datasets to back up different types of data for different groups of clients.


Strategies for creating datasets


The strategy that you use to create datasets for scheduled backups depends on the environment.


● On a stand-alone server, you can create a dataset to back up all data or a dataset to back up specific databases.
● In an Exchange Server DAG environment, you can create a dataset for federated backups of databases in the DAG or a


dataset to back up databases on a specific server. In an IP less DAG configuration, the node that is configured as the proxy
node cannot be backed up as a specific server.


Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in for the platform.
The Exchange plug-in options is displayed.
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6. Click the Options tab, and set the plug-in options.


Setting Exchange VSS plug-in optioon for a dataset provides detailed information about each option.


7. Click the Source Data tab, and set the following plug-in options:
● To back up all databases, select Exchange VSS.
● To back up specific databases, perform the following steps:


a. Select Select Files and/or Folders.
b. In the File/Folder Path, type the file path.
c. Click ADD.
d. Click SUBMIT.


Setting Exchange VSS plug-in options for a dataset


Steps


1. Select the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list on the Options tab in the New Dataset
dialog box.


2. From the Select type of backup to perform list, select whether to perform a full or incremental backup.


NOTE: You can use only full backups for granular level recovery.


3. Select an option from the Set when backup occurs on clustered or DAG systems list:


● Disregard this option for scheduled backups of a stand-alone server or federated backups in a DAG environment.
● For scheduled backups of a specific server in a DAG environment, select Replica (passive) writer only to back up only


passive databases, Store (active) writer only to back up only active databases, or Always to back up both passive and
active databases.


4. If you are performing a federated backup in a DAG environment, specify the priority of servers to use to back up the
Exchange databases in the Preferred server order list box. Specify the server name, not the FQDN. Separate multiple
entries with commas.


If you do not specify a list, the Exchange VSS plug-in adds all servers in the DAG to the list in alphabetical order. When you
specify a list, but a node is missing from the preferred server order list, the backup does not perform from that node. Any
databases that can only be backed up from specific node are not being backed up.


For all other backup types, disregard this option.


5. If you are performing a federated backup in a DAG environment, select the type of database to back up from the Set the
preference for what types of databases to back up list:
● Select Prefer passive to back up a passive copy of each database, if a healthy passive copy is available. If a healthy


passive copy is not available, then Avamar backs up the active copy.
● Select Active only to back up only the active copy of each database.
● Select Passive only to back up only the passive copy of each database. If a healthy passive copy is not available, then


the backup does not include the database.


For all other backup types, disregard this option.


6. If you are performing an incremental backup and you enabled circular logging on any of the selected databases, select the
backup behavior:


● To perform a full backup of all databases if any of the databases use circular logging, select Promote - Back up all,
promote all to full.


● To perform a full backup of databases with circular logging and skip other databases, select Circular - Only back up
circular logging-enabled databases, promote all to full.


● To skip databases with circular logging and perform an incremental backup of other databases, select Skip - Skip
circular logging-enabled databases, allow incremental.


7. To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select Store backup on Data Domain system
and select the Data Domain system from the list.


8. From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the client
to the Data Domain system during the backup.


9. To enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup
time, select the Enable multi-streaming checkbox and then set the following options:


● Select the maximum number of streams to use for the backup from the Maximum number of streams list.
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● From the Group by list, select how to group the streams. Select Database to create one stream for each database, or
Volume to create one stream for each volume.


10. Specify the Username and Password for the AvamarBackupUser account if you are performing a federated backup in a
DAG environment.


For other backup types, specify the username and password for an account that has sufficient permissions to perform the
backup only if you did not configure an AvamarBackupUser account.


11. To write maximum information to log files for debugging, select Enable debugging messages. Selecting this option creates
large log files.


12. Select whether to disable the consistency check by selecting or clearing the Disable consistency check (recommended
only if 2+ members in DAG) checkbox.


A consistency check can cause severe performance issues or failure during a backup, especially in environments with many
transaction logs.


13. (Optional) If you leave consistency check enabled, throttle the utility by pausing the consistency check after a specified
number of I/Os:


● Select the Enable consistency check throttling checkbox.
● Specify the number of I/Os between pauses when throttling in the #I/Os between pauses box. The value must be


between 100 and 10000.
● Specify the duration of the pause in milliseconds in the Duration of pauses (ms) box. The value must be between 1000


and 60000.


Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.
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Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.
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Exchange Database Restore


Topics:


• Restore requirements
• Restoring a database to the original client
• Restoring a database to a different client
• Restore features available by using Avamar Administrator
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores


Restore requirements
To ensure a successful database restore, the environment must meet the necessary requirements.


Exchange server version requirements


When performing restore operations, please note:


● Databases that are backed up in previous Exchange versions cannot be restored in new Exchange versions (for example,
databases backed up in Exchange 2010 cannot be restored in Exchange 2013).


● Restoring databases from backups with lower Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is supported.
● Restoring databases from backups with higher Cumulative Update or Service Pack levels is not supported.


Suspending replication in a DAG or cluster


Avamar automatically suspends replication from active databases to passive databases during a restore when you select the
Automate replication suspension checkbox during a restore.


About this task


You also can manually suspend replication to the passive databases by using the Exchange Management Shell before you
perform the restore.


Type the following command in the Exchange Management Shell on any server in the DAG:


suspend-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity 
                     database\server


where database is the name of the database and server is the name of the DAG server with the passive copy.


Restoring a database to the original client
You can restore Exchange databases to the original directory on the original client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Exchange server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4
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A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Exchange server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, click on Exchange information store from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. Select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its original location.
b. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


Exchange VSS plug-in restore options provides more information about the restore options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring a database to a different client
You can restore Exchange databases to a different client.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Exchange server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Exchange server.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.
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5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.
d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, click on Exchange information store from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. Select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Location pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to its different location.
b. In the Restore location field, type an alternate location in the destination client where the database will be restored. For


example, C:\restore.


c. Click NEXT.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.


Exchange VSS plug-in restore options provides more information about the restore options.


b. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.


10. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restore features available by using Avamar
Administrator
This section describes the restore features that are available by using Avamar Administrator.


Finding a backup


You can find Avamar client backups for a restore by searching either for a certain date or for a specific database.


When to find a backup by date


Locate backups by date when:


● All databases that you want to restore are included in a single backup set.
● The exact path or name of the databases that you want to restore are unknown.
● The content from a backup you want to restore precedes a specific date or event. For example, know approximately when a


database was lost or corrupted, then find the last backup before that date.


Finding a backup by date


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
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The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client on which the backup was performed:
● In a stand-alone environment, select the Exchange server.
● To restore from a federated backup in a DAG environment, select the Exchange DAG client or the proxy node that you


configured with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool.
● To restore from a backup of a specific server in a DAG environment, select the server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Restore tab.


5. Click the By Date tab.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar. Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.
A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.


7. Select the backup to restore from the Backups table.


Figure 13. Backups table


8. Select the data to restore, and perform the restore.


When to find a backup for a specific database


Locate backups for a specific database when:


● You back up each database in a separate backup set.
● You want to see multiple versions of the same database.


Finding a backup for a specific database


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client on which the backup was performed:
● In a stand-alone environment, select the Exchange server.
● To restore from a federated backup in a DAG environment, select the Exchange DAG client or the proxy node that you


configured with the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool.
● To restore from a backup of a specific server in a DAG environment, select the server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Restore tab.


5. Click the By File/Folder tab.
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6. Specify the data to restore by using one of the methods in the following table.


Table 6. Data to restore methods 


Method Description


Type the value in the Enter path to retrieve history for
box.


● To restore all databases on the client, type Exchange
Information Store.


● To restore a specific database, type Exchange
Information Store/name, where name is the name
of the database.


Browse to the data. a. Click Browse.


The Select File or Folder dialog box appears.


b. Select the client in the left pane.
c. Expand the Windows Exchange VSS plug-in in the middle


pane.
d. Select Exchange Information Store in the middle pane.
e. To find backups of the Exchange Information Store,


select the checkbox next to Exchange Information
Store. To find backups of a specific database, select the
checkbox next to the database.


f. Click OK.


7. Click Retrieve.


8. Select a version in the Version History table.


NOTE: The Version History table does not provide the correct date and time for Microsoft Exchange data. However,


you can select any version in the list to view all backups for the selected data.


All backups for the specified Exchange Information Store or database appear in the Backups table next to the Version
History table.


9. Select the backup to restore from the Backups table.


Figure 14. Backups table


10. Select the data to restore, and then perform the restore.
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Restoring to a stand-alone server


You can restore databases or the entire Exchange Information Store to a stand-alone server.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


3. Select the data to restore:
● To restore the entire Exchange Information Store, select the Exchange Information Store checkbox in the lower-left


pane.
● To restore a specific database, select Exchange Information Store in the lower-left pane, and then select the


checkbox next to the database in the lower-right pane.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Leave the default selection of the original client in the Restore Destination Client box.


6. Ensure that Windows Exchange VSS appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


8. Leave the default selection of Restore everything to its original location.


9. Click More Options.


The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


10. Specify whether to overwrite all databases or only specific databases during the restore:
● To enable the overwrite of all databases when you perform a restore, in the Restore Command Line Options dialog


box, select the Allow database overwrite checkbox.
● To enable the overwrite of only specific databases, leave the Allow database overwrite checkbox clear. Then select


the This database can be overwritten by a restore option in the recovery options for the databases in the Exchange
Management Console.


NOTE: The restore fails if you do not enable overwrite by using one of these methods, even if the database you are


restoring was deleted on the target server.


11. Select whether to automatically mount the databases after a successful restore by selecting or clearing the Mount the
database(s) after successful restore checkbox.


12. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


13. Select whether to restore but not replay transaction logs by selecting or clearing the Do not replay the transaction logs
checkbox.


If you select this option, then you can manually copy additional transaction logs before you mount the database.


14. If log file conflicts occur during the restore, then use the Move logs path box to specify a location to which to move the
existing log files before the restore.


If you do not specify a path for the log files and there is a gap in the transaction log, then the restore process automatically
moves the current transaction logs to a subfolder named logs_time_date. The time and date values are the time and
date of the restore. The subfolder is in the transaction log folder for the database. You can use these logs to analyze the
restore operation, if necessary, or apply those logs up to where the failure occurred.


15. Select whether to retain or delete metadata files that are used during the restore:
● Select the Retain recovery metadata checkbox to retain the files.
● Clear the checkbox to automatically delete the files after the restore completes.


You can use these metadata files to investigate any restore issues that occur. The files are located in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.
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16. Enable and specify the multi-streaming options if applicable. These options are described in Exchange VSS plug-in restore
options.


17. (Optional) Select Show Advanced Options, and set the advanced options as described in Exchange VSS plug-in restore
options.


18. Disregard the Automate replication suspension checkbox. This option does not apply when you restore to a stand-alone
server.


19. If you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an Exchange
administrator account that has permissions to perform the restore.


20. Disregard the options in the RSG/RDB Restore Options sections. These options do not apply unless you are restoring to
an RDB.


21. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


22. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


23. Click Close.


Restore to a DAG


You can restore databases in a DAG from the following types of backups:


● Federated backup with the Exchange DAG client of either an active copy or a passive copy of the database.
● Backup of either an active copy or a passive copy of the database on a specific server in a DAG.


When you restore databases from a federated backup in a DAG, select the Exchange DAG client as the target client for the
restore. The Exchange DAG client automatically determines the server with the active copy of the database, and restores to the
active copy.


When you restore databases from a backup of a specific server in a DAG, select the DAG server with the active database copies
as the target client for the restore.


Restoring databases in a DAG


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


3. Select the data to restore:
● To restore the entire Exchange Information Store, select the Exchange Information Store checkbox in the lower-left


pane.
● To restore a specific database, select Exchange Information Store in the lower-left pane, and then select the


checkbox next to the database in the lower-right pane.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Specify the target client for the restore:
● If you are restoring from a federated backup, then leave the default selection of the Exchange DAG client in the Restore


Destination Client box.
● If you are restoring from a backup of a specific server in a DAG, then either type the name of the DAG server with the


active database copies, or click Browse to browse to the server.


6. Ensure that Windows Exchange VSS appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


8. Leave the default selection of Restore everything to its original location.
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9. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


10. Specify whether to overwrite all databases or only specific databases during the restore:
● To enable the overwrite of all databases when you perform a restore, in the Restore Command Line Options dialog


box, select the Allow database overwrite checkbox.
● To enable the overwrite of only specific databases, leave the Allow database overwrite checkbox clear. Then select


the This database can be overwritten by a restore option in the recovery options for the databases in the Exchange
Management Console.


NOTE: The restore fails if you do not enable overwrite by using one of these methods, even if the database you are


restoring was deleted on the target server.


11. Select whether to automatically mount the databases after a successful restore by selecting or clearing the Mount the
database(s) after successful restore checkbox.


12. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


13. Select whether to restore but not replay transaction logs by selecting or clearing the Do not replay the transaction logs
checkbox.


If you select this option, then you can manually copy additional transaction logs before you mount the database.


14. If log file conflicts occur during the restore, then use the Move logs path box to specify a location to which to move the
existing log files before the restore.


If you do not specify a path for the log files and there is a gap in the transaction log, then the restore process automatically
moves the current transaction logs to a subfolder named logs_time_date. The time and date values are the time and
date of the restore. The subfolder is in the transaction log folder for the database. You can use these logs to analyze the
restore operation, if necessary, or apply those logs up to where the failure occurred.


15. Choose whether to retain or delete metadata files that are used during the restore:
● Select the Retain recovery metadata checkbox to retain the files.
● Clear the checkbox to automatically delete the files after the restore completes.


You can use these metadata files to investigate any restore issues that occur. The files are in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


16. Select the Automate replication suspension checkbox to suspend replication to the passive nodes during the restore.


If you do not select this option, you must manually suspend replication before you perform the restore.


17. If you are restoring from a federated backup, specify the Username and Password for the AvamarBackupUser account.


If you are restoring from a backup of a specific server in the DAG, then you only need to specify the username and
password for an Exchange administrator account with permissions to perform the restore if you did not configure the
AvamarBackupUser account.


18. Disregard the options in the RSG/RDB Restore Options section. These options do not apply unless you are restoring to an
RDB.


19. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


20. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


21. Click Close.


22. After the restore completes, manually resume replication:


a. Review the steps to resume and update a database copy in the "Suspend or Resume a Mailbox Database Copy" and
"Update a Mailbox Database Copy" articles on the Microsoft TechNet website.


b. Use the Resume-MailboxDatabaseCopy command to resume replication for all passive copies of the restored
database.


Replication sometimes fails because you must reseed the database on the current passive node.


c. If replication fails, run the Update-MailboxDatabaseCopy command for all passive copies of the restored database.
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Restoring to a file


You can restore databases to a file either on the original server or on a different server. After the restore, you can configure the
Exchange server to use the databases at the new location. You can also use the flat file with ItemPoint to perform data mining
and GLR.


Prerequisites


If performing the restore to a different server, the target server must have the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS installed.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


3. Select the data to restore:
● To restore the entire Exchange Information Store, select the Exchange Information Store checkbox in the lower-left


pane.
● To restore a specific database, select Exchange Information Store in the lower-left pane, and then select the


checkbox next to the database in the lower-right pane.


4. Select Actions > Restore Now.


The Restore Options dialog box appears.


5. Specify the target client for the restore:
● To restore to a file system location on the original server, leave the default selection of the original server in the Restore


Destination Client box.
● To restore to a file system location on a different server, either type the name of the server or click Browse to browse


to the server.


6. Ensure that Windows Exchange VSS appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


7. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


8. Select Restore everything to a different location.


9. Click Set Destination.
The Set Destination dialog box appears.


10. Specify the file system location for the restored files:


a. Click Browse.


The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.


b. Expand the Windows File System item in the left pane, and browse the file system.
c. In the right pane, select the checkbox next to the target folder for the restored files.
d. Click OK.


11. Click OK on the Set Destination dialog box.


12. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


13. Select whether to automatically mount the databases after a successful restore by selecting or clearing the Mount the
database(s) after successful restore checkbox.
● If selected, this option uses the Exchange VSS Writer to restore databases to a file.
● If unselected, the restore is performed without the VSS operation. However, the target server must still have the Avamar


Plug-in for Exchange VSS installed.


14. To restore but not replay transaction logs, select or clear the Do not replay the transaction logs checkbox.


If you select this option, then you can manually copy additional transaction logs before you mount the database.


15. Select whether to retain or delete metadata files that are used during the restore:
● Select the Retain recovery metadata checkbox to retain the files.
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● Clear the checkbox to automatically delete the files after the restore completes.


You can use these metadata files to investigate any restore issues that occur. The files are located in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


16. Enable and specify multi-streaming options if applicable. These options are described in Exchange VSS plug-in restore
options.


17. (Optional) Select Show Advanced Options. Set the advanced options as described in Exchange VSS plug-in restore
options.


18. If you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an Exchange
administrator account that has permissions to perform the restore.


19. Disregard the remaining options in the Restore Command Line Options dialog box. These options do not apply when you
restore to a file.


20. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


21. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


22. Click Close.


Results


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .
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Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Granular Level Recovery


Topics:


• Requirements to perform GLR
• Searching a large backup with browse filtering
• Searching with Restore Browse Options
• Performing GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in for Exchange 2013 and 2010 using Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO
• Performing GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange by using the AUI
• Performing GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange by using Avamar Administrator
• Performing GLR from an existing RDB
• Monitoring GLR
• Canceling GLR


Requirements to perform GLR
You can use only ItemPoint for Exchange to perform GLR on Exchange 2016 and 2019 systems. You can use native Microsoft
Exchange MAPI CDO from the Avamar Administrator to perform GLR on older versions of Exchange, but ItemPoint for
Exchange is the recommended method.


To perform GLR using ItemPoint for Exchange, the environment must meet the following requirements:


● You must have ItemPoint for Exchange software installed. This software is available as a part of the Avamar Plugin for
Exchange installation.


● The server must have a minimum of Microsoft Outlook 2007 installed, and cannot have MAPI installed.
NOTE: You cannot have Outlook 2016 installed on the same machine as ItemPoint unless your version of ItemPoint is


8.3 or later. ItemPoint 8.3 is bundled with the Avamar Exchange VSS plug-in in Avamar 18.2 and later.


Any GLR Proxy used with ItemPoint for Exchange must have the following components installed:


● Exchange Management Tools matching the version of Exchange.
● Remote Server Administration Tools (RSAT).
● Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1, 4.0, or above.
● An enabled IIS Manager 6.0 role.
● 32-bit Outlook 2010 or 2013.


NOTE: 32-bit Outlook 2016 may be used if your version of ItemPoint is 8.3 or later. ItemPoint 8.3 is bundled with the


Avamar Exchange VSS plug-in in Avamar 18.2 and later.


The following general requirements must also be met:


● To perform GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in, the plug-in must be installed on the target server for the restored items.


If you are planning to restore to an RDB and then perform GLR with Exchange Management Shell commands, then only the
Exchange VSS plug-in is required on the target server for the restored items.


● Restore from a full backup when you perform GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in. You can restore a database to an RDB
from either a full or incremental backup.


● You cannot restore public folder database backups to RDBs, and perform GLR of items in public folder databases. Microsoft
does not support public folder databases in RDBs.


● You cannot restore individual items from archive and disconnected mailboxes. Restore the entire mailbox to a different live
mailbox.


● The GLR proxy client, when used for MAPI GLR, should have minimum of Exchange Mailbox role that is installed. The Backup
Agent should also be configured with the Backup User Configuration tool.


● Do not install MFCMapi.exe on the GLR proxy client when performing GLR with ItemPoint.
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Searching a large backup with browse filtering
You can use the Restore Browse Options to filter a backup for browsing by searching for specific mailboxes, contents of
messages, date, or size criteria.


By default, the Exchange VSS GLR plug-in displays a Restore Browse Options dialog box when you browse a database,
mailbox, or mailbox folder in a backup that contains 10,000 or more items. You can also create the command file
avexchglr.cmd to specify a smaller threshold number to display this dialog box. When the threshold is set to a low number,
browsing the backup triggers the Restore Browse Options dialog box where you can search by general message (text), date,
or size criteria. For example, if you specify a threshold of 10, then the Restore Browse Options is displayed when there are 10
or more items in the selected container.


The search criteria that is displayed in Restore Browse Options depends on the level you select in the mailbox database. The
following image and table describe the criteria available.


Figure 15. Database, user mailbox, and user mailbox folder levels


Table 7. Mailbox database level criteria 


Mailbox database level Selection criteria Results


1. Mailbox database ● Mailbox name
● Item count


User mailboxes that match the criteria


2. User mailbox ● Subject
● Date range
● Size range


Messages or folders at the root level of
the user mailbox that match the criteria


3. User mailbox folder ● From
● To
● Type
● Date range
● Size range


Items within the selected folder in the
user mailbox that match the criteria


Any of the fields in the General Message Criteria that allow text entries (Mailbox name, Subject, From, To) use regular
expressions, including wildcards. You can enable or disable case-sensitive matching for text entries.


● Type TEST in the Subject field to display items that contain TEST anywhere in the subject.


● Use . as the equivalent of a single-character wildcard (?). For example, TE.
● Use .* as the equivalent of a wildcard (*). For example, TEST.*
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Searching with Restore Browse Options
Create a command file and add a command specify a lower threshold than the default 10,000 items to display the Restore
Browse Options dialog box. Then search by specific mailboxes, contents of messages, date, or size criteria.


Prerequisites


Create this command file before you open Avamar Administrator to browse backups for GLR


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create a command file that is named avexchglr.cmd in the C: \Program Files\avs\var folder,
where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder


2. Add the following line to the file:


--browse_filter_threshold_value=n


where n is a low number such as 10. Any number that is less than or equal to the number of entries in the selected container
automatically displays the Restore Browse Options dialog box. This action is performed when you expand or select a
database, mailbox, or folder in the backup


3. Save and close the file


4. Follow the steps in Performing GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in for Exchange 2013 and 2010 using Microsoft Exchange
MAPI CDO on page 70 until the contents of the selected database appear in the pane


5. Select or expand a mailbox database, mailbox, or mailbox folder
The Restore Browse Options dialog box appears. The fields available for searching depend on the type of container.


The following figure displays the options available when you select a user mailbox folder.


Figure 16. Restore Browse Options dialog


NOTE: All string values are expressions. Special characters a backslash (\) character. Filtering with regex characters


fails provides more details.


The most common expression uses:


● Wildcard for single (period)
● Wildcard for any number of *


6. Specify browse criteria, and click OK
A filtered list of mailboxes, folders, or messages that match the criteria appears


7. Browse to and select the checkbox next to the mailbox, folder, or message to recover


8. Continue with the remaining steps in Performing GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in for Exchange 2013 and 2010 using
Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO on page 70.
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Performing GLR with the Exchange GLR plug-in for
Exchange 2013 and 2010 using Microsoft Exchange
MAPI CDO
You can use the Exchange GLR plug-in to restore mailboxes, folders, and messages from a database backup to the original
location. You can also restore to a different mailbox.


Steps


1. Delete all RDBs on the target Exchange server with the Exchange GLR plug-in.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore, and Manage window appears.


3. Find a full backup that contains the items to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


NOTE: When you move a user mailbox from one database to another, you may be able to find backups for the mailbox


in both the original and current databases. Backups of the original database contain the contents of the mailbox from


before you moved the mailbox to the new database. To restore recent data for the mailbox, restore from backups of the


current database. To restore items from before you moved the mailbox to the new database, restore from backups of


the original database.


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select the Browse for Granular Restore icon in the lower-left pane of the Restore tab.
The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.


5. Select the target server for GLR. The Exchange GLR plug-in must be installed on the target server.
● If you configured a GLR proxy server, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to the GLR


proxy server.
● On a stand-alone server with the Exchange GLR plug-in, select Restore everything to its original location.
● In a DAG environment, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to a DAG server with the


GLR plug-in.


6. Click OK.


If a dialog box prompts you for Exchange credentials, type the AvamarBackupUser name and password, and then click OK.


The Browse Progress message box displays the progress of the operation as the Exchange GLR plug-in retrieves the
contents of the backup and mounts the backup to a virtual drive. The virtual drive provides only a view of the contents of
the backup. The GLR plug-in does not restore data at this point.


7. In the lower-left pane of the Restore tab, select the database that contains the mailbox, folder, or messages to recover.
A message box informs you that the database mount may take a long time and that any existing RDB is deleted.


8. Click OK.


The contents of the selected database appear in the lower right pane.


NOTE: If the number of items is greater or equal to 10,000 items, a dialog box appears that allows you to filter the


results to a smaller number of items. Browsing fails when a mailbox folder contains a large number of items describes


strategies for browsing mailboxes with a large number of items.


9. Browse to and select the checkbox next to the mailbox, folder, or message to recover.
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Figure 17. Recovering a mailbox, folder, or message


NOTE: You cannot perform GLR of items in public folder databases, and you cannot restore individual items from


archive and disconnected mailboxes. Restore the entire archive or disconnected mailbox to a different live mailbox.


10. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


NOTE: When you restore from a federated backup and click Cancel in the Restore Options dialog box, Avamar resets


the destination client for GLR to the Exchange DAG client. This action is not performed on the Exchange client that


you selected in the Select Destination Client dialog box. If you try to perform the restore again, reset the destination


client to the client with the Exchange GLR plug-in. Otherwise, the restore fails.


11. Leave the default selections in the Restore Destination Client box and the Restore Plug-in list.


12. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


13. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


14. From the Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted list, select when to automatically dismount the temporary file system
from the Exchange server that you are using for GLR:
● Dismount after restore completes.
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity.
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity.


The default is 2 hours. The drive dismounts even if the drive is in use.


15. (Optional) Redirect the restore to a different mailbox than the original mailbox by specifying the target mailbox address in
the Target mailbox address box with the format name@domain.subdomain.suffix.


16. If you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an Exchange
administrator account that has permissions to perform the restore.


17. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


18. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


19. Click Close.
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Performing GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange by using
the AUI
You can use the Exchange GLR plug-in with ItemPoint for Exchange to restore mailboxes, folders, and messages for Exchange
2010 and 2013. However, for Exchange 2016 and 2019 this option is the only supported GLR method.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the Exchange server.


You cannot view clients outside the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. From the list of clients, select the client that runs the Exchange server.


4. (Optional) To locate a full backup that contains the items to restore by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the Restore tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, select the target server for GLR.


NOTE: The Exchange GLR plug-in and ItemPoint must be installed on the target server.


● In a stand-alone server with the Exchange GLR plug-in, perform the following steps:
a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


● If you configured a GLR proxy server or are using DAG environment, perform the following steps:
a. Select Restore everything to a different client.
b. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.
c. In the list of clients, select the destination client.


The client is displayed in the Destination Client field.


d. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. To enable granular level recovery, perform the following steps:


a. In the Backup Content pane, toggle the GLR switch to ON.
b. If you configured a GLR proxy server, browse to and select the GLR proxy server.
c. In a DAG environment, browse to and select the DAG server or GLR proxy server with the GLR plug-in.


NOTE: The target server must have a minimum of Microsoft Outlook 2007 installed, and cannot have MAPI installed.


NOTE: Because of an ItemPoint limitation, you also cannot have Outlook 2016 installed on the same machine as


ItemPoint.


8. Select the target server for GLR. The Exchange GLR plug-in and ItemPoint must be installed on the target server.
●
● On a stand-alone server with the Exchange GLR plug-in, select Restore everything to its original location.
● In a DAG environment, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to a DAG server or GLR


proxy server with the GLR plug-in.


9. Click FINISH.
A message is displayed indicating that the database is mounted on the target machine. The location of this mount point will
be displayed in the Management Console Restore window after the restore has successfully completed.
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10. On the target server, open ItemPoint from the Microsoft Windows Start menu:


a. Select Programs.
b. Select the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange folder.
c. Select the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange program.


The Data Wizard opens at the Source Selection window.


11. In the Source Selection window, browse to the mount location of the database's .edb and .log files.


This is the mount point that is displayed in 5 on page 73.
NOTE: Arbitration mailboxes, starting with the HealthMailbox mailbox, are displayed once the restored database has


been mounted in ItemPoint. These mailboxes are non-restorable and can be ignored.


12. Click Next.
The Target Selection window opens.


13. Click Skip.
Processing of source files begin. When completed, mail items available for recovery are displayed in ItemPoint.


14. Right-click a mail item and select Export.
The Export Folder window is displayed. Mail items can be restored and access through Microsoft Outlook by exporting
them into the following three data types:
● .PST
● .TXT
● .MSG


You can also perform live migration using ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server, by opening a target mailbox and copying
email messages directly into that mailbox. For further information and additional recovery options, see the ItemPoint for
Microsoft Exchange Server documentation.


Performing GLR with ItemPoint for Exchange by using
Avamar Administrator
You can use the Exchange GLR plug-in with ItemPoint for Exchange to restore mailboxes, folders, and messages for Exchange
2010 and 2013. However, for Exchange 2016 and 2019, this option is the only supported GLR method.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore, and Manage window appears.


2. Find a full backup that contains the items to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


3. Select the Browse for Granular Restore icon in the lower-left pane of the Restore tab.
The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.


4. Select the target server for GLR. The Exchange GLR plug-in and ItemPoint must be installed on the target server.
● If you configured a GLR proxy server, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to the GLR


proxy server.
● On a stand-alone server with the Exchange GLR plug-in, select Restore everything to its original location.
● In a DAG environment, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to a DAG server or GLR


proxy server with the GLR plug-in.


NOTE: The target server must have a minimum of Microsoft Outlook 2007 installed, and cannot have MAPI installed.


NOTE: Because of an ItemPoint limitation, you also cannot have Outlook 2016 installed on the same machine as


ItemPoint.


5. Click OK.
A message is displayed indicating that the database is mounted on the target machine. The location of this mount point will
be displayed in the Management Console Restore window after the restore has successfully completed.


6. On the target server, open ItemPoint from the Microsoft Windows Start menu:


a. Select Programs.
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b. Select the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange folder.
c. Select the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange program.


The Data Wizard opens at the Source Selection window.


7. In the Source Selection window, browse to the mount location of the database's .edb and .log files.


This is the mount point that is displayed in 5 on page 73.
NOTE: Arbitration mailboxes, starting with the HealthMailbox mailbox, are displayed once the restored database has


been mounted in ItemPoint. These mailboxes are non-restorable and can be ignored.


8. Click Next.
The Target Selection window opens.


9. Click Skip.
Processing of source files begin. When completed, mail items available for recovery are displayed in ItemPoint.


10. Right-click a mail item and select Export.
The Export Folder window appears. Mail items can be restored and access through Microsoft Outlook by exporting them
into the following three data types:
● .PST
● .TXT
● .MSG


You can also perform live migration using ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server, by opening a target mailbox and copying
email messages directly into that mailbox. For further information and additional recovery options, see the ItemPoint for
Microsoft Exchange Server documentation.


Performing GLR from an existing RDB
You can restore a database backup to an RDB, and then perform GLR from the RDB. You can only restore to a single RDB at a
time.


After you restore to an RDB, you can use either Exchange Management Shell commands or the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange
GLR to perform GLR of mailboxes, folders, or messages from the RDB.


NOTE: GLR to an RDB is not supported with the Avamar plugin for Exchange 2016.


Restoring a database backup to an RDB


Steps


1. If an RDB is mounted on the target server, then unmount or delete the RDB.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore, and Manage window appears.


3. Find the backup to restore:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


You can restore a database to an RDB from either a full backup or an incremental backup.


NOTE: When you move a user mailbox from one database to another, you may be able to find backups for the mailbox


in both the original and current databases. Backups of the original database contain the contents of the mailbox from


before you moved the mailbox to the new database. To restore recent data for the mailbox, restore from backups of the


current database. To restore items from before you moved the mailbox to the new database, restore from backups of


the original database.


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


4. Select Exchange Information Store in the lower-left pane of the Restore tab.


5. In the lower-right pane of the Restore tab, select the checkbox next to the database to restore to an RDB.


6. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.
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7. In the Restore Destination Client box, type the name of the target client for the RDB, or click Browse to browse to the
target client.


The Exchange GLR plug-in must be installed on the target client if you plan to perform GLR from the RDB with the Exchange
GLR plug-in.


8. Ensure that Windows Exchange VSS appears in the Restore Plug-in list.


9. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


10. Leave the default selection of Restore everything to its original location.


11. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


12. Disregard the Allow database overwrite checkbox. This option does not apply when you restore to an RDB.


13. Select whether to automatically mount the RDB after a successful restore by selecting or clearing the Mount the
database(s) after successful restore checkbox.


14. From the Encryption method from Data Domain system list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the
Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


15. To restore but not replay transaction logs, select or clear the Do not replay the transaction logs checkbox.


If you select this option, then you can manually copy additional transaction logs before you mount the database.


16. Disregard the Move logs path box. This option does not apply when you restore to an RDB.


17. Choose whether to retain or delete metadata files that are used during the restore:
● Select the Retain recovery metadata checkbox to retain the files.
● Clear the checkbox to automatically delete the files after the restore completes.


You can use these metadata files to investigate any restore issues that occur. The files are in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


18. Disregard the Automate replication suspension checkbox. This option does not apply when you restore to an RDB.


19. If you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an Exchange
administrator account that has permissions to perform the restore.


20. Select the Restore into RDB checkbox.


21. In the RDB name box, type the name for the restored RDB.


The restore process creates the RDB if the RDB does not exist.


If you do not specify a name, then the restore uses the following naming convention: database_rdb, where database is
the original name of the database.


22. If an RDB with the same name exists on the target server, select the Overwrite existing RDB checkbox to overwrite the
RDB.


If you select the checkbox, do not specify a new location for the RDB database and log files. The restore process ignores the
values that you specify in the RDB database path and RDB Log path boxes and restores the files to the Exchange server
DataPath, which is the default location for new databases.


23. Specify the location for the RDB database files in the RDB database path box.


If you do not specify a location, then the files restore to the Exchange server DataPath, which is the default location for new
databases.


24. Specify the location for the RDB log files in the RDB Log path box.


If you do not specify a location, then the files restore to the Exchange server DataPath, which is the default location for new
databases.


25. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


26. Click OK on the Restore Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


27. Click Close.
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Performing GLR from an RDB with Exchange Management Shell
commands


After you restore a database from a backup to an RDB, you can use Exchange Management Shell commands to perform GLR of
specific mailboxes.


Steps


1. Ensure that the RDB is mounted on the Exchange server.


2. Perform the steps in the "Restore Data Using a Recovery Database" Microsoft TechNet article at http://
technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee332351.aspx to restore specific mailboxes from the RDB by using Exchange
Management Shell commands.


Performing GLR from an existing RDB with the Exchange GLR
plug-in


You can browse a restored RDB on an Exchange server with the Exchange GLR plug-in and perform GLR of specific mailboxes,
folders, and messages.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.
The Backup, Restore, and Manage window appears.


2. Find the original backup with the database that you restored to an RDB:
● Finding a backup by date
● Finding a backup for a specific database on page 59


The backup to restore from is selected in the Backups table.


3. Select the Browse for Granular Restore icon in the lower-left pane of the Restore tab.


The Select Destination Client dialog box appears.


4. Select the target server for GLR. The Exchange GLR plug-in must be installed on the target server.


If you know that the target server for GLR is the same server that you used for the backup, then select Restore
everything to its original location.


Otherwise, select Restore everything to a different location, and then browse to the server with the restored RDB. The
Exchange GLR plug-in must be installed on the target server.


5. Click OK.


If a dialog prompts you for Exchange credentials, type the AvamarBackupUser name and password, and then click OK.


The Browse Progress message box displays the progress of the operation.


6. In the lower-left pane of the Restore tab, select the restored RDB. The RDB appears with (existing) appended to the name.


7. Browse to and select the checkbox next to the mailbox, folder, or message to recover.


You cannot restore individual items from archive and disconnected mailboxes. You must restore the entire archive or
disconnected mailbox to a different live mailbox.


8. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


9. Leave the default selections in the Restore Destination Client box and the Restore Plug-in list.


10. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer from the Avamar server to the
client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depend on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


11. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


12. Disregard the Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted list. This option does not apply when you restore from an existing
RDB.


13. (Optional) Redirect the restore to a different mailbox than the original mailbox by specifying the target mailbox in the Target
mailbox address box using the format name@domain.subdomain.suffix.
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14. If you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser account, then specify the Username and Password for an Exchange
administrator account that has permissions to perform the restore.


15. Click OK on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
The Restore Request dialog box indicates that the restore started.


16. Click Close.


Monitoring GLR
You can monitor GLR activity to ensure that the restores complete successfully and to troubleshoot restores if a failure occurs.
Information about GLR activity is available in the Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator, Avamar log files, and the Windows
Application Event log.


NOTE: Exchange logging is not available in the Avamar Management Console. All logging that is related to GLR using


ItemPoint is available on the client side only.


Monitoring GLR in Avamar Administrator


The Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator enables you to monitor GLR and restores to an RDB.


About this task


NOTE: Exchange logging is not available in the Avamar Management Console. All logging that is related to GLR using


ItemPoint is available on the client side only.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link button.
The Activity window appears.


2. Select the Activity Monitor tab.
A list of all activities appears.


3. To filter the results to display only restore activity, select Actions > Filter.
The Filter Activity dialog box appears.


4. In the Filter Activity dialog box, select Restore from the Type list.
GLR appears as a restore activity.


5. Click OK.


The Progress Bytes and New Bytes columns in the Activity Monitor contain a value of 0 (zero) for GLR activity with the
Exchange GLR plug-in. The Exchange GLR plug-in does not report restore size to Avamar Administrator.


GLR log files


Avamar log files enable you to trace and debug GLR, and the flags and command files that you use to enable the logging.


Table 8. Avamar log files for troubleshooting GLR 


Log file Contents Flag to enable
debugging


Command file for flags


Axionfs.log Trace and debugging information for
AvFS file system calls


--debug
--x19=327680


axionfs.cmd


avmapi.log Trace and debugging information for
MAPI calls


--debug avmapi.cmd


avexglr_plugin.log Trace and debugging information for
RDB creation, mount, browse, and
restore


--debug avexchglr.cmd
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Table 8. Avamar log files for troubleshooting GLR (continued)


Log file Contents Flag to enable
debugging


Command file for flags


Avexchlrsvc.log Trace and debugging information for
RDB creation, mount, browse, and
restore


--debug avexchglrsvc.cmd


ps_exec.log Trace and debugging information for
execution of PowerShell commands
on the Exchange client


--debug ps_exec.cmd


Enabling GLR log files


Before you perform GLR, you can enable GLR log files to trace and debug GLR.


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create the command file in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program
Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Open the command file in the text editor, and add the flags to enable debugging.


3. Save and close the command file.


Monitoring Exchange events in the Windows Application Event log


The Windows Application Event log contains Exchange events for I/O activity, restores to an RDB, and GLR from an RDB. The
Microsoft Windows documentation provides more information on viewing the Windows Application Event log.


Canceling GLR
You can cancel GLR or a restore to an RDB any time before the restore completes. The cancellation may take five minutes
or more. The GLR may complete before the cancellation finishes. You can cancel a browse operation with the Exchange GLR
plug-in by clicking Cancel on the Browse Progress dialog box.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Activity launcher link button.
The Activity window appears.


2. Select the Activity Monitor tab.
A list of all activities appears.


3. From the list of activities, click the restore to highlight it.


4. Select Actions > Cancel Activity.
A confirmation message appears.


5. Click Yes.
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Disaster Recovery


Topics:


• Preparing for disaster recovery
• Performing disaster recovery


Preparing for disaster recovery
You can prepare for disaster recovery of a Microsoft Exchange Server environment.


Steps


1. Ensure that you have onsite and offsite copies of the installation disks for the operating system, Exchange Server, and any
software updates.


2. Perform full Windows server backups by using the Avamar Client for Windows. Include System State and all critical and
noncritical disks in the backups. The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides full backup instructions.


3. Back up all Exchange databases by using the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


NOTE: If you perform the full Windows server backup and the database backups at different times, then perform the


full Windows server backup first.


Performing disaster recovery
You can recover a Microsoft Exchange Server environment after a disaster.


Steps


1. Restore the server from the Windows client backup as described in the Avamar for Windows Server User Guide.


2. Complete the recommended Microsoft Exchange Server disaster recovery procedure by using the steps in one of the
"Recover an Exchange Server" Microsoft TechNet at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd876880.aspx.


3. Use the Exchange VSS plug-in to restore the Exchange databases.


4. Restore the Exchange databases by using one of the following methods, depending on the environment:
● Restore the databases from the Exchange VSS plug-in backups.
● Bring the Exchange server back online in the DAG or cluster. Allow the mailbox databases to synchronize from the


current versions on the other servers in the DAG or cluster.
● Use a combination of both methods. Reseed the mailbox databases with the Exchange VSS plug-in backups, and then


synchronize the newly-restored Exchange server with the current version on the other servers in the DAG or cluster.


5. When you are sure that the restore of the environment is correct and complete, perform a full backup of the newly restored
environment.


6
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Troubleshooting backups
• Troubleshooting database restores
• Troubleshooting GLR browse issues
• Troubleshooting GLR restore issues


Troubleshooting backups
Troubleshooting backup topics explain issues that can occur during the backup process for an Exchange environment, and steps
to resolve or work around the issues.


Microsoft Exchange Writer fails when backup is canceled


Canceling a backup before it has completed may temporarily leave the Microsoft Exchange Writer in a failed state. You can
restart the writer, or wait for the Exchange server to automatically correct the writer.


When you cancel a backup in progress, it may produce an error in the event that the Microsoft Exchange Writer has failed. If
this issue occurs, there are two solutions:


● If you should perform an immediate backup, stop and then restart the Microsoft Exchange Writer.
● If you wait about 15 minutes, the Exchange server automatically corrects this condition.


Unmounted or offline databases are skipped


If a database is unmounted or offline when a backup is performed, the backup skips that database. This action is not an issue
because databases that are not mounted are not in production.


System Writer failure event in the Application log


A successful backup using the Exchange VSS plug-in might log an event in the Application log indicating a System Writer failure.
The Exchange VSS plug-in does not use the System Writer, so you can safely ignore the error.


Backups may fail when drive letters and volumes are mixed


If you configure Exchange to point to the same database files through different paths, such as volume G:\ and C:
\mountpoint, then the backup may fail.


To avoid this backup failure, configure Exchange databases to point to the database files using the same path. For example, if
you have three databases, DB1, DB2, and DB3, that are at the same location as either a drive location G:\ or on a mountpoint
C:\mountpoint, then use one of the following example paths:


● G:\DB1, G:\DB2, G:\DB3
● C:\mountpoint\DB1, C:\mountpoint\DB2, C:\mountpoint\DB3


A
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Microsoft Exchange Replication service VSS Writer failed


A failed or canceled backup of a passive copy might produce an error in the event log that the Microsoft Exchange Replication
service VSS Writer failed. However, this condition may be temporary.


If this backup failure and error occur, there are two solutions:


● If you should perform an immediate backup, stop and then restart the Microsoft Exchange Replication Service writer.
● If you wait about 15 minutes, the Exchange server automatically corrects this condition.


Backups fail when paths include symlinks or directory junctions


Backups with the Exchange VSS plug-in fail if the path to the database, transaction log, or checkpoint files include symbolic
links (symlinks) or directory junctions.


Exclude databases with files available through symlinks or directory junctions from backups with the Exchange VSS plug-in.


Backups time out for large Exchange databases


Backups fail if the VSS writer cannot create the snapshot for the backup after five minutes.


To increase the amount of time for snapshot creation, use the following flag:


--vss-snapshot-timeout


Specifying the flag during an on-demand backup


Steps


1. Type --vss-snapshot-timeout in the Enter Attribute box.


2. Enter the number of minutes in the Enter Attribute Value box on the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


3. Click +.


Specifying the flag for scheduled backups


Steps


1. To specify the flag for scheduled backups, type --vss-snapshot-timeout in the Enter Attribute box.


2. Enter the new number of minutes in the Enter Attribute Value box on the Options tab of the New Dataset dialog box.


3. Click +.


Specifying the flag for all backups of an Exchange server


Steps


1. Create a file that is called avexvss.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder of the Exchange server, where
C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line to the file:


--vss-snapshot-timeout=n


where n is the number of minutes to wait for snapshot creation to complete.


3. Save and close the file.


4. In a cluster or DAG environment, copy the file to the cluster client's shared folder that was specified in the Windows Cluster
Configuration Tool.
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Federated/DAG backups fail with error


In a dual NIC/dual stack environment, or in a setup where there is a DNS name resolution problem, Federated/DAG backups
may fail with the following error:


Failed to start Work order


The solution to this problem is to add --clusternode entries to the avexvss file:


1. Change directory to the shared var folder.


2. Open the avexvss file in a text editor.


3. Add following flags:
● --clusternode=client1(client1_IP)


● --clusternode=client2(client2_IP)


where client1 and client2 are the Fully Qualified Domain Names of the cluster node clients, and client1_IP and client2_IP are
the IP addresses for each client.


4. Restart the Federated/DAG backup.


Backup fails due to case sensitivity


Sometimes backups by using the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS can fail with the following similar error:


Failed to create snapview, as one of the elements required for path "path" not found in
backup account.
This issue can occur in setups, where the path and database names require case-sensitivity. For example, the VSS writer can
report the path E:\DAG_DB_11\DAG_db_11.edb as E:\DAG_db_11\DAG_db_11.edb, which causes avtar to be unable
to locate the directory.


To resolve this issue, include the --use-case-sensitive-paths variable during the backup, and set its value to false. Perform
the following steps:


1. On the Exchange Server, in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, create a file avexvss.cmd. The C:\Program
Files\avs folder is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line in the file:


--use-case-sensitive-paths=false
3. Save and close the file.


NOTE: In a DAG environment, perform these steps on each of the Exchange nodes to add the variable.


Troubleshooting database restores
Database restore topics explain issues that may occur during the restore process for an Exchange environment, and steps to
resolve or work around the issues.


Restore moves the current log files if gaps are detected


The restore process automatically moves the current transaction logs to a subfolder named logs_time_date when the
following actions occur:


● If you do not specify a path for the log files in the Move logs path box on the Restore Command Line Options dialog box.
● If there is a gap in the transaction log.


The time and date values are the time and date of the restore. The subfolder is in the transaction log folder for the database.
You can use these logs to analyze the restore operation, if necessary, or apply those logs up to where the failure occurred.
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"Range of log files is missing" error in the Event Log


An error message on mentioning a gap in the transaction log files might appear in the Exchange VSS plug-in log file and
the Event Log when you restore a database in a DAG. This error may appear when the backup of the active copy occurred
simultaneously with the backup of the passive copy. The backups succeed but the log files may not match.


If this error occurs, you may still be able to recover that backup by using the Exchange Server Database Utilities tool, eseutil.
The “Eseutil” article on the Microsoft TechNet website describes how to use this tool.


Missing or inaccessible log files


The Exchange VSS plug-in restore process writes status and messages to the MOD-XXX-3018-
Exchange_VSS_Writer_nnnn.log file. You can view this log file in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder on the
Exchange server.


Use the AvamarBackupUser account to perform the restore. The AvamarBackupUser account has the required restore privileges
and write permissions to the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder on the Exchange server. Otherwise, the restore process
cannot create or write to the log file, which makes the restore fails.


. The restore process writes messages and failure information to the avexvss.log file in the var folder when the following
action occurs:


● If you perform the restore with a user that does not have the required restore privileges, but has write permissions to the
C:\Program Files\avs\var folder on the Exchange server.


Selective restore of databases from an older backup may fail.


If you attempt to restore selected databases from an older backup when newer backups exist, then the restore may fail. To
work around this issue, move the transaction log files during the restore by specifying a path in the Move logs path box on the
Restore Command Line Options dialog box.


Check the event logs in the Event Viewer if one or more databases fail to mount.


Restore to RDB fails or results in an unusable RDB


Avamar uses wait times that Microsoft recommends for RDB stabilization in Exchange Server 2013 before the restore starts.
The restore either fails or results in an unusable RDB if the stabilization exceeds the wait time. You can increase the wait time to
allow more time for the RDB to stabilize.


Steps


1. To increase the RDB stabilization wait time, use a text editor to create an avexchglr.cmd file in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Type the following text in the command file:


--rdb_stabilize_wait=n
where n is the wait time in seconds. The default value is 60 s.


3. Save and close the file.


Troubleshooting GLR browse issues
This section explains issues that might occur when you browse database backups for GLR, and steps to resolve or work around
the issues.


Filtering with regex characters fails


The message "There are no items that match filter criteria" appears when you filter GLR browsing using special regular
expression (regex) characters like the following list, without a preceding backslash escape character:
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● \
● ^
● $
● .
● |
● ?
● *
● +
● (
● )
● [
● ]
● {
● }


In the following example, the parentheses ( and ) are special regex characters:


"MyMailBox24 (MyMailBox24@exchange.example.com)"


When using special regex characters, precede those characters with the backslash \ escape character. In the following example
the special regex characters, the parentheses, are preceded with the backslash \:


"MyMailBox24 \(MyMailBox24@exchange.example.com"


Mailboxes do not appear when browsing


If mailboxes do not appear when you browse for items to restore during granular level recovery, then check the avmapi.log
file, which is available in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder.


Disable IPv6 support on all Exchange servers with Mailbox or Client Access Server roles that are when an Unable to
create MAPI profile due to a network issue error appears in the log file and the network is a pure IPv4 network.


The Microsoft Support article "How to disable certain Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) components in Windows Vista,
Windows 7, and Windows Server 2008" at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929852 provides more information.


Browsing fails when you specify or change the Exchange Client
Access service


You may not be able to browse a database backup for GLR if you recently specified or changed the Exchange Client Access
Server. Changes that can cause this issue are to move the Client Access Server role to a different server, or change the server
name or IP address of the server.


To resolve this issue, stop and restart the Exchange Client Access service on the Exchange Mailbox server.


Browsing fails when a mailbox folder contains a large number of
items


You may not be able to browse a mail folder with a large number of items for GLR. The number of items that causes the failure
is typically in the tens of thousands, although the exact number varies. If the number of messages in the folder exceeds the
maximum that Avamar Administrator can display, then a Backup Mailbox Browse result is empty error message
appears.


About this task


To work around this issue, use one of the following methods:
● Restore the entire folder, and then copy individual messages from the Recovered Items folder to the target mailbox


folders.
● Specify a maximum number of mailbox items to display in Avamar Administrator in the aveexchglr.cmd file.
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Steps


1. Use a text editor to create a command file that is named aveexchglr.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var
folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line to the file:


--max_browse_entries=n


where n is the maximum number of entries. The value should be less than 40000 (40,000).


3. Save and close the file.


4. Close the Backup, Restore and Manage window in Avamar Administrator, and then reopen the window and retry the GLR
operation.


Browsing fails for user mailbox names with mismatched
parentheses


You may not be able to browse mailboxes that have mismatched parentheses in the mailbox name. Test mailbox
(accounting is an example of a mailbox name that can cause this problem.


Troubleshooting GLR restore issues
This section explains issues that might occur when you restore individual mailboxes, folders, or messages with the Exchange
GLR plug-in, and steps to resolve or work around the issues.


Restore fails with sector size mismatch error code 546


The error JET_errLogSectorSizeMismatch (-546) may appear in event logs during Exchange GLR recovery.


About this task


This issue occurs when there is a mismatch between the logical disk sector size that is used when the backup was created and
the sector size that is used when creating the Avamar Virtual Disk drive. Because of the mismatch in sector size, Avamar cannot
read the content from database log files, and restore fails.


The solution is to create the axionfs.cmd file. To change the default properties of the Avamar Virtual Disk drive, add new
flags.


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create the axionfs.cmd command file in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:
\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the flags in the following table to the axionfs.cmd file.


Table 9. Restore fails with sector size mismatch error code 546 


Flag Description


--sector-size=n Sets the sector size of the Avamar Virtual Disk drive, where
n is the sector size of the disk from which the backup was
taken. The value should be at least 512, or a multiple of 512.
The default value is 512.


--cluster-size=n Sets the cluster size of the Avamar Virtual Disk drive, where
n is the sector size of the disk from which the backup was
taken. The value should be at least 512 and a multiple of the
--sector-size flag. The default value is 4096.


--storage-type=stDisk Sets the storage type of the Avamar Virtual Disk drive.
Possible values include:
● stDisk
● stCDROM
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Table 9. Restore fails with sector size mismatch error code 546 (continued)


Flag Description


● stVirtualDisk
● stDiskPnP
The default value is stDiskPnP.


3. Save and close the file.


GLR fails with the error "The semaphore timeout period has
expired"


Exchange GLR may fail with the error The semaphore timeout period has expired. This error occurs most often
when you store backups on a Data Domain system. To work around this issue, you can add flags to the axionfs.cmd file to
either extend or disable the timeout period.


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create a command file that is named axionfs.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder,
where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line to the file, which extends the timeout period to 130 s:


--largecallbacktimeout
3. Save and close the file.


4. If GLR still fails with the extended timeout period, then remove the --largecallbacktimeout value from the
axionfs.cmd file and add the following value to disable the timeout period:


--disablecallbacktimeout
5. Save and close the file.


GLR fails with the error "Failed to mount database. Please check
exchange GLR logs for more details"


About this task


Exchange GLR may fail with the error Failed to mount database. Please check exchange GLR logs for
more details.
The exchglr_plugin.log file includes the following entries:


avexchlr Warning <9072>: PowerShell: Error Couldn't mount the database that you
specified... Error: Couldn't find the specified mailbox database with GUID...
To resolve this issue, specify a mount retry time in the avexchlr.cmd file


Steps


1. Use a text editor to create a command file that is named avexchglr.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder,
where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line to the file:


--mount_retry_time=seconds


where seconds is the number of seconds to wait before retrying the database mount. A recommended value is 120.


3. Save and close the file.


4. If the error message continues to appear, then increase the value for the --mount_retry_time option.
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GLR fails with restore deleted mailbox timeout error


During GLR recovery, when the source mailbox is in an archive or disconnected state, the Exchange plugin restores the mailbox
by executing Powershell commands. The plugin uses the restore_deleted_mailbox_timeout flag to determine whether
the command has completed successfully or not. By default this value is 20 seconds.


If the command execution has not completed within the time that is specified in the restore_deleted_mailbox_timeout
flag, the following error is logged to avmapi.log:


Timeout "restore_deleted_mailbox_timeout": ( 20 sec )
has been reached. 
Mailbox restore request is still in transient
state. 
Please increase "restore_deleted_mailbox_timeout" parameter.


To solve this problem:


1. Use a text editor to create or edit the command file avmapi.cmd in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where
C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


2. Add the following line to the avmapi.cmd file:


restore_deleted_mailbox_timeout=value


where value is the number of seconds for the plug-in to use to determine if the command has completed successfully. The
default is 20 seconds. There is no specific maximum value for this flag.


GLR fails with the error "Failed to configure MAPI profile due to a
network error"


Exchange GLR may fail with the error:


Failed to configure MAPI profile due to a network error.
When the following error appears in the avmapi.log, you may need to specify an Exchange Legacy Distinguished Name for
the AvamarBackupUser account:


Failed to configure MAPI profile due to a network error. If the network is not correctly
configured to use IPv6, be sure to completely disable all IPv6 services as described in
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929852
The following error also appears a few lines later:


Error MAPI_E_LOGON_FAILED. (code: 0X800401111), ...


GLR using native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO fails with
LmCompatibilityLevel set to 5


When LmCompatilityLevel is set to 5 on the local Exchange server, GLR using native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO fails.


NOTE: This issue does not apply to GLR using Itempoint.


LmCompatilityLevel is set in the local registry at HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa. A description of the
allowed values can be found at https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc960646.aspx?f=255&MSPPError=-2147217396.
For GLR using native Microsoft Exchange MAPI CDO, the Avamar software requires that LmCompatibilityLevel is either
not set, or is set to a value no greater than 3.


GLR may fail with invalid mount point error


Because of a change in the signing method for the Eldos driver, Exhange GLR may fail with the following error :- .
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avexchglr Error <13530>: Invalid mount letter, most likely caused by AvFS
mount failure


To resolve this issue, upgrade to the latest Windows patches.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Exchange VSS plug-in backup options
• Exchange VSS plug-in restore options
• Exchange GLR plug-in restore options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Exchange VSS plug-in backup options
Plug-in options are available for the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS when you perform an on-demand backup or when you
configure a dataset for scheduled backups.


Table 10. Backup options for the Exchange VSS plug-in 


Option Description


Select type of backup to perform Specifies whether to perform a full or incremental backup. Incremental backups
automatically promote to full backups when no previous full backup can be found.


You can use only full backups for granular level recovery.


Set when backup occurs on clustered
or DAG systems.


Specifies whether to back up passive databases, active databases, or both when you
back up a specific server in an Exchange Server DAG environment. Select one of the
following values:


● Select Replica (passive) writer only to back up only passive databases.
● Select Store (active) writer only to back up only active databases.
● Select Always to back up both passive and active databases.


Federated Backup


Preferred server order list Sets the priority of the Exchange servers to use for a federated backup of an
Exchange Server DAG environment.


Type the server name, not the FQDN. Separate multiple entries with commas.


If you do not specify a list, the Exchange VSS plug-in adds all servers in the DAG
to the list in alphabetical order. When you specify a list, but a node is missing from
the preferred server order list, the backup does not perform from that node. Any
databases that can only be backed up from specific node are not being backed up.


B
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Table 10. Backup options for the Exchange VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


Set the preference for what types of
databases to back up.


Specifies the type of database to back up in a federated backup of an Exchange
Server DAG environment. Select one of the following values:


● Prefer passive — Avamar backs up a passive copy of each database, if a
healthy passive copy is available. If a healthy passive copy is not available, then
Avamar backs up the active copy.


● Active only — Avamar backs up only the active copy of each database.
● Passive only — Avamar backs up only the passive copy of each database. If


a healthy passive copy is not available, then the backup does not include the
database.


Backup policy when saveset includes circular logging-enabled databases


Promote - Back up all, promote all to
full


There are databases with circular logging that is enabled in the backup set and
you select the option to perform an incremental backup. This option backs up all
databases but promotes the backup to a full backup.


When you enable circular logging for a database, Exchange overwrites transaction
log files after the data in the log files is committed to the database. Circular logging
enables you to save disk space by reducing the number of log files, but you can
recover data only up until the last full backup. As a result, Avamar does not support
incremental backups of databases with circular logging.


Circular - Only back up circular logging-
enabled databases, promote all to full


There are databases with circular logging that is enabled in the backup set and
you select the option to perform an incremental backup. This option performs a full
backup of only databases with circular logging enabled.


The backup skips databases where circular logging is not enabled.


Skip - Skip circular logging-enabled
databases, allow incremental


There are databases with circular logging that is enabled in the backup set and
you select the option to perform an incremental backup. This option performs an
incremental backup of only databases where circular logging is not enabled.


The backup skips databases where circular logging is enabled.


Data Domain system


Store backup on Data Domain system To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the Avamar server, select
the checkbox and then select the Data Domain system from the list.


Encryption method to Data Domain
system


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer from the client to the Data Domain
system during the backup.


Multi-Streaming


Enable multi-streaming Select the checkbox to enable multi-streaming, which enables you to simultaneously
back up multiple databases or volumes to reduce backup time.


Maximum number of streams When you enable multi-streaming, this option specifies the maximum number of
streams to use for the backup. Each stream requires one processor and one spindle.


Group by When you enable multi-streaming, select the method that Avamar uses to group data
for multi-streaming:


● Select Database to create one stream for each database.
● Select Volume to create one stream for each volume.


Exchange Administrator Credentials


Username Specifies the username of an Exchange administrator account, such as the
AvamarBackupUser account, that has permissions to perform the backup.


You only should specify an account if you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser
account or if you are performing a federated backup in an Exchange Server DAG
environment.
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Table 10. Backup options for the Exchange VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


The Exchange VSS plug-in uses a different Avamar agent for the DAG or cluster
when you perform backups with the Exchange DAG client or the Avamar cluster
client. The Avamar agent for the DAG or cluster requires Exchange administrator
credentials to perform backups. Therefore, you must manually specify the username
and password for the AvamarBackupUser account when you perform a backup with
the Exchange DAG client or Avamar cluster client.


Password Specifies the password for the Exchange administrator account.


Advanced options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for debugging.
Use caution when you select this option. The backup process creates large log files.


Disable consistency check
(recommended only if 2+ members in
DAG)


Select the checkbox to disable consistency checks with the Exchange eseutil
utility during the backup.


A consistency check can cause severe performance issues or failure during a backup,
especially in environments with many transaction logs.


Enable consistency check throttling Select the checkbox to throttle consistency checks with the Exchange eseutil utility
during the backup by pausing the consistency check after a specified number of
I/Os. Then specify the number of I/Os by using the #IOs between pauses option
and the length of the pauses by using the Duration of pauses (ms) option.


#IOs between pauses Specifies the number of I/Os between pauses when you enable throttling of the
consistency check. The value must be between 100 and 10000 (10,000). The default
value is 1000 (1,000).


Duration of pauses (ms) Specifies the duration of the pause in milliseconds when you enable throttling of the
consistency check. The value must be between 1000 (1,000) and 60000 (60,000).
The default value is 1000 (1,000).


Exchange VSS plug-in restore options
Plug-in options are available when you perform a restore with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS.


Table 11. Restore options for the Exchange VSS plug-in 


Option Description


Database Options


Encryption method from Data Domain system Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and
the Data Domain system during the backup.


Allow database overwrite Select the checkbox to enable the overwrite of all target databases during
the restore.


To enable the overwrite of a specific database instead of all target
databases:


1. Leave the Allow database overwrite checkbox clear.
2. In the Exchange Management Console, select This database can be


overwritten by a restore in the recovery options for the database.


Mount the database(s) after successful restore Select the checkbox to automatically mount databases after a successful
restore.


Logs Options
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Table 11. Restore options for the Exchange VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


Do not replay the transaction logs Select the checkbox to restore but not replay transaction logs. This option
enables you to manually copy additional transaction logs before you mount
the database.


Move logs path Specifies the location that the restore process moves existing log files
to before restoring log files from the backup. Moving existing log files
prevents log file conflicts during the restore.


If you do not specify a path for the log files and there is a gap in the
transaction log, then the restore process automatically moves the current
transaction logs to a subfolder named logs_time_date. The time and
date values are the time and date of the restore. The subfolder is in the
transaction log folder for the database. You can use these logs to analyze
the restore operation, if necessary, or apply those logs up to where the
failure occurred.


Additional Restore Options


Retain recovery metadata Select the checkbox to retain the restore metadata files after the
restore completes. Otherwise, the restore process automatically deletes the
metadata files.


You can use these metadata files to investigate any restore
issues that occur. The files are in the C:\Program
Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore folder, where C:\Program
Files\avs is the Avamar installation folder.


Automate replicate suspension Select the checkbox to automatically suspend replication to the passive
nodes before the restore.


If you leave the checkbox clear, then you must manually suspend replication
before the restore.


NOTE: You must manually resume replication after the restore whether
you automatically or manually suspend replication before the restore.


Exchange Administrator Credentials


Username Specifies the username of an Exchange administrator account, such as the
AvamarBackupUser account, that has permissions to perform the restore.


You only should specify an account if you did not configure the
AvamarBackupUser account or if you are performing a restore with either
the Exchange DAG client or the Avamar cluster client.


The Exchange VSS plug-in uses a different Avamar agent for the
DAG or cluster when you perform restores with the Exchange DAG
client or the Avamar cluster client. The Avamar agent for the DAG or
cluster requires Exchange administrator credentials to perform restores.
Therefore, you must manually specify the username and password for the
AvamarBackupUser account when you perform a restore with the Exchange
DAG client or Avamar cluster client.


Password Specifies the password for the Exchange administrator account.


RDB Restore Options


Restore into RSG/RDB Select the checkbox to restore the selected database to a recovery
database (RDB).


When you restore to an RDB, you can browse the RDB to select individual
mailboxes, folders, or messages to restore by using either the Exchange
management tools or the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR.
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Table 11. Restore options for the Exchange VSS plug-in (continued)


Option Description


Overwrite existing RSG/RDB Select the checkbox to overwrite an RDB with the same name as the
restored RDB.


If you select the checkbox, do not specify a new location for the RDB
database and log files. The restore process ignores the values that you
specify in the RDB database path and RDB Log path boxes and restores
the files to the Exchange server DataPath, which is the default location for
new databases.


RSG/RDB name Specifies the name for the RDB.


If you do not specify a name, then the restore uses the following naming
convention: database_rdb, where database is the original name of the
database.


RSG/RDB database path Specifies the location for the RDB database files. If you do not specify a
location, then the files restore to the Exchange server DataPath, which is
the default location for new databases.


RSG/RDB log path Specifies the location for the RDB log files. If you do not specify a location,
then the files restore to the Exchange server DataPath, which is the default
location for new databases.


Multi-Streaming


Enable multi-streaming Specifies to simultaneously restore multiple databases or volumes to reduce
restore time.


Maximum number of streams Specifies the maximum number of streams to use for the restore. The
default is 2, and the maximum value is 4. Each stream requires a separate
processor.


Advanced options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for
debugging. Use caution when you select this option. The restore process
creates large log files.


Group by Specifies the method to group data for multi-streaming:
● Select Database to create one stream for each database.
● Select Volume to create one stream for each volume.


Exchange GLR plug-in restore options
Plug-in options are available when you perform granular level recovery with the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange GLR.


Table 12. Restore options for the Exchange GLR plug-in 


Option Description


Amount of time to leave AvFS mounted Select when to automatically dismount the temporary file system from the
Exchange server that you are using for GLR:


● Dismount after restore completes
● Dismount after 1 hour of inactivity
● Dismount after 2 hours of inactivity


The default is 2 hours. The drive dismounts even if the drive is in use.


Target mailbox address Specifies the name of a different target mailbox for the restore. The target
mailbox address must use the form name@domain.subdomain.suffix.


Exchange Administrator Credentials
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Table 12. Restore options for the Exchange GLR plug-in (continued)


Option Description


Username Specifies the username of an Exchange administrator account, such as the
AvamarBackupUser account, that has permissions to perform GLR.


You only should specify the account if you did not configure the
AvamarBackupUser account.


Password Specifies the password for the Exchange administrator account.


Advanced Options


Enable debugging messages Select the checkbox to write maximum information to the log files for
debugging. Use caution when you select this option. The restore process
creates large log files.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• Overview of the Exchange VSS plug-in
• Command reference
• Specifying command line options
• CLI examples
• Password encoding


Overview of the Exchange VSS plug-in
The Exchange VSS plug-in enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the avexvss command instead of Avamar
Administrator to back up and restore Exchange data. You can use the CLI from all operating systems that the Exchange VSS
plug-in supports.


When you use the CLI to perform a backup or restore, you specify the command options for the Exchange VSS plug-in binary
at the command prompt. The plug-in interacts with the avtar process to write backup data to or read backup data from the
Avamar server or a Data Domain system.


The avexvss binary is available in the C:\Program Files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar
client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt and change directory to the bin folder. Then type the command at the command
prompt.


Command reference
The avexvss command enables you to browse for Exchange data to back up or restore, perform the backup, or perform the
restore.


Synopsis


avexvss [--operation={browse | backup | restore}] [options]


Operations


The operation that you specify with the avexvss command controls the task that avexvss performs. Available operations
include browse, backup, and restore.


Supply one of the operations in the following table for avexvss by using the --operation option.


Table 13. Operations for the avexvss command 


Operation Description


browse Returns a list of Exchange objects available to back up. The
command results appear as standard output in the command
window.


The following information appears for each entry:


● Database name


C
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Table 13. Operations for the avexvss command (continued)


Operation Description


● Size
● FStype (for example, db)
● User


The data sorts alphabetically by name.


backup Performs an on-demand backup of the specified data.


Include options with the backup operation to specify the
data to back up, the Avamar server for the backup, Avamar
login credentials, a label for the backup, and other options to
control backup behavior.


Many of these plug-in options are the same options that you
specify when you perform an on-demand backup or configure
a scheduled backup in Avamar Administrator.


restore Restores the specified data.


Include options with the restore operation to specify the
data to restore, the Avamar server for the restore, Avamar
login credentials, the target location for the restore, and other
options to control restore behavior. Many of these plug-in
options are the same options that you specify when you
perform a restore in Avamar Administrator.


Options


The options that you specify with the avexvss command control browse, backup, and restore behavior. Some options are
available for multiple operations, such as the account options for connecting to the Avamar server. Other options apply only to
backups or restores.


Common options


Common options for the avexvss command are general options that are available for multiple operations.


The following common options are available for the avexvss command.


Table 14. Common avexvss options 


Option Description


--federated Performs a federated browse, backup, or restore in an
Exchange Server DAG environment.


--version Displays the build version of the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange
VSS.


Account options


Account options for the avexvss command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for backups and
restores.


The following account options are available for the avexvss command.
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Table 15. Account options for the avexvss command 


Option Description


--account=domain/client
--path=domain/client
--acnt=domain/client


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
client to back up or restore from using the format, domain/
client, where domain is the Avamar domain to which the client
belongs and client is the name of the client computer.


--id=user@domain/client Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
Avamar username for authentication.


You can specify the values for the --id and --account
options simultaneously by specifying --id=user@domain/
client.


--password=password
--ap=password
--pswd=password


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
password for the Avamar account.


--server=Avamar_server
--hfsaddr=Avamar_server


Required for all backup and restore operations. Specifies the
hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


Logging options


Logging options for the avexvss command enable you to specify the path and file name for the avexvss log file, and to
control how much information the plug-in writes to the log file.


Table 16. Logging options for the avexvss command 


Option Description


--informationals=n Sets the information level for status messages, where n is a
number such as 0, 1, 2.


--log=file
--logfile=file


Specifies the full path and file name of the avexvss plug-in
log file.


The Activity Monitor in Avamar Administrator displays only
avtar logs for backups with the command line interface. To
create a plug-in log for CLI activities, you must specify the
--log or --logfile option on the command line.


--noinformationals Disables all status messages.


--nostdout Disables output to STDOUT. However, if you supply --log
and --logfile=file, then output still goes to the log file.


--nowarnings Disables warning messages.


--quiet Suppresses all debugging messages.


--verbose
--v


Enables all messages, including status and warning messages.


Browse options


Browse options for the avexvss command allow you to specify a DAG node's network addresses.


The following browse option is available for the avexvss command.
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Table 17. Browse option for the avexvss command 


Option Description


--
clusternode=HOSTNAME(IP)


Statically defines the DAG node's network addresses, where HOSTNAME is the node's
hostname and IP is the node's network address.


NOTE: If the node to be browsed is configured as a proxy for DAG, only databases
that are part of DAG is displayed.


Backup options


Backup options for the avexvss command enable you to control backup behavior. Many of these options are the same as
the plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform an on-demand backup or create a dataset for
scheduled backups.


The following avexvss options are available for the backup operation.


Table 18. Backup options for the avexvss command 


Option Description


--[avtar]ddr-encrypt-strength={high | medium
| none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system when you store the
backup on a Data Domain system. The default value is high.


--backup_exchangepassword=password Specifies the password for the Exchange administrator
account.


--backup_exchangeuser=domain\username Specifies the username of an Exchange administrator
account, such as the AvamarBackupUser account, that has
permissions to perform the backup.


You only should specify an account if you did not configure
the AvamarBackupUser account or if you are performing
federated backups in an Exchange Server DAG environment.


--backup-type=type Specifies whether to back up passive databases, active
databases, or both when you back up a specific server in
a DAG environment.


Specify one of the following values for type:


● active — Backs up only active databases


● passive — Backs up only passive databases


● always — Backs up both active and passive databases


--brtype=level Specifies whether to perform a full or incremental backup.
Specify one of the following values for level:


● full — Performs a full backup


● incremental — Performs an incremental backup.


Incremental backups automatically promote to full backups
when no previous full backup can be found. You can use only
full backups for granular level recovery.


--circular_only There are databases with circular logging that is enabled
in the backup set and you select the option to perform an
incremental backup. This option performs a full backup of
only databases with circular logging enabled. The backup
skips databases where circular logging is not enabled.


If you specify --circular_only, do not specify --
circular_promote or --circular_skip.
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Table 18. Backup options for the avexvss command (continued)


Option Description


--circular_promote There are databases with circular logging that is enabled
in the backup set and you select the option to perform an
incremental backup. This option backs up all databases but
promotes the backup to a full backup.


If you specify --circular_promote, do not specify --
circular_only or --circular_skip.


--circular_skip There are databases with circular logging that is enabled
in the backup set and you select the option to perform
an incremental backup. This option performs an incremental
backup of only databases where circular logging is not
enabled. The backup skips databases where circular logging
is enabled.


If you specify --circular_skip, do not specify --
circular_only or --circular_promote.


--clusternode=HOSTNAME(IP) Statically defines the DAG node's network addresses, where
HOSTNAME is the node's hostname and IP is the node's
network address.


NOTE: Include the parentheses around the IP address.


It should be defined on the Virtual DAG node, once for
each node in the DAG cluster. This flag can be used in multi-
homed environments (where there are separate production/
backup networks) where DNS resolution is not possible for a
certain network.


--ddr={true | false} Specifies whether to store the backup on a Data Domain
system instead of the Avamar server. To store the backup on
a Data Domain system, specify true, and then specify the
Data Domain system by using --ddr-index.


--ddr-index=n Specifies the index number (1, 2, 3, and so forth) of the Data
Domain system on which to store the backup. The index
number is assigned to the Data Domain system when you add
it to the Avamar server configuration.


--disable_cc Disables consistency checks with the Exchange eseutil
utility during the backup.


A consistency check can cause severe performance issues
or fail during a backup, especially in environments with many
transaction logs.


--disable-membership-check=true Specifies to disable AD group membership check of
AvamarBackupUser account when running a backup or
restore.


--excludelist=string Specifies a string of database names to exclude from the
backup. Separate multiple entries with a comma


Example:


--excludelist=Exchange Information Store/
My2010Db


--expires={days | timestamp} Specifies backup expiration as a number of days from today
(days) or an absolute timestamp.


Specify the timestamp by using 24-hour local time zone
values conforming to the syntax yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.
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Table 18. Backup options for the avexvss command (continued)


Option Description


You can specify partial date strings. For example, 2014-02
is equivalent to 2014-02-01 00:00:00.


--federated_backup_policy=type Specifies the type of database to back up in a federated
backup of an Exchange 2019, 2016, 2013 or 2010 DAG
environment. Specify one of the following values for type:


● prefer-passive — Avamar backs up a passive copy
of each database, if a healthy passive copy is available.
If a healthy passive copy is not available, then Avamar
backs up the active copy. This option is the default value.


● active-only — Avamar backs up only the active copy
of each database.


● passive-only — Avamar backs up only the passive
copy of each database. If a healthy passive copy is not
available, then the backup does not include the database.


--includelist=string Specifies a string of database names to include in the backup
that would otherwise be excluded based on the values
you type in the --excludelist option. Separate multiple
entries with a comma.


Example:


--includelist=Exchange Information Store/
My2010Db


--max-integrity-check-threads=n Specifies the maximum number of threads that can be
started during databases integrity check (default is 4).
Higher values may increase backup performance when
backing up multiple databases but also use more system
resources.


--num_ios=n Specifies the number of I/Os between pauses when
throttling the consistency check, where n is a value between
100 and 10000. The default value is 1000.


--parallel={true | false} Specifies whether to use multi-streaming, which enables you
to simultaneously back up multiple databases or volumes to
reduce backup time.


To use multi-streaming, specify true, and then specify
values for the --parallel-pool and --parallel-
type options.


--parallel-pool=n Specifies the maximum number of streams, where n is a
value between 2 and 10. Each stream requires one processor
and one spindle.


--parallel-type={by-target | by-volume} Specifies how to group streams:


● Specify by-target to create one stream for each
database.


● Specify by-volume to create one stream for each
volume.


--pause_duration=ms Specifies the duration of the pause in milliseconds when
throttling the consistency check utility, where ms is a value
between 1000 and 60000. The default value is 1000.


--retention-typetype
--retentiontype=type


Assigns advanced retention to the backup. Assigns one of
the following values:
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Table 18. Backup options for the avexvss command (continued)


Option Description


● none — Do not explicitly assign any retention type to
this backup. That is, treat the backup as a normal on-
demand backup.


● daily — Explicitly designate this backup as a daily
backup.


● weekly — Explicitly designate this backup as a weekly
backup.


● monthly — Explicitly designate this backup as a
monthly backup.


● yearly — Explicitly designate this backup as a yearly
backup.


--serverorderlist=server Sets the priority of the Exchange servers to use for a
federated backup in an Exchange Server DAG environment.
Type the server name, not the FQDN. Separate multiple
entries with commas.


If you do not specify a list, then the Exchange VSS plug-in
adds all servers in the DAG to the list in alphabetical order.


--throttle_cc Throttle consistency checks with the Exchange eseutil
utility during the backup by pausing the consistency check
after a specified number of I/Os. Specify the number of
I/Os by using the --num_ios option and the length of the
pauses by using the --pause_duration option.


--vss-snapshot-timeout=minutes Specifies the number of minutes to wait for snapshot
creation to complete before failing the backup. The default
value is 5 minutes.


Use this flag when VSS snapshot creation takes longer than
5 minutes, which may occur with large Exchange servers or
databases.


Restore options


Restore options for the avexvss command enable you to control restore behavior. Many of these options are the same as the
plug-in options that you specify in Avamar Administrator when you perform a restore.


The following avexvss options are available for the restore operation.


Table 19. Restore options for the avexvss command 


Option Description


--allowoverwrite={true | false} Specifies whether to enable the overwrite of all target
databases during the restore:


● Specify true to enable the overwrite of all target
databases.


● Specify false to enable the overwrite of a specific
database, and then select the This database can be
overwritten by a restore option in the recovery options
for the database in the Exchange Management Console.


--attachdb={true | false}
--fAttachDBs={true | false}


Specifies whether to automatically mount databases after a
successful restore. The default value is true.
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Table 19. Restore options for the avexvss command (continued)


Option Description


--autosuspend Automatically suspends replication to the passive nodes
before the restore. If you do not specify this option, then you
must manually suspend replication before the restore.


NOTE: You must manually resume replication after the
restore whether you automatically or manually suspend
replication before the restore.


--[avtar]ddr-encrypt-strength={high | medium
| none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the Data Domain system and the client when the backup is
stored on a Data Domain system. The default value is high.


--browse_filter_threshold_value=n Specifies a lower threshold than the default 10,000 items to
display the Restore Browse Options dialog box, where n
is a low number such as 10. Any number that is less than
or equal to the number of entries in the selected container
automatically displays the Restore Browse Options dialog
box when you expand or select a database, mailbox, or folder
in the backup.


--dbpath=name Specifies the path for the database files when you restore to
an RDB.


--deleteexistingrsgrdb Overwrites an RDB with the same name as the restored RDB.
If you specify this option, do not specify the --logpath or
--dbpath options. The restore process ignores the values
that you specify for the --logpath or --dbpath options,
and restores the files to the Exchange server DataPath, which
is the default location for new databases.


--disable-membership-check=true Specifies to disable AD group membership check of
AvamarBackupUser account when running a backup or
restore.


--labelnum=n Specifies the label number of the backup to restore.
The label appears in the Backups table in the Backup,
Restore and Manage window. You can also use the mccli
backup show command in the Avamar Management Console
Command Line Interface (MCCLI). The Avamar Management
Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI) Programmer Guide
provides more information.


--logpath=path Specifies the location for the log files when you restore to an
RDB.


--movelogspath=path Specifies the location that the restore process moves existing
log files to before restoring log files from the backup. Moving
existing log files prevents log file conflicts during the restore.
If you do not specify a path for the log files and there is a gap
in the transaction log, then the restore process automatically
moves the current transaction logs to a subfolder named
logs_time_date. The time and date values are the time
and date of the restore. The subfolder is in the transaction
log folder for the database. You can use these logs to analyze
the restore operation, if necessary, or apply those logs up to
where the failure occurred.


--nologreplay Prevents the replay of the transaction logs during the restore.
If you specify this option, then you can manually copy
additional transaction logs before you mount the database.


--restore_exchangepassword=password Specifies the password for the Exchange administrator
account.
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Table 19. Restore options for the avexvss command (continued)


Option Description


--restore_exchangeuser=domain\username Specifies the username of an Exchange administrator account,
such as the AvamarBackupUser account, that has permissions
to perform the restore. You only should specify the username
and password if you did not configure the AvamarBackupUser
account or if you are performing a restore with either the
Exchange DAG client or the Avamar cluster client.


--retainmetadata Retains the restore metadata files after the restore
completes. Otherwise, the restore process automatically
deletes the metadata files. You can use these metadata files
to investigate any restore issues that occur. The files are
in the C:\Program Files\avs\var\avexvss_restore
folder, where C:\Program Files\avs is the Avamar
installation folder.


--rsgname=name Specifies the name for the RDB when you restore to an RDB.


--rsgrestore Restores the selected database to an RDB, respectively.
When you restore to an RDB, you can browse the RDB to
select individual mailboxes, folders, or messages to restore by
using either the Exchange management tools or the Avamar
Plug-in for Exchange GLR.


--target=path Specifies the path to the folder for database and log files
when you restore to a file on the file system.


Help option


The --help option displays a list of available operations and options for the avexvss command. You can view all help output
for avexvss, or only the options for a specific operation.


The following command displays all help output for the avexvss command:


avexvss --help
To view only the options for a specific operation, use the --help and --operation=operation options together.


The following command provides a list of options for the backup operation:


avexvss --help --operation=backup
When you include the --debug option in the avexvss.cmd file, the avexvss --help command displays debug messages.
To prevent debug messages from appearing in online help content, use the following command:


avexvss --help --debug=false


Specifying command line options


About this task


Use one of the following methods to specify options for the avexvss command:


Steps


● Type the individual options on the command line.
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● List the options in the avexvss.cmd file, which is in the C:\Program Files\avs\var folder, where C:\Program
Files\avs is the Avamar client installation folder. List each option on its own line, as shown in the following example:


--debug
--logfile=avamarclient.log
--verbose=5


● Create an option file as a text file, and then specify the option file on the command line by using the --flagile=
pathname option, where pathname is the full path and file name of the option file.


● You can pass certain options to the CLI as environment variables. For example, if you specify
Database1=Database1Name in the environment variables, then you can perform a full backup of Database1Name
in the command, as shown in the following example:


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=full
"%Database1%"


CLI examples
Review the avexvss command examples for details on how to use options to control browse, backup, and restore behavior.


Example browse commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to browse different types of data in client backups with the avexvss
command.


The following command returns a list of Exchange databases on the Exchange Server:


avexvss --operation=browse "Exchange Information Store"
The following command returns a list of databases in an Exchange Server DAG:


avexvss --operation=browse --federated "Exchange Information Store"


Example backup commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of backups with the avexvss command.


When you perform a backup, run the command on the server that you are backing up. In a federated backup of an Exchange
Server DAG, run the command on any server in the DAG.


All backup commands require the following options:


● --operation=backup
● --server=Avamar_server


● --id=Avamar_user


● --ap=password


● --account=domain/client


Specify also a target in quotation marks (" ").


The following topics provide example backup commands with the additional options that each scenario requires.


Performing a full backup of a stand-alone server


To perform a full backup, use the --brtype=full option and specify "Exchange Information Store" as the target.


The following command performs a full backup of all databases on a stand-alone server named Exchange1 in the clients
domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:
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avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=full
"Exchange Information Store"


Performing an incremental backup of a stand-alone server


To perform an incremental backup, use the --brtype=incremental option. If the backup set includes databases with
circular logging enabled, use one of the following options:


● --circular_only
● --circular_promote
● --circular_skip
The following command performs an incremental backup of all databases on a stand-alone server that is named Exchange1 in
the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78. If there are databases with circular logging
enabled, then the backup skips those databases.


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=incremental
--circular_skip "Exchange Information Store"


Backing up a specific database on a stand-alone server


To back up a specific database, specify the database name in quotation marks (" ") in the format "Exchange Information
Store/name", where name is the name of the database.


The following command performs a full backup of the DB1 database on a stand-alone server that is named Exchange1 in the
clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=full
"Exchange Information Store/DB1"


Backing up multiple databases on a stand-alone server


To back up multiple databases, specify each database name in quotation marks (" ") in the format "Exchange Information
Store/name", where name is the name of the database.


The following command performs a full backup of the DB1 and DB2 databases on a stand-alone server that is named
Exchange1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.45.56.78:


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=full
"Exchange Information Store/DB1"
"Exchange Information Store/DB2"


Performing a federated backup in a DAG environment


The following table lists the options to use with the avexvss command to perform a federated backup in a DAG environment.


Table 20. Command line options for a federated backup in a DAG environment 


Option Description


--account Specifies the Exchange DAG client that you configured with
the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool.


--federated Performs a federated backup.


--backup_exchangeuser
--backup_exchangepassword


Specify the AvamarBackupUser account and password.
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Table 20. Command line options for a federated backup in a DAG environment (continued)


Option Description


--federated_backup_policy Specifies whether to back up passive database copies or
active database copies


--serverorderlist Specifies the priority of Exchange servers to use for the
backup.


The following command performs a full backup of healthy passive database copies (or active database copies, if a healthy
passive database is not available) by using the Exchange DAG client that is named ExchDAG1 in the clients domain on the
Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/ExchDAG1 --federated
--backup_exchangeuser=Domain1\AvamarBackupUser
--backup_exchangepassword=password --brtype=full
--federated_backup_policy=prefer-passive
--serverorderlist=Exchange6,Exchange2,Exchange1
"Exchange Information Store"


NOTE: The previous command line example is the same for IP-less DAG.


Backing up a specific server in a DAG environment


To back up a specific server in an Exchange Server 2019, 2016, 2013 or 2010 DAG environment, use the --account option
to specify the Exchange server name and the --backup-type option. This action is to specify whether to back up passive
database copies, active database copies, or both.


The following command performs an incremental backup of all passive database copies on a DAG server that is named
Exchange1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=incremental
--backup-type=passive "Exchange Information Store"


NOTE: If the server to be backed up is configured as proxy for DAG, only databases that are part of DAG is backed up from


this node.


Backing up to a Data Domain system


To store a backup on a Data Domain system instead of on the Avamar server, use the --ddr and --ddr-index options.


The following command performs a full backup of all databases on a stand-alone server that is named Exchange1 in the
clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78. The command stores the backup on the first
Data Domain system that you added to the Avamar configuration.


avexvss --operation=backup --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --brtype=full
--ddr=true --ddr-index=1 "Exchange Information Store"


Example restore commands


These command examples illustrate how to use options to perform different types of restores with the avexvss command.


When you perform a restore, run the command on the target server for the restored data.


All restore commands require the following options:


● --operation=restore
● --server=Avamar_server


● --id=Avamar_user


● --ap=password
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● --account=domain/client


● --labelnum=n


Specify also the data to restore in quotation marks (" ").


The following topics provide example restore commands with the additional options that each scenario requires.


Restoring to a stand-alone server


To restore a backup to a stand-alone server, run the CLI on the server. Use the --labelnum option to specify the label
number of the backup to restore, and the --allowoverwrite=true option unless you want to enable overwrite for the
database in the Exchange Management Console instead. The restore process automatically mounts the restored databases after
the restore unless you specify the --attachdb=false option.


Restoring the entire Exchange Information Store


To restore the entire Exchange Information Store, specify "Exchange Information Store" and the --
allowoverwrite=true option to enable overwrite of all databases. Unless you specify the --attachdb=false option,
the restore process automatically mounts the restored databases after the restore.


The following command restores the entire Exchange Information Store from a backup with a label number of 684 to a
stand-alone server named Exchange1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684
--allowoverwrite=true "Exchange Information Store"


Restoring a specific database


To restore a specific database, specify the database name in quotation marks (" ") in the format "Exchange Information
Store/name", where name is the name of the database.


The following command restores the DB1 database from a backup with a label number of 684 to a stand-alone server named
Exchange1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684
--allowoverwrite=true "Exchange Information Store/DB1"


NOTE: The move log file path option, is also supported by using: --movelogspath="C:\<folder-location>"
--nologreplay


Restoring multiple databases


To restore multiple databases, specify each database name in quotation marks (" ") in the format "Exchange Information
Store/name", where name is the name of the database.


The following command restores the DB1 and DB2 databases from a backup with a label number of 684 to a stand-alone server
named Exchange1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684
--allowoverwrite=true "Exchange Information Store/DB1"
"Exchange Information Store/DB2"
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Restoring to a DAG


The command options when you restore to a DAG depend on whether you are restoring from a federated backup or a backup of
a specific server in the DAG.


Restoring to a DAG from a federated backup


To restore from a federated backup in a DAG environment, run the CLI on any server in the DAG and use the options in the
following table.


Table 21. Command line options when restoring to a DAG from a federated backup 


Option Description


--account Specifies the Exchange DAG client that you configured with
the Avamar Cluster Configuration Tool.


--federated Performs a federated restore.


--backup_exchangeuser
--backup_exchangepassword


Specify the AvamarBackupUser account and password.


--allowoverwrite=true Enables the restored databases to overwrite the active
database copies.


--autosuspend Automatically suspends replication to the passive database
copies before the restore.


The restore process automatically mounts the restored databases after the restore unless you specify the --
attachdb=false option.


The following command restores the DB1 database from a federated backup with a label number of 684 by using the Exchange
DAG client that is named ExchDAG1 in the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78.


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/ExchDAG1 --federated
--labelnum=684 --backup_exchangeuser=Domain1\AvamarBackupUser
--backup_exchangepassword=password --allowoverwrite=true
"Exchange Information Store/DB1"
Manually resume replication after the restore.


Restoring to a DAG from a backup of a specific server


To restore to a DAG from a backup of a specific server, use the --account option to specify the DAG server that you used for
the backup, the --allowoverwrite=true option to enable the restored databases to overwrite the active database copies,
and the --autosuspend option to automatically suspend replication to the passive database copies before the restore.


You may also want to specify the --attachdb=true command to automatically mount the restored databases after the
restore.


The following command restores the DB1 database from a backup with a label number of 684 from the Exchange1 server in
the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684
--allowoverwrite=true --autosuspend
"Exchange Information Store/DB1"
Manually resume replication after the restore.


NOTE: The move log file path option, is also supported by using: --movelogspath="C:\<folder-location>"
--nologreplay
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Restoring to a file


To restore a database from a backup to a file, run the command on the target server for the restored files. Use the --account
options to specify the Exchange client that you used for the backup. Then use the --target option to specify the file system
location for the restored files.


The following command restores the DB1 database from a backup with a label number of 684 from the Exchange1 client in
the clients domain. The domain is on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78 to the C:\RestoredFiles
folder:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684
--target=C:\RestoredFiles "Exchange Information Store/DB1"


Restoring to an RDB


To restore a database to an RDB, run the command on the target server for the RDB. Use the --account option to specify
the Exchange client that you used for the backup, and use the --rsgrestore option to restore the database to an RDB.


You may also want to specify the options in the following table.


Table 22. Optional command line options for restoring to an RDB  


Option Description


--rsgname Specifies the name for the RDB.


--deleteexistingrsgrdb Overwrites an RDB with the same name as the restored RDB.


If you specify this option, do not specify the --logpath or
--dbpath options. The restore process ignores the values
that you specify for the --logpath or --dbpath options,
and restores the files to the Exchange server DataPath, which
is the default location for new databases.


--dbpath
--logpath


Specify a path for the database and log files for the RDB.


--backup_exchangeuser
--backup_exchangepassword


Specify the AvamarBackupUser account and password.


The restore process automatically mounts the RDB after the restore unless you specify the --attachdb=false option.


Unmount or delete any existing RDBs on the target server before the restore.


The following command restores the DB1 database from a backup with a label number of 684 from the Exchange1 client in
the clients domain on the Avamar server with an IP address of 12.34.56.78 to an RDB named RDB8:


avexvss --operation=restore --server=12.34.56.78 --id=AvamarAdmin
--ap=password --account=/clients/Exchange1 --labelnum=684 --
backup_exchangeuser=Domain1\AvamarBackupUser
--backup_exchangepassword=password --rsgrestore --rsgname=RDB8 "Exchange Information Store/
DB1"


Password encoding
You can use the avtar command to encode passwords that you type on the command line or store in script files. Then you can
use the encoded string with the --password, --ap, or --pswd option.


Steps


1. Type the following command on the command line on the Exchange VSS client:


avtar --encodepassword=password
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where password is the password to encode.


An encoded string is returned on the command line.


2. Use the encoded string on the avexvss command line as the password with the --password, --ap, or --pswd option.
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Cluster Configuration Tool CLI


Topics:


• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
• Plugins
• Operations
• Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI Overview
The Cluster Configuration Tool CLI enables you to use a command line interface (CLI) with the
av_cluster_config_console command instead of Windows Cluster Configuration Wizard to configure the cluster
environment for Avamar backups.


When you use the CLI to configure the cluster, you specify the command options for av_cluster_config_console binary
at command prompt. The tool reads the input arguments and configures the cluster.


The av_cluster_config_console binary is available in the C:\Program files\avs\bin folder, where C:\Program
files\avs\bin is the Avamar client installation folder.


To use the CLI, open a command prompt, change the directory to the bin folder, and then type the command.


Command reference


The av_cluster_config_console command enables you to configure the cluster, remove the existing configuration and
view the existing configuration for the ExchangeDAG plugin.


Synopsis


av_cluster_config_console - -plugin= {ExchangeDAG} - -operation= {configure | remove | 
view} [Options]


Plugins
The plugin that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the plugin used during the
configuration.


Use the plugin specified in the following table to configure ExchangeDAG.


Table 23. ExchangeDAG Plugin 


Plugin Description


ExchangeDAG Configures the Exchange DAG cluster environment for Avamar backups. The list of supported
operations for the Exchange plugin includes the following:
● Configure —To configure a new cluster client on all nodes of an Exchange IPBased DAG.
● Remove — To remove the existing cluster client from all DAG nodes or proxy node in


ExchangeDAG.
● View — To view all existing cluster client configuration including proxy node in an


ExchangeDAG.
● ConfigureProxy —To configure a new proxy node or change the proxy node.


D
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Table 23. ExchangeDAG Plugin 


Plugin Description


To get the list of supported operations for this plugin, use the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin="ExchangeDAG"  


Operations
The operation and options that you specify with the av_cluster_config_console command controls the task that the tool
performs.


Provide one of the operations in the following table along with the listed options.


Table 24. Operations for the av_cluster_config_console command 


Operation Description


Configure Configures the new cluster client on all the nodes for the
specified plugin.


Remove Removes the existing cluster client on all the nodes for
the specified plugin, or removes the existing proxy node
configurations.


View View all the existing cluster client on all the nodes for the
specified plugin including the proxy node.


ConfigureProxy To configure new proxy node, or to change the proxy node
configuration.


Exchange plugin configure options


The configure option enables you to control the configure functionality for Exchange DAG for Avamar.


The following table lists all of the mandatory and optional options available for the ExchangeDAG plugin and configure operation.


To get the list of options available for the ExchangeDAG plugin and configure operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin=" ExchangeDAG " --operation="configure"
All the options that are prefixed with [Optional] are optional for the specified plugin and operation. The options without the
[Optional] prefix are mandatory for the specified plugin and operation.


Table 25. Exchange configure options 


Option Description


mcsaddr Avamar server address.


You can provide either the FQDN name of the server or the IP
address. If the server details are wrong, then the tool cannot
configure the environment.


dagclientip Unused IP address for the DAG client.


usesystemuser Determines whether to use Avamar backup user or system
user to configure. This option is mandatory. Valid values are
TRUE or FALSE.


sysdir Avamar cluster client sys directory. Only a shared folder is
accepted as cluster sys directory.


vardir Avamar cluster client var directory. Only a shared folder is
accepted as cluster var directory.
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Table 25. Exchange configure options (continued)


Option Description


[Optional] avbackupuser The user name of the Avamar backup user. This argument is
mandatory, if the "-usesystemuser" argument is false.


[Optional] avusrpasswd The password for the Avamar backup user. This argument is
mandatory if the "-usesystemuser" argument is false.


[Optional] ipversion The IP version being used on the nodes. If this option is not
specified, IPV4 is used as the default value.


NOTE: Only IPV4 is supported.


[Optional] ipsubnetmask The DAG client IP subnet mask. If this option is not specified,
the tool automatically extracts it from the environment.


[Optional] mcsport The Avamar port number. This is the port that is used to
communicate with the Avamar server. If this option is not
specified, then 28001 is used as the default port number.


[Optional] dagclient The name of the DAG client that must be registered in
the Avamar server. If this option is not specified, then "Av-
<dagname>" is used as the default value.


[Optional] daggroup The group name of the DAG client. If this option is not
specified, then "EMC Avamar backup cluster client
for <dagname>" is used as the default value.


[Optional] networkname The name of the network. This argument is mandatory, if
multiple networks are present.


[Optional] bringonline Determines whether to bring Avamar cluster client online and
register it with the Avamar server. Valid values are TRUE or
FALSE. If this option is not specified, then TRUE is used as
the default value.


[Optional] clientdomain Specifies the Avamar domain that the cluster client is
associated with. If this option is not specified, then "/
clients" is used as the default value.


ExchangeDAG plugin remove options


The ExchangeDAG plugin remove option removes the existing ExchangeDAG Avamar cluster client configuration.


The following table lists all of the optional and mandatory options for the ExchangeDAG plugin and the remove operation.


To get the list of options available for the ExchangeDAG plugin and the remove operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin=" ExchangeDAG " --operation="remove"


Table 26. ExchangeDAG remove option 


Option Description


[Optional] dagclient This argument is optional, if you want to remove the existing
proxy node configuration.


To remove the existing cluster client configuration in an
IPBased DAG, this option is mandatory.


To get the name of the dagclient, type the following
command:


av_cluster_config_console.exe --
plugin="ExchangeDAG" --operation="view"
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ExchangeDAG plugin configure proxy options


The configure proxy option enables you to create or change the proxy node configuration for ExchangeDAG Avamar cluster
environment.


The following table lists all of the mandatory and optional options available for the ExchangeDAG plugin and configure proxy
operation.


To get the list of options available for the ExchangeDAG plugin and the configure proxy operation, type the following command:


av_cluster_config_console --help --plugin=" ExchangeDAG " --operation="configureproxy"
All the options that are prefixed with [Optional] are optional for the specified plugin and operation. The options without the
[Optional] prefix are mandatory for the specified plugin and operation.


Table 27. Exchange configure proxy options 


Option Description


proxynode The name of the node that you want to configure as the proxy
node. If there is already a proxy node existing, the existing
proxy node is removed from the configuration and this node is
configured as the new proxy node.


[Optional] ipversion The IP version that is used on the nodes. If this option is not
specified, IPv4 is used as the default value.


NOTE: Only IPv4 is supported.


Cluster Configuration Tool CLI examples
Review the av_cluster_config_console command examples for details on how to configure, remove, and view operations
for different plugins.


Get list of supported plugins and operations


The following command returns a list of supported plugins along with the list of commands and their usage.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help


Get list of supported operations for ExchangeDAG plugin


The following command returns the list of supported operations for the ExchangeDAG plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" exchangedag "


Get list of available options for configure operation for ExchangeDAG plugin


The following command returns the list of available options for the configure operation for the ExchangeDAG plugin.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin=" exchangedag " --operation="configure"


Get list of available options for remove operation for ExchangeDAG plugin


Following command returns the list of available options for remove operation for the ExchangeDAG


plugin


av_cluster_config_console.exe --help --plugin="  exchangedag " --operation="remove"


Configure new cluster client on all nodes for a ExchangeDAG for Avamar


The following command configures the new cluster client on all the nodes for ExchangeDAG.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin=exchangedag --operation=configure --
mcsaddr="10.31.196.203" --vardir="\\ANGP1\sharevar\var" --sysdir="\\ANGP1\sharevar\sys" 
--dagclientip="10.31.196.139" --usesystemuser=true --clientdomain="/dag"
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Remove existing cluster client on all nodes for ExchangeDAG for Avamar


The following command removes the existing cluster client on all the nodes for ExchangeDAG.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin= “ exchangedag” --operation=remove --
dagclient=”av-dag”


View the existing cluster client information for the ExchangeDAG


The following command displays the existing cluster client configuration for ExchangeDAG.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin= “exchangedag” --operation=view


Remove the existing proxy node configuration for the ExchangeDAG


The following command removes the existing proxy node configuration.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="exchangedag" --operation="remove"


Remove the existing cluster client configuration for the ExchangeDAG


The following command removes the existing cluster client configuration.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="exchangedag" --operation="remove"-- 
dagclient=”av-dag”


Configure or change the proxy node configuration for the ExchangeDAG


The following command configures the new node as the proxy node, or removes the existing proxy node and configures the
specified node as the proxy node.


av_cluster_config_console.exe --plugin="exchangedag" --operation=configureproxy --
proxynode="Node1" 
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ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server
Notes


Topics:


• Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server
• User Credential and Permission Requirements for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server
• Mailbox Creation Wizard for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server
• Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server


Supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft
Exchange Server
The following table lists the supported environments for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server:


Table 28. ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server components 


Component Requirement


Browser Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0 or later


Operating Systems The following operating systems are supported:
● Windows Server 2008 R2
● Windows Server 2012
● Windows Server 2012 R2
● Windows Server 2016
● Windows Server 2019
● Windows 7
● Windows 8


NOTE: 32-bit and 64-bit versions, virtual, and physical, of
the listed operating systems are supported.


ItemPoint can only be run by users with administrative
privileges and in administrative mode.


Source Microsoft Exchange Database (offline) The following versions of Microsoft Exchange Server are
supported as offline database sources:
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 through SP3
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 through SP3
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 through SP1
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2016
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2019


Target (live) Microsoft Exchange Server The following versions of Microsoft Exchange Server are
supported as live targets:
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 through SP3
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 through SP3
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 through SP1
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2016
● Microsoft Exchange Server 2019


E
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Table 28. ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server components (continued)


Component Requirement


Microsoft Office (Microsoft Outlook) The following versions of Microsoft Outlook (32-bit versions
only) are supported:
● Microsoft Outlook 2010
● Microsoft Outlook 2013


Virtual Environments Virtual operation of tape devices may have restrictions that
are imposed by virtual operating systems.


Additional Software Microsoft .NET Framework:
● 3.5 SP1
● 4.0


In order for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server to
operate fully, you must ensure that the source files are on
storage. If not, attempts to open a source database produce
an error message.


User Credential and Permission Requirements for
ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server
Credential requirements (username and password) vary between tasks when using ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server.
Users may also require permission and rights to perform the following:


● Connect to target Microsoft Exchange servers
● Create users/mailboxes
● Use multi-tenancy information when opening a source or target


Users may be prompted for credentials during tasks which are based on an organization's policies; for example, when:


● Connecting to a single mailbox target (not assigned to the ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server user)
● Connecting to target public folders


The following table provides a guideline for credential and permission requirements:


Table 29. Credential and permission requirements 


Activity / Use Case Microsoft Exchange Role1 Credentials /
Authentication2


Permissions /
Authorization


Connect to User Mailbox NA User Credentials Full Access Permissions


Connect to Other(s) Mailbox NA User Credentials Full Access Permissions


Connect to All Mailboxes NA User Credentials Full Access Permissions


Connect to All Mailboxes w/o
Multi-Tenancy3


NA User Credentials Full Access Permissions


Connect to All Mailboxes w/
Multi-Tenancy


Organizational Management User Credentials (Access
limited to Address Book
Policy)


Full Access Permissions


Create Mailbox4
Organizational Management NA NA


1 Microsoft Exchange Roles are not required for search and copy.


2 ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange Server requires Local Administrator permissions for installation. Connecting to Mailboxes
requires recipient level access.


3 For more information, see "Multi-Tenancy Support" in the ItemPoint User Guide.
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4 For more information, see "Creating New Mailboxes" in the ItemPoint User Guide.


Mailbox Creation Wizard for ItemPoint for Microsoft
Exchange Server
To use Mailbox Creation Wizard on your computer, you must have the Microsoft Exchange Server management tools for
the version of Microsoft Exchange Server that you are creating mailboxes on. Ensure that the Microsoft Exchange Server
management tools and Microsoft Exchange Server version, service pack, and roll up level are matched.


For supported operating system and prerequisite requirements for the Microsoft Exchange Management Tools, please refer to
the Microsoft Exchange Management Tools documentation for the specific version.


Limitations for ItemPoint for Microsoft Exchange
Server
If you have ever copied or moved a message using Microsoft Office Outlook, and later restored that same item with ItemPoint,
the message may be duplicated. This action occurs because the message ID numbers differ between ItemPoint and the
Microsoft Exchange Server.


New mailboxes on the Microsoft Exchange Server do not become visible within ItemPoint. This feature becomes visible when
someone has logged on to the mailboxes with Microsoft Office Outlook, or at least one message is delivered (or copied) to the
mailbox. Until one of these two events occurs, there is no physical mailbox, only directory information.


ItemPoint does not check messages or attachments for viruses when restoring them from the database. If your server antivirus
program has current signature files, it should identify and protect against infected messages when the restored messages are on
the live server.


Due to the database nature of the PST file and the MAPI subsystem, PSTs opened as source are modified.


Mailbox Creation Wizard is not supported on Windows Server 2012 R2 as Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 or earlier
Management Tools is not supported on Windows Sever 2012 R2.


The Message Table and Attachment Table Views do not support Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 or later EDB sources as
Microsoft stopped supporting single instance storage with Microsoft Exchange Server 2010.


The following ItemPoint features are not supported with Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 and 2019:


● Mailbox Creation Wizard
● Content Analysis Store
● Message views
● Reports
● Exporting organizational forms
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A


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


active database copy
The copy of an Exchange database that is currently serving user requests in a high availability environment, such as a Database
Availability Group (DAG) or a cluster. See also passive database copy.


active directory
A directory service for network administration and security in Microsoft Windows domain networks.


administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user
privileges.


archive mailbox
A type of mailbox on an Exchange server that contains archived data for a user.


avagent
The name of the client agent process.


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


AvamarBackupUser account
An Exchange administrator account that provides Avamar services access to and privileges on Active Directory and Exchange
servers.


Avamar client
A computer or workstation that runs Avamar software and accesses the Avamar server over a network connection. Avamar
client software comprises a client agent and one or more plug-ins.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


avexvss
The application executable and command line interface for the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS. You can use avexvss to
perform on-demand backups and restores of Microsoft Exchange Server data.


avtar
The Avamar process that performs backups and restores.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.
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bare metal recovery (BMR)
The process of restoring data from a backup to recover a computer system from “bare metal,” or without previously installed
software or operating system.


browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.


C


checkpoint file
A file that contains information about successful operations for an Exchange database when the operations are committed to
the database.


circular logging
A Microsoft Exchange feature that overwrites transaction log files after the data in the log files is committed to a database.
Circular logging enables you to save disk space by reducing the number of log files, but you can recover data only up until the
last full backup.


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client agent
A platform-specific software process that runs on the client and communicates with the Management Console Server (MCS)
and with any plug-ins installed on that client.


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


cluster
Two or more independent network servers, usually with exact copies of the same software and data, that operate and appear to
clients as if they are a single unit. A cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one server to another, providing high
availability, which allows application services to continue despite most hardware or software failures.


Cluster Configuration Tool
Avamar configuration wizard to configure the cluster client.


consistency check
A Microsoft Exchange process through the eseutil utility that verifies the integrity of a database.


D


database
A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of update, search, and retrieval by computer software.


Database Availability Group (DAG)
A group of as many as 16 mailbox servers that host a set of databases and provide automatic database-level recovery from
failures that affect individual servers or databases. Databases on a DAG server can be either active or passive, but each server
can host only a single copy of each database. Beginnng with Exchange Server 2013 Service Pack 1, a DAG can be either IP
based or IP less.


Data Domain system
Disk-based deduplication appliances and gateways that provide data protection and disaster recovery (DR) in the enterprise
environment.


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.
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disaster recovery
Recovery from any disruptive situation, such as hardware failure or software corruption, in which ordinary data recovery
procedures are not sufficient to restore a system and its data to normal day-to-day operations. A disaster recovery can be a
bare metal recovery.


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


domain
A feature in Avamar Administrator that is used to organize large numbers of clients into named areas of control and
management.


E


Exchange DAG client
A virtual client that enables you to perform federated backups of the databases in a DAG.


Exchange Information Store
A collection of the database files, transaction log files, and checkpoint files for an Exchange server or DAG.


Exchange Management Shell
A command line interface, built on Windows PowerShell technology, for performing administrative tasks in Microsoft Exchange
Server.


F


federated backup
A backup in a DAG environment that can include a copy of each database in the DAG from any server in the DAG. You perform
federated backups with the Exchange DAG client.


file system
Software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media by providing directory structures, data transfer
methods, and file association.


full backup
A type of backup that includes the entire database, including all objects, system tables, and data, as well as the transaction log.


G


granular level recovery (GLR)
The ability to restore individual mailboxes, mail folders, or messages from a database backup.


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.


group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


I


incremental backup
A type of backup that includes only the transaction log. Also called a transaction log backup.


L


LAN
Local Area Network.
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M


Management Console Server (MCS)
The component that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and management) for the Avamar server. The
MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


metadata
Data about the backup, including information about the original database files, the backup types, the date and time of the
backup, and other information necessary for restore.


multi-streaming
The process of backing up or restoring data using multiple parallel data streams. Multi-streaming enables you to improve backup
and restore performance in most environments.


N


normal backup
See "full backup."


P


passive database copy
The copy of a database that is not currently serving user requests in a high availability environment such as the Database
Availability Group (DAG) or cluster. The copy is updated with changes from the active database copy through replication. The
passive database copy becomes an active database copy if a failure occurs on the original active database copy.


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


preferred server order list (PSOL)
A prioritized list of servers in a DAG that the Exchange DAG client uses for federated backups.


Proxy for DAG
A node that represents a DAG environment. This node can be configured as proxy in IP less DAG or IP-based DAG.


proxy server
A separate Exchange mailbox server that you use as a target server for GLR.


public folder
A database or mailbox, depending on the Exchange Server version, that contains shared content for users on an Exchange
server.


R


recovery database (RDB)
A special kind of mailbox database that enables you to mount a restored mailbox database and extract data from the restored
database as part of a recovery operation.


registration
See "client registration."


replication
The process of copying changes on the active database copy to one or more passive database copies so that the copies remain
synchronized.
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restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


stand-alone environment
An Exchange environment with a single stand-alone server. All mailbox databases, log files, and checkpoint files reside on the
server.


T


transaction log
A log file that contains a history of database transactions.


V


virtual drive
A temporary drive on the target server for GLR. A database restores from a backup to an RDB on the virtual drive, and you
browse the data in the RDB for GLR.


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.


Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)
A technology in Microsoft Windows that enables manual or automatic backup copies or snapshots of data, even if there is a lock
on the data, on a specific volume at a specific point in time over regular intervals. VSS is implemented as a Windows service
called the Volume Shadow Copy service.


VSS provider
A software or hardware-based process that links the VSS service to the storage hardware and creates a snapshot for backup on
the storage hardware. Avamar supports only software providers.


VSS requestor
A backup application that uses the VSS API to request the services of VSS to create and manage shadow copy volumes. The
Avamar Plug-in for Windows VSS is a VSS requestor.


VSS writer
A process that provides metadata about application data for backup, and specific methods for correctly handling components
and applications during backup and restore. A VSS writer also identifies the type of application or service in the backup, such as
System Boot or System Services. A VSS writer does not play a role in backing up the file system.
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This guide describes how to install and use Avamar client software to back up and restore client data.


Audience
The information in this guide is suitable for both technical and semi-technical audiences. However, persons installing Avamar
client software should be familiar with basic application installation procedures and practices on that particular computing
platform.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


02 October, 2020 Updated Restore requirement section to
add information for hardware
requirements to perform GLR.


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide
● Avamar Reports Guide
● Avamar Fitness Analyzer User Guide
● Avamar Orchestra Getting Started Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide
● All Avamar client and plug-in user guides


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.
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Table 1. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.
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Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Avamar Client for AIX


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Downloading the install package
• Customizing the installation
• Installing and registering
• Uninstalling
• Upgrading
• Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the AIX Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for AIX Client software meets the minimum requirements in the
following table.


Table 2. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the AIX Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 128 MB


Hard drive space 200 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for
software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB
of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of physical
RAM. This space is used for local cache files.


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the
platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


1
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ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Limitations


On AIX 6.1, support for JFS2 v2 extended attributes has been added to the operating system. However, the Avamar Client for
AIX does not back up or restore these attributes.


Downloading the install package
You must first download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


6. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


7. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


Customizing the installation
You can customize the Avamar Client for AIX installation by changing the base directory, /var directory, or both.


To change the base directory from the default location (/usr/local/avamar) to a new location, use the -R option with the
installp command.


To change the /var directory, set the VARDIR environment variable to a new location before you install the Avamar Client for
AIX.


When you install Avamar plug-in software after installing the Avamar Client for AIX to a nondefault directory, the plug-in
installation does not automatically relocate the software to the nondefault directory. You must provide provide the relocation
directory during the installation.
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The installation displays an error message if the relocation directory you specify during a plug-in installation differs from the
directory where the Avamar Client for AIX is installed.


Installing and registering
Do not attempt to back up a CIFS/NFS network share by installing an Avamar client on a local machine. Attempting to do so
results in a severe degradation in backup and restore performance and metadata such as folders, ACLs, and file permissions are
not backed up. To backup a CIFS/NFS share, install an Avamar client on the share machine or use NDMP to back up the data.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall any previous version of the client software before you install the new version. Uninstalling provides instructions.


3. (Optional) Set the VARDIR environment variable to a new location by typing the following command:


export VARDIR=”path"
wherepath is the new var directory.


4. Install the client in the default directory or in an alternate directory.


Table 3. Installation directory and steps 


Installation directory Installation steps


Default directory Type the following commands:


cd /tmp
geninstall -d package all
where tmp is the temporary install directory and package is
the install package filename.


Alternate directory Type the following command:


installp -R /path -d package all
where path is the directory for the installation files and
package is the install package filename.


5. Register this client with the Avamar server by typing the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister
The client registration and activation script starts and prompts you to specify the Administrator server address.


6. Type the DNS name of the Avamar server and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify the Avamar domain for the client.


The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


7. To accept the default domain, press Enter.
The output indicates that the activation is successful and registration is complete.


Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. List user-specified installation locations (USIL) by typing:
lsusil -R ALL
Output similar to the following appears in the command shell:
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INSTALL PATH = /newpath
COMMENTS = Created by installp on Wed May 23 17:23:40 Asia/Calcutta
2012


3. List Avamar packages that are installed on the system:


● To list Avamar packages that are installed in the default location, type:


lslpp -l | grep Avamar
● To list Avamar packages that are installed in a specific directory, type:


lslpp -R /NEW-PATH -l| grep Avamar
where NEW-PATH is a user-specified directory for the installation.


● To list all Avamar packages that are installed in nondefault directories, type:


lslpp –R ALL –l | grep Avamar


4. Uninstall the software:


● To uninstall the software from the default directory, type:


installp -u AvamarClient-aix6-ppc
The following appears in the command shell:


+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Pre-deinstall Verification...
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Verifying selections...avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client
Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
done
Verifying requisites...done
Results...
SUCCESSES
---------
Filesets listed in this section passed pre-deinstall verification
and will be removed.
Selected Filesets
-----------------
AvamarClient-aix6-ppc 7.0.0-nnn # EMC Avamar client 7.0.0-nnn...
<< End of Success Section >>
FILESET STATISTICS
------------------
1 Selected to be deinstalled, of which:
1 Passed pre-deinstall verification
----
1 Total to be deinstalled
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Deinstalling Software...
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
installp: DEINSTALLING software for:
AvamarClient-aix5-ppc VERSION
Finished processing all filesets. (Total time: 2 secs).
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Summaries:
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Installation Summary
--------------------
Name Level Part Event Result
----------------------------------------------------------------
AvamarClient-aix6-ppc 7.0.0-nnn USR DEINSTALL SUCCESS
● To uninstall the software from a nondefault directory, type:


installp –R /NEW-PATH –u AvamarClient-aix6-ppc
The following appears in the command shell:


+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Pre-deinstall Verification...
+--------------------------------------------------------------+Verifying 
selections...done
Verifying requisites...done
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Results...
SUCCESSES
---------
Filesets listed in this section passed pre-deinstall verification
and will be removed.
Selected Filesets
-----------------
AvamarClient-aix6-ppc (R) 7.0.100.138 # EMC Avamar client
7.0.100-13...
<< End of Success Section >>
FILESET STATISTICS
------------------
1 Selected to be deinstalled, of which:
1 Passed pre-deinstall verification
----
1 Total to be deinstalled
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Deinstalling Software...
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
installp: DEINSTALLING software for:
AvamarClient-aix6-ppc (R) 7.0.100.138
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
Finished processing all filesets. (Total time: 2 secs).
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Summaries:
+--------------------------------------------------------------+
Installation Summary
--------------------
Name Level Part Event Result
----------------------------------------------------------------
AvamarClient-aix6-ppc 7.0.100.138 USR DEINSTALL SUCCESS


Upgrading
To upgrade the Avamar Client for AIX software, just install the new version of software. You do not need to uninstall the old
version.


NOTE: It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the


Avamar server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.


Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service
The Avamar Client for AIX agent (avagent) runs as a service and starts automatically as part of the installation. The avagent
service also restarts automatically after a system reboot. In most cases, you do not need to manually stop or restart the
avagent service. If you experience unexpected system behavior and do not want to reboot the entire system, you can use the
following commands to manually stop and restart the avagent service.


Manually stopping the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following command:


/etc/rc.d/init.d/avagent stop
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Manually restarting the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
/etc/rc.d/init.d/avagent start


Getting avagent status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
/etc/rc.d/init.d/avagent status
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Avamar Client for HP-UX


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Downloading the install package
• Customizing the installation
• Installing and registering
• Uninstalling
• Upgrading
• Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the HP-UX Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for HP-UX Client software meets the minimum requirements in
the following table.


Table 4. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the HP-UX Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 128 MB


Hard drive space 200 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB of permanent hard drive space for each
64 MB of physical RAM. This space is used for local cache files.


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


2
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where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Downloading the install package
You must first download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


6. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


7. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


Customizing the installation
You can specify a new location for the var directory during the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.


Use the -x ask=true option with the swinstall command to specify a new location. This option runs an interactive
request script during the installation. The script prompts you to type a new directory location for /var/avamar.


When you install Avamar plug-in software after installing the Avamar Client for HP-UX, the plug-in installation does not
automatically use the same location for the var directory that you specified during the Avamar Client for HP-UX installation.
Install the Avamar plug-in software by using the -x ask=true option with the swinstall command. The documentation for
Avamar plug-ins provides more information.


Installing and registering
Do not attempt to back up a CIFS/NFS network share by installing an Avamar client on a local machine. Attempting to do so
results in a severe degradation in backup and restore performance and metadata such as folders, ACLs, and file permissions are
not backed up. To backup a CIFS/NFS share, install an Avamar client on the share machine or use NDMP to back up the data.
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Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall any previous version of the client software before you install the new version. Uninstalling provides instructions.


3. Change directory to the temporary install directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


4. Install the client software in the default directory or in an alternate directory.


Table 5. Installation directory and steps 


Installation directory Installation steps


Default directory Type the following command:


swinstall -s /tmp/package/ \*
where tmp is the temporary install directory and package is
the install package filename.


Alternate directory a. Type the following command:


swinstall -x ask=true -s /tmp/package
hpuxclnt,l=/path
where package is the filename of the Avamar Client for
HP-UX install package and path is the installation
directory.


The output prompts you to specify the directory for
cache and log files.


b. Type the name of the directory to use for the
installation.


The output prompts you to confirm the path.


c. Type y to confirm the location.


The output displays the status of the installation until the installation completes.


5. Register the client with the Avamar server by typing the following command:


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avregister
The client registration and activation script starts and prompts you to specify the Administrator server address.


6. Type the DNS name of the Avamar server and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify the Avamar domain for the client.


The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


7. To accept the default domain (clients), press Enter.
The output indicates that the client that is activated successfully and registration is complete.


Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall the Avamar software by typing:
swremove hpuxclnt
The following appears in the command shell:
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======= 2013-1-10 16:09:29 PST BEGIN swremove SESSION
(non-interactive)
* Session started for user "root@hp-ux-01".
* Beginning Selection
* Target connection succeeded for "hp-ux-01:/".
* Software selections:
hpuxclnt.hpuxclnt-exec,l=/opt/AVMRclnt,r=7.0.0-nnn,
a=HP-UX_B.11.00_32/64
* Selection succeeded.
* Beginning Analysis
* Session selections have been saved in the file
"/.sw/sessions/swremove.last".
* The analysis phase succeeded for "hp-ux-01:/".
* Analysis succeeded.
* Beginning Execution
* The execution phase succeeded for "hp-ux-01:/".
* Execution succeeded.
NOTE: More information may be found in the agent logfile (location
is hp-ux-01:/var/adm/sw/swagent.log).
======= 2013-1-106 16:09:45 PST END swremove SESSION
(non-interactive)


Upgrading
To upgrade the Avamar Client for HP-UX software, install the new version of software. You do not need to uninstall the old
version.


NOTE: It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the


Avamar server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.


If the client software is installed in a nondefault directory, the path of the installation directory must also get added using the
hpuxclnt,l=path) option:


swinstall -s /tmp/package hpuxclnt,l=path


where path is the current installation directory. There is no need to add the -x ask=true command line option, because it
upgrades using same directory for cache and log files, even when it has been relocated.


Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service
The Avamar Client for HP-UX agent (avagent) runs as a service and starts automatically as part of the installation. The
avagent service also restarts automatically after a system reboots. In most cases, you do not need to manually stop or restart
the avagent service. If you experience unexpected system behavior and do not want to reboot the entire system, you can use
the following commands to manually stop and restart the avagent service.


Manually stopping the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following command:


/sbin/init.d/avagent stop


Manually restarting the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
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/sbin/init.d/avagent restart


Getting avagent status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
/sbin/init.d/avagent status
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Avamar Client for Linux


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Downloading the install package
• Customizing the installation
• Installing CentOS 32-bit compatibility libraries
• Installing SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 compatibility libraries
• Preparing for Avamar client installation on SLES 15
• Installing and registering
• Uninstalling
• Upgrading
• Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service
• Linux Fast Incrementals


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Linux Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for Linux Client software meets the minimum requirements in
the following table.


Table 6. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the Linux Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 128 MB


Hard drive space 100 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for
software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB
of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of physical
RAM. This space is used for local cache files.


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the
platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


3
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Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Downloading the install package
Download one or more install packages from the Avamar server. Avamar 7.5.1 provides public keys and signed packages to verify
code integrity.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.
When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


NOTE: The names of software packages that are listed under each Linux operating system may not correspond to the


names of the operating system itself. For example, the software package for the CentOS 7 operating system is listed as


a SLES 11 package. Install the package that is listed for the operating system regardless of the name of the package.


6. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


7. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


8. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


9. Select Public GPG keys for Avamar Client RPM/Debian packages and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


10. Click the download links for the public key and installer script.
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11. Save the public key and installer script to the temporary folder.


12. Import the public key with the installer script by typing the following command:


chmod +x ./import_avpkgkey.sh
sudo ./import_avpkgkey.sh


The script imports the public key into the system keyring.


13. Verify the client install package by typing the following command:


Option Description


RedHat, SUSE, Fedora, and CentOS rpm -K *.rpm -v
Debian and Ubuntu gpg --verify *.deb


Customizing the installation
You can customize the Avamar Client for Linux installation by changing the base directory, the var directory, or both.


To change the base installation directory, use the rpm --relocate option during installation to define an alternate location.
For example:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=NEW-BASE-PATH AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM


where:


● NEW-BASE-PATH is the new (nondefault) installation directory.
● AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM is the file name of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


To change the base installation directory and var directory, use the rpm --relocate option during installation to define
alternate locations. For example:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=NEW-BASE-PATH --relocate /var/avamar=/NEW-VAR-PATH
AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM


where:


● /usr/local/avamar is the default installation directory.
● NEW-BASE-PATH is the new (nondefault) installation directory.
● /var/avamar is the default var directory.
● NEW-VAR-PATH is the new var directory.
● AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM is the file name of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


You can only install the Avamar Client for Linux in the default directory on Debian and Ubuntu.


NOTE: The rpm --relocate feature requires Red Hat Package Manager version 4.0.3 or later.


Installing CentOS 32-bit compatibility libraries
If you will install the Avamar Client for Linux on a 32-bit version of CentOS, install the compat-libstdc++-33 libraries.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Obtain a copy of the compat-libstdc++-33 libraries for the system.


3. Type the following command to install the system's compat-libstdc++ package:
rpm -ivh compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-61.i386.rpm


4. Follow the onscreen prompts to complete the installation.
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Installing SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11
compatibility libraries
If installing Avamar Client for Linux on a 64- or 32-bit version of SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11, install libxml2 and
libxml2-python compatibility libraries.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Obtain a copy of the following libraries for the system:


● For 64-bit versions:


libxml2-2.7.6-0.1.37.x86_64.rpm and libxml2-python-2.7.6-0.1.36.x86_64.rpm
● For 32-bit versions:


libxml2-2.7.6-0.1.37.i586.rpm and libxml2-python-2.7.6-0.1.36.i586.rpm


3. Type the following command on a single command line:


● For 64-bit versions:


rpm -Uvh libxml2-2.7.6-0.1.37.x86_64.rpm libxml2-python-2.7.6-0.1.36.x86_64.rpm
● For 32-bit versions:


rpm -Uvh libxml2-2.7.6-0.1.37.i586.rpm libxml2-python-2.7.6-0.1.36.i586.rpm


4. Follow the onscreen prompts to complete the installation.


Preparing for Avamar client installation on SLES 15
If installing Avamar Client for Linux on SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 15, prepare for the installation by selecting the
required modules and creating a directory for support files.


About this task


Before installing an Avamar client on SLES 15, complete these steps:


Steps


1. When configuring installation settings for SLES 15, select to install extensions and modules.


2. In the SUSE UI for extension and module selection, ensure that you select Basesystem-Module 15-0, Desktop-
Application-Module 15-0, and Legacy-Module 15-0 modules. These modules are required for the Avamar client.


3. To contain files required by the Avamar base system and systemV services, create this sub-directory:


/etc/rc.d/


Installing and registering
Do not attempt to back up a CIFS/NFS network share by installing an Avamar client on a local machine. Attempting to do so
results in a severe degradation in backup and restore performance and metadata such as folders, ACLs, and file permissions are
not backed up. To backup a CIFS/NFS share, install an Avamar client on the share machine or use NDMP to back up the data.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall any previous version of the client software before you install the new version. Uninstalling on page 28 provides
instructions.


3. (Optional) Set the VARDIR environment variable to a new location by typing the following command:
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export VARDIR=”path"
wherepath is the new var directory.


4. Change directory to the temporary install directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


5. Install the client software in the default directory or in an alternate directory.


Table 7. Installation directory and steps 


Installation directory Installation steps


Default directory on Red Hat, SuSE, Fedora, or CentOS Type the following command:


rpm -ih package
where package is the filename of the Avamar client install
package.


Default directory on Debian or Ubuntu Type the following command:


dpkg -i package
where package is the filename of the Avamar Client for
Linux install package.


Alternate base directory on Red Hat, SuSE, Fedora, or
CentOS


Type the following command:


rpm --relocate /usr/local/avamar=/path -i
package


where path is the new directory and package is the filename
of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


Alternate base and var directories on Red Hat, SuSE,
Fedora, or CentOS


Type the following command:


rpm -ivh --relocate /usr/local/
avamar=base_path --relocate /var/
avamar=var_path package
where:


● base_path is the new installation directory.
● var_path is the new var directory.


● package is the filename of the Avamar Client for Linux
install package.


6. Register and activate the client with the Avamar server.


Table 8. Installation directory and steps 


Software installation path Steps to start registration and activation


Default directory Type the following command:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avregister


Alternate directory Type the following command:


/path/bin/avregister
where path is the installation directory.


The client registration and activation script starts and prompts you to specify the Administrator server address.


7. Type the DNS name of the Avamar server and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify the Avamar domain for the client.
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The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


8. To accept the default domain (clients), press Enter.
The output indicates that the activation is successful and registration is complete.


Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. List the Avamar packages that are installed on the system:


● On Red Hat, SUSE, Fedora, or CentOS, type:


rpm -qa | grep Av
The following appears in the command shell:


AvamarClient-VERSION


● On Debian or Ubuntu, type:


dpkg --list | grep Av
The following appears in the command shell:


avamarclient-debian VERSION


3. Note the full package name.


4. Uninstall the software:


● On Red Hat, SUSE, Fedora, or CentOS, type:


rpm -e AvamarClient-VERSION


where AvamarClient-VERSION is the Avamar software install package that is returned in the previous step.


The following appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.


● On Debian or Ubuntu, type:


dpkg -P avamarclient-debian
The following appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
Removing any system startup links for /etc/init.d/avagent ...
uninstallation successful
Purging configuration files for avamarclient-debian VERSION ...
uninstallation successful
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Upgrading
You can upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux software to a later release by using the rpm -Uvh command. You can use the --
relocate option to specify the alternate installation or var directory that you specified when you installed the initial build.


Prerequisites


Import the public key and verify the install package by completing the instructions in Downloading the install package on page
24.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Linux software:


● To upgrade the software in the default directory:


○ On RedHat, SUSE, Fedora, and CentOS, type:


rpm -Uvh AVAMAR-LINUX


○ On Debian and Ubuntu, type:


dpkg -i AVAMAR-LINUX


where AVAMAR-LINUX is the file name of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


● To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory:


NOTE: Upgrading the Debian and Ubuntu software to a nondefault directory is not supported.


○ To upgrade the software in a nondefault installation directory, type:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /usr/local/avamar=NEW-BASE-PATH AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM


where:


￭ NEW-BASE-PATH is the installation directory that you specified when you installed Avamar.
￭ AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM is the file name of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


○ To upgrade the software and use a nondefault var directory, type:


rpm -Uvh --relocate /var/avamar=NEW-VAR-PATH AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM


where:


￭ NEW-VAR-PATH is the var directory that you specified when you installed Avamar.
￭ AVAMAR-LINUX.RPM is the file name of the Avamar Client for Linux install package.


The rpm -Uh and dpkg -i commands automatically uninstalls the earlier version of the Avamar Client for Linux software,
and then installs the new version.


Next steps


It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the Avamar
server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.


Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service
The Avamar Client for Linux agent (avagent) runs as a service and starts automatically as part of the installation procedure.
The avagent service also restarts automatically after a system reboots. In most cases, you do not need to manually stop or
restart the avagent service. If you experience unexpected system behavior and do not want to reboot the entire system, you
can use the following commands to manually stop and restart the avagent service.


NOTE: For some systemd Linux systems, there might be two limitations:


● You can manually stop and restart the avagent service by running avregister.


● The avagent service does not start automatically after a system reboots. You need to manually restart it.
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Manually stopping the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Manually stop the avagent service by typing one of the commands in the following table.


Table 9. Linux operating system commands to stop the avagent service 


Operating system and version Command


Any version of Red Hat Linux, CentOS, or SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 10 and 11


service avagent stop


SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9 or 8.2 /etc/rc.d/avagent stop
Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora 27 or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
12


/etc/init.d/avagent stop


Manually restarting the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Manually restart the avagent service by typing one of the commands in the following table.


Table 10. Linux operating system commands to restart the avagent service 


Operating system and version Command


Any version of Red Hat Linux, CentOS, or SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 10 and 11


service avagent restart


SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9 or 8.2 /etc/rc.d/avagent restart
Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora 27 or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
12


/etc/init.d/avagent restart


Getting avagent status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Get status for the avagent service by typing one of the commands in the following table.


Table 11. Linux operating system commands to get avagent status 


Operating system and version Command


Any version of Red Hat Linux, CentOS, or SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 10 and 11


service avagent status


SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9 or 8.2 /etc/rc.d/avagent status
Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora 27 or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
12


/etc/init.d/avagent status
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Linux Fast Incrementals
The Linux Fast Incrementals (also known as LFI) solution provides an incremental backup facility for high density filesystems.
This solution provides increased performance by using the Linux Fast Incrementals feature to identify only modified data. This
option does not also have to scan the entire filesystem. Filesystems having less than 500K files may not see much improvement
with Linux Fast Incrementals.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Linux Fast Incrementals preinstallation checks


Before you install the Linux Fast Incrementals software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


● Ensure that you have operating system root privileges on the client computer.
● Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


● Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


○ Avamar server
○ Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


● Ensure that the Avamar for Linux filesystem client software has been installed in the default location on the Linux host. The
Linux Fast Incremental feature does not support package relocation. Downloading the install package on page 24and
subsequent sections provides installation instructions for the filesystem client software.


● Ensure that the quota package quota-4.01-4.11.x86_64 is installed on the Avamar client. This package can be obtained from
the SLES 12 64-bit distribution.


● Ensure that all filesystems that are enabled for Fast Incremental backup have entries in the /etc/mtab file (i.e., Ext3/Ext4
filesystems should not be mounted with the -n option if etc/mtab is a regular file). Enabling filesystems that do not have
entries in the mtab file fail.


Downloading the Linux Fast Incrementals install package


Download the install package for Linux Fast Incrementals from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Click + next to the platform heading for Linux Fast Incrementals.


6. Click + next to the operating system heading for Linux Fast Incrementals.
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7. Click the link for the Linux Fast Incrementals installation package.


8. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


9. Select Public GPG keys for Avamar Client RPM/Debian packages and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


10. Click the download links for the public key and installer script.


11. Save the public key and installer script to the temporary folder.


12. Import the public key with the installer script by typing the following command:


chmod +x ./import_avpkgkey.sh
sudo ./import_avpkgkey.sh


The script imports the public key into the system keyring.


13. Verify the client installation package by typing the following command:


Option Description


RedHat, SUSE, Fedora, and CentOS rpm -K *.rpm -v
Debian and Ubuntu gpg --verify *.deb


Installing the Linux Fast Incrementals software


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Change directory to the temporary install directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. To install the software, type the following command:


rpm -ivh AvamarFastIncrementals-PLATFORM-x86_64-VERSION.rpm
Where:


● PLATFORM is the Linux platform type.
● VERSION is the version of the Linux Fast Incremental software.


Uninstalling the Linux Fast Incrementals software


Steps


1. Disable all configured mount points or filesystems.


2. Uninstall the Linux Fast Incrementals package using the following Linux command:


rpm -e AvamarFastIncrementals-PLATFORM-VERSION .x86_64
Where:


● PLATFORM is the Linux platform type.
● VERSION is the version of the Linux Fast Incremental software.


Upgrading the Linux Fast Incrementals software


Steps


1. Unmount all configured mount points.


2. Uninstall the Linux Fast Incrementals package using the following Linux command:
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rpm -e AvamarFastIncrementals-PLATFORM-VERSION .x86_64
Where:


● PLATFORM is the Linux platform type.
● VERSION is the version of the Linux Fast Incremental software.


3. Install the latest Linux Fast Incrementals package. Installing the Linux Fast Incrementals software on page 32 has
instructions.


4. Remount all configured mount points.


Enabling Linux Fast Incrementals for Avamar backups


To perform Linux Fast Incrementals backups, all filesystems or mount points that are to be protected must be enabled for Linux
Fast Incrementals backup.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the Linux host that has filesystems or mount points that are enabled for Linux Fast
Incrementals backup.
The Backup tab lists available plug-ins for the client. Both the Fast Incrementals and traditional filesystem plug-ins are
displayed.


4. For the Fast Incrementals plug-in, right-click the plugin, or expand the plug-in tree and right-click a mount point, and select
Fast Incrementals Enable.


NOTE: The filesystem cannot be in use when this operation is performed.


Results


An icon indicating that a filesystem or mount point is enabled for Fast Incrementals backups.


Disabling Linux Fast Incrementals


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link button.


The Backup, Restore and Manage window appears.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the Linux host that has filesystems or mount points disabled for Linux Fast Incrementals
backup.
The Backup tab lists available plug-ins for the client. Both the Fast Incrementals and traditional filesystem plug-ins are
displayed.


4. For the Fast Incrementals plug-in, right-click the plugin, or expand the plug-in tree and right-click a mount point, and select
Fast Incrementals Disable.


NOTE: The filesystem cannot be in use when this operation is performed.


Results


The icon indicating that the filesystem or mount point is enabled changes to gray.
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Converting regular Avamar filesystem backups to Linux Fast
Incrementals backups


The initial backup of a Linux Fast Incrementals-enabled filesystem must be consistent, which requires that the filesystem is
frozen as read-only during the entire L0 backup. This backup can take time for a large file system, and it might be preferable to
convert an existing regular filesystem backup to a Linux Fast Incrementals-enabled backup. This action can result in the
filesystem being frozen for a shorter time.


Conversion of a regular filesystem backup to an LFI-enabled backup is done in three phases:


1. The initial regular filesytem backup.
2. A second filesystem backup
3. Conversion of metadata to the LFI format.


Only the second step in this process requires that the filesystem to be frozen. This process usually takes a short time, especially
if the change rate is low between the backup in the first step and the second step.


The conversion should be a planned activity as it may take time to complete.


Running the Linux Fast Incrementals backup conversion script


Use the backupboost-convert script to convert regular Avamar filesystem backups to LFI-enabled backups.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Change to the location of the backupboost-convert script:


cd /usr/local/avamar/bin/
3. Run the backupboost-convert script:


backupboost-convert --config-file=config-file
 --mount-path=mount-path


where config-file is the path and filename to the configuration file that is described in Example configuration file for the
Linux Fast Incrementals conversion script on page 34 and mount-path is one of the following:


● all converts all configured mount paths.


● A single mount path to be converted.


A list of mount passes can be passed into the command by using the --mount-list-file=file-with-mount-path-
list option rather than the --mount-path=mount-path option, where file-with-mount-path-list is a file containing a
list of mount points to be converted.


Example configuration file for the Linux Fast Incrementals conversion script


The following is an example of the configuration file that is used when executing the backupboost-convert script:


--server="clidev-av0"
      --vardir="/usr/local/avamar/var"
      --bindir="/usr/local/avamar/bin"
      --id="root"
      --password="5b03d381eb2c5bc4a1e……b3ed343e46c8b51"
     --acnt="/domain/account"
     --ddr-index="1“
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Avamar Client for Mac OS X


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Downloading the install package
• Installing
• Changing process data size
• Registering
• Uninstalling
• Upgrading


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Mac OS X Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for Mac OS X Client software meets the minimum requirements
in the following table.


Table 12. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the Mac OS X Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 1 GB


Hard drive space 250 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for
software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB
of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of physical
RAM. Additional disk space might be required by snapshot
technology.


Network interface Either of the following:


● 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for
the platform.


● IEEE 802.11a/b/g, configured with the latest drivers for
the platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.
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Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Downloading the install package
You must first download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


6. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser and the browser saves the package in the Downloads folder.


Installing


Steps


1. In the Downloads folder, double-click the software package.


The installation wizard starts and the Welcome screen appears.


2. Click Continue.
The Software License Agreement appears.


3. Read the Software License Agreement and click Continue.
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The Disagree/Agree dialog box appears.


4. Select Agree.
The Select a Destination screen appears.


5. Select the installation destination and click Continue.
The Standard Install screen appears.


6. Click Install.
The administrator’s authentication dialog box appears.


7. Type the name and password for a user account with administrator privileges on the computer and click OK.
The software is installed.


Depending on the firewall settings on the computer, a warning dialog box might appear:


● If the following warning message appears, go to the next numbered step.


Do you want the application "avagent.bin" to accept incoming
network connections?


● If a successful install message appears, skip the next step.


8. On the warning dialog box, click Allow.
The administrator’s authentication dialog box appears.


9. Type the name and password for a user account with administrator privileges on the computer and click OK.
The successful install screen appears.


10. Click Close.


Results


On some computers, a restart may be required. “Changing process data size” provides more information.


The software is then installed, and is ready for registration and activation. “Registering” provides instructions.


Changing process data size
After the installation of Avamar for Mac OS X Client, some computers might require a restart. This action is caused by a change
to the process data size setting that is made on those computers.


During the installation, the installer determines whether the process data size is set to less than 96 MB. Optimal performance of
Avamar for Mac OS X Client requires a minimum of 96 MB.


On computers where the process data size is less than 96 MB, the installer changes it to 96 MB and displays a restart reminder.


When this prompt appears, perform one of the following:


● To restart the computer and complete the change, click Restart.
● To hide the prompt and restart later, click Not Now. You are prompted again in 2 hours.


NOTE: If you click Restart and the restart process is stopped for any reason, the prompt does not appear again. The


process data size is changed the next time when the computer restarts.


Registering
Before you can back up or restore any files on the client computer, you must register and activate the Avamar for Mac OS X
Client software with the Avamar server.


About this task


Do not register the Avamar for Mac OS X Client software unless instructed to do so by a system administrator. The system
administrator often registers and activates the client from the Avamar server.


To register the client from the client computer:


Steps


1. On the menu bar, click the Avamar icon.
A menu appears.
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2. Select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In Administrator Server Address, type the hostname of the Avamar server as defined in DNS, or its IP address.


4. In Administrator Server Port, type 28001.


5. In Client Domain, type the Avamar domain for this client.
NOTE: The default domain is “clients.” However, the Avamar system administrator might have defined other domains


and subdomains. Consult the Avamar system administrator for the domain to use when registering this client.


If you are typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. A slash


as the first character causes an error and prevents you from registering this client. Do not even use a backslash (\) in


this field.


6. Click Activate.


The Activate Client Setup dialog box closes, and the registration and activation process starts. Avamar client adds a green
checkmark to its menu bar icon when activation is successfully completed.


Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a Terminal (shell) session.


2. Log in as an administrator.
The uninstall command requires root (superuser) permissions. Sudo is used to run the command with root permissions. An
administrator account or another account that is listed in the sudoers file is required by sudo.


3. Run the uninstalled script by typing:
sudo /usr/local/avamar/bin/avuninstall.sh


Upgrading
To upgrade the Avamar for Mac OS X Client software, run the installer for the upgrade version by using the same steps that are
described in the “Installing” topic of this chapter.


Depending on the specific version of Mac OS X, the Install button that is mentioned in those steps might instead indicate
"Upgrade."


The installer removes the older version before installing the upgrade version.


NOTE: It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the


Avamar server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.
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Avamar Client for Solaris


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Downloading the install package
• Customizing the install location
• Installing and registering
• Uninstalling
• Upgrading
• Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Solaris Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for Solaris Client software meets the minimum requirements in
the following table.


Table 13. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the Solaris Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 128 GB


Hard drive space 200 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for
software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB
of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB of physical
RAM. This space is used for local cache files.


Network interface 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the
platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:
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ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Downloading the install package
You must first download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears. Select the correct software package.


Table 14. Avamar client software packages for Solaris operating systems 


Solaris version Avamar software package


Solaris 11 SPARC, Solaris 10 SPARC AvamarClient-solaris10-sparc-VERSION.pkg


Solaris 11 X86_64, Solaris 10 X86_64 AvamarClient-solaris10-x86_64-VERSION.pkg


Solaris 10 X86 AvamarClient-solaris10-x86-VERSION.pkg


where VERSION is the version of the Avamar Client for Solaris software.


6. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


7. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


Customizing the install location
You can specify a new location for the installation and var directories during the Avamar Client for Solaris installation.


The installation provides prompts to relocate the installation and var directories. By default, the installation directory is /opt/
AVMRclnt and the default var directory is /var/avamar.
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When you install Avamar plug-in software after installing the Avamar Client for Solaris, the installation automatically installs the
plug-in software in the same location as the Avamar Client for Solaris.


Installing and registering
Do not attempt to back up a CIFS/NFS network share by installing an Avamar client on a local machine. Attempting to do so
results in a severe degradation in backup and restore performance and metadata such as folders, ACLs, and file permissions are
not backed up. To backup a CIFS/NFS share, install an Avamar client on the share machine or use NDMP to back up the data.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall any previous version of the client software before you install the new version. Uninstalling provides instructions.


3. Change directory to the temporary install directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


4. Install the client software by typing the following command:


pkgadd -d package
where package is the filename of the Avamar Client for Solaris installation package.


The output prompts you to specify the installation package to process.


5. Type 1 to select the Avamar Client for Solaris package and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the installation location.


6. Select the installation location.


Table 15. Installation directory and steps 


Location Steps


Default Press Enter.


Alternate a. Type y and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify the directory name
for the install base.


b. Type the directory name and press Enter.


The output prompts you to confirm the directory.


c. Type y and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify whether to continue with the installation.


7. Type y and press Enter.
The output displays the status of the installation until the installation completes.


8. Register the client with the Avamar server by typing the following command:


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avregister
The client registration and activation script starts and prompts you to specify the Administrator server address.


9. Type the DNS name of the Avamar server and press Enter.


The output prompts you to specify the Avamar domain for the client.


The default domain is clients. Do not use a slash (/) as the first character when you type a subdomain. If you use a slash,
an error occurs and you cannot register the client.


10. Press Enter to accept the default domain (clients).
The output indicates that the client activated successfully and registration is complete.
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Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Uninstall the Avamar Client for Solaris software by typing:
pkgrm AVMRclnt
The following appears in the command shell:


The following package is currently installed:
AVMRclnt Avamar Client for Solaris
(sparc) 7.0.0-nnn
Do you want to remove this package?


3. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


## Removing installed package instance <AVMRclnt>
This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of removing this package.
Do you want to continue with the removal of this package [y,n,?,q]


4. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


## Verifying package <AVMRclnt> dependencies in global zone
## Processing package information.
## Executing preremove script.
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
## Removing pathnames in class <syms>
## Removing pathnames in class <dirs>
## Removing pathnames in class <mans>
## Removing pathnames in class <libs>
/opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libstdc++.so.5
/opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libgcc_s.so.1
/opt/AVMRclnt/lib/libDDBoost.so
/opt/AVMRclnt/lib
## Removing pathnames in class <etcs>
## Removing pathnames in class <apps>
/opt/AVMRclnt/etc/avagent.d
/opt/AVMRclnt/etc/AvamarClient-UpdateReplace.sh
/opt/AVMRclnt/etc
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/unix.pin
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/suncluster-configure.sh
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar.bin
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avscc
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avregister
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avagent.bin
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin <non-empty directory not removed>
/opt/AVMRclnt/AvamarClient-License.txt
/opt/AVMRclnt <non-empty directory not removed>
## Removing pathnames in class <none>
## Updating system information.
Removal of <AVMRclnt> was successful.


Upgrading


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Copy the new installation package to /opt/AVMRclnt/etc.


3. Upgrade the Avamar Client for Solaris software by typing:
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/opt/AVMRclnt/etc/AvamarClient-UpdateReplace.sh AVAMAR-SOLARIS.pkg


Next steps


It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the Avamar
server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.


Manually stopping and restarting the avagent service
The Avamar Client for Solaris agent (avagent) runs as a service and starts automatically as part of the installation. The
avagent service also restarts automatically after a system reboots. In most cases, you do not need to manually stop or restart
the avagent service. If you experience unexpected system behavior and do not want to reboot the entire system, you can use
the following commands to manually stop and restart the avagent service.


Manually stopping the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following command:


/etc/init.d/avagent stop


Manually restarting the avagent service


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
/etc/init.d/avagent start


Getting avagent status


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Type the following:
/etc/init.d/avagent status
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Avamar Client for Solaris in Solaris Clusters


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Cluster configurations
• Installing the Avamar Client for Solaris
• Configuring Solaris Cluster nodes
• Bringing Solaris Cluster resources online
• Registering with a new server
• Controlling Avamar resource behavior
• Uninstalling


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Solaris Client software on page 39 provides more information.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.
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Cluster configurations
Avamar supports backup and restore of all the supported file systems on Solaris platforms that run Solaris Cluster 3.2.


Avamar supports single-node and multi-node (active/active and active/passive) Solaris Cluster configurations.


● In an active/active cluster configuration, each node runs an instance of Avamar Client for Solaris software as an application
in separate resource groups. This functionality provides application redundancy. When a failure occurs on one active node,
the other active node hosts both resource groups.


● In an active/passive cluster configuration, the resource group is online on the active node until a failover occurs. Then the
resource group comes online on the passive node.


You can run backups and restores on both nodes.


Installing the Avamar Client for Solaris


Steps


1. Download the required Avamar Client for Solaris installation packages as described in “Downloading the install package” in
the Solaris chapter.


2. Using the following guidelines, install the Avamar Client for Solaris software on each Solaris Cluster node as described in
“Installing and registering” in the Solaris chapter.


a. Only perform step 1–step 7. Do not run avregister.


b. To relocate the installation or var directory, do not select a shared directory for the installation or var directory.


Configuring Solaris Cluster nodes
Configure the required resource groups on each node in the Solaris Cluster. If the cluster includes a passive node, perform the
configuration procedure on the passive node first and then on the active node.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to each passive Solaris Cluster node as root.


2. Type the following:
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/suncluster-configure.sh
The main menu appears in the command shell:


Avamar Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt
Avamar Cluster Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster
*******************************************************************
Please select following options, you wish to process
*******************************************************************
1) Add Avamar agent resource into Sun Cluster resource group and
register with Avamar server
2) Remove Avamar agent resource from Sun Cluster resource group
3) Exit
Select an option from the above list:


3. Type 1 and press Enter.
The list of existing resource groups appears in the command shell. For example:


Please wait...gathering list of Resource groups on which Avamar agent
can be installed
*******************************************************************
Please select eligible resource group for Avamar agent resource
*******************************************************************
1) qfs-rg
2) Return to previous menu
Enter the option:


4. Type the number for the required resource group and press Enter to configure the resource group for the Avamar agent.
The following appears in the command shell:
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Enter Logical Hostname for selected resource group [qfs-rg]:
5. Type the hostname (as defined in DNS) for the resource group you selected in step 4 and press Enter.


Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


Checking whether Cluster group [qfs-rg] 'qfsnode' configured with IP
Enter the shared disk path :


6. Type the shared disk path for this resource group and press Enter.
Information similar to the following appears in the command shell:


Shared disk '/global/qfsnode/clusterfs' configured for selected
cluster resource group 'qfs-rg'
Configuring 'AvamarClient-License.txt'
Configuring 'bin'
Configuring 'etc'
Configuring 'lib'
Avamar binaries copied successfully
Configuration completed
Press enter to continue
If you attempted to configure resource groups on an active node before configuring all passive nodes, the configuration
script terminates with an error message.


7. After configuring all passive Solaris Cluster nodes, log in to the active Solaris Cluster node as root and repeat step 2–step 6.
After successfully completing step 2–step 6, the following appears in the command shell:


Do you want to register selected cluster resource group with Avamar server (y/n) [y]:
8. Type y and press Enter.


The following appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the
Administrator server.
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or numeric IP
address, DNS name preferred):


9. Type the network hostname (as defined in DNS) of the Avamar Administrator server and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]:
The default domain is “clients.” However, the Avamar system administrator might have defined other domains and
subdomains. Consult the Avamar system administrator for the domain to use when registering this client.


NOTE: If typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. Including


a slash as the first character causes an error and prevents you from registering this client.


10. Press Enter to accept the default domain (clients).
The following appears in the command shell:


avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/qfs-rg/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/qfs-rg/var/avagent.cmd
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/qfs-rg/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/qfs-rg/var/avagent.cmd
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 28803
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
Press enter to continue


11. Press Enter.
The main menu appears in the command shell.


12. Exit the suncluster-configure.sh configuration script by typing 3 and pressing Enter.
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Bringing Solaris Cluster resources online
After you complete the configuration procedure on each node of the Solaris Cluster, perform the following.


Type the following to bring online any group resources that are in an offline state:


# clrg online –n NODENAME RESOURCEGROUPNAME


where:


● NODENAME is the Solaris Cluster node name.
● RESOURCEGROUPNAME is the name of a resource group that is in an offline state.


The following example shows the command used to bring online the qfs-rg resource group on the node named aiqsunbox07:


# clrg online –n aiqsunbox07 qfs-rg
# clrg status
The following appears in the command shell:


=== Cluster Resource Groups ===
Group NameNode NameSuspendedStatus
----------------------------------
qfs-rgaiqsunbox07NoOnline
aiqsunbox08NoOffline


Registering with a new server
To register the resource groups on Solaris Cluster nodes with a new Avamar server, perform the following on each Solaris
Cluster node that has the required resource group online.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to a Solaris Cluster active node as root.


2. Type the following:
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/suncluster-configure.sh
The following appears in the command shell:


Avamar Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt
Avamar Cluster Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster
*******************************************************************
Please select following options, you wish to process
*******************************************************************
1) Add Avamar agent resource into Sun Cluster resource group and
register with Avamar server
2) Remove Avamar agent resource from Sun Cluster resource group
3) Exit
Select an option from the above list:


3. Type 1 and press Enter.
A list of existing resource groups appears in the command shell. For example:


Please wait...gathering list of Resource groups on which Avamar agent
can be installed
*******************************************************************
Please select eligible resource group for Avamar agent resource
*******************************************************************
1) qfs-rg
2) Return to previous menu
Enter the option:


4. Type the number of the required resource group.
The following appears in the command shell:


Avamar file system client has been already configured for selected
cluster group 'selected_group_name'
Do you want to register selected cluster resource group with Avamar
server (y/n) [y]:
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5. Type y and at the following prompts, provide the DNS address of the new Avamar server and the domain to which the client
should be assigned. For example:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the
Administrator server.
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or numeric IP
address, DNS name preferred): DNS_address_of_Avamar_server
Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]: domain_name
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/selected_group_name/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/selected_group_name/var/avagent.cmd
avagent.d Info: Client activated successfully.
avagent Info <5241>: Logging to
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/selected_group_name/var/avagent.log
avagent Info <5174>: - Reading
/opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster/selected_group_name/var/avagent.cmd
avagent Info <5417>: daemonized as process id 3112
avagent.d Info: Client Agent started.
Registration Complete.
avagent.d Info: Stopping Avamar Client Agent (avagent)...
avagent.d Info: Client Agent stopped.
Press enter to continue
The main menu appears in your command shell.


6. Exit the suncluster-configure.sh configuration script by typing 3 and pressing Enter.


Controlling Avamar resource behavior
When an Avamar resource exception occurs (for example, the avagent process that a user or the system kills), the Avamar
resource by default displays its state as “online faulted” when you issue the clresource status command.


For example, a process failure does not cause a resource group failover or an automatic resource restart.


As a Solaris Cluster administrator, you can issue specific commands to change the default behavior of an Avamar resource:


● Issue the following commands to ensure that the failover of a resource group occurs immediately after an Avamar resource
exception:


clrs disable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs set -p Failover_enabled=true AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs enable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


● Issue the following commands to ensure that the failover of a resource group occurs after a specific number of restarts of
the Avamar resource:


clrs disable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs set -p Failover_enabled=true -p Retry_count=# AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs enable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


● Issue the following commands to ensure that the failover of a resource group never occurs after an Avamar resource
exception but is marked as “faulted” after a specific number of restarts (for example, within 370 s):


clrs disable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs set -p Failover_enabled=false -p Retry_count=# AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME


clrs enable AVMRAppRes-RESOURCE_GROUP_NAME
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Uninstalling
To uninstall Avamar client software, perform the following on each Solaris Cluster node.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to a Solaris Cluster node as root.


2. Type the following:
/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/suncluster-configure.sh
The main menu appears in the command shell:


Avamar Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt
Avamar Cluster Install directory: /opt/AVMRclnt/avcluster
*******************************************************************
Please select following options, you wish to process
*******************************************************************
1) Add Avamar agent resource into Sun Cluster resource group and
register with Avamar server
2) Remove Avamar agent resource from Sun Cluster resource group
3) Exit
Select an option from the above list:


3. Type 2 and press Enter.
The list of existing resource groups appears in the command shell. For example:


Please wait...gathering list of Resource groups on which Avamar agent
can be installed
*******************************************************************
Please select eligible resource group for Avamar agent resource
*******************************************************************
1) qfs-rg
2) Return to previous menu
Enter the option:


4. Type the number for the required resource group and press Enter.
You are prompted to confirm that you want to unregister the Avamar agent and unconfigure the resource group. For
example:


Selected Cluster group name is ‘qfs-rg’
Do you want to unregister Avamar agent and unconfigure Avamar from
selected Cluster group (y/n) [n]:


5. Type y and press Enter.
The script performs the following:


● Brings the resource group offline.
● Unregisters the Avamar application from the selected resource group.
● Removes the Avamar binaries for the selected resource group.


6. Repeat the previous four steps for each Solaris Cluster node.
The main menu appears in the command shell.


7. Exit the suncluster-configure.sh configuration script by typing 3 and pressing Enter.


8. On each Solaris Cluster node, uninstall the Avamar Client for Solaris software as described in "Uninstalling" in the Solaris
chapter.
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Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris on VCS


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Cluster configurations
• Downloading the install package
• Installing and registering
• Bringing VCS resources online
• Uninstalling
• Registering with a new server


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Solaris Client software on page 39 provides more information.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Before you install the Avamar client software, ensure that the environment meets the following requirements:


● The following software has been installed on each Solaris Cluster node:


○ Veritas Cluster Server
○ Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM)
○ Veritas File System (VxFS)
○ Avamar Client for Solaris


"Avamar Client for Solaris" provides installation instructions.


2. The following resources have been configured for VCS service groups:


● IP resource, which identifies the service group
● Mount resource, which is the mount point of the shared disk where the Avamar /var directory resides


3. The Avamar server can resolve the service group name through DNS.
4. Ensure that you have operating system root privileges on the client computer.
5. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.


Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.
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6. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Cluster configurations
Avamar supports backup and restore of the Veritas File System (VxFS) from Solaris platforms that run VCS.


Avamar supports single-node and multi-node (active/active and active/passive) VCS configurations.


● In an active/active cluster configuration, each node runs an instance of Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris as an application in
separate service groups. This functionality provides application redundancy. When a failure occurs on one active node, the
other active node hosts both service groups.


● In an active/passive cluster configuration, the service group is online on the active node until a failover occurs. Then the
service group comes online in the passive node.


You can run backups and restores from both nodes.


Downloading the install package
Download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the active VCS node.


2. Open a command shell and log in as root.


3. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


4. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


5. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


6. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


7. Select the correct software package.


Table 16. Avamar cluster client software packages for Solaris operating systems 


Platform Software package


Solaris 11 SPARC, Solaris 10 SPARC AvamarClusterClient-solaris10-sparc-VERSION.pkg


Solaris 11 x86 64-bit, Solaris 10 x86 64-bit AvamarClusterClient-solaris10-x86_64-VERSION.pkg


where VERSION is the version of the Avamar Cluster Client software.


8. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


9. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
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Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


Installing and registering
Install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris software on both nodes in the VCS cluster. Start the installation from the active
node. This chapter uses /tmp as an example of a temporary directory. You may choose to use a different temporary directory
for the installation. The output in this procedure refers to AvamarClusterClient-solaris10-sparc-7.0.100-nnn.pkg for illustration
purposes only.


Steps


1. Log in to the active VCS node as root.


2. Change directory to the temporary install directory by typing the following command:


cd /tmp
where tmp is the temporary directory.


3. Install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris software by typing the following command:


pkgadd -d package
where package is the installation package.


The output prompts you to specify the package to process.


4. Type 1 to select the Avamar cluster client package and press Enter.
The output displays processing and verification information, and then prompts you to specify whether to continue with the
Avamar cluster client installation.


5. Type y and press Enter.
The output displays the status of the installation until the installation completes.


6. Run avclustinstall by typing:


cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/ ./avclusinstall
The output prompts you to specify the service group for configuration.


7. Type 1 to select oraclegrp and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the resource name of the Avamar application for the selected service group.


NOTE: The state of oraclegrp can be either ONLINE or PARTIAL. Usually the state is ONLINE.


8. Type the resource name of the Avamar application and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


9. If you are installing Oracle, type y and press Enter. Otherwise, type n and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the hostname or DNS alias.


10. (VCS IPv6 environments only) Edit the avagent.cmd file on the active VCS node:


a. In a second command shell, log in to the active VCS node as root.
b. Change directory to the /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/group/var/ directory by typing the following command:


cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/group/var/
where group is the name of the cluster group.


c. Use a UNIX text editor to open the avagent.cmd file.


d. Add the following flag on a separate line at the end of the file:


--addr-family=6
e. Save the changes.
f. Return to the first command shell session.


11. Type the hostname or DNS alias and press Enter.
The client registration and activation script starts and prompts you to specify the Administrator server address.


12. Type the DNS name or IP address for the Avamar server and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify the Avamar domain for the client.


13. Type the domain name and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to install Avamar in another service group.


14. Type n and press Enter.
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15. Log in to the passive node as root.


16. Install the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris software by typing the following command:


pkgadd -d package
where package is the installation package.


The output displays a list of available installation packages.


17. Type 1 to select the Avamar cluster client package and press Enter.
The output displays the status of the processing and configuration checks, and then prompts you to specify whether to
continue with the installation of the cluster client.


18. Type y and press Enter.
The output displays the status of the installation until the installation completes.


19. Run avclustinstall by typing the following commands:


cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin
./avclusinstall


The output prompts you to specify the service group for configuration.


20. Type 1 and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to install the Avamar Plug-in for Oracle.


21. Type y and press Enter.
The output prompts you to specify whether to install Avamar in another service group.


22. Type n and press Enter.


23. Repeat the previous eight steps on each passive node.


Bringing VCS resources online
To bring VCS resources online, perform the following.


Type:


hares -online avagent_SERVICEGROUP -sys HOSTNAME


where:


● avagent_SERVICEGROUP is the default name of the Avamar VCS cluster agent. If you did not select the default name, use
the name that you specified.


● HOSTNAME is the system where the VCS service group is in PARTIAL state.


Uninstalling


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to a VCS node as root.


2. Remove the Avamar agent from the VCS service groups by typing:
cd /opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin
./avclusuninstall
The following appears in the command shell:


1. oraclus
Select an option: 1
Selected service group: oraclus
Avamar will be uninstalled for the selected service group.
Do you want to continue? (y/n) [n]:


3. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:
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Current backup or restore activity will be stopped on active node for
this group.
Do you want to continue? (y/n) [n]:


4. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


Removing Agent from oraclus service group...
Agent resource deleted from group oraclus ...
Removing the binaries now...
Do you want to uninstall Avamar in another service group? (y/n) [n]:


5. Type n and press Enter.


6. Remove the Avamar Cluster Client for Solaris software by typing:
pkgrm AVMRclusclnt
The following appears in the command shell:


The following package is currently installed:
AVMRclusclnt Avamar Cluster Client
(sparc) 7.0.100-nnn
Do you want to remove this package? [y,n,?,q]


7. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


## Removing installed package instance <AVMRclusclnt>
This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of removing this package.
Do you want to continue with the removal of this package [y,n,?,q]


8. Type y and press Enter.
The following appears in the command shell:


## Verifying package <AVMRclusclnt> dependencies in global zone
## Processing package information.
## Executing preremove script.
## Removing pathnames in class <syms>
## Removing pathnames in class <dirs>
## Removing pathnames in class <mans>
## Removing pathnames in class <libs>
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/lib/libstdc++.so.5
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/lib/libobk_avamar64.so
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/lib/libobk_avamar.so
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/lib/libgcc_s.so.1
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/lib
## Removing pathnames in class <etcs>
## Removing pathnames in class <apps>
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/etc/stop.sh
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/etc/start.sh
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/etc/avagent.d
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/etc/AvamarClient-UpdateReplace.sh
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/etc
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/unix.pin
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/sbtscan
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/oracle.pin
/opt/AVMRcluscl
nt/bin/avtar.bin
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avtar
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avscc
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avregister
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avoracle
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avclusuninstall
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avclusinstall
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin/avagent.bin
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/bin
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/AvamarClient-License.txt
## Removing pathnames in class <none>
## Updating system information.
Removal of <AVMRclusclnt> was successful.
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Registering with a new server
To re-register VCS cluster client against a new server, perform the following actions.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the active VCS node as root.


2. Type the following:
/opt/AVMRclusclnt/cluster/oraclegrp/bin/avregister
The following appears in the command shell:


=== Client Registration and Activation
This script will register and activate the client with the
Administrator server.
Enter the Administrator server address (DNS text name or numeric IP
address, DNS name preferred):


3. Type the network hostname (as defined in DNS) of the Avamar Administrator server and press Enter.


The following appears in the command shell:


Enter the Avamar server domain [clients]:
The default domain is “clients.” However, the Avamar system administrator might have defined other domains and
subdomains. Consult the Avamar system administrator for the domain to use when registering this client.


NOTE: If you are typing a subdomain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character.


Including a slash as the first character causes an error and prevents you from registering this client.
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Avamar Client for Windows


Topics:


• Client installation prerequisites
• Capabilities and limitations
• Downloading the install package
• Installing
• Registering
• Uninstalling and upgrading


Client installation prerequisites
Before you install Avamar software on a client system, perform the following prerequisites.


Client compatibility and interoperability


Before you install Avamar software on a client system, ensure that the client operating system and hardware configuration is
supported.


Hardware requirements for the Windows Client software


Ensure that the client computer on which you install the Avamar for Windows Client software meets the minimum requirements
in the following table.


Table 17. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the Windows Client software 


Requirement Minimum


RAM 512 MB


Hard drive
space


250 MB permanent hard drive space (1 GB recommended) for software installation.


The Avamar client software also requires an additional 12 MB of permanent hard drive space for each 64 MB
of physical RAM.


Additional disk space might be required by the snapshot technology.


Backing up the Windows System State requires an additional 1 GB of free disk space.


Network
interface


Either of the following:


● 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the platform.
● IEEE 802.11a/b/g, configured with the latest drivers for the platform.


Updated, detailed client compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/
modernHomeDataProtection.


Preinstallation checks


Before you install the Avamar software, perform the following:


Prerequisites


1. Ensure that the Avamar server is operational and present on the same network as the client computer.
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Verify if this action is performed by opening a command shell on the client computer and typing the following:


ping AVAMARSERVER


where AVAMARSERVER is the network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address of the Avamar server.


2. Make note of the network hostname (as defined in DNS) for:


● Avamar server
● Avamar utility node


These DNS entries should have been added during deployment of the Avamar system.


Download client packages to the Avamar server


Before installing the Avamar client software, you must first download the UpgradeClientDownloads package from the EMC
repository to the Avamar server. After downloading the file, you must install it on the server for the client installation packages
to be available. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the EMC repository in the Avamar
Administration Guide.


Capabilities and limitations
The Avamar for Windows Server Guide provides installation instructions for the Avamar Client for Windows on a computer
running Windows cluster or Windows Server 2008.


Computers with User Account Control


In Windows Vista, Microsoft added the User Account Control (UAC) feature. Later versions of the Windows operating system,
such as Windows 7, continued this feature with minor changes.


Microsoft designed UAC to provide additional operating system security by preventing the installation of software that runs with
administrator privileges, unless an administrator authorizes the elevated privileges.


When you start the Avamar Client for Windows installer without administrator privileges on a computer with a default
implementation of UAC, the software requires that you provide the username and password for an account with administrator
privileges. Otherwise, the installation exits.


After successful installation of Avamar Client for Windows, any nonadministrative user can start to use it without loss of
functionality.


Disabling NTFS last access time inhibits backing up changed ACLs


If you disable NTFS Last Access Time feature on a Windows backup client, then the Avamar Client for Windows software
cannot detect any further Windows ACL changes. This action means that the ACL setting that is stored during the original file
backup is the ACL setting that Avamar Client for Windows applies on all future restores.


About this task


The Windows operating system enables the NTFS Last Access Time feature by default, but sometimes users disable this setting
for performance purposes. Reestablishing proper ACL backup behavior requires that you:


Steps


1. Enable NTFS Last Access Time feature.


There are two ways to reenable the NTFS Last Access Time feature:


a. Search the Windows Registry for the following key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\FileSystem
\NtfsDisableLastAccessUpdate
If the key exists, and its value is 1, modify the value to 0.
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If the key does not exist, or if it exists with a value of 0, then Windows has NTFS Last Access Time enabled. Take no
further action.


b. On Windows XP, Server 2003, and Vista platforms, you can enable NTFS Last Access Time by typing the following
command at a command prompt:
fsutil behavior set disablelastaccess 0


2. Delete all local Avamar Client for Windows cache files.


The Avamar Client for Windows cache files are:


C:\Program Files\avs\var\f_cache.dat
C:\Program Files\avs\var\p_cache.dat
Delete these files. Avamar Client for Windows regenerates these files during the next backup.


Downloading the install package
Download one or more install packages from the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.


2. In a web browser, type the following URL:
https://AVAMARSERVER/dtlt/home.html
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


3. If a security alert dialog box appears due to browser security settings, click Yes or OK to allow redirection to the Avamar
secure web server.
The Avamar Web Restore home page appears.


4. From the links at the top of the page, click Downloads.
A list of the software available from the server appears in the browser.


5. Select an operating system heading or software category heading from the list and click + next to it.


When necessary, click + next to subheadings until the software package link appears.


6. Click the software package link.
The server transfers the software package to the web browser.


7. Save the installation package to a temporary folder.
Do not rename a software package. The Avamar push upgrade mechanisms are incompatible with renamed packages.


Installing
Use the following procedure to install Avamar Client for Windows software on all supported versions of Microsoft Windows
except any Windows Server or Windows Cluster installations.


About this task


The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides information for installation, configuration, and use on Microsoft Windows
Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 Core, and Windows Cluster Server 2003.


NOTE: Do not attempt to back up a CIFS/NFS network share by installing an Avamar client on a local machine. Attempting


to do so results in a severe degradation in backup and restore performance and metadata such as folders, ACLs, and file


permissions are not backed up. To backup a CIFS/NFS share, install an Avamar client on the share machine or use NDMP to


back up the data.


Steps


1. Log in to the computer.
“Downloading the install package” describes how to access and download the software.


2. Locate the downloaded software package and double-click it.
A User Account Control dialog box appears.


3. Click Yes.
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When you run the install program from a user account that does not have Adminstrator privileges, type the username and
password for an account with Administrator privileges and then click Yes.


4. Follow the instructions in the wizard.
After you accept the End User Licensing Agreement, the Custom Setup screen appears.


5. Select whether to install Avamar Client for Windows software with a Graphical User Interface (GUI):


● To install with a GUI, leave the Avamar Client User Interface option enabled, and click Next.


● To install without a GUI, click Avamar Client User Interface and select Entire feature will be unavailable, and click
Next.


The Ready to install Avamar for Windows screen appears.


6. Enter the server information and click Install.
A User Account Control dialog box appears.


7. Click Yes.


8. When the installation completes, click Finish.


The installation wizard closes and the Avamar icon appears in the system tray.


Registering
Before you can back up files or restore files, you must register the client with the Avamar server.


About this task


Do not register the Avamar Client for Windows unless instructed to do so by the system administrator. The administrator often
registers and activates the client from the Avamar server.


To register and activate the Avamar Client for Windows software from the client computer:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar system tray icon.


2. Select Manage > Activate Client.
The Activate Client Setup dialog box appears.


3. In Administrator Server Address, type the hostname of the Avamar server as defined in DNS, or its IP address.


4. In Administrator Server Port, type 28001.


5. In Client Domain, type the Avamar domain for this client.
NOTE: The default domain is “clients.” However, the Avamar system administrator can define other domains and


subdomains. Consult the Avamar system administrator for the domain to use when registering this client. When typing a


domain (for example, clients/MyClients), do not include a slash (/) as the first character. A slash as the first character


causes an error and prevents you from registering this client. Do not even use a backslash (\) in this field.


6. Click Activate.


The Activate Client Setup dialog box closes, and the activation process starts. Avamar client adds a green check mark to its
system tray icon when activation successfully completes.


Uninstalling and upgrading
You do not have to uninstall earlier versions of Avamar Client for Windows software before you install a new version.


When installing the Avamar Client for Windows on a computer that has a version of the software installed, the installation
program prompts you to select one of the following:


● Upgrade current Avamar Client for Windows installation to the new version.
● Remove old Avamar Client for Windows installation.


NOTE: It might be necessary to deactivate the client instance from the Avamar server to successfully reactivate it with the


Avamar server. The Avamar Administration Guide contains further information.


If you decide to remove the old installation, rerun the installation file to install the new version. The current installation session
becomes an “uninstall” session, then terminates.
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You can also use the Windows Control Panel Add/Remove Programs feature to completely uninstall the Avamar Client for
Windows.


NOTE: If you should revert to an older version of the Avamar Client for Windows software, you must completely uninstall


the existing version before installing the older version. You cannot revert to an older version by using the upgrade process.
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Backup and Restore


Topics:


• Overview
• Restore authority
• Capabilities and limitations
• Avamar Web Restore for Windows, Mac, and Linux clients
• Windows clients
• Mac OS X clients
• Linux clients
• AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients


Overview
After installation and registration, the data on Avamar clients is typically backed up automatically by way of regularly scheduled
backups that are initiated by the Avamar server. A system administrator backed up data using Avamar Administrator or the AUI.
However, you can also initiate on-demand backup and restore operations directly from the Avamar client.


NOTE: The NetWorker client (lgtoclnt) can be installed by running the NetWorker Upgrade/Install for Client Downloads


workflow package. The workflow automates the steps that are required to make the client available or to upgrade it


alongside the Avamar clients on the Avamar Web Documents & Downloads page. Refer to workflow documentation for


installation information.


NOTE: The Avamar for Windows Server User Guide provides information about installation, backup, and recovery on


Microsoft Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 Core, and Windows Cluster Server 2003.


NOTE: When performing on-demand backups, you can only initiate a single backup at a time. The Avamar client user


interface governs this limitation. However, if backups are performed from the command line, ensure that each on-demand


backup operation is complete before initiating another one.


There are two restore interfaces for Windows, Macintosh, and Linux clients:


● Avamar Web Restore
● Avamar client web UI


Use these interfaces to restore directories and files that are backed up using a file system plug-in. To restore data that is
backed up with other plug-ins, refer to the guide specific to the plug-in.


Use Avamar Web Restore to restore individual files and to restore directories and multiple files as zip files. Certain limitations
apply to Avamar Web Restore, as described in “Capabilities and limitations”.


The Avamar client web UI (AUI) provides enhanced features for desktop computers and laptop computers. Use the Avamar
client web UI to restore a file, restore several files, or restore complete folders. Restore files and folders to their original location
or to a new location. Also use Avamar client web UI to launch interactive backups through file system plug-ins.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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Enforcement of backups to Data Domain


If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.


Restore authority
Avamar client grants you authority to restore a folder or a file only if your login credentials grant operating system Write
permission for the restore location.


If you want to restore a folder or file that has the same path and name as one that exists on your computer, your login
credentials must authenticate you as the owner of that existing folder or file before Avamar client restores over it.


Capabilities and limitations
This section describes capabilities and limitations of Avamar Web Restore. These limitations do not apply to the Avamar client
web UI.


International character support


Avamar generally supports the use of specific supported international characters in the names of directories, folders, and files.
However, proper display of international language characters is contingent on the client computer installed system fonts being
compatible with the original language.


If you browse backups that were created with international characters and a compatible font is not installed on the system, then
any characters that the system cannot resolve are displayed as rectangles. This process is a normal limitation of that particular
situation and does not affect the ability to restore these directories, folders, or files. The Avamar Release Notes provide
additional international language support information.


Restoring international characters with web restore


With the Avamar Web Restore feature, restores with directories or multiple files are delivered in the form of a zip file. When
unzipping the file, file and directory names with international characters might not restore correctly due to inherent limitations in
some zip utilities.


To correctly restore files with international characters using the Avamar Web Restore feature, use a zip utility that fully
supports international characters. Examples of zip utilities that have been confirmed to work correctly include:


● Winrar 3.80 or later
● Winzip 12.0 or later
● 7zip 4.65 or later


NOTE: Microsoft Windows compressed folders are specifically known to not reliably handle international characters. Do not


use this option with the Avamar Web Restore feature.
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Restoring encrypted files is not supported


It is not possible to restore encrypted files with the Avamar Web Restore feature. Any files that were encrypted at the time of
the original backup are restored as empty (0 bytes) files. Contact the Avamar system administrator, who can restore encrypted
files by using Avamar Administrator or AUI.


Avamar Web Restore client-type limitation


You can use the Avamar Web Restore feature to restore data from Windows clients, Macintosh clients, and Linux clients.


If you use the Web Restore interface to restore data from other client types, the data is corrupted during the restore process.
This issue also applies to data that originated on a Windows computer, Macintosh computer, or Linux computer but was copied
to and backed up from another computer. The data that is backed up from second computer cannot be restored to the original
computer through Avamar Web Restore. If you should restore data from other client types, contact the Avamar system
administrator who can restore the files by using Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


ACLs not preserved by Avamar Web Restore


When you restore folders or files with the Avamar Web Restore feature, ACLs and any other access rights to the folders or files
that might have existed on the original client are not preserved.


Mixed backups are not supported


The full backup for a client and all subsequent incremental and differential backups must be stored on either the Avamar server
or a single Data Domain system.


Avamar does not support any of the following scenarios:


● Full backup on a Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on the Avamar server
● Full backup on the Avamar server and incremental or differential backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backup on one Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on another Data Domain system


Therefore, if you change the device on which backups for a client are stored, then you must perform a full backup before
any further incremental or differential backups.


Wildcard characters not supported during restores


When performing restores from the avtar command line, wildcard pattern matching characters, such as asterisk (*) and
question mark (?), are not supported.


The only way to constrain a restore operation is to define a partial path within the backup (that is, a single file or directory
structure) and restore only that data.


Backup always modifies the atime value


On UNIX and UNIX variants, avtar always modifies the atime (access time) value for files that are opened and read during the
backup.


This action occurs during an initial backup when the file has been modified since the last backup or when the client's file cache
has been deleted.
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Avamar Web Restore for Windows, Mac, and Linux
clients
Use Avamar Web Restore to restore files that were backed up from Windows clients, Mac OS X clients, and Linux clients.


For proper display, view Avamar Web Restore in a web browser that provides a viewport that is at least 1024 pixels in width and
at least 768 pixels in height.


Opening Avamar Web Restore


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:
http://AVAMARSERVER
where AVAMARSERVER is the Avamar server network hostname (as defined in DNS) or IP address.


You are redirected to the Avamar secure web server. The protocol changes to HTTPS. You may see an alert page if the
server’s certificate is not accepted by your web browser. Continue to the Avamar Web Restore home page.


2. From the links at the top of the page, click a destination.


Alternatively, click one of the icons on the body of the page.


Logging in to Avamar Web Restore using LDAP


Steps


1. On the home page, from the links at the top of the page, click either Search or Browse.


Click Search to search for files by filename. Click Browse to browse through a directory tree for files.


Alternatively, hover the cursor over the Search or Browse icons on the home page, and click the Log-in Required icon that
appears.


The login page appears.


2. In User ID, type your username.


This username is the one that you use to log in to your company's domain applications that use LDAP v.3-compatible
authentication, such as Active Directory. When your username includes a domain segment (@domain), remove that segment.


For example, if you log in with the username "jsmith@biz.domain.com", use jsmith.


3. In Password, type your password.


4. In Domain, select LDAP.
The list of LDAP domains appears.


5. From the list of LDAP domains, select the domain of your user account.
The list only includes domains that an administrator configures Avamar to recognize.


6. Begin the authentication process by using one of the following methods:


● When you have backups from more than one computer, in Client Path, select the Avamar client path for a computer.
● When you have backups from only one computer, click Login.


Avamar Web Restore authenticates your credentials and the page you selected appears.
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Logging in to Avamar Web Restore using Avamar


Steps


1. On the home page, from the links at the top of the page, click either Search or Browse.


Click Search to search for files by filename. Click Browse to browse through a directory tree for files.


Alternatively, hover the cursor over the Search or Browse icons on the home page, and click the Log-in Required icon that
appears.


The login page appears.


2. In User ID, type your username.
Use your Avamar system username.


3. In Password, type your password.


4. In Domain, select Avamar.


5. In the text area of Domain, type the full path of the Avamar domain of your computer.


The path is case-sensitive. The server does not validate the existence of the path that you type.


For example, if the Avamar server registered your computer in the /clients/accounting domain, type /clients/
accounting. Typing /Clients/accounting does not display the /clients/accounting domain.


6. In Client Name, type the client computer's name.


Use the same name that the Avamar server used to register the computer.


7. Click Login.


Avamar Web Restore authenticates your credentials and the page you selected appears.


Performing a restore using Avamar Web Restore


To restore files and folders using Avamar Web Restore:


Steps


1. On the Avamar Web Restore home page, from the links at the top of the page, click either Search or Browse.


Click Search to search for files by filename. Click Browse to browse through a directory tree for files.


2. Log in.


3. Using either search or browse, select files and folders.


4. Click the Download icon.


When you select multiple files, Avamar Web Restore combines all selections into one zip file that retains the relative path
structure of the source. When you select only one file, Avamar Web Restore does not place it in a zip file.


Avamar Web Restore sends the file to your web browser.


5. Save the zip file or individual file on your computer.


Open zip files using a zip utility.


Windows clients
Avamar Client for Windows initiates on-demand backups and restores using the Avamar client application. This application is
accessible through the system tray icon.


Restore requirement


To restore files to a Windows system, the logged in account must have the Windows “Restore files and directories” user right
that is assigned to it in Local Security.


This user right is assigned by default to an account if it is a member of either the Administrators or Backup Operators groups.
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An account that is not a member of either of these groups, or of another group that includes this user right, must have this right
assigned, either through group membership or individual assignment, before it can be used to restore files.


The following table provides information about minimum hardware requirements for Avamar Granular Level Recovery(GLR)
software.


Table 18. Minimum supported hardware requirements for the Avamar GLR software  


Requirement Minimum


RAM 512 MB


Hard drive space 512 MB permanent hard drive space (2 GB recommended) has been allocated for software
installation.


The Avamar GLR software also requires an additional 400 MB of permanent hard drive
space for each 128 MB of physical RAM. Additional disk space can be required by the
snapshot technology.


Network interface Either of the following option is required:


● 10BaseT or higher, configured with the latest drivers for the platform.
● IEEE 802.11a/b/g, configured with the latest drivers for the platform.


Network optimization


Avamar Client for Windows is designed to minimize network and server load by blocking a backup request when you currently
have an on-demand or a scheduled backup running or waiting to run. A message is displayed when this action occurs.


Performing a single-click backup


You can launch an on-demand backup with a single click on the Avamar Client for Windows context menu. This backup does not
open a user interface.


Prerequisites


The backup dataset depends on whether the client is running a server version of the Windows operating system, as shown in
the following table.


Table 19. Backup datasets for Windows operating systems 


Windows OS type Dataset


Non-server Dataset for each of the computer's assigned groups.


Server Default dataset.


To start a single-click backup:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray.


The context menu appears.


2. Click Back Up Now.


Results


The backup request is sent to the server.
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Performing an interactive backup


You can launch an on-demand backup using the Avamar client web UI.


About this task


This interactive backup permits the selection of:


● Dataset by group — Choose to back up the dataset of any of the assigned groups for the computer.
● Specific backup sets — Select individual files, multiple files, and directories to include in the backup. This feature must be


administratively enabled.


To start an interactive backup:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray and select Back Up from the context menu.


The Backup page opens in a web browser. This page displays information about the dataset and backup schedule for each of
the groups for the computer.


2. Review the available policy trees, and select the appropriate backup group.
If the computer is in only one backup group, only one policy tree appears.


NOTE: If the Backup page includes the Select Now button, you can select the files and directories to include in the


backup instead of selecting a backup group. The online help describes how to use this feature.


3. Click Back Up Now.


Performing a restore using Avamar client web UI


You can initiate an on-demand restore using the Avamar client web UI from the Avamar icon in the system tray. The web UI
opens in the default web browser for the computer.


About this task


From the web UI, use the Search page to search for files and directories by name, or use the Browse page to find files and
directories using a familiar directory tree view. Using either method, you can select and restore any of the retained versions of a
file.


To restore files and directories using the Avamar client web UI:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray and select Restore from the context menu.


The web UI opens in the default web browser.


Depending on the Avamar server settings, a login screen may appear. If it happens, log in. The web UI opens with the Search
page. To use the Browse page instead, select Browse from the side menu.


2. (Optional) Select an alternate computer as the backup source.


This feature is described in the online help.


3. Use the Search page or the Browse page to add folders and files to the restore set.


4. Choose how to name the restored files:


● Select New Name to assign an automatically generated new name to each file that you restore.
● Select Overwrite Existing File to retain the names of all files in the restore set.


5. (Optional) Select a new restore location:


a. Click Browse.
The location browser appears and displays a list of folders on the computer.


b. Select a folder for the restore location.
c. Click Select Folder.


The location tool closes and the new restore location is listed in Restore to.


6. Click Restore.
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Getting status


The Avamar Client status window provides information about backup and restore tasks. It also provides supplementary access
to local settings and logs for Avamar client.


About this task


To view the status of backup and restore tasks from the Avamar client:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon.
The context menu appears.


2. Select Manage > View Console.


Results


In-progress and completed backups appear in the main window pane of the Avamar Client status window. Access to local
settings and logs is available through the menu bar.


Client notification settings


You can configure Avamar Client for Windows to display or hide client notifications. These notifications are enabled by default.


About this task


The client notifications are:


● Backup Reminder—Reminder that appears after a set number of days have elapsed since the last backup. Possible values
are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or Never.


● Balloon Messages—Task messages that appear in balloons near the Avamar icon.


To enable or disable client notifications:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray.
The context menu appears.


2. On Settings > Show Backup Reminder, select a setting.
A checkmark appears next to the selected setting.


3. On the Settings submenu, click Show Balloon Messages.


When a checkmark appears, the balloon messages appear. When the checkmark is cleared, the balloon messages do not
appear.


Balloon messages are brief messages that appear near the Avamar icon. The following table describes these messages.


Table 20. Avamar balloon message descriptions 


Message Description


Backup Started An automatic backup starts, and an on-demand backup task is received.


Backup Finished Either an automatic backup or an on-demand backup finishes.


Backup Canceled A backup (automatic or on-demand) is canceled through the Progress window, the console,
or administrative action.


Restore Started A restore task is received from the web UI. One message for each separately selected folder,
and for each folder that contains selected files.


Restore Finished A restore task finishes.


Restore Canceled A restore is canceled through the Progress window, the console, or administrative action.


Upgrade Started An upgrade of the Avamar Client for Windows software started.
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Table 20. Avamar balloon message descriptions (continued)


Message Description


Upgrade Finished An upgrade of the Avamar Client for Windows software finished successfully.


Upgrade Failed An upgrade of the Avamar Client for Windows software failed.


Progress window


The Progress window provides a visual means of determining the progress of an Avamar Client for Windows task, and enables
you to pause or cancel the task.


About this task


By default the Progress window appears whenever a task starts.


You can change the setting so that the window is hidden. However, while the window is hidden, you cannot pause backups.


To show or hide the Progress window:


Steps


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray.
The context menu appears.


2. On the Settings submenu, click Show Progress Bar.
When a checkmark appears, the Progress window appears. When the checkmark is cleared, the Progress window does not
appear.


Canceling a backup


To cancel an automatic or manual backup, click Stop on the Progress window.


Pausing a backup


You can pause manual and automatic backups for up to 30 minutes.


When you restart a paused backup, the backup resumes at the point it was paused. After 30 minutes, the backup resumes
automatically.


Avamar clients are designed so that backups have a low impact on system resources. However, you may pause a backup to
reclaim resources. When paused, a backup uses minimal system resources.


To pause a backup, click Pause on the Progress window. To resume a backup, click Resume.


Mac OS X clients
You can initiate on-demand backups and restores using the Avamar for Mac OS X Client, located in the Applications folder.


By default, this application is launched at login. All features and actions are accessible through its icon on the menu bar.
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Network optimization


The Avamar for Mac OS X Client is designed to minimize network and server load by blocking a backup request if you currently
have an on-demand or a scheduled backup running or waiting to run. A message is displayed when this occurs.


Performing a single-click backup


You can launch an on-demand backup with a single click on the Avamar for Mac OS X Client context menu. This backup does
not open a user interface.


About this task


A single-click backup includes the dataset for each of the assigned groups for the computer.


To start a single-click backup:


Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar.
The context menu appears.


2. Click Back Up Now.


Performing an interactive backup


You can launch an on-demand backup using the Avamar client web UI.


About this task


This interactive backup permits the selection of:


● Dataset by group—Choose to back up the dataset of any of the computer assigned groups for the computer.
● Specific backup sets—Select individual files, multiple files, and directories to include in the backup. This feature must be


administratively enabled.


To start an interactive backup:


Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar, and then click Back Up from the context menu.
The Backup page opens in the web browser. This page displays information about the dataset and backup schedule for each
of the groups for the computer.


2. Review the available policy trees, and select the appropriate backup group.
If the computer is in only one backup group, only one policy tree appears.


NOTE: If the Backup page includes the Select Now button, you can select the files and directories to include in the


backup instead of selecting a backup group. The online help describes how to use this feature.


3. Click Back Up Now.


Performing a restore using Avamar client web UI


You can initiate on-demand restores from the Avamar icon on the menu bar using the Avamar client web UI. The web UI opens
in the default web browser.


About this task


From the web UI, use the Search page to search for files and directories by name, or use the Browse page to find files and
directories using a familiar directory tree view. Using either method, you can select and restore any of the retained versions of a
file.


To restore files and directories using the Avamar client web UI:
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Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar, and then click Restore from the context menu.
The web UI opens in the default web browser.


Depending on the Avamar server settings, a login screen may appear. If it happens, log in.


The web UI opens with the Search page. To use the Browse page instead, select Browse from the side menu.


2. Use the Search page or the Browse page to add folders and files to the restore set.


3. Choose how to name the restored files:


● Select New Name to assign an automatically generated new name to each file that you restore.
● Select Overwrite Existing File to retain the names of all files in the restore set.


4. (Optional) Select a new restore location:


a. Click Browse.
The location browser appears and displays a list of the folders on the computer.


b. Select a folder for the restore location.
c. Click Select Folder.


The location tool closes, and the new restore location is listed in Restore to.


5. Click Restore.


Getting status


The Work Order List window provides information about backup and restore tasks. It also provides supplementary access to
local settings and logs for the Avamar client.


About this task


To view the status of backup and restore tasks:


Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar.
The context menu appears.


2. Select Manage > View Console.


Backup reminder


You can configure the Avamar for Mac OS X Client to display or hide the backup reminder. This notification is enabled by
default.


About this task


The backup reminder appears when more than 24 hours have elapsed since the last backup.


To enable or disable the backup reminder:


Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar.


The context menu appears.


2. On Settings > Show Backup Reminder, select a setting.


The possible values are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 days, or Never.


A checkmark appears next to the selected setting.
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Progress window


The Progress window provides a visual means of determining the progress of an Avamar for Mac OS X Client task. It also
enables you to pause or cancel the task.


About this task


By default the Progress window appears whenever a task starts.


You can change this setting so that the window is hidden. However, while the window is hidden, you cannot pause backups.


To show or hide the Progress window:


Steps


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar.


The context menu appears.


2. On the Settings submenu, click Show Progress Bar.


When a checkmark appears next to the option, then the Progress window appears. When the checkmark is cleared, then
the Progress window does not appear.


Canceling a backup


To cancel an automatic or manual backup, click Stop on the Progress window.


Pausing a backup


You can pause manual and automatic backups for up to 30 minutes.


When you restart a paused backup, the backup resumes at the point it was paused. After 30 minutes, the backup resumes
automatically.


Avamar clients are designed so that backups have a low impact on system resources. However, you may pause a backup to
reclaim resources. When paused, a backup uses minimal system resources.


To pause a backup, click Pause on the Progress window. To resume a backup, click Resume.


Linux clients
Back up and restore of Linux clients can also be performed in several ways.


The following sections describe tasks you can initiate for Linux clients:


● Full backup using avscc command
● Interactive backup and restore using Avamar client web UI
● Backup and restore using avtar commands
● Performing an on-demand backup with the Linux Fast Incrementals plug-in on page 74


Full backup using avscc command


Running avscc at the command line with the backupnow flag backs up Linux clients much the same as a single-click backup of a
Windows or Mac computer.


About this task


This command launches a backup of the source dataset for each group that is assigned to the client and includes any additional
source added through the web UI.


To initiate a backup using avscc:
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Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Change the working directory to the location of the avscc executable by typing:
cd /usr/local/avamar/bin


3. Run avscc with the backupnow flag by typing:
avscc --command=backupnow
The invoked instance of avscc submits a backup request to the server and exits. The server schedules and runs the backup
task.


Interactive backup and restore using Avamar client web UI


You can perform interactive backups and restores using a web browser to access the Avamar client web UI.


Linux clients require the following environment to use these features:


● Desktop environment with a window system
● Firefox 3.0 or newer web browser that is configured to be launched by a call to one of the following environment variables:


○ (For KDE) kfmclient
○ (For GNOME) gnome-open
○ (Others) BROWSER


Performing a backup


You can perform an on-demand backup through the Avamar client web UI in two ways.


About this task


When you perform an on-demand backup through the Avamar client web UI, you can select:


● Dataset by group—Choose to backup the dataset of any of the assigned groups for the computer.
● Specific backup sets—Select individual files, multiple files, and directories to include in the backup. This feature must be


administratively enabled.


To initiate an on-demand backup using the web UI:


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Change the working directory to the location of the avscc executable by typing:
cd /usr/local/avamar/bin


3. Invoke avscc with the backup flag by typing:
avscc --command=backup
The login window appears in the web browser.


4. Log in to the web UI.


The Backup page opens in a web browser. This page displays information about the dataset and backup schedule for each of
the groups for the computer.


5. Review the available policy trees, and select the appropriate backup group.


If there is only one backup group for the computer, then only one policy tree appears.
NOTE: If the Backup page includes the Select Now button, you can select the files and directories to include in the


backup instead of selecting a backup group. The online help describes how to use this feature.


6. Click Back Up Now.
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Performing a restore


You can initiate an on-demand restore through the Avamar client web UI.


About this task


Use this interface to select and restore single files, multiple files, and directories. You can restore files and directories to their
original location or to a new location.


To initiate an on-demand restore using the web UI:


Steps


1. Open a command shell.


2. Change the working directory to the location of the avscc executable by typing:
cd /usr/local/avamar/bin


3. Invoke avscc with the restore flag by typing:
avscc --command=restore
The login window appears in the web browser.


4. Log in to the web UI.


The Search page appears. To use the Browse page instead, select Browse from the side menu.


5. Use the Search page or the Browse page to add folders and files to the restore set.


6. Choose how to name the restored files:


● Select New Name to assign an automatically generated new name to each file that you restore.
● Select Overwrite Existing File to retain the names of all files in the restore set.


7. (Optional) Select a new restore location:


a. Click Browse.


The location browser appears and displays a list of the folders on the computer.


b. Select a folder for the restore location.
c. Click Select Folder.


The location tool closes and the new restore location is listed in Restore to.


8. Click Restore.


Performing an on-demand backup with the Linux Fast Incrementals
plug-in


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup, Restore and Manage window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the client.


3. From the list of clients, select the client computer to back up.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click the Backup tab.
A list of plug-ins on the client appears in the left pane of the Backup tab.


5. To back up, browse to and select the checkbox next to the data.


6. If you browse the client file system, specify a valid client username and password, then click OK.


The username and password must have read permissions on the files and directories that you select for backup.


7. (Optional) To view a summary of all directories and files that you selected for backup, select Actions > Preview List.


8. Select Actions > Back Up Now.
The On Demand Backup Options dialog box appears.


9. Select the backup retention setting:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention period.
Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.
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● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse to
that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


10. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


11. Click More Options.
The Backup Command Line Options dialog box appears.


12. (Optional) Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox to view advanced options, which appear in red.


13. Select the Backup Mode.


You can select whether to let the system determine whether to perform a full or incremental backup, or you can force a full
backup, or force an incremental backup.


14. Click OK on the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


15. Click OK on the On Demand Backup Options dialog box.
The On Demand Backup Request dialog box indicates that the backup started.


16. Click Close.


The restore workflow for the Linux Fast Incrementals plugin is the same as the traditional filesystem plugin. Avamar Web
Restore for Windows, Mac, and Linux clients on page 64 has further information.


Linux Fast Incrementals plug-in backup and recovery notes


This section contains notes and troubleshooting information that is related to the Fast Incrementals plug-in.


File system is read-only during level 0 backups


When a level 0 (full) backup is performed with the Linux Fast Incrementals plug-in, the file system is in read-only mode for the
duration of the backup.


Fast Incrementals backups are at the file system level only


The Linux Fast Incrementals plug-in can only perform backups at the file system level. You cannot use the plug-in to backup
individual files and directories.


Only mount points are restored when top level checkbox is selected


When selecting the top level checkbox of a backup for restore, this "top folder" is not restored. Only the mount point
underneath it is restored.


When performing a redirected restore of multiple mount, files or directories may overwrite each other when the path of a file or
directory in one mount point is the same as the path or directory in another mount point.


Backup retries not supported


If a Fast Incrementals backup fails (for example, if the client system reboots during the backup), the backup will not retry
automatically after the reboot, but should complete on the next scheduled backup window.


If the client system reboots unexpectedly or crashes during a Fast Incrementals backup, the Fast Incrementals state will be lost
and the next backup will revert to a Level 0 backup to maintain backup consistency.


Fast Incrementals backups can only be restored with the Fast Incrementals plug-in


"Cross-platform" restores are not supported. You cannot restore Fast Incrementals backups using the traditional Linux client
plug-in. You can only restore using the Fast Incrementals plug-in.
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Error message related to quota package


An error message similar to the following is displayed during reboot:


Enabling local filesystem quotas: quotaon: using
/xfs_local/aquota.group on /dev/mapper/lbbb_vgrp_0-lbbb_vol_00
[/xfs_local]: Invalid cross-device link


This issue happens when the following actions occur:


● When a filesystem being protected by Fast Incrementals backup is updated in fstab.


● When quotas are configured over the filesystem and the machine is subsequently rebooted.


This issue is an expected error and the quota configurations are not disturbed.


Do not change file permissions for Linux Fast Incremental journal or configuration
files


Do not change file permissions for Linux Fast Incrementals journal files or the directory where these files reside (/var/
avamar/BackupBoost/journals). Do not change the file permissions for Linux Fast Incrementals configuration files or the
directory where these files reside (/var/avamar/BackupBoost/config). Changing permissions on these files may result in
configuration errors, data inconsistency, or the unnecessary creation of full backups.


Disk space required for journal and configuration files


The space that is required for Linux Fast Incrementals journal and configuration files depends on several factors, such as:


● The number of filesystems that are configured.
● The number of inodes that are changed on each filesystem.
● The number of characters in inode name (if greater than 32 bytes).


For example, if a filesystem contains 10 million inodes, and assuming a 10% change rate, then approximately 300 MB of disk
space would be required for the journal and configuration files for the filesystem.


Changing the filesystem UUID


Do not change UUID of a filesystem that has been configured for Linux Fast Incrementals. If changing the UUID is required, first
deactivate the filesystem for LFI, change the UUID, then active the filesystem for LFI again.


Notes about Linux feature support with Linux Fast Incrementals


● Linux lazy unmount is not supported. An error message is then generated.
● Linux mount move and an error message are generated.
● No support for stackable filesystems or fuse filesystems which are mounted to a Linux Fast Incrementals configured


filesystem.
● Linux containers are not supported with LFI.
● The debugfs command is not supported. If it is run, LFI cannot capture the generated events and does not backup these


files/inodes.
●
● Running e2fsck on an LFI configured filesystem results in a full backup.


● LFI creates a device special file for each enabled filesystem. These files are located in the system's /dev directory (for
example, /dev/lfsdisk01). These created files are deleted when the filesystem is disabled for LFI.
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AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients
This section describes on-demand back up and restore for AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients.


Back up and restore of Linux clients can also be performed using avscc commands and the web UI. Linux clients explains more.


Backup and restore using avtar commands


AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients can initiate on-demand backups and restores using the avtar command line.
NOTE: Space limitations in this guide cause the examples in this topic to continue (wrap) to more than one line. However,


you must type all commands and options in a command shell on a single command line (no line feeds or returns allowed).


Performing an on-demand backup


Back up AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients on-demand from the command line using an avtar command.


The avtar command must be in the following basic format:


avtar -c --label=NAME FILE1 [FILE2 ... ] DIR1 [DIR2 ... ] --id=USER


where:


● NAME is a short descriptive name for the backup.
● FILE1 [FILE2 ... ] DIR1 [DIR2 ... ] is a space-separated list of filepaths and directory paths to include in the backup.
● USER is the username to use for authentication.


This must be the username of an Avamar internal user account and use the format USERNAME@DOMAIN, where USERNAME
is the username of the account and DOMAIN is the authentication domain for the account.


The following example backs up files within the MyFiles and abcd directories on a Linux computer, and labels the backup
jdoeFiles:


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar -c --label="jdoeFiles" MyFiles/ abcd/ --id=jdoe@avamar/clients/
MyClient


Performing a restore


Restore files to AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients from the command line using an avtar command.


The avtar command must be in the following basic format:


avtar -xv --label=NAME --before=DATE --after=DATE FILE1 [FILE2 ... ] DIR1 [DIR2 ... ] --target=PATH --
id=USER


where:


● NAME is a short descriptive name for the backup.
● DATE is the endpoint date for backups used in the restore. When used with after, all backups on or after DATE are included.


When used with before, all backups on or before DATE are included. When both are used a time span can be expressed.


DATE is formatted as YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS. The value of DATE may be truncated to reduce its specificity. For example,
YYYY is acceptable.


● FILE1 [FILE2 ... ] DIR1 [DIR2 ... ] is a space-separated list of filepaths and directory paths to include in the restore.
● PATH is the top level directory of a new restore location for the files and directories in the restore.


When --target=PATH is not included in the restore command, files and directories are restored to their original location.
In that case, files are not overwritten unless the overwrite option is included, using the following format:


--overwrite={always | modified | newest | newname}
where:


○ always—Replaces any file existing on the client with a back up from the same filepath.
○ modified—Replaces any file existing on the client with a back up from the same filepath, unless the date/time stamp of


the backed up file is the same as the existing file.
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○ newest—Replaces any file existing on the client with a back up from the same filepath, only if the date/time stamp of
the backed up file is newer than the date/time stamp of the existing file.


○ newname—Restores a file that matches the filepath of a file existing on the client but appends a version number to the
restored file to prevent overwritting the existing file.


● USER is the username to use for authentication.


This must be the username of an Avamar internal user account and use the format USERNAME@DOMAIN, where
USERNAME is the username of the account and DOMAIN is the authentication domain for the account.


The following example restores all of the files found in the backup labeled newsletters that were created before the indicated
date and time into the old_newsletters directory on an HP-UX or Solaris computer.


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar -xv --target="old_newsletters" --before="2011-12-1 15:00:00" --
id=jdoe@avamar/clients/MyClient --label="newsletters"
The following example restores files found in the abcd and MyFiles directories in the backup labeled newsletters into the
old_newsletters directory on a Linux computer.


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar -xv --label="newsletters" --target="old_newsletters" abcd/
MyFiles/ --id=jdoe@avamar/clients/MyClient


Getting status using the command line


Get status of AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients from the command line using an avtar command.


Use the following format for the avtar command:


avtar {--backups | --list} --verbose=LEVEL --label=NAME --after=DATE --before=DATE --
count=NUMBER --id=USER


where:


● LEVEL is the level of verbosity that is returned by the command.
● DATE is the endpoint date for backups that are used in the restore. When being used with, all backups on or after or before


DATE is included. When both are used a time span can be expressed.


DATE is formatted as YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS. The value of DATE may be truncated to reduce its specificity. For example,
YYYY is acceptable.


● NUMBER is the number of backups to list. If not specified, all backups are listed.
● NAME is a short descriptive name for the backup.
● USER is the username of the Avamar internal user account that is used for authentication.


Use the format USERNAME@DOMAIN, where USERNAME is the username of the account. DOMAIN is the authentication
domain for the account.


The following example uses --backups to display information about the three most recent backups that are created after the
indicated date and time. Verbose (status and warning) messages are enabled, and the command path is correct for a Linux
client.


/usr/local/avamar/bin/avtar --backups --verbose --count=3 --after="2011-4-1 11:17:33"--
id=jdoe@avamar/clients/MyClient
The following example uses --list to list files and directories inside the backup that is labeled jdoeFiles that were created
before the indicated date and time. Highly verbose (--verbose=2) messages are enabled, and the command path is correct
for an HP-UX or Solaris computer.


/opt/AVMRclnt/bin/avtar --list --verbose=2 /myfiles/rem --label="jdoeFiles" --
before="2011-12-1 04:30:15" --id=jdoe@avamar/clients/MyClient
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Solaris Zones


Topics:


• Important terms and concepts
• Capabilities and limitations
• Installation and configuration
• Non-global zone disaster recovery


Important terms and concepts
This topic introduces important terms and concepts that you should be familiar with before you deploy Avamar in a Solaris 10
Zones environment.


Important terms and concepts:


● Solaris 10 containers—As an integral part of the Solaris 10 operating system, Solaris Containers isolate software
applications and services by using flexible, software-defined boundaries. Solaris Containers allow many private execution
environments to be created within a single instance of the Solaris operating system. Each environment has its own identity,
separate from the underlying hardware, yet behaves as if it is running on its own system, making consolidation simple, safe,
and secure.


● Solaris 10 zones—Solaris Zones are part of a Solaris Container, delivering security, application fault, and namespace
isolation. A Solaris Zone is a virtual environment that has security and application fault containment and its own namespace
that can be tailored to the application that runs in it.


● Global and non-global zones—One zone is always designated as and named the “global zone.” Global zones provide a
structure within which other “non-global” zones can be created.


The global zone encompasses all processes running on the system, regardless of whether these processes run within a non-
global zone.


Instead of "local zone," “non-global zone” is used because “local” is not an antonym of “global” in the context of Solaris
zones.


Capabilities and limitations
You should note the limitations described in the two sections that follow.


● Installation errors can occur with earlier version software
● Avagent restart limitation


Installation errors can occur with earlier version software


Installing earlier versions of Avamar Client for Solaris software in non-global zones can display errors.


If you do so, then the following error may appear:


pkgadd: ERROR: postinstall script did not complete successfully
You can safely ignore this error as it is incorrect—the software did install correctly. Furthermore, version 3.7.2.94 and later
software does not return this error.
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Avagent restart limitation


If you restart the avagent process from the global zone, it forcibly terminates all avagent processes (both global and non-
global), but only restarts the avagent process in the global zone.


If you install Avamar Client for Solaris software in non-global zones, then you must manually restart each avagent process in
each non-global zone. Restarting the avagent processes directly from the non-global zone works as expected.


Installation and configuration
You can install the Avamar Client for Solaris software in the global zone or in individual non-global zones.


The only difference is whether you begin the installation sequence from the global zone or from a non-global zone.


Installing Avamar Client for Solaris software in the global zone


To install Avamar Client for Solaris in the global zone:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Log in to the global zone.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


3. Perform the following installation tasks in the Avamar Client for Solaris section.


a. Downloading the install package
b. Installing and registering


Installing Avamar Client for Solaris software in a non-global zone


To install Avamar Client for Solaris in the global zone:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in as root.


2. Log in to the global zone.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


3. From the global zone, log in to the desired non-global zone.


The shell prompt should change from “global#” to some other zone designation.


4. Perform the following installation tasks in the Avamar Client for Solaris section.


a. Downloading the install package
b. Installing and registering


Ensuring backup of all non-global zone configurations


Use the following information to ensure successful backup of non-global zone configurations.


AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients on page 77 explains more.


To successfully restore non-global zone data, a current copy of the non-global zone configuration must exist on the Avamar
server.


NOTE: Attempting to restore non-global zone data without current zone configuration information might result in loss of


data.


There are two methods to export and save a non-global zone configuration:
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● Manually exporting and saving a non-global zone configuration


● Automatically exporting and saving a non-global zone configuration


Those methods are described in the following sections. By using the second method, each time you perform a backup, the zone
configuration is automatically saved with the backup.


Manually exporting and saving a non-global zone configuration


To manually export and save a non-global zone configuration:


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the global zone as root.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


2. Print each non-global zone configuration and direct it to a file by typing:
zonecfg -z zone1 export > zone1.config
where zone1 is the non-global zone configuration to back up.


3. Place this configuration file in a location that ensures its inclusion in the next backup by the Avamar server.


4. Repeat steps 2–3 for each global zone you back up.


Automatically exporting and saving a non-global zone configuration


The best practice to back up the zone configuration is to create a preprocessing script that exports and saves the zone
configuration each time a backup occurs.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the global zone as root.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


2. Use a UNIX text editor to create a separate preprocessing script for each non-global zone in the /opt/AVMRclnt/etc/
scripts directory.


For example, the following command creates the zone1_config.sh preprocessing script for the zone1 non-global zone:


vi /opt/AVMRclnt/etc/scripts/zone1_config.sh
Each script should contain the following entries:


#!/usr/bin/sh zonecfg -z zone1 export > /zone_configs/zone1.config
where zone1 is the non-global zone name.


3. Save the changes.


4. Create an Avamar dataset for each non-global zone to back up:


a. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Datasets.


The Manage All Datasets window appears.


b. Click New.


The New Dataset dialog box appears.


c. Type a name for the new dataset.


Do not use any of the following characters in the dataset name:


~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#\/:*?<>'"&.


d. Click the Source Data tab.
e. Select Enter Explicitly, and select Solaris File System from the Select Plug-in Type list.
f. Select Select All Data for All Local File Systems.
g. Click the Options tab.
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h. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox.
i. In the Run user-defined script at beginning of backup text box in the Pre-Script section of the Options tab, type


the name of the preprocessing script, such as zone1_config.sh.
j. Click OK.


5. Repeat steps 2–4 for each non-global zone to back up.


Non-global zone disaster recovery
To restore global zone data, follow the procedure at AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients on page 77.


To perform disaster recovery of the entire non-global zone, use one of the two procedures that follow:


● Restoring an entire non-global zone from a global zone backup


This is the recommended method. AIX, HP-UX, Linux, and Solaris clients on page 77 explains more.


● Restoring an entire non-global zone from a non-global zone backup


Redirected restores are supported. Any zone that has been backed up from one machine can be restored to a different machine.
This action can be performed if the new target machine has the same operating system, software packages, and dependencies
as the original machine.


Restoring an entire non-global zone from a global zone backup


To restore a non-global zone from a global zone backup, first restore the zone configuration file to a temporary directory in the
global zone. Then restore the rest of the non-global zone.


About this task


This action requires two separate restore operations.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, restore only the zone configuration file to a temporary directory in the global zone.


Do not restore any other files at this time.


2. Open a command shell and log in to the global zone as root.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


3. Type:
cd /tmp
where /tmp is the temporary directory in the global zone.


4. Specify that the zone1.config file should be used when re-creating the zone by typing:
zonecfg -z zone1 -f zone1.config


5. Install the zone by typing:
zoneadm -z zone1 install


6. To prevent the system from displaying sysidtool prompts on initial zone login, delete the .UNCONFIGURED file by typing:
rm /export/home/zones/zone1/root/etc/.UNCONFIGURED


7. Return to Avamar Administrator and restore the remaining non-global zone files and directories.


During the restore, include the --restoresystem advanced plug-in option.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides additional information about supplying advanced plug-in options.


8. Return to the command shell session.


9. After the restore completes, boot up the zone by typing:
zoneadm -z zone1 boot


10. Confirm that the zone is running by typing:
zoneadm list -cv
The following appears in the command shell:
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ID NAME STATUS PATH BRAND IP
0 global running / native shared
4 zone1 running /zones/zone1 native shared


11. Confirm that you can log in to the zone by typing:
zlogin zone1


Restoring an entire non-global zone from a non-global zone backup


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, restore only the zone configuration file to a temporary directory in the global zone.


Do not restore any other files at this time.


2. Open a command shell and log in to the global zone as root.


The “global#” prompt indicates that you are successfully logged in to the global zone.


3. Type:
cd /tmp
where /tmp is the temporary directory in the global zone.


4. Specify that the zone1.config file should be used when re-creating the zone by typing:
zonecfg -z zone1 -f zone1.config


5. Install the zone by typing:
zoneadm -z zone1 install


6. To prevent the system from displaying sysidtool prompts on initial zone login, delete the .UNCONFIGURED file by typing:
rm /export/home/zones/zone1/root/etc/.UNCONFIGURED


7. Boot up the zone by typing:
zoneadm -z zone1 boot


8. Confirm that the zone is running by typing:
zoneadm list -cv
The following appears in the command shell:


ID NAME STATUS PATH BRAND IP
0 global running / native shared
4 zone1 running /zones/zone1 native shared


9. Log in to the zone by typing:
zlogin zone1


10. Reinstall the Avamar Client for Solaris software in the non-global zone, and register it with the Avamar server.


NOTE: It might be necessary to deactivate this non-global zone client instance from the Avamar server to successfully


reactivate it with the Avamar server.


11. Return to Avamar Administrator, and restore the remaining non-global zone files and directories.


NOTE: Sun Microsystems has recommended that no shared LOFS file systems be restored within a non-global zone. By


default, Avamar does not traverse any LOFS or NFS file systems during backups, which is not an issue.
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Novell NSS Volumes


Topics:


• Overview
• Capabilities and limitations
• Additional resources


Overview
Novell Storage Services (NSS) is the file system originally created for NetWare.


With the introduction of Novell Open Enterprise Server (OES) Linux, Novell made its common services available on this
operating system. By doing so, it has provided an easier migration path for customers wishing to deploy Linux in their
environments. Therefore, you can create NSS volumes on and manage them from Linux.


Novell Open Enterprise Server (OES) Linux has introduced a new feature, XAttr Extension for Novell Storage Services (NSS),
which allows easy backup and restore of NSS file metadata.


Capabilities and limitations
Consider the following capabilities and limitations.


● Files hosted on NSS volumes


To maintain data integrity of transactional systems that use files hosted on NSS volumes, shut down those applications
before you initiate a backup.


● Lack of snapshot support


There is no snapshot support for NSS on OES Linux.


● OES Linux local eDirectory database


The OES Linux local eDirectory database is not included in backups.


Additional resources
See the following additional resources on Novell NSS volumes.


Table 21. Additional resources on Novell NSS volumes 


Topic Location Filename


Novell Storage Services Novell web site nss_enu.pdf


Linux User Management Novell web site lumadgd.pdf
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Tuning Client Caches


Topics:


• Demand-paging cache
• File cache
• Demand-paging cache example scenario
• Cache migration after upgrading the client


Demand-paging cache
Demand-paging cache is the new method for managing Avamar file and hash caches.


File and hash caches store information about data that has been backed up to the Avamar server. Demand-paging cache
replaced the original Avamar caching implementation for all client backups.


Demand-paging cache improves the avtar program’s capacity to handle a file cache for large file systems by enabling the
system to perform the following actions:


● To automatically determine the optimal in-RAM cache size for the client environment.
● To adjust the cache size as needed


Demand-paging cache reduces memory consumption by removing the need to store the entire cache in memory for each
instance of avtar.


The original cache implementation stored cache information in the f_cache.dat file. The demand-paging cache feature uses a
new cache file, f_cache2.dat, which is stored in the var directory. Because the demand-paging cache files use unique names,
the demand-paging cache feature does not interfere with the original cache file, f_cache.dat. The Avamar Operational Best
Practices for earlier releases of Avamar provides more information about the original monolithic cache implementation.


Demand-paging cache divides the cache into a series of pages. All pages that belong to a backup are kept in a page list. Not all
of these pages are memory-resident, but are brought into memory in time order. Demand-paging cache keeps a subsampled list
of hashes for each page in memory to handle out-of-order access. This list is called the champion list.


Files that are larger than a threshold size are designated as “must have entries.” These entries are almost always added to the
champion list. If a hash is not in the pages in memory, but is in the champion list, the associated page is read into memory. A
semi-random selection process designates champions beyond those files that are designated as “must have” entries.


File cache
File cache management is implemented by using pages from f_cache2.dat. The avtar process loads pages, as needed, from
f_cache2.dat into RAM instead of the entire file.


The original file cache implementation uses approximately 1 GB of disk space and 1 GB of RAM to track approximately 10 million
files when avtar is running. This data is shared among all of the 16 backups that can be stored in the cache file. This method
imposes limits on the maximum size of file systems that Avamar can back up. Demand-paging cache removes this size limitation.


Demand-paging cache requires 1 GB of disk space to track approximately 10 million files during a backup. The demand-paging file
cache can store up to 16 backups worth of nonshared information, which means that the file cache for a normal use case can
use approximately 20 GB of disk space. In comparison to the original file cache method, backups that implement the demand-
paging file cache require up to 20 times more disk space.


However, demand-paging cache enables RAM utilization to remain fairly flat at a much lower size regardless of the number of
files in the file system. Automatic tuning can change the actual RAM utilization amount.
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Demand-paging cache example scenario
Each page consists of 100,000 entries and 15,000 champions.


NOTE: The entries and champion sizes are the maximums per page. The actual utilization is about 60% to 70% of that


maximum because of the characteristics of the hash tables, which are used here for their fast access.


For the file cache, each entry is 64 bytes, or 6.4 MB per page and each champion is 20 bytes or 300 KB per page.


On disk, the champions are stored with the entries that give a size of about 6.7 MB for each page of the file cache. There is
some overhead, but it is a very small percentage of the total size, which is usually not relevant.


In RAM, the champions are stored separately. The page sizes are about 6.4 MB for the file cache. The champions are brought
into RAM in a single array that contains all of the champions for all of the applicable backups in the cache.


The file cache that is required for 40 M files is approximately 616 pages: 40 M / 65,000 (estimated) or 4.13 GB on disk (616 *
6.7 MB).


Auto-tuning alters the number of pages that are stored in memory which is based on the size of previous backups and other
factors, including the actual memory available to the process. The values may be considerably smaller or larger, based on
previous backups requirements.


Cache migration after upgrading the client
Where applicable, the demand-paging cache feature automatically migrates the contents of the f_cache.dat file to the new
cache file during avtar backup operations.


The migration runs when avtar determines that demand-paging cache files do not exist or exist but are not valid, or when
avtar finds that the f_cache.dat files and their relative timestamps fit within the migration period.


The default migration period is 14 days. You can change the default migration period by specifying the ---cache-
migration-period option with the avtar command. Memory improvements from the use of the demand-paging cache
feature are not noticeable until after the migration completes. Memory use increases slightly during the migration period since
avtar uses both forms of cache at the same time.


After the migration period ends, the backup process no longer checks the original cache. After 180 days, the avagent process
automatically deletes the old cache files. You can change the default time period of 180 days by specifying the ---
cachelifetime=DAYS option with the avagent command.


At any time, you can prevent a client migration by removing the f_cache.dat and file before you run an avtar backup. You can
also prevent a migration by performing one of the following alternatives:


● To prevent a cache migration, run avtar with the --nocache option. Use of the --nocache option stops all caching. Use
the --nocache option with caution.


● To prevent only a file cache migration, run avtar with --enable-filecache=false option.
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As part of an effort to improve its product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use.
The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact a technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This document describes how to configure and use the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE).


Audience
This document is intended for system administrators who will be configuring and using the vCD DPE. The document assumes a
high degree of knowledge of how to use and administer vCloud Director.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


02 June, 2021 Updated the following sections:
● "Port usage summary" in the "Port Usage" appendix
● "Best practices" in the "Backup" and "Restore" chapters


01 May 20, 2019 First release of vCloud Director Data Protection Extension 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection
● vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Release Notes
● vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Administration and User Guide
● vCloud Director Data Protection Extension REST API Reference Guide
● vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Message Bus Specification Reference Guide
● Avamar for VMware User Guide


Typographical conventions
Table 2. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)
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Table 2. Typographical conventions (continued)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or


requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.
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Online communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• vCloud Director Data Protection Extension
• Compatibility information
• Authentication
• Authorization
• Backup appliances
• Organizations and repositories
• Backup policy templates
• Virtual machine and vApp backup in vCloud Director
• Virtual machine and vApp restore in vCloud Director
• Initial tasks


vCloud Director Data Protection Extension
The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension (vCD DPE) provides backup, restore and replication functionality for operations
in the cloud, and consists of two types of administrator roles with different levels of functionality:


● Backup Administrator (Cloud Administrator)—A Backup Administrator can manage backup, restore, and replication
operations for the cloud, and also add, configure and manage data protection policies. The backup administrator role is
performed by a vCloud Director Administrator who has access rights to the cloud organizations, Organization (Org) virtual
datacenters (VDCs), and virtual machines (VMs) and virtual appliances (vApps) that need to be backed up or restored.


● Organization Administrator (Tenant Administrator)—An Organization Administrator can perform VM and vApp backups and
restores at the Org level by using the vCloud Director tenant portal UI or the vCD DPE UI, and also manage existing
data protection policies. This role supports the creation of Organizations to contain various resources, such as VDCs, and
resources allocated to the organization through reservations and other means. Service Providers may use the Organization
structure to map to a tenant so they can lease cloud resources to the tenant. In that case, the Organization Administrator is
essentially the tenant administrator.


The Backup Administrator (vCD SA) and Organization Administrator (vCD OA) roles will be indicated throughout this document
to show which transactions only the vCD SA can perform, only the vCD OA can perform, or both roles can perform.


The vCD DPE allows the vCD SA to configure and manage backup appliances through which you map cloud resources to an
Avamar backup store (including Avamar with Data Domain). A backup appliance provides a representation layer to the Avamar
server, enabling vCloud backup and recovery operations. Backup capacities on Avamar and connected Data Domain systems are
exposed as backup stores.


The vCD SA can then use backup repositories to associate specific Org VDCs to a backup appliance. Backup repositories are
logical entities that map a backup store on a backup appliance with an Org VDC. An Org VDC can map to multiple backup
repositories; however, only one repository can be made "active" for backups. Non-active repositories are in restore-only mode.
This logical construct also enables advanced restore use cases that use filters to look up backups for protected vApps that are
deleted or are from another cloud.


After VM or vApp backups have been created and replicated, the administrator (vCD SA or vCD OA) can browse and restore
the backups of vApps and individual VMs to their original location or to a new location.
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Compatibility information
The vCD DPE solution is compatible with the following software and versions.


Table 3. vCloud Director compatibility matrix 


Software Versions


VMware vCloud Director 9.7, 9.5, 9.1, 9.0
NOTE: The vCloud Director tenant portal UI is only
compatible with vCloud Director version 9.1.


Avamar 19.1, 18.2, 18.1, 7.5.1


vCenter server 6.7, 6.5, 6.0


NOTE: The vCD DPE is intended to work with the Avamar default security settings (for example, with client/server


communication and authentication enabled). If you modify the default Avamar security settings, the vCD DPE does not


function as designed and failures occur.


Authentication
A server uses authentication to determine who is accessing the application.


The vCD DPE UI authentication integrates with vCloud Director, where users have to provide their vCloud Director credentials
during login to authenticate.


vCloud Director users can authenticate with the following methods through the vCD DPE UI:


● System Administrators:


○ vCloud Director local
○ LDAP
○ vCenter SSO users


● Organization Administrators:


○ vCloud Director local
○ LDAP


NOTE: vCenter SSO users are not supported for Organization Administrators.


Authorization
Authorization determines which resources are available to specific users.


There are two types of authorization:


● Provided natively by vCloud Director to limit the Organization-specific resources that are returned and made visible by the UI
to the logged-in Organization Administrator.


● Provided by the vCD DPE to control who has access to the data protection operations (such as policy management and ad
hoc backup or restore from the UI).


In the second case, the UI web app uses and follows the delegated authorization controls as defined by the vCD DPE platform
documentation.


Only a vCD SA or a vCD OA can perform backups and restores. vApp owners cannot trigger backups or restores
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Org VDC backup operation customization and configuration


The vCD SA assigns and configures backup policies. The vCD OA cannot modify the backup policies that are exposed to an Org
VDC, but the vCD OA can apply policies to a vApp or VM.


The purpose of these controls over customization is to support a public provider use case. Aspects of backup policies such
as frequency and retention period incur costs to the provider. If the underlying resources that are associated with backup
operations are shared across tenants, enforcement of resource consumption constraints enables predictable service for all
tenants. A provider administrator can choose to delegate authority over backup policy at a granular level within each Org VDC.


Table 4. Elements 


Element Default Description


enableBackupPolicyCustomizati
on


False Allow vCD OAs to apply backup policies


enableAdhocBackup False Allow vCD OAs to trigger an ad hoc
backup request for a vApp


The following table depicts the permissions for each role:


Table 5. Roles and permissions 


Permissions vCD SA vCD OA


Manage Backup Appliances Yes No


Manage Organizations Yes No


Manage Repositories Yes No


Create Restore-only Repository Yes No


Manage Policies Yes No


Apply Policies Yes Yes, if
enableBackupPolicyCustomizati
on is enabled


Manage Replication Yes No


Manage Backups Yes Yes. Only the backups that are in the
vCD OA's organization


Ad hoc Backups Yes Yes, if enableAdhocBackup is enabled
and the vApps/VMs reside in the vCD
OA's organization


Restore vApps or VMs (original or new) Yes Yes. Only the backups that are in the
vCD OA's organization


Restore deleted vApps Yes Yes


Restore vApps to a different Org VDC Yes Yes, as long as the Org VDC is in the
same Organization


Restore vApps using the restore-only
repository


Yes Yes


NOTE: The vCD OA can manage policies (Create, Read, Update, Delete) through the REST API, but can only apply policies


in the UI.
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Backup appliances
A backup appliance represents an Avamar server.


The backup appliance maps a physical or virtual Avamar server to your cloud resources through a backup gateway server. It also
associates one or more vCenter instances from your cloud to Avamar so that you can perform backup, restore, and replication
operations. Before you can configure the vCD DPE to perform backups, the vCD SA must add a backup appliance through the
vCD DPE UI.


To scale up your cloud backups, you can deploy additional backup storage (for example, add additional Data Domain systems)
within your existing backup appliance. You can also configure additional backup appliances to add new backup storage. You can
use a backup appliance to provide a coarse level of tenant isolation.


The vCD SA can manage a backup appliance’s internal components, such as backup repository, vCloud Director Organization,
backup proxies, and vCenter registration.


Organizations and repositories
After the vCD SA creates a backup appliance, the next step is to register a cloud organization and to map one or more of its
virtual data centers to a backup appliance. The vCD SA proceeds by configuring backup repositories, which are required for
performing backups and restores.


A backup repository is a configured relationship between a backup appliance and an Org VDC. The vCD SA creates a repository,
assigns a name, and selects a backup store on the backup appliance that is associated with that Org VDC. The Avamar server
and up to 12 Data Domain systems can be attached to the backup appliance.


vApps within virtual data centers direct their backups through the backup repository to the Avamar server. The backup
repository also enables a level of virtual datacenter-based tenant isolation.


Backup policy templates
A backup policy template is a combination of a backup schedule, a retention period, and an option set. Backup policies are
created using policy templates and control when vApps back up, how long to keep the backups, and which, if any, options to
invoke during the backup process.


To create a backup policy template, the vCD SA must first create at least one schedule, one retention period, and one option
set. Then the vCD SA creates a catalog to which backup policy templates are added.


Virtual machine and vApp backup in vCloud Director
Perform vCloud Director backups in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.


To perform backups in vCloud Director, a vCD SA needs to access vCloud Director resources (organizations, Org VDCs, VMs,
and vApps) to assign policies to a vApp. The vCD SA can browse the cloud resources remotely from the configured vCloud
Director. If new resources are added to vCloud Director while browsing, the vCD SA can refresh the backup view.


Both the vCD SA (cloud administrators) and vCD OA (tenant administrators) roles can start an ad hoc backup of individual VMs
or vApps, and monitor the backup progress in either user interface.


Before you can back up VMs or vApps, the vCD SA must assign policies and repositories to the Org VDCs, as described in
Create a backup policy for an Org VDC on page 25.


Virtual machine and vApp restore in vCloud Director
Perform vCloud Director image-level restores in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI. Additionally, you can perform restores at
the file level by using the Dell EMC Cloud Data Protection Restore client.


The vCD SA can view organizations and Org VDCs, and browse the backup inventory for the vApps in each VDC. The vCD OA
can only see the backup inventory in its own Organization.
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The vCD SA can also browse the backup inventory through the backup repository that is associated with the Org VDC. Both
administrator roles can then select a VM or vApp backup, and restore it to its original location, a new location in the original Org
VDC, or a new location in a different Org VDC (for a vCD SA in the vCD DPE UI only).


Initial tasks
To get started using the vCD DPE, perform the tasks that are described in the following sections.


Deploy the vCD DPE


The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension Installation and Upgrade Guide provides more information.


Add one or more backup appliances


Backup appliances enable the vCD SA to associate backup capacity with Org VDCs, and they facilitate the backup and recovery
operations on Avamar.


The backup gateway component requires credentials for vCloud resource vCenter servers, similar to the way that Avamar
systems require credentials. Provide these credentials through the backup appliance entity.


The vCD SA can add multiple backup appliances as necessary, and use them simultaneously to extend backup capacity based on
the size of your cloud. See Add a backup appliance on page 19 for instructions.


NOTE: If needed, after creating a backup appliance, you can add additional vCenters that are managed by vCloud Director.


Also, if your vCenter or appliance credentials on those remote systems change, you can update the credentials on the


backup appliance.


Register vCloud Director organizations and add backup
repositories


The vCD SA must first register the organizations with the vCD DPE. Registering an organization allows the vCD SA to associate
any of its VDCs with a backup appliance, and to assign backup and replication policies to it. See Configure organizations and
repositories on page 20 for instructions.


Create backup policies


Backup policies allow you to control backup schedules and retention periods. To create a backup policy, the vCD SA must first
create policy templates and organize them into catalogs. The vCD SA can then apply the policy to Org VDCs and to vApps. See
Configure backup policy templates on page 23 and Create a backup policy for an Org VDC on page 25 for instructions.


vCD DPE UI and REST API functionality


The vCD DPE contains multiple user interfaces that accomplish various objectives:


● The vCloud Director tenant portal UI
● The vCD DPE UI
● The Data Protection Backup and Recovery File-Level Restore (FLR) UI
● The REST API


The following table lists the available functionality for each user interface:
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Table 6. Available functionality by user interface 


Task
vCloud Director
tenant portal
UI


vCD DPE UI FLR UI REST API


Manage backup policies Modify a
backup policy


No (view only) Yes No Yes


Set a default
backup policy


No (view only) Yes No Yes


Delete a
backup policy


No (view only) Yes No Yes


Apply a non-
default backup
policy to a
vApp


Yes Yes No Yes


Create a backup policy for an Org VDC No Yes No Yes


Configure backup policy
templates


Create a
backup
schedule


No Yes No Yes


Create a
backup
retention
period


No Yes No Yes


Create a
backup option
set


No Yes No Yes


Create a
catalog of
backup policy
templates


No Yes No Yes


Create/configure a backup
policy quota


Create/
configure/
modify an ad
hoc backup
policy quota


No Yes No Yes


Create/
configure/
modify a
scheduled
backup policy
quota


No Yes No Yes


Perform an ad hoc backup Yes Yes No Yes


Perform a file-level restore No No Yes Yes


Restore a vApp or virtual machine to the original
Org VDC


Yes Yes No Yes


Restore a vApp to its original location Yes Yes No Yes


Restore a virtual machine to its original location Yes Yes No Yes


Restore a vApp to a new location on the Org
VDC


Yes Yes No Yes


Restore a deleted vApp Yes Yes No Yes


Get recent activity for selected vApps or all
vApps in an Org VDC


Yes Yes No Yes
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Table 6. Available functionality by user interface (continued)


Task
vCloud Director
tenant portal
UI


vCD DPE UI FLR UI REST API


Customize/brand the vCloud Director tenant
portal UIa


No No No No


a. The system administrator can customize/brand the vCloud Director tenant portal UI at a global level by using the REST
API calls provided by VMware.
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Configuration


Topics:


• Add a backup appliance
• Configure organizations and repositories
• Customize the vCloud Director tenant portal UI


Add a backup appliance
To configure the vCD DPE to perform backups and restores, log in as the vCD SA and add at least one backup appliance.


About this task


To add a backup appliance, you need the name or address, and the credentials of the backup gateway server associated with
your Avamar backup store. You can then add vCenters that you manage with vCloud Director to the backup appliance. These
vCenters contain the Org VDCs and the vApps that you want to back up.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Backup Appliances.


3. In the Backup Appliances pane, click Add.
The Add Backup Appliance dialog box opens.


4. Type a name and a description for the backup appliance.


5. Type the URL of the backup gateway server that is associated with the Avamar server.


For example, https://hostname.vcloud.emc.com:8443.


6. Type the Avamar Management Console administrator’s user name and password.


7. Leave the Enabled option checked if you want the backup appliance to be available for performing backups and restores.


8. Click Next.
The vCD DPE tries to verify the connection by logging in to the backup gateway server. When the verification completes,
the vCD DPE displays the vCenters that are connected to vCloud Director.


9. To register a vCenter, click Register Now next to that vCenter.
The vCenter Registration dialog box opens.


10. In the vCenter Registration dialog box, type the vCenter’s user name and password, and then click Register.


11. Click Finish.
The vCD DPE displays the vCenter in the vCenters pane.
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Configure organizations and repositories
To configure a cloud organization, register the organization with the vCD DPE. Registering an organization enables you to
associate any of its Org VDCs with a backup appliance and to assign backup policies to it.


About this task


After you have registered an organization, you can add a backup repository to it. A repository associates a backup store with
the Org VDCs and is required for performing backups and restores. You can add multiple backup repositories to the Org VDCs.
However, only one backup repository per Org VDC can be active for backups at a time.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.
The Organizations pane lists the organizations from vCloud Director.


3. Select an organization from the Organizations list.
The organization’s name, ID, and registration status appear in the right pane. If you have not registered the organization with
the vCD DPE, the Register button is active.


4. Click Register.
When registration completes, a green check mark appears.


5. If required, configure the ad hoc backup quota and retention time from the Ad Hoc Backup Settings area and click Update
to apply changes.


6. In the Organizations pane, under the organization that you have registered, select the Org VDC to which you want to add a
repository.


7. In the right pane, click Add in the Repositories tab.
The Add Repository for Org _VDC_name Organization VDC dialog box opens.


8. Type a name and a description for the repository. You can use any name and description that you want.


9. Leave the Enabled option selected if you want this repository to be available for backup and recovery.


10. Adjust the Total Bytes Allowed and Bytes Allowed Per Day settings if needed.


These settings are for notification purposes only. If the repository reaches a set limit, the vCD DPE creates a “limit reached”
notification.


11. Under Select Backup Store, select a backup store that is listed under one of the backup appliances, and click Add.


NOTE: Select a backup store that is not already in use by another repository on that Org VDC.


Customize the vCloud Director tenant portal UI
Beginning with vCloud Director 9.0, you can customize tenant portal logos, themes, and styles. Currently, only the system
administrator can brand the vCloud Director tenant portal UI at a global level, by using VMware-provided REST API calls.


About this task


To customize the UI, complete the following tasks in the VMware REST API:


● Setting Custom Logos
● Clearing Custom Logos
● Setting Branding Details
● Getting Branding Details


Contact a VMware support professional for more details and instructions on customizing the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.
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Customize the Advanced Protection tab


For service providers, the optional Advanced Protection tab provides a portal to additional external resources for tenants.


You can customize the items on this portal to include any resources that are appropriate for your environment. Examples include
the FLR UI and the Avamar server Desktop/Laptop portal. Data Protection in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal UI on page
38 provides more information about the Advanced Protection tab.


The vCD SA uses REST API PUT and GET commands to set and retrieve the available content. Refer to the vCloud Director
Data Protection Extension REST API Reference Guide for more information about the API calls to update the customized
content on the Advanced Protection tab. After you use the PUT command to set the available content, it is a best practice to
issue a GET command to verify successful completion. The Advanced Protection tab updates immediately.
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Backup


Topics:


• Best practices
• Captured vApp and VM characteristics
• Configure backup policy templates
• Create a backup policy for an Org VDC
• Manage backup policies
• Delete or edit existing backups
• Configure tenant ad hoc backup capability
• Perform an ad hoc backup
• Get recent activity for selected vApps or all vApps in an Org VDC
• Creating an Avamar checkpoint


Best practices
The following best practices apply to performing backups by using the vCD DPE:


● After you complete a successful backup, create an Avamar checkpoint, if you have not done so already. Creating an Avamar
checkpoint on page 30 provides instructions.


● The vCD DPE does not support the backup or restore of fast-provisioned VMs. If you back up vApps and VMs that have
been fast-provisioned, restore attempts fail.


● Use the vCD DPE UI, the vCloud Director tenant portal UI, or the backup extensions for the vCloud Director REST API
to manage backups, backup policies, and backup retention periods. The vCD DPE does not support using the Avamar
management console or the AUI to perform these tasks.


● Use the vCloud Director tenant portal UI to perform stand-alone VM backup. The vCD DPE does not support using the vCD
DPE UI to perform this task.


● Do not use AUI (Avamar UI) to perfrom any of vAPPs and VMs backup including on-demand backup and scheduled backup.
Avamar does not support vCD vAPP/VM backup by using AUI. It can lead to a potential data loss.


Captured vApp and VM characteristics
The following table lists the vApp characteristics that the vCD DPE captures in a backup:


Table 7. Captured vApp characteristics 


Item Recorded in backup Recoverable Automatically
restored


Restorable
through UI


Policy quotas Yes No No No


Lease settings Yes Yes Noa Yes


Startup section Yes Yes No Yes


Network configuration section Yes Yes No Yes


Owner Yes Yes Nob No


ControlAccess Yes Yes No No


Metadata Yes Yes Yes/Noc No


Snapshot description Yes No No No


Date created Yes No No No
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Table 7. Captured vApp characteristics (continued)


Item Recorded in backup Recoverable Automatically
restored


Restorable
through UI


vApp name Yes Possiblyd Noe Yes


vApp description Yes Yes No Yes


ProductSection Yesf Yes No No


a. A LeaseSettingSection is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This can be the original setting or a completely
new lease setting.


b. An Owner is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This can be the original owner or a completely new owner.
c. Yes on restore to new; no on restore to original (rollback).
d. In a vApp restore to new, recovering the original vApp name is possible only if the name is no longer in use.
e. A vApp name is a parameter on a restore to new operation. This can be set to the original vApp name, if the name is not in


use.
f. ProductSection is not present in all vApps, but is captured where present.


The following table lists the VM characteristics that the vCD DPE captures in a backup:


Table 8. Captured VM characteristics 


Item Recorded in
backup


Recoverable Automatically
restored


Restorable
through UI


Policy quota Yes No No No


NetworkConnectionSection Yes Yes No No


GuestCustomization Yes Yes No No


RuntimeInfoSection Yes No No No


SnapshotSection Yes No No No


DateCreated Yes No No No


StorageProfile Yes Yes No No


ProductSection Yesa Yes No No


VM name Yes Yes Yes Yes


VM description and configuration
(CPUs and memory)


Yes Yes No Yes


Metadata Yes Yes Yes/Nob No


a. ProductSection is not present in all VMs, but is captured where present.
b. Yes on restore to new; no on restore to original (rollback).


Configure backup policy templates
A backup policy template is a combination of a backup schedule, a retention period, and an option set. Backup policies are
created using policy templates and control when vApps are backed up, how long to keep the backups, and which, if any, options
will be invoked during the backup process.


About this task


To create a backup policy template, first create at least one schedule, one retention period, and one option set. Then you can
create a catalog to which you add backup policy templates.


The following sections provide instructions for performing all of the steps necessary to create backup policy templates and
catalogs.


Steps


Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:
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a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


Create a backup schedule


A backup schedule defines a repeating time period determining when and how often the vCD DPE attempts a backup. Backup
schedules are tied to specific time zones. You can create as many backup schedules as you need.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Policy Templates.


2. From the left pane, click Schedules.


3. Click Add.
The New Schedule dialog box opens.


4. Type a name and a description for the schedule.


5. Under Repeat This Schedule, select Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or On Demand, and configure the options accordingly.


6. Select the time zone where the vCD DPE runs.


7. Under Activation Constraints, select a Delay Until date and an End After date.


8. Click Create.


Create a backup retention period


A backup retention period determines how long the vCD DPE keeps backups before deleting them. A retention period can be a
fixed calendar date or an elapsed time period. You can create as many backup retention periods as you need.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Policy Templates.


2. From the left pane, click Retentions.


3. Click Add.
The New Retention dialog box opens.


4. Type a name and a description for the retention.


5. Select an option under Retention Policy Settings, or select Enable Adaptive Retention:
● Retention policy settings apply to all of the backups that use the policy.
● Adaptive retention settings let you select how long to keep backups based on whether they are daily, weekly, monthly, or


yearly backups.


6. Click Create.


Create a backup option set


A backup option set is a collection of Avamar plug-in options that the vCD DPE invokes during the backup process. You can
create as many backup option sets as you need.


About this task


By default, you should create an option set named No Options that has no flags or values.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Policy Templates.


2. From the left pane, click Options.


3. Click Add.
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The New Options dialog box opens.


4. Type a name and a description for the option set.


NOTE: Do not specify any flags unless instructed to do so by Customer Support.


The following table lists the flags and values that you can specify for either a vApp or a VM (with the help of Customer
Support):


Table 9. Flags and values 


Flags Values


debug ● true
● false


[avtar]encrypt-strength ● high
● none


5. Click Create.


Create a catalog of backup policy templates


A catalog holds a collection of backup policy templates. A backup policy template is a combination of a backup schedule, a
backup retention, and a backup option set. The vCD DPE uses these templates when creating backup policies for Org VDCs.
When you create a catalog, you can create and add as many backup policy templates to the catalog as needed.


About this task


You can create as many catalogs as needed.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Policy Templates.


2. From the left pane, click Catalogs.


3. Click Add.
The New Catalog dialog box opens.


4. Type a name and a description for the catalog, and click Create.


5. In the Policy Templates pane, select the catalog to which you want to add backup policy templates.


6. In the Catalog Templates pane, click Add.
The New Template dialog box opens.


7. Type a name and a description for the backup policy template.


8. Select a Schedule, a Retention, and an Options template.


If you want to create a schedule, retention, or options template, you can click Create next to the respective list, and then
click Add to open the dialog box in which to configure the new template.


9. Click Create in the New Template dialog box.


Create a backup policy for an Org VDC
Create a backup policy, assign it to an Org VDC, and specify it as the default policy to protect all of the vApps that the Org VDC
contains.


About this task


Creating a backup policy for an Org VDC requires that you create at least one backup policy template. Configure backup policy
templates on page 23 provides instructions.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:
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a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


3. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


4. Select the Org VDC to which you want to apply a backup policy.


5. Select the Policies tab.
The Policies panel opens in the center pane.


6. Click Add.
The Add policy dialog box opens.


7. Select a policy template from the list.
The dialog box displays the template details, name, and description.


8. Modify the policy name and description, and then click Add.


9. To modify the policy’s summary, schedule, retention, or option set:


a. Select the checkbox next to the policy.
The Policy - policy name panel opens.


b. Select the Summary, Schedule, Retention, and Option Set tabs as necessary to display the information that you want
to modify.


c. Modify the settings as needed, and then click Update.


10. To modify the policy's backup quota settings:


a. Select the checkbox next to the policy.
The Policy - policy name panel opens.


b. Select the Summary tab, and click the wrench icon in the Backup Quota section.
The Policy Backup Quota dialog box opens.


c. Modify the settings as needed, and then click Update.


11. Create additional backup policies for the Org VDC as needed.


Manage backup policies
You can manage backup policies by modifying and deleting them, and by setting a default backup policy for an Org VDC.


About this task


Before you use these instructions, perform the previous procedure: Create a backup policy for an Org VDC on page 25.


Steps


Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


Modify a backup policy


You can modify a backup policy’s name, description, schedule, retention, option set, and backup quota as needed.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.
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2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select the Org VDC to which you want to apply a backup policy.


4. Select the Policies tab.
The Policies panel opens in the center pane.


5. Select the check box next to the policy that you want to modify.
The Policy - policy name panel opens.


6. Select the Summary, Schedule, Retention, and Option Set tabs as necessary to display the information that you want to
modify.


7. Modify the settings as needed, and then click Update.


8. Select the Summary tab, and click the wrench icon in the Backup Quota section.
The Policy Backup Quota dialog box opens.


9. Modify the settings as needed, and then click Update.


Set a default backup policy


Setting a default backup policy is not required, however Dell EMC recommends that you do so. A default backup policy is applied
automatically to all of the vApps within the Org VDC. If more than one policy exists for the VDC, you can set any of the policies
as the default, as needed. However, only one backup policy can be the default policy at a time.


About this task


NOTE: When you configure your backups, you can assign an alternate policy to a vApp, if needed, to override the default


policy. For instructions, see Apply a non-default backup policy template to a vApp on page 28.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select the Org VDC to which you want to set a default policy.


4. Select the Policies tab.
The Policies panel opens in the center pane.


5. Click the check box next to the policy that you want to use as the Org VDC’s default policy.


6. Click Default.


Delete a backup policy


If you have specified a default backup policy, that policy cannot be deleted. When a default policy exists and you delete a
non-default backup policy, any vApps that are assigned to the non-default policy are automatically reassigned to the default
policy. However, if a default policy does not exist, you cannot delete a non-default policy that has vApps assigned to it.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select the Org VDC from which you want to delete a backup policy.


4. Select the Policies tab.
The Policies panel is displayed in the center pane.


5. Select the check box next to the policy that you want to delete, and then click Delete.


6. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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Apply a non-default backup policy template to a vApp


You can override the default backup policy for a particular vApp by applying a different policy to that vApp.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Backup.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select the Org VDC that contains the vApp to which you want to apply the non-default policy.
The right pane displays summary and configuration information, and a list of vApps contained in that Org VDC.


4. Select the check box next to the vApp to which you want to apply the policy.


5. Click Apply Policy, and select a policy from the list, or select Create Policy to create a new one.
A confirmation message indicates that the policy was applied to the vApp.


Delete or edit existing backups
You can delete selected backups, or you can edit the expiration dates.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA or vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Restore.


3. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


4. Select the VDC whose backup you want to delete or edit.


5. In the Repository Summary pane, select the repository that contains the backup.


6. In the vApp Inventory tab, click the name of the vApp.
The Backup Inventory pane contains the backups that exist for that vApp.


7. Click the checkbox next to the backup that you want to delete or edit, and then click Edit Retention.
The Edit Retention dialog box opens.


8. In the Edit Retention dialog box, either select Delete Now, or select a new expiration date, and then click Update.


Configure tenant ad hoc backup capability
You can enable or disable ad hoc backup capability per Org VDC.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


3. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


4. Select the Org VDC for which you want to configure the ad hoc backup capability.


5. Select the Ad Hoc Backup tab in the right pane of the window.
● If ad hoc backup is disabled, the plug-in displays the Enable button.
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● If ad hoc backup is enabled, the plug-in displays the Disable button.


6. Click Enable to enable ad hoc backup for this Org VDC, or click Disable to disable ad hoc backup for this Org VDC.


Perform an ad hoc backup
You can back up one or more vApps at any time by performing an ad hoc backup.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA or vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Backup.


3. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


4. Select the Org VDC for which you want to perform the ad hoc backup.


The right pane displays information about the Org VDC, including the list of vApps that it contains.


The eligibility of a vApp for backup on an ad hoc basis depends on its status. The Backup Eligibility and Status columns
of the vApps pane display the status for each vApp. One of three icons, which represent “eligible for backup,” “questionable
for backup,” and “not eligible for backup,” indicate the backup eligibility of each vApp. You can only perform ad hoc backups
on vApps that are in eligible or questionable status.


Table 10. Eligibility indicator 


Indicator Eligibility Statuses


Eligible—the client application requests ad hoc
backups for these vApps.


● Suspended
● Stopped
● Powered on
● Powered off
● Resolved


Questionable—the client application requests the
ad hoc backup, and relies on the server to report
success or failure.


● Waiting for user input
● Unknown
● Unrecognized
● Inconsistent state
● Mixed


Not Eligible—the client application blocks you from
performing an ad hoc backup for these vAppsa.


● Failed to create
● Unresolved


a. vApps that do not have VMs are also not eligible for backup.


5. Select the check boxes next to the Eligible or Questionable vApps that you want to back up.


6. Click Backup.


7. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.
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Get recent activity for selected vApps or all vApps in
an Org VDC
You can get a list of recent activities (backup/restore) for one or more selected vApps, or for all vApps in an Org VDC at once.
The activity list is downloaded from the browser as a .csv file, which provides activity details for not only the vApp, but also
the virtual machines involved.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA or vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Backup.


3. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


4. Select the Org VDC that contains the vApps for which you want to query.


5. If you want a list of activities for one or more individual vApps, select the checkbox next to the name of any vApp or vApps.
If you want a list of activities for all vApps in an Org VDC at once, skip this step.


6. If querying for one or more selected vApps, click Activities for vApps. If querying for all vApps in the Org VDC, click
Activities for vDC.


Results


The vCD DPE provides a file for download that contains the query results.


Creating an Avamar checkpoint
After you configure the vCD DPE and run a successful backup, create and validate an Avamar checkpoint, in case you ever need
to roll back the system to a known working state.


The Advanced Server Administration and Maintenance chapter of the Avamar Administration Guide provides more information
about checkpoints, including how to create, validate, and roll back checkpoints.
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Restore


Topics:


• Best practices
• Restore a vApp or a VM to the original Org VDC
• Restore a vApp to a different Org VDC
• Perform file-level restores


Best practices
The following best practices apply to performing restores:


● Use the vCD DPE UI, the vCloud Director tenant portal UI, or the backup extensions for the vCloud Director REST API to
restore VMs or vApps. The vCD DPE does not support using the Avamar management console or the AUI to perform these
tasks.


● The vCD DPE does not support the backup or restore of fast-provisioned VMs.


○ Do not attempt to restore a vApp that was fast provisioned when it was backed up.
○ Do not restore any vApp backup to a fast-provisioned environment.


● Use the vCloud Director tenant portal UI to perform stand-alone VM restore. The vCD DPE UI does not support stand-alone
VM restore.


● Do not use AUI (Avamar UI) to restore vAPPs and VMs because it can lead to a potential data loss.


Restore a vApp or a VM to the original Org VDC
You can browse a list of vApp backups that exist in vCloud Director for a specific organization, and select the backup that you
want to restore from a backup repository. You can then restore a vApp or a VM to its original location on the Org VDC, or you
can restore a vApp to a new location on the original Org VDC.


About this task


NOTE: The vCD DPE does not support fast provisioning. If you try to restore a vApp that was fast-provisioned when you


backed it up, the restore fails.


Before you can restore a backup, the Org VDC must have an associated backup repository. Configure organizations and
repositories on page 20 provides instructions.


The following sections provide instructions for performing all of the steps necessary to restore a vApp or a VM to the original
Org VDC.


Before using these instructions, log in to the vCD DPE UI.


Steps


Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA or vCD OA credentials and organization.
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Locate a backup to restore


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Restore.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select a VDC from the list.
The vCD DPE displays information about the selected VDC.


4. In the Repository Summary pane, select the repository that contains the backup that you want to restore.


5. In the vApp Inventory tab, click the name of the vApp that you want to restore.
The Backup Inventory pane displays the backups that exist for that vApp.


6. In the Backup Inventory pane, click the checkbox next to the backup that you want to restore.


To see details about the backup, click a backup’s date/time identifier.


7. Click Restore, and select one of the options: Restore New or Restore Original.


Depending on your selection, follow the instructions in Restore a vApp to a new location on the Org VDC on page 32 or in
Restore a vApp or a VM to the original location on the Org VDC on page 33.


Restore a vApp to a new location on the Org VDC


The Restore New option restores a new copy of a vApp on the Org VDC. When you select Restore New, the New vApp
Details dialog box opens.


Prerequisites


NOTE: This procedure works only for vApps, not for individual VMs.


Steps


1. In the New vApp Details dialog box, type a name and a description for the new vApp, and then click Next.


2. In the Virtual Machines pane, review the VMs in the vApp, and then click Next.
The Virtual Machines in vApp pane lists the VMs in the vApp.


3. Click Next.
The Leases pane opens.


4. To restore the runtime and storage leases when the vApp is restored, select Restore leases.


5. Click Next.
The Start Order pane opens, with the Restore start order option selected by default.


6. If you do not want to restore the order in which the VMs were configured to start at the time of the backup, clear the
Restore start order checkbox.


7. Click Next.
The Networks pane opens and displays any network configurations that existed at the time of the backup.


8. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


9. If networks were found, and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and then click Next.
The Network Connections pane opens.


b. If you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored, select Connected.
c. Click Finish.


A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


10. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.
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Restore a vApp or a VM to the original location on the Org VDC


The Restore Original option overwrites the original vApp or VM on the Org VDC. When you select Restore Original, the
Choose Restore Type dialog box opens, and you can select vApp or Virtual Machine.


Depending on your selection, follow the instructions in Restore a vApp to its original location on page 33 or in Restore a VM to
its original location on page 33.


Restore a vApp to its original location


When you restore a vApp to its original location, the vCD DPE restores VMs that were deleted from the vApp after the last
backup. You can also select whether to restore VMs that were added since the last backup.


Prerequisites


NOTE: Stop a vApp before you restore it.


Steps


1. In the Choose Restore Type dialog box, select vApp, and then click Next.


The Restore Original vApp dialog box opens to the Virtual Machines pane.


For the VMs that are associated with a vApp, if any disk configurations have changed since the previous backup, the vCD
DPE displays a warning:


Virtual machine(s) within this vApp will be recreated due to disk configuration changes.
This will cause a change to the virtual machine’s id.
The vCD DPE re-creates these VMs with a new ID during the restore operation.


2. To restore only those VMs that existed at the time of the backup, select Delete VMs that were not part of this backup
from the Virtual Machines pane.


3. Click Next.
The Start Order pane opens, with the Restore start order option selected by default.


4. To restore the order in which the VMs were configured to start at the time of the backup, select Restore start order.


5. Click Next.
The Networks pane opens and displays any network configurations that existed at the time of the backup.


6. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


7. If networks were found, and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and then click Next.
The Network Connections pane opens.


b. If you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored, select Connected.
c. Click Finish.


A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


8. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Restore a VM to its original location


When you choose to restore a VM, you can select from a list of VMs that are contained in the vApp. You can restore only one
VM at a time.


Prerequisites


NOTE: Power down the VM before you restore it.
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Steps


1. In the Choose Restore Type dialog box, select Virtual Machine, and then click Next.


The Restore Individual VM dialog box opens and lists the VMs in the backup.


2. Select the VM that you want to restore, and then click Next.


The Review Disks pane opens and lists the VM disks, under Disks in backup.


If the configuration was changed for one or more of the VM disks, a red warning icon indicates the changed disk and the
vCD DPE displays the message:


Unable to restore this virtual machine. The configuration of the disk(s) has changed
since the backup.
In this case, select one of the following options:


● Restore the vApp to which this VM belongs. This option re-creates all of the VMs in the vApp with changed disk
configurations, and restores all other VMs in the vApp.


● Cancel the restore.


3. If you do not want to restore the VM configuration, clear the Restore virtual machine configuration (CPUs, memory)
option.


4. Click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


5. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Restore a deleted vApp


You can restore vApps that were deleted from vCloud Director since the previous backup. The vCD DPE restores a deleted
vApp to the Org VDC from which it was deleted.


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Restore.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select a VDC from the list.


4. In the Repository Summary pane, select the repository that contains the backup that you want to restore.


5. Select the Deleted vApp Inventory tab.


6. Click the name of the vApp that you want to restore.
The Backup Inventory pane displays the backups that exist for that vApp.


7. In the Backup Inventory pane, click the checkbox next to the backup that you want to restore.


8. Click Restore.
The Restore New vApp dialog box opens.


9. In the New vApp Details pane, type a name and a description for the vApp, and then click Next.
The Virtual Machines in vApp pane displays the VMs in the vApp.


10. Click Next.
The Leases pane opens.


11. To restore the runtime and storage leases when the vApp is restored, select Restore leases.


12. Click Next.
The Start Order pane opens, with the Restore start order option selected by default.


13. If you do not want to restore the order in which the VMs were configured to start at the time of the backup, clear the
Restore start order checkbox.


14. Click Next.
The Networks pane opens and displays any network configurations that existed at the time of the backup.


15. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


16. If networks were found, and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and then click Next.
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The Network Connections pane opens.
b. If you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored, select Connected.
c. Click Finish.


A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


17. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Restore a vApp to a different Org VDC
You can use a restore-only repository to restore a vApp to an Org VDC that is different from the one on which the vApp was
originally installed.


About this task


NOTE: The vCD DPE does not support the backup or restore of fast-provisioned VMs. If you try to restore vApps and VMs


that were fast-provisioned, restore attempts fail.


The following sections provide instructions for performing all of the necessary steps to restore a vApp to a different Org VDC.
Before you use these instructions, log in to the vCD DPE UI:


Steps


Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


Create a restore-only repository


To restore a vApp to a different Org VDC, create a restore-only repository. Restore-only repositories are used only for restores,
never for backups.


About this task


When you create a restore-only repository, select a source and a destination Org VDC. The source Org VDC contains (or
originally contained) the vApp that you want to restore. The destination Org VDC is the VDC to which you want to restore the
vApp.


Use a restore-only repository when you want to restore:


● A vApp to a different Org VDC
● A vApp that was installed on an Org VDC that has been deleted from vCloud Director
● A vApp backup that was replicated by Avamar


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Configure > Backup Appliances.


2. Select the backup appliance that contains the backup that you want to restore.


3. Select the Restore Only Repository Sources tab.
The vCD DPE displays the clouds on that backup appliance.


4. Click the arrow beside the cloud to expand the list of organizations.


5. Click the arrow beside an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


6. Select the Org VDC that contains the vApp that you want to restore, and then click Create Restore Only Repository.
The Create Restore Only Repository dialog box opens.


7. Type a name and a description for the repository.
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8. If you want the repository to be available for restores, leave the Enabled option checked.


9. Under Select Destination Org VDC, click the arrow beside an organization’s name to expand the list of VDCs.


10. Select the Org VDC to which you want to restore the vApp, and then click Create.
The vCD DPE creates a restore-only repository for this Org VDC.


Restore the vApp using the restore-only repository


Steps


1. From the main menu, select Restore.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs.


3. Select the destination Org VDC.
The vCD DPE displays Information about the Org VDC.


4. In the Repository Summary pane, select the restore-only repository from the list of repositories.
The vApp Inventory pane displays the vApps for the source Org VDC.


5. Click the name of the vApp that you want to restore.
The Backup Inventory pane displays the backups that exist for that vApp.


6. In the Backup Inventory pane, click the checkbox next to the backup that you want to restore.


7. Click Restore.
The Restore New vApp dialog box opens.


8. In the New vApp Details pane, type a name and a description for the vApp, and then click Next.
The Virtual Machines in vApp pane displays the VMs in the vApp.


9. Click Next.
The Leases pane opens.


10. To restore the runtime and storage leases when the vApp is restored, select Restore leases.


11. Click Next.
The Start Order pane opens, with the Restore start order option selected by default.


12. If you do not want to restore the order in which the VMs were configured to start at the time of the backup, clear the
Restore start order checkbox.


13. Click Next.
The Networks pane opens and displays any network configurations that existed at the time of the backup.


14. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


15. If networks were found, and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and then click Next.
The Network Connections pane opens.


b. If you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored, select Connected.
c. Click Finish.


A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


16. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Perform file-level restores
The Dell EMC Cloud Data Protection Restore Client is a file-level restore (FLR) user interface that you access through a web
server. The client enables you to restore specific files and folders from a source VM that is contained within a vApp backup to
a folder in a destination VM that is contained in a vApp within vCloud Director. You can restore files and folders either to the
original machine or to a different machine.


Prerequisites


To perform file-level restores:


● You must have vCloud Director credentials to log in to the FLR UI server to browse the source VM for the files or folders you
want to restore.
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● You must be able to log in to the destination VM to browse to the location where the files or folders are restored.
● The source VM must exist in vCloud Director.
● The destination VM must be powered on and registered with the vCD DPE, and have the VMware tools installed.


About this task


NOTE: The file-level restore feature supports restoring files or folders from a Windows backup to a Windows machine and


from a Linux backup to a Linux machine.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://FLR_UI_server:5481/vcp-flr-ui/
The Dell EMC Cloud Data Protection Restore Client login dialog box opens.


2. Type your vCloud Director credentials, and then click Login.
The Select the Organization to restore from window opens.


3. Select the Org from which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select the Virtual Datacenter to restore from window opens.


4. Select the VDC from which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select the vApp to restore from window opens.


5. Select the vApp from which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select the Backup to restore from window opens.


6. Select the backup from which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select the VM to restore from window opens.


7. Select the VM from which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select items to restore window opens.


8. Browse to the files or folders that you want to restore, double-click them (or drag them to the Selected Items pane), and
then click Next.
The Select destination to restore to window opens to the Select Organization tab.


9. Select the name of the organization to which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select Data Center window opens.


10. Select the name of the data center to which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select vApp window opens.


11. Select the name of the vApp to which you want to restore, and then click Next.
The Select VM window opens.


12. Select the name of the destination VM, and then click Next.
The Enter credentials of VM_name dialog box opens.


13. Type the credentials for the destination VM, and then click Login.
After you have successfully logged in, the Select Folder window opens.


14. Browse to the location to which you want to restore, double-click the location, and then click Finish.
The Restore Confirmation dialog box opens.


15. Click Yes.
The restore operation begins.


16. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


17. To monitor progress, click the arrow button in the lower-right corner of the Dell EMC Cloud Data Protection Restore Client
window.


The Restore Monitor opens. Click Refresh as the restore progresses.


You can also monitor progress in the Avamar Administrator Activity Monitor or the AUI.
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Backup and Restore in the vCloud Director
Tenant Portal UI


The following topics describe the backup and restore functionality in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI:


Topics:


• Data Protection in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal UI
• Policy
• Perform an ad hoc backup in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI
• Restore a vApp or virtual machine to the original Org VDC in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI


Data Protection in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal
UI
The vCloud Director tenant portal UI provides a subset of the Avamar VMware cloud backup and restore functionality that is
available in the vCD DPE UI for tasks that are performed by the Organization Administrator (vCD OA) role, also known as the
tenant administrator. You can view protection policies by tenant, modify policies and monitor policy quotas, and perform virtual
machine and vApp backups and recoveries.


To access the vCloud Director tenant portal UI, open a web browser and go to https://vCD_UI_server/tenant/
tenant_name, where vCD_UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the vCloud Director server. In the login page, type the
vCD OA credentials and organization.


The vCloud Director tenant portal UI opens on the Virtual Datacenters page, which displays the existing tenants. From the
main menu drop-down, select Data Protection, as shown in the following illustration.
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Figure 1. vCloud Director tenant portal UI main menu


The vCloud Director tenant portal UI dashboard is displayed. The dashboard provides an organization overview with policy quota
details for ad hoc backup usage and a breakdown of the selected tenant's policies and protected VMs. The following illustration
displays the dashboard.


Figure 2. vCloud Director tenant portal UI dashboard
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If a policy reaches full quota usage across all virtual datacenters (vDCs), the vCloud Director tenant portal UI generates a
warning message. You can view warning messages by clicking View next to Warnings in the upper right corner of the UI.
The Warnings dialog box appears and displays the warnings that have occurred. To clear these warnings, you must explicitly
acknowledge them. To acknowledge a warning, click Acknowledge beside the warning message.


Use the left navigation pane to quickly browse to different panes in the UI. The navigation pane provides links that open other
panes to perform tasks in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.


To open the navigation pane, click a vDC in the Virtual Datacenters pane. The navigation pane opens and displays the available
menu items, as shown in the following illustration:


Figure 3. vCloud Director tenant portal UI navigation pane


The links in the navigation pane provide access to the following features in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI:


● Back to vDCs—Allows you to go back to the dashboard to select a different vDC to manage.
● Assets | vApps—Allows you to perform ad hoc backups of vApps, and manage protection policies for vApps.
● Assets | Standalone VMs—Allows you to perform ad hoc backups of stand-alone VMs, and manage protection policies for


stand-alone VMs.
● Copies | vApps—Allows you to recover vApp backups to the original or a new location.
● Copies | Standalone VMs—Allows you to recover stand-alone VM backups to the original location or a new location.
● Copies | Migrated VMs—Allows you to recover migrated VM backups to a new location.
● Policies—Provides a list of policies applied to vApps and individual VMs. Details include information about policy settings


(schedule, retention, and option set), policy quota status, and policy protection status.
● Tasks—When you initiate a VM or vApp backup or recovery operation, use this page to monitor the progress and status of


the operation.
● Advanced Protection—Enables service providers to optionally supply a list of customized external resources to tenants.


Service providers can include resources and descriptive information that are appropriate to their environment, or disable this
page entirely. Service providers can customize all content on this page. Customize the Advanced Protection tab on page 21
provides additional information.


Policy
The Policies tab provides information about policy settings (schedule, retention, option set), policy quota status, and policy
protection status. Note that you cannot add or modify policies by using the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.


About this task


Use the vCD DPE REST API to add policies to vApps and VMs. The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension REST API
Reference Guide provides instructions for adding, configuring, and modifying backup policies.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCloud Director tenant portal UI:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://vCloud_Director/tenant/tenant_name
where vCloud_Director is the IP address of the vCloud Director server.
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b. Type the vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Data Protection.
By default, the vCloud Director tenant portal UI displays the Dashboard tab, which provides an organization overview with
policy quotas, and a breakdown of the selected tenant's policies and protected VMs.


3. To view available policies by Org VDC, click the vDC, and then click the Policies tab in the navigation pane.


The Policies tab lists the following information in a tabular view:


● Policy name
● Description
● Policy quota usage
● Number of vApps that the policy protects
● Number of stand-alone VMs that the policy protects
● Whether the policy is the default
● Policy status


Figure 4. Policy tab


4. To change the Org VDC, click the Back to vDCs tab.


5. To view policy details, click  for the policy, and then click Show Policy Detail.


The following table lists the sections of the Policy Details window.


Table 11. Policy details 


Section Details


Quota ● The policy name for which the quota is set
● Policy quota usage, as percentage available and used
● A message for any policy that exceeds the quota


Schedule ● Schedule type (includes Daily, Weekly, and so on)
● Time zone for which the backup runs
● Options:


○ Scheduled times
○ Number of hours to limit the backup run
○ Activation constraints - delay until a particular date and end after a particular date


Retention Retention period


Option Set ● vApp flags
● VM flags
● Protected vApps


○ Name
○ Protected VMs
○ Unprotected VMs


● Protected stand-alone VMs


○ Name
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Policy quotas


You can set policy quotas for both ad hoc backups and scheduled backups for vApps and VMs that belong to the vApp, and for
any stand-alone VMs.


View the policy quota values and usage in the Dashboard tab of the vCloud Director tenant portal UI and in the Policy Quota
Usage column of the Policy tab.


Ad hoc backup quotas


● Ad hoc backup quotas are set at the tenant level to limit the amount of data that is sent to Avamar before deduplication
occurs.


● VDCs from the same tenant share quotas.
● Exceeding the quota limit prohibits additional backups that day for all VDCs from the tenant.
● The ad hoc backup quota value resets daily.
● Only the vCD SA can update ad hoc backup quotas.


Scheduled backup quotas


● The quota is set at the policy level on the vApp/VM front end size under the policy's protection.
● The policy quota can be set as enforced, or not enforced.
● Tenants that exceed the quota limit for enforced policy quotas generate an alert message in the Virtual Datacenters pane


on the dashboard. The vCD DPE prohibits additional scheduled backups until the vCD SA intervenes.
● Tenants that exceed the quota limit for unenforced policy quotas generate a warning message in the Virtual Datacenters


pane on the dashboard.
● Only the vCD SA can update the scheduled backup policy quotas.


Create and configure policy quotas


You can create and modify backup policy quotas by using the REST API.


About this task


The vCloud Director Data Protection Extension REST API Reference Guide provides details on how to create and modify a
backup policy quota.


Perform an ad hoc backup in the vCloud Director
tenant portal UI
You can back up one or more vApps or individual VMs at any time in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI by performing an ad
hoc backup, also known as Backup Now.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCloud Director tenant portal UI:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://vCloud_Director/tenant/tenant_name
where vCloud_Director is the IP address of the vCloud Director server.


b. Type the vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Data Protection, and then click a vDC in the Virtual Datacenters pane on the dashboard.


3. To backup individual VMs or entire vApps:
● To back up individual VMs, in the navigation pane, select the Assets | Standalone VMs tab.
● To back up entire vApps, in the navigation pane, select the Assets | vApps tab.


In this example, the VApps tab displays the list of available vApps for the current Org VDC.
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Figure 5. vApps tab


4. Ensure that the Backup Eligibility column contains a check mark for each VM or vApp that you want to back up.


5. Click  for the VM or vApp, and then click Backup Now.


6. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In progress.


Restore a vApp or virtual machine to the original Org
VDC in the vCloud Director tenant portal UI
Using the vCloud Director tenant portal UI, browse a list of vApp and VM backups that exist in vCloud Director for a specific
organization, and then select the backup that you want to restore. Restore the vApps or VMs to their original locations on the
Org VDC, or to new locations on the original Org VDC.


Prerequisites


Associate a backup repository with the Org VDC. Configure organizations and repositories on page 20 provides instructions.


Restoring to the original location on the Org VDC overwrites the existing (original) vApp or VM backup.


NOTE: The vCD DPE does not support fast-provisioning. If you try to restore a vApp that was fast-provisioned at the time


of the backup, the restore fails.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCloud Director tenant portal UI:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://vCloud_Director/tenant/tenant_name
where vCloud_Director is the IP address of the vCloud Director server.


b. Type the vCD OA credentials and organization.


2. From the main menu, select Data Protection, and then select a vDC in the Virtual Datacenters pane on the dashboard.


3. To restore individual VMs or entire vApps:
● To restore individual VMs, in the navigation pane, select the Copies | Standalone VMs tab.
● To back up entire vApps, in the navigation pane, select the Copies | vApps tab.


4. Click  for the VM or vApp, and then click Show Backups.


5. Click  for the VM or vApp backup that you want to restore, and then select one of the following options from the
drop-down to launch the appropriate restore wizard:
● Restore to Original—Restores the VM or vApp to the original location on the original Org VDC.
● Restore to New—Restores the VM or vApp to a new location on the original Org VDC.


Next steps


The topics Restore a vApp to its original location on page 44, Restore a virtual machine to its original location on page 44, and
Restore a vApp to a new location on the Org VDC on page 46 describe how to complete the restore for each type by using the
Restore to Original vApp and Restore to New vApp wizards.
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Restore a vApp to its original location


Use the Restore to Original vApp wizard to complete the vApp restore.


Prerequisites


Power off the vApp before starting the restore.


About this task


NOTE: When you restore a vApp to its original location, the vCD DPE restores VMs that were deleted from the vApp after


the backup. You can also select whether to restore VMs that have been added to the vApp since the last backup.


Steps


1. Click  for the vApp backup that you want to restore, and then click Restore to Original.


The Restore to Original vApp wizard opens to the Restore Type page, with custom steps according to the restore type
that you selected.


2. Select vApp.


3. Click Next.


The wizard displays the Virtual Machines page.


If the disk configurations for any VMs that are associated with a vApp have changed since the previous backup, the wizard
displays a warning message similar to the following:


Virtual machine(s) within this vApp will be recreated due to disk configuration changes.
This will cause a change to the virtual machine’s id.
The vCD DPE re-creates these VMs with a new ID as part of the restore.


4. On the Virtual Machines page, select the virtual machine that you want to restore from the Virtual Machines in Backup
pane.


5. Click Next.
The wizard displays the Start Order page.


6. To restore the order in which the VMs were configured to start at the time of the backup, select Restore start order.


7. Click Next.
The wizard displays the Networks page, and any network configurations that existed at the time of the backup.


8. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish.
A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


9. If networks were found, and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and then click Next.
The Network Connections pane opens.


b. If you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored, select Connected.
c. Click Finish.


A confirmation message indicates the start of the restore operation.


10. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.
You can also monitor progress from the vCenter by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Restore a virtual machine to its original location


Perform the following steps in the Restore to Original vApp wizard to complete a virtual machine restore. When you choose
to restore a virtual machine, you can select from a list of virtual machines that are contained in the vApp. You can restore only
one virtual machine at a time.


Prerequisites


Ensure that you power off the virtual machine before starting the restore.


Additionally, perform the following:
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1. Log in to the VMware vCloud Director UI.
2. In the System tab, click Administration.
3. Under System Settings in the left navigation panel, click General.
4. In the General pane, scroll down to the Miscellaneous settings and ensure that VM discovery enabled is unselected.


Steps


1. Click the icon to the left of the Backup Date/Time column for the virtual machine backup that you want to restore, and
select Restore to Original.
The Restore to Original vApp wizard opens on the Restore Type page with custom steps according to the restore type
selected (vApp or Virtual Machine).


Figure 6. Restore to Original vApp wizard (Virtual Machine)


2. On the Restore Type page, select Virtual Machine, and click Next.
The Choose VM page displays with a list of virtual machine backups in the vApp.


3. On the Choose VM page, select the virtual machine that you want to restore from the Virtual Machines in Backup pane,
and click Next.
The Review Disks page displays with the virtual machine's hard disks that are listed in the Disks in backup pane.


4. On the Review Disks page, verify that the virtual machine contains the hard disks that you want to restore. Additionally,
you can unselect the Restore virtual machine configuration (virtual NICs, CPUs, memory) option on this page if you
do not want to restore the virtual machine’s configuration. This option is selected by default.


If a configuration change has occurred on one or more of the virtual machine disks, the changed disks are indicated with a
red warning icon and the following message is displayed:


Unable to restore this virtual machine. The configuration of the disk(s) has changed
since the backup.
If a disk configuration has changed, you can choose from the following options:
● Restore the vApp that contains this virtual machine. If you choose this option, all of the virtual machines in the vApp with


changed disk configurations are recreated, and all other virtual machines in the vApp are restored.
● Cancel the restore.


5. Click Finish to initiate the restore.


6. To view the restore progress, select the Tasks tab in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal UI.


You can also review the restore progress in the vCenter server by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.
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Restore a vApp to a new location on the Org VDC


Perform the following steps in the Restore New vApp wizard to complete the restore of a copy of the vApp and its contents
to a new location on the original Org VDC.


Prerequisites


This procedure only applies to vApp restores, and cannot be performed for individual virtual machines. When a restore to a new
location is performed for a vApp that contains a standalone virtual machine, note the following limitations:


● Restore to a new location for a standalone virtual machine results in a virtual machine without a network card. In this case,
administrator intervention will be required. Note that if the vCloud Director version is lower than 9.1, performing a standalone
virtual machine restore to a new location on the Org VDC is not supported.


● If a disk configuration change occurred on the standalone virtual machine, you can only restore this virtual machine to a new
standalone virtual machine.


Steps


1. Click the icon to the left of the Backup Date/Time column for the virtual machine backup that you want to restore, and
select Restore to New.
The Restore New vApp wizard opens on the New vApp Details page.


Figure 7. Restore New vApp wizard


2. On the New vApp Details page, type a name and a description for the new vApp, and click Next.
The Virtual Machines page displays, with the Virtual Machines in vApp pane displaying the contents of the vApp. All
virtual machines in the vApp are selected for restore by default.


3. On the Virtual Machines page, click Next to include all vApp contents in the restore, or unselect any virtual machines that
you do not want to include in the vApp restore, and then click Next.
The Leases page displays.


4. If you want to restore the runtime and storage leases when the vApp is restored, select Restore leases, and then click
Next.
The Start Order page displays, with the Restore start order option selected by default.


5. Leave the Restore start order option selected and click Next, or if you do not want to restore the order in which the
virtual machines were configured to start when the backup occurred, unselect the Restore start order checkbox, and then
click Next.
The Networks page displays with any network configurations that existed when the backup occurred.


6. On the Networks page, if you want to restore the network configurations, select Restore networks, and then click Next.
The Network Connections page displays.


7. On the Network Connections page, select Connected next to the entries in the Network Connections table if you want
the network to reconnect when the vApp is restored.


8. Click Finish to initiate the restore.
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A pop-up displays indicating that the restore is starting.


9. To view the restore progress, select the Tasks tab in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal UI.


You can also review the restore progress in the vCenter server by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.


Restore a deleted vApp


You can restore vApps that have been deleted from vCloud Director since the previous backup. A deleted vApp will be restored
to the Org VDC from which it was deleted.


Steps


1. In the vCloud DIrector Tenant Portal UI, select Data Protection from the main menu, and then select a vDC in the
Virtual Datacenters pane.


2. To view all deleted vApps, in the navigation pane, select Copies | vApps.
The Status column indicates which vApps have been deleted.


3. Click the icon to the left of the Name column for the deleted vApp that you want to restore, and select Show Backups.
The backups that exist for that vApp are displayed on the Backup Inventory page.


4. On the Backup Inventory page, click the checkbox next to the backup that you want to restore.


5. Click Restore to New.
The Restore New vApp dialog box appears.


6. On the New vApp Details page, type a name and a description for the vApp, and click Next.
The VMs in the vApp are displayed on the Virtual Machines in vApp page.


7. Click Next.
The Leases page appears.


8. If you want to restore the runtime and storage leases when the vApp is restored, select Restore leases.


9. Click Next.
The Start Order page appears. The Restore start order option is selected by default.


10. Clear the Restore start order option only if you do not want to restore the order in which the virtual machines were
configured to start when the backup occurred.


11. Click Next.
The Networks page appears. Any network configurations that existed when the backup occurred are displayed.


12. If no networks were found in the backup, click Finish to initiate the restore.


13. If networks were found and you want to restore the network configurations:


a. Select Restore networks, and click Next.
The Network Connections page appears.


b. Select Connected if you want the network to connect when the vApp is restored.
c. Click Finish to initiate the restore.


A pop-up message displays indicating that the restore has been started.


14. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


You can also review the restore progress in the vCenter server by selecting Inventory > VMs and Templates >
EMCAvamarRestoresInProgress.
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Replication


Topics:


• Replicating vApp backups
• Managing replication policies
• Restoring replicated vApp backups
• Performing an adhoc replication


Replicating vApp backups
Replication is a feature that enables efficient, encrypted, and asynchronous replication of data stored on an Avamar server to
another Avamar server that is deployed in a remote location.


About this task


The vCD Data Protection Extension provides the capability to replicate the vApp backups that it has created to a destination
Avamar server. To replicate backups, you must create a replication policy and then apply the policy to the vApps whose backups
you want to replicate.


The following sections provide instructions for performing all of the steps necessary to replicate vApp backups.


Steps


1. Open a web browser, and navigate to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


2. Log in using vCD SA credentials and organization (i.e. "system").


The vCD OA cannot replicate vApp backups.


Creating a replication policy


Replication policies define the location to which vApp backups will be replicated, when the backups will be replicated, and how
long the replicated backups will be retained.


Steps


1. On the vCD Data Protection Extension’s main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. Click an organization in the Organizations list to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select the Org VDC for which you want to configure a replication policy.


4. In the Repositories tab, select the active repository to display its details.


5. In the Repository Details pane, select the Replication Policies tab, and click Add.
The Create Replication Policy wizard opens.


6. In the Policy Details pane:


a. Type a name and a description for the replication policy.
b. Select replication filter options:


● Encryption Enabled — By default, encryption is enabled and set to high. Clear the Encryption Enabled checkbox
only if you want to turn off encryption for this policy.


NOTE: If you set Encryption to None, refer to the Avamar documentation on disabling the firewall settings.


● Bandwidth limit — The network bandwidth, up to 2400 Mbps, that will be used for replication.
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● Maximum Backups per Account — The maximum number of backups for each vApp that will be replicated by this
policy. If you do not want to limit the number of backups, select No limit.


● Backup Age Restriction — The age of the backups that will be replicated by this policy. If you do not want an age
restriction, select None.


c. Click Next.


7. In the Destination pane:


a. For Destination Address, specify the IP address or the FQDN of the Avamar server to which you backups to be
replicated.


b. For User Name, specify the Avamar replication user account ID (repluser) that is used to log in to the destination
Avamar server.


c. For Password, specify the password for the Avamar replication user account ID (repluser).
d. Click Next.


8. In the Schedule pane:


a. Select the options for how often and what time you want the replication policy to run.
b. Under Activation Constraints, select the date range during which you want the policy to ve available for use.
c. Click Next.


9. In the Retention pane:


a. If you want to change the retention period that was originally specified for the backup, select Override backup
expiration, and select a new expiration time.


b. Click Next.


10. In the Summary pane, review the replication policy settings. Use the Back button to make changes if necessary.


11. Click Finish when you are ready to save the policy.
The new policy is displayed in the Replication Policies list.


Applying a replication policy to one or more vApps


You must apply a replication policy to the vApps whose backups you want to replicate.


Steps


1. On the vCD plug-in’s main menu, select Restore.


2. Click an organization in the Organizations list to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select a VDC in the list.
The active repository is selected in the list of repositories, and the vApps in the VDC are listed in the vApp Inventory tab.


NOTE: Replication policies are applicable only to the active backup repository. If this repository becomes inactive, the


replication policies associated with it will be disabled and all vApps removed from them. If the repository is made active


again, the replication policies will not be re-enabled and you will have to recreate them.


The vApps in the VCD are listed in the vApp Inventory tab.


4. Click the checkbox beside one or more vApps that you want protected by the replication policy.


5. Click Apply Replication Policy, and select a policy in the list.


If you want to create a new replication policy, select Create Retention Policy in the list, and follow the instructions
provided in Creating a replication policy on page 48.


Managing replication policies
You can manage replication policies by setting a default replication policy for an Org VDC, and by modifying and deleting the
policies.


About this task


Before using these instructions, log in to the vCD plug-in.


Steps


1. Open a web browser, and navigate to the following URL:
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https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


2. Log in using vCD SA credentials and organization (i.e. "system").


The vCD OA cannot replicate vApp backups.


Setting a default replication policy


Optionally, you can set a replication policy as the default policy. The default policy will replicate the vApp backups in the chosen
Org VDC that are available in the backup repository.


Steps


1. On the vCD Data Protection Extension’s main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. Click an organization in the Organizations list to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select the Org VDC for which you want to set a default replication policy.


4. In the Repositories tab, select the active repository to display its details.


5. In the Repository Details pane, select the Replication Policies tab to display the existing policies.


6. Click the checkbox next the policy that you want to set as default, and click Default.
A green check mark appears next to the policy in the Default column.


Modifying a replication policy


You can modify a replication policy's name, description, schedule, and retention as needed.


Steps


1. On the vCD Data Protection Extension’s main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select the Org VDC for which you want to modify a replication policy.


4. In the Repositories tab, select the active repository to display its details.


5. In the Repository Details pane, select the Replication Policies tab to display the existing policies.


6. Select the replication policy that you want to modify.
The policies settings are displayed in the Replication Policy pane.


7. In the Replication Policy pane, select the tab containing the information that you want to modify.


8. Make the necessary modifications, and click Update.


Deleting a replication policy


If you have specified a default replication policy, you can delete that policy. When a default policy exists, you can delete a
non-default replication policy, and any vApps that are assigned to that policy will automatically be reassigned to the default
policy.


About this task


NOTE: You cannot delete a non-default replication policy with attached vApps if no default policy exists.


Steps


1. On the vCD Data Protection Extension’s main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. In the Organizations pane, click an organization to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select the Org VDC for which you want to delete a replication policy.


4. In the Repositories tab, select the active repository to display its details.


5. In the Repository Details pane, select the Replication Policies tab to display the existing policies.


6. Click the checkbox next the policy that you want to delete, and click Delete.
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7. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.


Restoring replicated vApp backups
To restore replicated backups, you must configure the Avamar server that is storing the backups as a backup appliance. Then
you must create a restore-only repository using the backup appliance as the source and the Org VDC to which you want to
restore as the destination. After the backup appliance and the repository have been created, you can then restore replicated
backups.


About this task


The following sections provide instructions for performing all of the steps necessary to restore vApp backups that have been
replicated.


Before using these instructions, log in to the vCD Data Protection Extension.


Steps


1. Open a web browser, and navigate to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


2. Log in using vCD SA credentials and organization (i.e. "system").


The vCD OA cannot replicate vApp backups.


Configuring a backup appliance


You must configure a backup appliance using the Avamar server that is storing the replicated backups.


Follow the instructions in Add a backup appliance on page 19, specifying the URL and the credentials of the backup gateway
that is associated with the Avamar server on which the replicated backups are being stored.


Creating a restore-only repository


Restoring a replicated vApp backup requires the use of a restore-only repository.


Follow the instructions in Create a restore-only repository on page 35.


When you create the repository, select the backup appliance that contains the replicated backup that you want to restore.


For the destination Org VDC, select the VDC to which you want to restore the replicated backup.


Restoring replicated backups


Follow the instructions in Restore the vApp using the restore-only repository on page 36.


Select the restore-only repository that you created for restoring replicated backups.


Performing an adhoc replication
To perform an adhoc replication, you must either have created an enabled replication policy and applied it to the vApps whose
backups you want to replicate, or you must have assigned a default replication policy, which will replicate all vApp backups in the
chosen Org VDC.


Steps


1. On the vCD Data Protection Extension’s main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


2. Click an organization in the Organizations list to expand the list of VDCs that it contains.


3. Select the Org VDC whose vApp backups you want to replicate.
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4. In the Repositories tab, select the active repository to display its details.


5. In the Repository Details pane, select the Replication Policies tab, and click the check box next to the replication policy
that you want to execute.


6. Click Replicate Now.
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Reporting


Topics:


• Introduction
• Reporting system functional overview
• Reporting system database schemas
• Reporting capability
• Sample reports


Introduction
Reporting capability is provided for the vCD Data Protection Extension as an optional reporting server and reporting database,
which are deployed as single instances per vCloud. To make use of the reporting feature, you must install the reporting server
and then deploy the reporting database. The reporting database enables you to generate reports, based on your specific use
cases, using SQL statements. The reports must be displayed using your own reporting tools.


This chapter describes the schemas used by the reporting database, and provides example reports, including the SQL
statements that were used to generate them.


The following list provides some considerations that you should keep in mind when deploying the reporting server:


● A stand-alone reporting Postgres database server is recommended. Using the vCP Postgres database server is not
supported.


● The database server's event tables only hold a system-enforced maximum of 120 days of event activity. However,
the backup_inventory table record expiration is governed by the retention_date, so backup data in the
backup_inventory table will exist up to the retention_date.


If you want to maintain a history of all activity, you can supply a database with a separate sync_job to gather and
accumulate the data from the event tables.


● Once the reporting server has successfully connected to the vCloud Director RabbitMQ, then vCP-related events will be
delivered to a queue for the reporting server to consume. If you shut down the reporting server, the queue will fill up as
events occur and, with nothing to consume the events from the queue, the available disk space on the RabbitMQ server may
fill up.


If you want to decommission a reporting server permanently, identify the RabbitMQ server that the reporting server is using,
and use the RabbitMQ administrative UI to remove the VCPReportingEventQueue.


● When the lockbox is created (for example, when the reporting server is started for the first time), an error message is sent
to the log file, indicating that the lockbox file was not found. This is not an error.


Reporting system functional overview
The vCD Data Protection Extension platform publishes notification messages on an AMQP-compliant (typically RabbitMQ)
messaging server for important system events. The events that the reporting system observes include:


● vAppBackupEvent
● vAppRestoreEvent
● vappReplicationEvent
● vAppRetentionUpdateEvent
● vAppBackupDeleteEvent


For more information, see the vCloud Protector Message Bus Event Notifications Specification.


These notifications form the only source of information for the reporting database. The reporting server subscribes to the
notifications and publishes them to your database instance. The reporting server is a tcServer application that runs on a
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separate VM and requires access to a Postgres database instance. Once the database is populated by the reporting server, you
can author your own reports by interfacing directly with this database instance.


The reporting database consists of the following tables:


● T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY
● T_VAPP_BACKUP_EVENT
● T_VAPP_RESTORE_EVENT
● T_VAPP_REPLICATION_EVENT
● T_VAPP_RETENTION_UPDATE_EVENT
● T_VAPP_DELETE_BACKUP_EVENT
Based on the subscribed notifications, the reporting server maintains a Backup Inventory table, T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY,
and a list of tables that map to the events. The vApp backup inventory is a list of vApp backups that are known to exist by the
reporting server, and are current (not expired).


Reporting system database schemas
The following sections describe the database schemas used by the reporting server. Database table key column names are
indicated with an asterisk.


T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table


When a vAppBackupEvent occurs, a corresponding vApp backup row is created in the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table.
Once a vApp backup inventory row exists, if a vAppRetentionUpdateEvent occurs for that vApp, it will result in an update to the
corresponding row in the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table. If a user deletes a vApp backup, or if the vApp backup expires,
then the vApp backup is removed from the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table.


Replications are not added as backups in the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table.


Table 12. T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table schema 


Column name Column data type/
size


Description


* vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd provided cloud guid of the backup. Compound db key.


* vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd provided vApp guid of the backup. Compound db key.


* vapp_backup_id varchar(50) MC provided backup id (sequence). Compound db key.


backup_type varchar(20) Adhoc or scheduled


user_id varchar(60) The vcd provided user guid for the user who performed the backup


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id of the backup


org_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided org guid for the org of the backup


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd provided orgVdc guid of the orgVdc of the backup


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the vApp
being backed up


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id


backup_vm_count integer Number of VMs existing in the vApp


vms_selected integer Number of VMs selected for this backup (set adhoc or as a result of
exclusion criteria)


actual_vms integer Number of VMs in this backup


backup_host varchar(120) Hostname of the backup system (e.g. AVE hostname)
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Table 12. T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table schema (continued)


Column name Column data type/
size


Description


backup_store_name varchar(60) GSAN or DataDomain system name


backup_store_id varchar(50) GSAN or DataDomain system id


bytes_modified bigint The size of the backup, which should closely track bytes protected


bytes_processed bigint Should be equal to the size of the VM


start_time timestamp Start time of the vApp backup (from BG)


end_time timestamp End time of the vApp backup (from BG)


effective_retention timestamp How long to keep the vApp backup (when the vApp backup will expire)


T_VAPP_BACKUP_EVENT table


The following table describes the T_VAPP_BACKUP_EVENT table.


Table 13. T_VAPP_BACKUP_EVENT table schema 


Column name Column data type/size Description


* task_id varchar(60) The vcd assigned task guid. Db Key.


vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd provided cloud guid


event_version varchar(20) The VCP provided event version id (e.g. 1.0)


user_id varchar(60) The vcd provided user guid for the user who performed the
backup


event_time timestamp The VCP provided timestamp of event emission


backup_type varchar(20) Adhoc or scheduled


vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd provided vApp guid of the vApp being backed up


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id of the backup


org_id varchar(50) The vcd provided org guid for the org of the backup


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd provided orgVdc guid of the orgVdc of the backup


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the
vApp being backed up


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id


vapp_backup_id varchar(50) MC provided backup id (sequence)


backup_vm_count integer Number of VMs existing in the vApp


vms_selected integer Number of VMs selected for this backup (set adhoc or as a
result of exclusion criteria)


actual_vms integer Number of VMs in this backup


backup_host varchar(256) Hostname of backup system (e.g. AVE hostname)


backup_store_name varchar(256) GSAN or DataDomain system name


backup_store_id varchar(50) GSAN or DataDomain system id


bytes_modified bigint Matches the size (in bytes) of the backup, which should closely
track bytes protected
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Table 13. T_VAPP_BACKUP_EVENT table schema (continued)


Column name Column data type/size Description


bytes_processed bigint Should equal the size (in bytes) of the VM


start_time timestamp Start time of the vApp backup (from BG)


end_time timestamp End time of the vApp backup (from BG)


effective_retention timestamp How long to keep the vApp backup (when the vApp backup will
expire)


T_VAPP_RESTORE_EVENT table


The following table describes the T_VAPP_RESTORE_EVENT table.


Table 14. T_VAPP_RESTORE_EVENT table schema 


Column name Column data type/size Description


* task_id varchar(60) The vcd-assigned task guid. Db Key.


vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided cloud guid of the cloud to which the vApp was
restored


vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided vApp guid of the new instance of the vApp being
restored


event_version varchar(20) The VCP-provided event version id (for example, 1.0)


user_id varchar(60) The vcd-provided user guid for the user who performed the restore


event_time timestamp The VCP-provided timestamp of event emission


restore_type varchar(20) Single vm, rollback, new


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id of the restored vApp


org_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided org guid for the org of the restored vApp


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided orgVdc guid of the orgVdc of the restored vApp


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided owner guid. The user_id of the source vApp's
owner


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id


vapp_backup_id varchar(50) The MC provided backup id (sequence) of the vApp being restored


vapp_id_dst varchar(50) The vcd-provided restore destination vApp guid


vapp_name_dst varchar(128) The restore destination vapp name associated with the
vapp_id_dst


vcloud_id_dst varchar(50) The vcd-provided restore destination cloud guid


org_name_dst varchar(128) The restore destination org name associated with the org_id_dst


org_id_dst varchar(50) The vcd-provided restore destination org guid


org_vdc_name_dst varchar(128) The restore destination org_vdc name associated with the
org_vdc_id_dst


org_vdc_id_dst varchar(50) The vcd-provided restore destination orgVdc guid


owner_id_dst varchar(50) The vcd-provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the
destination vApp
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Table 14. T_VAPP_RESTORE_EVENT table schema (continued)


Column name Column data type/size Description


owner_name_dst varchar(128) The restore destination owner name associated with the
owner_id_dst


source varchar(20) The vapp_id of the vApp (the restore is obtained from this vApp)


backup_vm_count integer Number of VMs existing in the vApp


vms_selected integer Number of VMs selected for this backup (set adhoc or as a result
of exclusion criteria)


backup_host varchar(256) Hostname of backup (for example, AVE hostname)


backup_store_name varchar(256) GSAN or DataDomain system name


backup_store_id varchar(50) GSAN or DataDomain system id


bytes_restored bigint Matches the size of the backup, which should closely track bytes
protected


bytes_processed bigint Should equal to size of the VM


start_time timestamp Start time of the vApp backup (from BG)


end_time timestamp End time of the vApp backup (from BG)


T_VAPP_REPLICATION_EVENT table


The following table describes the T_VAPP_REPLICATION_EVENT table.


Table 15. T_VAPP_REPLICATION_EVENT table schema 


Column name Column data type/size Description


* vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd-assigned cloud guid. Compound Db Key.


* task_id varchar(60) The vcd-assigned task guid. Compound Db Key.


parent_task_id varchar(60) The vcd-provided parent task guid. Task id of the overall
replication job


parent_user_id varchar(60) The vcd-provided parent user guid. UserId of the user that
initiated the adhoc replication


event_version varchar(20) The VCP-provided event version id (for example, 1.0)


user_id varchar(60) The vcd-provided user guid for the user who performed the
replication


event_time timestamp The VCP-provided timestamp of event emission


replication_type varchar(20) Adhoc or scheduled


vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided vApp guid


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id of the replication


org_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided org guid for the org of the replication


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided orgVdc guid of the orgVdc of the source of
the replicated vApp


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the
vApp being replicated


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id
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Table 15. T_VAPP_REPLICATION_EVENT table schema (continued)


Column name Column data type/size Description


destination_host varchar(256) The name of the host to which the vApp will be replicated.


bytes_processed bigint Should equal the size of the VM


bytes_modified bigint Matches the size of the backup, which should closely track
bytes protected


start_time timestamp Start time of the vApp backup (from BG)


end_time timestamp End time of the vApp backup (from BG)


T_VAPP_RETENTION_UPDATE_EVENT table


When an update backup retention event occurs, the reporting server writes a row in the
T_VAPP_RETENTION_UPDATE_EVENT table and attempts to update the corresponding backup row in the
T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table. If the reporting server is started after activity has occurred, such as vApp backups,
the vapp backup row may not exist in the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table. If this is the case, a warning message is
logged; however, this message is no cause for alarm, because it is expected under such conditions.


Table 16. T_VAPP_RETENTION_UPDATE_EVENT table schema 


Column name Column data type/size Description


* vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided cloud guid. Compound Db Key.


* vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided vApp guid. Compound Db Key.


* vapp_backup_id varchar(50) The MC-provided backup id (sequence) of the vApp getting its
retention updated. Compound Db Key.


* event_time timestamp The VCP-provided timestamp of event emission. Compound Db
Key.


event_version varchar(20) The VCP-provided event version id (for example, 1.0)


user_id varchar(60) The vcd provided user guid for the user who updated the backup
retention


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id


org_id varchar(50) The vcd provided org guid


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd provided orgVdc guid


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the
vApp being updated


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id


effective_retention timestamp How long to keep the vApp backup (when the vApp backup will
expire)


T_VAPP_DELETE_BACKUP_EVENT table


When a delete backup event occurs, the reporting server writes a row in the T_VAPP_DELETE_BACKUP_EVENT table and
attempts to remove the backup from the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table. If the reporting server is started after activity
has occurred, such as vApp backups, the vApp backup row may not exist in the T_VAPP_BACKUP_INVENTORY table. If this
is the case, a warning message is logged; however, this message is no cause for alarm, because it is expected under such
conditions.
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Table 17. T_VAPP_DELETE_BACKUP_EVENT table schema 


Column name Column data type/size Description


* vcloud_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided cloud guid. Compound Db key.


* vapp_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided vApp guid. Compound Db key.


* vapp_backup_id varchar(50) The MC-provided backup id (sequence) of the vApp being restored.
Compound Db key.


event_version varchar(20) The VCP-provided event version id (for example, 1.0)


user_id varchar(60) The vcd-provided user guid. The id of the user performing the vApp
backup deletion.


event_time timestamp The VCP-provided timestamp of event emission


vapp_name varchar(128) The name associated with the vapp_id


org_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_id


org_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided org guid. The org_id of the vApp backup being
deleted.


org_vdc_name varchar(128) The name associated with the org_vdc_id


org_vdc_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided orgVdc guid. The org_vdc_id of the vApp backup
being deleted.


owner_id varchar(50) The vcd-provided owner guid. The user_id of the owner of the vApp
being deleted.


owner_name varchar(128) The name associated with the owner_id


Reporting capability
You can use the vCD Data Protection Extension’s reporting database to create a variety of different reports based on your use
cases.


Reports can be based on inventory-derived information and on historical information. Various optional ordering criteria can be
added, in any combination, to any of the inventory or historical reports, such as endTime, backupType/replicationType, userId,
ownerId, bytesProcessed, or bytesModified. Also, an optional date range filter (to match end times or event times) can be added
to some queries.


vApp backup inventory based reports


High-level categories for reports based on backup inventory are described in the following table.


Table 18. vApp backup inventory reports 


Report Description


Backup Inventory At the Org, OrgVdc and vApp levels, the Backup Inventory report shows the vApp backups in
the inventory. This report is useful to see what backups exist, and at what level.


Backup Coverage At the Org or OrgVdc levels, the Backup Coverage report shows protected vApps for which
backups have not occurred since a specified time in the past. This report has the potential to
return no records.


Frequent User Backup At the Org level, the Frequent User Backup report shows a list of users and backup counts in
descending order. This report is useful to determine which users are “heavy users,” or which
users may be abusing the system.


Owner Backup Capacity At the Org level, for the most recent backups only, the Owner Backup Capacity report shows
a list of owners and bytesProcessed in descending order.
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Table 18. vApp backup inventory reports (continued)


Report Description


Protected Bytes At the Org or OrgVdc levels, for the most recent backups only, the Protected Bytes report
shows the sum of bytesProcessed for all vApps in descending order.


Partial Backup At the Org level, the Partial Backup report shows only the partial backups. Partial backups are
defined as backups where the number of selected VMs is not equal to the number of actual
VMs.


Backup Duration At the Org level, the Backup Duration report shows vApp backups whose duration exceeds a
given amount of time. This report has the potential to return no records. It also enables you to
identify backups that are taking longer than they should, and can help you find performance or
configuration problems, or errors.


Historical (event) reports


The historical (or event) reports display information about what happened, by whom, and when. Historical reports can be used
to investigate potential errors, or performance and configuration problems that are encountered in an inventory report.
● vApp Backup History – shows vApp backup events per Org, OrgVdc, or vApp.
● vApp Restore History – shows vApp restore events per Org, OrgVdc, or vApp.
● vApp Replication History – shows vApp replication events per Org, OrgVdc, or vApp.
● vApp Backup Delete History – shows vApp backup delete events per Org, OrgVdc, or vApp.
● vApp Retention Update History – shows vApp backup retention update events per Org, OrgVdc, or vApp.


Sample reports
The following sample reports provide the SQL used to generate the reports, followed by actual output from the database. If the
report body cannot fit in one table, then multiple tables are used. These examples do not represent all of the reports that can be
generated; they are only to be used as a starting point.


Some queries, such as the sample chargeback report query, may have date (or other) input parameters.


NOTE: Although the reporting server is equipped with the SQL client "psql," connecting to the database and running the


sample queries is outside of the scope of this documentation.


Chargeback report


An example query to generate a Chargeback report is provided below:


SELECT org_id, org_name, count(*) as total_vapp_backups,
sum(bytes_processed) as total_bytes_processed,
sum(bytes_modified) as total_bytes_modified
FROM "public"."t_vapp_backup_inventory"
where end_time between
to_date('01 Feb 2014 00:00:00', 'DD Mon YYYY HH24:MI:SS') and
to_date('28 Feb 2014 00:00:00', 'DD Mon YYYY HH24:MI:SS')
group by org_id, org_name order by org_name;
Example output is shown in the following table.


Table 19. Example Chargeback report output 


org_id org_name total_
vapps


total_bytes_ processed total_bytes_ modified


225c1b3d-5ed4-4334-9272-
9d3d7982e52c


OrgOne 10 172590321543 331156


dfa11cce-3fd4-40f3-
a907-4e1e7f2d885f


OrgTwo 294 1292938745117 1284358
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Table 19. Example Chargeback report output (continued)


org_id org_name total_
vapps


total_bytes_ processed total_bytes_ modified


5c12f524-a3ba-4069-8e67-0
906e99e39e6


OrgThree 458 515123187028 1089082


f803a5cb-643c-43fc-92e8-71a328f
e11fb


OrgFour 698 1202376589103 1800366


Frequent User Backup report


An example query to generate a Frequent User Backup report is provided below:


select
org_id, org_name, user_id, count(*) as total_vapp_backups
from "public"."t_vapp_backup_event"
group by org_id, org_name, user_id
order by count(*) desc;
Example output is shown in the following table.


Table 20. Example Frequent User Backup report output 


org_id org_name user_id total_vapp_
backups


f803a5cb-643c-43fc-92e8-71a328fe
11fb


OrgFour urn:vcloud:user:f2ebd2c1-7406-409
f-b55a-cb39248e7cbb


66


5c12f524-
a3ba-4069-8e67-0906e99e39e6


OrgThree urn:vcloud:user:f2ebd2c1-7406-409
f-b55a-cb39248e7cbb


30


dfa11cce-3fd4-40f3-
a907-4e1e7f2d885f


OrgTwo urn:vcloud:user:f2ebd2c1-7406-409
f-b55a-cb39248e7cbb


16


6ab4f14a-79cb-4219-a5da-
c660759cef40


OrgFive urn:vcloud:user:0b839f8f-6ff2-489
0-8d6a-3b61c8bc2656


2


Partial Backup report


An example query to generate a Partial Backup report is provided below:


select
org_id, org_name, org_vdc_id, org_vdc_name, vapp_id, vapp_name,
owner_id, owner_name, vapp_backup_id, backup_type, backup_vm_count,
vms_selected, actual_vms, backup_host, bytes_modified,
bytes_processed, start_time, end_time, effective_retention
from "public"."t_vapp_backup_event" where
vms_selected != actual_vms;
Example output is shown below using multiple tables in order to show all of the columns.


Table 21. Example 1: Partial Backup report output 


org_id org_name org_vdc_id org_vdc_name


5c12f524-
a3ba-4069-8e67-0906e99e39e6


OrgThree 35c55d20-5e69-4f34-
b1ff-75a33786f79f


OrgVDCThree


f803a5cb-643c-43fc-92e8-71a328fe11fb OrgFour 56654356-c979-4181-8fb8-
a85a7fdbb070


OrgVDCFour


dfa11cce-3fd4-40f3-a907-4e1e7f2d885f OrgTwo 3ec28a93-becd-4024-
a768-6cc858f37d47


OrgVCDTwo
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Table 21. Example 1: Partial Backup report output (continued)


org_id org_name org_vdc_id org_vdc_name


5c12f524-
a3ba-4069-8e67-0906e99e39e6


OrgFour 56654356-c979-4181-8fb8-
a85a7fdbb070


OrgVDCFour


Table 22. Example 2: Partial Backup report output 


vapp_id vapp_ name owner_id owner_
name


vapp_
backup_id


bbba8d3f-970c-421e-affa-
b3d586bc49b4


vApp_AA 59e0be76-8faf-4d1c-9416-65075f0e
4b41


system 309


7f416ff4-edb7-4bbb-848e-
acf0fc62e4bb


vApp13 d4bf78d0-
a225-4189-9c43-7a38f6b29a0e


system 296


7e561360-5443-464c-
ba0b-46503ad5ebb6


vApp_
system_5


e05f6860-62d6-4b5f-8c03-873195a
ee759


system 323


7f416ff4-edb7-4bbb-848e-
acf0fc62e4bb


vApp13 d4bf78d0-
a225-4189-9c43-7a38f6b29a0e


system 302


Table 23. Example 3: Partial Backup report output 


backup_type backup_vm_
count


vms_ selected actual_ vms backup_host


scheduled 2 2 1 host1.example.com


scheduled 2 2 1 host1.example.com


scheduled 2 2 1 host1.example.com


scheduled 2 2 1 host1.example.com


Table 24. Example 4: Partial Backup report output 


bytes_modified bytes_processed start_time end_time effective_retention


27120 8592078196 3/4/2014 3/4/2014 5/3/2014


32493 8592078196 3/4/2014 3/4/2014 5/3/2014


33692 8592078196 3/4/2014 3/4/2014 5/4/2014


27101 8592078196 3/4/2014 3/4/2014 5/4/2014
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Backup Duration report


An example query to generate a Backup Duration report is provided below:


with t_duration as (select ((extract (epoch from end_time)) - (extract
(epoch from start_time))) as duration
from "public"."t_vapp_backup_inventory")
select
t_duration.duration, org_id, org_name, org_vdc_id, org_vdc_name,
vapp_id, vapp_name, owner_id, owner_name, vapp_backup_id, backup_type,
backup_vm_count, vms_selected, actual_vms, backup_host, bytes_modified,
bytes_processed, start_time, end_time, effective_retention
FROM
"public"."t_vapp_backup_inventory" as vbe, t_duration
where t_duration.duration > 1000
order by duration desc;
Example output is shown below using multiple tables in order to show all of the columns.


Table 25. Example 1: Backup Duration report output 


duration ord_id org_name org_vcd_id org_vdc_ name


4413.308 f803a5cb-643c-43fc-92e8-71a3
28fe11fb


OrgFour 56654356-c979-4181-8fb8-
a85a7fdbb070


OrgVDCFour


4413.308 5c12f524-
a3ba-4069-8e67-0906e99e39e
6


OrgThree 35c55d20-5e69-4f34-
b1ff-75a33786f79f


OrgVDCThree


4413.308 225c1b3d-5ed4-4334-9272-9d3
d7982e52c


OrgOne cdf1febb-537e-431d-9ad3-
e4755d64bfc9


OrgVDCOne


4413.308 f803a5cb-643c-43fc-92e8-71a3
28fe11fb


OrgFour 56654356-c979-4181-8fb8-
a85a7fdbb070


OrgVDCFour


Table 26. Example 2: Backup Duration report output 


vapp_id vapp_ name owner_id owner_
name


vapp_
backup_ id


19df594c-2741-4db5-987f-
f6980b3a994c


vApp01 d4bf78d0-
a225-4189-9c43-7a38f6b29a0e


system 914


6e3459e5-
caf2-4444-9b66-9df3d09295ef


vApp_CC 59e0be76-8faf-4d1c-9416-65075f0e4b
41


system 963


c4eeda5e-158b-481e-8b88-
deceb6a74e1b


vapp1 7f66b954-90b5-45de-8787-9f761498f7
2d


system 151


d1e4139b-dfe6-4341-
ad8a-690d33f58698


vApp11 d4bf78d0-
a225-4189-9c43-7a38f6b29a0e


system 917


Table 27. Example 3: Backup Duration report output 


backup_type backup_
vm_count


vms_ selected actual_ vms backup_host


scheduled 1 1 1 host2.example.com


scheduled 1 1 1 host2.example.com


adhoc 2 2 2 host2.example.com


scheduled 1 1 1 host2.example.com
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Table 28. Example 4: Backup Duration report output 


bypes_ modified bytes_ processed start_time end_time effective_ retention


24792 8592078196 2/20/2014 2/20/2014 4/21/2014


27611 17210764641 2/26/2014 2/26/2014 4/27/2014


33331 17210764641 2/19/2014 2/19/2014 4/20/2014


24832 8592078196 2/20/2014 2/20/2014 4/21/2014
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Operations


Topics:


• Shutting down and restarting vCD Data Protection Extension services
• Changing the lockbox passphrase
• Changing IP addresses on vCD Data Protection Extension cells
• Deleting backup repositories for deleted Org VDCs
• Storage mapping for replicating Data Domain vCD backups


Shutting down and restarting vCD Data Protection
Extension services
Follow these instructions to cleanly shut down and re-start the vCD Data Protection Extension's services in the event of a
planned power outage or for maintenance purposes.


Prerequisites


Make sure that no backups, restores, or replications are running.


Steps


1. To shut down the services:


a. On each backup appliance, set <IsEnabled>false</IsEnabled> to disable ad hoc and scheduled backups and
restores.


b. Shut down vCP plug-in components in the following order by shutting down the VMs:


● VCP UI server
● vCP server cell
● Backup gateway VM (to ensure that no pending updates are being passed)
● Reporting server


c. Follow the vCD shutdown instructions from VMware to properly shut down the vCD architecture.
d. Follow the instructions in the Avamar Administration Guide to properly shut down the AVE.


2. To restart the services:


a. Start vCLoud, including all relevant databases.


Refer to the instructions from VMware for additional details.


b. Start PostgreSQL.
c. Start the RabbitMQ VM.
d. Start Avamar/AVE using the following command:


dpnctl start all
e. Start the vCD Data Protection Extension components in the following order:


● Reporting server
● Backup gateway VM
● vCP server cell
● VCP UI server


f. On each backup appliance, set <IsEnabled>true</IsEnabled> to enable ad hoc and scheduled backups and
restores.
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Changing the lockbox passphrase
This section describes how to change the lockbox passphrase in the bootstrap.properties file on the Cell server.


Prerequisites


To change the lockbox passphrase, you need the following information:


● The location of the bootstrap.properties file. Typically, this file is located in /etc/vcp.


● The previous passphrase; for example, the one that was provided during initialization.
● The new passphrase, which must meet the following requirements:


○ Be at least 8 characters long
○ Contain at least one uppercase alphabetic character
○ Contain at least one lowercase alphabetic character
○ Contain at least one numeric character
○ Contain at least one of the following non-alphanumeric characters:


!@#%&*_-=+|~


Steps


1. On the Cell server, open the /etc/vcp/bootstrap.properties file in a text editor.


2. Provide the following information in the bootstrap.properties file:


cst.pw=original_passphrase
cst.changePw=new_passphrase


NOTE: You must provide both the original and new passphrases, or the password will not change.


3. Save and close the file.


4. Restart the Cell server.


Changing IP addresses on vCD Data Protection
Extension cells
This procedure describes how to change the IP addresses on the vCD Data Protection Extension cells.


Steps


1. Power off the VMs.


2. On each VM, edit the settings to change the IP address.


3. Verify that the DNS is updated with the FQDNs to point to the new IP addresses.


4. Power on the VMs.


5. Verify that the VMs can communicate and that their respective services are running.


Deleting backup repositories for deleted Org VDCs


About this task


When you delete an Org VDC from vCloud, you should also delete the repositories that were associated with the Org VDC by
the vCD Data Protection Extension.


Steps


1. Delete the vApps from the Org VDC.
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The vCD Data Protection Extension detects the deletion, and automatically removes the vApps from any backup and
replication policies.


2. Enter the following command to list the policies associated with the Org VDC:


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/vdcId/BackupPolicies
3. Enter the following command for each policy:


DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/vdcId/BackupPolicy/policyId
Once the vApps and policies have been deleted from the repository, you can delete the repository.


4. Enter the following command to list the repositories associated with the VDC:


GET /api/admin/extension/vdc/vdcId/BackupRepositories
5. Enter the following command for reach repository:


DELETE /api/admin/extension/vdc/vdcId/BackupRepository/policyId
6. If the backup appliance has no other repositories or vCenter registrations, delete it as well.


Storage mapping for replicating Data Domain vCD
backups


About this task


This section describes how to map storage to specific Data Domain systems using Avamar Administrator. Refer to the Avamar
and Data Domain System Integration Guide for additional information.


In this scenario, backups are being replicating from Source Avamar A to Destination Avamar B. Destination Avamar B has several
Data Domains attached to the AVE.


After the first replication, Destination Avamar B will contain the domain structure under the /REPLICATE/Source_Avamar_A
tree. Once all of the vApp client accounts are replicated, you can send future backups from particular domains into specific Data
Domains on Destination System B.


Steps


1. Log in to Avamar Administrator, and select the Replication tab.


2. In the Replication window, select the Storage Mapping tab.


3. Right-click anywhere in the tab’s white space, and select New Storage Mapping.
The Select a Domain dialog box appears.


4. Browse to a domain and select it from the tree.


5. From the Map to Data Domain System list, select the Data Domain system to use as the replication target.


6. Click OK.
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Migration


Topics:


• Migration
• Migrate virtual machines
• Manage orphaned virtual machines
• Restore from backups of migrated virtual machines


Migration
Migration simplifies the process of introducing the vCD DPE into an environment where vCloud Director users previously
protected VMs and cloud resources directly with an Avamar server.


The migration process locates existing vCloud Director VM backups on the backup appliance, and enables tenant users to
restore from those backups by using the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.


The migration process may not be able to associate some VMs to known Org VDCs. For example, if you deleted the Org VDC
from vCloud Director while retaining the VM backups on the backup appliance. These VMs are called orphaned VMs.


The vCD SA must assign orphaned VMs to active Org VDCs, so that the vCloud Director tenant portal UI lists backups of these
VMs.


Migrate virtual machines


About this task


The migration process starts in one of two ways:


● For a new deployment, migration runs automatically when you create the first backup repository on a backup appliance.
● For an upgrade from a version that does not support migration, you must manually trigger the migration for each


organization.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Organizations.


3. Select the organization that you want to migrate from the Organizations list.


The organization must be registered before you can start migration.


If the organization has not been migrated, the Migrate button is active.


4. Click Migrate.


5. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.


The task name is Migrate Virtual Machines.
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Manage orphaned virtual machines


Steps


1. Log in to the vCD DPE UI plug-in:


a. Open a web browser and go to the following URL:


https://UI_server/vcp-ui-server/vcp-ui/
where UI_server is the IP address or FQDN of the UI server.


b. Type the vCD SA credentials and organization ("system").


The vCD OA cannot perform this task.


2. From the main menu, select Configure > Backup Appliances.


3. In the Backup Appliances pane, select the backup appliance that performed the migration.


4. Select the Orphaned VMs tab.


The vCD DPE lists the orphaned VMs.


5. Select an orphaned VM from the list by clicking the checkbox next to the list entry.


You can select multiple orphaned VMs.


6. Click Assign.
The vCD DPE displays the Select Destination Org VDC dialog box.


7. To expand the list of VDCs, click the arrow beside an organization's name.


8. Select the Org VDC to which you want to assign the previously selected orphaned VMs, and then click OK.
The Select Destination Org VDC dialog box closes. The list of orphaned VMs refreshes to reflect changes to the
Organization and Org VDC fields.


9. To unassign previously assigned VMs:


This step applies only if the list entry that you selected in the Orphaned VMs tab contained assigned orphaned VMs.


a. Click Unassign.
The vCD DPE displays a confirmation dialog box.


b. Click OK.
The vCD DPE clears the Org VDC from the selected orphaned VMs.


10. To hide assigned VMs from the list of orphaned VMs, click Hide Assigned.


Restore from backups of migrated virtual machines


About this task


Using the vCloud Director tenant portal UI, you can browse a list of migrated VM backups for a specific organization, and select
the backup that you want to restore. You can only restore the VM to a new location on the original Org VDC.


Steps


1. Log in to the vCloud Director tenant portal UI.


2. From the main menu, select Data Protection, and then select a vDC in the Virtual Datacenters pane in the dashboard.


3. In the navigation pane, select Copies | Migrated VMs.


4. Click the icon to the left of the Name column for the VM.


5. Click Show Backups.
The vCloud Director tenant portal UI displays a list of available backups.


6. Click the icon to the left of the Backup Date/Time column for the VM backup that you want to restore, and then click
Restore to New.
The vCloud Director tenant portal UI displays the Restore New VM dialog box


7. Provide a name for the new VM and a description, if necessary.


8. Click FINISH.
The restore process begins.


9. To monitor progress, return to the main menu and select Tasks > In Progress.
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vCD Components Backup and Recovery
This appendix includes the following topics:


Topics:


• Backup steps
• Recovery steps


Backup steps
This section describes how to back up the components of the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension.


Prerequisites


● Set up a dedicated AVE for backing up and restoring the plug-in's virtual machines. This AVE is separate from the AVE being
used for VApps and VM backups running on the vCloud.


● Set up an ImageProxy for the AVE on the same host where the plug-in's virtual machines are located, and register it with the
dedicated AVE.


● Register the cloud management vCenter (maintaining the ESX Host running the plug-in's components) with the AVE.


Steps


1. Shut down the plug-in's VMs in the following order:


Backup Gateway
vCP server
Reporting server
UI server
Postgres DB
RabbitMQ


2. In the MC GUI for the dedicated AVE (the first item in "Before you begin"), add the Backup Gateway, vCP server, Reporting
server, UI server, Postgres DB, and RabbitMQ VMs as clients under the vCenter by using the following steps:


a. Navigate to Administration > Account Management.
b. Right-click vCenter, and select New Clients > VMs & Templates.
c. Select the Backup Gateway, vCP server, Reporting server, UI server, Postgres DB, and RabbitMQ VMs.
d. Click OK.


3. Back up the VMs by using the following steps for each VM:


a. In the MC GUI, select the Backup & Restore tab.
b. In the upper-left pane, select the vCenter IP where you specified the plug-in's VMs as clients.


The VM clients display in the lower-left pane.
c. Select a VM in the list, and then select the Backup tab.
d. Back up the VM.
e. Repeat the previous four steps for each of the plug-in's VMs.


A
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Recovery steps
This section describes how to recover components of the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension that have been backed up.


Steps


1. Restore the backed up VMs to new VMs (Backup Gateway, vCP server, Reporting ser, UI server, Postgres DB, RabbitMQ)
by using the following steps:


a. In MC GUI, select the Backup & Restore tab.
b. In the upper-left pane, select the vCenter IP where you specified the plug-in's VMs as clients.


The VM clients display in the lower-left pane.
c. Select a VM in the list, and then select the Restore tab.
d. Select a backup to restore.
e. Select the All virtual disks checkbox.
f. Right-click All virtual disks, and select Restore Now.
g. In the Restore Option dialog box, select Restore to new virtual machine > Configure Destination.
h. Select the location where the VM will be restored, specify the name of the VM, and click OK.


The restore process begins.


2. When the restore has completed, power on the VM that has been restored.


3. Verify that the Postgres and Rabbitmq services have started by entering the following commands:


service rabbitmq-server status
pg_ctl status


4. Perform the following steps on the VCP server, Backup Gateway, and Reporting servers.


a. Enter the following command to open the bootstrap.properties file on the VM:


vim /etc/vcp/bookstrap.properties
b. Add the following two key=value pairs and set the cst.overWrite variable to true in the file:


cst.pw=<Original_Passphrase>
cst.resetLb=true
cst.overWrite==true


c. Save and close the file.
d. Enter the following command to restart the VCP server, Backup Gateway, and Reporting services:


service vcpsrv restart
5. Re-register the vApp Proxy on the Backup Gateway node with the desired AVE.


6. Power on the vCP UI server VM.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Database Issues
• Log file locations
• vApp backups fail when virtual machines contained in vApp use special characters in the virtual machine name
• Additional vApp with "Discovered..." in name might appear in vCloud Director after a standalone virtual machine restore
• The lockbox becomes unreadable on the Cell server and needs to be reset
• SSL errors


Database Issues
Database issues include problems such as not being able to add or delete backup or replication policies, or seeing incomplete
lists of policies or repositories.


You can use a GUI application like pgAdmin to browse the tables in your PostgreSQL database; however, we strongly
recommend that you contact EMC Professional Services to troubleshoot database-related issues for you.


Log file locations
Log file locations are listed as follows:


● Cell server logs are located in /var/log/vcp/vcpserver.log
● Backup Gateway logs are located in /var/log/vcp/vcpbg.log
● UI logs are located in /var/log/vcp/vcpui.log
The corresponding tcServer logs for each server are listed as follows:


● For the Cell and UI servers, tcServer logs are located in /var/opt/emc/vcp/vcpsrv/logs
● For the Backup Gateway server, tcServer logs are located in /var/opt/emc/vcp/vcpbg/logs
Information about tcServer log files is provided in the vFabric documentation, which can be used to diagnose issues where the
EMC product web app fails to deploy at the tcServer level (which might result in empty /var/log/vcp logs).


vApp backups fail when virtual machines contained
in vApp use special characters in the virtual machine
name
For vApps that contain virtual machines with special characters in the virtual machine name, backups fail with the error The
file with extension '.vmx' could not be located on the VM.. The following special characters prevent
the .vmx file from being created:


& %26
+ %2B
/ %2F
= %3D
? %3F
% %25
\ %5C
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~ %7E
] %5D


Ensure that you rename any datastore, folder, and datacenter names that use these special characters before performing the
backup.


Additional vApp with "Discovered..." in name might
appear in vCloud Director after a standalone virtual
machine restore
After performing a standalone virtual machine restore in the vCloud Director Tenant Portal UI, an additional vApp with
"Discovered..." in the name might appear in the VMware vCloud Director.


To resolve this issue, perform the following steps:


1. Log in to the VMware vCloud Director UI.
2. In the System tab, click Administration.
3. Under System Settings in the left navigation panel, click General.
4. In the General pane, scroll down to the Miscellaneous settings and ensure that VM discovery enabled is unselected.


If the additional vApp with "Discovered…" in the name has already been created, you can delete the entry.


The lockbox becomes unreadable on the Cell server
and needs to be reset


Prerequisites


You must have the original lockbox passphrase to perform this procedure.


About this task


The lockbox may become unreadable on the Cell server in the following situations, resulting in a log message that states "unable
to obtain credentials:"
● A VM was migrated onto another host that has different characteristics from the original host (for example, CPU type).
● A VM was cloned and its configuration was changed (for example, CPU type or memory allocation).
● One or more operating system values were changed (for example, hostname).


Steps


1. On the Cell server, open the /etc/vcp/bootstrap.properties file in a text editor.


2. Provide the following information in the bootstrap.properties file:


cst.pw=<ORIGINAL_PASSPHRASE>
cst.resetLb=true


3. Save and close the file.


4. Restart the Cell server.


SSL errors
Missing certificates and hostname mismatches will cause the following errors during backup appliance creation:


SSL Error: Peer not authenticated – This error indicates that the certificate is missing.


SSL Error: mismatch between hostname specified – This error indicates that the host names provided in the
certificate for the client and server do not match.
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Centralized Logging


Topics:


• Introduction
• Unencrypted logging setup
• Example rsyslog firewall configuration
• Setting up SSL security
• Example vFabric Postgres server logging configuration


Introduction
This chapter describes the procedures for configuring centralized logging on each component of the vCloud Director Data
Protection Extension (vCloud Protector, backup gateway and backup gateway plug-in). The rsyslog server must be configured
prior to the rsyslog configuration, and the Certificate Authority's (CA) certificate must be provided to all of the rsyslog clients.


The requirements specific to rsyslog configuration are listed as follows:


● The SLES 11 SP3 operating system is being used.
● The person installing the rsyslog components has root privileges.
● The installer must configure their rsyslog server and provide the CA's certificate to all rsyslog clients.
● The installer must configure the port for the centralized logger on the rsyslog server's firewall.


NOTE: We assume that the customer already has a centralized logging server installed, such as log-insight or equivalent,


and that they want to add the vCloud Director Data Protection Extension components to this server. If not, a simple logging


server can be created on an existing linux host running rsyslog. In the examples, we use a SLES 11 SP3 VM. You may need to


adjust the server-related instructions below as needed for your specific logging server setup.


Unencrypted logging setup
The following sections describe how to set up the server and the client for unencrypted logging.


Setting up the server


Steps


1. Log in to the central logging server as root, and edit /etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf.


2. Find and uncomment the following lines:


$ModLoad imudp.so # provides UDP syslog reception
$UDPServerRun 514 # start a UDP syslog server at standard port 514


3. Save and close the file.


4. Enter the following command to restart the rsyslog service:


rcsyslog restart
5. Configure iptables and firewall for UDP and TCP port 514 (and optionally TCP 10514) as described below.


6. On the server, execute tail -f /var/log/messages to monitor log messages.


You can verify that the server is receiving messages using the netcat/nc utility from the client:


C
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netcat –u hostname 514


Type some text here and it should appear in the /var/log/messages file on the host
Type Ctrl-C to stop testing.


You can optionally enable support for TCP messages instead of UDP. Refer to the rsyslog documentation for this option.


Configuring clients


Steps


1. Log into the client as root and edit the /etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf file.


2. Locate the following lines:


# remote host is: name/ip:port, e.g. 192.168.0.1:514, port optional
#*.* @@remote-host


3. Add the following line below those in step 2:


*.* @ip_of_server:514 # forward all local syslog messages to remote host
where ip_of_server is the IP Address or FQDN of the logging server.


If you set up the server to listen on TCP (or if you enable SSL as shown in the next section) enter the following line instead:


*.* @@ip_of_server:10514 # forward all local syslog messages to remote host
The two @@ designates TCP instead of UDP and the port is changed


This will forward all of the log messages that are handled by the client’s rsyslog system to the central logging server.


4. Enter the following command to restart the rsyslog server:
rcsyslog restart


Results


After you complete these steps, basic setup should be complete. Verify that log entries from the client appear in the logging
server’s /var/log/messages file.


Example rsyslog firewall configuration
The following example illustrates how to modify the SLES 11 SP3 firewall to open ports 514 and 10514 for rsyslog. You
must perform this procedure as root, and it only needs to be performed on the logging server. The clients do not need this
configuration step.


Steps


1. Log into the rsyslog server as root and create the following file using a text editor such as vi or Vim:


/etc/sysconfig/SuSEfirewall2.d/services/rsyslog
2. Add the following information to the file:


##Name: rsyslog
## Description Open port for rsyslog server running on this host
UDP="514"
TCP="10514"


3. Change the permissions on the rsyslog file to 644 by entering the following command:


chmod 644 /etc/sysconfig/SuSEfirewall2.d/services/rsyslog
4. Add the new service to the firewall by entering the following command:


/sbin/yast2 firewall services add service=service:rsyslog zone=EXT
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Setting up SSL security
The following sections describe how to set up the server and the client for SSL security.


Server configuration


Steps


1. Log into the rsyslog server as root and edit the following file:


/etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf
2. Find the section titled “Encrypting Syslog Traffic with TLS” and uncomment the lines that start with ‘#$’.


# -- TLS Syslog Server:
## make gtls driver the default
$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls
#
## certificate files
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile /etc/rsyslog.d/ca.pem
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCertFile /etc/rsyslog.d/server_cert.pem
$DefaultNetstreamDriverKeyFile /etc/rsyslog.d/server_key.pem
#
$ModLoad imtcp # load TCP listener
#
$InputTCPServerStreamDriverMode 1 # run driver in TLS-only mode
$InputTCPServerStreamDriverAuthMode anon # client is NOT authenticated
$InputTCPServerRun 10514 # start up listener at port 10514


3. Create a set of SSL certificates, and place them in the /etc/rsyslog.d/ca.pem, /etc/rsyslog.d/
server_cert.pem and /etc/rsyslog.d/server_key.pem.


Use openssl or equivalent tools for creating these certificates.


4. Enter the following command to restart the rsyslog server:


rcsyslog restart


Client Configuration


Steps


1. Log into the client as root and edit the following file:


/etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf
2. Find the section titled “TLS Syslog Client” and uncomment the lines that start with ‘#$’.


# -- TLS Syslog Client:
## certificate files - just CA for a client
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile /etc/rsyslog.d/ca.pem
#
## set up the action
$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls # use gtls netstream driver
$ActionSendStreamDriverMode 1 # require TLS for the connection
$ActionSendStreamDriverAuthMode anon # server is NOT authenticated
*.* @@(o)ip_of_server:10514 # send (all) messages


3. Copy the /etc/rsyslog.d/ca.pem file from the central logging server to a /etc/rsyslog.d/ca.pem file on the
client.


4. Enter the following command to restart the rsyslog server:


rcsyslog restart
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Example vFabric Postgres server logging
configuration
This is an example of how to forward the contents of log files from the filesystem (that do not go through the syslog facility) to
the central logging server. This example uses vFabric Postgres, but it can easily be adapted to other applications.


These lines can go be added to /etc/rsyslog.conf, or you can add a file in /etc/rsyslog.d/application.conf,
where application can be an reasonable name, as long as it sorts alphabetically before remote.conf; otherwise the contents
of these files will not be sent to the central logging server.


$ModLoad imfile #needs to only be done once, even for multiple files
$InputFileName /var/lib/pgsql/data/pg_log/postgresql-Fri.log #specifies the path of the 
file
on the client
$InputFileTag postgres_log #give a tag to the log file being sent
$InputFileStateFile /var/spool/rsyslog/statefile1 #statefile keeps track of which parts 
of 
monitored file have already been processed. Each individual file needs a unique 
statefile(n) file.
$InputRunFileMonitor


Repeat the second through the fifth lines for each log file. You can add more files to monitor by using the same process, but you
must change the statefile(n) name for each additional file.
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Password Rotation


Topics:


• Introduction
• vCD Data Protection Extension service rotatable passwords
• Rotation scenarios
• Scheduling password rotation
• deployvm.sh


Introduction
Many data-center owners and system administrator require the rotation of passwords. This appendix contains a high level
overview of the password rotation process. The information is not all-inclusive, but it attempts to describe how to rotate
passwords within the vCD Data Protection Extension's service.


The term password is defined in general terms within this appendix to be synonymous with authentication information (user
credentials) and not necessarily with authorization information (feature access).


vCD Data Protection Extension service rotatable
passwords
The vCD Data Protection Extension service uses three types of passwords: VM, CST, and Connection.


VM passwords


The VM password is provided to gain access to the vCD Data Protection Extension's virtual machines. These VMs contain
plug-in components, which include, but are not limited to, VCP cell, Gateway, and Reporting Server. VM passwords are stored
in two locations; locally and externally. The next two sections provide information about password storage and usage. The VM
password is used to log in to VMs, normally provided by the OS user login, which requires a username and password.


Local


Local passwords are used for local accounts and services. The passwords are stored within and protected by the operating
system.


External


External password information is stored within an external server; for example, an LDAP server.
NOTE: The vCD Data Protection Extension does not support automated OS LDAP client configuration, but the following


information is provided for educational purposes.


Within the LDAP server scenario, there are two user authentication possibilities when logging in to the server using a VM
password:


● The LDAP server provides a challenge-response value to the LDAP client based on the login information. If both challenge-
response values match, the login is successful.
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● The LDAP client creates an encrypted connection, such as TLS, to the server where the username and password are
provided to the client. The client then compares the provided information with login input. If the information matches, the
login is successful.


Connection passwords


Connection passwords are initially stored locally within the CST lockbox. In some cases the credentials are copied and stored
securely into a database.


CST password


The CST password is used to access administrative functionality of the CST lockbox. The CST (RSA Common Security Toolkit)
lockbox is an RSA product that contains at its foundation an encrypted/protected file that contains key/value pairs. The lockbox
within the vCD Data Protection Extension service contains a number of key/value pairs used for vCD Data Protection Extension
configuration. However, due to the nature of the CST lockbox, there are scenarios (for example, operating system upgrade
where kernel values have changed, or CST upgrades) where the lockbox may no longer be readable, and thus access to CST
administrative functionality is required to repair the CST lockbox. Because of this, the CST password must be rotated.


Local


The CST password and all key/value pairs are securely stored internally within the CST lockbox.


External


Within CST, there is a CST Authentication Service that can be configured to use an LDAP authority for authentication.


NOTE: Currently, the vCD Data Protection Extension does not support the CST LDAP Authentication.


Avamar credentials change


The Avamar Plugin for vCloud Director has two components that communicate with the backend Avamar system. These are
both located on the Backup Gateway VM.


In the event that the Avamar username/password is changed, both of these applications need to be updated with the new
credentials.


Updating the backup gateway


Steps


1. Stop the VCP backup gateway.


2. Run the following command on the backup gateway VM:
service vcpbg stop


3. Change the password in Avamar.


4. Log in to the VMA VM and make the appropriate modification in the <hostname>.properties file. The modification
must reflect the following:


● The <hostname>.properties file must be equivalent to the backup gateway VM that was stopped.


● Within the <hostname>.properties file, the ave.user and ave.pword keys’ values must be changed to match
the new Avamar username and password.


5. Run the deployvm.sh command with the appropriate values and the –update argument on the command line. For
example:


./deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<hostname> --vm.type=gateway –update
Note that there are two dashes (--) preceding the vm.hostname=hostname=<hostname> and vm.type=gateway
options.
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Updating the vApp Proxy


Steps


1. Stop the vApp Proxy.


2. On the backup gateway VM, run the following commands to stop the vApp proxy:


cd /usr/local/avamarclient/etc
./initproxyappliance.sh stop


3. Log in to the Avamar Management Console and select the Administration tab.
The Administration screen opens on the Account Management tab.


4. Locate the vApp Proxy under clients, and do the following:


a. In the list of domains in the upper-left pane, select the domain "clients."
The list of clients registered under this domain are displayed in the lower-left pane.


b. Locate the client with the name that matches the FQDN of the backup gateway. For example, gateway.example.com.
This is the client that represents the registered vApp Proxy.


c. Right-click the client located in step b, and select Delete Client.
d. Click Yes when you are asked to confirm the deletion. You will need to confirm twice to proceed with the delete.
e. When you see the confirmation that the client was deleted, click OK.


5. Log in to the backup gateway VM again, and run the following commands to register the proxy to Avamar using the new
password:


cd /usr/local/avamarclient/etc
./initproxyappliance.sh start --mcsaddress=<Avamar-FQDN> --avdomain=clients
Where <Avamar-FQDN> is the FQDN of the Avamar server.


Note that there are two dashes (--) preceding the --mcsaddress=<Avamar-FQDN> and --avdomain=clients
options.


6. Answer the following prompts when they appear:


Enter MC Account Name: Enter the new username of the Avamar account.


Enter password for (Your username: Enter the corresponding password for the Avamar account.


You will see the message, Registration Complete, followed by two other lines. This confirms that the vApp Proxy has
been successfully registered with Avamar using the new credentials.


The Avamar Plugin for vCloud Director should now be ready to connect to the Avamar system with the updated credentials.


Rotation scenarios
This section describes the best practices for rotating VM, connection, and CST passwords.


Rotating the VM password


To change the VM password, you can either modify the <hostname>.properties file or use the deployvm.sh command.
(See the last section in this appendix for detailed information about the deployvm.sh command.)


NOTE: The use of the vm.endingPw is only supported on the command line, as described in the following sections.


Changing the VM password during initial VM deployment


Enter the following command on one line:


./deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<hostname> --vm.type=vcpcell
--vm.endingPw=<new_password>


NOTE: The first time you deploy the VM using the deployvm.sh command, you can provide the vm.endingPW.


However, changes that are made after the initial deployment require the –rotate.components argument on the


command line as shown below.
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Changing the VM password after the VM has been deployed


Enter the following command on one line:


./deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<hostname> --vm.type=vcpcell --rotate.components --
vm.endingPw=<new_password>


Rotating a connection password


Connection passwords can be rotated using two different processes. The first process replaces the existing credential password
with a new password. For the second process, the system administrator creates an entirely new user credential having the
existing user's equivalent authentication and authorization.


In either process, steps must be taken to avert the possibility of making an invalid connection while the passwords are being
changed. The following sequence diagram illustrates a scenario where an invalid password connection can occur.


Figure 8. Interruption of service during credential change


In this example, the password issue arises when the database credential changes; however the credentials have not changed
within the vCD Data Protection Extension component. When the vCD Data Protection Extension component attempts to log in,
it cannot, because the credential information stored on the component is stale.


Process 1: Replacing the existing connection password


In this example, the database password for the VCP cell is being changed.


Prerequisites


Before performing this procedure, review deployvm.sh on page 84 for a detailed description of the deployvm.sh command.


About this task


The following figure illustrates a successful database password replacement.
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Figure 9. Successfully replacing a database password


When you replace the connection password, you must stop all VCP component’s services before you make changes to both the
database and the associated VCP cells.


NOTE: Executing the deployvm.sh command with the --rotate.components argument will, at the end of the script,


automatically restart the specific vCD Data Protection Extension service.


Steps


1. Stop the VCP components that use the connection password.


On the VCP cell VM, enter the following command:


service vcpsrv stop


NOTE: You must stop all VCP cells that are associated with this specific connection password.


2. Make the password change to the database.


3. Log in to the VMA VM and make the appropriate modification in the <hostname>.properties file. The modification
must reflect the following:
● The <hostname>.properties file must be equivalent to the VCP cell VM that was stopped.


● Within the <hostname>.properties file, the db.pword key’s value must be changed to be equivalent to the new
database password.


4. Execute the deployvm.sh command with the appropriate values and the --rotate.components argument on the
command line. (Enter the command on one line rather than on two as shown in the example).


For example:


./deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<hostname> --vm.type=vcpcell --rotate.components


NOTE: Repeat step 3 and 4 for all components using this specific connection password.


Process 2: Creating a new equivalent credential connection password


In this example, the database password for the VCP cell is being changed by creating a new connection password with
credentials that are equivalent to those of the existing user.


Prerequisites


Before performing this procedure, review deployvm.sh on page 84 for a detailed description of the deployvm.sh command.


About this task


The following figure illustrates this process.
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Figure 10. Creating a new equivalent user credential


In this example, a new database user is created with the exact configuration of the existing user first. None of the VCP
components need to be stopped, and modification within the VMA is accomplished with minimal downtime of the VCP
component. The additional step of removing the prior database user account is done only after all validation of the new database
user within the VCP component has been tested.


Steps


1. Create a new database user credential with equivalent authentication and authorization of the existing user credential.


2. Login into the VMA VM and make the appropriate modification in the <hostname>.properties file.


The modification must reflect the following:


● The <hostname>.properties file must be equivalent to the VCP cell VM that was stopped.


● Within the <hostname>.properties file, the db.user key’s value must be changed to be equivalent to the new
database user.


● Within the <hostname>.properties file, the db.pword key’s value must be changed to be equivalent to the new
database password.


3. Execute the deployvm.sh command with the appropriate values and the --rotate.components argument on the
command line. (Enter the command on one line rather than on two as shown in the example.)


For example:


./deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<hostname> --vm.type=vcpcell --rotate.components


NOTE: Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all components using this same connection password.


4. Validate that the new credentials work properly on all required VCP cells.


5. Remove the old database credentials.


Scheduling password rotation
This topic describes best practices for scheduling the rotation of passwords on the VCP server, and on the Backup Gateway
and Reporting servers.


Scheduling password rotation on the VCP server


On the VCP server, you can schedule the rotation of the VM, CST, and Connection passwords.


VM password


The changing of the VM Password can be scheduled at any time, since changing the VM password doesn’t require any server/
service or VM to be started.
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CST password


The changing of the CST password can be scheduled at any time. Since changing the CST password invokes a restart of
the service and the configuration of VCP Server Cells requires a minimum of two VCP Server Cells, each VCP Server’s CST
password can be changed independently.


NOTE: Do not change all VCP Server Cells’ CST passwords simultaneously, because there is a possibility of service delay on


pending requests. Make sure that you change the VCP server's CST passwords sequentially.


Connection password


The changing of the Connection password can be scheduled at any time, as long as the following best practices are followed:


● Process 2: Creating a new equivalent credential connection password on page 82 is used when rotating the Connection
password for the VCP Server Cell.


● The rotations of the VCP Server Cells connection passwords are performed sequentially and not simultaneously.


Otherwise to ensure the message is not dropped or not processed, the VCP Server Cell’s Connection password change must be
scheduled during the Avamar maintenance window.


Scheduling password rotation on the Backup Gateway and
Reporting servers


On the Backup Gateway and Reporting servers, you can schedule the rotation of the VM, CST, and Connection passwords.


VM password


The changing of the VM Password can be scheduled at any time, since the changing of the VM password doesn’t require any
server or VM to be started.


CST and Connection passwords


Due to the single-server configuration of the Backup Gateway and Reporting servers, there is a small window of time during
which content or messages can be dropped or not processed by either server. This can happen when either of the services need
to be restarted when changing the CST or Connection passwords.


NOTE: To ensure that the message is not dropped or not processed, you must schedule the changing of the CST or


Connection password during the Avamar maintenance window.


deployvm.sh
The deployvm.sh command deploys and manages the vCloud Protector Component VM.


Description


NOTE:


● CST Administration functionality (change CST password, reset CST lockbox, etc) can be provided via a command line


argument using deployvm.sh.


● Command line arguments no longer have the highest precedence. The <hostname>.properties file now has the


highest precedence.


● VM password changing is preformed on via the deployvm.sh command line. Changing the VM password is no longer


supported via the <hostname>.properties file.
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The deployvm.sh command's primary purpose is to deploy a virtual machine within VMware VCenter. The deployvm.sh
command creates a vCloud Protector component VM.


The command's secondary purpose is to modify values that were used to configure the VM. In the primary purpose scenario, the
type of vCloud Protector Component is provided by the --vm.type argument. In the secondary purpose scenario, changes and
modification require the --rotate.components argument.


The command's tertiary purpose is used in either the primary or secondary scenarios. In the tertiary purpose scenario, the
password of the VM is being changed; this can occur in either the primary or secondary scenarios.


Syntax


./deployvm.sh [Help display] {Primary Required Options} [Secondary Options] [Tertiary 
Option]


[Help Display]


-h


Displays usage screen; all other arguments should be disregarded.


--help


Long form to display usage screen; all other arguments should be disregarded.


{Primary Required Options}


The primary options, which are required, are needed for all options (primary, secondary and tertiary}. Executing the
deployvm.sh command using only the primary options creates the VM.


--vm.hostname=<hostname.domain.com>


Specify the hostname of the VM to be deployed (mandatory). Note that <hostname.domain.com>
should be substituted for the FQDN in your DNS. In addition, an FQDN.properties file should be
provided within the same directory where the command is executed. Finally, the FQDN.properties
file provides specific configuration information used to deploy the <hostname.domain.com> VM.


--vm.type=<Known vCloud Protector Components>


Specify the type of VM to be deployed (mandatory). Note that gateway|vcpcell|vcprpt|vcpui are
currently the known VM types.


[Secondary Options]


The secondary options are needed to modify key/value pairs (for example, component credential, database password, etc). The
primary options must both be provided when using the secondary options.


--rotate.components


Specify that within one of the properties files (default.properties or
<hostname>.properties, a key/value pair has been modified. Execution of the deployvm.sh
command with both the primary and secondary options will modify the VM’s configuration and restart
the service.


--vm.cstChangePw=<NewCSTPassword>


Specify what the VM CST's password should be. The --rotate.components argument must also be
provided. The <NewCSTPassword> must be substituted for the updated CST password.


Note the following:


● The current vm.cstpword key/value pair must be provided in the hostname.properties file.


● The <NewCSTPassword> must comply with CST Password requirements, which specify that the
password must be a minimum 8 characters, and contain at least one upper-case letter, one lower-
case letter, one number, and one special character. Further, because the CST password can contain
special characters (i.e., !@#%&*_-=+|~) care must be taken; some special characters (for example
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|, !, = and others) have special uses in the shell script and therefore must be escaped using \ (for
example, \| or \=).


[Tertiary Option]


The tertiary option is needed to modify key/value pairs (for example, component credential, database password, etc), but it can
also be used during the initialization of the VM.


NOTE: The primary options must both be provided when using the tertiary option.


--vm.endingPw=<TheNewVMPassword>


In the VM creation scenario, this option specifies the ending password of the VM. In the existing VM
scenario (--rotate.components) this option will change the password of the VM.


If you are instantiating the VM, the –rotate.components argument is not required. However,
if the VM has already been created, the –rotate.components argument is required. The
<TheNewVMPassword> must be substituted for the updated VM password.
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Monitoring vCD Data Protection Extension
Components


This appendix includes the following topics:


Topics:


• Introduction
• Setting up monitoring on the backup gateway
• Turning off monitoring on the backup gateway
• Setting up monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell
• Turning off monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell
• Setting up a remote JMX client for monitoring
• Backup gateway health monitoring
• vCloud Protector health monitoring
• Other JMX clients
• Troubleshooting


Introduction
The vCD Data Protection Extension now provides the ability to monitor system health, and to verify system availability and
connectivity. The monitoring system provides information on overall system health and connectivity with external components
with which Backup Gateway and vCloud Protector cells communicate.


The technology used for building the monitoring system is Java Management Extension (JMX), which allows remote JMX clients
to connect to a Java process and to monitor applications running inside the process.


The resources being monitored are exposed as Mbeans with attributes representing the state of the resource.


In this appendix, JConsole is used as the JMX client for monitoring the system. See Other JMX clients on page 92 for a list of
other JMX clients that can be used.


Setting up monitoring on the backup gateway
This section describes the necessary configuration for setting up monitoring for the backup gateway. Note that monitoring is
enabled by default.


About this task


Two java processes run on the backup gateway. Verify that monitoring is enabled for both processes. You can also change the
default ports that JMX is configured at for each application.


The following procedure describes how to verify and, optionally, to change the configuration of JMX ports for each application.


Steps


1. For the BG-ADS application, do the following:


a. In the VMA used for deploying the backup gateway, open the gateway.example.com file that was used to deploy the
backup gateway. Look for the gateway.port.jmx_port_1 setting.


If the setting is not present, monitoring is enabled for BG-ADS. These are the default port settings:
● JMX Port : 7010 – The JMX port at which BG-ADS exposes its MBeans.
● JMX Data Port : 7011 – The JMX Data port that BG-ADS uses internally for JMX data transfer.


b. To change the default port, specify the following property in the properties file:


E
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● JMX Port: gateway.port.jmx_port_1=<desired JMX port>
● JMX Data Port: gateway.port.jmx_rmi_port_1=<another free port>


2. For the BG-Plugin application, do the following:


a. In the VMA used for deploying the backup gateway, open the gateway.example.com file that was used to deploy the
backup gateway. Look for gateway.port.jmx_port_2 setting.


If it is not present, monitoring is enabled for BG-Plugin. These are the default port settings:
● JMX Port : 7020 – The JMX port at which BG-Plugin exposes its MBeans.
● JMX Data Port : 7021 – The JMX Data port that BG-Plugin uses internally for JMX data transfer.


b. To change the default port, specify the following property in the properties file:


● JMX Port: gateway.port.jmx_port_2=<desired JMX port>
● JMX Data Port: gateway.port.jmx_rmi_port_2=<another free port>


3. If you changed the default ports (described in steps 1.b and 2.b) after the install, run the following command on the VMA to
update the configuration in the deployed backup gateway:


deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<FQDN> –update


Turning off monitoring on the backup gateway
This section describes how to turn off monitoring on the backup gateway.


Steps


1. For the BG-ADS application, in the VMA used for deploying the backup gateway, add or update the values of the JMX Port
and JMX Data Port as follows:
● JMX Port: gateway.port.jmx_port_1=-1
● JMX Data Port: gateway.port.jmx_rmi_port_1=-1


2. For the BG-Plugin application, in the VMA used for deploying the backup gateway, add or update the value of the JMX Port
and JMX Data Port as follows:
● JMX Port: gateway.port.jmx_port_2=-1
● JMX Data Port: gateway.port.jmx_rmi_port_2=-1


3. If you perform steps 1 or 2 after an install, run the following command on the VMA to update the configuration in the
deployed backup gateway:


deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<BackupGateway-FQDN> –update


Setting up monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell
This section describes the necessary configuration for setting up component monitoring for the vCloud Protector cell. Note that
monitoring is enabled by default.


About this task


Verify that monitoring is enabled for the vCloud Protector cell. You can also change the default ports that JMX is configured at
for each application.


The following procedure describes how to verify and, optionally, change the configuration of JMX ports for the vCloud
Protector cell.


Steps


1. In the VMA used for deploying the vCloud Protector cell, open the vcpcell.example.com file that was used to deploy
the vCloud Protector cell. Look for vcpcell.port.jmx_port_1 setting.


If it is not present, monitoring is enabled for the vCloud Protector cell. These are the default port settings:


● JMX Port: 7010 – The JMX port at which vCloud Protector cell exposes its MBeans.
● JMX Data Port: 7011 – The JMX Data port that vCloud Protector cell uses internally for JMX data transfer.


2. To change the default port, specify the following property in the properties file:


● JMX Port: vcpcell.port.jmx_port_1=<desired JMX port>
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● JMX Data Port: vcpcell.port.jmx_rmi_port_1=<another free port>
3. If any of the ports have been updated as described in step 2 after the install, run the following command on the VMA to


update the configuration in the deployed backup gateway:


deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<FQDN> –update


Turning off monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell
This section describes how to turn off monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell.


Steps


1. In the VMA used for deploying the vCloud Protector cell, add or update the values of JMX Port and JMX Data Port as
follows:


● JMX Port: vcpcell.port.jmx_port_1=-1
● JMX Data Port: vcpcell.port.jmx_rmi_port_1=-1


2. If you perform step 1 after an install, run the following command on the VMA to update the configuration in the deployed
vCloud Protector cell:


deployvm.sh --vm.hostname=<VCP-FQDN> –update


Setting up a remote JMX client for monitoring
This section describes how to set up the JMX client VM for remotely monitoring the backup gateway or the vCloud Protector
cell.


Steps


1. Configure a VM to monitor the component, hereafter called “JMX client VM.”


2. Ensure that JMX client VM must have network connectivity to the VM of the component being monitored - backup gateway
and/or vCloud Protector cell.


3. Install Java Development Kit (JDK) v7 on the JMX client. JConsole is packaged as part of the JDK.


4. Export the public certificate of the component being monitored (backup gateway or vCloud Protector cell) and copy the
certificate to the JMX client VM.
● To export the public certificate of the backup gateway:


a. On the CPSH VM that was used to deploy the backup gateway, run the following command to export the public
certificate of backup gateway:


keytool –export –alias tomcat –keystore <BackupGatewayFQDN>.truststore –file
gateway.example.com.crt
Alternatively, you can log in to the backup gateway VM, navigate to the folder containing the truststore (/etc/vcp)
and run the following command to export the public certificate :


keytool –export –alias tomcat –keystore truststore –file gateway.example.com.crt
b. Copy the gateway.example.com.crt public certificate file to the JMX client VM.


● To export the public certificate of the vCloud Protector cell:
a. On the CPSH VM that was used to deploy the vCloud Protector cell, run the following command to export the public


certificate of vCloud Protector cell:


keytool –export –alias tomcat –keystore <vcpcell.example.com>.truststore –file
vcpcell.example.com.crt
Alternatively, you can log in to the vCloud Protector VM, navigate to the folder containing the truststore (/etc/
vcp) and run the following command to export the public certificate:


keytool –export –alias tomcat –keystore truststore –file vcpcell.example.com.crt
b. Copy the vcpcell.example.com.crt public certificate file to the JMX client VM.


5. On the JMX client VM, enter the following command to create a truststore and to import the public certificate from step 4
into the truststore:
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keytool -import –alias “example-component” –file <example-certificate> -keystore
<example-truststore>


6. Enter the following command to launch JConsole, using the truststore built in step 5:


jconsole –J-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<example-truststore> -J-
Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<example-truststore-password> <FQDN:Port>
where:


● FQDN is the fully qualified domain name of the component being monitored (backup gateway or vCloud Protector cell).
● Port: JMX Port of the application being monitored – This is the port that was used to deploy the component in the


backup gateway or vCloud Protector cell). Depending on the application being monitored, the following ports can be
used:
○ Backup gateway – Port for either BG-ADS application or BG-Plugin application. See Setting up monitoring on the


backup gateway on page 87.
○ vCloud Protector – Port for vCloud Protector. See Setting up monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell on page 88.


Backup gateway health monitoring
The backup gateway has two separate independent Java applications:


● Backup gateway – ADS: Responsible for processing Requests from VCP.
● Backup gateway – Plugin: Responsible for communicating with vApp proxy.


The JMX client can be connected to the backup gateway ADS or plugin applications to monitor the heath of the particular
application.


Each application exposes its MBeans for monitoring at separate ports configured during deployment. JMX clients connect to the
two ports defined above (ADS-JMX Port or Plugin-JMX Port) to view resource health for that application.


Monitored resources have the following attributes:


● Status: Health Status represented as one of:
○ Uninitialized
○ Running
○ Failed


● Last Poll Time: Represents the last sampling time—the last time the status was updated.


The application resources described in the following sections are currently monitored.


Connectivity to Avamar


The backup gateway communicates with an Avamar system for its operations. The health of Avamar connectivity is shown as
one of the following possible states:


● Running: The backup gateway can successfully connect to the Avamar system.
● Failed: The backup gateway cannot connect to the Avamar system.


Connectivity fo the cloud


The backup gateway communicates with one or more vCloud Director servers. The health of cloud connectivity is represented
as one of the following states:


● Uninitialized:
○ Expected at server startup.
○ Also indicates a state when the backup gateway has not received any request from VCP, nor processed any scheduled


jobs since server startup.
● Running: All cloud sessions that this backup gateway is currently maintaining are in a healthy state.
● Failed: One or more of the cloud sessions are in a Failed state.
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Connectivity to the vCenter


The backup gateway communicates with one or more vCenters. The health of vCenter connectivity is represented as one of the
following states:


● Uninitialized:
○ Expected at server startup.
○ Also indicates a state when the backup gateway has not processed any requests/jobs that require it to communicate


with a vCenter since server startup.
● Running: All vCenter connections that this backup gateway is currently maintaining are in a healthy state.
● Failed: One or more of the vCenter sessions are in a Failed state.


vCloud Protector health monitoring
Unlike the backup gateway, the vCloud Protector is a single Java application.


The vCloud Protector exposes its MBeans for monitoring at a port configured during deployment. JMX clients connect to the
two ports defined above (VCP-JMX Port) to view the resource health for that application.


Monitored resources have the following attributes:


● Status: Health status represented as one of:
○ Uninitialized
○ Running
○ Failed


● Last Poll Time: Represents the last sampling time—the last time the status was updated.


The application resources described in the following sections are currently monitored.


Connectivity to the database


vCloud Protector communicates with an internal Postgres database. The health of this database connectivity is shown as one of
the following states:


● Uninitialized: The vCloud Protector Cell is probably starting up. Connectivity to the database has not been established.
● Running: The vCloud Protector cell can successfully connect to the database.
● Failed: The vCloud Protector cell cannot connect to the database.


Connectivity to the cloud


vCloud Protector cell receives requests from and communicates with the vCloud director. The health of this cloud connectivity
is represented as one of the following states:


● Uninitialized: The vCloud Protector cell is probably starting up. Connectivity to the cloud has not been established.
● Running: The vCloud Protector cell can successfully connect to the cloud.
● Failed: The vCloud Protector cell cannot connect to the cloud.


Connectivity to RabbitMQ


vCloud Protector Cell receives job requests from and communicates with a RabbitMQ server.


The health of the RabbitMQ server connectivity is represented as one of the following states:


● Uninitialized: The vCloud Protector Cell is probably starting up. Connectivity to the RabbitMQ server has not been
established.


● Running: The vCloud Protector cell can successfully connect to the RabbitMQ server.
● Failed: The vCloud Protector cell cannot connect to the RabbitMQ server.
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Other JMX clients
There are other JMX clients that can be used to monitor the system:


● JMXConsoleTools, VisualVM (Free/OpenSource)
● Hyperic HQ (Community edition, enterprise edition)
● Zenoss (Limited OpenSource edition, commercial edition)


Operations personnel create alerts and notifications in the remote JMX client, based on reading MBean attributes. This is done
on a polling basis where the frequency is set by the external monitoring system.


● Example 1, vCloud Protector cell monitoring: once a minute, obtain vCP server’s database connection status. If it is down,
send an alert.


● Example 2, backup gateway monitoring: once a minute, obtain the ADS application’s Avamar connection status. If it is down,
send an alert.


Troubleshooting
If JConsole or the JMX client cannot connect to any component, do the following:


● Verify that JMX is turned on for that particular Aries component (for example, vCloud Protector cell or backup gateway).
In the VMA used for deploying the component, open the <example-component>.properties file and note the value
specified for the JMX port specified for that application – component is not -1.
○ For the backup gateway ADS, look for <gateway.jmx_port_1>.
○ For the backup gateway plugin, look for <gateway.jmx_port_2>. If not specified in the file, the system uses a default


value of 7020 (see Setting up monitoring on the backup gateway on page 87).
○ For the vCloud Protector cell, look for <vcpcell.jmx_port_1> . If not specified in the file, the system uses a default value


of 7010 (see Setting up monitoring on the vCloud Protector cell on page 88).
● Verify that Jconsole is connecting to the right port.
● Verify that the signature on the public certificate in the JMX client truststore matches the one on the private key on the


component.
● Verify that the truststore is provided in the path when JConsole is launched.
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Port Usage


Topics:


• Port usage summary


Port usage summary
The following table provides a summary of the ports that are used by the vCD Data Protection Extension.


Table 29. Network connection and port usage summary 


Initiator Target Protocol Port Notes


vCloud Protector cell(s) vCloud Director TCP(https) 443 vCloud REST API


vCloud Protector cell(s) RabbitMQ server AMQP(TLS) 5671a Message Queue


vCloud Protector cell(s) vCloud Protector
PostgreSQL database
server


TCP 5432 SSL encrypted


EMC Backup Gateway vCenter(s) TCP (https) 443 vSphere SOAP API


EMC Backup Gateway vCloud Director TCP (https) 443 vCloud REST API


EMC Backup Gateway RabbitMQ server AMQP(TLS) 5671b Message Queue


EMC Backup Gateway AVE TCP(https) 9443 EMC Avamar management
WS


VM Image Proxy(s) vCenter UDP 902 vSphere SOAP API, VDDK
communication


VM Image Proxy(s) ESXi host(s) TCP 902 Host access for provisioning


Avamar Backup Appliance vCenter TCP (https) 443 Vmfs datastore browse.
Upload and download


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


TCP(NFS) 2049 nfsd


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


TCP(NFS) 2052 mountd


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


TCP(NFS) 111 portmapper


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


TCP(NFS) 111 portmapper


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


ICMP(ping) 7


Avamar Backup Appliance Data Domain Backup
Appliance (optional)


UDP 161 SNMP


VM Image Proxy(s) vCenter TCP (https) 443 Vmfs datastore browse.
Upload and download


VM Image Proxy(s) Avamar Virtual Appliance TCP 28001 EMC Avamar management
protocol


F
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Table 29. Network connection and port usage summary (continued)


Initiator Target Protocol Port Notes


EMC Backup Gateway Avamar Virtual Appliance TCP 28001 EMC Avamar management
protocol


Avamar Backup Appliance VM Image Proxy(s) TCP 28002-28033 EMC Avamar management
protocol


VM Image Proxy(s) Avamar Virtual Appliance TCP 27000, 29000 EMC Avamar storage
protocol


Avamar Backup Gateway Avamar Virtual Appliance TCP 27000, 29000 EMC Avamar storage
protocol


VM Image Proxy(s) Data Domain Appliance TCP 111 DDBoost-NFS protocol: RPC
portmapper


VM Image Proxy(s) Data Domain Appliance TCP 2049 DDBoost, NFS protocol


VM Image Proxy(s) Data Domain Appliance TCP 2052c DDBoost, NFS protocol;
mountd


Newly deployed EMC Backup
Gateway & vCloud Protector
cells


EMC VPA TCP(https) 8140 Puppet API


Newly deployed EMC Backup
Gateway & vCloud Protector
cells


EMC VPA TCP(https) 80 Yum repository


vCloud Protector cell(s) vCloud Director TCP(https) 443 vCloud REST API


vCloud Protector cell(s) EMC Gateway TCP(https) 8443 Control path between cell
and gateway


CPSH vCenter(s) TCP(https) 443 vSphere SOAP API


Reporting Server Not applicable TCP (http) 9783 Tomcat manager for
administration


Reporting Server Not applicable TCP (http) 9446 Tomcat manager for
administration


Reporting Server RabbitMQ server AMQP(TLS) 5672 Message Queue


Reporting Postgres database
server


vCloud Protector
PostgreSQL database
server


TCP 5432 SSL encrypted


a. vSphere SOAP API, VDDK communication
b. vSphere SOAP API, VDDK communication
c. vSphere SOAP API, VDDK communication
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A


administrator
Person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network computers, and who adds users and defines user
privileges.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup appliance
Represents an Avamar backup store, and maps a physical or virtual Avamar store to your cloud resources through a backup
gateway server. It also associates one or more vCenter instances from your cloud to Avamar so that you can perform backup,
restore, and replication operations.


backup policy template
A combination of a backup schedule, a retention period, and an option set. To create a backup policy template, you must first
create at least one schedule, one retention period, and one option set.


backup repository
Associates a backup store with the Org vDCs in an organization. After you register an organization with the vCloud Director
Data Protection Extension , you can add backup repositories to the vDCs within the organization. Backup repositories are
required for performing backups and restores.


browse
The process of viewing data that is available for backup on a client computer or restore from the Avamar server.


D


DNS
Domain Name Server. A dynamic and distributed directory service for assigning domain names to specific IP addresses.


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


O


option set
A collection of Avamar plug-in options that will be invoked during the backup process. By default, you should create an option
set named "No Options" that contains no flags or values. Do not specify any flags unless instructed to do so by Customer
Support.
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P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


policy
A set of rules for client backups that can be named and applied to multiple groups. Groups have dataset, schedule, and retention
policies.


R


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


restore-only repository
Used only for restores, never for backups. A restore-only repository is required when you want to restore a vApp to a different
Org VDC, a vApp that was installed on an Org VDC that has been deleted from vCloud Director, or a vApp backup that was
replicated by Avamar.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


V


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.
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Preface


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes how to use the reporting and analysis functionality within the
Fitness Analyzer portal. This guide includes instructions to create, manage, and
interpret the available reports and summaries.


Audience
The audience for this guide includes Avamar system administrators, sales force
personnel, and other technicians who manage an Avamar server.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar Reports Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script
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Table 2 Typographical conventions (continued)


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature
overview, operational task, and technical reference information. To supplement the
information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


l Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a
release.


l Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including
step-by-step tasks, where necessary.


l White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products
as applied to critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by
solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
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3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can
limit the search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box
and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts,
conversations, and content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage
online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on
the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create
Service Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Note


To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions
about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service
Center panel, and then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to
Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter contains the following topics:


l About Fitness Analyzer....................................................................................... 12
l Component structure......................................................................................... 12
l Accessing Fitness Analyzer.................................................................................13
l About the interface.............................................................................................13
l Common controls............................................................................................... 14
l Overview pane....................................................................................................15
l Header pane....................................................................................................... 18
l Limitations.......................................................................................................... 18
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About Fitness Analyzer
The Avamar Fitness Analyzer reporting and analysis portal provides a visual
representation of server health and functionality, and organizes information from
disparate sources into cohesive reports. Administrators use this functionality to
troubleshoot issues, optimize system performance, or plan future changes.


Fitness Analyzer reports provide a history of recent activities and events that affect
an Avamar server. The summaries provide a visual analysis of trends and server
behavior over the reporting window. Administrators can export report or chart data in
multiple formats for offline review.


Fitness Analyzer also works with the existing Management Console Server (MCS)
reporting functions to provide the historical reports that were available through
Avamar Administrator.


The advanced analysis features enable administrators to see the server as a whole.
From this top-level perspective, Fitness Analyzer makes it easy to spot any areas of
interest and then examine the underlying components, clients, or activities. Additional
information available at lower levels helps administrators to understand root causes,
plan corrective actions, and monitor the results.


Fitness Analyzer reporting addresses topics that include:


l Maintenance and backup window optimization


l Capacity utilization


l Replication performance


l Job completion times


l Proxy utilization


l Policy and client organization


l Troubleshooting of system health or configuration issues


Administrators access Fitness Analyzer from the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI),
which redirects to a reporting portal.


Component structure
Fitness Analyzer provides a free-form way to observe Avamar server performance.
Aside from the server reports, there are no formally defined workflows. Instead,
subsequent analysis focuses on the results that you identified in the previous step.


Administrators typically start with a review of the top-level graph of server health and
activity on the Overview pane. Use the graph to identify any prominent trends,
abnormalities, or areas of further interest. Identify each category for which you want
to obtain more information, such as groups, replication, clients, proxies, individual
backups, or server health. Then, drill down through the levels of available reports and
summaries to learn more about the events which produced the result on the Overview
pane.


Most summaries present information in a tabular format that contains a breakdown of
the items on the summary report. Where available, pie charts show important themes.
Timelines provide ways to spot trends or see how the individual data points fit into the
larger whole.
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Accessing Fitness Analyzer
Because of the similarities between the Fitness Analyzer portal and the AUI, Dell EMC
recommends familiarizing yourself with the AUI before you begin.


Administrators can open the Fitness Analyzer portal from the AUI or directly from the
portal URL. Both methods are functionally equivalent and use the Avamar server
credentials. However, for administrators who are already logged in to the AUI, the
Fitness Analyzer portal does not present a second request for authentication.


In the AUI, the link for Fitness Analyzer resides at the bottom of the navigation pane.


Under the Monitor heading, click  Fitness Analyzer to open the Fitness Analyzer
portal.


Alternatively, an administrator can type the Fitness Analyzer portal URL directly into a
browser:


https://<AvamarServer>/eagleeye
The authentication page opens and requests Avamar credentials. Because Fitness
Analyzer operates at the server level, the domain field is unavailable.


After you log in, Fitness Analyzer opens to the Overview pane.


About the interface
Like the AUI, the Fitness Analyzer portal provides access to all functional areas
through the navigation pane on the left. Click  to expand the navigation pane and
then review the list of available menu items.


Use the navigation pane to browse the available reports and summaries. Click each
navigation link to open the corresponding feature pane on the right.


The navigation links provide access to the following Fitness Analyzer features:


Table 3 Fitness Analyzer navigation pane


Navigation link Icon Available features


Overview Provides an at-a-glance view of Avamar server status
and recent history.


Reports Generates and displays Avamar server reports that
capture a snapshot of the server at one point in time.


Group Summary Displays statistics and summaries of recent group
activity. Provides a breakdown of group activity to the
client or activity level.


Replication Summary Summarizes trends for replication activities between
this and other Avamar servers.


Client Summary Provides a history of recent client activities and a
graphical summary of backups from each client.


Proxy Summary Displays statistics and summaries for all VMware
proxies and vCenters in the Avamar environment.
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Table 3 Fitness Analyzer navigation pane (continued)


Navigation link Icon Available features


Backup Summary Reports on completed and failed backup jobs, with a
summary of reports by error code.


System Utilization Illustrates trends of system health information at the
node or resource level.


Metadata Utilization Displays recent server metadata usage history.


System Summary Displays a detailed accounting of Avamar server and
configuration specifications.


Common controls
Some controls are available on more than one type of report, but function the same
way everywhere and are described once for simplicity.


Table 4 Common controls


Function Icon Description and usage


Context menu (download
graphical data)


Exports graph data in various pictorial formats. Appears
at the upper right corner of some graphs. If you select
the data table option, Fitness Analyzer appends the
data table to the current pane.


Download tabular data Exports a copy of the data from a tabular report in CSV
format. The data export does not contain any available
detailed breakdowns, only the top level summary as
indicated in the tabular report.


Filter tabular data Filters tabular reports by keyword. Click the icon and
then specify a keyword, such as backup or


replication. Fitness Analyzer automatically filters


the report as you type. To clear the filter, remove all
characters from the keyword field.


Show or hide columns Located at the lower-left corner of tabular report
panels. Use the check boxes to include or exclude


necessary columns, or the Select all option for every
available column.


Timeline controls Multiple For any panel that contains a timeline, changes the
range of available data. Adjust the viewing window to
different dates and times by clicking and dragging the
graph from side to side. Change the time scale by
scrolling vertically over the graph.
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Overview pane
The Fitness Analyzer Overview pane presents a graphical timeline of recent server
activity. Use the timeline to determine the amount of time that a server is idle or
active, and the nature of the running activities.


The timeline identifies areas of interest, such as high traffic, delayed backup or
replication jobs, and interference between backup activities and server maintenance.
The summaries in the navigation pane provide a breakdown of the trends indicated
here.


For example, the data on the Overview pane can help you determine whether you
need to change or offset group start times because too many clients are backing up
simultaneously. You can also determine if you need to move clients into new or
different groups for better performance. The timeline also identifies whether server
maintenance activities overlap with the backup window and other operations, or
whether there is room to optimize the window sizes and schedules.
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Figure 1 Overview pane


The Overview pane presents different types of activities as data series on the
timeline. The legend below the timeline identifies each data series and the type of
activity.


Table 5 Data series legend


Data series Description


BkpWaiting The number of backups that are currently waiting to start, for any
reason.
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Table 5 Data series legend (continued)


Data series Description


BkpRunning The number of active backups.


ReplSrcWaiting The number of replication jobs, from this server to another, that are
currently waiting to start.


ReplSrcRunning The number of active replication jobs, from this server to another.


ReplDstWaiting The number of replication jobs, from other servers to this one, that are
currently waiting to start.


ReplDstRunning The number of active replication jobs, from other servers to this one.


Fitness Analyzer marks important server health events, such as checkpoint creation
and validation, or garbage collection, as vertical lines that correspond to the start and
finish times of the event.


Flags are small bubbles that contain a number and a character, and that identify
important events for a particular data series. For example, the flag 1R means that a
replication group started at the time indicated by the flag's location. The flag 1G
means that a backup group started at the indicated time. Hover over the flag for event
details, such as the number of clients in the group and the exact start time.


Hover over any part of the timeline to examine the server activity at the
corresponding time. Fitness Analyzer adds a gray marker line for the selected time and
extra flags to indicate the number of jobs in each state.


Click the label for a data series to show or hide the corresponding trend on the
timeline. You can also show or hide flags the same way. As you show or hide data
series, the timeline automatically rescales to fit the remaining data.


Scale
By default, the timeline contains one day of data. A smaller sliding scale beneath the
timeline enables you to move forward or backward so that you can view data for other
time periods at the same scale.


To change the scale, select a different number of days from the Zoom control above
the timeline. The Overview pane displays a maximum of one week of data.


Figure 2 Zoom control


You can also set a custom scale level by dragging the left and right handles ( ) on the
sliding scale. To reset the custom scale level, select one of the standard zoom levels.


Bytes view
By default, the units are absolute numbers that correspond to the number of active or
pending operations. The Bytes view toggle changes the display units for the
horizontal axis to GB, so that the timeline represents the amount of raw data that is
transferred to the Avamar server. This view distinguishes the relative impact of each
group on the server.


Bytes view also simplifies the data series into three groups:
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Table 6 Data series legend


Data series Description


Backups The amount of data transferred by incoming backups from clients.


ReplSrc The number of data replicated from this server to other servers.


ReplDst The number of data replicated from other servers to this server.


Header pane
The Fitness Analyzer header pane at the top of the window contains common controls
that apply to all functional areas. You can access these controls from any area of the
interface.


The header pane provides access to the following features:


Table 7 Fitness Analyzer navigation pane


Navigation link Icon Available features


Reload Refreshes the reporting data across all summaries and
server health panels.


Configuration Changes between the default timeline reporting period
and a user-defined custom reporting period.


User Logs out of the interface.


Help Displays the Fitness Analyzer online help.


User-defined timeline reporting period
The default timeline reporting period is seven days. However, you can configure the
reporting period for all timelines to start and end on arbitrary dates.


To select a user-defined timeline reporting period, click  and deactivate the Last 7
days toggle. Fitness Analyzer enables the custom timeline From Date and To Date
fields.


Type a date in the fields or click  to open a date picker. With the date picker open,
use the left and right arrows to move between months. To select the current date,


click .


To return to the default timeline reporting period, activate the Last 7 days toggle.


Limitations
Review the following information before you begin:


l Reports and summaries do not show active, running jobs. These jobs appear in the
reports and summaries after completion.
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l During the initial creation of each pane, Fitness Analyzer may take slightly longer
than usual to display results. Subsequent views use cached data.


l Results are cached for approximately 15 minutes from their creation time. If you
move away from a pane and then back, the data may not regenerate until the
cache expires.
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CHAPTER 2


Reports


This chapter contains the following topics:


l Reports.............................................................................................................. 22
l Available report queries......................................................................................22
l Generate reports................................................................................................22
l Working with completed reports........................................................................ 23
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Reports
Fitness Analyzer reports are snapshots of different aspects of the server at particular
points in time. The basic reporting functions come from the Management Console
Server (MCS), which provides centralized administration of the Avamar server.


To open the Reports pane, click the  Reports link in the navigation pane.


The Reports pane contains two panels: a list of the available report queries and a list
of completed reports. The queries correspond to the different types of reports, while
the completed reports represent the saved snapshots at the time they were taken.


Available report queries
The Fitness Analyzer portal includes the predefined activity, capacity, client, and
system reports that were available from Avamar Administrator and MCS, plus two new
reports.


The Avamar Reports Guide provides more information about each type of MCS report
and the associated use cases.


The following new reports are specific to Fitness Analyzer and are not available from
Avamar Administrator:


Table 8 Fitness Analyzer reports


Report Description


Pending Replication Shows the number of backups and the amount of primary data
in GB that await scheduled replication to another Avamar
server.


Avamar - Capacity Report Shows the daily changes in capacity usage. For example, new
data backed up to the Avamar subsystem and to Data Domain,
and capacity freed by garbage collection.


Generate reports
After you review the report use cases, select and run the appropriate report.


Procedure


1. Select a report from the table on the Reports pane.


If the selected report does not require a date range, Fitness Analyzer enables
the Generate button.


2. If required, select a start date in the From Date field.


Type a date in the correct format or use the date picker:


a. To open the date picker, click .


b. With the date picker open, use the left and right arrows to move between
months.


c. With the date picker open, to select the current date, click .


Not all reports require a date range.
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3. If required, select an end date in the To Date field.


If the selected report requires a date range, Fitness Analyzer enables the
Generate button.


4. Click Generate.


Fitness Analyzer opens the report format drop-down.


5. Select a report format from the drop-down.


Results


Fitness Analyzer creates the selected report. The reporting process may take some
time to complete.


When the report is ready, the report becomes available in the list of completed
reports.


Working with completed reports
After the reporting process completes, the finished report becomes available in the
completed reports panel. These reports persist across Fitness Analyzer sessions.


Procedure


1. Select a type of report from the table on the Reports pane.


Fitness Analyzer populates the list of completed reports of that type.


2. To retrieve a completed report:


a. Select the report from the list in the completed reports panel.


b. Verify the report details (type, time, and filename).


c. Click  Download.


3. To remove unneeded reports:


a. Select the report from the list in the completed reports panel.


b. Verify the report details (type, time, and filename).


c. Click  Delete.
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CHAPTER 3


Summaries


This chapter contains the following topics:


l Data summaries..................................................................................................26
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l Replication summary.......................................................................................... 27
l Client summary.................................................................................................. 28
l Proxy summary.................................................................................................. 29
l Backup summary................................................................................................29
l System summary............................................................................................... 30
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Data summaries
The data summaries in the navigation pane focus on individual aspects of the top-level
server history as presented on the Overview pane.


After you identify an area of interest on the overview, select the corresponding
summary type to see more information. Most summaries contain several different
levels of reporting breakdown and graphical analysis, such as data tables, charts, and
timelines, to help you identify areas for action.


The summary and related details provide enough information to identify possible root
causes, aid with server optimization, or serve as direction for more troubleshooting
with Customer Support.


Group summary
The Group summary pane provides statistics that summarize the performance for
individual groups on the server.


This pane contains two tabs: Group summary and Groups timeline. Use the reports
to identify areas where the Avamar server may be over- or under-subscribed, and to
determine where you may be able to modify group schedules or membership to
optimize performance.


Group summary tab
The Group summary tab presents the group summary report, a high-level overview of
backup group activity within the reporting period. The tabular chart lists performance
statistics for each group, such as job sizes and durations.


Viewing summaries of group activities
To expand each group and see more statistics about a group's associated activities,


click the  in the left column for a group. Fitness Analyzer expands the table to show
a summary of each activity for the selected group, including start and stop times for
the activity, the total amount of data transferred to the Avamar server, and the
number of clients that took part.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as an activity
with an excessive amount of backup data as compared to the surrounding activities,
and drill down to the client level.


Viewing client details


With the activity summary open for a group, click the  in the left column for an
activity. Fitness Analyzer expands the table to show more information about the
clients and plug-ins that took part in the activity. This information includes the client
name and domain, plug-in name, start and completion times, duration, amount of data
transferred, and result codes.


You can also view the details for a group's recent activities in different formats with
the View history column. View group history on page 27 provides more information.
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View group history


With the activity summary open for a group, click the  in the View History column
for an activity summary. The View history page opens to the Statistics tab.


Click the X at the upper right of the View history page to return to the group
summary.


Statistics tab
The Statistics tab contains two panels, a tabular report at left and a graphical report
at right.


The tabular report displays all of the recorded client activities that form the selected
activity summary. The report provides information such as the specific client and
domain, completion time, and plug-in type. By default, additional columns for
associated error and status codes are hidden.


The graphical report breaks down the completion codes for each job in the tabular
report. Review the graph for unexpected completion codes or a high proportion of
failures.


Backup Timeline tab
The Backup Timeline tab contains a graphical report that shows a representation of
the start and stop times for each client activity within the group. A red vertical line
marks the current date and time.


Use this graph to determine periods of relative congestion or inactivity. Hovering over
each block on the timeline identifies the associated client and plug-in.


Groups timeline tab
The Groups timeline tab presents a graphical report that plots the scheduled start
and stop times for each group activity within the reporting period. A red vertical line
marks the current date and time.


Use this graph to determine periods of relative congestion (clusters of groups) or
inactivity (gaps between groups). For example, identify periods where you could
consider adjusting group schedules to balance server load, or periods where you could
schedule additional groups.


Hovering over each block on the timeline identifies the associated group. The timeline
indicates standard groups in blue and replication groups in green.


Replication summary
The Replication summary pane provides statistics that summarize the performance
for replication activities on the server. These statistics allow an administrator to form
a complete picture of a server's replication behavior before making changes.


This pane contains one tab: the Replication summary report. Use the report to
identify clients that might not be included in a replication activity, or which may not be
replicating as expected.


Replication summary report
The replication summary report presents a high-level overview of replication group
activity within the reporting period. The tabular chart lists performance statistics for
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each replication group, such as destinations, number of clients, sizes, and number of
runs.


Viewing a breakdown of replication group membership


To expand each group and see more statistics about a replication group, click the  in
the left column for a group. Fitness Analyzer expands the table to show a summary of
the activity for each client in the selected group, including number of backups as part
of the group, data transferred, backups that are pending replication, and number of
days that scheduled replication did not occur. The Not Replicated column identifies
the number of backups for which replication is still pending. Each time a backup goes
24 hours without scheduled replication, the count in the Days Behind column
increases.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as clients with an
excessive amount of data that is not being replicated, or excessive replication delays
as compared to other clients, and drill down to the backup level.


Viewing backup details


With the activity summary open for a group, click the  in the left column for an
client. Fitness Analyzer expands the table to show more information about the
backups and plug-ins for that client. This information includes the client name and
domain, plug-in name, start and completion times, amount of data transferred,
whether the backup was replicated, and result codes.


Client summary
The Client summary pane provides statistics that summarize the behavior and
attributes of individual Avamar clients.


The tabular report provides information about active plug-ins, group membership, the
number and size of stored backups, and the times that the client was last backed up or
replicated.


You can also see more details about a client's completed activities, and view a
graphical timeline that shows a client's schedule.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as clients whose
data may not be replicating or clients whose backups take longer than expected, and
drill down to the activity level.


View client history


With the client summary report open, click the  in the View History column for a
client activity summary. The View history page opens to the Statistics tab.


Click the X at the upper left of the View history page to return to the client summary.


Statistics tab
The Statistics tab contains two panels, a tabular report at left and a graphical report
at right.


The tabular report displays all of the recorded client activities over the duration of the
reporting period. The report provides information such as the group to which the
client activity belongs, the completion time, and the plug-in type. By default,
additional columns for associated error and status codes are hidden.


The graphical report breaks down the completion codes for each job in the tabular
report. Review the graph for unexpected completion codes or a high proportion of
failures.
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Backup Timeline tab
The Backup Timeline tab contains a graphical report that shows a representation of
the start and stop times for each client activity within the group. A red vertical line
marks the current date and time.


Use this graph to determine periods of overlap or inactivity that could help you
optimize client performance. Hovering over each block on the timeline identifies the
associated client and plug-in.


Proxy summary
The Proxy summary pane provides statistics that summarize the performance for
entities within a vCenter environment.


This pane contains two tabs: Proxy summary and Proxy timeline. Use the reports to
identify areas where proxies may be over- or under-subscribed, or where tagging can
help Avamar to automatically discover new VMs. The proxy timeline helps to identify
any proxies that do not accept backups, or which show unexpected behavior. You can
then collect the proxy logs for further troubleshooting.


Proxy summary tab
The Proxy summary tab presents the vCenter and proxy summary report, a high-level
overview of virtual environment statistics and activity within the reporting period. The
tabular chart lists performance statistics for each vCenter, such as the numbers of
known VMs, containers, VMs within those containers, proxies, and the number of
automatically-discovered VMs.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as a vCenter
without a sufficient number of proxies for the number of active VMs, or whether
automatic discovery has identified the correct number of new VMs.


Proxy timeline tab
The Proxy timeline tab presents a graphical report that plots the scheduled start and
stop times for each activity in the virtual environment within the reporting period. A
red vertical line marks the current date and time.


Before you review the information in the timeline, use the Choose vCenter drop-down
to select one of the virtual environments that are registered with the Avamar server.
The timeline displays the associated proxy servers and then breaks down those proxy
servers to show the associated activities.


Use this graph to determine periods of relative congestion (clusters of VMs) or
inactivity (gaps between backups). For example, identify periods where you could
consider adjusting schedules to balance proxy load, or periods where you could back
up more VMs. Look for proxies with more than eight simultaneous activities.


Hovering over each block on the timeline identifies the associated client and group.


Backup summary
The Backup summary pane provides statistics that summarize the results for
individual backups on the server.


This pane contains two tabs: Status codes and Error codes. Use the reports to
identify the number and percentage of failed backups, whether the volume of failed
backups is unexpected, and possible reasons for backup failures. The reports can
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identify individual clients that fail with particular errors, for further analysis and log
collection for troubleshooting.


Status codes tab
The Status codes tab presents a top-level summary of backups by result code within
the reporting period. The tabular chart lists performance statistics, sorted by result
code.


To see more statistics about the backups that are associated with a particular result


code, click the corresponding  in the Details column. The Backup history page
opens. Click the X at the upper right of the Backup history page to return to the
backup summary.


Fitness Analyzer displays a table with a summary of each backup, including the client,
plug-in, domain, and group, as well as the backup type, start and stop times, and result
codes.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as excessive
failure rates for particular clients, groups, or plug-ins, or for backups on particular
dates.


Error codes tab
The Error codes tab presents a top-level summary of backups by error code within
the reporting period. The tabular chart lists the error codes and reasons for backup
failure.


Note


Error code 0, known as the administrative code, does not represent a backup failure.


To see more statistics about the backups that are associated with a particular error


code, click the corresponding  in the Details column. The Backup history page
opens. Click the X at the upper right of the Backup history page to return to the
backup summary.


Fitness Analyzer displays a table with a summary of each backup, including the client,
plug-in, domain, and group, as well as the backup type, start and stop times, and
related error codes.


Use this information to spot anomalies or unexpected behavior, such as an increase in
the frequency of particular error codes with specific clients, groups, or plug-ins.


System summary
The System summary pane provides a detailed breakdown of server configuration.


Click EXPAND ALL to open all levels of the configuration tree.


You can also search for a particular configuration value. When you type a keyword in
the search field, Fitness Analyzer filters the system summary as you type. To clear the
search filter, remove all keywords from the search field.


The configuration tree provides access to the following specifications:
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Table 9 Avamar server specifications


Specification Icon Available features


System Information Provides descriptive values that apply to the entire
Avamar server, such as the number of nodes, system
ID, and hostname.


Network Information Provides configuration values for the Avamar server
backup network interface. For multi-node servers,
these values are for the utility node. The detailed node
summaries provide more granular information.


Software Versions Provides version information for different Avamar
subsystems.


License Information Provides a breakdown of the Avamar licensing
information, including capacity.


Schedule of Operations Displays the start times for the backup and
maintenance windows, with the associated time zones.


Additional Avamar
Services


Provides the configuration status of additional Avamar
features, including whether this server is configured to
replicate data or send email-home reports.


Miscellaneous Services Provides the configuration status for monitoring
interfaces, such as SNMP.


Detailed Node
Information


Provides a detailed breakdown of server status and
configuration by node, including hardware platform,
model, part, and serial numbers, network configuration,
operating system version, and logical node number.


Detailed node summaries
With the configuration tree open to Detailed Node Information, the System
Summary pane provides a detailed configuration summary for each node in the
Avamar server. Expand each node ( ) to see the breakdown for that node.


At the node level, click  to expand the list of bonds and interfaces. From the list of


bonds and interfaces, click  to see a detailed breakdown of the network
configuration values for that node or interface. This information includes bonding
slaves, failover configuration, and TCP/IP configuration. For physical interfaces, the
available information also includes the physical address, link speed and state, and the
media type.


Note


The network configuration parameters, including bonding slaves, differ between
hardware platforms. The IP address, hostname, and other network configuration
values that are displayed at the node level are for bond0, the backup network
interface.


Fitness Analyzer identifies the hardware components for each node, including
platform, model, part number, and serial number. Use this information to identify
mixed-platform environments.
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CHAPTER 4


Server Health


This chapter contains the following topics:


l Server health analysis........................................................................................ 34
l System utilization...............................................................................................34
l Metadata utilization........................................................................................... 35
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Server health analysis
The System utilization and Metadata utilization panes provide concise summaries of
recorded data from the server nodes and Avamar subsystem. Fitness Analyzer plots
this data to enable a server-level view of potential resource usage concerns.


Use this information to identify resource bottlenecks that could benefit from
maintenance operations or capacity upgrades. The server health analysis identifies
nodes with degraded performance, a heavy load relative to other nodes, or which have
gone offline.


System utilization
The System utilization pane provides statistics that summarize different aspects of
server health.


The System utilization pane presents different types of system resource usage as
data series on a timeline. The legend below the chart identifies each data series and
the type of resource or usage. The timeline can present data in two different views
that enable you to pinpoint discrepancies at the level of an individual server node.


Use the controls immediately below the timeline to locate areas of interest, which
could indicate particular combinations of activities that cause excessive server
loading.


Hover over any part of the timeline to examine the server activity at the
corresponding time. Fitness Analyzer adds a gray marker line for the selected time and
extra flags to indicate the amount and type of resource usage.


Click the label for a data series to show or hide the corresponding trend on the
timeline. As you show or hide data series, the timeline automatically rescales to fit the
remaining data.


Scale
By default, the timeline contains one day of data. A smaller sliding scale beneath the
timeline enables you to move forward or backward so that you can view data for other
time periods at the same scale.


To change the scale, select a different number of days from the Zoom control above
the timeline. The System utilization pane displays a maximum of one week of data.


Figure 3 Zoom control


You can also set a custom scale level by dragging the left and right handles ( ) on the
sliding scale. To reset the custom scale level, select one of the standard zoom levels.


Utilization by category
In this view, the timeline plots a graph for all nodes in the server that represents one
of four resource categories: CPU usage, network traffic, disk I/O, and disk utilization.


Use the Choose Utilization Category drop-down to select an available resource
category.
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Fitness Analyzer plots each node in the server, where applicable, as a different data
series. Where a category contains multiple related statistics, such as reads and writes,
the timeline plots each statistic as a different data series.


Note any unusual variations so that you can correlate them with the timeline on the
Overview pane and determine the corresponding activity.


Utilization by node
In this view, the timeline plots a graph that displays all measured types of resource
usage simultaneously, but enables you to drill down to each node in the server.


Use the Choose Node drop-down to select an available server node. Fitness Analyzer
presents instances of AVE as a single-node server, where the drop-down contains only
Node 0.0.


Note any unusual variation between nodes so that you can determine whether a node
may require more troubleshooting or service.


Metadata utilization
The Metadata utilization pane presents long-term trends in server utilization as a
data series on a timeline. Metadata utilization is important when the Avamar server
has an attached Data Domain system.


The values on the timeline represent a relation between the amount of metadata that
is stored per file and the average size of a file in the dataset. Server parameters also
affect metadata utilization, as does the type of backup data.


About the timeline
The timeline X and Y axes plot time and metadata utilization as a percentage,
respectively. Dell EMC recommends that you periodically review the trend so that you
can plan for action when utilization reaches 80%.


Use the controls immediately below the timeline to locate areas of interest, which
could indicate an improper backup target. For example, where a group targets the
Avamar subsystem (GSAN) instead of an attached Data Domain.


Hover over the timeline to examine the metadata usage at the corresponding time.
Fitness Analyzer adds a gray marker line for the selected data point and an extra flag
to indicate the amount of usage.


The server issues capacity alerts at preset thresholds and enforces capacity limits
when utilization reaches 100%.


Scale
The metadata usage timeline operates on a different scale than most Fitness Analyzer
timelines. By default, the timeline contains one month of data. A smaller sliding scale
beneath the timeline enables you to move forward or backward so that you can view
data for other time periods at the same scale.


To change the scale, select a different number of days from the Zoom control above
the timeline. The Metadata utilization pane displays a maximum of one year of data.


Figure 4 Zoom control


You can also set a custom scale level by dragging the left and right handles ( ) on the
sliding scale. To reset the custom scale level, select one of the standard zoom levels.
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APPENDIX A


Troubleshooting


This appendix includes the following topics:


l Log locations......................................................................................................38
l Fitness Analyzer is not accessible...................................................................... 38
l System Summary pane is blank..........................................................................38
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Log locations
Fitness Analyzer produces log files and configuration data that you can observe for
troubleshooting.


l Log file: /usr/local/avamar/var/eagleeye/server_log/eagleeye.log
l Generated reports and system configuration data: /usr/local/avamar/var/


eagleeye/server_data/


Fitness Analyzer is not accessible
Fitness Analyzer depends on the Apache Tomcat service. If you have problems
accessing Fitness Analyzer, check the service status.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:


l For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, and then switch user
to root by typing su -.


l For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, and then switch
user to root by typing su -.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/eagleeye/server_data/


3. Check the status of the Tomcat service by typing the following command:


emwebapp.sh --test


If the Tomcat service is running, the console returns the following output:


INFO: Enterprise Manager web application status: up


System Summary pane is blank
The system summary depends on the output from a data collection utility. If the
system summary is empty, run the utility to populate the summary values.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:


l For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin, and then switch user
to root by typing su -.


l For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin, and then switch
user to root by typing su -.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /usr/local/avamar/var/eagleeye/server_data/


3. Check for the presence of acdc.xml by typing the following command:


ls -l acdc.xml
The console displays the following output:
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Option Description


File present -rwxr-xr-x 1 admin admin 69285 Apr 3 11:08
acdc.xml


File not present ls: cannot access acdc.xml: No such file or
directory


4. If acdc.xml is not present, run the data collection utility by typing the
following command on one line:


bash /usr/local/avamar-tomcat/webapps/eagleeye/WEB-INF/classes/
system_summary.sh


The console displays considerable output, ending in:


ACDC Completed
5. In the Fitness Analyzer portal, click .


Fitness Analyzer reloads the system summary.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide describes operational best practices for both single-node and multinode
servers in small and large heterogeneous client environments. This guide does not
provide introductory materials for basic Avamar technology or delivery methods.


Audience
The intended audience of this document is experienced UNIX, Linux, and Windows
system administrators who deploy and operate Avamar servers.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar Backup Clients User Guide


l Avamar Data Store Customer Service Guide


l Avamar Data Store Single Node Customer Installation Guide


l Avamar for Exchange VSS User Guide


l Avamar for IBM DB2 User Guide


l Avamar for Lotus Domino User Guide


l Avamar for SharePoint VSS User Guide


l Avamar for Oracle User Guide


l Avamar for SAP with Oracle User Guide


l Avamar for SQL Server User Guide


l Avamar for Sybase ASE User Guide


l Avamar for VMware User Guide
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l Avamar for Windows Server User Guide


l Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI) Programmer Guide


l Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide


l Avamar Product Security Guide


l Avamar Release Notes


l Backup & Recovery Manager User Guide


l White paper: Efficient Data Protection with Avamar Global Deduplication Software -
Technology Concepts and Business Considerations


l White paper: Optimized Backup and Recovery for VMware Infrastructure with Avamar


Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options
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Table 1 Typographical conventions (continued)


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Overview


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Guide organization..............................................................................................16
l Most important operational best practices......................................................... 17
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Guide organization


The following table shows the best practices guide’s organization.


Table 2 Best practices guide’s organization


Subject matter Chapters


Core Avamar system functions l Designing Avamar to Maximize System
Availability on page 19


l Managing Capacity on page 27


l Scheduling on page 33


l Defining Domains, Groups, and Policies on
page 39


l Daily Monitoring of Backup Infrastructure
and Operations on page 63


Tuning the Avamar system l Tuning Performance on page 43


l Understanding DPN Summary Reports on
page 51


Avamar Desktop/Laptop clients l Protecting Avamar Desktop/Laptop
Clients on page 69


Other Avamar administration functions l Other Avamar Administration Best
Practices on page 81


Data Domain systems l Using Data Domain Systems on page 87


Isilon systems l Using Isilon Storage Devices on page 95


The following table describes Avamar server lifecycle phases that the contents in this
guide covers.


Table 3 Lifecycle phases


Lifecycle phase Description


Planning and design Topology and architecture options, risks and
limitations, and any other planning and design
issues that you must consider before
implementing the design.


Implementation Installation options and directions for testing
Avamar components after the installation is
complete.


Daily operations Normal management of Avamar server
capacity, performance optimization of
backups and replication, and daily monitoring
of the Avamar infrastructure and operations.
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Most important operational best practices


Here are the most important best practices to understand and follow:


l Check Online Support (https://support.EMC.com) for the most current version of
the Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide.


l Set up a correct daily operational schedule for the Avamar server.


l Proactively assess and correct systematic issues.


l Deploy a uninterruptible power supply (UPS) for the Avamar server hardware to
protect against data loss caused by unplanned power outages.


l Do not add clients to the root (/) domain in the Avamar server.


l Understand how to monitor and manage the storage capacity of the Avamar
server on a daily basis.


l Minimize the number of groups used to back up clients. Schedule backups during
the server’s backup window so that the backups do not overlap with daily
maintenance jobs.


l Monitor the Avamar server on a daily basis. Interpret all system warnings and
errors.


l Investigate all failed backups, missing clients, and backups that completed with
exceptions.


l Protect the Avamar server from the Internet by providing full firewall protection.


l Change all factory default passwords including the default SSH keys. Do not
change the passwords for the backuponly, restoreonly, and backuprestore
software application users.


l Ensure every administrator logs in to the Avamar server with a unique username.


l Enable the Email Home capability.


l Check the network bandwidth before adding a Data Domain system to an Avamar
configuration.


l Do not use an Avamar single node server for any other purpose other than for
storing client backups.


Modifying the Avamar system in any way other than as instructed by product
documentation or authorized personnel is strictly forbidden. This includes installing
third-party software on the node; creating, modifying or deleting any file or
directory in an Avamar system; or changing any configuration settings in the
hardware, firmware, or operating system.


The chapters that follow provide more details about these best practices and other
best practices.


Overview
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CHAPTER 2


Designing Avamar to Maximize System
Availability


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Avamar architecture.......................................................................................... 20
l RAID, RAIN, replication, and checkpoints........................................................... 21
l Backing up clients in remote offices...................................................................24
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Avamar architecture
To ensure the long-term reliability, availability, and supportability of the Avamar
server, you must design it carefully.


Several processes run on the Avamar server nodes. Key processes include:


l Avamar Administrator server on the utility node.


l Avamar data server on all active storage nodes.


GSAN (Global Storage Area Network) is another term that refers to the Avamar data
server.


The Avamar data server stores, processes, and manages the variable-sized chunks
that the client sends during a backup. An average size chunk is about 10 KB depending
on the customer data. Through the patented deduplication technology, backups send
only unique data chunks to the Avamar data server.


Stripes
The term “stripe” refers to the container an Avamar data server uses to manage the
data in the system. Stripes are files of various sizes that are based on the kind of
stripe.


Each stripe has a unique name. The Avamar server can identify and access a stripe by
name only. The following table describes four types of stripes.


Table 4 Types of stripes


Stripe Description


Atomic data Contains data that originates on the customer
system and is read during a backup.


Composite Contains references to other composite or
atomic stripes, and provides the means to
build trees that can arbitrarily represent large
amounts of data. References are SHA-1
hashes.


Index Maps a hash to the stripe that contains
corresponding data. The index is the essence
of a “content addressed” store.


Parity Provides simple XOR parity that can be used
to reconstruct data when a failure occurs.
Every stripe belongs to a parity group that
protects it when you use RAIN. A protected
stripe is called a “safe” stripe.


Avamar data server functions
The Avamar data server is a high-transaction-rate database-like application that is
optimized to store and manage billions of variable-sized objects in parallel across all
active storage nodes.


The Avamar server performs several functions throughout each day. The following
table describes the major operational functions.
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Table 5 Avamar server operational functions


Function Description


Backup Supports the backup operation by receiving,
processing, and storing the backup data that
Avamar clients send. During a backup, the
Avamar server interacts with the client to
ensure that the client sends only unique data
chunks to the server.


Restore Restores the data stored on the Avamar
server to the Avamar client.


Checkpoint Creates consistent point-in-time images
(checkpoints) every day. Avamar uses
checkpoints as rollback points to recover from
various issues, such as sudden power loss.


hfscheck Validates one of the checkpoints every day
through a process called hfscheck.


Garbage collection Deletes the chunks of data that are no longer
referenced within the backups stored on the
system.


Replication Supports daily replication of the backups.


Precrunching Prepares stripes throughout the day that
Avamar reuses during backup operations.
During the precrunching process, the server
selects the emptiest stripes, those that
contain more empty space than the data
partitions (by percentage), and defragments
them. The precrunching process leaves
contiguous space for new data.


The Avamar server requires adequate CPU, memory, and I/O resources to perform
these functions throughout the day. Avamar performs extensive qualification testing
of all approved platforms to ensure that the resources available are adequate to meet
long-term reliability, availability, and supportability requirements.


RAID, RAIN, replication, and checkpoints
The Avamar system provides up to four levels of systematic fault tolerance: RAID,
RAIN, replication, and checkpoints.


Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)
All standard Avamar server node configurations use RAID to protect the system from
disk failures. RAID enables you to hot swap the hard disk drives that have been the
highest failure rate hardware items in Avamar servers.


Failed drives impact I/O performance and affect the Avamar server performance and
reliability. In addition, RAID rebuilds can significantly reduce the I/O performance,
which can adversely impact the performance and reliability of the Avamar server.
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Redundant Array of Independent Nodes (RAIN)
RAIN provides the means for the Avamar server to continue to operate even when a
node fails. If a node fails, you use RAIN to reconstruct the data on a replacement
node.


In addition to providing failsafe redundancy, you can use RAIN to rebalance the
capacity across the nodes after you expand the Avamar server by adding new nodes.
The ability to manage the capacity of the system as the amount of data added to the
system continues to increase is a critical feature. Except for two-node systems, RAIN
protection is enabled in multi-node Avamar servers. Single-node servers do not use
RAIN.


Best practices for RAIN


l Always enable RAIN for all configurations other than single-node servers. Minimum
RAIN configuration is a 1x3 system (three active storage nodes plus a utility node
and optionally, a spare node).


Note


Spare nodes are optional in ADS Gen4 systems that run Avamar 7.2.


Double-disk failures on a node or a complete RAID controller failure can occur.
Either of these failures can corrupt the data on a node. Without RAIN, the only
recourse is to reinitialize the entire system and replicate the data back from the
replication target.


Note


ADS Gen4 with Avamar 7.2 does not support new installs of 1x2 systems.


l When deploying single-node servers, you must replicate the data on the servers to
ensure that you protect the data.


Note


The business edition of Gen4 RAID6 nodes do not require replication.


Non-RAIN servers have no data redundancy and any loss of data requires that the
system be reinitialized.


l Limit initial configurations to 12 to 14 active storage nodes so that you can add
nodes later if needed to recover from high-capacity utilization situations.


Replication
The Avamar system can efficiently replicate data from one Avamar server to another
on a scheduled basis. The replication server ensures complete data recovery if you
lose the primary backup Avamar server.


Replication is useful for more than recovering a single client. Replication moves data
to another system that can be used for data recovery if an unexpected incident
occurs. Replication is, by far, the most reliable form of redundancy that the system
can offer because it creates a logical copy of the data from the replication source to
the destination. Replication does not create a physical copy of the blocks of data. Any
corruptions, whether due to hardware or software, are less likely to propagate from
one Avamar server to another. In addition, multiple checks of the data occur during
replication to ensure that only uncorrupted data is replicated to the replication target.
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If maximizing the availability of the backup server for backups and restores is
important, set up a replication system as quickly as possible.


Best practices for replication


l Protect the data on the Avamar server by replicating the data to another Avamar
server.


l Use default standard replication, also known as “root-to-REPLICATE” replication,
to do the following:


n Provide the flexibility to configure replicated Avamar servers in a wide variety
of ways


n Have full visibility into all the backups that you replicate from one Avamar
server to another


Standard replication also supports the ability to replicate the contents of many
replication source Avamar servers to a single large replication destination (many-
to-one), or to cross-replicate the contents of a couple of Avamar servers to each
other. At any time, you can browse the contents of the /REPLICATE domain on
the replication destination and see all the backups that have been replicated for
each account.


l Ensure that available network bandwidth is adequate to replicate all the daily
changed data within a four-hour window so that the system can accommodate
peaks of up to eight hours per day. The replicator can use 60% to 80% of the total
available bandwidth when WAN bandwidth is the performance bottleneck. The
Avamar Administration Guide contains more information about setting up replication
to best use the system bandwidth.


l When defining daily replication, avoid using the --include option. Use the --
include option to perform only selective replication under certain conditions.
The use of the --include option to list clients for replication is prone to error.


l Use the --exclude option only if you decide to selectively exclude a high
change-rate or low-priority client from the nightly replication.


l When configuring replication, always set the --retention-type option to
replicate all retention types (none, daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly).
If you leave out retention type “none” from the replication, the hourly Avamar
Administrator server backups are not replicated. To perform a full disaster
recovery of the replication source Avamar server requires these system backups.


n When configuring multiple replication groups which are of same destination,
avoid setting the same scheduled start time for the groups.


Checkpoints
Checkpoints provide redundancy across time. Checkpoints enable you to recover from
operational issues. For example:


l Trying to back up a client that is too large to fit in the available remaining capacity.


l Accidentally deleting a client and all the associated backups.


In addition, checkpoints enable you to recover from certain kinds of corruption by
rolling back to the last validated checkpoint.


Checkpoints are an effective way to revert the system back to an earlier point in time.
Checkpoints, like all other forms of redundancy, require disk space. The more
checkpoints you retain, the larger the checkpoint overhead.
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Best practice for checkpoints
Leave the checkpoint retention policy at the default values. The default is set to retain
the last two checkpoints, whenever created, and the last validated checkpoint.


Note


During certain support actions, Customer Service might temporarily change the
checkpoint retention policy to ensure that certain critical checkpoints are retained
during the support action. After Customer Service completes the support action,
restore the checkpoint retention policy to the default setting.


Backing up clients in remote offices


When you back up clients in a remote office, consider the following options:


l Option 1—Remote office with a small Avamar server and centralized replication
destination


Is it better to back up clients in a remote office to a small Avamar server in the
remote office, and then replicate data to a large centralized Avamar server?


l Option 2—Large centralized Avamar server and large centralized replication
destination


Is it better to back up clients in a remote office directly to a large centralized
Avamar server, and then replicate data to another large centralized Avamar
server?


The following table lists factors to help you determine a remote backup strategy.


Table 6 Remote office backups


Factor Scenario


Recovery time objective (RTO) To restore data, the Avamar server
compresses the restored data and sends it to
the Avamar client where the data is then
uncompressed. The restore process does not
perform deduplication on the restored data.
The primary advantage of backing up data to
a remote Avamar backup server (Option 1) is
that you can restore the data directly from
the server across the local area network to
the client. This advantage is important if you
must satisfy an RTO requirement.


Server administration The amount of administration and support you
require in a remote office is proportional to
the number of Avamar servers you deploy in
an environment. For example, 10 single-node
servers you deploy as remote Avamar backup
servers require considerably more
administration and support than a single 1x8+1
multi-node configuration of 10 nodes that
functions as a centralized Avamar backup
server.
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Table 6 Remote office backups  (continued)


Factor Scenario


Note


The single 1x8+1 multi-node configuration
comprises eight active storage nodes, one
utility node, and one spare.


IT resources If you deploy a remote Avamar backup server
at a remote office, adequate IT resources for
disaster recovery restores might not be
available. In this case, Option 2 might be
appropriate. A centralized IT staff can
perform disaster recovery restores to
replacement hardware at the central site, and
then ship the fully-configured replacement
client to the remote site.


Exchange Server If you have a Microsoft Exchange Server in
the remote office with bandwidth limitations,
Option 1 might be more practical. Back up the
Exchange Server’s storage group or database
to a local Avamar server.


Large multi-node servers If you require large multi-node servers to back
up all data in a remote office, the cost of
deploying, managing, and supporting remote
Avamar servers might be the same as using
centralized Avamar backup servers.


If the environment’s WAN throughput is a bottleneck, the time a nightly replication
requires in Option 1 is approximately the same as the time a backup requires in Option
2. The trade-off then becomes RTO compared to the additional cost of deploying,
managing, and supporting multiple Avamar server instances.


Best practice for backing up clients in remote offices
Unless you cannot meet the RTO, design the system so that clients first back up
directly to a large, active, and centralized Avamar server. Then replicate the data to
another large centralized Avamar server.
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CHAPTER 3


Managing Capacity


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Impact of storage capacity when deploying a new Avamar system.................... 28
l Impact of storage capacity on system performance...........................................28
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Impact of storage capacity when deploying a new Avamar
system


When you deploy a new Avamar system, the server usually fills rapidly for the first few
weeks because nearly every client that you back up contains unique data. You can
best leverage the Avamar commonality feature when you back up other similar clients
or back up the same clients at least once.


After the first backup of a client, the Avamar system backs up less unique data during
subsequent backups. When initial backups are complete and the maximum retention
periods are exceeded, the system achieves steady state capacity utilization. Steady
state capacity utilization is when the amount of new data sent to the Avamar server
each day is about the same amount as what is freed during the maintenance windows.


Successfully achieving steady state capacity utilization is important for fixed-capacity
systems such as single-node servers.


Impact of storage capacity on system performance


When managing an Avamar server, you can improve the long-term reliability,
availability, and manageability of the Avamar server if you do either of the following:


l Minimize the average daily data change rate of the Avamar backup clients. The
Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


l Reduce the per-node capacity within the Avamar server:


n Reduce backup retention


n Ensure daily maintenance jobs run regularly


n Add more nodes to the Avamar server


Note


Many of the best practices in this guide can help you understand the average daily
change rate and help you manage the per-node capacity.


Definitions of Avamar server capacities
Storage subsystem (GSAN) capacity is the total amount of commonality factored data
and RAIN parity data (net after garbage collection) on each data partition of the
server node. The GSAN process measures and reports this amount.


The administrator of the Avamar server can control this reported capacity:


l First, by changing the dataset definitions, retention policies, or even the clients
that the server backs up.


l Next, by ensuring that a garbage collection operation runs regularly to remove
expired data.


Operating system capacity is the total amount of data in each data partition, as
measured by the operating system. This amount is not particularly useful to an
external observer because the server manages disk space itself.
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Avamar capacity thresholds


The GSAN changes behavior as the various capacities increase. The following table
describes the behavior of key capacity thresholds.


Table 7 Capacity thresholds


Threshold Default values Capacity used for
comparison


Behavior


Capacity warning 80% of read-only
threshold


GSAN The Management Console Server issues a warning
event when the GSAN capacity exceeds 80% of the
read-only limit.


Healthcheck limit 95% of read-only
threshold


GSAN If the GSAN capacity reaches the healthcheck limit,
the Avamar server allows existing backups to
complete, but suspends all new backup activity.
Avamar sends a notification in the form of a pop-up
alert when you log in to Avamar Administrator. You
must acknowledge this alert before the system can
resume activity.


Server read-only limit 100% of read-only
threshold, which is
set to a prespecified
percentage of
available hard drive
capacity


GSAN If the GSAN capacity on any data partition on any node
exceeds the read-only threshold, the Avamar server
transitions to read-only state to prevent the addition of
new data. You can view the server utilization value on


the Server Management tab (Avamar
Administrator > Server > Server Management).
The reported value represents the average utilization
relative to the read-only threshold.


System too full to
perform garbage
collection


85% of available hard
drive capacity


Internal GSAN
calculation


If the GSAN determines that the space available on any
data partition on any node exceeds the disknogc
configuration threshold, a garbage collection operation
does not run. The operation fails with the error
message MSG_ERR_DISKFULL.


Impact of capacity on various operations
As the amount of data stored in the Avamar server increases, the maintenance
operations take longer to complete. Most notable is the garbage collection activity.


Any variations with incoming data or with daily maintenance routines can cause the
system to become read-only or additional maintenance routines to fail.


Best practices for capacity management


l Monitor and manage the storage capacity of the Avamar server on a daily basis.


l Limit storage capacity usage to 80% of the available GSAN capacity.


l Monitor all variations with incoming data to prevent the system from becoming
read-only.
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Note


A system becomes read-only when storage capacity exceeds 80%. At this point
the system capacity is considered full.


l Monitor all variations with maintenance jobs to prevent these jobs from failing.


Proactive steps to manage capacity
You receive a warning when the server storage capacity exceeds 80% of the read-only
threshold.


When the capacity exceeds 80%, perform the following steps.


Procedure


1. Stop adding new clients to the system.


2. Reassess retention policies to see if you can decrease the retention, and
therefore, reduce the capacity use.


3. Investigate the possibility that backups are preventing a garbage collection
operation from starting:


a. Use dumpmaintlogs --types=gc to view logs for the garbage collection
operation.


Look for either of the following error messages in the garbage collection log:


MSG_ERR_BACKUPSINPROGRESS


garbage collection skipped because backups in progress


b. Use capacity.sh to:


l Assess the data change rate in the environment.


l Assess the garbage collection effectiveness.


l Ensure that the system is running in steady state.


l Identify the three highest change rate clients.


The capacity.sh command displays output similar to the following:


admin@avamar-1:~/>:capacity.sh


Date          New Data #BU       Removed #GC    Net Change
----------  ---------- -----  ---------- -----  ----------
2014-11-06     4888 mb 6           -1 mb 4         4887 mb
2014-11-07     1232 mb 9            0 mb           1232 mb
2014-11-08    63902 mb 9           -2 mb 4        63900 mb
2014-11-12     1158 mb 4            0 mb           1158 mb
2014-11-13      497 mb 7           -1 mb 1          496 mb
2014-11-14     1661 mb 8           -1 mb 1         1660 mb
2014-11-15     4772 mb 10          -1 mb 1         4771 mb
2014-11-16      781 mb 8         -268 mb 1          513 mb
2014-11-17      701 mb 9            0 mb 1          701 mb
2014-11-18      369 mb 7            0 mb 1          369 mb
2014-11-19      503 mb 9            0 mb 1          503 mb
2014-11-20     1630 mb 7            0 mb           1630 mb
----------  ---------- -----  ---------- -----  ----------
Average        6841 mb            -22 mb           6818 mb
 
Top 5 Capacity Clients        Added  % of Total   ChgRate
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----------------------  ------------  ---------- ---------
  client1                   68405 mb       83.3%    3.022%
  client2                    4571 mb        5.6%    1.851%
  client3                    3844 mb        4.7%    2.592%
  client4                    3062 mb        3.7%    1.914%
  client5                    1738 mb        2.1%    0.128%
Total for all clients       82100 mb      100.0%    0.016%


where:


l The New Data column lists the daily amount of data added to the Avamar
server.


l The BU# column lists the number of backup or replication jobs that occur
daily.


l The Removed column lists the amount of data that GC recovers.


l The GC column lists the number of times GC runs each day.


l The Net Change column lists the amount of data added or removed each
day.


The final summary lists the clients with the highest change rates.


Steps to recover from capacity issues


After the Avamar server capacity exceeds the warning threshold and approaches the
diskreadonly limit, perform one or more of the following actions.


Procedure


l Follow the steps described in Proactive steps to manage capacity on page 30.


l Acknowledge healthcheck limit events. When the Avamar server reaches the
healthcheck limit, Avamar suspends all new backup activity until you acknowledge
the healthcheck limit event.


l Contact Customer Service if the Avamar server transitions to a read-only state.


l Replicate the data to another server temporarily, and then replicate the data back
after you reinitialize the server. Replication creates a logical copy of the data,
which compacts all the data onto fewer stripes.


l Add nodes and rebalance the capacity if the Avamar server is a multi-node server
that uses RAIN. If the server has eight or more active storage nodes, to noticeably
reduce the capacity per node, add two or more nodes at a time rather than adding
only one node. You can add a maximum of four nodes at a time.


Steady state system
Typically, an Avamar system achieves steady state shortly after the longest retention
period for the backups. For example, if you retain all daily backups for 30 days and all
monthly backups for 3 months, the system starts to operate in steady state about 3½
to 4 months after you add the last client to the system. A slight delay occurs before
achieving steady state because the garbage collection process requires several passes
before it reaches the bottom of the file system tree. Garbage collection finds
orphaned chunks in the upper levels first before removing orphaned data in the lower
levels of the file system.


After the system achieves steady state, verify server utilization.
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Procedure


1. Schedule activities so that all backups and maintenance tasks run successfully.


2. In Avamar Administrator, click the Server launcher link button.


The Server window appears.


3. Click the Server Management tab.


Avamar server information appears in the window.


Figure 1 Server window


4. Verify that Server utilization in the Server Details table is at or below 80%.
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CHAPTER 4


Scheduling


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Avamar clients....................................................................................................34
l Scheduling daily activities.................................................................................. 38
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Avamar clients
Avamar client agents are applications that run natively on the client systems. The
Avamar client software is composed of at least two executable programs: avagent
and avtar. The avagent program runs as a service on the client and establishes and
maintains communication with the Avamar Administrator server.


When the Avamar Administrator server queues a backup work order, the Avamar
Administrator server pages avagent. If the Avamar Administrator server cannot
establish a connection with the client, avagent polls the Avamar Administrator server
at a regular interval to check for a work order. When the Avamar Administrator server
queues a work order for the client, avagent retrieves the work order.


The avagent program runs the avtar program with the parameters that the work
order specifies. The avtar program run the backup based on the set of parameters
related to the backup task. The avtar program performs a backup by making a
connection to the Avamar server over the LAN or a remote connection over the WAN.
Avamar uses TCP/IP as the base protocol to make the connection.


Restores are executed in a similar manner to backups. A restore work order is created
containing the parameters necessary to complete a restore of all or a subset of the
files of a specific backup.


Restrictions and limitations


The following table lists known restrictions and limitations to consider during planning
and design. In addition to this table, review the known limitations in the Avamar Release
Notes.


Table 8 Known restrictions and limitations for planning and designing the Avamar system


Restrictions and limitations Impact


Recovery time objective (RTO) RTO involves processes, communication service levels,
regular testing, and people. The time to restore data is only
one of several critical components needed to achieve a
given RTO. Also, the RTO for any individual client is
typically limited by the performance capabilities of the
client or network, and not the capability of the Avamar
server to restore the data.


5 to 10 million files per Avamar
client


An Avamar client with several million files can impact
backup scheduling. The actual amount of time required to
back up the Avamar client depends on the following
factors:


l Total number of files on that client


l Hardware performance characteristics of the client


The Avamar system can accommodate file system clients
with significantly more than 10 million files, but this might
require additional configuration or tuning.


500 GB to 2 TB of database data
per Avamar client


An Avamar client with large databases to back up can
impact backup scheduling. The actual amount of time
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Table 8 Known restrictions and limitations for planning and designing the Avamar
system (continued)


Restrictions and limitations Impact


required to back up the Avamar client depends on the
following factors:


l Total amount of database data on the client


l Hardware performance characteristics of the client


The Avamar system can accommodate database clients
with more than 2 TB of database data, but this might
require additional configuration or tuning.


Note


If the amount of scanned data, for example, new data in
the file system plus the size of all the databases combined,
is greater than 1 TB, use cache prefixes.


2 to 5 TB of file server data per
Avamar client


An Avamar client that is a file server, which protects a
large amount of data, can impact backup scheduling. The
actual amount of time required to back up the Avamar
client depends on the following factors:


l Total number of files on the client


l Hardware performance characteristics of the client


The Avamar system can accommodate clients with
significantly more than 5 TB of file system data, but this
might require additional configuration or tuning.


Best practices for Avamar clients


l Carefully review the client support matrix in the E-lab Navigatorwith the presales
technical engineer:


n Ensure that Avamar software supports the clients and applications you want to
protect.


n Verify that Avamar software supports all details of the deployment, such as
revisions, clusters, third-party plug-ins, and add-ons.


l Consider storing certain data types (very large databases with very high change
rates) on Data Domain systems. The following Avamar clients support backup and
restore to and from Data Domain systems:


n Avamar Plug-in for VMware Image Backup


n Avamar Plug-in for DB2


n Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino


n Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS


n Avamar Plug-in for Oracle


n Avamar Plug-in for SAP with Oracle


n Avamar Plug-in for SQL Server


n Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS
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n Avamar Plug-in for Sybase ASE


l Consider multi-streaming backups to improve performance for the following
Avamar clients:


n Avamar NDMP Accelerator


n Avamar Plug-in for DB2


n Avamar Plug-in for Lotus Domino


n Avamar Plug-in for Exchange VSS


n Avamar Plug-in for Oracle


n Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about
the use of Data Domain systems as storage for Avamar backups.


Backup window


The backup window is the portion of each day reserved for normal scheduled backups.


l Operational impact—No maintenance activities are performed during the backup
window.


l Default settings—The default backup window begins at 8 p.m. local server time
and continues uninterrupted for 12 hours until 8 a.m. the following morning.


l Customization—You can customize the backup window start time and duration to
meet specific site requirements.


Maintenance window


The maintenance window is the portion of each day reserved for routine server
maintenance activities such as checkpoint validation.


l Operational impact—There might be brief periods when backup or administrative
activities are not allowed.


Although you can run backups during the maintenance window, doing so impacts
both the backup and maintenance activities. For this reason, minimize any backup
or administrative activities during the maintenance window. You can perform
restores.


Although garbage collection, hfscheck, and backups can overlap, doing so might
result in I/O resource contention, which can cause both activities to take longer to
complete and possibly even to fail.


l Default settings—The default maintenance window begins at 8 a.m. local server
time and continues uninterrupted for 12 hours until 8 p.m.


l Customization—Although you cannot directly customize the maintenance window,
its start time and duration is derived from backup window settings.


Replication activities


The following activities occur when you replicate data from the local server to a
replication target:


l All other maintenance jobs can start.


l All backup work orders are queued immediately.


The following activities occur when the target server is receiving replicated data from
the replication source:
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l The garbage collection operation cannot start. All other maintenance jobs, such as
checkpoint and hfscheck, can start.


l All backup work orders are queued immediately.


If WAN throughput causes a bottleneck, overlapping replication with backups is
unlikely to affect the amount of time that the replication requires. Additionally,
overlapping replication and backups only slightly impacts backup performance.


The following two reasons explain why some clients take a long time to back up:


l WAN bandwidth limits backup throughput for clients. In this case, because the
activity level on the Avamar server is relatively low, you can overlap replication
with the end of the backup window.


l The clients are large. The time required for a backup is directly proportional to the
type and amount of data on the clients being backed up.


Best practices for scheduling client backups


l Minimize the number of groups used to back up clients. Schedule backups during
the server’s backup window so that backups do not overlap with daily maintenance
jobs.


l Use the default maintenance window schedule. Do not deviate from this schedule
unless absolutely necessary.


l Set up a separate Avamar server to back up clients when you have a large number
of clients that must be backed up outside of the server's backup window.


l Set up multiple Avamar servers to back up clients from around the globe. For
example:


n Set up a server to back up the clients in the Americas.


n Set up a server to back up the clients in Europe, Middle East, and Africa
(EMEA).


n Set up a server to back up the clients in Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ).


l Limit the amount of time that checkpoint, hfscheck, and garbage collection
require by carefully managing the capacity on the node:


n Limit the clients being backed up.


n Reduce the retention policies.


n Back up clients with lower daily change rates.


n Ensure that the garbage collection operation runs every day.


l Limit the amount of time required to perform backups by monitoring the following
amounts:


n Maximum number of files per client.


n Maximum amount of database data per client.


n Maximum amount of data per file server.


Typically, 80% to 90% of the clients complete daily backups within the first hour or
two of the backup window. Consider scheduling replication to start two hours after
the start of the backup window. The Avamar server is typically the bottleneck for
backup operations only during the first one to two hours of the backup window. The
remaining 10% to 20% of the clients might take several hours to complete backups,
depending on the number of files or amount of data that needs to be backed up.
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Scheduling daily activities
The activities that run the longest during the day typically are hfscheck, backups,
and replication. During the planning and design stage, ensure to schedule daily
activities in a way that best meets system reliability, availability, and supportability.


Each 24-hour day is divided into two operational windows, during which various
system activities are performed. The following figure shows the default backup and
maintenance windows.
Figure 2 Backup/Maintenance windows
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CHAPTER 5


Defining Domains, Groups, and Policies


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Best practices for making management policy decisions....................................40
l Defining domains................................................................................................40
l Defining groups..................................................................................................40
l Defining datasets................................................................................................41
l Defining schedules and retention policies........................................................... 41
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Best practices for making management policy decisions


Make initial backup management policy decisions after you define the overall daily
schedule.


l What domains should you set up with designated domain administrators to take
advantage of the hierarchical administration capability?


l What groups (which include dataset, backup schedule, and retention policies)
should you create to back up clients effectively and manage the backups?


l When should you schedule backups?


l How long should you allow client backups to run?


l How should you set up retention policies to retain the backup data for the required
period?


Defining domains
Domains are distinct zones within the Avamar server accounting system that you use
to organize and segregate clients. Domains enable hierarchical management. For
example, a domain-level administrator can manage all clients and policies within the
domain.


Consider segregating clients by domain for billing other internal organizations for
backup services. Segregating clients by department or workgroup can be a convenient
way to bill them.


If you are not going to use hierarchical management, register all clients in the /clients
domain.


Do not add clients to the root (/) domain. Doing so can impact a system migration. To
migrate clients from one Avamar server to another, Avamar uses global client IDs
(global CIDs). Global CIDs are completely unique Avamar backup client identifiers
across all Avamar servers. A system migration does not copy the global CIDs for
clients that you locate in the Avamar source system's root domain. If you locate clients
in the root domain, you must reregister the clients with the destination server after
the system migration completes. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more
information about system migration.


Best practices for defining domains


l Minimize the number of domains you create. If practical, register all clients in the /
clients domain.


l Do not add clients to the root (/) domain.


Defining groups


A group defines the backup policy for the clients that you assign to the group and
includes the following three policy elements:


l Dataset policy (including the source data, exclusions, and inclusions)


l Backup schedule (or backup window)


l Retention policy
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Best practices for defining groups


l Minimize the number of groups you define. Each dataset policy can include
separate dataset definitions for various client plug-ins. For example, a single
dataset policy can define independent datasets for Windows, Linux, Solaris, and
other clients. You do not need to define separate groups to back up various kinds
of operating system clients.


l Leave the default group disabled. By default, all new clients that you activate with
the Avamar server are automatically added to the default group. If you enable the
default group, any clients that you activate with the Avamar server automatically
are backed up according to the default group policy.


l To help manage the capacity on the Avamar server and to avoid being surprised by
unexpected clients, leave the default group disabled.


l To back up clients in the default group to the Avamar server, you can add the
client to an enabled group and remove the client from the default group.


Defining datasets


In general, do not back up a large client by defining multiple subsets of data that run
every night. The use of multiple subsets of data is a good practice in only two
instances:


l When you want to define different retention policies for different subsets of data
on the client.


l When you break up the dataset so that you back up different subsets of the data
on different days of the week.


Best practice for defining datasets
Minimize the number of datasets.


Defining schedules and retention policies
The default schedule runs nightly during the server’s backup window. Depending on
the amount of data in the largest clients, the default schedule might not be enough
time, and you might need to extend the server's backup window. Before you extend
the backup window, evaluate the time required for checkpoint, garbage collection, and
hfscheck to determine that extra time is available after completing these daily
activities.


Best practices for defining schedules


l Set appropriate expectations for how long the longest client backups should run
every night. Validate that the long-running client backups meet the expectations.


l Minimize the number of clients that you back up outside of the server's backup
window.


When you set up backup schedules, remember that mobile laptop clients might require
a backup schedule that runs during the day. Laptop clients usually connect to the
network during the day. The system can handle a small number of exceptions. In this
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case, overlap the backups of these laptop clients with the server’s maintenance
window.


Best practices for setting up retention policies


l Use the advanced retention policy whenever possible to reduce the total amount
of back-end storage that the Avamar server consumes:


n The amount of unique data for weekly backups is equivalent to three daily
backups.


n The amount of unique data for monthly backups is equivalent to six daily
backups.


For example, you can configure a retention policy to keep 30 days of daily
backups and 3 months of monthly backups. The following figure shows the
retention policy settings in the Edit Advanced Retention Policy dialog box.


Figure 3 Edit Advanced Retention Policy dialog box


When you use this retention policy, the amount of client data stored on the
Avamar is equivalent to the initial unique data plus 42 equivalent days of
backups. You use less back-end capacity than the amount you would use if you
stored 3 months of daily backups. Three months of daily backups are equivalent
to the initial unique data plus 91 equivalent days of backups.


The Avamar Administration Guide contains more information about advanced
retention policies.


l Set the minimum retention period to at least 14 days.


When you select the maximum retention period, the Avamar server does not retain
the last unexpired backup. For a short retention period such as 7 days or less,
closely monitor the backup operations to ensure that the last unexpired backup
does not expire before the system completes another backup. If all client backups
expire before you correct the issue that prevented the client from completing a
backup, the next backup is equivalent to an initial backup.
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CHAPTER 6


Tuning Performance


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Demand-paging cache........................................................................................44
l Client caching ....................................................................................................47
l Using cacheprefix.............................................................................................. 49
l Tuning replicator................................................................................................50
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Demand-paging cache
Demand-paging cache is a method for managing Avamar file and hash caches. File and
hash caches store information about data that has been backed up to the Avamar
server. Starting with Avamar 7.0, demand-paging cache replaces the original Avamar
file caching implementation for client backups that you store on a Data Domain
system.


Demand-paging cache improves the avtar program’s capacity to handle a file cache
for large file systems by enabling the system to automatically determine the optimal
in-RAM cache size for the client environment and to adjust the cache size as needed.
Demand-paging cache reduces memory consumption by removing the need to store
the entire cache in memory for each instance of avtar.


The following figure contrasts the original monolithic cache implementation with the
demand-paging cache implementation.


Figure 4 Monolithic cache compared to page cache


The original cache implementation stored file cache information in the f_cache.dat
file. The demand-paging cache feature uses a new cache file, f_cache2.dat, which
is stored in the var directory. Because the demand-paging cache file uses a unique
name, the demand-paging cache feature does not interfere with the original cache file,
f_cache.dat. The Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide for earlier releases of
Avamar provides more information about the original monolithic cache
implementation.


Demand-paging cache divides the cache into a series of pages. All pages that belong
to a backup are kept in a page list. Not all of these pages are memory-resident, but are
brought into memory in time order. Demand-paging cache keeps a subsampled list of
hashes for each page in memory to handle out-of-order access. This list is called the
champion list.


Files that are larger than a threshold size are designated as “must have” entries.
These entries almost always are added to the champion list. If a hash is not in the
pages in memory, but is in the champion list, the associated page is read into memory.
A semi-random selection process designates champions beyond those that are
designated as “must have” entries.
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File cache
File cache management is implemented by using pages from f_cache2.dat. The
avtar process loads pages, as needed, from f_cache2.dat into RAM instead of the
entire file.


The original file cache implementation uses approximately 1 GB of disk space and 1 GB
of RAM to track approximately 10 million files when avtar is running. This data is
shared among all of the 16 backups that can be stored in the cache file. This method
imposes limits on the maximum size of file systems that Avamar can back up. Demand-
paging cache removes this size limitation.


Demand-paging cache requires about 1 GB of disk space to track approximately 10
million files during a backup. The demand-paging file cache can store up to 16 backups
worth of nonshared information, which means that the file cache for a normal use case
can use approximately 20 GB of disk space. In comparison to the original file cache
method, backups that implement the demand-paging file cache require up to 20 times
more disk space.


Demand-paging cache, however, enables RAM utilization to remain fairly flat at a
much lower size regardless of the number of files in the file system. Automatic tuning
within the cache implementation can change the actual RAM utilization amount.


Demand-paging cache example scenario


Each page consists of 100,000 entries and 15,000 champions.


Note


The entries and champion sizes are the maximums per page. The actual utilization is
about 60% to 70% of that maximum because of the characteristics of the hash tables,
which are used here for their fast access.


For the file cache, each entry is 64 bytes or 6.4 MB per page and each champion is 20
bytes or 300 KB per page.


On disk, the champions are stored with the entries that give a size of about 6.7 MB for
each page of the file cache. There is some overhead, but it is a very small percentage
of the total size, and usually not relevant.


In RAM, the champions are stored separately. The page sizes are about 6.4 MB for the
file cache. The champions are brought into RAM in a single array that contains all of
the champions for all of the applicable backups in the cache.


The file cache required for 40 M files is approximately 616 pages: 40 M / 65,000
(estimated) or 4.13 GB on disk (616 * 6.7 MB).


Auto-tuning alters the number of pages stored in memory based on the size of
previous backups and other factors, including the actual memory available to the
process. The values may be considerably smaller or larger, based on previous backup
requirements.
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Cache migration after upgrading the client
After you upgrade a client to Avamar 7.0 or later, the demand-paging cache feature
automatically migrates the contents of the f_cache.dat file to the new cache file
during avtar backup operations.


The migration runs when avtar determines that demand-paging cache files do not
exist or exist but are not valid and when avtar finds that f_cache.dat files and
their relative timestamps fit within the migration period.


The default migration period is 14 days. You can change the default migration period
by specifying the --cache-migration-period option with the avtar command.
Memory improvements from the use of the demand-paging cache feature are not
noticeable until after the migration completes. Memory use increases slightly during
the migration period since avtar uses both forms of cache at the same time.


After the migration period ends, the backup process no longer checks the original
cache. After 180 days, the avagent process automatically deletes the old cache files.
You can change the default time period of 180 days by specifying the --
cachelifetime=days option with the avagent command.


At any time, you can prevent a client migration by removing the f_cache.dat cache
file before you run an avtar backup. You can also prevent a migration by performing
one of the following alternatives:


l To prevent a cache migration, run avtar with the --nocache option. Use of the
--nocache option stops all caching. Use the --nocache option with caution.


l To prevent only a file cache migration, run avtar with the --enable-
filecache=false option.


Caching options on page 46 describes additional options.


Caching options


You can list cache options with the avtar command. The following table lists a subset
of options that you can specify with the avtar command.


Table 9 Options for avtar to control demand-paging cache


Option Description


cache-migration-period=days Defines the length of time to use the
f_cache.dat and p_cache.dat cache files


as a source for migration. The default is 14
days.


cacheitmsize=true|false Forces storage of additional access time in
the file cache. Use only for the file cache. The
default is false.


cachepaxstream=true|false Enables caching for the PAX stream format.
The default is false.


cacheprefix=string Defines a prefix for cache file names. A prefix
enables the creation of unique cache files for
use with multiple simultaneous instances of
avtar.
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Table 9 Options for avtar to control demand-paging cache (continued)


Option Description


Note


The --cacheprefix option applies to both


sets of cache files: the original cache files and
the demand-paging cache files.


checkcache Verifies the integrity of the cache.


clearcache Deletes existing cache files and starts a new
cache file from scratch. This option disables
the migration feature from an older-format
cache file, if such a file exists.


enable-filecache=true|false Enables or disables the file cache. The default
is true.


enable-hashcache=true|false Enables or disables the hash cache. The
default is true.


nocache=true|false Enables or disables both file and hash caching.
The default is false.


oktoclear Enables clearing of local cache. The default is
true.


paging-cache=true|false Enables or disables the demand-paging cache
feature for Avamar backups. The default is
setting is false if the target is the Avamar


datastore, and true if the target is Data


Domain.


Note


The paging-cache is the only supported cache
for Data Domain backups, and can only be set
to false when using the Avamar datastore. If
you need to revert back to the f_cache.dat
cache file for the Avamar datastore, specify
false.


repaircache Repairs a corrupted cache file.


Client caching
The f_cache.dat and f_cache2.dat cache files, which store a 20-byte SHA-1
hash of the file attributes, identify the files previously backed up to the Avamar server.
The file cache is one reason why subsequent Avamar backups that occur after the
initial backup are fast. When backing up file servers, the file cache screens out
approximately 98% of the files. When backing up databases, however, the file cache is
not effective because all the files in a database appear to be modified daily.


The p_cache.dat file, which is significant when backing up databases, stores the
hashes of the chunks and composites that have been sent to the Avamar server. The
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hash cache identifies the chunks or composites previously backed up to the Avamar
server.


The client cache files help reduce the amount of time required to perform a backup
and the processing load on the Avamar client and server.


A typical backup should take about one hour for every million files in a file server or
about one hour for every 100 GB of data in a database server.


Cache information in the avtar logs


The sizes of the file and hash caches are printed near the beginning of the avtar
logs. For example, refer to the following output:


avtar Info <5573>: - Loaded cache file C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\f_cache.dat (5767712 bytes)
avtar Info <5573>: - Loaded cache file C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\p_cache.dat (25166368 bytes)
The file cache is 5.5 MB and the hash cache is 24 MB:


1 MB = 1048576 bytes
5767712 bytes/1048576 bytes = 5.5 MB
25166368 bytes/1048576 bytes = 24 MB


The end of the avtar log contains the following set of messages:


avtar Info <5587>: Updating cache files in C:\Program Files
\Avamar\var
avtar Info <5069>: - Writing cache file C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\f_cache.dat
avtar Info <5546>: - Cache update complete C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\f_cache.dat (5.5MB of 63MB max)
avtar Stats <6151>: File cache: 131072 entries, added/updated
140, booted 0
avtar Info <5069>: - Writing cache file C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\p_cache.dat
avtar Info <5546>: - Cache update complete C:\Program
Files\Avamar\var\p_cache.dat (24.0MB of 31MB max)
avtar Stats <6152>: Hash cache: 1048576 entries, added/updated
1091, booted 0
You can see that the file cache has room to increase in size:


Files\Avamar\var\f_cache.dat (5.5MB of 63MB max)
But the hash cache is at its maximum allowable size:


Files\Avamar\var\p_cache.dat (24.0MB of 31MB max)
If the file cache is undersized, the “booted” value is nonzero, and the log includes a
warning that the cache is undersized. This information is important because the size
of the cache influences the overall performance of the system.
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Using cacheprefix


When a client does not have enough memory to accommodate the cache files of
appropriate sizes, you can back up the client and get the full benefit of appropriately-
sized cache files by taking one of the following actions:


l Breaking the client file system into multiple smaller datasets.


l Ensuring that the maximum file and hash caches assign a unique cacheprefix
attribute for each dataset.


Example for using the cacheprefix attribute


Assume a client has 5.5 million files but only 1.5 GB of RAM.


l One volume has 2.5 million files.


l Three other volumes have 1 million files each.


You can break this client file system into four datasets. A volume with 2.5 million files
requires a file cache of at least 110 MB (2.5 x 44 MB). The next increment that
accommodates this is 176 MB.


You can define other datasets as shown in the following table.


Table 10 Segregating data into separate datasets


Drive Attribute settings


C:\ drive (2.5 M files) l filecachemax=220
l hashcachemax=3
l cacheprefix=driveC


E:\ drive (1.0 M files) l filecachemax=88
l hashcachemax=30
l cacheprefix=driveE


F:\ drive (1.0 M files) l filecachemax=88
l hashcachemax=30
l cacheprefix=driveF


G:\ drive (1.0 M files) l filecachemax=88
l hashcachemax=30
l cacheprefix=driveG


Configure the cacheprefix attribute in the dataset by setting the Enter Attribute field
to cacheprefix and the Enter Attribute Value field to driveC.


The following cache files are located in the Avamar /var directory on the client:


driveC_f_cache.dat
driveC_p_cache.dat
driveE_f_cache.dat
driveE_p_cache.dat
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driveF_f_cache.dat
driveF_p_cache.dat
driveG_f_cache.dat
driveG_p_cache.dat


Ensure adequate disk space is available to accommodate the additional file and hash
caches.


When specifying various cacheprefix values, exclude new cache files from the
backups. The cache files are large and have extremely high change rates.


Configuring custom hash settings for Microsoft databases
For a Microsoft Exchange Server or a Microsoft SQL Server database backup,
configure the maximum hash cache in the dataset by adding attributes and values.


Procedure


1. From the Edit Dataset or New Dataset dialog box, select the Options tab.


2. Click More.


3. In the Enter Attribute field, type [avtar]hashcachemax.


4. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type 200.


Tuning replicator
Work with Customer Service to configure and tune the replicator.


Customer Service performs the following tasks.


Procedure


1. Computes the bandwidth-delay-product (BDP) to determine whether the BDP
is high enough to require customized tuning.


2. Verifies that the expected bandwidth is available between the replicator source
utility node and the replicator destination storage nodes.


3. Tests the WAN link with the Avamar system components to verify that the
Avamar system can utilize about 60% to 80% of the available bandwidth.


4. Sets up the appropriate replication parameters to optimize utilization of the
available bandwidth.


5. Tests the replicator to verify its performance.
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CHAPTER 7


Understanding DPN Summary Reports


This chapter includes the following topics:


l DPN Summary report.........................................................................................52
l Running a DPN Summary report........................................................................ 52
l Example DPN Summary entry............................................................................ 53
l Background on backups..................................................................................... 57
l Summary of key DPN summary terms................................................................59
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DPN Summary report
Use DPN Summary reports to determine how well an Avamar system performs after it
has achieved steady state.


The DPN Summary report helps you to determine the following details:


l Daily change rate for each individual client


l Daily change rate across the overall system


l High change rate clients that contribute the most to overall system change rate


l Amount of data that the Avamar system protects per client and across the system


l Number of clients that the Avamar system protects


l Abnormal client behavior such as:


n Days with unusually high change rates


n Unusually long backups


n Frequent backup failures


l Amount of data that moves across the network with Avamar instead of
incremental tape backups


l Benefits from the combined effect of commonality factoring and compression,
when compared with commonality factoring or just compression


Running a DPN Summary report
You can access the DPN Summary report from Avamar Administrator.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Reports.


The Manage All Reports window appears.


2. Select Activities - DPN Summary from the navigation tree and then click Run.


3. Select a date range and then click Retrieve.


The Run Report - Activities - DPN Summary window appears.
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Figure 5 Run Report - Activities - DPN Summary window


4. Click Export to save the report to a comma delimited (.cvs) file.


Example DPN Summary entry
The DPN Summary report provides statistics for server activities.


The information in the following table uses values from a sample DPN Summary report
to provide a scenario for interpreting server activity for a scheduled backup. 
Background on backups on page 57 provides more information.


Table 11 DPN Summary column descriptions


Column Value Description


Host avamar1.example.com The client hostname as
defined in DNS.


l During backups, the
hostname is the client
that backs up data to the
Avamar server.


l During restores, the
hostname is the client
that receives the restored
data.


Note


This client is not the one that
sourced the data.
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Table 11 DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Value Description


StartValue 1169366400 The UNIX start time of the
activity. The UNIX start time
is in the local time of the
Avamar server.


OS Windows Server 2008 RS The client operating system.


StartTime 2013-09-18 09:40:39.36 The date and time the activity
starts. The StartTime is in
Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC)/Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT).


Root /EMC IT Windows Dataset The name of the dataset that
the activity uses, if applicable.


Seconds 2,777 The duration, in seconds, of
the activity.


NumFiles 517,023 The total number of files
scanned during the activity
less those files that were
excluded through exclusion
rules.


NumModFiles 1,908 The total number of modified
files associated with the
activity.


ModReduced 55,023,086,382 The amount of modified data
that is reduced due to
compression during
commonality processing.


ModNotSent 4,833,745,400 The amount of bytes in
modified files that do not
have to be sent to the Avamar
server because of subfile-
level commonality factoring.


ModSent 4,833,745,410 The amount of new bytes
sent to the Avamar server.


TotalBytes 451,940,965,688 Summary of key DPN
summary terms on page 59
provides a description for
TotalBytes


PcntCommon 99 Commonality percentage
during the activity.


Overhead 60,055,981 The number of bytes for
COMPOSITEs and DIRELEMs
used to store data. Overhead
is the amount of nonfile data
that the client sends to the
server for the following items:
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Table 11 DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Value Description


l Indexing information


l Requests from the client
to the server for the
presence of specific data
chunks


l ACLs


l Directory information


l Message headers


On any active file system,
overhead is usually a small
percentage of the file data
that is sent to the Avamar
server.


WorkOrderID EMC IT Windows Schedule—
1169348400105


The unique identifier for the
following activities:


l For scheduled backups,
the format of a work
order ID is
schedule_name-
group_name-unix_time in
milliseconds where
schedule_name is the
name of the Avamar
schedule and
group_name is the name
of the Avamar group.


l For on-demand backups
you start by selecting the


Back Up Group Now
option in the Policy
window, the format of the
work order ID is
group_name-unix_time in
milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups
or restores you start by


selecting the Backup
and Restore option


from the Policy window,
the format of the work
order ID is mod-unix_time
in milliseconds.


l For on-demand backups
you start from the systray
icon on a Windows
Avamar client, the format
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Table 11 DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Value Description


of the work order ID is
cod-unix_time in
milliseconds.


l For command-line
backups or restores, the
format of the work order
ID is nah-unix_time in
milliseconds.


l For replication activities,
the format of the work
order ID cod-nah-
unix_time in milliseconds.


ClientVer 7.1.100-135 The Avamar client software
version.


Operation Scheduled Backup Operation is one of the
following types of activities:


l On-demand backup


l Scheduled backup


l Restore


l Validate


l Replication source


l Replication destination


Status Activity completed
successfully.


The FINAL status of the client
activity is one of the following
types:


l Activity completed
successfully


l Activity completed with
exceptions


l Activity cancelled


l Activity failed - timed out
before starting


l Activity failed - timed out
before completion


l Activity failed - client was
given a workorder, but did
not acknowledge its
receipt


l Activity failed - client
error(s)


l Activity failed - timed out
before completion
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Table 11 DPN Summary column descriptions (continued)


Column Value Description


l Activity failed - client has
no data specified by
dataset


l Dropped Session - No
progress reported


SessionID 9116934840011000 The SessionID is a unique
identifier for the client
activity.


Background on backups
This topic provides background information about how the Avamar client performs
backups, including key statistics.


Dataset size


Begin with the value in the TotalBytes column as shown in Example DPN Summary
entry on page 53. This value, 451,940,965,688 bytes (or 421 GB), represents the
dataset size. This total does include files that you exclude with exclusion rules or open
files that you could back up, perhaps because the file system was not frozen.


Modified files


When scanning through a file system, obtain file metadata and compute the SHA-1
hash of the metadata. Then look up SHA-1 hash in the file cache on the client. If the
hash is present, the opening and reading of the files is not necessary. Therefore, a
high percentage of hits in the file cache makes the overall backup proceed quickly.


Any file whose metadata hash gets a miss in the file cache is a modified file. A file that
was modified since the last backup. Therefore, the Mod bytes in NumModFiles,
ModReduced, ModNotSent, and ModSent columns are really shorthand for bytes
associated with modified files. For example, files you must open and read so that all
the data in the file can be chunked, compressed, and hashed.


The following figure shows the roles of the file cache, the hash cache, and the server
is_present requests in determining which data to send to the server.
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Figure 6 Data flow to server


The cache and hash flowchart references the following terms:


l ModReduced
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When Avamar backs up modified files, the data is chunked, compressed, and then
hashed. Because the compression takes place on the client, the amount of
compressed data is reported as ModReduced. In Example DPN Summary entry on
page 53, the ModReduced = 55,023,086,382 (51 GB).


l ModNotSent


When subfile level commonality exists, the data is not sent. ModNotSent is
shorthand for bytes in modified files that do not have to be sent to the Avamar
server because of subfile-level commonality factoring. ModNotSent =
4,115,205,370 (3.8 GB) in Example DPN Summary entry on page 53 means 3.8 GB
of compressed chunks were already on the Avamar server.


l ModSent


When new bytes are sent to the server, they are reported as ModSent. In this
case, ModSent = 393,498,485 (0.37 GB).


Summary of key DPN summary terms


The following describes the relationships between DPN summary terms:


l TotalBytes = (Total bytes in the dataset, including open files that were not backed
up) - (Subtotal bytes excluded by exclusion rules)


l TotalBytes = (Subtotal bytes for files not modified) + (Subtotal bytes for files
modified since previous backup)


l Subtotal bytes for files modified since previous backup = ModReduced +
ModNotSent + ModSent


The following figure shows the relationship between these values.
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Figure 7 Avamar commonality diagram


Definition of commonality
Avamar change rate is equivalent to the ModSent divided by TotalBytes: ModSent /
TotalBytes. The Avamar commonality equals 1 minus the change rate.


Avamar backup compared to incremental tape backup
During an incremental tape backup, the amount of data that the Avamar system sends
across the network (if the backup data is not compressed on the client) is equal to the
Subtotal bytes for files modified since the previous backup.


The following formula calculates the efficiency of the Avamar commonality factoring
when compared to incremental tape backups:


ModSent / (ModReduced + ModNotSent + ModSent)


On the particular date shown in Example DPN Summary entry on page 53, the
Subtotal bytes for files modified since the previous backup = 51 GB + 3.8 GB + 0.37
GB = 55 GB. If you divide this amount by the TotalBytes, the result is 55/421 or 13%.


Usually in day-to-day backups of file servers, you expect this value to be in the 2%
range.


When backing up databases, expect this value to be 100% because every file is
touched every day. The total bytes for modified files, therefore, is equal to the total
bytes.
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Definition of terms during restore activities
During restore and validate activities, ModReduced is the amount that the data
expands during the restore or validate operation. ModSent is the amount of data the
Avamar server sends to the Avamar client during the restore or validate operation.
During restore or validate, TotalBytes = ModSent + ModReduced.
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CHAPTER 8


Daily Monitoring of Backup Infrastructure and
Operations


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Monitoring the Avamar system.......................................................................... 64
l Monitoring the Avamar system backup operations.............................................65
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Monitoring the Avamar system
The system reports all Avamar system activity and operational status as events to the
administrator server. Examples of Avamar events include offline server nodes, failed or
missing server maintenance jobs, and hardware issues.


Monitor the event notification system for warning and error events every day. Monitor
the Avamar server daily and understand how to interpret all system warnings and
errors.


The following table describes possible ways to monitor Avamar systems.


Table 12 Ways to monitor the Avamar system


Method Description


syslog or SNMP event notification If the network management infrastructure supports
syslog or SNMP event notification, enable the syslog or
SNMP event notification subsystem through Avamar
Administrator. The Avamar Administration Guide provides
instructions for enabling syslog or SNMP notification.


Email notification system You can set up email notification to perform the
following tasks:


l Batch email notifications that the Avamar system
sends twice daily according to the default
notification schedule.


l Send email messages as the selected events occur.


Backup & Recovery Manager user
interface


To manually monitor the Avamar system, check the
overall health of the Avamar backup infrastructure from
the Backup & Recovery Manager user interface.


Unacknowledged events At least once a day, review and clear any
Unacknowledged Events queued:


1. From Avamar Administrator, click the


Administration launcher link button.


2. Select the Event Management tab.


3. Select the Unacknowledged Events tab.


Note


In any Avamar Administrator window, click Have
Unacknowledged Events to access the


Unacknowledged Events page.


Avamar Administrator Event
Monitor


At least once a day, review the event monitor:


1. From Avamar Administrator, click the


Administration launcher link button.


2. Select the Event Management tab.


3. Select the Event Monitor tab.
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Monitoring the Avamar system backup operations
The system reports all Avamar system activity and operational status as events to the
administrator server. You can then use client logs to investigate backup or restore
issues. Monitor the event notification system daily for warning and error events
related to backup operations. Monitor the Activity Monitor daily and understand how
to interpret all activity warnings and errors.


Closely monitor daily backup activities


To create consistent backups, you must monitor daily backup activities. The following
factors may interfere with backups:


l Network issues


These issues can cause backup failures.


l Client I/O errors


These errors, also known as Completed with Exception status, can prevent the
Avamar system from backing up all files.


l High client activity levels


These levels can prevent the Avamar system from backing up all files or can
prevent backups from completing within the backup window.


l Operator intervention such as rebooting the client during the backup or canceling
the backup


l Incomplete or incorrect dataset definitions


l Inadequate or incorrect retention periods


When you examine the activities, resolve all exceptions and failures.


The most obvious issues are the ones where the clients did not create a restorable
backup. The following table describes status messages for these types of failures.


Table 13 Client messages for client backups


Status message Description


Failed The client failed to perform the activity. The activity ended
due to an error condition. Refer to the associated client log.


Canceled The activity was canceled, either from the client or from
Avamar Administrator. Refer to the associated client log.


Dropped Session The activity was successfully initiated but, because the
Administrator server could not detect any progress, the
activity was canceled. The following activities are the most
common causes of dropped sessions:


l Somebody rebooted the client in the middle of the
backup.


l A network communication outage lasted longer than one
hour.


The Administrator server automatically queues a rework work
order if the client backup fails due to a dropped session.
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Table 13 Client messages for client backups  (continued)


Status message Description


Timed Out - Start The client did not start the activity in the scheduled window.
This failure is most likely because the client is not on the
network.


Timed Out - End The client did not complete the activity in the scheduled
window. This failure requires special attention because there
is a lot of system activity with no restorable backup. In this
case, subsequent backups continue to fail with the same
status unless some change is made, such as tuning the client
caches.


A less obvious failure, but one that still requires attention, is a backup that reports the
Completed with Exceptions status. In this case, the backup completed but with errors.
The errors are usually due to open files that the Avamar system could not back up. Do
not ignore this status. Some missing files, such as .PST files, can be significant.


The primary tool for monitoring daily backups is the Activity Monitor in Avamar
Administrator. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about the
Activity Monitor.


Avamar Administrator can email reports to you that can help you monitor client
backups that fail or complete with exceptions. The following table describes these
reports.


Table 14 Avamar Administrator reports for client backups


Report Description


Activities - Exceptions This report lists all activities for a specific
period that completed with exceptions.


Activities - Failed This report lists all activities for a specific
period that failed due to errors.


Clients - No Activities This report lists all clients with no activities
for a specific period.


The Avamar Reports Guide provides descriptions for these and other reports that are
available.


Best practices for monitoring daily backup activities


l Monitor backups daily and investigate all the failed backups, the missing clients,
and the backups that completed with exceptions.


l Enable the advanced statistics report during all backups. This information is useful
for addressing performance issues.


l Enable debugging messages when investigating backup or restore failures.


l Enable various activity report email messages, such as:


n Activities - Exceptions


n Activities - Failed
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n Clients - No Activities


Closely monitor nightly replication
You can use the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI) to verify that nightly replication
completed successfully. In the AUI, go to Monitor > Activity to display the Activity
window, which shows a list of all clients that completed replication activities. The
Type column identifies whether a client is a Replication Source.
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CHAPTER 9


Protecting Avamar Desktop/Laptop Clients


This chapter includes the following topics:


l About Avamar Desktop/Laptop..........................................................................70
l Deploy additional Avamar servers for Desktop/Laptop clients........................... 70
l Create a dataset to back up only user data........................................................ 70
l Keep the initial client backups to a manageable number..................................... 73
l Consider node size when configuring Avamar servers........................................ 75
l Determine the backup window........................................................................... 75
l Schedule the backup window............................................................................. 76
l Adjust runtime for daily maintenance tasks........................................................ 77
l Do not run client utilities during the backup window...........................................77
l Run backups more frequently than the retention policy..................................... 77
l Prevent backups on a wireless connection......................................................... 78
l Manage storage capacity for Desktop/Laptop clients........................................ 78
l Ensure adequate initialization time for Wake-on-Lan backups............................79
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About Avamar Desktop/Laptop
Avamar Desktop/Laptop is client/server software that extends data backup and
recovery to users who are on the LAN, in remote offices, or connected to the
corporate network through a VPN.


When users log in during normal backup windows, Avamar Desktop/Laptop backs up
data from the desktop and laptop computers to the Avamar server by using existing
network links. Users can also start backups from the desktop user interface.


You install the Avamar Desktop/Laptop client as part of the Avamar Client for
Windows, the Avamar Client for Mac OS X, or the Avamar Client for Linux installation.
You install the Avamar Desktop/Laptop server as part of every Avamar server
installation.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about Avamar Desktop/
Laptop.


Deploy additional Avamar servers for Desktop/Laptop
clients


When deploying Avamar Desktop/Laptop to a location with existing Avamar servers,
use an additional Avamar server to support the desktop and laptop clients.


Run backups of Desktop/Laptop clients when users are online, usually during the day. 
Adjust runtime for daily maintenance tasks on page 77 provides more information.


Scheduled backups for file servers and database clients normally run during the night. 
Scheduling daily activities on page 38 contains more information about backup and
maintenance windows.


Create a dataset to back up only user data


The use of Avamar Desktop/Laptop to back up users’ desktop and laptop computers
can impact Avamar storage capacity depending on the following factors:


l Number of desktop and laptop computers to back up


l Amount of data on each computer


To best manage storage capacity, back up only the user files and folders, and exclude
the common data such as application and operating system files.


Best practices for creating a dataset


l Create a backup dataset that specifies the files and folders for the backup.


l Exclude certain file types from desktop and laptop backups.


l If practicable, minimize the number of entries you define in exclude and include
lists.


l In an environment that contains both Windows XP and Windows Vista or Windows
7 clients, add the --x18=256 option to the dataset to prevent the Path not
found error.


The following table lists folders to include in a Desktop/Laptop dataset.
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Table 15 Desktop/Laptop file types to include in a dataset


OS Tab Files and folders


Windows Source Data l #USERDOCS#\*
\Desktop


l #USERDOCS#\*
\Documents


l #USERDOCS#\*\My
Documents


l #USERDOCS#\*
\Favorites


Note


A change in the default
location of the user
directories was made
between the Windows XP
release, and the Windows
Vista and Windows 7 releases.
To handle this change, the
Windows Desktop/Laptop
plug-in uses #USERDOCS#
as a variable that translates to
the default location based on
the specific Windows
operating system.


Mac Source Data l /Users
l /Users/*/Desktop
l /Users/*/Documents
l /Users/*/Library/


Safari


Exclusions for Windows computers


The following table lists folders to exclude from the Desktop/Laptop dataset for a
Windows system.


Table 16 Desktop/Laptop file types to exclude from a dataset


File type Files and folders


Link files in each user’s Recent folder *\Recent\*.lnk


Google Desktop Search folder *\Local Settings\Application Data
\Google\Google Desktop Search


Windows Indexing and Search services l *\catalog.wci
l *\windows.edb
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Table 16 Desktop/Laptop file types to exclude from a dataset  (continued)


File type Files and folders


Other nonbusiness files such as personal
music, pictures, video, and so forth


l *.avi
l *.cdr
l *.dmg
l *.iso
l *.m4v
l *.mov
l *.mp3
l *.mp4
l *.mpeg
l *.jpeg
l *.rar
l *.r[0-9][0-9]
l *.tgz
l */iTunes/
l *.wma
l *.wmv


Anti-virus software quarantine files Check the antivirus vendor documentation to
determine the folder used to store quarantine
files.


Recycle bin files <SYSTEM DRIVE>\%Recycle.bin
(Windows Vista and Windows 7)
<SYSTEM DRIVE>:\RECYCLER (Windows
XP)


Exclusions for Mac computers


Exclude the following files and folders in the Desktop/Laptop dataset for a Mac
system:


l */.Trash/
l */Library/Caches/
l */Library/Cookies/
l */Library/Logs/
l */Library/PubSub/Feeds/
l */Library/Application Support/SyncServices/Local/
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Minimize the number of exclude and include lists
Avamar must compare every file you select for a backup with each entry in both lists
to determine whether to back up the file. This comparison process adds overhead and
potentially increases the duration of each backup.


Dataset caveat
In an environment that includes desktop or laptop computers on Windows XP and on
Windows Vista or Windows 7, backups can appear to fail if you use a single dataset
that specifies the My Documents folder and the Documents folder.


A backup in such an environment displays a backup failure on the status bar and writes
an error similar to the following to the log file:


Path not found
In an environment that contains both Windows XP and Windows Vista or Windows 7
clients, add the --x18=256 option to the dataset to prevent the Path not found
error.


Procedure


1. In Avamar Administrator, select Tools > Manage Datasets.


The Manage All Datasets dialog box appears.


2. Select the dataset from the list and click Edit.


The Edit Dataset dialog box appears.


3. Click Options and select the plug-in from the Select Plug-In Type list.


4. Click More.


5. Type x18 in the Enter Attribute text box.


6. Type 256 in the Enter Attribute Value text box.


7. Click +.


The attribute/value pair (--x18=256) appears in the large text box below the +
and - buttons.


8. Click OK twice.


Keep the initial client backups to a manageable number


Avamar Desktop/Laptop environments can support up to 5000 clients for each
Avamar server. However, simultaneously running first-time backups for hundreds or
thousands of clients can create network throughput issues. These issues can prevent
the completion of the backups within the backup window. Throughput issues caused
by large amounts of data transfer are normally only an issue when running first-time
backups. The savings you realize through data deduplication are at their lowest when
you first back up a system. At this time the amount of data that must be transferred is
at its greatest.


Best practices for first-time backups


l Keep the initial client backups to a manageable number.
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l To minimize the impact of first-time backups, bring clients online in smaller
groups.


Strategy for performing first-time backups
All new Avamar client computers require a first-time backup of all the data that the
dataset specifies. These first-time backups require more time and storage space than
subsequent backups that only back up changed data.


Use the first few groups to discover information about the capabilities of the network.
Start with smaller groups of clients and, after you successfully add each group,
increase the size of the next group.


On the first day, start with activation and a first-time backup of clients equal to no
more than 10 times the number of storage nodes deployed. For example, if you have 5
storage nodes, back up 50 clients:


10 x 5 storage nodes = 50 backup clients


If all backups for the first day complete within the scheduled backup window, double
the amount of clients in the group on day two. Continue adding more clients on
subsequent days until all initial backups are complete. Reduce the number of clients if
any backups fail to complete within the backup window.


Strategy for setting up backup groups
As the amount of data archived in an Avamar system increases, the benefit of global
deduplication increases. This means that throughput problems decrease exponentially
as you add more clients and the number of common data objects in the system
increases.


Procedure


1. Place clients with the smallest burden on the network infrastructure in the first
backup groups that you bring online.


2. Place clients with the greatest burden on the network in the last groups
brought online.


3. Set up backup groups following these guidelines:


a. Ensure that the first backup groups consist of computers that traverse the
shortest logical distance to the Avamar server.


The following factors increase the logical distance:


l Routers


l Firewalls


l VPN tunnels


l Physical distance


b. Ensure that first backup groups consist of computers that use the fastest
network transmission rates.


An illustrative, nonexhaustive list, from fastest to slowest:


l Gigabit Ethernet


l 802.11n


l Fast Ethernet
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l 802.11g


l Ethernet


l V.92


l V.34


Activating clients by using the Avamar Client Manager
You can bring clients online in sequentially targeted groups by using the directory
information tree or the search capability of Avamar Client Manager.


Procedure


1. You can select appropriately sized and situated organizational units by using the
tree structure. Or, you can use search terms to define a group with the target
number and type of clients.


2. Then, use the drag and drop capability to activate and initiate first-time backups
of correctly sized and connected groups of clients.


Results


This way, you avoid the problems associated with overtaxing the throughput
capabilities of the network.


Consider node size when configuring Avamar servers
In certain situations, the use of lower capacity nodes can be advisable. The use of
lower capacity nodes increases the connection count, which in turn, increases the
potential number of concurrent backups.


Consider node size when configuring Avamar servers.


Determine the backup window
Avamar Desktop/Laptop environments include more clients than traditional Avamar
systems. The Avamar Administrator server allows a maximum of 72 concurrent backup
connections for each active storage node. The Avamar server reserves one connection
for restores.


To determine how many backups can complete within an hour, consider the following
two examples.


Example 1  10 minutes per backup


Backup criteria:


4 storage nodes
Average backup time = 10 minutes
6 backups per storage node connection per hour (60 min./10 min. = 6)


Formula:


4 nodes x 6 backups per connection x 72 concurrent connections = 1,728 backups
per hour
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Example 1  10 minutes per backup (continued)


Example 2  40 minutes per backup


Backup criteria:


5 storage nodes
Average backup time = 30 minutes
2 backups per storage node connection per hour (60 min./30 min. = 2)


Formula:


5 nodes x 2 backups per connection x 72 concurrent connections = 720 backups
per hour


In both examples, the following variables can affect the total backup time:


l Total size of the backup dataset


l Amount of daily changes to data


l Network speed and amount of network traffic


l Concurrent processes that run on the Avamar server


For instance, backing up data from a LAN-connected laptop usually takes less time to
complete than backing up the same computer when it is connected to the corporate
network by an 802.11G wireless connection.


Best practice for determining the backup window
Use the number of backups per hour to help you determine a backup window, which
allows enough time to back up all desktop and laptop computers.


Schedule the backup window
The backup window for desktop and laptop clients is often the opposite of traditional
server clients. Avamar Desktop/Laptop backups must run while the desktop and
laptop computers are online. The backup window typically is during the work day.


When determining the backup window, ensure that it is flexible enough for users who
are offline due to traveling, meetings, and so forth.


Start with a backup window of 12 hours and increase or decrease it as necessary.
Depending on the location of remote clients, backing up all clients can require multiple
Avamar servers.
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Best practice for scheduling backups
Schedule the backup window to back up desktop and laptop computers when they are
most likely to be online.


Adjust runtime for daily maintenance tasks
It is important that Avamar daily maintenance tasks complete successfully every day.
Failures of these tasks quickly result in capacity problems for the Avamar server.


The timing for daily maintenance tasks for Avamar Desktop/Laptop is different from
the timing of a standard servers-as-clients deployment of Avamar.


In a standard deployment, the backups of servers occur at night when they are least
active. To accommodate this, the Avamar daily maintenance tasks run during the day.


For Avamar Desktop/Laptop, the client backups usually run during the day, when the
clients are most likely to be powered-up and connected. You often must change the
Avamar daily maintenance tasks to run during the night to avoid conflicts with client
backups and restores. Scheduling daily activities on page 38 provides more
information.


The daily maintenance task of garbage collection requires a quiet system. Garbage
collection cannot start when backups are running. Because garbage collection
reclaims space on the Avamar server, the failure to successfully complete this task can
quickly create capacity problems.


Best practice for scheduling daily maintenance tasks
Adjust the maintenance window so that it allows daily maintenance tasks to complete
without overlapping with the backup window.


Do not run client utilities during the backup window
Avoid running multiple system utilities on the user’s PC or Mac simultaneously with
backups. For instance, do not schedule antivirus scans or disk defragmenter jobs
during the backup window.


Run backups more frequently than the retention policy
Backup retention policies specify how long to keep a particular backup in the system.
The Avamar system automatically marks backups for deletion after they expire.


Run backups more frequently than the amount of time you specify by the retention
policy. Frequent backups ensure that data is always available from the backup. For
example, if the retention policy is 30 days, ensure that you run backups before the 30-
day retention period expires. If you fail to back up data within the retention period, the
data is no longer part of the backup. The data is still available on the hard drive unless
it has been deleted.


Defining Domains, Groups, and Policies on page 39 and Avamar Administration Guide
provide more information about retention policies.


As an alternative to running backups more frequently than what the retention policy
specifies, you can configure the Avamar server to never delete the client’s last
backup. To enable this feature you set the keep_last_backup key to true in the
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mcserver.xml file on the Avamar server. This setting prevents Avamar from deleting
a client’s last backup, which can be beneficial for backup clients with short retention
policies (less than 2 weeks), or backup clients that are offline for extended periods of
time when users are out of the workplace for vacations or for other reasons.
Configuring the Avamar server to never delete the client’s last backup can be
preferable to running backups more frequently than what the retention policy
specifies. The tradeoff in configuring the keep_last_backup key in the
mcserver.xml file on the Avamar server is that more space is consumed on the
Avamar server because the last backup for all clients is never deleted.


Note


When you enable the keep_last_backup key, this setting affects all clients,
including all non-Desktop/Laptop clients. For example, if a client runs multiple backups
with different plug-ins, only one of these backups is retained.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about setting the
keep_last_backup key.


Prevent backups on a wireless connection
In some locations, users can pay exorbitant data transmission fees when their backups
run over a wireless connection. To avoid these exorbitant data transmission fees, you
can disable backups from running over a wireless connection by clearing the Back Up
On Wireless option.


Clearing the Back Up On Wireless option on Windows


Procedure


1. Right-click the Avamar icon in the system tray.


The context menu appears.


2. Select the Settings menu.


3. Clear the Back Up On Wireless option.


Clearing the Back Up On Wireless option on Mac


Procedure


1. Click the Avamar icon on the menu bar.


The context menu appears.


2. Select the Settings menu.


3. Clear the Back Up On Wireless option.


Manage storage capacity for Desktop/Laptop clients
The most important consideration in successfully maintaining Avamar Desktop/
Laptop is capacity management. An appropriately managed Avamar server achieves
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steady state when storage capacity is well below the capacity warning threshold,
which is 80% of storage capacity.


You achieve steady state operation when the average data sent to the Avamar server
is less than or equal to the average data removed from the multi-node server. Steady
state system on page 31 provides more information.


As a multi-node server enters the range of 85% to 100% of storage capacity,
performance degradation occurs. If storage capacity reaches 100%, the Avamar
server transitions to a read-only state. This transition protects the integrity of the
data already stored on the server. Avamar capacity thresholds on page 29 provides
more information.


A server cannot achieve steady state and will exceed storage capacity for the
following circumstances:


l Clients back up more than the initial backup size limit


l Clients exceed the daily data change rate limit


l Garbage collection fails


Manage storage capacity for Avamar Desktop/ Laptop clients.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about capacity
management. This guide provides detailed descriptions of the features, functions, and
tools available to assist you with correctly monitoring and managing server storage
capacity.


Ensure adequate initialization time for Wake-on-Lan
backups


Both Windows and Mac OS X offer power management features to reduce power
consumption and save energy. If you use Wake-on-Lan (WoL) network technology to
remotely power on or wake up a computer before a scheduled backup starts, ensure
client systems have adequate initialization time.


Best practices for Wake-on-Lan backups


l Ensure that power management settings for client computers do not return the
client to a powered-down or sleep state before the Avamar system receives the
backup request.


l Depending on the number of clients you back up, the Avamar system may queue
clients while waiting for processing.


l Schedule WoL backups so that clients are powered on or awake before a
connection is available.
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CHAPTER 10


Other Avamar Administration Best Practices


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Protecting the Avamar server............................................................................ 82
l Changing passwords.......................................................................................... 82
l Using Avamar Client Manager............................................................................ 83
l Enabling the Email Home feature....................................................................... 84
l Using EMC Secure Remote Support solution..................................................... 84
l Assigning users.................................................................................................. 84
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Protecting the Avamar server
Deploy an Avamar server in a protected network and not one exposed to the Internet.
Even when you deploy an Avamar server in an internal network, protect the server by
a firewall to prevent unauthorized access to the nodes that comprise the server.
Protect the Avamar server from the Internet by providing full firewall protection.


Use of an uninterruptible power supply with Avamar


Under some circumstances, an unclean shutdown of an Avamar server can result in
data inconsistencies, which a rollback can recover from, but results in the loss of
backups that complete after the last successful checkpoint. There are various ways
Avamar servers can experience unclean shutdowns, many of which are preventable.
They include the following cases:


l Unexpected site-wide power outages.


l Not performing a clean shutdown before planned power outages.


l Not connecting the Avamar Data Store redundant power system to independent
power sources, or using incorrect shutdown procedures.


Avamar systems are not synchronously protected against unexpected power loss.
Avamar nodes have dual power supplies, so use an uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
to achieve full protection against power loss. We recommend the use of redundant
power supplies to the Avamar systems that are connected to separate sources, with
one of them being protected with a UPS.


After a power outage has occurred and while the system is being protected by the
UPS, run a checkpoint in preparation for shutting down the system. Use the proper
shutdown procedure from the Knowledgebase article KB000470486, Instructions to
safely shut down and restart an Avamar grid during maintenance, available from Online
Support.


Best practices for using a UPS with Avamar


l Connect redundant power to separate sources with one of the sources being
backed by UPS.


l Use proper shutdown procedures.


l Ensure daily integrity checks are successful, should a rollback be required.


l Deploy a UPS for the Avamar server hardware to protect against data loss caused
by unplanned power outages.


Changing passwords
If you have not changed Avamar passwords from the factory default values, use the
change-passwords utility to change them.


The following table lists Avamar user accounts and SSH keys that require password
changes.
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Table 17 Avamar user accounts and SSH keys


Type Username


Operating system user accounts l root


l admin


l dpn


SSH keys l admin_key


l rootid


Root-level software application user accounts l root


l MCUser


l replonly


Change the passwords for all these user accounts. Changing only the passwords for
the operating system users does not sufficiently prevent someone from logging in to
Avamar server nodes. If you have not changed the two SSH keys, someone could use
the factory-default SSH keys to log in to the Avamar server. The Avamar
Administration Guide provides more information about changing Avamar passwords.


Best practice for default passwords
Change all factory default passwords except the passwords for the backuponly,
restoreonly, and backuprestore software application users.


Using Avamar Client Manager
Avamar Client Manager is a web-based management application that provides
centralized Avamar client administration capabilities for larger businesses and
enterprises. You start Avamar Client Manager from the Backup & Recovery Manager
user interface by using the launch feature.


For environments that include many clients, use Avamar Client Manager to simplify
the following tasks:


l Activating clients


l Moving clients to new domain on same Avamar server


l Removing a client from a group on same Avamar server


l Moving a client to a new group on same Avamar server


l Moving client to new Avamar server


l Reporting with backup and restore summary


l Retiring clients


l Deleting clients


l Upgrading client software (requires the 7.2 plug-in)


Best practice for using Avamar Client Manager


Use Avamar Client Manager to help manage large numbers of Avamar clients. The
Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about Avamar Client Manager.
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Enabling the Email Home feature
When configured and enabled, the Email Home feature, including ConnectEMC,
automatically emails configuration, capacity, and general system information to
Customer Service once daily, and critical alerts in near-real time on an as-needed
basis.


Enable this feature on all Avamar servers. The Avamar Administration Guide provides
more information. The Email Home feature is offered as part of the server
maintenance plan. However, it is offered with the following understanding:


l There is no guaranteed service level agreement for monitoring Email Home
messages. You must assume primary responsibility for monitoring the Avamar
systems.


l Support cases are automatically opened for issues that affect the backup
infrastructure (Avamar server) such as a failed hfscheck. Support cases are not
opened for issues with backup operations such as failed backups.


l Customer Service will not proactively alert you of problems, such as a server down
or a disabled schedule, that prevent Email Home messages from being sent.


Using EMC Secure Remote Support solution
EMC Secure Remote Support Gateway (ESRS) is an IP-based automated connect
home and remote support solution. The ESRS IP solution creates both a unified
architecture and a common point of access for remote support activities.


To simplify remote support of Avamar servers, install the EMC Secure Remote
Gateway. It is integrated with ConnectEMC.


The use of the ESRS IP solution enables Customer Service to perform the following
functions:


l Log in through the EMC Secure Remote Gateway to troubleshoot problems, which
eliminates the need for WebEX sessions.


l Begin work on critical issues soon after a ConnectEMC notification of a problem is
received.


Best practice for EMC Secure Remote Support
Enable ESRS.


The EMC Secure Remote Support IP Solution Security Management and Certificate
Policy: Frequently Asked Questions, which is available from EMC Online Support,
provides more information.


Assigning users
The Avamar software includes access audit logging capability. The broad intent of this
feature is to maintain a log of every action taken on vital system components/objects.


The data in this log enables enterprises that deploy Avamar to perform the following
functions:


l Enforce security policies


l Follow up on security breaches or deviations from policies
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l Hold appropriate users accountable for those actions


Best practices for assigning users


l Assign each Avamar administrator, operator, or user a unique login credential.
Ensure that all users log in to the Avamar system by using those unique login
credentials rather than the default Avamar application root and MCUser users.


l Work with Customer Service to set up External Authentication so that all Avamar
administrators, operators, and users can log in to the Avamar server with Active
Directory, LDAP, or NIS login credentials. The Avamar Administration Guide
provides more information.
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CHAPTER 11


Using Data Domain Systems


This chapter includes the following topics:


l Network bandwidth recommendations ..............................................................88
l Configuration best practices...............................................................................91
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Network bandwidth recommendations
Before you add a Data Domain system to an Avamar configuration, ensure that the
infrastructure provides adequate network bandwidth for backups and Avamar
maintenance activities.


Network bandwidth in an Avamar configuration has the most impact on Avamar client
backups to a Data Domain system and Avamar server maintenance activities. The
process that sends Avamar client metadata to the Avamar server has less impact on
the network bandwidth.


To measure the network bandwidth between the Avamar server and Data Domain
system, use the iperf utility. The iperf utility is available on the Avamar server, on
the Data Domain system, and from the Internet:


l On an Avamar server, the Linux operating system includes the iperf utility
in /usr/local/avamar/bin.


l On a Data Domain system, the Data Domain Operating System (DD OS) includes
the iperf utility.


l For Avamar clients, download the iperf utility from the Internet.


Use the iperf utility to test the network bandwidth
For the most comprehensive results, run the iperf utility in server mode on the
Avamar server and in client mode on the Data Domain system. Then run the iperf
utility in server mode on the Data Domain system and in client mode on the Avamar
server. Run the iperf utility several times to verify the consistency of the results.


Procedure


1. Run the iperf utility in server mode on the Avamar server by typing the
following command:


iperf -s -w 256k


2. Run the iperf utility in client mode on the Avamar server by typing the
following command:


iperf -c iperf-server-name -w 256k


where iperf-server-name is the iperf server.


To view statistics for every second, add the -i 1 option.


3. Run the iperf utility in server mode on the Data Domain system by typing the
following command:


net iperf server window-size 256K


4. Run the iperf utility in client mode on the Data Domain system by typing the
following command:


net iperf client iperf-server-name window-size 256K


where iperf-server-name is the iperf server.


To view statistics for every second, add the interval 1 option.
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Recommended network bandwidth
For a 1-gigabit connection to the Data Domain server, a network bandwidth of 800
Mbps/sec or greater is sufficient for client backups. A number less than 800
Mbps/sec can cause a network bottleneck and limit the throughput to a Data Domain
system.


For a 10-gigabit connection to the Data Domain server, the network bandwidth of 5
Gbps/sec or greater is sufficient for client backups. A number less than 3 Gbps/sec
can cause a network bottleneck on certain Data Domain systems models.


If the network bandwidth results are insufficient for the Avamar client and Data
Domain system, review the information on the Status > Stats page in the Data
Domain Enterprise Manager. This page shows network, nfs, and disk throughput. The
DD OS 5.1 Administration Guide provides more information about viewing system
statistics.


Example iperf utility sessions


The following examples display output from the iperf utility when you use iperf to
test bidirectional-network bandwidth between a Data Domain system and an Avamar
client.


Data Domain as iperf client and Avamar client as iperf server
The following example shows the iperf utility output from a Data Domain as the
iperf client and an Avamar client as the iperf server.


Example criteria:


l iperf server—Avamar client


l iperf server—Avamar client


l Connection—1 gigabit


sysadmin@datadomain1# net iperf client clidev02.lab.com window-
size 256K
------------------------------------------------------------
Client connecting to clidev02.lab.com, TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 512 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 3] local 192.168.0.10 port 56276 connected with 192.168.0.11
port 5001
[ 3] 0.0-10.0 sec 1.09 GBytes 938 Mbits/sec
sysadmin@datadomain1#


root@clidev02# iperf -s -w 256k
------------------------------------------------------------
Server listening on TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 264 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 4] local 192.168.0.11 port 5001 connected with 192.168.0.10
port 56276
[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth
[ 4] 0.0-10.0 sec 1.09 GBytes 938 Mbits/sec


Data Domain as iperf server and Avamar client as iperf client
The following example shows the iperf utility output from a Data Domain as the
iperf server and an Avamar client as the iperf client.
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Example criteria:


l iperf server—Data Domain system


l iperf client—Avamar client


l Connection—1 gigabit


sysadmin@datadomain1# net iperf server window-size 256K
------------------------------------------------------------
Server listening on TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 512 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 4] local 192.168.0.10 port 5001 connected with 192.168.0.11
port 52347
[ 4] 0.0-10.0 sec 1.09 GBytes 937 Mbits/sec
root@clidev02# iperf -c datadomain1.lab.com -w 256k
------------------------------------------------------------
Client connecting to datadomain1.lab.com, TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 264 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 3] local 192.168.0.11 port 52347 connected with 192.168.0.10
port 5001
[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth
[ 3] 0.0-10.0 sec 1.09 GBytes 936 Mbits/sec


Data Domain as iperf client and Avamar client as iperf server
The following example shows the iperf utility output from a Data Domain as the
iperf client and an Avamar client as the iperf server.


Example criteria:


l iperf server—Avamar client


l iperf client—Data Domain system


l Connection—10 gigabit


sysadmin@datadomain4# net iperf client clidev02.lab.com window-
size 256K
------------------------------------------------------------
Client connecting to clidev02.lab.com, TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 512 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 3] local 192.168.0.12 port 37368 connected with 192.168.0.11
port 5001
[ 3] 0.0-10.0 sec 7.82 GBytes 6.71 Gbits/sec
sysadmin@datadomain4#


root@clidev02# iperf -s -w 256k
------------------------------------------------------------
Server listening on TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 264 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 4] local 192.168.0.11 port 5001 connected with 192.168.0.12
port 37368
[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth
[ 4] 0.0-10.0 sec 7.82 GBytes 6.71 Gbits/sec
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Data Domain as the iperf server and Avamar client as iperf client
The following example shows the iperf utility output from a Data Domain as the
iperf server and an Avamar client as the iperf client.


Example criteria:


l iperfserver—Data Domain system


l iperf client—Avamar client


l Connection—10 gigabit


sysadmin@datadomain4# net iperf server window-size 256K
------------------------------------------------------------
Server listening on TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 512 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 4] local 192.168.0.12 port 5001 connected with 192.168.0.11
port 52351
[ 4] 0.0-10.0 sec 9.70 GBytes 8.33 Gbits/sec
root@clidev02# iperf -c datadomain4.lab.com -w 256k
------------------------------------------------------------
Client connecting to datadomain4.lab.com, TCP port 5001
TCP window size: 264 KByte (WARNING: requested 256 KByte)
------------------------------------------------------------
[ 3] local 192.168.0.11 port 52351 connected with 192.168.0.12
port 5001
[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth
[ 3] 0.0-10.0 sec 9.70 GBytes 8.32 Gbits/sec
root@clidev02#


Configuration best practices
The following topics cover configuration best practices for Data Domain systems and
Data Domain Archivers.


Use fully qualified domain names


Assign fully qualified domain names (FQDN) to the Data Domain system before you
add it to an Avamar configuration. Adhere to the following guidelines when you
configure the Data Domain system:


l Do not use the IP address of the Data Domain system. Use of an IP address
instead of the hostname can limit the ability to route duplication traffic.


l Use forward and reverse DNS lookup for the Avamar server, Avamar clients, and
the Data Domain system.


l Use DNS to resolve hostnames to routable IP addresses.


l Use host files to resolve hostnames to non-routable IP addresses.


l Do not create secondary hostnames for alternate or local IP interfaces.


Review the amount of files in the MTree
Avamar creates a single container for each backup when backing up a file system to
Data Domain, which helps in handling many small files. Note, however, that the DD
Boost and DD OS are not designed to handle backups of a very large amount of small
files, or backups of more than 5,000 clients on a single Avamar server. The best use
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for the Avamar integration with Data Domain systems is in data centers that back up a
few large files.


For an MTree that contains a very large amount of small files, the following issue can
occur due to the expiration of a two minute timeout period:


l Avamar checkpoint and rollback processes on a Data Domain system can fail if the
Data Domain system contains more than 400,000 directories or files below the cur
directory or in any checkpoint directory.


Do not modify the MTree
The DD OS protects an MTree so that only the DD Boost account has read/write
privileges to the MTree. Do not modify the MTree structure by using SSH from the DD
OS command line, NFS, CIFS, or the Data Domain Enterprise Manager. Modifications
to the MTree by using any one of these methods can result in failed backups, restores,
or Avamar server maintenance operations.


The Avamar software controls additions, modifications, and deletions to the Data
Domain system by using the DD Boost library. Do not manually add, modify, or delete
the contents of an MTree. Doing so can cause irreversible consistency problems
between the Avamar server and Data Domain system.


Specify the maximum number of data streams
Avamar clients that support Data Domain systems as a storage device can use multiple
data streams during backups and restores. For example, the Avamar Plug-in for SQL
Server, the Avamar Plug-in for SharePoint VSS, and the Avamar Plug-in for Exchange
VSS use one stream for each backup or restore. The Avamar Plug-in for Oracle can
use 1 to 6 streams.


The number of streams you specify depends on the number of backups that you plan
to run simultaneously. Adhere to the following guidelines when you add a Data Domain
system to an Avamar configuration:


l Specify the total amount of streams that the specific model of the Data Domain
supports if only one Avamar server uses the Data Domain system.


l Specify a subset of streams that the specific model of the Data Domain system
supports if multiple Avamar servers or other third-party applications share the
Data Domain system.


Evaluate storage requirements
When you configure Avamar to use a Data Domain system that third-party applications
also use, carefully evaluate the amount of storage you need for Avamar data. Ensure
that enough storage is available for both Avamar data and the third-party applications.


Synchronize the time
Use an Network Time Protocol (NTP) to synchronize the system time on the Avamar
server and the Data Domain system.


Restore backups with the Use SQL REPLACE option
When you restore SQL Server backups from a Data Domain system, always select the
Use SQL REPLACE option checkbox and clear the Tail-log backup checkbox.


The Avamar for SQL Server User Guide provides more information about these options.
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Space requirements for replication configurations
Avamar replication configurations that include Data Domain systems or Data Domain
Archivers must have enough storage space to accommodate replication. After
replicating data to a Data Domain system or Data Domain Archiver, ensure that you
have at least 10% of free space.


Data movement policies
To best use the storage space on a Data Domain Archiver, do not configure a data
movement policy unless you thoroughly understand this feature. The following Data
Domain Archiver use case provides more information.


Use case for Data Domain Archiver


A user wants to store Avamar backups that have long retention periods on a Data
Domain Archiver. The user performs the following steps:


l Configures an Avamar dataset to expire in seven years.


l Creates a data movement policy on the Data Domain Archiver for the MTree that
hosts the Avamar backups.


l Specifies an age threshold of six months in the data movement policy for the
Avamar backup files.


The six-month age threshold setting causes Data Domain Archiver to move Avamar
backups on the active tier to the archive tier. When the archive tier is full, Data
Domain Archiver seals the archive tier. Sealed archive tiers are read-only.


When the Data Domain Archiver seals an archive tier that contains Avamar backups,
the backups expire on the Avamar server. The Data Domain Archiver, therefore,
cannot reclaim the space that was allocated for the Avamar backups.


The DD860 Archiver Administration Guide DD OS 5.1 provides more information about
configuring the data movement policy.
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Isilon overview
Isilon is a scale-out network-attached storage (NAS) system, commonly referred to as
a cluster. A single Isilon storage cluster comprises three to 144 nodes. These nodes are
rack-mountable servers with memory, CPU, networking, Non-Volatile Random Access
Memory (NVRAM), InfiniBand interconnects, and disks.


Each server node is built by using commodity hardware, memory, and disks. A private
InfiniBand network backend connects the nodes. The Isilon OneFS operating system
powers the Isilon hardware. The OneFS operating system enables data protection,
automated data balancing and migration, and the ability to add storage and
performance without system downtime. In addition, you do not need to create
partitions or volumes. OneFS is a fully distributed single-namespace file system that
spans all nodes in the cluster. The file system is accessible by clients that connect to
any node in the cluster.


To the user, all the storage from all nodes in a cluster looks like a single big volume.
The amount of storage space on an Isilon system can scale up to 20 PB.


Note


4 TB/drive * 36 drives/node * 144 nodes = 20.7 PB


Isilon storage systems store unstructured data in high performance computing
environments. Some of the industries that use Isilon storage systems include the
following types:


l Financial services


l Internet and hosting services


l Business intelligence


l Engineering


l Manufacturing


l Media and entertainment


l Bioinformatics


l Scientific research


Types of unstructured data include files, such as video, audio, image, MS Word, Excel
worksheets, and so forth. Types of structured data include database objects, such as
tables, indexes, views, and so forth.


Specific details about all Isilon platforms are available from Online Support.


Configuration
This topic describes how to configure an Isilon storage cluster with one or more
Avamar NDMP Accelerator nodes.


The following figure shows a simple configuration that includes an Isilon storage
cluster, one Avamar NDMP Accelerator node, one Avamar Data Store, and one Data
Domain system.
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Figure 8 Isilon configuration with Avamar and Data Domain


Accelerator nodes are available with up to 48 GB of RAM for normal and high-density
file systems. The following table lists configuration requirements for the environment
that includes a 300 TB Isilon cluster, accelerator node, an Avamar Data Store system,
and a Data Domain system.


Table 18 Requirements for Isilon NAS device and Avamar configuration


Resource Requirements


Connection between the Isilon cluster and the
Avamar NDMP Accelerator nodes


LAN


Connection between the Avamar NDMP
Accelerator node and the Avamar Data Store


LAN or WAN


Network interface 1Gb (Gen4S) and 10 Gb(Gen4T) between
NAS device, Avamar NDMP Accelerator
nodes, Avamar Data Store, and Data Domain.


Number of Avamar NDMP Accelerator nodes l Minimum of 1 accelerator node per every
1x4 Avamar Data Store configuration.


l Maximum of 4 accelerator nodes per
every 1x16 Avamar Data Store
configuration.


The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide provides more information
about configuring the Isilon storage cluster for use with Avamar NDMP Accelerator.


Guidelines for configuring the Avamar environment


l Be aware that sharing the Avamar Data Store with other clients can have negative
effects. An Avamar Data Store that you use for client backups other than Isilon
backups, affects ingestion rate and capacity:


n Ingestion rate


If you run other client backups at the same time as an Isilon backup, then the
ability to ingest Isilon data is affected. The issue is more pronounced for level 0
backups than for level 1 backups.
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n Capacity


If you store client data on the Avamar Data Store other than Isilon data, the
available capacity is limited for Isilon data.


l Limit the number of accelerators to 4:


n The number of Avamar nodes impacts the number of accelerator nodes that
you can configure.


n Use of more than 4 streams per accelerator provides minimal incremental
improvement.


Performance scalability metrics on page 105 provide more information.


Backups
You can perform both on-demand and scheduled backups by using the Avamar NDMP
Accelerator plug-in with Avamar Administrator.


Note


To perform on-demand backups, you must create a browse user account on the Isilon
system. The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide provides more
information about creating this account.


The root directory on an Isilon storage cluster is named /ifs. A tier of directories
under /ifs are known as the top-level directories (TLDs). The following figure shows
the /ifs with three TLDs: audio, images, and video.


Figure 9 Isilon root directory and three TLDs


To back up data from the Isilon file system, you select one or more TLDs or
subdirectories in a TLD to back up specific directories. Be cautious when you select
subdirectories in a TLD for backup. A backup of a subdirectory does not include files
that are located above the subdirectory.


Avamar Administrator enables you to browse the file system below the volume level (/
ifs). Avamar Administrator.


The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide provides more information
about backing up data.


Best practices for backing up Isilon
Follow these best practices for backing up Isilon:


l Avoid backing up /ifs in its entirety as one backup. A backup of /ifs, depending
on its size, can take a long time to complete.
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l To back up files in /ifs, you must exclude all TLDs and subdirectories. Exclude
lists for Isilon backups on page 99 provides more information about creating
exclude lists.


l Do not back up a single file. You can, however, put a single file in a subdirectory,
and then back up the subdirectory.


l Do not include hardlinks across separately backed-up directories.


The backup of a file, which has hardlinks across multiple directories, includes
multiple copies of the file. When you restore this backup, you restore multiple
copies of the same file. The restore does not handle hardlinks across backups.


l Be careful when renaming subdirectories or moving TLDs. If you move or rename a
subdirectory or TLD, the next incremental backup includes the directories that you
moved and all descendents.


For example, if you rename a directory from Videos/Projects to Videos/
Tasks, the next incremental backup you perform will resort to a full backup.


l Directories must be organized to distribute cumulative size evenly whenever
possible.


l To provide application consistent recovery, the application data must reside in a
single directory tree.


Exclude lists for Isilon backups
Use an exclude list to specify one or more directories from an Isilon backup.


You can specify an exclude list for an on-demand backup, in a dataset for a scheduled
backup, or with the avndmp command from the command line. The directory path
must conform to the following format:


root-dir:subdir[,subdir,...]


where:


l root-dir is the root directory. Separate the root directory from subdirectories by a
colon (:).


l subdir is a subdirectory. Separate multiple subdirectories by commas (,).


The length of a directory path must not exceed 1024 characters.


The following example shows a properly-formed directory path that excludes two
directories, /ifs/backup_dir2/relative_path_2_1 and /ifs/backup_dir2/
relative_path_2_2:


/ifs/backup_dir2:/relative_path_2_1,/relative_path_2_2
An exclude list you create in a dataset for an incremental backup must be the same as
an exclude list you create in a dataset for a full backup.


When full and incremental exclude lists differ, the course of action an incremental
backup takes depends on the type of incremental backup you specify.


l If you specify the Prefer incremental, but do a Full if required option, a full
backup runs.


l If you specify the Force an incremental (level 1) dump option, the incremental
backup fails.
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Note


To ensure the exclude lists for full and incremental backups are exactly the same, use
a copy and paste strategy.


Setting up an exclude list for an on-demand backup
To exclude directories from an on-demand backup, you can specify the --
[avndmp]isilon-exclude flag and one or more directories to exclude by using the
More button in the Backup Command Line Options dialog box.


Procedure


1. From the Backup Command Line Options dialog box, click More.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields.


2. In the Enter Attribute field, type the following flag:


--[avndmp]isilon-exclude


3. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type the exclude list. For example to exclude
the /ifs/backup_dir2/relative_path_2_1 from the backup, you would
type the directory path by using the following format:


/ifs/backup_dir2:/relative_path_2_1


4. Click +.


The --[avndmp]isilon-exclude flag and value appear in the area below
the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute Value fields. The following figure
shows the Backup Command Line Options dialog box after you add the --
[avndmp]isilon-exclude flag and value.
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Figure 10 Backup Command Line Options window


Setting up an exclude list for a scheduled backup
To exclude directories from a scheduled backup, you can specify the --
[avndmp]isilon-exclude flag and one or more directories to exclude by using the
Options tab in the New Dataset dialog box.


Procedure


1. From the New Dataset dialog box, select the Options tab.


The dialog box expands to display the Enter Attribute and Enter Attribute
Value fields.


2. In the Enter Attribute field, type the following flag:


--[avndmp]isilon-exclude


3. In the Enter Attribute Value field, type the exclude list.


For example to exclude the /ifs/backup_dir2/relative_path_2_1 from
the backup, you would type the directory by using the following format:


/ifs/backup_dir2:/relative_path_2_1


4. Click +.


The option and value appear in the area below the Enter Attribute and Enter
Attribute Value fields. The following figure shows the New Dataset dialog box
after you add the --[avndmp]isilon-exclude option and value.
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Figure 11 New Dataset window


5. Click OK.


Note


The Avamar NDMP Accelerator plug-in does not support the creation of
exclude or include lists from the Exclusions tab or Inclusions tab of the New
Dataset dialog box.


Multi-streaming backups
You can back up multiple directories in parallel by specifying the number of data
streams for a backup. The default number of streams is 4. The recommended number
of streams is 8. You can reduce the number of streams if there is too much load on the
server.


Multi-streaming backups can comprise TLDs, TLDs and subdirectories, or just
subdirectories. The following figure shows the Backup tab after the user selects two
TLDs and three subdirectories for a backup.
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Figure 12 Backup selection comprising TLDs and subdirectories


Avamar Administrator displays a checkbox next to items available for backup.


l A checkbox with a check mark indicates that the item is marked for backup.


l A checkbox that is filled with the color green indicates that an item within the
directory is marked for backup.


l An empty checkbox indicates that the item is not marked for backup.


You can specify multiple streams for an on-demand backup or in a dataset for a
scheduled backup by selecting the number of streams from the Maximum
Concurrent Data Streams list. When you run a multi-stream backup, Avamar runs a
separate backup for each stream. For example, if you select 8 items for a backup and
select 8 streams, Avamar runs 8 backups in parallel. If you select 10 items for a backup
and select 8 streams, Avamar runs 8 backups in parallel. The 2 remaining backups start
as soon as a backup stream becomes available.


You must define a multi-streaming backup at the TLD.
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Replication target backups
You can back up a replication target for an Isilon storage cluster by using the Avamar
NDMP Accelerator plug-in.


Backups after renaming a TLD
After you rename a TLD, you must perform a full backup. Before you perform the full
backup, add the new TLD name to the list of TLDs to back up and remove the old
name from the backup list.


Backups after moving a TLD inside an existing TLD
After you move a previously backed up TLD inside an existing TLD, the next
incremental backup for the existing TLD includes the full contents of the moved TLD
in the incremental data stream. You must remove the name of the “moved” TLD from
the backup list.


Restores
You can restore data to an Isilon storage cluster by using the Avamar NDMP
Accelerator plug-in with Avamar Administrator. The Backup, Restore and Manage
window in Avamar Administrator enables you to find an Isilon backup by specifying a
date or by specifying a file or a directory path. The second method requires that you
know the name of the file or directory.


The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide provides more information
about restoring data.


Best practice for restoring Isilon
Do not restore the /ifs root directory in its entirety. Avoid performing a restore
of /ifs in its entirety because the /ifs/.ifsvar directory contains system
configuration files. A restore to the /ifs/.ifsvar directory can overwrite the
existing system configuration and cause cluster problems.


Multi-streaming restores
The Avamar NDMP Accelerator plug-in enables you to specify 1 to 8 multiple data
streams for a restore operation. You specify the number of streams for the restore by
selecting a value from the Maximum Concurrent Data Streams list in the Restore
Command Line Options dialog box.


Cross-platform restores
The Avamar NDMP Accelerator plug-in enables you to perform cross-platform
restores. A cross-platform restore restores an Isilon backup directly to CIFS mounts
on a Windows system or NFS mounts on a Linux system. A cross-platform restore
does not restore folder and file ACLs, or Windows alternate data streams.


A cross-platform restore handles sparse files by only backing up blocks with data and
skipping the sparse blocks. The restore uses the sparse map from the backup to
properly recover the data blocks.
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You perform a cross-platform restore by selecting the Restore everything to a
different location option in the Restore Options dialog box and specifying the target
client for the restore. The Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NAS Systems User Guide
provides more information about restoring Isilon data to a different client.


Concurrent backups and restores
For backups and restores, Isilon supports up to 64 concurrent NDMP sessions per
node. We recommend 8 concurrent NDMP backups or restores.


Each backup session may use up to 512 MB of memory on the Isilon system. Too many
concurrent NDMP backup sessions may run out of memory and slow down the
backups.


Performance scalability metrics
Optimal backup and restore performance depends on the hardware configuration, the
size of the TLDs, and the number of backup or restore data streams.


The initial backup of an Isilon cluster at the TLD level results in a full (level 0) backup.
All subsequent incremental (level 1) backups save all data that has changed since the
last backup. Those level 1 backups are synthesized into a full image for recovery
purposes.


The test results that follow can help you determine the best backup and restore
strategy to obtain optimal performance.


Isilon backups to and restores from Avamar Data Store


The following table lists configuration information for the test environment that was
used to obtain performance metrics for backups to and restores from an Avamar Data
Store.


Table 19 Configuration for testing Isilon backups to and restores from an Avamar Data Store


Hardware Configuration details


Isilon system l OneFS v7.0.1.2


l 3 cluster nodes (X200 2U Single 24 GB)


l 55.2 TB total storage


Avamar NDMP Accelerator l 3 x Gen 4S


l 32 GB memory


l 2 x CPU


l Avamar NDMP Accelerator version:
7.0.100


Avamar Data Store l Gen 4S


l 7.8 TB


l Avamar server version: 7.0.0


The following list describes the data characteristics for these performance tests:
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l 4 TB dataset size with 100% unique, uncompressible data


l 5 MB average file size


l Data distributed across 32 directories


l Each directory size = 128 GB


l Approximately 800,000 files and 60,000 directories


The following tables extrapolate performance results for backups and restores of a
100 TB Isilon cluster. These results are from backup and restore operations performed
in a lab environment. Actual backup and restore performance results in your
environment can vary.


The following table shows backup performance results for level 0 backups.


Table 20 Performance results for level 0 backups to an Avamar Data Store


Avamar Data
Store type


Number of
accelerators


Number of
streams


Throughput Backup time


1 x 4 1 4 320 GB/hr 13 days


1 x 8 1 4 345 GB/hr 12 days


1 x 8 2 8 574 GB/hr 7.2 days


1 x 8 3 8 577 GB/hr 7.2 days


The following table shows backup performance results for level 1 backups. Backup
data comprised 10% changed and 1% new.


Table 21 Performance results for level 1 backups to an Avamar Data Store


Avamar
Data Store
type


Number of
accelerator
s


Number of
streams


Effective
throughput


Actual
throughput


Backup
time


1 x 8 1 8 371 GB/hr 39.01 GB/hr 25 hours


1 x 8 2 8 743 GB/hr 77.64 GB/hr 13 hours


1 x 8 3 8 1069 GB/hr 116.2 GB/hr 9.3 hours


The following table shows restore performance.


Table 22 Performance results for restore operations from an Avamar Data Store


Number of streams Number of accelerators Throughput


8 1 261 GB/hr


8 2 573 GB/hr


8 779 GB/hr


Summary of performance testing
You can connect multiple accelerator nodes to an Isilon cluster.


Optimal accelerator node configuration:
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l Level 0 backups with 2 accelerator nodes obtain approximately 570 GB/hr
throughput. This throughput is obtained by using Avamar Data Store 1x8 or larger
configurations.


l Level 1 backups with 4 accelerator nodes per Isilon cluster obtain the following
throughput:


n Effective throughput of 1.2 to 1.4 TBs/hr (scan plus data transfer)


n Actual throughput of 120 to 140 GBs/hr (new data transfer)


Dense file systems (numerous files) take significantly longer to back up than file
system that have less files.
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Preface


As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This guide provides an introduction to the Avamar Orchestra REST API for
multisystems management, including the Orchestra web UI and the Swagger
interface.


Audience
This publication is primarily intended for administrators who oversee multiple Avamar
servers. Administrators should be familiar with the general principles of the Avamar
REST API, and with the basic concepts that are available through the Avamar Web
User Interface.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Table 1 Revision history


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l Avamar Release Notes


l Avamar Administration Guide


l Avamar REST API Getting Started Guide
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Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, results in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices that are not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example
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Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature
overview, operational task, and technical reference information. To supplement the
information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


l Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a
release.


l Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including
step-by-step tasks, where necessary.


l White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products
as applied to critical business issues or requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by
solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.


3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can
limit the search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box
and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts,
conversations, and content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage
online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on
the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create
Service Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.
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Note


To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions
about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service
Center panel, and then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to
Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction and Installation


This chapter contains the following topics:


l About Orchestra................................................................................................. 12
l Installation.......................................................................................................... 14
l Best practices.....................................................................................................16
l Troubleshooting..................................................................................................16
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About Orchestra
The Orchestra REST API extends the native Avamar server REST API to facilitate the
management of multiple Avamar servers. After you register each Avamar server with
Orchestra, the API provides a single point of interface for management operations
that you can perform on the registered servers, individually or as a group:


l Implementing common backup policies.


Orchestra enables you to centrally define and manage common backup policies
across a group of servers, down to the level of datasets, schedules, and retention
policies. The common backup policy propagates to each selected server, where it
runs like other local policies. Where the master and local copies of a common
policy differ, Orchestra can provide a side-by-side comparison.


l Monitoring server events, status, and activities from a centralized location.


Orchestra regularly collects health information from the registered servers and
presents this data in a summary format. You can browse the registered servers to
review their activity logs and statistics without having to connect to each server
individually.


Orchestra transparently manages the connections to the REST API interfaces of all
registered Avamar servers, including the authentication tokens. Use the proxy API to
interact directly with individual servers where necessary.


Architecture
Orchestra's multiple APIs provide access to different aspects of Avamar management.
From an administrator's perspective, Orchestra web application and REST API
translate group operations into appropriate REST API commands for the registered
Avamar servers.


Orchestra Web UI on page 19 provides more information about the Orchestra web
application. The Orchestra web user interface (web UI) provides a starting point for
multiple-systems management and demonstrates the potential of the Orchestra REST
API. This interface is closely modeled on the Avamar Web User Interface (AUI).


Orchestra REST API on page 39 provides more information about the different
Orchestra APIs, how to learn more about the available commands, and examples of
basic commands.
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Figure 1 Orchestra architecture
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System requirements
The following table defines the minimum system requirements to install Orchestra:


Table 3 System requirements


Requirement Value


Operating system SLES 12 (physical or virtual)


Java Runtime Environment 1.8 or later


Memory 8 GB or greater


Processors Minimum two


To preserve server performance, Dell EMC does not recommend that you install
Orchestra on an Avamar utility node.
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Installation
The following topics describe how to obtain and install Orchestra installation, and then
perform important post-installation configuration.


Obtain the installation package
The Orchestra resides in the Downloads area of Avamar Web Restore.


In a web browser, type https://AvamarServer/dtlt/home.html. Navigate to
Downloads > Linux for x86 (64 bit) > SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (Console).


Download orchestra-version.x86_64.rpm, where version is the installed
Avamar software version.


Install Orchestra
Install the Orchestra package on the host and then change the default password.


Procedure


1. Ensure that the firewall rules which protect the Orchestra host allow traffic on
the service port, the SSH port, and, optionally, to the Orchestra Web UI.


The default service port is 9009. The Orchestra Web UI operates over HTTPS.


2. Open a command shell and log in to the Orchestra host as the root user.


3. Using SCP or a USB drive, copy the Orchestra package to a temporary location
on the host.


For example, /tmp.


4. Change directory to the temporary location.


For example, cd /tmp.


5. Install the Orchestra package by typing the following command:


rpm -ivh orchestra*.rpm


The SLES operating system installs and starts the Orchestra service.


6. In a web browser, type https://orchestrahost:9009
where orchestrahost is the Orchestra host.


The Orchestra login page opens.


7. Log in to Orchestra.


The default username is "admin". The default password is "changeme".


8. In the header pane, click  and then click Config.


The Orchestra configuration page opens.


9. Change the default password to a password of your choice.
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Install a custom HTTPS certificate
By default, Orchestra uses a self-signed certificate for HTTPS connections. As part of
installation, you can optionally supply a Java keystore file with your own certificate.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Orchestra host as the root user.


2. Using SCP or a USB drive, copy the keystore to the /opt/orchestra/
config directory on the host.


3. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /opt/orchestra/config


4. Change the keystore ownership by typing the following command:


chown orchestra:orchestra /opt/orchestra/config/keystore.jks
where keystore is the filename for the keystore that contains your certificate.


5. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, edit application-
production.properties.


6. Locate and complete the following parameters:


Parameter Description


server.ssl.key-store The location and name of the keystore
that contains your certificate.


server.ssl.key-store-
password


The password to open the keystore.


server.ssl.key-password The password for the stored certificate.


server.ssl.key-alias The certificate alias.


7. Save and close the file.


8. Restart the Orchestra service by typing the following commands:


service orchestra stop
service orchestra start


9. Verify that Orchestra supplies the new certificate for HTTPS connections.


Change the default service port
By default, Orchestra listens on port 9009. As part of installation, you can optionally
change the port number.


Note


Ensure that the firewall rules which protect the Orchestra host allow traffic on the
new service port.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Orchestra host as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:
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cd /opt/orchestra/config


3. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, edit application-
production.properties.


4. Locate and uncomment the server.port parameter.


5. Change the value for server.port to the new service port number.


6. Save and close the file.


7. Restart the Orchestra service by typing the following commands:


service orchestra stop
service orchestra start


8. Verify that Orchestra responds on the new service port.


Best practices
Observe the following practices for efficient operation:


l Protect the Orchestra host by backing up to an Avamar server, especially
the /opt/orchestra directory. This practice enables you to recover a lost
Orchestra host.


l Do not modify Orchestra policies by using the local tools on an Avamar server,
such as through Avamar Administrator or the AUI.


All Orchestra policies have the unique identification prefix orchestra- to
distinguish them from policies that are safe to edit through the local Avamar
interfaces.


l After installation, control the Orchestra service like any other Linux service. The
service responds to the following commands:


service orchestra [help|status|stop|start]
l When you add or edit an Avamar server, supply credentials for an Avamar software


administrative user account under the root domain. For example, the MCUser
account.


Troubleshooting
The Orchestra log files reside in the /opt/orchestra/log directory.


Examine the orchestra.log file for error and warning details.


Enable debug logging
To aid troubleshooting, you can enable extra logging detail and verbosity.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in to the Orchestra host as the root user.


2. Change directory by typing the following command:


cd /opt/orchestra/config


3. Using a Linux text editor, such as vi, edit application-
production.properties.
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4. Locate the line #logging.level.com.avamar.mc.orchestra=DEBUG.


Uncomment this line by removing the # symbol.


5. Save and close the file.


6. Restart the Orchestra service by typing the following commands:


service orchestra stop
service orchestra start
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CHAPTER 2


Orchestra Web UI


This chapter contains the following topics:


l Orchestra Web UI.............................................................................................. 20
l Access the Orchestra Web UI............................................................................ 20
l Navigation pane.................................................................................................. 21
l UI header pane....................................................................................................21
l System pane...................................................................................................... 22
l Policy pane.........................................................................................................24
l Activity Monitor................................................................................................. 32
l Event pane.........................................................................................................35
l Task pane...........................................................................................................37
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Orchestra Web UI
The Orchestra Web User Interface is a web management application that provides a
centralized location for managing and monitoring multiple Avamar servers.


The Orchestra Web UI builds on the layout and functionality of the AUI. Many
operations in the Orchestra Web UI have counterparts in the AUI. For these reasons,
Dell EMC recommends that administrators become familiar with the AUI before using
the Orchestra Web UI.


You can use the Orchestra Web UI to monitor backups, restore operations, and system
maintenance activities, and to configure backup policies and configure other system
settings.


You can administer multiple Avamar servers from the Orchestra Web UI.


The System pane appears when you log in to the UI. The System pane provides an at-
a-glance view of system status for all Avamar servers. A navigation pane provides
access to all functionality.


Access the Orchestra Web UI
Access the Orchestra Web UI through a Chrome web browser. To understand how the
Orchestra Web UI integrates with the Orchestra REST API, open the Developer Tools
in Chrome, and then check the network request for the Orchestra REST API.


Procedure


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://orchestrahost:9009


where orchestrahost is the DNS name or IP address of the Orchestra host.


Note


If the environment does not meet HTTPS certificate validation requirements,
the certificate validation fails and an error message is displayed asking if you
want to continue. Ignoring certificate validation might cause security issues.


2. In the Username field, type the username for the Orchestra administrator
(usually admin).


3. In the Password field, type the password for the Orchestra administrator.


4. Click Log In.


The System pane is displayed.


5. To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click .


The navigation pane opens and displays the available menu items.
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Navigation pane
Use the left navigation pane to quickly browse to different panes in the UI. The
navigation pane provides links that open other panes to perform tasks in the Orchestra
Web UI.


To open the navigation pane from anywhere in the UI, click . The navigation pane
opens and displays the available menu items.


To browse to another location in the UI, click a link in the navigation pane. This action
opens the menu item in the main window.


The links provide access to the following features in the Orchestra Web UI.


Table 4 Orchestra Web UI navigation pane


Navigation link Icon Available features


System Provides an at-a-glance view of server events, status, and
activities for all Avamar servers. You can also add, edit, or
delete an Avamar server.


Policy Create and manage groups, datasets, schedules, and
retention policies that you can apply to multiple Avamar
servers.


Activity Provides status and detailed information for backup,
restore, and backup validation activity.


Event Monitors operational status and server activity. Example
of Avamar events include client registration and
activation, successful and failed backups, and hard disk
status.


Task Monitors the status and result of the interactions between
Orchestra and the Avamar REST API.


UI header pane
The UI header pane resides at the top of the window. Within the UI header pane, the
user menu contains common controls that you can access from any area of the
interface.


The user menu provides access to the following information and tasks:


l Version and build details


l Swagger UI


l Password configuration


l Log out of the UI


View product information


To view version and build details, click  in the UI header pane, and then click About.
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Access the Swagger UI


To access the Swagger UI, click  in the UI header pane, and then click Help.


Change the Orchestra administrator password
Use the following procedure to change the password for the administrator account.


Procedure


1. In the UI header pane, click , and then click Config.


The Configuration panel is displayed.


2. In the Old password field, type the existing password for the Orchestra
administrator.


3. In the New password field, type the new password for the Orchestra
administrator.


4. In the Confirm password field, type the new password again.


5. To save the changes, click SUBMIT.


Log out of the Orchestra Web UI


To log out of the UI, click  in the UI header pane, and then click Logout.


System pane
The System pane provides an at-a-glance view of system status for all Avamar
servers. It also provides tools for the management of Avamar servers.


Use the System pane to monitor server events, status, and activities for an Avamar
server. You can also add an Avamar server, remove an Avamar server, or edit the
settings for an Avamar server.


Monitoring Avamar servers
The System pane provides access to high-level information about each Avamar
server.


The following table describes the information that is available in the System pane.


Table 5 Information available in the System pane


Information Description


Alias Unique identifier for the Avamar server.


Host Name Hostname or IP address of the Avamar server.


To access the AUI for a specific Avamar server, click the host name link.


Version Version of Avamar server software that is installed on the Avamar
server.


User Root or administrator user.


Status Current state of the Avamar server:
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Table 5 Information available in the System pane (continued)


Information Description


l Active indicates the server is healthy and running.


l Inactive indicates the Orchestra software cannot connect to the
Avamar server. If the server is inactive, check the health of the
server.


Events Indicates the number of unacknowledged system errors and warnings
that have occurred, as well as certain defined system alerts. The
following columns display this information:


l Critical event


l Error event


l Warning event


To clear these serious system errors and warnings (that is, reset the
count to zero), you must explicitly acknowledge them. You can


acknowledge an event from the Event pane.


To open the Event pane and view detailed information about critical,
error, or warning events, click the link in its respective column.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Activities Indicates the number of activities that are in a Waiting, Running,


Completed, or Failed state.


To view detailed information about warning, waiting, running, completed,
or failed activities, click the link in its respective column.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information.


Add an Avamar server
To enable management of an Avamar server in the Orchestra Web UI, add an Avamar
server.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.


2. To add an Avamar server, click ADD.


The Add Avamar System wizard is displayed and opens to the Connection
Information page.


3. In the Alias field, type the alias for the Avamar server.


4. In the Hostname field, type the IP address or fully qualified hostname of the
Avamar server.


5. In the Username field, type the username for an Avamar server.


6. In the Password field, type the password for the user.


7. In the Port field, type the port number for the Avamar REST API.


8. Click NEXT.


The Certification Information pane is displayed.
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9. Review the certificate details, and then select Accept Certificate.


10. Click ADD.


The Orchestra Web UI adds the Avamar server.


Edit an Avamar server
You can change the connection and certification information for an Avamar server.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.


2. Select an Avamar server from the list, and then click EDIT.


The Edit Avamar System wizard is displayed where you can modify the
connection and certification information for the Avamar server.


Delete an Avamar server
You can delete an Avamar server from the Orchestra Web UI.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click System.


The System pane is displayed.


2. Select the Avamar server that you want to remove, and then click DELETE.


A confirmation message appears.


3. Click OK.


Policy pane
The Policy pane enables you to create and manage a backup policy that can be applied
to multiple Avamar servers.


A backup policy automates backups and enforces consistent rules and system
behavior across an entire segment, or group of the user community. The dataset,
schedule, and retention policy comprise the backup policy. The backup policy controls
backup behavior of all members of the backup policy.


Use the Policy pane to add a backup policy, remove a backup policy, or edit an
existing backup policy.


Viewing policy details
You can view details for a backup policy that has been assigned to one or more
Avamar servers. The policy details that are described in the following table appear in
the Policy details panel.


Table 6 Policy details


Information Description


Basic information


Domain Full location in the Avamar server.
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Table 6 Policy details (continued)


Information Description


Name The name of the Orchestra policy that starts with the prefix
orchestra-


Enabled Whether Avamar can perform backups for the client. Regardless of this
setting, the client can restore files if a previous backup exists in the
system.


Override
schedule


Defines the available start times for clients that have the Override
group schedules setting enabled. This schedule is editable. Copies of


this schedule are not used with the Override group schedules
setting.


Avamars The Avamar servers that have the backup policy assigned to them.


If the backup policy exists on the Avamar server, then the Policy
exists on Avamar column indicates true. If the backup policy does


not exist on the Avamar server, then this column indicates false. This


situation might occur if the backup policy fails to publish to the Avamar
server, or if the administrative user deletes the policy in the AUI or
Avamar Administrator.


If settings for a backup policy are the same in Orchestra and on the


Avamar server, the Has difference between Orchestra and
Avamar indicates true. If the settings for a backup policy have been
modified at the Avamar server level and do not match the settings for


the backup policy in Orchestra, the Has difference between
Orchestra and Avamar column indicates false. This situation might
occur if the administrative user modifies the backup policy in the AUI or
Avamar Administrator.


To compare the settings for the backup policy in Orchestra and on the


Avamar server, click VIEW in the Actions column.


Dataset


Targets Defines the source data plug-in for the backup policy.


Schedule


Recurrence type Defines how often the schedule runs:


l Daily


l Weekly


l Monthly


Delay until Date and time that the schedule takes effect.


End after Date and time that the schedule ends.


Backup windows
duration


The maximum duration of the schedule.


Scheduled
weekdays


The days of the week that the schedule runs.


Start Time Time that the backup policy is scheduled to begin.
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Table 6 Policy details (continued)


Information Description


Retention


Retention period The number of days, weeks, months, or years until a backup expires.


Managing backup policies
The Policy pane provides access to backup policy tasks and information.


The Policy pane includes a summary of each backup policy on the selected Avamar
server.


Backup policy objects contain the following child objects:


l Schedule—when a scheduled backup is performed


l Retention—how long the backup is stored in the backup appliance


l Dataset—optional backup parameters


l Members—add and remove clients from a backup policy


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about backup policies.


Create a backup policy
You can create a backup policy and assign it to one or more Avamar servers.


When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and retention
settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients. A backup policy must contain
at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the
clients must belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy
settings at the client level.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


The Policy pane is displayed.


2. To add a backup policy, click ADD.


The Create Avamar Policy wizard is displayed and opens to the Properties
page.


Configure backup policy properties


Configure backup policy properties, including creating a name for the backup policy,
enabling the backup policy, setting an override schedule, and applying the policy to
one or more Avamar servers.


Complete the following tasks from the Properties page of the Create Avamar Policy
wizard.


To access the Properties page of the Create Avamar Policy wizard:


l In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


l In the Policy pane, click ADD.
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Procedure


1. In the Name field, type a name for the backup policy.


By default, Orchestra adds the prefix orchestra- before the name of the
policy.


Note


If a backup policy exists with the same name, Orchestra overwrites the existing
backup policy.


2. Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to view advanced configuration
options.


3. To use this backup policy for scheduled client backups, select the Enabled
check box.


Clearing the check box disables backups for the backup policy.


4. To override the assigned schedule for this backup policy, select Override
Schedule:


l To skip the next scheduled backup, select Skip Next Backup.


l To perform the next scheduled backup one time only, select Run Next
Backup Once.


5. Select one or more Avamar servers to which you want to assign the backup
policy.


6. To apply the backup policy to selected clients or remove a backup policy from
selected clients and complete the wizard, click NEXT.


The Members page is displayed.


Add or remove members to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including applying the backup policy to
selected clients or removing a backup policy from selected clients. You can add clients
when you create or add or remove clients when you edit a back policy.


Complete the following steps from the Members page of the Create Avamar Policy
wizard.


To access the Members page of the Create Avamar Policy wizard, in the navigation
pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


Procedure


1. In the drop-down list, select an Avamar server.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain for the backup policy.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients,
log in to the root domain.


3. To add clients to a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, select the clients that you want to add.


b. Click NEXT.


When you complete this task, the Avamar server applies the backup policy to
the selected clients.
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4. To remove clients from a backup policy:


a. In the list of clients, clear the clients that you want to remove.


b. Click NEXT.


This step removes the association between selected clients and the backup
policy. When you complete the task, the backup policy no longer applies to the
selected clients.


5. To add a dataset to a backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.


The Dataset page appears.


Add a dataset to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding a dataset.


Complete the following tasks from the Dataset page of the Create Avamar Policy
wizard.


To access the Dataset page of the Create Avamar Policy wizard:


l In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


l In the Policy pane, click ADD.


Note


When the Avamar server is using Data Domain for back-end storage, the Data Domain
system is the default backup storage location.


Procedure


1. From the Plugin list, select the plug-ins to use for the backups.


If you selected more than one client, the Plugin list displays all plug-ins for the
selected clients. For example, if you select one Windows client and one Linux
client, the Windows File System plug-in and Linux File System plug-in appear in
the list.


2. Click the Source Data tab, and then define the source data plug-ins that
contribute data to this dataset:


a. To back up all available data with the plug in, select the first option.


b. To type the path to the data to back up:


l Select the File/Folder Path option, and then press Enter.


l Type the path in the File/Folder Path field.


You can limit scheduled backups to a set of data by specifying the path to
the data in the dataset. The following rules apply when you type the path:


l If you are using a file system plug-in, the first occurrence of an asterisk
(*) in a path is treated as a folder wildcard. For example, to specify the
My Documents folder for all users on a Windows computer, type C:
\Documents and Settings\*\My Documents.


l To specify the Documents folder for all users on a Macintosh, type /
Users/*/Documents.


l When you specify a data path, only the first occurrence of an asterisk is
treated as a folder wildcard. Subsequent occurrences are interpreted
literally.
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l The path can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and an
asterisk (*) as a wildcard. Do not use any of the following characters in
the data path: ~!@$^%(){}[]|,`;#:*?<>'"&


3. Click the Options tab, and then set plug in options either by using the graphical
controls or by typing option names and values as text entries.


Plug-in options enable you to further customize the behavior of a dataset. The
user guide for each plug-in provides details on the options available for the
plugin.


4. To select a Data Domain system to use for back-end storage and complete the
wizard, click NEXT.


Add a Data Domain system


When the Avamar server is using Data Domain for back-end storage, the Data Domain
system is the default backup storage location.


Procedure


1. To automatically select the Data Domain system for the dataset, select the
Auto set Data Domain for dataset check box.


Orchestra automatically selects the Data Domain system:


l If an Avamar server is using only one Data Domain system, this system
stores the backup.


l If an Avamar server is using multiple Data Domain systems, the Avamar
server stores the backup on the Data Domain with the largest available
capacity.


Note


When the Avamar server is not using a Data Domain for back-end storage, the
Avamar server stores the backup on the GSAN.


2. To specify the Data Domain system for the dataset:


a. Select the Select Data Domain for each Avamar check box.


b. In the list, select the Data Domain system to use for each Avamar server.


If an Avamar server is not using a Data Domain system as a backup target,
the Avamar server does not appear in the list. The Avamar server stores the
backup on the GSAN.


3. To add a schedule to a backup policy and complete the wizard, click NEXT.


The Schedule page is displayed.


Add a schedule to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding a schedule.


Complete the following tasks from the Schedule page of the Create Avamar Policy
wizard.


To access the Schedule page of the Create Avamar Policy wizard:


l In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


l In the Policy pane, click ADD.
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Procedure


1. In the Schedule start date field, select the date when the schedule should take
effect.


2. In the Schedule end date field, choose when to discontinue to schedule:


l To enable a schedule to run indefinitely, select No End Date.


l To discontinue a schedule on a specific date, select End after and then
select a date from the list.


3. In the Backup Window field, type a number of hours.


4. In the Recurrence Type field, choose the schedule type:


Table 7 Settings for each type of schedule


Schedule type Settings


Daily To select the recurrence pattern by interval, perform the following steps:


a. Select By interval.


b. In the From field, select the time when the schedule should take
effect. To make a schedule effective immediately, select the current
time.


c. In the To field, select the time when the schedule should end.


d. Select the interval.


e. Click ADD.
The selected times appear in the list.


f. Click NEXT.


To select the recurrence pattern by a point in time, perform the following
steps:


a. Select By time point.


b. Specify the time. To make a schedule effective immediately, select the
current time.


c. Click ADD.
The selected times appear in the list.


d. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


Note


To prevent job overlap, limit the duration of scheduled system activities.


Weekly a. Select the check box next to the days of the week on which the
schedule should run.


To select all week days, click TOGGLE SELECTION.


b. In the Schedule Time field, define the activity operating hours.
You can type the times, or select the time and use the arrow buttons
to change the times.


The server workload affects the start time for an activity. Also, the
first time that a backup is performed for any client, the backup is
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Table 7 Settings for each type of schedule (continued)


Schedule type Settings


allowed to continue past the specified end time. This behavior is
permitted because initial backups can take longer than subsequent
backups of the same client.


c. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


Monthly a. Choose whether to repeat the activity on a specific calendar date or
on a designated day of the week each month:


l To repeat the activity on a specific calendar date, select Day ...
of month, and then select the day from the list.


l To repeat the activity on a designated day of the week each


month, select The ... of month and then select the day from the
lists.


b. Click NEXT. The Retention window is displayed


Apply retention to a backup policy


You can configure backup policy attributes, including adding retention.


Complete the following tasks from the Retention page of the Create Avamar Policy
wizard.


To access the Retention page of the Create Avamar Policy wizard:


l In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


l In the Policy pane, click ADD.


Note


Best practice is to specify a retention that is greater than or equal to 14 days. When
you create a retention policy for less than 14 days, an alert is displayed.


Procedure


1. To delete backups automatically after a specific number of days, weeks,
months, or years:


a. Select Retention period.


b. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years.


2. To delete backups automatically on a specific calendar date:


a. Select End Date.


b. Browse to that date on the calendar.


3. To keep backups for the period that a client is active, select No End Date.


4. To review a summary of the backup policy and complete the wizard, click
NEXT.


The Summary page is displayed.
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Edit a backup policy
You can edit a backup policy, including setting properties and adding or modifying
members, datasets, schedules, and retention.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


The Policy pane is displayed.


2. Select a backup policy from the list, and then click EDIT.


The Edit Avamar Policy wizard is displayed where you can modify the required
backup policy settings.


Delete a backup policy
You can delete a backup policy from the Orchestra Web UI.


Before you begin


When deleting a backup policy, assign the clients in the backup policy that you would
like to delete to a different backup policy so that scheduled backups for the clients
can continue uninterrupted.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Policy.


The Policy pane is displayed.


2. Select that backup policy that you want to remove, and then click DELETE.


A confirmation message is displayed.


3. Click OK.


Activity Monitor
The Activity Monitor enables you to monitor backup, restore, and backup validation
activity. To perform analysis or troubleshooting, you can view a detailed log of a client
session.


Most of the operations that you can perform through the Activity Monitor have
direct counterparts in the AUI for an individual Avamar server.


Activity monitoring
The Activity Monitor provides status and detailed information for backup, restore,
and backup validation activity.


Each activity contains the information in the following table:


Table 8 Information in the Activity Monitor


Information Description


Status Status of the backup, restore, validation, or replication activity.


Client Avamar client name
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Table 8 Information in the Activity Monitor  (continued)


Information Description


Started Date and time that this activity began, adjusted for the prevailing time
zone, which is shown in parentheses. Daylight Savings Time (DST)
transitions are automatically compensated.


Processed Byes Total number of bytes examined during this activity.


Plugin Plug-in that is used for this activity.


Type The type of activity.


View activities in the Activity Monitor
You can view activity details for a specific Avamar server and filter the information
that appears.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor is displayed.


2. To view events for a specific Avamar server, in the Avamar drop-down list,
select an Avamar server.


The Activity Monitor displays a list of activities with the date and time that an
activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an activity.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that
appears:


l Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the
most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a different duration, in the
Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72
hours.


l Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all
activities regardless of domain. To display only the activities for a specific
domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or
subdomain.


l Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all
activities regardless of status.
To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity
Monitor, select one of the following options:


n Waiting


n Running


n Completed


n Failed


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their
respective column.


3. To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about the details
that are available for an activity.
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View a detailed client session log
The Activity Monitor enables you to view a detailed log of a client session to perform
analysis or troubleshooting.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears and displays a list of all activities.


2. Select an activity from the list, and then click VIEW LOGS.


The Log details window appears. By default, the Activity Monitor displays a
detailed log of all client backup activity for the past 72 hours.


3. To filter the content based on a search string, in the search field, type the
string.


4. To download the log file, click Download.


Monitor backups
You can monitor backups to ensure a successful completion of restores and
troubleshooting of issues. The Activity Monitor enables you to view status
information for backups.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. To filter the results to display only backup activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.


b. Type On-Demand Backup.


c. Press Enter.


Restart a backup job
You can restart a completed or failed backup job in the Activity Monitor.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. Select a backup job in the list, and then click RESTART.


A confirmation dialog box appears.


3. Click YES.


Results


The message Restarted job successfully will be displayed on the screen.
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Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The backup might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for restore operations in the Activity
Monitor.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of all activities.


2. To filter the results to display only restore activity:


a. Click  next to the Type column.


b. Type Restore.


c. Press Enter.


Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5
minutes or longer. The restore might complete before the cancellation finishes.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.


The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Event pane
The Event pane enables you to investigate any system errors or warnings that have
occurred. You can also clear any unacknowledged events.
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Event monitoring
All Avamar system activity and operational status is reported as events in the Event
pane. Examples of Avamar events include client registration and activation, successful
and failed backups, and hard disk status.


Each event contains the information in the following table:


Table 9 Information in the Event pane


Information Description


Event ID Unique identifier


Date and time Date and time the event was reported


Category Category of event:


l SYSTEM


l APPLICATION


l USER


l SECURITY


Type Type of event:


l CRITICAL


l ERROR


l WARNING


l INFORMATION


l AUDIT


l DEBUG


l INTERNAL


Summary A description of the event


Acknowledge Whether the event has been acknowledged


View events in the Event pane
You can view event details for a specific Avamar server and filter the information that
appears.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Event.


The Event pane is displayed.


2. To view events for a specific Avamar server, in the Avamar drop-down list,
select an Avamar server.


The Orchestra Web UI displays a list of unacknowledged serious system errors
and warnings that have occurred, as well as certain defined system alerts.


The Event pane provides you with options to filter the information that appears.


To filter the results, click  FILTER:
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l Filter events by date—Specify the range of dates for the events to display
by using the From and To fields.


l Filter events by type—To display only the events for a specific type, in the
Type list, select the type of events to display.


l Filter events by category—To display only the events for a specific
category, in the Category list, select the category of events to display.


l Filter events by acknowledgment status—To display only unacknowledged
events, select the Unacknowledged event only check box.


Acknowledge system events
System events that are configured to require acknowledgment each time they occur,
remain in the unacknowledged events list until they are explicitly cleared, or
acknowledged, by an Avamar server administrator.


Procedure


1. In the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Event.


The Event pane is displayed.


2. Select one or more unacknowledged events from the list, and then click
ACKNOWLEDGE.


Task pane
The Task pane enables you to monitor the status and result of the interactions
between Orchestra and the Avamar REST API.


To access the Task pane, in the navigation pane on the left, click , and then click
Task.


A task is an operation performed by Orchestra on one or more Avamar servers, such
as configuring a policy and assigning the policy to particular servers. Subtasks are the
underlying calls from Orchestra to the Avamar REST API that complete a task. To


view subtasks, click  next to the task.


The following table describes the information that is available in the Task pane:


Table 10 Information available in the Task pane


Information Description


ID Unique identifier for the task or subtask.


Name The name of the task or subtask.


Status The status of the task or subtask:


l QUEUE


l RUNNING


l SUCCESS


l FAIL


l PARTIAL SUCCESS


Create Time The date and time that the task or subtask was created in Orchestra.
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Table 10 Information available in the Task pane (continued)


Information Description


Start Time The date and time that the task or subtask began.


Complete Time The date and time that the task or subtask completed.


Error Indicates that a problem occurred during the operation.


Note


Orchestra retains only the last 1000 tasks in memory. Restarting Orchestra clears the
list of tasks.
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CHAPTER 3


Orchestra REST API


This chapter contains the following topics:


l About the Orchestra REST API.......................................................................... 40
l About Swagger................................................................................................... 41
l Orchestra REST API examples............................................................................41
l Testing the Orchestra REST API........................................................................42
l Using the Orchestra proxy API...........................................................................44
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About the Orchestra REST API
The available operations for the Orchestra REST API are related to the operations of
the Avamar server REST API. However, Orchestra introduces a level of abstraction
that directs calls to all applicable registered servers. A full list of Orchestra
functionality is available from the Swagger user interface.


When you interact with Orchestra, the API transparently manages the individual
connections to the registered servers. Orchestra obtains, holds, and supplies the
required authentication tokens on your behalf. If you need to interact directly with a
particular Avamar server, use the proxy API instead of establishing a separate
connection.


The Avamar REST API Getting Started Guide provides more information about
commands that you can issue to individual Avamar servers through the proxy API.


Orchestra REST API components
The Orchestra REST API consists of three separate APIs that implement different
areas of functionality.


Basic API


The basic API defines interaction with Orchestra itself. For example, this API
contains the functions that control authorization tokens and monitor the status of
running Orchestra tasks.


Proxy API


The proxy API handles requests that should be redirected to a particular Avamar
server. This way, a calling application does not need to establish a direct link to
that server's Avamar REST API interface.


Backup group API


The backup group API defines group operations that occur in parallel on different
Avamar servers. For example, creating a backup group across servers and
publishing the resulting policy to the selected Avamar servers.


Authentication tokens
Most Orchestra operations require authorization. Orchestra handles authentication
like other Avamar REST APIs, where a user authenticates with a username and
password. The host provides a corresponding token that lasts for the duration of the
session.


An authentication token is an encrypted string that operates like the identifier in a
browser cookie. Since HTTP is a stateless protocol, using the authentication token
prevents having to supply credentials with every request.


Use the /api/login method to supply credentials to the Orchestra host. After you
receive an authentication token, supply the token in the header of each subsequent
request.
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About Swagger
The Swagger user interface (UI) contains a complete listing and description of the
available Orchestra REST API functions, including the applicable object models for
constructing API calls.


Access the Swagger UI by opening a web browser and typing https://
orchestrahost:9009/swagger-ui.html, where orchestrahost is the IP address or
hostname of the Orchestra host.


By default, the Swagger UI shows documentation for the Orchestra basic API. From
the Select a spec drop-down list, select Avamar to see more information about the
available API calls for Avamar operations.


Note


With proper authorization, the Swagger UI can construct and call example REST API
commands for testing, and return the results for verification. Dell EMC recommends
that you issue only API calls that read from the server.


Swagger navigational controls
The Swagger UI presents available operations in themed groups. Expand each group
to see the list of related operations.


The list of operations within each group is color-coded to indicate the applicable HTTP
method. Click the name of each operation to expand for more detail. The Swagger UI
shows the operation URL, the applicable input parameters and syntax, HTTP response
codes, and the resulting data structures in the output.


The Swagger UI provides details for the Orchestra and Avamar object models in the
section below the list of operation groups. Expand the Models list and then expand an
object type to see a list of fields and data types. Where a field is of a type that holds a
data structure, or provides an enumeration of accepted values, click the  to expand
for details.


Almost all REST API operations require an authorization token. To obtain an
authorization token, click the Authorize button and supply valid login credentials, and
then click Authorize. The Swagger UI confirms authorization success or failure. Click
Close to return to the API documentation. The padlock symbol on the Authorize
button changes from open to closed.


To construct example API calls for any operation, obtain an authorization token. Then,
click the operation name to expand the available details and click Try it out. The
Swagger UI provides text boxes for required and optional input parameters.


When you are finished providing inputs, click Execute. The Swagger UI shows the
specific syntax for the example, the request URL, and the response from the
Orchestra host. You can download the response body for further analysis. To stop
running example commands, click Cancel.


Orchestra REST API examples
This guide provides several examples of Orchestra REST API syntax that you can
safely run on the Orchestra host.


Perform all REST API operations on https://orchestrahost:9009, where
orchestrahost is the hostname or IP address of the Orchestra host.
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The descriptions of input and output parameters for some operations may reference
object types as defined within the Swagger UI. The object model provides more
information about the corresponding definitions and data types.


Note


Authentication token strings have been simplified for these examples. If the
authentication token expires, obtain a new token from the authentication operation.


Self-signed security certificates may require the use of curl -k to bypass SSL
certificate verification.


Testing the Orchestra REST API
The following topics provide examples of REST API calls that test the functionality of
the Orchestra host. For example, obtain an authorization token to verify that you have
correctly installed and configured the Orchestra API.


Obtain an authentication token


Operation
POST /api/login
Description
Authenticates a user to the Orchestra host and returns an encrypted authentication
token.


Input parameters
Body: application/json
Credentials


{"username":"admin_user", "password":"admin_user_password"}


where admin_user and admin_user_password are the credentials for the Orchestra
host that you configured during installation.


The default username is "admin". The default password is "changeme".


Output parameters
Output type:
OAuth2AccessToken


application/json


The bearer token type means that any caller with the correct authentication token
can use the token for any purpose.


Example request


curl -X POST "https://1.2.3.4:9009/api/login" -H "accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{"username":"admin", 
"password":"changeme"}'


POST /api/login HTTP/1.1
accept: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 43


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
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{
  "access_token" : "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.",
  "token_type" : "bearer",
  "refresh_token" : "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.",
  "expires_in" : 43199,
  "scope" : "all",
  "jti" : "f9ae93d6-cef7-4816-900b-43a464b74822"
}


Use the authentication token to access the Orchestra REST API
The following operation is a generic example of how to use an authentication token.
Token authentication behaves the same way for all Orchestra REST API operations.


Operation
GET /api/avamars
Description
Returns a list of all registered Avamar servers.


Input parameters
Header:
Token


Authorization: Bearer access_token
Accept: application/json


where access_token is an encrypted Orchestra authentication token string.


Output parameters
Output type:
Avamar


application/json


The output is an array of Avamar objects, as defined by the object model in the
Swagger UI.


Example request


curl -X GET "https://1.2.3.4:9009/api/avamars" -H "Authorization: 
Bearer eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9." -H "Accept: application/
json"


GET /api/avamars HTTP/1.1
Authorization: Bearer eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.
Accept: application/json


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8


[ {
  "id" : "1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50",
  "alias" : "serverA",
  "hostname" : "2.3.4.5",
  "port" : 443,
  "username" : "MCUser",
  "password" : "",
  "heartbeat" : {
    "active" : true,
    "tokenCreatedDate" : "2019-04-17T17:59:03.759Z",
    "tokenExpireDate" : "2019-04-18T05:59:02.759Z",
    "lastDetectDate" : "2019-04-17T19:01:03.673Z",
    "failDetectionCount" : 0,
    "failTokenCreationCount" : 0,
    "error" : null
  }
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}, {
  "id" : "1554171012@A0:B0:C0:D0:E0:F0",
  "alias" : "serverB",
  "hostname" : "6.7.8.9",
  "port" : 443,
  "username" : "MCUser",
  "password" : "",
  "heartbeat" : {
    "active" : true,
    "tokenCreatedDate" : "2019-04-17T17:59:03.775Z",
    "tokenExpireDate" : "2019-04-18T05:59:02.775Z",
    "lastDetectDate" : "2019-04-17T19:01:03.656Z",
    "failDetectionCount" : 0,
    "failTokenCreationCount" : 0,
    "error" : null
  } ]


Using the Orchestra proxy API
When you perform operations on an Avamar server through the proxy API, an extra X-
Avamar-Id HTTP header controls the scope of the operation.


Obtain the identifiers for registered Avamar servers by calling /api/avamars.
Avamar server IDs have the format numeric_timestamp@MAC_address. For example,
1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50.


Supply the X-Avamar-Id header with one of the following patterns:


Table 11 Header values and corresponding operational scopes


Header value Action and scope Notes


The unique ID that
corresponds to a
particular Avamar
server.


The proxy API forwards the
operation to the server's REST
API and returns the unchanged
HTTP response.


This operation is equivalent to
performing the corresponding
operation on the server through
the Avamar REST API.


Empty value or missing
header.


The proxy API forwards the
operation to an Avamar server
REST API and returns the
unchanged HTTP response.


Orchestra uses appropriate
criteria to automatically select an
active Avamar server, where
possible.


ALL The proxy API returns an array of
HTTP responses from all
registered servers.


An array of Avamar
server IDs.


The proxy API returns an array of
HTTP responses from the
specified servers.


Supply multiple Avamar server
IDs as a semicolon-delimited list.
For example,
1554270780@00:10:20:30:4
0:50;1554171012@A0:B0:C0
:D0:E0:F0.


Proxy API operations have the preface /api/restproxy, plus the corresponding
operation syntax for the Avamar REST API.
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Perform a proxy operation on one Avamar server
The following operation is a generic example of how to use the Orchestra proxy API to
direct an operation to a single Avamar server.


Operation
GET /api/restproxy/api/v1/activities
Description
Returns a list of the current activities on a registered Avamar server.


Input parameters
Header:
Authorization: Bearer access_token
Accept: application/json
X-Avamar-Id: avamar_id


where:


l access_token is an encrypted Orchestra authentication token string.


l avamar_id is the unique ID of a registered Avamar server.


Output parameters
Output type:
Activity


application/json


The output is an array of Activity objects, as defined by the object model in the
Swagger UI.


Example request


curl -X GET "https://1.2.3.4:9009/api/restproxy/api/v1/activities?
recursive=true&page=0&size=20" -H "Authorization: Bearer 
eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9." -H "Accept: application/json"  
-H "X-Avamar-Id: 1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50"


GET /api/restproxy/api/v1/activities?recursive=true&page=0&size=20 
HTTP/1.1
Authorization: Bearer eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.
Accept: application/json
X-Avamar-Id: 1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
X-Avamar-Id: 1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50
X-Avamar-Name: serverA


{
  "content" : [ {
    "id" : "9155548185887509",
    "wid" : "MOD-1555481858875",
    "cid" : "d5e522cfdd6c4f4671a51712c357aa4e45455bf2",
    "groupId" : null,
    "pluginNumber" : 3001,
    "type" : "On-Demand Backup",
    "state" : "SUCCESS",
    "description" : "Completed",
    "errorCode" : 0,
    "targetCid" : "d5e522cfdd6c4f4671a51712c357aa4e45455bf2",
    "parentWid" : null,
    "proxyName" : null,
    "queuedDate" : "2019-04-17T06:17:38.875Z",
    "scheduledDate" : "2019-04-17T06:17:38.875Z",
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    "activatedDate" : "2019-04-17T06:18:24.679Z",
    "completedDate" : "2019-04-17T06:18:36.191Z",
    "elapsedTime" : 11512,
    "domain" : "/clients/test2",
    "clientName" : "test2",
    "groupFqdn" : "Admin On-Demand Group",
    "pluginName" : "Windows File System",
    "pluginId" : "Windows",
    "timeZone" : null,
    "phase" : 1,
    "phaseName" : null,
    "maxPhase" : 0,
    "estimatedBytes" : 3.4790326272E10,
    "retentionId" : "Default:POLICYID",
    "retention" : "Default Retention",
    "scheduleId" : null,
    "scheduleName" : "Admin On-Demand Schedule",
    "allowOvertime" : true,
    "overtimeOption" : "NEXT_SUCCESS",
    "datasetId" : "MOD-1555481858875",
    "datasetFqdn" : "/Client On-Demand Data",
    "datasetOverride" : false,
    "endStartTime" : 1555568258875,
    "endTime" : 1555568258875,
    "server" : "AVAMAR",
    "datadomain" : null,
    "datadomainId" : null,
    "destinationServer" : null,
    "scheduleRecurrence" : null,
    "retentionTags" : "N",
    "user" : "root",
    "effectiveExpiration" : 1560665858,
    "retentionPolicyOverride" : false,
    "encryption" : "high",
    "hardQuotaExceeded" : false,
    "softQuotaExceeded" : false,
    "sessionId" : 
"30640230364febd28558545a754b762bec71af878b24c168974496f5d38f70b887e7d
d937bab85092d856f6fe283db9165ce502902300764b63bd8b5f7f666f56909f121b0c
15ea67faffea053bb00e7b7bb0dc32734f34448ab41eeb01cba40295d9abc900a",
    "containerCid" : null,
    "containerName" : null,
    "dispensedTime" : 1555481903855,
    "stats" : {
      "bytesProcessed" : 4.1650176E8,
      "bytesProtected" : 4.1650176E8,
      "bytesSkipped" : 0.0,
      "bytesExcluded" : 0.0,
      "bytesSent" : 0.0,
      "bytesModified" : 0.0,
      "bytesModifiedSent" : 0.0,
      "bytesModifiedNotSent" : 0.0,
      "overheadBytes" : 385.0,
      "bytesReduced" : 0.0,
      "filesSkipped" : 0.0,
      "filesProcessed" : 5.0,
      "filesModified" : 0.0,
      "percentOfProcessedSent" : 0.0,
      "clientVersion" : "18.2.101-134",
      "clientOs" : "Windows 7 Ultimate Edition Service Pack 1 64-bit",
      "label" : "MOD-1555481858875",
      "labelNumber" : "2"
    },
    "canceling" : false,
    "codeReason" : "Activity completed successfully.",
    "children" : null
  } ]
}
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Perform a proxy operation on all registered Avamar servers
The following operation is a generic example of how to use the Orchestra proxy API to
direct an operation to all registered Avamar servers.


Operation
GET /api/restproxy/api/v1/events/status
Description
Returns the event statistics for a registered Avamar server.


Input parameters
Header:
Authorization: Bearer access_token
Accept: application/json
X-Avamar-Id: ALL


where access_token is an encrypted Orchestra authentication token string.


Output parameters
Output type:
application/json


[ {
  "taskSucceed" : boolean,
  "httpStatusCode" : integer($int32),
  "responseBody" : EventStatus,
  "avamarVo" : AvamarVO
} ]


The output is an array of responses that encapsulate the server identification, return
data, and operation status. Here, the output contains EventStatus and AvamarVO
objects, as defined by the object model in the Swagger UI.


The AvamarVO indicates the corresponding Avamar server, while the responseBody
field contains the original return from the Avamar REST API.


Example request


curl -X GET "https://1.2.3.4:9009/api/restproxy/api/v1/events/status" 
-H "Authorization: Bearer eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9." -H 
"Accept: application/json" -H "X-Avamar-Id: ALL"


GET /api/restproxy/api/v1/events/status HTTP/1.1
Authorization: Bearer eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.
Accept: application/json
X-Avamar-Id: ALL


Example response


200 OK
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8


[ {
  "taskSucceed" : true,
  "httpStatusCode" : 200,
  "responseBody" : {
    "dataIntegrityAlertsCount" : 0,
    "unackErrorEventCountExclude22426" : 45,
    "unackWarningEventCount" : 0
  },
  "avamarVo" : {
    "id" : "1554270780@00:10:20:30:40:50",
    "alias" : "serverA",
    "hostname" : "2.3.4.5"
  }
}, {
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  "taskSucceed" : true,
  "httpStatusCode" : 200,
  "responseBody" : {
    "dataIntegrityAlertsCount" : 0,
    "unackErrorEventCountExclude22426" : 29,
    "unackWarningEventCount" : 0
  },
  "avamarVo" : {
    "id" : "1554171012@A0:B0:C0:D0:E0:F0",
    "alias" : "serverB",
    "hostname" : "6.7.8.9"
  } ]
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As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and hardware are periodically released. Therefore,
some functions that are described in this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly or does not function as described in this
document.


NOTE: This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this document, go to Online Support


(https://www.dell.com/support).


Purpose
This publication describes how to install, configure, administer, and use the Avamar NDMP accelerator node to back up and
restore supported Dell EMC Isilon, Unity, VNX, VNXe, and Celerra systems; Oracle ZFS storage appliances; and NetApp filers.


This publication supersedes the following documents:


● Dell EMC Avamar NDMP Accelerator for Dell EMC NAS Systems User Guide
● Dell EMC Avamar NDMP Accelerator for NetApp Filers User Guide
● Dell EMC Avamar NDMP Accelerator for Oracle ZFS User Guide


Audience
The information in this publication is primarily intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing software and
maintaining servers and clients on a network.


Persons using this publication should have current practical experience with:


● Network data management protocol (NDMP)
● Supported network attached storage (NAS) systems that are currently deployed at the site
● UNIX shell commands


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document:


Table 1. Revision history 


Revision Date Description


04 October, 2020 Updated the following sections:


● Create a browse user account on the Isilon system
● Restoring to a Linux or Windows client with


Avamar Administrator


03 August, 2020 Updated the Turning off deduplicated backups
section.


02 June, 2020 Updated the Isilon SmartConnect support section.


01 December, 2018 GA release of Avamar 19.1
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Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


● E-LAB Navigator at https://elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/elnhome
● Avamar Release Notes
● Avamar Administration Guide
● Avamar Data Store Single Node Customer Installation Guide
● Avamar Operational Best Practices Guide
● Avamar Product Security Guide


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 2. Typographical conventions 


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons,
fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths (what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


● System code
● System output, such as an error message or script
● Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax
● Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means "or"


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well
as how-to and troubleshooting information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service Request, Model, or Keyword search box.
3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the Product Support page loads automatically.
4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved Products in the upper right corner of the


Product Support page.


Documentation
The Avamar product documentation provides a comprehensive set of feature overview, operational task, and technical
reference information. To supplement the information in product administration and user guides, review the following
documents:


● Release notes provide an overview of new features and known limitations for a release.
● Technical notes provide technical details about specific product features, including step-by-step tasks, where necessary.
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● White papers provide an in-depth technical perspective of a product or products as applied to critical business issues or
requirements.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx)
or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support.
2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.
3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can limit the search to specific products by


typing a product name in the search box and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online Communities
Go to Community Network at https://www.dell.com/community/ for peer contacts, conversations, and content on product
support and solutions. Interactively engage online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on the Service Center panel of the Avamar
support page.


Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create Service Requests on the Service
Center panel of the Avamar support page.


NOTE: To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales representative for details


about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service Center panel, and then click View and
manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


● ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.
● Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the user publications.
Send comments and suggestions about this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


● Product name and version
● Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)
● Page numbers
● Other details to help address documentation issues
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Introduction


Topics:


• Architecture
• Backup
• Restore


Architecture
The following topic explains the Avamar system architecture for using the network data management protocol (NDMP) to
protect data residing on network attached storage (NAS) systems.


How Avamar works with NAS systems


In order to back up and restore data residing on NAS systems, Avamar uses a device called an Avamar NDMP Accelerator
(accelerator).


The accelerator is a dedicated Avamar server node that functions as an Avamar client. The accelerator uses NDMP to interface
with and access NDMP-based NAS systems.


Figure 1. Accelerator deployment diagram


Data from the NAS system is not stored on the accelerator. The accelerator performs NDMP processing and real-time data
deduplication, and then sends the data directly to the Avamar server.


You can connect the accelerator to either a Local Area Network (LAN) or Wide Area Network (WAN) with respect to the
Avamar server. However, to ensure acceptable performance, the accelerator must be located on the same LAN as the NAS
systems.


Protecting multiple NAS systems with one accelerator


A single accelerator can support more than one NAS system. However, you cannot perform more than one backup at a time.


For example, consider two NAS systems: NAS-1 and NAS-2. Both NAS systems use the same accelerator and both systems
belong to the same backup group.


When scheduled group backups are initiated, NAS-1 begins backing up immediately, while NAS-2’s backup job is queued until
NAS-1’s job completes.


1
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Multiple data streams


All NDMP plug-ins have a Maximum Concurrent Data Streams setting to control the maximum number of simultaneous
NDMP data streams that can be allocated to each NAS system backup or restore operation.


To implement NDMP multi-streaming, you must enable multiple simultaneous backups on the accelerator. Each backup and
restore operation must comprise multiple targets so that each target can be allocated to a separate NDMP data stream.


Avamar automatically enables multi-streaming when you specify either root ("/") or an empty string as the backup target. In this
case, Avamar performs an NDMP volume browse command before each backup operation and automatically includes any
returned volumes. Avamar thus detects and backs up new volumes to eliminate the need to manually update the backup
datasets when you instance new volumes on the NAS.


Dell EMC NAS systems


The number of simultaneous data streams that are available is dependent on the NAS system version and the amount of RAM
that is installed in the NAS system. The following table lists the maximum number of simultaneous data streams for various
system configurations:


Table 3. Multiple simultaneous data streams requirements (Dell EMC) 


NAS system RAM Maximum number of streams


Unity, VNX OE 7.1.34.0, 7.0 > 8 GB 8


VNX OE 7.0, VNXe 2.3.0, or Celerra
DART 6.0


8 GB 4


NetApp filers


The number of simultaneous data streams that are available is dependent on the amount of system memory that is installed in
the NetApp filer. The following table lists the maximum number of simultaneous data streams for different system memory
capacities.


Table 4. Multiple simultaneous data streams requirements (NetApp) 


System memory Maximum number of streams


Less than 16 GB 4


16–24 GB 8


Data Domain system support


You can store backups on either the Avamar server or a Data Domain® system. Backup metadata is stored on the Avamar
server.


Before you can store backups on a Data Domain system, add the Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration by using
Avamar Administrator. Then select the Data Domain system in the plug-in options when you perform an on-demand backup or
when you create a dataset for a scheduled backup. You can also use the command line interface (CLI) to perform backups to a
Data Domain system.


The steps to restore backups are the same whether you restore from the Avamar server or a Data Domain system. The restore
process determines the location of the backup and restores the backup.


Avamar also supports Data Domain Cloud Tier. DD Cloud Tier moves data from Data Domain to the cloud. From the Avamar
Administrator, you can configure cloud tiering to move Avamar backups from Data Domain to the cloud, and perform seamless
recovery of these backups.


The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration Guide provides more information about Data Domain systems in an Avamar
environment, including detailed steps to add a Data Domain system to the Avamar configuration.
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Isilon SmartConnect support


Avamar now supports connecting to Isilon cluster with Isilon SmartConnect configuration.


Follow the OneFS Web Administration Guide to enable SmartConnect feature. Use the SmartConnect name that appears on
Avamar as the hostname of the Isilon cluster to perform NDMP backup or restore operations.


Avamar Installation Manager


Avamar 7.4.x and later versions install the Avamar Installation Manager on the NDMP accelerator node. The Avamar Installation
Manager manages the installation of and performs upgrades to the accelerator software. You can also use the command line to
install and upgrade the accelerator software.


Backup
This topic provides a conceptual overview of NDMP backups.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.


Backup methods


You can perform both on-demand and scheduled NAS system backups with the accelerator:


● Use Avamar Administrator or the Avamar Management Console Command Line Interface (MCCLI) to perform both on-
demand and scheduled backups.


● Use the avndmp command line interface to perform on-demand backups.


Filer dump modes


Filer dump modes control whether Avamar performs a full or incremental backup.


The first time that you back up each NAS system, Avamar performs a full (level 0) backup. For subsequent backups, you specify
one of the following filer dump modes:


Prefer
Incremental, but
do a Full if
required


Avamar decides whether to perform a full (level 0) or incremental (level 1) backup each time that you
perform a backup. Most backups are incremental. However, this mode allows Avamar to detect certain
conditions that require a full backup to ensure data compatibility.


Force a level 0
dump


Avamar reprocesses the entire NAS system. However, Avamar data deduplication optimizes the backup
on the accelerator so that only new data is sent to the server. Although this process requires additional
processing time, the actual data that is sent to the Avamar server is the same as for an incremental (level
1) backup.


Force an
incremental
(level 1) dump


Avamar performs an incremental (level 1) backup, even if certain conditions exist that require a full (level
0) backup.


Full backups take longer than incremental backups because the NAS system sends all of its data to the NDMP accelerator node.
However, Avamar's client-side deduplication only sends data to the Avamar server that has not previously been backed up.


Restore
This topic provides a conceptual overview of NDMP restore.


NOTE: The Avamar AUI is only supported in stand-alone environments.
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Restore types


When restoring from an NDMP backup, you can restore the entire backup, or selected folders and files.


Restore destinations


Avamar can restore data to the original NAS system, or to any Linux or Windows client that is registered with the Avamar
server.


If you restore NDMP data to an Avamar Linux or Windows client, you can easily access and share it by establishing an NFS
mount on Linux systems, or a CIFS mount on Windows systems.


NOTE: Applications that rely on file metadata such as alternate streams may not be able to correctly open files that are


restored from a NAS backup to an NFS or CIFS mount. Restore such files back to the NAS device, either to the original


location or to an alternate location.


Restored metadata


When restoring to a NAS system, Avamar restores all native accounting information and Access Control Lists (ACLs).


When restoring to a Linux or Windows file system, Avamar does not restore metadata such as ACLs, alternate data streams, and
attributes associated with hard links or file compression.
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Installation and Configuration


Topics:


• Preparing the system
• Prerequisites for Dell EMC NAS systems
• Prerequisites for NetApp filers
• Prerequisites for Oracle ZFS storage appliances
• Installation and configuration of the accelerator software
• Changing accelerator settings
• Upgrading the accelerator software
• Uninstalling the accelerator software
• Configuring NTP time services
• Configuring the NDMP accelerator node for dual NIC operation (optional)
• Mounting a NAS share


Preparing the system
These tasks prepare the system for accelerator software installation and configuration.


Checking the system requirements


Ensure that the environment meets the client compatibility requirements before you install Avamar accelerator software.


About this task


Updated, detailed NAS system compatibility information is available in the E-LAB Navigator at https://
elabnavigator.emc.com/eln/modernHomeDataProtection.


Verifying network connectivity


This task verifies that the Avamar server, NDMP accelerator node, and NAS systems are connected to the network and can
communicate with one another.


Steps


1. Connect the Avamar server, NDMP accelerator node, and NAS systems to the network as shown in the following figure:


Figure 2. Networking diagram


2
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You can connect the NDMP accelerator node to either a LAN or WAN with respect to the Avamar server. However, to
ensure acceptable performance, place the NDMP accelerator node on the same LAN as the NAS systems.


2. Add each hostname to corporate DNS, or modify the /etc/hosts files on each network host, such that:


● The Avamar server and NDMP accelerator node can resolve each other’s hostnames.
● The NDMP accelerator node and NAS systems can resolve each other’s hostnames.


NOTE: The Avamar server and NAS systems do not need to directly resolve each other’s hostnames.


3. Power on the Avamar server, NDMP accelerator node, and NAS systems.


4. Open a command shell and log in to the Avamar server as admin.


5. Type ping accelerator, where accelerator is the NDMP accelerator node hostname, as defined in corporate DNS.
The NDMP accelerator node responds to the ping command.


6. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


7. Type ping avamar-server, where avamar-server is the Avamar server hostname, as defined in corporate DNS.
The Avamar server responds to the ping command.


8. Type ping NAS-system, where NAS-system is the NAS system hostname, as defined in corporate DNS.


Type one ping NAS-system command for each NAS system to which you have connected to this NDMP accelerator
node.


All NAS systems respond to the ping command.


Prerequisites for Dell EMC NAS systems
Perform the following tasks for all Dell EMC NAS systems before installing and configuring the NDMP accelerator software.


Create the NDMP user account on the NAS system


Create an NDMP user account on the NAS system. This user account enables access to the NAS system for backups and
restores.


About this task


Steps


1. Perform one of the following tasks:


● If configuring an Isilon system, log in to OneFS Storage Administrator.
● If configuring a Unity, VNX, or VNXe system, log in to Unisphere.
● If configuring a Celerra system, log in to Celerra Manager.


2. Create a user account named “ndmp.”


3. Specify a password for the "ndmp" user account.


● For VNX, VNXe and Celerra systems, if there is a single Data Mover in the configuration, the default Data Mover name is
“server_2.” There is also an option to transmit the md5sum of the NDMP username password (-md5), which the
accelerator can accommodate.


The following example displays the command to add the “ndmp” user account to the “server_2” Data Mover, with the
md5sum:


server_user server_2 -add -md5 ndmp
● For Unity systems, configure the "ndmp" password by Unisphere .


4. Note this password for future use.


You type this password when configuring and registering the accelerator.


5. If configuring an Isilon system, set DMA vendor to generic.


6. Ensure that the "ndmp" user account has sufficient privileges to run NDMP jobs and access all data on the NAS system.
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Create a browse user account on the Isilon system


This topic describes how to add a browse user account to Isilon systems.


About this task


In order to perform manual backups or create datasets for scheduled backups in Avamar Administrator, you must be able to
browse the Isilon file system. These actions require typing a password for a local Isilon user account with following privileges:


● ISI_PRIV_LOGIN_PAPI
● ISI_PRIV_NS_TRAVERSE
● ISI_PRIV_NS_IFS_ACCESS


Though there are several methods to create local Isilon user accounts, you can assign privileges to roles by using only the
command line interface.


To perform Isilon backups by using the NDMP accelerator node, ensure that Avamar is connected to Isilon by using the system
access zone. This connection enables Avamar to browse data at the /isi level in the file system. The tasks include:


● View the access zones.
● Use pool0 to obtain access to the system access zone.


The OneFS CLI Administration Guide provides information about how to create a local Isilon user account, manage roles and
privileges, and access zones.


This procedure uses “av-browse-admin” and “namespace” as example user and role names, respectively. However, you can use
any other user and role names that do not exist in Isilon.


Steps


1. Establish an SSH connection to any node in the Isilon cluster.


2. Create and enable the av-browse-admin user account by typing:


isi auth users create av-browse-admin --password password
--home-directory /ifs/home/av-browse-admin --enabled true


Where password is the actual password that is assigned to the av-browse-admin user account. This is the password that you
must type when browsing the Isilon file system in Avamar Administrator.


3. Create the “namespace” role, and assign the “av-browse-admin” user and required privileges to the new role by typing:


isi auth roles create namespace
isi auth roles modify namespace --add-user av-browse-admin


isi auth roles modify namespace
--add-priv ISI_PRIV_LOGIN_PAPI


isi auth roles modify namespace
--add-priv ISI_PRIV_NS_TRAVERSE


isi auth roles modify namespace
--add-priv ISI_PRIV_NS_IFS_ACCESS


Modifying NDMP snapTimeout parameters


For VNX, VNXe, or Celerra systems, to avoid problems with running multiple NDMP backups simultaneously, you must increase
the value for the NDMP snapTimeout parameter.


About this task


The default value for the NDMP snapTimeout parameter is 5 minutes. Increase the value to at least 30 minutes. This does not
apply to Unity and Isilon systems.


To modify NDMP snap timeout parameters on VNX, VNXe, or Celerra systems, type the following command from the
Control Station command line interface:
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server_param server_2 -f NDMP -m snapTimeout -v 30


Turning off deduplicated backups


To maximize the benefits of Avamar deduplicated backup, it is recommended that you configure the VNX, VNXe, and Celerra
systems to “unpack” the deduplicated files before sending them to the NDMP accelerator node for backup. This configuration is
also required if you want to perform cross-platform recoveries. Note that this configuration is not applicable for Isilon systems.


About this task


For Unity systems, this procedure is unnecessary because Avamar automatically disables the deduplicated backup feature for
backups.


Steps


1. To turn off deduplicated backups for a specific file system on VNX, VNXe, or Celerra systems, type the following command
from the Control Station command-line interface:


fs_dedupe -modify <file system> -backup_data_threshold 0
2. Turning off deduplicated backups on a specific Data Mover on VNX, VNXe, or Celerra systems automatically turns off


deduplicated backups on file systems that are created on the Data Mover after the command is run, but does not impact any
existing file systems on the Data Mover. To turn off deduplicated backups on a specific Data Mover on VNX, VNXe, or
Celerra systems:


fs_dedupe -modify <file system> -backup_data_threshold 0


Prerequisites for NetApp filers
Perform the following tasks for all NetApp filers before installing and configuring the NDMP accelerator software.


Enabling filer NDMP services from the command line


To back up the NetApp filer to the Avamar server, you must enable NDMP services on the filer.


About this task


Steps


1. To enable NDMP services on a single filer:


a. Open a command shell and log in to the filer.
b. Type ndmpd.enable on.


2. To enable NDMP services on a NetApp Cluster:


a. Open a command shell and log in to the NetApp Cluster.
b. Type services ndmp on -vserver vservername.


where vservername is the hostname or IP address of the NetApp virtual storage system.


Verifying filer privileges


This task verifies that the filer NDMP user account has sufficient privileges to access all data on the filer and run NDMP jobs,
and also determines the password encoding scheme.


About this task


During accelerator configuration, you must supply filer login credentials with sufficient privileges to access all data on the filer
and run NDMP jobs. This user account is often referred to as the "NDMP user account," although it does not need to be named
"NDMP."
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Avamar supports node-scoped, Vserver-aware, and cluster-aware NDMP modes. In node-scoped NDMP mode, the root user
account always has sufficient privileges. However, for security reasons you might want to use another user account. Backups
might fail to start or complete if the alternate user account has insufficient privileges.


In Vserver-aware and cluster-aware NDMP modes, user authentication is integrated with the role-based access control
mechanism. New user accounts must have sufficient privileges to access the Vserver. In Vserver-aware NDMP mode, the
NDMP user must belong to either the vsadmin or vsadmin_backup role. In cluster-aware NDMP mode, the NDMP user must
belong to either the admin or backup role.


You also must determine the password encoding scheme in use by the filer so that you can specify the correct encoding setting
during accelerator configuration. Valid password encoding schemes are plain text or MD5.


Steps


1. Verify that the user account you intend to use for accelerator backups has full administrator privileges, or has cli-ndmpd*
and cli-ndmpcopy* CLI rights and capabilities.


2. Determine which password encoding scheme is currently in use on the NDMP filer:


a. Open a command shell and log in to the filer.
b. Type options ndmpd.authtype.


This command returns either plaintext or challenge. If plaintext is returned, then text is the correct
accelerator setting. If challenge is returned, then md5 is the correct accelerator setting.


Prerequisites for Oracle ZFS storage appliances
Perform the following tasks for all Oracle ZFS storage appliances before installing and configuring the NDMP accelerator
software.


Configuring NDMP service settings


Configure NDMP service settings on the Oracle ZFS storage appliance.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://oracle-zfs:215
where oracle-zfs is the Oracle ZFS storage appliance network hostname or IP address.


The login web page appears.


2. Type the superuser (root) Username and Password, and then click LOGIN.
The dashboard web page appears.


3. On the dashboard web page, click Configuration > Services.
A list of services appears.


4. In the Data Services list, click NDMP.
The NDMP service configuration page appears.


5. Configure the following settings:


a. Clear the Ignore metadata-only changes checkbox.
b. Add one or more Target restore pools.
c. Set the Allow token-based backup checkbox.
d. In the ZFS rollback before restore list, select On DMA request.
e. Leave the Allow direct access recovery checkbox set.


NOTE: Avamar does not support direct access recovery. Either setting is permissible.


f. Clear the Restore absolute paths checkbox.
g. Set the DMA tape mode to BSD.
h. Type ndmp in the DMA username (MD5 auth) field.


i. Type a password for the ndmp user account in the DMA password (MD5 auth) field.


j. Click Apply.


6. To ensure that the NDMP service is enabled, verify that the NDMP service indicator is green.
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Installation and configuration of the accelerator
software
There are two methods for performing installation and configuration of the accelerator software.


● Using the Avamar Installation Manager. Installation and configuration with the Avamar Installation Manager on page 20
provides instructions.


● Using the legacy command line method. Installation and configuration by using the legacy command line method on page 22
provides instructions.


Installation and configuration with the Avamar Installation Manager


This section provides procedures for installation and configuration of the Avamar NDMP accelerator software with the Avamar
Installation Manager.


Downloading and installing the Avamar Installation Manager software for the
NDMP accelerator node


In this procedure, you download the Avamar Installation Manager software and install it on the NDMP accelerator node. Later,
you use the Avamar Installation Manager to install and configure the NDMP accelerator software.


Steps


1. Download the Avamar Installation Manager install package:


a. In a web browser, go to https://support.emc.com/.
b. In the search field, search for the installed Avamar release.
c. In the left pane of the search results, click DOWNLOADS.
d. Click Avamar.
e. Locate and download the Avamar version SLES 11 Bundle installation package, where version is the version number of the


Avamar software.


Download the install package to /usr/local/avamar/src/ on the NDMP accelerator node.


2. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


3. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


4. Install the Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Change to the /usr/local/avamar/src/ by typing:


cd /usr/local/avamar/src
b. Unzip the bundle:


unzip AvamarBundle_SLES11_64-version.zip
where version is the version number of the Avamar software.


c. Run the following command to install the Avamar Installation Manager:


sh ./AvamarBundle_SLES11_64/avinstaller-bootstrap-version.sles11_64.x86_64.run
where version is the version number of the Avamar software.


Downloading the accelerator software


Download the accelerator software installation package and then upload it to the Avamar server's package repository for
installation via the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. In a web browser, go to https://support.emc.com/.


2. In the search field, search for the installed Avamar release.
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3. In the left pane of the search results, click DOWNLOADS.


4. Click Avamar.


5. Locate and download the AcceleratorInstallSles-version.avp accelerator software installation package, where
version is the version number of the Avamar software.


Download the package to a temporary location, such as /tmp.


Installing the accelerator software


This procedure describes how to launch the Avamar Installation Manager on the NDMP accelerator node and install the
accelerator software.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://accelerator-node:7543/avi
where accelerator-node is the IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar NDMP accelerator node.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.


2. Type root in the User Name field and changeme in the Password field.


NOTE: The Avamar Product Security Guide contains instructions for changing the default password.


3. Upload the accelerator installation package to the software repository:


a. Click Repository.


The Repository tab appears.


b. Click Browse to browse to the location where you downloaded the accelerator installation package in Downloading the
accelerator software on page 20, and then select the package.
Once the package upload completes, it automatically appears in the Repository table.


4. Click the SW Releases tab.
The Software Releases page opens.


5. Click Install.
The Installation Setup page appears.


6. Complete the information on the Installation Setup page and click the NAS Settings tab.


The Require NAS system configuration option is selected by default. If you do not want to configure NAS systems at this
point, unselect the option and click Continue.


7. If the Require NAS system configuration option is selected, you must add at least one NAS system:


a. Click Add NAS system.
b. Select the NAS system type.
c. Type the resolvable Hostname or IP address of the NAS system.
d. Type the NDMP account name and password.
e. Select the encoding schema to be used for the password.
f. For the Avamar account field, type the Avamar client name that you created for this system.


The client name must be lowercase.


g. The Accelerator hostname/IP field defaults to the local host's hostname or IP address, but can be changed if
necessary.


h. Click Continue.


NOTE: To delete a NAS system configuration before clicking Continue, click the red X to the left of the configuration


that you want to delete.


Avamar Installation Manager installs the accelerator software.
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Installation and configuration by using the legacy command line
method


This section provides procedures for installation and configuration of the Avamar NDMP accelerator software when by using the
legacy command line method.


Downloading the accelerator software


Connect to the Avamar server and download the accelerator software installation packages.


Prerequisites


Before you install or upgrade the Avamar client software, download the UpgradeClientDownloads workflow package from the
repository to the Avamar server, and then install the workflow package to make the Avamar client software available for
download. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about downloading and installing workflow packages.


About this task


NOTE:


Avamar 18.1 and later releases include additional operating system and firewall hardening packages for NDMP accelerator


nodes. Installing or upgrading the accelerator software via the Avamar Installation Manager workflow packages


automatically installs the hardening packages. Avamar does not support manual installation of the hardening packages.


Therefore, manually installing or upgrading the accelerator software renders the hardening packages unavailable.


The level-2 security hardening topics in the Avamar Product Security Guide provide more information.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamarserver/dtlt/home.html
where Avamarserver is the Avamar server network hostname or IP address.


The Avamar Web Restore web page appears.


2. Click Downloads.


3. Click + next to the NDMP Accelerator folder.


4. Click + next to the folder that corresponds to the correct type of accelerator software.


5. Download all of the available accelerator software installation packages.


6. Copy the installation packages to a temporary folder on the NDMP accelerator node, such as /tmp.


Installing the Avamar Client for Linux software


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


3. Change directory to the temporary install folder.
For example, cd /tmp.


4. Install the software by typing:


rpm -ivh AvamarClient-linux-rhel4-x86_64-version.rpm
5. Wait for the installation to complete.


The installation is complete when avagent.d Info: Client Agent started. appears in the command shell.
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Installing the Avamar accelerator software


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar Client for Linux software on the NDMP accelerator node.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


3. Change directory to the temporary install folder. For example, cd /tmp.


4. Install the software by typing:


rpm -ivh AvamarNDMP-linux-rhel4-x86_64-version.rpm
5. Wait for the installation to complete.


The installation is complete when the following appears in the command shell:


You may run /usr/local/avamar/bin/avsetupndmp to register
and activate this NDMP Accelerator Node with the
Administrator server.


Configuring the NDMP accelerator node


This task configures various accelerator settings. Perform this task when you add an NDMP accelerator node to the system, or
when you change settings for an existing NDMP accelerator node.


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar Client for Linux and the NDMP accelerator software on the NDMP accelerator node.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then press Enter.


3. Run the accelerator configuration utility by typing one of the following commands:


NAS type Command


Dell EMC NAS systems avsetupndmp
NetApp filers avsetupndmp
Oracle ZFS storage appliances avsetupndmp --zfs


4. Press Enter to accept the default action to stop all running agents.


5. Type the NDMP accelerator node DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


6. Type the Avamar server DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


7. Type the Avamar server software root password, and then press Enter.


NOTE:


This step calls for the Avamar server software root password (also known as the GSAN root password), not the


operating system root password.


8. Enable or disable multiple simultaneous backups:


● To enable multiple simultaneous backups, type y, and then press Enter.


● To disable multiple simultaneous backups, type n, and then press Enter.


9. From the Configure individual system parameters menu, type 1, and then press Enter.


10. From the Setting up a new system account menu, specify which kind of NAS system to configure:
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NAS type Action


Dell EMC Unity, VNXe, VNX, or Celerra system Type 1, and then press Enter.


Dell EMC Isilon system Type 2, and then press Enter.


NetApp filer Type 3, and then press Enter.


11. Type the NAS system DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


12. Type the NAS system NDMP user account name, and then press Enter.


NOTE:


For NetApp filers, if you are setting up a NetApp Cluster, ensure that the user account has sufficient privileges to


access the Vserver.


13. Type the NAS system NDMP user account password, and then press Enter.


14. Re-type the NAS system NDMP user account password, and then press Enter.


15. Specify which password encoding scheme used by the NAS system:


● If the encoding scheme is plain text, type text, and then press Enter.


● If the encoding scheme is other than plain text, type md5, and then press Enter.


16. Type a short descriptive Avamar account name for this NAS system, and then press Enter.


This name is how that NAS system client instance appears in Avamar Administrator. Any user-defined name is acceptable.
However, this name must be unique. When adding a second instance of the same NAS system, ensure that you differentiate
it from any existing Avamar account name.


17. Type the NDMP accelerator node DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


This value is a DNS name or IP address that is resolvable by the NAS system.


18. From the Configure individual system parameters menu, continue or exit:


● To add another NAS system or an additional Avamar client instance of an existing NAS system, type 1, press Enter, and
then follow the onscreen instructions.


● To exit this NDMP accelerator configuration utility session, press Enter.


Registering the NDMP accelerator node


This task registers NAS system client instances on the NDMP accelerator node with the Avamar server.


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar Client for Linux and the accelerator software on the NDMP accelerator node, and configure the NDMP
accelerator node.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -.


3. Run the client registration utility by typing avregister.


NOTE: The avregister command script attempts to register all unregistered client instances it detects on the NDMP


accelerator node.


4. Type the Avamar server DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


5. Specify an Avamar server domain for this client instance:


● Press Enter to accept the default domain (clients).
● Type a valid Avamar server domain path, and then press Enter.


When typing a domain path (for example, clients/linux), do not include a slash (/) as the first character.
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Changing accelerator settings
This task describes how to use the avsetupndmp utility to change existing accelerator settings.


About this task


The avsetupndmp utility can be rerun as often as necessary to reconfigure accelerator settings.


Previously configured NAS system client instances can be edited or removed by choosing the respective option in the
avsetupndmp menu.


To use the accelerator with a different Avamar server, you must also rerun avregister.


You must always rerun avregister after adding a new NAS system client instance.


Enabling or disabling multiple simultaneous backups


Each NDMP accelerator node can be configured to process backup requests consecutively (serially) or simultaneously (in
parallel). This setting applies to all NAS system client instances.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


3. Run the accelerator configuration utility by typing one of the following commands:


NAS type Command


Dell EMC NAS systems avsetupndmp
NetApp filers avsetupndmp
Oracle ZFS storage appliances avsetupndmp --zfs


4. Press Enter to accept the default action to stop all running agents.


5. Type the NDMP accelerator node DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


6. Type the Avamar server DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


7. Type the Avamar server software root password, and then press Enter.


NOTE:


This step calls for the Avamar server software root password (also known as the GSAN root password), not the


operating system root password.


8. Enable or disable multiple simultaneous backups:


● To enable multiple simultaneous backups, type y, and then press Enter.


● To disable multiple simultaneous backups, type n, and then press Enter.


9. From the main menu, press Enter to exit this NDMP accelerator configuration utility session.


Combining accounts (optional)


When the multiple simultaneous backups feature is enabled, and multiple accounts are used to back up multiple volumes on the
same NAS system, the accelerator can become overloaded, causing backups to fail. If overload occurs, combine the multiple
accounts into a single account so that the accelerator can allow the maximum number of concurrent backups that are supported
by that accelerator configuration without overloading.


About this task


NOTE: You can only combine accounts within the same Avamar domain.
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Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then press Enter.


3. Run the accelerator configuration utility by typing one of the following commands:


NAS type Command


Dell EMC NAS systems avsetupndmp
NetApp filers avsetupndmp
Oracle ZFS storage appliances avsetupndmp --zfs


4. Press Enter to accept the default action to stop all running agents.


5. Type the NDMP accelerator node DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


6. Type the Avamar server DNS name or IP address, and then press Enter.


7. Type the Avamar server software root password, and then press Enter.


NOTE:


This step calls for the Avamar server software root password (also known as the GSAN root password), not the


operating system root password.


8. Enable multiple simultaneous backups by typing y, and then pressing Enter.


9. From the Configure individual system parameters menu, type 4, and then press Enter.


10. Type the name of the domain that contains the accounts to be combined.


11. Select the first account to combine by typing the number of the account and pressing Enter.


12. Select the second account to combine by typing the number of the account and pressing Enter.


13. From the main menu, continue or exit:


● To combine additional accounts, type 4, press Enter and then follow the onscreen instructions.


● To exit this NDMP accelerator configuration utility session, press Enter.


Upgrading the accelerator software
There are two methods for performing upgrades of the accelerator software.


● Using the Avamar Installation Manager. Upgrading by using the Avamar Installation Manager on page 26 contains
instructions.


● Using the legacy command line method. Upgrading by using the legacy command line method on page 27 contains
instructions.


Upgrading by using the Avamar Installation Manager


The following procedures are used to upgrade the accelerator software by using the Avamar Installation Manager.


Steps


1. Install the Avamar Installation Manager on the NDMP accelerator node by following the procedure at Downloading and
installing the Avamar Installation Manager software for the NDMP accelerator node on page 20.


2. Open a web browser and log in to Avamar Installation Manager:


a. Type the following URL:


https://accelerator-node:7543/avi
where accelerator-node is the IP address or resolvable hostname of the Avamar NDMP accelerator node.


The Avamar Installation Manager login page appears.


3. Type root in the User Name field and changeme in the Password field.
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NOTE: The Avamar Product Security Guide contains instructions for changing the default password.


4. Depending on whether the Avamar Downloader Service is being used, do one of the following:


NOTE: The Avamar Administration Guide contains information about configuring and using the Avamar Downloader


Service.


● If the Avamar Downloader Service is being used:


a. Click Configuration.


The Configuration windows appears.


b. Click Check for New Packages.


The Check for New Packages dialog box appears and provides status messages while the Avamar Downloader
Service downloads the manifest file from the repository server to the local repository on the accelerator node.


A check mark next to a status message indicates that the process was successful. An X next to a status message
indicates that the process failed.


c. Click Close on the Check for New Packages dialog box.
d. Click the SW Upgrade tab.


The SW Upgrades page opens.


e. Click Download for the accelerator software to download the software package that is listed on the SW Upgrades
page.


After a package has successfully downloaded, the Install button will appear.


● If the Avamar Downloader Service is not being used:


a. Follow instructions for downloading the accelerator upgrade package at Downloading the accelerator software on
page 20.


b. Upload the accelerator upgrade package to the software repository:


i. Click Repository.


The Repository tab appears.


ii. Click Browse to browse to the location where the accelerator upgrade package was downloaded in step 4.a on
page 27 and select the package.


Once the package upload completes, it automatically appears in the Repository table.


iii. Click the SW Releases tab.


The Software Releases page opens.


5. Click Install.
The Installation Setup page appears.


Upgrading by using the legacy command line method


To upgrade the accelerator using the command line, you must upgrade both the Avamar Client for Linux and Avamar NDMP
software packages to the same version.


Downloading the accelerator software


Connect to the Avamar server and download the accelerator software installation packages.


Prerequisites


Before you install or upgrade the Avamar client software, download the UpgradeClientDownloads workflow package from the
repository to the Avamar server, and then install the workflow package to make the Avamar client software available for
download. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about downloading and installing workflow packages.
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About this task


NOTE:


Avamar 18.1 and later releases include additional operating system and firewall hardening packages for NDMP accelerator


nodes. Installing or upgrading the accelerator software via the Avamar Installation Manager workflow packages


automatically installs the hardening packages. Avamar does not support manual installation of the hardening packages.


Therefore, manually installing or upgrading the accelerator software renders the hardening packages unavailable.


The level-2 security hardening topics in the Avamar Product Security Guide provide more information.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://Avamarserver/dtlt/home.html
where Avamarserver is the Avamar server network hostname or IP address.


The Avamar Web Restore web page appears.


2. Click Downloads.


3. Click + next to the NDMP Accelerator folder.


4. Click + next to the folder that corresponds to the correct type of accelerator software.


5. Download all of the available accelerator software installation packages.


6. Copy the installation packages to a temporary folder on the NDMP accelerator node, such as /tmp.


Upgrading the accelerator software


Upgrading the NDMP accelerator node using the Linux software upgrade command (rpm -U) command preserves the existing
configuration settings. You do not have to rerun avsetupndmp or avregister.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


3. Upgrade the Linux client software by typing:


rpm -U AvamarClient*
4. Upgrade the accelerator software by typing:


rpm -U AvamarNDMP-linux-rhel4-x86_64-version*


Running a newer NDMP accelerator node with an older Avamar server


If you upgrade the accelerator software to a newer version, but do not also upgrade the Avamar server software to the same
version, you must upgrade the client plugin catalog on the Avamar server, then download and install the dpnavclient file on
the Avamar server. Downloading the dpnavclient package requires that you open a Service Request with Customer Support.


Steps


1. Follow instructions for downloading and installing new packages from the repository in the Avamar Administration Guide to
download and install the upgrade-client-plugin-catalog to the server.


2. Download and install the dpnavclient installation package:


NOTE: To complete this step, please open a Service Request with Customer Support.


a. Download the dpnavclient installation package from Customer Support to a temporary folder on the Avamar server,
such as /tmp.


b. Open a command shell and log in to the server as admin.
c. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


d. Change directory to the temporary folder where you downloaded the installation package and upgrade the software by
typing:
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rmp -Uvh dpnavclient-version.sles11_64.x86_64.rpm
3. Upgrade the NDMP accelerator node as described in Upgrading by using the legacy command line method on page 27.


Uninstalling the accelerator software


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


3. Query the RPM database for the currently installed Avamar software by typing:


rpm -qa | grep Avamar
4. Note the Avamar accelerator and Linux client software package names.


5. Uninstall the accelerator software by typing:


rpm -e AvamarNDMP-version
where version is the accelerator software version.


6. Uninstall the Avamar Linux client software by typing:


rpm -e AvamarClient-version
where version is the Avamar client software version.


Configuring NTP time services
To avoid any unexpected behaviors, you should keep the time on all nodes in the system consistent. This procedure configures
NTP time services for accelerators running the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) operating system.


Prerequisites


Before running this procedure, determine if the NTP time services are configured and functioning on the Avamar utility node. If
not, do not use this procedure. Instead, manually set the NDMP accelerator node time to be consistent to Avamar server utility
node by typing yast, selecting System, then Date and Time as described in step 8 on page 30.


About this task


NOTE: Do not perform this task on any accelerator running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) operating system.


Steps


1. Open a command shell and log in to the accelerator as admin.


2. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter. Type the password if prompted.


3. Copy the /etc/ntp.conf file from the Avamar server utility node by typing:


cp -p /etc/ntp.conf{,.orig}
scp root@utility-node:/etc/ntp.conf /etc/
where utility-node is the DNS name or IP address of the Avamar utility node.


4. Restart the ntpd service by typing:


service ntp restart
5. Verify that the ntpd service started correctly by typing:


service ntp status
Wait 7–10 minutes for the system to fully settle.


6. Verify that the ntpd service is synchronizing time by typing:


/usr/sbin/ntpq -pn
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Verify that the values in the reach column eventually become nonzero and that an asterisk appears in the left column of one
of the time servers. Ideally, all reach values are 377, which is an octal value meaning that the last eight time server contacts
were all successful with no misses.


If any reach values are zero, please verify that the list of time servers is correct in /etc/ntp.conf.


7. Ensure that the ntpd service starts at system startup by typing:


chkconfig ntp on
8. If you have not already done so, set the local time zone on the accelerator:


a. Type yast, select System, and then Date and Time.


b. Select the correct local time zone.


For best results, set the local time zone to that of the NAS system so that both the NAS system and NDMP accelerator
node log files correlate.


c. Verify that the output of the date command is accurate by typing date.


Configuring the NDMP accelerator node for dual NIC
operation (optional)
This task configures the accelerator to use two Network Interface Cards (NICs) to maximize data throughput in certain
configurations, such as backing up multiple data streams to a Data Domain system.


Prerequisites


Install the Avamar Client for Linux and the accelerator software on the NDMP accelerator node. Configure the NDMP
accelerator node and register the node with the Avamar server.


About this task


To maximize data throughput, segregate the NAS system network traffic from the Avamar server network traffic. Configure a
second NIC such that one NIC accepts NAS system traffic, and the other NIC connects to the Avamar server.


NAS systems can be on the same or different subnets, and are not required to be on the same subnet as the Avamar server.


Steps


1. Obtain and record the following information:


● IP address for the secondary NIC
● Subnet mask for the NDMP accelerator node
● Hostname for the secondary NIC
● Gateway IP address of the subnet where the NDMP accelerator node resides
● IP address of the NAS system


2. Open a command shell and log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.


3. Switch user to root by typing su -, and then pressing Enter.


4. Run the YaST2 configuration utility by typing yast2, and then pressing Enter.


5. On the YaST2 Control Center main screen, select Network Devices > Network Settings, and then press Enter.


NOTE: Use Tab or cursor keys to select menus, submenus, and fields.


6. On the Network Settings screen, highlight the secondary NIC list entry, and then press F4 to edit secondary NIC settings.


7. On the Network Card Setup screen, highlight Statically assigned IP address, and then press Enter.


Complete the following:


● In the IP Address field, type the IP address for the secondary NIC.
● In the Subnet Mask field, type the subnet mask for the NDMP accelerator node.
● In the Hostname field, replace the default hostname with the correct hostname of the secondary NIC.
● Note and record the device name in the Configuration Name field.
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Typically, the device name is eth1.


8. Highlight Next, and then press Enter.


9. On the Network Settings screen, highlight Routing, and then press Enter.


10. In the Default Gateway field, ensure that the Default Gateway setting is correct. If not, type the correct gateway IP
address of the subnet where the NDMP accelerator node resides.


11. Highlight Add, and then press Enter.


Complete the following:


● In the Destination field, type the NAS system IP address.
● In the Device field, type the device name that you previously noted on the Network Card Setup screen.


Typically, the device name is eth1.


● In the Gateway field, type the IP address of the secondary NIC.
● In the Netmask field, type the subnet mask for this route.


Typically, the subnet mask is 255.255.255.255 when a single NAS system backs up to an NDMP accelerator node.
However, when multiple NAS systems back up to the same NDMP accelerator node, the subnet mask might be different.


12. Exit the YaST2 configuration utility:


● On the Network Settings screen, highlight OK, and then press Enter.
● On the YaST2 Control Center main screen, highlight Quit, and then press Enter.


Mounting a NAS share
Avamar 18.1 and later releases include additional operating system and firewall hardening packages for NDMP accelerator nodes.
To mount a NAS share on an NDMP accelerator node, add the NAS IP address to the firewall table. Remove the NAS from the
firewall table when you no longer need to mount the NAS share.


Steps


1. Open a command shell:


a. Log in to the NDMP accelerator node as admin.
b. Switch user to root by typing su -.


2. Add the NAS to the firewall table by typing the following commands:


iptables -I OUTPUT -p tcp -d IPv4-addr -j ACCEPT
iptables -I OUTPUT -p udp -d IPv4-addr -j ACCEPT
where IPv4-addr is a specific IPv4 address for the NAS.


3. Remove the NAS from the firewall table by typing the following commands:


iptables -D OUTPUT -p tcp -d IPv4-addr -j ACCEPT
iptables -D OUTPUT -p udp -d IPv4-addr -j ACCEPT
where IPv4-addr is a specific IPv4 address for the NAS.
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Backup


Topics:


• Limitations
• Avamar Administrator limitations
• Performing on-demand backups
• Scheduling backups
• Monitoring backups
• Cancel backups
• Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
• Best practices for ZFS backups


Limitations
The following sections detail the known limitations of Avamar NDMP backup.


Common limitations


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node with any NAS system:


Wild cards You cannot use wild card characters to specify a backup target (that is, which volumes or folders to
include in the backup). This is an NDMP limitation.


Multiple datasets
for the same NAS
system


When using multiple datasets to back up the same NAS system (for example, using one dataset for full
backups and another for incrementals), the exclude lists must be identical.


When full and incremental exclude lists differ, the actual system behavior differs according to the type of
incremental backup specified in the dataset:


● If the dataset specifies Prefer incremental, but do a Full if required, a full backup runs.
● If the dataset specifies Force an incremental (level 1) dump, the backup fails.


Limitations specific to Dell EMC NAS systems


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node only with Dell EMC NAS systems:


Mixed backups Avamar does not support:


● Full backups on a Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on the Avamar server
● Full backups on the Avamar server and incremental or differential backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backups on one Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on another Data


Domain system


Maximum path
length


When backing up a NAS system, paths cannot be longer than 4,096 characters.


Maximum number
of files


Each individual Avamar backup of a NAS system can contain a maximum of 10 million files.


Incremental
backups should
only be
performed at the
root volume level


When backing up Unity, VNX, VNXe or Celerra systems, you should only perform incremental backups at
the root volume level. Avamar defaults to always performing full (level-0) backups of lower level folders
and subfolders. You can override the default behavior by selecting the Filer dump modes Force an
incremental (level 1) dump plug-in option (either in the backup dataset or the on-demand backup
options). However, it must be understood that performing an incremental (level-1) backup at any level
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other than the root volume is known to be less reliable than a full (level-0) backup, and might result in
backup errors.


Incremental
backup memory
usage


When backing up Unity, VNX, VNXe or Celerra systems, any incremental backup that includes many files
might fail due to memory limitations.


UNIX hardlinks in
incremental
backups


When performing incremental backups, some UNIX hardlinks with non-ASCII characters in the name might
not be processed correctly. For best results, exclude these hardlinks from incremental backups. If this is
not possible, perform level-0 backups instead.


Limitations specific to NetApp filers


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node only with NetApp filers:


Mixed backups Avamar does not support:


● Full backups on a Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on the Avamar server
● Full backups on the Avamar server and incremental or differential backups on a Data Domain system
● Full backups on one Data Domain system and incremental or differential backups on another Data


Domain system


SnapVault
snapshots


If backing up a SnapVault snapshot, you must perform a full backup. Incremental backups fail and exit
with an error.


qtree and folder
paths


To back up qtrees and folders, you must type the path to that entity within the volume.


Backup
performance for
large NetApp
volumes


Performance of NDMP NetApp backups of volumes with more than approximately 10 million files may
degrade over time. This is typically seen in backups that exceed 24 hours. Both initial backups and
incremental backups are impacted.


Exclusions These are the known limitations of backup exclusions for NetApp filers:


● Exclusion entry syntax—A valid NetApp exclusion entry is a backup target concatenated with a name
to be excluded. The backup target can be a volume or directory name. NetApp then excludes the
specified name all places within the specified backup target.


● Hardlinks prevent file exclusion—Any file that contains a hardlink cannot be excluded from an Avamar
backup. This is a NetApp limitation.


Limitations specific to Oracle ZFS storage appliances


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node only with Oracle ZFS storage appliances:


Socket files Avamar does not support socket file to backup Oracle ZFS file system. This is because the ZFS NAS
system does not send the socket file in the data stream to Avamar during backup.


Maximum path
length


When backing up any Oracle ZFS storage appliance, paths cannot be longer than 1023 characters. This
limitation also applies to NFS mounts included in the backup.
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Avamar Administrator limitations
The following sections detail the known limitations of Avamar Administrator to browse and display information about NDMP
backups. None of these limitations affect data integrity or the ability to restore data from NDMP backups.


Common Avamar Administrator limitations


The following limitations apply to backups of any type of NAS system:


International
characters


When browsing NDMP backups, folder and file names containing international characters might not
display correctly.


Folder bytes
reported


Folder sizes are often shown to be slightly smaller than the aggregate size of the folder contents.


File size variance The size of a backup from a NAS system differs from the size of the on-disk data. For example, the
reported size of a backup is the size on the deduplicated Avamar server disk, not the actual file size.


Small backup
bytes reported


The number of bytes shown for small NDMP backups might be a slightly larger than the actual size. This
behavior is normal because the NAS system adds a small amount of data to each backup.


User and group
names


When listing the contents of a backup, user and group names appear as numbers instead of plain text
names.


Avamar Administrator limitations for Dell EMC NAS systems


The following limitation applies to backups of Dell EMC NAS systems:


Browsing folders
and files


When browsing a Unity, VNX, VNXe, or Celerra file system to create a dataset or perform an on-demand
backup, only volumes are visible. You cannot browse into volumes to view individual folders or files. When
browsing Isilon system, you can browse into volumes to view individual folders or files.


Unity, VNX, VNXe, Celerra and Isilon file systems do not support file level backup, but these file systems
support file level restore.


Avamar Administrator limitations for NetApp filers


The following limitations apply to backups of NetApp filers:


Browsing folders
and files


When browsing a NetApp file system to create a dataset or perform an on-demand backup, only volumes
are visible. You cannot browse into volumes to view individual folders or files.


UTF-8 folder and
file names


In order to view UTF-8 folder and file names, UTF-8 must be enabled by the Data ONTAP filer volume
language setting.


Empty folders When backing up empty folders, Avamar reports a size of between one and a few kilobytes for each
empty folder. The number of kilobytes reported depends on the number of empty files.


Avamar Administrator limitations for Oracle ZFS storage
appliances


The following limitations apply to backups of Oracle ZFS storage appliances:


Browsing folders
and files


When browsing an Oracle ZFS file system to create a dataset or perform an on-demand backup, only
volumes are visible. You cannot browse into volumes to view individual folders or files.


Empty folders When backing up empty folders, Avamar reports a size of between one and a few kilobytes for each
empty folder. The number of kilobytes reported depends on the number of empty files.
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Performing on-demand backups
An on-demand backup is a user-initiated backup of NDMP data on a client. You can perform an on-demand backup for the first
backup of the client immediately after you install the Avamar client software. Perform an on-demand backup before system
maintenance, software installations, or software upgrades.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the NDMP Accelerator node.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the NAS system client instance.


You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. Click BACKUP.
The Backup wizard is displayed. In the Plugin pane, a list of plug-ins that are installed on the Oracle server is displayed.


5. In the Plugins pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select the NDMP plug-in for the platform:


● For NetApp filers, select Netapp Filer via NDMP, and then browse to select one or more volumes.
● For Oracle ZFS storage appliances, select ZFS via NDMP, and then browse to and select one or more volumes.
● For Dell EMC Unity, VNX, VNXe, or Celerra NAS systems, select Celerra/VNX/Unity via NDMP, and then browse


to and select one or more volumes.
● For Dell EMC Isilon NAS systems, select Isilon via NDMP, and then browse to and select one or more top-level


directories beneath the /ifs root directory.


b. Click NEXT.


The Basic Configuration window is displayed.


6. In the Basic Configuration pane, complete the following fields:


a. Select the backup retention policy settings:


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server after a specific amount of time, select Retention
period. Specify the number of days, weeks, months, or years for the retention period.


● To automatically delete this backup from the Avamar server on a specific calendar date, select End date and browse
to that date on the calendar.


● To keep this backup for as long as this client remains active in the Avamar server, select No end date.


b. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and
the Avamar server during the backup.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the
client operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


c. From the Optionally select a proxy to perform backup list, select the proxy.


The default setting is Automatic, which enables the Avamar server to choose the best proxy for this operation.


d. Click NEXT.


The More Options window is displayed.


7. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


These settings are all optional. In most cases, system default settings are the best settings for on-demand NDMP backups.


a. Toggle the Show Advanced Options switch to on.
b. In the Maximum Concurrent Data Streams field, select the maximum number of data streams that can be used


concurrently during the backup.
c. From the Filer Dump Mode list, select the type of backup to perform.


Forcing a full (level 0) dump resends all data in the requested volume from the NAS system to the accelerator. This
option is not recommended.


For best results, always perform incremental backups at the volume level. Do not force incremental backups of lower
level folders and subfolders because this option can cause backup errors.


d. In the Backup label field, type a descriptive label for the backup.
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e. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: To store this backup on a Data Domain system, select the Store backup
on Data Domain System checkbox, and then select a Data Domain system from the list.


f. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


g. To run a script before the restore operation starts, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at start of
restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


h. To run a script after the restore operation ends, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at end of
restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


i. To manually add other plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


i. Toggle the Show Free Form switch to on.
ii. Click


.


This step adds a row to the list of plug-in options.


iii. In the Key field, type the name of the configuration plug-in option.
iv. In the Value field, type the value of the configuration plug-in option.


To delete a plug-in option, select the option and then click Delete in the Action column.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section


of the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI


controls for the options.


8. Click FINISH.
The following status message is displayed:


Backup initiated.


Scheduling backups
Scheduled backups run automatically to ensure that backups of NAS systems occur on an ongoing basis. You can schedule
backups to run daily, weekly, or monthly. The scheduled backup can include multiple clients or a single server.


About this task


You can schedule backups by using the Policy wizard to create a policy for a backup.


Perform the following steps within the Policy wizard. The Avamar Administration Guide provides more information about
policies, datasets, schedules, and retention settings.


Steps


1. Assign members to the new backup policy.


2. Assign a dataset to the new backup policy.


To create a dataset, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Dataset > Add.


3. Assign a schedule to the new backup policy.


To create a schedule, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Schedule > Add.


4. Assign a retention policy to the new backup policy.


To create a retention policy, use the Policy wizard or select Settings > Retention > Add.


5. Enable scheduling for the backup policy.
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Creating a dataset


A dataset specifies the data to include in a scheduled backup and the options to use for the backup. Create at least one dataset
for scheduled backups on a client or group of clients. Create multiple datasets to segregate client data.


About this task


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Settings.
The Setting pane is displayed.


2. Click the Dataset tab.


3. Click ADD.


The Create Dataset window is displayed.


4. In the Dataset Name field, type a name for the dataset.


The name can include alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0–9) and the following special characters: period (.), hyphen (-),
and underscore (_). Do not use Unicode characters or the following special characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } |
\ / ; : ' " < > , ?


5. From the Plugins list, select a plug-in:


● For Dell EMC Unity, VNX, VNXe, or Celerra NAS systems, select Celerra/VNX/Unity via NDMP.
● For Dell EMC Isilon NAS systems, select Isilon via NDMP.


6. (Optional) Set plug-in options in the Options tab:


These settings are all optional. In most cases, system default settings are the best settings for scheduled NDMP backups.


a. Select the Show Advanced Options check box.
b. From the Maximum Concurrent Data Streams list, select the maximum number of data streams that can be used


concurrently during the backup.
c. From the Filer Dump Mode list, select the type of backup to perform.


Forcing a full (level 0) dump resends all data in the requested volume from the NAS system to the accelerator. This
option is not recommended.


For best results, always perform incremental backups at the volume level. Do not force incremental backups of lower
level folders and subfolders because this option can cause backup errors.


d. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: To store this backup on a Data Domain system, select the Store backup
on Data Domain System checkbox, and then select a Data Domain system from the list.


e. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


f. To run a script before the backup operation starts, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at start of
backup field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


g. To run a script after the backup operation ends, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at end of
backup field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


7. Click the Source Data tab and then select the data to include in the dataset:


● To include all server data on a client, select the following:


○ For Dell EMC Unity, VNX, VNXe, or Celerra NAS systems, select Celerra/VNX/Unity via NDMP.
○ For Dell EMC Isilon NAS systems, select Isilon via NDMP.


● To specify instances or databases on a client, perform the following steps:


a. Select Select Files and/or Folders.
b. In the File/Folder Path field, type the file path.
c. Click ADD.


8. Click SUBMIT.
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Creating a backup policy


A backup policy is a collection of Avamar clients that use the same dataset, schedule, and retention settings to implement
scheduled backups.


About this task


Member clients must all be in the same Avamar domain. When you create a backup policy, you define the dataset, schedule, and
retention settings that apply for scheduled backups. These settings comprise the backup policy, which controls backup behavior
for all members of the backup policy unless you override these settings at the client level.


The Avamar Administration Guide provides information about creating and editing backup policies, schedules, or retention
settings.


Enabling a scheduled backup for a backup policy


Scheduled backups occur only for enabled backup policies. Backup policies are disabled by default unless you select the Enabled
check box on the first page of the New Policy wizard. If you did not enable the backup policy when you created it, use the
menu options in the Policy window to enable backups.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Backup Policy.
The Policy page is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select a domain or subdomain for the backup policy.


To select a subdomain for the backup policy, toggle the Include Sub-domain switch to on.


3. Select a backup policy from the list.


4. To enable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Enable Policy.


5. To disable a backup policy, click MORE ACTIONS > Disable Policy.


Monitoring backups
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations by using the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.
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The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .


Cancel backups
You can cancel a backup any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The backup might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the backup from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.


Enforcement of backups to Data Domain
If the Avamar server is configured to enforce backups to a Data Domain system, the server rejects backups that are not
destined for the Data Domain. This enforcement covers backups that you configure through the Avamar Administrator and the
AUI, as well as from command-line interfaces and other tools.


These backups must have additional flags that indicate the storage target. The Avamar and Data Domain System Integration
Guide provides more information about backup enforcement and the related client version requirements. Backup enforcement is
disabled by default.


Best practices for ZFS backups
The following information provides best practices for ZFS backups.


● Do not include hard links across directories that were backed up separately.


The backup of a file, which has hard links across multiple directories, includes multiple copies of the file. When you restore
this backup, you restore multiple copies of the same file. The restore does not handle hard links across backups.


● Do not backup data paths that are greater than 1023 bytes or the backups will fail. This is a limitation of Oracle ZFS.
● Do not create alternate data stream files greater than 2 GB, this could cause the backup to fail.
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Restore


Topics:


• Limitations
• Creating an Oracle ZFS filesystem for non-UTF-8 restores
• Restoring to the original NAS system
• Restoring to a Linux or Windows client with Avamar Administrator
• Monitor restores
• Cancel restores


Limitations
The following sections detail the known limitations of Avamar NDMP restore.


Common limitations


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node with any NAS system:


Non-NDMP client
backups


Volumes, folders, and files that were originally backed up from other Avamar client types are fully
browsable by Avamar Administrator. However, these entities cannot be restored to an NAS system.


Overwrite
behavior


None of the overwrite and open file options are applicable when performing an NDMP restore. This
behavior is an inherent limitation of NDMP, which always overwrites existing files when restoring.


Web services
restores with
external
authentication


You cannot restore data from an NDMP backup using Avamar Web services when the user who initiates
the restore is authenticated using an external authentication system such as LDAP or Windows Active
Directory.


Limitations specific to NetApp filers


The following limitations apply to the NDMP accelerator node only with NetApp filers:


Extra
“restore_symbolt
able” file


When restoring a NetApp filer backup, an extra file restore_symboltable is created on the restore
target. The NetApp filer (not Avamar software) creates this file, which is a known NetApp limitation.
Refer to NetApp Bug ID 30347 for more information. Note also that if the dataset used for backups
already contains a restore_symboltable file, that file is renamed to rstabRENAME47026EF7 on
the restore target.


LUN restores When restoring a LUN to original filer, the data does not get restored as a LUN. The interim solution is to
manually specify a NetApp qtree root folder as a restore location for the LUN, which causes the NetApp
filer to create the proper LUN container.


LUN restores When selecting the top level checkbox of a backup for restore, this "top folder" is not restored. Only the
mount point underneath it is restored. Therefore, when you perform a redirected restore of multiple
mounts, files or directories may be overwritten if the path of a file or directory in one mount point is the
same as the path or directory in another mount point. A best practice is to select Restore everything to
multiple locations when performing a redirected restore of multiple mount points.
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Limitations specific to Oracle ZFS storage appliances


The following limitation applies to the NDMP accelerator node only with Oracle ZFS storage appliances:


Restoring non-
UTF8 characters


Default Oracle ZFS filesystems only support UTF-8 characters. Therefore, if you are restoring files that
contain non-UTF-8 characters to the Oracle ZFS storage appliance, you must create a file system on the
Oracle ZFS storage appliance that supports non-UTF-8 characters. Otherwise, the restore fails.


Creating an Oracle ZFS filesystem for non-UTF-8
restores
Default Oracle ZFS filesystems only support UTF-8 characters. Therefore, if you will be restoring files that contain non-UTF-8
characters to the Oracle ZFS storage appliance, you must create a new filesystem on the Oracle ZFS storage appliance that will
support non-UTF-8 characters. Otherwise, the restore will fail.


About this task


NOTE: This task is only required if you are restoring files that contain non-UTF-8 characters to the Oracle ZFS storage


appliance.


Steps


1. Open a web browser and type the following URL:


https://oracle-zfs:215
where oracle-zfs is the Oracle ZFS storage appliance network hostname or IP address.


The login web page appears.


2. Type the superuser (root) Username and Password, and then click LOGIN.
The dashboard web page appears.


3. On the dashboard web page, click Shares.


4. Click + next to Filesystems.
The Create filesystem web page appears.


5. Clear the Reject non UTF-8 checkbox.


6. Click Apply.


Restoring to the original NAS system
This task restores data from an NDMP backup to the original NAS system.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Asset Management.
The Asset Management window is displayed.


2. In the domain tree, select the domain that contains the NDMP Accelerator node.


A list of Avamar clients is displayed in the pane below the domains list.


3. In the list of clients, select the NAS system client instance.


A list of NAS system clients that are registered with that NDMP Accelerator node is displayed.


NOTE: You can only view clients in the domain for the login account. To view all clients, log in to the root domain.


4. (Optional) To locate backups by date:


a. In the right pane, click VIEW MORE.
b. Click SEARCH.
c. In the From and To fields, specify the date range.
d. Click RETRIEVE.
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e. In the list of backups, select a backup.


The list of backups for the date range is displayed.


5. Click the RESTORE tab.


The Restore wizard is displayed and the Destination Client pane is displayed on the right.


6. In the Destination Client pane, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore to original client.
b. Click NEXT.


The Backup Content pane is displayed.


7. In the Backup Content pane, perform the following steps:


a. In the left pane, select the folder from the tree.


The Backup Content pane displays a list of databases within the backup.


b. In the right pane, select the databases that you want to restore.
c. Click NEXT.


The Destination Location pane is displayed.


8. In the Destination Locaiton pane, select the target destination:


● To restore everything to its original location, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to it's original location.
b. Click Next.


● To restore everything to a different location, perform the following steps:


a. Select Restore everything to a different location.
b. In the Restore Location field, type the file path of the target location where you want to restore the data.


For example: E:/dbrestore_dir/


c. Click Next.


The More Options pane is displayed.


9. In the More Options pane, set the plug-in options:


These settings are all optional. In most cases, system default settings are the best settings for restores.


a. To view advanced options, select Show Advanced Options.
b. From the Maximum Concurrent Data Streams list, select the maximum number of data streams that can be used


concurrently during the restore.
c. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the


encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the restore.
d. To run a script before the restore operation starts, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at start of


restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


e. To run a script after the restore operation ends, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at end of
restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


f. To manually add other plug-in options as free text, perform the following steps:


i. Toggle the Show Free Form switch to on.
ii. Click


.


This step adds a row to the list of plug-in options.


iii. In the Key field, type the name of the configuration plug-in option.
iv. In the Value field, type the value of the configuration plug-in option.


To delete a plug-in option, select the option and then click Delete in the Action column.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section


of the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI


controls for the options.


10. Click NEXT.


The Summary pane is displayed.
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11. Review the provided information, and then click FINISH.


Restoring to a Linux or Windows client with Avamar
Administrator
This task restores data from an NDMP backup to a Linux or Windows client file system. After NDMP data is restored to an
Avamar Linux or Windows client, the data can be easily accessed. The data can also be shared by establishing an NFS mount on
Linux systems, or a CIFS mount on Windows systems.


About this task


NOTE: There are some limitations of cross-platform restore of NDMP backups. Few data or attributes of some files cannot


be restored while restoring cross-platform restore of NDMP backups. Some of the examples are ACLs, alternate data


streams, attributes associated with hard links or file compression.


Perform the following steps to restore to a Linux or Windows client.


Steps


1. In Avamar Administrator, click the Backup & Restore launcher link.
The Backup & Restore window appears.


2. From the list of clients, select the NDMP accelerator node.
A list of NAS system clients that are registered with that NDMP accelerator node appears in the lower pane.


3. Select the NAS system client instance.


4. Click the Restore tab.


5. Click the By Date tab.


Valid backups occurred on dates with a yellow highlight.


6. Select the backup date from the calendar.
A list of backups on that date appears in the Backups table next to the calendar.


7. Select a backup from the Backups table.


8. In the lower-right pane, expand the folder tree to view a list of volumes.


9. Select the checkbox next to the volume in the left section of the Contents of Backup pane.
The files and folders on the volume appear in the right section of the Contents of Backup pane.


10. (Optional) To restore individual folders or files, select the checkbox next to each folder or file you want to restore.


11. Select Actions > Restore Now.
The Restore Options dialog box appears.


12. Select the destination Linux or Windows client:


a. Click the Browse button next to the Restore Destination Client field.
The Browse for Client Destination dialog box appears.


b. Browse to and select the destination client.
c. Click OK.


The Browse for Client Destination dialog box closes.


13. Ensure that the correct plug-in is selected in the Restore Plug-in list.


14. From the Avamar encryption method list, select the encryption method for data transfer between the Avamar server and
the client during the restore.


The encryption technology and bit strength for a client/server connection depends on several factors, including the client
operating system and Avamar server version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides details.


15. Select Restore everything to a different location.
The buttons below the Items Marked for Restore list become active.


16. Click Set Destination.
The Set Destination dialog box appears.


17. Click Browse.
The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box appears.


18. Expand the list in the left pane, and then select the checkbox next to the target volume.


19. For Dell EMC Isilon NAS systems, complete the following substeps:
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a. In the Browse Command Line Options dialog box, type the Isilon browse password, and then click OK.
The Browse Command Line Options dialog box closes. The /ifs root directory appears.


b. Select one or more directory checkboxes.


20. Click OK.
The Browse for File, Folder, or Directory dialog box closes.


21. (Optional) Set plug-in options:


These settings are all optional. In most cases, system default settings are the best settings for restores.


a. Click More Options.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box appears.


b. From the Maximum Concurrent Data Streams list, select the maximum number of data streams that can be used
concurrently during the restore.


c. For Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers: From the Encryption method to Data Domain system list, select the
encryption method to use for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system during the restore.


d. To run a script before the restore operation starts, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at start of
restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


e. To run a script after the restore operation ends, type a script file name in the Run user-defined script at end of
restore field. The script must reside on the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


f. Click OK.
The Restore Command Line Options dialog box closes.


22. Click OK to close the Restore Options dialog box.


Monitor restores
You can monitor and view status information for backup and restore operations in the Activity Monitor.


About this task


To access the Activity Monitor, open the navigation pane, and then click Activity. The Activity Monitor appears with a list of
all activities.


NOTE: The AUI Activity Monitor window has been optimized for at least 1366 pixels-wide screens. Display issues might


occur for smaller screens. To properly display the AUI, ensure that your display is at least 1366 pixels wide.


The Activity Monitor provides you with options to filter the information that appears:


● Filter activities by duration—By default, the Activity Monitor displays the most recent 5,000 client activities. To select a
different duration, in the Filter activities by duration drop-down list, select Last 24 hours or Last 72 hours.


● Filter activities by domain—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of domain. To display only the
activities for a specific domain, in the Filter activities by domain drop-down list, select a domain or subdomain.


● Filter activities by status—By default, the Activity Monitor displays all activities regardless of status.


To display only activities with a specific status, at the top of the Activity Monitor, select one of the following options:


○ Canceled
○ Completed
○ Completed with Exceptions
○ Failed
○ Running
○ Waiting


To filter activities by client, start time, plug-in, or type, click  in their respective column.


The Activity Monitor displays the date and time that an activity began, and the total number of bytes examined during an
activity.


To view activity details, expand the Details pane, by clicking .
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Cancel restores
You can cancel a restore any time before it completes. The cancellation might take 5 minutes or longer. The restore might
complete before the cancellation finishes.


Steps


1. In the AUI navigation pane on the left, click , and then click Activity.
The Activity Monitor appears with a list of activities.


2. Select the restore from the list.


3. Click CANCEL.


A confirmation dialog box is displayed.


4. Click YES.
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Plug-in Options


Topics:


• How to set plug-in options
• Backup options
• Restore options


How to set plug-in options
Plug-in options enable you to control specific actions for on-demand backups, restores, and scheduled backups. The available
plug-in options depend on the operation type and plug-in type.


Specify plug-in options in the AUI for on-demand backup or restore wizards, or when a dataset for a scheduled backup is
created. Set plug-in options with the graphical user interface (GUI) controls (text boxes, check boxes, radio buttons, and so
forth). Type an option and its value in the Key and Value fields.


NOTE: The Avamar software does not check or validate the information that is typed in the Show Free Form section of


the More Options pane. The values in the Key and Value fields override settings that are specified with the GUI controls


for the options.


Backup options
These plug-in options are available when you perform an on-demand backup, or configure a dataset using an NDMP plug-in.


Table 5. Backup plug-in options 


Setting Description


Maximum Concurrent Data Streams Specifies the maximum number of streams that can be
processed concurrently.


Filer Dump Mode One of the following values:


● Prefer Incremental, but do a Full if required
● Force a level 0 dump
● Force an incremental (level 1) dump


Backup label Custom descriptive label for the backup. This option is only
available during on-demand backups.


Store backup on Data Domain systema To store the backup on a Data Domain system instead of the
Avamar server, select the checkbox and then select a Data
Domain system from the list.


To enable this option, add a Data Domain system to the
Avamar configuration. The Avamar and Data Domain System
Integration Guide provides instructions.


Encryption method to Data Domain systema Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the client and the Data Domain system during the backup.


Run user-defined script at start of backup File name of a script to be run before each backup target is
processed. The script must reside in the NDMP accelerator
node's /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


A
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Table 5. Backup plug-in options (continued)


Setting Description


Run user-defined script at end of backup File name of a script to be run after each backup target is
processed. The script must reside in the NDMP accelerator
node's /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


Isilon Browse User Nameb User account on the Isilon server with sufficient privileges for
browsing the Isilon file system.


Isilon Browse Passwordb Password for the Isilon browse user account.


a. Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers only.
b. Dell EMC NAS systems only.


Restore options
These plug-in options are available when you perform a restore using an NDMP plug-in.


Table 6. Restore plug-in options 


Setting Description


Maximum Concurrent Data Streams Specifies the maximum number of streams that can be
processed concurrently.


Encryption method from Data Domain systema Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between
the Data Domain system and the client during the restore.


Run user-defined script at start of restore File name of a script to be run before each restore target is
processed. The script must reside in the NDMP accelerator
node's /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


Run user-defined script at end of restore File name of a script to be run each restore target is
processed. The script must reside in the NDMP accelerator
node's /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


a. Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers only.
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Command Line Interface


Topics:


• avndmp
• Specifying command line options
• Script processing


avndmp
The avndmp command provides a Command Line Interface (CLI) for backing up and restoring data to supported NAS systems.


The avndmp binary is located in the /usr/local/avamar/bin directory on the NDMP accelerator node.


To use the avndmp CLI:


1. Open a command shell.
2. Log in to the accelerator as admin.
3. Switch the user to root by typing the following command: su -
4. Type the avndmp commands and options.


Syntax


avndmp {
{--backup | --operation=backup} [backup options] 
| {--browse | --operation=browse}
| {--restore | --operation=restore} [restore options]
}
[account options] [common options] [logging options] 


Operation descriptors


Supply only one operation on each avndmp command line.


--backup
--operation=backup


Performs an on-demand backup of a NAS system.


--browse
--operation=browse


Displays the volumes for the connected NAS.


--restore
--operation=restore


Restores data to a NAS system, or to an Avamar Linux or Windows client.


Account options


Account options for the avndmp command enable you to specify credentials to connect to the Avamar server for backups and
restores.


--acceladdr=accelerator-name


Specifies the accelerator IP address or fully qualified hostname.


B
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--account=path
--acnt=path
--path=path


Specifies an account location (path) on the Avamar server.


--fileraddr=nas-name


Specifies the NAS system IP address or fully qualified hostname.


--filerbrowseuser=user
--filerbrowsepswd=password


Specifies the Isilon directory browse username and password. This option applies only to Dell EMC NAS
systems.


--filertype={md5 | text}


Specifies whether NAS system uses plain text (text) or encrypted (md5) passwords to authenticate
the --fileruser account.


--fileruser=user
--filerpswd=password


Specifies the NAS system user account and password that runs NDMP jobs.


--hfsaddr=avamar-server-name
--server=avamar-server-name


Specifies the Avamar server IP address or fully qualified hostname (as defined in DNS).


--id=user@auth
--password=password
--ap=password
--pswd=password


Specifies a login user account and password on the Avamar server, where:


● user is the username.
● auth is the authentication system that is used to authenticate that user. The default internal


authentication system is avamar.


● password is the password


Common options


Common options can be supplied with any operation.


--[avtar]ddr-encrypt-strength={high | medium | none}


Specifies the encryption method for data transfer between the client and the Data Domain system when
you store the backup on a Data Domain system. The default value is high. This option applies only to
Dell EMC NAS systems and NetApp filers.


NOTE: The exact encryption technology and bit strength that is used for any given client/server


connection depends on a number of factors, including the client platform and Avamar server


version. The Avamar Product Security Guide provides additional information.


--appname=name


Specifies which application to run. The default application is avndmp.


--backup-type={differential | differential_full | incremental | incremental_full |
level0_full | metadata | synthetic_full}


Specifies a backup type.


--check_filer_version
--check-filer-version


Verifies that the NAS system is a supported version.


--check_ndmp_enabled
--check-ndmp-enabled


Verifies that NDMP services are enabled on the NAS system.


--check_password
--check-password
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Verifies that the NAS system username and password are valid.


--env=string


Specifies custom variables to be sent to the NAS system.


--filerbrand={EMC | NetApp | zfs}


Specifies the brand of NAS system.


● EMC—For Dell EMC Celerra, Unity, VNX, VNXe, or Isilon storage systems.


● NetApp—For NetApp filers.


● zfs—For Oracle ZFS storage appliances.


--flagfile=path


Specifies the path to an options (flag) file.


--help
Shows all help output for the avndmp command, and then exits.


Supplying an operation descriptor shows help for that specific operation, and then exits.


--home=path


Specifies the home directory path.


--pluginport=port


Specifies the avagent data port connections. The default data port setting is 28002.


--run-at-end=script
--run_at_end=script


Runs this script after each target is backed up or restored. The script must reside in the
accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


--run-at-end-clauses=clauses
--run_at_end_clauses=clauses


Uses these clauses to start the run-at-end script. The default setting is desc=run-at-end.


--run-at-start=script
--run_at_start=script


Runs this script before each target is backed up or restored. The script must reside in the
accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


--run-at-start-clauses=clauses
--run_at_start_clauses=clauses


Uses these clauses to start the run-at-start script. The default setting is desc=run-at-start.


--version
Shows version, then exits.


Logging options


Logging options enable you to specify the path and file name for the avndmp log file, and to control how much information the
plug-in writes to the log file.


--informationals
Adds informational status messages to logging output. This is enabled by default.


--logfile=file
--log=file


Specifies the full path and file name of the log file.


--logtimeformat={ default | iso}
--logfmt={ default | iso}


Specifies the date and time format for log file time stamps.


--logtimezone={default | local | gmt/utc}
--logzone={default | local | gmt/utc}


Specifies the time zone for log file time stamps.


--noinformationals
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Turns off all status messages.


--nostdout
Turns off output to standard output (stdout).


--nowarnings
Turns off warning messages.


--prefix=string


Specifies a string to be prefixed to the log files.


--quiet
Suppresses informational and warning messages.


--verbose [=n]
--v [=n]


Enables all status and warning messages.


Specifies an optional verbosity level by adding =n, where n is a positive single-digit integer between 1
and 6. The default verbosity level setting is 6.


Backup options


--allowsubvolumeincremental
Allows sub-volume backups.


This option is only available for Celerra, Unity, VNX, or VNXe systems. It is not supported on Isilon
systems. This option applies only to Dell EMC NAS systems.


--base-sequencenumber=num
--base-labelnum=num


Explicitly sets which backup to use as the incremental base. The default setting is -1.


--enable-isilon-fast-incrementals
Enables Isilon fast incremental backups. This option applies only to Dell EMC NAS systems.


--enable-multivolume
Enables support for multiple volumes in a single backup.


--exclude-list=path


Specifies one or more directories or files to exclude from backups.


For Dell EMC NAS systems, the following rules apply:


● This option is only available for Isilon systems. It is not supported on Celerra, Unity, VNX, or VNXe
systems.


● Multiple --exclude-list options can be supplied on each command line.


● Isilon uses anchored matching to exactly match the name with the full path.
● A space character in a file or directory name must be preceded with a backslash(\).
● The total length of the relative path to the top level directory cannot exceed 1024 characters for a


single backup target.
● Multiple --exclude-list options are allowed on the same command line.


For NetApp filers, the following rules apply:


● The exclude list can contain a maximum of 32 separate directory or file names.
● Separate multiple directory or file names with commas (,).
● Asterisks (*) in the first and/or last character of a directory or file name is interpreted as a wildcard


character, which matches zero or more instances of any character. An asterisk in the middle of a
name is interpreted as a single literal instance of asterisk.


● A comma in a directory or file name must be preceded with a backslash(\).
● Multiple --exclude-list options are allowed on the same command line.


For Oracle ZFS storage appliances, the following rules apply:


● path must be the target path that contains files or directories that match pattern.
● pattern can contain asterisk (*) or question mark (?) wildcards.


○ An asterisk (*) matches zero or more occurrences of any character.
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○ A question mark (?) matches a single occurrence of any character.
● Multiple --exclude-list options are allowed on the same command line.


● You may also supply a list in the form --exclude-list=path/pattern.


--expires={n | days=n | weeks=n | months=n | years=n | timestamp}


Specifies backup expiration as one or more of the following:


● A specific number of days (n or days=n)


● A specific number of weeks (weeks=n)


● A specific number of months (months=n)


● A specific number of years (years=n)


● An absolute timestamp


--full
Performs a full backup.


The --full and --incremental options are mutually exclusive.


--incremental
Performs an incremental backup.


The --full and --incremental options are mutually exclusive.


--limit-incremental-search=num


Specifies the maximum number (num) of past backups to search for a valid incremental base. Specify 0
for unlimited searching. The default setting is 30 past backups.


--mode={full | incremental | try_incremental}


Specifies backup processing mode.


--noavtar=stream


Specifies a NAS system data stream name (stream) to be stored in a file.


--nosnapsure
Prevents SnapSure checkpoints during a backup. This option applies only to Dell EMC NAS systems.


This option is only available for Celerra, Unity, VNX, or VNXe systems. It is not supported on Isilon
systems.


--retention-type={none | daily | weekly | monthly | yearly}
--retentiontype={none | daily | weekly | monthly | yearly}


Specifies an extended retention type for the backup.


--savedump=stream


Saves the dump stream to a file using a tee.


--test-comment-file-omits=string


Omits creation of listed comment files in either the target or the snapview .system_infos file.


Restore options


-restore-destination={none | original | single | multiple}
--restore-option=


Specifies the type of restore to perform.


--restoretarget=name
--target=name


Specifies where to restore data, if different from original location.


Limitations


The known limitations of avndmp CLI for backing up and restoring data are as follows:


● The Oracle ZFS file system does not support file level backup, but it supports file level restore.
● The NetApp file system does not support file level backup, but it supports file level restore.
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● Isilon, Unity, VNX, VNXe, and Celerra file systems do not support file level backup, but these file systems support file level
restore.


Specifying command line options


About this task


Use one of the following methods to specify options for the avndmp command:


● Type the individual options on the command line.
● List the options in the avndmp.cmd file, located in the accelerator \usr\local\avamar\var\client-account-


name directory. List each option on its own line. For example:


--id=user@auth-system
-password=password
--logfile=file
--verbose


● Create a plain text option file, listing each option on its own line, and then specify the option file path on the command line
using the --flagfile=path option.


Script processing
The avndmp CLI enables user-defined scripts to be run before or after each backup or restore operation.


Script location


Scripts must reside in the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/etc/scripts directory.


Targets


Each backup or restore operation can comprise multiple targets. Each target is processed separately by Avamar, and any user-
defined scripts are successively run against each target before the next target is processed.


Pre- and post-processing control


The --run-at-start=script and --run-at-start-clauses options control pre-processing. That is, script is run against
each target before Avamar attempts to back up or restore it.


The --run-at-end=script and --run-at-end-clauses options control post-processing. That is, script is run against each
target after Avamar has successfully backed up or restored it.


Script parameter syntax


There are two distinct syntaxes for passing parameters into scripts using the --run-at-start and --run-at-end options.


● If stringlist-args or list clauses are false or not supplied, then parameters (p1, p2) are passed into script separated by
white space. For example:


--run-at-end="script p1 p2"


● If stringlist-args or list clauses are true, then parameters (p1, p2) are passed into script separated by commas. For
example:


--run-at-start="script,p1,p2"
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Mixing syntaxes (for example, separating parameters with white space when the stringlist-args clause is true) will
prevent the script from running.


Script clauses


The --run-at-start-clauses and --run-at-end-clauses options accept any of the following clauses. The following
table lists and describes each clause. The Default (not supplied) column lists the default behavior (that is, behavior that occurs
if the clause is not supplied). The No value columns lists the behavior used if the clause is supplied without a value (for example,
exit-on-error).


Table 7. Script clauses for the --run-at-start-clauses and --run-at-end-clauses options 


Clause Default (not supplied) No value Description


desc=text run-at-end for
--run-at-end-clauses
run-at-start for
--run-at-start-
clauses


Adds this user-defined
descriptive text in log
messages.


env="key=value" Specifies environment
variable to be set before
running the script.


exit-on-error[={true |
false}]


false true Causes the program to exit
when the script returns an
error or times out.


If exit-on-error and skip-on-
error are both specified, then
exit-on-error takes
precedence.


skip-on-error[={true |
false}]


false true Causes the program to skip
the current operation if the
script returns an error or
times out.


This is only used with
--run-at-start-
clauses to specify that the
backup or restore operation
should continue even if an
error is encountered when
processing a single target.


If used with
--run-at-end-clauses,
it is ignored because the
operation has already
completed on the target.


If
exit-on-error and
skip-on-error are both
specified, then
exit-on-error takes
precedence.


stringlist-args[={true
| false}], list[={true |
false}]


false true Specifies the syntax used to
pass parameters into a script
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Table 7. Script clauses for the --run-at-start-clauses and --run-at-end-clauses options (continued)


Clause Default (not supplied) No value Description


with the
--run-at-start or
--run-at-end options.


If false or not supplied, then
parameters are specified
using white space as a
separator.


If true, then parameters are
specified as a comma-
separated list.


Mixing syntaxes (for example,
separating parameters with
white space when the
stringlist-args clause is
true) will prevent the script
from running.


timeout-
seconds[=integer ]


1 hour 1 hour Specifies the maximum wait
time for the script to
complete.


create-stdout-
pipe[={true | false}]


true true If true, sends stdout to log
file. If false, stdout output
from the script is lost.


create-stderr-
pipe[={true | false}]


true true If true, sends stderr from
script to log file. If false,
stderr output from the script
is lost.
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Troubleshooting


Topics:


• Log files
• Restore problems and solutions


Log files
During backup and restore operations, the avagent process creates log files for troubleshooting problems.


By default, avagent log files are located in the accelerator /usr/local/avamar/var/client directory.


The avagent log file name and location can be customized for each backup or restore operation:


where file is the full path and file name of the log file.


● Supply a --logfile=file option on the command line interface


● In Backup Options or Restore Options dialog boxes, type logfile in the Enter Attribute, and file in the Enter
Attribute Value fields.


● In New Dataset or Edit Dataset dialog boxes, type logfile in the Enter Attribute, and file in the Enter Attribute
Value fields.


Restore problems and solutions
The following topics describe common restore problems and solutions:


Redirected restore of multiple volumes does not work


Redirected restore of multiple volumes fails and results in the following error:


avndmp Error <11803>: [avndmp_assist] Unable to redirect multiple volumes. Please 
restore them separately


To work around this issue, restore each volume separately.


Issues with directed recoveries of VNX systems with space-
reduced backup enabled to non-NAS file systems


Recovering files from an Avamar NDMP backup of a VNX deduplicated file system on which the Space-Reduced Backup
parameter is enabled may result in some files not being readable when a directed recovery is performed to a non-NAS file
system, such as a Microsoft Windows or UNIX/Linux file system. This issue applies when:


● The VNX Space-Reduced Backup threshold is set to a value other than 0.


NOTE: Setting the Space-Reduce Backup parameter to 0 disables the Space-Reduced backup feature.


● The VNX automatically compressed one or more of the source files.
● The restore includes a cross-platform recovery (for example, VNX to Windows or VNX to Linux).


The Avamar KB article https://emcservice--c.na55.visual.force.com/apex/KB_ETA?id=kA4j0000000PFpA contains further
information.


C
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Virtual NDMP Accelerator Nodes


Topics:


• Virtual NDMP accelerator node overview
• Deploy a SLES VM
• Kickstart the SLES VM
• Configure the SLES VM network settings
• Install the NDMP accelerator software


Virtual NDMP accelerator node overview
This appendix contains instructions for deploying virtual NDMP (vNDMP) accelerator nodes that mimic the Avamar Data Store
Gen4S and Gen4T physical platforms, but leverage existing VMware ESXi environments.


These procedures contain information about deploying a SLES virtual machine (VM), kickstarting the VM as an Avamar NDMP
accelerator node, configuring network settings, and installing the accelerator software.


Customers should be familiar with VMware environments, and basic procedures such as VM deployment and network
configuration.


Review all prerequisites and obtain all necessary information and material before you begin.


Required information


Obtain the following information before you start:


● The NDMP username and password for the NAS system.
● The Avamar domain where the NDMP groups reside.
● Network configuration values for the vNDMP accelerator node:


○ An IP address.
○ A hostname.
○ The netmask.
○ A default gateway.
○ The domain name.
○ One or more DNS servers.


Required files


Obtain the following files and their SHA-256 checksums before you begin.


The SHA-256 checksum files have the same names as the corresponding download, plus the additional extension .sha256
or .sha256sum.


The following file is common to all installation paths:


Table 8. Files applicable for all vNDMP installations 


Description Filename Source


SLES kickstart ISO for the selected
platform


ADS4S-SLES11-SP4-64-
version.iso or ADS4T-SLES11-
SP4-64-version.iso


Download links from SolVe Desktop


If you intend to install the accelerator software with the Avamar Installation Manager, obtain the following files:


D
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Table 9. Files applicable for Avamar Installation Manager 


Description Filename Source


Avamar bundlea for the selected
platform


AvamarBundle_SLES11_64-
version.zip


Support Zone (https://
support.emc.com)


Avamar NDMP accelerator software
workflow package


AcceleratorInstallSles-
version.avp


Support Zone (https://
support.emc.com)


a. The Avamar bundle contains the Avamar Installation Manager bootstrap file (avinstaller-bootstrap-
version.sles11_64.x86_64.run).


If you intend to install the accelerator software with the legacy command-line method, obtain the following files:


Table 10. Files applicable for command-line installation 


Description Filename Source


Avamar Linux client AvamarClient-linux-rhel4-
x86_64-version.rpm


Avamar server


Avamar accelerator software AvamarNDMP-linux-rhel4-
x86_64-version.rpm


Avamar server


Gen4T event monitoring software dpnepm-
version.sles11_64.x86_64.rpm


Avamar server


These three files do not have SHA-256 checksums when obtained directly from an Avamar server.


Virtual hardware resource requirements


Ensure that your virtual environment can meet the following resource requirements before you begin:


Gen4S vNDMP nodes require the following virtual hardware:


● 2 vCPUs
● 32 GB of virtual RAM
● 300 GB of disk space


Gen4T vNDMP nodes require the following virtual hardware:


● 2 vCPUs
● 48 GB of virtual RAM
● 1.8 TB of disk space


NOTE:


Allocating more disk space results in partition errors during the kickstart process.


Allocating less RAM impacts the deployment process and reduces the number of supported NDMP streams. Each NDMP


stream requires 8 GB of RAM.


Deploy a SLES VM
Deploy an uninitialized Linux VM in VMware ESXi, in preparation for the Avamar kickstart as a vNDMP accelerator node. Other
VMware clients may provide equivalent functionality, though the interface may differ. SLES is the only supported operating
system.


Steps


1. Open the VMware client.


2. Launch the New Virtual Machine wizard.


If prompted for the type of configuration, select Custom (advanced).


The wizard opens to the Select a creation type pane.
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3. Select Create a new virtual machine, and then click Next.
The wizard moves to the Select a name and folder pane.


4. Type a name for the vNDMP accelerator node VM.


5. Select a location in the ESXi virtual data center for the wizard to create the SLES VM.


6. Click Next.
The wizard moves to the Select a compute resource pane.


7. Select a host or resource to provide the virtual resources to the SLES VM, and then click Next.
The wizard moves to the Select storage pane.


8. Select an appropriate datastore to hold the virtual disks for the SLES VM, and then click Next.


Ensure that you select a datastore that meets the requirements in Virtual hardware resource requirements on page 58.


The wizard moves to the Select compatibility pane.


9. From the Compatible with drop-down, select ESXi 6.0 and later (VMX11), and then click Next.


NOTE: If you select ESXi 6.5 and later, the installation fails.


The wizard moves to the Select a guest OS pane.


10. From the Guest OS family drop-down, select Linux.


11. From the Guest OS version drop-down, select SUSE Linux Enterprise 11 (64-bit).


12. Click Next.
The wizard moves to the Virtual hardware tab of the Customize hardware pane.


13. From the CPU, Memory, and New hard disk drop-downs, select values that meet the requirements in Virtual hardware
resource requirements on page 58.


14. From the New network drop-down, select an appropriate virtual network, and then check Connect.


15. From the New CD/DVD drive drop-down, select Datastore ISO file, and then check Connect.


16. Select the kickstart ISO image that corresponds to the platform that you selected.


17. For Gen4T vNDMP accelerator nodes, add and configure the serial port:


a. From the New device drop-down, select Serial port.
b. Click Add.
c. From the Serial port 1 drop-down, select Use output file.
d. Check Connect at power on.
e. For the Connection field, click Browse to associate the serial port with the output file.
f. For I/O mode, check Yield CPU on poll.


18. Click Next.
The wizard moves to the Ready to complete pane.


19. Verify the settings and then click Finish.


Results


The wizard creates and deploys a new SLES VM from the kickstart image.


Kickstart the SLES VM
The kickstart process begins the initial configuration of the vNDMP node, including partition and network interface setup. The
kickstart process then copies the SLES operating system to the VM.


The procedures for Gen4S and Gen4T differ slightly. Perform the procedure that applies to your choice of platform.


Kickstart as a Gen4S vNDMP accelerator node


This task creates the system partitions and installs the SLES operating system.


Steps


1. Using ESXi, locate and then power on the SLES VM.


2. Open the console for the SLES VM and observe the boot process.
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Wait for the boot menu to appear.


Figure 3. Gen4S kickstart image boot menu


3. Use the down-arrow key to select the kickstart option that corresponds to SLES 11 SP4, and then press Enter.


The node type selection menu appears.


Figure 4. Gen4S kickstart image boot menu


4. Use the down-arrow key to scroll through the boot options.


5. Select ADS Gen4S Accelerator Node Kickstart, and then press Enter.
The automated operating system installation procedure begins. The kickstart is not complete until the first login prompt
becomes available.


6. Wait for the login prompt after the reboot.


7. Log in as the root user.


NOTE: At this stage, you are not required to log in as the admin user and use su.
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8. Determine the current kickstart version tag by typing the following command:


ls /sles*
Output similar to the following appears:


/sles11-SP4-64v01.02
Ensure that the kickstart version tag matches the version of the kickstart ISO image. If the kickstart version tag does not
exist or does not match the kickstart ISO image, the kickstart was unsuccessful.


9. Verify the existence of the kickstart post scripts by typing the following commands:


cd /var/log/YaST2
grep -iE 'autoinstscript.*\.sh' * | grep -v "\.log"


The following output appears:


y2log:2018-05-08 19:02:20 <1> test-ads(5445) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:749 Writing 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/post_config.sh
y2log:2018-05-08 19:04:00 <1> node(5445) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:703 Writing init 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/init.d/zzz-post_cleanup.sh
y2log:2018-05-08 19:04:00 <1> node(5445) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:703 Writing init 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/init.d/reorder_nics.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-08 18:59:27 <1> test-ads.avamar.com(4671) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 
Writing chroot script into /mnt/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/copy_from_ramdisk.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-08 19:00:03 <1> test-ads.avamar.com(4671) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 
Writing chroot script into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_services.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-08 19:00:04 <1> test-ads.avamar.com(4671) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 
Writing chroot script into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/zzzfix_kernel_mods.sh
Verify that errors did not occur during the generation of the post scripts.


10. Verify that all of the post scripts exist as expected by typing the following command:


ls -a /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/*.sh
The following output appears:


/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_services.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/copy_from_ramdisk.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/post_config.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/reorder_nics.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/zzz-post_cleanup.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/zzzfix_kernel_mods.sh
Verify that all of these scripts exist on the vNDMP accelerator node. If any of these scripts are missing, the kickstart was
unsuccessful.


11. Check the contents of the Message of the Day file by typing the following command:


grep -i avamar /etc/motd
The following output appears:


* This is an Avamar Super Node                                  *
If the file does not include the output above, the kickstart was unsuccessful.


NOTE: If any of the checks indicate a problem with the kickstart process, do not continue until you have resolved the


issues. Contact Customer Support for assistance.


Results


The vNDMP accelerator node is ready for network configuration.


Kickstart as a Gen4T vNDMP accelerator node


This task creates the system partitions and installs the SLES operating system.


Steps


1. Using ESXi, locate and then power on the SLES VM.
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2. Open the console for the SLES VM and observe the boot process.


Wait for the boot menu to appear.


Figure 5. Gen4T kickstart image boot menu


3. Use the down-arrow key to select the kickstart option that corresponds to SLES 11 SP4 (KVM console), and then press
Enter.


The node type selection menu appears.


Figure 6. Gen4T kickstart image boot menu


4. Use the down-arrow key to scroll through the boot options.


5. Select ADS Gen4T Accelerator Node Kickstart, and then press Enter.
The automated operating system installation procedure begins. The kickstart is not complete until the first login prompt
becomes available.


6. Wait for the login prompt after the reboot.


7. Log in as the root user.
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NOTE: At this stage, you are not required to log in as the admin user and use su.


8. Determine the current kickstart version tag by typing the following command:


ls /sles*
Output similar to the following appears:


/sles11-SP4-64v01.02
Ensure that the kickstart version tag matches the version of the kickstart ISO image. If the kickstart version tag does not
exist or does not match the kickstart ISO image, the kickstart was unsuccessful.


9. Verify the existence of the kickstart post scripts by typing the following commands:


cd /var/log/YaST2
grep -iE 'autoinstscript.*\.sh' * | grep -v "\.log"


The following output appears:


y2log:2018-05-29 19:01:53 <1> linux(4426) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:749 Writing  script 
into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/post_config.sh
y2log:2018-05-29 19:05:14 <1> node(4426) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:703 Writing init 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/init.d/zzz-post_cleanup.sh
y2log:2018-05-29 19:05:14 <1> node(4426) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:703 Writing init 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/init.d/reorder_nics.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-29 18:56:43 <1> linux(5224) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 Writing chroot 
script into /mnt/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/copy_from_ramdisk.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-29 18:57:18 <1> linux(5224) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 Writing chroot 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_services.sh
y2log-1:2018-05-29 18:57:18 <1> linux(5224) [YCP] AutoinstScripts.ycp:728 Writing chroot 
script into /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_serial_port.sh
Verify that errors did not occur during the generation of the post scripts.


10. Verify that all of the post scripts exist as expected by typing the following command:


ls -a /var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/*.sh
The following output appears:


/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_serial_port.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/configure_services.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/copy_from_ramdisk.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/post_config.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/reorder_nics.sh
/var/adm/autoinstall/scripts/zzz-post_cleanup.sh
Verify that all of these scripts exist on the vNDMP accelerator node. If any of these scripts are missing, the kickstart was
unsuccessful.


11. Check the contents of the Message of the Day file by typing the following command:


grep -i avamar /etc/motd
The following output appears:


* This is an Avamar Super Node                                  *
If the file does not include the output above, the kickstart was unsuccessful.


NOTE: If any of the checks indicate a problem with the kickstart process, do not continue until you have resolved the


issues. Contact Customer Support for assistance.


Results


The vNDMP accelerator node is ready for network configuration.
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Configure the SLES VM network settings


About this task


After the kickstart process creates the necessary network interfaces, use the YaST utility to apply the environment-specific
network settings that were listed in Required information on page 57 to the SLES VM.


This task configures the primary backup network port for the SLES VM (eth0). Ensure that you are still logged in as the root
user.


Steps


1. Open the YaST Linux configuration application by typing the following command:


yast


The YaST Control Center appears.


Figure 7. YaST Control Center


NOTE: In YaST, use the Tab key to move to an option. Correct typing errors or replace default settings by using the


Backspace key. To select a checkbox (a set of parentheses), press the spacebar.


2. Use the down-arrow to select Network Devices, the right arrow to move to the box on the right, and the down-arrow to
select Network Settings, and then press Enter.


The Network Settings screen appears.
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Figure 8. YaST network settings - Overview


3. Tab to the Name list and use the arrow keys to select the primary backup network port.


As you move from one entry to the next in the list, the description in the second box changes. You may need to tab to the
second box and use the arrow keys to scroll until you can see the interface name that is assigned to each network card.


4. With the primary backup network port selected, tab to Edit, and then press Enter.


The Network Card Setup screen appears.


Figure 9. YaST network card setup


5. Use the arrow keys to select the Address tab, if required.


6. Tab to Statically assigned IP address.


7. Select the checkbox (with an X) by pressing the spacebar.


8. Tab to IP address.


9. Type the IP address that is assigned to the primary backup network port.


10. Tab to Subnet Mask.


11. Type the subnet mask address that is assigned to the primary backup network port.


12. Tab to Hostname.


13. Delete the default hostname.
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14. Type the hostname that is assigned to the vNDMP accelerator node.


The hostname must resolve to the IPv4 address for backup clients to use, and the address that you assign to the primary
backup network port in the followup software installation.


15. Tab to Next at the bottom of the screen, and then press Enter.


The Network Settings screen appears.


16. Tab to the top menu and use the arrow keys to select Hostname/DNS.


Figure 10. YaST network settings - Hostname/DNS


17. Tab to Hostname.


18. Delete the default hostname.


19. Type the correct hostname.


This parameter must be the short name of the hostname that you typed on the previous screen.


20. Tab to Domain Name.


21. Delete the default domain name.


22. Type the correct domain name.


23. Tab to the DNS configuration section and specify these parameters.


Type up to three IPv4 addresses of DNS recurring name resolving servers.


24. Tab to Domain Search.


25. Use the right arrow to move the cursor to the end of the default entry and delete the default domain name.


26. Type the correct domain name to search.


27. Tab to the top menu and use the right arrow to select Routing.


The Network Settings-Routing screen appears and Default Gateway should be selected.
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Figure 11. YaST network settings - Routing


28. Type the default gateway address.


29. Tab to OK at the lower right of the screen, and then press Enter.


The Network Settings screen closes and YaST displays an informational message about saving configuration information.


30. In the YaST Control Center, tab to Quit at the lower right of the screen, and then press Enter.


Results


The SLES VM is now accessible over the network and is ready for software installation.


Install the NDMP accelerator software
Verify that the vNDMP accelerator node is accessible over the network by establishing an SSH connection, and then install the
accelerator software.


The instructions in Installation and configuration of the accelerator software on page 20 provide more information.
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A


accelerator
The Avamar NDMP Accelerator (accelerator) is a specialized Avamar server node that, when used as part of an Avamar system,
enables backup and restore of network addressed storage (NAS) systems by way of the network data management protocol
(NDMP).


activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also client activation


Avamar Administrator
A graphical management console software application that is used to remotely administer an Avamar system from a supported
Windows or Linux client computer.


Avamar server
The server component of the Avamar client/server system. Avamar server is a fault-tolerant, high-availability system that
efficiently stores the backups from all protected clients. It also provides essential processes and services required for data
restores, client access, and remote system administration. Avamar server runs as a distributed application across multiple
networked storage nodes.


B


backup
A point-in-time copy of client data that can be restored as individual files, selected data, or as an entire backup.


backup policy
In the AUI, a backup policy specifies a dataset, schedule, and retention settings that are applied to a client or a group of clients.
A backup policy must contain at least one Avamar client. If the backup policy contains two or more clients, the clients must
belong to the same Avamar domain. You can override backup policy settings at the client level.


C


client activation
The process of passing the client ID (CID) back to the client, where it is stored in an encrypted file on the client file system.


See also activation


client registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also registration


D


dataset
A policy that defines a set of files, directories, and file systems for each supported platform that are included or excluded in
backups across a group of clients. A dataset is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to
multiple groups.


G


group
A level of organization in Avamar Administrator for one or more Avamar clients. All clients in an Avamar group use the same
group policies, which include the dataset, schedule, and retention policy.
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group policy
In Avamar Administration, a group policy is defined as a dataset, schedule, and retention policy for all clients in an Avamar group.


M


MCS
Management console server. The server subsystem that provides centralized administration (scheduling, monitoring, and
management) for the Avamar server. The MCS also runs the server-side processes used by Avamar Administrator.


N


NAS
Network attached storage. A device connected to a computer network that provides centralized file storage for other
computers on the network. NAS systems always provide storage in the form of a traversable file system.


NDMP
Network data management protocol. An open protocol that is used to move data from a NAS system to a backup server.


P


plug-in
Avamar client software that recognizes a particular kind of data resident on that client.


plug-in options
Options that you specify during backup or restore to control backup or restore functionality.


R


registration
The process of establishing an identity with the Avamar server. When Avamar recognizes the client, it assigns a unique client ID
(CID), which it passes back to the client during client activation.


See also client registration


restore
An operation that retrieves one or more file systems, directories, files, or data objects from a backup and writes the data to a
designated location.


retention
The time setting to automatically delete backups on an Avamar server. Retention can be set to permanent for backups that
should not be deleted from an Avamar server. Retention is a persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and
attached to multiple groups.


S


schedule
The ability to control the frequency and the start and end time each day for backups of clients in a group. A schedule is a
persistent and reusable Avamar policy that can be named and attached to multiple groups.


V


virtual machine (VM)
A computer that is a software implementation of a computer. Virtual machines are used to run different operating systems at
the same time on one physical computer. Each operating system runs in its own isolated execution environment.


vNDMP accelerator
A virtualized appliance that provides the same functionality as a physical NDMP accelerator, but in a virtual environment.
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vSphere Client
A VMware software application used to control and manage a vCenter. The vSphere Client is also known as the "thick client."


vSphere Web Client
A VMware web interface used to control and manage a vCenter.
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Preface
As part of an effort to improve the product lines, revisions of the software and
hardware are periodically released. Therefore, some functions that are described in
this document might not be supported by all versions of the software or hardware
currently in use. The product release notes provide the most up-to-date information
on product features.


Contact the technical support professional when a product does not function correctly
or does not function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. To find the latest version of this
document, go to Online Support (https://support.EMC.com).


Purpose
This document provides information about how to use the Avamar REST API and how
to obtain API documentation from the Swagger framework.


Audience
This document is intended for system programmers who are responsible for accessing
Avamar server resources through the Avamar REST API.


Revision history
The following table presents the revision history of this document.


Revision Date Description


01 May 20, 2019 GA release of Avamar 19.1


Related documentation
The following publications provide additional information:


l HTML-formatted Avamar REST API specification


l Avamar Administration Guide


Special notice conventions used in this document
These conventions are used for special notices.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
These type style conventions are used in this document.


Table 1 Typographical conventions


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications that are referenced in text


Monospace Used for:
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Table 1 Typographical conventions (continued)


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or
z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information that is omitted from the
example


Where to get help
The Avamar support page provides access to licensing information, product
documentation, advisories, and downloads, as well as how-to and troubleshooting
information. This information may resolve a product issue before contacting Customer
Support.


To access the Avamar support page:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Type a product name in the Enter a Service Tag, Serial Number, Service
Request, Model, or Keyword search box.


3. Select the product from the list that appears. When you select a product, the
Product Support page loads automatically.


4. (Optional) Add the product to the My Products list by clicking Add to My Saved
Products in the upper right corner of the Product Support page.


Knowledgebase
The Knowledgebase contains applicable solutions that you can search for either by
solution number (for example, KB000xxxxxx) or by keyword.


To search the Knowledgebase:


1. Go to https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/19.


2. Under the Support tab, click Knowledge Base.


3. Type either the solution number or keywords in the search box. Optionally, you can
limit the search to specific products by typing a product name in the search box
and then selecting the product from the list that appears.


Online communities
Go to Community Network at http://community.EMC.com for peer contacts,
conversations, and content on product support and solutions. Interactively engage
online with customers, partners, and certified professionals for all products.


Live chat
To engage Customer Support by using live interactive chat, click Join Live Chat on
the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.
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Service Requests
For in-depth help from Customer Support, submit a service request by clicking Create
Service Requests on the Service Center panel of the Avamar support page.


Note


To open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. Contact a sales
representative for details about obtaining a valid support agreement or with questions
about an account.


To review an open service request, click the Service Center link on the Service
Center panel, and then click View and manage service requests.


Enhancing support
It is recommended to enable ConnectEMC and Email Home on all Avamar systems:


l ConnectEMC automatically generates service requests for high priority events.


l Email Home sends configuration, capacity, and general system information to
Customer Support.


Comments and suggestions
Comments and suggestions help to continue to improve the accuracy, organization,
and overall quality of the user publications. Send comments and suggestions about
this document to DPAD.Doc.Feedback@emc.com.


Please include the following information:


l Product name and version


l Document name, part number, and revision (for example, 01)


l Page numbers


l Other details to help address documentation issues


About the Avamar REST API
The Avamar Representational State Transfer (REST) API provides a framework to
develop applications and tools that interact with a standalone Avamar server. The
Avamar REST API uses client-server communication based on the REST architecture
model. The REST architectural model provides a platform-independent and language-
independent interface to Avamar servers.


Avamar servers currently support the following external interfaces:


l Web Service API (MCSDK)


l Command Line Interface (MCCLI)


l Concerto (REST API which manages multiple Avamar servers)


The Avamar REST API is intended to replace these existing external interfaces in a
future release. Subsequent new features about external interfaces will be included in
the Avamar REST API, and other external interfaces will be deprecated.


Purpose
The Avamar REST API simplifies the creation of custom web portals for customers
who deliver data protection services to end users. The Avamar REST API provides a
granular and responsive interface that can be easily integrated with modern web
applications. The Avamar REST API also provides a new and less-complex model for
managing an Avamar server.


This document describes how you can use the Avamar REST API in Swagger to
manage a single Avamar server. Previous Avamar API documentation described the
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use of the Avamar API to manage multiple Avamar servers as a single logical entity.
Therefore, this document has been created to provide information specifically about
the Avamar REST API, which enables you to use and manage a standalone Avamar
server.


Custom web portals
The Avamar REST API expands and improves on the available methods for providing
Avamar data protection features as a service. By using the Avamar REST API, you can
create custom web portals to interact with the Avamar server.


Multisystem management
To manage multiple servers, Avamar 19.1 provides a new component: Orchestra. The
Avamar Orchestra Getting Started Guide provides more information.


Understanding the Swagger framework
Documentation for the Avamar REST API calls is available in the Swagger framework
to simplify use and accessibility.


The Swagger framework or interface describes the REST API in a template that is
independent of the implementation language. The API definitions are both machine-
and human-readable to minimize the start-up and implementation process. Swagger
also simplifies the steps involved in building API tools, creating documentation, and
testing the API functionality while using the REST API.


Note


To learn more about Swagger, its open source tools and their functionality, refer to
the Swagger documentation.


Manage the REST API
No additional packages are necessary to enable the Avamar REST APIs. The REST
APIs are part of the Avamar Management Console Server (MCS) and are bound to the
MCS state. You cannot start or stop the REST APIs independently of the MCS.


Procedure


1. Open a command shell and log in by using one of the following methods:


l For a single-node server, log in to the server as admin.


l For a multi-node server, log in to the utility node as admin.


2. To start the MCS and REST APIs, type the following command:


mcserver.sh --start


3. To stop the MCS and REST APIs, type the following command:


mcserver.sh --stop


4. To restart the MCS and REST APIs, type the following command:


mcserver.sh --restart
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Troubleshooting
The REST API logs reside in the /usr/local/avamar/var/mc/server_log/
directory.


REST API logs and output filenames use the syntax mc-rest-api.*.log and mc-
rest-api.*.out.


Getting started
The Avamar REST API is part of the Avamar server and becomes available after the
Avamar software is installed and configured. Review the following topics before you
begin:


How to access the Avamar REST API documentation
The Swagger user interface (UI) contains a complete listing and description of the
available Avamar REST API functions, including the applicable object models for
constructing API calls. The Swagger UI is updated for every Avamar release.


Access the Swagger UI by opening a web browser and typing https://
avamarserver/api/swagger-ui.html, where avamarserver is the IP address or
hostname of the Avamar server. For multi-node servers, this is the utility node.


Note


With proper authorization, the Swagger UI can construct and call example REST API
commands for testing, and return the results for verification. Dell EMC recommends
that you issue only API calls that read from the server.


Testing the Avamar REST API
You can test the Avamar REST API calls from the documentation page. However, you
must authenticate and authorize before you begin.


The API calls are grouped into categories. Each API call lists the input parameters, the
response definitions, and provides some examples.


Procedure


1. Open the Swagger UI.


2. On the Avamar RESTful APIs page, click Authorize.


The Available authorizations dialog box opens.


3. Type the admin user credentials in the Username and Password fields, and
then click Authorize.


4. Expand the API category for which you want to view the list of available calls.
For example, Get Activities.


5. Select the API call that you want to test, and then click Try it out.


Swagger displays the available information, including a field for input
parameters. You can modify the existing values or use the default values.


6. Click Execute.


Swagger displays the response.
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Authorize third party clients to use the Avamar REST API
Before third party clients can use the Avamar REST API, you must authorize their use.


Procedure


1. Create an OAuth2 client with Avamar administrator credentials:


URL:


POST https://<AvamarServer>/api/v1/oauth2/clients


where <AvamarServer> is the IP address or the FQDN of the Avamar server.


Header:


Authorization: Basic base64(user:password)


Content-Type: application/json


where user and password are the login credentials for an Avamar admin user.


Body:


{
  "accessTokenValiditySeconds": 1800,
  "authorizedGrantTypes": [
    "password"
  ],
  "autoApproveScopes": [
    "all"
  ],
  "clientId": "<CLIENT_ID>",
  "clientName": "<CLIENT NAME>",
  "clientSecret": "<PASSWORD>",
  "redirectUris": [
    "https://my-app-server/callback"
  ],
  "refreshTokenValiditySeconds": 43200,
  "scopes": [
    "read", "write"
  ]
}


Replace <CLIENT_ID>, <CLIENT NAME>, <PASSWORD>, and my-app-server
with values that are appropriate for your environment.


2. To obtain an access token, authenticate with the Avamar admin credentials and
the generated OAuth2 client credentials:


URL:


POST https://<AvamarServer>/api/oauth/token


where <AvamarServer> is the IP address or the FQDN of the Avamar server.
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Header:


Authorization: Basic base64(<CLIENT_ID>:<PASSWORD>)


Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded


Body:


grant_type=password&scope=write&username=admin&password=<admin
password>


In the body, supply login credentials for an Avamar admin user.


Avamar returns an access token.


Sample response:


{
  "access_token": "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.",
  "token_type": "bearer",
  "expires_in": 1799,
  "scope": "write",
  "domain": "/",
  "authorized_domain": "/",
  "user_name": "root",
  "role": "ROOT",
  "jti": "d7d54186-4bcc-4de8-951f-25c2820a176b"
}


If the access token expires, repeat this step to refresh the access token.


3. Use the access token to consume other REST API services:


To get a list of Avamar server activities, use the Get Activities call.


URL:


GET https://<AvamarServer>/api/v1/activities?domain=
%2F&duration=0&recursive=true


where <AvamarServer> is the IP address or the FQDN of the Avamar server.


Header:


Authorization: Bearer <access_token>
"Accept": "application/json",


Sample response:


{
"content": [],
"statistics": {
"totalQueued": 0,
"totalWaiting": 0,
"totalActive": 0,
"totalCompleted": 0,
"totalCritical": 0,
"totalWarning": 0,
"totalInformation": 0
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},
"last": true,
"totalElements": 0,
"totalPages": 0,
"sort": null,
"numberOfElements": 0,
"first": true,
"size": 20,
"number": 0
}
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